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11te bmill3f symbol. Q. has SQn'Ie{hi"g In
common with :a ccrt:arn famous 19th ttrltury
(']eph<lIU of Ind05t'/'n. You our r~1I that in
till!' poan six blind 111m nch ,,,vcsrig.1fCd the
wne c:tepmnr wllh the agreemem th3t they

would ~port the.r findings to each other and
thereby detnminc the true nature of an e1~
phant. One chan<:cd to touch the side of the
elephant and reported "God bless me! But
lhe ekphanl is very like a wall." Another,
louching the tail, prodaimcd an elephant was
like a fOpe. The third, chancing upon a leg,
:lI'OWN the elephant 10 be kind of a Ifet', and
so on. The (onfusion of fe-ports prompt«l the
poet to obst.-rve to concll.lSion that, "FAch was
partly in t1~ right. and all were in the
wrong:'
And so it is wilh Q. ~ concept of Q
whICh ncb engiMtr fa\'ors is the one ba5ed
on the way in which he ~ Q most fre·
qUftllly. It mighr. be to describe selectivity
curves, or the resonant rise in \'oll::lgt, or the
impedance of a par;llllel rCSCKlant cirruil, or
the envelope of a damped wave tuin. If one
wen: to uk for a detlnition of Q, the most
common response probably would be "Q
e'luds wLjR.". But like the descriplion of
the elephant, this too is partly right and partly wrong. The reason is. that while one can
obtain a numerical value for Q by dividing
the quantity (qlL) by R, ittc:lJs litlleor nOlh·
ing about the: real nature of Q.
The expres.sion IpLfR. is a dimensionless
ratio and therefore a pure number. As sueh il
enjoys no distinction from OIm pure num·
bers. If we are 10 look for the "/~.l1ln& of
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Q as
as aa basis
basis for
for its
its description,
description, we must look
Q
for aa physiOiI
physical COflCept..
concept. We
W e may Ihen
then explore
for
the imphcations
implications and
and apfliCirions
applications of
of this
this con·
conthe
cept 10
in aa ,'antfy
variety of
of spt-"CJf)C
specific SltU2tions.
situations.
«pi
Let us
us go
go one
one step
step further
further in
in our an:dysis
analysis of
of
Ut
the expression
expression qlLfR..
@L/R,. It
It isis JlO(
not immediately
immediately
the
apparent why
why this
this ,,vtiatfar
pat%iculr2r numeticaJ
numerical nrio
ratio
appaffllt
should be:
be chosen
chosen 10
to doc:ribe
describe certain
certain charac·
characshould
teristics of
of components
components and
and circuits
circuits o"cr
over all
all
leristics
the other
d h e r similar
similar rAtios
ratios which
which might
might be
be set
set
the
up. The
The reason
reason for
for this
this choke
choice once
once again
again
up.
refers back
back to
to the
the concl'pt
concept im'olvN
involved in
in Ihl'
the
refers
establishment of
of aa definition
definition for
for Q.
Q. Wl'shall
W e shall
establishment
see pr<:5emly
presently that
that the
the basic
basic idea
idea leads
leads directly
directly
5t'1'
to aasimple
simple expression
expression by
by which
which we
we can
can deter·
deterto
mine aa numerical
numerical magnitudl'.
magnitude.
minI'
In thl'
the first
first place,
place, the
the Q
Q of
of aa circuit
circuit or
or
In
component has
has practical
practical significancl'
significance only
only
componl'nt
when an
an altern'ling
alternating curr<:nt,
current, usually
usually sinu·
sinuwhen
soidal in
in wavdorm,
waveform, isis Rowing
flowing Ihl"<Mlgh
through it.
it.
soidal
The circuit
circuit panmdel'$
parameters U$OCialoo
associated with
with alter.
alter1be

nating
currents, namely
nating currents,
namel)' capacitance
capacitance and
and ininductance, have
duCl:lnce.
have the
the common
common characteristic
characteristic of
of
being C1pabll'
capable of
being
of storing
Sloring energy
energy. An
An inductor
inductor
stores enl'rgy
energy in
of an
stor~
in the
the form
form of
an electromagdl'CtrOmagnetic field
field surrounding
surrounding its
netic
iu winding.
winding. A
A capacapacitor stores
stores l'f\l'rgy
energy in
citor
in the
thl' form
form of
of polarization
polariuuon
of thl'
the dielmric.
dielectric. Each
of these
systems will
of
Each of
Ihrse S)'SlmlS
will
deliver most
most of
of the
stored energy
deliver
thl' Slored
energy back
bad:: into
into
the cirruit
circuit from
from which
came 11lese
These comit caml'.
comthl'
which it
mon charaetl.'l"lSllcs
characteristics indicate
mon
indicate that
that perhaps
perhaps we
we
should look
look to
to enl'rgy
energy relationships
should
relationships for
(or an
an
appropriate description
description of
of the
Ihe behavior
brhavior of
of
appropriate
circuits
circuits.
As mentioned
mentioned above,
above, most,
most, but
of
As
but not
not all
all of
the energy
energy stored
stored in
in an
an inductor
inductor or
or aa capacitor
capacitor
the
delive’red hack
back into
the total
total system
isis uelivefed
into the
system. If
If we
w<:
start with
with this
this energy
energy concept,
concept, we
are in
§tart
we arc
in aa
position to
to derive
derive aa figure
of merzt
position
figlire of
merit for
for the
the
system in
in ternu
terms of
of its
its ability
ability to
store enl'rM
energy
system
to ~orl'
as compared
compared with
with the
the energy
energy it
as
it wastes
wastes.
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The
The Nat",e
Nature 01
of Q
Q (eonli"""d)
(continued)

DERIVATION
D E R I V A T I O N OF
OF a=_L/R
Q=wL/A
In
In describing
describing the
the behavior
behavior of
of aa circuit
circuit in
in
whkh
which an
an alternating
alternating current
current isis ROWing
flowing (as
(as
shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2),
2), itit isis most
most convenient
convenient to
to
use
use as
as our
our interval
interval one
one complete
complete current
current cycle.
cycle.
During
During this
this interval
interval the
the systcm
system will
will have
have
experienced
experienced all
all of
of its
its conliBurations
configurations of
of energy
energy
distribution
distribution and
and will
will have
have returned
returned as
as nearly
nearly
as
as possible
possible to
to the
the starting
starting condition.
condition. We
W e are
are
interested
interested in
in the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the total
total energy
energy
stored
in the
the system
system to
to the
the amount
amount of
of energy
energy
stored in
d'ssipateJ
dissipated per
per cycle
cycle by
by the
the system.
system.

=

Q
2". total
total cnergv
stored
Q = 2T
energy stored
per cycle
cycle
energy
energy dissipated
dissipated per
Thus
we see
the familiar
familiar eXpresSion
Thus we
see that
that the
expression
giving
magnitudt' of
of the
the quantity
quantity Q
Q folfol.
giving the
the magnitude
lows directly
from the
the basic
basic concept
concept of
of the
the
lows
directly from
or circuit
to store
store
ability
ability of
of aa component
component or
circuit to
the energy
energy tlissipated
per cycle.
cycle.
energy
energy anJ
and the
dissipated per
Q
IN
A
PARAlLEL
CIRCUIT
0 IN A PARALLEL CIRCUIT

ponem R,
R, becomes
bccOJTI<:S small.
small. In
In the
tht case
case of
01 the
the
ponent
parallel resonance
resonance circuit,
circuit, the
the larger
larger the
the shunt
shunt
parallel
the value
value of
of Q.
Q.
resistance the
the larger
larBer the
resistance
Summarizing;
Summarizing:

The
ha..s been
been made
made on
on the
the
The above
above analySIS
analysis has
assumption
of aa SQ·ealleJ
series circuit
which
assumption of
so-called series
circuit which
aSSUffit's
in the
the circuit
to be
be reprerepreassumes all
all losses
losses in
circuit to
resistor in
in series
series with
with aa
sented
sented by
by aa single
single resistor
We
lossless
and aa lossless
Jossless capacitor.
lossless inductor
inductor and
capacitor. W
e
are
in obtaining
an expression
expression
are now
now interested
interested in
obtaining an
in which
which we
Wl· are
looking at
at the
the
for
for the
the case
case in
are looking
connee·
circuit from the outside, or parallel connecthe inductor,
intluctor, and
anti
tion,
which the
the resistor,
resistor, the
tion, in
in which
the capacitor are all in parallel as shown in
Fig. },
Fig.
3.
I\n
An equivalent
equivalent expression for Q for the
two
two circuits of Fig. 3 can be obtained most
tlistribu·
readily
readily if we consitlcr
consider the current distributions when
when the applied alternating current
f reo
has
has the
the same frl'<)uency
frequency as till;:
the resonant freqUl;:ncy
R·L·C combinations.
quency of the R-L-C
combinations. In Fig.
Rowing through the circuit
3-a,
?-a, the current,
current, I, flowing
from
from point
point A to point B is controlled by the
parallel resonant impedance of the circuit:
1
Z
+ R.)
= (-j
( - i ±)(j
W ~ ) (illj L~ L
+ R s )
,
A.
B
( - j LI ) + ( j o L + R s )
(-j w-L)+(jC<lL+R,,)

Wee have
have seen
seen how
how the
the expression
expression Q
Q =
W
(!,L(R, can
can be
be derived
derived directly
directly from
from power
power
qL/R,
Byextend.
consideratiOn in
in an
an R-L-C
R-L-C circuit.
circuit. By
consideration
extending the
the analysis
analysis of
of power
power relationship
relationsh,p in
in such
s~lch
ing
circuits we
we can also
also derive
derive an
an expression
expression
circuits

Hence:
Hence:

z

OC

cv

$L12

Ar
At resonance:

where
where

Z

E,=$RI'($)
W h w e I e+*

= a07

I

~AB
'AB

mar

lwei-I
1 W-C I = I C<lw L I ..=

X,,
X

indicates magnitude, so that

(-jX) (+jX+R,,)
( + j X + R s ) ..
2-jXRs
..- HX)
X2-jXR"
-- X
R.s
- -jX
-j X +jX+R"
+ j X +Rs
R

X'

Figure 2.
2. E",,'1IY
Energy ''''''tlo,,~''ip~
relationships /"
in 0"
an
FIgu,"
.I.....
elementary (toe
a-c S.,/.S
s e r i e s cI,,,,,,lt,
circuit.

,,'o,y

To calculate
calculate the
the total
total stored
stored energy,
energy, Jet
let us
To
select
select that
that portion
portion of
of the
the cycle
cycle at
at whkh
which all
all
the cncrSY
energy isis stored
stored in
in the
the field
field of
of the
the in·
inthe
ductor. (This
(This isis quite
quite arbitrary,
arbitrary, as
as we
we coultl
could
ductor,
just as
as well
well assume
assumeall
all the
the energy
energy to
to be
be stored
stored
just
in the
the capacitor.)
capacitor.) We
W e r('(all
recall {rom
from el('(!rical
electrical
in
engineering that
that the
the energy
energystored
stored in
in the
the field
field
enginttring
surrounding an
an inductor
inductor isis equal
equal to
to 1/2
1/2 LP.
LIZ.
surrountling
In this
this case
case II will
will be
be the
the peak
peak (urrent
current in
in
In
amperes.
amperes.
The at'~ragl'
average P0ll'eI"
power lost
lost in
in the
the resistor is
is
The
1/2RSI2,where
where R.
R, isis the
the total
total series
series resistance
resistance
1(2RJ",
of all
all clements
elements in
in the
the circuit,
circuit, and
and II isis the
the peak
peak
of
current in
in amperes.
amperes. The
The factor
factor 112
1/2 appears
appears
current
because the
the (elf,,{/iv~
(effective current)
current) =
= .707
,707 (puk
(peak
because
current, I),
I ) , and
and (.707I)~
(.707I)? = 1/21".
l/212.
current,
The energy
energy lost
lost per
per cycle
cycle isis e<Jual
equal to
to the
the
The
average power
power times
times the
the time
time of
of one
one cycle,
cycle,
averaBe
= (1/f),
( l / f ) , or
or 1(2R.I"T.
1/2R,12T.
l'T =
The ratio
ratio of
of stored
stored energy
energy to
to energy
energy disdisThe
sipated per
per cycle
cycle br.~omes:
becomes :
sipated

=

1 L

fL

= - 1 WL

1

T ff... 'j'f;

Rs-2nQ

!&I

I I

I
1

"1'["; + (-jX),

E = Enerqy

1

2ITfL

2"~
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R
ADIO

absolute magnitude of this impedance is
The absoll1le

ZAB ..

J(:J2+X2_Xj~2\1,
•

Z = WL dQ2 + I
Or,
Z"wL.jQ2+1
Or,
most practical purposes this reduces to:
For most
wL,
Z ..= Q
QwL,
which isis the
the impetlance
impedance of a parallel reasonwhich
ant circuit.
circuit. For
For the external
external current flowing
ant
Rowing
through Figure 3·a
3-a we may then write,
through
write. II =

.

E/ QwL
E/QwL.
Referring to
to Figure }-b,
3-b, we may consider
Referring
that the
the combination
combination of C and L, with all
that
losses now accumulated into the equivalent
losses
parallel resistor R,,,
R,,, forms
forms at resonance an
parallel
infinite impedance
impedance circuit
circuit in
in shunt
shunt with
with aa
infinite
finite resistor R
R,,.
The curr..nt
current Rowing
flowing
TIle
"
finite
1
through such
such aa circuit
circuit will
will be
= E/R,.
E(RI"
through
be II =

E quat ing:
Equating:

E
~

- E or,
o rQw
, ~L w
=
",...5-

Q O LL - Rp;
Rp;
Qw

~p
~
Rp

Q ..= Rp/
Rp/ '"
wL
L .,
Rewriting: Q
Rewriting:

=

where R"
R, = total
total dJ('(tive
effective parallel
circuit
where
parallcl circuit
rcsistance in
in ohms.
ohms.
resistance
It is
is convenient
convenient to
to remember
It
remember that
that for
for the
the
series Cll5e,
case, R.
R, is
is in
in the
the denominator
denominator and
and Q
series
Q
becomes very
very large:
large as
as the
dissipative com·
combecomes
the dissipative

-

2-2-

I
wCR.

Q .. w L

R.

Rp

wL
SELECTIVITY
SELECTIVITY

, II
L

C

~

11,I'l

.. wCRp

=

"

A

C

R.

\i

L

R,

' d8B''

B

Figure
Fig",. 3.
J, Current
Curr"n' distributions
cli""I&",'ons in
'"
po,oll.1 resonant
reSO"ont circuits.
d,culls,
parallel

which describes the
the selectivity,
sek-ctivity, or
or responseresponse·
versus-frl'<:juency, curve
curve for
for circuits
circuits in
in the
the
versus-frequency,
vicinity
VICinity of
o( their
their natural
natural resonant
resonant frequency.
frequency.
To
begin with,
with, we
we will
will need
need to
to establish
establish
T
o begin
two points on the
the resonance
resonance curve
curve for
for referrder('nee A
A convenient choice
choice of
of points
poims isis one
one
ence.
in which
or capacapa·
which the
the net
net circuit
circuit inductive
inductive or
citive reactance
l'<:juals the
the resistance
resistance in
in the
the
reactance equals
circuit. These
o lie
'I1K'Se two
two points
points can
can be
be shown
shOwn tto
lie
at frequencies at
at which
which the
the power
power in
in the
the circircuit is one half
half the
the power
power at
at the
the maximum
maximum
response
r!'Spons!." frequency.
frequency. (See
(See Fig.
Fig. 4.)
4.)
Assume that
that the
the reactance
reactance equals
equals the
tile resistresist·
ance.
the total
total circuit impedance
impedance isis
ance, Then the
equal to
10 the following:

zz

dJ R:

=

J.jqR~- T+ -XF2

=

4~
2R: =
.. 1.414Rs
1.414R.

=
..

+

~

ij

m
R'
•

W
Wite must remember
remember that
that this
this new
new impedimped.
of the original resistance
resistance plus
pillS
ance consists of
some reactance.
comreact:!nee. Only
Only the
the resistance
r"sistance component of
of the impedance consumes
consumes power.
power.
If
If we apply the same voltage
voltage to
to this
this circuit
circuit
at the
as at
at the
the resonant
reSOnant
at
the selected
selected frequency
f re<Juency as
frequency,
the new
new selected
selected
f re<juency. the
the current at the
frequency
, is
I, =
= 0.707
0.707 I,I" where
where I,I"
is
frequency will
will be
be I,
the
the current
current at
at resonance.
resonance. The
The power
power disdissipated in
is then
then
sipated
in the
the circuit
circuit is
W f = I:Rs
= (.707I,) 2 R s = -5 IoRs
2
Wf
IfR" z (.7071 0 ) R. - " loR.

,

,

,

= .5w0
" Wo

Let
Let us
us now
now see
see what
what frequency
frequency relationrelationships
Ncar resonance,
resonance. ifif we
we
ships are
are involved.
involved. Near
change
change the
the frequency
frequency by
by aa small
small amount
amount
Af
the net
net rereo
Af toward
toward aa higher
higher frequency,
fr«juency, the
actance
aClance of
of the
the circuit
Circuit will
Will change
change due
due to
to two
two

4
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«J1U1 contributions
contubutions in the same direction:
direction:
equal
(I)
the.e will be
be a• small
5maIJ increase
incre~ in the
(1) there
mdlK1lvc: reactance
~J.nce due to the
tbe increased
mcreurd fre£re·
inductive
qumcy,
there: will be a.n
c:quill
2 ) there
n equal
quency, J.nd
and ((2)
.mount
dccre:ue in the capacitive
('lIp~itlve reactr('Kj·
amount of decrease
anee. The net
ntt change
change: in
lo reactance
react.nce: is
U the sum
ance.
of
these: two tqUl.I
dangc:s. The
'11e change
change: in
of these
equal changes.
react.lKe due:
lhe: increased
Increucd inductive
induetl\'C: rere·
reactance
due to the
aetance
.Ione i5
AX l =
2.6fL, and the
the:
actance alone
is AX,
= 2,AfL,
change in
lo the:
reactllfKe is
the 101.1
total reactance

6X
_ 2(2..
6n..) =
- 4nAfL.
,h6n...
AX =
2(2nAfL)
tqUl.I
to the
the difference
dilfer~ between
bdwtCfl
equal to
lhe:
the half-power
h.lf·pc:nn:·r
the frequmcy
frequency at
at either
either of
of the
pOtnU, f,
f l or
resonance frequency,
frequtne}'.
points,
or fa,
fZ, and
and lilt
the resonance
r.. Su'lCe
.....e have
have Jttn
thai at
at the
lhe: half-power
tu.lf,po,,·cr
f,.
Since we
seen that
pomu X
X =
R...
~ on
wnte the
the: two
tWO followfollow.
points
= R,
we
can write
109
ing c:quJ.t1ons:
equations:
R. _= 4.(lo-f
L
Rs
4 n ( f 0- f l l) ) L

a
-M
Choose
Af

l
-4·'a
=
4nf0L

-- 4 nI1"ff 1I L

R.s -44 ..
R
n (f.-f
( f z -fo)
o) L
--4"f
L + ~ll'f2
L..
=-4nf0o L
4afz L
Addmg these
tho:st 11"0
Adding
two tquJ.U0n5'
equations :
2R = 4..(f._f,)L
4r(f,--f,)L.
Re.arr2ngmg and mtIltlplYlng
Re-arranging
multipiying both 5ldc:,
sides
by
by f.
f,

~

ff o
2 ..n ffaL
wl
oL
OL
- - -Q
- -R.
Q
((f,-f,)• - I) -R.
RS
RS
1111$
hlCh is
lS most
This 15
is the appllcauon
application of
of Q ....
which

famll'.r
rlldio engm~n;
familiar 10
to radio
engineers; narndy,
namely, an
an ex·
exprftSlon
pression of the selectIVity
selectivity of
of a tesonant
resonant CII'
cir..'e k't
It is
IS
nlll
cuit 10
in terms of Q. !u
As we
see above.
above, it
Nstd
based on
on the ;tJWff
power dissipated 10
in the CltCUlt
circuit
at
at 1"0
two selected
selected frtqUC'fICId.
frequencies.
lUONANT
RESONANT liSE
R I S E IN
IN VOLTAGE
Ltc
Let lIS
us now look
look at another common milni·
manifcstalton
festation of
of the Q
Q of a rt$O<lant
resonant circuit; name·
namely the
phenomc:n.a.
the voltage:
voltage multiphcation
multiplication phenomena.
Consider
Consider once
once agilin
again the $C'ric:,
series circuit of
Fig.
re·
Fig. 22 hilving
having a total
total «Julvalenl
equivalent $C'n~
series resiSlance,
Rs, and
sistance, Rs,
and a circulating current causcd
caused
by aa smdl
vohab'C', 0:,
small sinusoidlll
sinusoidal voltage,
e, injected 10
in
series With
with the circuit.
circuit. At
At series resonance
$Cries
reJOnance

the current
current circulating
circulating within
....ithln the
the resonant
«'SOnant
the
circuli isis limited
limited only
only by
by the
the: resistance
resls!ance and
and
circuit
be I,Ie z
= e/R,.
cia.. This
This circulating
clfculating current
will be
ICross the
the: inductor
Induetor
will produce
product a• voltage
,"Oltage across
will
10 E
E = I,I. ycpl
= (e/R,)
(e/R.) qq)1_
equal to
L 7
L.
The resonant rise
rise: in
in voltage
volt:age then
then isis
The

...!...._

- Q
R•
1111$ is
1$ often written
wnllen
This
E=
Qt.
E
= Qe.
",lJ.li"ely high
hIgh values
v~ltICli of
of R,
R. (corre(corre.
For relatively
..~ must also
abo account for
for
sponding to low
low Q) we
the ddrop
lhe resistor:
resistor.
tLe
r o p across the

•

w "

d

w

E =
_II,,v
·'R1+
E
• wtL·

• .,j R1 +
.R.

•

w 2L.

_ e

j

",'L'
•

1 +or-R

So for
lor this case
E =
_ e
ed-J;:':=C-."QT'
E
Of course we could
[ould just
just as well
....ell have
have
ao~lyu<J this
Ihis circuit
circwt from
from the
the: standpoint
stsndpolnl of
of
analyzed
thc voltage
voltage: xross
bul we
\Joe would
the
across the capacitor, but
h~\'e arrived al
~~Iy the
lhe: same
same: results.
resufls.
have
at exactly

pown
POWER

DISSIPATION

of the.method
the mahod by
Proceeding dlr«tly
directly out of
whICh we denve
Q. namely from the
lhe stand·
which
derive Q,
standpoint
pomt of
of energy,
trlCr,gy, we can
an see
k't that
thllt the net
nc:t Q
01
the: complete oscillator
IllKIIlJ.tor circuit
CIrcuit describes
dtsctlbts
of the
in which
the manner In
lhe:
.... hlch the circuit
CilC\ut causes
CIIusts the
[urrnll
80w in alternate
a!tenure directions,
dlrecllons, and
current to flow
describes the:
the entrgy
energy lost per
dtKl',bcs
pe-r cycle
cyde in
m the
lhe
process.
be:
proce». This lost energy per cycle must be
made
made' up by the power supply of
of the system
sySle:m
or oscillation will
Will dIe'
die OUI.
out.
Wee know that a circuit consisting
consis!ing of
of an
W
inductor, a apacitor
capacitor and a resistor
series,
mductor,
rni$!or in
In SClln,
which
whICh is charged and allowed
aliowN to
10 oscillate,
OSCIllate,
will expetience
experience an eXpor"ential
exponential decay in
In the
magnitude
curr:nt. This decay
~lIk -current.
mllgnitude of the p,eak

C-~l~'

follows the form
The portion
expression k72L
of this e:xpression
R/2l is'
IS defined as the
damping coefficient,
describes the
J"lIIpillg
ro~ffiritlll, and describ<:s
tlie amount
successive cycle is lower
by which each Suc[(.'sliive
lower than
its predecessor,
predecessor. as shown in Fig. 5.
,. If
If we
damping coeflicient
coefficient by the time
multiply the d~rnping
tIme
for
one cycle.
cycle, we obtain the expression known
for ooe
logdrithmic JtrulI1tlll
decrement of
of a CIrcuit.
circuit,
as the IOKtNllhlllir
of frequency.
frc:qut'tlC)'. In
In
which includes the effect 01
each suc«'S.'iive
successive cycle of period T
obtain
eJ.ch
T we obIain
the following current ratios:
ratlos:

I
- R T
-6
-l_ r
IT _r
I,
BUITflsou"i'lC;or
-Q
I
... R.
.
'

=%

••
Q
'
Q -0Rewriting:
R
ewrlung:

_c.

F i g u r e 4.
4. R.....
Resonance CW'Y.,
curve, .'-.1'"9
showing
Fl......
holf-power ""I..
p o i n t,••
s.
,",If.po••,

.

W e stt
see that In
in !hlS
this appllCllion
application Q is
We:
lS intiinti·
nutdy
w,th the rate:
mately linked with
rate of ocoy
decay of OKil.
oscillation in a diss'eam'e
dissipative circulI.
circuit. Before
we leave
luioo
BefOf\e ....e
subject 01
of Q
Q and po....er,
power, 1tt
let us menuon
mention
the subltct
briefly t'tI<'o
two OIher
other facton
factors ....hlCh
which find com·
combuefly
usage m
in elect
electrical
engineering. 11M:
The
rial C'Oginec:ring.
mon us>;ge
these is the ,btut
phase angft
angle bc:t....
between
first of lhc:sc:
first
een the
lhe

-3-

F i g u r e 5.

Q as a damping factor.

curf('flt and
and the
the driving
dllvlng voltage
\'oltage in
in a circuit
cirruil
current
conumlng reactance
~ance and
a.od resistance.
~KllfKe. If
If we
we:
containing
once again
o cona8"m arbitrarily
.rbitrarily limit
limit ourselves
oundvC'$ t10
«Ill'
sldc:n.!IQn of
of inductors,
Induetors, the
the expression
~prftSion for
for
sideration
phase: angle
angle is
is the
the familiar
familiu formula:
lormulJ.:
phase
wL/Rs =
Q
tIan
an 4
,p =-wL./R.
~Q
Or: Q =
_ (tangent
(ranaenl of
01 td»e
angle.)
h e pphase'
h a s e angle.)
Oosdy associated
:associated with
with the
the phase
ph~ angle
angle
Closely
IS the
lhe: power
lDwtr f'Mltn'.
power factor
factor of
of an
:an
is
a t a r . The power
mduaor is
15 the
the ratio
rUI() of
of the
the total
loul resistdnce
,.UtJl4Jffl
inductor
absorbtng power
pawn to
to the total impedance
;"'/'''41ur of
of
absorbing
the
the device,
~·lCe. and
lUId is
IS designated
d~ignate'd by
by- COS
Cos 4
¢ :
R
RS
RRs
cCo,,p-vii!+fal2L1
0 s 4 ~'"..,
= & m =- RR.Js !+wi[5
/ W
R~
1I
R:

...

m
- dfT+V

=

T h i s is approximately
Thi. i. approx.illl:ltely
THE

C O S ~ =1 Q

Cos,p-t.

0
ETER
0 M
METER

Practically
Prac!oJly all of
of the relationships
relationships menmen.
tioned
been used
used in
in radio
radio and
and
tloned above have
have been
electrical
declrical engineering
cngin~ting for a great many
milny years.
years.
However,
its numerical
nurn<'rical
However, the expression
c:xprftSion Q and its
value
v~lue of
of Q =
= qL/R,
'lll/R. did not come into
into popupopular
In usage
u»ge until the
the early
nrly 1930's.
1930·s. The
1be need
need for
for
the
lhe rapid measurement
meuuremmt of
of Q arose with
with the
lhe
growth of
of the broadcast
broadost receiver
receiver industry,
industry,
and Boonton
Boontoo Radio
Radio Corporation
Corpotation demondemon.
strated the first
"Q-METER" at the Rochester
fir$! "Q·Ml:TER"
Rochesler
IRE Meeting
MC'c:tmg in November,
November, 1934.
19}4.
A numerical quantity for Q might be obob·
tained
taine.::! by measuring each
('ach of
of the parameters
p....ameters
involved in any of
of the various
vilrious forms which
which
have been
bcc:n given above. However,
Howt¥er, certain
ce:nain of
of
these expressions
expressIOns lend themselves to direct
measurement
meuurc:ment much more readily than others.
orhers.
Originally,
Originally. the
lhe favored
fa\"Ored method was
was to actualactual.
ly measure qll
q L and R,.
R•. Later,
later, measurements
measurcmrnts
of Q were based
basod on
an the
the: frequency relationrela!ion.
ship,
shIp. using
lIS'"g a heterodyne detector
detector system.
systcrn. This
method
rntthod is feasible but demands great
grc:at accuracy
aCCUfllCY
of the variable
generator in
of
vallable: frequency generator
in order
ordet
to obta,"
obtain resasonable
10
rc:sasonable accuracy of
of the final
final
result.
An expression
Upresslon equivalent
equivalc:nt to
10 the frequency
frequency
relationship
can be written
rdationshrp CIIn
"'ritten in terms
ttrnlS of
o( capacapa·
citance. For the
CllalKe'.
lhe: series resonant
resooanl case we
"'e ob00.
tain the following:
IaIO
folloYo'in8~
co
Q_ 2
2Co
Q= c
x

c;r-;

The multiplier 22 is introduced
1ne
Imroductd because
because the
lhe
change in
in frequency
change
frequency is proportional
proportional to
to the
lhe:

BOONTON
BOONTON
square
square root
root of
of the
the change
change in
in capacitance.
capacitance.
For
For incremental
incremental quantities
quantities this
this reduces
reduces to
to 2.
2.
The
The relationship
relationship which
which has
has found
found almost
almost
universal
universal acceptance
acceptance in
in the
the design
design of
of instru·
instruments
ments for
for the
the direct
direct measurement
measurement of
of Q
Q makes
makes
usc
use of
of the
the resonant
resonant rise
rise of
of voltage
voltage principle
printiple
outlined
outlined abo"e.
above. In
In such
such instrurnl.'nts.
instruments, aa small
small
radio
radio frequency
frequency voltage
voltage of
of known
known magnitude
magnitude
isis injected
injected inlo
into the
the resonating
resonating circuit
circuit across
across
aa very
At resonance
resonance
very small
small series
series resistor.
resistor. At
this
this voltage
voltage causes
causes aa current
current to
to flow
flow which
which
isis limited
limited only
only by
by the
the magnitude
magnitude of
of the
the total
total
equivalent
equivalent series
series resistance
resistance of
of the
the circuit.
circuit. The
The
currem
current flowing
flowing through
through the
the inductor reSlllts
results
in
in the
the resonant
resonant rise
rise of
of voltage
voltage given
given by
by E =
=
eQ.
eQ. This
This magnified
magnified VOltage
voltage isis read
read by aa
vacuum
vacuum rube
tube "oltmeter
voltmeter connected
connected across
across the
resonating
resonating capacitor,
capacitor. Since
Since the
the series
series voltage
injected
injected into
into the
the circuit
circuit isis known,
known, it is
is possi.
possible
ble to
to calibrate
calibrate the
the scale
scale of
of the
the voltmeter
diret:tly
directly in
in values
values of
of Q.
Q.
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While the
the equations
equations given
given above
above for
for the
the
While
various quantities
quantities involving
involving Q
Q may
may be
be found
found
various
many places.
places, the
the references
references below
below offer
offer
inin many
an excellent
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presentation of
of the
the energy
energy con·
conan
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advanced Electrical
Electrical EngiEngi.
physics.
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specializing in
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microwaves and
and
neering,
UHF, at
at Northwestern
Northweslern University
University between
between
UHF,
19~9 and
and 1942,
1942, and
and received
received an
an M.A.
M.A. in
in
1939
physics from
from Boston
Boston University
Univer.lity in
in 1949.
1949.
physics
From 1940
1940 to
to 1947
1947 he
he was
was Senior
Senior Project
Project
From
Engineer for
for Motorola,
Motorola, Inc.,
In<:., where
where he
he directdirect·
Engineer
ed work
work on
on FM
I'M receiver
r('{eiver design
design and
and signal
signal
ed
generating equipment.
equipment. During
Duritig the
the war,
war, he
he
generating
had charge
charge of
of the
the development
development of
of the
the SCRSCR·
had
511 “Cavalry
"Cavalry Set”,
Set", the
the redesign
redesign of
of the
the SCRSCR·
511
536 “Handie-Talkie”,
"Handie_Talkie", and
and airborne
airborne comcom536
munications equipment.
equipment.
munications
Between 1947
1947 and
and 1951,
t951, Mr.
Mr. Moore
Moore was
was
Between
at the
the Upper
Upper Air
Air ReReSupervisor at
a Project Supervisor
laboratory at
at Boston
Boston University,
University,
search Laboratory
where he
he supervised
supervised the
the design
design of
of rocketrocketwhere
borne electronic
electronic equipment.
equipment. During
During the
the
borne
he taught
taught electronics
elfftronics as
as an
an
same period he
instructor in
in the B.
B. U.
U. Physics
Physics Department.
Department.
instructor
In 1951
t951 he
he joined
joined Tracerlab,
Tracerlab, Inc.,
Inc., where
where he
he
In
remained as Chief
Chief Engineer
Engineer until
until 1953,
195:;,
remained
when he
he accepted the
the position
position of
of EngineerEngineer.
when
Managet of
of Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation.
Corporation.
ing Manager

W. Cullen
Moore was
was graduated
from
W.
Cullen Moore
graduated from
Recod College
in 1936
19~6 with
with aa B.A.
B.A. degree
degree in
in
Reed
College in
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Basic Formulas
Formulas Involving Q
A.
A . TWO-TERMINAL IMPEDANCE
FORMULAS
EQUIVALENT
SElIES AND
AND PPARALLEL
F O R M U L A S RElATING
RELATING E
Q U I V A L E N T SERIES
A R A L L E L CCOMPONENTS
OMPONENTS

x,

Q

B. ArBuimbau,
Arguimbau, John
John Wiley
Wiley and
and
Lawrence 8.
Lawrence
son; Pages
Pages 184·185.
184-185.
son;

= .. L.
R,

greater,
Q g......
than '0
10
dun

(;,••
,,1
General
Formula
Fo,,"ulo

R''''I~Q'

R•

• '" X, ___
Q'
X,
t+Q'
L. =

="jf,"

"'..&.
Q'

1

= ...CaR,

= ~"- =
Xo

Q
less
QI....
than 0.1

R, = R,

R,

-

R.('+Q')

.

.

Q less
Q
than
th•• 0.1
O.1

R, = R.Q'

R, = R.

X. = X,Q:

X =X!+q:'

X. = X.

I.."T+Q'

1..,=L,.

c.

L"Q'

r.""" L• .!...+Q:
Q'

~

e

I+Q'

c, == c"

~~.

c. -C
Q'
- 'I+Q'

C.

-c.

Q'

Co == c,,-Q'

e

C, "--

I,,,

o ....

Q greater
~
«,
than
,h•• 10
to

(;<,..,.1
General
Formula
Fo'mul.

,"".0,'

X, = X,

Q'

X

X.

" '" Q'

C.

r." =

~:

c" = C.Q'

B . TUNED CIRCUIT
B.
1. Selectivity
Selectivity
1.
Q=fo
= 2C0

QA:
7 7 ,-a
c,-c,
I· 2

2

I

Where f I and f 2 are halfpower points and Co C t
• •
and C 2 are capacitance
values at f o f 2 andf l
respectively.

2. Resonant
Resonant Rise
R i s e iinn
2.
Voltage Q
Q ..=£;.E
Voltage
<e

VacuumTube
Tube CircN;U;
Circuits; 1St
1st Edition,
Edition, 1948,
1948,
VaCUI/III

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

THE
THE AUTHOR
AUTHOR

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
We
W e ha"e
have seen
seen that
that the
the conventional
conventional ex·
expression
pression for
for the
the magnitude
magnitude of
of Q
Q can
can be
be
derived
derived from
from the
the basic
basic concept
concept of
of energy
energy
stored
stored compared
compared to
to energy
energy dissipated
dissipated per
cycle
cycle in
in aa resonant
resonant system.
system. Its
Its use
use as
as aa measmeasure
ure of
of the
the damping
damping dTect
effect in
in decaying
decaying wave
wave
trains.
trains, its
its relationship
relationship to
to phase
phase angle
angle and
and
power factor,
factor, and
and the
the sdectivity
selectivity of
of aa resonresonpower
ant cirruit
circuit are
are seen
seen to
to come
come oul
out of
of energy
energy
ant
and
and power
power considerations_
consjderations. In
In addition
addition to
to
these factors,
factors, such
such critkal
critical basic
basic measure·
measurethc'Se
ments as
as radio
radio frequency
frequency resistance
resistance of
of aa wide
ments
variety of
of components,
components, the
the loss
loss angle
angle of
of
variety
capacitors, dielectric
dielectric constants,
constants, characteristiC5
characteristics
capacitors,
of antennas,
antennas, and
and transmission
transmission line
line parameters
parameters
of
are all
all part
part of
of the
the continually
continually expanding
expanding list
list
are
made practical
practical by
by aa 'simple,
simple, direct.reading
direct-reading
made
instrument for
for the
the measurement
measurement of
of Q,
Q, the
the
instrument
{J-j\lr/u.
Q-Meter.

RADIO
R
ADIO

For relarively large R.
(low Q), E .. e~

-4-4-

3. Power
3.
Powet Dissipation
Dissipation
a. Power Faetor ~ cos ¢

R...!-

.. .jR:I+L 2C<)2" Jl+Q'
and for inductors, Q

~

ran" wL

¢
b, Damped Oscillations
Q .......!.. where
where 6
8 is
is the
the

•

logarithmic
logarithmic decrement.
decrement.

m-d:&.x
p’-t”----___.

~

.Jcy-,i

TTHE
HE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK
by aa steatite
steatIte bushing.
bushing. To
To provide
provide:maximum
maximum
by
protection against
against moisture,
moisture. the
the unit
unit isis herherprotection
saled, evacuated,
evilCWlt~. and
and filled~
filled with
With
met,cally sealed,
metically
dry helium
helium under
un<ler pressure.
pressure.
dry
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

The principal
principal electrical
elretriC21 characteristics
chancr:eristies ofof
The
each individual
individual Q-Standard
Q.Standard are
arc measured
measured atat
each
the factory
factory and
and stamped
5tamJ>C'<! on
on the
the nameplate
nameplate
the
of the
the unit.
unit. These
These include
Illclude the
the inductance
inductance
of
the distributed
distributed capacity
capacity (Cd),
(C.>' and
and 3~
((L),
L ) , the
values of
of effective
effective Q
Q (Q,)
(Q,) and
and indicated
indicated Q
Q
values
(Q,), determined
determined atat frequencies
frequencies of
of 0.5,
O.~, 1.0
l.0
(Qi),
and 1.5
l.~ mc,
me, respectively.
te$pectl\·ely.
and
The effective
effreti"e Q
Q may
may be
be defined
defined as.'
as the
the Q
Q
The
of the
the Q-Standard
Q.Standard assembly
assembly mounted
mounted on
on the
the
of
Q·Meter, exclusive
exduSI\'r of
of any
any losses
lossesoccurring
occurringin
III
Q-Meter,
the measuring
measuring circuit
circuit of
of the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter itself.
itsrlf.
the
dlffrrs from
from the
the true
uur Q
Q by
by an
an amount
amount
ItIt differs
"'hich depends
depends largely
largely on
on the
the dgtributed.
distributed
which
of the
lhe inductor.
inductor. At
.....t -,the
the frefreC2pacitance of
capacitance
quencies for
for which
which Q,
Q~ is
is given,
given, the
the following
following:
quencies
approximately correct:
correct:
relation isis approximately
relation

Cd

TRUE Q
Q.
Qe (1
(I +.cd/c')
+
Ie'') .:
TRUE
= Q~

The
The Q-Standard
AA NEW
NEW REFERENCE
REFERENCE INDUCTOR
INDUCTOR FOR
FOR CHECKING
CHECKING Q
Q METER PERFORMANCE
Dr.
Dr. Chi
Chi Lllng
Lung Kong
Kang
James E.
E . Wac"'.r
Wachter
Jame.
for uS('
use as
as acccs.sory
accessory coils
coils in a variety of Q
Q
Wid~'Spread
for
Widespread acceptance
acceptance of
of the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter as
as
resemblance is
Meter measurements. This reso:.'mbJance
aa basic
basic tool
tool for
for electronic
electronic research
research and
and de·
deonly superfiCIal,
superficial, howl"Vcr,
however, since
since highly spe·
speonly
velopment
velopment has
has lead,
lead, in
in recent
recent yean;,
years, to
to an
an
cialized design
design and
and manufacturing t(.'chniques
techniques
cial,zed
increasing demand
demand for
for $(lIne
some convenient
convenient
Increasing
have bero
been r~ulred
required to
to provide Ihe
the high dr·
deha"r
means of
of checkmg
checking the
the performance
performance and
and
means
gree of
of elretrtcal
electrical stabilIty
stability drmanded
demanded of such
grte'
accuracy of
of the
the instrument
instrument petlodicdly
periodically in
in
aCCUrKy
unit.
aa unit.
the
the field.
field.
The Inductancr
inductance dement
element conSl5ols
consists of a high.
high1lle
As aa resull
result of
of Ihis
this <kmand.
demand, BRC
BRC engi.
engi10$
Q coli
coil of
of lilZ
Litz Wire
wire ""ound
wound on
on a low·lou
low-loss
neers have
have dt'Vrlopc'd
developed-the
the recrntly.mnOUn<:ed
recently-announced
Q
nett'S
steatite form.
form. .....fter
After windmg.
winding, the co,l
coil is
Q-Standard Type
Type H}·.....,
513-A, aa highly
highly stab{r
stable
Kea-lite
Q-Slllndard
heated 10
to rnDOYe
remove any
any molSt~
moisture present.
present, coar·
coatreference mductOl,
inductor, mtrnded
intended spa:ifically
specifically for
for
healed
rrfrren<:r
ed with
with silicone
silicone varnish,
varnish, and
and baked......
baked. A 5olablr,
stable,
useininchecking
checking the
the performancr
performance of
of QQ Metrrs
Meters
ed
UJC
carbon-film resistor
resistor isis shuntrd
shunted across
across the
the
Type 160-.....
160-Aand
and 260-......
260-A. By
By comparing
comparing thr
the
carbon·film
Type
coil to
to obtain
obtain the
the proper
proper Q.versus.frequeney
Q-versus-frequency
accurately-known paramctrrs
parameters of
of this
this induc_
induccoil
accurately.known
characteristics. The
The coil
coil form
form isis mounted on
on
tor dirretly
directly with
with Ihr
the corresponding
corresponding valut$
values
charxtcristies.
tor
copper basr
base which
which in
in turn
turn is
is filled
fitted 10
to aa
read on
on Ihr
the QQ Mrter,
Meter, the
the usrr
user may
may now
now ob·
obaa copper
read
cylindrical, copper
copper shield
shield can.
can. The
The coil
coil leads
leads
tain aa dependable
dependable indication
indication of
of the
the accunlcy
accuracy
cylindrical,
tain
are brought
brought through
through the
the base
base to
to reillaceabic
replaceable
withwhich
whichhis
hisQQMrtcr
Meter isisoperating.
operating.
are
",uh
banana plug
plug connectors
connectors which
which aallow
the
The Q.Standard
Q-Standard isis deSigned
designed and
and (on·
conbanana
low the
The
unit to
to be
be plugged
plugged directly
directly into
into the
the Q
Q Ml:ter
Meter
structed toto maintain,
maintain, asas nearly
nearly asas possible,
possible,
un,t
structed
COIL postS.
posts. The
The low
low potential
potential (onnretor
connector isis
constantelectrical
electricalcharactenstics.
characteristics. In
In external
external
COIL
constant
mounted directly
directly on
on the
the bast',
base, while
while the
the high
high
appearancethe
the un,t
unit isis very
verysimilar
similar to
to the
the in.
inb' appe;trance
mountN!
potential connretor
connector isis insulated
insulated from
from the
the b.asr
base
ductors (Type
(Type 103·
103-A)
which are
are available
available
pot"<:ntial
..... ) which
ductors
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Wherr C'
C' and
and C'
C.
are corrected
corrected values
values of
of
Where
, are
resonating
resonating capacitance
capacitance and
and distributed
distributed
capacitance,
as described
described
capacitance, respectively,
respectively, as
below.
below.
The
TIle Q
Q of
of the
the unit
unit as
as read
r<'ad on
on an
an average
average:
Q Meter
Ml:ter (indicated
(indicated Q
Q)) will
wiU differ
differ from
from the
the
effective Q
by aa small
small percentage
percenlage which
which isis
Q by
the
the result
result of
of certain
~rrain losses
losses inherent
inherent in
in the
the
measuring
CIrcuit of
of the
the instrument.
Instrument. These.
These
measuring circuit
losses
losses are
are minimized,
minimIzed, and
and may
may usually
usually be
be 1
disregarded
disregardrd in
III all but
but exacting
C'XilCling measuremeasure·
ments.
mm15. However,
HO""Cl'er, to
to provide
provide aa more
more accurate
:accurate
check
ched:: on the
the Q Meter
Meter reading,
reading, The.,.Qthe Q.
Standard is
is also
abo marked
marked with
with values
values of
of in-,
in·
dicated Q. Small variations
variations in
in the
the calibration
calibration
of
of both
bor:h the Q Meter
Metrr and the
thr Q
Q Standard
Standard
may cause
C2USl' individual
indIvidual instruments
instruments to
to deviate,
deviale
slightly from the
expected reading,
reading, but
but aa Q
Q
the expected
Meter Type 160-A
160-..... or 260-A
260· ..... which
which indicates
indicates
within
± 7 'if of
of the Qi
QI value
value marked
marked on
on the
the
within .t7'/c
Q-Standard may
may be
~ considered
considcrtd to
to be
be: operoperQ·Standard
ating within its
.....1·
its specified tolerances. Although
though quantitative
quantit""tivc indications
indications are
arc not
not posJ:>?s.
sible, itit is
s,ble,
is worthwhile
worthwhile to
to note,
note, when
when wider
w,der
deviations are
deviations
are encountered,
encountered, that
that an
an error
error
which is
at 0.5
which
is greatest
greatest lit
O.~ mc
IlK may
may indicate
indicate calicali·
bration inaccuracy,
bration
inaccuracy, while
while one
one which
which becomes
becomes
severe at
at 1.5
(.) mc
me may
may be
be caused
caused by
by excessive
(']fccss,,'e
severe
shunt loading
effects.
shunt
loading effectS.
In addition
addition to
checking indicated
In
to checking
indic;tled Q,
Q, the
the
Q-Standard may
be used
Q.Standard
may be
uscd to
10 determine
detttminc the
the
calibration accul1lCY
accuracy of
of the
Q Meter
calibratIon
the Q
Meter resonresonating capacitor.
capacitor. Th,s
This may
done readily
may be
be done
readily by
by
ating
tuning the
the rneuuring
measuring cin::uit
circuit 10
to resonance
tuning
resona.nce at
at
any desired
desired frequency
frequency within
any
within the
the resonant
resonant
limits of
of the
the Q·Standard,
Q-Standard, and
comparing the
limits
and comparing
the:
reading on
on the
the C2pacitor
capacitor dials
dials .with
readmg
with the
the value
value
predicted by
by 'h~
!he rxpression,
expression,
pledieted
I1
-c
o z L - Cdd
C".;2L
I

c=-

The measuring
measuring circuit
circuit of
of aa Q
Q Meter
The
Meter Type
Type
160-A or
or 260·.....,
260-A, with
with aa Q-Standard
Q-Standard mounted
mounted
160·.....
on the
the COl
COIL
posts, is
is represented
represented in
2-a.
on
L posts,
in Fig.
Fig. 2-a.
Here
R,
is
the
Q
Meter
shunt
loss,
Q
is
the
Here R,. is the Q Meter shunt loss, Q is the

BOONTON
BOONTON
Q.;ndicating
Q-indicating m~ter,
meter, R
Ril isis the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter injcrinjeclion
tion resistor,
resistor, and
and C'
C’ isis the
the resonating
resonating capacicapacitance.
tance. L,
L, Rand
R and C":
CL represent
represent the
the inductance,
inductance,
series
series resistance
resistance and
and correded
corrected distribmN
distributed
capacitance,
capacitance, respo::tivdy,
respectively, of
of the
the Q.Standard.
Q-Standard.
The
The equivalent
equivalent circuit
circuit shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2-1>
2-b inindicates
ffutill" paradicates the
the corresponding
corresponding ..effective
parameters
meters of
of the
the Q-Sbndard,
Q-Standard, which
which are
are related
related
to
to the
the values
values in
in Fig.
Fig. 2-a
2-a as
as follows:
follows:
LL

1-0
R

Lc;
R

•

Qe =

increased to
to become
becom(' Cd’.
Cd'. The
The
Standard
Standard is
is increased
magnitude
this effect
0.4
and we
we
magnitude of
of this
effect is
is 0
. 4 ppf, and
may
may write,
write,

,.,.f,

C'
C‘ -= C
C --0.4
0 . 4 I-l/Lf
ppf
Lf
Cd
C d -= C
Cd
+ 0.4 ppf
d +O.4/Lf
When
is used
used to
check the
the
When the
the Q·Standard
Q-Standard is
to check
in the
the
calibration
calibration of
of the
the resonating
resonating capacitor,
capacitor, in
manner
the value,
value, Cd,
Cd, ininmanner described
described above
above the
dicated on
on the nameplate is used. In other
applications,
however, where
where accurate
accurate results
rtsults
applications, however,
values, C'
and Cd’,
Cd',
are
are desired,
desired, the
the corrected
corrected values,
C’ and
must
Q. for exmust be
be used. In
In determining
determining Q,
ample,
ample,

-Q Standard

C

v

HI
HI

-

1

1

HI

I

Flv,,,.2.
e,,'''''on ..1
F i g u r e 2. Sell.malic:
Schematic "'pT••
representation
of Q
Q

M.,.,
Meter m.......,nll
measuring circuit
c i r c u i t with
w i t h Q.S'one/_
Q-Standard 01101'/'.<1.
attached.
orr/

worthwhile to
to consider,
consider, briefly,
briefly, the
the
ItIt isis worthwhile
corrected value
value of
of distributed
distributed capacitance
capacitance
corrected
(C;) m('ntioned
mentioned above.
above. This
This value is
is the
(~')
distributed capacitance
capacitance of
of the
the Q·Standard
Q-Standard
distributed
when itit isis actually
actually mounted
mounted on
on the
the Q
Q Meter.
Meter.
when
differs by
by aa small,
small, constant
constant value
value from
from
ItIt differs
the distributed
distributed capacitance
capacitance (C.)
(C,) marktd.
marked on
on
the
the nameplate,
nameplate, because
because of
of aa capacitance
capacitance shift
shift
the
caused by
by the
the proximity
proximity of
of the
the Q-Standard
Q-Standard
caused
shield can
can to
to the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter HI
H I post.
post. This
This
shield
proximity causes
causes the
the transfer
transfer of
of aa small
small value
proximity
of capacitance
capacitance from
from between
between the
the Q
Q Meter HI
HI
of
post and
and ground
ground to
to between
between the
the HI
HI post
post and
and
post
the Q-Standard
Q-Standard shield
shield can.
can. This
This results
results in
in aa
the
change in
in the
the calibration
calibration of
of the
the resonating
change
capacitor, and
and aa corresponding
corresponding change
change in
in the
the
capacitor,
Q-Standard dimibuted
distributed capacity.
capacity.
Q-Standard
Thus, ifif the
the tuning
tuning dial
dial of
of the
the resonating
resonating
Thus,
capacitor isis adjusted
adjusted to
to aa value,
value, C,
C, with
with
capacitor
nothing attached
attached to
to the
the coil
coil posts,
posts, thc
the actual
actual
nothing
value of
of tuning
tuning capacitance
capacitance will
will be
be reduced
reduced
value
by aa small
small constant
constant to
to aa new
new value,
value, C',
C’, when
when
by
connected. At
At the
the same
same
the Q-Standard
Q-Standard isis connected.
the
of
the
Qtime,
the
distributed
capacitance
time, the distributed capacitance of the Q-

it
that the
the correction
may assume
assume
it can
can be
be seen
seen that
correction may
I., mc,
me,
some
importance, particularly at 1.5
some importance,
where
where C'
C’ is
is rdatively
relatively small.
small.
It should be noted that, in order to hold
this proximity effect
effect constant, particular care
has
has been taken to provide for accurately.
accuratelyreproducible positioning of the Q-Standard
WIth
HII post. For
For
with respect
respect to the Q
Q Meter H
this purpose, the base of the high-potential
connector
connector serves as a mounting stop. When
this connector is fully inserted in the H
HII
post,
post, the low potential connector (which
(which is
the shorter of
of the two) will not be fully
insul:J.ted supseattd.
seated in the LO post, and the insulated
port attached to the Q-Standard base will not
!Ouch
touch the top of the Q
Q Meter cabinet.
If dt'$ired,
desired, a secondary standard inductor
may be derived from the Q-Standard by
means of aa comparison method which is both
simple
simple and
and accurate.
accurate. The accuracy of
of the Q
n~ded,
Meter, which is the only equipment needed,
only higher order effects on the results.
has ooly
rcsults.
selected should have elecThe inductor selected
elecand outside shield dimentrical parameters aod
of the
sions which are fairly close to those of
Q-Standard. The standardization (i.e. accurate determination of the effective
cutate
effective Q
Q of
of
the secondary standard) is done:as
done as follows:
Q Meter
First, plug the Q-Standard into the Q
and resonate the
the measuring circuit at one of
of
and
the three frequencies
frequencies (0.',
(0.5, 1.0
1.0 or 1.5 mc)
me)
Q, is given on the Q-Stamlard
Q-Standard
for which Q.
nameplate. Then replace the Q Standard
nameplare.
with the secondary standard and obtain
readings of fl.Q
AQ (from the fl.Q
AQ scale) and
rea.dings
A C (C
(C,I -- C
C2).
With the data given on
fl.,C
2 ).
the Q-Standard
Q-Standard nameplate, determine C’
C'
from,
from,

I.,
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REPLACING
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ASSEMBLY
Q
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THE THERMOCOUPLE
THERM.OCOUPLE
THE
TYPE
IN THE
THE
TYPE 5565.A
6 5 - A IN
METER
TYPE
260-.4.
METER TYPE 2 6 0 - A

It is
is the
the function
function of
of the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter thermothermoIt
the voltage
voltage inincouple to
to monitor
monitor accurately
accurately the
couple
the measuring
measuring
jected by
by the
the oscillator
oscillator into
ioto the
jected
Although the
the unit
unit in
in the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter
circuit. Although
circuit.
Type 260-A
260-A has
has been
been made
made considerably
considerably more
more
Type
than that
that of
of the
the older
older Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type
rugged than
rugged
160·A, itit is
is necessarily
necessarily aa sensitive
sensitive device
device
160-A,
be subject
subject to
to damage
damage or
or burnout
burnout
which may
may be
which
under prolonged
prolonged overload.
overload. For
For this
this reason,
reason,
under
is necessary
nc<:cssary in
in operating
operating the
the instrument
instrum.... nt
care is
care
to avoid
avoid increasing
increasing the
the oscillator
oscillator output
output (in(into
the X
XQ
Meter) into
ioto the
the “red"reddicated on the
Q Meter)
lined" region
region beyond
bei'ond the
the indicated
indicated X
XI
value.
lined”
1 value.

I

Tlrermocoup'_ Assembly
Ass.mbly TType
FFill'''.
i g u r e 7I.. Thermocouple
ype

S6S.A
565-A

[f thermocouple failure
failure should
should occur,
occur, the
the
If
may be
be replaced,
replaced, by
by the
the user,
user, with
with
assembly may
new assembly obtained from
from the
the factory,
factory, ifif
a new
the proper
proper care is
is taken.
taken. In
In ordering,
ordering, itit isis
to include the
the serial
serial number
number of
of the
the
necessary to
to
Meter in which
which the
the thermocouple
thermocouple isis to
Q Meter
be
be used
used since
since they
they must
must be
be individually
individually
matched.
prlxedl.lrc outlined
outlined below
below isis
matched. The procedure
presented
preSC'tlted as
as reference
referenc!' material
materia! for
for the
the concon·
venience of
of Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 260-A
26o-A owners.
owners.
CHECKING
CHECKING FOR
FOR THERMOCOUPLE
THERMOCOUPI.E FAILURE
FAILURE
If
If no
no reading
reading can
can be
be obtained on
on the
the XQ
XQ
meter, thermocouple
thermocouple burnout
burnout may
may be
be sussus-

C’ <= 1
2 L -- (Cd
(Cd +
+ 0.4 ppf)
C'
_1_
,tpf)
2L
The effecti'·e
effective Q
Q of the secondary standard
may then be determined from the relation,
may
relation,
Q,(unkown)
Q.(uokown)

=
MC '+.6.C)

X Q METER
where C,, L and Q, are given on
the Q-Standard nameplate.
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,h_

i r c u i t of
FF/""re
i g u r e 2.
2. Thermocouple
Thermocouple ccircuit
of t h e
Q
eter T
y p e 260-A.
QM
M.t.r
Type
260.A.

v/

THE
THE

Q

-

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

peeled.
pected. Since
Since this
this symptom
symptom may
may also
also be
be
produceJ
produced by
by failure
failure of
of the
the local
local oscillator,
oscillator,
however,
however, the
the output
output of
of the
the latter
latter should
should be
be
chct:ked
checked first.
first. This
This rna}'
may be
be done
done by
by measur·
measuring
ing from
from point
point A
A (&'e
(See Fig.
Fig. 2)
2 ) to
to ground
ground
with
with aa vacuum
vacuum tube
tube voltmeter.
voltmeter. If
If the
the oscillaoscillator
tor produces
produces aa 'voltage
,voltage across
across these
these points,
points,
disconnect
disconnect one
one lead
lead from
from the
the XQ
X Q meIer
meter and
and
check
check for
for continuity
continuity \x.1.weefl
between points
points A-C,
A-C,
A.B,
A-B, B-D
B-Dand
and CoD.
C-D. An
An open
open circuit
circuit between
between
any
any of
of these
these indicates
indicates thermocouple
thermocouple failure.
failure.
The
The ma>:imum
maximum resistance
resistance of
of the
the XQ
X Q meter
meter isis
6~
65 ohms;
ohms; the
the total
total resistance
resistance of
of the
the junction
junction
circuil
circuit loop.
loop, including
including the
the XQ
X Q meter,
meter, cali·
calibration
bration resistors
resistors and
and thermocouple
thermocouple clement,
element,
can
can vary
vary from
from 8~
85 to
to llj
115 ohms.
ohms. CAUTION:
CAUTION:
Do
Do not
not disassemble
disassemble the
the thermocouple
thermocouple unit.
unit.
REPLACEMENT
PIt.QCEOURE
REPLACEMENT
PROCEDURE
The
The )6)·1\
565-A thermocouple
thermocouple replacement a.o;.
assembly
sembly for
for the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 26Q-A
260-A includes
includes
th~
the thermocouple
thermocouple unit
unit itself,
itself, aa 0,02
0.02 ohm
ohm ininsertion
sertion resistor,
resistor, two
two calibration
calibration resistors
resistors and
and
two
two filter
filter capacitors.
capacitors. Replacement
Replacement of
of the
the
assembly
assembly should
should be
be made
made as
as follows:
follows:
l.
1. Remove
Remove the
the front
front panel
panel and
and chassis
chassis asassembly
sembly from
from the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter cabinet
cabinet and
and place
it.
it, face
face down,
down, on
on aa Aat
flat work
work surface.
surface.
2.
2. Remove
Remove the
the UG-88jU
UG-88/U plug
plug from
from the
the re·
receptacle
ceptacle atat the
the rear
rear of
of the
the thermocouple
thermocouple
assembly.
assembly.
3.3. Unscrew
Unscrew and
and remove
remove the
the LO
LO binding
binding post
terminal nut.
nut. Then,
Then, using
using aa right_angle
right-angle
terminal
soldering iron
iron (see
(see Fig.
Fig. 3),
3), carefully
carefully ununsoldering
solder the
the thin
thin metal
metal strap
strap which connects
connects
solder
the thermocouple
thermocouple unit
unit to
to the
the bottom of
of the
the
LO post.
post.
LO
Remove the
the terminal
terminal lugs
lugs from
from the
the XQ
XQ
4.4. Remove
meter and
and undamp
unclamp the
the cable
cable from
from the
the front
front
meier
panel and
and resonating
resonating capacitor
capacitor frame.
frame.
panel
5. Remove
Remove the
the four
four mounting
mounting screws
screws from
from
}.
the thermocouple
thermocouple assembly,
assembly, and
and carefully
carefully
the
remove the
the assembly
assembly from
from the
the Q
Q Meter.
Meter.
remove
6. Install
Install the
the new
new unit
unit and
and connect
connect the atat6.
tached cable
cable to
to th('
the XQ
X Q mder
meter terminals,
tached
observing .the
indicated polarity.
polarity. Clamp
Clamp the
the indicated
observing
cable to
to the
the front
front panel
panel and
and resonating capacapacable
citor frame.
frame.
citor

F i g u r e 3.
3. U.lng
U s i n g aa dgh'.angl....I<I.tlng
right-ongle soldering
Fig.".
iron to
to ...
solder
t h e th.......
thermocouple
conIron
Id.r t".
c...,ple ca_
necting "trop
strap In
in plac.
place
nectlnll

-

7 . Trim
Trim the
the connecting
connecting strap
strap to a length
7.
which will
will P<'rmit
permit itit to reach
reach the
the bottom of
which
LO POSt
post with aa small
small amount of
of slack to
the LO
allow for
for binding
binding post
post movement.
movement. Solder
Solder
allow
this strap
strap to
to the
the LO
LO post,
being careful
careful not
post, being
not to
to
this
leave the
the iron in
in contact with the strap any
leave
longer than
than necessary.
necessary.
longer

8. Replace
Replace the binding post nut and return
8.
rtturn
the instrument
instrument to
to its
its cabinct,cabinet.E .GRIMM
.GRIMM
the
E
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an
an introduction to
BOONTON
CORPORATION
BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
Frank G.
G, Marble, S
Sal••
1o!.. nago.t
Frank
a l e s Monager
The
Meter, measurements
measurem('nts were
were
The Boonton Radio Corporation was
With the new Q Meter,
formed in 1934.
simple and
and rapid,
rapid, and
and the
the instrument
instrument proved
proved
1934. Since
Since that time it has been
of many
many additional
additional valuable
valuable laboralaboradeveloping,
developing, dcsi;l;lning,
designing, and manufacturing
capable of
precision electromc
on basic
basic components
components and
and
measurements on
electronic instruments. To undertory measurements
Company's
stand
circuits. The flexible,
Al?[ible, accurate,
accurate, easily
easily used
used
stand some of the details of the Company’s
instrument was
was accepted
a<Xcpted almost
almost immediately
immediatC'iy
growth,
growth, we mll$t
must take a look at the field
instrument
of electronics
radio industry.
industry.
by the growing radio
electronics for a few years preceding 1934.
by
By 1941
194\ aa new
new model,
model, replacing
replacing the
the
Many of the concepts that made wireless
By
earli('r Q Meter,
M('ter, was
was introduced
introduced and
and the
the
communication possible were discovered beearlier
fore
fore the First World War. During this war
Company undertook
undertook development
development work
work on
On
Company
a frequency-modulated signal
signal generator
generator to
to
many new ideas evolved and .;:onsiderable
considerable
me('t the
th(' requirements
requirements for
for test
test equipment
equipment
practical experience was gained in the use
meet
of the new ideas.
idea.o;. A keen public appreciawhich the
the new
new frequency-modulated
frequency-modulated comcom·
which
of
tion of the usefulness of the transmission of
munication equipment
equipment demanded.
demanded. ComCommunication
intelligence over a distance without wire
wire conCOnmercial instruments
instruments were
were made
made available
available
mercial
nection appeared at this period. In
In the years
Cotporation continues
continues
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
and Boonton
following the war, manufacturers began deto
de·
date to
to make
make several
scveral forms
forms of
of frefre·
following
to this
this date
voting time and money
"oting
mO!l('y to the
the use
uSC of
of radio
lest signal
signal generators.
generators.
quency-modulated test
devices for
fOt many purposes. They found it
devices
The
The early years
years of
of the
the Second
Second World
World
necessary to obtain component parts
War
parts which
whidl
necessary
War brought
brought the
the use
usc of
of higher
higher and
and higher
higher
mOSI of them, and they needed
needed
were new to most
frequencies,
fr~uencies, and aa Q
Q Meter
Meier similar
similar to
to the
the
component
methods for testing both the component
earlier
earlier models,
mod('ls, but
but applicable
applicahl(' to
to higher
higher frefreparts and their final products.
quencies, was
wa.o; designed.
designed. At
At the
the same
same time
time
FreUnder these conditions the Radio Frethe
the activities of
of the
the Company
Company were
were directed
directed
quency Laboratories was organized in BoonBoonmore
and more
more to
to military
military applications.
applications. Its
Its
more and
Nl'W Jersey.
consist('d, at first,
firsl,
ton, New
Q Meter
Jersey. The staff consisted,
Meter and
and Frequency
Frequency Modulated
Modulated Signal
Si~nal
Generators
of one radio engineer,
enginCC'r, and their work
work conGmerators were
were widely
widely used
used in
in military
mihtary
of coil forms
forms and
and
c('rned
manufactl.lrt of
cerned the manufacture
work
and the
the Company
Company produced
produced aa pulse
pulse
work and
modulated
other radio parts using
u_~ing insulating
insulating material.
material.
modulated RF
RF signal
signal generator
generator for
for use
use in
in
As time passed, additional technical personperson·
testing
This instrument
instrument was
was
testing radar
radar systems.
systems. This
ne1
produced
general engiengi.
nel was added and the work
work of general
and isis still
still used
used
produced in
in large
large quantities
quantities and
neering consultation was
by
wa.o; undertaken.
undertaken. This
This
by all
all military
military services.
services.
At
type of work naturally led
Jed to a good underunder·
end of
of the
the War
War the
the FM
FM Signal
Signal
At the
th(' end
Generator
standing of
of test
te'St equipment
equipment requirements.
requitements.
Generator was
was redesigned
redesigned to
to permit
permit coverage
coverage
In 1934, Mr. William D
of
M
D.. Loughlin,
Loughlin, who
who
of aa wider
wider frequency
frequency range,
tangt:, to
to include
include AAM
had been President of
as
of Radio
Radio Frequency
Frequency
a'l FM,
FM, and
and to
to obtain
obtain deviations
deviations in
in
as well
well as
Laboratories,
frequency
of his
his
LaboratoriC5, together
logether with
with several
s('V('ral of
did not
not vary
vary with
with carrier
carrier
frequency which
which did
frequency.
Boonton Radio
Radio CorCor·
associates, formed the Boonton
This instrument
instrument had
had very
very low
low
frequency. Thi,s
poration. The first product
leakage
product of
of the
tbe new
new
of accurately
accurately
leakage and
and aa wide
wide selection
selection of
calibrated
company was a Q Meter
Meter which read
read Q didioutput voltages.
voltages. ItIt soon
soon became
became
calibrated output
rectly on a meter scale.
p until
the
seal<-. U
Up
until that
that time
time
fidd and
and still
stiJl maintains
maintains
th(' standard
standard in
in its
its field
that
the measurement
measurement of
of Q had
had been
been made
made ininthat position.
position.
The
of bridges for measuring
measuring the
the
directly by use
usc od
The aircraft
aircraft transportation
transportation field
field in
in the
the
effective reactance and resistance
1940’s
effective
resistance concerned.
concerned.
1940's was
Wa'l developing
developing more
more accurate
acC\lrate methmelh_
These measurements
ods
Thesc
measurements had been
been subject to
to error
error
of navigation
navigation and
and better
better methods
methods of
of
ods of

because of
of the techniques
techniques required, and useusc-

ful measurements
measurements took
took a great
great deal of
of time.
time.
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landing
system for
landing in
in bad
bad weather.
weather. AAsystem
for solving
solving

these
these problems
problems was
was approved
approved by
by the
the Civil
Civil

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
RADIO

THE
THE

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

Aeronautic
Aeronautic Administration
Administration and
and put
put in
in use
use
both
both commercially
commercially and
and by
by the
the military
military SNV·
services,
ices. Unusually
Unusually accurate
accurate and
and sJ;>l'<:ialized
specialized test
test
equipment
equipment was
was re<J.l.lired
required by
by thiS
this s}'stem
system and
and
Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation was
was asked
asked to
to
undntake
undertake aa design.
design. A
A Signal
Signal GeneralOr
Generator for
for
Navigation
Navigation equipment
equipment was
was produced
produced in
in
1947
1947 and
and an
an additional
additional piece
piece of
of equipment
equipment
for
for testing
testing rl'Ce;vers
receivers used
used in
in landing
landing air·
airplanes
planes came
came "cry
very shortly
shortly after
after this,
this. In
In 19)2
1952
the
a more
the Company
Company produced
produced I
more ad"anced
advanced
model
model of
of the
the "Glide
“Glide Path"
Path” testing
testing equip.
equipment
ment for
for the
the landlflg
landing of
of aircraft.
aircraft.
In
In the
the last
last few
few years.
years, the
the Company
Company has
has
turned
turned its
its efforts
efforts to
to the
the development
development of
of self.
selfcontained,
contained, broad·band,
broad-band, ne"ible
flexible instruments
instruments
containing
containing RF
RF bridges
bridges for
for measurement
measurement of
of
components
components and
and cables.
cables. A new
new instrument,
instrument,
till.'
the RX
RX Meter,
Meter, was
was introduced
introduced which
which meas·
measL1res
ures par"Uel
parallel resistancc
resistance and
and parallel
parallel reactance
of
of two-tcrminal
two-terminal networks
networks over
over the
the LF
LF and
and
VI·IF
VHF ranges.
ranges. The
The low
low frequency
frequency and
and high
high
fre<:juency
frequency Q
Q Mders
Meters have
have been
been redesigned
redesigned to
to
include
include ne'"
new features
features which
which increase
increase th('
the useusefulness
fulness and
and accuTaC)'
accuracy of
of the
the e<:juipment,
equipment.
Companies,
Companies, like
like people,
people, have
have charactercharacteristics
istics which
which identify
identify them.
them. From
From its
its forma·
formation
tion to
to the
the present
present time,
time, the
the Boonton Radio
Radio
Corporation
Corporation 11115
has built
built products
products of
of high
high qual.
quality.
ity. No
N o attempt
attempt has
has been
been m.lde
made to
to produce
cheap
cheap instrum('nts.
instruments, and
and lhe
the quality
quality and
and use·
usefulness
fulness per
per investc-d
invested dollar
dollar has
has been
been kept
kept
high.
high. Oosc
Close tolerances,
tolerances, high
high stability,
stability, me·
mechanical
chanical soundness,
soundness, and
and broad
broad applicability
applicability
have
have all
all b<'<-n
been built
built into
into the
the Company's
Company’s equip.
equipment.
ment. The
The Company
Company regards
regards its
its products
products as
as
fine
purpose tools
fine general.
general-purpose
tools for
for ek'Ctronics
electronics
rraftsmen,
craftsmen.

A

Note From

The

Since
first issue
issue of
of T
THE
NOTE·
Since this
this is
is 1he
the first
H E NOTEBOOK,
appropriate to
to take
take aa few
few
BOOK, it
it seems
seems appropriate
lines
policies and
purpose of
of
lines to
to define
define the
the policies
and purpose
our
Briefly, T
THE
NOTE·
our new
new publication.
publication. Briefly,
H E NOTEBOOK has
planned and
produced in
in
BOOK
has bttn
been planned
and produced
order
you and
and to
to as
as many
many
order to
to distribute,
distribute, to
to you
inter('Sted
persons as
possible, information
information
interested persons
as possible,
which
be of
value on
the theory
theory
which we
we feel
feel to
to be
of value
on the
and
radio frequency
frequency testing
testing and
and
and practice
practice of
of radio
measurement.
In
past we
have limited
limited ourselves
ourselves subsubIn the
the past
we have
stantially
catalogs and
and inin·
stantially to
to advertising,
advertising, catalogs
struction
manuals for
the broad
broad distribution
struction manuals
for the
distribution
of such
such information. Inevitably, much important data
be too dttailed
data was found to be
detailed
for
for ads
ads and
and catalogs; many new apj,lications
applications
and
evcloped
and techniques were learned or developed
after publication of the instruction manuals.
manuals,
To
thertfore, of
To provide a means.
means, therefore,
of informing
you periodically of new methods and developments.
reftrvelopments, and
and to furnish you with reference
in
ence and background material of
of value in
lhe
THE
the application of our test equipment, T
HE
NOTEBOOK has been cstablished.
established.
We
natm· which we have
have
W e feel
feel that the name
selected is particularly appropriate, since
much
much of the information which it will contain will
fi(·ld and laborawill be taken from our field
tory engineeting
sinc(' this
engineering notebooks, and since
and
beliew, find
find
and subse<J.uent
subsequent issues will.
will, we believe,

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOlK

Editor ...

place in
in your
)·our own
own reference
reference notebook.
notebook. For
For
aa place
the latter
latter purpose,
purpose, we
we have
have adopted
lIdopted standard
standard
the
notelx)Ok dimensions
dimensions and
and punching
punching in
in selectselect·
notebook
our format.
format.
ing our
ing
Bc'Cause the
the Q
Q Meter
Metcr is
is so
so well
well known
known
Because
and widely
widely used,
used, we
we have
have devoted
devoted most
most of
of
and
the first
first issue
issue to
to this
this instrument
instrument and
and the
the
the
which itit measures.
measures. Our
Our lead
lead article
article
quantity which
discusses the
the nature
nature of
of Q
Q itself,
itself, using
using an
an apapdiscusses
proach somewhat different
difftrtnt from
from the
the usual
usual
proach
lextbook handling
handling of
of the
the subject.
subjl'<:t. Then
Then we
we
textbook
have included
included some
some information
information on
on the
the rereo
have
Q.Standard, aa reference
reference inincently-developed Q-Standard,
dUClOr designed
designed to
to provide
provide aa check
chc'Ck on
on Q
Q
ductor
Meter performance.
performance, A
A service
service note
note provides
provides
Meter
detailed information
information on
on the
the replacement
replacement of
of
detailed
the thermocouple in
in the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type
the
260·A, Finally,
Finally, to
to introduce
introduce ourselves
ourselves to
to
260-A.
we have
have included
included aa brief
brief outline
outline of
of the
the
you, we
history of
of our
our company.
company.
history
THE
NOTEBOOK will
will be
be published
published four
fout
T
H E NOTEBOOK
year; in
in March
March June,
June, September
September and
and
times a year;
December. A
A written
written request,
request, giving
giving your
your
December.
comp"ny. title
titl(' and mailing
mailing address
address isis enough
enough
company,
)'01.1 as
as aa subscriber.
subscriber. IfIf you
you have
have any
any
to start you
comments or
or questions
questions concernconcern·
suggestions, comments
ing the
the contents
contents or
or policies
policies of
of TTHE
NOTE·
ing
H E NOTEBOOK, we
we would
would be
be happy
happy to
to have
have you
you
BOOK,
to Editor,
Editor, TTHE
NOTEBOOK,
direct them to
H E NOTEBOOK,
Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corp., Boonton,
Boonton. N.
N. J.
J.
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Impedance Meter
Meter
A
A Wide-Range
Wide-Range VHF
V H F Impedance
JOHN
i"",,,,, Engineer
Bn~i"",~r
JOHN H.
H. MENNIE,
MENNIE, Senior
Th.
s.lf~ontoin.J instrument
1";<I',,ment for
lor measuring
me"stl,ing impedance
impH"n". a0't VVery
T h e Julin
design of"
of a c:omplde/y
completely self-contained
ery
High
be expected,
."p.cfecl,"
"limbe, of
o/lnl.,es,inge"ginee,ing
prob.
H i g h Frequenc:ie;<
F r e q u e n c i e s entoils,
e n t a i l s , as
as might
might be
a number
interesting engineering problems.
... ctib<ts sOme
of those
those encountered
.. nc.... "f..' .. J and
and solved
solveti in
in ttire
Jevelopment of
of
lems. M.,
Mr. /oIennl.
Mennie Jdescribes
some of
h e development
t h e 8RC
BRC RX MeIer
Meter Type
T y p e 250.42504.

,It"

Ever
Ever since
since the
the middle
middle of
of the
the last

dcs.
Dumber of
specialtZtJd cucies. A
A number
of specialized
circuits have been evolved for this purpurpose. One,
lheScheringBl'idge, posPOSOne, theScheringBridge,
SOS808
features whichmake
which make it
sesses certain
certain features
outstanding.
features may
may be
outstanding. These
These features
summarized as
a s follows:
1.
1. A constant relationship between
the bridge elements is
Is maintained rere~
gardless
gardless of the frequency impressed
on
on the network.
2. Both of the basic variable bridge
elements
elements can be air capacitors, which
are
a r e infinitely superior to other types
of
for high freqof variable impedances for
uency measurement work.
3.
residual impedance
Impedance
3. The
The circuit residual
can
per mil
can be kept smail
small enough
enough to permit
compensation
compensation over a wide frequency
band.
4.
paral4. When
When arranged
arranged to measure parallei
lel components of impedance, shieldshielding problems are
a r e drastically reduced.
Ing

century
when Sir
centurywhen
Sir Charles
Charles Wheatstone
Wheatstone
first
first put
put to
to pracUcal
practical use
use aa curious
curious
electrical
electrical balanclnR"
balancing network
network which
which
had
had been
been devised
devised aa decade
decade before by
srcuow
a fellow Englishman
Englishman named
named Christie,
Christie,
the
the bridge
bridge circuit
circuit has
has been
been accepled
accepted
as
valuable and
a saavaluable
and powerful
powerful tool
tool in
in the
the
field
field of
of electrical
electrical measurement.
Even
Even though
though today
today bridges,
bridges, like
like
aLmosteverythingelse,
almost everything else, have
have become
increasingly
increasinglycomplex
complex in
in order
order to
to meet
meet
the
thedemands
demandsof
of highly
highly specialized
specialized apappllcaUons,
fcr tbe
the most
most
plications, they
they retain,
retain, fer
part,
of
part, the
the fundamental
fundamental advantages
advantages of
convenience,
convenience, sensitivity
sensitivity and
and accuraaccuracy
cy which
which characterized
characterized their
their more
more
straightforward
straightforward antecedents.
antecedents.
One
One of
of the
the appllcatlons
applications In
in which
which
bridge
bridge circuits
circuits have
have been
been particularly
particularly
useful
is the
the measuremeasureuseful in
inrecent
recentyears
years is
ment
mentof
of impedances
impedances at
at radio
radio frequenfrequen-

fundamental circuit
circuit was
was first
first
The fundamental
by Schering
Scherlng in
In 1920
1920 and
and
worked out by
proposed aass a means
means for
for measuring
measuring
proposed
losses at
at high
high voltages.
voltages.
dielectric losses
other applications
applications of
of this
this circirMany other
cuit have
have been
been suggested and
and used
used
then. For
For instance,
Instance, in
In 1933
1933
since then.
Dr.
L.. Chaffee
Chaffee suggested
suggested aa form
form
D
r . E. L
of Schering Bridge,
Bridge, aass aa method
method for
for
of
measuring the
the dynamic
dynamic input
Input capacicapacimeasuring
tance
tance and resistance
resistance of
of vacuum
vacuumtubes.
tubes..
BALANCE EEQUA
QU A TTlONS
I 0 NS
The simplicity
simpli.city andwide
and wide frequency
frequency
range of
of this bridge
bridge network
network can
can be
be
appreciated
appreciated by an analysis
analysis of
of the
the imImpedance relationships
relationships of
of Fig.
Fig. 22 for
for
the balance
balance condition (i.
(i.. e.
e.,, zero
zero volvoltage across the
the null
null detector).
ZAB Z

~ ZAD
~ ’ZBC
ZBC at
at balance,
balance,

or

1

f.

R3
1
'" jwC 1 \R4
R3

•

jwC 1R 4

.

Equating
Equating rea1.s..
reals ..•

ft~d
- C4 R 3
R 2-~'
.....
Continued o n P a g e 2
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YOU WILL
YOU
WILL FIND.
FIND..•

-

:
I
s

~

./

i
F i g u r e J.1 . Tile
T h e RX
RX Meter
Meter p,ovid.s
provides aa simple,
simple, occura'e
accurate ....Ons
means of
of measuring,
measuring, inde".ndenllr,
independently,
Fill,,,e
t h e RF
RF ,uis'ance
r e s i s t a n c e and
and ,eoctonu
reactance of
o f IIa wide
wide va,ietyo'
variety of materials.
materials, components
components and
and circuits.
circuits.
d y n a m i c "",asurements
measurements 0'.
are pouiDle,
possible, sucl.
such as
as Illis
t h i s 0....
one beinll
being made
made Dr
by C.G.
C.G. Gous,
Gorss, BRC
BRC
Jynomic
Development Enllinee"
Engineer, On
on 0a junction
junction t,onslstor.
transistor.
Developmenl

,II.

Q Meter
Q
Mel.r Comparison
Compodsoll
A
A discussion
discuuion of
of the
tl... design
Josj'}n

the
differences
between
Jiffe,,,"ces
bltt..... n
'I.e
new 0
Q Meter
y p e 260-A
lie..
M.. t.., TType
260. A
and
its
predecessor,
t
h
e
and its p,ed.cnsor, tl.e

.. . . . . . . . . . . .

160-A ..•......•.••••
. . on
a g e 55
1M_A
On PPo'}c
A
Service N
ote
A Service
Note
Adjustment
Adjuslment of
of the
tile RX
RX Meter
Melt(
bridge
r i m m e r .. • • • • • • •• on
age 7
Mid'}e ttrim"",,
011 PPo'}"
7

. . . .. . . .
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BOONTON

T H E BRC
THE
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four limes
times a year by the
10llr
Ihe Boonton
Boolllflli Radio
RJuj;o
is nzailed
o f charg/!
charge
Corporation. IIIt is
Corpora/ioll.
m"iled free
free 01
to
scientists, engineers ""d
and other illler·
inter10 srie"/ists,
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in Ihe
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sioll
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and
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and .fugguliolll
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Impedance Meter (continued)

Equating imaginaries.
imaginaries •..
I.

1

R3

jwC2

j wC IR4

R3

Cl

0=

R4

C2

R2
C4

0=

~

'"'

Cl

..!!.1...
Cz

(1 )

Flg".e
Sch.,lng B,idg",
arrong"d
F i g u r e 2. The Schering
Bridge, arranged
p,oviJ" m""SIJ,.m"nt
"f ppor"II,,1
;mto provide
measurement of
a r a l l e l im-

'0

pedonc"
pedance comp"".n".
components.

tesl sample is connected aThe test
cross
c r o s s corners C and D of the bridge,
and its parallel componenls
components of resistance and reactance effectively
change the values of C4 and R4 in the
circuit. In order to restore phase
and amplitude balance condItions,
conditions,
the variable bridge capacitor C4 must
be decreascd
decreased by an amount equal
equal to
the equivalent parallel capacitance
capacitance
of the test sample. If
tcst samIf the test
ple iIss inductive, the capacitance of
of
C4 is
is Increased
increased by an amount equai
equal
to the resonating capacitance
capacitance of the
parallel inductance.
The parallel resistance of the
reductest iiss shunted across R4, reducing its value by a certain percenpercenR4/CZ ratio
ralio
tage which changes the R4/C2
and unbalances the bridge. To restore phase and
and amplitude balance,
In
C 2 is reduced in
variable capacitor CZ
tbat
value by the same percentage that
H.4 was reduced when shunted by the
R4

test resistance. The variable capcapacitor Cz
C2 can thus be caHbrated
calibrated diof the parallel rrerectly In
in terms of
esistance (in
lhe component
(in ohms)
ohms) of
of the
being measured.

THE
T H E RX

METER
M
ETER

A refined version of the basic
Circuit
circuit described above forms the
heart of the
tbe BRC RX Meter
Metcr Type
Z50-A, whlcbls
250-A,
which i s dcs(gned
designed to measure
parallel resistive and reactive imimfrequencies
pedance components at frequencies
from 0.5
O. 5 mc to 250 mc.
me. Unlike
Unlike most
RF
Impedance measuring
measurlng r1,Wl~e!'l
R
F impedance
devices
using the null technique the RX Meter
is
Instrument includlncludi s a self-contained
self-contained instrument
Ingwitb
the bridge circuit its
ils associing withthe
atedoscillators,
ated oscillators, detector, amplifier
and null indicator.
Figure 33 sbows
shows a block dIagram
diagram
of
instrument, the operation of
of the instrument,
of
whlcb may be briefly described as
which
as
foUows:
follows:
The output or
of the test oscillator,
oscillator,
(Fl),
whlcb covers a
a frequency range
( F l ) , whichcovers
of O.
t0250 megacycles, is fed into
Into
0.55 to250
'Nhen the
ihe imImthe bridge circuit. When
Is connected
pedance to be measured is
across one aarm
r m of the bridge, its
parallel resistance and reactance
components cause bridge unbalance,
and the resulting voltage iIss applied
tothe
mtxer stage. The output of the
to
the mixer
local oscll1ator,
wblch tracks
oscillator, (F2),
(F2), which
at a frequency 100 kilocycles above
Fl, is also applied to the mixer,
mixer,
F1,
wltb the bridge
where it heterodynes with
frequency, F1,
Fl, and
unbalance output frequency,
prbduces a 100
100 kc difference frequency, having aa magnitude proporproporuency,
tional to the bridge unbalance voltage.
This voltage is
Is then ampllfled
amplified by a
selective 100
100 kc
ke amplifier to provide
the desired bridge balance sensItisensitivity. When the bridge controls are
are
adjusted for balance (minimum
(minimum indicatloq,
serve
dicatiod , their respective dials servc
as
paralas an accurate indication of the parallel impedance components of the test
sample.
nST
T
EST
rR£qU£O'Cv
FREQUENCY

'.

100 K C
AMPLIFIER

FI

_,

TO~:>O

Me

UX;A"
OS<.'lLATO"

"

-OT02:>O'MCNULL
INDICATOR

Fil}",e
J. B
Block
off the R
RX
Met.,
F i g u r e 3.
l o c k di"g,om
diagram o
X Meter

Type
T
ype

2S0.A,
250-A.

bas been taken,
Particular care has
In the mechanical
mcchanlcal design
Inin
design of the instrument,
strument, to provide adequate shieldIngof
or ing
of the osc1l1ator
oscillator and mixer in order to prevent
prcvent spurious
be·
spurious coupling be-
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tween these
tbese stages. The detector iiss
provided with automatic
automatic gain control
which
prevents the meter from readwhichprevents
ing off scale, thus greatly facilitatfacilitating the balancing operation when apof the impedance
Impedance
proximate values of
being measured are
a r e not
known.
nol known.

Fig",.
Conv."Ii"",,1
coupF
i g u r e 4. C
o n v e n t i o m l ITon,/o"n..,
transformer coupling 'roln
from b,iJg"
bridge co,neTS
corners t1o
o omp/ifie,.
amplifier.

Use of rugged castings, precision
bearings and anti-backlash gears has
permitted expansion of
of the calibrated
rllsistullce scale to a useful
parallel resistance
lengtbof
twenty-eight inches,
Incbes, coverlength
of twenty-eight
ing from
from 15
15 ohms to 1100,000
0 0 , 0 0 0 ohms.
The !lRp"
"Rp" scale of
of eacb
each instrument is
individually calibrated and engraved
in spiral form on the surface of a
drum dial, the readability being
belllg one
pcrceDlup
, 0 0 0 obms
ohms with an acpercentup to 55,000
curacy of
approximately two percent
of approximately
over this range.
COUPLING
BRIDGE COUPLING
CONSIDERATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
The absence offrequencyterrns
In
of frequency terms in
tbe balance equation (1)
(1)above sugthe
gests the applicability of this bridge
circuit to impedance
impedallce measurements
over an
an almost unlimited frequency
pnlcilcal limitations
limitations
range. Several
Several practical
do exist,
tbelr effects
exist, however, and their
must be considered in
{n establishing
the upper frequency limit for such aa
device. One of
Involves the
tbe
of these involves
means used for connecting the signal
source and null detector ampllfier
amplifier to
bridgc. If
If the connection introintrothe bridge.
duces excessive capacitance across
(oss in
the bridge aarms
r m s or excessive loss
o r detecting
detecting system it
the oscillator or
can seriously affect the operaliOIl
operation of
the instrument
instrument at higher frequencies.
This problem can be more readily appl'eciated by a study of
preciated
of Figure 4,
which shows a conventional connection between
betwcen the high bridge corners
cornel'S
and the null detector, employing a
Sl:lecialtype
double-shielded transspecial type of double-shielded
former, Tl.
T1.
former,

'-,'

-

A
tYlle not
not
A transformer
transformer of
of lhls
this type
difflcuillo
design
and
expenonly
Is
only is difficult to design and expensive
but also
has an
an
sive lo
to manufacture
manufacture but
also has
upper
frequcncy
IImllaUon
Imposed
upper frequency limitation imposed
well a118s the
the
by
by leakage
leakage Inductance
inductance as
a s well
usual
resuUusual low
low frequency
frequency Ilmllalloo
limitation resultlog
the windwinding from
from low
low Impedance
impedance of
of the
ings.
ings. The
The Inter-shield
inter-shield capacitance
capacitance
Is
must be
be inInis another
another handicap.
handicap, as
a s Il
it must
corporated
In
tbe
bridge
network.
lhus
corporated in the bridge network, thus
placing
limitation on
both
placing aa severe
severe limitation
on both
frequency
ranges of
frequency and
and impedance
impedance ranges
of
Ole
have
the bridge.
bridge. These
These shorteomlngs
shortcomings have
been
new approach
approach to
to
been overcomc
overcome by
by aa new
the
Figure 5.
the problem,
problem, 118
as shown
shown In
in Figure
5.

In Figure
Figure 66
In
El"
IIZZ +-,·IIZ1
E1
= IlZz
IlZl

COUPLING CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR
COUPLING
DESIGN
DESIGN

The capacitive
capacltlve network
network used
used to
to
The
couple the
the unbalance
unbalance output
output of
of the
the
couple
bridge to
to the
the detector
delector must
must necesnecesbridge
sarily be
be very
very accurately
accurately balanced.
balanced.
sarily
To achieve
achieve such
such balance
balance the
the followfollowTo
ingrequirements
requirementswere
werefound
foundto
to be
be esesing
sential:
sential:

EZ"
12Z3 +I I2Z4
12Z4
= I2Z3
E2
El =
= E2
EZ (by
(by design)
design)
E1
and
and

a
[2Z4
I2Z4
IItZl
lZl =

then

at balance
balance
at

IIZ2 =
- I2Z3
'2Z3
IlZ2

. ..

IlZl
-Ilzz

12Z4 and ZlZ3 =Z2Z4

2

IELD
AN
OUND

--

12z3

(2)

Thislmpedance
relaUonshlp
This impedance aarm
r m relationship
is
the same
same as that
that of
of aa conventional
eonvenUonal
is the
bridge network.
COUPLING
COUPLING

Fig
S p e c i a l l y lI.vi...
devised ~r.t.'"
system f""
for
F i g u r e S.
5. S,..d.llr

ccoupling
,.Iing ••
cill.,,,,, I.
oscillator
t o 1I.,.e'"".
detector.

-,

The
The essential
essential feature
feature of
of this bridge
network
is that
that itit is
is divided
divided in two
two
network Is
halves,
driven by
by volthalves, one
one half being driven
age
El and
the other
other half by E2. Let
ageE1
and the
us
voltages El
E 1 and
and E2
E 2 are
are
us assume
assume that
thatvoltages
exactly
exactlyequal
equal In
in magnitude
magnitude but
but opposite
opposite
In
inphase.
phase, thus
thus producing Instantaneous
instantaneous
currents
currents II
11and
and 12
I2 In
in the
the direction
direction Inindlcatro.
dicated. This
This arrQ.ngt'm('nt
arrangement enables
enables
us
us todetect
to detect the
the bridge
bridge balance
balance condiconditions
tions by
by coupling
coupling to
to the
the null
null detector
detector
through
through two
two very
very smail
small but
but exactly
exactly
equal
ZB and
and ZC.
Z c . In
In the
the
equal capacitors,
capacitors, Ze
balanced condition,
condition, voltage ED
ED bebalanced
comes zero,
zero, as
a s Indicated
indicated by our
our null
null
comes
detector,
detector, and
and the
the voltage
voltage across
across ZB
i s exactly
exactly equal
equal to
to that
that across
across ZC.
ZC.
Is
This
This Is
is evident,
evident, since
since the
the same
same curcurrent, '3,
13, flows
flows through
through both
both ZB
ZB and
and
rent,
ZC when
when zero
zero currenl
current Is
i s drawn
drawn by
by
Zc
As X
X and
and G are
are
the dl"lector
detector branch.
branch. As
the
at the
the same
same pott'ntlal,
potential, Itit follows
follows lhat
that
at
ZB
ZB may
may be
be considered
considered effectively
effectively In
in
parallel with
with ZA,
ZA, and
and Zc
ZC Is
is likewise
likewise
parallel
Thus the voltage
in parallel with ZD. Thuslbe
InparailelWllhZo.
ZA Is
i sequallo
equal to that
that across
across Zo.
ZD.
across ZA
across
Now let
let ZA
ZA and
and Ze
ZB In
in paraUel
parallel ..= ZI
Z1
Now
and Zc
ZC and
and Zo
ZD In
in paraliel
parallel ,.= 2.4.
Z4.
and
represents aaslmpllfled
simplified form
form
Figure 66 represents
Figure
of the
thebridge
bridgenetwork
networkfor
analysis pur_
purof
for analysis

poses.
poses.

Is based
based on the
theThe above theory is
assumption that the transformer
transformer secsecondary voltages be extremely
extremely w
well
ell
balanced,
It is essential that this
balanced, and it
bEbe the case ove:
over the entire frequency
ran~ of
me. A very
very
0.55 mc to 250 mc.
range
of o.
simple transformer w
was
a s developed
(Figure
of three FormForm(Figure 7) consisting of
ex-Insulated
toex-insulated wires twisted tightly together and wrapPed
wrapped once around a
ferrUe
By using one turn
ferrite core ring. By
the shunt capacitance and leakage
leakage inInductance are
minimum for
a r e held to a minimum
best high frequency
frequency performance.
performance.
Inductance is
Is only 0.014
0.014
Leakage inductance
mlcrobe-nry.
The- high permeability
permeabillty
microhenry. The
ferrite core serves to hold up the
tbe imImlow
pedance of the transformer at the low
frequency
Interwlnding capacifrequency end. Interwinding
capaciC12 is
ineffective because
tance ell
Is ineffl'ctive
because 1
1 and 22
a r e eqUipotential
equipotential points. Although
are
imJX'dance is
Is quite
the
the Iransformer
transformer impedance
low, it
low,
il effectively matches
malchE's the
tbe very
low
Impedance
low output coupling loop impedance
anddrives
of the oscillator and
drives the
lhe bridge
br Idge
with approxImately
approximately one volt over
OVl'r the
Ih('
wllh
entire frequency range from 0.5
0.5 to
250 mc.

~

w2

TRANSFORMER
TRANSFORMER
DESIGN

~~

F i g u..rr:
e 6.
6. Si",p/ifir:1I
Simplified bridlJe
bridge lIt:'w""k.
network.
fi9
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1. Balanced
S"I"ncH coupling
c....,.Iir><J transformer
Ffi,,,..
i g u r e 7.
design.

"""".

Extremely fine
fine adjustment
adjustment to
to
3..1. Extremely
/4If.
.lO.OOl
*o.
001 ppf.
2. Loss
Loss factor
factor uniformly
uniformly small
smaU for
for
2.
both capacitors.
eapacllors.
both
3. Temperature
Temperature coefficient
coefficientuniformunlform3.
Iy small
small for
for both
both capacitors.
capacitors.
ly
4. Mechanical
Mechanical stability
5labUlty to
to stand
stand vivi4.
bration and
and aging
aging without
without change
change
bration
of
of balance.
balance.
5. Complete
Complete shieldingto
sbieldlngto avoid
avoid pickpickup to
to grid
grid of
of detector
detector from
from any
any
up
other source
source than
than the
the two
two bridge
bridge
other
corners.
corners.
6.
6. Equal
Equal lead
lead inductance
Inductance to
to maintain
maintain
effective
effecllve capacitance balance
balance to
to
250 mc.
mc.
The dual
dual capacitor
capacitor unit
unit which
which was
was
speciallydesigned
especially designed to
lo fulfill
fulfHl these
tbese rrequirements is
Is illustrated
i1\ustraled in
In Fig.
Fig. 8.
8.
RESIDUAL
RESIDUAL BRIDGE
BRIDGE
IMPEDANCES
IMPEDANCES

A
Ass previouslv
prevlouslv discussed,
discussed, the
tbe
bridge
i l l balance
bridge w
will
balance at all frequencies,
frequencies,
providing
providing proper
proper relationship
relationshipbetween
hetween
the
the effective capacitance and
and resisresistance is maintained
malnlained up
up to
to the
the highest
blghest
frequency to
to be
be used.
uaed. Serious
Serious dedeviations
vlallons will
will occur, however,
however, ifIf reresidual
r e not
Sidual impedances
Impedances aare
not either
either
compensated
compensated for or
or made
made negligible
negligibleby
by
design.
Figure
Figure 99 shows
shows two
two of
of the
the most
most
troublesome residual
residual inductances,
inductances,
L2 and L4.
L4. L2
L2 represents
represents the
the total
total
inductance
inductance of
of series condenser C2
C2

BOONTON
BOONTON

.

,

~

!!.)1 1

"

~\

APPROXIMATELY
2 w w f EACH

~

I I' ,I\'

P

DETECTOR
OUlCTO"

GRIO
GRID

Fig"••
F
i g u r e 8.
desi"".
design.

8alonc.d
B a l a n c e d co"pli"9
coupling cOp"cito<
capacitor

and resistor R2 and has aa value of
approximately 0.03
0 . 0 3 microhenry.
ThIs
Is sufficient reactance
reactance to comcomThis is
pletely neutralize the effective
effecfive capacicapacitance of the 20 Ililf
ppf condenser C2
C2 at
200
residual
200 mc. Fortunately this residual
inductance, L2, can
can be effectively
from the cIrcuit
removed from
circuit by means
small sbunt
shunt capacitance, Cp,
of a small
across resistor R2. This shunt capacltancc,
Is epacitance, as
a s shown below, is
quivalent to aa series capacitance (C
(c,)
s)
equal
whose reactance is
is very nearly equal
and opposite to that of L2 up to the
maximum frequency
frequency of 250 mc.
R2
R
- jWC pR 2 2
2 Z of parallel
Cp
Z
parallel R2 C
p '"=
wzcp?R2z
11 ~t w2Cp"R22
The series capacitance reactance
1
= -JwCpR2 2
jwCs
1 j WiCplR22
For neutralization,
neutralization, let reactance
jwL2 ..;.!."...- = JwCpn 2 2
jwC g
1 I w2Cp'lR22
E

C~H

then L2 '"

,

v--2
e: CpR ,
1'" w2Cp2R22
2

(within 2.4%
2.4% at 250 mc.
(within
mc.))

The second troublesome residual
l'esidual
inductance. L4, associated
with
is the inductance,
associatedwith
the variable
varillble condenser standard, C4.
This inductance not
nol only causes an effective capacitance inci-ease
increase in C4 at
fective
high frequencies
frequencies but also produces aann
eerror
r r o r in the resistance readings of
highQ reactive components. The latIs the result of
ing
ter e{fect
effect is
of coupl
coupling
Inductive comCOIEbetween L4 and the inductive
ponent of resistor R4. The best solutfon 10
Ihis problem w
was
lution
to this
a s found to
series of fourteen specially
specially debe a series
signed edge-wiping
edge-wiping rotor contact
Insprings which provide fourteen individual parallel inductance paths
dividual
each path havthrough the condenser.
condenser, eachpath
ing extremely low inductance. By
this means. the inductance L4 is rethismeans,
duced to avalue
a value of only
0005 micro
micro-only O.
0.0005
henry.
APPLICATION
The RX Meter has been found
valTheRX
found valuable in a number of diversified
Indiversified industrial
dustrial and experimental
experimental applicaapplications. For
example, it is
Forexample,
Is being used
tomeasure
to measure the R FF characteristics of
balanced and unbalanced
uDbalanced transmission lines, of electrical components
a s resistors, and of high and
such as
ami
medium loss
los8 insulating materials
such as
a s phenolic vacuum tube bases.
such
The direct measurement of equivresistance (Rpl
(Rp) of a
alent parallel
parallel reSistallCe
circuil
Is particularly useful,
useful, since
circuit is
represents the impedance seen by
it represents
o r transistor when
a vacuum tube or
when
working into the circuit. MeasureMeasurement
ofR also facilitates
facilitates the deterdeter mentofRpalso
P
mination of power dissipation
dissipation in
mlnation
In aa
tuned circuit since, when the voltage
tuncdcircuit
ls measured,
measured, power
E across
across the tank
tankis
2/R .
dissipation
E2/Rp.
dissipation _= E
p
is particularly apTheRX Meter is
TheRX
to the measurement of transplicable to
impedance since
since DC bias curistor Impedance
milliamperes can
can be
rents up to 50 mHliamperes
directly through the
the sampte
sample
passed directly
binding posts without harming the
such applications
applications
bridge elements. In
In such
is possible to
to lower the
F test
it is
It
the R
R FIest
as low as
a s 20
20 mv
voltage to as
mv with useable sensitivity.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

F i g u r e 9.
9. Resid"oj
R e s i d u a l impedance in
in ".idge
bridge
Fig".e
urms.
arms.

The bridge methods conventionalconventional -.
The
for R FF impedance measurely used for
generally require
require aa composite
ments generally
circuit consisting of a number of
test circuit
separate interconnected instrumenta.
instruments.
separate
for specific
such aa circuit for
Setting up such
is usually tedious and
and
measurements is
measurements
consuming; leukage
leakage and
and untime conauming;
desirable coupling are
a r e frequently
frequently aa
desirable
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problem
a t higher frequencies,
prOblem at
frequencies, and
the resulting circuit is
Is often limited
in
In range and application. By comcombining all the
lhe necessary test comcomponents in a
single, integrated
a single,
Integrated instruinstrument, the RX Meter provides ease
and rapidity of measurement as well
aass unusual flexibility of application.

~.,
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-------Q
Comparison-------- - - - - - - Q Meter Comparison-------n,. ,.cent
th. Q Met.,
160-" resulted
,.. "Ited in 0a more oceu,,,te
The
recent ,edu!9"
redesign o01f the
Meter Type
Type 160-A
accurate and lIexibl.
flexible
instrument·
th_ chong,,*
Type 26O-A.
260-A. Here ii.s a0 detoil.d
detailed di.cuu'on
discussion of
o f the
changes which were
instrument the Tyi'&
mode
ond how they
'hey o/fect
compo,ati~e Q ,eoding'
On the two in'l,u....
nl ••
readings on
instruments.
made and
a f f e c tcomparative

-

Ihl' Q Meter
Ml'ter Type 260-A
2l>O-A
When the
ils predewas introduced in 1953,
1953, its
cessors,
lhl' Types 100-A and 160-A,
IGO-A,
cessors: the
laborahad been giving salisfaclory
satisfactory laboralory service for a period of over 18
18
tory
y('arS, nnd
hl'coml' a
years,
and had long since
since become
standard
for Q
ml:'asuremenls.
Q measurements.
standard for
In spite of the
Ihe fact that,
Ihat, during
!"{'ct'nt y('ars,
recent
years, the TYJX·
Type 160-A had
proved itself
itself a useful
usefuL and dependable
tool, it had become apparent,
In the
tool,
apparent, in
light of new developments and improvements in
In the
tbe aart.
r t , that its circult
IimitaUons. For this
cuit had certain
certainlimitations.
lheQ Meter Type 260-A was
was
reason, the&
developed, retaining
relaining all
all the valuable
developed,
characteristics of the 160A,
160A, but
but incorporating
features which eliminacorporating features
IImitalions of
ted or minimized the limitations
the older
older instrument.
instrument.
Improve-Because these design improve
ments will often cause small
variasmall variareadings between the two
tions in Q readings
U seems desirable
desirable to
instruments, it
tnvesllgate in
In detail
detail the reasons for
investigate
sucb
such apparent
apparent discrepancies and to
formulate an
an expression for predictformulate
ing them.

DESIGN
D
ESIGN

DIFFERENCES
D
IFFERENCES

Bolhthe
Lhe
Boththe 160-A and 260-A use the
same basic measuring
measurlngclrcuil,
circuit, and the
block diagram shown in
In Figure 1
I apblockdiagram
plies to either instrument.
instrument. This
This design, whichmakesuse
which makes usc of the low imImsign,
pedance system
Injecting voltage
system of injecting
Into the measuring circuit, is
is based
into
on the resonant voltage rise princiarticle:
ple described in a previous article!

TI
OSCILLATOR

INJECTION
VOLTAGE
MONITOR

QVOLTMETER

I -

Figure 7. Q Meter block diagram.

(.-/

Thus
E/t', where
wbt're
Thus (for Q
Q ~
1) lO)Q1O)Q E/e,
Q is
Is the quality factor
factor of the measurIng eil·cull,
Is the injected voltage
voUage
ing
circuit, ee is
Is the voltage across the rreeand E is
sonating capacitor.
requirements for a
a
The principle requirements
successful
successful Q measuring system
system are,
are,
1.
low-distortion oscillator.
1. A low-distortion
An accurate system
2. Anaccurate
system for moniinjectton voltage.
voUage.
toring the injection
3. A low injection impedance
impedance across which ee is
Is developed.

4.
low-loss internal
Inll'rnal resonating
4. A low-loss
capacitor.
capacitor,
5. An accuralehighlmpl"danceQ
accurate high impedance Q
vollmc!('r for measuring
measuring E.
voltmeter
Each of these must be carefully
carefully dedesigned 10
Ihe residual paraparato minimize the
tbe indimeters which tend to make the
cated Q (of the Q
Q measuring clrcull)
circuit)
differ from
from the effective Q of the
lhe undiffer
Primal·ny, the discrepanknown. Primarily,
inQ
found
cies in
Q readings which may be found
betw~t'n the
!ht' two Q
Q Meters
Ml'tcrs at certain
between
frcqucnclps
hy those imImare caused by
frequencies are
provemenls in the
th(l design of the 260A
provements
whiCh result inlowered
in lowered residual
residual paraparawhichresult
mclt'rs.
meters,

SOURCES
SOURCES

Of
OF

ERROR
E
RROR

l. Oscillator
1.
Oscillator Harmonics
The calihration
calibration of the Q voltmeter is
Is dependent
dependent on
on accurate indication of the ratio
rrors
ralio E/e.
E/e. E
Errors
In the Q readings can be
he caused by
in
hal'monics present
present in the osclllator
harmonics
oscillator
outpul,
output, due
due to the fact that the thermocouple used to monitor the currenl
current
in the injection resistor produces a
meter deflection proportional to the
total heating effect of the
lhe distorted
total
current, while, because of the selectlvity of the measuring circuit,
lectivity
the indication of the Q voltmeter
voltmeter is
is
proportional only to the fundamental
component of the oscillator output.
output .
Although this effect Is
is considerably
reduced because of the square law
thermocouple? it
It may
response of the thermocouple:
still
still be noticeable when distortion
distortion is
present. Early models of the 160-A
present.
(serial
bclow4581)
(serial numbers below
4581) had some
some
harmonic distortion in the oscillator
output on
on the low frequency
[requeney band (akc), which did introduce
round 150 kc),
some error
Ihis effect. The
e r r o r due to this
effect
Is negligible in the 260-A bebeeffect is
cause of the extremely low dislordistortion present.
2. Injection Resistor
The injection resistor (Hi
In figf1g(Ri in
Uf(> 1)
1) is in spries
s e r i e s with the resonant
ure
circuit, and when components
compnll<"nts are
measured having low equivalent serIt's resistance (high
ies
(high Q at
a t high frequencies), the
Ih(" value Ri, which adds
uencies),
to the resistance of the
Ihe unknown, bebecomes aa large part of the total
tOlal serresislance. This causes the
Ihe Q
iies
e s resistance.
Meier to indicate aQvalue
lhan
Meter
a Q value lower than
that of the unknown component. Evidesirable to keep the indently it is
Is desirable
injectionresistance
as possible.
jectlon reslstanct' as low 3S
lhis reason, the 0.04
lnjec0.04 ohm injecFor this

-5-5-

lion resistor
reslstoT of the 160-A
was reduced
160-Awas
olun in
In the 260-A.
260-A.
to 0.02 ohm
it is possible for
[or the reactive eomcomIt
ponent
ponenl of the injection resistance to
cause a rise in
In injection
Injection voltage
voUage al
at
high rrequencles. Since
highfrequencies.
Since the injection
current is monitored, a constant
constanl e
dCjX'nds on a constanl
Imdepends
constant injection imIt is important
Importanl that the
pedance, and it
reactive component
be reduced to a
componenl hi'
minimum. The dashed curve in
In figure
figure
i s e in in2 indicates the percent of rrise
InJection voltage
vollage caused by Ihe
jection
the residual
83
j.lj.lhy inductance
Inductance present
present in the in83 pphy
jectlonresistor of the 160-A.
i60-A. A new
jectionresistor
annular type of resistor has been used
uscd
in the new Q-Meter,
Q-Meter, resulting in
In a
residual inductance of the
lhe order of
0.035 pphy,
j.lj.lhy, and reducing the error
error
due to this inductance to a negligible amount, as indicated by
hy the solid
line curve.
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Calculated effect
e f f e c t of injection
Figure 22.. C"leuloted
in/ecti""
resistor ;nd"c'"nc"
inductance on 160-A
160.A injection
In/eeliot>
YOI'0ge
frequencies. 260-A
260_A
voltage at high",
higher frequencies.
resi.tor
,eocto"ce,
resistor hos
has n"9"gible
negligible reactonce,
"Iiminoting
eliminating fhi,
this .o",ce
source ooff e"",.
error.
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3. Resonating Capacitor
The construction of the resonatcapacHor used in the Q
Q Meter
ing capacitor
Type 160-A represents a satisfactory
satisfactory
compromlsc
compromise between minimized residuals and the largest practicable
capacitance range.
range. A
Ass a result residual parameters are
a r e smaH
small enough
Ignored in
in the course of most
to be ignored
measuremcnts. This optimum mechmeasurements.
allicaldeslgnwasretained
anical designwas retained in the new
Q Meter and any residuals which
exist may be regarded as the same
instruments.
for both instruments.
4.
4. Voltmeter Circuit
The problem
prohlem o[
an acof providing an
curate voltmeter which will measure
the
F voltage across the resonatIhe R
RF
resonat11%
ing capacitor to an
an accuracy of J.llJ
Is
In the design of aa Q
is aa major one in
Meter. In addition to maintaining the
pr scale calibration) characlinearity (or
teristics, the voltmeter tube
lube must
(with aa
have a very low grid cunent
current (with
grid leak of 100
megohms), the input
Input
100 megohms),
capacity
must remain nearly the same
capacitymust
for different
dlfferenltubes.
inpul confor
tubes, and the input
ductance of the voltmeter
voUmeter Circuit
circuit must
be as high as possible.

BOONTON
BOONTON

,,20-_
25-

Thisformula
formulaisisthe
theresult
resuitof
comThis
of combining actual
actual measurements
measurements taken
taken
bining
with both
bolb average
average instruments
Inslruments inIn aa
with
form indicated
indicatedby
bytbe
known theoretitheoretiform
the known
caldifferences
differencesin
in measuring
meaauring circuits
cirCuits
cal
described previously.
previously. ItItwill
will be
be obobdescribed
served that
tbat the
the terms
lerms of
ofthe
the formula
formula
served
are grouped
grouped according
according to
to frequency
frequency
are
domain. Term
Term AA represents
represents the
lhe difdifdomain.
ference in
In input
Inpul conductance
conductance between
between
ference
tbe two
two Q
Q voltmeters,
vollmelers. tterm
core r m BB corthe
for the
the difference
difference of
ofinsertion
insertion
rrecls
e c t s for
resistance value,
value, and
and term
term CC comcomresistance
pensatesfor
for the
the inductance
Inductance of
of the
lhe ininpensates
sertion resistor
resistor in
In the
the Type
Type 160-A
160-A
sertion
Q Meter.
Meter. The
The latter
latter tterm
was dedeQ
e r m was
rived using
using the
the average
average value
value of
of 83
83
rived
~lJhy for
for this
this inductance.
Inductance. ItII will
will be
be
pphy
that each
each tterm
is equal
equal to
to 11
noted that
noted
e r m is
outside the
the frequency
frequency range
range specispecioutside
fled. Thus,
Thus. from
from 50
50 to
lo 500
500 kc,
kc. only
only
fied.
Is significant,
significant. while
while from
frem 5500
00
tterm
e r m AAis
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In
In order
order to
to achieve
achieve and maintain
these
these characterLstics,
characteristics, tbe
the usc
use of a
special
is found
found to
to he
be Imperaimperaspecial tube
tube is
tive.
tive. The
The BRC
BRC i05-A
105-A Is
is manufactured
tured and
and tested
tested speclrtcally
specifically for
for application
Q voltmeter
voltmeter circuit.
circuit.
plication In
in the
the Q
A
A review
review of
of available
available tube
tube types
types durInglhedevelopmenlofthe
ing the development of the Type
Type 260-A
confirmed
the fact
fact lhat
that this
this was the
confirmed lhe
only
only tube
tube which
which could
could meet
meet such
such requirements,
quirements, aod
and it
it was
was therefore
therefore Inincluded
cluded In
in the
the design
design of
of the
the new
new Ininstrument.
strument.
Severalother
other changes
changes in
in the
the voltSeveral
meter circuit
circuit were
were found
found desirable.
desirable.
meter
The
?'LoQ"
Q" and
and "llQ"
t
t
~ seaJes
scales
"
Theaddition
additionof
of "La
in the
the new
new Instrument
instrument necessitated
necessitated aa
in
slightly different
different operating
operating poInt
point for
for
slightly
the voltmeter
voltmeter tube.
tube. In
In addition,
addition, the
the
the
cirphysicalarrangement
of the
the grid
grid clrphysical
arrangement of
cuit was
was changed
changed lo
to provide
provide aa higher
higher
cuil
natural resonanl
resonant frequency,
frequency, and
and adadnatural
ditional bypassing
bypassing was
was added
added In
in lhe
the
ditional
plate circuit
circuitof
of the
thevollmetcr.
voltmeter, causing
causing
plate
230-A to
to indicate
indicate Q
Q more
more
the Type
Type 2;iO-A
the
accurately at
at low
low frequencies
frequencies and
and al
at
accurately
relow capacitance
capacitance settings
settings of
of tbe
the relowsonating
capacitor
sonating
- capacitor.
o

./
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TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL D
DATA
ATA
To illustrate
U1ustrate the
thedUferences
which
differences which
In Q
Q readings bebemight be expected in
tweentbe Q
L60-A and
Q Meters Types 160-A
tweenthe
260-A,
Induclors
260-A, aa set of standard inductors
Type
measured on two rereType 103-A was measured
presentative instruments
Instruments which were
were
selected to be as
a s nearly average aass
selected
after a careful survey of
possible alter
of Q
readings on several
several hundred
readIngs
bundred producproducof the
tion units. Figure ()6 is
Is a plot of
llle
readings obtained.
obtained, and figure 3 inreadings
indicates the percent difference in
dicates
In these
readings vs frequency. Note that
readings
thal
these graphs
graphs apply
apply only to inductors
these
Inductors
Q values
values In
in the ranges indicate
with Q
indicale d ..
In generaL
general, the percent difference at
In
al
is proportional to Q.
any frequency
frequency Is
llny
Q.

PREDICTING
FORMULA FOR
PREDICTING
Q READING
Q
DIFFERENCES
The empirical formula
formula at
at the botTbeempirical
bottom of
of this
this page
page has been suggested
tom
E . Laffertyto describe the dlldifbyR. E.
hyR.
in&
readings obtained on the
ferences in
ferences
Q readings
two instruments.
instruments.
two
Term C
1

J

.
. -~~

5-10 mc

-10-50

•

1.01"

Q160A
Q260A
L 5 0 - 5 0 0 kc-

/'
/'

FIV"'.
.,..ln9 a....,
10)... inductors
Inau<r;lou on
on
Difference in
in Q
Q norJlI09.
readings oOllIl...J
obtained "r
b y ...a•
measuring
set o0'f 103-A
Figure J.
3. DIH.,."C.
1HNJr.
I'" ,,,I,."., uused
. ." as
os o0 bose.
Ioos•• Each
focJr. line
Ii_ laI...
160-A lIna
and 260
260-A, with
the '.01#109.
readings 01
o f f,be
h e latter
both 160...
0.11..,
ai''-,.nu in
in readings
, ...a1lO9. obtained
aOIal rJ b"r
_sbelled ..;,11
with ..a coli
coil n"
number IndicaMS
indicates ,...
the percent difference
y meas",1109
ncr range,
,an,.. on both instruments.
in.', _n,.. The
Tk
uring Ill.
the so"..
same cail.
coil, tlw0U9....."
throughout its ,.s_nt
resonant ,,.,,...
frequency
Ii....
.,..ctl... fr. indicate
IroJic"'. the
,,,- percent
,..,un' difference
<lif/... "C.
lines laMII"
labelled )5
35 ""'.
uuf, 100 ""'.
uuf, onJ
and 400 "",
uuf ,.
respectively,
in
..... in"'_'
Q ,.0<11109.
readings ,.s"ftilO9
resulting '"
at tthese
internal ,.."""tl109
resonating cllpoci'.........
capacitances.
in Q

,..n:.'"
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F"REQU£NCY (K
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Figure
F~",. 4.
4. Values
V.. /".. o0#f the factor K,
Ie. for
lot
use
"n in
in term A of corrdation
cornl"'l_ equation.
•

'.'111 ....(

kc to 5I) mc,
e r m s are
me. all
aU tterms
are approxiapproximately
mately 1I and the
the two
two instruments
Instruments will
wUl
0
have
agreement. From
From 55 to
to 110
h:l.ve good agreement.
mc,
erm B
mc. tterm
B becomes
becomes significant,
significant,
be disregarwhile
while terms AA and C
C may
maybe
disregarand C
ded.
ded. Above
Above 1100 mc,
mc. B
Band
C must
must be
be
used.
used. In
In general,
gcnE'ral, the
the need
need for
for corcorrection is
Is proportional
proportional to
to the
the magnimagnitude.
tude.
It
It should be
be noted
noted that
that this
this corcorrelation
relation equation
equation does
does not
not account
account
for
for the
the effects
effeets of
of the
the harmonic
harmonic concontent of
of the
the oscillator output of
of early
early
Q
Q Meters
Meters Type 160-A
160-A at
at the
the upper
upper
ends
ends of
of the
the low
low- frequency
frequency bands.
bands. Q
Q

~
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Figure 5,
5 . Colculoted
Fi,,,,.
Co/c"I",'" percent
,...,cent differences
aiH.,.nc..
Q ,...
readings
in 0
In
al",. between
Mt....n 260-A
260... (used
(....., as
o.

t"'_ . .

base) anJ
and J60...,
160-A, at
&a..)
<Jt three values
, ,1.,.. o01f

Q os
as read
read on
Q
on the
'M 260-14.
260·A,

d
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Service
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I'Me
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FFREQUENCY
REQUENCY

IO-MC

u.

FI~".. 6.
6. A
'" comparison
eOlllp",lsolI of
of Q
0 readings
,u<llngs obtained
obrol...4 from
,,_ duplicate
<I"plleGf. measwcments
_ s ...._",s on
on Loth
:.o,It
Figure
Q meters
_ •.,.s of
oi o0 set of
01 103-A
10J.A inductors.
ItKluc'ots. Dotted
DotlN curves
ew"u marked
_rkN "8"
"S" indicate
".tile,,'..."I_s
010.
v a l u e s obQ
,,,i""; on
011 older
o/J., 160-A's
16O_A's having
"".. I", appreciable
"pprecl"ltl. oscillator
"scil/Gfot distortion
<liS'ottiOll in
J. tlitis
.0"'1"; curves
e"fYu
tained
h i s range;
_1e.J "A"
•"," indicote
J,,<lICG'. 160-A's
160.'" 's with
wl,It reduced
<.<ltiC"" distortion.
JIs_,loa.
marked

-

Meters Type
Type 160-A
160-A having
haVing serial
numbers above 4581
4581 have oscillators
reduced harmonic content,
content.
with reduced
Figure 5 illustrates the percent
by which
whleh the older Q Meter will read
read
low at 100 kc, for three values of
of Q.
These curves were calculated by using
of the correlation equation.
term A of
SUMMARY
SUMMARY

difference observed between
The difference
the readings obtained on a Q Meter
Type 160-A
IGO-A and a
aQ
2JO-A
&Meter Type 2j0-A
for:la given
Is caused
by the
Ihe
caused by
for
given component
component is
reduction of
residual circuit
parareduction
of residual
circuit parameters inthe
In the latter instrument, perpermitting more ltccuratt>
mittingmore
ziccurate measurement.
The chart below is a summary of the
causes and effects of these
lhese Q readIngdl(fcrenCE's
ingdifferences as they apply for each
each
R a_ n S
M-WO
50-500 lie
kc

frequen::y range.
frequency
Thecorrectlonequallon
The
correction equation and other
presenled in
In this article aare
data presented
r e the
resuU of
of information oblalned
result
obtained from
averageQ
average Q Meter readings, and do not
variallons within specified
allow for variations
In individual
Individual
tolerances. Application in
cases may require study of the paraparaInslruments concerned.
meters ortht>
of the instruments
concerned..
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Effect of
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with ~
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frequency, Q.
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low ..-.:I1ap
readings ..
with
highresonatingcapacitance. ft<oRe~'_I"'''I_I
...........
_
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actance of
of t,,)eeI
injection resistor
inHlp.t
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METER
M
E T E R BBRIDGE
R I D G E TTRIMMER
RIMMER
AADJUSTMENT
DJUSTMENT

At
At frequencies
frequrnclf"s above
abovE' 100
100 MC
MC the
lhE>
zero
U'ro balance
balanCt' of
of the
thE> RX
RX Meter
Metrr bridge
bridgt'
circuit
circuit is
Is necessarily
rwCt'ssarily scmsitive
s('nsilivc to
to exE'Xtremely
Irt·lTtol'ly small
small variations
variations in
In internal
Internal
circuit
circuit capacitance,
Cll.PQcitancl'. I11t is
is possible
possibh'
that
thnl minute
mlnut\' shifts
shifts in
in the
UIf' relative
rclalivt' poposition of
of circuit
circuit components,
compof'l('nls. caused
caused
by
excessively rough
byexccsslv{'ly
rough handling
handling in
in shipshljr
ping,
ping, etc.,
t'lc., may
may alter
aUt'r the
thr effective
dfl'ctlve
capacity
cll.po.clly enough
('Dough to
to make
make it
it imposimpoesible
obtain a null
slblt' to
loobtaina
null indication
indicallon on
on the
thc
highest
hlght'st frequency
frt'quI'ncy range
rang(' by
by adjusting
ZERO
ZERO BALANCE
BALANCE controls,
conlrols, "R"
"R" and
and
"C ...
"C".
In
most caseg,
cases, this
this situation
situaUon can
In most
be
Ix' corrected
corrl'cled by
by the
lhe following screwscrewdriver ad
sdjustmE'ntt
driver
justmenta
1.
1. Allow
Allow the
Ihr instrument
instrumt"nt to
10 warm
warm
up,
up, set the
the oscillator frequency
frt"quf'ncy at
al 200
200
mc,
mc, and adjust
adjusl the
lhl> detector
delt>ctor tuning
luning
control as described
descrlbttd in
in the
lhft Instruction
Inslructlon
Manual,
dial at 0 and Rp
Manual, with
wUh the
tbe Cp
Cpdial
Rp
00..
at 00
2.
r y uup
p
Z. With
With a screwdriver, ppry
the
the- small metal
melal cap located near
near the
tbc
rrear
e a r of
of the
tbe ground plate
plat.e on top of
of the
tht'
instrument.
lnBtrumellt. This provides access to
a small trimmer
lrlmr:ner capacitor having
haVing a
vertical
vertical,: slotted adjusting shaft,
shaft.
3. Rotate the "R"
''R'' knob and note
Dott'
whether
indicator reading dedewhethftr the
tbe null
nulllDdicator
creases
(b)
crea.ses with
\YIlb (a)
fa) clockwise, or (b)
counter-clockwise , rotation.
counter-clockwise,

•

c

F i g u r e I,
1 . ",<lI"sllllg
Adjusting RX
R X Me'e,
Meter !,Im",.,.
trimmer.
FI,,,,.

4. Using
the screwdriver, rotatt'
rotate
Usinglhescrewdriver,
the trimmer
turnIhe
lrlmmer shaft about 1/8 turnclockwiseclockwise In
in case (a)
(a) above,
above, countercounterclockwise
In cal*'
clockwise in
case lb)
(b) abovt'
above._ Tben
Then
andtryto
remove the
screwdriver * andtrylo
rt'movelhe screwdriver'
'IR" and "C"
V''
obtain balance
with lhe
the "R"
obtain
balanct' \Yilb
If aa null
null indicalion
indication stili
still canknobs. If
not bE>
be obtained,
obtained, rotate the
the trimmer
another 1/8 turn in the
the sanw
same dlrecdirecanothcr
tion. Continue
Continue tbls
this procedure until
until
UOD.
balance can bE>
be obtained.
obtained.
balanct'can
5. Cbeck
Check the balBllCE'
balance at
at aa frcqfreq5.
uencyof250
uencyof 250 mc and
and repe-at
repeat thE"
the above
above
if necessary.
adjustment If
adjuslmt'nt
*Correct null
null indication
indication can
can not
not
·Correct
the screwdriver
screwdriver
be obtained while the
is Dear
near or In
in contact
contact
(or aligning
aligningtool)
tool) Is
for
with the trimmer shaft.
shaft.
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B R C SALES
SALES ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
Frank
••
Frank G.
G. Marbl.,
Marble, Sal.......nag
Sales Monoger

As
most Industrial
A s Is
isthe
the case
case with
withmost
industrial
firms,
firms, Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation
makes
its contacts
contacts with
with the
the
most of
of its
makes most
outside
its Sales
Sales DeDeoutside world
world through
through its
partment.
i s aUoaltopartment. This,
This, of
of course,
course, i.s
gether
gether reasonable,
reasonable, sInce
since the
the basic
basic
Cunctianofa
is acacfunction of a Sales
Sales Department
Department is
tually
tually that
that of
of communlcation-communication-- the
the
orIgination
origination and
and transmission
transmission of
of dala
data
to
to customers,
customers, potential
potential customers,
customers,
and
and those
those seeking
seeking apec[ftc
specific technical
technical
information.
tnCorm:'c'olo=n:
",,__

,,_-;;r.l

D

v-,

O
*.I,<D

BRC
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Since
Since many
many readers
readers of
of THE
THE
NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK will,
wiil, at
at Borne
some lime,
time, fall
fall
In
in at
at least
least one
one of
of these
these catagories,
catagories,
we
we feel
feel that
that itit may
may be
be of
of interest \0
to
describe,
describe, very
very briefly,
briefly, the
the sel-up
set-up of
of
our
It
as it
our technical
technical sales
sales organlzalton
organization 8S
will
will affect
affect them.
them.
Our
Our sales
sales organization
organization may
may be
be
considered
two major subsubconsideredas
a s having
having two
divisionsl
divisions; the
the internal
internal Sales
Sales Depart-

THE
THE

ment,
nallon-wide network
network of
of
ment, and
and aa nation-wide
Sales
Representatives. The
former
Sales Representatives.
The former
Is
integral part
part of
the company,
company,
is an
an integral
of the
and
responsible for
for a
a number
number of
of
is responsible
and Is
widely
These
widely diversified
diversified functions.
functions. These
include
work of
procesinclude the
the routine
routine work
of processing
Inquiries,
sing orders,
orders, answering
answering inquiries,
expediting
preparing
expediting shipments,
shipments, preparing
quotations,
as supersuperas wel.l
well as
quotations, etc.,
etc., as
vising
and sales
promovising advertising
advertising and
sales promotion activities
inactivities and catalog and instruction material.
material. The Sales DeDepartment also
also has the responsibility
of
of developing and
and distributing new
application information needed by
by
customers, and of keeping abreast
ofthe
of the
of the trends and requirements of
Industry.
industry. In addition,
addition, company Sales
Engineers handle,
instruhandle, directly, instrument sales
In the New York
York City,
sales in
New
New Jersey
Jersey area
a r e a aass far South as
Washington, DC.
The
of our
The second
secona subdivision of
organization
is comprised of
of RepreRepreorganization is
sentatives
throughsentatives who are located throughout the country in those areas where
the electronics industry is
Is most
most
heavily concentrated. These organiorganizations
maintain staffs of experienced
zations maintain
sales
sales engineers who are
a r e throughly
familiar with the operation and apapplication of BRC instruments.
Instruments. Each
Representative
Representative is the exclusive BRC
agent in
his territory, and is qualified
inhis
to supply
supplycomplete
complete information on our
MI
full line
line of equipment.
equipment.

A
A

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

NOTE FROM
FROM THE
THE EDITOR
EDITOR
NOTE
1

We were
were extremely
extremely pleased
pleased and,
and,
We
to tell
tetl the
the truth,
truth, aa little
lillie amazed
amazed at
at
to
the response
response which
which greeted
grccted the
the first
first
the
edition of
of THE
THE NOTEBOOK.
NOTEBOOK. The
The
edition
number of
of returns
returns received
received has
has forced
forced
number
us to
to revise
revise completely
completely our
our original
original
us
estimates of
of the
the size
size of
of future
future printprintestimates
ings. A
A few
few figures
figures might
might be
be interinterings.
esting. We
We mailed
mailed roughly
roughly 40,000
40, 000
esting.
copies of
of the
the first
first edition
edition to'a
to· a selecseleccopies
of engineers, scientists,
sclenUsts,
ted group of
andeducalors, A
Ass aa direct
direct result
result of
of
andeducators.
the ,reply
,reply cards returned,
returned, we
we aare,
re
mailing this second edition to
to aa list
list
mailing
of 119,000
readers, and itIt is
is still
sti1l
9 , 0 0 0 readers,
growing daily.
dally. In
In addition,
addillon, we
we have
have
growing
received several hundred
hundred notes
nOles and
and
received
letlers expressing
exprcssing interest
Interest and
and enenletters
couragemenl.
couragement.
vote of
of confidence
confidence is
Is deeply
deeply
Such aa vote
appreciated. We
We will
will do
do our
our best
best to
to
merititin
the future
future by
by maintaining,
maintaining,
it in the
merit
possible, the
the level
level esesas nearly as possible,
in our
our first
first issue.
issue.
tablished in
CORRECTION:
along
CORRECTION:
Somewhere along
In preparing
preparing NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK
the way, in
No.1,
was lost.
lost. The
The
1, an exponent was
No.
first equation
cquation in
in column
column 1,
I, page
page 66,,
first
read:
should read:
L
L
Le
=
4=
1 - w2LCB
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Signal
Generator And Receiver
Receiver Impedance
Signal Generator
NOT TO
TO M
MATCH
TO M
MATCH
OR
'TO
A T C H . .... O
R NOT
ATCH

,

*
j
5
.
5,.. ,A<^)\'

w.. CULLEN
CUllEN MOORE
MOORE
W
Engzneenng Manage?

The
logicalThe above
above question
question might logically
by two
two additional
queM
additio
ly be
be followed
followed by
rles:
not?" and
ries: <'If
"If not,
not, why
why not?'!
and "If not,
what
ques·
what then?"
then?" 'These
'These are
a r e loaded
loaded questtions.
Ions. The
In his screened
The Technician
Technician in
screened
room
Eng!neer at his
room 8S
a s well
well as
a s the
the Engineer
desk
desk had
had best tread carefully lest
he
he bring down
down upon
upon himself
himself aa barrage
of
of counter-queries.
counter-queries. Perhaps we can
provide aa few
few good
good rounds of ammuammunitlonforbothsldes,
besl
nition for both sides and
and may the best
man
man win.
win.
The
The purJXl!>e
purpose of
of aa signal
signal generator
Is
Laboratory
is to
to make
make available
available In
in the Laboratory
aa calibrated
calibrated source
source of
of radio frequency
frequency
signals
signals which
which Is
is eqUivalent
equivalent 10
to the antenna
tenna system
system with
with which
which the
the receiver
eventually
will operate.
operate. The
The signal
signal
eventually will
generator,
the associated
generator, with
withthe
associated dummy
dummy
antenna,
antenna, mW>t
must therefore behave the
the
same
same as
as the
the antenna
antenna system
system with
respect
respect 10
to ability
ability of
of the
the receiver to
absorb
absorb energy.
energy. Failure
Failure to
to meet
meet this
condition
condition invalidates
invalidates the
the signal
signal generator
erator as
a saasubstitute
substitute for
for the
the antenna.
antenna.
Let ualook
us lookbriefly
briefly at
at an
an Interesttng
interesting
Let
situation. FaUure
Failure to
to take Into
into account
account
s\luatlon.
the Internal
internal Impedance
impedance of an
an antenna
antenna
the
ersystem Cllll
can vel·y
very easily
easily iead
lead to
to an
an ersystem
realizable sensitivity
sensitivity
ror of2: 1 In tbe realizable
as compared
compared to
to the
the
of a receiver as
It would
would require
require aa
measured value. It
change of
of 4:
4: 11in
in the
the antt"nna
antenna power of
of
change
the transmitter
transmitter at
at aa rUed
fixed distance
distance to
to
the
compensate (or
for the
the apparent
apparent error
e r r o r of
of
compensate
2: I1 In
in the
the sensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the receiver.
receiver.
2:
Other conslderations, such
such as
a s slgsigOtberconaldt"rations,
nal-td-noise ratio
ratio or
or selectivity.
selectivity, may
may
rul-Io-noise
imposecontradictory
contradictoryrequlremen18
requirements on
on
Impose
the input
inputimpedance
impedance characteristics
characteristics of
of
the
a receiver as comoored w th '''e

.

..

YOU WILL
WILL FIND•••
FIND.
YOU

Transmission Line
Line Mea,........""
Measurements wilh
with lhe
the
T,an'flliuiOl'1

RX

~r...

On I"'P 4

Coaxial Adapter
Adapter far
for lhe
the RX
RX Mel..
Meter
AA Coaxial

On page
page 77
On
UniverterSig"al-Ta-Nail"
Signal-To-Noise Raria
Ratio
Univerler
On I"'ge
page 88
On

I

-----------

qUirements dictated for
for maximum
maximum
quirements
microvollsensltlvityalolle
In such
such aa
microvolt
sensitivityalone. In
case, what
what does the
the calibration of
of the
the
case:
generator tell
tell us
us about
aboul the
tlte acac·
signal generator
tua! sensitivity
sensltlvtty of
of the
the receiver?
receiver?
tual
necessity for making
making the
the same
same
The necessity
measurement on a receiver
receiver using
using difdifgeJ:K>rators or comparing the
the
ferent generators
of measurements
measurements on different
results of

E. Standard
far introducing
Figure I. I.R.E.
5'a"dord1<>l
i"tra<luei"9
l/or"9/o antenna
lig_' vo'tage Ea
Ea through
a"I.""" impei..p ....
dance R
Ra
into receiver
donee
,,,,,,eiver input
i"put impedance
;",..e<Io"e. Rr.
R,.
o i,,'o

receivers requires an understanding of
of
whatwe
a r e about when making measwhal
we are
measurements of receiver sensitivity.
sensltlvlly.
D U M M Y ANTENNAS
DUMMY
The sens!tlvity
sensitivity of
of a radio
.·adio receiver
receiver
is NOT the number of microvolts apIs
applied directly to the input
plieddirecllyto
Input terminals
te,·mlnnls of
of
the receiver to produce standard outlhe
outis asput, evenlhoughthis
even though this frequently
put.
frequenllylsassumed to be the case.
case.
sumed
The Instltuie
Institute of Radio Engineers
The
has defined
defined the
the INPUT SENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY
bls
O F A RECEIVER as the number of
of
OF
microvolts required
required to
produce standstandmicrovolls
to produce
ard OIltput
output when applied
applied through a dumard
my antenna
antenna having
characterismy
haVing the
lbe characteris·
tic impedance
imp
the anlenna
antenna with
with
tic
of the
s intended to
to operoperwhich tbe
th receiver Islnlended
which
ate, to
to tbe Inp.lt terminals
rminals of
of the
reate,
lbe re'1*
ceiver . '.'
cetver.
Toappreciate
appreciate the
the logic
logic leading
To
leading to
to
ice let
let us
u s consider
consider tbe
the source
source
this choice
gy from
from which
which the
the combilll'd
combined
of energy
of lbe
the antenna
antenna and
and receiver
is
system of
receiver Is
driven: ElectromagnellcenergynowElectromagnetic energyflowdriven.
ing in
in free
free space
spaceencounters
encounters aa conducconduciog
tor and
and excites
excites in
in Itit aa voltage
voltage which
which
tor
acts In
in series
series with
with the
the antenna
antenna radiaradlaacts
tion resistance.
resistance. Like
Like lhe
the open-ciropen-cirtion
cuit electro -motive-force of a battery

thIs voltage
voltage is
Is available
avallab!(' to
to uus
only
this
s only
In serfes
series with
with the
the internal
InternallmpedUllce
in
impedance
r source
of the power
source itself.
Itself. The
Thevarivarlimpedance with
alton ofthlslmpedance
wilh frequency
frequency
may
may require
reqUire aa series-parallel
series-parallel comcomblnatlonofR,
andC
in the
the dummy
dummy
bination
of R , LL,, and
C in
antenna. Part
Pari of
ofall
all of
of itil may
may be
be conconantenna.
tained in
in the
the signal
signal generator
generator output
output
tained
impedance.
Impedance.
POWER
POWER TRANSFER
TRII.NSfER
We
We have
have mentioned
mentioned above
above that
that concon·
derations ,of
slderaltOfls
of signal-to-noise-ratio,
slgnal-to-noise-ratlo,
selectivity
selectivity and
and the
the like
like may
may have
have an
an
effect on
on our
our ohoice
choice of
of load
load for
for the
the anantenna
s useful
tenna system
system and
and it
it iis
useful to
to see
see
how
how the
the power
power transfer
U-ansfer from
from the
theantenantenna
na to
to the
the receiver
receiver will
will be
be affected
affected by
by
deliberate
delit~ratemis-matches
mis-matches inload.
in load. F.igfigure
ure 11 is
Is the
lhe basic
basic circuit
circuit describing
describing
the
the test
test conditions
condillons specified
specified by
by the
the
Institute
Instllute of
of Radio
Radio Engineers
Engincers in
in which
which
we
we have
have conveniently
conveniently assumed
assumed that
that
only resistances
r e involved.
reslslances aare
involved. The
The
total
tOlal power
power intercepted
Inlercepted by
by the
the antenna
antenna
system will
will be
be dissipated in
In two
two porportions
tions of
of the
the network
ne(work (1)
(1) the
the internal
internal
impedance
Impedance of
of the
the antenna
antenna and
and (2)
(2) the
the
input
Input load
load presented
presented by
by the
the receiver.
recelvel·.
The
The power
power delivered
delivered to
to the
the receiver
'·ecelver
load
load will
wlll equal:
equal:

r n,

1,(1)

Pr=~a-Rr)EJ

R, E.'

\R r '" (Ra"R >'
r
Figure
Figure 22 indicates
Indicates the
the efficiency
efficlenc

'X

'

0'

Figure 2. Effect of variation of receiver
Figure 2. E".~'
VII,ialio" ol,eceive,
input impedance Rr an power into receiver
i"put
i",,,.<Io,,~e R, a" paw., ;"ta receive.
with fixed antenna impedance Ra and valtwll/o
II.." a"'e",,a ;",peJonee R a """ volt.
tage Ea.

tag.E o ·
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of
which takes place
place aass
of power
power transfer
transferwhichtakes
we
the rallo
load to
to antenna
we vary
vary the
ratio of
of load
antenna
resistance.
that
resistance. This
This curve
curve shows
shows that
the
power at
the input
Input terterthe maximum
maximum power
at the
minals
obtained when
when
minals of
of the
the receiver
receiver Is
is obtained
matches
the
the receiver
receiver Input
input Impedance
impedance matches
the
maximum
the antenna
antenna impedance.
impedance. The
The maximum
Is
relatively small
is falrlybroad,
fairlybroad, but a relatively
shift
shift downward
downward in
in the inllUt
input Impedance
impedance
of
very large
large
of the
the receiver
receiver results
results In
in aa very
change
power dein the
the amount
amount of
of power
dechange in
livered
to
livered tothe
tothe receiver
receiver as
as comJXlred
compared to
In the
the
the eHect
effect of an
an equal
equal increase in
receiver
receiver input
input impedance.
impedance.
MIS·MATCHING
MIS-MATCHING FOR
FOR IMPROVED
IMPROVED
SELECTIVITY
Up
Up to
to this
this point
point we have been dlsdiscussing
cussingthe
the tille
title ohhis
of this paper, namely:
"To
not to match".
match", We are
''To match or nOI
now
now faced
faced with
with the
the second question.
''If
not , wbynot?"
ttIfnot,
whynot?'' The
The curve we presented
In
sented in
in Figure
Figure I1 sbows
shows the way in
wblch
is transferred from
from one
which power Is
reslslive
resistive circuit
circuit to
to anOlher.
another. A simIlar
ilar relallonsbip
relationship exists
exists for
for coupling
coupling
between
between primaries
primaries and
and secondaries
of
of \Uoed
tuned transformers.
transformers.
As
A s the
the coupling
coupling is
is Increased,
increased, the
effectlveQofthe
resonant winding
winding deeffective Q of the resonant
creases
creases until
until aa point
point Is
is reached
reached at
at
which
which the
the Q
Q drops
drops to
to one-half
one-half the
the uncoupled
coupled value.
value. Ai
At this
this point
point (1.1.'.
(i.e.
is the
the opt
optimum
criticalcoupling),
coupling), thl.'re
there Is
critical
imum
energy iransfer
transfer between
between thc
the circuits.
circuits.
encrgy
However, that
that value
value or
bf coupling
coupling
However,
whichproduces
produces optimum
optimum energy
energytranswhich
transfer has
has simultaneously
simultaneously dropped
dropped the
the QQ
fer
of our
our resonant
resonant selective
selective circuli
circuit 10
to
of
one-half and
and thereby
thereby degenerated
degenerated the
the
one-half
selectivity of
of the
the front
front end
end of
of the
the reselectivity
ceiver. In
In order
order 10
to obtain
obtain heller
better
ceiver.
selectivity characteristics,
characteristics, we
we may
may
selecllvlty
deliberately mis-match
mis-match the
the receiver
receiver
deHberately
to the
the generator
generator to
to reduce
reduce loading
loading on
on
to
the resonanl
resonant Circuit.
circuit. We
We will
will shortly
shortly
the
find out
out how
how this
this mis-malch
mis-match can
can be
be
find
our' measurements,
measurements.
accounted for
for in
in our
accounled
MIS-MAT CHI NG FOR
FOR IMPROVED
IMPROVED
MIS-MATCHING
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
RATIO
SIGNAL~TO-NOISE
Another consideration
consideration which
which may
may
Another
lead la
to aa deliberate
deliberate mis-match
mis-match of
of the
the
lead
receiver to
to the
the ~enna
antenna impedance
impedance Is
is
receiver
the necessity
necessity ror
for improving
improving the
the sigsigIhe

BOONTON
BOONlON
nal-to-nolse-rallo over
over that
that which
which
nal-to-noise-ratio
be obtained
obtslDe'd from
(rom aa perfect
perfl'Ct
would be,
would
match. 3*~
match,
Tile noise
noise and
and the
the signal
signal aare
interThe
r e intermixed in
tn the
the antenna
antenna and
and the
the receiver
receiver
mixed
should select
select them
them aas
favorablyaas
posshould
s favorably
s possible. The
The noise
nOIse voltage
voltage generated
generated in
in
sible.
Is proportional
pl'oportlonalto
tothe
the square
square
the antenna
antenna is
the
root of
of the
tbe antenna
antenna impedance.
Impedance. The
The
root
noise power
power induced
Induced into
Into the
lhe matched
matched
noise
Input circuit
circuit of
of aa receiver
receiver is
Is indepenIndepeninput
dent of
of the
the receiver
receiver input
input impedance.
impedance.
dent
The signal
signal power
power for
for as given
given voltage
voltage is,
Is,
The
however, aa function
function of
of the
the input
Input imImhowever,
pedance of
of the
the receiver.
receiver. The
The ratio
ratio of
of
pedance
to noise
noise can
can therefore
thcrefore be
be afafsignal to
fected by
by deliberately
deliberately mis-matching
mts-matching
fected
Ihe receiver
receiver to
to the
the antenna
antenna impedance
Impedance
the
In exchange for a loss
loss in
In microvolt
microvolt
in
sensitivity.
1

,

GENERATOR
SSIGNAL
IfGNA L GENERA
T0R
CALIBRATION
Having seen above that
that there
there are
are
and reasons
reasons not
not to
to
reasons to match and
rl.'celver input
input to
10 the
the antenanlenmatch the receiver
na impedance there remains
remains to
10 inInvestigalethe
"If not
not matchmalchvestigate
the questton:
question: "If
ed, what then?"
lhen?" It
11 should be
be carecarethai the IRE
mE standards
slandards rerefully noted that
of a dummy antenna
antenna
quiring the use of
say nothing whatsoever
whatsoever about the
the imImpedance of
of the receiver.

b

OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
O U T P U T V O L T A G E "1%

Z X GENERATOR CALIBRATION

F i g u r e 3.
3. Outp'"
Output .....
voltage
calibration for
Fi'J'He
lfOr ulilwof;OfI
f1H a..

generator l>ovi"9
having it.
its .
source
rlte,olo<
_ " . impedance
''''"..,., ,.
the ",.",..
characteristic i.".,J
impedance of
equal I..
t o the
e'l",,1
the
output
cable.
the o",put "",Io'e.

.".,i" ...

0'

To use a stgnal
signal generalor
generator IntelintelTo
ligently we
we must
must understand
understand bow
how the
ligently
outputsystem
system behaves under different
output
conditions. Signal
Signal gen<'ratora
generators can
can bE
be
conditions.
two classes:
classes:
divided roughly
roughly Into
into two
divided
a. Low
Low source
source Imped:u)(:e,
impedance, and
and b,
b,
a.
matched source
source impedance.
impedance. In
matched
In low
low
source impedance
impedance generators,
generators, the
the outoutsource

put transmission
transmission line
line Is
is driven
driven dldiJXlI
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rectly by
by aa pick-up
pick-up loop
loop having
having the
the
rectly
lowest possible
possible inductance.
Inductance. In
In aa lowest
matched source
source generator,
generator, aa low
ICWo' ininmatched
ductancepick-up
pick-uploop
loopprovides
prOVides aa very
very
ductance
low impedance
Impedancesource
sourceofofvoltage
voltagewhich
which
low
through aa matching
matching resistor
reslator toto
feeds through
feeds
cable. The
The value
value of
ofthe
the reretbeoutput
outputcable.
the
sistoris
Iscarefully
carefullycontrolled
controlledto.
to match
match
sistor
the characteristic
characteristic impedance
impedance of
of the
the
the
transmission line.
line.
transmission
The output
output meters
meters and
and dials
dials of
of
The
signal generators
generators of
ofboth
both the
the matched
matched
signal
and low
low internal
Internal impedance
Impedance varieties
varlelles
and
are almost
almost universally
universally calibrated
calibrated inIn
are
terms of
of the
the voltage
voltage developed
developed at
at the
the
terms
jack on
on the
the front
front panel
panel of
ofthe
the
output jack
output
generator when
when this
this jack
Jack is
ts terminaterminagenerator
ted in
In aa resistive
reslsllve load
load equal
equal to
to the
the
ted
characteristic impedance
Impedance ofof the
the COcocharacteristic
axial line
line or
or the
the rated
rated output
output imImaxial
pedance of
of the
the generator.
generator.
pedance
The heart
heart of
of the
t~ problem
problem lies
lies in
In
The
the length
length of
of coaxial
coaxial cable
cable commonly
commonly
the
used to
toconnect
connect the
the point
point of
of generation
generation
used
of the
the radio
radto frequency
frequency signals
signals to
to the
the
of
receiver. At
At the
the freqfreqinput to
to the
the receiver.
input
uencies generally
generally encountered
encountered in
tn
uencies
communications and
and television
Ie-Ievlsion this
this
communications
length of
or cable
csble can
can approach
approach and
and exexlength
ceed 1/4
1/4 wavelength.
wavelength. AA 1/4
1/4 wavewaveceed
length piece
piece of
of transmission
transmission line
Hoe has
has
length
aa transforming
transformtng property
property for
for both
both imimpedance
pedance and
atxl voltage
voltage which
which acts
acts somesomewhat like
like aa teetertotter,
teeterlotter, the
the midmidwhat
point
point of
of which
which is
Is the
the characteristic
characteristic 1
impedance
impedance of
of the
the line.
line. AA low-loss
low-loss
1/4
1/4 wavelength
wavelength piece
piece of
of line
line driven
driven by
by
alow
source will
will produce
produce aa
a low impedance
Impedance source
very
very high
high voltage
voltage at
at the
the open
open circuit
circuit
end of
of the
the line.
Hne. Conversely,
Conversely, ifif the
the
driving
drtvlng source
source impedance
Impedance is
Is high
high the
the
output voltage
voltage will
will be
be low.
low. IfIf the
the
source impedance
Impedance equals
equals the
the characcharacteristic
teristic impedance
tmpedance of
of the
the line,
!ine, the
the
output voltage
voltage will
wlll equal
equal the
the input
Input
voltage.
voltage.
In
In matched
matched signal
signal generators
generators the
the
calibrated
calibrated voltage
voltage is
Is fed
fed through
through. the
the
characteristic
charactertstlc impedance
impedance of
of the
the gengenerator
erator and
and the
thc connecting
connecting cable
cablc to
to the
the
matched
matched terminating
terminating load.
load. In
In order
order
for the dial to
10 be
be calibrated
callbrated in
In terms
terms
of
of the
tbe voltage,
voltage, E
E,, developed
developed across
scross
the
the load
load alone
alone it
II is
Is necessary
necessary to
to dedeliver
liver twice
Iwlce this
this voltage,
vollage, 2E,
2E, to
to the
the inInput
put to
to the
the internal
Internal generator
generator impedImpedance.
ance. This
This means
means that
that the
the open-ciropen-circuit
cuit voltage
voltage available
available at
at the
the front
front
panel,
panel, 2E,
2E, will
wlll be
be twice
twtce that
that obtained,
obtslned,
E
E,, when
when the
the output
output jack
jack is
is terminated
terminated
in aa matching
in
matching impedance,
Impedanct:", and
and hence
hence
twice the
twice
the dial
dial calibration,
calibration, aass shown
shown
in
In Figure
Figure 3.
3.
Looking
Looking back
back into
Into the
the generator
generator
from
from the
the end
end of
of the
the Connecting
connecting line
line
one sees
one
sees aa properly
properly terminated
terminated line.
line.
Therefore the
Therefore
the length
length of
of line
line has
has no
no L
effect on
effect
on the
tile voltage
voltage at
at the
the output,
output.
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W I T H M..
MATCHING
RESISTOR
WITH
TCHIIC IIESISTOR

GENERATOR
E MICROVOLTS
MiCROVOLTS
GENERATOR 15
IS CALIBRATED iN
IN E
F
i g u r e 4.
Fivute

Application al
of Ti>evenin's
Thevenin's T~e
Theorem
terminated in 2
,.
....em ttao aa cable terminared
Za.

TERMINATED
CABLES
TERMINATED CABLES
A terminating
terminatfng resistor
reSistor frequently
frequently
end of extension
extension cables,
is used in the end
and the voltage developed across it
It is
equal to the
on the
exactly equal
tbe reading on
Thevenin's
dials. By the application of
ofThevenin's
circuit of
of the
theorem, the equivalent circutt
generator now appears to be the outoutput voltage acting in series with the
paralleled matching
malchtng resistor
regislor and the
generating source. Thus,
Thus, as we see
Figure 4,
4, we have the equivalent of
in Ftgure
25Q
ser25n internal
Internal impedance acting in series withthe
with the indicated number of microvolts. (fief.
(Ref. 33,, p. 4
7).
47).
If
we wishto
50Q it
Ifwe
wtsh to match son
It is
Is necesnecessary
to add an additional
additional 25S2
series
sarytoadd
250 in series
withthe
gives us the
wi th the output cable. This gives
equivalent of an antenna having induced
equtvalent
Induced
it E microvolts and
and having an interInterin it
nal
impedance of son.
50Q. Only half
nallmpedance
half of the
delivere'd to the inantenna voltage is dellveretl
put
terminals of the receiver as
a s shown
shown
puttermlnalsof
in Figure 4.
To the engineer struggling to meet
receiver sensltlvity
sensitivity specifications this
may look like
\ike hitting aneself
oneself over the
head just
Just for the fun
fun of it. In fact,
sensithe apparent loss
los8 of receiver sensl' tivitycaused
accounting for
t1vltycaused by accounUng
(or the antenna
lenna impedance when makingmeasuremaking measure-

ments with a signal generator has given
rise to the expression of "bard"
"hard" vs
"soft" microvolts. One
"soft"
One must work
much harder to obtain sensitivity with
''hard'' microvolts than with "soIl"
"soft"
·'hard·'
ones, which pour directly out of a low
ones,
signal generator. Unimpedance signal
fortunately,
a r e hard
fortunately, microvolts are
bard to get
out of all
all antenna systems.
ATTENUATOR PADS
PADS
Let us consider the impedance and
and
voltage
distribution
tage dlstr
ibution along another comvol
monly used system:
system; that in which a 6
db or 2:1,
2: 1, altenuator
attenuator pad has been
db,
used in the line between the generator
andreceiver.
and
receiver. Figure
Flgul'e 5 shows the arelements.
rangement of the elements.
wtput of the pad is equivalent
The output
to the characteristic impedance of the
generator in series with E microvolts.
micI·ovolts.
or 10:
10: 1,
I, pad is
A 20 db, 01'
Is equivalent to
E/5
E/S microvolts in series with the generator impedance where E is
Is the readingon the generator dial. Apad can be
ingonthegeneratordial.
designed tomatch
to match the generator output
of receiver input
to a different value of
impedance The 2: 1
or 110,1
0 : 1 voltage
1 01'
On the 2E
division acts 6n
2£ supplied in series with the 50 ohm internal generator
imDedance
imoedance
~
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UNMATCHED LOADS
LOADS
UINMATCHED
tbe outWe have implied above that the
Internally matched
put system of an internally
generator will maintain 2E microvolts
al the input
Input to its internal
Internal impedance
Impedance reat
gardless of
of the termination
termination at the end
of the coaxial
coaxial cable. This can be shown
shown
as
a s follows.
In
(n signal generators using a piston-type
wave-guidc-below-cut(or wave-guide-below
-cutton-type (or
off) attenuator the metered voltage is
oft)
generated in a primary call
Ute inIncoil at the
put end of the attenuatol·
attenuator tube. At any
partlculardlstancedownlhetube
particular
distance down the tube a definite amount of voltage, 2E,
2E > where E
finite
is the voltage shown on the generator
dials,
wlllbe
dials, will
be induced in the secondary
loopwhichdrtves
transmis-loopwhich drives the oulput
output transmis
sion line. In
Internally matched
In an internally
generator the matching resistor is
low-tmpedance
located between the low-impedance
pick-up loop and the input to the transpick-up
Une.
mission line.
The arrangement described above
forms a transmission line having a
zero-impedance voltage source,
Eg =
source, Eg
2E, in series with the sending
sending end
impedance, ZS,
Zs, which is
is matched to
impedance,
the characteristic impedance of the
line, Zoo
Zo. The resulting voltage at the
receiving end, Err , as
receivingend,
a s the receiving end
Impedance, Zr,
Z r , is varied can be deimpedance,
from the transmission line equarived from
for Ir(Ref.
I r (Ref. 3, p. 139.,
tion for
1 3 9 . , eq. 29):
E,
Er =
= IrZr
IrZ r ==
2E g Zo Zr
2%
Zr
(La'"Zrl (Ls'" Zole')'1+ (20- ZrH Zs- Zo}e -y I
IfZs=Zo
2Eg Zo Zr
(Zo + Zr) (ZZo)e Yl
E g Zr
E I
r - (Zo + Zrle'Y
FQr
For aalossless
loss less line, the "propaga"propagationconstant,
''phase
tion constant, y
Y , reduces to a "phase
is of
shift factor", jp,
Jj3, which usually is
no Interest
interest to us. The output voltage
s,
zr
then iis,
Zr
E,r '"
=-E
E
g
zo
c zr
Zr
Zo +
In the above derivation no restricin
restrictions were placed on the length of line
or the receiving end impedance,
Impedance, provided the sending end
end impedance is
Is
matched to the characteristic impedimpedance of the line. This result
resull is logically appealing. Looking back into
Into the
generator from
from the receiving end
cod of
the lossless
lossless cable we see a matched
load
lOad regardless of the length of cable.
if we reduce it to zero,
zero, we are
Even if
left with the matching impedance,
Impedance,
Zs = Zo, in
series with a source of
Zg'"
In serllO"S
voltage,
voltage, Eg
Eg =
• 2E, where E is
Is the dial
calibration.
E ..
r

CeJ
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MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
In
In the
the above
above discussions
discussions we
we have
have
treated
treated relatively
relatively simple
simple configuraconfiguratlonsofresistorsand
tions of resistors and cables.
cables. ActualActually,
ly, dummy
dummy antenna
antenna systems
systems may
may bebecome
comequite
quite compllcsted,
complicated, Involving
involving serseries
ies and
and parallel
parallel combination
combination of
of reresistors,
sistors, inductors,
inductors, and
and capacitors
capacitors In
in
order
order to
toduplicate
duplicate the
the frequency
frequency charcharaclerlstlcs
acteristics of
of the
the antennas
antennas being
being used
used
wllh
with the
the receiving
receiving equlpmen~.'
equipment.' 'The
2The
values
Ined far
values obta
obtained
for Intermediate
intermediate freqfrequency
uency direct
direct transmission
transmission and
and for
for
Image
image rejection
rejection ratios
ratios in
in superhetersuperheterodyne
odyne receivers
receivers may
may be
be seriously
seriously afaffected
fected by
by the
the accuracy
accuracy af
of the
the dummy
dummy
anlenna
antenna since
since quite
quite large
large ratios
ratios exisl
exist
between
and the
betweenthe
the resonant
resonant frequency
frequencyand
the
rrequencyunder
frequencyunder test.
test. The
The Impedance
impedance
mis-match
mis-match caused
caused by
by off-resonance
.off-resonance
of Ihe
' operation
operationof
the Input
input system
system or
of the
the rerecelver,
ceiver, such
such as
a s when
when taking
taking standard
standard
selectivitycUI'VeS,
selectivitycurves, produces
produces wide
wide Imimpedance
pedance variations
variations which
which affect
affect Ihe
the
callbrallan
of the
the output
output system
system of
of aa
calibration of
non-matchC'd
non-matched generator.
generator, and
and hence
hence the
the
validity
validity of
of the
the selecllvlty
selectivity curves
curves obobtained.
tained.
CONCLUSION
CON C LU S IO N
The
The function
function of
of the
the signal
signal generator
erator and
and dummy
dummy antenna
antenna Is
is to
to reproduce
produce In
in the
the laboratory
laboratory the
the condiconditions
tions presented
presented by
by the
the antenna
antenna system
system
with
which the
withwhich
the receiver
receiver Is
i s to
to operate.
operate.
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

F i g u r e S.
5, E~ujval.nl
E q u i v a l e n t ci,cuit
circuit of
of 0a SO_ohm,
SO-ohm,
FI'Jure
db symelrico/
symetrical CltlenuClt,'''9
attenuating pad.
pad.
66db

The
place at
at the
the
The output
output system
system should
should place
probe the
the equivalent
eqUivalent antenna
antenna
end
end of
of aa probe
voltage
Internal impedance.
impedance,
voltage and
and internal
The
of measurement
measurement
The standards
standards of
for RECEIVER
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY esesfor
tabllshedbythe
mE reflect
reflect the
the physipbysitablished
bythe IRE
cal
requirements that
thai the
the signal
Signal inIncal requirements
IXIt
the antenna
be delivered
delivered
put from
from the
antenna shall
shall be
through aa dummy
representthrough
dummy antenna
antenna representIng
Imre?Bnce.
ing the antenna impedance.
The input impedance charactercha.racterIstlcs
istics of the receiver should be designed to wgrk
work with
with, the impedance
impedance
characteristics of its associated anmayor
nol
tenna system.
system. This may
or may not
result in actual matching of
two
of the two
impedances.
Impedances.
Signal
are
Signal generator calibrations
calibrations ar.e
validanlywhen
terminavalid onlywhen the oulput
Output is terminated
In a specified value of impedance.
tedinaspecified
The equ
Ivalent clrcuitfor
Ihe outoutequivalent
circuit for the
put
matched signal
Put impedance of
Of a
a matched
signa1
generator aOO
and the impedance ooff tthe
he
diload
load reduces 10
to a simple voltage divider haVing
indicated voltage
volla~
having twice the
theindicated
across the divider regardless of lengt'h
length
of
of cable or value of load impedance.
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RX METER
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WITH THE RX'
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The RX
found wide
RX Meter has found
application in
In the measurement of
characteristic impedance,
Impedance, attenuaattenuation,
propagation of
tion, and velocity of propagation
transmissionlines.
T,he rapidity
transmission
lines. The
rapldlly with
which the measurements can be acwhich
complished on relatively short p
pieces
of cable and the accuracy realized
reallzed in
using the simple,
bimple, direct techniques
using
describedbelow
has made the instrudescribed
below has
ment aa valuable tool for
for the design
engineer concerned with coaxial elements, as
as well as
as for the quallty
quality
ments,
control engineer
engineer making spot checks
control
during the manufacture of cable.
during
In this
this article
article we will describe,
In
briefly the methods used in
measurbriefly
In measuring each
each of the above
above characteristics
Ing
the RX Meter.
Meter. In order to clarify
with tbe
approach used in
the approach
In each case we
have included.
included, at the eocl
end of this artiartihave
cle, abrlefrevlew
a brief review of the basic transcle.
transmission line formulas involved.
involved.
onlsslon
IMiPE D A NICE
CH A R,ACTE R I S T IC iMPEDANCE
CHARACTERISTIC
Several
methods
a
r e available
Several methocls are
for the measurement of characterfor
istic impedance (Zo)
b o ) with
Istic
wUh the RX
Meter. One
One of
of the
the most
mpst satisfactory
satisfactory
Meter.
involves the
the^ familiar
familigr relationship,
involves
relationship,
ZO == ~L,
-ZL,
where Zi
Z i is
Zo
where
Is the
the input
Input
impedance of aa quarter-wavelength
quarter-wavelength
Impedance
line with
with aa given
given termination,
line
termination, and
and
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ZL
ZL is
Is the impe
Impedance of the termination
mination @self.
itself. For our purpose,
this relattbn
relation is
Is used in the form
Zo = .fRIR:2, where R1 is a resistance
measured directly on lhe RX Meter
terminals and R2 Is the input resistance of the quarter-wave Hne
terminabed
byR1. The
lE'rminatedbyRI.
The actual
actual proceprocedure used
used for this measurement
measurement is
Is
as follCMIs:
The RX Meter oscillator is
Is adadJusted to the deslrC'd measuring
measuring freqfrequency. A piece of the
the sample
sample cable
cable
responding to
[s 'cut to a length corresponding
to apapproximately one quarter-wavelength
nds dressed
with both ends
dressed back
back about
about oneonehalf inch to espose
espaSe the
the center
center condytor
conductor
and shield. If
If the nable
cable dielectric is
Is
JXllyethylene, this length may be taken
directly from Figure 1.
The RX
Meter is
i r k t balancd
Is ffirst
balanced with
with nothing
nothing
attached to the terminals
terminals and
and with
with the
the
Cp and
aod Rp
R p dials
dIals Bet
set at
at 0 and
and .. rerespectively. The bridge
bridge is
is then
then rerebalanced by means of the R p and Cp
dials with the cable, shorted at the
far end.attached to the binding posts.
If the cable length Is correct, (I. e.
exactly 1/4:\,). the C p dial reads zel'o.
If It reads capacitive, the frequency
should be lowered or the cable shortened, while If the Cp reading is negative
gative (indicating
(Indicating inductance)
inductance) the
the

.
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frequency
frequency should
should be
be Increased
increased or
or aa
longer
longer piece
piece of
of cable
cable used.
used. Since
Since the
the
characteristic
characteristic impedance
impedance does
does not
not
chan~ significantly al
change significantly at frequencies
frequencies
above
20 mc.,
mc., It
it is
is
above approximately
approximately 20
usually
usually more
more convenient
convenient to
to make
make any
any
needed
needed adjustment
adjustment by
by varying
varying the
the
frequency.
frequency. The
The Rpdial
Rpdial must
must be
be used
used
to
tonull
nullthe
the Instrument
instrument duringthe
during the above
above
procedure,
procedure, but
but its
its value
value may
may be
be disdisregarded.
regarded.
For
For the
the termination,
termination, select
select aa
1/2
1/2 watt
watt carbon
carbon resistor
resistor whose
whose resistance
sistance Is
is roughly
roughly equal
equal to
to the
the estiestimated
mated characteristic
Characteristic Impedance
impedance of
of the
the
cable.
cable. If
If the
the latter
latter cannot
cannot be
be estiestimated, 50 ohms will
will usually suffice.
suffice
Removing the short
hort circuit
circuit from
from the
the
end
end of
of the
the quarter
quarter wavelength
wavelength Hne,
line,
connect
connect the
the resistor
resistor In
in its
its place,
place keepIng
ing the
the leads
leads as
as short
short as
as possible.
Then
Then balance
balance the
the bridge
bridge and
and record
record
RRp
as RI.
R1. The
The resistor
resistor should
should then
p as
be
be removed
removed from
from the
the end
end of
of the
the cable
ca
and
andmeasured
measured directly
directly across
across the
the RX
Meter
Meter terminals
terminals to
to provide the value
va
R2.
In
In aa typical
typical measurement,
measurement a made
on
on aa quarter
quarter wavelength
wavelength sectlon
section of
R;G.58/U
qG,58/U cable,
cable, aa resistor which
which
measured
measured 47.0
47.0 ohms
ohms directly
directly at
at the
the
bridge
bridge terminals
terminals was
was used
used to
to terminate
nate the
the line.
line. The
The line
line with
with this
this
termination
6 3 . 8 ohms.
termination measured 63.8
Then
Theo
Zo
ZO== 163.
(63.88 xx 47.0
47.0 == 54.7
54.7 ohms.
ohms.
Anequallysatisfactorymethod of
determlning Zo (that recommended in
MilitarySpeclficatlon
JAN-C-17 A) IS
Military Specifi
based
r
based on
on the
the relationship

.

I

reactance of
the
then
then halved,
halved, and
and reactance
of the
section
section (either
(either open
open or
or shorl-clrshort-circuited)determined
from the
tbe Cp
C p readreadcuited) determined from
[ng
ing at
at balance.
balance.
ATTENUATION
A TTEN U A TIO N
A
method of
of
A very
very convenient
convenient method
measuring
using short
short
measuring attenuation,
attenuation, using
pieces
Is provided
provided by
by the
the
pieces of
of cable,
cable, is
equation
kquation
aL
8 . 6 9 db,
db,
a L == Zo x 8.69

Z,
zi

__lll

where
per unit
unit length
length and
and L
L
where a
w is
is db
db per
the value
value of
Z\i is
is
Is
is length.
length. Here
Here the
of Z
determlned
by measuring
the paralparaldetermined by
measuring the
lel
the Rp
R p dial)
dial) of
a
lel resistance
resistance (on
(on the
of a
piece
wavelength long.
long.
piece of
of cahle
cable 1/2
1/2 wavelength
IC
is sucb
half
If the
the frequency
frequency is
s u c h that
t h a t aa half
wavelength
is less
less than
than approximatewavelength is
approximately
feet, aaone-or
one-or three-halves
three-halves wave:
wavely 44feet,
length piece can be used,
with no
used,withno
change
change in procedure, to minimize the
effect
In the cable,
effect of irregularities in
cable ,

etc. The
The attenuation
attenualton in
in db
db obtained
obtained
etc.
lor
tbe
length
of
cable
tested
can be
be
for the length of cable tested can
readily adjusted
adjusted to
to db
db per
per 100
100 feet,
feet.
readily
When the
the desired
desired frequency
frequency has
has
When
been selected,
selected, cut
cut the
Ihe cable
cable to
to oneonebeen
half wavelength,
wavelength, and
and dress
dress one
one end
end
half
back
one-half
Inch.
After
effecting
back one-half inch. After effecting
the initial
initial balahce
bslance of
of the
the bridge,
bridge, conconthe
nect the
the cable!
cable, with
wtth the
the far
far end
end openopennect
circuited, to
to the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter, making
making
circuited,
sure that
that the
the center
center conductor
coOOuctor is
Is conconsure
nected to
to the
the "HI"
"HI" post.
post. The
The bridge
bridge
nected
sbouldnowbe
balanced and
and the
the values
values
should
now be balanced
of capacity
capacity (C,)
(CpJ and
and parallel
parallel resisresisof
tance (Rp)
(Rp) read
rea(l from
from the
the respective
respective
tance
dials. If
IfC
= 0:
0, the
the cable
cable is
Is the
the proprodials.
Cpp =
per length
length and
and the
the value
value obtained
obtained for
for
per
Rpsubstltuted for
for ZZii in
in the
the above
above eqeqRpsubstituted
uation. Ifthe
lithe Cp
Cp dial
dial indicates
Indicates aa capcapuation,
acity, the
the cable
cable is
Is too
too long
long and
and aa
acity,
small amount
amount must
must be
be cut
cut off
off the
the ffar
small
ar
coo, or
or the
the frequency
frequency must
must be
be laverlowerend,
ed. If
lftbe
C p ddial
Indicates aa negative
negative
h l indicates
ed.
the Cp

",.

Zo = 101,600
, x C
wherev is the velocity of propagation
factor in percent and C is the cable
capacitance In I-l/lf per foot.
The latter value is determined by
attaohIng a very short length of the
cable to the RX Meter binding posts
and measuring C p directly. The velocltyof propagation may be determined as described In a later section.
A third method of measuring Zo
may be worth mentioning, although
less satisfactory with respect to accuracy.
This method is implied byequation (3) at the end of this article,
which indicates that the characteristic Impedance of a line Is equal to the
absolute value of the reactance of Il
section 1/8 wavelength long.
To obtain the correcl length, a
1/4 wave section Is first established
In the manner described above, at a
frequency twice the desired measurIng frequency. This frequency Is

F
g u r e 1.
Fi;9U'"

Wave
W".."

FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY (MC)
(MC)
length
I"n9,h v...s frequency
I,oq"...cy for
for coqxial
cooxlol cables
cobin having
/oo.. {n9 polyethylene
polyothylo..o dialecttic.
Jio/od,;c.
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capacity
capacity (inductance),
(inductance) I aa longer
longer piece
piece
must
or tile
the frequency
frequency raised.
raised.
must be
be used
used or
Aa
As an
anexample.
example, aa one-half
one-half wavelength
wavelength
section
mc (52"
section of
of RG-58/U
RG-58/U cable
cable at
at 77
7?mc
(52"
long)
p of
long) was
was found
found to
to have
have an
an R
Rp
of 2760
2760
ohms.
ohms. Applying
Applying this
this value
value to
to the
the forformula
the known
mula above,
above, together
together with
withthe
known
characteristic
characteristic Impedance
impedance of
of 54.7
54.7
ohms,
ohms, and
and adjusting
adjusting for
for the
the length
length of
of
the
the section,
section, the
the attenuation
attenuation was
was found
found
to
3.98 db/l00
db/100 feet.
feet.
to be
be 3.98
VELOCITY
VELOCITY OF
0 F PROPOGATION
PRO POGATION

Since
Since the
the velocity
velocity of
of propagatlon
propagation
factor
is equal
equal to
to the
the physical
physical length
length
factor Is
of
of aa one-half
one-half wavelength
wavelength section
section of
of
cuble
cable divided
divided by
by tbe
the length
length of
of aa 000onehalf
is
half wavelength
wavelength section
section Ln
in air,
air, Itit [s
merely
merely necessary
necessary to
to measure the
the
physical
physical length
length of
of the
the cable
cable involved
involved
In
in the
the preceding
preceding measurements
measurements aoo
and
to
to compare
compare Itit to
to the
the equivalent
equivalent wavelengtb
length in
in air.
air.

In the
half wavelength
waveLength
In
the case
case of
of aa half
line,
x[2 ani.
ad
line, 1=
1 = ;\'/2
{JI
"" 21f/>"
'" r1f and
p1=
2r/X xx >"/2
xj2 =
)'1"
Also,
yl = (\'1
a1 +
+ llf.
jr. A
lso,
tanhyl
lanh (0'1
j1f) =
". tanh a
(\'1,
tanhyl "= tanh
(a1 +~ jr)
l,
and if (\'1
is
small,
Ihen,
tanhal"
0'1,
a1 small: then, tanhal= al:
and tanh)'1
'" a!.
tanhyl =
al.

Substituting
In (5)
Substituting in
(5) arove,
above:
Zll",

zJZn. +
\Zo

+ ZoO'IJ
ZRal)

of Ihe
the frucUon
fraction on the right by

The
The general
general formula
formula for
for aa l108sossless
less line
line of
of length
length I,
1, having aa characteristic
acteristic impedance
impedance of
of Zo'
Zo, and
and terminated
minated in
in an
an ImlX'dance
impedance ZL
ZL is,
is,
ZLCospl ~+ JZoSlnPlJ
jZoSinpl
ZLCOStll
z i = zo
Zi"'Zo
(1)
(1)
( ZoCosfH
ZoCospl ++ l~rfiin,B1
jZflinpl

)

CORPORATION
CORPORATION
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If the
the half
half wavelength
wavelength cable
cable is
Is openopenIf
circuited (i.
(Le.
ZR"'oo),
(5) will
wHlrecircuited
e. ZR
=
) , (5)
reduel' to
10
duce

ZII

(I)
'(Z.J:::C
,1 •
Zo

ZO
Z\I nepers.
nepers. Then
Th"n
aat1 ='" Zil

where,
l{Jl, and
and {3"
21f/;\,.
where, )'1'"
yl = 0'1
a1 f+ jpl,
p = 2n/h.

Dividing numerator and denomlnalor
denominator
ztl, we
%,
obtain
obtain

TRANSMISSION
TRANS M I S,SlON LINE
LINE
EQUATIONS
EQUATIONS

(

The
Zi l , looking
-looking into
into aa
The impedance,
impedance: Z;,
line
with
loss,
haVing
characterisline with loss: having aa characteristic
and terminated
lerminatffi
tic Impedance
impedance of
of Zo,
ZO, and
tn
be expresexpresin an
an Impedance
impedance Zn. can
can be
sed
sed as,
as,
% + Zo
tanhyl \
I
(ZR
2 0 tunhyl
(5)
z i1 '"= Zo
z Zo ZR tanhyl)
ZI
Zo + ZR tanhyl

RADIO
RADIO

Zoal
(6)
v

ZR

a1 = ZO x 8.69 db, where Z t is
z . 11
resistive and
and is
Is measured
measured directly
directly
resistive
on the Rp
R p dial of
of the
the 250-A
250~A RX
RX Meter.
Meter.
onthe
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
1I will
wll1 be
be observed
observed that
that all
all the
the
It
measurements described
described in
in this
this artiartlmeasurements
cle are simple and
and direct, without
without inincomp.1tatlon and
and corrections.
corrections.
volved computation
cases, relatively
relatively short
short length
length
In all cases,
pieces of
of cable
cable aare
used and
and measuremeasurepieces
r e used
made directly
directly at
at the
the RX
RX
ments aare
r e made
Meter terminals
terminals without
without the
the use
use of
of
Meter
connectors. It
It may
may be
be of
of inIncoaxial connectors.
terestto
note that
that aa balanced
balanced line
Hne can
can
terest
to note
be treated in
in the
the same fashion
fashion aas
cobe
s colines when
whena
''balun'' or
or similar
similar
axial lines
a "balun''
used in
in connecting
connecting itIt to
to the
the
device is used
RX Meter.
Meter.
RX

where
where the
the phase
phase constant
constant (Jp '"= 2'1':/>",
2?r/h,
and>..
and h. '"= wavelength.
wavelength. Now,
Now, iJ
if the
the line
line
is 1/4
1/4 wavelength
wavelength long,
long, I'"
1 = >"/4
A/4 and
and
Is
211"
2T

;\,x.

lrT

,x

4

22

131
pl '"= ~
- xx -- '"= -radlans,or90~
-radians:org&
SubsUtutlng
(1)above,
above:
Substituting in
in (1)
(+jZo)
Zo'
ZI"'Zo - . - = - , " d
(+)ZL)
Z
LL

zo = J.

(2)
(2)

If the
the line
line Is
is 1/8
1/8 wavelength
wavelength long
long and
and
If
is short
short circuited,
circuited, then
then 1=
1 = ;\'/8,
X/8, ,81
p l ..=
is
~ / 4radian
radian or
or 450,
450, nnd
and ZL'"
ZL = O.
0, SubSublr/4
slituting
(3)
(1):
(3)
stituting In
in (1),
0

ZI '"

20

+jZ Sin 45
0
( ZoCoo
45°

}

~JZo

'" X .

In Iia similar
similar manner
manner itit can
can be
be
In
shown that
that lhe
the Input
input Impedance
impedance of aa
shown
1/8 wavelength
wavelength line
line that
that is
is open
open circir1/6
cuited Is,
is,
cuited
(4)

For the
the purpose
purpose of
of deriving
deriving aa
For
means of
of measuring
measuring the
the ntlenualion
a$tenuation of
of
means
transmission line,
line, the
the general
general exexaa IransmisSlon
pression for
€or aa line
line with
with loss
loss Is
is given
given
pre5sioll
below..
belo.v

F i'gur.
g u r e 2.
2. Tile
T h e "utll".,
author, measuring
F
m,,,suring the
til. characteristic
clKt,,,cl,.i.tlc impedance
Imp,d""c, of
of a" short
.il""l length
I,,,gtll ooff RG-58/U
RC-58!U
coble On
on the
Meter.
cobl.
rill RX
RX Mete••
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CENTER
CENTER
CONDUCTOR

CENTERIN G
CENTERING
GUIDE

5 OHM
5
T
E RMINATION
TERMINATION

\

bh
II

.,
I,

..
WRE'KH
WRENCH

MOUNTING
MOUNTI
NG
SCREWS

FI9u'e
ComJ>Onents <)f
Type
In aa con·
Figure 1.
7 . Components
of the Co.ox
Co-ax Adopte,
Adapter Kit
Kit T
y p e SIS.A.
575-A. The kkit
i t is supplied in
cons~o ...n.
venient ...ooden
wooden sl",oge
storage $tond,
stand, not shown.

A Coaxial
Coaxial Adapter For The RX
RX Meter
Development Engineer
C. G. GORSS, Developme"l
f:'ngme'"

Soon after the RX
RX Meter Type
Soon
TyJX'
its appearance
250-A made
madl' Its
appearanc(' in
in the
field
that: in adfie Id it
H became apparent thai,
dition to measurement of components
on the
standard binding posts, many
on
the standard
applications in
this new
of the applications
In which
whlcn thl;;
instrument was being utilized ininstrument
the use of coaxial cables and
volved tht>
fittings. The evident
evident need for
for somE'
some
flttings.
coupling such
such
convenient means of coupUng
components, fitted
fitted with standard cocomponents,
axial connectors,
connectors, to the
RX Meter
axial
the RX
terminals resulted In
in the
the
measuring tl'rminals
deslgnofa
design of a special
special adapter unit,
unit. This
This
unit which, togethE'r
together with the necessary
unit
accessories, Is
is now
now available to RX
RX
accessories,
owners In
in kit
kit form,
form: is
disignaMeter owners
isdisignaas the
the "Co-ax
'To-ax Adapter TyJX'
Type 515ted as
A. "I '
DESIGN
DESIGN DETAILS
DETAILS
The adapter
adapter Itself
itself consists of two
The
two
separate elements; acylindrical
a cylindrical outer
separateelementSl
about 11 1/2 inches In
in length,
length.
conductor about
of which Is
is grounded 10
to Hw
the
the base of
the
terminal plate when
when mounted on the
terminal
RX
M e t e r , and aa tapered
tapered centcr
center conRX Meter,
ductor which
whichis
fastened fo
to the HI
ductor
is fastenE'd
HI bindIng
mount the
ing post
post stud,
stud. To
To mount
the unit,
unit, an
an
adapter plate,
plate, supplied
supplied with the
the kit,
adapter
is first
first fastened
fastened to the terminal plate
Is
of the RX
RX Meter.
Meter, This
This plate has a
large-diameter tapped hole which cenlarge-diameler
terS
t e r s around the HI
HI post
post stUd.
stud, After
After
the in
HI post
post clamping nut has been rethe

APPLICATION
APPLICATION
When the adapter is
Is installed
Installed a
coaxial element may be attached and
measured at any selected frequency
after two minor preliminary adjustments of the RX
circuit
nx Meter bridge circuli
controls have been made to establish
the correct "zerO
"zero balance"
balance" condition.
The first
first adjustment,
adjustment. made with nothing attached to the adapter and with
the Rp
of obn p dial set at "'" ,, consists of
taining a null
null indication
Indication by alternate
adjustment
the ZERO BALANCE
BALANCE R
adjustment of the
controls and the C
Cp
controls
p control. This
establishes the correct "resistance
''resistance
establ1shes
circuit..
zero" of the circuit
The second zero
zero balance adjustis made with the 50-ohm termment is
ination mounted in
on the ainalion
In place on
This time aa null
indication is
dapter. This
nulllndlcalion
is
obtained by means of the Rp and ZERO
BALANCE
C controls,
controls, witgthe
Cp dial
BALANCE C
wltfi the Cp
0. This establ
establishes
"reat O.
ishes the correct "reit has the efactance zero.
zero."' I Actually,
Actually, II
fect
proper value
fect of adjusting to the prOpel'
the characteristic impedance of a short
internal connecting seclton
section (several
(several
Internal
centimeters in
In length)
length) between the RX
Meter binding post and the physical
physical
point on
onthe
tbe bridge circuit at which the
Since
measurement is actually made. Since
the characteristic impedance of this
itself, 50 ohms,
section is not, in
In itself,
that value must be established
established synthetically by proper adjustment
adjustment of the
ratio Lie.
L/C. This is automatically accomplished bythe
by the setting of the ZERO
BALANCE
0 control
control described above.
BALANCE o
is u
useAlthough the co-ax
co-axadapter
Although
adapter is
se~
ful in facHitatlng
facilitating measurement
measurement of the
ful
characteristics of cables
cables and
and other
other cocharacterlsl1cs
axial elements,
elements, probably Its
its moot
most
axial
important application is In
in providing
important
for the measurement of Impedances
impedances
for
remote
fromthe RX
RX Meter terminals.
terminals.
t"emotefromthe
Whenthe
used,
When
the proper techniques are used,
it is
is possible to
to measure an
an ImpedimpedIt
at the
the end
end of aa section
section of
ofcoax
ance at
coax
line with
withthe
same accuracy with
with which
line
the same
be measured directly
directly at the RX
it can bE'
Meter terminals. Such
Such measurements
ME'ter
may, ifdeslred,
ifdesired, be made
madewithrandommay,
with randomlength sections of 50-ohm coax.
coax, In
in
length
whichcase
the results must be transwhich
case the
formed
Chart'zor
formed by means of a Smith Chart"or
familiar transmission Hne
line equathe famlliar
tions in order to obtain the
the sctual
actual imtlonsin
pedance ofthe
of the unknown.
unknown. In this case,
case,
pedanc('
internal connection, menthe short Interoal
tioned above, between the
the binding post
tionedabove,
bridge, becomes part of the
and bridge,
the transmission line and
and Its
its effective
effective length
lengih

-

I.

ADAPTER
PLATE
PLATE

of transmission
Iransmisslon line,
line. Its
lis center conductor, however
howev('r, is actually a special
high frequency
frequency resistor.
resistor, The tertermination
mlnatlon produces a voltage standing
wave ratio of less than 11.10
, l O up to 800
mc
mo.

moved
movt'd and the center conductor has
been screwed firmly
firmly over the stud,
stud,
down into
the outer conductor is
Is turwd
tun,,,d down
Into
this
unlil its
(Is base makes contact
tbis hole until
wilbtheterminul
plate. Tbe
with the terminal plate,
The open end
the adapter then forms aa standard
of the
Type N female
Type
female connector.
When the adapt£'r
adapter Is
is installed,
When
Installed.
ordinary measurements
meaSUl'ements requiring the
till'
use of the binding posts art'
are easily
easilymade
made
merely byunscrewingthe ouler
outer and
and inmerelybyunscrewingthe
ner conductors
conductors of the
the adapter and replacing the binding post
posl nuts. The aplate in
in no way interferes with
dapter platE'
such measurements.
Alongwiththe
adapter and
and adapter
Alongwilh
the adaptel'
plate,
the kit
kit includes
includes aawrench
platC', the
wrench for removing the
the ground
ground binding post
post base
nut, aa centering
centering guide for accurate
accurate
positioningof
outer conductor,
conductor, four
four
posit
ionlng of the OI.lter
screws for fastenlngthe
fasteningthe adapter plate,
screws
and aa specia150-ohm
special 50-ohm coaxial
coaxial termlnaterminaand
tion.
lion.
The untl
unit is
designed to have a conThe
is designE'd
stant
stant characteristic impedance of 50
All surfacE'S
surfaces are
are rhodlumrhodiumohms.
plated to Insure
insure good
good contact
contact and
and to
platE'd
match
the pial
iog used on
MetE'r
matchthe
plating
on the RX
RX Meter
plate,
terminal plate.
The termination, which is used in
The-termination,
the
obtaining preliminary balance of the
RX Ml"Ier
Meter bridge, Is
is equipped with a
Type N mail"
male connector for
for dirE'ct
direct connections to the adapter. Like
neclions
Likp the ait Is
is actually aa short section
section
dapter, it
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Lines, ' I., Proc.
Proc. ofof
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the IRE,
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1946.
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P. W.
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Smith, ''Transmission
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smission Line
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1939.
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NOTE

FROM

THE

EDITOR

This is • \'e,y brief ..Ole. In faCl, our
authors were so emhusiaslic lhat they
left the editor only enollsh space 10 nOle,
wilh considerable udsf_ction, thai ove,
22,000 people aslc.-d fOf
NOIebook.

J

r"'"

Univerter
Signal-To-Noise Ratio
Ratio
erter Signal-TocNoise
Fr.... k G,
G. Marble,
Morble, Soles
~ol. . Manoger
Mo ..og ••
Frank

r

Fi'i/ur.
Ark,,.,,. rnwnted
_ ..ted on
OIl
Figure 2.
L. T""
f he CO-Ol<
Lo-ax Adaptet,
....
s .......
an RX
RX Me'er.
Meter. T""
T h e SO..."",
5 0 - o h m t'."mi.."'i.."
e r m i n a t i o n shown

"sick
lIud
beside ,Ite
the ""1111"01
t e r m i n a l ,1..,.
plate Is
is u
s e d iI..
n oltobttaining
.. I"i.. 'i/ ''''''1'''1......,
Ill.t.,
p r e l i m i n a r y 001....0
b a l a n c e 01
of tlteRX
theRX M
eter
Iwi</v.
cirelllt.
b r i d g e circuit.

must
tbe
be determined
determined and
and added
added to
to the
must be'
pbyslcal
length
ol
the
Hoe
itseU
physical length of the line itself in
in
computing
A somewhat
somewhat
computing the
the results.
results. A
simpler
the measuring
simpler method,
method, when
when the
measuring
frequency
for the
the cable
frequency Is
is high
high enough
enough for
cable
length
pracllcal, is
Is the
the
length Involved
involved to
to be
be practical,
use
use of
of aa resonant
resonant half-wave
half-wave section
section
whlchwlll
whichwill transfer
transfer almost
almost exactly
exactly the
the
value
value of
of an
an Impedance
impedance connected
connected at
at one
one
terend
RX Meter
Meter measuring
measuring terend to
to Ihe
the fiX
minals
minal$ connected
connected at
at the
the olher.
other. In
In this
case,
case, the
the Impedance
impedance of
of the
the section
section ititself
self Is
is not
not aa factor,
factor, and
and the
the only
on1 correction
is for
for actual
actu los8
rection necessary
necessary Is
In
is negnegin tbe
the line
line which,
which, frequently,
frequently, Is
glglble.
gigible.

A simple
simple method
method for
for extending
extelKllng
A
frequency range
range of
of aa signal
signal gengenthe frequency
the
is the
the use
use of
of aa broadband
broadband freqfreqerator is
uency converter
converter with
with a gain
gain of
of one.
one.
converter is
Is the
the Univerter
Univerler Type
Type
Sucha convepter
207-A. This instrument
Instrument consists
consists of
of aa
207-A.
broadband mixer, a local
local oscillator
oscillator
broadband
and a broadband amplifier
ampllflerwitb
an outOUIand
with an
put impedance of
of fifty
fifty ohms.
ohms. The
The outoutput
pul frequency differs from that
that of
of the
the
Put
signal generator
generator by
by the
lhe frequency
frequency of
of
the local oscillator of
of the Univerter.
Univerter.
Theuseful
Is limited
limited
The useful frequency range is
by the upper and
and lower
lower limits
limits of
of the
the
amplifier
mixer and the broadband amplifier
(0.
(a. 11 to 55 mc).
The mixer Of
of the IJniverter
Univerter has
has a
Themixer
small amount of
Inhcrent amplitude
amplitudc
of inherent
modulation resultIng
ng from random
noise generat.ed In itss input
Input irnpedan
Impedance.
Since the pass bandd of
Unlverter
of the Univer
covers a broad frequency
range. litlllrequency range,
tie
of this noise
noise
tle selective rejection of
occurs. The efrect
Is not noticeable
effect is
'oc&urs.

for signal levels
levels above
above approximately
approximately
2.5 microvolts.
Below this
this level,
"evel,
ovolts. Below
signal level
level decreases
decreases of
ofagiven
nglvcn value
value
signal
willcause
cause reductions
reductions of
of receiver
receiver outoutwill
put of
of aa smaller
smaller value.
value. The
The use
use of
of aa
put
20 db
db pad,
pad, such
such aas
the 509-A,
509-A, at
at the
the
20'
s the
oulputoftbe
Unlverterwlll
permit use
use
of the Univerter
will permit
output
of the signal generator and Unlver.ter
down to approximately 0.25 microvolts, since the noise Is attenuated
directly and the algnallevelsfrom the
signal generator
generator can
can be
be inoreased by
signal
20dblocompensatefor
20db
to compensate for tIbis pad. Additional attenuation
attenuation can
can be
be used
used for
for
ditional
lower outputs.
outputs.
lower
To
To allow
allow our*customers
our customers to
to make
make
use
use of
of the
the Signal
Signal Generator
Generator (Types
(Types
202-B
202-B and
and 202-C)
202-C) with
with the
the Univerter
Unlvel·ter
Type 207-A at
at these
these very
very low
low levels
levels
the Adapter Type
Type 509-A
509-A (53
(53 ohms
ohms ununbaianced
balanced to
to 53
53 ohms
ohms unbalanced
unbalanced with
with
20db
20dh attenuation)
attenuation) >is
Is now
DOW supplied
supplied with
with
each Unlverter at no
DO increase
Increase inprice.
in price.
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A
A Versatile
Versatile Instrument
Instrument

THE Q
Q METER
METER
- THE
-

Meter
Besides Measure
Measure Q
What
What Can
Can Be
Be Dane
Done With aa Q
Q M
e t e r - Besides

?..-r-:.~
-:OX's
...

LAWRENce
Q~a/ily Can/rot
E"gin~~.
LAWRENCE o.
0.COOK, Quality
Control Engineer

we"",.

lowte"ce
Lawrence C<>ok
Cook became <Iuodo/.J
associated wHit
w i t h BRC
BRC
in
i n 1935,
1935, sh".tly
shortly o/t.r
after th"
the coml"'''Y'.
company's founding.
founding.
H.
He slolleJ
started as
a s on
an E
Elecf,ic,,1
l e c t r i c a l Inspector
Inspector '"at ,h.
the
tl"",
time ,h.
the ,,';ginol
original 0Q Me'"r
Meter was
was l>oing
being produced.
produced.
Since
Since ,he"
then his
his <H::I;viliu
a c t i v i t i e s Io"ve
have (ollowed
followed doncloseIy
l y ,,,the Jev,,/opmenl
development 01
of subs.'1....."
subsequent Q
Q Me'..,
Meter
Mo<Iels.
Models. Mr.
Mr. Cook
Cook wos
was gradual.d
graduated "om
from Bliss
Bliss
Electric,,1
E l e c t r i c a l School
School in
i n lI'crs/';nglon
Washington D.C.
D.C. and_s
and w s

employed
employed by
by Spa,h.W;lh;ng'on
Sparks-Withington Co.
Co. prio<
prior t"
to
BRC.
BRC. H.
He is
is an
an associat.
associate memb",
member of
of I.R,E.
I.R.E.
and"
and a memlHor
member 01
of ,h.
the Rod;o
Radio Club
C l u b 01
of Am.,ic".
America.

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

-,

A
A QQ Meter
Meter contains
contains In
in one
one Instrument
instrument
aa frequency-calibrated
frequency-calibrated RF
R F oscillator,
oscillator,
aa system
system for
for RF
R F voltage
voltage Injection
injection and
and
measurement,
measurement, aa vacuum
vacuum tube
tube voltvoltmeter.
meter,aacalibrated
calibrated variable
variable capacitor,
capacitor,
and
and four
four terminals
terminals for
for the connection
connection
of
All of
of components
components to
to be
be measured. All
these
two termInals)
terminals) are
are
these elements
elements (but
(but two

employed
in measuring the
the Q
Q of
of aa coil,
coil,
employedinmeasuring
the normal connections
connections being shown in
Figure 1.
in part
1. But these elements, in
Figure
or In
in combination,
combination, may be employed
In
in the performance of various other
functions. It
of this
It is the purpose of
article
aparticle to describe some of these applications of the versatile Q Meter.

CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT
For caoacitance
concapacitance measurements conof the
venient use can be readily made of
calibrated variable capacitor just
just
mentioned. Let us assume that a coil
is
reis connected to the COIL posts and resonated to the oscillator frequency
(see
2). Note the reading of
of the
(see Figure 2).
calibrated variable capacitor dial Cc,
Cc ,
calling
unknown capacitor
calling this Ct.
C1. If
If an
anunknown
C
CAP
C,x is now connected to the Q Meter C
AP
terminals (el,
Itwtll be placed in parpar( * ) $ itwill

allel with
with the
the variable
variable capacitor
capacitor. Next,
Next,
if the
the Q Meter
Meter is
is re-resonated
re-resonated by
by adadif
justment of
of the
the variable
variable capacitor
capacitor to
to aa
justment
value, calling
calling the
the reading
reading C2,
C2 ,
lower value,
C, - C2
C2 represents
represents the
the
the quantity C1
effective value
value of
of the
the unknown
unknown capaccapac·
Itor C,,
Cx '
itor
above measurement
measurement is
Is preferpreferThe above
made at
at a low
low frequency,
frequency, e,g.
e.g. 1
1
ably made
me. , thus avoiding lead
lead inductance
inductance efefmc.
fects. However,
However, by
by employing
employing aa higher
higher
fects.
frequency, e,g.
e.g. 50
50 mc.
me. or
or 100
100 mc.,
mc.,
frequency,
rise in
in effective capacitance
capacitance of
of the
the
the rise
result of
of lead
lead inductance
inductance
unknown as aa result
unknown
be readily
readily observed. FractionalFractionalmay be
in lead
le(\d length
lenlcth will
will be
be
inch variations in
found to
to have a pronounced
pronounced effect
effect on
on the
the
measured quantity C
Cl1 ... C2.
C2 .
measured
Tbe parallel
parallel type
type of
of measurement
measurement
The
just described can be
be extended
extended in
in cacajust
pacitance range
range aass follows:
follows: first
first meameapacitance
sure a capacitor
capacitor by
by the
the method
method dedescribed, calling the
the measured
measured capacicapaciCa.
Then, to
to measure
measure aa
as
Then,
tance C
(*)These
on Q
(.)These terminals
te,minals are
at. designated
JesignateJ CAP
CAP""
Q
Meters
y p e 190-A
Meteu TTy~
190_A and
.. nJ 260-A
260-A and
anJ COND
CONO an
On
JoSO_A and
and 170-A.
170_A.
160-A

Fig... ,. Q Mete, Simp!m.J Oiag,am. e··C.. Ii.
brated
Mal.d injection
;njedian voltage
va/lag. derived
Jetiv.J from
I...m RF
RF osas·
cel/lalClt,
i l l a t o r , C,
--Calibrated variable
Cc··Calib,at.d
va,;able capacitor,
cap"citor.
VTVM •• Vacuum
V..euum _ tube
rube _ voltmeter
vo/rmete, measuring
measu,;ng
voltage
voltage across
ae,ass Cc,
Ceo Terminals
Te.min.. /s for
lot connection
eann.etian
of
o be
01 components
c..mpanents tto
be measured
_s"'.,/ are
0 .... indicated
i"'/ic..t.J as
..s
Hi.
Lo,
W - ccoil
o i l beina
Hi"L
.., GND.
CND • and
..nJ LLit"
being measured.
measured.

--

..

YOU
I N D .•..
YOU WILL
Will FfiND

T h e Auf~"",
Author, udn'l
using ..a Q
Q M.t..Meter 260_A
260-A, • ......
measurers
t h e c"p"citonc.
capacitanice. o
f i x e Jd eCapacitor
he
TIM.
su....s tIM.
.ff ..a fl...
..p"clt.....by
by ttl.e
P a r a l l e l Met~oJ.
Method.
Pa,allel

B
a d Weather
l y i n g ...............................
ppoge
age 55
Bod
Weal"., FFlying
, A
Check
age 77
Ch.ci: Your
Y ..u' Q
Q Reading
Read;"'}.......................... p"ge
Editors
Edit... s Note
Nal.

.......................................
._ ........ paye
P"9. 88

BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
BOONTON
~

~~-

~

, Tfllji
T H E BRC
BRC NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK if
IS pubtiJhed
published
fou,
'four tm/ts
times aa yea,
year by
by the
the BOOI/IOIl
Boonton Mio
Radio
Corporatioll.
Corporation. ItI t ir
is mailed
nzazled free
free 01
of rharge
charge
to
to Hie,,'ists,
scientists, eIIgilleerr,,Iwd
engineers,,and Olher
other inltr·
interilllt'd
ested perrons
persons 111
in the
the rommullicatiollr
communications
a"d
diid electronirJ
electronics fieldJ.
fields. The
The con/ents
contents may
may
be
be ,eprimed
reprinted only
only with
with writ/en
written permi}.
permusion
sion Irom
from Ihe
the editor.
editor. YQNr
Your cOTllmemr
comments
and
and mggestions
suggestions are
are welrome
welcome and
and
Jho1i/d
should be
be aJdrl!Jud
addressed to:
to: Edilor,
Edttor, TrW
THE
BRC
BRC NOTEBOOK,
NOTEBOOK, Booll/on
Boonton Radio
Rddio
Corpo,alioll,
Corporation, BOOlllolI,
Boonton, N.
N . f.I.
second
second but
but lurger
larger cupacitor
capacitor ex,
Cx: use
use
the
the previous
previous method
method but
but connect
connect eCa
a
in
in parallel
parallel with
with the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter CAP
CAP
termlnals
terminals (e)
(*) when
when determining
determining Cl;
C1;
then
then disconnect
disconnect Ca,
Ca, connect
connect Cx,
Cx, and
and
readjust
readjustthc
the calibrated
calibrated variable
variable capacapacitor
citor to
to detcrmine
determine C
C2.
l.
Then

Cx = C1

-

C, + C a .

Al
ternatlvely, aaseries
Alternatively,
series type
type of
of meameasurement
surement may
may be
be employed
employed to
to extcnd
extend
thc
the range
range upward
upward by
by approximately
approximately
10:
1 O :1l (( sec
see Figurc
Figure 33 ).). The
The unknown
unknown
cnpacltor
capacitor is
is connected
connected In
in series
s e r i e s with
with

Fig,,,e
Figure 2.
2 . Copod'once
Capacitance Measu.e",enl,
Measurement, Po.ollel
P ar ollel
Melhod.
workcoil (such
(such as
as Type
T y p e l03·A
703-A
Method. L.Lww••- -wo.~coil
0.
orS90·A),
590-A), C~··
C, unknown
unknown copoc/to.
capacitor (."
(or die/e,,·
dielectt'"
tric somple)
sample) to be
be ",eoIJut.d.
measured.

--

'0

HI

HI

abLy
left in
in position
position but
but short-cirshort-cirably left
cuited
minimize changes
changes in
in circtrcuited to
to minimize
cuit
the variable
variable capa
capacuit inductance,
inductance, the
cllor
is readjusted
readjusted for
for resonance,
resonance,
citor is
the
being called
called C1.
C 1, The
The
the reading
reading being
effective
value of
of the
the unknown
unknown capacapaeffective value
citor
then
is then
citor is
Cl c,
C2
c1
Cx
= --cx =
C:- c1
Cl
c2-

-

MEASUREMENT
OF DIELECTRICS
DIELECTRICS
M E A S U R E M E N T OF
Dielectric
samples (insulating
(insulating mamaDielectric samples
terial
for electrical
cle'ctrical measurmeasurterial samples\
samples) for
ment
usually in
in sheet
shcet
ment purposes
purposes aare
r e usually
form
of 1/16
1/16 inch
inch to
to 1/4
1/4 inch
inch in
in
form and
and of
thickness,
If, to
to the
the sample
sample surfaces,
surfaces,
thickness, If,
arC'
metal foil
foil electrodes.
electrodes. aa
are attached
attached metal
capacitor
is formed
formed whose
whose electrical
elC'ctrlcal
capacitor is
properties
depend largely
largely upon
upon the
the
properties depend
sample
material.
sample material,
The
electrodes are
are usually
usually
The metal
metal fall
foilelectrodes
of
of 0,00075
0.00075 inch
of lead
lead or aluminum, of
100.001.5
Inch thickness, and aare
atto 0,0015 inch
r e attached
the sample
surfaces by
by means
means
tached to
to the
sample surfaces
of
fUm of vaseline (petroleum)
(pelroleum)
of aa tbln
thin film
jelly).
foil area
arca is usually adadjelly), The foil
justt'd
justed to provide a sample capacitance
of
t o ao,.,,.,f
8Oppf depending upon the Q or
of 20 to
power
be meameapower factor of the material to be
surC'd
be
sured and the type of Q Meter to be
used, SampledLscs
Sample discs of 2 inch diameter
with
with foils
foils extendingto
extending to the sample edges
are
are frequently
frequently used.
A paraliet
Is used on
parallel measu,·ement
measurement is
Inducthe
the QQ Meter(see
Meter(see Figure 2). An inductor
is connected
connected to the Q Meter COIL
tor is
terminals
meaterminals and resonated at the measurement
Q and tuning
surement frequency,
frequency, The Q
capacitance,
Cl' aare
read.
capacitance, Qj
Q and C1,
r e read,
The
The sample
sample fot
foilss are
a r e then connected
tothe
Metel· CAP terminals (ai):
(e), the
the
tothe QQ Meter
Is readjusted for
tuning
tuning cupacltor
capacitor C
Ccc is
resonance,
capaciQ and tuning capaciresonance, the Q
tance,
,are
tance, Q2
Q2 and
and C
C2,are
read.
2
Neglecting edge
edge and stray effects
the
the following
following formulas
formulas apply.
The
The Q
Q of the sample
sample Is
is
(C
)
( C11 -- C
C2)
Q1 Q2
2 Ql
Q
Qx
x =

c1 !&I -

with dielectric
dielectric replaced
replaced
with
by air,
air.
by
Dielectric material
materialthickthick·
tt'"
= Dielectric
ness in
In inches.
inches.
ness
Dielectric active
active area
area
AA == Dielectric
between electrodes
electrodes in
In
between
square inches,
inches,
square
and C2
C2 aare
in micro-mimicro-mlCCl1 and
r e in
cro-farads.
cro-farads.
At frequencies
frequencies above
above 110mc
the meameaAt
0 mc the
surement method
method just
just described
described is
Is
surement
sometimes unsatisfactwy
unsallsfactvry because
becnus(' of
of
th'! effects
effects of
of lead
lead inductance,
inductance, foilqefall reth?
sistsnce, etc,
etc. For
For such
such conditions
conditions aa
sistance,
somewhat different
different measuring
measuring techtechsomewhat
nique isused
is uscd with
with aa specially
spccinUy designed
designed
nique
sample holder
holder which
which provides
provides aa conconsample
stant circuit
circuit inductance
Inductance for
for the
the flsample
"sample
stant
In" and "sample
"sample out"
out" readings.
readings. This
This
in"
holder also
also permits:
p€'rmits, for
for certain
certain meameaholder
surements, elimination
elimination of
of the
the foil
fall eelectrodes and
lind their
their associated
assoclntcd resistresistlectrodes
ancC', The
The General Radio
Radio Company
Company
ance,
Dielectric Sample
Sample Holder
Holder Type
Type 1690-A
1690-A
Dielectric
this work.
work, Fabrication
Fabrication
Is suitable
suitable' for
for this
is
of aa mounting
mounting plate
plate for
for atatdrawings of
taching this
this Dielectric
Dielectric Sample
Sample Holder
Holder
taching
10 Q
Q Meters
Meters Types
Types 160-A,
160-A, 170-A,
170-A,
to
190-A and
and 260-A
260-A aarc
available from
{rom
190-A
r e available
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation.
Corporatlon.
Boonton
other fluids
flUids require
require aa cell
cell
Oils and other
container with
with suitable
suitable electrodes
electrodes
or container
between which tbe fluid
fluid to
to be
be measured
measured
betweenwhichthe
may be
be placed.
placed.
may

IINDUCTANCE
NDUCTANCE
The
The calibrated oscillator
oscillator frequency
frequency
variable capacitance
capacitance
and calibrated variable
scales of
of the
the Q Meter
Meter provide
provide aa conconvenient
venient means
means of
of determining
dctermining coil
call inInductance.
ductance. For
For this
this purpose
purpose the
the ununknown coil
coil iiss connected
connccted to
to the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter
COIL terminals
krminals and
and resonated
resonated as
as for
for
reading Q (see Figure
Figure 1).
1). The
The frequenfrequenre
cy, fr,, and tuning
tuning capacitance,
capacitance, C1,
C 1 , aarE'
read and inserted
Inserted in
in the
the following
foUowing forformula for inductance.
Inductance.
1
1

Ls =

Q ~ )

a2

F i gure 3.
3. CoptJc/tance
Capacitance Meosu,e.".,nt,
Measurement, Se,ies
Series
Figure
Method.
Method,

the measuring
measuring circuit
circuit between
between the
the
the
low potential
potential side
side of
of the
the coU
coil and
and the
the
low
the circuit
circuit is
is
Meter LO
LO terminal;
terminal; the
QQMeter
resonated, preferably
preferably ata
at a htgb
high readreadresonated,
ing on
on the
the caHbrated
calibrated variable
variable capacapaIng
citor: this
this reading
reading being
being called
called CC,.
citor,
2,
The unknown
unknown capacitor
capacitor Is
is then
then rereThe
moved {rom
from the
the circuit,
circuit, or
or preferprefermoved

The power factor
factor of the sample (for
The
values less
less than 10%)
10%) Is
is
values
100 C 11 (Q1Q2)
100
100
(QI-Q2'
P.F.
%
P.F. (
(%)
=-=) . - .
Q2
Qx
(Cl
C 2) QI
Qx
(CI -- CZ)
Q1Q2
The dielectric
dielectric constant oUbe
of the sample
sample
The

where L is in
In henries
henries
w is 2n
2:r times the
the frequency
frequency in
in cycles
C is in farads
farads
0
1' t
oc.

Ls =

4
2.53
104
2.53Xl0
f2

is
I,

c=

c1 .- c2 -

4.45 (C1 - C2) t

A

Ca

where C
Ca
Calculated capacitance
where
a == Calculated
micro-micro-farads )
(( micro-micra-farads)
of equivalent capacitor

-- 2
2--

c1

c1

where
where L
L is
is in
in microhenries
mlcrohenries
f is in megacyles
C is
C
Is in
ia micro-micro-farads
mIcro-micra-farads
In
In either
either instance
instance the
the inductance
inductance value
value
obtained
obtained is
is the
the effective
effective inductance
Inductance of
of
the
coil including
the coil
including the
the effect
effect of
of distridistributed capacit,.
wce.
capacit:mce.

.--.
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260-A and
All Q Meters Type 260-A
and 160manufacture. include aa calA of late manufacture,
ibrated inductance scale on the caltbrawd variable cnpacitor
( An
ibrated
capacitor dial. (.An
LC Dial Klt
Kit Type 560-A is
is available
for add
In!!: this
Ihls feature to early Q Meadding
provided on
tters
e r s Type 160-A). A chart
chartprovidedon
Metcr front
front panel
panel permitsuse
permits use of
the Q Meter
of
anyone
any one of six
six inductance ranges by seseIhe proper oscUiator
lection of the
oscillator frequency. The inductance
loouclancc scale then reads directly In
in terms of effective
effective inductance.
If the
thc distributed capacitance of the
inductor is known,
known. the true inductance
can
can be readily delermined.
determined. With the
variable capacitor dial adjusted to the
effective
effective inductance value, note the
correspondIng
corresponding reading on the capaclcapacitunce scale
mlcro-micro-farads
tance
scale in micro-micro-farads
immedtately above. Add the distriimmediately
buted capacitance to this reading; adjust the dial to indicate the sum just
obtaIned.
obtained. Although the measuring circuit is now detuned from
from resonance,
the true inductance of the coil may be
read on
on the inductance scale immedIimmediately below.
DISTRIBUTED
DISTRIBUTED CAPACITANCE
CAPACITANCE

i/

All colis
distribu!t>d cnpncicoils have distributed
capacitance and a measurement of this quanmellsurt>often required. Tne
The measuretity is often
ment may be made on the Q Meter by
following method:
the following
Connect the coil
be- measured to
coil to be
terminalS(Figure 1).
1).
the QMeter COIL terminals(Figure
Q Meter, calling the osResonate the Q
oscillator frequency
frequency dial
readiog fl
dial reading
f l and
the calibrated variable capacitor dial
(C1 should be preferably
reading Cl
C1 (Cl
in the lower part of the scalc).
scale).
Readjust the oscillator to a considconsiderably lower frequency
frequency f2,
f 2 • equal
equal to
fl/n. Restore
Restort> resonance by readjustreadjustfi/n.
iog the variable capacItor.
ing
capacitor, calling the
C2. The distributed canew reading C2'
pacitancc is
is then
pacitance
Cz-nlCl
C, - n2 c1
cd =

n2 -- 11

If fa
f2 is made exactly equal
fl!2,
If
equal to f1/2,
then
c 2 - 4 c1
cd
3
An average of several measurements
employing different values of
of C
Cl1 and
C2 w
wHi
i l l improve the accuracy of the
results.
results

,

"--'"
b

SELF·RESONANCE
SELF-RESONA NCE
The self-resonant frequency
frequency of an
inductor,, i.
t. e. the resonant frequency
frequency
inductor
with nothIng connected externally to the
withnothing
inductor
termtnals. can be readily deinductor terminals,
determined with the Q
Q Meter. Looking
reinto the terminals of the inductor, re-

actance
frequency will be
actance conditions vs frequency
seen as in Table
1, columns 2 and 3.
Table 1,
The Q
beQ Meter disttnguishes
distinguishes readily between condittons
h, c.
conditions aa,, b,
c , thus providIng an accurate determination of the
ing
self-resonant frequency,
frequency, as
a s will be exexplained
tn detail with the aid of column
plained in
4.
In making the measurement the first
first
step is the determination of leads rreequired to connect
unknown inductor
connect the unknown
to the Q
(1).
Q Meter CAP terminals (1).
These leads aare
r e then permanently connected to the CAP terminals and the
inductor is
is disconnected. Thts
This proprocedure minimizes
tllinimizes the effects
effects of lead
capacitance
capacitance on the self-resonant
self-resonant frequency.
quency,
Next. the Q
Next,
Q Meter is resonated with
aa work or accessory coil
coil (preferably
(preferably
shielded, such as the Types 103-A or
590-A) connected to the Q
Q Meter COIL
terminals (see
The fre(see Figure 4).
quency chosen
chosen should be in the region

t

cedure is now to be repeated ata
at a somefrequency as dewhat higher or lower frequency
reft>rence to Table 1,
termined by reference
l , colcolumns 2 and 4. Successive
Successive frequency
adjustmcnts
achieve
adjustments will eventually achieve
colHiiUon wherc
the desired condition
where the capacfor resonance is
Is
itance dial reading .for
resUlt of connecting
unchanged as a result
the unknown
unknown inductor to the Q
Q Meter
CAP terminal feads,
leads.
The unknown
Is then non-reactive
non-reactive and selfinductor is
resonanl at the frequency
frequency indicated
Indicnted by
resonant
the oscillator dial.

CHOKE COILS
A choke coil, to provide proper isolation characterlstips,
characteristics, must exhibit
a high impedance
Impedance throughout its operating frequency range. Failure to
mcet
rt>quiremenl may result in
meet this requirement
low operating efftciency.
efficiency, frequency
error
In calibrated circuits.
e r r o r in
circuits, etc.
The Q
Q Meter provides an ideal means
measurement of choke coil charfor the measurement
characteristics. A work coil.
coil, preferably
shielded, is connected to the Q Meter
COIL terminals
tcrminals (Figure
(Figure 4). Leads of
short length may be used, if required,
10 conncct
to
connect the unknown choke coil to
the Q
Q Meter; these leads aarc
r e now to
be attached to the
lhe Q
Q Meter CAP tercoil is to be
(1) but the choke coil
minals (1)
disconnected. The work coil is
ts resoresoIlated
nated at the frequency of measurement,
Ql.
called ff, the Q reading being called Q1,
and the calibraled
calibrated variable capacitor
reading being called Cl.
C i a Temporarily
Q Meter CAP terminal
remove the Q
ieads.
nolt> the increase
leads, if used, and note
required in the calibrated variable
capacitor reading for resonance; call
call
C L re-connectthe
re-connect
~
the leads.
the increase
Increase CLI
unknown choke coil Lx is
is conNext the unknown
nected to the Q
Q Meter CAP
CAP terminals
leads and the calibrated variable capacitor is
Is readjusted for resonance.
Call the Q
tbe capacitor
Q reading Q2 and the
reading C2.
The above procedure should be repeated at
at other frequencies
frequencIes within thl
the

I

Figure 4. Induet<>'
lnductor

Or
or

C~oke
Choke Me"suremenl.
Measurement,

P
a r a l l e l Method.
P"'olle'
Mel~od.

of the estimated self-resonant
self-resonant frequency of the inductor
Inductor to be tested. Now
the
connect the unknown
unknown inductor
Inductor LX
Lx to
tothe
CAP terminal
t('rmlnal leads previously estabestablished.
Re-resonate the Q
lished, Re-resonate
Q meter by
means of the capacltanc('
notcapacitance dial C
Cc,
c , noting the direction of movement of this
dial as referred to
the original
original setting.
dial
tothe
Unless the unknown
Inductor is found
found
Unless
unknown inductor
to be non-reactive at
at the measurement
frequency
first chosen,
proequency first
chosen, the test pro-

TABLE 11
INDUCTOR
INDU
C TOR SELF-RESONANCE
SE L F-RESONA NC E DATA
(2)
(2)

(1
)
(1)

(3)
(3)

(4)
(4)

Q
Q Meter

Conditton
dition

U
If Frequency Is

Inductor
Reactance
Will Be

Capacitance
Dial Test
Reading
Reading

,a

Below self-resonance

Inductive

Increases

b

At self-resonance
self-resonancc

Non-reactive
Non-reactive

No change

,

Above self-resonance

Capacttive
Capacitive

Decreases

C
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BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
BOONTON
operating
operating range
range of
of the
the choke
choke coil
coil (CL
(CL
may
may be
be assumed
assumed to
to be
be consta'}t
constaqt and
and
oeed
need not
not be
be re-checked
re-checked when
when the
the frefrequency
is changed).
changed);
quency Is
The
The effective
effective parallel
parallel resistance,
resistance!
R
p , and
Rp,
and effectlve
effective parallel
parallel reactance,'
reactance,
X
p , of
Xpr
of the
the choke
choke are
are
Ql
QIQQzz
Rp
p =
R = --------------W(CI
w(C1 ++ CLI
CL) (Ql
(Q1-- Q~
Qz)
and
""d
I1

xp=

w(CI-Cl)
w (Cz-Cl)

where
where Rp,
Rp, Xp
Xp are
a r e in
in ohms
ohms
w
w ..= 22 iii
nf (cycles)
(cycles)
CC is
is In
in farads,
farads.
5 Ql Q,
1.
1 .59xl0
5 9 ~ 1 x0
x ~Q1 Qz
'"
Or,
R
O r , Rp
p =
rf (Ci+CL] ~l- Q2)
5
L59xl0
1,59 105
and
and Xp
Xp ==

lCI-CL)

ki- Q,)

f(C
f(C2
C1)
2 -- CIl
where
where RRp,
are In
in ohms
ohms
p ' X p are

xp

ff Is
is in
in megacycles
megacycles
C
C Is
is in
in mlcro-mlcro-farads,
micro-micro-farads .
NOTE:
The
sign
NOTE: The sign of
of the
the quantity
quantity
(C2-CI)
(Ca-Cl) Indicates
indicates the
the type
type of
of effeceffectlve
A positive
positive quantity
quantity
tive reactance.
reactance, A
indicates
A
indicates Inductive
inductive reactance,
reactance. A
negative
negative quantity
quantity Indicates
indicates capacicapacitive
tive reactance.
reactance,
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
INDUCTANCE
MUTUAL

AND
AND
CRITICAL
CRITICAL COUPLING
COUPLING

(a)
(a) The
The mutual
mutual Inductance
inductance and
and coefcoefficient of
of coupling
coupling of
of RF
RF coUs
coils may
may
ficient
be measured
measured on
on the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter at
at high
high
be
frequencies by
by thE'
the famUlar
familiar method
method
frE'quencies
often employed
employed at
at low
low frC'quencles
frequencies
often
with audIo
audio frequency
frequency bridges.
bridges.
with
This method
method Is
is used
used for
for large
large
This
coupling coefflclents,
coefficients, I.i. e.
e. 0.5
0.5 or
or
coupling
Fmr measuremC'nts
measurements are
are
greater. Four
greater.
Meter COIL
COIL termItermimade (on
(on the
the QQ MetC'r
made
nals) at
at or
or near
near the
the operating
operating frefrenals)
quency and
and preferably
preferably at
at one
one frefrequency
quency.
quency.
Measure Ll
L1 and
and L2
L2 separately.
separately.
Measure
Then measure
measure La
La (( mutual
mutual aIdIng
aiding l)
Then
with LL1
and LL2
connected
series
with
connC'cled
series
1 and
2
aiding, and
and Lb
Lb (mutual
(mutual bucking)
bucking) with
with
aidIng,
and L2
La connected
conhected series
series bucking
bucking
LL1
1 and
(Figure 5).
5).
(Figure
The mutual
mutual tnductance
inductance then
then Is
is
The
La
La -- Lb
Lb
M---.
44
The coefficIent
coefficient of
of coupling
coupling is
is
The
M
M
La -- Lb
Lb
La

== - .

Ku ==

%
4
4~

-vz

~

L (MUTUAL)

a

AIDING

Figure
Connections,
Figure 5,
5. Mutual
Mutual Incluctonce
lnductance ConneLJtutis,
LI
lirS! oncl
uconcl coupled
couplee/ ccoils,
rot·
L I L2··
L2-- first
and second
o i l s , respec,;.".lr·
spectively.

If the measurements are made
at
at one
one frequency

(...L_--'-) ~

K :

,"=C a

Cb

....., CIC I

"---=----'
44

where C '"= Q
tuning capacitance
Q Meter tuningcapacitance
neCE'SS(ll'y for resonance
necessary
with mutual aiding connection, mutual bucking
nection,
connection,
connection, and
and single inductors
ductors respectively.
(b)
(b) With
With RF coils most commonly
used the critical
critical coefficient of coupling (I.
(i.e.,
e, I the condition where the
resistance that the secondary cIrcircuit
cuit at resonance couples into the
prtmary
Is equal to the rereprimary circuit is
sistance
sistance of the primary circuit)
circuit) ococcurs
cocurs at
at aa low
low value of coupling coefficient. Design-wise, the criticritical coupHng
coupling condition Is
is important
cal
because
because It
it yields the maximum value
of secondary
secondary current and It
it may be
of
readily determined as follows.
readUy
Connect one
one of the two coils to
the Q
Q Meter COiL
COIL terminals with
the
the second
second coil open-circuited (see
the
Figure 6)
6) and
and adjust the Q Meter for
Q1. Nowcomplete
Now complete
resonance, Read Ql'
resonance.
the secondary circuit
circuit and,
and, by means
the
of its
its trimmer,
trimmer: resonate It
it to the
of
same frequency
frequency as indicated by a
same
Q readIng,
reading, Q2.
minimum Q
Q2/ Ql
Q1 equals
equals 0.5 the coils
If QJ
a r e critically
critically coupled:
coupled ; If
if greater
are
than 0.5
0,5 the coupling is less than
than
critical, and If less than 0.5 the

63
COILS

GAiN
OF COUPLED
COUPLED COILS
COILS
G
A I N OF
Q Meter
Meter is
Is essentially
essentLally aa gain
gain
The Q
measurlngdevice, LLe
Q is
Is measured
measured
measuringdevice,
e ..•
, Q
by determining
determining the
the ratio
ratio of
of two
two voltvoltby
ThLs instrument
instrument is
is thus
thus readily
readily
ages. This
to the
Ihe gain
gain measurement
measurement of
of
adaptable to
coupled coils within
within its
its range.
range,
coupled
For example, aa transformer
transformer used
used to
to
For
low-Impedance loop
loop antenna
antenna
couple aa low-impedance
to a receiver
receiver input
Input may
may be
be measured.
measured.
to
Referring to Figure
Figure 7,
7, the
the transformer
transformer
Referring
primary circuit
cirCUit including
Lncluding the
the loop
loop (a
(a
primary
may be
be used
used to
to simulate the
the loop)
loop)
coil may
connected. to
to the
th(' Q Meter
Meter GND
GND and
and
is connected
LO terminals.
terminals. The
The transformer
transformer secsecis connected
connected to
to the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter
ondary is
GND and HI terminals.
terminals. The Q
Q Meter
Meter
injectionvoltage
Injection voltage thus
thus excites
excites the
the transtransCormer primary
primary circuit and
and the
the transtransformer
former
fOI·mer secondary voltage
voltage is
Is fed
fed to
to the
the
voltmeter. Adjustment
Adjustment of
of the
th(' calicaliQ voltmeter.
brated variable capacitor Cc
eC c for
for rresonance will now
now yield
yIeld a "Q
"Q reading''
reading"
which is numerically
numerically equivalent
equIvalent to.
to. the
the
transformer
transformer circuit
clrcui! gain.
gain. The
The Q
Q scale
scale
reads gain directly when
when the
the "Multiply
"Multiply
Q By"
l,
By" meter
meter is
Is set
set to
to xxl.
By completion
completion of
of the
thE' proper
proper connecconnections the above
above method
method can
can obviously
obviously
be extended to
to include
include stage gain
gain meameasurements.
surements,

t

Figure 7. Tronsformer Go;n Measurement.

CT

COUPLED

coupling is
is greater
greater than
than critical.
critical.
coupling
These results
results will
will be
be with
with rreThese
espect to
to the
the coils
coils only.
only. IfIf itit is
Is dedespect
sired to
to include
Include the
the effects
effects of
of tube
tube
sired
and circuit
circuit loading,
loading, resistors
resIstors dupdupand
llcating these
these loading
loading effects
effects should
should
licating
be added
addC'd to
to the
the coils
coils before
before making
making
be
the measurements.
measurements.
the

MUTUAL
Lb(BUCKIYt)

LO

7

GN D

Figure 6.
6. Criticol
C rit ical Coupling.
Coupling. Ct·.S.cone/o'r
Ct-Secondary
Figure
co il T,immer,
Trimmer.
coil

-
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SSUMMARY
U MM A R Y
We have described some
some of
of the
the "ex"extra-curricu1ar"uses
tra-curricular" uses to
to which
which aa Q
Q Meter
Meter
may
may be
be put.
put. No
No attempt
attcmpt was
was made
made to
to
write
write an
an exhaustive
exhaustive article
article and
and we
we are
arc
sure
sure that
that our
our many
many customers
customers have
have
devised
devised other
other ways
wnys of
of utilizing
utilizing this
this
versatile
versatile instrument.
instrumcnt.
May
May we
we draw
draw this
this conclusion:
conclusion: that,
that,
when
F measurement
when an
an R
RF
measurement problem
problem is
Is
at hand,
at
hand, the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter may
may do
do the
the job.
job,
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furnish directional
systems, to furnish
directional guidance to an aircraft in space. It
it is the
BAD
BAD WEATHER flYING
FLYING
pOint-to-point air naviprimary aid in point-to-point
gation.
fronl
is derived from
gation. The word Omlli
Omni Is
EDSOI'l W.
Pilol
EDSON
W. BEATTY, Cbief
Chief Pilot
Latin "Omnls"
"Omnis" meaning aiL
all. These
stations are
a r e ssoo n.1med
named because they
thcy
have an infinite
number of courses,
Infinite numbel"
whereas,
whcreas, the facility
facility they replace has
only four courses.
An Omnirange station might be det i I
a s a very large
scribed as
tnr~e wheel with
360 spokes (theoretically an infinite
Infinite
number)
number) with
wllh the
Ihe station being
heing the hub.
Anyone
spokes might be chosen
Any one of the spokes
Is accom~
aass a guide {n
in space. This is
accomplished
pUshed electronically by comparison
difference between the
of the phase difference
modulation of two radiated radio
audio modulalion
frequency
difference in
frequency signals, the difference
In
phase varying with
azimuth.
wllh change in a1'.imuth.
The modulation on one of these signals
signals
Is non-directional and has a constant
is
phase throughout 360 degrees of a1'.iazimuth. This is called the reference
phase. In
to separalll
separate the two
III order to
signals
comparison in the receiver
signals for comparison
JOKC FM subcarrier
and convcrtel",
converter, a lOKC
is used to carry the reference signal.
The phase of other signal
signal rotates at a
speed
RPM and
varies in phase
andvaries
speed of 1800 RPM
with a1'.imuth.
Is called the varival·fazimuth. This is
able phase and is produced by a motor
driven goniometer
goniometer feeding an RF
R F voltage into four antennae (two
time).
(two at a time).
A
goniometer revolves,
F
Ass the jl;onlometez"
I"evolves, the R
RF
D
(180 devoltage fed
fed into the antennae (180
apart) varies sinesoidally
sinesoidally at the
grees apart)
rate of 30 cps to produce
pl·oouce a rotating
T~
..
Aulho,
standing
besido
Ih..
BRC
a....
ehc,ofl
Bonanza.
Th..
ol,erofl
is
fully
oqulpp..d
{a'
i,,·
The Author
beside the
Beechcraft
The aircraft i s fully equipped for infield.
systemis
s o at magfield" The system
is set up so
strum..nl
flight and
ond provides a
a valuable
voluoble source
sou,ee o{
Ion ro/ovont
oi,e,oft ope,orion
strument flight
o f informal
information
relevant 10
t o oeluol
actual aircraft
operation
refel'cnce und
vurlablc
netic north the reference
and variable
undo,
//;glo, conditions.
condillons. Inset
In ••1 upp..
I. a typical Instrument
'''sl'u'''''''1 Landing Syst.m
under all flight
upper, left
l e f t is
System Glide Slope
a r e exactly
signals are
exuctly in phase.
/ield
In$/ollollo".
fI,e
BRC
Glide
Slope
Signol
Gon
..,oto,
Type
2J2_A
(c
..nler'
provide.
co/I.
field installation. The
Signal Generator
232-A (center) provides caliFroma
F r o m a pilot's standpoint the op"'raopera&,ol..d R
RF
p,ovlding manufac"",nulocbrated
F signolo
signals and modulation On
on all Glid.
Glide Slope {,equendu-"
frequencies- llou.
thus providing
quite simple.
simple. Other than
tion is
Is quite>
Ihan relure,s
o,gon,·.ollon. .with
./II. 0"
slmulo'ing any 0'
turers ond
and s.,viee
service organizations
an Inst'u"",n'
instrument "opohle
capable 01
o f simulating
or 011
all .ignol,
signals
ceiver, converte,·
antenn:lC, there
converter and antennae,
I,onsmlffed in the
,I... Glid..
,Io.. /n$/,u",",'"
Sy.lem.
Glide Slope Soclion
Section of
o f the
Instrument Landing System.
transmitted
are four basic units in the aircraft.
Although some manufacturers combine
shall
these units for simplicity, we shall
mental flights
a r e being made under
nights are
Ever been delayed aatt the airport by
discuss the primary type.
visibility conditions where
arrive several bours
beWhel"e great diffiweather or arrive
hours beThe pilot's contl'ols
controls are illustrated
lllustrated
culty in
In ground or taxiing
taxIIng handling is
hind schedule? Most of
of us have,
have, but
of:
encountered. The writer had an
ex- in
In Figure 1 and consists of,
anexhave you noticed recently these delays
L
1. Frequency Selector (convenrolllll~ down
perience recently when, rolling
are
a r e not oecuring
occuring sa
a s often? We here at
In a heavy
the runway
runway after landing in
feel that with our test
test equipment
tional recelv("r
receiver conil·ol)
control)
BRC feel
fog, the control
fog,
control tower called by radio
2. Azimuth Selector
we are helping to conlribule
contribute a part tofrom
requestt..>d
(with signal
from 1/4 mile away and requested
3. Deviation Indicator (with
wards reducing these occuranccs.
occurances.
indicating flag)
flag)
Today,
"Have you landed yet
yet?? ''
"
strength indicating
Today, on board a modern high speed
Thcse
fmprovements in
In air naviganavlgaThese improvements
air transport, we give little
Htde thought
4. Sense Indicator
thought of
tion
communications have aU
all been
ilon and communications
Further describing each unit:
Inthe problems brought about by the inbrought about through electronic equip1. Frequency
Frequ("ncy Selector: tunes
tun("s rrC'1.
ecrease in
tn speed, traffic density and
ment. Tile
The prlmary
primary aids now used al·e
are
ceiver to des
desired
celver
il·("d station frequency
frequency
type of weather now considered flyable.
flyable.
Omnirangc for navigation,
naviP;atlon, Instrument
Instl·ument
Omnirange
[s identified
Identified uurallv
aurally with
which is
Just as
a s an example,
example, an aircraft travLanding System
(recorded voice also on
some
System for blind
bUnd landing and
code (recorded
o~ soml:'
eHng
150 MPH with a course error
error
eling at
at 150
VHF Communications.
Communications.
stations).
statlonsl.
5 O will be approximately
approximately 4miles
of 50
4 miles off
2. Azimuth Selector
Selector (Course
(Course Secourse after
timc. HowHow·
after 30 minutes time.
THE VOR SYSTEM
lector): selects the desired aziever,
with the same course
ever, at 350 MPH withthe
muth
muth (or track)
trackl to control direcerror
Omnirange,
aircraft
Omnirange, somelimes
sometimes refe'Ted
referred to
e r r o r for 30 minutes, the aircraft
tion
lion in space.
aass VOR (Visual,
(Visual, Omni-direc!lonal
Omni-directional
8-1/2 mlles
miles off course.
would be over 8-1/2
Range), is
Is a recent development in
In
3. Deviation Indicator:
Indlcaton indicates
indicates
Range),
nights arc
Now commercial
commercial flights
a r e being made
the difference
difference between the sclcct{'d
selected
radio navigation aids. The Omnlrange
Omnirange
daily with little
Httle more than part of the
(l,1'.lmuth and present
pl"esent position
positlon o
or,
azimuth
r,
is
designed, as
a s are
a r e other air navigation
airport runway being visible. ExperiExperiIs designed,

.
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BOONTON
BOO
INTON RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
MARKER BEACON
INDICATOR
INDICATOR LIGHT
LIGHT

\

GLIDE SLOPE
DEVIATION
INOICATOR
IN
DIC A T 0 R

OMNI
OMNl OR LOCAUlEfl"
LOCALIZER
DEVIATION
DEVIATION INDICATOR
IN01CATOR
ERTICAL NEEDLE)
/(VERTICAL
NEEDLE)

\

I

\

\

O M N l OR LOCALIZER
SWITCH
AZIMUTH SELECTOR

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY SELECTOR

SENSE INDICATOR

fled in ,h.
the inslrulMnl
instrument po
panel
o f rile
the GRC
BRC Geed,.
BeechFigur.
Pi/or's VHF
rolled
... 1 01
Figure 1.
7. Th.
The Pilot's
VHF Rodio
Radio Conlrols
Controls ins
instal
croft
craft Gononzo.
Bonanza.

conversely, the azimuth from
from aa
station
position.
station to the aircraft's position.
Two
Two or more stations maybe used
posHion. Also into establish position.
cLuded
indicator which
cluded is an alarm
alarmindicator
indicates
indicates when a usable signal
signal Is
is
being received.
4. Sense
Indicator (To-From MeMeSenselIndicator
ter), determines the
the phase comter):
quadrant
parison to establish the quadrant
(i.
(i. e. north azimuth
azimuth or south
south ::u:lazimuth).
muth).
At the present time there are
a r e 392
omnl
In use throughout
omni stations now in
the United States.

THE ILS
I L S SYSTEM
SYSTEM
THE
polnt-to-point
We have discussed
discussed point-to-point
air navigation and
and although
although the
the omnirange may be used
used as aa landing aid it
Is
is not the
the primary type. The
The Instrument Landing System
is the
the more
System (ILS)
(ILS) is
effective
effective type and considered the most
practical from
from aa cost
cost and
and operational
operational
standpoint. Us
Its purpose
purpose Is
is 10
to provide
aa predetermined,
predetermined, precise path
path to aa
landing runway without
visual referwithout visual
ence
ence 10
to the
the ground.
75MC
7 5 M C '08MC
108MC
+MARKER
MAAl<"
BEACON
BEACON

I

112MC
112k c

*LOCMIZER-*OA
:1"""""':=

The system
employs three elementsl
systememploys
elements:
1. Localizer
1.
2. Glide Slope
and Middle
Middle Marker
3. Outer and
each element:
To explain each
I. Locallzer:
provides the direc1.
Localizer: provides
tional
tional guidance to and down
down the
landing runway.
2. Gilde
provld(>s the nltlGlide Slope: provides
altilude guidance while approachlug
tude
approaching
ou
Locnlizer.
on the Localizer.
3,
3. Outer and Middle
Middle Markers:
MnrlU'rs:
provide fixes
fixes or locations on Localizer and Glide Slope.
call<!:er
In order to describe the operntlon
operation
of ILS,
U.s, we shnll
shall consider each
each element separately.
meut
The
Locali<!:er provides the
The Localizer
the dln'cdirectional guidance
guidance by radinling
radiating aa field
tlonal
field
pf!tlern
pattern directly down
down the center line
line
of the instrument rUllwny.
runway. The
The caris modulated at two
two frequencies,
frequencies,
rder
i e r is
90 and 150
150 cps,
cps, with each modu.lated
modulated
currier
carrier applied to aa separate antenna
system. They are
a r e arranged so
s o thnt
that
end ohile
while on the approach
approachend
of the Instruinstrument runway
fnelng the antenna,
runwayfacing
antenna, the 90
90
cps
predominates on
cps signnl
signalpredominates
on the left
left and
the 150
150 cps on the
the right. With
With this arrangement, un
rangement,
an equ:l1
equal signal
signal ratio of 90
90
to 150
150 cps is
is projected down
down the tnin132MC
132MC

ll8MC
H8MC

...

e

144MC
M4MC

:3W11
NI DIRECTIDNAI!I:'
DIRECTIONAL+-COMMUNICATIONS
-*MILITARY--,*NOT
=COMMUNICATIONS=
MIL.ITAR=:'
RANGE
GROUND
AIR
RANGE
GROUND
AIR
TO
TO
'0
'0
GROUND
AIR
GROUND

--

strument runway and continuing off into
the upproach
approach area. The equal signal
zone is designed
designed to be approximately
SO
wtde.
5
O wide,
The Glide Slope provides nltitud(>
altitude
guldnnce while approaching
approachtng on the lo10guidance
c:llizcr.
Is :lccomplisil(>d
calizer. This is
accomplished in much
the same manner as the localizer with
direction of equal
the exception of the directton
signal zone. The carrier is
Is modulated
modulatE'<:!
at two frequencies,
frequencies, 90 and 150
150 cps with
each modulated
modulnted carrier supplied to aa
separate antenna system. These syssignal
tems aare
r e arranged so
s o an equal signal
zone, or tone ratio, is 2-1/2'
2_1/2 0 to 30
30
from
parallel
to
the
earths
surface
and
fromparallel
10 wide.
is npproximately
approximately lo
U.s markers,
markers, there are
The ILS
a r e two,
called ouler
outer and middle, serve as radio
LocaJizer
fixes to check progress on Localizer
and
and Glide Slope. Both nre
a r e vertlcaUyverticallyradiated, low-power signals
signals (nlways
(always
75MC)
shape and directed
75MC) elliptical
elliptical in shape
so the center is
is directly under the localizer on-course signal. The Outer
Marker is
is located between4
between 4 and 7 miles
mHes
from runway threshold. The carrie)'
carrier
from
is modulated at 400 cps and
and keyed to
continuous dashes. The middle
emit contlnuous
marker is
1250 ft,
ft. and
and
Is located between 1250
3500 ft. from
It ss
3500
from runway threshold. It
carrier is modulated at 1300
nnd
1300 cps and
keyed to emit alternate dots nnd
anddashes.
dashes.
The equipment aboard the aircraft
The
(other than receivers and nnt(>nna)
antenna) con(other
sists of the following.
followings
Sists
1, Frequency
FrequencySelectors:
(one each
1.
Selectorsl (one
for Locnltzer
Localizer and
and Glide Slope).
2.
Indicators: (two
2, Deviation Indicators:
(two meter movements
same Instrument
instrument
movements in
In snme
eachwith
each
wIth signal strength indicator
Indicator
nlarm).
alarm)
3. Marker
Beacon
IOOlcator
Indicator
frequency reLights: (fixed frequency
ceiver),
ceiver)"
From the
the pilot standpoint,
standpoint, tbe
the 0011conFrom
trols scrve
serve as
as follows:
trola
I,
1. Frequency
Frequency Selector for
for LocaJLocalizer (108-1l2MC):
the propro(108-112MC): tUlles
tunes the
per localizer which is
Identified
is identified
(329.3 10
to
aurally.
Glide Slope (329.3
is tuned
with aa separate
separate
335MC) is
335MC)
tune-d wltb
and may only be Identtidenticontrol and
fied hy
by flng
flag alnrm
alarm opposite defied
viation Indicator.
indicator.
viation
2. Deviation IndlcntorSI
Indicators: provide
guide for
for following
following Localizer and
and
guide
Glide
Glide Slope,
Slope, the v(>rtlcal
vertical Indicator
indicator
for Localizer
and horizontal for
for
for
Loca!tzcl' and
Glide Slope.
Gllde
335MC
335MC

NOT ASSIGNED TO!ll:
GLIDE SLOP:'
T O ---GLIDE
SLOPEAIRCRAFT

2 . F.C.C.
F.C.C. Frequency Assignments
Assignments •• Ai,crolt
Aircraft Navigation and Communicolions.
Communications.
Figure 2.
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3. MarEer
MarKer Beacon Lights: indiIndicates by flashing
flashing aignal
signal which
being passed over,
marker is beingpassed
over, also,
these signals
slgp.als may be identified
aurally.
tlme there are
146
At the present time
a r e 146
In operation
In the United
ILS systems
systems in
operation in
States not including military installaInstallations.
tions
With the assignment of new frequencies followingWorld
following World War II
I1 (See
(See Figure
2) there was tremendous need for a sta2)
ble Signal Generator between 88
88 and
HOMe. The BRC
BRe Signal Generator
140MC.
Type 202-B has been accepted and
purchased by The Civil Aeronautics
Authority and widely used throughout
the industry.
Industry. During the development
of the Omnirange system. a phase
shift
In the Type 202-B
shift was encountered in
e

which was
was not
not desirable.
In 1948,
1948, aa
which
desirable. In
completely new Signal Generator,
Generator I the
Type 211-A was announced, eliminating this problem. Due to increasing
Increasing
demand for a crystal controlled stable
Glide Slope Generator,
Generator, the Type 232-A
was placed on the market in 1953.
1953.
All
All these units are approved by The
Clvll Aeronautics Authority as
Civil
a s part
of the necessary
llecessary equipment
equipment to obtain
a CAA
llcensed Radio Repair Station.
CAA licensed
is making additions
Already the CAA
CAA is
additions
to the Omnirange
Omnirange and lLS
ILS systems
systems by
equipping
equipping them with DME (Distance
(Distance
Measuring Equipment);
Equipment)j at present ontrafflc density
ly in high traffic
density areas.
areas. This
together with Radar Monitoring of air
traffic, bring closer the day
day of noweather delays.
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By the Delta C Method
Method

CHECK YOUR Q READINGS

JAMES E. WACHTER.
E~ti~u,
WACHTER, P'oi~cl
Project E
ngineer

There are
Instances not covered by
a r e instances
In which
the Q Standard
Standard Type 513-A in
the Q
Q Meter user may question the
Q values Indicated
Q
indicated by his instrument
and,laeklng a quick
qUick crOSII-eheck,beand,lacking
cross-check,belicves he must content himself with
lieves
questionable information.
Information. This is
Is not
questionable
so, since in many cases
necessarily so,
the"
Delta C " method is
the "Delta
is both convenient and reassuring.
reassuring. Convenient in
in
that the check can be conducted relatively quickly and at any frequency
within the Q accuracy specification
of the instrument; reassuring when
It
it substantiates the Q
Q Meter.
ill based
hased upon the
The check is
equation:
vr) 2 -1
C
(1)
(1)
6.C
VI
AC
the derivation
derivation of which is too lengthy
Include here.'"
to include
here? The quantilies
quantities involved in
In the equation are
from the
a r e from
following Q Meter equivalent Circuit
circuit
Inductor and its
including the external inductor
associated voltage-capacitance curve:
C
Crr = capacitance to resonate the
circuit.
circuit
VI'r '"
V
= voltage across the Q
Q Meter
capacitor at resonance.

~:u:u~g~

vt
.

u

Fi'lu,e 7I.. Equivalent
Equivalenl Circuil
"ff Q Mere,.
Figure
Circuit o
Meter.

I

Another frequently
frequently used level is
Is at
the 0.707
0 . 7 0 7 voltage or Q
Q points where:
22 C,
Cr
(3)
Qc =
(3)
4
C
'C
An outline of the procedure using
equation (2)
applicable to all Q
(2) and
and applicable
Me!ers manufactured
manufactured by Boonton
Meters
Radio Corporation Is:
is:
l.
1 . Set the Q Meter oscillator to
the desired
frequency.
desired frequency.
2. Adjust the XQ control
control for unity.
3.
inductor re3, Connect a shielded inductor
quiring
capacitance s("ttlng
setting
quiring a capacitance
maximum available
near the maximum
reading for a Q Reading near
full
full scale.
4. If
If Q
Q Meters Type lGO-A
160-A or 260A aare
r e being checked, set the
vernier scale to zero.
5. Resonate tnc
the Circuit
circuit with the
Internal resonating capacitor.
internal
a. Record the resonating capacitance indicated
Q
indicated on the Q
capacitor dial as
a s Cr'
Cr.
b. Record the Q
Q at resonance
voltas indicated on
on the Q
Q volt& r e
meter as
a s Qr'
6. With the internal resonating capacllor (vernier
pacitor
(vernier capacitor on Q
Q
260-A)
-A )
Meters Type
Type 160-A and 260
delune
detune the circuit on either side
of resonance to the point where
Indicated by the Q
the Q
Q indicated
Q volt -Is equal
../2. Record
meter is
equal to 0Q,./2.
two
the capacity
capacity between these two
6.C.
points as
a s AC.
7. To avoid errors
e r r o r s due to mechanical
anical and electrical
electrical backlash
all settings of the Q
Q condenser
should be approached
approached with the
same direction of rotation.
rotallon. To
minimize eerrors
minimize
r r o r s In
in reading
all settings and readings should

-.

I

I
I

Cr

J

AC

Figure 2. Capacitance
Capaciran<:e Cu,v"
rl." Q M",...
Curve of
o f the
Meter
C;'<:uil.
Circuit.

VI
'" voltage across
Vi =
across the Q Meter
capacltorata
capacitor
at a point other than
resonance.
resonance
AC = capacitance between two points
of equal
equal voltage (VI),
( V i ) , one on
on
either side of resonance.
Qc = circuit Q == wL/R where R
includes aU
includes
all losses In
in the coil
coil
and the Q Meter circuit.
It is
is worthwhile to note here that
since the Q
Q-- voltmeters of all BRC
Q Meters aare
reSjrect to
r e linear with respect
Q,equlvalen'
voltage and Q,
equivalent values
values of
indicated
In the
indicated Q may be substituted in
ratio V
Vr/V1.
contains an
r /Vl. Equation 11 contains
approximation
which Is
approximationwhich
is negligible when
Q
Is greater than
thun 100.
Q is
An casy
easy level
level at which to make the
6.C
Is at the half
haLf voltAC measurement is
age or half
hulfQ
2.0),,
r /V1 == 2.0)
Q points (V
( Vr/V1
in which case the preceding equation
becomes
Cr
(2)
Qc
Qc '=
= 3.4641
(2)
6C
AC

.
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BOONTON
BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
be
be made
made several
several times
times and
and then
then

averaged.
averaged.
8.
8. Insert
Insert the
the values
values of
of C
Crr and
and LloC
AC
In
in equation
equation (2)
(2) and
and calculate
calculate Qc.
Qc.
Now,
Now, If
if the
the value
value of
of Qc
QC calculated
calculated
in
in step
step 88 agrees
agrees with
with the
the value
value of
of
Qr
5. b,
b. within
within ±i 15
15
Qr recorded
recorded In
in step
step 5.
percent
percent aU
all Is
is well
well and
and good
good and
and the
the
QQ Meter
Meter can
can be
be assumed
assumed to
to be
be perperforming
forming sntisfaetorlly.
satisfactorily.
The
The method
method of
of QQ Meter
Meter checking
checking
discussed
discussed here
here does
does not
not take
take Into
into acaccount
indication rerecount vnriations
variations in
in QQ Indication
sulting
sulting from
from changes
changes In
in loading
loading ac·
accross
cross the
the measuring
measuring terminals
terminals (sec
( see
"Q
Notebook
'' Q Meter
Meter Comparison
Comparison ",
It,
Notebook 2,
2,
Summel'
( if indiindiSummer 1954.)
1954.) Difficulties
Difficulties (if
cated
cated )) lie
lie elsewhere.
elsewhere, For
For methods
of
of isolating
isolating the
the problem
problem see
see tbe
the
Maintenance
Maintenance Section
Section of
of the
the applicable
applicable
Instruction
Instruction Book.
Book.
,.* Hartshorn,
H.,
Hartshorn, L., and
and Ward,
Ward, W.
W.H.,
Institute
Institute of
of Electrical
Electrical Engineers,
Enfineers,
(( London,
London, 1936),
1936 ), equation
equation 6.
6. -- pp,
pp. 79,
79,
597,
597, 609.
609.

....

EDITOR'S
EDITOR'S NOTE
NOTE....

THE
THE Q
Q CLUB
CLUB OF
OF BRC
BRC
A
A BRC
BRC Employee
Employee had
had aa bright Idea
idea
back
back In
in 1942.
1942. The
The idea
idea was
w a s born
born of
of
the
the Shop
Shop and
and Office
Office collection
collection probIcm-is
lem-- aa problem
problem that
that prohably
probably is
common
common to
to any
any firm
firm employing
employing three
three
or
or more
more persons.
persons. The
The Idea
idea provided
provided

aa club
the purpose
purpose of
rememberclub for
for the
of remembering
occasing fellow
fellow workers
workers on
on special
special occasions
in arranging
arranging picpicions and
and to
to assist
assist in
nics
Club
would supply
supply
nics etc..
etc.
Club dues
dues would
the
Individual ememthe needed
needed funds
funds and
and individual
ployees
no longer
face the
the Shop
Shop
ployees would
would no
longer face
and
The Company's
Company's
and Office
Office collections.
collections. The
best
instrument was
was the
the
best known
known
instrument
Q
the new
new organization
organization
Q Meter
Meter and
and the
was
the Q
Q Club
Club of
of
was befittingly
befittingly named
named the
BRC.
BRC
Today
the Q
is aa thriving
thriving
Today the
Q Club
Club is
organization
in
organization sponsoring
sponsoring acUvities
activities in
which
the great
participate
which the
great majority
majority participate
and
and enjoy
enjoy and remembering fellow
members of the BRC Family on specspecial
But we
we are
still bothbothial occasions.
occasions, But
a r e still
ered
ered by collections. The Q
Q Club has
gone
gone a long way in controlling the
problem but never has been fully
able
the goal
in the
the orioriable to
to meet
meet the
goal set
set in
ginal idea.
Some
Some of the Club's
Club's inability to
eradicate
eradicate coUectlons
collections can be traced
to
eXistence
to an
an aspect of the Club's
Club's existence
which was
w a s not fully apparent to the
founders.
Is
founders. This
This important aspect is
the Club's
emClub's healthy influence on employee relations. When a new ememployee starts
starts work at BRC, he or
she
she Is
is soon
soon greeted by aa Q
Q Club.
Representative--there is a representrepres~nt
Representative--there
atlve
ative for
for each ten employees. The
Representative explains the Club's
Club's
history,
Informs the new
history, purpose and informs
employee
eliemployee that he or she will be eli-

gible for
for membership
membership after
after the
the proprogible
bation period.
period. Fellow
FeUow workers
workers aarc
bation
re
introduced and
and the
the new
new employee
employee soon
soon
introduced
has aa feeling
feeling of
of friendship
friendship and
and bebehas
longing to
to aa group.
group. In
In short,
short, ememlonging
ployee relations
relations aare
off to
to aa good
good
ployee
r e off
start and
and where
where friendly
frIendly relations
relaUons
start
flourish, the
tbe ideas
Ideas and
and desires
desires for
for
flourish,
coUectlons also
also flourish.
flourish. The
The Q
Q Club
Club
collections
treasuI'y always
always falls
falls aa little
little short
short
treasury
of the
the good
good will
will it
it has
has created
created and
and
of
fostered.
The good will
will emanating
emanating from
from the
the
Q Club
Club activities
actlvities reflects
reflects itself
itself in
In
Q
the BRC
BRC operations.
operations. Few
Few people
people take
take
the
more pains
pains and
and pride
pride in
in their
their work
work
of the
the BRC
BRC Family.
Family.
than members of
understanding of
of company
company
They are understanding
production and engineering
engineering problems.
problems.
production
the other hand,
hand, supervisors
superVisors aare
On the
re
understanding of
of the
the individual's
individual's
more understanding
problems.
problems.
Yes, Shop and
and Office
Office collections
collections
Yes,
have greatly
greatly benefited
benefited Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio
Corporation-- they
they brought
brought about
about the
the
Corporation-BRC!
Q CLUB OF BRCl

,.--.
,-

proud of
of several
several other
other ememBRC is proud
BRC'is
organizations. The
The BRC
BnC Men's
Men's
ployee organizations.
League is
is ABC
ABC sanctioned
sanctioned
Bowling League
weekly "Bowling
"Bowling Nights
Nights" regregand its weekly
ularly draw 35%
35% of
of all
aU male
male employemployularly
BRC Camera
Camera Club
Club was
was rereees. The BRC
and is
is very
very popular
popular
cently organized and
photos on pages
pages 55 and
and 66 w
were
The photos
ere
by our
our Camera Club
Club President.
President.
taken by

ENGINEERING
E N G I N E E R I N G REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW
HAVEN, Connecticut
NfW HAVEN,
Con"""I<.,

SAN
SAN DIEGO,
OrEGO, Califarnia
Coll'o<olo

ALBUQUERQUE, N....
N e w Me.;'.
mexico
'''ijUOl,lfIQUf,
NEELY ENHIPlISf\
ENTERPRISES
NHlT
107
107 Wo,h;nglon
Woshington ~"eel,
Street, S.f.
S.E.
Telephone: 5-~5a6
5-5586
Telephone,

HIGH POINT,
POINT, No"h
North C..ollno
Carolina
HIGH
8 CAl'OWHl
CACDWELL
BlVlNS &
BIVINS

ATLANTA, G.o'glo
Georgia
AHANIA,
BlVlNS &8 CAlOWEll
CALDWELL
BIVIN\
267 Eo,'
East Po<o,
Paces f."1
Ferry lood,
Road, N.E.
N.E.
267
Telephone: Ch
Cherokee
7522
Tolephone:
••ok.e 7522

HOUSTON, Tno,
Texas
HOUSfON,

BOONTON, N....
N e w Jen.y
Jersey
800N10N,

KENMORE, Ne
N e...
w 1o.k
Yark
PITTSBURGH, Pennsylvania
KENMOU,
PIT1SBURGH,
Penn'TJunlo
E. A.
A. OS5MANN
OSSMANN I8 A~\OC
ASSOC.,.• INC.
H. E. RANSFORD
IANSFOID COMPANY
COMPANY
E.
INC.
60 Pvllmon
Pullman A,enue
Avenue
Grant
Building
60
G'OM 8uild;ng
Telephone:
6613
Telephone: l".,,;d.
Riverside 6613
Tel.phone,
r.l.phone, Grant
G.a.' 1-1880
1·1880

SARATOGA
ew
SARATOGA SPRINGS,
SPRrNGS. NNe
... York
1o.k

LOS ANGHES,
ANGELES, Colilo.n'o
Colifornia
lOS
NEELY ENTUPRI\U
ENTERPRISES
NEElT
7422 Meloo.e
Melrose A'e""e
Avenue
74n
3-9201
Telephone: Web,'••
Webrter 3·9201
Telephone,

ST.
n, ,PAUL.
.PAU1, Minnesota
MI.n ..o'o
ALFRED
AlFIED CROSSLEY
CRO\SllY 8I ASSOCIATES
A\\OCIATU

BOONTON IAOIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
BOONION
Intervale Rood
Rood
IMe..ole
Telephone: ~onlon
Boonton 1·3200
8-3200
lelep~one,
CHICAGO, IlIinol,
Illinois
CHICAGO.
ASSOCIATES
ALFRED ClOSSllY
CROSSLEY "8 ASSOCIAIU
AlfRED
4501 N.
N. Ro.en,..ood
Rovenswood A'en.e
Avenue
.50\
Telephone:
Tolep~one,

Uptown
8 - 1 141
I,Ip'o..
n 1_11.\

DALLAS, 1•••,
Texas
DAllAS,
EARL LIPSCOM8
LIPSCOMB ASSOC'AHS
ASSOCIATES
{ARl
0.80.
Box 1042
8042
P.P. O.
Telephone: Elmh.,,,
Elmhurst 5J.5
5345
Tole,,~on.,
DAYTON, Ohio
Ohio
DAHON,
ALFRED CIOSSllY
CROSSLEY I8 ASSOCIAUS
ASSOCIATES
AllIED
53 Po••
Park A.e
Avenue
5J
...
3594
Telephone: 0,
Oxmoor,
Telephoo.,
.. "", 359.

ROBERT A.
10BUT
A. WATERS,
WATEIS, INC.
INC.
11l,SO
I50 Whalley
W~01l.1 Avenue
A'enve
Teleph'one: Fulton
1.1.,,00.e,
f"lton 7-6760
]·6760

Security
S",v,;'~

Bonk Bvild;ng
Building
Bonk
Telephone: High
High PO;.'
Point 3672
3672
Telephon,.

PHOENIX, Arizona
A.I.ono

EARL lIPSCOM8
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Sweep
Sweep Frequency
Frequency Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Design
Design Techniques
Techniques
JOHN
Engi"u•
JOHN H.
H. MENNIE
MENNIE and
and CHI
CHI LUMG
LUNG KANG,
KANG, f)f'&!,i!lop_en'
Development E
n g i n e e r.Js

A

be allo...·w.
fOI the
the transients
transients
enough
time will
will be
enough time
allowed for
Q circuits
c1fC\liu with
with
to die
In short.
in low
low Q
to
die down.
down. In
short, in
frequency change,
change, the
the transient
transient
low
rates of
low rates
of frequency
1ctr1l
will be
be small
and therefore
thttefol~ the
the response
response
term will
small and
...·hile sweeping
s",~ing is
IS a
a close
dose approximation
approJlimation of
of
while
the steady
Slate response.
rC$ponse. This
This is
is the
!he basis
basis of
of
the
steady state
the sweep
frequency method.
method.
the
sweep frequency

L

SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
S
Y S T E M RE
QUI R E M E N T S

,It.

F i g u r e 1.
1. Dr. C.L.
C. L. Kgng.
Kang, co-<>ut"or.
co-author, adjusts
y p e 240-A.
Figure
odJusts t h e Sweep
SWHp Signal
5i9"01 Generator
Generator TType
24D-A.

4

Sweep fr<"<jllC"ncy
frequency testing techniques have
SWl"eP
ha,·c
used in
in one form or another for aanum·
numbeen ~d
ber of years.
years. Even before the cathode ray
osciIloscope became avail'able
as a laboratory
l,ilboulory
osdllos<opc
available :as
instrument, very
very slow
sweep frequency
defre<J,ucncy deinslrument,
slow sw~p
vices were
Wl're used in conjunction with mechanmechan·
viets
ical
recording syllcms
systems to provide a graphic
ical recording
representation
of frequency
htqumC')' response.
~ponse. The
The
repr<'Smt2tion of
commercial development
cGm,"",rciai
d~ .. lopn'I('nr of
of the
the cathode
Olthode ray
Illy
oscilloscope plus
cw:i11oscope
plus the
the increasing
il'lC.euing need
n~d for
for aa
rapid,
rapid. accurate
accunte and
and convenient
convenient technique
lechni"l~ for
for
aligning multi-stage
aligning
muiti-llage wide-band
....idt·band IF
IF amplifiers
amplifins
used in
u$ed
in radar,
radlr, FM
FM and
and TV
"IV systems
systmtS created
,,"-ted
the
the need
need for
for the
the sweeping
s...·~ping oscillator
oscillator as
as aI
laboratory
bbor:nory and
and production
production tool.
1001.
Although
Although many
many sweeping
sweeping oscillators
oscilb.IOrs have
ha\'('
been
~ developed
<Kv('loped for
for this
this purpose,
purpose, itil has
has been
bttn
felt
fdt that
Ihat in
in general
gmeul no
no one
one instrument
instrum~nt incorpincorp.
orated
of the
th~ desirable
desirable features,
features, such
such as
as
orated all
all of
good
good center
c~nt~r frequency
rre<iuency stability,
stability, adequate
adequate
shielding,
shidding, flat
Aat high-level
high.level output,
output, precisionprecision.
calibrated
ca!ibrat~d attenuator
attenuator for
for operation
operation in
in the
th~ low
low
microvolt
sw~~p rate,
rat~, satisfactory
satisfactory
microvolt region,
region, low
low sweep
marking
Op<"rate as
as aa
marking system,
system, and
and ability
ability to
to operate
CW
CW signal
signal generator.
generator.

NATU RE OF
OF SWEEP
SWEEP
NATURE
FREQUENCY METHOD
METHOD
FREQUENCY
TTo,get
o get a physical
physical picture
picture 6f
of how
IIOw the
the sweep
sweep
method
method works,
works, consider
consider aa signal
si,gnal whose
whose frefre·
quency
'lUl'f1cy is periodically
periodically varied
varied (or
(or swept)
swe~) .
about
c~nt~r frequency
frequency at
at aa slow
slow repetition
repetition
about a.. center
rate.
Ar aa certain
c~rtain instant
inSlant of
of each
~;l(h sweep
swrcp cycle,
cycle.
rate. At
the
th~ instantaneous
inSlantaneoUS frequency,
frequency. i.e.
i.e. the
the rate
rat~ of
of
change
dun~ of
of phase
phase- angle,
angle, passes
(lasses aa certain
«ttain value.
value.
The
The signal
signal can
can be
be considered
rons"l~red to
10 be
be aa single
singl~
frequency
fre<iUCUCJ' equal
equal to
to the
the instantaneous
insuntantOUS frefr~·
quency
qucncy over
ovu aa short
snort interval
inteo'al of
of time
time around
around
that
~rticular instant
Instant of
of each
each cycle.
cycle.
that particular
Now
Now the
the response
response: of
of the
the network
ner:...·ork under
under
test
teM will
will be
be the
the steady
steady state
stat~ response
repome at
at the
the
instantaneous
instantaneous frequency
frequtn<y plus
plus aa transient
transient term.
term.
Iflf the
the network
network isis not
nol: highly
highly frequency
fr~qucncysensisensi.
tice,
ti«, i.e.,
i.~., low
low Q,
Q. its
its steady-state
steady.state response
response
changes
fr~quen0'. Hence,
H~nce, the
th~
changes gradually
gradually with
with frequency.
transient
transient term
term will
will have
have small
small amplitude
amplitudeand,
and,
furthermore,
dies down
down quickly.
quickly.
furthermore, itit dies
When
When the
the rate
rate of
of frequency
frequen0' change
changeisislow,
low,
the
the time
time interval
interval over
over which
which the
the frequency
frequen0'
can
be considered
considered constant
constant isis appreciable
appreciableand
and
can be

Before beginning
beginning the
the detailed
detailed development
development
Before
of aa sweeping
sweeping signal
signal generator
generator itit isis wise
wise to
to
of
cardully consider
consider each
each of
of several
several fundafundacarefully
inter·rdated problems
problems inherent
inherent
mental and
and inter-related
mental
The first,
first, of
of course,
course, isis to
to
in all such
such devices.
devices. The
in
decide on the
the most
most practical
practical means
m~ans for
for sweepsweepdecide
frequency in
in aa linear
linear fashion
fashion with
with suffisuffi·
ing frequency
citnt controllability
controllability and
and stability
S1ability to
10 satisfy
satisfy
cient
both wide
wide and
and narrow
narrow band
band requirements.
requirements.
both
brtwecn the
lhe
Providing adequate
adequate isolation
i)Olation between
Providing
gmcraror and
and the
lhe load
load with
with constant
constant ampliampli.
generator
OUlput and
and low
low distortion
diSlortion are
ue
tude high-level
hlgh.l."c1 output
tude
inter-relatw. problems
rroblems made
made difficult
difficult by
by the
the
inter-related
desirability of
0 a• broadband,
broadband. untuned
unwnw. outputoutput·
desirability
buflu system.
sptem.
buffer
often erroneously
~rroneouslyassumed
a.ssumcd that
lhat aahigh
high
ItIt isis often
order of
of frequency
fr~uencystability
stabilityisis not
not essential
essential in
in
order
sweeping device,
device, because
because the
the frequency
frC<juen0' isis
aa sweeping
constantly changing
changing and
and some
some form
form of
of prepre·
constantly
always used
us<d toto determine
determinethe
the
cision marker
marker.isis always
cision
displ~y patpat·
exact frequency
frequency location
location on
on the
the display
exact
Good frequency
frequency stability
stabilityhas
hasbeen
been found
found
lern. Good
tern.
tY.- quite
quite essential,
essential. however,
ho"·ever, toto avoid
avoid jitter
jitter
to be
to
dispby of
of narrow
narro.... band
band sweeps,
swrcps. for
for
in the
the display
in
or CW
CW applications,
appliotions. and
and for
for
zero sweep
sweep or
zero
proper
pro~r identification
,denhfication of
of markers
markersby
bymeans
meansofof
an accurately
accuratelycalibrated
calibrate.! center-frequency
center.frequencydial.
dial.
an
fundmlental problem
problem exists
aists inin attempting
auempting
AA fundamental
toto attain
aruin good
good frequency
rlC<Jucr>C)' stability
stabilIty inin aasweep
s...ttp
generator
generalOr since
s"x~the
theparameter
pa.r:lr1Wlerused
USl"dfor
forsweepsweeping isis usually
usually unstable
unstable by
by nature
natur~ and
and therethere·
ing
fore
beprotected
pmtectedfrom
fromextraneous
extraneouseffects
efleets
foremust
mustbe
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I,
such
volll$.e Ind
V2ri·
such IS
as temperlturt'.
temperature, voltage
and current
current vari.
atlons.
v.brltion, hysteresis
hysteresis.
ations, magnet,c
magnetic fields.
fields, vibration,
K<.
etc.
AlHX~r
providing ade
Ide.
Another problml
problem 's
is lhlt
that of
of providing
qu.ue
f""!uen.
quate idem,ficatlon
identification of
of III
all signifiC'am
significant frequen
cteS
nnable
cies unckr
under I~.
test. A
A conlinuously
continuously variable
marker
marker frequency
frequency canfl()(
cannot be
be genente<!
generated hiving
having
the
the crySlal-«>ntrolled
crystal-controlled KC\lracy
accuracy of1m
often .equired.
required.
Although
Although itit is
is iIOmetlrne
sometime po",ble
possible to
to use
use spespecial
cial crystab
crystals ground
ground '0
to the specific
specific f.equencies
frequencies
re<jutred
required for
for aa parhcular
particular test,
test, this procedure
ISis Impractiul
impractical for
for aa general purpose, con·
conunuously.tuntd
tinuously-tuned swrep
sweep generatOr.
generator. It is also
qUIte
quite d,fficult
difficult to Set
set up aa system
system of mulliple
multiple
crystal.control]eJ
crystal-controlled markers
markers that
that permits iden·
identification
tification of
of marker fr«juencies
frequencies anl,,,'here
anywhere in
the
the specttum.
spectrum. The
The number
number and
and spacing
spacing of
markets
of extreme
extreme importance as
as too many
markers isis of
will
will be
be hard
hard to
to .dentify
identify at
at high
high fre<juencirs
frequencies
Ind
and too
too fe....
few will
will not
not prO>'ide
provide sufficient
sufficient aC('lJ·
accuDC)'
racy atat low
low fK'<Juencirs.
frequencies.

There are
are several
se"eral methods
methods commonly
commonly used
used
There
for generating
gener:uin$ wide
...·,de frequency
frequency deviations
deviations in
in
for
swrepong oscillator
OK,llator circuits.
cil'(\liu. These
The5e may
may be
be
sweeping
dIvided into
into two
t"'O groups;
groups; one
one consisting
consiiling of
of
divided
the mechanical
mtthanical methods
methods of
of driving
driving aa capacitor
capacitor
the
or inductor
inductor by
by means
means of
of aa motor,
motor, vibrator
vibrator or
or
or
speaker coil,
coil, and
and the
the other
other group
!jroup consisting
consisting
speaker
of all
all electronic
d«tronic variable-frequency
variable.frt<juency devices
devices
of
such as
as reactance
reactance tubes,
tubes. klystrons,
klyMrons. saturable
saturable
such
reactors, and
and ferroelectric
ferroelectric capacitors.
capacitors. None
None of
of
reactors,
these is
is ideal
ideal in
in every
('\'ery respect,
respect. each
each method
method
these
hiVIng definite
definite advantages
adv.nugrs and
and disadvantages
disadvantages
having
as listed
liSle<! in
in Table
Table I.
I.
as

IDENTIFICATION
MARKING
OR M
A R K I N G FREQUENCY
The fundamental
fundamenlal problem
problem confronted
COIlfronted in
in
,dmfl/ka"on or marking is
is to
to indiindio
frequency identification
ca.te
lilt instant
inilolllt at
:at which
which some varyvary.
cate Or
or mark the
rng
SIgnal passes
pUSl'5 a certain value,
''3lue, f,.
f•.
ing frequency signal
The- two
t ...·o cases
ca.scs 1.
I. fk
{~ =
= o0
The
' 22.f
. f,k +,0
0
are distiocrly
will be discussed
distinctly different and will
separately.
l. fk
f. =
Th;~ iiss the zero beat case.
1.
= 0o This
TIll< varying or swept frequency is beat with
with
The
a fixed
fixed reference frequency
fre<jucney to obtain a differdiffer·
ence frequency as observed on an oscillooscillo·
coincidental with
wilh the reference frequency,
f.equency. the
the
difference f.t<juency
'fhe differdd:rerfrequency becomes zero. The
enee
fK'<Juency as obser-'ed
OK,lIoence frequency
observed on an oscillo-

*

TABLE tI
TABLE

SWEEP
SWEEP

ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES
DiSADVANTAGES

METHOD
METHOD

Mechanical
Devices

at all
all frequeoelu.
frequencies.
High QQ at
Hllb
High oulput
output ~Ilbll
possible (..
(withH1I11
llbOUI
out buffer
buffer .tagel.
stage ).
Workable over
over wide
wide r.nge
range of
of
Wo.kable
OUlput
output frequem:le•.
frequencies.
Wide
Wide .weep
sweep range.
range.

Microphonism """"'1
causing
Mlcropbonl.m
frequency
jitter.
IrequcDC)' Jiller.
Non-linear Iweep.
sweep.
Non-lllMa'
Mechanical maintenance
Meehanlc.l
malnte...noe
problems.
probleml,

Limited 10
to narrow
sweep It
at
Llmlled
I1llI"r"", .....eep
frequencies.
low fr"'lucocle
•.

Reactance
Tube

Good
Good .tablllty
stability IUld
and acc,u·.ey.
accuracy.

Saturable
Reactor

Wide _
sweep
range.
Wide
p r~.

Low Q
Q .t
at Il1p
high frequeaclCI.
frequencies.
Low

Good "tabilily
stability ud
and accuracy.
accuracy.
Good

Susceptahle 10
to AC IDI&""Uc
magnetic
SwloepI.abloe
fields.
ficlda.

NOOl-mleropbonle.
Non-microphonic.
Linear
Linear .weep.
sweep.

.

Non-micr ophonic
NOIl.~l\'!lcropbarlic.
Linear .sweep.
Llrooar
.eep.
Klystron
Beat
Method

Wide $We<:'p
sweep rlJlP.
range.
Wide
Workable (Wfi"
over .wide
range of
of
Workable
.Ida r&IIP
output fr
frequencieb.
Wtpul
eDCle~.
Linear ssweep.
LIDCar
eep.
Non-micr ophonic
Non-",icrophoftlo.

Hysteresis eUec:IlI.
effects.
H"UN!I"
Frequency JlIr.er.
jitter.
Fl'equeDC1
Low OUlpUl.
output.
Low
Poor Iccurae)'
accuracy It
at 1_
low rr~.
freqs.
Poor

.

Ferroelectric
Ferroeleetrlc
Capacitor
Capacitor

.

Non-micr ophonic
Non-mlCl'"ophonte.
Linear
sweep.
Lh'..
ar ....

.,..p.

Excessive temperawre
temperature Coell.
Coeff.
Exoe..lv..
Low Q.
Q.
Low
Hysteresis
effects.
Hyaterella effecr..

$COpt' has
has aa characteristic
chat'.1.Cleristk notch,
not:ch. when
whm the
,he
scope
differ.....e isi$ zero,
uro, which
...·hich unfortunately
unforlunately isi$
difference
<iune wide
wide and
and jumps
jumps up
up and
and down
down due
due toto
quite
random phase
phasr relations.
rclatoons. Thus
Thus itit isis rather
ralhe,
random
dIfficult to
to derive
ckrive some
SOlI'IC triggering
triggering signal
signal atat
difficult
t~ instant
instant of
of zero
zero beat
beat toto initiate
initiate aa mark.
nu.k, ItIt
the
hasbeen
been done
doneby
byusing
usil'lgthe
the:sum
sumof
ofsquared
SC\uaredinin·
has
tegra.ls of
of quadrature
qU<ldrature zero
zero beat
beat wave
wave forms.1
formS,1
tegrals
The: circuitry
cil'(\litry used
used isis by
by no
no means
means simple.
simple.
The
How('\'er, ifif the
the zero
zeto beat
heat wave
wave form
fo.m isis disdis·
However,
played on
on an
an oscilloscope,
oscilloscope. its
its center,
center, i.e.
;,e. the
the
played
mstant of
of zero
zero beat,
beal. can
can be
be located
located quite
quite
instant
accurately with
with the
the minimum
minimum amount
amoulli of
of circir·
accurately
cuitry.
cuitry.
::1= o0 In
In this
this case,
case, we
we do
do not
not use
use
22.. f,f. f
the characteristic
dU.t'.1.CIc.istk zero
zeoro beat
beat notch.
notch. However,
However,
the
the response
response of
of aa frequency-sensitive
fre<juency.sensilive network
IK'two,k
the
to the
,he varying,
"Irying. or
or swept,
s ept, frequency
frequency signal
signa.l
to
can be
be used
used to
to initiate
,Mille a mark.
mark. The
Tht sweeping
s....eeping
can
freq~ will
will produce
produce aa given
gi"en difference
difference
frequency
frequmcy twice;
twice; once
Ofl(e as
IS itil approaches
approad>es the
the
frequency
reference frequency
frequency and
and again
again as
u itit recedes
recedes
reference
from the
the: reference
reference frequency
frequency after
afler going
going
from
through zero
U'1O beat.
beat. The
The-problem
problml isis of
of the
the same
same
through
gene.a.1 nature
nawre as
as detection
detection of
of an
an FM
FM signal,
signal.
general
bm the
Ihe rate
rate of
of frequency
fre<juency change
change encountered
encountered
but
in sweep
sw~p frequency
fr«juency technique
tcchni<iue isis usually
usually much
much
in
higher and
and FM
FM detection
dettt:,ion concerns
concerns chiefly
chieAy
higher
of frequency
fr«juency while
while here
here the
the actual
actual
change of
value of
of the
the frequency
frequency isis of
of importance.
importance,
value
Different methods
methods fall
fall into
inlo two
two general
general
Different
categories:
catcgories:
(a) Frequency
Frequency marked
marke<! by
by aa maximum
nuximum or
or
mimmum response.-The
response.-The absolute
absolute level
le\'el of
of
minimum
response is
is therefore
therefo.e not
no! important.
important. The
The main
nulTl
response
difficulties
dif!icubies with
with this
this are:
are:
(1)
(1) Shift of
of envelope
en"elope peak
peak due
due to
to rate
rate of
of
frequency sweep.-The
s.....rep,-1"llt network
neI ...'Otk used
used must
must
be highly
highly frequency sensitive
Sot'osi,ive in
in order
order to
to get
get
a sharp peak.
pnk. This
This very
very feature,
feature, however,
ho...·t'\~r.
leads
leads to
to a shift of
of the
lhe: peak
pnk when
...·ben swept,
swept, which
which
results
mults in
ITl inaccuracy.
maccuracy. Furthermore,
Funhennore, this
th,s shift
shift
is
1$ not
TlOI constant.
rorutant. ItIt depends
depends not
not only
only on
on the
the
rate
rate of
of sweep
s...·rep and
and sweep
sweep width,
....idth. but
but also
alilO on
on
the
,he direction
dire«lon of
of frequency
fr«r,uency change.
change. The
The proprocess of
of deriving aI trigger
tngger from
from the
the peak
peak reresponse also introduces
introduces some
iIOme additional
additional inin·
accuracy,
accuracy, especially ifif the
the peak
peak isis not
not very
very
sharp.
(p)
2 ) It
It would be
be difficult to
to design
design aa trigtrig.
ger circuit which
which would
would handle
handle aa wide
wide range
unge
amplitudes from the frequency
of ampliludrs
frequency sensitive
sensil",e
circuit.
((33 At a low
low rate
.ate of
of frequency
frequenc)' change
change or
or
for a narrow
narlO"" sweep
s...'rep width
",jdth itit may
may be
be difficult
difficult
to
a high
'0 get
~ a
high enough
enough Q
Q to
to give
gi'-e aa sharp
shad peak.
p<ok.
(4) Any envelope
envelope detector will
will add
ad an
an adad·
ditional delay in
In the
the marker
nurlm display.
(b) Frequency
(b)
Frequency marked
nurked by aa reference
reference
amplitude of
of response of
amplitude
of aa. frequency sensisensi·
tive
t,ve network:
net'A'orlr;
The problems
problems mcountere<!
encountered are:
The
are:
((1)
I) A network
net....ork of
of high selectivity
select;vity is neednred·
ed to
to obtain
obtain sel'lsltitlvy
sensititivy and
ed
and resolution;
resolution; this
this
feature introduces
(('"..ture
introdU(es undesirable
undesirable effects
efleas due
due to
to
the
the sweeping
swreping rate.
.ate.
( 2 ) The
(2)
The performance
performance or
or accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the
1.
I.

D.
Sunstein and
and J.
D. Sunl\eln
J. Teller,
T.Il••• ,"Automatic
""Automatic CaliCali·
brator for
for Frequency
hrator
F,equ.... cy Meters".
Met ...... Electronics,
EI«t.onics, vol.
_oJ.
17, May
17.
May 1944.
19H,
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system will depend very much on the stability
of the frequency
frequency sensitive network lind
and also
on the performance of the amplirude
amplitude comcomparison circuit used to initiate the marker.
The frequency
f re<J.uency markers may form
form a fixed
scale with a mark appearing at ~5 mc or 10
10 mc
me
spacings or lhere
there may be a variable marker
which can be set at any specific value of frefre·
quency.
quency. For a fixed scale, it is desirable to
fit differhave a choice of marker spacin,gs
spacings to fit
ent sw~~p
sweep widths. The OUtput
output indications
super-imposed
super-imposed on the response curve may be
zero beat signals bttw"en
between sweep and reference
signals (usually referred to as "birdies"),
“birdies”),
short pulses,
pulses. or intensity modulation of the
scope. In this respect, the "birdie"
“birdie” markers
s<ope.
markerli
have the drawback
drawback lhat
that they tend to confuse
morc than the other methods do.
the display more
do.
can
The signal whose frequency
(re'Juency is marked am
output from the
either be the input or the OUtput
circuit under test. In
ci{(uit
10 the latter
lauet case, the
possible
poS5ible wide range of
of variation of output
amplitude poses a difficult problem for mixRJ'. output
ing. Also the R.F.
output may not be easily
acn·ssible
wi/hout disturbing lhe
accessible without
the system under
test. It is
is therefore generally desirable
desirable to
sample the input signal for marking.
Markers are not labeled dire<tly
directly in frefre·
quency, and therefore a positive
conqllency,
positi,'e and can·
venient way to identify a mark is of im·
importance.

SYSTEM DISCUSSION
DiSCUSSION OF
SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR
TYPE 2
240-A
40-A
Having discussed the various aspects of
sweep frequency measuremenh
measurements we will d('.
describe the BRC
llRC Sweep Signal Generawr
Generator Type
240-A
em24Q·A and indicate various techniques
w:hniques em·
plo)'ed
w satisfy the essential requirements.
ployed to
Referring to Table I, it becomes apparent
that the saturable reactor
ruetor system offers many
r<:<juired wide
advantages for attaining the required
linear sweep with good frequency
stability
frC<.juency stabililj'
accuracy at
at frequencies below 150
and ~cc"racy
DO mc.
me.
Although the low Q limitation of the best
commercially
suitcommerciall)' available ferrite material suit.
.....as found to be
able for high frC<.juf'ncy
frequency use was
quite severe,
severe, a satisfactory oscillator was de.
developed utilizing IWO
two high Gm triodes (type
HIS)
push.pull Colpitt!
5718) in a push-pull
Colpitts circuit. Suffi.
Sufficient OUtput
as thus
output with good waveform was
attained under this low Q condition without
;thout
exceeding plate dissipation ratings.
IS shown
R.F, Section of the Generator is
The R.F.
th.. photograph in Figure
figure 2 and the block
in the
diagram in Figure 3.
3 . Center frC<.jueney
frequency lun·
tuning of the
Ihe Sweep
Sweep Oscillator is accomplished
by means of •a split Stator
stator capacitor in con·
conjunction with a band selector switch for conany one of five
saturable reactors.
necting anyone
five satunble
reanors.
These reactors are driven by a specially shaped
saw·tooth
saw-tooth current developed and stabilized by
circuitry. The problem of 60 cycle
the sweep circuitry,
field
(errite reactor
r.-actor by the
field modulation of
of the ferrite
power
solved by use
pown supply was solved
us<: of double
magnetic shieldin,g
shielding plus proper location and
phasing of the power transformers. The rere·
suiting hum modulation was thus reduced to
sulting
less than 0.00"1,
0.001C/c of the carrier frequency.
frequency.

Figure
F
igure

240-A R
RF
Head. Switched saturable reactor
,eoetor windings, tuned by a
2. Tire
T h e Type
T y p e 240-A
F Head.Switched
4.5- 120 Me
MC I,f>queney
frequency of
h e swept
4.5·120
01 the oscillator.
asciI/ala'. TTire

v
a r i a b l e air capacitor,
variable
eapaeifor, control
eont,o/ the

frequeney signal is monitored lor
flatness 01
frequency
for flatness
a t the output of tire
the buller
buffer and for llevel
e v e l at
t h e continuously v
a r i a b l e and the step attenuators.
i l t e r i n g , and
the
vo,iable
attenuatars. Special shielding, ffiltering,
grounding keep stray leakage 01
a t a low level.
level.
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Fi9ure
F i g u r e 4.
4. Block
B l o c k Diagram-Marker
D i a g r a m - M a r k e r System.
The
The hysteresis
hysteresis effect
effect in
in s~turable
saturable reactors
reactors
can
can be
be extremely
extremely serious
serious in
in some
some designs,
designs,
causing erralic
erratic frequency
frequency changes
changes by
by as
as much
much
cau.sing
as 507-50% each
each time
time the
the bias
bias current
current and
and swe'1'
sweep
a.s
voltage isis ~ppJied
applied to
to the
the system.
system. ItIt w~s
was found
found
voltage
that
that this
this effect
effect could
could be
be reduced
reduced 10
to tolerable
tolerable
1% by
by proper
proper choice
choice of
of
levels of
of less
less than
than l',if
levels
magnetic material
material in
in Ihe
the rea(for
reactor yokl'
yoke assemassemmagnetic
bl)·
bly as
as well
well as
as the
the ferrite
ferrite material
material used
used for
for the
the
reactor
reactor itself.
itself. Proper
Proper design
design of
of switching
switching
circuits to
to eliminate
eliminate transients
transients also
also proved
circuits
effective in
in reducing
reducing erratic
erratic hysteresis
hysteresis efleas.
effects.
effeaive
A grounded-grid
grounded-grid 6BK7A
6BK7A buffer.amplifier
buffer-amplifier
A
follows the
the oscillator
oscillator to
to reduce
reduce the
the effects
effects of
of
follows
output impedance
impedance variations
variations and
and A.M
AM modula.
modulaoutput
tion on
on oscillator
oscillator frt'quency.
frequency. Following
Following the
the
tion
buffer stage
stage isis aa shunt
shunt crystal
crystal diode
diode modulator
modulator
buffer
capable of
of providing
providing 30¥(30% audio
audio modulation
modulation
capable
from aa low
low power
power t2AU7
12AU7 RC
RC oscillator.
oscillator.
from
The swept
swept RF
RF output
output isis monitored
monitored by
by
The
means of
of aa full
full wave
wave crystal
crystal diode
diode peak-topeak-tomeans
peak rectifier
rectifier circuit
circuit Ihat
that delivers
delivers to
to the
the conconpeak
t r d amplifier
amplifier aa DC
D C voltage
voltage proportional
proportional to
to
tnil
the fundamental
fundamental RF
RF level.
level. The
The difference
difference
the
voltage between
between this
this reclifjer
rectifier and
and aa stabilized
stabilized
'·oltage
D C rderence
reference voltage
voltage isis amplified
amplified by
by aa high
high
DC
gain DC
DC amplifier
amplifier to
to prOVide
provide control
control of
of the
the
gain
oscillator platO'
plate voltage
voltage through
through the
the 6AQ5
6AQ5
oscillator
series control
control tube.
tube. The
The resulting
resulting sweep
sweep flat_
flatseries
ness does
does not
not vary
vary more
more than
than 0.7db
0.7db as
as meas·
measness
ured on
on aa bolomeler
bolometer bridge.
bridge. To
T o permit
permit audio
audio
ured
AGC
modulation under
under CW
C W conditions
conditions the
the AGC
modulation
loop isis opened
opened up
up as
as indicated
indicated in
in the
the block
block
loop
diagram Figure
Figure 3.3 .
diagram
The Output
output attenuator
attenuator system
system consists
consists of
of aa
The
continuously variable
variable 0-10
0-10 db
db pad
pad for
for adjustadjustcontinuously
ing the
the RIO
RF voltage
voltage atat the
the input
input to
to aa ladder
ladder
ing
10 db
db
type step
step atlenuator
attenuator having
having 10
10 steps
steps of
of 10
type

each. Thl"
The oulPUt
output level
level isis lhus
thus continuously
continuously
each.

pulses) which
which can
can be
be set
set anywhere
anywhere on
on the
the
pulses)
in reference
referenct> to
to the
the birdie
birdie markers
markers
pattern in
pattern
be turned
turned off
off leaving
leaving only
only
which can
can then
then be
which
dean pip
pip markers.
markers.
two clean
two
TIle harmonic
harmonic generator
generator generates
generales aa fence
fence
The
of crystal-controlled
crYStal-controlled reference
reference frequencies
frequencies
of
of spacings;
spacings; 2.5
2.5 mc.,
mc., 0.5
0.5 mc
me or
or
with aa choice
choice of
with
O.t mc.
me. The
The sweep
sweep signal
signal beats
beats with
with the
the referrefer0.1
ence fence,
fence, giving
giving birdie
birdie markers
markers at
at the
the same
same
ence
the reference
reference fence.
fence. The
The swept
swept
sfacing as the
spacing
is taken
taken at
at constant
conSlant level
level from
from
SIgnal
signal sample is
the buffer
buHer stage following
following the
the oscillator.
oscillator.
the
The movable
movable pip
pip markers
markers are
are generated
generated by
by
The
triggered
monostable multivibrator
multivibrator which
which isis triggered
aa monostable
The
b)' two
two adjustable
adjustable delay
delay multivibrators.
multi"ibrators. The
by
two delay circuits
circuits are
are themselves
themselves triggered
triggered by
by
two
a pulse
puIs.<' from
from the
the multivibrator
multivibrator in
in the
the sweep
sweep
The time
time delays,
delays, and
and hence
hence the
the pip
pip
circuit. The
marker positions,
positions, therefore,
therefore. both
both have
have the
the
marker
of each sweep
sweep as
as reference.
reference. The
The
be,gining of
begining
of the
the C
CW
frequency to
to an
an accuaccu·
calibration of
W frequency
± 1%
I '7c provides
provides aa satisfactory
satisfactory way
way of
of
of k
racy of
identifying the
the frequency
frequency markers.
markers.
identifying

adjustable
R.F. Level Meter
adjustable by utilizing the R.F.
10 db steps of
of the
to
to interpolate betwe<>n
between. the 10
attenuator. The attenuator dial is calistep attenuatar.
RF output in terms of
of full
brated to show the RI'
scale met(-r
meter reading
reading in either volts, millivolts
scale
or microvolts as attenuation is increased.
Sweep Signal Generator Type 240-A
The Sweep
240·....
has
has a linear fr""luency
frequency sweep of
of triangular
wave form.
form. The Sweep Width Control
wave
changes the frequency excursion symmetricchanges
symmetric·
ally above
above and below the center frequency
ally
the
which remains constant at the value
"alue set OR
otlthe
dial. In order to extend
continuously tuned dial.
use of ‘the
signal generator to more frethe signal
f reo
the use
quency-sensitive networks, the sweep rate is
qucncy-sensitive
made variable from
from 70 cps down to 20 cps.
made
variable-frequency multivibrator
A variabl.,.frequency
multivibrator propro·
duces aa square
square wave which is
i~ integrated to
duces
give aa triangular wave.
wave. This triangular ,·olt·
voltgive
age wa,·eform
waveform is
is made
made available through the
age
sweep circuit
circuit amplifier for producing deflec·
defleclweep
tion on
on the
the oscil1oseope
oscilloscope horizontal axis.
axis. The
tion
same triangular
triangular voltage is amplified and
same
shaped by
by three
three diodes
diodes to develop the rere·
shapeJ
quired current
current waveform necessary
necessary to obtain
quired
frequency sweep.
sweep. During the deaa linear frl'qul'ncy
creasing fr<:quen'}'
frequency portion of the sweep, the
Ihe
creasing
r.f. oscillator
oscillator output
output is
is reduced to
d.
ta zero to
provide a zero
zero level
level reference line. Provisions
provide
are also
also made
made so
so that
that the
the sweep
sweep citcuit
circuit can
can be
arc
be
driven from
from an
an external source.
driven
For fr""luency
frequency marking,
marking, the
the zero
beat type
zero beat
type
For
marker system
system was
was adopted
adopted not
only because
nO! only
because
marker
of circuit
circuit simplicity,
simplicity, but
but also
also because
of its
of
because of
its
good accur:acy.
accuracy. (See
(See Figure
Figure 4.)
4.)The
The problem
good
problem
of avoiding
avoiding confusion
confusion of
of display
display dul."
due to
the
of
to the
presence of
of too
too many
many '·birdie··
“birdie” (zero
(zero beat
presence
beat
type) markers
markers is
uniquely solved
solved by
by providis uniquely
provid.
type)

ing two
two movable pips (shorl
(short rectangular
ing
-4-4-

It. sweep frequency
frC<juency signal
signal generator
generator has
has
A
possessing many
many desirable
desirable
been developed possessing
in aa comcomfeatures heretofore
h<'retofore unavailable
unavailable in
features
of this
this type.
type. These
These include
include
instrument of
mercial instrument
of frequency
ffl'qucncy stability, continuous
continuous
a high order of
center frequency
4.' to
to 120
120
center
frequency adjustment
adju.stment from
from 4.5
me, wide range
range of
of sweep
SWc<:p width
width in
in conjuncconjuncmc,
tion
good linearity
linearity
rio" with
with variable
variable sweep rate,
rate, good
high level
level output
output with
with
and constant amplitude high
good isolation
isolation between
between oscillator
oscillator and
and load.
load.
Additional features
features include
include ability
ability to
to operoperate as a well-shielded
W signal
well·shielded C
CW
signal generator
/,"Cnerator
with AM modulation
modulation and precision
precision output
output
voltagvoltage calibration
calibration down to
to 1.0
1.0 microvolt.
microvolt.
Last, but not
leaSl. is
is aa self-contained
self.-<ontained marker
marker
not least,
system providing
of crystalcrystalproviding a versatile
versatile display
display of
controlled
controlled beat
beat type
type markers
markers and
and two
two movable
movable
pip markers, thus
thus offering the
the unique
unique comcom·
bination
of very
very accurate
accurate marking,
marking, aa clean
dean
bination of
display,
display. and easy
easy identifieation.
identification.
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ing 50 Icc.
II indicates the signal voltvoh·
kc. Fig. I1
age requirements
rC'<J.uiremenls within the frequency
fre<.Juem:y range
of the Couoline
Coupling Unit.

Audio
A u d i o Frequency Measurements
Using
Using The Coupling Unit Type 564-A

U

I

E. Low
E,

Y

Voltmeter
Frequency Q Voltmeter
Correction

voltmeter circuit of
thC'
The Q-indicating
Q-indicating voltmeter
of the
Q
Mcter has been bypassC'd
Q Meter
bypassed in order to properformaoce at frequencies
freqllencie~ bebe·
vide optimum performance
tween
tw~n 50
'0 kc
Icc and 50 mc.
me. For this
Ihis reason the
thC'
of the voltmeter
vollmctC'r to low audio frefre·
response of
correction, indicated
Rat. and a COHlXtion,
quencies is not flat,
in Fig. 111,
llI, must be
bt applied to the observed
Q or LO Q
rC'ading to obtain the (orrectc:d
Q reading
value of
Q.
of indicated Q.

'0

r

•

ii

Figure
S64-A mounted
mounfed
F i g u r e J.
1. Til.
T h e Coupling Unit
U n i t Type
T y p e 564-A

The voltage
Q-measuring cir.
cirTIl"
,·olta~." injection and Q.rneuuring
the Q Meters
Type 160·'\
160-A and Type
cuits of rh('
Melers Typr
260-A will
will perform grisfaaolDy
satisfactorily at
at {("quell'
frequen260·,\
ci"
well below
~low the 10"'('T
limit of ~O
cies well
lower limlt
50 kc provided by the self-(onta;ncd
self-contained os<:illator.
oscillator.
Since the imped.llIce
impedance of the thermocouple
thermocouP1e
Sil\C('
quite low (O,}
(0.3 ohms in the Q
Q Meter
circuit is quite
Type- 260-'\),
260-A), it is often inconvenient {O
to
Typo':
1000te a SOurce
locate
Source of audio-frequency
audio-frequen'Y voltage
having a low enough output impedance to
ha,-inE
supply
requir('Cj to drive the
the.' Q
supply the current
current required
Mkfe;
circuit:
Mtl'" injection circuit.
overcome [hiS
this restriction BRC
To o"crcome
aRC now
offers thc
the Coupling
Coupling Unit
564-A which
olfers
Unit Type '64·""
mak~
(t:asible Q
(re·
Q measur"mC'flts
measurements in the fremakes feasible
quency range
of 11 kc to '0
50 kc.
conqUtory
range of
kc. This unit
unit con·
lr:I,n~former
lains
tains an impedance-matching transformer
response varies less
over the
whose responsC'
leu than 2 db o,'er
above frequency range_
range.
into the 0.3
0.3 ohm impedWhen working iOlO
imped.
Q Meter Type 260·A
260-A injection
ance of the Q
500 ohms
circuit, it presents an impedance of '00
output of the .uxiliary
auxiliary oKillator.
oscillator. Any
to the output
suitable commercial audio oscillator having
output of up to 22 volts may be
a variable outpul
used.
~d.
transformer is
is mounte
The coupling Iransformer
mounted in a
steel housing
d
~tccl
hOUSIng which may be fastened directly
the Q
Q Meter cabinet. Two bind.
top of The
to the 101'
ing posts,
from $tound
ground (red
posts. one insulated (rom
insulator) and onc
one grounded inside
insllk the houshous·
ing
conIng (black insulator), provide for the con·
nection of the auxiliary oscillator output. A
12 inch roaxial
coaxial cable with a VG.S8/V
UG-88/U plug
12
serves to connect the trandormer
transformer se«Hldary
sqco
servC$
to
Meter injection
to the
the Q
Q Meter
injection circuit.
circuit.
'

or

A.

Mounting
The Coopling
Coupling Unit
firmly mounted
Vnit may be firmly
by fastening
it to the top of the Q
Q Meter
fastening it
Meier
This may be done
done in the following
cabinet. TIlis
Q Meter, remove
manner. Facing the Q
rtlTlOvt the
tht
left-hand
screw from tht
the row .t
at the
left·hand Phillips Krew
tht
top rear of the:
the cabinet.
cabinet. Using the
the: longer
lonBtr
screw supplied.
supplied with the
the Coupling
Coupling Unit,
scrcw

On
on 0a

F.
Metet Type
F. Use With Q Meter

Although
AlthouSh designed primarily
primarily for operation
with the
Q Meter
thC' Q
MClet Type 260-A,
260·A, the
thC' Coopling
Unit may be used with the older Q Mcter
re<:juiremC'nts
t6O-A if the following req
Type 160-A
ate observed:
ohservoo:
are
1.
The auxiliary
I. ThC'
allxiliary oscillator used must
mllst have
aII. maximum output of
of .t
at least 30 volts.
volu.
those indiindi.
Input voltages higher than thos2
II will be
r.C'quired.
cated in Fig. I1
be,jFquired.
be pprepared
q ared to
2. An adapter
adaprer must Ix
ro permit
pcrmit
conncrtion
Coupfng Unit output
connection of the CoupllOg
to the phone jack on the top
lOp of the
thC' Q
Meter cabinet. Such.n
Such an adapter may concon·
sist of a standard phone plug and a
UG-291/U
UG·291/U receptacle,
recC'ptacle, connected by a
short length
lcngth of RG-58/U
kG-'8/U cable.

Q Meter
Met..r TType
y p e 260_A.
260-A.

fasten the unit (0
to the
tht Q
Q Meter at
~t this point
by means of
of the drilloo
drilled base flange, as shown
in Flg.
in
Fig. 1.
I.

B.
E.

Connection

1. Set
1.
Set the frequency range indicator mid-

2.
1
3.

4,
...
5.
,.

6.
6.

way bctw«n
between any two ranges (i.e.
(i.c. bebttween detents).
rhe small panel on the rear of
Remove the
of
the Q Meter
MetC'r cabinet.
Disconnect
oscillator bv
DiKonned the local OKillator
by removrt'lJlO\'ing the BNC type plug from
109
ftom the'injecthe injec_
tion CIrcuit
circuit receptacle,
lion
rKeptaclc, located
locatw near the
opening.
top of the openll\g.
Attach the Coupling
coupling Unit
con.,
Vnit coaxial con·
necting
nKting cable to the injection circuit
receptadC'.
receptacle.
T~
avoid measurement
To
avoid
measurement errors from
from leakleak_
age into
circuit, connect
connect
age
into the
the measuring
measuring circuit,
the output of the auxiliary oscillator to
the
posts of
the Coopling
Unit
the binding
binding posts
of the
Coupling Unit
with ...a length
CABLE,
lengtb of SHIELDED CABLE,
the ctntC'r
center conductor to the
connecting thC'
thC'
red and the shield to the black insulated
roo
post. (CAUTION: Turn voltage output
oscillator 10
to zero
of oscillator
~C'fO before
beforC' making this
connection.))
conne<tion.
desired frequency on the .uxi_
auxiSelect the deslrC'd
liary oscillotor,
oscillator, and increase
Ii:H}'
;ncrea5C' the
thC' output
voltage
voltagC' slowly until the Multiply Q By
meter indicates XI.
X I.

C. Measurement
Meosurement Procedure
For low frequency measurement instruciruitruc_
tions, refer to the:
the Q
Q Meter Typc
Type 260-A
26O·A inin·
struction manual.
struction
manual.

0, Input Voltage
Voltoge Requirements
Requirements
Because the response
resp?n5C' of the
t~ Coupling Unit
varies
sllghtly with
(largely be·
bevaric:s slightly
WIth frequency (largdy
capacitance of the Output
output cable:)
cable),,
cause of the cap.citarn:e
the oscillator output voltage required to produce a XI
X I reading on the Multiply Q
Q By
meter will increase at frequencies approach_
approach-
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Figure
FI,."e 2. lnpuf
Inpur volfage
yo/to,. rewired
requl.ed for
10' XXlI reading
.ndln,
on
Over frequency
0" 0a Mulfiply
Mufllply Q
Q BY
By meter,
_r.., ove,
I,.,que"cy range
'0"9*
of
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corrections for indiFI,u'e 3.
J. Low
Lo ... frequency
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Meter Type
cated
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Ann RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard
A
Supplies
Signal
Standard Signal
Supplies A Standard
Att A Level
Level O
Of
One
Microvolt
FO
n e Microvolt
A
CH....RLES G.
G. GORSS,
GORSS. DD_vdop1do:nl
Enginur
CHARLES
e v e l o p m e n t Engineer

L

Fillure
US-A.
t i g u r e 1.
1 . Th.
I he RF
Kr Va/tall.
yortage Sto"dorrJ
Standard Type
T y p e 245-A.
1llC'
The se:nsitivity
sensitivity of
of aa radio
radio ro:«iver
receiver is
is aa well
well
advertise<!
advertised fC1lture.
feature, and
and properly
properly so
so since
since itit is
is
one
one of
of the
the ffiOSI
most important
important attributes
attributes of a rereceiver.
ceiver. This
This sensitivity
sensitivity often
often IS
is in
in the
the order
order
of
of one
one micfoo,'olt
microvolt Ot
or less.
less, and
and the
the direct
direct mas·
measuremmt
urement of
of rf
rf voltages
voltages at
at this
this levd
level is
is se:ldom
seldom
pensible
possible and
and ~
never accurate.
accurate.
'fhe
of aa level
level of
of voltage
voltage which
which
The generation
generation of
cannot
cannot be
be accuratdy
accurately mnsure<!
measured presents
presents aa
probkm
problem since
since the
the recelvers
receivers under
under test
test are
are the
the
only
only devicc:s
devices capable
capable of
of even
even detecting
detecting thc.o
the
presen«
presence of
of these
these diminuative
diminuative volta.SC'S.
voltages. To
TO
use
useaa receiver
receiver of
of unknown
unknown sensitivity
sensitivity to
to meas·
measure
ure thesc:
these levels
levels would
would not
not be
be an
an lCcurate
accurate
process.
process. A
Asolution
solution to
to the
the problem
problem isis aa soutee
source
of
of rfrf voltages,
voltages, atat microvolt
microxolt levels,
levels, which
which
can
can be
be established
established with
with aa definite
definite and
and reason·
reasonable
able accuracy
accuracyIVithout
without actually
actually musuring
measuring itit at
at
the
the low
low levels.
levels.

GENERATOR
GENERATOR
OUTPUT SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS
OUTPUT
Numerous signal
signal ~aal.ors
generators a.~
are in
in alst·
existNWT"IetOUS
ence""ith
with an
anoutput
output range
range including
including I1mrcromicroeoce
volt. They
They usually
usually depend
depend on
on aa voltmeter
voltmeter
volt.
which morrilOT$
monitors the
the volta~
voltage input
input to
to an
an at·
atwh,ch
tenuator system
system laving
having aa very
very luge
large attenu·
attenutenuator
ation ratio
ratio and
and whos.e
whose internal
internal impedance
impedance
ation
generally variC'S
varies with
with fre<Juency
frequency and
and often
often isis
gcnera.lly
not accurately
accurately known.
known. Both
Both the
the voltmeter
voltmeter
not
accuracyand
and the
the coupling
coupling toto the
the attenuator
attenuator
aCC\lracy
mayvary
varywith
with fre'luency.
frequency.
may
The piston,
piston, Or
or mode
mode cutoff,
cutoff, attenuator
attenuator isis
The
regarded asasone
one of
of the
the best
best types
types of
of attenu·
attenuregarded
atorscommonly
commonly used
used ininsignal
signal generators
generators totoators
day. However,
However, there
there are
are .serious
serious drawbacks
drawbacks
day.
high prccision
precision OVer
over aa broad
broad band
band of
of ftefre10to high

'1ueOCIe$.
faCl that
tlat there are spurious
quencies. 'fhe
The fact
spurious
modC$
.tfenua.tor detracts
<ku-llCls
modes generate<!
generated in the attenuator
from
Of course, the
the.- effect
dfccl can
from its llCCUruy.
accuracy. Of
bemechanically perfect
pttfccl unit.l
unit.'
be o.lculate<!
calculated for a mechanically
However, the dimmsions,
toundness of
of
dimensions, the roundness
the tube Of
or lack thtttof,
thereof, and the aogular
angular
aligtunnU
alighment of the input and output loops all
inlfuence
allenuator
influence the.the acnlncy
accuracy of such an attenuator
to
Bc:sidC$ this,
to aa great degt«.
degree. Besides
this,, the apparent
dial1Xler
fre<Jumcy
diameter of
of the lUbe'
tube changC'S
changes as the frequency
drops,
drops, due
due to an
an increuing
increasing penetration of the
metal
lield. One last and
metal of
of the
the tube by the field.
serious
....back is
prccise
serious dra
drawback
is that
that no check with precise
direct curll"nt
current instruments is
is possible.
direct

VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE

T RA N SFE R PROBLEMS
P ROB LE MS
TRANSFER
Even if
if ooe
one ....ere
were capable of
of producing an
Even
accurate output
output of
of one
one microvolt level
level from
from
a«urate
system, there
there mU$t
must be aa way
way to :lCnlrately
accurately
aa system,
transfer itit to
to aa receiver.
receiver. The
The device
device should
should
tra.osfer
therefore ha\'e
have aa rC$ISI;"e
resistive output
output impedance
therefore
equal to
to the
the du.ractttistic
characteristic impedance of
of Ihc.o
the
e<Jua.l
cable to
to bebe used
used to
to connect
connect the
the standard
standard SOUrce
source
cable
to the
the lecei\·~.
receiver. The
The subject
subject of
of conncaing
connecting
to
signal generators
generators to
to receivas
receivers has
has been
been ade·
adeSIgnal
quately covere<!
covered in
in aa previous
previous articJe2
article2 10
in l1le
The
'1U1tely
Notebook.
Notebook.
A device
device whIch
which could
could produce
produce an
an aCOlrate
accurate
A
level of
of o~
one microvolt
microvolt thtough
through aa known
known im.
imlevel
pedance would
would be
be aa powerful
powerful tool
tool for
for stand·
standpedance
ardizingsignal
signalgenerators
generators being
being used
used to
to check
check
ardizing
sensitivity of
of receivers.
receivers. In
In the
the development
development
sensitivity
laboratory, Or
or on
on the
the manufacturing
manufacturing line,
line, or
or
labotatory,
the calibtation
calibration booratories
laboratories of
of aa large
large reo
reinin the
ceiver user,
user, such
such as
as an
an airline
airline ....hich
which wants
wants to
to
ceivet
be sure
sure of
of receIver
receiver performance,
performance, there
there isis an
an
be'
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immediate need
I>C'<:d for
for an
an instrument
instrumenl ofof this
this
immediate
~ RF
RF Voltage
Volta~ Standard
StandardType
Type245-A
241·A
kmd. The
kind.
suchaadevice.
device.
isISsuch

CCALIBRATED
AhlB RATED
Rf VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE SOURCE
SOURCE
RF
The RF
RF Voltage
Vollage Standard
StandJ.rd Type
Type 245-A,
24,·A,
The
shown in
in Figure
Figure 1,
I, takes
takes approximately
aPrroximudy the
the
shown
full output
output of
of an
an average
average signal
sIgnal generator
generator
full
of 1-500
1·~OO mc,
me, prepre·
over the
the frequency
fre'lucncy range
range of
over
cisdy monitors
monitors the
the high
high level
levd input
input toto an
an
cisely
attenualor system,
sj'litem, and
and accurately
accurately attenuates
allenuates
attenuator
Thenownow.
this voltage
voltage totothe
themicrovolt
microvoltregion.
region.The
this
levd
iKcurately.kno",·n signal
signal atat microvolt
microvolt level
accurately-known
appears in
in the
the output
outpul circuit
cumil in
in series
Sl'ries with
with aa
appears
10 ohm
ohm resistive
resiSlive impedance.
impeda~.
50
11lc: use
use of
of this
this device
device to
10 calibrate
calibrate aa. signal
signal
The
as illustrated
illUSlrlled inin
generator isis relatively
rdatlvely simple
SImple as
generator
FigurC'S 2:2 and
and 3.
}. The
'fhe signal
SIgnal generator
generator isISconconFigures
nccte<! to
to the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
StantUrd by
by the
the
nected
Imegul input
input cable,
cable. and
a.ncl the
the generator
gencntor rfrf
integral
OUlput increased
increued until
unhlthe
RF Voltage
Voltage StandStandoutput
the RF
rcuhes the
the- reference
rderence line
llOe
ard monitor
monitor meter
meler reaches
ard
corresponding to
to the
the desired
desire<! output
output level.
level.
corresponding
The'output
connecled to
to the
the receiver
tecelver anan·
The,
output isis connected
tenna terminals
termina.1s by
by an
an output
output cable
cable with
with aa
tenna
50
as aa Type
10 ohm
ohm termination
termination such
such:u
Type 501-B.
,01·B.
Once
Once the
tl,e receiver
tece,vet output
output indication
indication has
hu
been
been recorded,
tecorded. the
the Type
Type 501-B
'OI·B cable
cable isis concan·
nected
o the
nectt'd tto
lhe signal
signal generator
generator output
output in
in place
place
of
of the
the RF
RF Voltage
Vohage Standard
Standard as
as shown
shown in
in
Figure
3. The
The signal
signal generator
generator attenuator
attenuator isis
Figure 3.
turned
tume<! down till
till the
the same
urnI' output
output indication
indication
is
is observed
ohsttved on
on the
the receiver
r«eiver as
:u had
had been
been prepre·
viously
the output
output of
of the
the RF
Rf
viously recorded
recorded for
for the
Voltage
Vol1:lge Standard.
Standard. The
'fhe signal
signa.l generator
~erator is
is
now
now furnishing
furnishing the
the same
wne level
level as
as the
the RF
RF
Voltage
been and
and the
,he- signal
sigrul
Voltage Standard
Standard had
had been
generator
as
getk'tatOf attenuator
allemutOr setting
setting is
is recorded
recorded as
a standardized
sta.ndardlzeO. point.
pomt_

LJ
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ACCURACY
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
Of
Of course,
course:, no
no comparison
comparison Standard
Standard can
can
correct for errors
ftom voltage
voltage standstand·
errors arising
aflSing from
ing waves
waves on
on the
the output
output induced
induced by
by incorrect
incorrect
values
of the
va ues of
the generator
generator output
output or
or load
load input
input
impedance
impedance and
and this
this impedance
impedance must
must be
be close
close
to
50 ohms
ohms for
for maximum
maximum accuracy.
accuracy.
to ~o

i"l

Figure 2.
2. SI.p
Step No.
No. ,I RF
RF ...voltage
at high
Fill"'.
ollog. 01
M9~ level
I
'
is o/',,,i".J
obtained f,o,"
from ,h
the 119"0'
signal 9'''''010'
generator O"J
and meai.
"' .
sured. The attenuated output is detected at
I". .J. Th. o".""o,.J o,,'p,,' i. J.'.c,.J 01
low l.v.1
level 0"
on °
a ,.c.I....,
receiver o"d
and °
a ,./.,."c.
reference ,.odl"9
reading
low
noted. Co/j/',orlo"
Calibration oppll..
applies to
the •end
o f 110.
the
to 110•
"J of
nol.d.
terminated oU'pu,
output eo/'/e,
cable.
lermltlOl.d

d

THE NOTEBOOK
A TTENUATOR SYSTEM
ATTENUATOR
The
The accurate attenuator system,
system, which is
the heart of the R
RFF Voltage Standard, is a
variation of
of the Micropotentiometer principle
described by M. C.
C . Selby
Selby of the National
Bureau of Standards.'
Standards.3 The output
output voltage is
generated by causing a monitored current to
/low through a 2 milliohm concentric disc
flow
resistor. This disc
disc resistor is thinner than the
penetration depth of the current by several
times at all useable frequencies.
frequencies. The conseconsequence of this fact
fact is that the resistance can
be determined very accurately by DC means
and will not vary from this appreciably in the
frequency range of this device.
device. By the very
annular design the
nature of the symetrical annalar
inductance of the disc
disc is of a negligible magnitude.
The current into the disc
disc is controlled by
placing the disc in a coaxial
coaxial system
system at the
resistive concentric line which
terminus of a resistive
fre<juency dependance
is designed to have no frequency
a.s shown in Figure 4.
as
4. The resistance
resistance of the
line is 50 ohms, and the line appears at its
non· reactive 50 ohm ttermination.'
input as a non-reactive
erminati~n.~
milli·
As far as
as the input is concerned, the 2 milliohm disc
disc;s
is a short circuit.
A
A diode voltml'ter
voltmeter monitors the input to
of the resistive
the termination. The VSWR of
me and
line is very low to weJJ
well above
above '00
500 mc
therefore
flowing in it will remain
therefore the current flowing
constant with frequency changes if the voltage at the input is
;s constant. The output imim·
;s controlled by a '0
pedance of the device is
50
ohm resistive section on the output side of
of
the disc resistor. This resistive
resistive line is designed
exactly like the input section.
section. The output con·
connector is joined to
fifty ohm
to this section by a fifty
loss· less air line having negligible discOfl'
loss-less
discontjnuities.
tinuities.

'0

MONITORING
M
O N I T O R I N G SYSTEM
The crystal
crystal voltmeter system
system uses a new
UHF
specially designed
U
H F crystal
crystal diode ;n
in a specially
coaxial mounting.
mounting. The crystal is operated in
a rather unique fashion. A 100
100 microampere
current flows
flows through the crystal
crystal at zero rf
characteristics
input. This bias stabilizes the characteristics
of the diode to a much greater degree than
state. The DC
they would be in a no bias state.
DC
output current o(
(rom the
of the diode is taken from
pre·
rf assembly through an rf filter which prevents any leakage from
from the high level side of
the attenuator.

Figure
The 10'"
low ’level
output of
Figu,. 3. Step No. 22.. T~e
lev.1 oUlput
s;gnol
a,ljusted to p,oduc.
t~e
signal g.n.,ato,
generotor ;s
i s adjusted
produce the
Same
I.vel 'e<>,Ung
t~. receiver
,.c.;ver
same ,.f.,ence
reference level
reading on the
as
proJuc.,l by the
t~. unlrna...n
la... level
os ...os
was produced
unknown low
outpu'
output of ,lte
the RF Va/tag_
Voltage Standard,
Standard.
t~.
the

RF
INPUT

n

I
Figure 4.
4. RF
Voltage Monitor
Monitor and
and Control
the R
RF
Figure
R F Voltage
Control ANenuClto,
Attenuator System
System 01
of the
F VoftClfJeStCln.
VoltageStandard Type 245-A.
24S-A. daid

In order to keep the low impedance of the
crystal
crystal detector from seriously damping the
20 microampere de
dc output meter, a (ommon
common
base transitor amplifier is used. The output
impedance of this configuration is high
enough
enough to leave the meter just about (ritically
critically
damped. The current
current amplification of such a
device is essentiaJJy
essentially o'"( or about 0.98 times the
input current for the RD2521A
RD2'21A transistor
which is used in this instrument. This represents no serious loss in output, and since it is
a very stable
th"re is
stable property of a transistor there
no serious loss o(
of stability.
th... transistor and the
Power to operate the
crystal bias circuitry
circuit:y comes from a small selfcontained battery used at low
Jow current drain.
drain.
l'$<"nt;ally "sh...lf
life".
Battery life is essentially
“shelf life”.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion.
conclusion, the RF Vollag...
Voltage Standard
Type.24'.A
Type.245-A is a simple, self-contained, port-

able and accurate solution to the problem of
low If
rf level measurements. It offers outputs
of 0.5, 1,
I, and 2 microvolts with significant
of
accuracy and has an output impedance of '0
50
ohms with a low Voltage Standing Wave
assistRatio. This instrument can offer great assistance toward resolving the existing confusion
in the comparison of signal generators and
receiver sensitivity measurements.
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NOTE fROM
FROM THE EDITOR
ing on
previous issues
issues of
an "INDEX·
“INDEX“ to previous
Every Spring your editor hegrs
the noise
hears the
noise
of unusuol
unusual activity in
i n the Soles
Sales DepartThis Spring the noises have
reoehed
ment.
ment.This
have reached
On
were finally opan unusual volume. We
We were
approoched
a request
permission to
proached with a
requesi for permission
include
include some descriptive information
information on
on
new equipment in
wilh this
Ihis
i n the envelope with
issue of The
The Notebock.
It is
our policy
policy
issue
Notebook. It
i s our
inFormation of
t10
o include iinn these pages
pages information
the mos!
most generol
general technical interest possible.
Wee are not, however, insensitive
sible. W
tto
o the volue
value 01
of really new information
information on
new
new eqIJipment.
eqbipment. The new equipment will
will
be
be on display at the JRE
IRE Convention iinn
York City at Kingsbridge
New ‘fork
Kingsbridge Armory.
However, many
mony of our readers may
may not
not be
be
ther"
able to attend the Convention.
Convention. For them
especially we have
hove included
included some exira
extra
infonnation in
in our envelope. We
information
We believe
you'll
enclosure.
you’ll profit by
by reviewing
reviewing our enclosure.
We
We published
published our first issue of the Notebook
yeor ggo
In the first
book one year
ago this month. In
issue we indicated our intention
intention of distributing information ofvalul'!
tributing
ofvalue on
on the theory
and practice o
off radio
and
r y and
radio frequency and
measurement. We
measurement.
We believe that on
an article
an
issue liston the last poge
page of the current issue
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The Notebook
Noteb:>ok is
reviewing to d..
i s worth reviewing
deimplemented our intermine how we have implemented
tention. Our
Otir editorial
editorial plan
pIon for The NoteNote·
tention.
book
book requires the publication 01
of five articles in
egch issue; one article in
i n each
in each of
follOWing categories:
categories:
the following
1. Artides
Articles of brood
broad technical interest of
general gnd
u,,:fulness iinn the
and lasting usefulness
measurement
field.
measurement field.
more popular
populor technical in2. Articles of more
praeticol nature,
nature.
terest ond
and practical
i

3.
3. Arlicles
Articles covering instrument gpplicaapplicamaterial.
tion or service material.
4. Non-technical
Non-technical articles of generol
general interest.
terest.
5. Notes
Notes from
from the Editor.

IF YOU FIND
MATERIAL OF
IF
FINDMATERIAL
OF INTEREST
IN
WHICH IS
IS NOT IN
IN YOUR
IN THE iNDEX
INDEX WHICH
US HEAR FROM
HANDS, PLEASE, LET US
FROM
YOU. W
Wee sstill
a few extra copies of
t i l l hove
have a
issues.
past issues.

BOONTON
BOONTON RADIO
RADlO CORPORATION
CORPORATION

THE NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK
THE
INDEX
INDEX

ARTICLES
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OF BROAD
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INTEREST
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Some VHF Bridge Applications
NORMAN
Engi"ee,
NORMAN L. RIEMENSCHNEIDER,
RIEMENSCHNEIDER,Sales Engineer

Rewgnizing the gap that inevitably exRecognizing
exbask information offered
ists between the basic
instruction manual and the inherent
in the instruction
potentialities of the instrument involved,
potentialities
this art
ide is written with the intent
intenl of
article
sharing
sharing our knowledge of the RX Meter
Type 2~O-A
250-A and oITering
offering the benefit of our
field experience.
For those not having a speaking acacquaintance with the RX meter, we might
briefly mention that it consists of a V.H.F.
Scherlng bridge, signal generator, and a
Schering
detector·
detector - indicator completely self -- conconimpedtaine·J
tained in one unit which measures imped250 MC
ances from
(rom 500
~oo KC to 2~O
Me in terms of
equivalent parallel resistance and
and parallel
c<juivalent
capacitance (or inductance). It will be
shown that with these basic elements and
principles insome understanding of the rrinciplcs
volved, the bridge lends itsel
itself to many ap·
apii plications not immediately obvious.

I
I

C
= Cxo
c x o -- Co
co
c pPlIx ..

•

Measurement
MellSuremenl of
af Transistors,
Transistars, Vacuum
Vacuum
Tubes,
Tubes, Diodes and Biased
Bi.,seJ Circuits

T h e RX
R X Type 250-A
The
2,0·A Meter by virtue of
its design lends itself very conveniently to
the measurement of circuits under condi·
conditions of normal bias and operating voltvolt·
ages. Since there is a d.c. path between
the bridge terminals with a d.c. resistance
in the order of
of 66
66 ohms,
ahms, biasing currents
up to 50 ma
rna can be introduced through
the bridge and the component in the manmanner shown in Figure 1.
part. In using this
thiS!".
ticular circuit the capacitor C shaul
should be
made large enough
enough so
so as to have negligiblc
negligible
reactance at the operating frequency. It is
desirable to use a.a d.c. source having a
dcsirable
much higher voltage
voltage than required, and
reducing the voltage through resistor R.
rcdueing
By keeping R high the effect
effect of the D.C.
D.C
supply source is minimized.
minimi~ed.
For measurements requiring biasing currents in excess
excess of 50 ma
rna the circuit shown
as Figure 2 is suggested. In this arrangearrangement the biasing current cirrumvents
circumvents the
ac<:~ no restricrl'stricbridge and therefore there are
tions imposed upon its magnitude. Here
again it is desirable to keep
kl'ep C large enough
to have negligible reactance. Since the
purpose of the R.F.
R.I'. choke is to isolate the
t.he
d.c. voltage
voltage source its inductance should
i/ be high. T
Too preciude
preclude the possibility of
any error due to the power supply, certain
precautionary steps can be taken. Before

'0

itself and measure the Cp and R
Rpp
ment by itself
of
D.C supply
of the D.C.
supply circuit alone. The ~ub
subsequent readings of the test specimen
specimen can
thcn be corrected (for the effect
then
effect of the
D.C supply circuit)
follows:
D.C.
circuit) as follows:

T
h e Author
off on a
Tlte
Aulhor oH
ann engineering field
lield
problem with the bridge.

Figure J. Methad al Applying DC Blo$ing
Current Less Than 50 mo.

'0

where
Cpx
=C
Cpp of specimen
Cpx ""
Cxo =
~ C
Iiupply
Cx0
Cpp of
of specimen &
& de
dc supply
Co'"
de supply alone
Co = C
Cpp of dc
R px

'"

Ro x Rox

Ho - Rox
where
H px =
~ Rp
R p of specimen
Rpx
Ro -= Rp
Rp of de
RO
dc supply alone
Rpp of de
dc supply & specimen
Rox
ROll =
"R

The basic circuits shown in Figures 1
&
I &
can be modified or expanded as required
required
2 on
to allow measurements to be made of the
cirdesired parameters in many types of cir·
cuits. Some typical arrangements arc
are given
cuits,
(tube input
in Figures 3 to 9. In Figures 33 (lube
impedance) and <14 (crystal
(crystaI diode
dioae impedance) it should be noted the ground
ground shown
by dotted
i~
dolted line is the circuit ground and is
not connected to the instrument ground.
Figures 5~ to 9,
9, for which the author is
indebted to
to the ·'Radio
"Radio Development &
&
Research Company" of Jersey City, New
Jersey, are
examples of some typical cir·
cirJerscy,
arc examples
cuits employed in the measurement of
transis tors.
transistors.
One factor Lhat
rhat bears consideration in
the measurement of vacuum tdbes,
tubes, trantran·
the r.f.
sistors, and diodes is the level of thc
voltage applied to the component under
test. With the R
X Meter this is in the or·
or.
RX
der
of from 00.11 to 0.5 volts r.m.s.
d<:r nf
r m s Should

0'

.. .

Will FIND
FIND •• ,
YOU WILL
Figure L.
ot Applying a
iasing
2. Method 01
Blusing
Current Greater Than
mu.
Than 50 ma.

he
attaching the test specimen, balance tthe
instrument
iustrument with the D.C.
D.C supply circuit
t.he balance
connected. If the range of the
instruinsuffIcient, balance
balance' the instrucontrols is insufficient,
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250-A
RX METER

SUPPLY

Figure 5.
5.
Figure

the
the constants
constants of
of the
the circuit
circuit be
be such
such that
this
this level
level cannot
cannot be
be tolerated,
tolerated, the
the additIOn
addition
of
of aa 22 watt,
watt, '0,000
50,000 ohm
ohm potentiometer,
potentiometer,
mounted
mounted in
in aa louvre
louvre hole
hole In
in the
the rear
rear of
of
the
the instrument
instrument and
and wired
wired according
according to
to
Figure
Figure 10
10 to
to reduce
reduce the
the oscillator
oscillator B+
Bf volt·
voltage,
age, makes
makes itit possible
possible to
to lower
lower the
the applied
applied
d.
r.f. voltage
voltage down
down to
to 0.02
0.02 volts
volts with
with satissatisfactory
factory sensitivity
sensitivity during
during the
the measurement.
measurement.
Meuurement
Measurement of
of the
the Self-Resonant
Self-Resonant
Frequency
Frequency of
of aa Coil
Coil
This
This procedure
procedure consists
consists of
of tinding
finding the
the
fre'Juency
frequency at
at which
which the
the inductive and
and ca·
capaCltive
pacitive reactances
reactances of
of the
the coil
coil are
are equal
equal
(and
(and opposite),
opposite), and
and the
the coil
coil itself looks
looks
like
like aa pure
pure resistance.
resistance. The
The logical
logical way
way to
do
do this
this would
would be
be to
to set
set the
the Cp
Cp dial
dial e';lual
equal
to
t o zero
zero and
and vary
vary the
the frequency
frequency to
to obtain
obtain a
null
null on
on the:
the indicating
indicating meter.
meter. However,
However,
since
since itit isis necessary
necessary on
on the
the RX
RX Meter
2'0-/\
250-A to
to peak
peak the
the ··detector
“detector tuning"
tuning” when
when
operatin$
operating the
the instrument
instrument at
at the
the higher
frequenCIes,
frequencies, the
the self·resonant
self-resonant frequency is
is
found
found by
by making
making two
two or
or three
three rapid
rapid pre·
preliminary measurements,
measurements, balancing
balancing the
the in·
inliminary
strument, and
and obtaining
obtaining the
the final
final value.
value.
strument,
The
T h e actual
actual modus
modus operandi
operandi is
is as
as follows:
follows :
1. Set
Set up
up the
the bridge
bridge in
in accordance
accordance with
I.
the preliminary
preliminary instructions
instructions given
given in
in
the
the Instruction
instruction manual.
manual. For the
the first
first
the
approximation select
select aa frequency
fre uency
al?proximation
higher than
than the
the estimated
estimated sell-reso·
sea-resohigher
nant frequency.
frequency.
nant
Mount tbe
the coil
a i l on
on the
the instrument
instrument
2.2 . Mount
and mea~ure
measure itit in
in aa normal
normal manner.
manner.
and
If the
the Cp
Cp dial
dial reads
reads in
in the
the capacitive
capacitive
If
range, the
the frequency
frequency is
is 100
too hJgh
high and
and
range,
should be
be lowered
lowered for
for the
the next
next ap·
apshould
proximation. Conversely,
Conversely, if the
the Cp
Cp
proximation.
dial indicates
indicates an
an inductance
inductance the
the fre·
fredial
quency should
should be
be increased.
increased. The
The frefrequcncy
quency change
change necessitated
necessitated can
can be
be
quency
sensed from
from the
the effect
effect on
on the
the Cp
Cp dial
dial
sensed
reading of
of the
the previous
previous change.
change.
reading
When the
the Cp
Cp dial
dial reads
reads within
within l1 or
or
3.3. When
mntfds of
of the
fhe zero
zero line,
line, remove
remove the
the
22 mmfds
coil and
and balance
balance the
the bridge
bridge before
COli
making the
the final
final reading.
reading.
making
I t should
should be
be noted
noted that
that while
while some
some
It
manipulation of
of the
the Rp
R p dial
dial and
and some
some adadmanipulation
justment of
of the
the "detector
“detector tuning"
tuning” knob
knob
justment
might be
be needed
needed in
in making
making the
the rough
rough ap·
apmight
proximations, itit isis necessary
necessary to
to adjust
adjust the
the
proximations,
initial balance
balance of
of the
the bric!g('
bridge on/]
only for
for the
the
mitial
final measurement.
measurement.
final
W i t h those
those coils
coils having
having multiple
multiple reso·
resoWith
nances, the
the alternate
alternate parallel
parallel and
and- series
series
nances,

Collector
Collector

CRYSTAL
DIODE

Figure
lor Measuring
Measuring
Figure 4. Typlcol
Typical Circut for
Crystol
Mefer.
Crystal Diode:s
Diodes On
on RX Meter.

points can
accompany·
can be identified by the accompany109
of paraling respective high oorr low values of
lel resistance indicated oonn the R
lel
Rpp dial. The
lowest parallel self·
resonant frequency is
self-resonant
the
of disthe one
one used in the determination of
tributed
tributed capacity discuss{'d
discussed below.

‘

l-

Figure
lor Measuring
MeCl:suri"g
Figure 3.
3. TypicClI
Typical Circuit
Circuit for
VCleuum
bnpeJrmce on
0" RX
RX
Vacuum Tube '"put
Input Impedance
MeIer.
Meter.
HI

--

Choracferi:sf;c:s_
Characteristics

cGrounded
--..-J-J am--L-JBose 7Tefrode.

2

L

RX METER

9

).

--

6. Collector
Collector Characteristics
Charoefer;:stie:s··
Figure 6.
EmiHer Triode.
Triode.
Grounded Emitter

Measurement
Distributed CapaciCllpaci.
Measurement of the Distributed
tance (Cd)
(Cd) of a Coil
tanee

To consider an old friend very briefly,
To
briefly.
the expression for
the
for the resonant Frequency
'requency
series tuned circuit is:
of a seri('$
1
1

If

=
=

T
LF
-r--LC

2r
211"

*

(I)
(1)

This same relationship obtains with a
pur·
parallel tuned circuit, for all practical purgreater. For the
poses, if the Q is ten or greater.
purpose of
of our
our discussion
discussion we
we shall
shall consider
consider
purpose
coils falling
in this
this categorr.
category.
coils
falling in
(1) above, if
Referring to (1)
i the inductance
is held constant but the capacitance
is
changed to a new value, C
Cp,
then:
2,

--

:igure 7.
Figure
7. Collector
Collector Characteristics
Choracferi:stie:s··
Grounded
Base
Grounded Bose Tetrode.
Tefrode.

-.l
f2

- fl
=

12

J C2
T
J C,
J-T

=

and
and

1

II
f2
f2

=

2,

-cC-22 c1
C,

J LC,
1

1

2
7r
2,

JT=5iiLC2

’or’
--22-

( -fl
)

2

(.!!
)
f2
12

2)
(2)

If,
If, in
in the
the case
case of
of aa coil,
coil, f,f, isis the
the self-resoself·l'i'so·
nant
nant frequency
frequency of
of f,,
[~, and
and C1
C J isis the
the distribdistributed
uted capacity
capaeity of
o( the
the coil,
coil, Cd,
Cd, the
the relationrelationship
womes,
ship then
then becomes,
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F ;gure B. Emit'er Charae'eristies
Characteristics Ground.
Ground.
!d Bose Triode.

Figure. JOB.
708. Diogram
Diagram ofCire:uitAlterQtion.
o f Circuit Alteration.
read directly
directly off the
the silver
silver portion of the
C"
C, dial on
on the RX
RX mete:r
meter when the:
the bridge:
bridge
is balanced.
Thus
Thus to measure the C~
C , of a coil
coil on the:
the
RX Meter it is only necessary to determine
determine
its
the: bridge:
its self-resonant
self-resonant frequency, set the
bridge
at
at 0.707 times this frequency, and measure
the C,
C~ dire:ctly
C,p dial.
dial.
directly on the
the C

--

Figure 9. Emitter Chorae'eristies
Characteristics - •
Grounded
Grounded Emitter Triode.

Figure
IOA. Terminal Voltoge
Voltage RedudionReductionFigure JOA.
Circuit Alteration.

(3)
(3)
and if frequency f,
r~ is made equal to 70.7%
70.7%
of
f.,
of fb,

-Cz
c2_
Cd
cd

-

(

fa

2

fo
---;c.;;';) = 2z
_707 £0
.707 fo

..

(4)

For the purpose of our discussion this can
be written

Cd+Cp
Cd
Cd = Cpo

=2and

(5)

(6)
Where Ct"is
Cp'is the amount
amount of capacity needreso·
ed in addition
addition to the C~
C, of the coil to resonate the coil at a frequency e:qual
equal to 0.707
0.707
limes its self-resonant frequency. This
times
value is equal
C, of the coil and is
equal to the Cd

•

Meuurement of Tl,Ined
Measurement
Tuned Circuits
Circuits
nece:ssary to measure
measure:
Very often
often it is
is necessary
the R
reso·
R,,I• or Q
Q of a tuned circuit at its resonant frequency.
freq ...ency. Since
Since under these condiconditions the circuit is ~ssentially
Tssentially resistive:,
resistive, it
Me·
merely necessitates operating the RX Meter at the resonant frequency.
frequency, verifying
the resonant condition ~y
5 y insuring the CI'
C,
dial reads zero, and reading
reading the dynamic
re:sistance
dial. Con·
Conresistance directly off the RI, dial.
I'ersely,
versely, the
the RX Meter can be set at
at the de·
desir~d
adsired frC<jue:ncy
frequency and the tuned
tuned circuit adjusted for resonance as
as evidenced by a null
on the indicating
indicating meter. Having the R"
R,, and
being able to measure or compute
compute either
reactance,
reactance, the Q l)f
of the tuned circuit ran
can
be
be determined
determined frl)m
from the
the relationship.
relationship, Q
=Rl'fXJ"
=R,/X,.
By setting the RX
RX Meter 1~0-/I.
250-A to the
de:sire:d
desired frequency.
frequency, and the R"
R,, and CI'
C,, dials
tl)
to the required values, 'the instrument
adapts itself
itself to
tl) the tuning of pi-coupled
adapts
matching networks used on transmitters
lermina!il)ns.
and to the aqjustmcnt
adjustment of line terminations,
equalize:rs,
filters.
equalizers, and filters.
btension
Extension of Ranges
The RX Meter l:5o·A
re250-A has a parallel retOO.OOO l)hms
sistance range of 1155 to 100,000
ohms and
a parallel capacitance range from +20
mmfd to -100
-100 mmfd. The negative symsymbl)l Jenl)tes
bol
denotes an inductance and the quantity
is the amount of capacitance required to
il. These ranges can
be: extended
resonate it.
can be
by the following means which are de·
derhe particular
p3rticular extensil)n
scribed for the
extension dedesired.
A. Manner of Extending Capacitance
Range
II, which is a
Referring to Figure 11,

+20

-3-3-

graphical
graphical representatil)n
representation l)f
of the Cp
Cp dial
dial l)n
on
the RX
250-A, it can
can be
be se:en
seen that
RX Meter nO-II.,
when the dial
dial is
is set at
at the
the zem
zero point, for
for
the
the purpl)se:
purpose of Obtaining
obtaining the initial
initial bal.
balanee,
ance, there
there actually is
is a net
net capacity
capacity of 40
Regardless of
mmfd across
across the terminals. Regardless
is al.
what measurement is
is being made,
made, itit is
always
ways necessary tl)
to have this
this net capacity of
40 mmfd for
for the bridge to balance;
whether ;1i t is
is obtained
obtained by setting the Cp
dial
+20 mmfd as
dial to zero.
zero, or se:tting
setting it at +10
would
would be done when
when actually
actually measuring
measuring aa
capacity in this order.
order, or measuring an
an
L/C wmhination
combination exhibiting
exhibiting a net
net capacity
capacity
of 40 mmfd
mmfd is
is of
of no consequence. I\s
As long
long
as
present, the bridge
as this
this net amount is
is present,
will balance.
Therefore, to
to extend the
the range:
range of capacapato somethmg
citance measurement-say
measurement-say
something
greater
nl)t over 110greater than
than 20 mmfd but not
120it
it is
is only necessary to add
add aa coil
coil during
during
Ihe
the initial
initial balance that will cause
cause the
the bridge
to balance with the C,.
C, dial
dial at
at -100
-100 mmfd
mmfd
instead of at
at zero.
zero. For a balance point at
at
_100
-100 mmfd,
mmfd, this
this coil
coil would have the
aml)unt
amount of inductance neo:ssary
necessary to resonate
with 100 mmfd at the chl)se:n
chosen frequency.
refer.
Using the _100
-100 mmfd value as the reference poinl
point in this manner, and
and leaving the
Cl)i1
mtact during
measurement. the
coil intact
during the measurement,
capacity
range now i~
from -100
capacity range
is from
-100 to +20
+20
mmfd-or
in·
mmfd-or a total of 120
120 mmfd,
mmfd. The inno! ,have
have to he
ductance:
ductance l)f
of the coil
coil dl)es
does not
be
known and
and the:
the reference balance can be
point from zero
established
established at any
any desired point
-100. This allows quite a latitude in
to _100.
the selectil)n
selection l)f
of the coil.
coil. There are no reo
reslrictll)ns
strictions imposed
imposed upon the coil
coil with reo
resped
lauer is not suffi·
spect to Q,
Q, since if the latter
suffiR,. of the coil
ciently high the equivalent R,
coil
be: read in the initial
initial balance,
itself can be
and proper alll)wances
allowances made. for it.
it. From
it has been found that
lhat in ml)st
e:xperience
experience it
most
cases any
reaSl)nable hand-formed
any reasonable
hand-formed coil
coil will
suffice
suffrce without requiring corrections.
corrections.
Refe:rring
Referring once again tl)
to Figure II,
11, it
can be seen that
that by using a smalle:r
smaller coil B
and adding a 100
100 mmfd. capacitor exterexterpostS to be
nally across
across the !:Iridge
bridge binding posts
use
used in conjunction wilh
with the 100
100 mmfds
on the Cp dial.
it is possible to displace
dial, it
the original
original balance by 100
200 mmfd, and in
this manner increase the capacitance range
210 mmfd. The capacitance measuremeasure_
to 220
rhus becomes essentially one of sub·
ment thus
substitution,
the: unknown is added
stitution, since after the
to the terminals,
tt'rminals. balame
balance is sought by reto,
moving capacity on the Cp dial, 0.1
0.1 mmfd
at a time. If
I{ the measurement
measurement l){
unof the unC.,
known is not made by the time the C
mmf,~
dial reaches the +20
+20 point, the 100 mmfd
capacitor used for extending the range is
removed, the Cp dial returned to -100
-100
removed,
and the process repeated
repealed until
unlil balance is
obtained.
range·
obtained. In this way although the rangeextending capacity is added in an increincre·
tOO mmfd, it is removed by using
usi"g
ment l)f
of 100
the Cp dial in increments of
of 0.1
0.1 mmfd.
100 mmfd capaci.
In a like manner, other 100
capacitors.
tors, in conjun<:tion
conjunction with smaller coils.
coils, can
be used to extend the range o(
of (';lpacitana'
capacitance
further. A
II variable premeasurement still further.
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of the
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Ro"p o01f RX
RX Meter
Mem
Figure 1,.
7 7. Grophie
Graphic 1I1..,strG,ion
Illustration 01
of "loMe,
Manner 01
o f Ezrte"Ji"g
Extending Copoeiti....
Capacitive Range
2So.A
250-A
ci.sion
oE
For those cascs
cases where the frequency of
cision capacitor
capacitor i.sis aa very convenient
convenient device
device
in
does not allow the size of
operation docs
of the
in these
these extensions
extensions since
since itit increases
increases the
inductance
coil used to conform to the above, it iiss
coil
inductance latitude
latitude of
of the
the coils
coils used
used for
for
the
the extension.
extension. In
In all
all cases
cases the value of
of
induct·
possible to correct for the residual inductopacity
ance as follows:
capacity employed
employed must
must be
be known
known since
since it
it
follows:
isis part
part of
of the
the olibration.
calibration.
True C
Cp
dial reading
True
readlng =
p dial
Since the
the bridge
bridge has
has an
an inhCtent
inherent residual
Since
Cp ' (
1
0.003 microhenries
microhenries (in
(in series
series
inductance of
of 0.()()3
inductauce
w2 L 1 C p '_ 1
with the
the impedance
impedance being measured),
measured), the
with
following restrictions
restrictions are
are impo5e'd
imposed to
to pre"
pre(ollowing
Where C
Cp
= Capacity
Where
Capacity as read
p ' '"
vent the
the residual
residual inductance
inductance (rom
from becombecomvent
on
the
Cp
dial
ing
a
sizeable
portion
of
the
reading:
on the C p dial
ing a size'able portion of the reading:
1. Do
D o not
not U$C
use auxiliary
auxiliary coils
coils having
having
I.
u 2 = 4 7r2 f 4
w2=41l"2f~
less than
than 0.\
0.1 uh
uh inductance.
inductance.
less
L1
0 . 0 0 3 microhenries
L
microhenries
If necesury
necessary to
to usc
use aa coil
coil o(
of less
less than
than
1 '"= 0.003
2.2. H
0.6 uh
uh itit muSl
must be'
be adjusted
adjust-ed to
to aa rere0.6
Correcting thl'
the dial re~ding
reading as shown
actance value
value within
within ±20%
r+20% of
of the
the
Correcting
actance
for the
the Cp
Cp readings
readings with
and withabove for
capacitance reactance
reactance under
under tCSt
test .nd
and
with .nd
with.
abo...e
capacitance
out thc
the addition
addition of the cap~citancc
capacitance under
the (ollowing
following correction
correction formula
formula apapout
the
test will
will m~ke
make the
the rc-quired
required ~lIow~nCC5
allowances for
RX Meter
Meter readings:
readings:
plied to
to the
the RX
for
tcst
plie'd
the rcsidu~1
residual inducunce
inductance and t~
the capacitancl'
capacitance
the
True
Cap
= AC (1 + )L* 003
True Cap = .6.C (l + . 003 )
range can
can be'
be e:lHended
extended in
in t~
the normal
normal mannunr10ge
L
ner. Ca.re
Care must
must be
be exercised
exercised with
with rcspect:
respect
ncr.
to minimizing
minimizing le~d
lead lengths,
lengths, placing
placing comcomWhere:
Where:
to
ponents, ClC.
etc.
Difference reading
reading when
when tcst
test isis
CC==Difference
ponenb,
connected in
in uue
uuf
connected
Auxiliary inductance
inductance in
in uh
uh
Manner of
of Extending
Extending the
the Indud_nee
Inductance
LL==Auxiliary
M.nne,
The above
above limitations
limitations and
and corre(correcRange
3.3. The
R_ns·
tions apply
apply only
only whe'n
when thc
the junction
junction
For thl'
the mrasurement
measurement of
of the
the inductance
inductance
tions
For
between test
test capacitor
capacitor and
and auxiliary
auxiliary
of coils
coils requiring
requiring more
more than
than the
the 100
be'tw~n
or
100
mmfds. available
available in
in the
the 250-A
250-A RX
RX Meter
Meter
coil isis dircctly
directly under
under the
the knurled
knurled
coil
mmfds.
binding post
post nub.
nuts.
to resonatc
resonate thcm
them at
at the
the operating
operating frequen.
frequenbinding
to

’
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11
(C p dial
dial rdg
rdg -b+ ext
ext.. CC)
uwi2 (Cp
)
or the
the reac€ance
reactance
or

XL
XL =-

I100.#,u1'
OO/qUP
(~ADO£O)
(EXTERNALLY
ADDED)
IN PARALLEL
PA.RAL.L.EL.
IN

0

.."'"

IOO&/P
(E~AOOED)
(EXTERNALLY
ADDED)
IN
1'l'RALU::L.
IN PARALLEL

--------,---

20

L=
L=

11
w(C p dial
dial rdg
rdg ++ ext.
ext. C)
C)
w(Cp

In the
the above,
above, external
utl'rnal capacity
capacity isis concon·
In
as having
h~ ...ing aa negative
negative sign
sign as
as has
has Cp
Cp
sidered as
sidered
has been
bC'cn found
round the
the range
range
in this
this case.
case. ItIt has
in
of measurement
measurement can
Clin be
be' extended
extende'd to
to include
include
of
much smaller
smaller value
value of
of inductance
inducunce by
by using
using
much
an auxiliary
auxiliary resistor,
resistor, connected
connccted inin series
serict
an
o( the
the coil.
coil. In
In this
this
with the
the “high”
"high"' side
side of
with
Q isis reduced
reduced which
which inin
manner the
the overall
overall Q
manner
of resonating
resonating
turn allows
allows smaller
smaller values
values of
turn
in accordance
accordance' with
with the
the relarela·
capacitances in
capacitances
tionship,
tionship,

L, =- CPRP

1+Q2
The
The value
v~lueof
of the
the auxiliary
auxiliary resistor,
resistor, which
which
nee critical,
critical, depends
depends upon
upon the
the inductance
inductance
isis not
to
be measured
measured and
and some
somc idea
idea of
of the
t~ rereto be
quired
'luirC'd value
value can
can be
be' obtained
obt~ined from
from the
the folfollowing
lowing table.
t1Ible.

INDUCTANCE
REQUIRED
INDUCTANCE
REQUl.RED
RANGE
RESISTOR
RANGE
RESISTOR
(Microhenries)
(Ohms)
(Microhcnries)
(Ohms)
10
1000
10 to
to 1000
1000
1000
1I tto
o 10
300
10
300
0.1 to
100
to 1
I
100
0.001
33
0.001 to
to 0.1
0.1
The value
value and
and accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the auxiliary
auxiliary
resistor
is not
not critical
critical and
and need
n~d only
only be
be of
of
resi.stor is
the
the correct
correct order. The
The following
following procedure
proce'dure
is
is suggested
suggcsted for
(or such
such measurements
measurements::
a. Connect the
the unknown
unknown inductance
inductance in
in
series with
with the
the auxiliary
auxiliary resistor
resistor across
across the
the
RX
RX Meter
Meter binding
binding post.
post. Using
Usin$ aa minimini·
mum
of heavy,
heavy, condclcting
conuucllng strap,
strap,
mum length
length of
short the terminals
te'rminals of
or the
the inductance
inductance to
to
remove
temporarily from
(rom the
the circuit.
circuit.
remove itit temporarily
b.
b. Balance
Balance the
the bridge
bridge circuit
circuit and
and note
note
the
of CP1
<:"1 obtained
obtained for
for the
the series
series
the values
values of
resistor
re'sistor alone.
Iione.
c.
c. Remove
Rcmove the
the shorting
shorting strap
Sln.p from
from the
the
inductive
inductive component,
component, restoring
restoring the
the latter
latter
to
the circuit,
circuit, and
and rebalance
rebalance the
the bridge.
bridge.
to the
Note
Note the
the values
values of
of RB2
Rp2 and
~nd Cp2 for
for the
the
series combination.
combination. Then
Then the
the unknown
unk-nown inin·
series
ductance
is obtained
obtained by
by
ductance is

"

e...c

Ls=
L.- AC
6C (Rp2)
<Rpol I

where
where AC=Cpl
.6.C=Cp l -Cp2
-C p 2

It should
should be
It
be' noted
noted that
that the
thl' inductance
induct.ncc
is
shorted out
is sho,ted
out rather
nthcr than
than removed
rcmoved to
to
avoid ~lteration
alteration of
of the
~yoid
the physical
physical configuraconnguration
of the
components which
tion of
the components
which might
might otherother.
wise
affect the
wise affect
the results.
rcsults. In
In dealing
dealing with
with
extremely
small
inductance
values,
the
inextremely small inductance' values, the inductance of
of the
ductance
the' shorting
shorting strap
strap itself
itself will
will
become si8nif\cant
significant and
be considered
considered
become
and must
must be
in
in interpreting
interpreting the
the results.
results.
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Extension
tne Rp
Rp Dial
Dial Below
8elow 15
15 Ohms
Ohms
Extension of
of the
In dealins
""ith low
low Q
Q devices
devlees itif is
is somesomeIn
dealing with
times desirable
to be
be able
to measure
measure reretimes
desirable to
able to
sistance
value5 below
below 1t)5 ohms
ohms which
which is
is
sistance values
- - the
lower limit
limit of
of the
the direct-reading
direa-rudios Rp
Rp
the lower
sale.
scale.
AI higher
higher frequmcirs
<in the
the neighborne;shbotAt
frequencies (in
hood
me and
ahovr) the
the residual
residual
hood of
of 200
200 mc
and above)
inductance
most components
having seseinductance of
of most
components having
ries
values below
below 1I'5 ohms
ohms such
such
ries resistance
resistance values
uas low.ulue
r('Sistors. may
may be
be sufficient
sufficient to
10
low-value resistors,
incre~
parallel resistance
resistan~
increase the
the e<JuiVllent
equivalent parallel
value
I' ohms
that it
it may
may be
be
value above
above 15
ohms so
so that
menured
If not,
not, aa small
small inductinductmeasured dirKlly.
directly. If
ance
negligible series
resistance)
ance (having
(having negligible
series resistance)
(Onnected
unknown will
will
connected in
in s.eries
series with
with the
the unknown
be
Rp of
the comcombe sufficient
sufficient 10
to increase
increase the
the Rp
of the
bimuion
measure:·
bination 10
to the
the range
range of
of dire<t
direct measurement.
ment.
AI
Rp of
the unun·
At lower
lower frC:9ucncies,
frequencies, the
the Rp
of the
known
ioctcued for
(or
known may
may be
be effectively
effectively increased
measurement
in series
measurement by
by adding
adding in
series aa small
small
prefer'
auxiliary
auxiliary resistor
resistor having
having aa value
value preferably
The series
series
ably between
between l~
1 5 and
and 25
25 ohms.
ohms. The
combination
the values
values
combination is
is me:asured
measured and
and the
reo
R
,•, and
R,,,
and C~l
C,,, are
are noted. The auxiliary
auxiliary resistor
sistor is
is then
then measured
measured alone
alone to
to obtain
obtain
RI~
R,,, and
and C~I.
CP2.
Then
Then
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resistance in
in each
each cue
case ":ould
would ~
be

R
Rs
S ==
‘ J

R
Rp
p
1+
1 + Q2
Q2 ’

c..:

c",
C,, and
and CPzClIO
can be
be changed
changed 10
to Iheir
their rerespective
spective values
values of
of induClance
inductance ....,
L,, and l""
L,,
in
in accordance
accordance with
with
Ls =CpRp2
1 + Q2

.

Conclusion
Conclusion
The
The foregoing
foregoing discuS5ion
discussion has
has not
not been
presented in
in an
an effort
effort to
to deline
define the
the limits
limits
presented
of the
the bridge,
bridge, but
but rather
rather to
to give
give some
some in·
inof
dication of
of its
its application
application in
in regions
regions not
not
dication
readily apparcnt.
apparent. As
As with
with any
any tool
tool its
its
readily
ultimate potentialities
potentialities are
are depe:n,lent
dependent upon
upon
ultimate
the skill
skill and
and ingenuity
ingenuity of
of th('
the persOn
person using
using
the
it.
it.
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Norman L.
L. Riemenschneider
Riemenschneider has
has been
been
Norman
intensive1 engaged
engaged in
i n field
f i e l d work
work On
on
intensively
customers‘ problems
problems and
and special
special appliapplieustomers
cations of
of BoonTon
Boonton Rodio
Radio Corporation's
Corporation’s
caTions
equipment sinee
since his
h i s associatien
associaticn with
with thoe
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Company, His
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background includes
includes eight
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Company.
years with
with Western
Western Electric
Electric in
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various
yeors
engineering capaciTies,
capacities, and
and substantial
substantial
engineering
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i n allied
a l l i e d fields
fields with
with other
other
e:xpedence
engineering firms.
firms. Mr.
Mr. Riemenschneider
Riemenschneider
engine.ring
was graduated
graduated from
from the
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evening section
section
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of thoe
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Engineering
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with 0a B.S.
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IRE. He
He is
i s also
a l s o very
very octive
active in
in A.moAmathe
teur Radio
Radio circles,
circles.
teur

Figure 1.
J. The
Th. Front Panel
PalMI of
of the
tlte BRC
BRC Sweep
Sw••p Signal
Signal Generator
C• .,.rotw Type,
Type. Type
Type 240-A
240_04
illustrates
illusrrotes the
'he final solution
solufion of
of a0 mechanical
mechanical design
Juign problem
probl.m involving
in ...01...;ng mechanical
mechanical
placement, .Iedronie
fundion, nomenclature
nomenclature and
OM esthetic
esth.,ic factors.
loctors.
electronic function,

One of the most
01'1('
mosl interesting
int('resting and
.nd chalchal·
lenging phases
knging
phaS('$ in the
Ihe design of
of an electronic instrument is that concerned with
with
converting a s('t
set of specifications and a
mnv('rting
breadboard model into
into.a practical,
praetiul, economical and useful product. It
I! is at this
nomical
stage of the ('ndenor
endeavor that many of the
stage
problems b<ocome
become mechanical
probkms
mechanic.1 in nature.
The Mech<1lniul
Mechanical Designer‘s
The
Designer'. Problem
Problem
From the moment the mechanical design
of an
an instrument begins, a myriad of other
of
considerations aris('
arise to confront what
considerations
seem a straightforward
might otherwise seem
electronic equipment. The mechanpiece of el('etronic
ical designer
designer mUS1
must consider
consider the
ICal
the electronic
('Iectronic
requirements of
of the
the Development
and Prorequirements
Development and
Pro·
ject engineers,
engineers, the
the funClional
functional and
and saleable
ject
saleilble
appearance, weight
weight and
and price
price insisted
insisted upon
appearance,
upon
by SJJes,
Sales, and
and (he
the mech.nical
mechanical urgencies
urgencies of
of
by
simple, rigid
rigid designs
designs and
and drives
drives Wiing
using the
simple,
the
proper materials.
materials. In
addition the
the Shop
Shop
proper
In sddition
must b<o
be allowed
allowed rnson.ble
reasonable tolerances
must
tol('ranees
within the
the limitations
limitations of
of available
available procwithin
proc·
esses and
and equipment,
equipment, Assembly
Assembly should
should
CS5CS
have units
units ad'pt('d
adapted to
to smooth
smooth worlt
work flow,
hl\'e
flow,
and Inspection
Inspection (and
(and the
the user!)
user!) needs
needs elliY,
easy,
a.nd
accessible adju5t~nts_
adjustments. Among
Among many
many other
other
accessible
factors .Ire
are Purchlliing's
Purchasing’s .nd
and Accounting's
Accounting’s
factors
hopes that
that nandard
standard parts
parts will
will b<o
be used,
used, and
and
hopes
Shipping’s plea
plea for
for enough
enough unobstructed
unobstructed
ShIpping's
cabinet ar('a
area to
to allow
allow proper
proper bracing
bracing in
the
Clbmel
in tbe
packaging.
paclcaging.
Thus, :as
as those
those in
in indWitty
industry know,
know, any
any dcdeThus,
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sign comes
comes about
about as
as the
the result
result of
of many
ma.ny
compromises, all
all measured
measured against
against the
the
ultimate
ultimate goal.
The
The Front
Front Panel
Panel
Almost
Almost always,
always, one
one of
of the
t~e first
first operaoperations
tions in
in the
the design
desIgn program
program isIS the
the preparapreparation
tion of
of a front
front panel
panel layout.
layout. However,
However, this
this
drawing
drawing also usually
usuillly turns
turns out
out to
to be
be the
the
last
lasl one finished.
finished. A
A typical
typical instance
instance is
is the
the
Sweep
Sweep Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Type
Type 240
240 A
A panel
fan('1
of
of Figure
Fi~ure (2).
(2). The
The final
linal symmetrical
symmc:trica and
ilnd
functional
grouping of
of the
the controls
controls was
was
functional grouping
arrived
ilt after eleven distinct
distinct drawing
drilwing
arriv('d at
revisions.
Included were
were several
several major
major and
and
revisions, Included
many
many more
more minor
minor changes,
changes, each
each one
one the
the
result
result of
of discussion
discu5Sion and
and action
action as
as the
the varivari·
ous
OWi problems
problems of
of mechanical
mechanical placement,
placement,
electronic function,
electronic
function, and
and clear
dear titling
titling were
were
solved. As
solved,
As the
the give-and-take
give-and.take proceeds
proceeds bebe:tween
Iween esthetic
esthetic and
and functional
functional requirements
requirements
versus
circuit and
\'ersus circuit
and control
control mechanism
mechanism conconsiderations, the
siderations,
Ihe front
front panel
pmel layout
layoul also
abo
starts 10
to include
starts
include the
the influences
influences of
of frameframework
and cabinet
work and
cabinet design.
design.
The
Th. Heat
He.' Dissipation
Dissip<1llion Problem
Problem
At
At this
this point
point the
the need
need for
for ventilation
ventilation
must
must be
b<o reckoned
reckoned with.
with. Close-accuracy
Close-accuracy inin,
struments usually
stru~nts
usually require
require heavy
heavy duty,
duty, conconstant voltage
stant
voltage power
power supplies
supplies with
wiTh much
much
attendant heat.
attendant
heat. Therefore,
Therefore, such
such aa power
power
is usually
separated from
supply is
supply
usually sep:l.rated
from other
other

BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
BOONTON

-

The internal
internal resonating
resonating capacitor
capacitor might
might
The
well be
bt' called
called the
the heart
heart of
of the
the Q-Meter,
Q-Meter,
well
...
is an
an excellent
excellent example
e"xample of
of the
the interinterand is
and
~TATOIl WOUHTlNG 1l00~
STATOR MOUNTING RODS
dependenct' of
of mechanical
mechanical and
and electrical
electrical
dependence
7
5LOT
LOC"TlNG
Taking the
the 190-A
190-11. Q
Q unit
unit as
as an
an '--"
design. Taking
SLOT '011
I
design.
1I0TOll
CONT"CTS_
ROTOR
example, the
the electronic
electronic requirements
requirements are
are
example,
1l0TOR
ROTOR aL.t,gn
low minimum
minimum capacitance,
capacitance, together
together with
with
low
...CTALLIZEO
and constant
constant values
vailies of
of inductance
inductance and
and
low and
low
Sl..OU
of which
which are
are difficult
difficult to
to atatresistance all
all of
resistance
SOUl) n"TOR
tain in
in conventional
conventional designs.
designs. Mechanically
Mechanically
tain
'C~Il""'IC
the design
design must
must be
be extremely
extremely rigid
rigid to
to asas~T"TOR 511PPOllT
the
sur~ constant
constant and
and accurate
accurate re-setability.
re-setability,
sure
" ,. . ." - "NTI"II""CIIL"5H
(itA" TIIA'N
The massive
massive structure
structure ordinarily
ordinarily needed
needed to
to
The
the last-named
last-named end
end isis in
in direct
direct opop·
attain the
position to
to the
the minimum
minimum capacity
capacity requirerequireposition
I)
13flOTOIl
ROTOR I"1.AT(5
PLATES
(z
ment.
(2 (NO
END I"1.AT($
PLATES
ment.
.5(IlIlAT[O)
SERRATED)
to Figure
Figure (2)
(2) will
will show
show how
how
Reference to
ON(
ONE PltC(
PIECE STAmll
STATOR
satisfactory solutions were
were found
found for
for those
those
IZ
"'11..1.(0
PLATU
I2 MILLED PLATES
needs.
conflicting needs.
C(IlAlolIC
I
r
\ LOUNTER
DIAL
CERAMIC ~T"rOl'l
STATOR "'OUtfT
MOUNT
is mounted
mounted by
by means
means of
of two
two
The stator is
rods soldered
soldered into
into the
tlte metallized
metallized slots
slots of
of
FFigure
i911,e 2,
and conCDrlquality ceramic
ceramic support.
support. Insofar
Insofar
2. The
The 190.A
190-A QQ Unit
Unit solves
solves the
the problem
problem 01
o f rilJidity,
rigidity, low capacitonce
capacitance and
a high quality
I(ossible itit floats
floats in
in air
air dielectric.
dielectric. In
In
stant
as possible
stant inductance,
inductance.
the rotor
rotor travel
travel isis restricted
restricted to
to
addition, the
circuits
crucial
circuits as
as far
far as
as possible,
possible, either
either physicalphysicalcrucial point for a cure. But occasionally
less than
than 18O0,
180°. with
with the
the included
included angle
angle
less
ly
the
ly or
or by
by shielding,
shielding, since
since itit is
is the
the largest
the mechanical designer finds to his chaof the stator
stator reduced
reduced by
by aa proportionate
proportionate
of
grin that a scarely meaSl.lrable
single
single source
source of
of heat.
heat. Once
Once the
the power
measurable amount of
amount to
to result
result in
in the
the largest
largest possible
possible
supply
RF has
supply and
and other
other elements
elements are
are locatea,
located, and
and
has found
found a configuration of supports
between the
the two
two at
at the
the miniminiangular
gap
between
an
and
an estimate
estimate made
made of
of the
the heat
heat to
to be dissidissiand surfaces
surfaces that needs only a little RF
By these
these means
means the
tht' capacity
capacity
mum setting. By
pated,
energy to prove itself a resonant
reson:1nt circuit of
of
pated, the
the ventilation
ventilation paths
paths and
and louvers
WitS limited
limited to
10 the
the lowest
lowest
at minimum
minimum was
are
inductance and capacitance,
are roughed
roughed out.
out. Although most
most heat
heat is
is
capacitance. Last minute
value
with
sufficient
mechani·
value
compatable
with
sufficient
mechanicarried
changes are
are then in order to tie down this
carried off
off by
by convection
convection ffif possible,
possible, the
the
strengtb.
cal strength.
complete
last loose end.
complete electrical
electrical shielding
shielding often
often needed
needed
Low and constant
constant inductance
inductance between
between
around
RF
circuits
prevent
this.
In
these
around RF circuits prevent this. In these
The
Need
for
stator
plates
is
achieved
by
milling
out
Need
Rigidity
the
stator
plates
is
achieved
by
milling
out
cases,
cases, heat
heat must
must be
be conducted
conducted away
away by pro·
proMechanical
Mechanical rigidity is a necessity in any
bar to
to leave
leave only
only the
the outer
outer shell
shell
a solid bar
viding
viding shields
shields or
or heavy
heavy conductors
conductors leadleadaccurate
accurate tool and is, in fact, often a measthe plates,
plates, solidly
solidly connected
connected with
with each
each
and the
ing
ing to
to aa large
large heat
heat sink.
sink. Radiant heat is
is
of the accuracy attainable. A brief
brief dede·
ure
ure
their entire
entire peripheries.
peripheries. A
A secscr- --./
other along their
also
also aa factor
factor under
under these
these conditions.
conditions.
scription of the R
Rpp dial drive of
of the RX
result of
of this
this method
method isis the
the “built"builtondary result
Bright
Bright metal
metal shields
shields can
can serve
serve to
to "bottle
“bottle
Meter
Met& Type no-II.
250-A will underline the reain" shielding
shielding the
the shell
shell provides
provides from
from exexin”
up"
up” aa good
good deal
deal of
of heat
heat energy,
energy, whereas
whereas
sons
for
the
structures occasionally
sons
for
the
massive
traneous fields.
fields.
traneous
proper treatment
treatment of
of the
the surfaces
surfaces will
will cause
cause
proper
required in
in an electronic instrument. One
The tandem
tandem edge wipers,
wipers. contacting
contacting all
all
them to
to absorb
absorb and
and help
help dissirate
dissipate heat.
them
arm of
of the no·
250-A
arm
A bridge network is adjustadjust.
the rotor
rotor blades
blades in
in parallel,
parallel, serve
serve to
to reduce
reduce
Final
Final word
word as
as to
to the
the lldequacy
adequacy 0of the
the cool,
cooled by means of a small variable capacitor,
I'd
caracitor.
10
inductance and
and resistance
resistance to
l
the associated inductance
ing provided
provided in
in an
an instrument
instrument lIsuaily
usually
ing
C2, to which is geared the Rp dial,
C2,
dia , measmeas·
. :
a very
very low
low and nearly
nearly constant
conitant value
value and
and
awaits
awaits the
the completion
completion of
of final
final temperature
uring parallel resistance.
resistance, Although the caare rhodium
rhodium plated
plated to
to provide
provide good
good wearwearruns on
on the
the prototypes.
prototypes. Convection
Convection eurcurruns
range
is only.
only,about
about 18
18 mmf,
mmf~ the
pacitance
ing qualities.
qualities.
ing
!
rents occasionally
occasionally cause
cause uneven
uneven hoting
heating of
of
rents
dial scale
scale length is expanded to about 28
Where
dial
Where other
other considerations
consideutions do
do not
llOt enencritical components,
components, and
and such
such problems
problems
critical
inches
with
the
graduations
spread
out
ter,
rigidity
is
attained
in
the
complete
ter, rigidity is attained in lhe complete
must be
be resolved
resolved by
by batHes
baffles or
or CIrcuit
circuit adadmust
approximately logarithmically. Therefore,
unit by mounting
approximately
mounting all
all the
the parts
parts on
on aa rigid
rigid
justments before
before the
the design
design isis completely
completely
jl.!stments
cast frame. All
at the end of the dial indicating irifinite
in'finite
All shafts
shafts are carried
carried on
on prepre“frozen”
"frozen"
resistance, where the capacitance is near
loaded
ncar
loaded ball bearings.
bearings.
maximum, the increments must be extremeDealing with
with RF
RF Leakage
leakage
maximum,
Deilling
ly small.
The means
means of
of preventiog
preventing RI1
RF leakage
leakage
ly
Conclusion
The
Conclusion
This effect
effect is achieved by a special shape
have IIa major
major influence
influence in
in dictating.
dictating- the
the
It is
have
is hoped that
that this
this brief
brief description
description of
of
overall design
design layout.
layout. An
All circuits
circuits carrying
carrying
instrument building
overall
of the rotor plates,
plates. but the practical rearcabuilding from
from the
the mechanical
mechanical
lization of such small increases in capacity
heavy RF
RF currents
currents must
must be
be carefully
carefully botbotpoint
heavy
lization
point of
of view
view has
has shown how
how absorbing
absorbing
depends largely on the accuracy and rigidtled up
up with
with leakage
leakage paths
paths kept
kept to
to aa mini·
minithis
rigid.
depends
tiI'd
part of
of the
the design
design efforteffort can
can be,
be, and
and
this part
mum. Comrol
Control shaft
shaft holes
holes particularly
that it is
ity of the framework and drive. In the
mum.
is not separate
separate unto
unto itself
itself but
but as
as
250-A these
these requirements
must be
be bridged
bridged by
by efficient
efficient shorting
shorting dedemuch
must
250-11.
requirements are
are met
met by
by supsup'
much aa part
part of
of the
the program
program as
as isis the
the elecelecporting the
the rotor
rotor on
on preloaded
vices. The
The shafting
shafting necessary
necessary to
to operate
operate an
an
tronic design. Nevertheless
porting
preloadI'd ball
ball bearbear·
vices.
Nevertheless aa Mechanical
Mechanical
ings carried in a massive housing.
RF unit
unit may
may often
often be
be just
just the
the right
right length
length
Design
.housing. AntiAntiRF
Department would
would be
be something
something
Design Department
backlash gears
gears are
are of
of course
course aa necessity
to perform
perform as
as an
an antenna
antenna at
at UHF
UHF frefreless than
to
necessity and
and
backlash
than truthful
truthful for
for not
not admitting
admitting to
to the
the
system is mounted in a rigid
quencies. Gaskets
Gaskets or
or other
other selliing
sealing means
means
occasional
the entire sy.stem
quencies.
that itit was
was also
als6 the
the focal
focal
o«:asional feeding
fecling that
casting These provisions
point
are necessary
necessary to
to seal
seal :111
all covers
covers and
and all
all eleelecastin,l::rhese
provisions make
make the
the rotor
rotor
are
point of
of almost
almost everyone’s
everyone's problems.
problems, HowHowcapable of
of resisting
resisting any
any deflection
ever,
ments projecting
projecting into
into an
an RF
RF field.
field.
capable
deflection except
except
ments
truth isis the
the plain
plain
ever, closer
closer to
to the
the general
general truth
the deliberate
deliberate rotational
rotational movements
RF leakage
leakage often
often does
does not
not rear
rear its
its ugly
ugly
fact
the
movements needneedRF
fact that
that the
the Mechanical
Mechanical Designer
Designer has
has
ed in
in adjusting
adjusting caracity.
capacity. At
head Imtil
until near
near the
the end
end of
of aa design
design project.
need
head
ed
At the
the 500K
500K ohm
ohm
trom
need for
for and
and receives
receives much
much help
help from
point on
on the
the dia,
dial, where
the- capacitance
As the
the final
final tests
tests are
are being
being run
run several
several ininmany
As
point
where thecapacitance
many people
people in
in the
Ihe course
course of
of aa design.
design. A
A
stability must
must be
be of
order of
0.025%,
well-designed
struments may
may pass
pass well
well within
within the
the limits,
limits,
struments
of 0.02'%,
stability
of the
the order
thr
well-dt'signed electronic
electronic instrument
instrument isis the
an extranCC/us
extraneous rotor
rotor movement
movement as
as small
small as
only to
to be
be followed
followed by
by another
another seemingly
seemingly
result
an
as
only
result of
of the
the co-operative
co-operative teamwork
tea~nwork of
of allall-.../
0.0001 inch
inch will
will result
those
incurable "leaker".
“leaker”. This
This may
may need
need only
only aa
incurable
0.0001
result in
in inaccuracies
inaccuracies bebethose concerned
concerned with
with its
ils inception,
inception, design
design
yond the
the specification
specification limits.
and
slight increase
increase in
in contact
contact pressure
pressure at
at aa
yond
limits.
slight
and manufacture.
manufacture.
UII IlOTOII
ROTOR CONTACT
CONTACT rlHGtll~
FINGERS
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pointS of figure
figure ((2)
points
2 ) below.
from Cabinet:
Removal from
Cabinet : The bridge and
insttllment are
oscillator assemblies of the instrument
fastened to the front panel
permanently fastened
arc removed from
ftom the cablOet
and are
cabinet as a unit.
The power supply
supply and amplifier are conconstructed on a s('parate
separate chaSSIS,
chassis, located endendto·end in the rear section
to-end
section of the cabinet
tht, bottom
boltom of the cabinet
and fastened to the
sub.
by four screws each. All four major subassemblies arc
are interconnected by cables
with removable plugs.
.... large portion of
re'luired mainmain·
A
of any required
tenance, such
tenance,
such as replacement of tubes, may
be accomplished by removing the front
oS(illator) and top
panel (with bridge and oscillator)
anel together. This may be done as
u folfolpanel
ows:
lows:
I. Remove all
1.
all 1122 black Phillips screws
from the top panel. (Do not
nOI remove
from
or
o r loosen any of the screws
screws on
on the
terminal plate.)
2.
four Phillips screws
2. Remove the four
from
front panel
from each side of the front
and
and the three from
from along
along the bot·
bottom
edge.
tom edge.
3. The top and front
front panels may now
be tilted forward
forward from
from the cabinet
cabinet
to provide access
access to the interior of
it is desired
reo
the instrument. If it
desired to remove them entirely,
entirely, the pluS
plug connec·
connecmove
on the internal
tions on
internal cables to the
amplifier must
must
power supply and amplifier
first
disconnected.
first be disconnected,
fit, sure
replace at
Be
sure to replace
at least
least tWO
two screws
screws to
fasten top panel and Iwo
two screws to fasten
fasten
fasten
front
fronl panel when rechecking operation of
instrument
instrument after insertion of any new tube,
tube.
Two years have
gone b)'
by since our
o u r first
Two
ha"e gone
tirst
delivery of RX
about time
delivery
RX Meters. It is about
some or
of the older instruments to de·
defor some
velop the above symptoms.
symptoms, as the tubes
have weakened.
by this time ha"e
It
hoped that
above information
[t is hoped
that the abo"e
costly repair and
may serve to cut down co~dy
charges. The loss of time and
shipping charges.
valued use
use of the RX Meter nO-A
250-A in 1'10·
production
in projec~s
projects is
is well recognized.
recognized.
duct
ion and in

r.

&A04

Figur~ ,.
Amplifier tubes.
Meter showing locotion
location 01
o f Mixer, Ballast, and I.F. Amplifier
Figure
7. RX Ml!fltr

Operational problems
problems with the
Me·
the RX
R X Meter often can
can be traced
traced to one of two
sources:
Problem No.
No. 1
t concerns
Problem
concerns the mixer tube
61\84.
6AB4.
Problem No.2
No. 2 concccns
concerns the ballast tube
,-, Problem
6H·6.
6H-6.
BOlh problems
ptoblems arc
identified and
Both
are easily identified
and
corrected
corrected in
in the field.
field. In most cases
cases less
time is needed to make the necessary repair
formality of havhav.
than going
going through the formality
ing a repair order issued!
issued!
tube:
Symptoms of a noisy 6A84
6AB4 mixer
mixer tube:
l. Difficult to balance
balanc(' the Rp dial.
1.
2. Impossible
lmpossibl(' to
to balance
tOO MC
balance above
above 100
MC.
3. Insufficient
rang(' of fine
Insufficient range
fine and
and coarse
coarse
balance wntrols.
controls.
4. Instability
Instability of the null igdicator.
indicator.
5.
5. Increased null
null reading.
reading.
A '1uick
A
quick check
check of the 6AB4
6AB4 mixer
mixer tube
tube
is
maximllm read.
is to tune
tune the oscillator
oscillator for
for maximum
reading
ing on
on the
the null
null indicator
indicator meter with
with the
the
bridge unbalanced. Balance for
for minimum
minimum
indication
indication of null indicator. The reading
reading
may
Switch the
may be I1 to 3 divisions
divisions or
or so.
so. Switch
range switch out of detent.
detent. This
This will dis·
disable
able the
the oscillator.
oscillator.
If the
the needle docs
the
does not fall
fall to zero
zero the
61\B4
will
6AB4 is
is noisy,
noisy. The amount
amount indicated
indicated will
reduce the
the sensitivity
sensitivity and accuracy
accuracy of the
the
Rp dial
Rp
dial accordingly,
accordingly. The
The mixer tube
tube 61\84
GAB4

---EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE---NOTE
mechanical "'.0'
error Fil,2
Fi 2 and Fig,)
Fig.3 in
in
",,,chanic,,1
Ihe
55) we,e
the pr""IQtjs
previous isn't!
i s s u e (Spring,
(Spring, 11955)
were inte,..
interchans"d,
.. capri"n
..
changed. Also, Ibe
the I..xr
text In
in Ih
the
caption al
at rh
the
foot 0/
of C<J1~"m
column 1 on
on paSe
page 7 sba~/d
should 'r..ead:
a d :..",
”..
/oor
was
..d by Ih
.. known
IO~1 1""..1
w a s p,od~c
produced
the
known low
l e v e l ""Ip"r
output
of the
V o l t a g e Sl,,~da,d,·
Standard.‘ W"
We $h"l1
shall Iry
try I"
to
"/Ih
.. RF V"llage
u’
a v o i d "a ,epelil!""
repetition "I
of Ihis
this slr"alio~
situation i"
in Ih
the
a"old
..
future.
l"lu,e,
Due I"
to "a
D~"

.

found in the bottom rCar
thc bridge
is found
rear of the
casting which contains the Cp
Cp dial
dial assem·
assemblr. (Sec
I.) It is advisable
advisable to use
bly.
(See Figure 1.)
instru.
the same
same brand tube
tube as found
found in the instrument and it
also be
il may also
bc necessary to try
several
several tubes
tubes before satisfactory
satisfactory results are
obtained.
obtained. The companr
company supplies
supplies a specially
selected 61\B4
tube, BRC #30t637.
6AB4 tube,
#301637.
Incidentally,
an increased null
null reading
Incidcntally, an
can
can also be caused by One
one or both 61\G5
6AG5
tuhcs in the I.F.
LF, amplifier-V201
and
tubes
amplifier-V201
V202_trying a few
few tubes
tubes and checking
V202-trying
the null indication will lell
tell the story,
story.
Be sure
sure to turn the instrument off when
tubes. V201
changing the I.F.
I.F. tubes.
V20t is in the
regulated filament
filament supply.
supply. Removal,
Removal * of
this
will overload the
this tube in
in operation
operation will
the
6H·6
6H-6 ballast
ballast tube and
and also
also lhe
the two oscil.
oscillator
lator lubes,
tubes.
Mention of the 6H-6
reo
6H-6 ballast tube
tube recalls to
to mind
mind that
that some
some instruments
instruments were
were
ret\lrned
retprned for
for repair
repair because someone
someone rl"
rethe 6H-6
In all
all
placed the
6H-6 with
with a 6H6 tube,
tube. In
cases
cases replacement of the
the 6H6
6H6 with
with aa 6H-6
6H-6
was necessary
was all
all that was
necessary to
to put tbe
the
RX
R X Meter
Meter back
back in
in operation.
operation.
Symptoms of
of aa faulty
faulty 6H·6
6H-6 ballast tube
are:
are:
1.
ranges 6·7-8
1. Oscillator ranges
6-7-8 intermittent
or inoperative,
inoperative.
2. Oscillator OUlrut
output low
low as
as indicated by
2.
30 or
the
reading
less than ,0
the peak read
109 of less
}5
35 on
on the
the null indicator,
indicator.
3. Oscillator output
output will
will d<:crease
decrease at
at the
the
low
low fre'luency
frequency end of the higher
ranges_
ranges.
<1.
nQtieable
4. Visual-any
Visual-any
noticable kink
kink in
in Ihe
the
6H-6 filament.
filament.
6H·6
5. Oscillator is completely inoperative.
5.
To check
check voltages
voltages use
use "ollage
voltage check
check
To

.7.
-7-

/-C0"'-~+I!lO VOCi: 2Y

6,JYACt,JY
6.3

,.>

...-0",-1-_1

TOP
TOP Of"
OF OSClLL"roR
OSCILLATOR CASTING
CASTING
f"RONT
FRONT PANEL
PANEL

Figure 2. Voltage
Voltage check chorr
chart
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andwas
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HomeStudy
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Department, ofof RCA
RCA Institutes,
Institutes. Inc.,
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Department,
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and was
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of study,
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courst.
Mr.
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Horizlly. in
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The award,
award.
comm~llted “The
"The Boonton
Boontoll Q
Q Meter
MeIer isIS nno
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o
stranger,
stranger. as
as itII isIS no
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strange, to
10 many
many other
other
workers
workers in
in the
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Strument in
in classroom
classroom instruction
instruction and
:And for
for
work
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the preparation
preparation of
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e expects
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Applications of a Sweep Signal Generator
Generator
G.. MARBLE,
MARBLE, VVice
Sfllu
FFRANK
RANK G
i c e P",uitlnt_
r e s i d e n t - Sales
The
used in
in the
the developdr~idop
The deign
design techniques
techniques used

mene
Genment of
of ..a new
new Sweep
Sweep frC<:Jucncy
Frequency Signal
Signal Generator
in the
1955
erator were
were di5CUSSCd
discussed in
the Spring
Spring 195)

240-A

RECDVER
RECEIVER

OSCILLOSCOPE

Number
NOTEBOOK.•
Number ,5 Issue
Issue of
of TH.l:
THE NOTEBOOK.*
That
used to
to
That discussion
discussion covered
covered the
the methods
methods used
obtain
pre·
obtain the
the performance
performance rrquired
required of
of •a precision
M modulated
cision ....
AM
modulated Signal
Signal Q-netaIOr,
Generator,
sweep
irutru·
sweep ;a.nd
and marker
marker syKem
system in
in II.a single
single instrummt,
ment. This
This article
article continues
continues the
the diS(\1$sion
discussion

-/-

by
by considering
considering some
some of
of the
the various
various mcthoos
methods
by
by which
which such
such an
an instrument
instrument can
can ~
be used,
used.

4

O~
One advantage
advantage of
of aa sweep
sweep frequency
frequency signal
signal
generator
generator lies
lies in
in its
its ability
ability to save
save time and
thus
thus trooomile
economize engineering
engineering manpower,
manpower, free·
freeiog
for other
other constructive
constructive...·ork..
work. One
One might,
might,
ing itit for
lor
for in~.
instance, usc
use an
an adjustable
adjustable frequency,
frequency, ad·
adjustable
justable le-"el
level cw
cw signd
signal generator
generator to
to obtain
obtain
ourput.\"S.input
output-vs-input dati
data for
for an
an il
if amplifier
amplifier at
at
sev~1
several discrete
discrete frequency
frequency points.
points. This
This data
data
an
can then
then ~
be plottrd
plotted on
on Ia graph
graph !hawing
showing reo
resporuc-vs-frequency
sponse-vs-frequency to
to obbin
obtain the
the fWII-l»nd
pass-band
of
of the
the cirruil.
circuit. For
For each
each circuit
circuit rcadjUSUJ'lmt
readjustment
this
this procrdure
procedure mil$(
must be
be repeated.
repeated. For
For aa nunarrow
row pus-band
pass-band circuit
circuit this
this procas
process is
is at
at be$t
best
tedious,
tedious, buc
but for
for aa broad·band
broad-band circuit
circuit its
its time
time
requirements
requirementsarc
arevirtually
virtually prohibitive.
prohibitive.
The
The simultiUlCOUS
simultaneousdisplay
display of
of the
the responseresponseva-frequency
vs-frequencycurve
curve of
of aa circuit
circuit on
on the
the screen
screen
of
of aa nthode
cathodera7
ray oscilloscope
oscilloscopeby
by aa sweep
sweep frefrequency
quency siBnai
signal generator
generator system
system,and
and the
the ininstantaneous
stantaneous indication
indication of
of changes
changes caused
caused b1
by
adjustments
adjustments expeditt'S
expedites the
the engineer's
engineer's wor
work
enormously.
enormously. Another
Another advantage
advantageof
of the
the sweep
sweep
method
method isis the
the practical
practical f.a
fact that
that some
some of
of the
the
cime
so save<:!
saved will
will be
be used
used to
to obtain
obtain re/ioerefinetime 50
mmC$
ments which
which ""QUId
would have
have been
been ()\.-crlooke<:!
overlooked
using
usingthe
theslower
slowersingle
single frequency
frequencymethods.
methods.
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Figure 1.
1. Tire
T h e autllor
author oJi"'"
ad'usts the pass oAoml
band of
wer
Fi9"'.
01 the IF
IF amplifier
amplili•• below
"""ow the
,h. 4.5
4.S mc
IIlC h
low••
limit 01
of ,I..Sw..pSI900/Gene,atorUO.A
the Sweep SignalGenerator240-A by using
h i s comIlml'
"a;n9 the
,h. Univerter
Un;ven•• Type203-B.
Typ.203.B. TTlti,
eobination p••
permits
and sweep
bi_tio"
mita cw anti
,w••p measurements
meonK._"'S from
lram 0.1 to 120 megacycles
mlt9ocyd.s per
pe' second.
SKO#lJ.

Besides the savings
savings in time and the greater
Besides
practical refinement
refinement obtaine<:!,
obtained, some informapnctical
informa_
tion is
is immediately
immediately observed by swttp
sweep methcion
ods which
which an
can be
be easily overlooked
overlooked in the
ods
point by point method.
method. Regeneration
Regeneration effects
and "Suck-Duts"
"suck-outs" nuy
may cause
cause changes in the
Ind
response curve
curve which
which persist
persist aver
over only
only a very
response
narrow nnBe
range of
of frequencies.
frequencies. Since
Since cw
narrow
measurements Ire
are made
made al
at discrete
discrete frequency
frequency
measurements
points only,
only, icit is
is possible
possible to
to obtain
obtain a smooth
smooth
points
response curve
curve excludinB
excluding these
these effects jf
if they
response
happen co
to lie
lie between
between the
the selected
selected measUK·
measurehappen
ment points.
points. A
A Sweep
Sweep Signal
Signal Generator
Generator prepremenl
sents data
data which
which is
is continuous
continuous with frefresents
quency. This
This removes
removes the
the possibility
possibility of
of miss·
missquency.
ing importanc
important in(ormat.ion.
information.
ing
The BilSi~
Basic Menuring
Measuring Syste.....
System
Th.

shows the
the 240·A,
240-A, aa broad
broad band
band
Fig 22 shows
FIg
detector, and
and an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope interconnected..
interconnected.
detector.
The rt'$U.lunt
resultant infomution
information which
which appears
appears on
on
The
the screen
screen of
of the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope isis Shown
shown in
in
the
enlargedform
form in
in the
the photog.....ph
photograph in
in Figure
Figure 3.
3.
enlarged
The disfla
display
graph with
with abscissa
abscissa proproThe
y isis aa graph
portional to
to frequency
frequency and
and ordinate
ordinate propor·
proporportiona
tional to the
the amplitude
amplitude response
responseof
of the
the detecdetectionalto
tor circuit.
circuit.
tor
The interconnections
interconnections in
in Figure
Figure 22 required
required
The
obtain the
the display
display include
include the
the connection
connection
toto obtlin
of the
the rfrf output
output of
of the
the signal
signal Benerator
generator to
to
of
detector 'Whose
whose o"tput
output connects
connects to
to Ia
the detector
the

marker
nu.rkcr adder circuit "Test
"Test In"
10" in
in the
the Signal
Signal
Generator
Generator" and
and hence
hence to
co the
the vertical
vertical deflection
ddlection
amplifier
of the
amplifier of
the oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. The
The sawtooth
sawtooth of
of

Figure 2.
L. Typical
I ypicar ''''Mcc;doecti_
interconnections ot
weepp
Fipe
01 Sw..
Signal Gene,ator
Generatw Type
240 -A, Test
Siqnof
Type 240.A.
T.st Circuit
Oreuit
(Broad Band llmctwJ
Detector) and
(BroarIB-'
and Oscilloscope.
Oscilfoscope.
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&
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-

-
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Figure 3.
3. E"/org.d
Enlarged photograph
photograph
Figur.
display ;,ppeorl"9
appearing on
on ,h.
the ser.
screen
Jisp/ay
.n
2.
oscilloscope I"
in II,
figure
o.cilloseo".
..... 2.

of
01
of
01

the
the
the
the
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vollage which
which frequency
frl"'quency modulates
modulates the
the convoltage
stant.amplitude RF
RF output
outpUt of
of the
the Signal GenGenstant-amplitude
etator is
is connected to
to the
the horizontal
horizontal deflecdeRecerator
tion amplifier
amplifier of
of the
the oscilloscope.
os<:illoscope.
tion
The sawtooth voltage,
,'ollage, while
while increasing
increasing in
The
ampliwde, modulates
modulates the
the constant amplitude
amplitude
amplitude,
Rl1 output from
from a minimum
minimum to aa maximum
maximum
RF
ftC'quency. Simultaneously
Simultaneously itit deflects
deBe<:ts the
the
frequency.
oscilloscope from
from left
left to right.
right. At
AI the
the maximaxioscilloscope
fre.;l~ncy point
point the
the sawtooth
sa\l,100lh starts
st1.rlS demum frequency
III amplitude,
amplitude, the
~ rf
rf output
OIItplJt of
of the
the
creasing in
generator is
is reduced
rwuced to
to zero, the
{he oscilsignal generator
ddl«tw from right
righl to
to left
left and the
lhe
loscope deflected
medunism of
of the
Ilwo signal generator
generator
luning mechanism
tuning
rd:urnw to
to the
!hi: minimum
minimum frequency
frequency point.
point.
returned
The constant
C'OI1SIant amplitude rf
rf output reappears
reappors
The
the cycle is
is repeated.
repeatw.
and the
line in the display in
in Figure
Figure 3
The lower line
represents
reprnents the reference
~fereDC\" line of
of the graph
gnph or
of zero input
IIlpUI and the upper
Uppel line
hoe the
line of
ckteaor response
rdponse curve.
detector
frequencies along the Abscissa
Ab$ciS$.t. must
The frequencies
if the response
responSol.' curve
CUl"'e is
iJ to have
be identified if
meaOlng. In the Swe-ep
meaning.
Sweep Signal Generator
2-40·A, frequency
frequetK}' identification is acac·
Type 240.~4,
complished by two types of marks. The marks
at (a) in Figure
Figure 3 appear at the harmonics
harmonia
of a& crystal oscillating at 2.5,
2.~, O.~.
0.•
0.5, or 0.1
megacycles. The marks indicated by the
megacycles.
2.~
arrows marked (A) have 5<'paration
separation of 2.5
megacycles.
center frequency an
can be
megacycles. The ~enter
of the Signal
identified from the tuning dial of
Generator. With the center frequency identified the freql.lency
frequency of each of the other
marks an
can be deduced since the frequency
spacing is known.
The marks at (8)
( B ) on Figure 3 are sharp
pulses. The position of
of these pulses
narrow pulses,
can be adjusted
frequeocy axis by
adiusted along the frequency

FiVur.4.
Figure 4. Oaclll03cope
Oscilloscope diaplay
display ,uu/ting
resulting
,,_
seiective cifeuit
circuit and
from ;n.."ion
insertion 01
of 0a s~/.cli\f.
(JlIsociate<l
associated de1KtOf
detector in
in S-"Signol
Sweep Signal Genetot...
Generator
"st
test circuit.

froll! panel
panel controls,
controb. The
The crystal
crySllll marks
marks can
ca.n
front
be
be switched
switched off
off after
alter the
Ike pulses
pulse5 have
have been
been
positioned to
10 coincide
coincide with
with any
lOy two
twO of
of these
these
positioned
marks. This
Thi$ leaves
lta,'CS these
these two
two frequencies
I ~ies
marks.
marked
nurked in
io aa manner
mannet which
whICh causes
causes minimum
mtnimWD
interference
IIlterfercnce with
with the
the reference
~lerence curve. The
The
pulses (B)
(B) can
C1lIl also
also be
be positioned
pos,tioned between
between
pulses
two
A ) since
1"''0 crystal
Cf)"Stal marks
marks ((A)
SHl(e the
the frequency
frequmcy
changes
changes linearly
lineuly with
with distance.
distance. The
The crystal
crystal
marks
m.uks can
an then
then be
be switched off.
off. In
In this
thiJ way,
way,
any
lOy two
two frequencies
frequencies along
along the
tke frequency
frequency axis
axis
can
em be
be marked.
marked.
B ) on
The
The marks
mnks shown
shown at
at (A)
(A) and
and ((B)
Figure
Figure 33 are
are added
added to
to the
the display
dis.l?lay in
in the
the
marker-adder
marker-adder circuit
circuit through
through which
which the
the sigsig.
nal
)
nal from
from the
the detector
detector (shown
(shown in
in Figure
Figur~ 22)
passes
passes before
before itil is
i5 connected
connected to
to the
the vertical
vertial
deflection
dell«tion amplifier
amplifier of
of the
th~ oscilloscope.
o5Cilloscope.
Determin.tion of Selectivity and
Determination
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
·J1J.e elements
e1em~nts of
of a Sweep Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
The
syslem for
(or measuring
measuring selectivity and
and sensitivsensitiv.
system
ity of
of a test
tt'St circuit
circuit are the
the same as shown in
in
ity
Figure 22 with
with the
the test circuit inserted
inserted between
between
Figure
the
the RF output and the
the detector.
del«tor. If
If the
the test
tcst
der«tor, the
the detector
der«tor in
in
circuit contains a detector,
Figure 2 can obviously
obviously be omitted.
omitted. The
The rereFigure
sultant display
in Figure
Figure 4. The
The concon·
display appears in
stant amplitude signal source is
is frequency
modulated
modulated or
or swept from a low
low to a higher
frequency
frequency at aa slow rate
rare compared
compued to
10 the
the
signal
signa.! frequency.
frcql>tnCJ'. When
When the maximum frefrequency of
of the sweep
n,'erp is
IS reached the signal
source
~ output
OUtput is turned off
off and the
the: generator
gt"OCntor
returned
returned to the low frequency point
point for a
subsequent
subH-qllrnt sweep
.JWa:p from low
low to high frefreo
quency.
qurncy.

Figure 5. lnterconnections
for observaInt.rconn.diona 10'
obse,\fation 01
of pan
pass bond
band 01
of a single
stage with'ion
S;n9/. sta9.
with.
amplifier.
in an
on IF amplilier.
The test circuit detector provides response
attenuation vs. frequency
curve of attenuMion
rr~quency and frefrequency
qu~ncy identification marks are added to the
varying signal from the
lhe test circuit.
The horizontal
deflection connections of
1l1e
horizonl1.J deSertion
the oscilloscope are connected to the same
voltage that sweeps the signal source. The display on the oscilloscope, Figure
4, ioclucks
includes
Fjgu~ -4,
response vs.
the respons<'
\'S. Ifrequency
requency response of the
test circu,t.
circuit, the frequency identification
identiutOn marks
indicating
base or zero reference
and a ba5e
referl.'fl(e line indicating
level out of the test circuit with no input.
the Ie-·el
selectivity of the:
the lest
test circuil
circuit is apparent
apparent
The seleai,·,ty
comparison of the change in response
from a compariloOn
raponSol.'
vs. the number of megacycles
megacycles or
or kilOC)"Cles
kilocycles
\'S.
inch aloog
along the horizontal axis of the dis·
disper ioch
This frequency calibratlon
calibration of the borihoriplay. This
zontal axis iJ
is dedueed
deduced (rom
from the markers
l-ootal
shown.
Selectivity usually ...aries
varies with signal
signal le,·el
level
Selectivity
as a result of AGe,
AGC, limiters.
limiters, noo·lintar
non-linear
as

22

amplifier,
amplifier, etc.
erc. Therefore
7herefore itit isis important
importaot to
to
test
test itit at
at various
v&rious operating
openting signal
signal levels.
1C1·e1s. The
1be
Sweep
S"'up Signal
Signal Generator
GeneratOr Type
Type 240-A,
2-40-1., menmen·
linned in
in the
the article
article cited
cited in
in the
the first
first parapan_
tioned
graph
graph of
of this
Ihis article,
article, provides
pl'01'ides calibrated
calibrated outoutput
put level
level from
from 1.0
1.0 to
to 300,000
}OO,OOO microvolts
m>crovolts
while sweeping.
s....eeping. Its
lIS leakage
1C3hgl.' isis sufficiently
sufficient..ly low
low
while
to
10 permit
permit use
~ of
of an
an external
external 20
20 db attenuator
attenuator
to
to obtain
obtain outputs
outputs down
down to
tl:I 0.1
0.1 microvolt.
microvolt.

.-’

m
o n 6.n Int.reonneclions
e c t i o n s for
F 19u,e
lor stua,
stUdy 01f
cable
eobl. and
artd cable
eabl. termination
termination characteriseharaeterla.
tics.
Selectivity
Seleetivity of
of Single
S'nllle Stages
Shilles
The
The system of
of connection in Figure
Figur~ 2 is
is

suitable
suitabl~ for receivers, filters
filters or amplifiers.
amplifien.
The terminated
terminated rf
rf cable (a 50
~O ohm system)
syst~m)
is
is connected
connected into
into the
the input of
of the
the' test
lest circuit.
circu,t.
The detector
detector of
of the
the test
test circuit is
iJ connected
connecred
to
lhe: marker
ourker adder circuit in
in the
Ih~ sweep
to the
signal generator
~eralor (input impedance
impedance 11 meg~8
ohm). The use
use of
of a.. sweep
I'lo'erp signal source is
i$
not
DOl limited
limiled to complete
cornr.lete receivers
recei.·cn or ampliampli.
fiers,
6cn, however.
ooWC"Ver. So long
ong as arrangements
arr.tn,gements are
made to
to avoid any
anr effect on the
t~ sensitivity or
selectivity
sel«tivity of
of the circuit under
under test by the
the
impedance
Sweep
Impedance of
of the
lhe: rf
rl output of
of the
the S...·eep
Signal
Sigllal Generator
Gentnllor or of
of the
the: detector
d~lector the selecselec_
tivity-sensitivity
characteristics of
circuit
tivity·sensltivily characteristia
of any circuil
may
nuy be observed
nIlsen·ed within the sensitivity limits
of
of the oscilloscope being used.
uscc:I.
A convenient
convenIent method of
of observing
omerving the pass
pus
band of
of a&single
single stage
stage- appears in Figure
Figure 5.
~.
The output
of the
Generator
ourput of
the! Sweep Signal Genera!Or
connects to the grid of the tube
luhe: which concon·
tains the
lhe test stage
m.g~ in its
iu plate circuit. A
A
broad band detector is connected to the plate
p/4te
of the following
foliowing stage through a coupling
condenser. The low input impedance
impedanc~ of the
detector lowers the
Q of the circuit in the
th~ Q
so materially as to make
plate of this tube SO
mak~ its
effect
effect on the
lhe final
final result
rt.':5ult insignificant.
insignifiunt. The
Th~
tuned circuit of tube V1
V I is operating under
its normal condition and its sensitivity-selecsensilivity.selee.
tivity characteristic an
can be obsl'rved
observed on the
oscilloscope.
Study of Pass
Band Charlderistiu
Characteristics
Studr
Pus BInd
The Q
Q of
of the
of a test circuit
Ike pass band of
approximately deduced by usc
use of a
can be
he: approxlmatdy
sweep
signal gt'nerator.
generator. As discussed above
5""erp SIgn&!
the response cun·e
curve of a circuit un
can be d,s.
displayed on &n
an amphtude
amplitude vs. frequency graph
plared
cathode ray tubC'.
tube. The rmrl;.
markon the face of ..a uthode
ing systern
system of the Sweep Frequency S,g01ll
Signal
it posiilble
possible to idcnllf)'
identify any
Generator makes 11
horizontal axis.
axis. Since
frequency along the honwat:al
the response in
the vert.cal
vertical directIOn
direction on the
lhe
In the'
oscilloscope is linear, a point 0.707 Ii
times the:
the
oscilloscope
to the
zero or reference line 10
distance from the aero
of the response cun·e
curve can be located
peak of
on each
each side of die
the peak. FlOm
From the frequency
marking $yJt~m
system the
the frequency
frequency difference
difference
marking

ii
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bctvo'ttll these
ttlde two
tWO points
P0InU and
and the
the frefre·
((nf)
n f ) between
quency of
of the
the peak
pe:U: can
can be
be obtained.
obt.a..inM. Q
Q can
an
quency
tnm be
be' obtained
obt"ned from
from the
the following
follo....ing
then
formub.: QQ =- f
L>..
,
formula:
Af
Adjustmen,.1.~t
St'IliSet Tuned
Tuned Circuits
Circuits
Adjustment
or Stagger
Bro~d pass
p~ss bands
b~nds are
are often
often obtained
obt~incd by
by
Broad
adjusrmg the
rhe resonant
rcson.lnt frequencies
frequencies of
of sucsuc·
adjusting
cessive single
single tuned
runed circuits
circuiu to
to slightly
slightly differdilJer·
cessive
....ithin the
the desired
desired pass
pass band.
band.
ent frequencies
frequencies within
ent
relatively flat
flat pass
pass band
band
The overall
overall result
result isis aa relatively
The
in frequency
frequency than
th.ln any
.lny one
one of
of the
the inin·
bro.lder in
broader
dividu.d tuned
tuned circuits.
circuits.
dividual
of amplifier,
amplifier, itit isis
To adjust
adjust this
this type
type of
To
TlOl'11Ully quicker
quiaer to
to first
first resonate
resonate each
euh indiindio
normally
...idull circuit
cirroil to
to the
the proper
proper frequency
frequency with
with aa
vidual
cw signal
sign.tl generator.
~I'ltor. After
After completion
complerion of
of
cw
Ih,s procedure,
procedure, the
Ihe overall
(we",,11 pass
p.lSS band
bimd concon·
this
be investigated
investigate<! and “touch
"rouch up”
I'll'''
figuruion can be
figuration
adjustme'l1l made
nwIe with
w,th a sweep
s.~p signal
siglU.l gengen·
adjustment
1bc Sweep
S"'«p Signal
Sirl Generator
Genenr:or Type
eraror. The
erator.
240-.... is
1$ excellently
ClrcelJently suited
SUIle<! to
ro this
this procedure
prow.hut
240-A
since itir operates as a cw
cw (with
(wilh or
Or without
without
....M) or sweep
S"'«p signal
SIgnal generator, without
wirhoul
AM)
of disturbing
dileurblng the input or outout·
lhe necessity
n«cssify of
the
P'o't connections to
10 the
lhe test
rcst circuit.
circuit.....
Vacuum
put
A Vacuum
Oln be
be' bridged across
uross the
Tube Voltmeter
Volrmeter can
the: vertical deflection :llJIplificr
in·
inpul to the
input
amplifier inPi'll of the
lhc oscilloscope
~j]]oscope for the
thro single
singlro frefrt·
put
<juency work. The oscilloscope of course is
quency
used for the
rhe overall investigation and "touch
“touch
up." Since the output
Outpul monitoring
monitoring and atat·
up.”
tCflu.ariOll s)'SIem
tenuation
system is equally applicable to cw
and sweep work
.....orl.: the sensirivily
asily be
sensitivity can easily
checke<!
checked under either condition.
Study of e,bl.
Cable eh,.,deristiu
Characteristics
The et1anaeristics
characteristics of high frequency abIes
cables
eep frefrcu’ may be'
be invesrigue<!
investigated by
by use of a s.....
sweep
q,uenq
quency signal gmcmor.
generator. In Figure 6 a s""«p
sweep
$lgn.tl
signal gencroUor
generator is sho"'n
shown connected 10
to the
input of a length of high fre<jut'DCJ'
frequency cable.
cable.
Also connecred
connected to lhe
the tlIpur
input of the cable is a
Wide Iwld
The low ftequency
frequency
wide
band detector.
detector.
sweep
,-oluge from
sweep voltage
from the s....eep
sweep signal gen.
gener2tor
erator is connected to the bOnZOOf.lJ
horizontal dell«.
deflection input of the
the oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. The RF
RF signal,
s\\'q>!
or frequency
frequency modulatM
modulated at
at aa low
low rate
rate
swept or
of
of 60
60 times
times per steom""
second, isis fed
fed into
into the cable.
cable.
Relkcted
Reflected signal
signal from
from imperfections
imperfections in
in Ihe
the
cable
or the
the termination arrh'es
arrives back
back at
at the
the
cable or

grnr and
and constant
constanl and
and the
the reflected
reflected frefreo
isis great
quency amplitude
amplitude for
for aa near
nnr match
march isis small
snull
quency
and variable.
nriable. The
The amount
amounl of
of energy
energy reflected
rdlected
and
the end
end of
of the
rhe line
hne depends
depmds on
on the
the corcor·
from the
from
of the
the termination
lermll'lation and
and varies
varies from
'rom
rectness of
rectness
zero for
for aa perfect
pafect match
matdlto
finite value
value propro·
zero
to aa finite
portional to
to the
the mismatch
mismalch for
for mismatched
mismatched
portional
will,
lines. Since
Since the
the termination
termination impedance
impedance will,
lines.
in general,
general, vary
v.lry with
with frequency,
frequeocy, the
the amount
amount
in
of energy
energy reflected
reflected will
will also
also vary.
vary. The
The audio
audio
of
frequCflcy from
from the
the detector
detector appears
appears on
on the
tht
frequency
oscill~ope. The
The envelope
L'ftvelope amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the
oscilloscope,
proportional to
10 the
the instantaneous
instantaneous
display isis proportional
display
rdlecte<! signal
sigoal and
and the
the abscissa
abscissa is
is proporpropor·
reflected
of RF
RF input
input as
as shown
sho...'o in
in
lion:o.lto
frequency of
tional
to frequency
Figure 7.

=
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Fig/lre
Figure 7.
7. Osclflo.eop.
Oscilloscope dlsplGY
display IndleG'
indicatlng
ting Gmplitud.
amplitude of
of r.fI.et.d
reflected.nergy
energy 'rom
from G
a
'.rmlnQlion
termination f;OGIIIGI
coaxial eGbl••
cable.
input
input aa finite
finite time
time later.
later. Since
Since during
during this
this
finite
finite time
time the
the input
input signal
signal has
has changed
changed to
to
aa new
new frequency,
frequency, an
an audio
audio difference
difference fre·
frequency
quency (ioput
(input frequCflCY
frequency minus
minus reflcaed
reflected frefrequ..ncy)
quency) apP'""rs
appears Kross
across the
the output
output of
of thro
the
detector.
detector. The
The amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the input
input signal
signal

marker
m:uker system
system included
tlIcJuded in
m the
the generator.
generator. h
A
crystal,
crystal, however,
ho....a·er, has
has such
such aa high
high Q
Q that
that
sweep
rata must
must be
be very
"ery low
low to
10 prevent
prC"'ent ringring·
s...·eep rates
ing
By using
using an
an
mg and
aod spurious
spurious responses.
respr:xues. By
oscilloscope
fl'e'qUC1Iq sawtooth
sawtOOlh
oscilloscope with
with low
low frequency
sweep
sW('C'P available,
available, the
the 240-A
240·.... can
can be
be swept
swtpl at
at
frequencies
frequencies of
of 1I or
or 22 cps
cps by
by connecting
connecting the
rhe
oscilloscope
oscilloscope sweep
sweep output
output to
to the
the “External
"External

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

.Flg...
re
re

9. Equipment
E",,'p nt arrangement
......-.g..... nt for
(ot
measurement
meosv.......nt of
of quartz
q artz crystal
crystal charactere"oroc,~·
istics
iatics •

.

FIgur.8.
Clogrom of
Gf equipment
.quipmenl and
ond coneon_
Figure
8. Diagram
n.diGns for measurement
....Gs ...r.m.nt of linearity
linearity of
nections
FM discriminator.
Jlsf;rlmlnolor.
FM

perfcct termination
termination over the
rh.. freWith a perfect
quency range in question, various
,-arioDS cables can
be observed for imperfections in construction.
A
dielectric constant of
.... periodic variation
'-arl:ltlon in dielcark
Ihe cable insulation will ahibit
ilSClf on the
the
exhibit itself
oscilloscope display.
....djustable
",ill permit
Adjustable resistance load will
determination of
of the Z
for long able
cable
Z., fOr
quick determination
lengths.
The line.ri!Y
linearity of FM
F M Diserimin.ton
Discriminators
Sweep Signal
Signal Generatot
Generator Type 240·....
240-A
The S"'«p
pro"ides a powerful merhod
provides
method of dererminlng
determining
th..
the Iincanty
linearity of an FM docriminator.
discriminator. The
8. A 10'"
low fre·
freindicated in Figure 8.....
method is
is indlcared
quency
quency (60 cps) sweep,
sweep, adjusted 10
to sw«p
sweep
full frC<jucncy
frequency range
range of
of rhe
the discriminator,
discriminator,
the futt
and
and aa higher
higher ftC<juency
frequency sweep
sweep (400
(400 cps)
cps) is
is
fed
fed into
into the
the EXT
EXT sweep
sweep inpul
input of
of the
the Sweep
Sweep
Signa!
Signal ~nerator.
Generator. The
The high
high frequency
frequency volt·
voltage is
is adjusted
adjusted to
to swtql
sweep only
only aa small
small fraction
fraction
age
of the
the frC<juency
frequency range
range of
of the
the discriminator.
discriminator.
of
In effect
effect the
the high
high frequency
frequency sweep
sweep explores
explores
In
the
the slope
slope of
of each
each section
section of
of the
the discrimmator
discriminator
to 5CC'
secwhile irit isis slowly
slowly moved
moved from
from settion
section ro
white
tion by
by the
the low
low ftequency
frequency s....eep.
sweep. The
The OUtpul
output
lion
detected and
and passed
passed through
through aa bigh
high pass
pass
isis dCl:ected
filter which
which passes
passes only
only the
the resulting
resulting 400
400 cps
cps
filler
note. The
The dl.SJ>lay
display of
of the
the :llJIplilude
amplitude of
of this
this
nato:.
l1ClI:e
·ct'p alJords
note \"S.
vs. the
the low
low frequency
frequency. s..
sweep
affords aa
visual display
display in
in whICh
which rhe
the slope
slope of
of rht
the
visw,l
of rhe
the 400
400 cps
cps
amplitude of
of the
the envelope
envelope of
amphtU<k
note 'sis proportional
proportional to
to FM
FM discriminator
discriminator line.
linenate
linear
arity. A constant
constant amplitude
amplitude indicares
indicates aa I:near
arttr.....
discriminator wheorcas
whereas aa varying
varying :llJIplitude
amplitude
discriminator
indicarcs
indicates aa variation
variation in
in linearity.
linearity.
The Study
Study of
of eryst.r
Crystal Modes
Modes
The
The rapid
rapid location
location of
of the
the several
several frequency
frequency
The
crystal oscillates
oscillates isis impor.
impormodes atat which
which aa crystal
modes
tant but
but tedious
tedious br
by discrete
discrete frequency
frequency meth·
methtant
ods.
ods. The
The S...·('('p
Sweep Signal
Signal GC'nerator
Generator Type
Type 240240A provides
provides aa frtquCfley
frequency s....eep
sweep on
on which
which mdi.
indiA
vidual fll"quencies
frequencies can
can be
be idrontdied
identified br
by the
the
vidu.lI
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Sweep”
Sweep" of
of the 240-A.
240·A. The
lbe system
s)'Slml is
is then
lhen
connected
conneaed as
IS shown in
m Figure
Figure 9.
9. By
8y varying
varying
the
of the
!he 240-A
240-.... and its
its
rhe center
«,nrer frequency of
sweep width the
txplored for
lhe crystal
cryleal can
can' be explored
responses
tesponses over
over a considerable frequency
frequency
range.
rao~.
Extension
Extension of the Frequency
FrequentY Range
R.nge
The
center frequency
of the
TIle lowest
lo'nost center
[requencr of
the Sweep
SWr'e1'
Frequency
Fre<juency Signal Generator
Generator Type 240-A
240· is
IS
4.5
At this frequency the sweep
4.' megacycles.
megacycles.....t
s «p
frequency
of the instrument
frC<juency capabilities
capabilities of
insrrument are
2 1I%
1 3 0 % of center
±
Sf; to
ro ±}0'i<c
(CfIler frequency
frC<juel1C)' or
2 4 5 KC to
:
applications in
±-l'
to t
± 1.35
I.}, MC.
Me. For applicatIons
television
video amplifiers both
tdC'Vision "ideo
belh for color and
black and white.
white, and aircraft navigation
bbd:
na,-ig;u,on receiver iruermediale
intermediate frequency
amplifiers,
croi\'e{
(rC<\ucocy amplifiert,
lower cenler
center freql>Cflcies
frequencies and/or
and/or broader
broader
10"'er
sweeps arc
are required.
requirements
80th these
these requirements
s"'eeps
requited" Both
can be
be mer
met by use
use of
of the
the Uni"ener
Univerter IYpe
Type 20)·
203an
the S..·tep
Sweep Frequency Signal
Signal Gen·
Gen8B with
,,-ith the:
erator Type 240·.....
240-A. The
The 20}-8
203-B conSISlS
consists of
of a
er:ator
band mixer "',th
with local oscilbtor
oscillator al
at 70
broad b.lnd
MC. followed
followed by aa broad band amphfier
amplifier with
Me.
"'irh
50 ohm outr.UI.
output. The
The g~1O
gain of
of rhe
the 20}·n
203-B is
is
aa '0
set at
at unity. "igure
Figure 11shows
shows the 240.....,
240-A, 20}·
203set.
in aa measuring
measuring sct·up.
set-up. In
In usc
use the
the 240·....
240-A
IIB in
is tuned
tuned to
to aa frC<juency
frequency equal
equal 1070
to 70 MC
MC plus
plus
is
the dcsirrod
desired output
output center
center frC<juency
frequency from
from the
the
thro
system. Sweeps
Sweeps from
from :=0.7
2 0 . 7 MCto
MC to ±I,
1 1 5 MC
MC
s}'Slen1.
are available.
available. Single
Single fl'e<juency
frequency OUtputs
outputs un.
unare
modulated or
or wirh
with ....M
AM modulation
modulation can
can he
be
modulaled
obtained. ThIl5
Thus siogle
single frequcn<y
frequency or
or s\\'CC'P
sweep
obtained.
outputs are
are made
made a,-a.ilablc
available o'-er
over Ihe
the band
band
Outpuu
width of
of lhe
the 20}·B
203-B ....hich
which isis 0.1
0.1 to
to 2'
25 Me.
MC.
"'Idrh
Summary
Summuy
The S""«p
Sweep Signal
Signal Genemor
Generator isis aa po"'erful
powerful
1bc
tool of
of cons,derable
considerable lIaibiJity.
flexibility. IrIt not:
not 01111
only
rool
saves cOClSlderable
considerable limo:
time bur
but makes
makes refine.
refinesaves
ments pogible
possible In
in circuit
circuit adjustment
adjustment and
and dedements
velopment ....hich
which would
would nor
not norma"y
normallv be
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Use
Type 245-A
Use 01
of the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard Type
W.
Engineering Manager
Manager
W. C.
C . MOORE,
MOORE, Engineering
Whro
When discrepancies
discrepancies exin
exist among
among measure·
measurements
ments made
made with
with different
different signal
signal groerators
generators
on
on the
the same
same radio
radio receiver,
receiver, itit is
is often
often very
very
difficult
difficult to
to determine
determine just
just which
which of
of the
the in·
instruments
struments isis performing
performing correctly.
correctly. TIle
The intro·
introduetion
duction of
of aa reference
reference standard
standard usually
usually will
will
resolve
resolve thc
the dilemma
dilemma so
so that
that effort
effort nn
can profit.
profitably
ably be
be applied
applied to
to the
the offending
offending units.
units. How.
However,
ever, care
care must
must be
be exercised
exercised in
in the
the use
use of
of
such
such aa standard
standard and
and understanding
understanding applied
applied
to
to the
the intCTprc:tation
interpretation of
of the
the results,
results. This
This
article
article discusses
discusses the
the usc:
use of
of aa source
source of
of stand·
standardized
ardized ,-ollage
voltage atat aa known
known impedance.
impedance.
The
The R.I',
R.F. Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard Type
Type 24j·A,
245-A,
shown
1, is
is designed
designed to
to ddiver,
deliver,
shown in
in Figure
Figure I,
across
across the
the BNC
BNC output
output jack
jack atat the
the end
end of
of its
Ol.ltpl.lt
Output Cable,
Cable, open.circuit
open-circuit radio
radio frequency
frequency
voltages
voltages of
of Y2, 1,1, and
and 22 microvolts
microvolts through
through
aa source
source impedance
impedance of
of '0
50 ohms
ohms over
over the
the fre·
frequency
quency range
range of
of 0.1
0.1 mc
mc to
to 500
500 mc.
mc. It
It can
can
be
be used
used in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with aa signal
signal gener·
generator
ator as
as aa source
source of
of known
known voltage and
and im·
impedance
pedance for
for determining
determining receiver
receiver St'nsitivit}"
sensitivity
performance.
performance. Using
Using this
this source
source of
of voltage
as
as aa point
point of
of reference,
reference, itit isis also
also possible
possible to
to
perform
perform relative
relative comparisons
comparisons, with other
other
sources
sourcesof
of radio
radio frequ..ncy
frequency voltage
voltage whose
whose frefrequencies
quencies lie
lie witllin
within the
the specified
specified range.
range. In
In
addition,
addition, tile
the input
input system
system isis calibrated
calibrated for
for
use
use as
as aa '0
50 ohm
ohm rf
rf voltmeter
voltmeter at
at 0.0'
0.05 volts
volts
over
over aa wide
wide fre<juency
frequency range.
range.
Prineiple
Principle of
of Operation
Operation
A
A description
description of
of the
the RF
RF Voltage Standard
Standard
isis given
given in
in the
the Spring,
Spring, 19jj
1955 issue
issue of the
the fiRC
BRC
Notebook'.
of the
the
Notebookl. Th"
The system
system b!oc:k
block diagram
diagram of
RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard isis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2.
2.
An external
external source
source isis used
used to
to supply
supply rf volt·
voltAn
age to
to the
the Inrut
Input Cable.
Cable. The
The voltage
voltage at
at the
the
age
output end
end 0of this
this cable
cable isis indicated
indicated by
by an
an
output
RF
RF Voltmeter
Voltmeter at
at the
the point
point where the
the cable
cable is
is
terminated by
by the
the input
input to
to the
the Coa!:ial
Coaxial .AtAtterminated
2 , The
tenuator2.
The low
low "oltage
voltage output
output of
of the
tenuator
Coaxial Attenuator
Attenuator ap~ars
appears in
in series
series with
with an
an
Coaxial
impedance matching
matching resistor.
resistor.
impedance

s,

SET ZERO
COARSE

CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION
CHART

lolETER

RA NGE SWITCH

INPUT
INPUT CABLE
CABLE

SET
SET ZERO

FINE
FINE

SET FULL
FULL
SET
SCALE
SCALE

/

ZERO ADJUST
AOJUST
ZERO

Rf
OUTPUT
R
F OUTPUT
CABLE
-CABLE

Figure
I. RF Volloge
Stondord Type
Type 245-A.
24S_A.
Figure 7.
Voltage Standard
An input level of O.Oj
of the BRC
fiRC Notebooks.
Notebook 3.
of
0.05 volts is established
established
output impedance
impedance of
of the
the RF
RF AssemAssem.
across
The output
across the input to the (oaxial
coaxial attenuator by
adjl.lsling
is 50
'0 ohms, determined
determined by
by the
the 50
50 ohm
ohm
bly is
bly
adjusting the voltage output of the external
matching resistor,
resistor, which
which isis the
the
rf volwge
indicating meter
impedance matching
voltage source until the indicating
of a specially
specially designed
designed section
section of
of
termination of
on
termination
on the RF Voltage Standard reads at the
transmission line
line.1,
I. " Looking
Looking back
back
11 mIcrovolt
meter
coaxial transmission
microvolt calibration point on the meter
1 microjO
scale
the coaxial output
output cable
cable from
from the
the 50
along the
scale with the range SWItch
switch set to 1
terminating resistor
resistor toward
toward the
the RF
RF
ohm terminating
volt. The 2',000:
25,OOO:lI coaxial attenuator di.
dithe 50
'0 ohm
ohm characteristic
characteristic
vides the 0.0'
Assemblr, one sees
sees the
Assembly,
0.05 volts down to 2 microvolts
of the
the cable
cable in
in shunt
shunt across
across the
the
impedance of
impedance
which appear across
across the 0.0024
0.0024 ohm resistor
50
in
The net
net result
result
jO ohm terminating resistor.
resistor. The
in series
series with the 50 ohm impedance matchof
inI;
th" rf assembly.
of this
this parallel
parallel combination isis 25
2j ohms
ohms of
of
ing resistor io
in the
assembly.
rL-sisrance which
,,'hich isis then
then built
bl.lilt up
up to
to the
the dederesistance
Since the '0
50 ohm characteristic impedance
Since
sired 50
jO ohms by the
the 25
2j ohm
ohm series
series ImpedImpedof the
the Omp.!t
Output Cable is matched by the 50
of
loc:ated between
between the
the
matching resistor
resistor located
ance matching
ohm resistor, its length iiss electrically
ele<:trically indeinde·
ohm
resistor and the
the l3NC
BNC output
output
terminating resistor
terminant.
[n fact, its length may even be
terminant. In
and the 50
1jack.
ack.
jO ohm terminating
considered zero, and
The open
o~n circuit output impedance
impedance at
at the
the
resistor is
is effectively
effectively connected to ground
rl."iistor
output
50 ohms.
ohms.
Output jack
jack on
on the
the Output Cable
Cable isis 50
50 ohm impedance matchdirectly from
from the jO
match·
ing resistor in
in the
thc RF Assembly. This dixides
diyjdes
ing
Measuring
Measuring Receiver
Receiver Sensitivity
Sensitivity
down the 2 microvolts delivered by the
down
The sensitivity
of aa radio
radio receiver
rcceiver has
has been
been
sensitivity of
defined by
of Radio
Radio Engineers4
Enginec:,,·
by the
rhe Institute
Institute of
as the number
numlxr of
of microvolts
microvolts required
required to
to propro·
- OUTPUT
TERMINATING
IMPEDANCE
duce standard output
Ol.ltput when
when applied
applied to
to the
the
CABLE
RESISTOR
MATCHING
OUTF
VOLTAGE
RESISTOR
RESISTOR
dummy
dl.lmmy antenna in
in series
series with
with the
the input
input imimpedance
of the receiver
recei,'er. For
For aa system
system consistconsist_
pedance of
RF
, ,
OUTPUT CABLE
I
ing
of a 50
50 ohm transmission
transmission line
line system
system and
aod
ing of
ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY
aa 50
'0 ohm
ohm receiver,
receivcr, this
Ihis means
means that
that aa “1
"\ micromicrovolt receiver
recei,-er"’ will
will produce
produce standard
standard output
outpltt
Figure 2.
2. RF
R F Voltoge
Voltage Stondard
Standard System
System Block
Block DiofJIom.
Diagram.
Figure
when
is applied
applied across
across the
the series
series
when 11 microvolt
microvolt is
Coxial Attenuator
Attenuator to
to 11 microvolt
The low
low voltage
voltage output
output from
from thc
the RF
RF As·
AScombination of
The
Coxial
microvolt across
across the
the
of the
the 50
50 ohms
ohms antenna
antenna impedimped_
50 ohm
ohm terminating
sembly, which
which presents
presents aa source
source impedance
impedance
ance
50
terminating resistor.
resistor,
sembly,
50 ohm
ohm input
input impedance
im~dancc of
of the
the
ance and
and the
the 50
The meter on the RF Voltage Standard is
of 50
50 ohms,
ohms, drives
drives the
the 50
50 ohm
ohm Output
Output Cable
Cable
receiver
of
Yl microvolt
micrOl'olt across
anoss the
the
receivcr. This
This yields
)'ields y2
calibrated
in
terms
of
the
open
circuit
voltage
which
is
terminated
by
50 ohm
ohm coaxial
coaxial
receiver
which is terminated by aa '0
calibrat"d in terms of the opeo circuit voltage
rC("eiver input
inpnt terminals.
terminals.
appearing across
across the
the BNC
output jack
on the
teiminating te,;i£IOt.
resistor. TIle
The terminating
terminating resistor
Figure
appeariog
BNC output
jack on
the
tc"ninating
m.. t
Figure 44 shows
shows how
how this
this condition
conditioo isis met
output cable,
cable, with
connected to
followed by
by aa 2'
25 ohm
ohm impedance
impedance matching
by
isis followed
output
with no
no load
load connected
to the
the
by the
the voltage
voltage calibration
calibration and
and output
OlllpUt impedimpedcable.
resistor to
to raise
raise the
the eql.livalent
equivalent source
source im~d.
impedance
cable.
resistor
of the
the RF
RF Voltage
Volrage StandStandance characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the output
output cable
cable to
to jO
50
ance atat the
the end
end of
Output Impedance
ard
Output
Impedance
ance
24j·A. The
The actual
actual circuit
circuit can
(an be
be
ard Type
Type 245-A
The outpUt
output system
system of
ohms.
reduced
ohms.
The
of the
the RF
Rf Voltage
Voltage
redllCcd to
to aa schematic
schematic circuit
circl.lit because
becal.lsc the
the
on aa 50
50 ohm
ohm characteristic
characteristic
Standard is
based on
characteristic
Output Voltage
Voltage Calibration
Calibration
Output
Standard
is based
,mpedance of
of the
the cable
cable isis
charact..ristic impedance
Figure 3 shows
shows the
the di£tribution
distribution of
of voltages
voltages
impedance... The
The optimum
optimum conditions
conditions for
matched
Figure}
im~danc
for
matched at
at the
thc voltage
voltage source
S(lI.lrc.. as
as described
described
throughout the
the instrument
instrument when
when the
the meter
meter is
is
power transfer
transfer aod
and conuol
control of
above
power
of voltage
voltage standstand·
throughout
above. The
The diagrams
diagrams show
show the
the distribution
distribntion
microvolt level
level and
and there
there isis no
no
set atat the
the 11 microvolt
ing waves
waves on
on the
the able
cable as
as the
of
ing
the load
load impedance
im~dance
set
of voltages
voltages and
and impedances
impedances along
along the
the circuits
circuits
external load
load (onnected
connected toto lhe
the o~lput
output cable.
cable.
is varied
varied are
are J&:ribed
described in
for
(external
is
m the
lhe Fall
Fall 1954
1954 issue
issue
thl:' loaded
loaded and
and open
open circuit
circl.lJt conditions
condition£
for the

1

I

44

TTHE
HE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

wben the meter indicates 1 microvolt. At
when
this level setting, the circuit is being driven
Atten·
by 2 microvolts out of the Coaxial Attenuata!.
uator.
The equivalent circuit diagrams show that
the same
~ame loaded and open circuit characteristics of voltage and impedance will be prejf we assume a simple
sented to the load if
gen.
series circuit consisting of a 11 microvolt generator in
;n series with 50 ohms. This result
could have been obtained directly by an'apan"apThfflrum to the origplication of Thevcnin"s
Thevenin's Theorum
inal cireui!.
circuit. Additional diagrams and exinformation can be found
found in the
planatory information
6RC Signal Gen.
GenInstruction Manuals for BRC
erator Types 202·6
211·;', and UniUni.
202-B and 211-A,
207·1\.
verter Type
TvRe 207-A.

tnlnsfer indicator to compare the outputs
transfer
fixed signal
1.... ,·e1.
from the two sources
signal level.
from
sources at
at a fixed
show~ the steps for the case of a
Figure 5 shows
im·
signal generator havin$
having 50 ohms output impedance at the output Jack.
jack.
The method shown
shown in Figure 5, in which
the same Output Cable is switched from the
RF Voltage Standard to the signal generator
output jack is valid only for signal generators
having a 50 ohm source impedance at the
panel outl?ut
output jack.
present
Some SIgnal
signal generators, however, present
50 ohms only at the output end of their own
~pecial 50 ohm terminated output cable. In
special
Ihis
this case, the receiver input must be transth~ output
(erred
ferred between the terminals of the
cable on the signal generator and the output
cable on the RF Voltage Standard. Only in
this way will the compari~on
comparison show up stand·
standgeoerator output
ing wave errors in the signal generator
system.
system.

Fi9ure 3.
J. Vo/tolJe
Dlslribv';on fOf'
Figure
Voltage Distribution
for Open
Circui,
01 lllV
of End
EnJ of Output
Circuit Voltage
Voltaqe of
I UV at
CoLle.
Cable.

-

The sensitivity of a receiver designed to
work with a 50 ohm antenna line impedance
m~er
can therefore be read directly from
from the meter
at Yz,
I, and 2 microvolts because the equivy2,1,
Vortage
alent source impedance of the RF Voltage
!?rovide~ the 50 ohm~
Yz,
Standard provides
ohms to which yz,
I, or 2 microvolts
mIcrovolts are applied.
1,
If higher values of antenna resistance
resi~tance arc
If
are
readin8~ of receiver sensi_
involved, direct readings
sensitivity can be obtained by merely adding in
serie~
~uitably.mount
series with the output cabl....
cable a suitably-mounted, non-reactive resistor
re~istor whose resistance
rtsistance is
equal to the desired
de~ired antenna resistance minus
al,....ady presented
prl.'!iented by lilt'
the RF
the 50 ohms already
Voltage Standard. For exam!?I....
example:: to read
re<:elVer designed
directly the sensitivity of a receiver
lint', such
~uch as RGRGto work from a n
75 ohm line,
I L/V, a 25 ohm resistor mu~t
11/U,
must be added
added in
series with the inner conductor at the BNC
output jack on the output cable to obtain
the correct impedance match. If
If values of
of
rl.'!iistance less than 50 ohms are inin.
antenna resistance
'·olved, it is ne.:essary
voived,
necessary to use an impedance
matching pad and allow for its insertion loss.
Checking Signal Generator Output
The use of the RF Voltage Standard to
check
check the output from a signal generator is
based on using a receiver as an un-calibrated
un·calibrated

"LCLlYL"

F VOLTAGE AT HIGH LEVEL IS OBTAINED FROM THE SIGNAL
ENERATOR AND ADJUSTED TO GIVE THE DESIRED OUTPUT.
HE ATTENUATED OUTPUT IS PICKED UP AND R E C E I V E D APID A
EFERENCE READING NOTED.

CW S f f i N A L
GENERATOR

z= son

INPUT TO RF VOLTAGE STANDARD
ADJUSTED TO PRODUCE IxV
METER INDICATION NOTE
RECEIVER REAOING

@

OUTPUT
ADJUSTED
FROM
TOSIGNAL
PRODUCE
GENERATOR
SAME

RECEIVER INDICATION AS WAS
PRODUCED BY R F VOLTKE
STANDARD

245fA
OUTPUT C A B L E
HE LOW LEVEL OUTPUT OF THE SIGNAL GENERATOR I S ADJUSED TO PRODUCE THE S4ME REFERENCE LEVEL READING ON
HE RECEIVER AS WAS PRODUCED BY THE KNOWN LOW LEVEL

Fi9ur. 5. Compari.on
Figure
Comparison of Volt0ge
Voltage Output
from a 50
SO Ohm Signal
SI900i Generafor
Generator with 'he
the
from
RF Vo/toge
Stondrud, Using a Receiver
Reeei"er
Voltage Standard,
as On
Uneolibtat.d Transfer Indicator.
Indicator,
an Oncalibrated
ha~ a source
In case
case the signal generator has
il is not necessary
oe<:essary
impedance o(
of 50 ohms, it
that the receiver input impedance be matched
to the signal generator output impedance to
obtain a valid comparative reading.
reading. Since
Since the
two sources of voltage prescnt
present the same imSIGNAL GENERATOR
25 O H M S
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

D

-

R
50 OHMS
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

I

SY ADDING AN'EXTERNAL
SERIES IMPEDANCE
MATCHING RESISTOR TO
THE SIGNAL GENERATOR
OUTPUT T H E TWO
SOURCES CAN BE.
COMPARED DIRECTLY

L

EQUIV+ENT CIRCUI

Figure4,
Derivation 01
EquivolenfCireuit
Figure4. Derivarron
ur Lyurvalent
Circuit
of RF Voltage
Voltage Standard Output System
Assuming a Motdled
Seffi"9.
Matched Load
Load & 'II-V
7pV Setting.

I m r U I LR">".L

STANDARD

50n

EQUIV+L_E NT-qIECUlT

necessary only that the receiver
pedance, it is necessary
remain~ constant, at
input impedance remains
at, whatm:oy have, throughout the comever value it may
comonly the
parison process. For this reason, ollly
signal genenltor
generator frequency can be changed to
peak the receiver response, since small
changes in receiver tuning may result in
im.redance.
appreciable changes in input impedance.
An amplitude modulated SIgnal
signal can be
used with an AM receiver
reeeiver and an audio voltvolt·
meter, provided the amplitude
amplitude modulation
is kept below 30%.
3070.
Unequal Sbutee
Sburce Impedance
The problems of interpreting
interpretiog signal gengen·
erator output readings increase when checking the calibration accuracy
accuracy of a signal gen·
generator whose
whos.... output impedance cannot be
made the same as the reference standard by
~uitable resistive pads, as shown in Figure 6,
suitable
6,
or whose output cable system
system sets up standing
waves at critical frequencies. These same
gen-.
problems arise in the use of such a signal gen-·
erator for receiver sensitivity measurements.
The necessary
neces~ary information
information to make these cor·
corrections is given in some
some detail in catalogues
and instruction manuals by the major manufacturers of signal generators.

Fi9u,e
Figure 6. Comparison of
of Voft0ge
Voltage Oufpuf
Output
from On-equal
Un.equol Source
Soutee Impedances
Impeclanees by AddiAddi.
tion of an
on Exterool
Impedonce Matching
Mafehing
tion
External Impedance
Resistor.

5

Figure 7. Signal
Sigool Generotor
CQlibHltion
Figure
Generator Calibration
when all
Three Impedances are Different.
when
a l l Three
Figure 7 shows a case in which the impedStandard, the signal
ances of the RF Voltage Standard,
generator and the receiver
reeeh·er are 50 ohm~,
ohms, 300
gen·
ohms and 150 ohms respectively.
respeaively. The general equation shown in the figure
ligure gives the
number of microvolts actually delivered by
the signal generator for aoy
any combination of
impedances in terms of the indicated output
level of
of the RF Voltage Standard.
The presence of standing waves in the output system of a signal generator which is not
matched internally will produce errors in
C1l1ibration
calibration which must be corrected by using
data supplied in the signal generator in~troc·
instruction manual. These error~
errors are a function
function of
frequency and must be taken into account at
each frequency setting.
In summary:
I. Determine tht'
1.
the output impedance
characteristics of the signal generator
being calibrated.
2.
2. Attempt to modify it to 50 ohms by
the use o(
antenna sys·
dummy antenna
sysof pads or dllmmy
df~1 on
tems, taking into account their effect
char·
the calibratioo
calibration dlles
dues to attenuation char-

acteristics.
acteristics.

BOONTON R
RADIO
CORPORATION
BOONTON
A D I O CORPORATION
3.3. [f
If the
the output
output impedance
impedance cannot
cannot be
be
ohms,
ohms, determine
determine the
the complex
complex
impedance
both the
the receiver
receiver and
and the
the
impedance of
of bOlh
signal
signal generator
generator and
and calculate
calculate the
the nosult·
resulting
ing voltage
voltage divider.
divider. Also
Also calculate
calculate the
the
voltage
voltage divider
divider consisting
consisting of
of the
the rereceivcr
ceiver and
and the
the ~O
50 ohm
ohm impedance
impedance of
of
the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard.
Standard.
·t
Since
the
outputS
o(
the
two
voltage
4. Since the outputs of the two voltage
dividers
dividers are
are eq...al
equal when
when the
the signal
signal gengenerator
erator output
output isis adjusted
adjusted to
to give
give the
the
s~m~
same reecin:r
receiver r"ading
reading as
as the
the RF
RF VOltage
Voltage
Standard,
Standard, we
we can
can equate
equate the
the t,,"O
two expresexpresZ,
sions
sions as
as follows:
follows* z, (E
2,
(Esg)
=
where
~
l -z;:-:;:-so (E).
Zr+Z s•••
g
Z,+ 5 0 (E).
where
Zr
receiver Input
input Impedance
impedance
Zr -= receiver
ZIg
signal generator
generator output
output Impedance
impedance
Zag-= Ilgnal
50
50-= RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard output
output lmpedllflce
impedance
EEsg
lIgna]
generator
open
clroult
voltage
8g = signal generator open circuit voltage
E.
RF
Voltage
Standard
q>en
circuIt
E = R F Voltage Standard open circuit voltage
voltage
Then
Then the
the signal
signal generaror
generator setting,
setting, Esg,
Esg,
which
which will
will produce
produce the
the same
same receiver
receiver reresponse
suonse as
as the
the output
outDut of
of the
the RI'
RF Voltage
Voltage
Standard,
Gandard, E,
E, can
can be
6e determined
determined from
from the
tce
equation:
Zsg
equation: EEsg-‘ • Zr
Zr -t-+ Zag
81
Zr-t50
(E)
Zr+ 50 (E)
Use
Use As
As A
A SO
50 OHM
OHM RF
RF Vollmeter
Voltmeter
The
The input
input system
system of
of the
the Rf
RF Voltage
Voltage Stand.
Standard
ard isis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 8.
8. It
It contains
contains a length
length
of
of coaxial
coaxial cable
cable which
which connel!ts
conneets the
the sou~e
source
of
to the
the coaxial
coaxial "head,"
“head,” whicll
which con·
conof power
power to
sists
sists of
of aa diode
diode voltmeter
voltmeter in
in parallel with the
input
input to
to the
the precision
precision coaxial
coaxial attenuator.
attenuator. The
The
diode
diode voltmeter
voltmeter reads
reads the
the input
input voltage didirectlyat
rectly at the
the input
input to
to the
the attenuator,
attenuator, and
and the
the
caljbration
calibration of
of the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard is
is not
not
affected
affected by
by standing
standing waves
waves on
on the
the cable
cable ahead
ahead
of
of this
this point.
point.
The
The 60
60ohm
ohm attenuator
attenuator input
input impedance
impedance is
is
shunted
300 ohms
ohms diode
diode
shunted by
by approximately
approximately 300
impedance,
impedance, which
which together
together form
form approxi.
approximately aa ~O
50 ohm
ohm termination
termination for
for the
the 50
50 ohm
ohm
mately
input cable_
cable. The
The voltage
voltage seen
seen by
by tlle
the diode
diode
input
voltmeter
voltmeter atat the
the input
input to
to the
the attenuator
attenuator will
will
be nearly
nearly the
the SlIme
same as
as that
that applied
applied at
at the
the ininbe
put BNC
BNC connector,
connector, subject
subject to
to voltage standstandput
on the
the cable.
cable. Variations in
in the
the
ing waves
waves on
"'g
characteristic impedance
impedance of
of the
the cable
cable and
and the
the
characteristic
moderate standstanddiode impedance
impedance introduce
introduce aa moderate
diode
ing wne
wave o(
of voltage
voltage on
on the
the cable
cable which
which inining
creases with
with frC<Juency.
frequency.
creases
The ratio
ratio for
for each
each coaxial
coaxial attenuator
attenuator isis
The
individually determined,
determined, and
and the
the correct
correct ininindividually
microvolt level
level meter
meter
put voltage
voltage for
for the
the I1 microvolt
p...t
setting isis given
given on
on the
the voltmeter
voltmeter calibration
calibration
setting
on top
top of
of the
the instrument.
instrument. This
This inindata pbte
plate on
dat~
formation on
can be
be used
used for
for checking
checking the
the ininformation
strument at
at low
low frC<JucndCl;
frequencies (below
(below ~oo
500 kc)
kc)
strument
and for
for measuring
measuring If
rf input
input vo[t"ges.
voltages. With
With
and
microvolt position,
position,
the range
range switch
switch in
in the
the 11 microvolt
the
the input
input vohage
voltage isis increased
increased until
until the
the meter
meter
the
microvolt. The
The inpu!
input voltage
voltage is
is
indicates 11 microvolt.
indicatCli
then e9ual
equal to
to the
the value
value stamped
stamped on
on the
the data
data
then
plate. Input
Input voltages
voltages of
of \12
y2and
and 22 times
times this
this
plate.
value can
can be
be determined
determined by
by adjusting
adjusting the
the
value
0.5 and
and 22 with
with
input for
for meter
meter indications
indications of
of 0.5
input
the range
range switch
switch in
in the
the corresponding
corresponding posiposithe
tion.
tion.
Accuracy
Aceuracy
The method
method of
of setting
setting up
up the
the calibration
calibration
The
of the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard at
at the
the factory
factory is
is
of
such that
that the
the initial
initial accuracy
accuracy isis determined
determined
such
m~de
made ~O
50

by
which the
the 60
ohm and
and the
the
by the
the care
care with
with which
60 ohm

0.0024
resistors are
measured, the
the accuaccu0.0024 ohm
ohm resistors
are measured,

used to
TO set
set up
up the
the
racy
racy of
of the
the voltage
voltage source
source used
rf
the Voltage
Voltage Standing
rf voltmeter
voltmeter circuit,
circuit, and
and the
Standing
of the
the input
input to
to the
the
Wave
Ratios (VSWR)
Wave Ratios
(VSWR) of
coaxial
the impedance
im.rcdance match
match
coaxial attenuator
attenuator and
and the
terminatIon. Of
Of these,
these,
of
of the
the output
output able
cable termination.
is the
leasT accurate
measurement
the
the VSWR
VSWR is
the least
accurate measurement
to the
the overoverand
and also
also the
the greatest
greatest contributor
contributor to
all
all tolerance.
tolerance.
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FI91lre
Attenualar and
Voltmeter.
Figure 8. RF Attenuator
and Voltmeter.
The
is the center conThe 60
GO ohm
ohm film
film resistor is
line~
ductor of a terminated transmission line2
and
and together with the 0.0024 ohm disc resiStor
sistor itit provides an
an accurate attenuator
attenuator useof frequencies5.
frC<Juencies~.
ful
ful over a very wide range of
The
The actual ratio is taken into account in setting up the volmge
voltage into the attenuator
attenuator and
adjusting
adjusting the metet
meter to read the desired outfrC<Juency
put voltage. The uniformity with frequency
of the attenuation ratio is determined
com_
determined by comparing eadl
each l1nit
unit against a carefully measured
standard
standard unit at several points over a wide
frequency range.

gure 9.
7. RF
m r Vo/toge
v oirage aranaara-oasrc
Figure
StondorJ-Basle
Circuit.
Cireul,.
accuracy, which is of conThe long term accuracy,
con·
siderably more importance and upon which
siderably
specifications are based, includes the
the specifications
stability of s,"'eral
several components not involved
in the initial
initial calibration. A
in
A circuit has been
are minimchosen in which these variations arc
ized by the procedure used to place the instruized
instru·
ment in
in operation.
operation.
ment
The simplified circuit of Figure 9 shows
The
the basic
basic dc
dc mctering
metering system
system associated with
the
the If
rf voltmeter.
The rectification
efficiency,
voltmeter. The
rectification efftciency,
the
or ratio
ratio of
of rectified
rectified dc
dc current
current to
applied ac
10 applied
a.c
or
voltage, of
of aa .scmi-O)llductor
semi-conductor diode
diode at
voltage,
at aa con(ontrolled value
value of
of bias
bias current
current is
is aa very
very stable
stable
trolled
characteristic.
ic.
characterist
The transistor
transistor is
is used
The
used in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
the diode
diode to
to raise
raise the
the impedance
the
impedance level
level prepre·
sented to
to the
the meter
for proper
damping. The
'rhe
semed
metcr for
proper damping.
diode
current
passes
through
the
junction
diode current Pa.l'ses through the junction
transistor with
with aa constant
constant efficiency
efficiency of
of about
aoout
transistor

•
6

98% regardless
rcgardless of
of resistance
resistance changes.
changes. This
This
98%
as “alpha,”
'·alpha,"· isis
current transfer
transfer factor,
factor, known
known as
current
very stable
stable and
and therefore
therefore does
dO(.~ not
not contribute
contribute
very
in accuracy.
accuracy. The
The
any significant
significant variation
\'ariarion in
any
is somewhat
somewhat analagous
analagous to
to the
the unity
unity
actIon is
action
of aa. cathode
cathOlle folfolvoltage gain
gain characteristic
characteristic of
voltage
lower circuit
circuit which
which also
also presents
presents aa large
large imimlower
pedance ratio
ratio between
between input
input and
and output
output circirpedance
cuits.
cuits.
sel.'n in
in Figure
Figure 9,
9, the
the transistor
transistor impedimpedAs seen
As
is located
located in
in one
one arm
arm of
of aa bridge.
bridge. Hence
Hence
"nce is
ance
vary_
the bridge can be brought
brought to
to balance
balance by
by varying the
thc transistor
transistor impedance
impedance by
br means
means of
of its
its
ing
is done
done during
during the
the initial
initial
base voltage.
volmge. This
This is
base
the SET
SET ZERO
ZERO
adjustment procedure
procedure with
with the
adjustment
COntrol. ’This
This does
does not
not affect
affect the
the 98%
98$1, efficieffici·
control.
of current
currCllt flow
lIow through
through the
the transistor.
transistor.
ency of
Preuulions
Precautions
$everal points
points of
of technique
technique in
in handling
handling
Several
of parparlow-level radio
radio frequencies
frequencies become
become of
ticular importance
importance when
when checking the
the calicaliticular
of a signal
signal generator.
generator. RF
Rf voltage
voltage
bration of
of the
the signal
signal generator,
generator, somesome·
leakage out of
leakage
times along the
the power
power cord,
cord, will
will cause
canse trouble
trouble
if the
the receiver
receiver is
is not
not well
well shielded.
shielded. Likewise,
likewise,
if
from adjacent
adjacent equipment
equipment
interfering signals from
broadcast transmitters
transmitters will
will affect
affect poorly
poorly
or broadcast
recei"ers and prevent
prevent accurate
accurate measmeasshielded receivers
urements.
urements.
of impedance
impedance match
ffilItch and
and
conditions of
The conditions
wavCli on
on output
output
corrections for standing
standing waves
corrections
be accounted
accounted for
for before
before the
the perpercables must
must be
of aa signal
signal generator
generator can
can be
be evaluevaluformance of
The connections
connections between
betwl'en the
the output
output
ated. The
the
the RF
Rl' Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard and
and the
cable from the
gem:ntor to
to the
the receiver
r,"eiver input
input should
should
signal generator
be as short
short as possible.
possible. The
The insertion
insertion loss
loss of
of
be
any matching
matching pads
pads must
must be
be included
included in
in the
the
comparison.
receiver response
responsc will
will cause
cause critical
critical
Sharp receiver
tuning and stability
stability problems,
problems, and
and will
will pass
pass
of the
the
low frequency
frequency components
components of
only the low
noise which
which make
make the
the meter
mette bounce.
bounce. A
A wider
wider
will produce
produce aa higher,
higher, but
but much
much
pas.s-band will
pass-band
d{'Sired
noise level
level to
to which
which the
the desired
steadier, noise
signal is added.
Tune only the
the signal
signal generator
generator when
when
searching
searching for
for maximum
maximum receiver
receiver response
response to
to
avoid changes
in the
the receiver
receiver input
input conconchanges in
ditions.
Always
Always check the
the signal
signal generator
generator tuning
tuning
when
of high
high level
level
when going from
from the
the condition
condition of
into
RF Voltage
Voltage Standard
Standard to
to the
the low
low
illlo the RF
level into
sometimes adadinto the receiver.
receivcr. ItIr isis sometimes
visable to re-tune the
the signal
signal generator
generator frefrequency
the low
low level
level output
oulput isis
quency each
each time
time the
re-adjusted
re.adjusted in
in order
order to
to get
get significant
significant results.
results.
When
When first
first placing
placing the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage StandStandard
in operation,
operation, itit is
is advisable
advisable to
to re-check
re-check
ard in
the
ZERO posiposithe SET
SET FULL
FULL SCALE
SCALE and
and SET
SET ZERO
tions.
be caused
caused by
by changes
changes
tions. Initial
Initial drift
drift can be
in
in battery
battery voltage
voltage when
when the
the instrument
instrument isis
first
first turned
turned on and
and by
by changes
changes in
in the
the resistresistance
of the
anceof
the transistor
transistor due
due to
to aa sudden
sudden change
change
in
in temperature,
temperature. such
such as
as bringing
bringing the
the instruinstrument
ment from
from storage
storage into
into aa warm
warm laboratory.
laooratory.
There
is no
no significant
significa.nt heat
heat developed
developed inside
inside
There is
of
of .the
.the instrument.
instrumclll. Re-adjusting
Re-adjusting the
the SET
SET
FULL
FULL SCALE
SCALE and
and the
the SET
SET ZERO
ZERO controls
controls
restores
the instruinstrurcsrorcs the
the calibration
calibrarion accuracy
accuracy of
of the
ment
mCllt even
even though
though the
the transistor
transistor and
and diode
diode
dc
dc resistances
resistances may
may have
have changed.
changed.
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THE
T H E NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK
Summary
Summary
Bi'
By judicious
judicious use
use of
of the
the RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Stand·
Standard
ard Type
Type 245·1\
245-A itit is
is possible
possible to
to check
check the
the
low
low and
and high
high level
level calibration
calibration of
of signal
signal gen·
generators
of frequencies,
frequencies, and
and
erators over
over aa wide
wide range
range of
10
to l'S13bllsh
establish signab
signals for
for lesting
testing rel:eivers
receivers at
at
the
the microvolt
microvolt level
level with
with aa confidence
confidence not
not
formerly
formerly possible.
possible.
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PRECISION CAPACITOR

ME"TER
METER "TO
TO BE
BE CAUBRATEO
CALIBRATED

SHIELDED
SHIELDED COIL
COIL
I"'DICATING UNIT
.~

•

·•
•

Figure
,h. inFigure I.
7 . Inter<;onnee:tion~
Interconnections of
of equipment
equipment that can
can be
be u~.d
used in the
the calibration of the
terno/
260.A and a0
of aa Q
Q Meter. H.re
Here ~hown
shown ore
are Q MeIers
Meters Type
T y p e 260-A
ternal resonating
resonatina copacitor
caDacitor of
GR precision
precision capocito'
c G a c i t o r Type
Type 722·D.
722-0.
GR
Equipment Required
Recently
Recently we
we have
have received
received aa number
number of
Q Meter to be calibrated-fiRC
calibrated-BRC 160-A
11 Q
160-A
inquiries
inquiries on
on thIS
this subjea.
subject. TIler
They arc
are numerous
numerous
or 260·A
260-A (referred to as No. 1).
or
I).
eoough
enough to
to indicate
indicate aa wide.spread
wide-spread inl<'r("St
interest in
in
11 Q
160·A or 260-A)
260.A) used
Q Meter (BRC 160-A
,he
the technique
technique of
of calibraling
calibrating lhe
the Internal
as
unil (referred to as No.
as an
an Indicating unit
Reronallllg
Q Meter.
Meter. This
This
Resonating Capacitor
Capacitor of
of (he
the Q
Z)
2).
intNe5t
interest l~is under~tand1ble
understandable since
since the
the versattlity
versatility
11 Precision Capacitor with a range covercover·
of th('
the Q
Q Meter
Meter in
in performing
performing aa hOSI
host of
of func·
funcof
ing at
at least 600",1'.£
600ppf (G.R. 722 or equivaQ‘F
depends,
in
some
tions
besides
measuring
tion, lx'sides measuring Q' depends, in wm"
lent).
lent).
special cases.
cases, on
on the
the additional
additional accumcy
accuracy obobspeCial
Shielded Coil that will resonate between
11 Shidded
tainable from
from an
an errof
error curve
curve for
for the Internal
Internal
tamable
200-500 KC.
KC.
200·500
Resonating Capacitor.
Capacitor.
Resonating
Preliminary Check
The
Q
Meter
contains
(1)
an
RF
oscilThe Q MeIer contains (1) an RF oscilBefore beginning calibrMion
calibration it is advisable
ad"isable
lator, (2)
(2) aa measuring
measuring circuit
circuit including
lator,
to inspect
inspect the !nteroal
Internal Resonating Capacitor
to
Capacilor
the m.,in
main and
and vernier
vernier tuning
tuning capacitors
capacitors (In·
(Inthe
be calibrated. A quick check of
to bec:alibrateJ.
of the
lhe followfollow.
ternal Resonating
Resonating Gtpacitor),
Capacitor), (J)
(3) aa vacuum
ternal
ing polllts
points may
may save
save aa needless
of
inS
needless repetition
repetition of
tube
voltmeter
and
(4)
a
system
for
injecttube voltmeler and
a syslem for inject·
calibration and avoid wa’ste
ca.]ibration
",a'ste of time since the
lhe
known amOlmt
amount 0of the
the oscillator
oscillator \'oltag('
voltage
ing a.a known
ing
instrument can nOI
not be calibrated properly ifif
in seri~'S
series in
in the
the measuring
measuring circuit.
circuit.
in
any of these mechanical conditions prevail:
any
pre"ail:
The Internal
Internal Resonating
Resonating Capacitor
Capacitor isis used
The
(1) Examine
capacitor for
(I)
Examine capacitor
for foreign
foreign matmat·
so that
that the
the
to adjust
adjust [ht'
the value
value of
of capacitance
capacitance so
ter, specks
specks of
of dirt,
dirt, etc.
etc. Such
Such matter
to
ler,
matter tends
tends to
to
circuit under
under test
test can
can be
be resonated
resonated at
at the
the
lower the
the Q
Q of
of the
capacitor by
circuit
10"'er
the capacitor
by introducing
introducing
measurement fre<jueocy.
frequency. Calibration
Calibration of
of this
this
spurious resistance
it.
measurement
aa spuriou~
resistance across
across it.
capacitor should
should be
be done
done ~t
at aa relativ('ly
relatively low
low
(2) Check
Check main
bearing of
C1lp~citor
(2)
main bearing
of rotor
rotof sections
sections
frequency with
with respect
respect to
to the
the inSlrument's
instrument’s
of both
both main
and vernier
capacitors. Shafts
frC<juency
or
main and
vernier capacitors.
Shafts
operating range
range in
in order
order to
to pre"ent
prevent stray
stray
should be
be firm
to prevent
operating
should
firm to
pr('vent mechanical
mechanieal backback·
inductance effects.
effects.
lash or
or electrie"oll
electrical instability.
inductan'"
lash
in~tabi1ily.
The calibration
calibration method
method described
described here
here is
is
( 3 ) Check
Check spring
spring gear take-up
The
(3)
take.up of both
based on
on substitution
substitution of
of aa known
known amount
amount of
of
capacitors. Improper
Improper loading
gears will
based
of gears
will
capacitors.
loading of
capacitance from
from aa pred~ion
precision eapacilOr
capacitor for
for an
an
also cause
cause backlash.
backlash.
also
capacitance
indicated amount
amount of
of Capacilancc
capacitance in
in the
the Q
Q
(4) Make certain rotors
indicaled
(4)
rotor~ are centered with
Meter, using
using aa rcsonant
resonant circuit
circuit on
on aa second
second
stators. Check
Check plate
spacing visually.
Meter,
stators.
plate spacing
visually. Run
Run
Q Meter
Meter for
for the
the compari50n.
comparison.
out rotor
rotor plates
plates to
to notice
any wobble.
out
notice any
wobble.
Q

Pro~edure of
of Calibration
Calibration
Procedure
A. Calibration
Calibration of
of main
main Q
Q Capacitor
Capacitor.
A
(I) Set
Set the
the Q
Q Meter,
Meier, N
NO.2,
which isi~ to
to
(1)
o 2, which
as the
the resonance
r('sonaoce indicator,
indicator, to
to
be used
used as
be
450"",f and
and turn
turn on
on the
the power
po,,'('r. Mount
Moum
450ppf
on the
the instrument
instrument aa suitably
suitably shielded
shielded
on
coil that
that will
wiJl resonate
resonate between
between 200
200 kc
kc
coil
and ~oo kc such
Slleh as
as the
the 103-A32
103·A32.
andgookc
(2) Connect
Connea the
the precision
precision capacitor
C1lpacitor to
to
(2)
and Gnd
Gnd terminals
terminals of
of the
the in
in·
the Hi
Hi and
the
dicating Q
Q Meter
Meter through
through aa short
short piece
piece
dicating
of coaxial
coaxial cable
cable. Now
Now set
set the
lh.. capacitor
capacitor
of
in the
the indicating
indicating Q Meter,
Meter, N
No.2,
to the
the
in
o 2, to
of 30ppf
30",,£.
minimum value
"alue of
minimum
(3) Connect
Connect the
lile grounded
grounded terminal
terminal of
of
(3)
the precision
precision capacitor
capacilOr to
10 the
the Gnd
Gnd termterm·
inal on the
lhe Q Meter
Meter being
being calibrated
C1llibraled
inal
1) with
with a N
No.
18 stranded
slrande<! copper
copper
o 18
(No 1)
wire. Arrange
Arrange another
another lead
lead from
from the
the
wire
insulated terminal
terminal on
on the
lhe precision
precision ca
C1l.
insulated
pacilor to
to a point
point in
in air
air Y8’’
¥an toto Y2‘‘
Y2" above
above
pacitor
til<' Hi capacitor
eapacitor terminal
terminal post
post of
of the
the Q
Q
the
Meter being
being calibrated
calibrated (No
(No. 1I)) using
using
Meter
a no
no. 20
20 A
AWG
bare tinned
tinned signal
signal con
con·
W G bare
ductor copper
copper wire
wire. The
The tip
tip of
of this
this selfstlfductor
suspended lead
lead must
mUSI be
be straight,
straighl, without
Without
suspended
hook~ or
or loops,
loops, and
and must
must point
poinl down
down
hooks
to the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter terminal
terminal. Isolate
Isolale this
tbis
from surrounding objects
objects.
lead from
Set the
the precision
precision capacitor
capacitor to
to 600600·
(4) Set
I'l'f or more
more. Now
Now adjust
adjust the
the oscillator
oscill~tnr
ppf
fre<jueocy control
control of
of the
th(' indicating
indicating Q
Q
frequency
Meter, N
No,
2, for
for aa maximum
maximum indication
indication
Meter,
o 2,
of Q
Q. Resonance
Resonance will
will occur
occur at
at aa lower
lower
of
frequency than
than in
in step 11. Note
Note the
lhe setSel·
frequency
ling of
of the
lh(' precision
precision capacitor,
capacitor, calling
calling
ting
lhe reading
reading C,
Ct.
the
((~)
5 ) Set
Set the
the main
main capacitor
capacitor dial
dial of
of the
the
Meter being
being calibrated
nlibrated ((No.1)
to
Q Meter
N o 1 ) to
the vernier
vernier dial
dial to
to zero
zero, Do
Do not
oot
30 and the
energize this
this Q
Q Meter
Meter.
(6)
(6) Touch
Touch the
llle suspended
su~pended lead,
lead, moving
moving
it as little
lillie as
as possible,
possible, to
to the
the Hi
Hi terminal
terminal
post
post on the
lhe Q
Q Meter
Me,er being
beillg calibrated
calibr..ted
resonate with
and re
re·resonate
with the
the precision
precision
capacitor
capacitor. Note
Note this
this reading
readlllg as
as C,
C~.
The difference
difference between
between the
the two
two record
recordlSppf isis the
ed readings,
readings, C,-C,,
CrC", plus
plus 0O.Ojoljolf
the
true
true capacitance
capacitance corresponding
corresponding to
to aa dial
dial
reading of
of 30t
30t.
((7)
7 ) Using
Using the
the reading
reading noted
noted in
in step
step 44
as
as C1,
C" other
other values
values of
of capacitance
capacitance on
on the
the

(41
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Figure
Figure 2.
2. Correction
Correction Chart,
Chort.

500

BOONTON
BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
Q
Q Meter
Meter m~in
main capacitor
capacitor can
can be
be checked
checked
by
by succ<'5sive
successive settings
settings of
of thc
the unknown
unknown
capadtor
capacitor and
and the
the predsion
precision carac;tor
capacitor as
as
abov"
above to
to obtain
obtain ncw
new valucs
values 0of C
C,.J .
B.
B. C.libration
Calibration of
of Vernier
Vernier Tuning
Tuning Glpacitor
Capacitor
The
The samc
same procedure
procedure isis follOwed
followed as
as above
above
except
except that
that the
the range
range of
of the
the preci$ion
precision capacicapacitOr
tor must
must be
be expanded
expanded to
to obtain
obtain greater
greater accuaccuracy
racy of
of calibration.
calibration. The
The main
main tuning
tuning capadtor
capacitor
isis left
left atat 30/-,/-,f,
30ppf, and
and the
the vernier
vernier capacitor
capacitor is
is
moved
to fl, +2, + 3 ,
moved successively
successively from
from 0 to
and
and _I,
-1, _2.
-2, -3.
-3. The
The amount
amount of
of change
change
on
on the
the precision
precision capacitor
capacitor dial
dial necessitated
necessitated in
in
each
for rcson;lncc
resonance on
on the
the indicating Q
Q
each C;lSC
case for
Meter
Meter represents
represents the
the corresponding
corresponding value
value on
on
the
the vern'er
vernier capadtor.
capacitor.
By
By substracting
subtracting the
the calibrated
calibrated values from
from
the
the di~l
dial readings
readings and
and plotting
plotting the errors
errors
against
against the
the dial
dial readings
readings as
as shown
sbown in
in Figure
Figure
2,
2, aa calibration
calibration chart
chart for
for thc
the main
main capacitor
can
can be
be drawn
drawn up.
up. ItIt isis possible
possible thrQugh
through this
this
method
method of
of calibration
calibration to
to obtain
obtain an
an error
error curve
curve
which
which permits
permits use
use atat an
an accuracy
accuracy somewhat
somewhat
better
better than
than our
our specified
specified tolcrancet.
tolerancel, depend_
depending
ing of
of course
course on
on the
the skill
skill of
of the
the operator
operator and
and
the
of the
the precision
the accuracy
accuracy of
of calibration
calibration of
c;lpadlor
capacitor used_
used. AA similar
similar bUI
but expanded
expanded chan
chart
(sincc
(since the
the actual
actual error
error will
will be
be in
in tenths)
tenths) can
can
be
be drawn
drawn for
for the
the vernier
vernier capacitor,
capacitor.

0 +1, +2. +3.
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THE

A
A NOTE
NOTE FROM
FROM THE
THE EDITOR
EDITOR
as
the publication
publication date
date
as the
NOTEBOOK draws
draws
for
for cach
each issue
issue of
of THE
THE NOTEBOOK
de·
ncar,
our engineering
engineering denear, that
that members
members of
of our
parrmCLll
passing the
partment pause
pause when
when passing
the editorial
editorial
to the
the water
water cooler
and
sanctum
sanctum on
on the
the way
way to
cooler and
thc three-inch
three-inch layer
layer
gape
gape over
over our
our shoulder
shoulder at
at the
of
This we
we charitcharit·
of chaos
chaos sp,ud
s p r a d over
over the
the desk,
desk. This
to the
curiosity conconably
ably attribute
attribute to
the ''''$ineer's
engineer’s curiosity
lbe NoteNOICcerning
cerning the
the mjstcriou.s
mysterious Journey
journey of
of The
book to the printed page, (rather
(rathcr than
wonclermem
wonderment as
as to
to why anyone would get
paid for doing that sort
sort of thing), and we
fecI
members of
of the
the same
same
our readers.
readers, members
feel that
that our
not in
in the
th..
g..nus,
genus, might
might also
also be
be curious,
curious, ifif not
mechanical process of preparation
preparation of
of THE
NOTEBOOK, Ihen
mystery
then certainly in the mystery
of
of why
why another g,roup
group of engineers should
be
so intere:<;ted.
interested.
be so
Dispensing
of the
Dispensing with a description of
blood, sweat and tears generated
generalcd by the auCTClltive labors
thors
thors in
in the course of their creative
(many of our readers arc
are painfully familiar
with the
tile journey
journey
the picture), we will begin the
at
at the point where the copy is ready for typesctting.
setting. The type for THE NOTEBOOK is
".set"
Lino·
“set” by a monstrous machine called a;I Linoof
type,
type, which spews castings, or slugs, each of
which corresponds to a line of type. This
eYen
machine also has the ability to make an even
right
regulaimg the spacing
right hand margin by regulaitng
between individual letters and words.
When the copy
copy has been linotyped and
editcd
edited as
as carefuIly
carefully as time and the human
pasted in page
factor permit.
permit, it is cut up and pasted
larger
form
form on large shel"ts
sheets of paper. The larger
fot headings is set
using
type used
used for
set by hand, using
commercially
paper letters.
commercially available pads of paper
W~
W e hav~
have notic~d.
noticed,

of the
the line
lint: drawings
drawings are
are
Glossy photostats
photostats of
Glossy
in position.
position.
also pasted
pasted in
also
When our
our eight
eight “repro”
"repro" pages
pages are
are ready,
ready,
When
we take
take them
them to
to the
the offset
offset printer,
printer, who
who proprowe
Ct:eds to
to photograph
photograph them
them with
with aa camera
camera
ceeds
is roughly
roughly half
half the
the size
size of
of aa master
master
which is
which
In this
this photographic
photographic process
process he
he
bedroom. In
bedroom.
of our
our repro
repro pages,
pages, which
which
reduces the
the size
size of
reduces
~n arbitrarily
arbitrarily set
set up
up 10%
l0'/'.J larger
larger than
than
ha,·" been
have
lh.. final
final page
page size.
size. The
Thc developed
de,'eloped negatives
negatives
the
arc then
then placed
placed over
o\'er aa light
light box
box and
and all
all
are
extranc'Ous lines,
lines, marks
marks and
and paste-up
paste·up details
details
extraneous
by the
the camera
camera are
arc removed
removed by
by
picked up
up by
picked
means of
of opaquing
opaguing fluid.
fluid. The
The negatives
negatives are
are
means
in two
two rows
rows of
of four
four
then carefully
carefully laid
laId out
out in
then
each on a large
large sheet of
of paper,
paper. each
each page
page
to the
the
haYing a special
special position
position with
with respect
respect to
having
called “stripping.”
"stripping:'
Tllis operation
operation isis called
others. This
A large
large plate
plate of
of thin,
thin, sensitized
sensitized metal
metal isis then
then
A
e:Kposed to light
light through
through this
this bank
bank of
of neganega_
exposed
tives. When
When the
the plate
plate isis “developed”
"developed" the
the ext:xtives.
posed areas retain
retain a.
a·greasy
substalKe which
which
posed
greasy substance
holds printing
printing ink.
ink. The
The plate
plate isis
attracts and holds
mounted on the
the cylinder
cylinder of
of the
the offset
offsct
now mounted
pre:<;s and rotated,
rotated, first
lirst against
against ink
ink rollers
rollers
press
which deposit ink
ink only
only on
on the
the greasy
greasy areas,
areas.
which
large rubber
rubber roller
roller which,
which, in
in
then against a large
then
lurn, transfers
transfers the
the ink
ink to
to the
the paper
paper passing
passing
turn,
through the
the press.
prcss.
of paper,
paper, when
when printed
printed on
On both
both
sher·t of
Each sheet
in what
what the
the printer
printcr terms
terms aa “work
"work and
and
sides in
COntains two
two complete
complcte copies
copies
turn" sequence,
sequence. contains
turn”
of THE NOTEBOOK.
NOTEBOOK. These
These sheets
sheets are
are then
then
of
machine which
which simultanesimultanefed into a folding machine
folds and creates the
the glued
glued binding.
bindiog.
ously folds
to cut,
cut, trim
trim and
and punch
pUllch
remain only to
There remain
loose,leaf holes
holes and
and our
our NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK isis
the loose-leaf
for shipment.
shipmcoL
ready for
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Circuit Effects
Effects On Q
CHI
DcvclopmulJ
C H I LUNG
L U N G I<ANG,
KANG, D
e u e l o p m e n t EEngincel'
ngineer
TIle Q of a prnnical simple resonant
circuiT is always lower than that of the
componcm coil or cap:u::icof because of
additional losses in the circuit which
oftcn appear <juice unexpectedly, In
a IJ1casuring circuil, as used in a Q
Metcr, small internal losses are always
present, whose significance is often not
fully realized. Under the general heading of circuit effects on Q. this article
poims out how the Jo.,ding accumulates
in some practical circuits and examines
the appreciable effea: of residual parameters in Q Meter circuiTS on Q-rcadings obmined. Dllc to the effect of dif·
ferences in residual parameters, Q-readings of the same coil but from different
Q Meters may differ. Corrc!Mion of results bcrw(:en the low frequency Q
Metcr Type 260·A and the high frcquency Q Meter Type 190-A in overlapping ranges is presented.
About Simple Resonant Circuits
A few assertions will be made about
the simple resonant circuit to serve as
a starting point for later discussion.
For a reactive component, either capacitive or inductive, if the Q is greater
than 10, the following uansformarion is
valid as shown in Figure I.

X,=XI'=X
X.

0'

>

"

~

==

]] ".~.m'c

:- f- -R>R2+T /
]]

J.e.

R.Rp=X'
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Figure 2.
Figure
2. Different drtuit
circuit represena coHo
coil.
tations for tI
ttltions

extent to which any change of
The extem
of
loss affects
affects the Q
Q depends
depends upon the loss
loss
already present. A resonant circuit of
already
X and quality factor Q has
reactance X
reaCtance

Rp

R.
X"
It is customary to talk about shunt
loss or series loss in either a coil or a
capacitOr. Bm as long as either of them
is considered as 11 twO terminal com-

a

I

Figure I.
parallel torms
forms
7 . Series
berres t1nd
and parallel
of impedtlnce.
impedance.
ponent, it
it is simply
simply an impedance and
can
can be express<."(1
expressed either in the series
or the
the shunt form
form as shown above. The
following transfornution
iJ!ustr:ues this,
transformation illustrates
Q>
10
Q
10 being assumed:

R, =
z series
series resistance =
=
R.

Q= - - ~ - -

b

I

X
-

Q

R, =
= shum
shunt resistance =
= QX
QX
RI'
Consider a 250,..h
250ph coil which resonates
Consider
1OOppf at
at 1
Q
with about
about 100,..,..f
with
I mc. Assume Q
of the
the whole circuit
circuit is 320.
of
1
X ==o wL
Lz=
--= l6OOR
1600 n
X
WC

we

1600
1600

. R.=--=5n
RS=-=5R
320

R,p =
= 320
320 xx 1600
1600 =
= 512,000
512,000 2
!n
R
From these figures,
figures, it cao
can be reaFrom
for example,
example, that an)'
any change of
soned, fOf
son<..J,
of
0.020 in
in series
series resistance
resistance would
0.02fi
would be
be of
of
little consequence
consequence but
but an)'
any additional
additional
little

10.1<1 of
of 55 megohms
megohms would
would have
have
shunt load
efff.:ct.
appreciable effect.
appreciable
If a certain Q
Q value
value isis implicitly
implicitly asas·
If
of X
X isis ititsumed, then the
the magnitude
magnitude of
self
an indication
indication of
of impedance
impedance level,
kvel,
self an
is
which is
X
X
R.=-R,
Q

in the
the series case and
;l,nd
in

R,,=QX
R,,
= QX
in the
the parallel
paraIlel case.
ose. Thus
Thus at
at aa fixed
fixed
low resonating
resonating capacitance
capacitance
frequency, low
means aa high
imp<.-dance level.
level. ConseConsehigh impedance
low C, aa shunt loss
loss will
will
quently, at aa low
have a great effect
dfL'Ct on
on Q
Q while
while the
the efefof an
nn additional
additionnl series
series loss
loss will
will be
be
fect of
negligible.
Considerations
Considerations In
In Practical
Practical Circuits
Circuits
Taking the
the view
view point
point of
of aa simple
simple
resonant
resonant circuit, the
the following
following circuit
circuit
aspects
asp<:Cts will be
be examined
examined to
to see
see how
how the
the
circuit loss
Q
loss accrues
accrues and how
how circuit
circuit Q
is affected:
II.. Single
Single tuned
tuned interstage
infers'age
coupling
coupling circuit:
For
freFar a narrow band or a;l, single frequency
qucncy amplifier, a special form
form of
of imunpedance
is aa parallel
parallel tuned
lUned
peclance coupling is
circuit as shown in
in Figure
Figure 3. When
Wh",n the
the
coupling capacitor
c.. isis large
large enough
capacitor C,.
so that its
negligible, (this
its reactance
reactance is negligible,
is the usual
usual case),
Case), then
then the
the interstage
interstage
circuit
tWO terminals
terminals and
and is
is in
in
circuit has only two
fact a simple resonant
resonam circuit
circllit in
in parallel
parallel
form. The
Q of
of the
the circuit
circuit is
is
TIle resulting
resulting Q
of
of interest
interest because
because it concerns not
not only
ani}'
the
bue also the
the passband
passband
the stage
stage gain but
or frequency selective
seleuive characteristics.
Usually,
Q isis much
much lower
lower
UsuaIly, the
the circuit
circuit Q
than
Q of
of the
the coil
coil and
and
than the
the combined
combined Q
tuning
tuning capacitor
capacitor C
C because
because there
there are
:Ire
several
other losses
losses involved.
iovolved.
several other
a.
h e first
a. vP
r" of
of tthe
firSf stage:
,Iage; Expressed
Expressed in
in
equivalent
equivalent circuit
circuit form,
form, the
the first
firsr stage
stage
becomes
becomes aa current
currcnt source
source of
of gllleF:
gL"e" with
with
r,,,
the plate
plate resistance
resistance of
of the
the tube,
tube, as
as aa
f l " the
shunt
shunt load
load across
across the
the resonant
resonant circuit.
circuit.
Therefore,
pcmade is
is almost
almost always
alwa)'s
Therefore, aa pentode
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1.

CC

Figure
Figure 3.
3. Single
Single tuned
tuned interslage
interstage
coupling
coupling circu;'.
circuit.
used
used as
as the
the first
first rube
tube since
since its
its higher
rl'
r,, means
means less
less loading.
loading.
b.
I n p u t loadi,t/J
loading of
of the
the jollollJiug
following
b. II/put
ttage:
Vacuum tube
tube input
input impedance
impedance is
is
stage: Vacuum
generally
generally considered
considered high,
high, but
but relative
relative
to
parallel resonant
resonant
to rhe
the impedance
impedance of
of aa parallel
circuit,
circuit, the
the comrary
contrary isis more
more often
often the
the
case
at higher
higher frequencies.
frequencies.
case especially
especially at
c.c. Stray
Stray capacitances
capacitances with ilssoci,m,d
associated
!oun:
losses: This
This could
could be
be important if the
the
stray capacitance
capacitance isis an
an appreciable
appreciable parr
part
stray
of the
the rotal
total resonating
resonating capacitance.
capacitance. To
To
of
keep Q
Q high,
high, the
the metal
metal partS
parts with
with which
keep
the stray
stray ClIpacitance
capacitance isis associated
associated should
should
the
be
be well
well grounded
grounded and
and dielecuics
dielectrics ininloss.
volved should
should have
have low
low loss.
volve<!
G r i d resistor
resistor R
R,9 loading
loading 011
o n the
the
d.d. Grid
resonant cirelli!:
circuit:
relOlIallt
Loss d/le
d u e !o
t o B+
B f feeding
f e e d i n g circuit:
circuit:
e,e. LOJJ
As shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 3,
3, the
the decoupling
decoupling
As
capacitor CC1
may introduce
introduce some
some series
series
capacitor
1 may
loss into
into the
the coil.
coil. And
And if
if parallel
parallel feed
feed
loss
choke isis used,
used, aa shunt
shunt load
load
through aa choke
through
added.
isis added.
R,,
is the final equivalent shunt
If R
If
1• is the final {"quivalcm shunt
losses of
of the
the whole
whole circuit,
circuit, including
including
losses
losses of
of coil
coil and
and capacitor,
capacitor, then
then
losses

R,
R"
Q = -=
Q
-

WL
wL
and the
the input
input voltage
voltage to
to the
the next
next stage
stage
and
will be
be g",e~R".
glllegRL,.
will
2. Feeding
Feeding aa parallel
parallel resonanl
resonant
2.
by aa signal
signal generator:
generator:
circuit by
circuit
When aa signal
signal genetator
generator like
like BRC
BRC
\':then
Generator Type
Type 240-A
240-A isis
Sweep Signal
Signal Generator
Sweep
used to
to feed
feed aa parallel
parallel resonant
resonant circuit,
circuit,
used
so that
that the
the OutpUt
oiitput
care must
must be
be taken
taken so
care

impedance
the generator
does not
nor
impedance of
of the
generator does
The
unduly
Q of
of the
the circuit.
circuit. The
unduly affect
affect the
the Q
outpur
of aa signal
signal genergeneroutput impedance
impedance of
ator
ohms, which
which is
is
ator is
is generally
generally SO
50 ohms,
much
be connected
direcrly
much tOO
too low
low to
to be
connected directly
tOO
across
resonant circuit.
across the
the resonant
circuit. (Also
(Also too
high
to
be
used
for
series
feeding
the
high to be used for series feeding the
usual practice
practice is
is
resonant
resonant circuit).
circuit). The
The usual
ro
increase
the
OUtput
impedance
by
to increase the output impedance by
insening
high series
resistor, R,
R, in
in
series resistor,
inserting aa high
This
series
the signal
series with
with the
signal generaror.
generator. This
resiSlor,
be high
high relative
relative to
to the
the
resistor, R,
R, should
should be
QwL),, because
because
tuned
= QwL)
tuned impedance
impedance (R
(R,,1, =
R+50
is indeed
loading the
the circuit.
circuit.
R+50 is
indeed loading
Any detector connected across the resonant
is an
additional
nant circuit,
circuit, of
of course,
course, is
an additional
load.
load.
Similar considerations hold when the
rube is used to feed
cathode
cathode output
output of a tube
aa resonant circuit.
circuit.

3.
of
3. Physical
Physical aspects
aspects of
components
a circuit:
components in a
\':that
What is under consideration here is
the change that is involved when a
componelll
component is
is physically connected into
a circuit.
circuit. When, for example, a coil is
shunted
id{'alshunted across
across a capacitor,
capacitor, in an idealized
ized circuic
circuit analysis,
analysis, this means nothtWO symbols toing more than putting two
gether.
arc ingether. But actually, changes are
volved
1 ) due
volved in tWO
two general aspects: ((I)
to
twO componenrs,
to proximity of two
components, change
of bOth
both inducrance
inductance and capacitance is
possible;
pllysical connecting
possible; (2)
( 2 ) the physical
Strap, may have
link,
copper strap,
link, perhaps a coppet
an effeet
effect on
on circuit performance which
cannOt
cannot be ignored. This kind of critical
consideration
consideration primarily arises in probbur in practical
pracricaJ
lems
lems of measurement, but
circuits stray capacitance and lead incircuits
ductance mean practically the same
ductance
thing. This situation becomes more imim·
thing.
as the
lhe use of lumped constant
portant as
elements is extended to higher
circuit elementS
higher
frequencies where coils become small
frC<Juencies
and series impedances very low. A
O.lph coil at 50 mc has a reactance of
of
O.I,..h
about 32n.
3212. A Q pf
of 320 means a series
I0.1
0.10.
n. If
If at such
resistance of 32/320 =
a low
low impedance level, the contact rere·
sistance of a plug-in
plug· in connection is of
of the
sistance
order of a milliohm, it will show an apap·
of the coil.
preciable effect on the Q of
When this s..same
lme coil is measured on a
Meter, a poor connection will lead
Q Meter,
to a jitter in the Q reading or wide
to
variations of
of results.
results.
variations
4. Circuit Q
4.
Q and Effective Q:
Q:
Why
does aa coil
coil of
of Q
Q=
= 300
300 measure
Why does
measure
only 280,
250, for example, on the
I'.Ierer?
only
rhe Q Meter?
Why do different rypes
types of
Q Meters
of Q
sometimes give
give different
different readings
sometimes
readings for
for
the same
same coil?
coil! These
These are
are the
questions
the
the questions
to be
be clarified
clarified here.
to
here.
The coil:
coil:
The
Consider aa coil
coil expressed
expressed in
series
Consider
in aa series
2
2

RADIO
R
ADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

form with
with inductance
inductance LL and
and resistance
resistance
form
R.; Le.,
i.e., aa two-terminal
two-terminal element
element of
of imimR,;
pedance
Z
R.+jwL
It
has
a
quality
pedance 2 = R,+jwL. It has a quality
factor of
factor of
wL
W
L

L

Q
d
= -=
. -.
RR.
s
The
Q
and
Z
are
primarily
characterThe Q and 2 are primarily character-

istics of
of the
the coil
coil alone.
alone, But
Bur when
when the
the
istics
is connected
connected into
into aa circuit,
circuit, the
the
coil is
coil
proximity effect
effect can
can change
change the
(he disdisproximity
rribuwd capacitance
capacitance and
and create
create mutual
munml
tributed
be realized
realized
Hence, itit should be
inductance. Hence,
that strictly
slriCtly speaking
speaking an
an impedance,
impedance,
that
Q, is
is not
not completely
completely defined
defined
hence its
its Q,
hence
way itit is
is connected
connected into
into aa circiruntil the
the way
is specified.
cuit is
measuring circuit:
The measuring
The Q Meter
Meter measuring
measuring circuit
circuit conconThe
of aa signal source, aa variable
variable tuntunsists of
and aa voltmeter.
voltmeter. Ideally
Ideally
ing capacitor, and
with the
[he coil
coil connected, the
the circuit
circuit
with
be as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Fi!jure 4a,
4a, but
but
should be
the circuit
circuit for
for the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter
actually the
26o-A should be
be represented
represented as
as
Type 260-A
Figure 4b.
<lb. (For
(For Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type
in Figure
190-A, see its
its Manual).
Manual). These
These spurious
spurious
190-A,
elementS that
that are
arc unavoidably
unavoidably introintroelements
as residuals
residuals - resiresiarc known
known as
duced are
or
and residual
residual shunt
shunt or
dual inductance and
losses.
series losses

. __l:

__ _'.

~

~.

<

.

c.

_,

.

__________ c.

_,.

-

""

c

Figure 4. Q
iter circuit.
Q ...
Meter
circuit.

Rql
R. 1 is due to
to the
the oscillator
05CiJIaror injection
injection
circuit.
R,?
R.~ includes
includes series resistance
resistance of
of bindbind·
ing posts,
postS, connecting
connecting straps,
straps, etc.
etc.
L,,
L., is the residual inductance
inductance of
of bindbinding
posts and
and connecting
connecting straps.
straps.
ing posts
R,,
RI' includes
includes the
the voltmeter
voltmeter input
input reresistance,
siS((lIlce, the
the 100
100 megohm
megohm grid
grid resistor
tesistor
and
and other
other dielectric
dielectric losses
losses across
across the
the
capacitor.
capaciror.
The
The Q
Q Meter
Meter is
is designed
designed to
to read
read the
the
Q of
of the
the whole
whole circuit. The
The reactance
reactance
is
is now
now Lo
4, + L,
Lx instead
insread of
of L,
Lx and
and ininternal
The resulting
resulting
ternal losses
losses are
arc added.
added. The
Q
Q isis of
of course
course not
not the
the same
same as
as the
the Q
Q
of
of the
the coil.
coil. Recognizing
Recognizing the
the effect
effect of
of
the
the internal
internal losses,
losses, two
tWO kinds
kinds of
of Q
Q are
arc

+

-

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

ddind:
the whole
defined: (a)
( a ) CirC/lil
Circuit Q:
Q; Q
Q of
of the
whole

1I

Q
Q measuring
measuring circuit
circuit including
including losses
losses of
of

-

the
the coil,
coil, all
all the
the internal
internal residual
residual losses
losses
effe<:t
of
the
rt'Sidual
:lnd
the
and the effect of the residual inductance.
inductance.
u (b)
( b ) Effecthe
Effective Q:
Q: Q
Q of
of the
the coil
coil itself
itself as
as
Q
Meter
used
mounted
on
the
mounted on the Q Meter used (prox.
(proximity
imity efk,<t
effect includd).
included). [n
In man)'
many but
but nOt
not
in
all
cases,
circuir
Q
is
essentially
in all cases, circuit Q is essentially l-qual
equal
to
to dk'<tive
effective Q.
Q.
The
The term
term iud/tilted
indicated Q
Q isis often
often used;
used;
this
this refers
refers to
to the
the circuir
circuit Q
Q as
as indicared
indicated
by
by the
the Q
Q Merer
Meter which
which is
is desigrK·tl
designed ro
to
indicate
indicate circuit
circuit Q.
Q. This
This means
means th:tr
that rhe
the
difference
indicated and
and ~/r
Lirdifference between
between iuditlJu:d
cuir
cuit Q
Q isis srrictly
strictly aa matter
matter of
of the
the ac·
accuracy
curacy of
of rhe
the Q
Q Mcter.
Meter. If
If accuracy
accuracy of
of
tllc
Q Meter
Meter isis not
not in
in question.
question, il/di·
iizdithe Q
",ted
and cirellil
circuit Q
Q mean
mean the
the same
same
cated and
thing.
thing.

-

Now,
Now, circuit
circuit Q
Q depends
depends on
on coil
coil loss
loss
as
as well
well as
as internal
internal losses.
losses. Therefore,
Therefore, as
as
imernaJ
internal losses
losses may
may differ
differ among
among dif·
differem
Q Merers,
Meters, either
either of
of the
the same
same rype
type
ferent Q
or
Q
or of
of differenr
different rypes,
types, Ihe
the cirmit
circuit Q
measured
measured on
on different
different Q
Q Meters will
will
differ
differ from
from ea<:h
each other
other even
even if the
the coil
coil
measured
measured isis the
the same
same one.
one. This
This differdifference
Q
ence isis usually
usually small.
small, especially
especially if the
the Q
Meters
Meters lIsed
used are
are of
of the
the same
same type.
type. nut
But
in
in the
the overlapping
overlapping ranges
ranges (20--50
(20-50 mc)
mc)
of
Q Merers,
Meters, irit can
can
of the
the 260·A
260-A and
and 19Q-A
190-AQ
be
be as
as much
much as
as 50r-;5 0 p in
in some
some unusnal
unusual
GlSt.'S.
cases.This
This may
may seem
seem startling
startling but
but as
as exexplained
plained in
in the
the next
next sC'Ction,
section, this
this difdifference
ference can
can be
be completely
completely aCCOUnted
accounted for
for
by
by rll"
the difference
difference in
in residtlals,
residuals, which
which are
are
much
Q Mcter
Meter
much lower
lower in
in the
the 19Q-A
190-A Q
since
since itit isis designed
designed to
to cover
cover aa higher
higher
frequency range.
range.
frequency
CorrehJtion
Correlation of
of 190-A
190-A and
and 260·A
260-A Q
Q
Meters in
in Overlapping
Overlapping
Meters
Frequency
Frequency Ranges
Ranges

\X!hen
When thc
the residual
residual par,llnererS
parameters in
in aa Q
Q
Meter
Meter arc
are all
all known,
known, corrcrtion
correction ern
can be
be
Q to
to allow
allow for
for the
the
made on
on the
the circuit
circuit Q
made
effects of
of the
the residuals
residuals and
and thus
thus obrain
obtain
efk'Crs
Q by
by computation.
computation. The
The
the effcrtil'e
effective Q
lhe
readings for
for rhe
the sam,·
same coil
coil
effective QQ readings
cfk'Ctive
as computed
computed from
from the
the circuit
circuit Q
Q in
in difdifas
ferent QQ !\-[ett:rs
Meters should
should be
be rhe
the same,
same,
ferent
except for
for aa possible
possible difference
difference due
due to
to
except
the difference
difference in
in proximity
proximity efk'Cts
effects and
and
the
contact resistance,
resistance. \Xlhen
When proper
proper care
care isis
comacr
taken, rhis
this difference
difference should
should be
be vcry
very
tak,·n,
small.
small.

In rhe
the overlapping
overlapping ranges
ranges (20--50
(20-50
In
mc) both
both Type
Type 19Q-A
190-A and
and 260-A
260-A QQ
mc)
Meters can
can be
be represenwd
represented by
by the
the circirMerers
cuit shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 5a,
Sa, which
which can
can be
be
cuir
transformed into
into Figure
Figure 5b
5b and
and 5c.
5c. (A
(A
rmnsform,"(!
more refine<!
refined circuit
circuit for
for the
the 19Q-A
190-A Q
Q
more
Meter isis given
given in
in its
its Manual).
Manual).
Metcr

CC

-=--c=
.___
=-c,
w'l,
l-w'I."C

1-O'L,,C

WSL,

C
C

-

L,, =

b.

C.

Figure
Q MeIer
circuits.
Figure 5.
5. Q
Meter equivalenl
equivalent circuits.
where
where
L." R,
R, =
= inductance
induct;.nce and resistance
L,,
of cuil
coil
1..,
L,, =
= IOt:,1
total internal residual inductance
It"
im(Ornal seri("S
R, =
= tOlal
total internal
series resistance

1

L,
L,,
1--1-l,,+L,
L,,+L,
0.015 p/Lh
in 260-A
260-A Q-Meter
Q-Meter
0.015
h in
0.0026 pMh
in 190-A
190-A Q-Meter
Q.Meter
0.0026
h in

At 50 mc,
mc, 100
100 ppf
MMf isis in
in resonance
resonance
At
O.IMh. Evidently,
Evidently. L,,
1." in
in 260-A
260-A Q
Q
with O.1ph.
with
bt'Coll1es appreciable
apprl'Ciabk then.
then.
Mctc·r becomes
Meter
B. Correction
Corr,'CtiOll for
for residual
residual losses.
losses.
B.
QI =
= circuit
circuit Q
Q =
= indicated
indiGllcd Q
Q
Qi
Q Meter
Mel,·r accuracy
accuracy asas·
(Perfc'Ct Q
(Perfect
SUllled )I
sumed

Q'.
Q" =
= effective
efk-ctivc Q
Q
wC
W
C

Q,=----

Qi

1

G,,+R,w'C'
G,,+R,w'C'

G
IOtal internal shunt
G,,
=-- =
= total
1, =
R"
conductance.
R,l
~

l-w'I...C
l-W'L,,C
11
Qc.
0 , . = --=--R,wC,
R,wC
RxwCx
R,wC

+

Go,
R.w'C'
= total inG,, =
= Gl'
G,,
R
,wV =
con·
shunt conternal loss expressed as shunr
ductance.
ductance.
tWO Q readings
rcadings
Tllc
The correlation of the two
of lhe
the same
same coil
coil in Type 260-A and
[90·A
190-A Q
Q MeIers
Meters will be demonstratl.J
demonstrated
by comparing
rl'Sults of effl'Ctive
comparing rhe
the results
effective Q
computed
indi·
computed in
in each case from
from the indi(;\ted
cated Q
Q readings.
readings. The indicaled
indicated Q will
be t'lken
i.e.• each
Q; Le.,
taken the same as
as circuit Q;
Q Metcr
Meter is
to ha\'e
have perfect
Q
is assumed to
perfen acrhe correccorf('Ccuracy.
get effective Q, the
curacy. To ger
tjon
pans; (A)
rcsiciual intion has tWO
two parts;
( A ) for residual
ductance, (!3)
( B ) for rcsidual
residual losses.
ounance,
losses.
A. Corrtcrion
Correction for residual
A.
rl"Sidual inductance:
rhe coil
wiJl
Here the reactance of the
coil itself will
computed.
be computed.
L, = L - L,,
L.=L-L"
OL, =
= wL
WL ~
- wI..,
WL,,
wL"
1
1
since wL
OL =
=since
- at resonance
resooance
OC
wC
11
OL, =
=- wl."
WL,,
wL.
--WC
wC

11

- -(1
( 1 -- w'L,C)
W'L,,Cj
=--

qI[
OC
wC

I

I"j

- w'(L,,+L,)C== - - I -w'(l.,,+L
xl C - - -

-

OC
wC
I1

- -(
l -(
--=
-

L,,+L,
L"
I.,,+L.

LO
I~,

- - - I1

WC
L,,+L
we
L,,+L~
since w'(L,,+L,)C
w' ( Lc,+Lxj C =
= w'LC
w'LC =
= 1I
since

The ''quivalent
equivalent capacitance that will
The
resonate with
with L"
L, is
is
resonate
33

~

Qr. G,,,
G", O,
w, C and
and L,,
1." are
arc known
known
Qi,
quanrities.Q..
be computed
COmp11ll.J by
by elimiclimiquantities.
QI,can be
R, between
berw'"en equations
cqu:ttions foi
for Qi
Qj and
and
natini!l R,
nating
Q.. above. So the computation for
for Q,.
Q,. isis
Q(,
straightforward
srr:lighdorw:trd in
in principle
principle and
and does
dCK'S
rL'quire discussion. The
The method
melhod outoutnot require
lined is only
oilly to minimize
minimize the
the work
work of
of
computation
computation and also give
give an
an indicaindica·
tion as to the
the relative
rel:uiw weight
weighl of
of difdiffferent
e r e n t pparameters
a r a m e t e r s aand
n d trheir
h e i r iintcrnterrelation.
Steps to
to compute Qc.
Q.. will
will be
be given
given
below
below with a derivation
dtriv,llion outlined
ourlill'.J later.
l:tler.
Due to
to difference
tlifferellCC in
in expressions
cxpressions for
for
shunt loss,
19Q-A Q
Q
loss. the 260-A
260·A and 190-A
Meters
bc treated
treated separately:
Mercrs have
hav,· to be
I1.. FOT
h e 260-A
For tthe
260·A Q
Q Meter:
Merer:
a,)
a.)

Compute C,
C. from C,
C. =
=

C
C

----

1l-w"L"C
--O'L,,C

b.
b.)j Find a from
fmm a vs C'
C' graph
((Figure
Figure 6)
6)
c.
c.)) Correct a
0: to
to get
gel a'
a' =
=
1I
250
250
a +
(- - - €X
+ - l
- I),
I), ifif this
rhis appears
appears
3
Qi
significant.
QI
significant.
d.) Compute
Compute yy by
d.)
by yy

Q1f,,,,.

= 0.0011-1--.'
CMMf
c.) Obtain

C

I

c,

I-y

Q.. by Q,. = - - • - - Q,

BOONTON
BOONTON
where
where 01
a

equivalent shunt loss due
to residual series resistance

together with
wirh the
the a
a vs
'IS C'
C' graph.
graph.
together
111l:
01 to
to a'
0" correction
correction refers
refers to
to level
level
The a
nQt discussed
discussed so
so far.
far. In
In the
the
effeer not
effect
260-A
Q Meter,
Meter, aatt aa frequency
frequency above
ab!we
260-A Q
20
me, the
the voltmeter
voltmeter loading
loading increases
increases
20 mc,
as
the signal
level (i.e.,
(i.e., the
the Q
Q reading)
reading)
as the
signal level
decreas<:s.
The given
given correction
correction for
for a
01 is
is
decreases. The
good
for Qi
Q, > 100.
100.
good for
2. For
For the
the 190-A
190·A Q
Q Meter.
Meter.
2.

+1

actual
actual imern:d
internal shun!
shunt loss
loss
yy =
Total
imernal
loss
as
a
fracdon
= Total internal loss as a fraction of
of
ramI
loss
total circuit
circuit loss
So
So aa shows
shows the
the rdative
relative import:mce
importance
r(>sidual losses.
of
shunt
lind
series
of shunt and series residual
losses.
And
IO~ of
And if
if yy =
= 0.10,
0.10, it
it rnl':lns
means 10%
of
rhe
tOtal
circuir
Joss
is
not
due
to the
the
the total circuit loss is not due ro
coil
coil measured
measured bUl
but due
due [Q
to the
the internal
internal
loss
loss of
of (he
the Q
Q Merer.
Meter. The
The effective
effective Q
Q
should
should therefore
therefore be
be higher
higher than
than the
the cir·
circuit
cuit Q
Q by
by [he
the factor
factor
11
1
I
= 1.11
1.11
I-y
1-0.1
1-y
1-0.1
The
The
C
C
1
C
c- facror
- "e
Q,
factor in
in Q..
Q(.=
=Qi

l-w'L"C
l--W'L,,C
b.) Find {3
'15 C'
C' graph
P from P{3 vs
(Figure
7)
(Figure 7)
0.OO573QI
0.00573
Qi
7j by 7
7j =
e.)
c.) Compute 7
P
C/JpJ
CPPf

C,
c,

Q1G 1,
QiG,,

R,w'C'
R,O'C?

WC

GI)

R,w'C'
R,w2C2

I-y
1-y

G 1;
GI;

Qifiiic
Q,f","

fk

Qi

Qifiiic

a = 0.00114 -a
277-c
cwf

..y=-

11

Q,.=--

Qe

R,wC x
RswCs
x~'CP
Gt
G1 =
= G,,
G" R
Rxw'C'

+

Eliminate R,
R, between
betw{'{'n Qe
Q.. and
and G,.
G,.
Eliminate

w'C'

where the physical meaning
me;lIling of P
{3 and 7
7j
correspond respectively to those of a
01
and y.
y.
Outline of derivation of
of above relarclations (for ~60-A
260-A Q Meter) :
G~
GI'+R.w'C'
G,
Gp+Rsw2C2
y=y=-=--=--G
wC
Gtl
OC

.

C

wC
'--

C

-

y=000114--.'
Y = 0.00114 ___ a'
Cp,p,f

+

a=---+ 1,l, G,,
G,.=kf'
a=-----= kf'

C
11
d.) Obtain Q.. by Q.. = __ • ~_ Q,
d.) Obtain Qc.by Qc = - -Qi
C
1-1)
csX 1-7

rakes
takes care
care of
of the
the efh>Ct
effect due
due to
to residual
residual
inductance.
inductance. \Xlhen
When frequency
frequency and
and (:1.capacitance
pacitance arc
are changed,
changed, the
the resulting
resulting ef·
efk-ct
y, i.e.,
i.e., on
on (he
the difference
difference between
between
fect on
on y,
effective
effective Q
Q and
and circuit
circuit Q
Q can
can be
be easily
easily
estimated
estimated from
from the
the expression
expression

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

--)
- --(1
( I ++
___
1
wC
G I,

=-:---::--::--

3.)
frome,
a.) Campmc
Compute C,
C, from
C, z

-

Cc,
x

cC

RADIO
R
ADIO

1

=--'---Q,
C"

Qi

h:ample: Computation of
260-A Q Metp.r

l-y

Q.. from mcasun::d dara of a o.! ,uh Coil ar 50 me.
190-A Q Meter
Measured data;

91.5 p,p,f II
C
187
QI
To get e,:
0.015 ,u.h
ph
L
O
I.,
. W'
w'r..,C
L"C
0.135

C

Q,
Qi
L"
dL,C
w'l"C

...

cs
C,
--

C
C
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Figu;e 6. cr: versus C" graph for Q
Meter Type 260-A.
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A

1-O?L,,C
l-w'L,.C

106
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C2
C'
from a.a vs
vs C'
aa from
graph
graph
Correction for
for a.a
Correction
250
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Figure 7.
7 . {3/3 versus
versus C'
C' graph
graph for
for QQ
Figure
Meter Type
Type 190·A.
790-A.
Meter

Q..
C'
{3 from

f3

10100
10100
5.70
5.70

vs C'

graph

0.113
0.113

4.263
4.263

0.00114-~-- a'
a'
=10.00114

0.4957
0.4957

CPPf
C,u.,u.f
I

103.1
103.1

Q1

Qi f",c
fmc
QI

Q2

y

1.026
1.026

QI

a' = a
-(
(- - - 1
-1))
01.'=01+-

19

."

Q,

1
--W'L,C
!-w'I...,C

C

C,
cs

1 0

1

C,
CY

--

1.16

To Ket

I r TH.++
"r I".,.~c·

0.0026
ph
0.0026,u.h
0.0258
0.0258

-

1

-

100.5
100.5 ppf
,u.,u.f
301
301

C
1
Q.. = - " - - Q ,
CX

1-,.
4

Qi
0.00573 Qt
0.00573

I=

P

CPPf
C!-'-,uf
320
320

c
1I
C
Qi
Q,=-'-Q,
Qe -- - e cs
C
x

1-7
J-7j

0.0979
0.0979
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Measurement of Dielectric
Dielectric Materials
Materials
Hi Q Capacitors
and Hi
Capacitors with the Q Meter

ii

N
O R M A N L. RIEMENSCHNEIDER,
ales E
lzgineev
NORMAN
RIEMENSCHNEIDER, S
Sales
Engineer

Fador of
Dissipation Factor
Material
Insulating Material

A considerable amount of material
publishd on this subjet:t
has been published
subject by
many experts in this field describing
the various techniques and the precaumeasure·
tions to be observed in making measurefrom our own field
field work with
ments. From
nxnts.
companies involved in these measurements, we have come to realize the need
of methods
m(:rhods for use
usc where the expediexpedifc<Juired for process control work
ency required
can be obtained at some possible sacri·
sacrifice in accuracy by eliminating speciallyspeciallydeveloped specimen holders, guard
rings, ere.
etc. It is in this sense
sense that we
offer the following
following suggestions for mak·
making measurements of this narure.
nature.
To review the overall
overall operarion
operation very
briefly, let it suffice to say the sample
to be measured will be convened
converted into
a capacitor by adding suitable elecelectWO parallel surfaces,
trodes to the two
surfaces, and
measurcrnents
measurements made of its e<juivaJcnt
equivalent
parallel capacity (C\,)
(C,, ) and resistance
(R,,),
these two
twO parameters, the
(R,,) . From thcse
Dissipation faCtor
factor

1

1
-

DT-

Q

wC&

can be determined. The whole operaresolved into a sequence
tion can be resolved
sequence of
logical steps,
necessary precauprecaulogical
steps, with the necessary
tions, described below:
below;
Opertlting
Operating Procedure
Procedure
The ground plate and
m
and clip shown in
Fig, 2 have been used with very satisFig.
factory results. Prepare a plate and clip
as shown
shown and
and install
install on
on the
the Q Meter
(see Figure
Figure 1
I).
).
Select
Select the desired frequency
frequency and alallow the Q Meter to
to warm up.
up. Use a
shielded coil
coil whose inductance is such
such
that it will
will resonate at the desired
desired frefrequency with Ihe
the Q Capacitor set at ap·
app f . It is desirnble
desirable to
to
proximately 50 p
p,,..d.
use the least possible amount of capao:icapacitance to resonate
resonate the coil since any didick~tric
elertric specimen loss added
added to the
the circircuit later
latet will be more conspicuous
when paralleled across
capacity
across a low capacity
(high impedance) than
than a high capacity
capacity
(low
impedance 1. In any
(low impedance).
any case,
case, the lowlowest capacity
equal
capacity that can
can be used will equal
the sum of the sample
sample capaciry
capacity plus Ihe
the
minimum capacity
minimum
capacity (30/LP,f)
( 30 ppf ) of
of the Q
Q
Meter internal
internal resonating capacitor.
capacitor.
i/

Selection
Selection and Preparation
Preparation
of
of Stlmples
Samples
Inasmuch
Inasmuch as
as the ratio of loss
loss and
and caca-

“’I

Figure
I. The tluthor
figure 1.
author metl5uring
measuring the
the dissipation
dissipation factor of Teflon.
pacirnnce vary uniformly, there is quite
pacitance
choice of sample size.
size.
a latitude in the choice
2” diameter, Y
8’’
Very often either a 2"
VB"
disc, or a 4"
4” x 4"
4” square
thick, round disc,
sample is chosen.
chosen. It is of some advanadvansample
lage
tage to use a configuration whose area
can
can be readily computed
computed if the dieleCtric
dielectric
constant is to be measured. In any case,
increasing the area or decreasing the
thickness will
will tend to
to increase the
'"Iossiness"' which is desirable
measurable “lossiness”
marerials having very
when measuring materials
very
low dissipation
dissipation factors.
faCtors. The sample
should be clean and handling of the
edgel
edges should be avoided to preclude the
possibility of any
any contamination. Apply
a very thin layer of Petrolatum and add
aluminum or soft
soft lead foils Cut
cut to
sample size to both sides
sides of the sample.
Be
so
Be sure
sure to "roll
“roll out"
out” any air pockets so
that intimate contaCt
contact is made at all
all
points. It is
is also
also possible to employ
commercially
commercially available conductive
conductive coar·
coatings
ings which can be painted or "vacuum
“vacuum
evaporated"
evaporated” on
on the sample.
sample.
MeO'surements
Measurements with
with
Stlmple
Sample Connected
Connected
\'V'ith the ground plate secured to the
With
case of the Q
Q Meter and connected
connected to
"Lo"
“Lo” Capacitor post, mount the speci.
specimen on the plate and hold in positioll
position
with the spring
spring clip connected to the
"Hi"
“Hi” Capacitor post. After having
adjusted
adjusted the "Q
“Q Zero adjust"
adjust” knob, in·
increase
crease the oscillatOr
oscillator output
output control until
“Multiply-Q-By” Meter indicates
indjcates
the "Multiply·Q-By"
'T',
poinr
“1”.Be sure this needle is at this point
during
measurements. Rotate the Q
during all
all measurements.
Q
to obtain resonance as
as indiCapacitor to
indi·
cated
cated by
by a maximum deflection
deflection on Ihe
the
"Circuit
“Circuit Q"
Q ’ meter.
meter. If the
the main concondenser is set
set at
at the nearest
neatest calibration
denser
on the dial
dial and
and the vernier condenser
condenser
on

on

55

closer
adjusted for resonance, a much closer
adjusred
reading can be made of capacitance.
capacitance.
of Q::
Q z and
Ca at this
Make a record
11:ake
recOrd of
alld C::
point. (These
(These readings arc
are designated
Cz since in Q
Q Meter measureas Qa
Q~ and C~
measure·
tneOlS they arc
usually recorded as the
ments
are usually
second reading). The procedure has
been reversed here since
since specimens can
be removed faster than they can be
mounted and it is desirable
desirable to
to minimize
the elapsed lime
teadings.
rime between readings.
TIlOse using a 190·A
Those
190-A or 26Q·A
260-A Meter
will want to take advanrage
advantage of the
Q ’ scale
“Delta Q"
"'Delta
scale on the instrument. InQ1 reading will be higher
asmuch as the Qr
highet
the
than the Q2
Q~ reading just
juS! made, Ihe
Q ’ adjustment will not be ref·
ref“Delta Q"
"'Delta
conerenced to
(0 zero but to some other can·
scale. It is also
venient point on the
rhe scale.
very advantageous
advantageous to hold the
the "Delta
“Delta
Q ’ key in
Q"
in its operated position long
advantage of the ininenough to take advantaBe
creased meter sensitivity
sensitivity and rdine
refine the
creaR..:!
tuning as
as neede<1.
needed. The reference
circuit tuning
finally chosen
chosen should
should be recorded.
recorded.
point finally
Measurements with
with
MeO'surements
Removed
Sample Removed
Remove sample
sample and
and Spring Clip ConConand reSOnate
resonate the circuit as
as above.
above.
nector and
Q ’ key when at reIDpeso“Delta Q"
Operate '"Delta
nance and refine
tuning with vernier.
na'ice
rdine tuning
Read "Delta
“Delta Q"
Q” value first and
and then
then the
Read
value of C,.
C1. Q,
Q1 will
will be equal
equal to Q~
Ql
plas the change (neglecting sign) in
pita
Q” reading. The needle, when
“Delta Q"'
"Delta
when in
“Delta Q"
Q ’ operation,
operation, should always
always
"Delta
going from
from the
the
move to the right when going
Q2 reading (with sample) to
to the
the Q,
Q1
Q~
reading
(without sample).
sample). For those
teading (without
using older type Q Meters thar
that do not
have the Delta Q scale,
scale, it will
have
will be necesneeessary to read Q,
Q1 from
sary
from the meter and
compute the change.
change.

BOONTON
BOONTON
Calculation
Calculation of
of Dissipation
Dissipation Factor
Factor
The
dissipation,
The dissipation, D,
D, isis found
found to
to be:
be:

C,
- Q~)
( Q i - Q.1
CI (Q,
(I)
--=-----':---c-'-:(1)
((I
C"l
QI
Q"
(Ci - C,) QI Qt!
And
"Delta
And of
of course
course Q,
Q1 =
= Q~
Q:!
“Delta Q"
Q’
when
when the
the "Della
“Delta Q"
Q” scale
scale isis used.
used.
Examination
Examination of
of the
the above
above formula
formula
emphasizes
emphasizes the
the importance
importance of
of determin·
determining
ing the
the (Q,
(Q1 -- Q~)
Q 2 ) or
or "Oclta
“Delta Q"
Q” term
term
as
as accurately
accurately as
as possible,
possible, since
since the
the measmeasurement
urement accuracy
accuracy isis in
in the
the same
same order
order
liS
as the
the determination
determination accuracy
accuracy of
of this
this
cerrn.
term.
Example
Example of
of Technique
Technique
As
As aa means
means of
of illustrating
illustrating the
the techtechnique,
nique, [he
the following
following measurements
measurements were
were
were
were made
made at
at 11 mcona
mc on a piece
piece of
of Teflon,
Teflon,
2"
0.077” thick.
thick.
2” in
in diameter
diameter and
and 0.077"

oD ==

+
+

HOLE SCHEDULE
A-.201 D I A - 1 HOLE

RHODIUM P L A T E

GROUND P L A T E

~,I

-0'
I

11----:

vernier
Wtal =
vernier condenser;
condenser; total
= 93.6
93.6
Q,
Q" =
QI =
= Q"
Q2 "Delta
“Delta Q”
=
232
3.8 =
= 235.8
Computotions:
Computations:

+
+

D
D=
=

C,
Ci (QI
(Qi -- Q~)
Q.1

-----''------'---(C
(CI1 -- C,,)
Cz) QIQ"
QIQ.
C
(DeltaQ)
1
C1 (DeltaQ)

-

-

(C,
(CI -- C,,)
G ) Q1Q"
QiQ.
X
3.8
93.6
93.6 X 3.8
20.48 X
x 235.8 X 232

-

356
ro'
3 56 X
x 10’

1.12 X
x 10'
10”

.000318
=‘.0003
18 dissipation faeror,
factor.
It
wonh noting that
[hat as the
It might be worth
matcrials
insulating properties of the materials
u:stcd
tested become better, the quantity
(QI
Q.), called "Delta
“Delta Q",
Q”, becomes
(Q1 -- Q,,),
of the
[he
smaller to
to the extent that the use of
"'Delta
Q ’ scale,
scale, incorporated in both
“Delta Q"
Q Meters, bethe 19Q·A
190-A and 26o-A
260-A Q
comcs
mandatOry.
comes mandatory.
Dielectric Constant
TIle
dicle(tric
The dielectric constant, K, can be
found
found from
from
4.4'5
4.45 C.
c, t
(2
K=
K=
( 2 ))
5S
Where:
Where:
C, =
= Sample capacity =
-Cz
C~
= C1
C I -C"
(from
(from above-)
above)
t =
= average thickness of material in
inches
= area
area of active dielectric material
SS =
betwt."en
between elecuodes
electrodes in square inches
Using the values determinlod
determined above,
dielectric constant of the s.'1mple
sample is:
the dielectric

4.45 X
x 20.48
2048 x
,077
4.4'5
X _077

K=
7T

MAT
FIN

SILVER A
RHODIUM PLATE

= 2.28 for the sample tested
=
tesled.
S and tt are measured in centiIf Sand
cenumeters
11.3 C, t
11.3C.t
K=
(3)
K

COR PORATION
CORPORATION

an Air
Air Gap
Gap of
of 0.005”
0.005" to
to 0.050”
0.050" isis inin·
an
the surface
surface of
of tke
tht: specispeci·
troduced above
above the
troduced
men. .This
'TItis method
method has
has been
been found
found suitasuitamen.
10 kc
kc up
up
ble for
for measurements
measurements from
from 10
ble
to 100
roo mc.
mc.
to
3. “Variable
"Vatiable Susceptance
Susceptance Method
Method
3.
without Air
Air Gap”:
Gap": This
TIlis method,
method, similar
similar
without
to the
the above
above except
except that
that the
the specimen
specimen
to
is clamped
clamped in
in the
the holder
holder instead
insread of
of alal·
is
an air
air gap,
gap, is
is employed
employed for
for mamalowing an
lowing
terials whose
whose losses
losses are
ate too
tOO small
small to
to be
be
terials
measuwd by
by the
the air
air gap
gap technique.
technique.
measured
Drawing
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation Drawing
Boonton
Number C-302252 gives
gives the
ehe specificaspecificaNumber
tions for
for the
the adapter
adapter plate
plare used
USl.,J to
to
tions
mount the
the Ceneral
Ceneral Radio
Radio Type
Type 1690-A
1690-A
mount
to any
anr BRC
BRC Q
Q
HartShorne Holder
Holder to
Hartshorne
Meter and is
is available
available upon
upon request.
requeSt.
Meter
MeasurementS can
can also
also be
be made
made of
of
Measurements
liquids with
with the
the provision
provision of
of
insulating liquids
or container.
aa suitable cell or

SSOME
O M E NNOTES
O T E S ON
REPAIR
IINSTRUMENT
N S T R U M E N T REPAIR
of the
the responsibilities
responsibilities of
of aa manumanuOne of
of precision
precision electronic
electronic instruinstrufacturer of
to provide
provide facilities
facilities for
for repairrepairments is to
ments
maintaining his
his products.
products. In
In aa
ing and maintaining
ing
responsibiliry begins
begins in
in the
the
sense this responsibility
and design
design stages
Stages of
of an
an
development and
is in
in this
this
instrument's history
history for
for itit is
instrument’s
proper design
design will
will minimize
minimize
that proper
stage that
need for
for later
later repair.
repair. Also
Also at
at this
this
the need
arrangemems which
which facilitate
facilit;tte later
later
stage arrangements
d
be made.
made.
clln be
repair can
BoontOn
Radio
Corporation
operates
Boonton Radio Corporation operates
repair facility
facility and
and also
also has
has
a factory repair
of its
irs instruments
instruments by
by
repair of
authorized repair
by its
its RepRep'
operalt'd by
competent groups operated
resentatives
resentatives throughout
throughout this
this country
COllllcry and
and
When your
your instrument
instrumem requires
requires
Canada. When
the office nearest
nearest to
to you,
you,
repair, contact the
included
the list
list on the
the back
back page
page of
of
includ<:d in the
this
tit is issue.
issue.
When
\X'hcn your
your instrument
instrument isis to
to be
be rereturned
rurnt."<! to
to the
th" factory
facrory for
for service
service the
the folfollowing steps
seeps will
will expedite
exp,:dite the
the repair.
repair.
1.
1. State as
as completely as
as possible
possible both
both
on an instrument
instrument tag
rag as
as well
well as
as on
on
your
order the
the nature
namre of
of the
the probprobyour order
lem
lem which you
you have
have experienced.
experienct..,J.
Too
Too much information
information is
is far
far better
better

5S

SAMPLE RETA,INING
RETAINING CLIP
CLIP
SA,MPLE

Figure 2,
2 . Details
Details of
of dieleclric
dielectric test
test
Figure
fixtures for
for Type
Type 160-A
760-A and
and 260-A
260-A
fidures
Meters.
QQ MeIers.
With Sample
Sample Attached:
Attached:
With
Cz =
= 73.0
73.0 main
main condenser,
condenser, and
and 0.12
0.12
C"
=i'3.12/-LiLf
73.12ppf
for vernier
vernier condenser;
condenser; total
total =
for
Qz = 232
232
Q"
“Delta Q"
Q ’ set
set at
at 2'5
25
'"Delta
Remove Sample:
Sample:
Remove
“Delta Q"
Q” reading
reading == 21,2
2 1.2
"Delra
AQ = 25 - 21.2 =3.8
= 3.8
.6.Q=2'5-21.2
C1 == 93
93 main
main condcnser
condenser and
and 0.6
0.6 for
for
(I

RADIO
R
ADIO

Use of the Hartshorne Holder
Use
Specimens of suitable size and thickness can be mounted
mount'ed in a Hartshorne
ness
type holder
holder and
and measured
measured in
in three
thrl'e ways:
ways:
rype
1. "Resonant
“Resonant Circuit,
Circuit, Resonance
I.
Resonance Rise
Rise
Method”: This
This is
is similar
similar to
to the
the techtech·
Melhoo":
nique shown
shown above
above but
but refined
refined to
to the
the
nique
extent of
of mounting
extent
mounring the
the specimen
specimen in
in aa
Hartshorne Sp(-'cimen
Specimen Holder.
Hartshorne
Holder.
2. "Variable
“Variable Susceptance
Susceptance Method
Method
2.
with Air
Air Gap":
Gap”: Here
with
Here the
the specimen
specimen is
is
mounted in
in aa Hartshorne
mounted
Hartshorne Holder
Holder and
and

•
6

Inspector
Inspector aligning
aligning the
the RF
RF section
section of
of
Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Type
Type 27
2' 7-A
I-A to
to
track
wifh the
the frequency
frequency dial.
dial.
frock with

,
,
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tOO little.
little. If
than too
If the problem is
intermittent in nature be very specispeciWee sometimes have instruments
fic. W
with this type o[
of trouble which reii
[or us.
fuse to misbehave for
2. Stare
State on your order whether we may
proceed and bill you in accordance
with our standard pricing system or
tequire dmt
whether you require
that we secure
your approval of the price before
proceeding. The price will be the
same
same in both cases but delay
delay in delivery will be minimized by your
permission to proceed in accordance
with our standard sysrem.
system. Your acacknowledgement copy of the order
will always
always show the price.
3. Return the complete instrument even
though you may think that some
nOt at fault.
fault. Some of our
portion is not
Signal
tWO
Signal Generators consist
consist of two
units (the power supply and signal
signal
generator) ;j send both.
4. If you have made a change in your
instrumenr and want the instrument
instrument
form tell us so.
so. Our
back in the same form
Inspection Department will always

stanwant to make your instrument standard.
dard.
Some of our instruments have been
in production [or
for several
several years and we
have built up a reasonable amount of
hiscory. For these instruments we
repair history.
have established standard prices based
on our average experience.
experience. These prices
are based on the age and condition of
the instrument. Thus all instruments in
a given age bracket
bracker in average condition for that age will be priced at one
of our standard prices. These prices are
of each
studied and modified at the end of
each
you money and
year. This system
system S:Wt'S
saves you
dme since it
ir avoids the necessity
necessity of a
time
cosr
analysis on each individual repair.
cost analysis
A good repair facility requires good
communication between customer and
factory. If you have justified abnormal
factory.
rerum of your
requirements for quick return
Wee will do our
insrrument
Jet us know. W
instrument let
very best to accommodate you. Ask only
if you have a real need. If everybody
asks we cannot improve our speed for
asks
anybody.
anybody.

Correction
Reading
Correction of lLow
ow Q
Q Reading
On Q
Q Meter Type 160-A
SAMUEL WALTERS, E
Editor,
Notebook
SAMUEL
d i t o r , The
The N
otebook

e

L
,

Occasionally
Occasionally the mica plate which
suppons the measuring terminals on
supports
top of the Q
Q Meter Type 160-A
160-A must
be replaced because of surface contamicontamirhe surface which
nation or cracking of the
moisrure-proofing compound.
breaks the moisture-proofing
The resultant rf leakage from the HI
HI
post measuring terminal to ground efefacross
fectively adds a shunt resistance across
the dralir
circuit under test causing a low
Indicated Q reading. Sometill)es
SometiTes the
vistlally
rupture at
or contamimuion
contamination is not visually
JUSt as electrically deapparent although just
defective :IS
fective
as the obviolls
obvious case. However,
rhe mica terminal
rerrninal insulator should not
the
as a matter of course be changed when
abnormally
abnormally low Indicated Q
Q readings
are observe..:!
observed since
since there are three other
conditions that will cause shunt losses
and excessive
excessive loading of the circuit under test. These Other
other conditions are:
are:
1. Cracked mica internal resonating
1.
( i n later
capacitor stator insulators (in
Q Meters
Q
Merers pyrex glass was used
which rarely causes
causes trouble).
Defective
2. D
Q vvoltmeter
o l t m e t e r ttube
ube
efective Q
(105-A).
3. Grid leak associated
105-A
associated with 105-A
(100 megohm resistor)
(100
tesistor) in deteriorated condition.
Before proceeding to isolate the concondidon
dition causing the shunt loss,
loss, one must
first determine whether the low Q readfirst

ings are due to shunt losses or some
other cause.
cause. This can quickly be dedeQ Standard
termined with the use of the QStandard
513-A·, aa shielded
shicJded reference
reference inType 513-A”,
~\cc\lfatcJy
ductor designed to maintain accurately
calibrated and highly stable inductance
Q characteristics. Assuming shunt
and Q
losses are indicated, we proceed to the
next step: the isolation of the condition
causing the shunt loss.
F R E Q 7
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FREQ
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Figure
1 . Bottom
Figure'.
Bot'om View:
View; Binding post
pos'
Q
plate assembly
assembly Q Meter Type
Type
J60·A.
160-A.
Determination of Shunt Loss
Loss
Determination

-

follows:
The procedure is as follows:
a)
rhe Q Meter to be tested
a ) Position the
(Q
A)) three inches ro
to the rear
( Q Meter A
of another Type 1t60-A
6 0 - ~Q Meter (Q
(Q
Merer B used as an indicating unit).
Meter
Both Q Meters arc
are to face the oper:1tor.
operator.
103-A22 Inductor
bb)) Connect a Type 103-A22
to
to the COlL
COIL terminals of Q Meter B.
Interconnect the GND
G N D terminals of the
7
7

twO Q
1) inch
Q Meters by means of a 15
two
18 stranded copper wire.
length of No. 18
17 inch length of No.
No. 20 or
Suspend a 17
No.
No. 18
18 bare tinned copper wire (single
strand) from the HI-COND terminal
Q Meter B
8 so that the free cnd
post of Q
end
of
of this lead points dire<:tly
directly down toward,
HIand is one inch removed from, the HICOND terminal post of Q
Q Meter A.
This lead should be positioned as far as
possible from other objects.
c)
Applyac
both Q hfa+ers.
Meters.
c ) Apply
ac power to W1
3

Figure 2. Angle of alignment of
wiper fingers.

d)
d ) Adjust Q
Q Meter A for oscillator
frequency of
of approximately 800 kc and
a Multi-Q-By
Mulri-Q-By reading of approximarely
approximately
1.2. Adjust vtvm zero in usual manner
1.2.
and adjust capacitance dial
p.,.d.
dial to 30
30,upf.
e)
Q Meter B to read the Q
e ) Adjust Q
of the Type 103-A22
W3-A22 Inductor at tuning capacitance dial
dial reading of
of 7700 p.p.t
ppf
and an oscillator frequency of approximately 1.13
1.13 mc so that the Indicated
Q reading should fall
fall between 221-23).
221-235.
Note the exact value of this reading
asQl§.
as Q15.
intetconnect the
rhe COND-HI
COND-Hl
ff)) Now interconnect
terminal
Q Meters by
rerminal posts
postS of the two
tWO Q
inserting
inserring the tip
rip of the suspended bare
lead inro
into the corresponding terminal
hole of
of Q Meter A. Resonate Q Meter
B by adjusting its capacitance dial.
Q reading on Q Meter
Note the new Q
B as Qa.
Q~.
g)
Ql - Q~
rhe
g ) If Q1
Q2 =
= 14 or less the
cause of faulty Q Meter "'A"
“A” Q reading
probably lies
elsewhere than in the inli.es elsewhete
inrernal Q measuring circuit.
circuir.
ternal
Q2 exceeds
exceeds 14
hh)) If Ql
Q1 -- Q~
14 proceed
as follows
follows to more specifically
specifically locate
the cause of excessive
excessive errors in Q readA.
ing. Turn ac power off Q
Q Meter A.
Disconnect grid connectOr
connector dip
clip from
i05-A tube grid cap in Q Meter A,
105-A
Q-unit to hang
allowing grid lead from
from Q-unit
\'>Vith the two
tWO Q Meters interin space.
space. With
connectd
Q2 (see (f)
(f)
connected as for reading Q~
above),
above), but with the ae
ac power still
resonate Q Meter
turned off Q Meter A, resonate
B by adjusting its capacitance dial.
dial.
Q reading as Q".
Q:+.
Note Q Meter B Q
i)
i ) If Q"
QR -- Q~
Q2 exceeds
exceeds 8,
8, voltmeter
I05-A should be replaced as detube 105-A
fective.
jj)) If
If Ql
Q1 -- Q"
Q:( exceeds
exceeds 6,
6, excessive
excessive

-
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THE

CORPORATION
COR
PORATION
top plate. Remove
Rt·move screws.
screws. Do not
attempt to remove plate
pb.te until
umil the
end flaps
flaps of the
lhe copper strap are
arc
canunsoldered from their smtor
stator con50
II(..:tions.
nections. Lift plate JI",igbl
straight up SO
that silver contacrors
contactors will not be disturlx:d in their alignment.
turbed
Place plate on its back with "con“cont;lctS·· sticking up. Use $””
~" wrench on
tacts”
mirn to plate. ReRe·
the one nut securing mica
move nut and washer.
washer. After
Afler unsolderunsolderplatc.
ing copper strip,
strip, drop mica from plate.
saine position and inin·
Leav('
Leave plate in same
sen
tetminal insulator.
insulator. It is
sert new mica terminal
imporrant that the untinned binding
important
rhe
post be used to secure the mica to the
top plate. TIle
The remaining binding posts
are tinned and should occupy the relarela·
I. Solder
posicions shown in Figure 1.
Solder
tive positions
twO top
tOP POStS
copper scrap
strap across
across the two
posts
arc pre-tinned for ease
that are
ease in doing
1\1 this
lhis point the cathis operadon.
operation. At
capacitor is ready for re-assembly
re·assembly by reversing the foregoing procedure.
Special
Special care should be taken so that
conthe six silver fingers are in glXXi
good conlact wilh
tact
with the disc on the condenser
105 degrees must
rotor. An angle of 105
exiSt
exist between from
front of condenser and
illustrated in Figure 2.
top plate as illustrated
There is one precautiqn
precaution in this operation: do not handle mica with fingers
if possible. Use
Usc COlTon
cotton gloves or
tWeelers.
tweezers.

Q-unit 6.Q
indican.J. Correction usuAQ is indicated.
ally
ally lies in replacement of
of binding post
mica terminal insulator.
insulator. In rare instances
lhe trouble may lie occasionally
the
occasionally in the Q
capacitor Stator
stator insulators or in the 100
megohm grid resistor; extension
eXCCllsion of the
above procedure will quickly indict the
fauley componenc.
Borh componems
faulty
component. Both
components
6.Q
Q of 2.
have a A
Replocement of
Replacement
Mico
Terminol Insulator
Insulator
Mica Terminal
replacemem of the mica terminal
The replacement
proc(:insulator is a relatively simple procedure. However, this procedure must be
followed to avoid damage to the therlherfollowed
mocoupk and cxpeditc
thc mica
mien plate’s
plalc's
mocouple
expedite the
removal and replacement.
replacement.
removal
1. Unscrew knurled
knurleJ knobs from gold
1.
plated binding posts.
2.
mouming
2. Remove thermocouple mounting
screws.
screws.
3.
3. Unsolder thermocouple connecting
sttip from
ffOm LO
to post using hot iron.
strip
(Prolon.ged
(Prolonged heat will damage the
0.04
0.04 ohm resistor in the thermoIll{: main reason
couple.
couple. This is the
from
for removing knurled knob from
binding post first).
first).
4. Remove fiducial, main Q
Q and
Vernier dials.
5. Remove 2 top
tap screws
Inscrews and 4 Internal Resonating Capacitor mountternal
ing screws
screws located under dials.
lmemal Resonating Capacitor
The Internal
incan now be removed from the instrumem. Facing the front
from of this
strument.
capacitor are twO
two screws (on the
lefr edge) that secure the
upper left

~
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See “ T h e Q
Q J/~~"~'"
Standard

NOTEBOOK

NOTE
NOTE FROM
FROM THE EDITOR
EDITOR
On September 19,
19, 1955,
1955, Boonton
Radio Corporation became
OC"ClIme the 56th
recipiem of
of the
rhe Bureau of Engineer- ‘L/
recipient
ing and Safety
Safety Award. Sponsored by
Departmem of Labor and Industry
the Department
wilh the New Jersey
in cooperation with
State Industrial Safety
Safety Commirtee,
Committee, the
Award was established some years ago
as part
parr of a statewide
stalewide accident prevention program.

Downsbrough (right),
Dr. George A. Downsbrough
(right),
ond general
general manager of
president and
Radio Corporation, shown
shown acBoonton Radio
cepting Safety Award
Aword from
from C. George
Kruger, deputy
division of
deputy director, division
'obor
State of New
New Jersey.
labor of the State
year's effort
eHon is IIa
The goal of this year’s

15 % reduction in industrial
indusrrial accidents.
15
accidents.
BoontOtl Radio Corporation was honBoonton
ored on the basis
basis of
of its ··vety
“very enviable
rcrord" of having worked the period
record”
1952 through April,
from December, 1952
from
1955 with no lost time accidents
accidents and
1955
for its safety
safety practices which produced
result.
this result.
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Determination
Determination Of Metal
Metal Film Thickness
A
A non-destruetive
non-destructive electronic
electronic method
method applicable
applicable
coating
ond
basis
materials,
at
of which
which
coating and basis materials, at least
least one
one of

to combinations
combinotions of
of
to
must
be
a
conductor.
must be a conductor.

ANTS
Engineer
ANTS PIIP,
P I I P , DefJclQpmetll
D e u e l o p m e n t Engineer

~

The
The measurement
measurement of
of the
the thickness
thickness of
of
chin
thin films,
films, of
of the
the order
order of
of 1O~'
lo-" inches
inches
or
or less,
less, has
has always
always been
been one
one of
of the
the
major
major problems
problems for
for the
the coating
coating industry,
industry,
whether
be aa question
question of
of metallic
metallic
whether itit be
films
films on
on aa metal
metal basis
basis (c.g.,
(e.g., such
such as
as are
are
produced
produced by
by electroplating)
electroplating) j; or
or merallic
metallic
films
films on
on an
an insulator;
insulator; or
or an
an insulating
insulating
film
film on
on aa conducting
conducting carrier.
carrier.
There
There has
has been
been aa deeply
deeply felt
felt n(!.xl
need
for
for aa reliable,
reliable, rapid,
rapid, simple,
simple,non-descruc·
non-destrucrive
tive method
method for
for obtaining
obtaining absolute
absolute or
comparative
comparative thickness
thickness readings
readings on
on the
the
majority
majority of
of film-basis
film-basis combinarions.
combinations.
Hitherto
Hitherto available
available methods
methods lack
lack one
one 0[
01
more
of
these
desirnbJe
charaCteristics.
more
of
these
desirable
characteristics.
, Thickness
Thickness measurements
measurements have
have been
been
based
based on
on the
the following
following methods:
mechanical,
mechanical, chemical,
chemical, e1ecuochemical,
electrochemical,
optical,
optical, X-ray
X-ray and
and beta
beta ray
ray scattering;
scattering;
magnetic,
magnetic, electrical
electricalconductance,
conductance,and
and last
last
but
but nor
not least,
least, eddy-current
eddy-current properties.
properties.
Description
Descriptionof
of Avoiloble
Available Methods
Methods
for Meosuring
Measuring Plating
Plating Thickness
Thickness
for

Mechanical: Mechanical
Mechanical methods
methods ininMechanical:
volving the
the use
use of
of aa micrometer
micrometer or
or
volving
similar device
device are
are useful
useful in
in aa limited
similar
number of
of cases:
cases: the
the specimen
specimen is
is measmeasnumber
ured at
at the
the identical
identical spot
spot before
before and
and
ured
after plating.
plating. Obviously,
Obviously, the
the shape
shape of
afrer
the specimen
specimen has
has to
to be
be suitable
suitable for
for such
such
the
measurement, and
and the
the thickness
thickness of
of the
aa measurement,
deposit has
has to
to be
be appreciable.
appreciable.
deposir
The chemical,
chemical, electrochemical
electrochemical andopand opThe
tical methods
methods are
are definitely
definitely destruCtive.
destructive.
tical
Chemical: The
The majority
majority of
of the
the chemichemiChemical:
cal methods
methods can
can be
be reduced
reduced to
to aa dedecal

It

I'

.

YOU WILL
WILL ALSO
ALSO FIND
FIND..
YOU
...
Method of
of Measuring
Measuring
AA Method
Frequency Deviotion
Deviation
Page S5
Frequency
Poge
RF Co/ibrotion
C a l i b r a t i o n of
of the
the
RF
Sweep Signol
Signal Generator
Generator
Sweep
Type 240-A
240-A
Page 66
Type
Page
Editor's Note
Note
Page 1
7
Editor's
Page

Figure
plating thickness
rhickness of
of a
a capacitor
capacitor frame.
frame.
Figure 1.
1 . The author shown measuring plating

termination of the weight of coating
metal
metal per unit area.
area. They involve the
of area,
following
following steps:
steps: measurement of
stripping
with a reagent
stripping the plating w*ith
that leaves the basis unaffected; direct
dircct
determination of coating material lost
lost
determination
through stripping by means of weighspecimen. before and after
ing the specimen
stripping, or a determination by appropriate quantitative chemical analysis
analysis or
colorimetry of the amount of
of coating
material gone into solution. For rough
checks, the dropping method can be
checks,
be
used in certain cases: a prescribed
prescribed
stripping reagent is made to drip under
under
to be
controlled conditions on the piece to
tested, and the time noted until the basis
tested,
becomes exposed.
exposed.
becomes
Ektrochemical:
Electrochemical: Electrochemical platfhickness measurement is actually a
ing thickness
deplping operation of
of a known area.
deplating
The number
number of
of coulombs
coulombs (amperesecThe
(ampereseconds) required to expose the basis metal
onds)
is aa measure
of the
amount of
of material
is
measure of
the amoullt
material
removed, as
as Stated
stated by Faraday's electrOelectroremoved,
chemical law.
law. The
The sharp
sharp change
change in
in dedechemical
cell voltage that occurs when
plating cell
the basis
is introduced
introduced into
into the
the
the
basis metal
metal is
as an
an indicator.
electrolyte is
is used
used as
indicator.
e1ectroly[e
Optical: For
optical methods
Optical:
For optical
methods the
the
specimen is
is mounted
clamp or
mounted in
in aa damp
or proprospecimen

tective medium
medium (usually
(usually aa thermosetting
thermosetting
tective
accurately, the
the cut
cut polpolplastic), sliced accurately,
and measured
measured either
either under
under
ished, etched and
a microscope
or projected
projected at
at known
known
microscope ok
magnification.
X-ray
X-ray and
and Beta
Beta ray: X-ray
X-tay and
and beta
beta
ray
ray techniques
rechniques require
require quite
quite elaborate
elaborate
instrumentation.
twO
instrumentation. Neither
Neither of
of these
these two
methods
methods is
is necessarily
necessarily destructive
destrucrive for
for
the
to be
be measured.
measured.
the specimen to
The following
following methods
methods are
are all
all nonnondestructive, and should properly
be called
called
properly be
comparators, since none
none of
of them
them isis
capable of
of yielding
yielding an
an absolute
absolute measuremeasurement
to precalibrated
precalibrated
ment without
without recourse
recourse to
standards. Likewise,
Likewise, they
they are
are sensitive
sensitive
to
to the geometry of
of the
the specimen.
specimen.
Magnetic:
Magnetic: The
The magnetic
magnetic methods
methods
obviously
to combinations
combinations
obviously are
are limited
limited to
where at least one
one of
of the
the components,
components.
either
or the
the coating,
coating, isis ferfereither the
the basis
basis or
romagnetic
romagnetic (e.g.,
(e.g., steel,
steel, iron,
iron, nickel).
nickel).
Generally,
Generally, they
they are
are based
based on
on measuring
measuring
the
to pull
pull aa small
small magmagthe force
force necessary
necessary to
net
of aa
net off
off the
the specimen.
specimen. In
In the
the case
case of
non-magnetic
or iron,
iron,
non-magnetic coating
coating on
on steel
steel or
this
this force
force decreases
decreases with
with increasing
increasing
coating
With nickel
nickel on
on aa nonnoncoating thickness.
thickness. With
magnetic
magnetic base,
base, the
rhe force
force isis the
rhe higher
higher
the
the thicker
thicker the
the plating.
plating. Readings
Readings dedepend
pend on
on the
the smoothness
smoothness and
and surface
surface
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conditions
conditions of
of the
the coating,
coating, on
on the
the geomegeometry
on magnetic
magnetic propproptry of
of the
the test
test pie<e,
piece, on
erties
erties of
of the
the material,
material, nnd
and local
local comcomposition
also, the
the magmagposition of
of the
the material;
material; also,
ncric
netic properries
properties of
of plated
plated nickel
nickel vary
vary
widely
widely with
with the
the plating
plating proccss
process used..
used.
Electrical
Electricdl Conductance:
Conductance: Instruments
Instruments
based
based on
on the
the direct
direct measurement
measurement of
of the
the
electrical
electrical conductance
conductance of
of the plated
specimen
specimen are
are applicable
applicable only
only when
when the
conductivities
conductivities of
of the
the coating
coating and
and basis
basis
materials
materials differ
differ appre<:iably.
appreciably. The
The probes
probes

,

,

- .-.

FREQUENCY

-

figure
Figure 2.
2. Penetration
Penetration depths
depths (in
(in
inches,
T) of
of the
the most
most common
common platinches, T)
ing
ing materials.
materials.

associated
associated with
with this
this type
type of
of instrument
instrument
a t 44
require good
good electrical
electrical contact
contact at
require
points (2
( 2 for
for current
current injection,
injection, 22 for
for
points
A hybrid
hybrid method
method hns
has
voltage pickup.)
pickup.) A
voltage
also been
been used,
used, utilizing
utilizing aa combination
combination
also
of thermal
thermal conductivity
conductivity and
and generated
generated
of
thermoelectric voltage.
voltage.
thermoelectric
Eddy-Current Method
Method
Eddy-Current

The method
method described
described below
below isis the
the
The
one employed
employed in
in the
the instrument
instrument shown
shown
one
in Figure
Figure I.1.
in
When aa conductor
conductor isis brought
brought into
into
When
the field
field of
of aa coil
coil excited
excited by
by an
an alteralterthe
nating current,
current, eddy-currenrs
eddy-currents are
are in·
innating
duced that
that circulate
circulate in
in closed
closed loops
loops in
in
duced
- The eddy·currenrs
eddy-currents gen·
genthe conductOr.
conductor._The
the
erate an
an electrOmagnetic
electromagnetic field,
field, which
which in
in
erate
turn induces
induces an
an electromotive
electromotive force
force in
in
turn
theexciting
excitingcoil
coilthat
that tends
tends to
to oppose
oppose the
the
the
original CUffent
current in
in it.
it, thereby
thereby Changing
changing
original
its impedance,
impedance. The
The effect
effect on
on the
the coil
coil isis
its
equivalent
to
having
introduced
an
addiequivalent to having introduced an addi·
tional "reflected
“reflected impedance"
impedance” in
in the
the coil
coil
tional
circuit.
circuit.

The amount
amount by
by which
which the
the coil
coil imim·
The
pedance changes
changes depends
depends on
on aa number
number
pedance
of factors:
factors: the
the electrical
ele<:uical and
and magnetic
magnetic
of
the conductor,
conductor, its
its concan·
propenies of
properties
of the
figuration, the
the coil-conductor
coil·conductOr spacing,
spacing,
figuration,
of the
the coil,
coil, and
and the
the
the geometry
the
geometry of
frequency.
frequency.
of simplicity,
let us
us conconFor the
the sake
For
sake of
simplicity, let
sider
of aa plane,
plane, infinite,
infinite,
sider the
the case
case of
homogeneous conductOr
close to
to the
the coil
coil
homogeneous
conductor close
COLI axis.
axis. W
Wee observe
observe
and
normal to
to the
the coil
and normal
the
phenomena:
the following
following phenomena:
Bringing the
the coil
to the
the concon·
Bringing
coil closer
closer to
the reactance
reactance
ducring
plane de<:reases
ducting plane
decreases the
and
increases rhe
effective resistance
resistance of
of
and increases
the effective
of the
the
the
relative reduction
reduction of
the coil.
coil. The
The relative
reactance
reactance depends mainly on the ratio
of
of coil
coil diamcter
diameter to the spacing from
the conducwr
conductor and is quite independent
of the material of the conductor
conducwr -- propro·
non.fcrromagnetic. The
vided
vided this is non-ferromagnetic.
increase
increase in resistance, however, depends
nor
not only
only on the coil spacing, but also on
the conductivity of the conductor.
Keeping the coil
can·
coil spacing and conductor material constant, but varying
the thickness of the conducting sheet,
we norice
refle<:ted impedance
notice that the reflected
of the coil
coil follows the increase of the
conductor thickness
thickness only up to a certain
thickness,
thickness, called
called the "penetration
“penetration depth"
depth”
beyond
beyond which eddy·currenrs
eddy-currents do not appreciably
preciably penetrate into the metal. The
penetrarion
penetration depth,
depth, T in inches, can be
expressed.
as
expressed as

T=T
=

’

3.5
35

I
f
K-

where: f
where:

*V-;;:riI f

C,
C
-U
.~

= frequency
frequency in cycles/second
cycles/second
=

. 0off reslSUVlty
. . . 0off con·
ratio
resistivity
con-99 == ratIo
ductor
to
CU
ductor
to
that
of copper,
Pcu
p=
= permeability of
p.

RADIO
R
A D I O

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

1. Changes
Changes in
in coating
coating thickness
thickness are
are
1.
dete<:table only
only ifif the
the thickness
thickness of
of
detectable
not more
more than
than the
the
the coating
coating isis not
the
penetration depth
depth in
in it,
it, approxapprox·
penetration
por·
imately,
and
an
appreciable
imately, and an appreciable portion of
of the
the total
rotal eddy-currents
eddy-currents
tion
the
circulate in
in the
the basis
basis metal.
metal. IfIf the
circulate
is larger
larger than
than the
the
coaring thickness
thickness is
coating
penetration depth,
depth, practically
praCtically all
all
penetration
eddy·currents are
nrc confined
confined to
to the
the
eddy-currents
of its
irs
coating metal
metal and
and variations
variations of
coating
thickness have
have negligible
negligible effect
effect on
on
thickness
the distribution
distribution of
of the
the eddyeddythe
currenrs.
currents.
2. Combinations
Combinations of
of the
the same
same basis
basis
2.
material with
with coatings
coatings of
of different
differenr
material
of the
the same
same thickness,
thickness,
metals. but
but of
metals,
result in
in different
different changes
changes in
in rere·
result
fJe<:ted impedance,
impedance, referred
referred to
to that
that
flected
bare basis.
basis. These
These changes
changes
on the bare
the coating
coating and
and basis
basis
are larger, ifif the
luger
conductivities differ
differ by
by aa larger
r~l(io, since aa much
much larger
larger fraction
fraction
ratio,
of the
the total
total eddy-currents
eddy.currenrs is
is concon·
of
in the
the
fined in
in the
the coating
coating than
than in
fined
case where
where both
both the
the coating
coating and
and
in their
their concan·
very close
close in
basis are very
ductivities.
foregoing discussion isis appliappli·
The foregoing
ro magnetic
magnetic materials
materials as
as well,
well, ifif
cable to
that the
the “surface
"surface
we take into account that
is a function
function of
of permeapermeaconduCtivity" is
conductivity”
as well
well as bulk
bulk
bility and frequency as
bility
conductivity.
conductivity.
Having
Having discussed the general propprop·
of eddy-currents,
eddy.currents, we
we find
flOd that
that
erties of
they offer
offer a possibility
possibility for
for measyring
measuring
film thickness
i d s : conthickness cd
of all
all three
three kkinds:
conducting films on conductors
conduCtors through
through
detecting changes in
in current
current distribudistribu·
tion;
tion; conducting
conduCting films on non-conducnon-conductors by variations in
in the
the total
wral amount
amount

-J

d

conductor.
conductOr.

Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of
Figure
current penetration depths
depths on frequency
frequency
current
variety of metals.
and conductivity
conductivity for
for a variety
and
metals.
Changes in thickness
thickness can
can be detened
detected
Changes
by observing
observing the coil
coil parameters only if
by
the conductor
conductor is not thicker than T;
T;
the
after that
that its
its effect
effect is the samc
same as if it
after
were infinitely thick. T
T is
smaller for
is smallet
were
materials with
with high conducrivity
conductivity (low
materials
resistivity),
resistiv
ity), ferromagnetic materials
have very
very small
small penetration depths.
depths.
have
In the
the casc
case of
of conductive
conductive coatings
coatings on
In
conductors, the
the reflected impedance deconducrors,
on the
the conducriviries
conductivities of
of the basis
pends on
pends
and coating
coating and
and the
the thickness
thickness of the
and
coating, with
with the
the coil
coil spacing
spacing and
and frefrecoating,
quency being
being kept constant.
constant. The rela·
relaquency
tionships between refle<:ted
reflected impedance
tionships
and the
the properties
properties of
of the
the composite
composite canconand
ductor become
become quite
quite complex,
complex, but itit can
can
ducror
be easily
easily established,
established, that
that
be
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Figure
3. Frequency
“A”
Figure 3.
Frequency parameter
parameter"
An
and expected
expected sensitivity
and
sensitivity as
as funcfuncand plating
tions
of basis
tions of
basis and
plating materials.
materials.

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
N
OTEBOOK

of
in aa film
film thinner
thinner than
than
of eddy<urrents
eddy-currents in
t.h~
pen~fr.uion depth;
deprh; and
and non-conductnon<ondud·
the penetration
ing
sufficiemly thick
thick (more
(more
ing films
films on
on sufficiently
b’ than
than the
the penetration
peoerrafion depth)
depth) conductors
condudors
by
th~ increased
increased spacing
spacing of
of the
th~ coil
coil
by the
t.h~ basis.
We
also conclude
conclude
from
from the
basis. W
e can
can also
th.u
means for
for
that eddy<urreflts
eddy-currents offer
offer aa means
soning
(0 their con·
sorting menls
metals according
according to
their conductivities.
ductivities.

suaight line.
lin~. “A’
"A" is
is then
then found
found at
at the
the
straight
imerseaion of
of this
thi, straight
straight line
line: with
wit.h
intersection
the center
center line.
line. This
This figure
figure represents
represents
the
~een penetration
penetration
the desirable
desirable ratio
ratio between
the
d~pdt in
in the
the coating
coating metal
meaJ and
and maxirnn:idepth
e.lfpected coating
coating thickness.
thickness.
mum expected
mum
Let us
us assume
assume itit isis desired
desired to
(0 measure
measure
Let
mil (10W
(10-" inches)
inches) of
of silver
silvt:r plating
plating
1I mil
yellow brass
brass of
of average
averagt: composicomposion aa yellow
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Figure
the Metal
Metal Film
Film Gauge,
Gauge, Type
Type 255-A.
255·A.
Figure 4_
4. Funclional
Functional bloclc
block diagram
diagram of the
Various
Various tt'dmiques
techniques using the eddy.
eddycurrent
current principle have
have bet:n
been used in the
testing
testing of
of materials,
materials, including measur~
measurements of
of film
film thickness.
thickness. F.
F. Fomer
Forster in
Gt:rmany,
Germany, aa pioottr
pioneer in
in the field;
field; Brenner
ner and
and his
his associates
associates at
at the National
Bureau
Bureau of
of Snmdar<1s,
Standards, and the Atomic
Energy
Energy Commission
Commission are
are only
only a few
few who
hav~
have mad~
made contributions
contributions in
in this field.
field.
Oeterminotion
Determination of
of Suitable
Suitable Test
Test
Frequency,
Frequency, and
and Expected
Expected MeolureMeasurement
ment Sensitivity
Sensitivity for
for Conducting
Conducting
Films
Films on
on Vorious
Various Basis
Basis Metals
Metals
Irrespective
Irrespective of
of the
the kind
kind of
of instrumem
instrument
be
be used
used or
or the
the changes
changes of
of probe im·
imresponds to,
to, the
the rest
test fre·
frepedance itit responds
pedance
quency
quency should
should be
be chosen
chosen accordingly
accordingly to
the thickness
thickness of
of the
the coating
coating and
and compo'
compothe
sition of
of (ht:
the film·basis
film-basis combination
combination to
to
sition
be measurm
measured. Quite
Quite generally,
generally, aa thinner
be
coating requires
requires USt:
use of
of aa high~r
higher fr~
frecooting
quency. Also,
Also, cootings
coatings of
of lower
lower conconquency.
ductivity should
should be
be measured
measured at
at aa s0mesomeduclivity
what higher
higher frequency
frequency than
than those
those of
of
what
higher conductivity
conductivity for
for comparabl~
comparable
higher
on th~
the WIle
same basis
basis
plating thickness
thickness on
plating
metal.
m.m.1.
These relationships
relationships can
can be
be visuali:ted
visualized
These
more easily
easily ifif we
we study
study Figur~
Figure 3,
3, aa
mor~
nomograph prt:pared
prepared in
in conjuncrion
conjunction
nomognph
for the
the choiet:
choice of
of test
test frefrewith Figure
Figure 22 foe
with
quency. A
A fador
factor MA"
“A” for
for each
each combil12combinaquency.
tion of
of thethe more
more common
common cooting
coating and
and
tion
basis metals
metals isis obtained
obtained by
by dropping
dropping
basis
perpendiculars from
from the
the boxes
boxes pmainpertainperpendiculars
ing IOto the
the coating
coating and
and basis
basis metals
metals [0
to
ing
the appropriate
appropriate base
base lines
lines of
of the
the nomonomothe
graph, and
and joining
joining these
these poims
points by
by aa
graph,
10
to

w~ find
find A
A
combil12tion. we
tion. For this combination,
we
is approximately 2. Consequently, we
should choose a test frequency such that
that
be
penerr.nion depth in silver will
will be
the penetration
of the order of
From Figure
Figure 2,
2,
of 2 mils. From
frequ~ncy of
of 1.5
this is obtained at a frequency
me. A frequency somewhat lower,
lower, e.g.,
mc.
500 kc, will increase the maximum
of
measurable thickness,
thickness, but some loss of
hi:: expected on very
sensitivity is to be
coatings. A higher test
t{'St frequency,
thin coatings.
e.g., 88 mc,
e.g.,
me, will prevent us from measuring up to
the full
ro th~
full 1
I mil thickness alsensitivity on very
though we get better $ensitivity
thin platings.
thin

Considerations for the Oesign
Design of
Considerations
of an
Eddy-Current Film
Film Thickness Gauge
Eddy.Current

The eddy-currenrs
eddy-currents induced by the
The
coil in
in the conductor circulate in the
coil
latter aDd
and diminish in amplitudt:
amplitude as one
Janer
goes dttper
deeper imo
into the material, and also
goes
distance from
from th~
the coil
coil along the
with distance
surface. 1llis
This decrease
decrease of the amplitudt:
amplitude
surface.
of the t':ddy-eurrents
eddy-currents with distance
distance from
of
the coil
coil determines th~
the diameter of
of the
(ht:
coil which must not
more than about
not be mor~
coil
1/2 tht:
the smallcsr
smallest linear
linear dimensioo
dimension of
of tht:
the
Jh
surface to be
be measured
surface
Since variations
variations of
of reflected
reflected impedimpedSino."
on the
the ntio
ratio of
of coil
coil diadiaance depend
depend on
ance
meter to
to meIln
mean spacing
spacing from
from the
the conconmeter
ductor, the
the coil
coil should
should be
be flat
flat and
and very
very
duCtor,
close ro
to the
the specimen
specimen if
if sufficient
sufficient sensisensiclose
tivity is
is to
to be
be obnined.
obtained.
tivity
In general,
general, variations
variations of
of the
the resistance
resistance
In
component of
of the
the reflected
reflected impedance
impedance
componem
are characteristic
characteristic of
of the
the conduCtors
conductors in
in
are

33

the coil
coil field,
field, and
and we
we want
want this
this variavariathe
ro be
be as
as large
large as
as possible
possible inin relarela·
tion to
tion
tion to
to the
th~ resistance
resistance ofof the
th~ coil
coil proper
proper
tion
good sensitivity.
~itivity, Therefore,
Thert'fot~, aa high-Q
high.Q
for good
for
coil isi, indicated.
indicated. The
Th~ sensitivity
sensitivity can
can be
be
coil
increased furthermore
furthermore ifif the
tht: probe
probe isis
increased
made the
tht: inductance
indUct2nce in
in aa resonant
resonant circirmade
or near
near resonance.
resnnaoct:.
cuit operating
operating at
at or
cuit
The spacing
spllcing of
of the
the probe
probe coil
coil toto the
the
The
(or their
their relative
r~lative angular
angular
conductor (or
conductor
orientation, which
which isis equivalent
equivalent toto aa
orientation,
of mean
mean spacing)
spacing) exerts
e.lf~ns aa major
major
change of
change
influence on
on the
tht: reflected
reflected impedance.
impedaoct:.
influence
be provided
provided
Therefore. means
means should
should be
Therefore,
to guarantee
guaramee that
thar the
the spacing
spacing and
and orienotiento
tation of
of the
the probe
probe coil
coil are
are always
always kept
kept
tation
use.
constant in
in use.
constant
Phasc changes
changes are
are less
less affected
affected by
by
Phase
slight variations
variations in
in probe
probe spacing
spacing and
and
slight
orientation and
and reasonable
reasonable surface
surface imimorientation
perfections (such
(such as
as scratches,
scratches, dirt,
dirt,
perfections
scale), than
than functions
funCtions which
which also
also ininscale),
of probe
probe impedimpedvolve the
the magnitude
magnitude of
volve
ance. Phase
Phase changes
changes are
are also
also relatively
relatively
ance.
of voltage
voltage levels.
levels.
independent of
independent
of the
the coating-basis
coating-basis
A careful
careful study
study of
A
combinations commonly
commonly encountered
encountered in
in
combinations
tbe" plating
plating art,
art, an;
a~ the
the coating
coating thickthickthe
nesses
therC'Of, shows
shows that
that 500
500 kc
kc and
and 88
nesses thereof,
mc
me are
IllC suitable
suitable test
tCSt frequencies,
frequencies, which
which
together
togeth~r provide
provide aa continuous
continuous range
nnge of
of
thickness
of about
about 20:
20:1I
thickness measurements
mea.sUIements of
for
for any
any given
giv~n combination
combil12tion of
of plating
plaring
and basis
basis material.
material.
Metal
Metal Film
Film Gauge,
Gauge, Type
Type 255-A
2SS-A

Figure
Figuu 1I shows the
the Metal
Metal Film
Film Gauge
Gauge
Type
Type 255-A
255-A which
which was
was designed
designed to
to
meet
abov~,
meet the
the requirements
requirementS outlined
outlined above.
Fundamentally,
Fundamentally, the
the instrument
instrum~nt conconsists of
of an oscillator
oscillaror driving
driving probe
probe and
and
reference phase circuits.
probC' circircircuits. The
11le probe
cuit is
is made
made resonant
resonant at
at the
the oscillator
oscillator
frequency
frequenL1' with
with the
the probe
probe placed
placed on
on the
the
basis
basis material. Both
Both the
the probe
probe signal
signal
and
and the
the reference
reference signal
signal are
are impressed,
impressed,
after
aher suitable
suitable amplification
amplification and
and ampliampli.
tude
rude limiting,
limiting, on the
the grids
grids of
of aa gatedgatedbeam
The plate
plat~
beam phase
phase detector
dctector tube.
rube. The
current of
currem
of the
the phase
phase detector
detector varies
varies in
in
accordance
accordance: with
with the
the phase
phase difference
difference
between
~(Ween the
th~ probe
probe and
and reference
refert:nce sigsignals,
and actuates
actuates the
the indicating
indicating meter.
merer.
nals, and
The meter
The
merer has
has easily
easily interchangeable
inrerchangeable
scales
which
can
gi....e aa direct
direct reading
readins
scales which can give
on
on any
any plating-basis
plating-basis combination
combination and
and
obviate the
need for
for separate
separate calibracalibraobviate
the need
tion
tion curves.
curves, Two
Two complete
complete probe
probe asas·
semblies go
$C'mhlies
go with
with the
the instrument,
instrument, one
one
for
one for
~OO kc
Ire and
and one
fot 8
8 mc.
me.. The
The probe
probe
for 500
4
coils are
are approximately
coils
approximately v
\4 inch
inch in
in didiameter, making
ameter,
making possible
possible measurements
measurementS
on flat
Y2" across.
across.
on
flat samples
samples over
over X’’
A
A ’ more
more thorough
thorough understanding
understanding of
of
the operation
operation and
design of
of the
the instruinstruthe
and design
ment
can be
obtained by
be obtained
by referring
referring to
ro aa
mcnt can
functional block
functional
block diagram,
diagram. Figure
Figure 4,
4, and
and
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oscillator rank volrage

vo<,.
,1<1in pt.oo<
"" v_.
V,,,, =,......
cons,
phase..with
V,,",;
,d"<n«..,l..,
reference voltage

I1~""'_
'
,h c."",pl;,,&
-current rhrough C, coupling
"1"";'"
capaciror and pn>b<
probe<K<U"
circuit.

V,, - valrage across probe
circuit.

v.-..,..w"....
V, -voltage across_pl·...
coupling,,·
capoc;w.C;
pacitor C;"Wo&
lagging
90'
93' btl.....J
behind II

f? ---phase
pt.oo< ""II.
angle'"
ofprob<
probe
<1J<11~
crrcuit.

Q - phase angle between V,.,,
and V,,

0 = Q, - Q(,= change of
phase angle between V,,.,
and V,, due to a change
of rhe phase angle of the
probe circw. ( 0 1s the angle
by which conduction angle
of phase derecror changes).
Subscript (, - ar probe
resonance. 9 ,, = 0

.-.

Subo<,]p<
,,;,h .sm-d
SubscriptI1~
-with
deruned
probe.

Figure
Figure 5.
5. Vector
Vector diagram
diagram of
of 'he
the
255-A
255-A probe
probe circui,.
circuit.
the
the vector
vector diagrnm
diagram of
of the
the probe circircuits,
cuits, Figure
Figure 5.5.
The
The test
test fre<:Juency,
frequency, either
either 500
500 kc
kc or
or
S8 mc,
mc, isis generat<."<!
generated in
in :la crystal-concrystal-conuolJe<1
trolled oscil!ilror
oscillator which
which can
can be
be switched
switched
to
to either
either of
of d'u'se
these fre<:Juencies.
frequencies. Since
Since the
the
limiting
limiting and
and phase
phase dCtlxtion
detection circuits
circuits
opcrnle
at 500
500 ke,
kc, aa 7.5
7.5 me
mc heterodyne
heterodyne
operate ar
oscillator
oscillator frequency
frequency isis provided
provided for
for mixmixing
ing wilh
with the
the 88 mc
mc signals
signals from
from the
the
high
high frequency
frequency probe
probe and
and reference
reference
phase
use.
phase circuits
circuits when
when in
in use.
The
The OUtput
output of
of the
the oscillator
oscillator isis apapplied aeross
across the
the series
series combination
combination of
of aa
plied
coupling
coupling capacitor
capacitor and
and the
the probe
probe circircuit
cuit which
which tOgelher
together effectively
effectively form
form ila
phase shifting
shifting network
network (Fig.
(Fig. 5).
5 ) . TIle
The
phase
probe isis resonated
resonated by
by aa variable air
air
probe
capacitor. A
A franion
fraction of
of the
the tOtal
total osciloscilcapacitOr.
lator voltage,
voltage, in
in phase
phase wieh
with it,
it, isis used
used
latOr
as the
the reference
reference signal:
signal: W
With
the probe
probe
as
i(h (he
resonated, there
there exists
exists aa ce{{ain
certain phase
resonate<!,
between the
the probe
probe and
and ref·
refdifference rP$I between
diffcrcnce
erence signals
signals which
which are
are fed
fed to
to the
the grids
grids
erence
of twO
two identical
identical limieer
limiter amplifier-mixer
amplifier-mixer
of
heptodes, whose
whose plate
plate circuits
circuits are
are tuned
tuned
heptooes,
500 kc.
kc. On
On the
the 500
500 kc
kc range,
range, chI'
the
to 500
to
as straight
straight amplifiers.
amplifiers.
heptodes function
function as
hcprodes
(8
However, on
on the
the higher
higher frequency
frequency (8
However,
mc) range
range the
the heptooes
heptodes arc
are made
made to
to
me)
act as
as mixers
mixers and
and to
to yield
yield 500
500 kc
kc sigsigact
nals in
in eheir
their oueputs,
outputs, transposing
transposing the
the
nals
phase difference
difference rp$I from
from 88 mc
mc to
to
phase
500 kc.
kc.
500
The omputs
outputs of
of the
the heplooe
heptode slages
stages are
are
TIle
impressed on
on the
the first
first and
and rhird
third grids
grids of
of
impressed
gated beam
beam limiter-phase
limiter-phase deteCtor
detector
aa gated
of
cJbe, type
type GBNG.
6BN6. The
The amplitudes
amplitudes of
~Jbe,
these grid
grid signals
signals have
have been
been made
made sufsufthese
ficiently high
high so
so as
as to
to cause
cause saruration,
saturation,
ficiently

thus making
making the
the phase
phase detector
derector quite
quire
rhus

insensitive to
to any
any changes
changes in
in signal
signal
insensitive
amplitudes. The
The average
average plate
plate current
current
amplitudes.

of the
the phase
phase
is
linear function
function of
is aa linear
diffetence.
difference.
The
plate circuit
of the
the 6BNG
is
The plate
circuit of
6BN6 is
made part
part of
dc bridge
bridge containing
containing
made
of aa dc
facilities
bucking out
our the
the quiescent
quiescem
facilities for
for bucking
probe resonance),
resonance), an
an
plate current
plate
current (at
(at probe
overload
meter
prorenion
circuit,
overload meter protection circuit, aa
sensitivity
control providing
providing consrant
sensitivity control
constant
meter
full wave
wave bridge
bridge
meter damping,
damping, :Lnd
and aa full
rectificer,
rectifier, to make the meter reading
unidirectional
unidirectional no matter how the basis
and
related to
and coating conductivities are related
each other.
defleCtions,
other. Full scale
scale meter deflections,
at full
full sensitiviry
sensitivity of the instrument, correSpOnd
CO phase angle changes of
of the
the
respond to
order of 4°.
4".
The sample cards carry a piece of
of
the basis material and specimens of
of
known plating thickness on this basis
material
material together with the apptopriately
appropriately
calibrated meter scale and are inserted
in the holder in
caliin
in such
such a way that the calibration comes against
against the edge of the
transparent meter case,
case, thus making the
instrument direct
direct reading in thickness.
TIle
The encapsulated probe coil is carried
on
on a spring loaded plunger.

Properties
Properties and Advantages of the
Metol
Metal Film
Film GCOJge
Gauge
The
The 255-A
255-A is an instrument capable
detecting small differences in the
of detecting
suthce
of
surface conductivities of metals, or of
small variations in the metal-to-probe
smalJ
metal-co-probe
direct reading inspacing. It becomes a dirC(;t
strument when standards of
of known
strument
composition are used for
lor
thickness and composition
calibration.
calibration.
conductivity and
Since both the conducrivity
permeability can show considerable
considerable variations, depending on the local compoiations,
sition of the
the material, its heat treatment
sition
and previous history (work
(work hardening,
and
etc.) rrJre
x e mUM
must be exercised that the
etc.)
lhe
calibrated standards
standards really
calibrated
really are representative of the material encountered in
sentative
the subsC<Juent
subsequent measuring process.
the
The absolute
absolute accuracies obtainable
The
acthe insrrumenr
instrument depend on the acwith the
curacy with
with which
which the thicknesses of the
curacy
standards arc
are known.
known. The instrument by
standards
is capable of distinguishing beitself is
tween film
film thicknesses differing only
tween
by aa few
few percent of the thickness corby
responding to
to full
full scale,
scale, when
when used
used at
at
responding
the correct frC<Juency.
frequency.
To use
use the instrument for absolute
To
absolure
at leaSt
least two
thickness measurementS
measurements at
tWO
identical sets
sets of
of standards
standards of
of at
at least
identical
least
three thicknesses should be made up.
One of
of the
the standard
standard sets
sets is
is measured
One
measured by
by
some other
other means
means for
for the
the actual
actual plating
some
plating
thickness, and
and the
the other
other mounted
on aa
mounted on
thickness,

sample card
card together with a piece of
of
sample

bare basis
basis metal.
metal. All
All the
the standard
standard
bare
are measured
measured in
in succession
succession at
at
samples are
samples
44
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the appropriate
appropriate frequency
frequency and
and the
ehe corcorthe
responding readings
readings on
on the
the 0-100"
0_100° scale
scale
responding
as aa function
function of
of
ploned on
on graph
graph paper
paper as
plotted
film thickness.
thickness. After
After drawing
drawing aa smooth
smooth
film
the four
four points
points (three
(three
curve through
through the
curve
readings and
and zero),
zero), aa calibration
calibration curve
curve
readings
is obtained.
obtained. This
TIlis curve
curve can
can be
be transtransis
to the
the sample
sample card
card and
and isis used
used to
ro
ferred to
ferred
the thickness
lhickness of
of work
work pieces
pieces
measure the
measure
having the
thc same
same materials
materials and
and falling
falling
having
the thickness
thickness range
rnnge of
of the
the calicaliwithin the
within
The calibrating
calibrating and
and measuring
measuring
brntion. The
bration.
techniques described
described above
above are
arc in
in principrincitechniques
to all three
three kinds
kinds of
of film
film
piI' applicable to
ple
basis combinations.
basis
amotll1CS of
of curvature
curvature and
and
Moderate amounts
Moderate
in basis
basis conductivities
conductivities
slight differences in
of the
the specimen can
can be
be compensated
compenSated by
by
of
(edllli<Jue.
a modified operating technique.
to film
film thickness
thickness determidetermiIn addition to
insrrumenl can
can be
be used
used for
for
nations, the instrument
to their
their conconmaterials according to
sorting materials
The main
main balancing
balancing ("Set
("Set
ducrivities. The
ductivities.
Basis") control
comrol can be
be calibrated
calibrated didiBasis")
conductivities. and
and the
the instruinstrurectly in conductivities,
used as a null
null device.
ment used
measuring film
film combinations
combinations ininIn measuring
volving at
at least
least one ferromagnetic
ferrOm:lgnetiC comcomvolving
instrument readings
readings can
can
ponent, the instrument
ponent,
under certain conditions become
become amambiguous,
hilt this
this ambi,guity
ambiguity can
can be
be
biguous, but
by a proper
proper choice
choice of
of fre
fre -_
eliminated by
quency.
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hrotion curves.
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Ants
Ants Piip
Piip joined
joined the
the engineering
engineering staff
staff
of
of Boonton Radio
Radio in
in the fall
fall of
of 1954.
1954. His
His
background covers work
work in naval
naval electronics
Estronics and
and ultrasonics
ultrasonics in
in Tallinn,
Tallinn, Estonia;
tonia; development
development and
and research
res<''J\rch in
in the
the
electronics
electronics laboratory
laboratory of
of "AGA",
"AGA", StockStockholm (ultrnsonics,
( ultrasonics, radiobeacons,
radiobeacons, special
slX>cia!
instruments)
instruments);; semi-conductor
s(:mi-conduCfor test
teSt equip(-quipment
mcnt for
fot Sylvania, and aa miscellaneous
miscellaneous
experience
in allied
allied engineering
engineering fields.
fields.
experience in
InstiHe
He received
receiV<.-o his
his EE
EE from
from the
the Royal
Royallnstitute
cute of
of Technology
Technology in
in Stockholm
Slockholm (( 1950)
1950)
and
and his
his MEE
MEE from
from Notre
Notre Dame
Dame (1933)
(19~3)
where
where he
he subsequently
subsequently taught
taught and
and did
did
additional
in physics.
physics.
additional post
post graduate
graduate work
work in
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A Method
Method Of
Of Measuring
Measuring Frequency
Frequency Deviation
Deviation
A
JAMES EE.. WACHTER,
WACHTER, PProjer:t
JAMES
r o j e c t EEngineer
ngineer

There are
are in
in use
use today
loday several
severnl methrrK'(hThere
ods of
of measuring
measuring the
lhe ffequency
frequency deviadevia·
ods
of aa frequency
frequency modulated
mOdulated signal.
signal.
lion of
tion
Most of
of these
these methods
methods require
require the
the use
use
Most
of specialized
specialized equipment
equipment such
such as
as linear
linear
of
FM detectors
deteCtors and
and panoramic
panoramic frequency
frequency
FM
is one
one methmethanalylers. However,
However, there
there is
analyzers.
od which,
which, although
although not
not the
the least
least time
time
od
both straight
straight forward
forward and
and
consuming, isis both
consuming,
aCCUfltte, requiring
requiring the
the use
use of
of commonly
commonly
accurate,
CCJuipmem. This
This
available laboratory
laboratory equipment.
available
is known
known by
by various
various names,
names.
method is
method
of which
which is
is
probably the
the most
most used
used of
probably
"The Bessel
Bessel Zero
Zero Method’.
Method". As
As this
this
“The
n.1me implies,
implies, it
it is
is related
related to
10 the
Ihe Bessel
Bessel
name
zero-order Bessel
Bessel funcfunc·
funCtions. the
rhe zero-order
functions,
In in particular.
particular. The
The fact
fact that the
Ihe
lion JO
tion
through zero
zero
zero-order function
function passes through
zero-order
at certain
cerrain points,
poinu, which corcor·
amplirude at
amplitude
respond to
to discrete
discrete modulation indices,
indices,
respond
forms the useful basis for the method.
of aa sinusoidal signal
The equation of
be expresed
expresed as
can be
+6)
(I)
ee=A.,cos
= A, cos (W,.l
(wct +0)
(1)
where A,
A~ is the
Ihe maximum amplitude of
of

frethe carrier and
and cu..
wc is {he
the angular freIhe carrier. With aa sinusoidal
quency of the
= 0,
modulaling signal and assuming
modulating
assuming 80 =
aa frequency
frequency modulated
modubted signal
then
signal can
can then
be
be expressed
expressed as

aw,
Awc
e ==A A.cos
, c o s (wot
(wet+- ---sin
sin W,nt)
onit)

+

w
wm

(2)
(2)

where
where W",
wm is
is the
the angular
angular frequency
frequency of
of
the
the modulncing
modulating signal
signal and
and lI.w
Amco isis che
the
pe:tk
peak angular
angular frequency
frequency deviation
deviation of the
the
carrier.
carrier.
lI.w..
Am,

lI.f~
Af,

w.
wni

f..
fm

- =- ==BB ==modulation
-modulation index.
index.
(3
( 3))
Expanding
Expanding equation
equation 22 resulu
results in
in
ee == At!
A, {cos
[cos w,..t
wet cos
cos (8
( Bsin
sin w.t)
wnlt)
-sin
-sin w.,!:
wetsin
sin (8sinW:.t)].
( B sin w,t ) 1.
(')
(4)

ItIt can
can be
be shown
shown that'
that
cos
cos (Bsinw.t)
( B sin w ,lit) =J..
= Jo(8)
(B)
2h
(8)
cos
2w.t
0)
~ J (B)
z COS 20111t
(5)
+2JI(8)cos4w...t+
4-2 J4 ( B ) C O S ~ W ~ ~ ,....
~$....

++

and
sin
sin (8
( B sin
sin W",I)
w,t) == 2Jl
2J1 (8)
( B ) sin
sin w,,,t
t t + ......
+ 22Ja
J 3 (B)
(B) sin
s in3w...
3wm
(6)
(6)

+

+ ......

Figure 1,.. The author
outhor checking
checking the
the
Figure
frequency deviation
deviotion of
of the Signal
Signal
frequency
Generator,
Generator, Type
Type 202-6.
202-8.

where the coefficients
( B ) are BesJM (B)
Bes·
coefficients J1,
of B.
8, On substituting
subS(iruting
sel functions of
equations 55 and 6 in equation 4 there
resulu
results
( B ) cos w,t
e=
= A,
A., [Jo
Uo (8)
w,..r

(7)
+ JI (B)
+ wm)t (7)
-JI
JI (8)
(B) cos ( w c - ~ m ) t
+ J2 ( B ) cos (wc + 2w111)t
2w.)t
J1

(8) COS
COS (w~
(wc

w.)[

COS (w~-w.)t

+ hJz

J2

(8)

COS (w~

( B ) cos
COS (w~-2w.)r
(oc-2wm)t+
(8)

.....I
+ .....]

which is the expression for side1»nd
sideband
frequencies of
frequencies
of a frequency modulated
signal
signal. It will be noted that there are
possible au
ail infinite number of sidesidefrequencies and that each
band frequencies
each sidesideband is
is spaced from
from the carrier by
integral multiples
multiples of the modulating
frCCJuency,
frequency. Also,
Also, itit may be
be seen
seen that the
the
amplirude
amplitude of
of the carrier decreases
decreases from
from
aa value of
of unity
unity in
in the
the unmooulaced
unmodulated
Jo (B),
( B ) , which
which is
is zero
zero for
for
condition to
to Jo
condition
some values of
of B,
B, during modulation.
modulation.
some
A graphical
graphical reprcsemation
representation of
of equation
equation
A
7 for
= 25
25 is
is given
given in
in Figure
Figure 2.
2.
for B =
In
In employing
employing the
the Bessel
Bessel zero
zero method,
method,
aa heterody~
heterodyne type
type recei\'er
receiver is
is runed
tuned [0
to
the
the unmodulated
unmodulated carrier
carrier frequency
frequency of
of
the
the source
source to
to be
be tested
tested so
so th:u
that aa bear
beat
frequency of
of some
some several
several hundred
hundred
frequency
cydes
cycles isis obr:tiocd.
obtained, which
which can
can be
be monimonitored
tored with
with ear~
earphones or
or aa voltmefet.
voltmeter. If
If
some loss
loss in
in measurement
measurement SC'nsitivity
sensitivity
some
':an
ran be
be tolerated,
tolerated, aa aysral
crystal frequency
frequency
calibrator
calibrator may
may be
be substituted
substituted for
for lhe
the rereceiver,
ceiver, providing
providing lhat
that the
the carrier
carrier frefrequency
quency of
of the
the source
source isis aa harmonic
harmonic
multiple of
of the
the calibra~or
calibracor frequency.
frequency. As
As
multiple
aa carrier
carrier isis frequency
frequency modulated
modulated by
by aa
single frequency,
frequency, the
the heat
beat frequency
frequency
single
will be
be observed
observed 10
to disappear
disappear at
at several
several
will
poims
points as
as the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the mooumodu55

lating
laring signal
signal isis increased.
increased. As
As previously
previously
stated,
poinu correspond
correspond to
to
Stated. these
these null
null points
specific
specific modulation
modulation indices,
indices, the
the first
first
five
of which
which are:
lire:
five of
2.4048
2.4048
5.5201
5.5201
8.6537
11.7915
1 \.7915
14.9309
14.9309
These
hThese five
five points
poims are
are graphically
graphically iillustrated
by the
the curve
curve of
of the
the zero-order
zero·order
Strated by
Bessel
The modumoduBessel function
function in
in Figure
Figure 3. The
lation
of frefre·
lation index
index being
being the
rhe ratio
ratio of
quency deviation to
ro modulating
modulating frefrequency (equation
) , itit becomes
becomes apap(equation 33),
parent
parem that
that knowing
knowing the
the indices
indices at
at
which
is zero and knowing
which the
the carrier is
the
the modulating frequency,
frequency, the
Ihe frequency deviation Iatt each carrier zero is
is
readily
readily determined.
As an illustration, let
let us
us take
rake a value
\'alue
of
of 10,000
10,000 cps for the modulating
modulating frefre_
quency. As the
lhe amplitude of
of the
rhe modulating signal is increased,
incrosed. nulls will be
be
at the devlation
deviation frequencies of
obtained lit
of
24.1, 55.2, 86.5, 117.9 and 149.3 kc.
24.1,5'5.2,86.5.
It is well
to bear in mind that in
weU 10
order to perform this test with any de·
deordel
gree of success.
success, it is necessa.ry
necessary that the
modulating frequency be considerably
greater th:m
than the beat frequency being
monitored.
sidemonitOred. This is so because the side·
bands
signal
b.1nds of a frequency modulated signal
at intervals equal
equal to
to the
are spaced
spaced at
arc
(see figure
figure 1).
1) . If
modulating frequency (see
such is
is nOt
not the case
case and
and the ratio
ratio of
modulating frequency
frequency ro
to beat frequcncy
frequency
modlliatins
is, for
for an
an extreme
extreme case,
case, only of
of the order
is,
of 2 to
to I,
1, the
the possibility exists
exists of
of beatbeatof
ing with the
the (irst
first side-band
side-band frequency
ing
If unknown
unknown to
to
rather than the
the carrier.
carrier. If
rathcr
the operatOr
operator this will
will produce erroneerronethe
ous results,
results, since
since the
the side'bands,
side-bands, like
like
OUS
the carrier,
carrier, pass
pass Ihrough
through poims
points of
of zero
zero
the
amplitude al
at particular modulation
modulation in·
inamplitude
dices (scc-Figure
(see Figure 3).
3 ).
dices
The accuracy
accuracy to
to be
be expected
expected from
from
The
this method
method isis dependent
dependent upon
upon the
the acacthis
curacy of
of the
the modulating
modulating frequency
frequency and
and
curacy
how well
well [he:
the nulls
nulls can
can be
be defined.
defined. For
For
how
example, let
let us
us assign
assign aa value
value of
of ±O.5~
20.5%
enmple,
as ttl("
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the modulating
modulating frefreas
quency. Holding
Holding the
the modulation
modulation index
index
quency.
constant, this
this :=0.5%
2 0 . 5 % isis applied
applied directly
directly
consant,
to the
the frequeocy
frequency deviation.
deviation. Funher,
Further, let
let
10
us assume
assume thllt
that the
the sensitivity
sensitivity of
of our
our
us
system isis such
such that
that the
the smallest
smallest ampliamplisySlem
tude heal.frequency
beat-frequency we
we can
can detect
detect isis
tude
40 db
db below
below the
the beat-frequency
beat-frequency signal
signal
40
due to
to the
the unmooul:noo
unmodulated carrier.
carrier. Because
Because
due
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rion frequency. Taking both errors into
tion
account,
account, for this example the maximum possible error in determining the
deviation frequency at a modulation in1.5%. Because the
dex of 2.4048 is ±
-+l.5%.
zero·order Bessel
Bessel curve deslope of the zero-order
zerO at
creases as it passes through zero
maxihigher modulation indices, the maximum possible error in determining frefrequency deviation will increase slightly
with higher modulation indices.
indices.

tilt" receiver signal amplitude remains
the
!:>cat frefreeonstam,
constant, the amplimdc
amplitude of the beat
quency varies
varics din.-ctly
directly as the amplirude
amplitude
of the carrier frequency of
of the source
lInder
under test. If we arbiqarily
arbitgarily assign a
value of 1I to the amplitude of the beat~
beatfrt'<juency due to the unmodulated
urunodulared carfrequency
carrier, we may interpolate directly from
from a
functions' to
rable of zero-order Bessel functions
table
determine the definition of the nulls.
nulls.
Now, 40 db below 1I is 0.01,
0.01, which we

e· w..
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Figure 2.
2. Bessel
Bessel functions
Figure
functions and
and frequency spectrum
spectrum lor
Icc Clnd
quency
for I..
f, =
= 4 kc
and
8f<
let.'*
AfC=
= 100 kc.

Figure 3. Bessel functions 01 the
lirst
Icind.
first kind.
can locate in the table in the vicinity of
firsr zero point. If
the first
If what we believe
0.01, then the moduto be 0 is actually 0.01,
lation index we obtain is approximately
2.38 instead of 2.4048,
2.4048, or an error of
Bessel curve
about 1.0%, which if the Bessel
zero,
is nssum<--c
assumed linear in the vicinity of zero.
zero, or
is possible on either side of zero,
±
1.0%. For this case, if we hold the
-+1.0%.
frequency constant,
modulating frequency
constant, this
tOO is applied directly to the deviaerror too
devia-

RF Calibration
RF
Calibration of the
Sweep
Sweep Signal
Signal Generator Type 240-A
SAMUEl
Editor,
Notebook
SAMUEL WALTERS, E
d i t o r , The
The N
otebook
It sometimes
resometimes becomes necessary to recalibrate the rf circuit of this generator
fre<luency debecause of changes in frequency
termining components,
components, tube aging, etc.
etc.
These changes will normaUy
normally cause a
frequency variation of no more than 2
frequency
or 3%. Changes larger than this usually
indicate serious circuit problems which
re-calibration wiJl
will nOt
not overcome.
The parameter most likely to affe<:t
affect
fre<luency stability is the dc reactor
the frequency
parr
biasing current which is an integral part
of the saturable reactor method used in
this instrument for generating a sweep
fre<luency.·
frequency.* This method has many adadvantages such as a wide sweep range,
good srnbility
stability and accuracy,
accuracy, inherently
non-microphollic
non-microphonic operation and a linear
sweep. However, it introduces
introduces anOther
another
vatiable into the oscillator circuit bevariable
sides
& C: a specially
speciilly
sides rhe
the conventional
conventional L &
shaped saw-toothed
saw-toothed CUrrent
current that drives
each of the fi\'e
five saturable reactors (one
(one
for each range). The saw-toothed
saw-toothed current is super-imposed
super-imposed in the sweep
condition on Ihe
the dc reactor current,
inductance
which provides the proper inductance
at the center frequency. This dc current
Eremay change in value should some freljut:ncy determining component in the
quency

power supply through aging or some
Other
other reason change its value, thus afaffre<lUency.
fecting the frequency.
fecting
Discussion
Used
Discussion Of Marker System Used
In Calibration
Calibration
In
240-A has a self-comained
The 240-A
self-contained means
of calibration through the use of a zero
lero
beat type marker sysrem.
system. As shown in
I, a harmonics generator proFigure 1,
duces a set of crystal-controlled reference
from panel control
ence frequencies. A front
permits the choice of harmonically
harmonically relared reference frequencies
fundalated
frequencies at the fundarnc, 0.5 'mc
mental frequencies
frequencies of
mc
of 2.5 mc,
or 0.1
me. The
TIle rf sample outpur
0.1 mc.
output in cw
or sweep condition heterodynes with
wirh
frC<:Juencies in a mixer stage
the related frequencies
ptoduce audio frequency
frequency beat notes
to produce
or "birdies",
“birdies”, as
as they are sometimes
called.
called.
The table below designates the variable resistors which control the reactor
rcacror
bias current and thus the cw
cw and center
sweep frequencies
frequencies for each
e;lch range.
range. All
of the variable resistors
resistOrs are located
Icx:a!ed in a
circle around the switch
switch at the from
front
right hand corner of the sweep chassis
(see
2 ) . In all
all cases mrning
turning the
(see Figure 2).

•
6

resistOr element in a clockwise ditection
direction
resistor
causes
[he frequency
frequency to increase.
causes the
increase.
Freq.
Res.
Res.
(CW
(Sweep
Range
(CW
(MC)
Operation) Operation)
4.5 to 9.0
R 540
R 533
R 538
9.0 to 18.0
R 53
531t
18.0tO 35.0
R537
R527
R
537
R
527
18.0to
35.0
to 75.0
R 526
R 535
35.0to
R 534
R 525
75.0 to 120.0
Recalibration
Recal ibration Procedure
Procedure
A. Sweep Operation Adjustment

1.
Connca the Sweep Oul
1. Connect
O u t terminal
postS to the horizontal input of
of an
posts
oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.
2. Connect shielded cable from the
2.
Comp()Jite
Composite Signal Out
O u t BNC jack to
the vertical
venical input of the
rhe oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.
requited.
No rf detector is required.
3. Turn the Cry/tal
Mar};,.,. switch
3.
Crystal Marker
switch to the
2.5 mcs position.
Turn
CW-Sweep
4. T
4.
urn the C
W - S w e e p switch to
Sweep.
5. To avoid lIny
any error caused by scope
non-linearity, turn the scope horihotinon-linearity,
zontal
zontal ,gain
gain all the way down. Cemer
Center
the resulting vertical line on the
scope face,
face, this poim
point will mark the
position on the scope of the cemer
center

--./
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of
Restore the
the scope
horiof the
the sweep.
sweep. Restore
scope horithe sigzontal
zontal gain
gain to
to normal.
normal. Tune
Tune the
sigthe
nal
so that
that one
one of
of the
nal gener:uor
generator so
the center
markers
markers or
or <>birdies·“birdies” is
is at
at the
center
of
Decrease the
the signal
of the
the sweep.
sweep. Decrease
signal
generator
until only
generator sweep
sweep width
width until
only
~.~
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Figure
Figure L
7 . Blocle
Block diagram
diagram of
of circuits
circuits
used
used in
in RF
RF calibration of the
the 240-A.
240-A.
one
one marker appnrs
appears and
and rerune
retune the
frequency
frequency as
as required
required ro
to center
center the
the
marker.
marker.
6.
6. The
The frequency
frequency 00
on the
the dial
dial should be
aa multiple
2.5 mcs within the
multiple of
of 2.:S
±kI1Sf
% rolernnce
tolerance of
of the
the insuument.
instrument.
If
If itit is
is beyood
beyond the
the tolernllCC,
tolerance, set
set the
dial
on the
the frequency
frequency and
and center
center the
dial on
marker
on the sweep
sweep display
display by
marker on
adjusling
adjusting the
the proper resistor (see
(see
table)
table) while
while observing
observing the
the precauprecautions
tions listed
listed below.
below.
7.
7. Identify
Identify the
the frequency
frequency read on
on the
dial
dial with
with some
some frequency determindetermining
ing instrument
instrument such
such as
as aa receiver or
or
grid
grid dip
dip meter
meter to
to insure
insure that calibracalibration
tion was
was made
made to
to the
the correct
correct multiple
of 2.5
2.5 mcs.
mcs. This
This should
should be done
done
of
whether
whether or
or not
not aa recalibration
recalibration adjustadjustmem
ment was
was necessary.
necessary.
B.
B. CW
CW Operation
Operation Adjustment

Plug aa pair
pair of
of headphones
headphones intO
into the
I.1. Plug
front panel
panel jack
jack marked
marked calibrate
culibrute
front
and adjust Cellt," Preque'lcy comrol
knob for a zero bear. If rhe use of an
oscilloscope is preferred, connect a

o
‘u

shielded cable
cable from
from the
Ihe Composite
CompolitB
shielded
0,11 BNC
BNC jack
jack to
to the
the vertical
venial
Signal Oat
Signul
input. Use
Use the
the internal
internal horizontal
horizontal
input.
sw«p on
on the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope to
to display
display
sweep
zero beat.
beat.
the zero
the
2. Turn
the C\f/-Su:eep
switch to
!O C
CWo
2.
Turn the
C W - S w e e p switch
W.
3. Turn
Turn on
on the
the 2.5
25 mcs
mes crystal
crystal marker
marker
3.
and
adjust the
the frequency
frequency dial
dial to
to oboband adjust
tain aa zero
zero beat.
heaL
tain
4.
be aa
4.The frequency indicated should be
2.:S mcs
mcs within the
the i
=1%
1%
mulriple of
multiple
of 2.5
of
is beyond
beyond the
the
of the instrument. IfIf it is
set the
lhe dial
dial on
on the
the frefrewlerance, set
tolerance,
lhe proper
proper resistor
resiscor
quency
quency and adjust
adjust the
for zero beat.
5. Identify the frequency.
Precautions

The following precautions should
should be
be
observed:
l. Leave the dust cover intact
innaCt but
hut rere1.
boltom plate.
move the bottom
2. Operate the instrument
insuumem in its
itS normal
venial
ifl$[rumem
vertical position. Set the instrument
on the bench so that it hangs
hangs over the
Ihe
!O allow access to
from sufficiently to
front
from
the resistors with a screw driver from
rhe bottom.
the
3. Use a screwdriver
screwdriver with an insulated
ptOlC'Ctive insulated
insulated
handle and a protective
sl~e
recomsleeve on the shaft. This is recommended to
!O prevent accidental
accidenta.! shorting of the dc voltage on the resistor
resistOr
!O chassis ground.
control to
4.
4.Allow 1I hour warmup before attempting any recalibration.
5. Wait five minutes when changing
frequency ranges to allow proper
proper
"settling··.
“settling”.
6.
6. Before making any adjustments in
CW-Sweep
the Sweep position of the CW,SlveBp
switch, 111m
turn sweep width control
switch,
fully clockwise and wait five minfully
utes.

H
tOol

=
-"'"

="

.

.1;==-.- ~J!t

Figure 2.
2. Sweep
Sweep ge"erator
generator dUJ$sis,
chassis, sbowi"g
showing locatio"
location .cP
of the
the variable
variable reFigure
of
resistors
which
control
the
CW
and
center
sweep
frequencies.
sistors which co"trol the CW o"d ce"ter sweep freque"cies.
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THE EDITOR
EDITOR
NNOTE
O T E FFROM
R O M THE

The annual
annual trek
trek East
Easl each
each Spring
Spring to
to
The
sec aa picture
picture in
in the
the round
round of
of electronic
electronic
see
progress and
and exchange
exchange views
views presents
presents
progress
mlk of
of other
other things,
things,
the opportunity
opportunity to
to talk
the
"of shoes
sh~ - and
and ships
ships - and
and sealing
5C2ling
“of
wax of cabbages
abbages - and
and kings,”
kings:'
of
wax
things that
that may
may appear
appear irrelevant
irrclevam but
bur
things
are actually
actually germane.
germane.
are
Industrial growth,
growth. for
for example,
example, isis
Industrial
rOOted in
in local
local history.
hiStory. Such
Such disparate
dispaf'3.le
rooted
as cannonballs
cannonballs and
and Q
Q meters,
meters,
anicles as
articles
almOSI two
twO centuries
centuries
ahhough produced
produced almost
although
apan and separated
separated even
even further
further in
in
apart
of polipolifunction, are
afe linked
linked by
by threads
threads of
function,
tics, geography,
geography, even
even geology.
geology.
tics,
our town
town of
of Boonton
Boomon we
we can
can folfolIn our,
In
back. to
to the
the American
American
low the
the threads
threads back
low
itS soil
soil
Re'·olution when
when the
the iron
iron in
in its
Revolution
of cannon
annon
provided the
the main
main source
source of
provided
balls for
for Washington’s
Washingron·s Army.
Army. More
More
balls
at Morristown,
Morristown,
than once,
ooce, while
while posted
posled at
than
abo\n ten
ten miles
miles distant,
diMant, Washington
Wash.ingroo
about
visited the
the works
works to
to inspect
inspect the
the proprovisited
One of
of the
the
on army
afmy contracts.
comracrs. One
cesses on
roads the
the Revolutionary
Revolutionary Army
Army traveled
traveled
roads
between Morristown
Morristown and
and Pompton
POmpton
between
Plains was
was through
throu,lth old
old “Boonetown”
"Boonetown·'
Plains
was
and legend
legend records
records that
rhat the
the town
town was
and
included among
among the
the many
many places
places where
where
included
indefatigable first
first president
president spent
spent aa
our indefatigable
the home
home of
of aa Colonel
Colonel Ogden,
Ogden,
night (at the
night
itS
who reputedly
reputedly gave
gave “Boonetown”
"Boonerown" its
who
name
name in
in honor
honor of
of Thomas
Thomas Boone,
Boone,
Governor
of New
New Jersey,
Jersey, in
in 1760)
1760)
Governor of
Colonel Ogden
Ogden at
ar this
this time
time was
was the
the
owner
owner of
of the
the great
great metal
metal slitting
slitting mills
mills
Boonetown (now lying
lying 60
60 feet
feet under
under
at Boonetown
the
the Jersey City
Ciry Reservoir
Reservoit at
at nearby
nearby ParParsippany of the
the
- see
see photo)
photo) and
and one
one of
Revolutionary
Armis prime
prime sources
sources of
of
Revolutionary Army’s
military
e ran
He
ran considerable
considerable
military supplies.
supplies. H
risk
risk before
before the
the war
war in
in the
the operation
operation of
of
his
his iron
iron works
works since itit was
was unlawful
unlawful to
to
manufacture
e
He
manufacture iron
iron in
in the
the Colonies.
Colonies. H
tried
tried to
to conceal it
it by
by building
building aa harmharm·
less
less grist mill
mill in
in front and
and over
o\'er it.
it. HowHowever, word
word reached
reached the
(he authorities
authorities and
and
Governor
(a son
son of
of
Governor William
\'Qilliam Franklin
Franklin (a
Benjamin)
lknjamin) came
came to
to inquire
inquire into
imo aa rereport
pon that
that Colonel Ogden
Ogden was
was flouting
flouting
His
StOUt partisan
partisan
His Majesty’s
Majesty's authority.
authority. A
A stout
of
of the belief
belief that
that “a
"a bumper
bumper of
of good
good
liquor
end aa contest
comest quicker
(juicker than
chan
liquor will
will end
justice,
or vicar,”
vicar:· Colonel
Colonel Ogden
Ogden
juStice, judge,
judge, or
wined
wined and
and dined
dined the
the governor
governor ’til
'til the
tbe
inner
and the
the discerning
discerning
inner man
man glowed
glowed and
eye
eye turned
turned myopic.
myopic. Governor
Governor Franklin’s
Franklin·s
subsequent report
subsequent
report bristled
bristled at
at the
rhe “slan"slander” that
de"that Colonel
Colonel Ogden
Ogden was
was making
making
bootleg
and hailed
hailed him
him as
as one
one of
of
bootleg iron,
iron, and
“your
loyal subjects”.
··your Majestie’s
Majestie·sloyal
subjectS".
Prior
Prior to
to the
the Revolution,
Revolution, Boonton
Boonton was
was
aa quiet
quiet spot
spar of
of great
gJ't'at natural
natun! beauty,
beauty,
nestling
of lakes,
lakes, streams
streams and
and
nestling in
in an
an area
area of
forests.
forests. Lenni-Lenapes
Lenni-Lenapes or
or Delaware
Delaware InIndians were
we'e the
(he first
first known
known settlers
seulers in
in
dians

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

this
this area
area which
which they
they called
called Parsippanong
Parsippanong
("where
(“where the
the brooks
brooks leap
leap down
down the
the
hills")
hills”)..
The
The Indians
Indians were
were called
called by
by the
the
Whites
Whites after
after the
the Indian
Indian name
name of
of the
the
river
river by
by which
which they
they dwelt;
dwelt; hence
hence the
the
Whippanongs,
Whippanongs, the
the Pomprons,
Pomptons, the
the RockRockawacks,
awacks, the
the Parsippanongs,
Parsippanongs, the
the MinniMinnisinks
the
sinks and
and the
the Musconetcongs
Musconetcongs -- the
suffix
suffix "ong"
“ong” meaning
meaning water
water and
and the
the
remainder
remainder of
of the
the wOrd
word describing
describing the
the
exaCt
exact kind
kind of
of water.
water.
At
At or
or about
about 1700
1700 the
the Indians
Indians sold
sold
their
their land
land which
which took
took in
in the
the emire
entire
nOrthwestern
northwestern territory
territory of
of New Jersey
Jersey
and
and migrnted
migrated to
to Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and
and Ohio.
Ohio.
The
group of
of White
The purchasers
purchasers were
were aa group
proprierors
proprietors of
of West
West New
New Jersey,
Jersey, most
most
prominem
prominent among
among whom
whom was
was William
William
Penn
Penn who
who acquired.
acquired approximately
approximately 4,000
4,000
acres
acres in
in this
this area.
area. They
They in
in turn
turn broke
the
the property
property imo
into smaller
smaller areas
areas and
and sold
sold
them
them ro
to resolute
resolute sertlers.
settlers.
During
During most
most of
of the
the 19th
19th centuty
century
Boomon's
Boonton’s progress
progress depended
depended almost
almost
solely
solely on
on its
its Iron
Iron Industry
Industry whose
whose forfortunes
tunes waxed
waxed and
and waned
waned with
with the
the times
times
until
until the
the 1870·s.
1870’s.In
In this
this period
period a double
double
calamity
calamity broke
broke the
the back
back of
of the
the Industry
Industry
and
and prostrated
prostrated the
the economy
economy of
of the
the rown
town
--aa national
national depression
depression tbat
that coincided
coincided
with
with the
the discovery
discovery of
of cheap
cheap surface
surface ores.
ores.
Many
Many efforts
efforts were
were made
made to re-indusuialre-industrialize
ize the
the area:
area: silk
silk works,
works, hat company,
company,
soft
soft goods
goods industry,
industry, varnish
varnish factory,
factory,
even
even aa doll
doll and
and roy
toy company
company were
were estabestablished.
lished. None
None took
took solid
solid root
root umil
until aa
chemist,
chemist, Edwin
Edwin Scribner,
Scribner, started
started aa busibusiness in
in 1891
1891 that
that was
was destined
destined to
to bring
ness
prosperity to
to the
the toWn,
town, lure
lure technicians,
technicians,
prosperity
engineers
engineers and
and factory
factory workers
workers here
here and

TTHE
HE

make Boonton’s
Boomon's name
with
make
name synonymous
synonymous with
molded plastics,
plastics,
progress
progress in
in the
the field
field of
of molded
electronics
precision instruments
instruments
electronics and
and precision
the
the world
world over.
over.
The
Boonton Rubber
Rubber Company,
Company, as
as it
it
The Boonton
was
made the
the first
first commercially
was known,
known, made
commercially

-'
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Telephone:
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S_2533
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ROBERT A. WATERS, INC.
1150 Whalley Avenue
Telephone: Fulton 7-6760

ST.
ST. PAUL
PAUL 74,
14. Minnesota
M;nno",lo
ALFRED
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ASSO'S .• INC.
INC.
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2388 Univo..i'y Avenue
AvO"""
Telephone:
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PITTSBURGH 79,
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E. RANSFORD
H. E.
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COMPANY
Grant Building
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Grant 1-1880
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SYRACUSE,
e w York
SYRACUSE, NNow
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E.
E. A.
A. OSSMANN
OSSMANN &
& ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
308
Merritt
Avenue
308 Mo"Ht Avon~o
Telephone:
Tolop""""' Syracuse
Sy."e~.o9-3825
'·3825

ROCHESTER 10,
10, N
e w York
ROCHESTER
Now
Yo,k
E.
E. A.
A. OSSMANN
OSSMANN &
& ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
650 Linden
650
Li"do" Ave.
Avo.
Telephone:
TolophOOO' Hillside
HW,ide 0460
~

TORONTO,
TORONro, Ontario,
Onto.io, Canada
Conodo
BAYLY
BAYLY ENGINEERING,
ENGINEERING, LTD.
lTD,
First
Street,
firot
SI,_',
Ajox,
Canada
Ai"~, Ontario,
0"'0';".
C,,"oclo
Telephone:
toloph,,"", Empire
Empi,o 8-6866
8·6866 (Toronto)
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CHICAGO 40,
40, Illinois
CHICAGO
ALFRED CROSSLEY
CROSSLEY ASSO'S.,
ASSO’S., INC.
INC.
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4501 N.
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Avenue
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cies; so
so engineers
engineers were
were brought
brought in
in to
to
cies;
and test
test new
new materials.
materials. These
These piopiomake and
make
of the
the radio
radio art
arc devised
devised new
new elecetec·
neers of
neers
u/
tronic devices
devices to
to assist
assist them
them in
in their
their
tronic
work and,
and, in
in so
so doing,
doing, they
they developed
developed
work
circuits and
and instruments
instruments which
which were
were an
an
circuits
And thus
thus was
was
innovation to
to the
the art.
art. And
innovation
born in
in the
the Boonton
Boonton area
area aa new
new elecelecborn
instrument industry
industry beginning
beginning
tronic instrument
of the
the Radio
Radio
with the
the founding
founding in
in 1922
1922 of
with
There followed
followed
LaboratOries. There
Frequency Laboratories.
and keepkeep"
in relatively
relatively rapid
rapid succession and
of the
the
pace with
with the
the development
development of
ing pace
radio industry,
industry, Aircraft
Aircraft Radio
Radio CorporaCorporaradio
Ballantine Laboratories,
Laboratories, 1932
1932
tion, 1928; Ballantine
(established by
by Stuart
Stuart Ballantine,
Ballantine, aa
(established
field); Ferris
Ferris
foremost authority
authority in
in his
his field);
foremost
and in
in
1932; and
Instrument Company, 1932;
of the
the
William D.
D. Loughlin,
Loughlin, one
one of
1934 William
formed the
the Boonton
Boonton
original RFL staff, formed
Radio Corporation
Corpotation and
and concentrated
concentrated on
on
of measuring
measuring equipequip.development of
the development
was in
in great
great demand
demand by
by
ment which was
ment
industry. Measurements
Measuremt:nts CorCorthe radio industry.
potation, the
the latest
latest addition
addition to
to the
the growgrowporation,
of this
this area,
area, folfolfamily of
ing electronic family
lowed in
in 1939.
1939.
of this
this group
group to
to
contributions of
Early contributions
included amplifier
amplifier circirthe electronic art included
broadcast receivers,
receivers,
cuits, single-control broadcast
auromatic volume
volume control circuits,
circuits, high
high
automatic
airborne receivers,
receivers, throat
throat
sensitivity airborne
and broadcast
broadcast station
station ananmicrophones and
systems. Later
Later developments
developments propro- w
tenna systems.
modulation signal
signal
duced amplitude modulation
vacuum tube
rube voltmeters,
voltmeters, “Q”
"Q"
generators, vacuum
meters,
meters, field
field strength
strength meters,
meters, pulse
pulse gengenerators, sweep frequency
frequency signal
signal genergenerators
many other
other instruments
instrumentS ininatOrs and many
valuable to
elearonic industrv
industry and
and
to the
the electronic
the armed services.

Cradle
Cradle of
of the Iron Industry, on the
site of the old Forge, where cannon
halls
made for
for the
Revoluballs were made
the Revolutionary Army. This
This site is now 60
feet under the waters of the Jersey
City reservoir.
molded
molded parts of Bakelite, which were
Insuu·
sold to the Weston Electrical
Electrical Instrument Company;
Company; thus Boonton became
the birthplace of molded plastics. Today
Boomon
day there are three firms in Boonton
engaged in the molded plastics industry.
The burgeoning radio industry in the
early
early 1920·s
1920’s created a great demand for
molded parts, presenting technical probprob·
lems
ro an
lems whose solution gave birth to
important new industry.
indusuy. It was found
that the available molded material which
could
could be used at dc and audio frequenfrequen.
cies
cies beo.me
became tOO
too lossy at radio frequen-
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Useful
Modulation
Useful Concepts
Concepts Of Frequency
Frequency Modulation

_i-

*

non-mathematical discussion
various ways
wtlys in
modulo led
A non-mathematical
discussion of the various
in which ga frequency
frequency modulated
signal
monifesls itself
d'lorclcleris'ics dictate
circuits.
signal manifests
itself and
and how
how ;'5
its characteristics
dictate the design
design of circuits.
W.
Etlgineeritlg
Manager
W . CULLEN
C U L L E N MOORE,
MOORE, E
ngineering M
anagel-

v
...........

CQflcept:
Concept: A mental ima.ge
inzuge of
of a thing
formed by generalization ffrom
partieformed
r o m particulan;
ulars; also, an idea of
of what a thing
thilzg in
general should
should be. (WebtfC'1")
(Webster)
inA concept is a very personal affair,
affair,involving mental images which arc
are sub·
subject to infinite variety. The usefulness
of a concept is also quite personal; it
may even fail [0
to conform with known
facts and still be useful. Indeed, a Carecarefully selected assortment of concepts is
fully
a powerful addition
addition to the engineer's
engineer’s
of tools.
kit of
The apparent dual personality
perwnalicy of fre£requency modulation is easily
easily observed
<Juency
measudng instruments
with common measuring
and therefore attracts ancntion.
attention. For exexample, a sweeping
sweeping signal
signal which produces a smooth response in a frc<juency
frequency
condetector circuit may, under certain conto excire
excite a response at some
ditions, fail to
Also, the frc<juency
sideband fr(.'<juency.
frequency. Also,
frequency
deviation is not an inherent
inherem characteristic of the signal, but sometimes depends on the passive circuits through
signal is passed.
which the signal

t,

C.

"

'.

"

t.

t,

t.

"

figu'.
... a,Jation of vol'"ge
Figure 1I.. Th•
The variation
voltage wirh
with .im.
time
a s "a .igno'
signal i.
is devi"'ed
deviated :t:.50
2 5 0 kc
about an
".
•• "bou'
on
frequency of 16(l
160 kc b
kc modu_
modu"average
...e,oge f""l/ency
byy "a 10 I«
lating
'o,inll signal.
.illn,".

formation. Amplitude
Arnplitude data is carried as
the extent of the carrier frequency
change and frequency data as the rate at
which the carrier varies above and below its
irs average frequency.
fre<:juency.
In amplitude
amplitude modulation
moduilition it is conJidevemional to refer to a carrier and sideventional
bands with the carrier having a single
bamlr
assigned frequency.
frequency. In the case of freftequency modulation, however, the term

Modulation

Information is in general transmitted
by changing, or modulating, some medaspects of
ium. In communications two
twO nspects
rhe information are usually transmitted,
the
the amplitude of the modulation signal
signal
frequency of
of the modulating
and the frC<juenq'
modularing sigfrC<juency modulation this infornal. In frequency
information is convcyd
conveyed by changing the
rhe frequency of an 'Ilternadng
alternating voltage whose
<Juency
frequency lies well above the highest
frequency
infrCCluency we wish to transmit as in-
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Figure
intensity "f
of cyclefigu,e 2. Increasing
I"""o"ng In'.n.lty
cye/e- bunchbl/n,h_
ing
as aa 160
160 kc
i s ftequency
frequency modulated
ing a.
h carrier
co,,'e, i,
modulared
signal to
by "a 10 kc
h modulating
modl/rot,ng "gnal
'0 deviations
dev,o"on, of
"f
25 le,
kc, 50
and 75 le.
kc.
SO kc
h oncJ

canier may be thought
thoughr of literally
lirerally as
carrier
meaning the total
enetgy used to carry
tOml energy
information, and as consisting of the
the information,
of the cemer
frc<juency nnd
vector sum of
center frequency
and
all
\Y/ee can of course
all of rhe
the sidebands. W
speak of
of the average or cemer
center carrier
frequency. It is also useful to consider
frequency.
the instantaneous
insmmaneous carrier frequency
frc<juency at
any moment.
momem. The frequcncy
frequency swing from
the average carrier frequency is called
deviatioll.
the deviation.
I is an oscilloscope
Figure 1
oscilloscope display of
the manner in which the instantaneous
voltage of a frequency modulated car·
carrier,
of 160
160
ricr, having a center frequency of
kc, varies with time when deviated 2
50
kc,
±50
10 kc sine wave modulating
kc by a 10
modulating
signal. The frequency and time relationrelation·
ships are shown to illustrate the above
terms. Figure 2 is an oscilloscope display
terms.
of the manner in which the peak deviadeviation conveys
conveys relative information
about
information abour
several differenr
different peak values
severol
values of modulating voltage.
Sidebands
Sidebands

One might introduce the side frequenfrC<Juell·
cies, or sidebands as they are
cies,
arc more commonly known, with the rather trite comment
mem that if the peak amplitude or ininIhe carrier
stantaneous frequency of the
change, something must have changed
them.
theJ!l. In fact,
fact, the change is proportional
to the instantaneous voltage of the modulating signal.
signal.
These characteristics are very much
like a familiar concept in our daily experience: inertia and force.
force. To suggest
that a carrier has inertia may seem
seem a bit
far feched. However to
to change its ampliamplitude or frequency,
frequency, energy must be added
in much the 5.1me
same way as we can change
the course of a rolling ball only by addaddexternal force. This added energy,
ing an exremal
the right amount
llmOUnt in the right places at
the right time, we call the
rhe sideband
energy. In the case of frequency
fre<:juency modumodumaner of re-distributing
re.dirlfibmi.lg
lation, it is a matter
the original energy, rather than addi,,/!.
adding
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energy as is the case in amplitude modumodulation. Figure 3 shows how the complexiry of the sidebands increases with
plexity
an increase in the deviation of the carrier frequency
frequent"}' from its
irs unmodulated
value.
Consider a uniformly rotating
rOtating flyflyrepresenting the average frefrewheel, representing
quency of
rhe carrier, on which one
of the
and carries
spoke has been painted red and
a dircc:t
direct current from
from the hub to the rim
of the wheel. As the wheel rotates in a
counter-clockwise direction, rhe
the current
will
will induce a sinusoidal
sinusoidal variation of voltage in a fixed conductor located along
a diameter. A complete cycle
cycle of the
alternating
alternating frequency will occur for each
rotation
rOtation of the wheel which will have
2~
in rhe
the process rotated through 27T
radians; hence, our concepl
concept of angular
angzdar
frequency.
qr modulate
If we wish to change or
this frequency,
chis
frequency, we must do something
about the speed of the wheeL
wheel. Specifically,
we must apply external accelerating or
retarding forces,
forces, analogous to sidebands,
which combine by vector addition with
rhe
the original energy of lIle
the rotating wheel
to
to raise or lower the output frequency.
The amount and distribution
distribution of sideband energy will vary with both the rate
moouat which we alter its speed (the modulation ftequency)
frequency) and the amount by
(modulation
which we alter its speed (moduladon
as shown
shown in
in Figure
3.
amplitude) as
Figure 3.
About Rotating
Rotating Sideband
Sideband Vectors
Vectors

rotating wheel concepr
concept showed
showed
Our rotating
us that the frequency
frequency was directly rerelated to the speed
speed of roration
rotation of the
the
wheel which can
can be des«ibed
described as
as rotatrotatso many degrees a second.
second. Thereing so
TIlerefore,
fore, we obcain
obtain the concept of frefrequency modulation as being
being a form
form of
angfifdf,
in which
angular, or phase, modulation in
is defined as being the rate
frequency is
rate
of ch,mge
chalzge of
of phaJe.
fihase.
of
In
In order to more
more teadily
readily observe
in phase, or changes
changes in
in speed
speed
changes in
rotation (frequency), imagine rhat
that
of rOtation
we climb
climb OntO
onto a second
second wheel
wheel rotating
at
at the
the alJuage
average speed. As the
the carrier frefreapquency is increased its wheel will apto speed up coumer-clockwise,
counter-clockwise, and
and
pear to
versa. ·nlis
This concept
concept gives rise to
to a
vice versa.
useful set of vector addition
addition diagrams,
diagrams,
in Figure 4, which are
shown
shown in
are snapshots
snapshots
at the
the peak of rhe
the carrier voltage,
taken al
distributed throughom
throughout the modulation
disrribuced

cycle.
cycle.
lbe
The vertical line of unit length is the
vector representing
represeming the
rhe voltage at the
average frequency. A pair of sideband
voltages is represented by two
cwo short
vectors of equal magnitude, one rotating faster than
rhan the carrier center frefrequency and the
[he other an equal amount
Wee
rhan the cedter
center frequency.
frequency. W
slower than
can determine their net effect by adding
up the individual contributing voltages
volcages
vectorially
dotted lines,
vcc:rorialJy as shown by the doned
taking first
of the two,sidefirst the resultant of
bands and adding it to the carrier center
vecror to obtain the final
final refrequency vector
sultant voltage magnitude and relative
sultant
telative
phase angle.
The upper portion of Figure 4a shows
111e

I

=~-

-

CARRIER
CARRIER

'50Kc

t75Kc

Figure 3. Relative
figure
Relolive sideband spectrum
_pe<l,um genergene,_
ated by f,e"uen<y
frequency modulating aa 60 mC
mc carrier
oled
cortie,
with aa 10 h
kc modu/oling
modulating f,e'luen<y
frequency to mooi·
maxiwilli
deviations of ±25
&25 kc, ±S(I
250 h
kc ond
and
mum deviations
-C75 hkc (...
(width
trace obou'
about ±80
&80 kc).
±7S
idth of I,,,c.
hi.

the phase of the rotating sideband vec·
vecro the cartier
tors adjusted with respect to
carrier
in
that rhe
the phase (or
(or frefrein such a way thar
quency) of the carrier remains constant
to the wheel on which we
with respect to
are riding but the peak amplitude
amplitude of
the individual cycles
cycles of rhe
the carrier varies
in accordance with the
lhe insrantaneous
instantaneous
voltage of modulating frequency.
frequency. This
eHect
effect we call
call amp/itl/de
amplitude modulation.
If we now pluck off the small
small cluster
of rotating sidebands, rot'ate
rotate this cluster
in phase by 90
90"0 and
and tack
tack it back
back on
on ro
to
in
frequency, we
the original carrier center frequency,
dramatically different'
different result, shown
get a dnlmacically
get
in figure
Figure 4b. Instead of a tesultant
resultant vecvecin
tor whose relative phase relationship reretOr
fixed and whose
amplitude varies,
mains fixed
whasc amplitude
relative pl)ase
phase of the resultant varies
the rdative
magnitude remains reasonably
and its magnitude
constant. If we now sketch OUt
out the peak
constant.
magnitude
cycles in the reremagnirude of individual cycles
sulting wave, we see that
that the end result
sulting
bunching
is the same kind of alternate bunching
cycles as
as was displayed on
on
of individual cycles
oscilloscope for
for an
an (lcrual
actual frequencyfrequencythe oscilloscope
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modulated wave having known characteristics as shown in Figure 1.
I.
aCteristics
It is interesting to
to note that frequencymodulated transmitters have been based
on both
borh of the concepts discussed so far.
A reactance
reaCtance tube
rube shifts
shifts the resonant frefrecircuit in accordance
of a tuaed
tuned circuit'
quency of
with the modulating
modulating voltage thus producing directly the
rhe waveform demonstrated in Figure 1.
I. Likewise
likewise a tyhe
type of
frequency-modulated transmitter
transmincr actually
operates by stripping the sidebands from
an amplitude-modulated wave in a balanced modulator,
modulatOr, rotating them 90" and
adding them
carrier cent'hem back on to the Gluier
ter frequency in the manner shown in
Figure
4b. TIlis
This process is known as "inFigureAb.
direct" frequency modulation. ''
The two
tWO portions of Figure 4 indicate
an interesting aspect of modulation.
AmplitudP
sideAmplimde· variations are carried
cattied by sidevecror resultant is
bands in pairs whose vector
in phase addirion
addition or cancellation with
the average carrier vector. Small phase
of sidebands
changes are carried by pairs Of
whpse
wh9SC resultant
resulrant is at right angles, or in
quadrature, with the average carrier vecquadtamte,
tor.
The sine and cosine lend themselves
tOr. 111e
well to
description of
to the mathematical descriptiOn
this perpendicular relationship.
relarionship.

-.J'

Constant Amplitude
Amplitude Problem
Problem
The Constant

Pure fre<juency
frequency modulation imposes
condition on those menmenan additional condit'ion
tioned above:
above: the nTIS
rms amplirude
amplitude of the
vector resultant voltage shall
shall remain constant. This requirement demands a
complicated assortment of sidebands of
proper amplitude, frequency and phase.
In Figure 4b only the first pair of sidesidebands was shown, and the veclOr
vector rereo
magnisultant was seen to increase in magnitude with
with increasing change in phase.
mde
'I1lis
This unwanted increase
increase can be corcorrected by the addition of a second
second pair
of sidebands rotated an additional 90"
to cancel
cancel our
out part
amplitude
to
parr of the amplitude
change. The next pair wilJ
will be rOtated
rotated
change.
still another 90" to
act as correction on
ro act
still
the first
first phase shift pair.
shows how successive
successive pairs
Figure 5 shows
of sidebands come into play to produce
ptoduce
constant-amplitude resultant peak cara consram-amplitude
rier voltage swinging
swinging back and forth
forth
about an average value of phase throughthroughabout
out a cycle
cycle of the modulating frequency.
frequency.
out'
If through the use of roo
too narrow a
outfrequency bandpass, some of the OUtfrcquency
lying sideband COmPOllelltS
components have been
(or to
to look at it another way,
way,
attenuated (or
the vector resultant voltage has slid
slid
the
down on
on the skirrs
skirts of the amplifier
amplifier reredown
curve at
at the extremes of its exexsponse curve

not have concursion) the resultant will nm

stant amplitude
amplitude and
and some of the original
Stant
(or information) wm
will
sideband energy (or
have been lost.
lost. The
The resultant'
resultant mrrier
carrier volvolhllve

~
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tage not only varies in amplitude
amplitude but
bue
does not deviate in frequency in accordance with the original signal. This phenomenon occasionally is overlooked
Deviation is not an inherently built-in
characteristic of a frequency-modulated
signal.
\'Qhile a limiter cannot restore
restote lost
While
information.it can restore
peak deviation information,it

the energy occurs
posi·
occurs only at discreet positions in our frequency spectmm
spectrum which
is clustered rather symmetrically about
ftequency; and secondly,
the center frequency;
secondly, that
under some conditions of modulation
even these signals.
signals, including the one
which we are accustomed to associating
frequency, diswith the average carrier frequency,
Wee must hasten to point out
appear. W
th:n we are here dealing with what the
that
mathematician chooses to call the frefrequency domain
domuin rather than the time
domain
domuin previously used in our oscillo·
oscilloWee are in effect taking a
scope display. W
cross section of frequency and displaying the energy values averaged over a
period of time.
\'Qe
W e have previously observed the
physical exisrence
existence of
of a vector resultant
voltage whose instantaneous magnitude
varies in approximately a sinusoidal
sinusoidal
fashion and whose separation between
points of corresponding phase on adjaadjafrequency)
cent cycles
( a measure of frequency)
cycles (a
varit'S· smoothly in accordance with the
varies.
applied modulating voltage. Figure 'j5
shows graphically how, by the proper
magnitude and phase configuration of
of
rhese individual
individtlal voltages or "sideb.1nds··,
these
“sidebands”,
the vector resultant may be caused to
have any desired phase relationship at
any given instant of time; and therevecfore how it is possible to
fore
to cause the vector resultant voltage to sweep over any
desired frequency range at any desired
rare.
rate.

pano,:,-mic frequency
lated wave with a panoqmic
analyzer and observes energy occurring
only at [he
the carrier frequency and at sidesidemodu·
band frequencies spaced by the modulating frequency,
not too
tOO
frCtjuency, one is perhaps nOt
surprised. However, it can be somesomewhat surprising
surprising to find the same kind
of answer for a frequency-modulated
carrier which all ones intuition
intuilion and
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4. Amplitude Modulation
Modul"ti.." "f
" C""ie.
ord•• Sideb""d.
Ph" ••
Figure
of a
Carrier by the Fint
First order
Sidebands C"mpored
Compared with Phase
ro,
0 Carrier
C""i., Ob'"i"ed
Ro'''ti"g ,h.
P"ir "f
Sideb"nd. 90’
\1O' with
wi,h Respect
R••ped
(or ire"u."oy)
frequency) Modu'"'io,,
Modulation "f
of a
Obtained by Rotating
the Pair
of Sidebands
l"i,i,,1 Carrier
C""ie, Vector, with
wi,h fJ
to ,h.
the Initial
p=
= .5.

V",,,,,

-

almost constant amplitude by holding
down the peak voltage at the cemer
center of
of
ftequency excursion to a level equaJ
the frequency
equal
to that at wide excursions. The limiting
form of disaction introduces, in the form
tortion, the missing sidebands in the
tortion,
proper phases and magnitudes required
required
to restore the vector resultant voltage to
a conscant
constant value; and the following circuits must have sufficiem
sufficient bandwidth to
poim
handle these sidebands up to the point
inTerfer·
of detection. In the case
case of an interferinformaing signal, the otiginal
original phase informanOt been lost, but only the
tion has not
amplitude needs correction.
tWO most common methods for
The two
information are
recovering the original information
the resonant coil
coil cliscriminator
discriminator in its
various configurations which usually
operates on a constant amplirude
amplitude voldetectOr,
tage and the so-called
so-called linear detector,
indepenwhich can be made reasonably indepenamplitude and operates
dent of signal amplitude
by counting the rate of cycles
cycles without
the use of resonant circuits. Both rerevecror resultant
resulranr volspond only to
ro the vector
tage which is the root mean square value
of all
rhe individual voltages present
all of the
<It
at the input to the detector sYStem
system at
each
insranr.
each instant.

Disoppeoring Frequencies
Frequencies
Disappearing

If one looks at an um.plitude-modua7l1plitude-modu-

many measurements demonstrate quite
quile
clearly
clearly sweeps continuously back and
rhe entire frequency
forth throughout the
rhe folfolrange under observation.
observarion. Since the
an interesting
lowing exercise is both an
experience and a useful tool, may we
suggest that
rhar the outpur
output of a sweep
signal
fresignal generator and
and the outpur
output of a frequency-modulated
quency-modulated generaror
generator be simul·
simultaneously added in a crystal
crystal diode
diode circuit whose Output
output contains a RC filter
and the result displayed on an
an osciloscilloscope whose horizontal trace
rrace is synsynchronized with the
rhe sweep signal
signal gen·
generatOr?
erator?
Figure 6 is typical of the results obobtained under various conditions of modulation frequency and deviation. Two
rhings immediately strike us: first, that
rhar
things
AS0
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Those
Those Bessel
Bessel Functions
Functions

The ··rime
“time average"
average” aspeCt
aspect is the esessence of either a physical or mathematical approach to the variation of
sideband amplitudes. Specifically, the rereo
suIts which we observe by a physical
phrsical
sults
measurement or obtain by a mathematical manipulation
manipularion do nat
not say that the
energy at any
any given frequency is missing ar
lime
at all
all times; but ollly
only that its time
average is zero.
zero.
analyzed by matheThis effeer
effect can be analyzed
point of deparmre
matics using as its paint
departure
either of the concepts which we have
discussed: a continuously-sweeping vecror resultant voltage,,
volrage,. ur an assortment
tor
of sidebands. Using the
rhe idea presented
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I~ .... 6. Comparison
Co",pons.", of
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.11. Observed
ObH .... od Variations
v............. inj.. Strength
$1",,"11". of
of the
,ho Discrete
Dj..,..,. Signals
SitI..ol. in
i...
l<eq"*1!Ky
Figure
a Frequoncy
MocI..Jo'ocI W
Wo...
willt Their
TII.I, Mathematical
M."II._'i<ol Description
O'K••pI..... as
o. Provided
,.......;clod by
lor Bessel
....., Functions.
I .....,.....
Modulated
a v e with

by Figure
Figur~ 1,
I, the
th~ usual textbook
u~xrbcd:: approach
sets up an equation involving sinleS.
sines, cophase- angles which describes
sines and phase
rhe way in
m:uhematinl symbols the
in mathematical
insra.nranffiUS carrier
r:ucier voltage
volCllSC
rhe instantaneous
which the
rhe carrier frefrevaries 1I5
as a function of
of the
rhe modulating
modularing frequency, and
quency, the
rhe deviarion.
the
deviation.
rime integration
imegration of this equaThe time
rion
tion to
to gCt
get (H'crage
average values leads to a
never-ending series of alrernaring
never-ending
alternating sine
and cosine terms
rerms whose coefficients are
the magnitudes
magnirudes of the successive
successive orders
of sidebands, each
each advanced 90
90”0 from
from
its predecessor.
predecessor. The relative nliffieriC1lI
numerical
values of lh(.'se
most
these coefficients are most
reson to
conveniently obrained
obtained by resort
to a
ffillthemarical
matheinatical table known as "Dessel
“BesseI
Funcrions",
Functions”, genernted
generated at
at considerable efefforr
fort from
from a similar equarion.
equation. The graph
graph
of
shows rhe
the values of some of
of
of Figure
Figure 66 shows
dle
the coefficients
coefficients as
as a funclion
function of the
modu/,mon
modulation index,
index, which isis Ihe
the r.lIio
ratio of
of
the devillion
deviation to rhe
the modularing
modulating fre·
frequency.
We find
find Ihat
that Ihe
the m:uhem:HicaJ
mathematical
quency. We
formulation
formulation has
has indeed
indeed faithfully
faithfully dedescribed
scribed rhe
the physically
physically observed
observed diS3p'
disappe:1rance
pearance of
of various sideband
sideband compocomponems.
nents, designated
designated as
as )1.,
Jo, )1,
J1, )::,
Jz, )a.
J.3, at
at
critical
critical values
values of
of Ihe
the modulation index.
index.
Having
Having found
found aa S3tisfaclory
satisfactory mathemathemarial
matical descripl:ion
description for
for rhe
the wave·form
wave-form
and
and concepr
concept displa}'ed
displayed in
in Figure
Figure I.1, irit
should
should be
be I,'qually
equally possible
possible ro
to derive
derive aa
m:Hhcmalical
mathematical description
description of
of the
the con·
concept
cept involved
involved in
in Figures
Figures 44 and
and 5.
5 . This
This
has
&
has been
been done
done by
by Harvey,
Harvey, Leifer
Leifer &:
Marchand',
Marchand’, in
in which
which the
the aurhors
authors use
use aa

technique which is the
mathematical technique
practical
of
praaical equivalent of
of adding up all of
componenr contributions
conrribucions to
the vector component
rhe final
{inal voltage
volragl.' over a cyde
the
cycle of
of the
modulating
mighr be
modulaling frequency,
frequency. such as might
achieved by a sufficienrly
sufficiently large number
\VIe should not
of graphical solurions.
solutions. We
surprised to
be surptised
10 find the solution to their
equation leading once again to
co Bessel
equarion
Functions.
filteu
Filters C1nd
and Sweeping Frequencies

So far all
all of our physical measureSo
concepts have been indements and conceprs
pt.'/ldenr
resonant circuilS.
circuits. However,
pendent of resonlllll
One
one of the very interesting
interesting characteristics
associated
is associated
of frequency modulation is
resenanr circuir
with the response of a resonant
circuit
CO
to a swept frequency. Let
Let us assume
assume a
(narrow passband)
passband)
reasonably high Q (narrow
rcsonanr
of the
resonant circuit
circuit lying to
to the
the side
side of
average carrier
carrier frequency in
in a region
average
through
through which
which the
the etrrier
carrier is sweeping.
sweeping.
Once
Once again
again there
there is
is more rhan
than one way
10
to look
look at
at the
the problem.
The first
first approach
approach applicable
applicable 10
to low
low
'The
rates salisfies
satisfies our
our imuitive
intuitive
repetition rares
feeling
feeling that
that irit r:akes
takes rime
time for
for energy
energy 10
to
build up
up in
in aa resonant
resonant circuir.
circuit, and
and if the
the
circuir
circuit is
is sharp
sharp or
or Ihe
the signal
signal sweeping
sweeping
by quickly,
quickly, only
only panial
partiai response will
will
by
resull.
result. In
In faa.
fact, the
the pc:ak
peak of
of the
the response
will
will nor
not even
even coincide
coincide in
in resonance
with [he
the applied
applied signa!."
signal.’ This
This is
is aa
wirh
serious
serious difficulty
difficulty in
in frequency
frequency marking
circuits
circuits or
or in
in the
the use
use of
of fasr
fast sweeps
sweeps on
on
narrow-band amplifiers.
amplifiers. Alternately, we
we
narrow-rond
might suggesr
suggest thaI
that rhe
the highly
highly sdccrive
selective
mighr
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circuit
circuir will
will not
not accept
accept the
rhe high
high frefrequency
10 reproreproquency components
components required
required to
duce
duce the
the sharp
sharp leading
leading edge
edge of
of an
an imimpulse
pulse of
of energy
energy and
and therefore
therdore the
the curcurrent
cannor: rise
rise quickly
quickly in
in the
Ihe resonant
rcsonam
relll cannot
circuit.
circuit.
At
III high
high modulating
modulating frequencies
frequencies aa more
more
subtle
of the
rhe response
response of
of
subtle interpretation
interpretarion of
aa filter
swepr frequency
frequency involves
in\'OlvC5
filrer to
ro aa swept
the
the stored
sroroo energy.’
energy." A
A filter
filler having
having aa
passband
passband lying
lying within
wirhin the
the deviation
deviation
range
range of
of aa frequency-modulated
frequency-modulated signal
has
to it
it only
only in
in short
shorr
has energy
energy applied
applied to
bursts
bursrs occurring
occurring at
at intervals
intervals determined
determined
by
by the
the modulating
modularing frequency
frequency and
and the
Ihe
maximum
maximum deviation.
deviation. Unless
Unless the
the phase
phase
of
n<-wly applied
applied voltage
voltage has
has aa comcomof the
the newly
ponent
ponent lying
lying in
in phase
phase with
with the
rhe current,
current,
no
no energy will
will be abso:bed
absorbed by
by the
the filter.
filter.
Once again these
lime
these relationships
relationships are time
averages and apply
apply at all
all frequencies,
frequencies,
as well
well as at
Ilr the
Ihe sideband frequencies
frequencies
and are
arc the basis
basis for part
part of
of the
Ihe derivaderivll'
tion
in the Harvey-Leifer-Marchand
Harvey-uifer.Marchand pation in
per
per previously
previously cited’.
cited'.
If
If the resonant
resonant frequency of
of the
lhe filter
filcer
corresponds to
ro a frequency which we
call a sideband frequency, then for most
mosl
combinations of
of deviation
deviarioo and modulation
lion frequency there will be an in-phase
component of
of the applied voltage
volra.ge and
power
phue of
power will be transferred. The phase
the
puJ.s.e of
of radio frequency
rhe succeeding pulse
energy with respect
rcspccr to
ro the
rhe energy stored
in the
rhe filter
filrer depends on how wide the
at
deviared and the rate
rale ar
carrier is being deviated
which it
critical
ir is deviating. For certain ctiliOlI
values the phase of
of the newly applied
voltage
be: in quadrature with the
rhe
volragc will be
current circulating in the
currenl
Ihe resonant
resonanr circuit and no power will be transferred.
trnnsferred.
The fact that
rhat the
Ihe energy accepted by
does occasionally
occasionally
a narrow band filter does
zero at
at the
the frequency of the cargo to lerO
and the
the various orders of sidebands
sidebands
rier and
very useful roo!"
tool.’ It
It enables liS,
us, for
is a very
example, to determine
determine when
when the modumoduexample.
lation index has
certain value
has reached a cenain
6 ; and
and knowing the
shown in Figure 6;
as shown
modulation frequency, l\'e
we em
can dcrermine
determine
modulatiOn
the devilllion.
deviation.
Ihe
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Use Of Smith
Smith Charts
Charts For
For Converting
Converting
Use
RX Meter
Meter Readings
Readings
To
And Reflection
Reflection Coefficient
Coefficient
To VSWR And
ROBERT
POIRIER,
ROBERT PO
I R I ER,

In
Notebook artide,
Fall
In aa previous
previous Notebook
article, Fall

1954.
7,, it
it was
was
1954, issue
issue number
number 3.
3, P.18e
page 7

mentioned
measure·
mentioned thai
that impedanre
impedance measure~nts
ments could
could be
be made
made ar
at rem<Xe
remote distances
distances
from
from the
the RX
R X Meter
Meter along
along known
known lengths
lengths
of
the results
results
of 50
50 ohm
ohm co-ax.
co-ax. In
In Ihis
this cast"
case the
tcansobtained
RX
obtained at
at the
the R
X Meter
Meter must
must be
be transformed
formed either
either by
by means
means of
of the
the Smith
Smith
Chan
or rransmission
transmission li~
line equationsequationsChart or
for
for the
the ideal
ideal case
case
(I)
(1)
ZI
jZO
Z1 Cos
Cos pI
Pl
jZo Sin
Sin Pi
pl
Zi=ZO
Zi = Zo
Zo
Zo Cos
Cos pI
PI jZI
jZl Sin
Sin 131
pl

+
+

wherc
where Zi
Zi = Impedance at
at {31
p l distance
in
in radians from
from
impedance
ZI
Z1 = lo.1d
Loadimpedance
and
and Zo
Zo = Characteristic
Characteristic impedance
of
of the
the interconnecting
transmission
transmission line.
line.

I. Evaluate
Evaluatc the
Ihe parallel
parallel reactance
rcacrance
1.

1
- - (where the
rhe
sign
=sign
xXpp =
wCp
OCP
of c,.
equivalem parallel
parallel
C,, shall denote:
denote equivalent
of Cp shall
capacity and the - sign of
denote equivalent
equivalelll parallel
parallel induc-

+

-

K-

.OOJyh

rua I
INDUCTANCE
I
I

=BINUINI.

G
G
=-or, Conductance
Conducmoce component
campanelli =
or,
YYo
O

jB
jB
Susceptance: component
componelll =
=-Susceptance
YYo
O

where Zo
Zo and
and YYo
may be
be any
any source
sourcc
where
o may
or admittance
admittance respectively.
respectively.
in1lx.Jance or
impedance
ue likely
likely to
to be
be found
found
conversions are
These conversions
Cham.
primed on
on the
lhe normalized
normalized Smith
Smith Charts.
printed

.

"'ment.
..,.

ranee.
tance.))
2. Transform R,
2.
R" and XI)
Xp to either
either
recungul:u
coordinales;
rectangular admittance coordinates;

1000
GZ---= - - - millimhos and
G

++ jwL)
jwL) (G
( G+
+ jwC)

For
For disuibuted
distributed resistance,
resistance, R;
R; inducinductance,
tance, l;
L; conductance,
conductance, G
G and
and capacity
capacity C;
C;
per
per unit
unit length
length for
for the
the general
general case.
case.
the purpose
purpose of
of thc
the present
hIt isis the
article !O
to illustrate
illustrate the
the use
use of
of the
the Smith
Smith
article
Chart solutions
solutions of
of the
the transmission
transmission line
line
Chan
equations
view to
to obuining
obtaining the
the
equations with
with aa view
values of
of reflection
reflection coefficient
coefficient p and
and
values
VSWR from
from RX
R X meier
meter readings.
readings.
VSWR

B=B
=

The Smith
Smith Q:m
Chart isis iUually
usually aa pl<X
plot of
of
"The
impedance or
or admiluoce
admittance with
with the
the recrecimpedance
tangular coordinates
coordinates curved
curved inlO
into circles
circles
rangul:u
unit circle
circle of
of
and contained
contained wilhin
within aa unit
and
which the
the pol:u
polar coordinales
coordinates arc
are reflec·
reflecwhich
V refl.
refl.
V
and
tion coefficient,
coefficient, pp ==
tion
,nd
inc'd
V inc'd

Pl in
in the
the ideal
ideal case.
case. TIle
The
phase angle,
angle, {31
phase
R X mcter
meter reads
reads dire<:lly
directly in
in terms
terms of
of
RX
parallel resistance,
resistance, RR,,
and either
either
parallel
and
I"
capacity, C,
C, equal
equal to
to the
the capacity
capacity in
in the
the
capacity,
test circuit
circuit or
or -- capacity
capacity equal
equal (0
to the
the
rest
capacity required
required !O
to rCSOoate
resonate the
the inincapacity

+

Figure 2. Impedance Circle Diagram of Figure 1 .

Bp
RP
1000
1000

= lOOOwCp
--- =
I(}()(kuCp millimhos,

Xp
XP
or rectangular impedance coordinates;
or

R, X,"
Rs =

R,'

Preparation of
of Dala
Data
Preparation

'
1

jx..
jXs
Reactancc component
companelll =
=-Reactance
zZo
o

t,~
D-

where
where 'Yy ==
the
thecomplex
complex propagalion
propagation conslant:
constant:
(R
(R

R,
Rs
Resistance component
component =
=-Resistance
Zo
20

.Jw.-

(2)
(2)
Zl
Z1Sinh)'1
Sinh y l

+
Zi =
=Zo
Zo :c-::-:--::-:::-:-'-ZI
21Cosh
Cosh )'1
yl +
+ Zo Sinh
Sinh )'1
yl
ZI
Zo
Zo Cosh
Cosh )'1
yl

in the
the external
extcrnal circuit
circuit at
at the
the
ductance in
ductance
test frequency;
frequency; neither
neither value
value will
will plot
plor
test
011I0 the
rhe Smith
Smith Charts.
Ch3tls. To
To plot
plOl
directly
directly onto
the
RX
f..!ercr
readings
it
is
necessary
the RX Meter readings it is necessary

,
.. Eq
Equivalent
r"...
I.
..i>'ol..., Circuit
c;....;, of Sample
Se",pI. MearureMeo •..,...

2nd
and for
for the
the general
general case,
case,
i/

Devdopmelll
e"gi,uer
D
evelopment E
ngineer

(3)

+ X,2
R,2 x,
Rp"X"

(4)
(4)

and x..
Xs =
= -- -----,'----',-:-.nd
R,'
XI,'
RI>"
XI"

+
+

and Ihe
the -- sign of X
p rewhere Q and
Xp
rcsults from
from the convemion
convention that insuits
inductive reactance is consi?ered
considered posiposi·
ductivc
and capacitive reaClance
reactance is contive and
sidered neg-Hive,
negative.
sidercd
3. Plot
Plot G
G and
and B
B or
or R,
and X.
X, didi3.
R. and
rectly OntO
onto a Smith
Smith Chan
Chart having aprectly
propriate coordinates.
coordinates.
propriate

For plotting
plotting on
on Smith
Smith Charts
Charts with
with
For
normalized coordinates
coordinates the
the following
following
normalized
additional coo\'crsions
conversions are
are indicated.:
indicated:
additional
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EEXAMPLE:
X A M P L E : Consider
Consider aa 270
270 ohm
ohm
carbon resistor
resistOr measured
measured on
on the
the
RX
frequency of
of 225
225 megamega·
RX Meter
Meier at aa frequency
RX Meter
Meier readreadper second. The RX
cycles per
ings
ings in a typical
typical case could
could be
be R,,
RIO =
=
2500,
O S ppf.
250n. C,, =
= ++0.5
".".f. The
The only source
source:
of
of error to be considered
considered in
in this
this case
case isis
the series inductance
inducrance of
of the
the binding
binding
posts, and for a first
firsl approximation
apptoximation this
this
may be
be neglected. The
The binding
binding post
post ininductance
duemnce may be
be best accounted
accounted for
for as
as
follows: Consider
Consider the
the equivalent
equivalent circuit
circuit
of the measurement
of
measurel1'\Cllt and the
the impedance
impedance
circle diagram in Figures
below.
Figures 1I and 22 below.
From the circle diagram itil is recognized
recognized
that R,
= R,
R~ (Meas)
(Mens) so that
that
R. (True) =
R,
3)
R. may be
be computed directly from
from ((3)
R,
Xp'
RI' XI:
R,
B. =
= -'----''----'
RPL
XI,'
RI"
XI'"
250 x
250
X 2.0
2.0 X
X 10"
10'
~ 2 4 3 0
6.25 X
x 10'
2.0
2.0 x
X loc
6.25
10'
From (4)
(4)
RV2
R,," XI,
Xl'
Xs
Xs (Meas)
(Mens) =
= - ---R,,'
XI,'

\.1/2W
W
1

c.,

+
+

+

+

BOONTON
B
OONTON

-6.25
X 10'X IAI X 10'
- 6.25 X 10' X 1.41 X 10'

- , - - - - - - - - , =- -42.60
-42.60

-

+

6.25
6.25 X
x 10'
10' + 2.0
2.0 X
x 10'
10''
Also
Also from
from rhe
the circle
circle diagram
diagram (Fig.
( Fig. 2)
2)
ifit is
is seen
seen rhat
that
Xs
Xs (True)
(True) == Xs
Xs (Meas)
(Meas) -- Xs
Xs (K)
(K)
=- --42.6
-wLk
=
46.90:.
42.6 -wLk = - 46.90.
Now
Now lcr
let us
us suppose
suppose thar
that this
this considconsidered
ered resiSlOr
resistor isis to
to be
be connected
connected as
as :la
load
load for
for aa 300n
3000 signal
signal source
sourc6 and
and irit isis
desired
desired to
to predict
predict the
the reflection
reflection cod·
coef-

Addirionally,
return loss
[ass may
may be
be exexAdditionally, aa return
pressed as:
pressed
as :

P inc'd
inc'd
I
P
1
10
10 log
log -=
= 17.7db
17.7db
10 log
log ~-- == 10
P
.017
P refl.
refl.
.017
~

and
loss, expressing in
and a transmission loss,
db
incidem power which is not
not
db the
the incident
by the
the load,
load, may
may be
be written
written as:
as:
absorbe<l
absorbed by
P inc'd
inc'd
P
IOlog--10
log
P abs'd
P
abs'd

RADIO
R
ADIO

Y inc'd
inc'd
V

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

+ pp VV inc'd
inc'd
= 1-f-p-

-I - P
1- p
On aa Smith
Smilh Chart
Chan the
the reflection
reflecrion coco·
On
efficiem for
for aa given
given load
load is
is aa radially
radially
efficient
the now
now
scaled constant
constant so
so even
even though
rhough the
scaled
unknown
load
is
nOt
represented
by
unknown load is not represented by
.81 - jl56
jl56 we
we can
can use
use p
p=
= 0.13
0.13 prepre·
.81
viously obtained
obtained and
and find,
find,
viously

V inc'd
inc'd - p
p Vinc'd
Vinc'd
V

+

1 +0.13
1
0.13
VSWR=
VSWR
=

L3
= 1.3

[-0.13
1
0.13
which in
in db isis written,
written,
which
VSWR =
= 2.28
2.28 db
db
20 log
log VSWR
20
Excepc in
in the
the ideal
ideal case,
case, however,
however, this
this
Except
good
approximarion which
which is
is very
very good
is an approximation
for short
shan (in terms
t'enns of
of wavelength)
wavelength) low
low
transmission lines.
lines.
loss transmission
As previously
previously stated
scaled the
the Smith
Smith Chart'
Chan'
As
ready solution to
to the
the transrrans·
provides aa ready
and ((2).ln
mission line equations
equations ((I)
1) and
2 ). In
mission
approximation the
the impedance
impedance
the ideal approximation
al any point
point along a transmission
tranSlnission line
line
at
found by
by rotating
rorating the
the constant
constant
may be found
may
the center
cemer of
of the
rhe
radius vector
vector around the
radius
Smilh Chart
Chan the
rhe PI
{11 distance
distance between
between
Smith
lhe known
known and the
the unknown
unknown in
in the
the didi·
the
rection indicated
indicated on the
the chart.
charr. For
For our
our
rection
{1l = 0.3 wavelength;
wavelength; the
the imimexample Pl
pedance
pedance was represented
represented by
by 0.81
0.81
- j.156
j.156 measured
measured at
ar what
what may
may be
be conconsidered the
of the
the transmisrrnnsmis- d
----"
the input
inplll end of
line. To find
find the
the impedance
impedance at
aT the
lhe
sion line.
load end, the
rhe radius
radius vector
veetor is
is rotated
rota led 0.3
0.3
wavelength
the load
load (counter
(counter
wavelengrh toward the
clockwise
clockwise direction) as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig_ 3.
3,
The true
IrUe impedance at
ar the
the load
load end
end of
of
the
the line is
is read
read from
from the
the Smith
Smith Chart
Chan
as 1.0
j0.27
jO.27 per
per unit
unit ohms.
ohms. Since
Since the
the
reference unit
3000,
unit in
in this
this case
case was
was 3OOQ
Z =
= 300 + j81.
jS!. It
It is
is also
also of
of interest
interesr to
to
note that in
in crossing
crossing the
rhe horizontal
horizontal axis
axis
of the Smith Chart to
of
to the
the right
right of
of center,
pure reretcr, the radius vector
veclOr denotes
denores aa pure
sistance point of
of maximum
maximum impedance.
impedance.
It is also a point
poinr of
of maximum
maximum voltage
voltage
and minimum
minimum current. Since,
V
pp))
= VY inc'd
inc'd ((I1
Y max.
max. =

+

+

Figure 3.
3. 5milh
Smith Cha,'
Chart (hpandfHI
(Expanded 2XJ.
2Xj.
figu,e

ficient and/or
and/or YSWR
VSWR on
on aa 300n
3OOR transtrans{icient
mission line
line connecting
connecting the
the source
source ro
to
mission
the load.
load. R.
R, (True)
(True) and
and X"
X, (True)
(True)
the
xs
Rs
R.<
X,
may be
be normalized
normalized by
by and may
- "d
3000
300R
300n
30an
respectively. 111e
The normalized
normalized r(:sistance
resistance
respectively.
component, 0.8
0.8I1 and
and reactance
reactance com·
comcomponem,
ponent -jO.156
-jO.l56 arc
are planed
plotted directly
directly on
on
ponem
normalized Smirh
Smith Chart
Chart (expanded
(expanded
aa normalized
The reflec·
reflecscale) as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.3. 11\e
scale)
tion coefficient,
coefficient, p,
p, rhat
that isis the
the rario
ratio of
of
tion
the vultage
voltage r",fleeted
reflected to
to the
the volrage
voltage !tans·
translhe
mitted isis l..-qual
equal to
to the
the length
length of
of the
the
mitred
radius vector
vector from
from lhe
the center
center of
of the
the
radius
Smith Chan
Chart to
to the
the plotted
plotted impedance.
impedance.
Smith
In lhis
this eX'lmple
example pp == 0.13.
0.13. The
The reflec·
reflecIn
tion cocffickm
coefficient in
in lerms
terms of
of power,
power,
rion

P refl.

~

1-(

V refl.

Prefl. =(vrefl.\=0.017
=
= 0.017

inc'd
PP inc'd

V inc,{i)
inc'd
V

1

= 1010g--1Olog
= 0.075
0.075 db
1 - ,017
1-.017
Modified Procedure
Procedure For
Modified
Transmission Line
line
Transmission

The foregoing
foregoing definitiuns
definitions of reflecTIle
coefficient arc
are applicable whether
tion c()(:fficicm
wherher
transmission line
line is
is involved
involved or not.
nor.
aa transmission
Now let
let us further suppose the Z
2
Now
(true) (normalized)
(normalized) == .Hl
.81 -- j.156
([[ue)
j,l56
was measured
measured ar
at one
one end
end of
of aa transmiswas
transmis·
sion line
line and
and thar
that the
the mher
other end
end of
of the
rhe
sion
transmission line
line was
was lerrninated
terminated in
in an
transmission
an
unknown load
load to
to be
be dctermined.
determined. Let
unknown
Let the
rhe
transmission line
line be measured
and found
m<.-:lSured and
found
lransmission
to
be
0.3
wavelength
long.
VSWR
on
(Q
O.} w~vdcnglh long. VSWR on
transmission line
line is
is defined
defined as
as the
aa transmission
the
ratio of
of the
the maximulll
maximum vohage
voltage to
to the
the
ratio
minimum volmge;
voltage; viz,
viz,
minimum

•
6

+

V
V incd
incd
and,lmin.=---(I-p)
and,
I min. =
(1-p)
20
Zo
V
max.
+ Pp
Y
m a x . l1 +
2
max. =---~ZO--= z o Zmax.
• II min.
min.
1I--Pp
Z
max.
Zmax,
x VSWR
--=VSWR
zo
Zo
That
That is
is to
to say
say the
lhe per
per unit
unit impedance
impedance
denoted
of the
Ihe
denOled on
on the
the horizontal
horizontal axis
axis of
Smith
Chart to
to the
the right
righl of
of center
cenrer is
is
Smirh Chart
equal
equal to
to VSWR,
VSWR, and
;lnci we
we read
read from
from Fig.
Fig.
3,
3, VSWR
VSWR z
= 1.3
I.3 as
as obtained
obtaind previously.
previously.
~

R
e f e r e n c e : PP.. H.
Transmission
Refe,ence:
H. Smith
Smith "~T"msmission
Line
l e c t r o n i c s JJan,
a n . 1939.
Lin,. Calculator''
Calcu.lator'" E
Elec"onics
1939.
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Frequency
Frequency Calibration
Calibration Of Q Meter Type 260-A
SAMUEL WALTERS, E
Editor,
Notebook
d i t o r , Tbe
The N
otebook

principal reasons for
Two of the principal
checking the frequency calibration of
( 1 ) replacement of the
the 260-A
260-A are (I)
oscillatOr
oscillator tube and (2)
( 2 ) a desire IO
to obmin
readings_
tain more accurate inducrance
inductance readings.
The former
former involves an adjustment on
only one frequency band
hand since all bands
arc affected in the same
s a w dircrrion
direction and
are
approximately in the same degree. On
hand, an inductance reading
rei\ding
the ocher
other hand,
of greater accuracy than factory
factOry tolertoler·
ances may require a correction curve for
more accurate use of the F dial·.
dial*.
Each of the eight frequency ranges
twO calibration adjustments, a
has two
inthreaded magnetic core for the inductance of the tuned circuit and an
adjustable piston type trimmer condenser for varying the G.lpacitance
capacitance of
the tuned circuit.
circuit. The former is used to
establish frequency calibration at the
low frequency end of the range and the
laner to establish calibration at the high
latter
fn:.-quency end_
frequency
end. The threaded magnetic
core is adjusted at the factory and is
then sealed
sealed in its coil form with a high
Q
Q lacquer to prevent movement. This
adjustment should not be disturbed.
lor
In addition
addition to the adjustments for
each range there is a variable plate trimrrimmer condenser «(.129)
(C-129) for adjustment
of the circuit minimum capacit..nce
capacitance
rube is replaced. Conwhen
when the oscillawr
oscillator tube
hanrinuous
tinuous tuning of
of each range is hancwo-section variable cadled by the two-section
capre·
pacitOr whose sections have been prepacitor

calibrated to follow a standard capacivs. rotation
rOlation cllrve.
ranee vs.
tance
curve. No furthet
further
adjustmenrs
adjustments of the plates should be
necessary or attempted without a clear
inrerdependcnce of all
of .the interdependence
all
knowledge of.the
eight ranges.
r.mges. If adjustments arc
abso·
are absonecessary, however, the ourer
lutely necessary,
outer roror
rotor
plates are slotted
siotted 10
to provide minor corcor10·23 mc and 23-50
rections. For ranges 10-23
13 plate section; for
me, adjust the 13
mc,
300-700 kc, 700·1700
700-1700 kc, 1.7-4.2
1.7-4.2
ranges 300·700
me and 4.2-10 mc, adjusr
mc
adjust the 25 plate
section~ for ranges 50·120
120·
section;
50-120 kc and 120bOth sections. In making
300 kc, adjust both
these adjustments.
adjustments, care sholiid
should be taken
rotOr to stator
scator plate spacings are
arc not
that rotor
less than 0.0
I 5 inches.
less
0.015
Oscillator Re-Cal
ibrCltion
Re-Calibration
Following
Following Tube ChClnge
Change

As previously pointed out, fe-calibra·
re-calibrant"Cessary on only one band folfoltion is necessary
lowing a replacement of
of the oscillawt
oscillator
tube.
me crystal
A 10 mc
crystal calibr.lror,
calibrator, such as the
Ferris Calibrator, Model 33A, is recommended. However, standard broadcast
stations may be used satisfactorily in
place of a crystal calibrator.
To calibrate the oscillator
oscillaror proceed as
follows (see
pharo)::
follows
(see photo)
J. Remove the screws
1.
screws around the
edge of
of the top
rap and front
from panels and the
,)3 screws from the bottom of the instruinstrument. The emire
entire front panel and top

•

can now be gendy
gently lifted out of the
;n the Figure, the
cabinet. As noted in
shaft of the plate tuning condenser,
tOP oscillaror
C-129, extends beyond the top
oscillator
pisron type trimmers
shield wall. The piston
ca_~ily reached through the access
can be easily
access
holes in the oscillatot
oscillator casing.
2.
TUJII on the Q Meter and allow
allow
2. Turn
instrument to warm up for 30 minutes.
2. Connect the rf input terminals of
crysral calibrator to the LO and
the crystal
GND terminals of the Q Meter.
10 mc.
me.
3. Adjust the calibrator to 10
4.
4.Switch the frequency range to the
4.2·
10 mc
me range. Set the Megacycle
Megacycle
4.2 - 10
dial to exactly
10 mc.
mc.
exactly 10
5. Adjust the XQ controls for a readl.0 on the Multiply
Mldtiply Q By Meter.
ing of 1.0
6. Carl;fulJy
uncil a zero
Carqfully adjust C-129 until
beat is heard in the calibrator headset.
Standard broadcast stations in the
neighborhood of 700 kc or 1500 kc
can also be used in conjunCtion
conjunction with a
R"Ceiver to calibrate Ihe
radio receiver
the oscillatOr.
oscillator.
The upper ends of either the 300·700
300 - 700
kc or 700 - 1700
1700 kc ranges may be used
ro zero beat the Q Meter oscillator with
to
the station carrier.
Corredion Curve
Curve
Correction
Should it become necessary
necessary to read
the dial with an accuracy greater than
tOlerance, a correction curve
factory tolerance,
planing dial
di:i1 reading error against dial
plotting
reading can easily
easily be made. Using a cryscrystal calibratOr
calibrator similar to the Ferris Model
re·calibrate any range
33-A
33-A one can re-calibrate
rhe built in multimultithrough the use
usc of the
vibrator circuit, which in the case
case of the
locked by the 100
100 kc
Ferris calibra.tOr
calibrator is locked
oscillatOr.
oscillator. Fundamentals of SO,
50, 25, 20,
10 kc are thus made available to chcrk
10
check
50-120 kc range.
the 50-120
The general procedure outlined above
followed. A pair of phones
should be followed.
imo the output jack of
may be plugged into
bears between the
the Calibrator so that beats
fre·
Q Meter oscill:uor
oscillator and the standatd
standard freCalibratOr can be heard.
quencies of the Calibrator
It must be remembered that the acfunccuracy of the cOHcrtion
correction curve is a funcpoim~ chcrkeJ,
tion of the number of points
checked,
type of calibrator used and, of course,
the skill of the operator.
• A/'hQ~~h the
,h. C ,11.1
(OI,~w'Q~ "
imp"".",.
*Although
dial calzbralzon
ZJ .1,,,
also zmportant,
'b. FF d",1
b., a• greater znfluence
;QII~<w'. on
U the
,b. 00••-011
the
dzal bar
ouer-all
/Q1...~<o except
."UP' oJ
d,oI.
tolerance
at ,h;
the lou,
low settzngr 01
of ,h.
the C dtal.
S••
FQII. 19J5,
/9H. assue
ill~' No.7
See Fall
No. 7 01
of Th.
T h e NQ/Qbo~"
Notebook OQ
on
··CQlJb..JioQ
Rllen""", CQ/n("o,
"Calzbrdtzon 01
of 'h.
the 1",.,,,.1
Internal Reronatzng
Capacrtor 01
Of
'b>
the Q Ill.,.....
Meter."

,,,.'n

PI
STON TRlt.lMCA
HOl.E
PISTON
TRIMMER ACCES3
ACCESS HOLE
Rear of Q
Q 101",,,,
Meter Type
260-A Showing Access
Frequency Adjustments.
11.0.01
rrp" 260·1.
Ace" .. Holes
HoI.,. of f''''1u''ncy
Acliuolm"nl>.
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The
The public
public sees
sees the
the engineer
engineer as
as aa
gnome-like
sort of
of elcctronic
electronic
gnome-like creature,
creature, aa son
sorcerer
sorcerer conjuring
conjuring up
up elcctronic
electronic devices
devices
so
so complex
complex that
that even
even he
he isis startled
startled when
when
they
they work.
work. Oblivious
Oblivious to
to the
the surroundsurrounding
ing world,
world, he
he plods
plods daily
daily from
from his
his \abolaborarory
ratory cubicle
cubicle to
to his
his home
home submerged
submerged
in
in abstruse
abstruse engineering
engineering problems
problems 'til
’til he
he
reaches
reaches his
his from
front door
door when~
where he
he makes
makes

an
an outward
outward show
show of
of normalcy.
normalcy. With
With an
an
effon
effort that
that produces
produces mental
mental brigue
fatigue he
he
greets
greets his
his wife
wife with
with aa perfunclOry
perfunctory peck
and
and his
his kids
kids with
with aa dutiful
dutiful pat on
on the
the
head
head (mixing
(mixing up
up their
their names
names if he
he haphap~ns
pens to
to have
have more
more than
than one),
one), and
and enters
enters
the
trance-like
the bosom
bosom of
of his
his family
family in
in aa trance-like
state
state from
from which
which he
he does
does not emerge
'til
’til safely
safely ensconced
ensconced once
once again
again in
in his
familiar
familiar world
world of
of electronics.
electronics. His
His only
"social
“social activity,"
activity,” itit is
is believed,
believed, isis peri.
periodically
odically :mending
attending meetings
meetings where techtechnical papers
papers full
full of
of solemn
solemn nonsense
nical

of mien
mien
arc
are intoned
intoned by
by other
other engineers
engineers of
as
his own.
as grave
grave as
as his
own.
This
This of
of course
course is
is gross
gross exaggeration.
exaggeration.
to lay.
lay.
Worse.
Worse. It
It i&
is aa myth
myth and
and difficult
difficult to
Pan
the difficulty
be attributed,
attributed,
Part of
of the
difficulty can
can be
lhe engineers
themselves.
we
we fear,
fear, to
to the
engineers themselves.
Too
Too often the only view the public obtains of engineers or their work is in
the
the photographs
photographs that appear
appear in the
to time
rime showing
newspapers from
from time to
an
an engineer at an instrument replete
with
meters, switches,
TIle
with dials,
dials, meters,
switches, etc.
etc. The
caption
caption mighl
might say:
say: "John
“John Smith,
Smith, development engineer for the Whynot
Company,
the operation
Company, demonstrating
demonstrating the
operation
of
of an
an electric
electric pretzel bending maof the
chine,"
chine,’’ but this belies the attitude of
engineer who, far from
from appearing to
demonstrate
demonstrate anything, sirs
sits frozen in
proceed·
solemn
solemn disbelief of the emire
entire proceeding.
ing. This,
This, of course, engenders in the
of pity for the
viewer a feeling only of
engineer and a morbid curiosity for the
instrument which has apparently placed
placed
its inventor in a hypnotic state.
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Telephone:
Jackson
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Our president,
president, Dr.
Dr. Downsbrough
Downsbrough isis
Our
member of
of the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees of
of
aa member
the Riverside
Riverside Hospital
Hospital here
here in
in BoonBoon·
the
J. in
in addition
addition to
to his
his membermember·
ron, N.
N. J.
ton,
ship in
in the
the Scientific
Scientific Apparatus
Apparatus Makers
Makers
ship
(SAMA) where
where he
he serves
serves
Association (SAMA)
Association
as aa member
member of
of the
the Electronics
Electronics ComComas
mi[[(~e. He
He and
and his
his family
family pursue
pursue the
the
mittee.
of Gliding,
Gliding, his
his wife
wife
interesting hobby
hobby of
U. S. distance record
record for
for
holding the U.
holding
our vicevicewomen. Frank
Frank G. Marble,
Marble, our
women.
is active in
in the
the Little
Litrle League,
league,
president, is
president,
baseball organization
organization for
for the
the pre-teen
pre·teen
a baseball
He
as Chairman
Chairman of
of the
rhe
agcrs. H
agers.
e also serves as
of the
the
ExhibitOrs Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee of
Exhibitors
W. Cullen
Cullen Moore,
Moore, our
our Engineering
Engineering
IRE. W.
is the
the Scout
ScOut Master
Master in
in his
his
Manager, is
Manager,
liS well
well as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
home town
town as
home
the New
New Jersey
Jersey Chapter
Chapter of
of the
the IRE.
IRE. Our
Our
the
exclusive of
of their
their professional
professional
engineers, exclusive
of
have as
as motley
motley aa collection
collection of
activities, have
and activities
activities as
as one
one could
could find
find
hobbies and
- amateur
amateur cartoonists,
cartoonists, phopho·
anywhere tographers. cabinet-makers,
cabinet·makers, science
science ficfictographers,
tion devotees, astronomers,
astronomers, Civil
Civil Air
Air
tion
of others.
others.
Patrol activities, and
and aa host
host of
Patrol

These
These multifarious
multifarious interests
imerests are,
are, we
we
firmly believe,
believe, representative
representative and
and charcharfirmly
acterize the
the engineering profession
profession in
in
general as well
well rounded
rounded and
and imaginaimaginative,
tive, ingredients
ingredients essential
essential to
to all
all creative
creative
vocations
healthy citizenship.
citizenship.
vocations and healthy

For the benefit of
of that segment of
of the
that may see this publigeneral public thar
publi.
of engiengi·
cation as well as for that group of
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N
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neers whose
whose self
self esteem
esteem may
may be
be under
under
neers
of the
the “queer
"queer bird’
bird"
cloud because
because of
aa cloud
of the
the uninformed,
uninformed, we
we shall
shall scan
scan
looks of
looks
and avocational
avocational interinterrhe professional
professional and
the
of the
the group
group here
here at
at BRC
BRC with
with the
the
ests of
ests
is typical
typical of
of the
the engiengisure knowledge
knowledge itit is
sure
as aa whole.
whole.
neering field
field as
neering

The fact
fact is however, despite such
superficial appearances, the average
ac·
engineer is a human being in the acof
cepted (non·anthropological)
(non-anthropological) sense of
the word, e.g_,
Hee is a
e.g., a social being. H
Ir is true he is usually a memjoiner. It
"shop
ber of technical societies where “shop
true
talk"
talk” is the rule. But that is also true
of a horse breeding organization or any
other homogeneous group with intelinterestS in
lectual, economic or other interests
common.
common.
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Applications of the Metal
Metal Film
Film Gauge, Type 255-A

_L

iI

K. S
TEVENS, S
ales E
ngineer
DOUGLAS K_
STEVENS,
Sales
Engi1uer

Notebook,”
In a previous issue of the Notebook,·
an article was devoted
devoted to
to the theoretical
an
aspects considered
considered in the design
design and
aspects
development of an instrument for platdevelopmem
placing and film thickness
thickness measurement.
measuremcnt.
article is intended to
show how the
This artide
to show
255-A, is beMetal Film Gauge,
Gauge, Type 2SS-A,
employed in the field, m
ing employed
III research
laboratories, on production lines,
Iaborawrics,
lines, and as
control engineer.
engineer.
a tool for the quality conrrol
several
The instrument is useful
useful in several
different typeSQf
namely:
differem
types of measurements,
measurements, namely:
me thickness
thickness
(( 1)
1) the measurement
measuremem of the
silver,
of a non-magnetic
non-magnetic plating such as silver,
i/ gold, cadmium,
cadmium, chromium,
chromium, rhodium, etc.,
etc.,
such as
on a non-magnetic
non-magnetic basis metal such
( 2 ) the
copper, brass, aluminum, etc., (2)
measurement
conmeasuremem of the thickness
thickness of a conductive, non-magnetic
ductivc,
non-magnetic material such as
matetial
copper on an insulating basis material
such as
as glass,
glass, phenolic sheet mateti:d,
material,
such
( 3 ) the measurement
of
ceramic, etc., (3)
measurement of
ceramic,
the thickness
such
thickness of any insulating film such
conductive,nonas an organic paint on a conductive,
magnetic basis material
as alumalummaterial such as
4 ) the sorting
sorting
inum, magnesium,
magnesium, etc., ((4)
electrical
of materials
materials by means of their electrical
( 5 ) the sorting
sorting or matchmatchconductivities, (5)
ing of materials
according co
to their magmaterials according
netic properties, (6)
( 6 ) the determination
of the degree,
degree, or effectiveness
effectiveness of the
annealing process in metals,
metals, and finally,
finally,
( 7 ) the measurement
(7)
measurement of plating thickthick·
ness
ma;l;netic materials
materials under certain
ness of magnetic
“Determination DI
o f Metal
•* A-Piip,
A.Piip, "Determi,.aJ;Dn
IIltlal Fzlm
Pilm
Thickness,” BRC Notebook, No.
9, Spring,
Thiclmeu,"
No.9,

1956.
19%.

Figu,e I.
Figure
1.

Autho, Demonstrating
Demon.',oting Sample of
O,goni. Film OM
B,o.. Basis.
Bo.;•.
Author
o f Organic
on Brass

conditions. Each of these types
conditions.
types will be
discussed separately
separately in the paragraphs
discussed
which follow
disfollow along with a general disof suitable “standards”
"standards" for use
cussion of
with the instrument,
instrument. For simplicity, each
type will be considered
considered as a Hat,
flat, concon%’’ on each side.
tinuous surface
surface at least MIn
geometrical configurations
Treatment of geometrical
other than flat
surfaces will be covered
Hat surfaces
covered
article,
later in this article.
Measurements Of Non-Magnetic
Non-Magnetic
Combinations

...

YOU WILL FIND
FIND . , .

L

A VHF FM-AM
Signal Gen'>lotaT
Generator Sy.lem
System
F"'_AM Si9nal

lub,;eot;on of Turret ond
Lubricution
und
Switch Cont<ret.
Contacts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Switd,

Editor‘s
Editor'. Note

......................
,
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S

7
1
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As an example
example of this type of plating
measurement, let us consider
consider a plating
measurement,
copof cadmium on a basis material
material of copper which
which is
is to
to cover the thickn$ss
thickness
range of 0,00025"
0.00025” to
to 0.002”.
0.002", First of all,
~ll,
since the Metal Film Gauge,
Gauge, Type
since
255-A, is inherently
inherently a comparator,
comparator, the
use
usc of 11a reference standard is always
always re-

quired in order to
absolute thickto make absolute
ness measurements.
Such a standard is
measurements. Such
shown in Figure 2.
This sample
sample standard card is designed
designed
to
device on the
to slip into a holding device
front
from panel of the instrument and proprovides the scale for the meter.
meter, In order to
to
measure
cadmium platmeasure the thickness
thickness of cadmium
ing for
for this particular combination,
combination, we
proceed
follows: Place the gauge
proceed as follows:
head on the sample of basis metal (in
this particular case, copper) and adjust
the instrument to
zero reading on the
to zero
meter by means of the "Set
“Set Basis”
conBasis" control.
zero it is well
uol. When approaching zero
to
“Set Standard"
Standard’ Control
control turned
to have the ·'Set
to
orto its extreme clockwise
clockwise position
position in orto establish a firm zero
der to
zetO reading.
tt:'J.ding. Next,
piace
sample of
plan' the gauge head
head on the sample
cadmium plating which is known to be
0.0014” and turn the "Sct
“Set Standard·'
Standard’
0.0014"
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control counterclockwise
counterclockwiseuntil
until the
the meter
control
needle reads
reads 1.'1
1.4 mils.
mils. The
The instrument
needle
has now
been calibrated and
and is
is ready
ready for
has
now been
gauge head on
on
simply by placing
use simply
placing the gauge
any piece
piece of cadmium
cadmium plated copper of
any
same basis material
material and
and taking
the same
raking the
plating
thickness reading directly
directly from
plndng thickness
from
scale. Calibrated
Calibrated Standards,
Standards, similar
the scale.
to thnt
that shown
shown in Figure 2 are available
available
accessories for most
non-magnetic
as accessories
most non·magnetic
metal
combinations.
mernl combinations.
The manner in which IIa Calibr.ued
Calibrated
Standard is es[2blished
established may be of interintetSr:andard
assume that a Metal
est. Let us aswme
Metal Film
est.
Gauge, Type 255-A
255-A is anilable
available and that
Gauge,
we wish to measure
mt"aSure silver plating on
brass, which is IIa combination frequently
frequently
found
wllveguide, RF
found in such fields as waveguide,
fittings,
fittings. etc.
etc. Let us further
funher assume that
we are interested in absolute
absolute plating
thickness measurements
measurementS which range
from 0.000
0.0001’’
0.1 mil to
0.001’’
I" or 0.1
to 0.00
I" or
1
I mil. First,
First. we select a sample of
of the
basis material (in this case, brass),
place
place the gauge head on this sample and
adjust the instrument to zero by the
method previously
previously described.
described. This establishes a point (the zero point)
point) on a
calibration curve. Next, we
we require
3 ) different thicknesses
three
thicknesses of
of the
three (0)
plated
(let us assume 0.3
plated material (Jet
0.3 mil,
0.5
05 mil, and 0.75 mils)
mils) which have been
been
accurately
accur:ltely measured by another method;
method;
chemical,
X·ray etc. Using
Using a
chemical, optical, or X-ray
linear scale from
0·100 for
for the meter,
meter,
from 0-100
we
the 0.75
we place
place the
the gauge head
head on the
mil
merer needle
needle to
to
mil sample and set the meter
an arbitrary
twOarbifrary reading
reading approximately twothirds
thirds full
full scale by
by means
means of
of the “Set
'"Set
Standard’
Sraodard" control.
concro!. Without
Without any further
funher
adjustment of
of controls, we
we place
place the
the
gauge head on each of
of the
the two
tWO remainremaining
r«ord the
rhe meter
merer readreading samples and
lind record
ing.
ing. Transfer
Transfer the
the meter
meter readings
readings to
to aa
piece
of graph paper
paper having
having plating
plating
piece of
thickness
off
thickness from
from zero
zero to
to 1I mil
mil marked
marked off
as
u the
the abscissa
abscissa and the
the meter
meter scale
marked
off from
from zero
zero to
to 100
100 as
as the
the
marked off
ordinate.
e have
We
have now
now described
described a calicali·
ordinate. W
4 ) known
bration
known
bration curve
curve having
having four
four ((4)
points
points and
and aa smooth
smooth curve
curve may
may now
now be
be
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drawn through
through the four points. All that
sample of basis
remains is to mount the sample
material
material and
and the three plated samples
samples on
a Standard
standard blank.
blank card
card and inscribe a
card from clara
data taken
meter scale
scale on the card
from
curve. W
from the calibration curve.
Wee can now
measure silver plating
obpb.ting on brass and obtain
absolute readings from the meter
rain absolute
scale. This is the method
employed by
merhod employed
scale.
BRC in establishing
establishing reference SOlndards
standards
that are available as accessories.
accessories.

Measurement O
0'f A Non-Conductive
Non.Conductive
Measurement
Coating On A
Film Or Coating
Non-Magnetic Basis
Blnis Material
Matetial
Non-Magnetic

In this general classification
classification are such
measurements
Other nonnOtlmeasurements as organic and other
paint coatings
coalings on basis marna·
conductive paint
terials of
of aluminum, brass,
brnss, magnesium,
magnesium,
titanium, etc. In
faCt, any
;Iny insulating
insulating
In fact,
non-magnelic'
coating or film on a non-magnetic
coatirig

basis material can
can be measured
measured easily
easily
lind
and with good sensitivity
sensitivity with this ininsuumcnt.
strument. Again we must provide a
reference standard for absolute
reference
absolute lD05'
measurements. It turns OUt
urements.
out that a refertather easily
enee
ence standard may be rather
est:lblished
thick.nesses
established by using known thicknesses
of mica sheers
sheets capable
capable of resisting de·
deformation under the gauge head. Since
be·
the instrument
instrUment cannOt
cannot differentiate
differentiate betw~n various kinds of insulating coatcoat·
tween
ings, the mica serves as a general st:lndstandexperience indicates that
an!.
ard. Our field experience
thickness measurements
the range of thickness
0.1 mil to sevberween approximately 0.1
between
C1S("$. Figure 3
eral mils covers most cases.
refer('nce standard for nonshows a reference
conductive coatings on a basis material
of brass and covers a range from zero
uro
of
to three mils.
mils. This standard was estabto
lished in the same manner as that exlished

i/
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plained
plained for silver on brass except
except that
pbce of known thickmica was used in place
mica
nesses of non-condunjve
non-conductive cootings.
coatings. It
reference stand·
turns Out
out that only
only one reference
standnon-conductive
ard is required
required for many non-conductive
coatings.
coatings. In Figure 3 the basis material
brass. However,
However, this same
is brass.
same standard
standard
is used for
with its
irs inscribed
inscribed meter scale
scale is
for
mao
non-conductive coating
non-conductive
coating on
on basis marerials of aluminum,
magnesium, titaterials
aluminum, magnesium,
titaonly necessary
necessary to
to place
nium, erc.
etc. It is only
head on rhe
the gauge head
the basis material and
adjust lhe
the instrument to
to zero when
changing from
from one basis material to
to
another.
another.
Conductive
Loyer On
Conductive Layer
On An
Insuloting
insulating Bosis
Basis Moteriol
Material
In this category
category fall
fall such
such combina·
combinaflashing on
phenolic
tions as copper flashing
on a phenolic
basis material,
matetial, gold
gold on quartz or glass,
glass,
chrome
chrome on sreatire,
steatite, ere.
etc. Here the gauge
head is placed on the insulating material
zerae<! as before. A standand
standand the meter zeroed
established with
wirh three known
ard is established
thicknesses of the conduCtive
thicknesses
conductive coating in
the same manner as previously
previously described.
described.
faaors are very thin insulators
insulawrs
Limiting factors
Limiting
coated on both sides and an extremely
extremely
film of conductive
thin film
conductive coating
coating which is
thickness.
under 1000
1000 Angstrom units in thickness.
Mognetic Materials
Moteriols
Magnetic
rhickness on
Plating thickness
on magnetic basis
pwvidcd that
materials may be checked
materials
checked provided
homothe magnetic charaCteristics
characteristics are homovcry broad term and
geneous. This is a very
geneous.
facwrs. The
is contingent upon many factors.
resr for this condition is very easily
test
wirh the Metal
Metal Film Gauge,
how·
made with
Gauge, however. Simply place the gauge head on a
rhe magnetic material and
sample of the
w read zero.
zero. Now move
adjust the meter to
tJead around on the sample
the gauge head
sample
(and other samples) to see
if the zero
see if
ir
point remains reasonably constant. If it
thickness can be measured.
measured.
does, plating thickness
If it does not
nOt remain constant, plating
If
ITICllsured. Many of
of the betcannot be megsured.
example, exhibit
ter grades of steel, for example,
consrant zero characteristic. Since
this constant
sensirive to changes
changcs
the instrument is sensitive
characteristial and changes
in magnetic characteristics
conductivity, this feature
in electrical conductivity,
leads naturally to the next application.
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Figure 4.
4.

Jig ond
fiJrlur. CombinOlion.
and Fixfure
Combination.

to exhibit the desired
desired characteristics is
required here since we are interested
readings. For sorting
only in relative readings.
according
according to elecuical
electrical conductivity,
conductivity, the
"Set Base”
Base" control could be calibrated
“Set
in conductivities
conductivities in place of a linear
scale
0-100, and materials
materials sorred
sorted
scale from 0-100,
accoldingly.
accardingly. For matching magnetic
nccc!>Sary to place
properties it is only necessary
rhe mathe gauge head on a sample of the
arbitmry reading on
terial, establish an arbitrary
mcrer and match materials accordaccord·
the meter
from the arbitrary
ing to the deviation
deviation from
setting on the meter scale.
scale. It iiss also possible to check the degree of annealing
metals as steel,
berylium, ete.
in such metals
steel, berylium,
etc.
Since the annealing process electrically

"

BASIS-..

The gauge
gauge heads
heads which are
are furnished
furnished
wirh the instrument were designd
with
designed for
measurements on either flat
measurements
flat or cylindrical
cal surfaces
surfaces with relatively large di·
diameters.
nOt limited
ameters. The instrument is not
to this kind of surface
surface area however,
however,
and
and other geometrical
geometrical configurations
configurations
may be handled provided there is at
least 'MI"
3/s“ of continuous surface
surface area
best handled
available.
available. The problem is best
by providing a jig or fixture for holding
the probe itself (which can be removed
necessary,
from the gauge
from
gauge head) and, if necessary,
a holding fixture for the part to be
measured. Figure
figure 4 is a sketch
sketch of one
measured.
possible way in which the jigging problem may be handled.
handled. It is, of course,
necC!>Sary to establish reference standstandnecessary
atds which have the same geometrical
ards
geometrical
pattern.
Stondards
Production Line
Standards For Production
line Use
Use

When the Metal
Metal Film Gauge, Type
2SS·A is used on a production line, the
255-A
srandards usually take
reference gauge standards
a form similar to that shown in Figure
Figlue
S. Here we are interested in a "Go-No5.
“Go-NoGo" type of test rather than absolute
Go”
absolute
measurements. In this case let
Jet us asmeasurements.
assume that we are concerned
concerned with measmeasthickurements of a plating or coaring
coating thickness the acceptable
acceptable limits of
of which have
0.6 to 1.2 mils. Two
been specified
specified as 0.6
Sftmplcs
coated or platedplated - masamples of the coated
- one representing a maximum
terial thickness and the other a minimum
thickness

CADMIUM
COPPER
THICKNESS ,6 TO 1,2 MILS

FILM

BAsrs

,

M

Sorting And Matching
Matching Of Materials
Moteriols
Sorting
some applications
applications it is important
In some
lhat materials exhibit the
rhe same electrical
that
electrical
and magnetic properties. The Metal
25S-A is a valuable
Film Gauge, Type 255-A
rool in checking
conductiviry
tool
checking electrical conductivity
and matching materials according to
their magnetic properties. No standard
other than a sample
sample of material known

Measuring Irregular Surfoces
Measuring
Surfaces

,~

.

"softens"
“softens” the material, an arbitrary
meter reading can
can be established
established with
the gauge head on a sample of untreated
material, and
and the deviation
deviation noted when
the gauge head is placed on the annealed
annealed
samples.
samples.

3
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BOONTON

thickness -- are
are mounted on a sample
card along with a sample of the basis
marerial. The gauge head is placed on
material.
the basis material
m:tferial and the instrument
adjusted to read "zero"
“zero” on the meter
Base" COntrol.
scale by means of
of the "Set
“Set Base”
control.
The gauge head is now placed on
on the
maximum thickness sample and an arbitrary meter reading of approximately
% full
full scale is established
3/4
established by means of
the "Ser
“Set Standard"
Standard” COntroL
control. This spot
spot on
the meter scale
scale should be marked on the
scale
scale since it represents the upper limit
- in this case 1.2 mils.
mils. Without any
further adjuslmem
adjustment of conuols,
controls, place
thickthe gauge head on the minimum thickness sample and mark the spot where
the needle falls
falls on the meter scale.
Wee
scale. W
have now established the twO
two limit
pointS, and this portion of the meter
points,
scale can be marked off in a suitable
conuasting color.
contrasting
color. This type of measurement greatly simplifies making a gauge
standard and provides
pro\'ides the production
produCtion
line with a tool
tool it can use rapidly with
a minimum of indoctrination.
Increasing
Increasing The Sensitivity
In the case of extremely
films
extremely thin films
usable, sensitivity of
the apparent, or usable,
lhe instrument is sometimes greatly rethe
duced.
rc:.-chnique has been developed
duced. A technique
developed
which somewhat
somewhat improves the condian example, consider the meastion. As an
urement of a thin layer of gold, silver,
etc.,
etc., on a basis material such
such as glass Ot
or
ceramic.
ceramic. Under certain conditions it will
be found that when the gauge head is
adjuSted
adjusted to read zero on the sample of
glass or ceramic and is placed on the
gold or silver coating, the meter needle
will move only a shon
short distance away
away
from
from its zero point even with the "Set
“Set
Standard"
Standard’ control tuned to its maximum
clockwise
clockwise position. This loss in apparent
apparent
sensitivity limits our range of thickness
acmeasurements and the readable accurncy because 01
of the small spread
spread in
curacy
meter movement. This condition can be
improved by adjusting the gauge head
into read zero on the coated sample instead of on the basis material. The ininr,--ad any deviation
srrument
strument will now read
from this thickness as the
lhe gauge head is
from
othcr samples
placed on
on other
samples of the coated
material. However, care must be exexercised
insttllercised in this technique. The instrumem includes a rectifier which is dedement
signed to always
always read deviations in the
same direction on the meter. Suppose
coated sample
we zero the meter on a coated
which is known to be 0.02
0.02 mils in
thickness. Further suppose that we next
thickness.
measure a coatcd
coated sample which is 0.015
0.015
mils in thickncss.
Wee will read a ceress. W
tain deviation on the meter scale.
Now,
scale. Now,

SILVER PLATE
PLATE

ZINC

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

gauge head on the zinc
zin.: instead of on
the brass.
brass. This has the effect of "wash“washing out"
out” any discrepancies in the zinc
"flashing".
“flashing”. All multi-layer platings may
be handled by this general approach.
Selection
Of
Head
Selection O
f Proper Gauge Head

BRASS
BASIS

Figu'e 6.
Figure
6.
Sampl•.
Sample.

C'o....$e<!;""
View 0/
N1 ul,;.loye,
Cross-Section View
of Multi-Layer

measure a sample which is 0.025
0.025 mils
ill thickness.
thickness. The
TIle deviation read on the
in
meter scale
scale will be identical with that
rhat
read on the 0.015 mil sample. If
If one is
is
aware of this source
source of error the technique is very useful since it has the
effe<:t
effect of "spreading
“spreading out"
out” the readings
on the scale.
scale. Therefore, when the zero
plared sample,
point is esrablished
established on a plated
care
subsequent
care must be taken that all subsequent
measurementS
arc made on samples
measurements are
which are all
all thinner in plating or all
all
thicker in plating in order that an
amgibuity is not introduced.
introduced.
Multi-Layer
Measurements
Multi-layer Measurements

In instances where there is more than
one layer of plating material, there are
several
rhe desired thickseveral ways in which the
ness measurements
measurcmems can be made. SomeSomerimes a "flashing"
times
“flashing” of rhodium or silver
is plated
platf"<! on
is
on a basis material before the
final coating is applied.
applied. Figure 66 represents such
such a case.
case. Here the basis metal
is brass with a ··f1ashing"
“flashing” of zinc and
silver. If
a plating of silver.
If it is desired to
measure the thickness of the flashing
this must be accomplished in the usual
ap·
manner before the silver plating is apis reasonably
reasonably
If the zinc coating is
plied. 1£
COnstant and it
ir is desired to measure
constant
only the silver plating the
rhe gauge head
may be placed on the brass and the
meter adjusted to zero.
zero. The gauge head
may then be placed on the silver plated
sample and the
rhe instrument will then
rhen
measure the combined thickness of both
rhe zinc and the silver.
lhe
the
silver. Subuaning
Subtracting the
constant thickness of zinc yields the
conStallt
thickness of silver plating. Any enor
error
inuoduced by this method will ordiordiintroduced
narily be smaJl
small since the ratio of silver
ordiplating to the zinc "flashing"
“flashing” is ordilar,ge. However, this error may be
narily large.
eliminated completely
completely by zeroing
elimin:lted
zeroin~ the
4

TIle
foregoing discussion
The foregoing
discussion applies to
to
eithcr
lhe two
twO gauge heads which
either of the
arc
furnished with the Metal Film
are furnished
2SS-A. One of [he
Gauge, Type 255-A.
the gaugc
gauge
heads operates at a frequency of 500 kc
heads
while the other operates at 8 mc.
me. These
are coded red and white respectivcly.
respectively.
The gauge head to be used should
should be
chosen
ro the thickness of the
chosen according to
coating and composition of the filmfilmmeasured. In
basis combination to be measured.
general, a thin coating requires use of
the white, or 88 mc, gauge head. Coatings of lower conductivity also
also require
the white gauge head while those of
of
highcr conductivity with comparable
higher
thickness and having the same basis
material require the use of the red, or
500 kc, gauge head.
head.
Summary
Summary
The Metal Film Gauge, Type
Type 2SS-A
255-A
fasl, accurate,
accurare, and nonprovides a fast,
destructive method for [he
measuremenr
the measurement
of plating thickness of non-magnetic
of
inmaterial combinations. Of particular interest is its ability to measure the thickness of non-conductive films in the prote<:tive coaring
tective
coating field.
field. Othet
Other applications
include the sorting of materials accordaccording to their electrical
electrical conductivities, the
matching of magnetic properties, and
the effect of the annealing process on
metals.
metals.
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A VHF FM-AM
Generator System
System
FM-AM Signal
Signal Generator
JAMES
E_ WACHTER,
WACHTER, P
Project
Engineer
JAMES E.
r o j e c t Elzgilzeer

The
The 202-E
202-E FM-AM
FM-AM SIgnal
Signal Genetaror,
Generator,
covering
covering the
the frequency
frequency range
range of
of 54
54 ro
to
216
feat216 me,
mc, incorponues
incorporates many
many of
of the
the features
ures most
most desired
desired in
in aa VHF
VHF signa.!
signal gengeneta[Qr;
erator; some
some of
of the
the more
more promincot
prominent of
of
these
these being
being rhe
the high
high degree
degree of
of sr.abiliry
stability
of
of the
the r-f
r-f carrier
carrier frequency,
frequency, the constant
constant
frequency
frequency deviation
deviation sensitiviry
sensitivity with rerespect:
spect [Q
to the
the carrier
carrier frequency,
frequency, the ability
ability
fO
to devine
deviate the carrier
carrier e..ithe:r
either plus OJ"
or
minus
minus by
by known
known increDleflts,
increments, and the
cominuously
continuously variable,
variable, calibnued
calibrated OUtput
output
anenuaror
attenuator system.
system.
How
How these
these fearures
features are
are tealized
realized is
most
most easily
easily explained
explained by aa discussion,
discussion, in
short,
short, of
of how
how [he
the instrument is con·
conStructed
it fulletions.
functions.
structed Ilnd
and of
of how
how it

Generol
General Feotures
Features
Outwardly
Outwardly the
the instrument
instrument is
is comcom-

posed
posed of
of twO
two units,
units, rhe
the signal
signal generator
proper
proper and
and its
its power
power supply,
supply, shown
shown
(wirh
(with accessory
accessory 207-£
207-E Univena)
Univerter ) in
figure
figure 1.1. The
The design
design of the
the cabinets
cabinets is
such that
that the
the insuumem
instrument may
may be used
used
such
as conventional
conventional bench
bench equipment
equipment or
as
by
by simply
simply removing
removing the:
the cabinet
cabinet endendbells,
bells, itit may
may be
be mounted in
in a standard
standard
19 inch
inch rack
rack as
as shown.
shown. All
All operating
19
controls and
and indica[QtS
indicators are
are functionally
functionally
controls
located on
on the
the front
front panels
panels and
and those
those
located
which are
are calibfluoo
calibrated are
are direct
direct reading.
reading.
which
The heart
heart of
of the
the 202·E
202-E Signal
Signal GenGen11lC
erator is,
is, of
of course,
course, the RF
RP Assembly,
Assembly,
erator
shown less
less shielding
shielding in
in figure
figure 2. The
shown
rugged conStlucdon
construction of the
the supporting
supporting
rugged
frame and
and the
the close
close mechanical
mechanical tOler·
tolerframe
ances applied
applied to
to the four
four section
section variable
variable
ances
capacitor are
are in
in part responsible
responsible for
capaciror
the high
high degree
degree of stability
stability of the r-f
the
frequency.
frequency.

Signal
Figure
lig.". 1.
I. The
TIle RF
IF Sig"
..' Generator,
G....,.. ,.... Type
r~pe 202-E
202,(
with Accessory
A<u......, Univerter,
U"i..."." Type
r~pe 207-E.
207..(.

wi'"

over the tuning range of the
the oscillator,
by
the amount of inductance injected
injcnoo by
the reactance
reacrance tube is made to
w vary directly as the
rhe oscillator frequency. This
This
accomplished by the phase-shifter
is accomplished
composed of R1,
RI, R2,
R2, C1
CI and
network composed
the reactance
reaCtance tube grid to cathode capacitance
pacitance and grid to
to plate capacitance.
capacit:lnce.
The attenuation of
of this network
nctwork inincreases as the oscillator frequency
frequency inin·
causing the de/ol;ree
degree of
of modulation
creases causin~

Functional Description
Functionol
Referring to
to the simplified
simplified schematic
schematic
Referring
diagram of
of the
the RF
RF assembly,
assembly, figure
figure 3,
3,
diagram
the functions
functions of
of the various
various circuits
circuits is
the
more readily
readily understood.
understood. For FM,
FM, an
more
audio volrage
voltage is
is applied
applied dirccrly
directly to the
audio
grid of
of the
the tcaet:lnce
reactance tube.
tube. 11le
The reactreactgrid
ance modulator
modulator operates
operates as
as a cOlluolcontrolance
lable inductance
inductance in
in parallel
parallel widl.
with the
lable
tuned circuit
circuit of
of the r·f
r-f oscilb.tor
oscillator and
runed
provides from
from 00 to
to ±240
k 2 4 0 kc
kc deviation
deviation
i/ provides
of
the
generator
output
frequency.
of the gener:uor OUtput frequency. The
deviation is
is moniwred
monitored by the front
deviation
panel modulation
modulation merer.
meter. To produce
panel
constant frequency
frequency deviation
deviation sensitivity
sensitivity
constant

eHeered by
by the
the reactance
reaCtance tube
rube to
to dedeeffected
so as
as to
to maintain
maimain
crease with
with frequency
frequency so
crease
To account
account for
for varivariconstam deviation.
deviation.. To
constant
w provide
provide aa
ations in
in components
componentS and
and to
ations
Cl isis
precise deviation
deviation calibration,
calibration, C1
precise
ganged to
to the
the oscillator
oscillator tuning
tuning capacicapaci.
ganged
lOr and
and is
is adjusted
adjusted over
over the
rhe entire
emire tuntun·
tor
ing range
range for
for the
the desired
desired constancy
constancy of
of
ing
deviation.
The deviation
deviation sensitivity of
of the
tbe FM
FM
The
as aa function
function of
of frefremodub.tioo system,
system, as
modulation
is flat
flat to
to within
within I+1
±1 db
db from
from
quency, is
ke. and
and the
the overall
overall FM
FM
30 cps to 200 kc.
I t 75
75 kc
kc deviation
deviation isis less
Ittt
distortion at
than 2%.
2%.
than
D-C signals
signals from
from aa battery
barrery source
source
D-C
(for maximum
maximum stability)
stability) may
may also
also be
be
to the
the grid
grid of
of the
the reactance
reacrance
applied to
tube to
to shift
shift its
its operating
operating point
point and
and
tube
by
thus shift the
rhe oscillator frequency
frequency by
thus
amountS, either
either plus
plus or
or minus.
minus.
discrete amounts,
is effected
eHeered by
by operation
operation of
of aa
Control is
panel switch
switch and
and associated
associated preprefront panel
By this
this method
method the
rhe outOUt·
resistors. By
cision resistors.
put carrier
cartier fiequency
frequency may
may be
be shifted
shifted in
in
put
of +-5,
±5, 10,
10, 15,
15,20,25,30,50
and
steps of
20, 25, 30, 50 and
kc on the
the 108-216
108-216 rnc
mc range
range and
and half
half
60 kc
mc range.
range.
of these
these values
values on
on the
the 54-108
54-108 mc
of
The relative
relative accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the steps
steps isis
The
± 15%. Because
Because of
of the
the low
low current
current
21.5%.
of the
the battery
barrery isis equivaequivadrnin, the
the life
life of
drain,
lent to
to its
its normal
normal “shelf
"shelf life”.
life". An
An unun·
lent
fine tuning
tuning control,
control, operatoperatcalibrated fine
ing in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with this
this incremental
incremental
ing
tuning
tuning circuit
circuit permits
permits continuous
continuous tuning
tuning
over
kc on
on the
the high
high
over aa range
range of
of about
about 20
20 kc
frequency
10 kc
kc on
on the
the low
low
frequency range
range and
and 10
hequency
frequency range.
range.
The r-f
r-f oscillator
oscillator isis aa conventional
conventional
The
tuned
mode oscillator
oscillator circuit
circuit
tuned plate
plate triode
covering the
of 27
27 to
to
the frequency
frequency range
range of
54
54 mc.
mc. The
The circuit
circuit isis properly
properly comcom·
pensated
pensated for
for minimum
minimum drift
drift and
and isis
tuned
tUned by
by variable
vuiable capacitor
capacitOr C2,
C2, which
which
is
is adjusted for
for an
an output
OIltpUt frequency
frequency acaccuracy of
1%.
of ± 1%.
The
The oscillator
oscillatot output
OUtput isis applied
applied to
to aa
self-biased
self·biased class
class C
C frequency
frequency doubler,
doubler,
which
which makes
makes possible
possible the
the low
low oscillator
oscilhuor
frequency
also provides
provides the
the
frequency range
range and
and also
required
required. isolation
isolation between
between the
die osciloscil·
lator
OIlrput stage
stage necessary
n~es.sary for
for
lator and the
the output
the
0.0 I %
the desired frequency
frequency stability
stability of
of 0.01%
per
JX':r hour.
hour.
The
The output
OUtput stage operates
operates class
class C
C and
and
functions
functions as
as an amplifier
amplifier for
for the
the low
low
frequency
of 54
54 to
!O 108
108 mc,
me, and
and
frequency range
tange of
as aa frequency
frequency doubler
doubler for
for the
the high
hi~h

*

Figure
RF Assembly,
fi,..
re 2.
2. U
A mbty, Showing
510_;"11' Supporting
s..p",,"i"l1
and Slotted
Rotor
off Deviation
IFrame
....,.,• ......
SIoII
1I00......
0. ..10,10" Capacitor.
COpo<iI'OI.

5
5

frequency range
range of
of 108
108 to
to 216
216 mc.
mc. This
This
frequency
change
ch:lnge in
in operation
opemcion isis accomplished
accomplished by
by
from panel
panel range
range switch,
swioch,
operating the
the front
operating
dther of
of two
twO taps
taps on
on the
the
which grounds
grounds either
which
output
OUtput tank
tank coil. In
In one
one position
position the
the ininof the
the coil is
is such that
that the
the
ductance of
ductance
tank
is resonant
resonant at the
the fundafundarank circuit
circuit is
mental
of the
the previous
previOlIs stage
stage
mental frequency
frequency of
Ot:her position
position the
the inductance
induCtance
in the
the other
and in
is resonant
resonant at
al the
the
is such
such that
that the
the tank
rank is
is
harmonic of
of the
the frequency
frequency of
of
second harmonic
the previous
prcviOlIs stage.
Stl:ge. Damping
Damping of
of the
die outOUt·
the
put tank
rank circuit is
is sufficient to
to reduce
reduce
put
to more
more than
than 30 db
spurious signals to
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202-E Simplified Schemaric Diagram.

below the desired signal and to restrict,
to about 2%,
296, the amplitude modulation
present at 75 kc deviation.
Up 10
to 50% amplitude modulation
modulation is
is
possible
the screen
possible by modulating the
screen circircuit of Ihis
final r·f
this final
r-f stage
stage and is
is moniIOred by the
tored
the frOnt
front panel modulation
meIer.
meter. The
The modulating power required
for
for this being comparable
comparable to rhat
that needed
for
R-C
for frequency
frequency modulation, the same
same R-C
audio
audio oscillator
oscillator is
is used for both Iypes
types
of modulation. The distortion
distortion of 11a 50%
AM
AM modulated signal
signal is
is less Ihan
than 8%
8%
and due
the
due 10
to the buffer aCtion
action of the
doubler stage,
the spurious frequency
stage, the
frequency
modulation
The
modulation is
is held
held 10
to aa minimum. The
amplitude modulation
modulation system
system is
is flat
flat to
within
1 db
db from
from 30
30 cps
cps 10
to 200
200 kc.
kc.
within ±-+I
Pulle
Pulse Modulotion
Modulation
Square
Square wave
wave or
or pulse
pulse modulation of
of
rhe
also possible
possible by connecting
connecting
the 202-E
202-E is
is also
an
an external
external modulation source
source Ihrough
through
Ihe
the fronr
front panel
panel jade
jack to
to the
the screen
screen of
of
the
the final
final stage.
stage. \'Yhen
When Ihis
this connccrion
connection isis
made.
made, th~
the modulation merer
meter and
and screen
screen
circuits
circuits are
are disconnccr~.
disconnected. Uncler
Under Ihese
these
conditions
conditions the
the rise
rise time
time of
of the
the modmodul:1Ied
ulated carrier
carrier envelope:
envelope isis less
less than
than 0.25
0.25

+-IO%, the
to an accuracy
accuracy of about ±10%,
voltage al
at Ihe
the cable termination. (The
generator open circuic
OUtput voltage
circuit output
is
is given by twice the aru:nuator
attenuator dial
dial
reading). The attenuatOr
attenuator dial
dial is calicalireading).
equivalent scales,
scales, 0.1
0.1
brated with two
rwo equivalent
to
microvolts and 140
140 to 14
to 2000 microvolts
14 db
db
below I1 voIr.
volt.
below
Simultaneous FM
FM and
and
Simultaneous
AM
A M Modulation
Modulation

Simultaneous
Simultaneous EM
FM and AM modulamodulation may
may be obtained from
from the 202-E
202-E
by using an
an externally
externally connected,
connected, low
low
distortion, audio
audio oscillatOr
oscillator to provide
distortion,
the
the FM
FM modulating signal
signal and the
the in·
internal
ternal audio
audio oscillator
oscillator for
for the
the AM
AM modmodsignal. The
The only
only requirement is
is
ulating signal.
that
that the
the external
external oscill:llor
oscillator be capable
capable
of providing about 55 volts
volts across
across 1500
1500
of
ohms, Ihe
the FM
FM requisite for
for 240
240 kc
kc dedeohms,
viation. In
In use
use rhe
the external
external oscillator
oscillator
viatiOIL
is
is connected
connected to
to the
the froo
frontr panel FM
FM
binding posts
posts and
and the
the 202·E
202-E modulation
binding
selector
selector sct
set 10
to AM;
AM; the
the modulation
modulation
from AM
AM 10
ro FM
FM
can be switched
switched from
meter can
and the
the levels
levels of
of each
each type
type of
of modula·
modulaand
tion independently
independently set.
set.
tion
might be
be not~
noted here
here that
that me
the in·
inhIt mighr
66

ternal
ternal audio
audio oscillator
oscillator provides
provides the
the folfollowing
lowing frequencies
frequencies to
to an
an accuracy
accuracy of
of d
.........;
2±5%:
5 % : 50,
400 cps,
50, 100,
100,400
cps, 1,
1, 55,, 7.5
7.5 and
and
10
]0 kc.
kc. In
In addition,
addition, aa 60
60 kc
kc signal
signal acaccurate to
±2% is
is available
available specifically
specifically
to -+2%
for
for use
use in
in calibrating the
the d-c
d-c increincremental
mental frequency
frequency circuit.
circuil.
All
All electrical
cJecuica.1 connections
conneaiOllS to
to the
rhe
shielded
RF Assembly,
Assembly, excepting
excepring that
that
shielded RF
to
OlItpUt attenuator,
attenualor, are
are made
made
to the
the output
through
filter. which
which preprethrough aa low-pass
lo...... pass filter,
vents
ventS stray r-f
r-f currents
currentS from escaping
from
RF Assembly.
Assembly.
from the
the RF
The voltages
voltagcs supplied
supplied from
from the power
power
supply are all d-c and those
usc in
Ihose for
for use
the RF
RF assembly are regulated.
regulated.. The
power
power supply operates
operares from 105-125
105-125
volts, 50-60 cps.

nlOC. OUT
011 crT Ole.

,

'" j

microseconds,
microseconds, and
and the
the decay
decay time
time is
is less
less
than
than 88 microseconds.
microseconds.
A
A piston
piston type,
type, mutual
mutual inductance
inductance atat·
tenuator
tenuatOr having
having an
an internal
inrernal impedance
impedance
of
of 50
50 ohms, is
is coupled
coupled to
to the
Ihe output
OlItpUt
tank
tank circuit
circuit to
to provide
provide continuously
continuously
adjustable
adjustable attenuation.
attenuation. Because
Jk.causc the
the rate
rate
of
of attenuation
attenuation is
is aa function
function of
of the
the inner
inner
diameter
of the
the attenuator
attenuator tube,
rube, this
this
diameter of
be quite
quite acattcnualOt can
Cln be
be made
made to
to be
attenuator
With the
the 50
50 ohm
ohm terminated
terminaled
curate. With
type 501-B,
501-8, (supplied
(supplied with
with the
the
cable. type
cable,
instrument) attached to
10 the
Ihe 202-E outOlItinstrument)
put jack,
jack, the
the attenuator
aucnuator dial indicates,
indicatcs,
put

Frequency Converting
Converting Accessory

The 207-E Univerter
Univurer is
is a unity
uniry gain
frequency converter
convener designed to provide frequency coverage
covenge below the range
of
of the 202-E Signal
Signa.! Generator. When
used in conjunction with the 202-E,
the Univerter
Univener covers the range
range of
of 0.1
0.1
to 55 mc;
me; and the two
twO instruments give
to 216 mc.
0.1 10
me.
complete coverage from
from 0.1
The 207-E matches the
Ihe 202-E in appearance (figure 1)
I) and may also be
used either as bench type
rype equipment or
rack
rade mounted. All controls and input
and OUtput
output connectors
conneaors are located on
the front panel.
To use
usc the 207-E it is only necesneces·
sary to connea
connect the 501-B
output cable
cable
501·8 OUtput
sary
to
output and
to the Univerter
Univerrer unity
uniry gain OutpUl
connect Ihe
the Univerter
connect
Univerrer input to the
Ihe
202-E Signal
Signal Generator output,
output, using
202-E
the 502-B
502-B patch cord
cord supplied with the
Ihe
Univerter.
Connected in Ihis
this manner
Univcltcr. Connecled
207-E Univerter does
does not appreciapprecithe 207-E
ably alter the FM
FM and AM charactercharacterably

Figure 4.

istics
lSIlCS

207-E Block Diagram.

of the
the 202·E
202-E Signal
Signal Generator.
Generator.
of
A 20 db
db attenuation
attenuation pad,
pad, Type
Type 509-B.
509-B,
is supplied
supplied with (he
the Unive!"ter
Univerter for
for usc
use
is
where the
the signal
signal level
level required
required is
is low
low
where
compared to
to th~
the consrafll
constant noise
noise level
level of
of
compared
the Univerter.
Univerter. Used
Used al
at die
the OUtput
output of
of the
the
the
207-E, Ihe
the pad
pad attenuates both
both signal
signal
20].E,
level and
and constant
constant noise
noise le\'d,
level, thus
thus perperlevel
mitting the
the use
use of
of aa higher input
input signal
signal
mitting
.and improving
improving the
the signal
signal to
to noise
noise ratio.
ratio.
.and

Lubrication Of Turret And Switch Contacts
Lubrication
LAWRENCE 0.
O. COOK, Quality Control Engineer
Engineer

When
frequency ranges
ranges must be
be
W
h e n frequency
in an RF
RF oscillator, a means
means
changed, as in
of switching
switctring the
the circuits
circuitS is needed.
nttdcd. This
of
by means
ml!ans of
of
is usually accomplished by
contaCtS. Such contacts
COntactS
movable metallic
mefallic contacts.
intnxluce an element
elemem of
of unreunrenormally introduce
COntaCt resistance uncerliability, &e.,
i,e., contact
results in fluctuating
fluctuating oscillator
tainty results
voltage. and sometimes fluctuating
f1uctuaring frefrevoltage,
rurn, results in ununquency, which, in turn,
stable meter
meter readings. These effects
effectS can
of a
usually be minimized by the use of
lubriant on the contact
contaCt surfaces.
lubricant

A

IO

08

w

P

9 Q6

3
K
U 04

0

Contact Types and
ond
Servjc'e Conditions
Conditions
Service

__

In this article we wish to discuss the
effectS
of various lubricants on electrical
effects of
-power rf
rf
measuring instrument, low -power
oscillator conracts
contacts of
of the wiping type.
A turret containing coils connected to
A
brass pin contacts for the individual
mated until
umil the
thC':
frequency ranges is rotated
conractS
contacts for the range to be selected
engage stationary
stluionary clip conractS
contacts of beryllium copper. The clip tips wipe or rub
Ihe pin during the
Ihe
opposite sides of
of the
eUlret
additional slight rotation of the turret
required to reach the indexed position.
The contaru
seationary
contacts then remain stationary
during use until
umil another frequency range
during
i.e" for a period ranging
is selected, Le.,
from aa fraction
fraClion of a minute to onc
one week
or longer.
resiseance in
in the instruinstruThe circuit resistance
ment stability may be as low as 0.3
0.3
ohm, hence the conmct
contact resistance Stastabili,y becomes important.
bility
important.
Contact resistance stability may
worsen when the instrument reaches an
an
age of about onc
Improvemcnt of
one year. Improvement
of
a temporary nature
nature may sometimes
sometimes be
effectr.d
effected by repeated operation
operation of the
faulty range switch
faulty
switch (this
(this "wipes"
“wipes” the
contacts)
contacts).,
Telt
Method
Test Method

___

i
/

tCSt purposes, tWO
For test
two turret contace
contact
pins were connecu~d
connected together and
and meshed
with tWO
two stluionary
stationary contaCt
contact dips.
clips. The
dips
clips were connected by shOrt
short wire leads
to
to IIa \'V'heatstone
Wheatstone Bridge to
to allow
allow measmeasurement of
the rereof [he
the dc
dc resisClnce
resistance of emsuiting
sulting "shorH:ircuit"
“short-circuit” (designated
(designated as a
"pair"
“pair” in
in the Figures 11 and
and 2).
2 ) . ReReremeshing and re,measurement
re-measurement wete
were repeared
peated several
several limes.
times, the extremes
extremes of Ihe
the
conresistance values
values being ploned,
plotted. Four con-
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1 . "-U".l"b';c",.d,
A-Un-lubricated,
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lubrication, C-Following

Six Months Storage.

RF OKil/oro'
Oscillator Co,,'a<f
Contact "Assemblies
Contact fte""""'"
Resistance Measurements
Versus l"D,ica"t••
Lubricants. 1'1..,.
Plots n
Show
11
..em"'ie. _ C....t....,
" ..m."'. Ver.".
..w
1""11'
"ce Mea."..d
.., .e,....,."
, , ••
Range oIluiM..
of Resistance
Measured ,for
Repeated MeoJ,i"lJ
Meshing 01
of C
Confacts.

7

IIlCt
tact pairS
pairs were
were lested
tested 00.
on ~h
each assembly.
assembly.
To
Todetermine
determine t~
the dfea.
effect or
of lubricants,
lubricants,
the
thecomacr
contact resisrana
resistancemeasu~ts
measurements were
were
made
on dry
dry comaas.
contacts.The
The contactS
contacts
made first
first on
were
were then
then lubricaled
lubricated and
and re-measured
re-measured
Following
prolonged period
period of
of in·
inFollowing aa prolonged
aaive
active ROf'lIge,
storage, the
the measurements
measurements were
were
repeated.
repeatN..
Test
Test Results
Results
Giving
Giving preference
preference 10
to the
the lubricants
lubricants
showing
showing consiReruly
consistently Ipv,-er
lower contact
contact reo
resiStllnce
sistance we
we have
have summarized
summarized the
the test
test
results
results on
on the
the five
five materials
materials as
as follows.
follows.
CONTACT
CONTACT
RESISTANCE
RESISTANCe
PREFERENCE
PREFERENCE

LU8RlCANT
LUBRICANT

Lubriplare
Lubriplate 105
105
Srrona
Strona HT·I
HT-1
Vaseline
Vaseline
Lanolin”
Lanolin"
Davenoil
Davenoil

1st
1"

2nd
2nd

J,d
3rd

Lubriplate 105
105 and
and Strona
Strona HT·I
HT-1 are
are
Lubriplate
considered equal
equal on
on the
the basis
basis of
of conconconsidered
ract
tact resiStance
resistance and
and both
both are
are manumanuf:acrured
factured for
for lubricant
lubricant use.
use. SUODa
Strona HT-I
HT-1
showt'd
slight disadvamage
disadvantage of
of ~Sl.ringi
“stringishowed aa slighl
ness” during
during applicalion.
application. Vaseline
Vaseline
ness"
showed sornC'Whal
somewhat higher contact
contact resis·
resisshowed
tance and
and is
is not:
not manufactured foc
for use
use
tana
as aa lubricant_
lubricant.
as
result of
of 1hesC'
these tesu
tests made on
on aa
As aa result
As
particular type of
of conraa:,
contact, our
our choice
choice
puticubr
favors LubripLue
Lubriplate 105
105 and
and Strona
Strona HT-I,
HT-1,
favon
these m:ltC':rials
materials ticing
tieing for
for firsl
first place.
thoe
placC'.
lanolin Jiuo/""/
dissolved ;"
in tn"'"
carbon
•“Anhydrous
,bb,Jro.J u..oli.
tetrachloride f o r •ease
of afifilication.
",rlKblord./or
.s. o/"ppl,UI,o_
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Ipedfic:
sprinkled throughout
Ihroughout text
rexr with specific
referC'DCC'S to
ro material
malerial found in the
[he secsec·
references
ond half of the manual where a full
fuJi and
rrurmeru of the instruinsuu·
conventional treatment
menr is given.
ment
Such an approach
appn:xKh separates the
the imim,-,,
mediare. practical knowledge from
from the
lhe
mediate,
genenlly useful but
bul otherwise
exherwise frustratfrusuat·
generally
Ix- greatly
gready
inform;nion. This will be
ing information.
engineer who, for
foc ex0:'
apprec;"ted by an engineer
appreciated
ample, wants to find the location of a
blown fuse in a hurry but
bur must waste
pages
precious time wallowing through pages
of extraneous
enraoeous material
malerial to
to find
find it.
ir_
of

ANGElES. C"/i'..,,,;..

VAN

1.1....._ , I-SIll

~

of components most
"1011 likely
lillel, to need
nC'C'd at31lemion,
Annoralions copiously
tention, (-4)
( 4 ) Annotations

Organi:zation
Material
Organization of the Material
funCtion of lhe
With the spec:ific
specific function
the instrument held firmly in mind,
SUUffiC'fl1
mind. the prepr~
panuioo
paration of the manual can be ap'
approached
proacht'd in a more
moce confident manner.
In generalll.
general a manual of instruction for a

... UI NY. 1'1.... Yo,k

toON1()t.1

pIece
piece of
of rest
test cquipmem
equipment (which
(which is
is simply
simply ,
lin
an electronic
electronic tOol)
tool) should
should be
be prepared
prepared d
along
along Ihese
these general
general guide
guide line5;
lines:
InstruCtion
Instruction Manual
Manual should
should be divi~
divided
intO
into twO
two main
main sections.
sections. Section
Section one
one (in
(in
our
our estioulion
estimation the
the more
more imporam
important of
of
the
the twO)
two) should
should be
be as
as cornpur
compact and
and al>abbrNtued
in·
breviated as
as possible
possible and
and subdivided inro
to four
four gc:neral
general categocies;
categories: (1)
( 1) aJ""iaJ
Essential
operating
operating informalion,
information, (2)
( 2 ) Spec;"1
Special ap'
applications, (3)
( 3 ) Tabulation and
and location

EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE
NOTE
1be
prevalem
The prevalent attitude
attitude row:uds
towards in·
instruCtion
struction manuals
manuals nuy
may be
be nearly
neatly wrapped
wrapped
up
up in
in the
the cynical
cynicalsaw.
saw, "If
“If all
all exhe!
other me1hmethods
ods fai~
fail, recourse
recourse 10
to an
an instruoion
instruction
manual
manual ouy
may be
be ll'W'ldalory:'
mandatory.” Entirely
Entirely
justified
justified v~poim
viewpoint in
in our
our opinion.
opinion, for
for
this
this reason;
reason: the
the role
role and
and charaCter
character of
of
the
the iOSU'WIlCO[
instrument me
the manual
manual is
is suppo5('d
supposed
ro
to describe
describe is
is seldom
seldom self<OtUCiously
self-consciously
considered
considered in
in the
the preparation of
of the
the
manual.
In nuny
many cases
cases tM:
the insuumenl
instrument
manual. In
in
piece of
of lesl
test equip'
equipin quesrion
question isis aa piece
mem
ment of
of which
which the
the engineer
engineer may havC'
have a
dOZ('1l
dozen or
or more
more types.
types. He
H e simply
simply hasn'r
hasn’t
lhe
the rime
time ro
to digesl
digest Ihe
the informarion
information in
the
the form
form in
in which
which itit is
is prC'St:ntC'd.
presented. This
This
is
is the
the decisive
decisive faCt
fact Ihat
that should
should determine
determine
thC'
the kind
kind of
of material.
material, irs
its quanriry
quantity and
and
arrangement,
arrangement, and
and the
the general
general formar
format of
the
the manual.
manual.
Judging
Judging by
by thC'
the rome-like
tome-like and
and over·
overblown
appearancC'
of
many
manuals,
blown appearance of
manuais, one
one
can
as equipequipcan make better use
use of
of them as
mem
ment props, (in
(in many cases
cases rheir
their only
only
U5Cful
Wirh such
manuals,
useful function).
function). With
such manuals,
engincen;
engineers usually
usually wair
wait for
for rhe
the momem
moment
juSt
just beforC'
before the iOSlrument
instrument is
is about to
disappear
disappear in
in a cloud
cloud of smoke.
smoke. In Olher
other
cases
cases rhe
the manual is rtsOlted
resorted 10
to only
only af·
after rhe
the llstrutJlC'nt
instrument has been complelely
completely
diussemblt'd
disassembled and
and bys
lays strewn
strewn about in
confusion.
impossible confusion.

IAIlY ENGINfUING.
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Techniques of Signal Generator Inspection
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A signal
siF generator provides
provides a test
lest
A
or controllable
conuol.lablc frequency, voltage,
voltage.
signal oi
and modulation
modulation and may
may be judged
judged in
telms of
of various
various characteristics,
manneristics, such as
terms
frequency stability, accuracy of
of frefrefrequency
of spurious freErequency calibration, lack of
quenci~. lack of
of incidental
incidental amplitude
amplitude
quencies,
modulation or incidental frequency
modulation, low distortion, etc.
etc. The
The
modulation,
imponancc of
of the
the individual
relative importance
characteristics depends
dc~nds greatly,
greatly, of
of course,
characteristics
specific application in which the
{he
on the specific
generatOr is to be used.
used
generator
listS various signal generator
Table 11 lists
characteristics
of interest. Some items
characteristics of
are:
are primarily a fundamental chanaercharacteristic of the design and need not
nO( be
listed on an individual basis after
aher the
tested
plOtOfype run has been dcvdopcd..
prototype
developed. Examples
arc RF OUtput
amples of these
these are
output frequency
frequency
sr:l.bility.
residual
stability, RF OUtput
output impedance, residual
FM
FM, and frc:quency
frequency response of the FM
system.
tested on
system. Such
Such items need 10
to be tested
on
only on('
fall
one instrument in many and fall
logicaJly
within the scope
logically within
scope of a Quality
Quality
Control
Control program.
Other items
items require inspe<tion
inspection on
on
each
each unit,
unit, with
with corrective
corrective adjustments
often being needed.
needed. Examples
Examples are
are RF
RF
OUtput
output frequency
frequency accuracy,
accuracy, RF
RF OUtpUt
output
voltage accuracy,
accuracy, modulation accuracy
accuracy
and
and harmonic distOrtion.
distortion. These items
items
are
are included,
included, furthermore, in
in a Quality
Control program calling
calling for
for ··spor
“spot
checks~.
checks”.
We
i.scuss some
W e now propose to
to ddiscuss
some of
the
the testing and
and calibrating
calibrating procedures
procedures
used
used in
in making certain
certain that
that the
the desired
desired
characteristics
characteristics are
are obeained
obtained in
in the
the gengenerators
erators produced.
produced. These
These are
are procedures
procedures
generally
generally applicable
applicable to
to the
the types
types of
of
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generators discussed
discussed and,
and, in
in mosr
most iningcnerators
stances, are
are lIppJiable
applicable to each
each unit
unit of
of aa
stances,
given type:.
type. Our
Our aim
aim is
is 10
to produce:
produce uniu
units
given
which
which will
will mttt:
meet and
and maintain
maintain closer
closer
tolerances
tolerances than
than those
those adv('nised.
advertised.
TABLE 11
TABLE
1.
1. RF Output
Output Prequcnry
Frequency CharaeteriJ';cs:
Characteristics:
Range •0 Dial
Dial Calibtation
Calibration Accuracy
Accuracy
Range
Aicuracy, crystal
crystal standardized.
standardized (in(in-•0 Accuracy,
Stability •0 Crystal
Crystal ConConternal) •0 Stability
ternal)
trolled 0 Vernier
Vernier Dial.
Dial 0 Incremental
Incremental
trolled.
Frequency Switch
Switch •0 Fine
Fine Tuning
Tuning
Frc:quency
Spurious Output
Output Frc:quen·
FrequenControl 0 Spurious

C:oorrol •
cies.

,,~

2_
2. RF Olltplll
Output Voltage
Voltage Charaetmst;cl:
Characteristics:

Range _ Accuracy.
Impedance.
Accuracy 0 Impedance_

3. Frequtm'1
Frequency "lodulatwn
Modulation CharaelmsCharacteris3.
tics: Deviation
Deviation Range
Range •0 Accuracy
Accuracy
t;(-I:
Distortion, harmonic _ Frequency
Frequency
•0 Disrortion,
Response •0 Residual
Residual _ MicrophonMicrophonResponse
AM on
on FM,
FM, spurious.
spurious.
ism •0 AM
ism

4. AmpUf/IfJe
Amplitude Modu/l4tion
Modulation Ch4racrerisCharacteris4.
tics: Range
Range •0 Accuracy
Accuracy •0 Disrortion,
Distortion,
ticc:
harmonic •0 Frequency
Frequency Response
Response _
harmonic
Phase Shifl
Shift •0 FM
FM on
on AM,
AM, spurious
spurious
Phase
Pulse •0 Square
Square Wavc.
Wave.
•0 Pulse
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5.5. Internal
Internal Alodu14tin8
Moddating DJci/kuor
Oscillator ChlNCharQclerirt;cJ:
acteristics: Frequencies
Frequencies available
available _*
Frequency
Frequency accuracy
accuracy _ Voltage
Voltage availavailable
ableexternally.
externally.
6.6. Modulation
Modalation ChMacleNstiu,
Characteristics, ",ilC,1miscel!QneouJ:
laneozls: External
External Modulation
Modulation Input,
Input,
AM
AM _ Eltternal
External Modulation
Modulation Input,
Input,
FM
FM _ Simultaneous
Simultaneous.AM
AM and
and PM.
FM.

7.7. Sw,pt
Swept RF
RF CharacteNJI;es:
Characteristics: Range
Range of
of
Sweep
Sweep Widths
Widths _ Linearity
Linearity of
of Swept
Swept
Frequency
Frequency _ Sweep
Sweep Repetition
Repetition Rate
Rate
_ Flatness
Flatness of
of Swept
Swept RF
RF Output
Output VolVoltage Level.
Level.
tage
RF
RF Ronge
Range ond
and Accl,lrCICY
Accuracy

Frequency iodiating
indicating dials,
dials, tuning
Frequency
coils, and
and tuning
tuning apacitors
capacitors ase
are usually
usually
coils,
fabricated ro
to prl"SCfibed
prescribed physical
physical laylayfabriated
outs and
and dimensions.
dimensions. When
When these
these uniuniOUts
form componl!'1lts
components are
are installed
installed die
the as·
asfoem
sembled instrUments
instruments will
will lie "wilhin
“within
sembled
calibration range"
range” of
of die
the manufacturing
calibtation
adjustments provided.
provided.
adjumnents
For Ollibrarion
calibration purposes
purposes the
the genergenerFor
ator OUtput
output frequency
frequency is
is usually
usually referred
atOr
to aa commercially
commercially available
available crystal
crystal type
to
calibrator, accuracy
accuracy rating
rating ±0.002%.
k0.002 %.
calibrator,
“Zero beats"
beats” are
are obtained
obtained at
at a sufficient
"Zero
number of
of generator
generator dial
dial points
points (usually
(usually
number
or 88 per
per frequency
frequency range)
range) to
to insure
insure acac66or
curate calibration.
calibration. (Individually
(Individually marked
marked
curate
dials must,
must, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, be
be calicalidials
brated and
and marked
marked at
at each
each division
division
brated
line.)
line.)
In instances
instances where
where the
the frequency
frequency inIn
interval between
between "zero
“zero beat"
beat” points
is very
very
lerval
points is
small in
in comparison
comparison to
to the
the frequency
frequency
small
being checked,
checked, aa "single
“single response"
response” type
type
being
of frequency
frequency indicator
indicator must
must be
of
be used
used to
10
determine that
that the
the correa:
correct ~zero
“zero beat"
beat”
determine
simple frepoint hu
has bttn
been located.
located. A
A simple
feepoint
quency-calibrated tuned
tuned circuit
circuit and
and didiqueocy-alibrated
ode voltmeter
voltmeter (or
(or RMegacycie
“Megacycle Meter”)
ode
Meter-)
which lIUIy
may be
be coupled
coupled to
the generator
generator
which
co the
output and
and resonated
resonated at
at any
any one
one of
of the
OUtput
the
“zero beat"
beat” points
Rz.ero
points is
is usually
usually satisfactory
satisfaaocy
for this
this purposoe.
purpose.
for
The crystal-type
crystal-type calibrator,
calibrator, with
The
wilh its
its
accuracy rating
of *0.002%,
±0.002%, offers
offers acacaccuracy
tating of
curacy emirely
entirely adequate
adequate for
curacy
for checking
checking
signal generators
generators having
car·
signal
having published
published rat* O S % or
or 2~0.1%.
ings of
of ±05%
ings
±O.l%. This
This type
type
of calibrator
calibrator may
of
may be
be checked
checked against
against

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

WWV
WWV ifif desired.
desired.
Signal
Signal genttaton
generators having
having crystal
crystal concontrolled
trolled OUtput
output frequencies
frequencies are
arc checked
checked
for
for accuncy
accuracy against
against spedilly
specially built
built
crysraJ
crystal calibrators
calibrators which
which are
are adjUSted
adjusted
against
against WWV.
WWV.
Rf
RF Output
Output VoltClse
Voltage Ronge
Range
C1nd
and Accurocy
Accuracy
In
In insuumem
instrument production
production assurance
assurance of
of
the
proper
voltage
range
and
the
voltage range and accuracy
accuracy
usually
usually involves
involves aa mea5uremem
measurement of
of OUtoutput
put voltage
voltage al
at aa high
high voltage
voltage level,
level, and
assurance
assurance of
of arrenuacor
attenuator linearity
linearity or dIal
dial
tracking
tracking accuracy.
accuracy.
Ourput
Output voltage
voltage measuring
measuring equipment
has
has an
an input
input impedance
impedance of 50 ohms,
ohms,
thus
load and
normal load
and dupli.
duplithus providing a normal
eating
cating the
the input impedance
impedance of the acaccessory
cessory 50l-B
501-B Cable
Cable at die
the signal
signal generator
erator panel
panel connectOr.
connector.

(A) BASIC S T A N D A R D I Z A T I O N (DC)

IRESISTOR
(8) DC T O A F TRANSFER

R F SIGNAL
GENERATOR
BOLOMETER
BRIDGE

-

RF
Method
RF Output
Output Collbrotion
Calibration - Method
11 _ •. A
A three stage
stage process
process is involved

...

volin
in our
our standardization
standardization of RF OUtput
output voltages
tages (see
(see Figure
Figure 2).
21.
a.
a. &nil:
Basic Standarai%aJ;oft
Standardization (performed
in aa tC'mperature<onuolled
hu·
temperature-controlled and humidity<OOtr'OlIed
room).. The
'The current
midity-controlled room)
from
OC supply is passed through
dlrough
from aa DC
aa thermocouple
thermocouple ammeter and resistor
series
OC voltage
series connea:ed.
connected. 'The
The DC
meas·
develoJXd
developed across
across the resistor is measured on a basic standard
sr:andard consisting of
of
aa Weston Model 4 Standard Cell (unsaturated
Leeds
saturated cadmium
cadmium type) and Leeds
and Northrup Type K-2 PotentioPotentiois 0.1
0.1 %
%..
merer.
accuracy is
meter. Over-all
Over-all accuracy
b. DC to
AF Transfer.
to...iF
T'Qmf~. Current from
a low distortion AF oscillator is substituted for DC and adjusted
adjuSted for the
tht
same thermocouple ammeter reading
reading
as with
widl DC. The AF signal voltage
voltage
now
DOW developed across
acrOlis the resistor
resistor and
is
applied to the electronic voltmeter
voltmeter is
equal in magnitude to
to the
the previous
previous
DC voltage (the electronic
e1CCl:ronic voltmeter
voltmerer
loading is negligible). The AF
AF volvol·
tage accuracy is 0.5%.
c. RF
RF Standardization.
SlandaraiUlion. The speciallybuilt bolometer
bolomeler bridge
bridge responds
equally to
to an
an internally
imernally generated low
low
distortion AF
distOrtion
AF voltage,
voltagC', or
or to
to RF
RF
voltage
voltage from
from the
the signal
signal generator
gl!'1leratOr bebeing
is substituted
substituted
ing calibrated
calibrated which
which is
for
'The electronic
e1earonic voltvoltfor the
the former.
former. The
meter
b ) is
is used
used to
to standardize
standardize
meter from
from ((b)
the
the AF
AF voltage
voltage and,
and, hence,
hence, to
to calicali·
brate
brate the
the signal
signal generator,
generator, usually
usually at
at
50
50 KpV
¥:.poV RF
RF and
and at
at several
.several output
OUtput
frequencies.
frequencies. The
The bolometer
bolomer.er bridge
bridge ininput
is equal
equal to
to the
the signal
signal
pur impedance
imJXdallCe is
generator
output impedance,
impedance, 50
50 ohms.
ohms.
generator output

Accuracy
Accuracy of
of the
the RF
RF voltage
voltage measmeasurement,
uremem, including
including reading
reading errors,
errors, isis
9% to
%.
normally
normally 22%
to 33%.
22

’

(C) BOLOMETER BRIDGE C A LI BRATES
R F SIGNAL GEN ER A T OR

METHOD

I

b-7
245-8

2 4 5 - 8 RF VOLTAGE STANDARD IS COMPARED
TO BOLOMETER BRIDGE j 2 4 5 - B MAY THEN BE
USED T O CALIBRATE SIGNAL GENERATORS.

METHOD

IT

Figure
2. Standardization
Iigu,.2.
Standardi"";,,n of
"f
RF
Ilf Output
OUlpur Voltages.
V"IIa!!•••

RF
Rf Output
Output Calibration
ColibrCltion - Method
Method
22 .... RF
RFVoltage
VoltageStandard
StandardType
Type245-B1,
245-B',z.:!.
This
This instrument
instrument may
may be
be used
used as
as aa calicalibrated
btatC'd voltmeter
Yolunerer of
of approximately
approximately 50
50
ohms input
input impedance,
impedance, and
aad provides
provides aa
direct
ditCCl: check
check on
on the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of signal
signal
generator
OUtput voltages
voltages in
in the
the 50
50
generator output
KpV
region.
Kp. V region.
Our
Our calibration
calibralion procedure
procedure starts
StartS with
with
the
Cell but
but differs
differs somewhat
somewhat
Ihe Standard
Standard Cell
in
in detail
der:ail from
from that
that used
used for
for the
the bolobolometer
'The 245-B
245-8 input
input voltage
voltage
merer bridge.
bridge. The
accuracy
± 10% for
for frequenfrequenacruracy rating
rating isis &lo%
cies
cies of
of 100
100 kc
kc to
to 300
300 mc;
me; however,
however, the
die
units
usc for
for signal
signal generator
generator calicaliunits we
we use
bration
bration are
are additionally
additionally calibrated
calibrated by
by
direct
direct comparison
comparison to
to the
the standardized
standardizC'd
bolometer
(RF comparison
comparison as
as inin
bolometer bridge
bridge (RF
Figure
) , thus
Figure 22),
thus attaining
attaining accuracy
accuracy apat>
proaching
of the
the bolometer
bolometer bridge.
bridge.
proaching that
that of

..
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Figu •• 3. RF
/J.F Comparison
C.. mpa.il.. n ..
245-& RF
/If Voltage
Va/1agl
ofI 245-8
Figure
S'andard
B.idg•.
Standard /..
t o B..I"m.'.,
Bolometer Bridge.

...

Linearity . . . The
Attenuator Linearity
linearity, or dial
linearity,
dial rracking
tracking accuracy,
accuracy, of
piston (mutual coupling) attenuatOrs
attenuators is
mechanical design
primarily a matter of mechanical
tOlerances. RF
and control
control of mechanical
mechanical tolerances.
leakage must also
levels.
also be held to low
low levels.
Low·level attenuator OUtput
voltages,
Low-level
output voltages,
i.e., in the one microvolt region, may
i.e.,
measured by means
means of the
be electrically
electrically measured
RF Voltage Standard
Standard Type 245-BI,2
245-B1,2
245-8 accuracy,
accuracy,
mentioned above.
above. The 245-B
accordance with the ininwhen used in accordance
structions
structions provided for this applicaapplicais:
tion, is:
kc to 100 mc
±10%
IOOkctolOOmc
+ l o % 100
±15%
me
2 1 5 % to 500
500 mc
±20% to 1000
1000 mc
&20%

figllr.
4. Measurement
M.... II •• m.nt ..of1 fM
Figure 4.
FM D."ial;""
Deviation ..
a nndd
FM Dill",/i.."
Distortion ..off Type 202-E
FM-AM Sig"..'
Signal
202-E fM_AM
fM
G.".,al", by -Use
U.. of
..I F
fM
li"..., Detector
Dd."", aa"d
Generator
M Linear
nd
A.... cial~ "'ppa,allli.
Associated
Apparatus.

Frequency Modulation
Modulation Range,
Range,
HClrmonic Distortion
Accuracy, cmd
and Harmonic
Distortion

-

\......W

A single
single "setup"
“setup” of test apparatus is
arranged
ro measure these three interarranged to
dependent characteristics.
characteristics. (figure
(Figure 4).
4).
TIle
basic [est
The basic
test apparatus
apparatus is a specially
specially
built FM Linear
Linear Detector
DeteCtor having adeade<juate
quate range of FM deviation
deviation and AF
response.
response. This Detector (including
( including builtin heterodyne
heterodyne oscillatOr
oscillator and
and mixer for
fre<J.uency conversion)
cOnnects
signal frequency
signal
conversion) connects
to the modulated RF output of the sigsignal
de·modulated
nal generatOr
generator and
and delivers
delivers de-modulated
output voltage faithful in amount and
and
harmonic
harmonic distortiOn
distortion to the amount of
FM deviation
FM
deviation and harmonic distortion
present in the signal
signal generator OUtput.
output.

Associated
Associated apparatus
apparatus consists
consists of an
electronic voltmeter
vohmeter and distortion
analyzer for reading the Detector outOutvoltage and harmonic distOrtion~
put voltage
distortion.
For calibration
calibration of the OUtput
output voltage
readings
readings vs FM deviarion
deviation the Detector
input is connected to the output of a
rhe Bessel
signal
calibrated by the
signal generatOr
generator calibrated
Zero method3.
method a• The calibration
calibration thus relies basically upon audio modulating frefre·
lies
ac<juencies
quencies which call
can be measured acfrequency
curately
curately (e.g.
(e.g. by use of a frequency
councer).
counter). An alternative calibration
employs the Weston
WestOn Model 4
method employs
Leeds and Northrup Type
Standard
Standard Cell, Leeds
crystal·standK-2 Potcntiometer,
Potentiometer, and crystal-standDetecardized
ardized signal
signal frequencies.
frequencies. The Detector employs
employs an electronically
electronically regulated
power supply and has excellent long
term stability.
term
stability.
In production testing each generator
checked and
rhe RF
is checked
and adjusted
adjusted (within the
unit) at several
several output frequencies
frequencics for
deviation.
the COrtect
correct value of FM deviation.
Adjustment for acceptable
acceptable distortion
distOrtion is
also
also made within the RF unit.
Amplitude Modulation
Modulation Range,
Range,
Accuracy, and Harmonic
HClrmonic Distortion
Distortion
For {he
the measurement of
of (he
the depth of
amplitzlde modulation
modalation either of two
amplitude
tWO
methods may be employed.
methods
employed.
Method a. This is the familiar
familiar trapefrequency conzoidal pattern
method. A frC<Jucncy
zoidal
parcern mefhod.
verter, providing conversion
conversion of the sigsigverter,
na) generator
generaror OUtpUt
frequency to
ftenal
output frequency
to a frequency suitable
suitable for the oscilloscope,
oscilloscope, and
<juency
having a linear input voltage
voltage vs output
OUtput
voltage relationship, is interposed
interposed between the signal
signal generator OUtpUt
output and
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope input.

Me/hod
particularlY
Method b. This method is particularly
adaptable to generators having a modumoduaCtuated by the modulamodulalation meter actuated
tion component of the RF carrier,
carrier, in
addition to the usual
usual RF carrier monitor meter.
The basic formula is
V. e
141.4 V,,

%AM=
%AM

v,.

V,,
V. e and Vd,
reV de indicate rewhere V,,
spectively
voltage (RMS)
spectively the AC voltage
and DC voltage components
components of the
demodulated carrier voltage.
voltage.
demodulated
corcection, usually
For best accuracy
accuracy a correction,
of a minor nature, for the rectifier charcharacteristic
acteristic curvature should be deterdetermined.
mined.
Harmonic diJtorlion
measdistortion is usually measured by conne<:ting
connecting a distortion analyzer
analyzer
monitOr
to a suirable
suitable point in the RF monitor
circuit and
presand reading the distOrtion
distortion present in the AC portion of the demod·
demodulated carrier voltage.
3

Microphonism
Microphonism

FM microphonism can be very troublesome when making tests
testS involving small
small
deviation. Bench vibravalues of FM deviation.
tion may be conducted to
to a signal gengendie bench, or vibravibraeratOr
erator resting on the
generations may be set up within the generator by airborne sounds within the room
in which the generator is used.
Wirhin the generator a major item of
Within
susceptibiliry
oscillator section
susceptibility is the oscillator
section of
capacitOr. Vibrations
the main tuning capacitor.
·10 the plates or blades of
transmitted ‘to
this vqiable
variable capacitor
capacitor cause undesired
FM of the signal
signal generator output frefre<juency,
normal
quency, thus interfering with normal
signal.
usage of the output signal.
indicates
Analysis of this problem indicates
vibrntionthat maximum
maximum cancellation
cancellation of vibrationcaused capacitance variations is obtained
when the plate spacing is uniform
capacitor. In practice
throughout the capacitor.
visual inspection
inspection of plate spacing,
visual
spacing, a very
important but not self-sufficient
seJf-sufficiem operaopera·
requircd to be followed
tion, is required
followed by an
electrical
electrical check of vibration-induced
additional adjustments
adjustmentS of the plate
FM, additional
spacing
necessary. 11
It is ememspacing often being necessary.
phasized that this adjustment is a spetechni<jue requiring considercialized technique
considerable time and experience
experience to acquire the
necessary skill.
necessary
skill.
Spurious
AM
FM
Spurious A
M on FM
In our types 202-B,
202-B, -c,
-C, -0,
-D, -E,
-E, and -F
-F
Signal Generators,
Signal
Generators, which embody a
fre<juency
frequency modulated oscillator folfollowed by amplifying or frequencyfrequency.
doubling stages,
generadon of undestages, the generation
sired
sired amplitude modulation when em·
emfrequency modulation is largely
largely
ploying frequency
aca problem of interstage tracking accuracy.
example, if the RF ourput
curacy. For example,
output
track" as restage
out of track
stage tuning is “out
ferred
frequency, the
[he
ferred to the oscillator
oscillator frequency,
output stage will be operated (or
"swung")
“swung”) over a sloping portion of its
reSO(lllnce curve
resonance
curve and spurious
spurious amplitude
modulation will be generated (see Figur(5)4.
ure 5 ) 4.
Tuninr adiustments
adjustments of the individual
individual
Tuninp
"'lade during the inin·
srages
stages an~
are ~~_ iil,
!, --~ade
spection of each unit to obtain satisspection
satisfactory interstage tracking accuracy.
accuracy. The
factory
rank circuit resonance curve
Ulrve is observed
tank
observed
on an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope while the generator,
across its
irs
operating on FM, is tuned across
range. In this manner spurious AM as
range.
a result of FM is kept to a low value,
spurious AM
although direct checks of spurious
rourinely made.
made.
are not routinely
H

RF Unit Adjustments
Adjustments

The interlocking nature of various
various
adjustmentS
Ihe RF unit
adjustments made within the
(i. e.
e. by potentiometer adjusrmem
adjustment or

BOONTON
BOONTON

bending
bending of
-of mning
tuning capa-cicor
capacitor plates)
plates 1 apappears
pears to
to be
be worthy
worthy of
of memion.
mention.
Examples,
Examples, particularly
particularly applicable
applicable to
to
FM
FM Signal
SignalGenerators,
Generators, are:
are:
Adiustment
Alfeds
Adjustment For
For
Affects
(a)
(a) FM
FM Deviation
Deviation
calibrarion
Calibration
(b)
( b ) Microphonism
Microphonism

Ourputfrequencycali·
Output frequency calibration
bration accuracy
accuracy and
and
inrerstage
interstage rrad:ing
tracking
aCC!lracy.
accaracy.
(c) Interstage
Interstage rracktrack- Spurious
Spurious AM
AM on
on fM
FM
ing
aOCllracy
ing accuracy
(d)
Output
freImecstage
Ifacking
( d ) Output freInterstage tracking
accuracy
quency
quency calibra·
calibraaccuracy (spurious
(spurious
tion
accuracy
AM
tion accuracy
AM on
on FM
FM and
and
maximum
maxinhm RF
RF
outpur
voltage)
output voltage)

«,
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Swept Frequency
Range
Frequency Range
and Linearity
linearity

8

7

6

5

4

‘ 3

2

I

o w l I I !
*O

part in
in
aeteristics
plays an
impon:am part
acteristics plays
an important
the
genthe long-term
long-term stability
stability of
of signal
signal generacor
is particularly
pareicularly
erator operation.
operation. This
This is
true
respect to
the maintenance
maintenance of
of
true in
in respect
to the
adequate
voltage (RF
moniadequate RF
RF output
output voltage
(RF monitor
tor meter
meter indication).
indication).
For tubes
rubes operating
in class-C
c1ass·C RF
RF
For
operating in
ourput
we have
have found
found
output amplifier
amplifier service
service we
it
proit necessary
necessary to
to adopt
adopt a rack aging procedure
cedure employing
employing a pulsed cathode currem
generaror.
rent derived
derived from
from a pulse generator.
Pulse aged.
insralled in
aged tubes
tubes are later installed
the
which they
they are
are to
to be
be
the insrruments
instruments in
in which
used,
before and
and after
after ininused, and
and operated
operated before
strument
strument calibration.
calibration. This procedure
eliminates
rubes
eliminates a varying percentage of
of tubes
from
from dass-C
class-C service
service but has been found
to
to yield gready
greatly improved
improved reliability in
the field.
field.
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OUTPUT STAGE TRACKING

1250

’

1

Figure 5.
5. Showill9
Showing £ffec'
Effecf 0#
of Iff
RF O,,/pu'
Oufpuf S'"g.
Stage
fig",.
Tracking (os
( a s Refe'enced
Referenced 10
to O
Oscillafor)
on
Troc'ill9
.. it/",od ""
Spurious AM
AM on
o n fM.
FM. (Type
(Type 202·£
202-E 5i9.
Sig. G.".;
Gen.;
Spu,ious
FM De...
Dev. ::::
= 75
75 k)
kc.)
fM

It isis obvious
obvious that adjustment
adjustment aqd
ar)d
It
correction of
of aa panicular
particular type
type of
of RF
RF
correction
unit fault
fault may
may easily
Gasily introduce
introduce aa differdifferunit
ent type
type of
of fauk
fault. This
This is
is not an
an indicaindicaent
on the
the pan
part of
tion of
of technical
technical inability
inability on
cion
the person
person performing
performing the
the adjusnnents.
adjustments,
[he
but isis the
the result
result of
of interaction
interaction of
of adjustadjustbur
ments.
mencs.
W e wish
wish to
to hereby
hereby discourage
discourage user
user
We
field service
service of
of RF
RF units
units because
because (he
the
field
end result
result of
of such
such service
service may.
may, through
through
end
unfamiliarity with
with the
the interactions
interactions ininunfamiliarity
volted, yield
yield an
an innrument
instrument which
which is
is
vol~ed,
operating below
below peak
peak performance.
performance. This
This
operating
would be
be to
to me
the user's
user’s disadvantage
disadvantage as
as
would
well as
as ours.
ours.
well
Tube Stability
Stability
Tube
The stability
stability of
of vacuum-rube
vacuum-tube charcharTl:le

Sweep
Sweep Signal Generators present
problems
of the
problems peculiar to testing of
swept RF output signal.
signal.
For measurement
of
measurement of the linearity of
frequency
frequency deviation of the swept RF
outrut
frequency
output signal
kignal vs the low frequency
sweep
oscilsweep output voltage,
voltage, a calibrated oscilloscope
loscope is needed.
needed. The calibration is
obtained by connecting an adjustable
calibrated
oscilcalibrated voltage source to the oscilloscope
terminals. The X-axis
loscope X-axis
X-axis terminals.
deflection
deflection to right and left of the scale
window
window center, using the center as a
reference point, is plotted
ploned vs the input
reference
volrage.
marks, includvoltage. For convenience
convenience marks,
ing tesr
test limits,
limits, may be placed on the
scale window for equal voltage increscalc
ments.
ments.
Such a calibrated
calibrated oscilloscope is used
Such
in measuring the linearity of the swept
in
output of our Type 240-A Sweep
RF Output
Signal Generator~.
Generator5. The type 240-A inSignal
cludes a built-in crystal-eontrolled
crystal-controlled frecludes
quency identification system.
system. A harquency
monics generator generates a fence of
monics
of
crystal-controlled reference
reference frequencies
crystal-controlled
spacings: 2.5 mc, 0.5
with a choice of spacings:
mc, or
or 0.1
0.1 mc.
sample of
me,
mc. A
A sample
of the
the swept
swept
RF signal
signal bears,
beats, in
in a mixer-amplifier
RF
system, with
with the
system,
the reference
reference fence,
fence, givgiv·
ing "birdie"
“birdie” (zero beat type) markers
at the
same spacing
spacing as the
ar
the same
the reference
reference
fence.
fence.
The X-axis
X-axis terminals
terminals of
of the
The
the calicalibrated oscilloscope
oscilloscope are
are connected
connected to
brated
co the
the
low frequency
frequency sweep
sweep OUtput
output voltage
low
voltage
terminals of
of the
240-A. The
tcrminals
the 240-A.
The Y-axis
Y-axis
terminals are
are connected
connected to
terminals
to the
the output
output
of the
240-A mixer-amplifier
of
the 240-A
mixer-amplifier system
system
(COMPOSITE SIGNAL
SIGNAL OUT
OUT connec(COMPOSITE
connec·
tor). The
The locations
tor).
locations of
of the
the birdie
birdie markmarkers now
now displayed
displayed on
ers
on the
the screen
screen are
are
compared to
calibration marks
or
compared
to the
the calibration
marks or
plot, thereby
thereby measuring
plot,
measuring the
the linearity
linearity of
of
A

4
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C
ORPORATION

the swept
swept RF
RF (i.e.
(i.e. the
rhe frequency
frequency deviadeviathe
tion) vs
vs the
the Signal
Signal Generator
Generator low
low frefretion)
quency sweep
sweep output
Output voltage.
voltage.
quency
Thc RF
RF sweep
sweep width
width of
of the
the 240-A
240-A
The
Signal Generator
Generator may
may be
be measured
measured in
in
Signal
the set-up
set-up just
just described,
described, by
by using
using the
the
the
reference fence
fence of
of “birdie”
"birdie" markers
markers of
of
reference
known frequency
frequency spacing.
Amplitude Flatness
Flatness of
of
Amplitude
RF Output
Output Signal
Signal
Swept RF
The amplitude
amplitude flatness
flatness of
of the
the swept
swept
The
voltage is
is measured
measured by
by ininRF output voltage
terposing a simple
simple broad-band.
broad·band detector
detector
signal generator
generator RF
RF outoutbetween the signal
put connector and
and the
the Y-axis
Y-axis input
input
put
of a DC
DC amplifier
amplifier type
type osciloscilterminals of
loscope. When
When the
the oscilloscope X-axis
X-axis
connected to
to the
the signal
signal
terminals are connected
generatoc low
low frequency
frequency sweep
sweep output
OUtpUt
generator
voltage terminals
terminals the
the horizontal
horizontal trace
traCe
voltage
line now corresponding to
to the
the detector
detector
volrage is
is an
an indicator
indicator of
of the
rhe
output voltage
amplitude flatness
f1arness of
of the
rhe swept
swept RF
RF volvolIf the
me rectangular
rectangular pattern
pattern is
is now
now
tage. If
expanded vertically
vertically by increasing
increasing the
the
Y-gain by
by aa known
known amount,
amount,
oscilloscope Y-gain
variations in
in the
the height
height of
of the
the detector
detector
variations
Output trace
trace from
from the
the horizontal
horizontal zero
zero
output
reference (blanked
(blanked RF
RF output)
ourput) trace
trace
will be
be indicated more
more accurately. CorCorwill
non-linearity may
may
rection for detector non-linearity
be necessary.
necessary.
be

d

W

Summary
Summary

A
A signal generator, in
in order
order that
that itit
may be a useful
useful testing
testing tool,
tool, must
must be
be
to an
an adequate
adequate dedeinitially to
calibrated initially
gree of
of accuracy, and must
musr maintain
maineain
necessary operatoperatadequate accuracy and necessary
ing characteristics over
over aa long
long period
period
of
of time.
rime. These
These important
imporrant attributes
attributes rerequire sound design, careful fabrication,
fabrication,
and careful and thorough
thorough testing
testing proprocedures. It
Ie is
is to
to this
this purpose
purpose that
that our
our
testing and calibrating efforts
effons are
are didirected.
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A Standard
and 1
L
Standard for Q
Q and
The
The widespread
widespread use
use of
of the
the Q
Q meter
meter
in
in indusuy
industry and
and research
research has
has brought
brought
aboue
about the
the need
need for
for some
some simple
simple and
and
practical
practical means
means of
of checking
checking (he
the overall
overall
performance
performance and
and accuracy
accuracy of
of this
this ininsuument.
strument. Up
Up to
to the
the present,
present, thelO3-A
the 103-A
coil
coil series
series has
has served
served this
this purpose
purpose in
in
default
default of
of anything
anything better.
better.
Today,
Today, after
after considerable
considerable research,
research,
BRC
BRC engineers
engineers have
have evolved
evolved 55 new
new
coils,
coils, the
the Q-Standards
Q-Standards Type
Type 518-A.
518-A.
These
These coils
coils arc
are well
well shielded
shielded and
and have
have
b~en
been designed
designed to
to maintain
maintain highly
highly stable
stable
inductance
inductanceand
and Q
Q characteristics.
characteristics. DevelDeveloped
oped for
for use
use with
with Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 260-A,
260-A,
the
the Q-Standards
Q-Standards ate
are useful
useful not
not only
only as
as
aa check
check on
on the
the overall
overall performance
performance of
this
this instrument
instrument bue
but can
can be
be used
used as
as tefreference
erence inductors
inductors for
for many
many impedance
impedance
measurements.
measurements. Similar
Similar in
in construction
construction
and
and performance
performance to
to the
the 513-A,
513-A, these
these
Standards.
Standards, in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
5l3-A,
5 13-A,provide
provide frequency
frequency coverage
coverage from
from
50
50 kc
kc to
to 50
50 mcmc- the
the entire
entire range
range of
Q-Meter
Q-Meter Type
Type 260-A.
260-A.

-

II

Y

Construction
Construction Details
Details

Fig,,'. 2.
figure

In
In external
external appearance
appearance the
the coils
coils are
are
very
very similar
similar co
to the
the inductors Type
Type
103-A
103-A which
which are
are available
available for
for use
use as
as
accessory
accessory coils
coils in
in aa variety
variety of
of Q
Q meter
meter
measurements,
measurements. This
This resemblance
resemblance is
is only
only
superficial,
superficial, however,
however, since
since highly
highly spespecialized design
design and
and manufacturing
manufacturing techtechcialized
niques are
are rCtJuired
required to
to provide
provide the
the high
high
niques
degree of
of elccrrical
electrical stability
stability demanded
demanded
degree
of such
such units.
units.
of
The Q
Q Standard
Standard unit
unit consists
consists of
of aa
The

A
Figcrre I.
1. Winding
Winding 0'
of Coil
Coil on
on St_"lil.
Sfeatife 'o,m.
Form;
Fig"...

.........,.

---_

specially developed
developed high-Q
high-Q coil
coil wound
wound
specially
on aa stahle
stable low-loss
low-loss Steatite
Steatite form
form :lnd
and
on
protected by
by aa covering
covering of
of low
low loss
loss mamaprotected
terial (Figure
(Figure 1).
l ) . After
After winding,
winding, the
the
rerial
coil isis heated
heated to
to remove
remove any
any moisture
moisture
coil
present, coated
coated with
with silicone
silicone varnish
varnish
present,
2 ) . Desirable
Desirable Q
Q
and baked
baked (Figure
(Figure 2).
and
versus
frequency
characteristics
are
obversus frequency characteristics are ob-

Vo,ni,"'ng and
and Baking
Bolting the
,,,. Coil
Coil Form.
'o,m.
Varnishing

rained
necessary by a carbon
tained where
where necessary
film
film resistor shunted
shunted across the coil.
The
The coil
coil form
form is mounted on a copper
base
base fitted to a cylindrical shield can.
unit is hermetically sealed, evacThe unir
uated and filled with an inert
ineH gas
1 p.s.i.
to
to a pressure of 1
p. s. i. above aunospheric pressure, (Figure 3). Coil leads
pheric
are brought
brought through the base to banana
are
connectors which
whidl can be replaced
plug connectors
if necessary without breaking the seal.
The high potential connector is slightly
The
slighdy
longer than the low potential connector
longer
connectOr
and is insulated from
a.nd
from the base by a
ceramic seal
seal which serves as a stop to
ceramic
insure accurately reproducible
insure
reproducible positionpositionto the
ing of the unit with respect to
Q-Meter cabinet.
Q-Meter

tion as
as read
read on an
an average
average Q
Q meter.
meter.
tion
Any instrument
instrument whose
whose readings
readings vary
vary
Any
the nameplate values
values of
of indicated
indicated
from the
by more
more than
than +S%
±8% between
between 50
50 ke
kc
Q by
mc, increasing
increasing to
to f±1 13%
at 50
SO
3 % at
and 30 mc,
mc,
me, is not
nor operating
operating in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the
the original specifications.
specifications.
Resonating
Resonating capacitance
capacitance isis defined
defined as
as
the
the reading
reading on
on the
the internal
internal resonating
resonaring
capacitor
capacitOr dials
dials of
of an “average”
"average" Q
Q meter
meter
at resonance
resonance for stipulated
stipulated frequencies
fre<juencies
which
been checked against
against aa cryscryswhich have
have been
tal
The 33 values
values of
of resonatresonartal calibrator. The
ing
ing capacitance marked
marked on
on the
the namenameplate
‘/z % or
%ppf
to &
±;.1%
or f
±YzJ.!pJ
plate are accurate to
whichever is greater. (Figure 44).
).

Electrical Characteristics
Electrical

Accwacy
Accuracy of
of Indicated
Indicotea Q:
Q: The
The indicated
indicated
Q values marked
marked on
on the
the Q-Standard
Q.Standard
provide
acprovide aa convenient
convenient check
check on
on the
the accuracy
curacy of
of the
rhe Q-indicating
Q-indicating meter
meter readreadings. To
To make
make such
such aa check
check proceed
proceed
as
as fallows:
follows:
Allow
to warm
warm up
up for
for
Allow the
the Q-meter
Q-meter to
one hour. Then plug
plug the
rhe Q-Standard
Q.Srandard
into
into the
the coil
coil posts,
posts, making
making sure
sure that
that the
the
knurled
knurled binding
binding post
post nuts
nuts are
are tightened
tightened
and
and the
the Q-Standard
Q-Standard properly
properly seated.
seated.
Now
Now zero
zero the
the meters
meters and
and adjust
adjust the
[he
internal
internal resonating
resonating cafacitor
capacitor to
to resores0nance
nance at
at the
the three
three resonating
resonating frequenfrequen-

electrical characteristics
The principal electrical
of each
each Q-Standard
Q-Standard are
of
are measured
measured at
at the
the
factory and
and scamped
stamped on
factory
on the
[he nameplate
nameplate
of the
the unit.
unit. Three
Three setS
sets of
of data
data are
are thus
thus
of
provided
cover the
to cover
the low,
low, middle
middle and
and
provided to
upper frCtJuency
frequency ranges
ranges of
upper
of the
the 260-A
260-A
Q-Meter. Each
Each sec
set of
of data
dara contains
contains the
[he
Q-Meter.
following information:
check frefollowing
information; aa check
frequency and
and its
associated values
quency
its associated
values of
of
resonating capacitance
capacitance and
Q.
resonating
and indicated
indicated Q.
Indicated Q
Q is defined
defined as
Indicated
as the
[he circuit
Q of
of the
the inductor
inductor and
Q
and Q
Q meter
meter combinacorribina5
s

Applications
Applications

BOONTON
B
OONTON

b’
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and
[60·...... A
A knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the coil’s
coil's
and 160-A.
inductance
and
distributed
capacitance
inductance and distributed capacitance
will
in this
will be
be helpful
helpful in
this application.
application.*e
Distributed
Capacitance
(~):: The
The
Distributed Capacitance (cd)
value
value of
of distributed
distributed capacitance (the
effective
of the
the
effective disuibuted
distributed capacitance
capacitance of
coil
measured in
in position
position
coil assembly
assembly as
as measured
on
for the
the Q-St',lndard
on the
the Q-meter)
Q-meter) for
Q-Standard
can
be determined
by the
the following
following
can be
determined by
formula.
twO of
the three
three sets
setS of
of
formula. Any
Any two
of the
data
nameplate of
of the coil
data given
given on the nameplate
may be
may
be used.
used.
2 Cl
C:!-n
C2 -n2C1

c
,,=---Cd =

figll'.
Seuling 0"",0/;0..
Operation of
of 00 SlonJo,J..
Sfundard..
Figure 3.
3. Seoling

cies
cies marked
marked on
on me
the nameplate.
nameplate. Adjust
Adjust
the
X Q concrols
controls to
to obtain
obtain aa reading
reading of
of
the XQ
Xl
X I on
on the
the Multiply-Q~By
Multiply-&-By meter at
at each
each
frequency
frequency seeting
setting of
of the
the 26O-.-\.
260-A. The
The
reading
of me
the Q-Indicating
Q-Indicating meter
meter at
at
reading of
each
each frequency
frequency should
should correspond
correspond to
to
the
on the
the indicated
indicated Q
Q value
value marked
marked on
Q-Srandard
Q-Standard within
within the
the tolerance
tolerance menmentioned
For best
best resultS,
results, the
the frefretioned above.
above. For
quency
be set
set
quency of
of the
the Q
Q meter
meter should
should be
using
using aa crystal
crystal frequency
frequency calibrator.
calibrator.
Accuracy
Acczlracy of
of lntem,u
Internal ReJonating
Resonding Capaci.
Capacitor
tor CJ1ibrf'tion:
C,alibrqtion: The
The coil
coil may
may be
be used
to
to check
check the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of internal
internal resoresonating
nating capacicor
capacitor dial
dial readings.
readings. This
This is
is
done
done in
in the
the following
following manoer:
manner:
Allow
Allow the
the Q-meter
Q-meter to
to warm
warm up for
for
one
one hour
hour before
before mounting
mounting the Q-StandQ-Standard
on the
the coil
coil postS.
posts. Adjust
Adjust for
for aa
ard 00
Multipry-Q-By
Mzlltiply-Q-By reading
reading of
of X
X11 while
while
adjusting
adjusting the
the oscillator
oscillator to
to the
the desired
desired
frequeocy
frequency (which
(which has
has previously been
been
checked
checked against
against aa crystal
crystal calibratOr).
calibrator),
Now
Now tune
tune the
the circuit
circuit co
to resonance
resonance by
by

n2Where

1

C
resonating capacicapaci.
C1I =
= internal resonating
rance reading
teading at the first
tance
frequency ((ff Il )) ..
C
resonating capaci= internal resonating
C22 =
ranee reading at the sectance
ond frequency (fz),
(f2 ), where
the first frequency is an
integral multiple of
of secse<ond.
n = ration of fl
f l to
co ff22

eFor
*For aa full
full discussion of
of this subject
see
see Boonton Radio Corporation's
Corporation’s instrucrion
struction manuals on Radio Frequency
Measurements,
26O-A QMeasurements, the Type 260-A
Meter
Meter or Type 16O-A
160-A Q-Meter.
True
Trae Inductance
Indzlctance (L):
(L): The true inductance
coil may be determined
ance of the coil
determined by

1
l

L = =----L
w~
(C.+CJ)
0’ (
cr
cd)

+

and Effective InduClance (L~);
L

resonating capacitance for any point
The resonating
determined bymay now be determined
by11
C, =
cd
C,=---c"
O’L
w'L
Use With
With Q-Meter
9-Meter Type 160-A
Use
Figure 4.
4. Checlring
Checking Colib,o,;on
Calibration 01
of Q
Q on<l
and C.
C.
figll,e

means of
of the
the internal
internal resona/ing
resonating capacicapacimeans
tor dials.
dials. Reading
Reading obtained
obtained should
should be
tor
the same
same value
value as
as indicated
indicated on
on the
the
the
nameplate within
within the
the tOlerances
tolerances of
of the
the
nameplate
instrumentand
and the
the coil.
coil.
instrument
Use al
as aa Work
Work Coil:
Coil: The
The Q-Standard
Q-Standard is
is
Vre
useful as
as an
an extremely
extremely stable
stable work
work coil
coil
useful
for accurate
accurate measurements
measurements by
by the
the paralparalfor
lel method
method with
with Q.Meters
Q-Meters Type
Type 260-A
260-A
lel

The low frequency and the high freThe
frequency performance
performance of
of the
quency
the Type
Type 160-A
160·A
Q-Meter (designed
(designed in
1938) is
Q-Meter
in 1938)
is not
nor as
as
good as
as the
current Type
Type 260-A
good
the current
26O·A QQMeter ro
to which
Q data
Meter
which the
the Q
dara on
on the
the coil
coil
directly applies.
applies. The
direccly
The following
following table
table
shows the
approximate multiplying
shows
the approximate
multiplying facfac·
tor which
which must
applied to
ror
must be
be applied
to the
the Q
Q data
dara
on the
of the
18-A,
stamped 00
stamped
the nameplate
nameplate of
the 5518-A,
making it
it generally
generally applicable
applicable to
making
ro an
an
average Type
Type 160-A
Q-Meter.
average
16O-A Q-Meter.
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CORRECTION TABLE
TABLE
CORRECTION

Coil No.
No.
Coil
5t8-Al
5 18-A1
5518-A2
18-A2
5518-A3
18-A3
5518-.-\4
18-A4
5518-A5
18-A5

Frequency Range
Range
Freqzlency
15mc- 45mc
45mc
15mc15mc
55mc·
m c - 15mc
1.5 mc
me·- 4.5
4.5 mc
me
1.5
150kc-450kc
150
kc - 450 kc
50kc·150kc
50
kc - 150 kc

Approximate Resonating
R6Jonating Capacitance
Capacit<l11Ce
A;P;Proximate

400 P
1'/4
400
Pf
0.86
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.97

100 PiLMI
100
Pf

40 PMiLl
40
Pf
1.15
0.96
0.96
1.15
0.98
0.98
11.00
.oo
11.00
.oo
1l.00
.oo
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.97
0.83
0.90
0.90
0.83
information on
on these
these
For additional information
faaors see
see “Q
"Q Meter
Meter ComComcorrection factors
parison", BRC
BRC Notebook,
Notebook, No.
No.2,
Sumparison”,
2, Sum1954.
mer, 1954.

Service Note
adjustment
Low-frequency adjustment
of RRX
Meter, Type
Type 250-A
250-A
of
X Meter,
Occasionally. aa situation
situation develops
develops
Occasionally,
it is
is impossible
impossible to
to achieve
achieve balbalwhere it
ance at the
the lower
lower frequencies
frequencies when
when
using the R
RX
X Meter,
Meter, Type
Type 250-A.
250-A. The
The
using
following discusses the
the method
method by
by which
which
following
may be
be corrected.
correCted.
this condition may
All adjustments
adjustments of
of the
the 250-A
250-A R
RX
X
All
Meter bridge
bridge circuit
circuit are
are made
made at
at B.R.C.
B.R.C.
Meter
before the
the R,
RI , drum dial
dia:l isis calibrated,
calibrated.
before
calibratiOn itself,
itself, entails
entails the
the
The actual calibration
hand marking
marking of
of every
every point
point
painstaking hand
along the effective
effecrive 28
28 inches
inches of
of the
the
scale.
However,
However, since the
the nature
nature of
of the
the ininstrument is
is such that
that at
at frequencies
frequencies
above 100
100 MCS,
MCS, the
the zero
zero balance
balance of
of the
the
bridge
bridge is
is of
of necessity,
necessity, very
very sensitive
sensitive to
ro
minute variations
variations in
in internal
internal circuit
circuit
capacitance; a scxew
screw driver
driver trimmer
trimmer
adjustment,
adjustment. described on
on page
page 77 of
of the
the
Summer 1954,
1954, Number
Number 22 issue
issue of
of the
the
Notebook, is provided
provided to
to compensate
compensate
for any slight
slight changes that
that may
may occur
occur
after the dial
dial is
is engraved.
This
This is
is the
the only adjustment of
of the
the
bridge circuit
circuit that
that should be
be made
made in
in
the
the field.
field.
About
About an
an inch
inch and
and aa half
half to
ro the
the right
right
and
and slightly
slighrly to
ro the
the rear
rear of
of this
this trimmer
trimmer
is
is another
another screw
screw driver
driver adjustment,
adjustment.
designated,
designated, C
C 109
109 on
on the
the schematic,
schematic,
which
which can
can be
be seen
seen when
when the
the top
top cover
cover
of
of the
the instrument
instrument is
is removed.
removed. (Figure
(Figure
1).
I). The
The setting
setting of
of this
this trimmer
ttimmer isis exex·
tremely
tremely critical
critical and
and upon
upon itit depends,
depends, to
to
aa great
great extent,
extent, borh
both the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the
Rp
R p calibration
Ollibration and
and the
the proper
proper balancing
balancing

-

-
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of
of the
the bridge
bridge atat all
all frequencies.
frequencies. Under
Under
no
no circumstances,
circumstances, therefore,
therefore, should
should this
this
uimmer
trimmer be
bedislUfbed.
disturbed.
In
In cases
cases where
where users
users of
of the
the 250
250 have,
have,
neverthel~
nevertheless, lUfned
turned this
this trimmer
trimmer and
and
ended
ended up
up with
with aa bridge
bridge which
which armor
cannot
be
be made
made to
to balance,
balance, especially
especially atat low
low
frequencies,
frequencies,the
the following
followingprocedure
procedurewill
will
in
to
in most
most cases
cases restore
restore the
the instrument
instrument to
normal
normaloperation.
operation.

•
Figure I.1. lOC'Olliooo
Location 01
of r'itn....'.
Trimmer, C'Of
C109 I..,
for
'",UN
A,ofjot..
_ 1 ,...,,......
Adjustment
Purposes.

v

L

Set the
the frequency
frequency to
to .5
.5 me
mc aocl.
and the
L1. Set
R,p dial
dial to
to 00.
00.
R
2. Adjust
Adjust the
the "detector
“detector runing~
tuning” knob
2.
in the
the nonnal
normal manner for
for maximaxiin
mum defleaion
deflection of
of the meter.
meter.
mum
“R Coa.rse"
Coarse” and
and
Position both
both me
the "R
3.3. Position
“R Fine"
Fine” balance
balance knobs
knobs so
so that
"R
the set
set screws
screws are
are at
at "10
“10 o·c1ock".
o’clock”.
the
the "C"
4. Turn the
“C’ balance
balance knob fully
fully
4.
clockwise.
clockwise.
Using the
the e"
C, crank
crank knob
knob and
and the
5.5. Using
trimmer C
C 109
109 mentioned
mentioned above,
above,
trimmer
balance the
the bridge,
bridge. This should
balance
occur at
at zero
zero or
or within
within 10
10 mmfds
mmfds
occur
in the
the silver
silver ponion
portion of
of the
the Cu
C,
in
dial. For
For the
the final
final balmce,
balance, aa slight
slight
dial.
adjustment of
of the
the "R
“R Fine”
Fine" balbaladjustment
ance might
might be
be necessary.
necessary.
ance
Using precision
6. Using
6.
precision film
film resistors,
resistors,
check the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the
dial
check
the R,
RII diaJ
at 10
10 kk and
and at
at 200
200 ohms
ohms (Fre(Freat
quency scillit
still at 05
0.5 mc).
queocy
me). If
If the
the 200
200
ohm
resistor
reads
low,
turn
ohm resistor reads low, turn the
the
“R Coarse"
Coarse” knob
knob 11a little
"R
little .more
more
counter-clockwise and
and repeat
steps
repeat steps
coumer-clockwise
1, 2,
2, 4,
4, 55 and
and 6.
6. If
ohm
I,
If the
the 200
200 ohm
resistor reads
“R Coarse"
Coarse”
resistor
reads high,
high, turn
lUfn"R
knob clockwise
clockwise and
and repeat
knob
repeat as
as bebefore.
fore.
cover and
and check
check for
7. Replace
7.
Replace cover
for
balance.
balance.
8. Qurl:
Check for
8.
for balance
balance at
at 200
200 and
and 250
250
mcs
as
covered
in
the
manual.
rnes as covered in the manual.

The
The Price
Price of an
an Instrument
FRANK
FRANK G.
G. MARBLE,
MARBLE, Viu
V i c e Pr"itlul-S.J"
P r e s i d e m t -S a l e s
A
A general
general increase
increase in
in our
our prices
prices was
was
pm
put into
into dfect
effect on
on December
December 1,
1, 1956;
1956;
the
the first
first such
such adjust:ment
adjustment in
in many
many years.
years.
This
This change
change was
was necessary
necessary because
because in·
increased
creased material
material COStS
costs and
and operating
operating exexpenses
penses could
could no
no longer
longer be
be completely
completely
procompensated
by engineering
engineering and
and procompensated by
duction
volume.
duction ingenuity
ingenuity and
and increased
increased volume.
111ese
These factors
factors had
had "held
“held the line"
line” for a
remarkably
remarkably long
long time; one instrument
model, sold
re<endy
recently replaced
replaced by a new model,
at
years.
at the
the same
same price for
for almost
almost ten years.
The present necessity
for
I.
necessity for a price
change
change and
and the long period of stable
prices
increases in
prices in
in face
face of continuing increases
prices
prices in
in the general
general economy,
economy, gave rise
to
of
to some
some consideration
consideration of the price of
an
an instrument.
instrument. JUst
Just how docs
does a comcompany establish
price? Having
establish such
such a price?
established
established the price, how can it maintain
tain that price over SUStained
sustained periods
and
and still
still pay its expenses
expenses and make a
profit?
profit?
Tn
To produce m
an instrument, once a
marker is determined to
TO exist and specispeci·
market
ficarions
cogifications have been established; engineering, development,
development, and design must
neering,
be undertaken
undenakco to prepare models and ininformation from which manufacture
manufacrure can
be undertaken. The market
marker determinadererminaare
tion and specification
specification establishment are
overhead expenses
expenses applicable to any instrument development while the costs
COSts
of engineering the instrument are
arc for
the most part specific and must be paid
paid
proout of sales of the instrument. To produce the instrument, materials
be
mluerials must
must be
purchased, labor expended and the ininstrument must
mUSt be advertised and called
to
to potential customers attention.

The price must be
be set
set prior
prior to
to sale
sa.le
and thus calls for estimates and judgjudgment, since actual
acrual specific experience
is
is not
nor available.
available. The
The costs
costJ of
of engineerengineer.
ing
can be
be ascertained
ascertained since
since final
fina.! pricpdcing can
ing
ing usually
usually takes
takes place
place near
near the
the comcom·
pletion
plerion of
of the engineering
engineeting cycle.
cycle. The
1be
length of
of time over which the
the engineerenginttring
ing costs
costS will
will be
be spread
spread and
and the
the expected
expected
number
number of
of sales
sales in
in that
that period
period must
must be
be
estimated.
1be engineering
engineering costs
costS can
can
estimated. The
then
be divided
divided by
by this
this number
number of
of units
units
then be
which
which result
result now
now forms
forms part
part of
of the
the inin·
strument’s
COSL Material
Material estimates
estimates and
and
strument's cost.
labor
labor time
time estimates,
estimates, yield
yield additional
additional
costs.
COSts. Finally,
Finally, overhead,
overhead, representing
representing
the
COSts of
of services;
services; purchasing,
purchasing, selling
seUing,
the costs
7

supervision,
building, tool
rool costs,
costs, etc.
erc. and
and
supervision, building,
profit are
the price
price becomes
becomes
profit
are added
added and
and the
available.
available.
The labor time estimates must be
projected as
as an
an average
average over
over aa period
period of
of
projected
The early
early instruments
instruments will
will always
always
time. The
time.
take much
much more
more time
time than
than the
the average
average
take
for the
the life
life of
of the
the instrument.
instrument, These
These
for
early instruments
inStruments will
will cost
COSt more
more than
than
early
Estimating this
this
their selling price. Estimating
is important.
important. As
As aa
"lcarning curve"
“learning
curve” is
must sell the
the
minimum, the instrument must
of units estimated within
within the
the
number of
COStS are
are
time in which the engineering costs
If it
it sells additional
additional units
units
to be repaid. If
longer time, capital
capitaJ for
for additional
over a longer
lowered price
price for
for
engineering and a lowered
GcnenJ
results. General
subsequent instruments results.
attention to
to reasonable
reuonable overhead costs
COSts
maintained.
must be continuously maintained.
If all this
this work
work is
is properly
properly done,
dooe, aI
If
priced instrument
instrument will
will result
result
reasonably priced
CUStomers over
over aa conconwhich attracts
attractS customers
period of
of time.
rime. A
A properly
properly
siderable period
engineered and
and priced
priced instrument
instrument will
will
rerurn its
its purchase
purchase price
price many
many times
times
return
to its
its user.
user. W
We
believe, that
that elece1ecover to
e believe,
uonic instruments
instruments are
are one
one of
of the
the bigbigtronic
gest bargains
bargains available
available in
in today’s
today's market.
marker.
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It
It is
is widely
widely feared
feared our
our nation
nation isis fallfalling
ing behind
behind in
in the
the technological
technological race.
race.
The
increasing at
at
The worlds
world's population
population isis increasing
an
an accelerating
accelerating tempo
tempo but
but the
the need
need for
for
technically
technically trained
trained personnel
personnel in
in this
this age
age
of
of automation
automation increases
increab at
at an
an even
even faster
faster
rate.
rate. While
While waiting
waiting for
for the
the educational
educational
system
to re-adjust
Ie-adjust itself
itseU in
in the
the light
light of
of
system to
present
present day
day reakies,
rClUiries, most
mosr employers
employers
are
are searching
searching for
for ways
ways and
md means
means of
of
improving
of our
our present
present
improving the
the efficiency
efficiency of
crop
of engineers.
engineers. Magazines
Magazines devoted
dev<Xed
crop of
to
to this
this problem
problem have
have sprung
sprung up.
up. PerPersonality
sonaJiry and
and environmental
environmenta.l factors
factors are
are
coming
coming in
in for
for more
more attention.
attention, PsychoPsychological
Mproblem child’,
child",
logical terms
terms - the
the “problem
non-conformist,
non-eonfocmist, the
the unconscious,
unconscious, the
the
subconscious,
subconscious, the
the semi-conscious
semi-eonscious and
and
the
the no-account
no·accounr are
are now
now found
found liberally
liberally
sprinkled
sprinkled throughout
throughout our
our technical
techniCal
literature.
licerawre.
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No longer
longer isis Management
Maruigement concerned
conce-mOO
No
solely with
with the
the technical
technical merit
me-rit of
of the
rhe
solely
engineering applicant.
applicanL In
In the
the larger
larger corcor·
engineering
where- Research
Re:st'UCh and
and DevelopDevelopponuions where
porations
~nt receives
receives aa significant
significant share
share of
of the
the
ment
dolla.r, the
the biological
biological or“animate
OJ'~aninute
budgt't dollar,
budget
sciences" - psychology,
psychology, psychiatry,
psychiatry, even
even
sciences”
phrenology are
ue increasingly
increasingly coming
coming into
inra
phrenology
use in
in the
the appraisal
appfll.isal of
of applicants.
applicantS. In
In
use
some corporations
corponuions psychological
psychological testing
testing
some
already routine.
routine. Sweating
Swearing palms,
palms,
is already
is
rwirching of
of the
the eyebrows (perhaps
(perhaps due
due
twitching
to aa sadistic
sadistic mosquito
mosquito that
that prefers
prefers apapto
be cause
cauSt'
plicants over interviewers) may
may be
plicants
for rejection
rejection even
even though
though the
the applicant
applicanr
for
has his
his shoes shined, his
his Sunday suit
suir
has
pressed and an impressive
impressive background.
background.
pressed
is too
too firm
firm may
may indiindiA handshake
handshake that
that is
A
potential “Stakhanovite,”
"Stakhanovite," one
one who
who
cate a potential
is geared up
up at a high
high rpm
rpm and may
may
is
therefore cause a serious morale probprobtherefore
lem among those
those who work
wotk at a more
more
lem
other hand,
hand, an
normal rate.
nue. On the
the other
normal
engineer with a weak handshake
handshake might
mighl
susp«l as a latent
latent bohemian, a nonbe suspect
be
for
conformist indifferent
indifferent to
to the need for
along~.
"getling along”.
“getting
If he is
is unfortunate
unfonunate enough to
to pass
If
Illest' batteries
batteriq of
of tests
testS and possesses the
these
chancteristics, he
proper phrenological characteristics,
pbrenological requirerequire.
is hired. These phrenological
mena, incidentally, vary from company
ments,
10 company;
to
company; some companies
companies demand
twO bumps on the forehead
forehead and
:and one aft,
afr,
two
Others are more
symmeuically
symmetrically spaced;
spaced; others
modest, requiring only one bump fore
phrenological
and :aft.
aft. This matter of
of phrenological
srandards
industrystandards will be aired by an industryestabmat is being estabwide Committee that

N
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association
associ:ation principle
principle used
used in
in psychopsychoanalysis
f:acts from
from the
the “un"unanalysis to
to liberate
libelllre facts
conscious”.
consc:ious~. It
It goes
goes something
something like
like thisthisThe
The engineering
engine-ering team
team is
is placed
pl2ced
around
around aa large
large circular
circular table
table- in
in a:a room
room
devoid
dC'Void of
of distracting
distracting decor
decor such
such as
as picpic.
especially nostalgic
tures
tur('S («('Specially
nostalgic landscapes)
landscapes),,
curtains,
curntins, etc.
t'tc. Lights
Lights are
are turned
turned low,
low, and
and
binaural
OUt
binaUfllI “think’
"think" music
music pours
pouts softly out
of
of speakers
speakers hidden
hidden in
in the
th~ ceiling.
ceiling. A
A contemplative
mood established,
established, the
the engiengitemplative mood
neers
tOSS any
any ideas
ide:u that
that pop
POP.
neers are
are now
now to
to toss
into
into their
th~ir heads
heads into
into aa pot.
pot. This
This goulash
isis gingerly
gingerly examined from
from time
time to
to time
time
by
by the
the Idea
Idea Co-ordinator who
who hopes
hopes to
to
find
find therein
therein aa few
few pearls
pearls of
of thought.
rhOtlght.
But
is being
being sadly admitted that
that
Bur alas, itit is
no sooner do
do the
the lights
lights dim than
than the
the
“think’
is transformed
tra.nsformed through
through
"think" music
music is
some perversity
perversity of
of the
the engineering
engineeting brain
brain
into
into “dream”
"dream" music
music that produces
produces only
yawns and snores.
The
The inevitable reaction
reaction is
is beginning
to set in. There
There is now
now a real danger
the policy of
uke
of the “hard
"hard school”
school" will take
effect.
elfC!Cl. This consists
coosist:5 of
of placing the engineer’s
nCC'is head
head in a wine press
press adapted
ada~ed for
for
the purpose and squeezing.
sqUeellng. Ideas, ifif
any,
2I1y, are caught in a large beaker of
of
formaldehyde,
formald~hyde, the heaviest ideas setset·
tling
t1ing to the bottom, the others remaining in suspension.
suspension.
Any evidence obr2ined
obtained from "mod“modern" methods to the contrary,
contrary. engineerenginee'r.
ern”
ing is still a profession
professioD for enthusiastic,
enthusiastic,
hard-working-people
hard-working'peopl~ well grounded in
fundamentals.
bave broadbroad,
fundamenuls. The horizons have
ened but the basic requirements
rcquirem~nts are not
nOt
different.

lishtd to
to standardize
standardize criteria
crireri:a on
0lI employemploylished
ment as
:IS aa. guide
guide for
for interviewers.
intervit'WetS. The
The'
ment
committee will
will be
be known
known as
:IS the
the ComComcommittee
miuee' on
on Interview
Interview Criteria
Criteria or
or the
the CIC
OC
mittee
committee' (for
(fOJ' phonic
phonic convenience
cooyerueoce itit
committee
rhymed with
with sick).
sick).
isis rhymed

ro an
llJl R/D
RID
There follows assignment to
te:uD, which must be productive of
of new
Dt'W
ream,
i<kas to justify
justify itself.
i~lf. Now
Now ideas,
ide:u, creideas
atiye ones, are difficult things to come
ative
lhe technically
technically trained
mined mind,
by since the
beliC'Ved, is something
somC'thing inhibited
it is believed,
from seeing
SCC'ing the true relation between
iu peculiarly one-sided
one-sidtd
things due to its
:and isolation
isolation from the adeducation and
of things where comcomministrative end of
IIl2de. Nevertheless
NC'Vertheless a
pany policy is made.
m:ade by utilizing
utiliz.i.ng
blllve stab is being made
brave
the latest advertising technique of
of generating ideas for "selling"
“selling” a product.
~br2instorming" or Cf:anial
This is called “brainstorming”
cranial
ventilation and is similar to the free
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Q Meter
Meter Techniques
Q
NORMAN
l. RIEMENSCHNEIDER,
RIEMENSCHNEIDER, SSlll~s
Enginur
N
O R M A N 1.
a l e s Elzgilzeer

-a

The
frequently been
~n dedeThe Q
Q Mttcr
Meter has
has frequently
scribed
the most
mOSt flexible
inscribed as
as ooc
one of
of the
flexible in$trumelll.'i
struments available
available with
with applicalions
applications
limited
limited lalgely
largely by
by the
the ingenuity
ingenuity of
of the
the
person
to
person using
using it.
it. It
It is
is our
our desire
desire here
here to
delineate
delineate some
some of
of Ihose
those techniques,
techniques, not
not
normally
in everyday
normally encountered
encountered in
everyday work,
work,
in
in the
the hope
hope thllt
that wider
wider dissemination
dissemination
of
of information
information gathered
gathered through
through many
many
channels,
channels, will
will prove
prove of
of some
some value.
value.
In
In order
order to
to approach
approach our specific
specific
problems
be
problems in
in aa gcnernJ
general way,
way, itit might
might be
wdl
well to
to review
review some
some basic
basic faas
facts relative
relative
to
Q Meter.
Meter.
to tbe
the operation
operation of
of the
the Q
The
The Q
Q Meter
Meter is
is always
always operated
operated with
with
a coil
coil connected
connected 10
to its
its coil
coil terminals.
terminals.
J(
If we
we afC
are interested
interested in
in measuring
measuring the
the
Q
Q of
of aa coil,
coil, this
this coil
coil will
will be
be connected
connected
to
will bt;
be measmeasto these
these terminals
terminals and
and itit will
ured
ured in
in one
one operation.
operation. If we
we are
are in·
inICU'Sled
terested in
in making
making oc:her
other measurements;
measurements;
(i.e.,
(i.e., the
the Q
Q of
of aa capacitOr,
capacitor, the
the impedimpedance
ance of
of aa circuit,
circuit, the
the parameters
parameters of
of aa
tUned
tuned circuit;
circuit; etc.),
etc.), we
we still
still need
need aa coil,
coil,
even
even though
though we
we arc
are inrerested
interested in
in that
that
particular
particular coil
coil only
only as.a
as .a reference.
reference. This
This
so-called
so-called "work
“work coil"
coil“ would
would probJ.bly
probably
be
shielded unit
unit to
to prevent
prevent stray
stray
be aa shielded
coupling,
coupling, hand.-capacirance
hand-capacitance effectS,
effects, etc.;
etc.;
and might
might be
be selected
selected for
for irs
its inductance,
inductance,
and
Q; ere.,
etc.,as
as needed
needed for
for the
the particular
particular ap.
apQ;
plication
plication involved.
involved.
In
In making
making measurements
measurements (ocher
(other than
than
the
the Q
Q of
of aa coil)
coil} of
of circuit
circuit parameters
parameters
there will
will be
be twO
two su~ps
steps involved.
involved. The
The
there
firstwill
willbe
be with
with the
the work
work coil
coil moumed
mounted
first
on the:
the QQ meter,
meter, where
where the
the resonaring
resonating
on
(Cl), circuit
circuit Q
Q (Qd,
( Q l ) , and
and
capacitance (Cd,
capaciraoce
frequencywill
will be
be recorded.
recorded. The
The 5eCond
second
frequency
will be
be with
with the
the unknown
unknown connecred
connected in
in
will

..

YOU WILL
WILL FIND
FIND.
YOU
_. _

. ..
.. .. .
Canvenfianeeringwillt
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Cartoons .....
. ... . .
Co"",,,'ioftff,i..,
. . .. .. . .. .
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Signals
Glid.
.."I.

TheNHfl
Need f ..,
for S~ja'
Special ' lnsfrumenfs
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fixed capeKj,..,
capacitor 10
to ,11.
the terminals
of a
series jig
The aauthor
connects aa fj"ed
1 . Til.
I.
.. '~", co....".'"
'",mi.. a', of
a "';'1
jill prior
p,i", t'0o measuring
m.a...,j..,
fhe c"pacj,,,
capacitance
on aa T~pe
Type 21lO_A
260-A 0Q Ate,.,.
Meter.
,11.
..c.....

Figure
'itr..,.

addition to
to the:
the work
work coil
coil and
and once
once again
again
addirion
the above
above reading
reading will
will be
be nored,
noted, this
the
Qz.
time as
as ~
C2lmd
and Q.!o
time
From this
this dara
data the
the desired
desired parameters
From
can be
be determined
determined using
using the
the appropriate
appropriate
can
formula selecred
selected from
from those
those shown
shown in
in
formula
figure 2.
2. High
High impedance
impedance circuits
circuits are
are
figure
measured by
by connecting
connecting them
them in
in piJrall.t
purallel
measured
with the
the Q
Q C"pacilQr;
Cupacibor; i.e.,
i.e., across
across the
the
with
“Capacitor”terminals,
terminals, and
and using
using the
the forfor"CapacitOr"
mulas shown
shown under
under the
the heading
heading "'Paral“Paralmulas
Q Circuit".
Circuit”. If
If the
the
lel Connection
Connection to
to Q
lel
unknown consists
consists of
of more
more than
than one
one
unknown
parameter, itit should
should be
be noted
noted that
that the
the
parameter,
equivalent parAiI.1
parallel paramerers
parameters are
are obobequivAlent
tained in
in this
this manner.
manner. low
Low impedance
impedance
rained
circuits
are
measured
by
connecting
circuits are measured by connecring
series with
with the
the "Low~
“Low” side
side of
of
them in
in setia
them

the
coil. In
the coil.
Ln like
like manner
manner the
the “Series
"~ries
Q Circuir~
Circuit” formulas
Connection to
Connecrion
to Q
formulas are
are
used to
yield the
equivalent series
used
ro yidd
the eqlliv",Jem
series $urdp",,,,meters of
of the
circuit involved.
meters
the circuit
involved.
With the
the above
above in
With
in mind,
mind, it
it might
might be
be
well to
to resolve
resolve some
some specific
specific problems.
wdl
problems.
1. Measurement
Measurement of
of Coils.
Coils.
1.
a. Coil
Coil indu~/an~e
inductunce 100
too 8real
greut t10o re:l.
resonate with
with minimum
minimum capacita1lce
capacitance of
of Q
Q
sonate
Meter
at
desired
frequency.
Since
this
Meter al desired frequ(J1I~Y. Since this
high impedance
can be
be considered
considered aa high
impedance
can
measurement, the
the unknown
unknown coil
coil can
can be
measurement,
be
connected to
to the
the capacitor
capacitor terminals
and
connened
terminals and
readings of
of ell
C1, C-, Q1, and QA made
c~, Qh and Q~ made
readings
in tWO
two steps.
steps. Therl'
There will
will aaualJy
actually be
be twO
two
in
coils
involved
in
this
measurement.
C1
coils involved in this measurement. C
1
Q1 will
will be
be the
the values
values read
read with
with the
and QI
and
the

. *
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work
work coil
coil only
only moume<!
mounted on
on the
the coil
coil
terminals,
2 Q2
terminals. C
Cz
Q z are
are made
made after the
the
u,lknown
unknown coil
coil has
has been
been added
added across
across the
the
capacitor
capacitor terminals
terminals and
and the
the measuremem
measurement
isis made
made with
with both
both coils
coils connected.
connected. ForFormula
mula 3b
3b will
will yield
yield tbe
the inductive
inductive reac{reactance
ance and
and 2b
2b will
will give
give the
the c<Juivalem
equivalent
parallel
parallel resistance.
resistance. Combining
Combining these
these twO
two
parameters,
parameters, formula
formula lb
1b will
will give
give the
the Q
directly.
directly.
b.b. Maximum
Maximum resonating
resonating t:/lp/lt:ilant:f!
ca#acitance
on
on Q
Q Meter
Meter insuffic.iem
insufficient at
at t:hosen
chosen frefrequency,
quency. If
I f itit isis desired
desired to
to measure
measure aa
coil
coil having
having so
so Iowan
low an inductance
inductance that
itit cannOt
cannot be
be rcsanated
resonated with
with the
the capacitcapacitance
Q Meter,
Meter, addiaddiance available
available on
on the
the Q
tional
tional capacitance
capacitance can
can be added
added across
across
the
Q Meter
Meter capacitor
capacitor terminals
terminals and
and
the Q
the
the coil
coil measured
measured in
in aa normal
normal manner.
manner.
The
The additional
additional capacitance
capacitance must
must be
known,
known, ifif itit isis desired
desired to
to compute
compute the
the
reaCtance
reactance of
of the
the coil
coil.
c.c. Measu,ement
Measurement of
of ext,emely
extremely high
high Q
Q
coils. If
If the
the Q
Q of
of aa coil
coil is
is beyond
beyond the
the
coils.
Q meter
meter with
with its
its highest
highest
range of
of the
the Q
range
XQ multipliet,
multiplier, itit can
can be
be measured
measured using
using
XQ
the same
same ptocedure
procedure described
described under
under (a)
(a)
the
above.
above.
d. MeaJU'e111etlts
Measurements at
at f,squenciu
frequencies below
below
d.
j0 kc,
Kc. Mcas=ements
Measurements can
can be
be made
made on
on
)0
Q Meters
Meters at
at
both the
the lGO-A
160-A and
and 260·A
260-A Q
both
frequencies down
down to
to 1000
1000 cps
cps by disdisfrequencies
connecting the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter oscillator
oscillator and
and
connening
supplying the
the instrument
instrument signal
signal from
from
supplying
Coupling
an external
external source
source through
through aa Coupling
an
Unit Type
Type 564-A.
564-A. A
A jack
jack has
has been
been pra.
proUnit
vided in
in the
the TOp
top of
of the
the lGO-A
160-A Q
Q Meter
Meter
vided
for this
this purpose.
purpose. The
The 260-A
260-A ha5
has also
also
for
been provided
provided with
with aa removable panel
panel
been
in the
the rear
rear of
of the
the instrument
instrument whete
where
io
of thl"
the 50-ohm
50-ohm cable
cable from
from
disconnectionof
disconnecrion
the thermocouple
thermocouple block
block by
by means
means of aa
[he
BNC connector
connector allows
allows easy
easy adaprion
adaption to
to
BNC
low frequency
frLquency measurements.
measurements. Any
Any audio
audio
low
oscillator having
having good
good waveshape
waveshape and
and
oscillator
variable voltage
voltage
capable of
of developing
developing aa variable
capable
up to
to 22
22 volts
volts across
across 500
500 ohms
ohms can
can
up
be used,
used.
be
For coil
coil mca:mrcmrnts
measurements at
at these
these lower
lower
for
frequencies, itit will
will probably
probably be
be found
found
frequencies,
necessary to
to provide
provide additional
additional capacircapacitnecessary
ance across
across the
the capacitor
capacitor terminals
terminals to
to
ance

(C,-Co)
Q,
Qi Qz
(Ci-Cz) Q,
Q,=
Q. = C,Q, C,Q.
CI Qi-Cz Qz

(t.l

U9 X 10" G:-Q,-Q.)

R.=

x. ==
x.=

(2.)

fC,Q,Q.
I.S? X
10" (C,-CO)
1.59
X 10'
(Ci-Cz)

IC,Co
c1c2
10J~ (C.-Co)
PC,Co

C
c.
---i.
;c.-L
c *~ =
L,:,'i«2
(c, C,)

(Cz-C,)

W/>enC,
io:
When C1 is:

L, =

(5.1
(Sa)

c,=
C,-c,
c,
= c1-CZ

(Ib)

Q,)

1.59 X
X 10'
10' Qi
Q, Qz
Q,
1.59
Q,l
ffC,(Q,
ci(Q1-Q~)

(.of. )

(2b)

ObI

2.H X
X 10''
10'0
2.53
(C, Cd
(Cz-C,)

(4bl

ff'
2

(5b)

When C1
C, is:
is:
When
G,,,,,,cr than
,han C2,
c" X,
X. is
i. capacitive
capaci,ive (-).
(-).
Greater
Leoo
,h."
CO, X,
X, isi. inductive
indue,iv. ((+).
Less than CZ,
)

+
.

~

R,=
=
R,

C,(Q,

x _ 1.59
U9X
10"
X lo8
X,=. - ff (Cz-Cd
(c, C,)

th.n
induc,ive (+l.
than CO,
Cp,x.,
X. ..
is inductive
( ).
Less d,an
than c"x.
Cz,X, it
is capaci,ive
capacitive (_).
( -)

G~,~,
Greater

(C,-C,lQ,Q,
Q.=

'h)

f

2.53 X
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for Q,
,he <J""n,i,ies
.nd (C2-Cl)
(C.-C,) are
.... always
alway. considered
""",ide""" positive.
posi,i"".
In ,he
In
the lo,m"l""
formulas for
Q, the
quantities (C,-C,l
( Cl-Cz) and
The
...1,... to values
volllH 01
,be unknown
unknown impedance,
imped.net, 2:
Z,
The units
unil. used
uxd are:
....:
The following .ymbols
symbols refer
of the
The

Q,
imped.nce
= Q of ,he
the ""known
unknown impedance
Q. =
R. =
,ieo resistance.
resi".l\tt.
= Effecti.......
Effective series
X.
reactal\tt.
X,=
= Elfordve
Effective .."i..
series reactance.
I.,
Effe<1:ive "",ie>
L. =
= Effective
series i"dw;unce.
inductance.
Co
ri.. OIl""'itarw:e.
C. =
= Eflec:.ive
Effective ..
series
capacitance.
fig" ... 2.
2.
Figure

R. =
Effe<1:ive parallel resistance.
....i.(O.""".
R,
= Effective
X. =
Effec,ive parallel
pa... llol reactance.
<ClIoC"mcc.
X,
= Effective
r.,. =
= Effective
Effec,i"" parallel
pa'allel inductance.
indue(O.n~,
L,
C. =
Effe<1:i.... parallel capacitance.
capaci,.nce.
= Effective
C,

X R....,"'''''.

Gonarol formulas
'o,m"lo. for series
... ,ina and
o"d parallel
po,olla' connections.
co"""",;o"••
General

SER1.£S
Q.METER
SERIES CONNt:Cfl0N
CONNECTION TO Q-METER

159 X 10" (C,-C,l'Q,Q,
IC,C,{C,Q,

C"Q.l

X.=X,= I.S9XlO"(C,-C,l
IC,C,
2.53 X 10'· (C,-CO)

I,C,C,

Co =

R=
= Resistance
R ....' • ...,., in
i" ohms.
ohm..
R
= Reactance inin ohms.
ohm<.
X=
L
=
I
ndue"",ce
in
microhen,;n.
L = Inductance in microhenries.
C=
= Capacitance
Capacit.nce in
in micro-microfarads.
micro-microf....d•.
C
F""'luency in
in kilocycles
kilocydcs per
1"" second.
oewnd,
= Frequency
f1=

c. = --iC~'C~,~
(C. C,l

P" RAl.LEL CONNECTION
CONNfCflON TO
TO Q-METER
Q-M.liTER
PARALLEL

,<0,
(7.)

I.S9 X 10'C, (Q,-Q,l
I(C, C,J'Q,Q.

x.=x

= I.j9X 10"
•

I (Cr--C,)

2.53 X

(s.)

,!>o,

((II.

fS(C, C,I

c,
c. =
= c,
c. =
= C1-C.2
C,~c,

''''w

(60)

(7b)

(Sbl

'""

In ,1>0
the .hove
above formulas
same units,
and conditions
In
formula. the
,he ......
uni.., symbols
'ymbol>,."d
condi,io'" stated in
in figure
fig"'" 22 apply
.pply except
exc"p' that
,hll these
,~
formulas
are .c...,,,,,,e
accurate only for
fotm"I
•• orc
In, impedances having
hninll a• Q
Q greater
ll""'''''' than
,han 10.
10. The
The formulas
fo,m"I2> in
in figure
fig"... 22 are
.... accuace<>·
rate for
for any
any itoped.""".
impedance.
ra'"
Figure 3.
3.
'igur.

Series and parallel
S.,;..
poro/I.' connection
<onneefion formulas
fo,mulo. for
'0' impedances
;mp4do"c". having
haying aa 0
a greater
9'01<'.' than
,lton 10.
10.

X.

Qx=R,=

6.28 X 103 fL. - 1.59 X IO8
R,
159R,
Ill"
R
IS9R
- ....! ~ c,
= --'= 6.28
6,28 x
X 109
10-' ff R,.
C.,
RS
fR.C,
X,
fLp
f R. Co
X.
I~

R.=

R,
-

+

1

Qx2

x,=x,- 0.'

+
1+
1+

QX2

X.=X. 1
I+Q,'
Q2
L.=L,-

( 1II.l
14

R
p=&(1+Qx2)
R,=R.(J+Q.'l

(12a)
( 12.)

+ Qx2
X=X 1
I+Q.'
x,=x,•
• Q,'

QX'

QX'

Figure
figu'. 4.
4.

+

(13a)
( 13.)

1 Qx2
r.,.=I.,I+Ql
L,
= L, QX2
Q,'

(14a)
( 14.)

c,=c,-

QXZ

(l2b)

{\3hl

Q,'

+

QX2

c,=c, 1I+Q.'
Qx'

Series
to parallel
50';"'0
pn,ollol transfer
',onolor formulas.
formuloa.

resonate the
the inductors
resonate
mductors frequently
frequemlY enencountered in
this frequency
Countered
in this
frc<Jueocy range.
range. In
In
using an
an external
external oscillatOr,
oscillator, care
using
care must
must
2
2

{ IIbl

QX2

Qx2

C*=C,-

( 10)

be
be exercised
exercised that
that the
the output
output attenuator
attenuator
is
is turned
turned all
all the
the way
way down
down before
before conconnecting
Q Meter
Meter in
in order
order to
to preptenecting to
to the
the Q

THE
T
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N
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dude
possible thermocouple
thermocouple damage.
damage.
clude possible
Reasonably
good
waveshape
is
required
Reasonably good waveshape is required
of the supply, since the mermocouple
L/ of the supply, since the thermocouple
lO the
rhe rms
rms voltage
voltage and
and the
me Q
Q
responds to
responds
Voltmerer is
is aa peak-reading
peak-reading device.
device. The
The
Voltmeter
presence of
harmonics will
will therefore
therefore
presence
of harmonics
nHen
reading.
affect the
the Q
Q reading.
c.
at llow
free. DielectNc
Dielectric meQJuremenls
measurements at
o w fref/flendes.
havc had
had many
many inquiries
inquiries
qaencies. We
We have
relative to
to the
the use
usc of
of
from cuSlOmers
from
customers relative
aa Q
Meter for
for low
low frequency
frequency dielectric
Q Meter
dielectric
information received
received
measurements.
measurements. On
On information
from
field, aa typical
typical installation
installation for
for
from the
the field,
I1 kc
would include,
include, in
in addikc operation
operation would
addiCoupling
tion
tion lO
to aa Q
Q Meter
Meter and
and aa 564·A
564-A Coupling
Unir,
Unit, aa Hewlen·Pad:ard
Hewlett-Packard audio
audio osciloscilAB (20
to 40
40 kc),
kc),
lator
200 AB
(20 cycles
cycles to
lator Type
Type 200
:la UTe
8-11 induaor
IInJ aa
UTC Type
Type MQ
MQ €3-11
inductor and
good
havgood variable
variable or
or decade
decade capacilOr
capacitor havMMFD,
ing
ing up
up ro
to approxitn:ltdy
approximately 1500
1500 MMFD,
or
or equivalent
equivalent equipment.
equipment. Operation
Operation at
at
inorher
other frequencies
frequencies would
would have
have other
other inductance
ductance or
or capacitance
capacitance requirements.
requirements.
f.f. [nduClance
might
Inductance measurernents.
measurements. It
It might
be
LIC
be worch
worth notins
noting thnt
that in
in using
using the
the L/C
dinl
dial for
for direct
direct inducronce
inductance measurement,
measurement,
the
If it
the effeClive
effective inductance:
inductance is
is given.
given. If
isis desired
desired to
to read
read the:
the true
true inductance
inductance
and
and the
the distributed
distributed capacitance,
capacitance, C!,
Cd, is
known,
known, itit an
can be
be done:
done by
by im:reas;ng
increasing rhe
the
capacirance
capacitance dial
dial setting,
setting, after
after resonance
resonance
has
has been
been established,
established,by
by an
an amount
amount equal
equal
Uto
to rhe
the Cc!
Ca and
and reading
reading off
off me
the correscorresponding
ponding VlI1ue
value of
of induaana:
inductance as
as che
the rrue
true
induetanee.
inductance.
2.
2. Measurements
Measurementsof
of Capacitol'$.
Capacitors.
This
This isis aa fairly
fairly common
common operation
operation lind
and
mere
there isis no
no poinr
point in
in elaborating
elaborating on
on it.
it.
Briefly,
Briefly, the
the Q
Q of
of aa capacitor
capacitor isis evalevaluated
uated by
by first
first scl«dng
selecting aa suitable
suitable coil
coil
its Q
Q and
and resonaring
resonating
and measuring
measuring its
and
capacimnce
capacitance on
on the
the Q
Q Meter.
Meter. After
After notnoting
ing these:
these as
as Ql
Q1 CI>
C1, the
the unknown
unknown cacapacitor
pacitor isis connected
connected across
across the
the capacicapacilOr
tor terminals
terminals and
and Ihe
the circuit
circuit isis once
once
again
again resonated
resonated using
using the
the internal
internal Q
Q
capacitor. Values
Values of
of Qa
Q2C:
Cz are
are recorded,
recorded,
capacilOr.
and from
from Q"
Q1, Q:,
Q2, Cit
C1, and
and G.!,
C2, the
the Q
Q of
of
and
the unknown
unknown an
can be
be computed
computed using
using
the
the appropriare
appropriate equation
equation in
in figure
figure 2.2. ItIt
rhe
might be
be nOled
noted that
that me
the accuracy
accuracy of
of
mighr
measuring capacitance
capacitancecan
can be
be improved
improved
measuring
by using
using an
an external
external variable
variable precision
precision
by
capacitor. Since
Since this
this measuremem
measurement isis
capacitor.

OWNERS OF
OF SIGNAL
SIGNAL GENERATORS,
GENERATORS, TYPE
TYPE
OWNERS
202-F fM_AM
FM-AM AND
AND UNIVERTERS.
UNIVERTERS, TYPE
TYPE
202-F
207-F
PLEASE
NOTE
207·f PLEASE NOTE
Final Ope,,,I;ng
Operating 1".I,u<l;,,"
Instruction M""u"l.
Manuals for
F;n,,1
these 1"",,um."10
instruments ",.
are now
now "vail"ble.
available. IfIf
Ih...
you h"v.
have na'
not _Div.d
received,ov,
your <"P"
copy, pl_..
please
'0"
usknow
know and
andItit will
will '"
be fOI'W".......
forwarded ;m_
imlet...
let
mediately.
.........Iely.
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3. Measurements
Meosurementsof
ofResistors
Resistorsat
ot
3.
RadioFrequencies.
Frequencies.
Radio

1000 MIGOHMS

u .._
1.0 MIGOHMS

10,_ _
10,000 OHMS

.• -

10.000 OHMS

.-

10 OHMS

0 6 OHMS

IO

"

IO

KC

.-

Resisrors are
are handled
handled either
eirher inin series
series
Resistors
with the
lhe low
low end
end of
of the
che coil
coil or
or inin parpar.
with
allel with
with the
rhe capacitor
capacitor terminals,
terminals, dede·
allel
pending upon
upon whether
whether the
the resistance
resistance
pending
low or
or high
high respectively.
respectively. There
There
value isis low
value
are values
values of
of resistance
resistance for
for each
each frefreare
be measmeas·
quency, however,
howcver, that
that cannot
callnor be
quency,
be had
had
ured. Some
Some idea
idea of
of this
this can
can be
ured.
5. The
TIle use
use of
of the
the low
low QQ
from figure
figure 5.
from
5Clle tends
rends to
to shrink
shrink this
chis area
area which
which
scale
canDO( be
be measured
mcasured and
and there
there have
have been
been
cannot
artides' in
in the
rhe literature
literature describing
describingother
orher
articles1
rechniques that
that can
can be
be employed
employed to
to sursurtechniques
mount this
this problem.
problem.
mount

10 OHMS
MC

fig ..... 5.
5. Ranges
R".. g •• of
of measurable
",_... rob" resisfance
,....,.........
on
Figure
T,pe 260-A.
26O-A.
Q Meter, Type

o Me,."

essentially one of
of substitution, the
the range
range
apacitance can also
also be
be
of measurable capacitance
extended by using
Ilsing a coil with
wirh less ininductance,
[hereby requiring the
the addition
ductance, thereby
of more external capacitance.
capacitance.
be measured by
by
Large capacitors
capacitors may be
connecdng
the low
connecting them in series with the
rhe coil. For this measurement,
side of
of the
i5 used whose inductance
however, a coil is
however,
wiU
resonate to the
rhe desired test frewill resonate
£0 the
quency
quency 9,'ith
with the Q
Q capaci£Or
capacitor set to
char the addihigh capacirance
capacitance end, so that
tion of the test capacitor will cause a
measurable change.
change. It is also necessary
measurable
to
rest with
to shun!
shunt rhe
the capaciror
capacitor under test
10 megohm resistor
to provide
a 3 to 10
resisror to
aa dc
dc rerum
return path for
for rhe
the voltmeter.
With
large capacitOrs
capacitors it is parricularly
particularly
im large
W
to minimize lead length.
important ro
length.
Shorting the capacitor out, rather
Sboning
rathcr than
removing itit emirely,
entirely, during the first
removing
measurement is desirable.
desirable.
measurement

4. Measurement
Measurement of
of Mica.
Mica.
4.

Q Meters
Meters have
have found
found wide
wide applicaapplicaQ
based on
on its
its
tion in
in the
the sorting
SOrting of
of mica
mica based
tion
The measurement
fficasuremc:m
dielectric properties.
properties. The
dielectric
can
accomplished in
an be
beaccomplished
in the
rhe perpendicular
perpendicular
plane,
plane, using
using aa clamp
clamp type
type holder
holder with
with
suitable test
in aa plane
plane
test electrodes,
elecrrooes, or
or in
parallel
parallel tQ
to the
the cleavage
c1eawge plane
plane using
using aa
holder
elecrrOOes. The
The latter
latter
holder with
with grid
grid electrodes.
is
is illustrated
illustrated in
in figure
figure 6.
6. The
The actual
actual
test
test methods
methods employed
employed have
have been
been adeadequately covered elsewhere2.
elsewhere2.
5.
S. Application of
of Biasing
Biasing Potentials.
Potentials.

It
It is sometimes desirable to
£0 investiinvestigate circuits with
with biasing
biasing potentials
poremials or
or
currents applied during
during the
tbe measuremcasure·

CAP

TERM

’

G N D ~

-

Figure 7.

Circuit for applying Q Meter bias.

ment. figure
Figure 77 illustrates
mcur.
illustrates how
how this
this
can be
accomplished using
an
be accomplished
using aa blocking
blocking

.I.<"od.

Figure
Grid electrode 1001<1.,
holder fa,
for ....".u,;..
measuring
Figu
... 6.6. G,KI
O'
mica in a plane parallel to the cleavage plane.
...i<"
i" " p'''''.
th. d."vog. pk>....

pa,o'' ' '0

(Courtesy01131//
of Bell T'/#(Jhotu
Telephone LuxmlloN's
Ldboratorzes 11"'/
and
(CourltS1
forT,II;..
Testing
Materials. From
Prom
American Socill1
Society ffN
Ammu..
& /IliUni4h.
0748-S4T. R",",,'IJ
Reprinted
ASTM Del;&_;a..:
Designation: D748·J4T.
ASTM
with p_U/;OW.)
permissiom.)
",·"b
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capacitor and
and aa high
impedance power
capaci£Or
high impedance
power
C must
be large
enough
source.Capacitor
Capacitor C
large enough
source.
must be
to prese:m
present negligible
at the
ro
negligible reactance
reactance at
the
operating frequency,
frequency, and
and R
be high
high
operating
R must
must be
enough ro
to prevent
prevent loading
of the
circuit
loading of
the circuit
enough
by the
the power
power supply.
supply. The
The applied
applied volby
'101tage will
will be
be determined
determined by
by che
the resistance,
rage
resistance,
R, and
and che
the biasing
biasing current.
current. Polarity
of
R,
Polarity of
the
battery
and
magnitude
of
the
biasthe battery and tn:lgnitude of the bias·
ing ronem
current are
are inconsequential
inconsequential to
to the
the
ing
Q
Meter.
operation
of
the
operation of the Q Merer.

BOONTON
B
OONTON

will afford
afford approximately
approximately 0.5
0.5 volts
volts to
to aa
will
high input
inpul impedance
impedance counter.
counler.
high
b. U
Vr.
0/ ScaLe
S,.Je Magnifier.
Afagni/m. Where
Where itil
b.
s e of
desired to
10 read
read the
Ihe main
main capacitor
capacitor
isis desired
more closely
dosely than
lhan ordinarily
ordinarily alaldial more
lowed, aa hemicylindrical
hemicylindrical magnifier
magnifier made
made
lowed,
from plastic,
pl.ast-ic, as
as shown in
in figure
figure 9, can
can
from
be used.
used Constructional
Col15truetiooal details
dernils are
are shown
be
in figure
figure 10.
10.
in

-

lit

',,,

~

•

'1".......
Q Meter,
M.t.,. Type
TyP"' 260-A
260-A connecfed
co....."'.., to
to RF
IIF
Figure
8. Q
Vollo". Standard,
Sto"do,d. Type
Type 245-8.
245-11.
Voltage

6. Use of 260-A
260-A as a
a Signal
Signal
Generotor.
Generator.

260-1\ Q
Q Meter
Meter can be
be improimproThe 260-A
vised as a CW signal source up
up to
10 apvised
proxil1\2.tely 20 mcs,
ma. by removing the
proximately
smaU rear
rear cover plate,
phtle, disconnecting
small
inlO the thermothe coaxial cable going into
couple block, and connecting
cooneaing it to the
of the 245-B
245-8 RF
RF Voltage
Vola.ge Sntodard
input of
Standard
Ihrough a 20 db pad. The output
OUtput of
Ihe
through
of the
245-8 then is 1/2,
M, 1.0,
LO. or 2 microvolts
245-B
depending upon which level is selected
on the meter.
meier. The X Q control
comrol varies
Ihe oscillator
level
the
oscillator OUtput
output for the signal level
desired. See figure
figure 8.
desired.
7_
Use of
of Q
Q Meter as
os aa Wave Meter.
7. Use
H the oscillator range
rangc switch is set
If
betWeen ranges to turn the oscillator
between
oscillator off.
off,
11
be connected
a coil
coil can then be
connected across
across the
coil
coil terminals and coupled
coupled to an nCtive
active
circuit whose
whose frequency
frequency is not known.
After the Q
After
Q capacitor has been tuned
for a maximum defleaion
deflection and the active
active
circuit removed,
removed, the Q
Q Meter oscillator
oscillator
frequency
can
can then be
be turned on and its frequency
varied for aI10lber
indicalion of resoresoanother indication
nance.
nance. The frequency
frequency thus indicated, is
lhe
frequency of the unknown signal
the frequency
signal
under
unde? lest.
test.
8. Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
a.
a. Un
U s e of
of 260-11.
260-A wilh
with f,eqMllw/
frequency
'OM"ler.
% frecounter. \'(I~e
Where gteater
greater dun
than 11%
frequency
quency accuracy
accuracy is
is desired,
desired, the
the Q
Q Meter
osc:illalOr
oscillator can
can be monitored with
with aa
coumer.
counter. This
This is
is act:Omplished
accomplished by
by removremoving
ing the
the rear panel,
panel, disconneaing
disconnecting Ihe
the
Iransmission
transmission line
line going
going 10
to the Ihermothermocouple
“tee” fitfitcouple block,
block, and
and inserting aa "(l~e"
dng
ting to
to allow
allow Ihe
the parallel
parallel connl'Ction
connection of
of
the
the counter
counter input.
input. Opernting
Operating the
the Q
Q
Meter
Meter with
with its
its multiplier set
set at
at "X
“X 1"1”

fig".. 9.
Figure

,

Main capacitor dial magnifier.
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RADIO
R
ADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

c.
o refine
c.. Use
Ure of
oj “delta
nd~lra Q”
Q" scale
rUJI.~ t10
,~/j".
,esOfUm,.. The
The' “delta
"delta Q
Q"’ scale
SOlIe can
can be
be
resonance.
ii
used
used to
10 obtain
oIxain aa very
very precise
precise resonance
resonance
by
by taking
taking advantage
advantage of
of its
its greater
greater sensiscl15itivity.
tivil)'. After
Aher carefully
arefulIy resonating
resonating the
the Q
Q
Circuit
Circuit in
in aa normal
normal manner,
1I1llIUler, set
SCI the
the
“delta
"delta Q
Q"’ dial
dial to
to the
the Q indicated
indicaled on
on the
the
Q
adjustQ Meter,
Meier. and
and depress
depreu the
the key.
key. By
8yadjusting
ing the
the “delta
'"delta Q
Q"’ potentiometers
pxenliomelers to
to center
ter the
the needle
needle on
on the
the red
red scale, very
very fine
fine
adjustments
adjusrlllel1ls can
can be
be made
made to
10 the
the internal
imernal
resonating
resonating capacitor for
for resonance.
resonance.
Ur. of
01 “delta
"della Q”
Q" scale
Jcale as
ar aa rrgo"go-d. Use
no-go" test.
tell. Using
Using the
the technique
technique shown
shown
no-go’’
above under
under (ec),
resonance is
is
above
c ) , once resonance
established, limits
limits within
within the
the confines
established,
of the
the red
red scale can be established. Cenof
tering
tering the
rhe needle
needle in
in the
the red
red scale for
for the
the
nominal value,
value, tolerances
tolerances can
can be set
ser up
up
nominal
for components in
in terms
terms of
of deviation
for
from the center
cemer point
point in
in either direction.
from
Vr. of
of “Lo
"Lo Q”
Q" scale
rcal~ for
jo, zeroing
znoing
e. Use
tlOllm~ter. Since both
both the
the “Q’
"Q" scale and
uoltmeter.
“Lo
"1.0 Q”
Q" scale have
have the same zero point,
point,
the
the voltmeter
vollmeler can be adjusted
adjusled by
by making
making
the
the adjustment
adjustmenl on the “Q’
"Q" scale and depressing the “Lo
"La Q
Q"’ key to
10 make
make sure
there
there is no change on the
Ihe needle.
needle. When
When
the instrument
insrrumeot is properly
properly adjusted for
zero, “pumping”
'"pumping" the “Lo
"1.0 Q
Q'"’ key should
not
I10l move the
lhe needle
nC'Cdle at all.
all.
Condusion
Conclusion

4

The
Tlte foregoing
loregoing discussion
discussion is by no
means intended to define the limits of
of
the Q
Q Meter, but
bul instead indicate some
some
of its potentialities.
of
poteOlialities. As new problems
arise, we hope new techniques will be
arise......e
developed. Our field
developed.
field staff stands ready
to assist in these problems.
problems.

MAGNIFIER
MAGNIFIER
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
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1. R.mov.
" 3/8
3/1 BH
Remove (2) #10-32
#lo-32 x
BH moeh.
mach. s",.ws
screws
on
w/>;<h line
lin. "p
with 7/32
7/32
on 260-A pan.1
panel which
up with
dio.
dia. hoI".
holes.
1.
Atto<h .I,ip
with (1)
'10-:12 x
" 5/1
2. Attach
strip with
(2) #lo-32
5/8 IH
BH
mo<h screws
w. Ih...
mach.
thru 1/32
7/32 dio.
dia. hoi•••
holes, "sin"
using
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3. M....
at ""'tlni.....
#W2 "x 1/2
Mount
magnifier with
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1/2 BH
BH
mach. sa.-.
screws "oi"tI
using I>oth
both flat &
& Iodcwod>.n.
lockwashers.
...od>.
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Glide
Generator Tone
Tone Signal
Signal
Glide Slope
Slope Generator
Phase
of the
the
Phase Relationships
Relationships of
90-150
90-150 cps
cps Tones
Tones
When
When the
the weather
weather gets
gets soupy
soupy IlIr·
airliners
liners and
and military
military aircraft
aircraft rely
rely on
on deceleccronk
tronic guidance
guidance sysrems
systems for
for safe
safe landlandl . One component of this common
ings
ingsl.
One component of this common
navigational
navigational system
system is
is the
the glide
glide path
path
established
established by
by aa transmitter
transmitter located
located near
near
the
the end
end of
of aa runway
runway and
and the
the associated
associated
receiving
receiving and
and indicating
indicating c<:juipment
equipment in
the
the aircraft.
aircraft.
Operation
Operation of
of the
the system
system isis based upon
upon
the
the ratio
ratio of
of aa 90
90 cps
cps signal
signal to
to aa 150
150 cps
cps
signal
signal appearing
appearing at
at the
the Output
output of the
the
receiver.
receiver. The
The desired
desired course
course is
is that
that ininclined
clined plane
plane in
in whkh
which the
the twO
two modulamodulation
tion tones
tones are
are of
of e<jual
equal intensity
intensity and
and the
the
receiver
receiver circuits
circuits must
must be
be adjusted
adjusted to
to
produce
produce the
the corresponding
corresponding on-course
on-course inindication.
dication.
To
To insure
insure proper operarion
operation of the
the rereceivers
necessary to
to
ceivers and
and indicators
indicators itit isis necessary
check
check them
them at
at frequent
frequent intervals
intervals with
with
signals
signals corresponding
corresponding to
to those
those received
received
aboard
aboard the
the aircrafr
aircraft in
in various
various positions
positions
with
with respect
respect to
to the
the desired
desired glide
glide slope.
slope.
This
This isis usually
usually done
done with
with the
the Glide
Glide
Slope
Slope Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Type
Type 232-A
232-A or
or
its
its military
military e<juivalem,
equivalent, Signal
Signal GeneratOr
Generator
SG-2.
SG-2. This
This instrument
instrument contains
contains aa synsynchronous IIlternalOr
alternator which
which supplies
supplies 90
90
chronous
cps and
and 150
150 cps
cps tones
tones and
and has
has proviprovicps
sions for
for mixing
mixing the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the two
two by
by
sions
predetermined amOllms
amounts to
to correspond
correspond
predetermined
todifferent
different positions
positions of
of the
the aircraft
aircraft wirh
with
to
respectto
to the
theon-course
on-coursesignal
signal.
respect

I -

".
"r-pIIo..., 90
to "p.
o"d 150
ISO cpa
"p. m
I.."a•••.
a. ,""
fnmrmdy+oaod
cpa and
llHNl.
" m 150
ISO cpa
<po ahmator
..1'''''01.., havo
Ito~. . .
. ."
Load1 from
boon

0. C
c ..",,<lIy-plrooed
90 cpa
cpo and
o"d IISO
<po m
10""
a.
o m c t l v - p l h d 90
5 0 cpa
a
di.ploy"d npamiefy.
..,....Ol.'y.
dhPl0y.d

........-d.
rmnrd.

be ~ ~ r n c t l y - p h'0n.a
a ~ svp.rimpod.

b. Cormdy-phand 100- wporimpoml.

d

Standard Conditions
Conditions
Standard

In the
the ground
ground transmitter
transmitter the
the relative
relative
In
phaseof
of the
the 90
90 cps
cps and
and 150
150cps
cps modulamodulaphasc
so that
that at
at no
no time
time do
do
tion signals
signals isis set
set so
don
peak voltages
voltages of
of both
both signals
signals occur
occur
peak
simultaneously.Otherwise
Otherwise the
the maximum
maximum
simultaneously.
percentage modulation
modulation which
which could
could be
be
percemage
assigned to
to either
either signal
signal would
would be
be oneoneassigned
half rhe
the maximum
maximum total
total modulation
modulation level
level
half
since each
each would
would contribute
contribute equally
equally
since
the in-phase
in-phase instant
instant as
as shown
shown in
in
atat the
Figure l.1.
Figure
If, however,
however, the
the relative
relative phase
phase bebell,
tween the
the alternatOrs
alternators isis cocrect,
correct, at
at no
no
tween
time will
will peaks
peaks add
add in
in either
either polarity
polarity
time
but will
will be
be spaced
spaced by
by aa minimum
minimum separaseparabut
1 2 O of
of the
the 30
30
tion of
of approximately
approximately 12°
tion
cycle repetition
repetition raTe
rate of
of the
the composite
composite
cycle
pattern. This
This condition
condition isis shown
shown in
in
pattern.
Figure 2.2. For
For aa given
given toral
total peak-topeak-toFigure
of the
the modulation,
modulation, itit isis now
now
peak swing
swingof
peak
possible to
to deliver
deliver aa larger
larger percentage
percentage
possible

f...

c. Sum
Sum of
of i""o".""y_ph
incorrectly-phased
tones for "O"
"on
<.
... ed 'o"u
course"
signal ..,
a s opplied
applied /0
io m""",,,,o.
modulator of
of
<0
.. '.... .i9"01
Glide Slope
Slope SiII"ol
Signal Ge"e,../o.
Generator typ"
Type 232-....
232-A.
Glide

c.
<. Sum
Sum of
of correctly-phased
<o,,,,,,tly-p1lo,od tones
1o"". for
fo, "on
"0"
course" signal
o modulafor
co........
.;g"ol a0's applied
..ppli"d i1o
mO<l ..lo,o, of
of
Glide
Slope
Signal
Generafor
Type
232-A.
Glid" Slope Sill"'" Ge"",oto, Type 232_....

Figure I.
1. Wo~.'o,m.
Waveforms 1o.
for i""o"e""y
incorrecily phooed
phased
Fi9"'"
90 cpo
cps o"d
and I150
cps mo<l..lo';o"
modulation ,i9,,01•.
signals.
90
SO <po

Figure
lig
..... 22.. Waveforms
W...."fo,m, for
10' correcfly
<o....<t,y phased
ploo.ed 90
90
cps
<po and
o"d 150
ISO cps
cpo modulation
mO<l..lo';o" signals.
';11',,01••

modulation of each
each of the twO
two comcommodulation
ponent signals
signals comptising
comprising the
the composite
composite
ponem
waveform.
waveform.
The condition
condition pictured in
in Figure 2
The
has been
been selected
selected as
as standard
standard and
and is
is dedehas
fined on
on page
page 441J of reference number
fined
2. This
This specification
specification defines
defines a certain
2.
phase relationship
relationship for
for the
the signals.
signals. There
There
phase
are, however,
however, at
at least
least four
four ways
ways in
in which
which
are,
the phase
phase relationship
relationship can
can be
be rested
tested
the
provided an
an initial
initial overall
overall test
test is
is made
provided
made

to
to be
be certain that the output windings
windings
from the 90
90 cps and 150 cps alternator
alTernator
have been properly
properly interconnected and
and
that
twO voltages
voltages are
are approximately
approximately
thar the
the two
equal.
equal.
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Testing
Testing Methods
Methods
The
definition,
which
The definition, which may
may be
be used
used a5
as
one basis
one
basis for
for aa method
method of
of measurement,
measurement,
states that
that the
90 cps
cps and
and 150
150 cps
cps sigsigstates
rhe 90
nals
shall
be
in
phase
on
the
zero-uxisnds shall be in phase on the zet'o-axis-

BOONTON
B
OONTON

RADIO
R
ADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

CLOCKWISE
CLOCKWISE ROTATION
ROTATION
OF
OF SHAFT
SHAFT END
END

N3E-3
WHITE

A
WHITE

CRN. TR.

-j1",,~WHITE
_
ED Til

Wt-1ITE

eLl<-. T

o

Pa".tn, obtained
ob'oi".d from
f,om aa 30
30 cps
<ps
fi9'''. 4. Pattern,
Figure
ainusoidol sweep,
.weep, for
#0' testing
, ••'i"9 phase
pho.e relation,.Ia,i",,_
sinusoidal
ship•.
ships.

SummclrY
Summary
figu,e
ol,.,no'o, (Eastern
(Eo.'.,,,
Figure 3.
3. hoi
Test «'nI.-.,tion.
connections ond
and co,,-e'
correct oKillo.<op.
oscilloscope poll.,n
pattern fo,
for lit.
the 90_150
90-150 <po
cps alternator
Ai,
Air D.vk••
Devices Co.,
Co., Type
Type N3E-3)
N3E-3) in
in II••
the 7ype
Type 232.A
232-A Glid.
Glide Slope
Slope Si9nol
Signal Ge".,olo,.
Generator.

uOJJing
crossing on
on che
the positive-going wave
wave
slope.
slope. If
If aa dual-channel
dual-channelcleccronic
electronic switch
switch
isis available
available for
for the
the osciUoscope,
oscilloscope, itit is
is pospossible
sible to
to superimpose
superimpose the
the 90
90 cps
cps and
and 150
150
cps
cps signals
signals and
and obtain
obtain the
the pattern
pattern shown
shown
in
in Figure
Figure lb,
2b. By
By rhe
the use
use of suitable
suitable
techniques
techniques and
and e<.;juipment,
equipment, the
the region
region
in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the zero-axis-crossing
zero-axis-crossing
can
can be
be investigated
investigatedand
and the
the relative
relative phase
phase
of
of the
the twO
two signals
signals at
at this
this point
point deter·
determined.
mined.
The
The second
second method,
method, which
which also
also is
is
based
based on
on aa definition
definition but
but requires
requires aa
somewhat more
more difficult
difficult osciUoscope
oscilloscope
somewhat
technique,
technique, consists
consists of
of measuring
measuring the
the
separation
separation of
of the
the peaks
peaks of
of the
the twO
two sigsignals w
to insure
insure that
that they
they are
are not
not doser
closer
nals
0
than aa minimum
minimum separation
separation of
of 12
12”
for
than
for
either
either positive
positive or
or negative
negative pairs as
as
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2b.
2b.
shown
In the
the third
third method,
method, the
the twO
two tones
tones
In
are added
added to
to give
give aa composite
composite signal
signal as
as
are
3. With
With proper phasphasshown in
in Figun:
Figure 3.
shown
ing there
there are
are pairs
pairs of
of peaks
peaks which
which have
have
ing
the same
same amplitude.
amplitude. A
A slight
slight shift
shift in
in the
the
relative phase
phase will
will increase
increase the
the ampliamplirelative
of one
one of
of the
the peaks
peaks while
while decreasdecreastude of
tude
ing the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the other
other on
on both
both
ing
the posirive
positive and
and negative
negative pairs.
pairs. In
In otder
order
the
to increase
increase the
the sensitivity
sensitivity of
of chis
this measmeasto
urement itit isis common
common practice
practice to
to blow
blow
urement
up the
the image
image and
and depress
depress the
the zero
zero axis
axis
up
so
by means
means of
of the
the centering
centering control
control so
by
that aa magnified
magnified ponion
portion of
of che
the tips of
that
pair of
of peaks
peaks appears
appears on
on the
the screen.
screen.
aa pair
This isis aa very
very sensitive
sensitive tcst
test and
and will
will
This
yield g<XKl
good accuracy
accuracy in
in testing
testing for
for corcoryield
rect phase
phase angle
angle provided
provided the
the twO
two sigsigrect
nals are
are of
of approximately
approximately equal
equal magnimagninals
tude.
tude.
A glance
glance at
at the
the display
display will
will show
show that
that
A
it
consists
of
a
“W’
connected
with
an
it consists of a "W" connected with an
“M’ in
in which
which pairs
pairs of
of legs
legs on
on both
both letlet"M"
ters are
are equal.
equal. A
A display
display in
in which
which an
an
ters

"M"
followed by a “W’,
"W", is equally
“M’ is followed
of the
valid depending on the phase of
synchronizing
synchronizing voltage used for the oscilloscope.
of the
loscope. Improper connection
connection of
alternatOt
alternator windings
windings gives the waveform
of Figure
Ic.
Figure IC.
A fourth
formfourth method is based upon forming
ing a Lissajous
Lissajous pattern by using a properly-phased
erly-phased 30 cps sine wave to drive
the horizontal
horizontal oscilloscope
oscilloscope amplifier.
This
practical effect of
of taking
This has the practical
the pattern of Figure 3 and wrapping
it around
patent cylinder so that
around a trans
transparent
two ends connect
connect as shown
the twO
shown in Figure
44 which
resembles aa large
large pair
pair
which strongly
strongly resembles
of
of ice tOngs.
tongs. Since the amplitude of
the tWO
two peaks depends
depends on the relative
phasing
150 cps sigsig·
phasing of the 90 cps and 150
nals,
nals, the adjustment for which points
of the ice tongs
rongs just
JUSt meet is a very
sensitive
sensitive measure of the phase relationship of the two
signals.
ship
twO signals.

Of the four
four methods
methods described
described above
aoove
Of
twO are based
based on measuring
measuring relative
relative
two
phase of
of two
twO signals
signals in
in aa superimposed
superimposed
phase
twO are
are based
based upon
upon relarela·
display and two
measurements of
of aa comcom·
ive amplitude measurements
posite signal.
expanded displays
displays of
of
When using expanded
either of
of the
the methods
methods in
in which
which amameither
used as aa measure
measure of
of phase
phase
plitude is used
plitude
relationship, care
care must
must be
be exercised
exercised to
ro
relationship,
insure that
that the
the magnitudes
magnitudes of
of the
the 90
90 cps
cps
insure
150 cps signals
signals are
are approxiapproxiand the 150
mately equal and
and that
that the
the interconnecinterconnecmately
tions from
from the
the generator
generawr are
are correct
correct as
as
by the
the “W-M’
"W-M" display shown
shown
indicated by
in
in Figure
Figure 33..
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The Need
Need for Special Instruments
It has always
always been our policy to
It
ro dede~
velop and design
design instruments which can
velop
be applied
applied under a wide variety of conditions. This flexibility tends to
ditions.
ro broaden
the marker
market thus lowering
lowering the price.
price. It
also makes it possible for a given laboraalso
tory ro
to sustain
sustain its
tory
its work
work with
with aa smaller
smaller
number of
of instrument5.
instruments. For
number
For instance
instance the
the
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 260·A
260-A covers
Q
covers aa frequency
frequency
range
of 50
50 kc
and can
exrange of
kc to
to 50
SO mc
mc and
can be
be extended down
down to
1 kc
to 1
kc with
with standard,
standard,
tended
readily avail3ble,
available, external
external equipment.
readily
equipment.
The
range
of
Q
measurements
The range of Q measurements is
is 10
10 to
to
625 and
and the
the capacitance
capacitance range
625
range is
is 30
30 to
to
460 micromicro
micromicro farads.
460
farads. A
A single-fresingle-fre·

•
6

quency Q meter
meter to
to measure
measure one
one level
level of
of
Q
Q at
at aa given capacitance
capacitance codd
could be
be built
built

to
ro very
very high
high accuracy
accuracy but
bur since
since few
few
would
would be
be needed,
needed, the
the price
price would
would be
be
high
high and
and the
the owner would
would soon
soon find
find
many
many problems
problems not
not covered
covered by
by the
the inin·
strument.
strument.
Our
Our policy
policy has
has also
also always
always provided
provided
for
for aa standard
standard cabinet
cabinet and
and cabinet
cabinet finish.
finish.
In
In addition
addition we
we have
have not
not provided
provided any
any
means
means for
for furnishing
furnishing instruments
instrument5 with
with
performance
performance characteristics
characteristics or
or specificaspecifica, L/
tions
different
from
those
standardly
tions different from those standatdly
advertised.
advertised. These
These policies,
policies, also,
also, are
are
based
based on
on our
our strong
Strong desire
desire to
to hold
hold the
the

THE
T
HE

NOTEBOOK
N
OTEBOOK

price to
to all
all at
al aa minimum.
minimum. Our
Our time
lime
price
been
concentraled
on
and
money
has
and money has been concentrated on
providing the
the highest
highesl average
average usefulusefulproviding
ness to
10 the greatest number of our 015'
ness
the greatest number of OUT cuslomef$. W
Wee have
have always
always felt
fell that
lhat proprotomers.
~rvice
to
Ihe
few
would
viding
more
viding more service to the few would
result in
in less
less service
service for
for the
the many.
many.
result
in the
the electronic
electronic field
field
Recent changes
changes in
Recent
need.
for
.some
addi·
have
indicated
the
have indicated the need for some additions to
to thi5
policy. Electronic
Electronic instruinstrutions
this policy.
being used
used as
as parts
pans of
of large
large
ments arc
ments
are being
assemblies
test equipment
~uipmem instead
instead of
of
assemblies of
of test
as
individual laboratory
laboratory equipments.
equipments.
as individual
Since
company's instruments
instruments are
are aa
Since each
each company’s
by
different
these assemblies
assemblies are
are by
different color
color these

no means
means uniform
uniform in
in appearance.
appearance. CusCusno
tomers
who
assemble
these
instruments
tomers who assemble these instruments
want them
them finished
fini5hed in
in aa
quire naturally
naturally want
quite
uniform
manner.Commacial
cquipmem
uniform manner. Commercial equipment
cases does
does not
flO( exactly
tnet.ly fit
fit the
tbe
in some
some cases
in
otherways.
ways.
performance requirements
requirements in
in other
performance
As long
long as
as substantial
substantw redesign
redesign isi5 not
flO( rere·
As
be made.
made. The
The
quired these
these changes
changes can
can be
quired
importance of
of the
the application
application very
very frefn::importance
quendy justifies
juStifies the
the added
added charges
charges for
for
quently
making minor
minor changes
changes and
and special
special ararmaking
rangements.
rangements.
better serve
serve the
the special
special requirerequireTo better
ments discussed above
above Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio
ments
up aa Special
Special
Corporarion has
has recently
recemly.set
Corporation
set up

~ices group.
group. This
This group
group will
will handle
handle
Devices
finishing and
and small
small changes
changes such
such as
as rerefinishing
locationofofconnectors,
ronnCClOrs,special
specialcables,
cables,and
and
location
OIher minor
minor changes
changes toto accommodate
accommodate
other
methspecialrequirements.
requirementS- Our
Ourinternal
imernalmethspecial
for handling
handlinS these
lhescorders
ordershave
havebeen
been
ods for
ods
simplified so
so as
as to
10 give
~ive rapid
rapid service.
scrvice.
simplified
as·
Arrangements have
have been
been made
made toto asArrangements
sure that
that none
none of
of the
the charges
charges for
for this
[his
sure
special work
work appear
appear in
in the
the price
price ofnf our
our
special
standard instruments.
instruments. W
We
would be
be
standard
e would
happy to
to hear
hearyour
your special
special needs
needs for
for our
our
happy
equipment
~uipmentwith
with the
the type
type of
ofslight
slightmodimodi·
fication discussed
discussedhere.
here.
fication

Conventioneering with Cartoons
Eng;nur
JAMES E. WACHTER, PProjecl
r o j e c t Elzgilzeer

EDITOR'S NOTE
EDITOR’S

a£tended an IRE
Anyone who has ever attended
.show
lhar Jim Wachter,
Wachter,
show doubdess
doubtless knows that
anoonist
Project Ensineer
Engineer and amateur cartoonist
e:ur2ordinary
extraordinary at BRC, has covered the
field with his "Convention~ring
“Conventioneering with
field
Cartoons” $Cries
series iIIUSttaled
illustrated here.
Canoons"
herc. Jim
saw
both sides
saw the convemion
convention from ..“both
the fence"
fence” so to speak. He served
$Crved his
hi5
of [he
booth and joined the
time in the BRC boorh
throngs co
to view Dlher
other exhibits. W
Wee think
throngs
the cartoons
cartoons are
are an authorita[ive
authoritative samsamthe
pling of
of what
what one
one might expect to
enco enpling
counter at
at a rypicallRE
typical IRE show.
show.
counter
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Q
AWARD
Q METER CONTEST
CONTEST AWARD
Q
displayed ot
Q of the coil displayed
at the IRE
show is 336.7.
336.7. The winning estimate
estimate
(33B)
(338) was submitted
submitted by
by Mr.
Mr. George
George
S. Scholl.
Scholl, Research
Research Engineer
Engineer with
with the
the
American Machine
American
Machine and
and Foundry
Foundry Co.
Alexandria, Va.
of Alexondria,
Vo.

The coil
coil in question was displayed
displayed in
IxJorh ar
rhe IRE
I RE show
in New
rhe BRC
at the
show in
the
BRC booth
18 -• 21. Anyone
York during March 18
visiting the
to esri·
estivisiring
rhe booth was invited to
mate the Q
Q of the coil
coil in competition
Q Meter which was also
also on disdisfor a Q
play. Entries were submitted on specially
specially
play.
prepared forms.
forms. These entries
entries have been
form bebe·
tabulated and set up in graph form
ro give an
low to
an indication of the distri·
distribution of estimates.
estimates.
Measurement of the coil
Measurement
coil was made at
~

THE
THE

BRC by our Quality Control Engineer,
Engineer,
following con·
on March
March 25,
25, under the following
conditions:
ditions:
1.
1. 111e
The coil
coil was conditioned for 2
hours in the Standard Room
Room with the
73 ±ZOF,
i2"F,
atmosphere maintained at 73
relative humidity SO
50 ±5%.
15%.
2. Measurement
Measurement was made on a BRC
Type 260·A
260-A Q Meter which was checked
checked
Q Standards
Standards 513·A
513-A and 5IB·A.
518-A.
by Q
3.
3. The coil
coil was dismounted from
from the
display
display case and
and connected
connected to the Q
Meter with the coil axis
vertical. The
axis vertical.
winding ends were damped
winding
clamped by the Q
Meter coil
posts; spacing
be·
coil binding posts;
spacing between the winding ends
ends being the same
same
as it was while the
rhe coil
coil was on display.
display.
4. The coil
mcasuremenl frequency
frequency of
4.
coil measurement
125 mc was checked
12.5
checked against
against a crystal
crystal
calibratOr.
calibrator.

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

Following measurement,
measurement, the
rhe coil
Following
coil was
disconneGed
disconnected from the Q
Q Meter, then
reconnected and measured
measured again in
reconnected
in the
same
manner. Readings
Readings obtained for
same manner.
measurements are
arc shown
shown in the
both measurements
below.
table below.

,.. ,.,
1st

R.oding-,
Readings

M.a,.
Meas.

Frequ.:ncy (me)
12.5
Frequency
(mc)
Q
Muhiplier
IA
Q MeIer
Meter Multiplier
1.4
Q
241.0
Q Voltmeter
Q
Indiallion
3:HA
Q Indication
337.4
Q MeIer
Meter
p.p.f)
Capacitance ( p
14.2
pf)
74.2
Capacitance

2nd
M.ao.
Meas.

Averag.
Average

12.5

12.5

2<10.0
336.0

1.4
240.5
336.1

74.0

74.1

1.4
I.'
I.'
240.0
240.5
336.0 336.7

Other Q
Q estimates
estimates worthy of honorable
able mention were submitted by J.
J. c.
C.
Clements,
Ltd. (334)
Clements, Raytheon Mfg.
Mfg. Co.
Co. Ltd.
and }.
J. F. Sterner,
Sterner, RCA, Isidore Bady,
Krevsky, Evans Sig.
U.S.A.S.E.L, and S.
U.S.A.S.E.L.,
S. Krevsky,
Sig.
Lab., (all
(all with 333).
333).
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R"'NCE
GR
...PH SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF
Of"
GRAPH
Q
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distribution
G,ap~
Q M
MeIer
Q
e t e r <onle,I.
contest.
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of estimates
in lI.e
the
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ALBANY, N.w
N e w York
Al8ANY.
Yorl:
E.
E• A.
.... OSSMANN & ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC
16 Caveson
Ca....on Lane
t"n.
Telephone:
9-7081
Te~pho"', UNion
UNion 9·7081

'I.

Q Meter
c oiIi l a'
as tI~ey
hey w
e r e d;'ploy.d
d i s p l a y e d in tt~e
he
Shown
bove a
r e the
Type 260-A
S/town a
ob..v.
or.
I~e Typ.
260_A Q
M.,.r and
and the
I~. controversial
c.. n".......;o/ <..
W.r.
8RC booll.
I~. IRE
/RE <onv.nlion.
An
lhe <..
ill the
110. ;nlerl.
BRC
b o o t h 01
at the
convention. A
n en/..,gomonl
enlargement of the
c oiIi l ;,
i s s,~own
h o w n in
insert.

DALLAS
Texas
DALlAS 9,
9, hxo.
E"'RL LIPSCOMB
L1PSCO..... B ASSOCIATES
ASSOCI ... TES
EARL
O. Box 7084
7084
P. 0.
Telephon., Fleetwood
fL..twnod 7-1881
7·IBBI
Telephone:

SAN
FRANCISCO. California
Colilo,ni"
S
A N FRANCISCO,
GROOS COMPANY
VAN GROOS
6-124 Portola
P....ola Drive
Dliv.
6424
E
EIl Cerrito,
C"';'o, California
Cali/o,nia
T.I.phon., LAndscape
LAnd><a"" 5-2533
a_a.:!.:!
Telephone:

ORlANDO. Florida
Flo,ielo
ORLANDO,
&IVINS
BlVlNS & CALDWELL
2703 E. South
Snu.h Street
S"...
2703
Tel.phon., ORlando
ORlondo 41-1091
41 1091
Teleohone:

SAN
JOSE 24,
24, California
Calilo,ni o
S
A N JOSE
GROOS COMPANY
COMP... NY
VAN GROOS
1219 Redcliff
Reddilf Drive
Driv.
1219

U'"

~~

ARLJNGTON
ARtlNG/ON 74,
74, Massuchusefts
Mo.. a<~u..
INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
ASSOCI TES
INSTRUMENT
1315
131' Massachusetts
Mo..aclwHI!, Avenue
A n""
T.I.p,,",n., Mlsrion
..... I..,on 8-0756
8·0756
Telephone:

DAYTON 9,
9, O
Ohio
DAYTON
hio
CROSSLU ASSO'S.,
sse·S., INC.
CROSSLEY
53 Park
Pa~ Avenue
A
Telephone:
T.l.phon., OXmopr
OXmoor 3594
3"4

ATLANTA. Georoia
BIVINS i C A L ~ W E L L
3133 Maple Drive, N.E.
Telephone: CEdar 7522

HIGH
POINT, N
Norl~
H
J G H POINT,
o r t h CaroUlla
Carolina
BlVlNS
CALDWELL
BIVINS & C"'LDWELL
Security
Sewri'y Bank Building
T.I.phon., Hlgh
High Point
Polnl 3672
Telephone:

BOONTON,
e w Jersey
BOONTON, N
N.w
J.r<ey
BOONTON RADIO
R...DIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
lntervale
'n!.r..al. Road
Road
T.lephone, DEerfield
DE.,fJ.ld 4-3200
4·3200
Telephone:

HOUSTON, Texas
Tua.
HOUSTON,
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
EARL LIPSCOMB
P. O.
0. Box 6573
6573
Telephone:
T.lephon., JAckson
JA<I:.on 4-9303
4.9303

CHICAGO
45. Illinois
illinoi.
CHJCAGO 45,
...sse·S .• INC.
CROSSLEY ASSO'S.,
271
W •• ' Howard
Hawa.d St.
S•.
27111 West
SH.ld'ak. 3-8500
3·1L5OO
SHeldrake

LOS ANGELES,
California
lOS
ANGElES. Co/i/ornio
VAN GROOS
GROOS COMPANY
14515 Dickens
Did<.n, Street
Slr_
Sh.""an Oak"
Coli/o,n,a
Sherman
Oaks, California
T.I.ph.,...., STanlev
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scnsilivity
sensitivity of
of IIa r:tdio
radio receiver is
is
one
one of
of its
its mOSt
most imponant
important auributes.
attributes.
Ohm,
Often, this
this scositivity
sensitivity is
is in
in the
the order
order of
of
one
one micrO'o'olt
microvolt or
or less.
less. Unfoftun;udy.
Unfortunately, (ht:
the
only
only devices
devices caJnble
capable of
of detming
detecting the
presence
presence of
of these
these low-level
low-level "oltllges
voltages are
are
rhe
the rect'ivers
receivers under
under lest.
test. Using 11a receivet
receiver
of
of unknown
unknown sensitivity
sensitivity to
to mnsurc
measure these
voln.gt'S
voltages would
would flO(
not be
be an
an accurate
accurate proprocess.
cess. What
What isis needed,
needed, is
is aa device
device which
will
will provide
provide aa sour«:
source of
of r-l
r-f \'olt'agcs,
voltages, at
at
microvolt
microvolt levels,
levels, which
which can
can be CSfllbestablishe<!
definite and
and reasonable
lished wilh
with aa definite
accuracy
accuracy without
without measuremem
measurement at
at low
levels. This
This anide
article presenrs
presents a discussion
discussion
levels.
of
of some
some of
of the
the techniques
techniques employed
employed and
and
problems
problems encoumered
encountered in
in designing
designing and
and
evaluating
evaluating such
such aa device.
device. BasicalJy
Basically the
device under discussion
discussion combines
combines aa carccaredevice
r-f vohmelcr
voltmeter with a
fully calibrated
calibrated f·f
flilly
3.
very fine
fine lltlcnUllmr.
attenuator. Sec
See figure
figure 3.
very

L-
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Voltmeter Design
Design
Voltmeter

The voltmeter selected
selected for
for this
this device
The
reasonably straight
straight forward UHF
isis aa reasonably
germanium cartridge
cartridge diode. The only
germanium
innovation isis that
that the
the diode
diode opcrmes
operates
innovlllion
with an
an accurately
accurately monitOred
monitored bias cur·
curwith
rent at
at zero
zero signal.
signal. The
The bias
bias isis such
such that
rem
the input
input voltage
voltage swing
swing is
is always
always on
on
the
the square-law
square-law portion
portion of
of the
the diode
diode
the
characteristic and
and never crosses
crosses the
the zero
chamcteristic
voltage axis.
axis. This
This tends
tends to
to make
make the
the
voltage
sensitivity relatively
relatively independent of
sensitiviry
temperature and
and aging
aging effects.
effects.
temperature
What must
must be
be derermined
determined however,
What
the frequency
frequency chafllcreristic
characteristic of this
isis the
diode voltmeter.
voltmeter. At
At the
the design stage it
diode
was quite
quite obvious
obvious that
that the series resoresowas
nance of
of the
the voltmet:er
voltmeter was
was above
above 1,000
1,000
nance
mc, but
but the
the oracr
exact frequency
frequency was nor
not
me,
known. As
As the
the series
series resonance is
known.
approached, Ihe
the diode
diode will
will increase
increase in
in
approached,
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Figure

I.

The author uses the 2 4 5 6 to perform receiver sensitivity measurements.

of the instrusensitivity and the output
OUtput of
instrulow frequency
ment will drop. On the low
dt.'<:rcase as the
end, the sensitivity will decrease
impedance of the by-pass capacitors
increase. Since it is most desirable to
increase.
to
calibrate this voltmeter at 1,000 cps,
where accurate voltages are
a.re available, the
characteristics must
low frequency chamCleristics
must also
be known. A factor to
to be considered, is
:hat
capacitors are used
that two
twO capacitOrs
uSt.'<I as a filter
filter
entire frequency range and
over the entirt:
that [hey
they have a 5-ohm damping resistor
resistor
between them. Below a certain frequency,
frequency,
this 5-ohm resistor is in series with the
r-f circuit
circuit of
of the
diode and
r-f
the diode
and decreases
decreases the
rhe
sensitivity slightly.
slightly. For
sensilivity
For accurate
accurate work
work
this
this must
musl be
be: evaluated.
evaluated.
Voltmeter
Voltmeter Performance
Performonce Checks
Checks

The
The basic
basic problem
probkm at
ar the
Ihe input
input of
of the
the
voltmeter system
voltmet:er
syStem is
is to
to accurately
accurately measure
measure
the voltage
the
voltage applied
applied to
to the
the attenuator
anenuaror
system over
over aa range
syslem
range of
of 1
1 kc
kc to
10 1,000
1,000 mc
me
for aa constant
constant indication
for
indication of
of the
the output
ourpur

meter.
meter. In
In order to
to extend
extend the
the frequency
frequency
response
response downward
downward to
to 1,000
1,000 cycles,
cycles, an
an
additional
additional 60
60 pf
".f had
had to
to be
be added
added to
to the
the
by-pass
by-pass circuit. To
To be
be sure
sure that
that this
this had
had
no
no effect on
on the
the normal
normal calibration,
calibration, itit
was
was necessary
necessary to
to check
check the
the meter
meter indicaindication
tion at
at the
the lowest
lowest operating
operating frequency
frequency of
of
100
100 kc,
kc. with
with and
and without
without the
the 60
60 pf
".f
capacitor.
capacitOr. It
It was
was found
found that
thai this
this had
had no
no
effect.
effecr. It
It was
was also
also found
found that
that 60
60 pf
".f was
was
adequate
adequate for
for 1,000
1,000 cps.
cps. This
This was
was checked
checked
by
by adding more
more capacitance
capacitance and
aod noting
noting
that
that no
no change
change in
in sensitivity
sensirivity took
took place.
place.
Operation of
of the
the by-passing
by-passing was
wasobserved
observed
by
by evaluation
evaluation of
of the
the effect
effen of
of the
the 5-ohm
5-ohm
damping
damping resistor
resistOr at
at frequencies
frequencies where
where
the
the high
high frequency
frequency by-pass
by·pass has
has no
no effect.
effect.
This
This was
was accomplished
accomplished by
by aa relative
relative
check
check of
of sensitivity
sensirivity at
at 1,000
1,000 cycles,
cycles, with
with
and
and without
9I'ithout the
rhe damping
damping resistor.
resistor. Results
Rcsults
showed
1% change.
change_ This
This 1%
I $f
showed about
about aa 1%
increase
increase in
in sensitivity
sensitiviry occurs
occurs between
between 10
10
and
and 20
20 mc
me as
as the
the test
ICSI frequency
frequency isis raised.
raised.
Since
Since this
this isis known,
known, itil can
can be
be taken
tak~n into
imo
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account.
account. This
This condition
condition precludes the
possibiliry
possibility of
of sharp,
sharp,uncontrolled
uncontrolled changes
changes
occurring
occurring unexpectedly
unexpectedly due
due to
to series
resonance
two capacitors
capacitors and
and their
resonance of
of the
the tWO
accumulated
accumulated inductances.
inductances.
DC
D C 10
to Audio
Azldio
The
most
accurate
T h e most accurate place to
to begin
begin
determination
determination of
of standard
standard voltage is
is at
at
aa WestOn
Weston standard
standard cell.
cell. In
In this case,
case, dc
dc
was
was passed
passed through
through aa stable
stable glass
glass film
film
rype
type resistor
resistor of
of 50·ohms
50-ohms de
dc resistance.
resistance.
This
T h i s current
current was
was monitored
monitored with a
Weston
Weston thermo
thermo milliammeter
milliammeter whose
whose calcalibration
mc. An
An L
ibration was
was known
known up
up to
to 22 me.
and
and N
N laboratory
laboratory potentiometer
potentiometer was
was used
to
to compare
compare the
the standard
standard cell
cell voltage
with
with the
the voltage
voltage developed
developed across
across the
the
resistor.
resistor. Accurate
Accurate readings
readings of
of the
the thermo
thermo
milliammeter
milliammeter were
were taken
taken at
at the
the voltages
desired
desired for
for calibrating.
calibrating. In
In as
as much
much as
as
the
the thermo
thermo milliammeter
miiliammeter and
and the
the resistor
are
are flat
flat to
to at
at least
least 1,000
1,000 cycles,
cycles, the
the dc
dc
sourcewas
was replaced
replaced with
with aa low
low distortion,
distortion,
source
1,000-cycle, power source.
source. By
By producing
producing
i,OOO-cycle,
the same
same currents
currents at
at 1,000
1,000 eycles
cycles that
that
the
were produced
produced at
at dc,
dc, the
the same
same voltages
were
which were
were accurately
accurately checked
checked with
with the
the
which
standard cell
cell at
at dc
dc were
were now
now being
being proprostal1d.l.td
1,000 cycles.
cycles. These
These standard
standard
duced at
at 1,000
duced
levels were
were used
used at
at this
this frequency
frequency to
to
levels
check the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of aa Ballantine ae-de
ac-dc
check
precision calibrator
calibrator which
which would
would serve
serve
precision
as aa convenient
convenient stable
stable I,OOO-cycle
1,000-cycle standstandas
ard for
for funher
further use
use in
in the
the testing.
testing. The
The
ard
calibrator isiscontinuously
continuously variable
variable in
in level
level
calibrator
up to
to 10
10 volts,
volts, (rms,
(rms, peak,
peak, or
or dc)
dc) and
and
up
significant
accurately read
read OUt
out to
to 44 significant
isis accurately
figures. This
This instrument operates
operates well
well
figures.
within its
its rated
rated Y.!%
95% accuracy.
accuracy.
within
Audio 10
t o 22 me
nzc
Audio
The 50·ohm
50-ohm resistor
resistor used
used in
in the
the cranstransThe
fer test
test was
was known
known to
to be
be flat
flat to
to well
well
fcr
mc and
and the
the thermo
thermo millimilliabove 22 mc
above
known
ammeter was
was nearly
nearly flat
flat with
with aa known
ammeter
slope supplied
supplied by
by the
the manufacturer.
manufacturer. By
By
slope
varying the
the frequency
frequency into
into the
the system,
system, aa
varying
calibration curve
curve was
was produced
produced for
for >la
calibration
Ballantine Model
Model 33 I0
10 vacuum
vacuum tube
tube voltvoltBallantine
mc. This
This calibrated
calibrated meter
meter
meter up
up to
to 22 me.
meter
was then
then used
used to
to monitor
monitor the
the input
input of
of
was
the voluneter
voltmeter in
in the
the range
range from
from 11 kc
kc to
to
the
mc. For
For purposes
purposes of
of these
these tesrs,
tests, the
the
22 me.

nominal
voltage was
was required
required
nominal calibration
calibration voltage
to
proper meter
merer reading
reading at
at
to produce
produce the
the proper
1,000
This nominal
nominal voltage
voJrage was
was
1,000 cycles.
cycles. This
of
derived
the attenuation
derived by
by calculating
calculating the
attenuation of
the
to be
be calibrared
from its
its
the attenuator
attenuator to
calibrated from
volrage was
was
measured
values. The
measured de
dc values.
The voltage
of the
the input
input
measured
the input
measured at
at the
input end
end of
of 30
inches
cable.
the cable
length of
30 inches
cable. Since
Since the
cable length
is
nOt necesneces·
is quite
quite shorr
short at 2 mc, it was not
sary
to cable
sary to consider any change due to
mismatch. However, the
rhe voltmeter
voltmeter and
atrenUator
adjUSted
attenuator in combination were adjusted
so
so that they presented a 50-ohm
%-ohm load
of
having very
VSWR through
through most
most of
having
very low
low VSWR
the 1,OOO-mc
TIle input cable is a
1,000-mc band. The
mJ·
special
special 50·ohm
50-ohm cable made to close rolerances for
for this application. It is necessary
to repeat for
for emphasis at this point, that
low-level r-f
r-f measuring
in
in any use of the low-level
device and
rests and caliand throughom
throughout all tests
bration procedures, the dc resistance of
of
the external circuit feeding
feeding the device’s
device's
pan of
of
input cable is 50 ohms, because part
input
the
the de
dc return for the diode is through
[his
path. The procedures to this point
this path.
me,
have an
an absolute calibrotion
calibration up to 2 mc,
leaving 998
me te
to-be'calibrated,
998 mc
be. calibrated.

Figure 2,
2.

RF aUenu<>tor
ono voltmeter.
"o/,mete,.
attenuutor and

m c ttoo 1000 mc
2 me
me
Voltage levels
levels at higher frequencies
are best measured with a bolometer
are
bridge. In this way the accurately known
1,000-cycle voltages
volcnges can be compared in
I,OOO-cycle
to the higher r-f voltages.
volcnges.
their effect to
There is in use in the BRC
BRe laboratories
There
specially construCted
constructed bolometer bridge
a specially
which operates with more than normal
This instrument is usable to
to
sensitivity. This
compare levels of voltage down to 0.03
COmpare
0.03
volts. Space is nor
not available to describe
<lescribe
volts.
the construction of this
rhis special
spe<:ial instruinstfumegt except to say that it compares the
me[1t
heating effect of accurately measured
1,000-cycle
to the
I,OOO-cycle voltages
voltages 10
the heating
heating effect
effect
of r-f voltages up to
ro 1,000
1,000 mc.
me. Since this
bridge presents aa load resistance of
50
of 50
bridge
to aa coaxial
coaxial cable
cable and
ohms 10
and its
its response
response
ohms
is due
due to
to aa heating
effect, it
is
heating effect,
it is
is really
reaUy aa
power measuring
device and
and must
be
power
measuring device
must be
considered as
as such.
such. The
considered
The reason
reason for
for this
this
will be
developed.
be developed.
will
The r-f
is fed
fed from
from aa 5050The
r·f voltmeter
voltmeter is
ohm source
source having
having low
ohm
low VSWR
VSWR and
and the
the
level
is adjusted
adjusted until
until the
the meter
meter gives
gives
level is
standard indication.
The signal
signal generator
generaror
standard
indication. The
output is
is then
then transferred
OUtpUt
transferred without
without change
change
22
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to the
the bolometer
bolometer bridge.
bridge. The
The bridge
bridge isis
to
then balanced
balanced and
and the
the r-f
r-f is
is removed
removed and
and
then
I,OOO-cycle energy
energy
replaced with
with enough
enough 1,000-cycle
replaced
to rebalance
rebalance the
the bridge.
bridge. The
The 1,000-cycle
I,OOO-eycle
to
voltage is
is simultaneously
simultaneously measured
measured on
on aa
voltage
BaIJamine voltmeter
voltmeter whose
whose calibration
calibration
Ballantine
by the
the precision
precision ac-dc
ac-dc
has been
been verified
verified by
has
be aa
calibrator. This
This voltage
voltage will
will then
then be
calibrator.
of the
the absolute
absolute voltage
voltage at
at the
the
measure of
measure
diode when
when certain
certain corrections
corrections are
are apapdiode
The output
output of
of the
the signal
signa.l generator
generatOr
plied. The
plied.
was connected, by
by means
means of
of aa spespeused was
adjusted terminating
terminating pad
pad at
at the
rhe
cially adjusted
of the coaxial cable, to
to the
the input
input
end of
of the
the low-level
low-level r-f
r-f voltage
voltage device.
device,
cable of

.’-/

Corrections
This cable and
and terminating
terminaring pad
pad were
were
This
then transferred
transferred to
to the
the input
input jack
jack of
of the
the
then
is connected
connected
bolometer, Since
Since this
this jack
jack is
bolometer.
to the
the bolometer
bolometer element,
element, loss
loss
direcdy to
directly
due ,to attenuation in
in the
the input
inpur cable
cable qf
qf
to be
be
low-level r-f
r-f voltage
voltage device
device had
had to
the low-level
accounted for
for and subtracted
subtracred from
from the
rhe
loss in
in
bolometer reading.
reading. This
This loss
indicated bolometer
was calculated from
from the
the cable
cable
the cable was
loss per
per 100
100 feet
feet
manufacturers rated
rated loss
manufacturers
and a knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the cable
cable length.
length.
bolometer element
element isis not
nOt exceptionexceptionThe bolometer
ally well
well matched
matched compared
compa.red with
with the
the
r·f voltage
voltage device,
device, but
bur since
since itir
low-level r-f
is a power
power sensitive
sensitive device
device and
and not
not aa
VSWR as
as high
high as
as 1.5
1.5 does
docs
voltmeter, a VSWR
voltmeter,
an appreciable
appreciable error.
error. The
The
not cause an
amOUnt of
of power
power reflected
reflecred from
from aa load
load
amount
of 1.5
1.5 isis 4%.
4%. The
The
having a mismatch
mismatch of
having
resistance
resistance of
of the
the bolometer
bolometer is
is precisely
precisely
50 ohms at
1,OOO-eyde comparison
comparison
a[ the
the 1,000-cycle
frequency, so that
that the
the error
error in
in voltage
voltage isis
r(lOt of
of the
the power
power error,
error,
only the square root
2%. However,
However, for
for precise
precise work,
work, the
the
or 2%.
VSWR
VSWR characteristic
characteristic of
of the
the bolometer
bolometer
must
be determined
determined and
and this
this error
error taken
taken
must be
into account.
account, The
The indication
indication will
will always
always
bbee llower
o w e r tthan
h a n aactual,
c t u a l , because
he
because tthe
bolometer
bolometer rejects
rejects some
some of
of the
the power
power
delivered to
to it.
it. Therefore,
Therefore, the
the error
error must
must
be added to
{() the
the indicated
indicated results.
results.
Additional
Additional data was
was derived
derived for
for dedesign of
of an accurate voltmeter
voltmeter correction
correction
curve by
by actually
acruaJly determining the
the resoresonant frequency of
of the
the voltmeter.
voltmeter. This
This
was
by scanning
scanning the
the band
band from
from
was done by
SO0
800 to
to 3000
3000 mc
mc with
with aa microwave
microwave sigsignal generator
to be
be
generator which
which was
was known
known to
reasonably
reasonably flat.
flar. A
A pronounced
pronounced minimum
minimum
in
in the
the output
outpUt was
was observed
observed at
at 1400
1400 mc
me
which represented
represented the
the series
series resonant
resonant
frequency.
frequency. This
This information
information was
was used
used
to
ro confirm
confirm the
the slope
slope of
of the
the curve
curve obob·
tained
tained from
from previously
previously used
used methods.
methods.
While
While this
this type
type data
data does
dues not
not give
give
actual
to the
the
actual quantitative
quantitative information
information as
as to
actual
s
of the
rhe resonance,
resonance, itit i is
actual magnitude
magnitude of
used
used to
to add
add credence
credence to
ro the
the previous
previous
quantitative
quantitative measurements.
measurements.
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Attenuator
Attenuator Design
Design

The
The basic
basic concept
concept of
of the
the attenU(lror
attenuator
isis shown
shown in
in figure
figure 2.
2. hIt isis aa volmge
voltage
divider
divider composed
composed of
of aa 6O-ohm
60-ohm resisror
resistor
in
in series
series wjth
with aa 0.OO24-ohm
0.0024-ohm resisror.
resistor.
The
The inpur
input voltage
voltage isis fed
fed in
in across
across the
the
series
series combination
combination and
and the
the output
output is
is
taken
taken across
across the
the 0.0024-ohm
0.0024-ohm resistor.
resistor.
Since
signifiSince the
the 0.0024
0.0024 ohms
ohms isis not
not aa significant
cant parr
part of
of the
the roral
total resistance,
resistance, the
the
attenuation
attenuation ratio
ratio can
can be
be raken
taken merely
merely
as
as the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the tWO
two resistors, which
which
in
in this
this case
case isis 25,000.
25,000. Of
Of course,
course, each
each
of
of these
these two
two elements
elements must
must be
be the
the same
same
value
value from
from dc
dc to
to L,OOO
1,000 me
mc in
in order to
obtain
obtain th('
the desired
desired results.
results.
For
For the
the larger
larger 60-ohm
60-ohm resistor,
resistor, (la natnatural
ural solution
solution was
was ptesented
presented in
in an
an article
article
by
by D.
D. R.
R. Crosl('y
Crosley and
and C.
C. H.
H. PennyPennyl
It
packer.
packer.1
It was
was demonsrrated
demonstrated mathemathematically
if: (1)
( 1) the
matically in
in this
this work
work that
that jf:
central
central conductor
conductor of
of aa coaxial
coaxial transmistransmission
sion line
line isis aa uniform
uniform resistive
resistive cylinder,
cylinder,
(2)
( 2 ) this
this transmission
transmission line
line is
is shorted
shorted on
on
one
one end,
end, and
and (3)
( 3 ) the
the geometric
geometric dimendimensions
sions of
of the
the line
line are
are such
such that
that its
its charcharacteristic
4 3 isis .equal
,equal to
acteristic impedance
impedance XX '1'3
the
the tot".tl
total series
series resistance
resistance of the central
central
conductOr;
conductor; this
this section
section of
of line,
line, when
POTENTIOMETER

of the
the transtransshort
the end
short circuit
circuit at
at the
end of
mission
A natural
natural resistor
resistor for
for this
this
mission line.
line. A
is suggested
in an
an article
article by
by
type
type of
of use
use is
suggested in
M.
This resistor
resistOr consists
consists of
nf
M. C.
C. Selby.2
Selby.* This
matetial
an
an annular
annular film
film of
of conduCling
conducting material
which
which bridges
bridges the gap between the inof the
rhe coaxial
coaxial
ner
ner and
and outer
outer conductors
conductors of
evaluation, this
this
line,
line. For
For purposes
purposes of
of evaluation,
be
a·
series
film
can
be
considered
to
film can be considered to be a. series
of
bars whose
whose width
width is
is the
the film
film
of square
square bars
thickness.
Assuming. for
for now,
now, uniform
uniform
thickness. Assuming,
the inductance
inductance
penetration
penetration of
of current,
current, the
co
can
bar to
can be
be evaluated,
evaluated. Consider
Consider one
one bar
be called a,
murual ina. Bar a will have mutual
bars. For
For each
each
ductance
ductance with
with all
all other
other bars.
rhere will be
bar at
at an angle tP from a, there
tP from
from a.
another oor
bar at -- 4
a. These bars
of equal
will have mutual inductance of
will
value, but will have opposite sign and
anc;:!.
cancel. Bar a will then have mutual
fcom it.
it.
inductance with a bar 180"
180 0 from
Assuming
rhat the inductance of
che
Assuming that
of the
disc
rhe result of
disc i~
is the
of all bars in parallel
thac
(Inducr:mce
that approximate the disc, (Inductance
may be actually less than this because
tOtal insome
some area is unaccounted for.) total
follows:
ductance
ductance is computed as follows:
d
L Total < - - - (La

La <0.0021
5 0.0021
2/
0.447d
21
[108---1
- - - ] I 1' h
-1
Ph
[log
0.447d
0.447d
1

+

RF
IN

RF
OUT

ATTENUATOR

Where
Where::
= thickness
= 2.5 x lo-*
cm
thickness of bar =
10-4 em
d =
= length of oor
bar =
= 0.25 cm
1=
= radius of inner conductOr
conductor
r=
=
=: 0.36 cm
em

RF vvohage
circuit.
Figure
3. ftf
f'g"
•• :t.
..I'.. g • •standard-basic
' .. "da.d.......'. <i...
ui,.

viewed from
from the
the open
open end,
end, will
will look
look
viewed
like aa pure
pure resistOr
resistor equal
equal to
to the
the total
like
series resistance
resistance of
of the
the central
central conducconducseries
tor. Compared
Compared to
to its
its dc
dc value,
value, this rereror,
sistor would
would have
have aa VS\VR
VSWR of
of 1.0
1.01
I
sistor
when the
the length
length of
of the
the line
line is
is less than
when
1/100 of
of the
the wave
wave length,
length, or
or less
less than
1/100
1.03 when
when the
the length
length of
of the line
line is
is less
less
1.03
than 1/30
1/30 of
of the
the wave
wave length.
length. The
The cencenrhan
tral conductor
conductor of
of this
this line
line in
in pracrice
practice is
is
rral
glass rod
rod OntO
onto which
which has
has been
been evapevapaa glass
orated, in
in aa vacuum,
vacuum, aa thin
thin film
film of
of
Orated,
metal. In
In this
this case,
case, the
the film
film is
is thin
thin
metal.
enough ro
to be
be considered
considered without thickenough
ness for
for skin
skin depth
depth consideratIons.
considerations. The
The
ness
cm long,
long, or
or 1/100
1/100 of
of the
the wave
wave
line isis 11cm
line
length at
at 300
300 mc
mc and
and 1/30
1/30 at
at 1,000
1,000 me.
mc.
length
Therefore, in
in theory,
theory, the
the resistor
resistor is
is
Therefore,
within L1%
of the
the de
dc value
value at
at 300
300 me
mc
within
% of
3 % at
at 1,000
1,000 me.
mc.
and within
within 3%
and
The 0.OO24-ohm
0.0024-ohm resistor
resistor becomes
becomes the
the
The

+

= -0.002
-0.002 [(2/
[ (21 + 2r) log
=
(21 2r) +2rlog2t-2
2r log 2r - 2
(21+2r)
(l
2t) log (l
( 1 + 2r)
( I + 2r)]
2 r ) l piLh
h
La <
f 1.329
1.329 x
10-3
ph,
" 10-} ,u.h,
5h
Maa <
- 5.6
5.6 xX 10-3
1O-5 p,u.h
LA ~
5 0.1406
0.1406 ,u.,u.h
pph
inductive reactance
The inducfive
reaCtance is 4.36 x
10-4 n
i2 at 500
500 mc
fl
me and 8.72 x lo-*
10-4 n
10-4
at 1,000
1,000 mc,
at
me, and is in quadrative with
the resistance. This results in a 1.65%
1.65%
error in impedance at 500 mc and a
error at
at 1,000
1,000 mc.
6.25 % errot
6.25%
mc.
Uniform current in the bar is indicated, because the effective skin depth
cated,
in
the film
film at
at 1,000
in the
1,000 mc
mc is
is roughly
roughly 22
times the actual film thickness. It
It develdeveltimes
ops that
that when
the skin
skin depth
depth is
is equal
equal
ops
when the
to the
the film
thickness, the
to
film thickness,
the resistance
resismnce is
is
equal to
to 103%
dc value,
equal
103% of
of the
the dc
value, and
and
when the
skin deprh
depth is
is equal
equal to
to twice
twice
when
the skin
the film
film thickness,
thickness, the
is
the
rhe resistance
resistance is
equal to
101%
of the
dc value.
equal
to 10
I % of
the dc
value. Since
Since
the current
current tends
to be
be more
more dense
dense on
on
the
tends to
Maal

i/

+ Maad

2m

+

+

+

33

+

the input
input side
side of
of the
the annular
annular resistor,
resistor,
the
of
distribution
rhis
slighc
inequality
this slight inequality of distribution
rOOuce the
the voltage
voltage appearing
appearing
tends to
to reduce
tends
on
the
side
of
the
film
oppositc
the side
side
on the side of the film opposite the
is taken.
taken. This
This
from which
which the
the output
OUtput is
from
reduction tends
rends to
to offset
offsec the
the increase
increase
reduction
due to
to the
the disc
disc inductance.
inductance.
due
Attenuator Performance
Performance Checks
Checks
Attenuator

In addition
addition to
to checking
checking the
thc voltmeter
voltmerer
In
is desirable
desirable to
to check
check
characterisrics itit is
characteristics
the attenuation
attenuarion at
at various
various frequencies.
frequencies.
the
of course
course
theoretical attenuation
attenuation isis of
The theoretical
from accurate
aCcurate and
and careful
careful dc
de
derived from
measurements, but
but the
the r-f
r-f attenuation
attenuation
measurements,
be ultimately
ultimately checked
checked by
by judicious
judicious
must be
with aa precision
precision piston
piston atatcomparison with
The piston
piston attenuator
attenuator can
can be
be
tenuator. The
rigorously accurate
aCCUrate device
device ifif used
used carecarea rigorously
can also
also be
be aa totally
torally in-.
in-·
fully, but
but itit can
fully,
The
accurace device ifif used
used improperly.
improperly. The
accurate
attenuation of
of the
the useful
useful mode
mode in
in the
the
attenuation
is well
well known,
known, but
but
wave guide
guide is
circular wave
modes are
are also
also propagated
propagated into
into
other modes
the tube
tube under
under some conditions. These
These
the
at aa rate
rate higher
higher
modes are all attenuated
attenuated at
modes
TEll mode.
mode. IfIf
than the
the normally
normally used
used TEll
than
docs not
nOt use
use the
the attenuator
arrenuaror with
with
one does
tOO close
close to
TO the
the driven
driven end
end
the probe
probe too
the
of the
the tube,
tube, and
and ifif aa driving
driving element
clement
of
which is
is of
of such
such geometry
geometry as
as
is chosen which
to favor
favor the
the TEll
TEll mode,
mode, the
the calculated
calculated
to
rate can
can be
be used
used quite
quite safely.
safely.
attenuation rate
of small
small increments
increments
Careful checking of
of the attenuator
arrenuator output
OUtpUt in
in the
the high
high outoutof
pUt regions
regions against small precision
precision pads,
pads,
put
reveal the
the region
region where
where the
the atatshould reveal
to decrease
decrease as
as the
the
rate starts to
tenuation rate
is approached.
approached,
of the
the tube
tube is
driven end of
This region
The
region should be
be avoided.
avoided. The
TEll mode
mode is
is produced
produced most
most purely
purely by
by
a symmetrically placed
placed driving
driving loop
loop
whose
is precisely
precisely coincident
coincident with
with
whose plane
plane is
the plane
of the
the pick-up
pick-up loop.
loop. The
The pickpick~
plane of
up
up loop
loop should also
also be
be symmetrical
symmetrical in
in
the tube.
rube.
In
In order
order to
to check
check the
the low-level
low-level r-f
r-f
voltage device's
device's attenuator, aa signal
signal gengenerator was
was used
used to
to feed
feed aa precision
precision
piston
ntis attenuator
attenuatOr outourpiston attenuator.
attenuatOr. This
put
put fed
fed into
imo the
the device's
device's attenuator
atcenuator
which
which in
in turn
turn fed
fed aa very
very sensitive,
sensitive,
stable
srable receiver
receiver equipped
equipped with
with an
an easily
easily
read output
Ourput meter.
meter. The
The piston
piston attenuaattenuator
was increased
increased to
to aa level
level which
which
tor output
Output was
gave a good sound
sound reading
reading above
above the
the
noise
noise on
on the
the carefully
catefully tuned
tuned receiver.
receiver.
Care
used to
to avoid
avoid the
the inaccurate
inaccurare
Care was
was used
region
of the
the piston
piston attenuator.
auenUatOr. The
The
region of
attenuator
attenuaror under
under test
test was
was then
then removed
removed
and the
the piston
piston attenuator
attenuator withdrawn
withdrawn
until
ro give
give
uncil the
the receiver
receiver was
was observed
observed to
the
formerly had
had
the output
output reading
reading itit formerly
piven.
~iven. The
The measured
measured attenuation
attenuation was
was
then
then the
the total
toral length
length traveled
traveled by
by the
the
piston
pistOn times
times the
rhe attenuation
attenuation per
per unit
unit
length.
length. Using
Using this
this procedure,
procedure, the
the absoabso-

BOONTON
BOONTON

lute
pislOn is of
lute :uumuntion
attenuation of the piston
of no
interest.
interest. In
In ordt'r
order that
that this replacement
be
be vnlid,
valid, the
the piston
piston nrrenuator
attenuator OUtput
output
must
must be adjusted
adjusted to
to 50
50 ohms.
ohms. FortuFortun;uely,
nately, tt"t:eivers
receivers opcrnting
operating at
at these
microvolt
microvolt IC"o'c!s
levels are
are square.law
square-law detectors
and
and therefore
therefore power measuring devices.
This
This being the case,
case, slight
slight differences
in
in mismntch
mismatch between the OUtpUt
output of the
pislOn
piston altt:ntlator
attenuator and
and the
the device's at·
attellUalOr
tenuator do
do not
not matter.
matter. The
The low-level
low-level
r·f
r-f voltllgl'
voltage device
device uscG
used as
as a standard at
at
BRC
BRC ch«ked
checked against
against the
the pislOn
piston atattenuator within
within thc
the readability of the
me-asurement.
measurement.
Standard
Standard Unit
Unit
The
The above
above tests were performed on
on a
number of
of low-level r-f voltage dcvices
devices
and
and the
the best unit,
unit, in
in our
our judgment, has
been
been retained
retained as
as a standard.
standard. To control
control
the
the quality
quality of
of further
further units, it was necessary
sary 10
to determine
determine to what
what precision the
OUtputS
outputs of
of the
the various prodUCtion
production unils
units
could
could be
be comp<lred
compared with
with this
this st1lndard
standard
unit, cunsidering
considering the equipmenl
equipment to be
used and
and the personnel
would be
used
personnel who would
likely to
to make the
the tests.
tests.
likely
The
The mcter
meter of the standard
standard unit differs
differs
from a produCtion
production model
model in that itit is
from
calibt3ted
calibrated in
in percentage deviation
deviation from
standard
standard input.
input. This
This is
is used
used 10
to indicate
indicate
how much
much the
the inpllt
input voltage of the
how
stllndard
standard must
must be
be changed
changed to produce
produce
an Output
output which will
will have
have the
the same
same ef·
efan
fect in
in a receiver as
as a unit under tCSt,
test.
fect
the mcter
meter reads :zero
zero error,
error, lhe
the unit
unit
If the
the
considered to
to be identical
identical v.m'+h
isis considered
"h the
test unit
unit I\t
at the test
test frequency.
frequency. Of course,
course,
test
test frequencies
frequencies are
are spotred
spotted all
all through
through
(est
the 0.1
0.1 through
through I,DOD·ffiC
1,000-mc band. To
T o evalevalthe
conuate the
the prl"t:isioll
precision to
to be
be expected,
expected, aa con·
uate
siderable number
number of units were run
sidemble
through rhe
the same
same comparison tests three
through
times by
by four
four different
different persons .....ho
who are
are
times
expected ro
to run
run these
these tesrs
tests during proproexpected
duction. The
The resultS
results of
of these
these testS,
tests, shown
shown
duction.
in figures
figures 4 and
and 5,
5 , werc
were used to improve
improve
in
the operation
operation of
of the
the reccivcr
receiver equipment
equipment
the
in regions
regions where the spread
spread was
unreain
was unreasonable, and to
to incorporatc
incorporate the subst'·
subsesonable,
quent reasonable spread
spread in
in the accuracy
accuracy
<juent
specifications ro
to be published
on the
specjficntions
published on
instrument. ThiS
This tends
tends ro
to make the acacinstrument.
curacy rating
rating worse
worse than
than it
corney
it probably is,
is,
such as
as this these find·
findbut in
in aa device such
but
be considered.
considered.
ings should
should be
ings
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concerning the
the design and
Articles concerning
of the
the Type
Type 245-B
245-B RF VolVolapplication of
application
tage Standard
Standard have
have appeared in previous
previous
rage
issues of
of the NOtebook.
Notebook. 3IA
x 6 Briefly, lhe
the
issues
instrument isis aa very
very finc
fine anenuator
attenuator
instrument
used in
in combination
combination with a carefully
carefully
llSed
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calibrared
calibrated r-f
r-f voltmeter.
voltmeter. When
When used
used in
in
conjunction
conjunction with
with aa signal
signal generator
generator
capable
of producing
producing 0.1
0.1 volt
volt across
across aa
capable of
50-ohm
50-ohm load,
load, this
this device
device can
can serve
serve as
as
an
an indicalOr
indicator of
of the
the proper
proper level
level which
which
isis to
to be
be fed
fed to
to the
the fixed
fixed precision
precision atattenuator
tenuator built
built imo
into the
the device.
device. 111e
The
245-A
1,or
or 0.5
0.5 p.v
pv (de(de245-A will
will deliver
deliver 2,
2, I,
pe-nding
pending on
on the
the vollmeter
voltmeter range
range seseJe<:ted)
lected) from
from the
the 50-ohm
50-ohm outpur
output cable
cable
of
of the
the internal
internal precision
precision :menuator.
attenuator.
These
These levels
levels can
can be
be consideroo
considered standard
standard
levels,
levels, which
which are
are independent
independent of
of the
age,
or state
state of
of calibration
calibration of
of
age, condition,
condition, or
the
the signal
signal generator
generator used.
used. The
The only
limitation
limitation to
to be
be placed
placed on
on the
the signal
signal
generatOr
generator isis that
that itit have
have aa dc
dc Ol.ltpur
output
resistance
(30-70).
resistance of
of roughly
roughly 50
50 ohms
ohms (30-70).

The
is light-weight,
light-weight, operope-rThe instrument
instrument is
ated
battery power,
power, and
and small
small
ated from
from battery
in aa shoe
shoe box
box to
to
enough
enough to
to be
be carried
carried in
most remote
locations. Using
Using whatwhatthe
the most
remote locations.
be on
hand, the
the
ever
may be
ever generaror
generator may
on hand,
or more
more
performance
performance of
of the
the generator,
generator, or
important
pe-rformancc of
of the
the rereimportant the
the performance
be evaluared
and
ceiving
ceiving scation,
station, can
can be
evaluated and
in other
other
compared
compared with
with equipment
equipment in
locations.
locations.
Conclusion
Conclusion

It is apparent that measuring accuaccu·
!":ue
levels at frequencies of
of
rate voltage levels
UHF and below is tedious
redious and time
rime
consuming,
consuming. The care which has been
its calibration should serve as
taken
taken in its
encouragement to those who are will-

ing to
to accept
accept the
the Type
Type 245-B
245-B RF
RF VolVoling
tage Standard
Standard as
as aa standard.
standard.
tage
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The
The Use
Use Of Standards
Standards With A Film Gauge
ANTS
Development Engineer
ANTS PUP,
PIIP, Devejopment

The
The Film
Film Gauge,
Gauge, Type
Type 255-A
255-A can
can be
used
used for
for measuring
measuring film
film thicknesses
thicknesses of
aa variety
variety of
of film-basis
film-basis combinations,
combinations,
whether
whether they
they be
be conductive
conductive films
films on
on
nonconductive
nonconductive basis,
basis, conductive
conductive films
films on
on
conductive
conductive basis,
basis, or
or nonconducrive
nonconductive films
films
on
on conductive
conductive basis.
basis. However,
However, a calicalibrat'ed
brated srandard
standard isis required
required for
for nearly
nearly
every
every film-basis
film-basis combination,
combination, if absoabsolure
lute measurements
measurements arc
are to
to be undertaken.
The preparation
preparation of
of these
these standards
standards can
can
The
usually be
be carried
carried out
out by
by the
the user
user withwithusually
out tOO
too much
much difficulty.
difficulty. This
This article
article
out
describes aa few
few new
new kinds
kinds of
of standards,
standards,
describes
and gives
gives aa few
few pointers
pointers on
on how to
to ininand
crease the
the utility
utility of
of prepared standards.
standards.
crease
of standards
standards has
The actual
actual preparation
preparation of
The
already been
been covered
covered in
in previous issues
issues
already
of the
the NOtebook.
Notebook. I. Z
of
Actual Basis
Basis Material
Material Slightly
Slightly
Actual
Different From
From The
The One
One Used
Used
Different
On The
The Standard
Standard Card
Card
On

The basis
basis and
and plating
plating materials
materials of
of the
lbe
piece to
to be
be measuted
measured and
and the
the standards
standards
piece
should be
be idemical
identical if
if the
the meter
meter readings
readings
should
if rhe
the
are to
to have
have any
any value.
value. However,
However, if
are
basis materials
materials arc
are not
not tOO
too different,
different, the
the
basis
to give
give
instrument can
can still
still be
be made
made to
instrUlnem
useful readings
readings with
with the
the balancing
balancing proprouseful
cedure slightly
slightly modified
modified as
as follows:
follows:
cedure
Set up
up and
and calibrate
calibrate the
the instrument
instrument
Set
in the
the normal
normal manner,
manner, using
using the
the samples
samples
in
on the
the standard
standard card.
card.
on
Without touching
touching llny
any controls,
controls, move
move
Without
the
probe
to
a
sample
of
the
bare
basis
the ptobe to a sample of the bate b.lsis
material llctually
actually use<!
used in
in the
the work.
work. If
If
material
the merer
meter reading
reading is
is nor
not more
more than
than
the
approximately one-half
one-half scale,
scale, the
the stanstanapproximately

dard
dard can be use<!
used with the new basis
material.
\Vith the probe on the new basis,
With
rezero the instrument using only the
ertors introSET
BASIS COntrol.
SET BASIS
control. 111e
The errors
duced by this small shift in the
rhe zero
point arc
are negligible. This method is
applicable both on combinations having
the same kind of conductive plating, or
where the coating is a nonconductor
nonconducror
(i. e., paint, ceramic, plastic, anodizing,
(i.
etc.). In the latter case, the basis materials can differ by somewhat more
scale; eg.,
e.g., standards with
than one-half scale;
an aluminum
aluminum basis work perfectly
an
perfectly on
brass. The same procedure can also be
brass.
followed for work which is not
followed
nor perperfectly flat.
inhomogeneous Basis Material
Inhomogeneous
situation is somewhat similar ifif
The situation
actual basis materials happen to
to be
the accual
nonuniform (cold formed steels are notorious in
in this respect). The
lbe uniformity
variations-from-norm of the basis
and variations-from-norrn
material can
can be
checked by
be checked
by noting
noting the
the
marerial
255-A readings
on different
different spots
or
255·A
readings on
spotS or
pieces of basis material.
mareria!' If
If a piece of
of
coated material and one of
COOtOO
of the bare
bare
(identical to
to the basis on the first)
basis (identical
are available,
available, the
feasibility of
are
the feasibility
of using
using the
the
Film Gauge
Gauge for
Film
for film
film thickness
thickness measuremeasurement
can be
be ascertained
ascertained as
as follows:
follows:
ment can
Set
up
the
instrument
and
adjust the
the
Set up the instrument and adjust
sensitivity by
by means
means of
of the
the SET
SET STANDSTAND·
sensitivity
ARD
control, until
until aa nearly
ARD control,
nearly full-scale
full-scale
deflection is
obtained with
is obtained
with the
the thickest
thickest
deflection
expected cooting.
coating.
CJIpected
With these
these adjustments,
adjustments, analyze
\'(lith
analyze the
the

s5

actual basis
basis materials
materials to
to be
be used
used in
in the
the
If the
the readings
teadings on
on the
the
coating process.
process. If
coating
various basis
basis pieces
pieces do
do not
nor vary
vary more
more
various
(basis), then
then the
the
than 10”
10° from
from zero
zero (basis),
than
in thickness
thickness measurement
measuremem should
should
errors in
nOt become
become excessive. The
The readings
readings will
will
not
be unreliable
unreliable for
for very
very thin
thin coatings,
coatings,
be
to nonuninonuniwhere the
the deflections
deflecrions due
due to
where
of the
rhe basis
basis are
are comparable
comparable
formities of
to the
the coating.
coating. The
The readreadto those
those due
due to
to
ings
do however,
however, give
give
ings above half-scale
half·scale do
a reasonably
of film
film
reasonably true
true indication
indication of
thickness.
Ferromagnetic
Ferromognetic Materials
Materials

Care should
should be
be exercised
exercised when
when measurmeasuring ferromagnetic
ferromagnelic basis
basis and
and coating
coating mamaterials,
to make
make certain
certain that
that readings
readings
terials, to
are
arc ever increasing
increasing with
with coating
coating thickthickness. Use
of samples
samples of
of known
known
Usc a series of
coating
purpose. IfIf
coating thicknessei
thicknesses" for
for this
this ·purpose.
there
there is
is aa dip, or even an
an apparent
apparent
plateau
plateau in
in the
the thickness-reading
thickness-reading curve,
curve,
a reversal
or a loop
loop in
in the
the unrectified
unrectified
reversal or
thickness-reading
indicated for
for
thickness· reading curve isis indicated
this
of thicknesses
thicknesses and
and for
for the
the
this range of
frequency being
use<!. The
The meter
meter circuit
circuit
being used.
of
of the
the 255-A
255-A contains
contains aa rectifier,
rectifier, and
and
therefore
incapable
therefore the
the instrument
instrument isis incapable
of
of distinquishing
distinquishing between
between positive
posItive and
and
negative
up as
as
negative readings:
readings: both
both show
show up
positive.
in ambiguities
ambiguities
positive. This
This results
results in
in
in calibration,
calibration, producing
producing identical
identical recrectified
tified readings
readings at
at three
three different
different thickthick·
nesses.
If similar
similar results
results are
are obtained
obtained at
at
nesses. If
the
the other
other frequency
frequency position
position on
on the
the
255-A,
be hanhan255·A, the
the combination
combination cannot
cannot be
dled
by the
the instrument.
instrument. Itlr should
should be
be
dled by
noted
noted however,
however, that
that these
these ambiguous
ambiguous

BOONTON
BO 0 N T O N

loops
loops in
in theo
the calibmtion
calibration cup..e
curve do nO(
not
norm:tlly
normally show up in
in both positions of
the GAUGE
GAUGE HEAD selector switCh;
switch; III
at
least not for
for the same
same thicknesses.
thicknesses.

7

Extremely Thin
Thin Conductive
Conductive Films
Films
Measurement of extremely thin con(less than onC'lcnth
one-tenth maxiductive films
films (less
mum measurable thickness) by the canconmum
ventional method; i.e.,
Le., with Ih~
the instruinstru·
vendonal
on the bare basis, usually
usually
ment balanced on
does not
give good results,
does
nOt Biv~
results. particularly
if the basis
basis is
is also
also conductive.
conductive. One of
the main reasons for this is the reduced
instrument at low
sensitivity of the instrumCI\(
readings.
meter rC':ldings.
sensitivity can ~
be obtained
Improved sensitivity
techby using a modified calibration tl><hnique. Instead
Inslead of initially balancing the
instrument on the bare basis,
basis, a sufsufinnrumem
(more than the penepene·
ficiently thick (more
tration depth)
depth) film of the cooting
coating mamatration
terial is used for
terial
for the reference point.
instrument is
is balanced first
first on
on this
The instrurnem
thick sample,
sample, then the
is moved
thc probe is
the thinnest sample'
sample and the sensisensito th~
tivity adiusted
adjusted to give
give a reading
reading near

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

Film .....sILVER
SI1 VER (SYNTHETIC)
(SYNTHET IC)
Film
Bosis
Basis BRASS
BRASS
Thickness
-.~
Thickness .0002 -.0015
Gauge Heod
Head ....Rt.D
RED

Synthetic Standards
Several
Several of
of the
the common plating metals
are rnther
rather soft;
soft; e.g., silver,
silver, cadmium,
etc.,
etc., and
and calibration srandards
standards using thin
films of these materials will have a
limited lifetinH:
lifetime of usefulness because
because
of wear at
at the point of COntact
contact with the
probe spacer
spacer rod. However, these plated
samples can
can be simulated by homogencous
1).
eous specimens
specimens (sec
(see Figure I).
Once the calibrntion
calibration of the
the 255-A
255-A has
been determined using lhe
the actual plated
standMcls,
standards, a piece of
of a third matcrial
material
can
usually be found
can usually
found that will
will give a
defleclion
deflection close
close to the thick end of the
scale'.
AIrer IIpparelll
scale. After
apparent thickness of this
piece of
of material is
is nOted,
noted, itit can
can be used,
rogether
together with a sample of the actual
basis material, for
for calibI'll.ting
inStrucalibrating the instrument.
ment. The
The original plated samples can
bebe filed
filed as
as "prirnto
“prime standards"
standards” and
and used
only for
for preparing and checking calicalibration curves.
curves.
Since
alloy maSince there is
is a multitude of alloy
terials available (e'.g.,
( e.g., aluminum,
aluminum, brasses,
brasses,
bronzes, nickel silver,
nO(
silver, ('tc.),
etc.) , it should not
too difficult
difficult to
to find
find suitable
prove tOO
synthetzc standards.
standards.
Iymhelic
Because the Jpltheti~
Because
synthetic sranda(ds
standards are
homogenous,
homogenous, wear caused
caused by the
the ptobe
probe
tip will
will nOi
not changc
change lheir
their conduaivity
conductivity
and
thickness".
and their "apparem
“apparent thickness”.
If possible, the Iynthelic
synthetic piece should
have'
have aa conductiviry
conductivity betwecon
between that of the
basis and plating materials. The "syn“synbasis
thetic
thickness” holds only
only for the'
the frefretht-tic thickness"
<jucney
A
quency at
at which it was
was calibrnted.
calibrated. A
change in
in test frequency,
frequency, will
will change
the "apparent
“apparent thickness"
thickness” appreciably.
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Type 525-A
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0010 '5

.00115

SOFT COPPER
Figure 1 .

full scale.
scale. With this setting the two
full
tWO
intermediate thicknesses required
intermediate
rC<juired for the
generation of a calibration CUI"VC
curve (fig(figgt'nt'ration
Ihe calibraure 2)
2 ) are measured. After the.
tion has been established
established, the thick film

~.0010

soma.

.ooo3
5052-H32

'--ALLOY
NOS.---'
“ALLOY NOS.-

d

Gauge standard card utilizing synthetic material for plated samples.

2. Typio,,1
Typical ...mple.
samples 0/
of ~ol;bro'io"
calibration ~II"".'.
curves.
Figure 1.
fi9U'.

\

A.QQ!xL
~'tf..
2024
-0

"-

can ~
be cemenred
cemented on the cud
card in the
space provided for
spacc
for the basis, and the
instrument can be
instrumem
~ used in the usual
fashion. Using this technique, the meter
be- "upside
readings will be
“upside down"
down” (see
figure 3.) compared to the normal
figure
method; i.e., thickest film at the top,
tap,
thinnest at
at the bottom.
A thick, plated or deposited film is
used for the reference instead of a solid
slab of the film material, because deposited films
to differ some·
somefilms are apt 10
what from solid stock, leading to inacolracies
measuremCI\(.
curacies in measurement.
If it is desired to measure thin plated
films;
films; i.e., conductive films on conductive basis, a further refinement is adlive'
visable.
visable. The thinner the
rhe plating, the
more sensitive
~nsitive the instrument
instrumem becomes
to variations in the basis metal. Therefore,
to eliminate
eliminate readinn
readinj/; errors that
fore 10

.

.nn".
Film

SILVER

Basis
Basi,
BRASS
0- ,DOlO·
Thickness
.OOlO”
Thickness 0
Head RED
Gauge Head

-

0008

,

BOONTON ."0'0
RADIO co.,..
CORP , IOONTON.
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100NTON

GAUGE STANDARDS
Type 525'A (Em _

OOO.~

c
H

.0004~

I~::~

BASIS
BASIS

.00072

.00029

\r
Figure 3 .
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Gauge standard card used f o r measuring extremely thin films.
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tion
tion of
of the
the instrument
instrument for
for this
this type
f)'pe of
of
film
film can
can be
bt' performed
performed simply
simply by
by using
using
multiple
of the
rhe foil
foil to
ro estabestabmulriple thicknesses
thicknesses of
lish
lish the
the calibration
calibration point.
point. Imperfect
Imperfecr concontact
tact between
berween layers
layers does
dOt'S not
nor show
show up
up on
on
the
of spacing
spacing
the 255-A.
25S-A. This
This insensitivity
insensitivity of
makes
of the
the instrument
instrument
makes possible
possible the
the use
use of
as
as aa noncontacting
noncontacting foil
foil thickness
thickness gauge.
gauge.

hi: careful
careful to
to
stlmdard. In
In doing
doing this,
this, be
standard.
kttp the
the instrument
instrumcot tuned
tunt'<! to
ro the
the proper
proper
keep
side
sick of
of zero,
zero. i.e.,
i.e" in
in the
rhe direction
direction where
where
meter does
dOt'S not
not pass
pass through
through zero
zero at
at
the meter
the
the top
tOp end
end of
of the
rhe scale.
scale.
the

may be
hi: introduced
inU'Oduced because
beause of
of variations
variations
may
of the
the basis,
basis, the
Ihe last
last (thinnest)
(Ihinnest) specisp«iof
mt'n of
of plating
plating should
should be
bt' replaced
rcoplact'd with
with
men
pit'Ce of
of the
the bare
bare basis.
basis. The
The calibratoalibrat·
aa piece
or measuring
measuring procedure
proct'<!ure will
will be
hi: as
as
ing or
ing
follows::
follows
on the
che thickchick·
Balance the
che instrument
inscrument on
Balance
t'Sc film,
film, using
using the
the SET
SET BASIS
BASIS control.
control,
est
che sensitivity
sensitivity on
on the
the bare
bare
Adjust the
Adjust
che SET
SET STANDARD
STANDARD conconbasis with
with the
basis
the actual
acrual basis
basis should
should be
hi: slightly
slighrly
trol. IfJf the
trol.
different from
from the
the one
one used
used in
in the
the standslllnd·
different
hi: “touched
"coucht'<!
ards, the
the instrument
ioscrumell( can
can be
ards,
up" by
by placing
placing the
the probe
probe on
on aa piece
pit'Ce of
of
up”
actual basis
basis material
material and adjusting
adjusting the
the
actual
SET BASIS
BASIS control until
until the
the meter
meter
SET
is the
the same as required
required by
by the
the
reading is
reading

Conductive Films
Films
Thin Conductive
Thin
On Nonconductors
Nonconductors
On
Met'al foils
foils and
and metallizing
metallizing are
are conconMetal
sidered
sidered thin
thin conductive
conductive films
films on
on nonnon·
conductors.
It has
has been
been found
found that
that readread·
conductors. It
of film
film are
arc
ings obtained
oblllint'<! for
for this
this type
type of
ings
rather
rather insensitive
inscnsilive to
ro the
the probe-foil
probe-foil spacspac·
ing.
ing. The
The readings
readings remain
remain unchanged
unchangt'<!
from
from contact between
between probe
probe and
and foil
foil to
to
a clearance
dean.nce of
of about %r
%:: inch.
inch. Calibra-
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10,OOOth Q
Q Meter
BRC Celebrates Shipment Of Its 10,ObOth
Edilor, The Notebook
Notebook
FRANK P. MONTESION, Editor,
On May
MIlY 10,
10, 1957,
1957, Boonton Radio
commemOratM its
ils 23rd year
Corporation commemorated
in the instrument design and manufacmanufac_
turing field with the shipment of
of its
1O,OOOth Q
\lo'2S
Q Meter. The ocasion
occasion was
10,000th
ar a special ceremony held al
marked at
at the
Company's
c~e
Company’s plant. Highlighting the ceremooy were brief
brief congr:uulatory
mony
congratulatory talks by
W. D. Loughlin,
Loughlin. widow of the
Mrs. W.
rhe company, and Dr. G.
founder of
founder
of the
G.
A. Downsbrough,
Downsbrough. President and ~eral
General
Manager of BRC. Dr. Downsbrough
Downsbroogh
rold
told the company employn:s
employees thar
that the
JO,OOOth
10,000th Q Meter would be given to
Rutgers University, the State University
of
of New Jersey, for
for usc
use in
in its engineering
engineering
laborntories.
laboratories. "It
“It is befitting,"
befitting,” he said,
said,
"lIlat
“that [his
this instrument
instrument be
be given to
to an
an
institution
institution of higher learning, and that
the
the institution
institution be located in New Jersey,
Jersey,
where BRC
BRC was
was established
established and
and still
still
makes its
its home:'
home.”
Following rhe
the talks
talks by Mrs.
Mrs. Loughlin
Loughlin
and
and Dr.
Dr. Downsbrough, was
was aa talk
talk by
Mr.
Mr. Lawrence
Lawrence Coole,
Cook, Quality
Quality Cormol
Control
Engineer
Engineer lind
and BRCs
BRC’s seniOr
senior employee.
employee.
Mr.
Mr. Cook
Cook related
related some
some imeresring
interesting and
and
amusing
amusing facts
facts about
about Ihe
the company's
company’s rise
rise
from
from aa six·employee,
six-employee, one"telephonc
one-telephone conconcern
cern 10
to aa full-grown
full-grown manufacturing
manufacturing
orgapi~cion.
organization. The
The celebration
celebration ended
ended with
with
the
the serving
serving of
of refreshments
refreshments to
to all
all comcompany
pany employees.
employees.
Q-Meter
9-Meter History
History
The
The Q
Q Meter
Meter was
was the
the first
first instrument
instrument
[0
to be
be designed
designed and
and produced
produced by
by ORC
BRC
after
after the
the company
company was
was established
established b.1.ck
back
in
in !934
1934 by
by Mr.
Mr. William
William D.
D. Loughlin
Loughlin
and
and several
several of
of his
his associates.
associates. Since
Since thai
that
rime,
time, the
the words
words "Q
“Q Meter"
Meter” and
and "Boon“Boonton
ton Radio
Radio Corporation"
Corporation” have
have become
become

certainly eminent. Actually,
ActuaJJy, the
Ihe design
of
of the Q Meter was undertaken to
10 solve
a specific problem encountered
encounecred by :l.a
local concern engaged in the manufacmanufac·
ture of hard-rubber
hard-rubbt'r coil forms. These
......ere inspected by this
Ihis comcomcoil forms
forms were
pany
and met
of its
met all
all of
its requirements.
requiremt'nts.
pany and
However,
the fOl"ms
forms were
were inspected
inspected
However, when
""hen Ihe
by the
rhe purchasers, many were
,,'ere returned
rerurnC'd
because
they did
did nor
not meet
requirements.
because rhey
mt'C:t requirements.
Investigation
test instruinsrru·
Invt'Stigarion revealed that tt'Sr
ments
m~ntS and techniques used by the
manufacturer of
of the
the coils
coils and
and the
the purm:l.fiuf:l.Cturer
purchasers were different
different and therefore
produced
results which were nOt
not always
always
product'<! resultS
the
the Slime.
same. The problem of
Of BRC's
BRC’s
engineering Slaff
staff then
then was
was 10
to cst:l.blish
establish
engineering
standard ccchniques
techniques for measuring Q.
Q.
was accomplished, and
and Ihe
the operatoperatThis was
ing principal
principal and
and unique
unique possibilities
of
ing
possibilities of
Meter, Type
Type lDO·A,
100-A, were
the first
first Q Met'er,
the
presented in
in November 1934,
1934, at
at the
Institute of
of Radio
Radio EngiO«'fS'
Engineers’ fall
fal! meetmeetInstitute
ing held
held in
in Rochester,
Rochester, N.
N. Y.
Y.Soon
Soon afteraftering
ward, the
the instrument
instrument was
was acceptt'<!
accepted uas aa
ward.
standard by
by industry
industry and
and research
research
standard

4

F? I.
1. 1";0'
Prior 10
to ,lIipmenr
shipment '0
to Ilu'go
Rutgers
Univer';gu,e
.. O";..e,sity ;"
in No".,
N e w lonoy,
Jersey, IIlC'.
BRC’s 10,00011>
10,000th 0·0140'0'
Q-Meter i'
is
,i'y
viewed Ity.
by, 10"
left 10
t o "glt"
right, 014,.
M r . L,
1. Coo.,
Cook, Ouolily
Quality
..;0".,'"
Control E"9';""',
Engineer, 0,.
Dr* G,
G . A. D"".,",b,ough,
DownsbroWh,
Cont'o'
Mr. I.
B.
President ""tJ
and Go"0,,,1
General M"n"go,
Manager "f
of Ille,
BRC, 014,.
I"ooi<lO"'
Barth, '"''''«;0''
Inspection 'o,.",,,n,
Foreman, "nd
and 014,.
~ r f.O'G,ocIy,
r.. O’Grady,
'''rllt,
Shipping '",emo",
Foreman.
Sltippi"g

almost synonymous.
synonymous.
almosr
At the
the time
time BRC
BRC was
was est3blisht'<!,
established, Q
At
measurement methods were
were complicatt'<!,
complicated,
time-consuming, and
and often
often unreliable.
unreliable,
rime-coosuming.
The nttd
need for
for improvt'<!
improved rcchniquC5
techniques was
was
The

TYPE 100-.0.
1934

o

TYPE: ISO-A
1939

o o

TYPE 170-.0.

1941

o o

o o

Figure 2.
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The Q-Meter has come a long w a y since 1934.
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laboratories.
laboratories. Engineers
Engineers and
and technicians
technicians
in
in the
the growing
growing radio
radio industry
industry received
received
itit enthusiastically.
enthusiastically.
With
With the
the advent
advent of
of the
the Q
Q Meter,
Meter,
simple,
Q measuremeasuresimple, rapid,
rapid, and
and accurate
accurate Q
ments
ments became
became aa realitY.
reality. In
In the
the years
years that
that
followed,
followed, improved
improved modds
models and
and broadbroadened
ened applications
applications were
were introduced
introduced to
to
keep
keep pace
pace with
with aa rapidly
rapidly growing
growing ininduStry
dustry (See
(See figure
figure 2).
2 ) . The
The Type
Type IGO-A
160-A
Q
Q Meter
Meter introduced
introduced in
in 1939,
1939, featured
featured
improved
improved thermocouple
thermocouple shielding,
shielding, more
more
sensitive
sensitive meters,
meters, and
and improved
improved tuning
tuning
capacicor
capacitor design,
design, adding
adding together
together to
to
provide
provide for
for aa much
much higher
higher degree
degree of
of
accuracy
accuracy in
in the
the high
high frequency
frequency range
range In
In
the
the early
early years
years of
of World
World War
War II,
11, another
Q
Q Meter,
Meter, Type
Type 170-A,
170-A, was
was designed
designed to
to
hand!.e
handle measurements
measurements in
in the
the very high
high
frequency
frequency range.
range. More
More recently,
recently, the
:he
IGO-A
160-A and
and the
the 170-A
170-A were
were superseded
superseded
by
by the
the 260-A
260-A and
and 190·A
190-A respe<:tively,
respectively,
the
the latter
latter instruments
instruments including
including such
such
modifications
Q ’ and
and "f:.Q"
“AQ*
modifications as:
as: "Lo
“Lo Q"
SOltes,
scales, prote<:tion
protection against
against thermocouple
overload,
overload, power
power supply
supply regulation,
regulation, imimproved
proved accuracy
accuracy through
through the
the use
use of
of a
newly
newly developed
developed annular
annular insertion
insertion reo
resistor,
sistor, and
and other
other useful
useful fe.J.rures.
features.
Other
Other Instruments
instruments
From
From this
this anlcle,
article, one
one mighl
might suppose
suppose
[hat
that all
all of
of fiRC's
BRC‘s effortS
efforts during
during the
the
twenty-three
twenty-three years
years since
since its establishment
ment have
have been
been directed
directed toward the'
the.
development
Q Meter.
Meter. ThiS
This is
is nOt
not
development of
of the
the Q
the
the case.
case. The
The engineering
engineering staff
staff at
at SRC
BRC
has
has been
been engaged
engaged in
in the
the development
development of
numerous
numerous other
other electronic
electronic instruments
instruments
which have
have found
found their
their way to
to elecelecwhich
tronic laboratories
laboratories around
around the
the world.
world.
tronic
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EDITOR'S NOTE
NOTE
EDITOR’S
Q Meter
Meter Winner
Winner
Q
"The
Q
Meter
is
one
of
the
basic
in the
the U.
U. S.
S. Army
Army during
during World
World War
War 11,
11,
“The Q Meter is one of the basic
in
he earned
earned his
his BS
BS degree
degree in
in Physics
Physics in
in
instTlllnents
laboratOry
instruments for
for any
any electronic
electronic laboratory
he
use have
have taught
taught me
me
and
1948 at
at the
the University
University of
of North
NOrth CarCar·
and many
many hours
hours of
of use
1948
w
respect its
adaptability."
During the
the next
next few
few years,
years, he
he
olina. During
to respect
its accuracy
accuracy and
and adaptability.”
olina.
the BRC
BRC Sales
Sales and
and
as aa physicist
physicist at
at the
the U.
U. S.
$.
Music
was employed
employed as
of the
was
Music ro
to the
the cars
ears of
Depanments were
were these
these
Naval Ordnance
Ordnance Laboratory.
LaboratOry. He
He rereEngineering Departments
Engineering
Naval
Scholl
mrned to
to UNC
UNC for
for two
cwo years
years graduate
graduate
words
written by
by Mr.
Mr. Goorge
words written
George S.
S. Scholl
turned
Meter contest
sponsored
MS in
in Physics
Physics in
in
winner
work, earning
earning his
his MS
winner of
of the
the Q
Q Meter
contest sponsored
work,
IRE convention
in
He worked
worked again
again at
at NOL,
NOL, this
this
by
1953. He
by BRC
BRC during
during lhe
the IRE
convention in
1953.
New York City
as an electronic engineer, until
until
City last March. With his
time as
estimate
1956 when he
he joined
joined the
the American
American
338, Mr. Scholl
Scholl outguessed
estimate of 338,
and Foundry
Foundry Co.,
Co., Alexandria,
Alexandria,
Machine and
,GOO other hopefuls in trying to
almost
almost I1,600
Machine
Virginia, where
where he
he is
guess
ar the
[he
is currently
currently engaged
engaged
guess the Q
Q of a coil displayed
displayed at
Virginia,
of instrumentation
iosl(umentation
rhe development of
[he coil, as
convention.
Acrual Q of the
in the
convention. Actual
of air
air blast
blast pressures.
pressures.
for measurement
measurement of
measured at BRC, was 336.7.
is married,
married, has
has no
no children,
children,
Mr. Scholl
[hat he was born in
Mr.
Scholl writ,es
writes that
Mr. Scholl is
and asserts that
thac his
his chief
chief hobby
hobby is
is
Charleston,
Charleston, West Virginia and raised in
"just relaxing.”
relaxing."
Charlotte, North
NOrth Carolina. After serving
“just
I
1

I
)

A11
M,.
Rue,,,..:h Engineer
E"lli"e. . w
w;,h
'he American
Ame,;.a" Machine
Mo.Mne ao"d
Foundry Co.
Co. oof
Mr. Geo,ge
George S.
S. S<I.ell,
Scholl, Research
i t h the
n d Foundry
f
shown with
Alexandria, Va..
Va., is
AI""a"d,;",
i••hown
w;,h the
,"" Type 160-A
1,so_A Q-Meter
Q.M,,'e, he
II. won
won with
w;,h his
M. 0
Q estimate
u'im"',, of
of a0 coil
."i'
e w York
in the
BRC booth
at the
displayed in
,he SRC
boo.h a'
'lie JRE
IRE show
.how in
in N
New
yo,j, last
I"" March.
M,,'eh.
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Calibrating An Inductance Standard
Standard
JAMES
WACHTER,
J
A M E S EE.. W
A C H T E R , PProje&t
r o j e c t EEngineer
ngineer

Definition
Definition of
of Inductance
Inductance Standard
Standard

Ask
Ask an
an engineer
engineer for [~
the definition of
of

an
an induCtance
inductance siandard
standard and
and he
he will
will probably
ably tell
tell you
you that
that itit is
is aa coil
coil or inductOr
inductor
having.
having an
an accurately
accurately known, highly
stable
stable mductance.
inductance. ThiS
This is
is the definitiOn
definition

implied.
implied. However,
However, aa better definition
would
would be,
be, an
an inductOr
inductor having highly
stable
paramstable and
and accurately
accurately determine<!
determined parameters;
eters; i.e.,
i.e., induCtance
inductance (L),
( L ) , distributed
Cllpacirancc
and resistance (R).
(R).
capacitance (c.,),
( c d ) , and
In
In such
such aa srnndard,
standard, the paramct('fS
parameters L
and
and c.,
c
d are
are readily
readily measured
measured but the
accurate
R isis extremely
extremely
accurate lllOISurcmem
measurement of
of R
L’ difficult.
difficult. This
This isis true
true because,
because, in
in gellen.l,
general,
the
the more
more useful
useful roils
coils have
have aa relatively
relatively
high
high QQ and
and consequently
consequently aa very
very small
small
value
value of
of R.
R. R
R isis SO
so smaJi
small in
in faa:
fact, that
that itit
isis ofren
often swamped
swamped by
by [he
the I~'
losses in
in any
any
measuring
measuring equipmem
equipment used,
used, aDd
and (here.
therefore
fore isis very
very difficult
difficult to
to isolate.
isolate. Since
Since Q
Q
isisaa function
~l), irit follows
function of
of R
R (Q
( Q==-),
follows
R
WL

can be
be dctermined,
determined, the
the
that ifif QQ and
and lL can
lhat
value
valueof
of RR isis firmly
firmly fixed.
fixed.
Methods
Methodsfor
for Measuring
Measuring QQ

The
The problem
problem now
now isis (Q
to meaSUre
measure Q.
Q.
An
An investigation
investigation into
into (he
the possible
possible
me(hods
methods of
of measuring
measuring QQ has
has been
been nude
made
and the
the following
following condusions
conclusions drawn;
drawn:
and
The frequency
frequency "ariarion
variation me(hod
method ininI.1.The
volves the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the frequency
frequency atat
volves
resonance toto the
the difference
difference in
in f~
freresonarKe
quency berwcen
between the
the (wo
two half-power
half-power
quency
points on
on (he
the Q.versus-frequency
Q-versus-frequency
poinlS
curve. 111is
This method
method was
was found
found un.
unCUTVe.
suitable because
because of
of the
the variation
variation of
of
suitable

...
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FIND...
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,
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Figure I.
1.
'il""

The author J,OW"
shown d",,"'i"i"(I
determining C
C at
rll.....'"..,
at
and .,...ially
specially .alib,at,d
calibrated a·M.,.,.
Q-Meter.
ona

impedance of
of the
the Q
Q circuit
circuit with fte·
freimpedance
quency and
and the
the laCt
fact that the resonant
quency
frequency is
is different
different from
from the lre·
frefrequency
quency for
for m:tXimum
maximum voltage.
voltage.
queney
Injecting an
an AM
AM signal
signal into the
the Q
Q
2.2. Injecting
circuit and
and measuring (he
the attenuation
attenuation
circui(
of the
the side
side bands
bands was
was rejected
rejected be·
beof
cause errors
errors in
in the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the
cause
side bands
bands are:
are causc:d
caused borh
both by
by cou·
couside:
pling to
to the
the Q
Q circuit
circuit and
and any
any asym·
asympling
metry of
of modulation.
modulation.
metry
Injecting an
an AM
AM signal
signal into
into the:
the Q
Q
3.3 Injecting
circuit and
and measuring
measuring (he
the phase
phase angle
angle
circuit
of the
the detected
detected signal
signal was
was also
also re·
reof
jected due
due to
to the
the error
error introduced
introduced in
in
jected
coupling to
to the:
the Q
Q circuit
circuit and
and the
the
coupling
difficulty in
in accurately
accurately melsuring
measuring the
the
difficulty
phase angle.
angle.
phase
as determined
determined from
from measurementS
measurements
4.4 QQ as
192-A, isis
on
a
BRC
G-Meter,
Type
on a BRC G·Me(er, Type 192·A,
quite aCCUt:lte
accurate and
and nor
not difficult
difficult to
to
quite
determine,
but
because
the
G-Meter
determine, bur because the G·Meter
provides only
only rwo
two measuremem
measurement lre.
freprovides
quencies,
1
mc
and
30
mc,
this
means
quencie:s, J me and 30 me, this means

a
, / V ratio,
the modified
0 V
V.;V
,olio, using
..,i"I,II.
",odi'~d

was
was found
found unsuitable
unsuitable as
as aa general
general
method.
method.
5. A
of the
S.
A variation
variation of
the “Q
'.Q by
by C”
C' method
method
was
was found
found to
to be
be most
mOSt suitable,
suitable, bebe·
cause (he
the frequency
cause
frequency remains
remains fixed
lixed for
lor
these measuremenlS,
measurements, and
and the
these
the effects
effectS
on the
the Q
Q circuit
circuit due
due to
varying fre[0 varying freon
quency are
are e1iminatM.
eliminated. Also,
quency
Also, the
the
measurement requires
measurement
requires basically
basically an
an
injection system,
system, aa Q
Q circuit
circuit with
injection
with aa
variable capacitor,
capacitor, and
and an
an oscillator,
oscillator,
variable
all ol
of which
which are
are available
available in
in 11a QQ.
all
Meter.
Meter.
Defined
oQ Defined
ic U p to this point, the term “Q’ has
... Up to (his point, lhe term "Q" has
been used
used rather
rather loosely.
loosely. To
To aid
aid in
in this
this
been
discussion,
it
might
be
well
to
define
discussion. it might be well to define
Q with
with which
which
here the
the severa!
several terms
terms of
of Q
here
we will
will be
be dealing:
dealing:
we
WL

Q --true
true Q
Q of
of the
the induCtor;
inductor; i.e.,
i.e., r;L
Q
R
Q,-effective
Q;
Le.,
the
Q
of
the
Q,.-effective Qj i.e., the Q of the
inductor mounted
mounted on
on aa Q
Q merer,
meter,
inducmr
exclusive of
of all
all Q.Meter
Q-Meter losses.
losses.
exclusive
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V.. then
then the
IhC' conductance
conduetanct: of
of the
the
V./
V-'
unknown is:
is:
unknown
w(.tlC~ - de.>

2\'l'U-r

With the
the conducrance
conducrance of
of the
the inductor
induClor
With
is aa simple
simple step
srep to
!O compute
compute
known, itit is
known,
Q:
the effective
effective Q:
the
(4) Q~~

Q..
i.e.. !I'll!
Q of
the QQ, -circuir
-circuit Q;
Q; Le.,
the Q
of the
QMeter
including
Meter resonant
resonant circuit,
circuit, including
the
rhe inductor.
inductor.
QI
- indicated Q;
the
Q of
of the
Q,-indicated
Q; i.e.,
Le., Ihe
the Q
Q-Meter
Q-Meter reson:lnt
resonant circuit
circuit as
as inindicated
value
dicated by
by the
the meter.
meter. This
This value
includes
includes rhe
the calibradon
calibration eCIors
errors of
of
the
the Q-Meter.
Q-Merer.
Determination
Determination of
of Q
b

From
is
From the
the preceding definitions, it is
seen
seen that
that Q..,
QI,, the Q
Q that [he
the inductor
appears
appears to
to have
have when
when associated
associated with
with
useful
additional
additional circuitry,
circuitry, is
is the
the mesl
most useful
value.
value. If
If nec~ry.
necessary, true
true Q
Q can
can be de·
derived
Qe,
rived from
from this
this value.
value. To
T o measure Q...
aa substitution
substitution method
method isis used
used whereby
the
Q circuit
circuit isis delerdeterthe conducrance
conductance of
of the
the Q
mined
mined firsl
first wilh
with aa well
well shielded
shielded high.Q
high-Q
coil
coil and
and again
again with
with lhe
the same
same high-Q
high-Q coil
coil
plus
plus the
the inductor
inductor being
being evaluated.
evaluated. The
The
difference
difference ber'l.'een
between the
the t'l.·O
two determinadeterminations
tions isis Ihe
the conduCtance
conductance of
of the
the unknown.
unknown.
This
This can
can be
be shown
shown mathematically.
mathematically.
Referring
Referring to
to the
the voltage.versus-capaci.
voltage-versus-capacilance
tance curve
curve (Figure
(Figuce 2)
2 ) of
of Ihe
the Q·~"e[er
Q-Meter
tank
Q
tank circuit,
circuit, the
the conducrance
conductance of
of rhe
the Q
circuit
circuit with
with the
the high-Q
high-Q coil
coil can
can be
be
expressed
expressed as:
as:

=

we.,
G~

It should
should be
be noted
rlOI"ed that
[hat the
[he inductor
inductor
It
of more
more than
Ihan 100,
100. since
since
should have a Q of
been dedeIhe foregoing equations
equations have
have been
the
rived using
using this
this assumption.
assumption.
rived
Ihe preceding
preceding analysis is
is
While the
straightfotwlltd,
the actual measuremeasutestraightforward, the
mems are involved. From
From equations
equations
ments
(3)
that because w
w
( 3 ) and (4)
( 4 ) it is seen that
high degree
is readily determined to a high
of accuracy using 3~ crystal frequency
frequency
the
CalibratOr or frequency counter, the
calibrator
aCCUrllcy is dependent upon the
thc
overall accuracy
6C, and VJV
V"/V and
ll.nd
dctermination
determination of
of c."
C,,, AC,
the ll.bility
10 repeat specific -ratios
ratios of
of
ability to
V,,/V.
v,,/v.

Figure 2.
2.
1i,,,,..

V o l t a g e "''''''
versus <apa<;,anu
capacirance <"
curve
of
Volta"
.... of

Q_M,,,.

t a n k ,ire"it.
circuit.
oa Q-Meter tank

( 1)

G _ WCll

1- Qd =

wC.'~'

_

.1.£....1liY.l(Y,• _ 1
tK I V\V]1

The conducrance
conductance wilh
with the
the tWO
two coils
coils isis
The
then:
then:
(2)

the ratio
ratio
IfIf Ihe

Y"
3
made equal
equal 10
to
ISis made
Y,
v1

T o make
make the
the measurements we have
To
used aa modified and
and specially
specially calibrated
used
Q-Meter (Figure
( Figure 1).
1) . Addilional
Additional bind·
bindQ-Meter
ing postS
posts have
have been
been added
added to permit
ing
mounting (WO
two coib;
coils; one
one in
in the normal
mounting
manner and
and Ihe
the OI~r
other from
from the
the HI
HI post
post
manner
to ground.
ground. A
A means
means has
has been
been provided
provided
10
B+ voltage
voltage is
is
whereby Ihe
the Q.Meler
QMeter B+
Whereby
externally regulated
regulated and
and monitOred.
monitored.
externally
Direct conne<:(ion
connection may
may bl"
be made
made 10
to the
the
DireCt
In adadcathode of
of rhe
the Q-voltmeter
Q-voltmerer rube.
tube. In
cathode
dition, aa calibtated
calibrated high-ratio
high-ratio gear
gear drive
drive
dition,
used to
to operate
operate thc
the main
main Q-capaciror
Q-capacitor
isis used
and aa parallel
parallel group
group of
of three
three micrometer
micrometer
and
type vernier
vernier capacirors.
capacitors, having
having aa roral
total
type
range of
of about
abour lOO/-L/-Lf,
100ppf, replaces
replaces the
the
range
usual vernier.
vernier. This
This permits
permits the
the main
main
usual
tuning dial
dial 10
to remain
remain in
in aa fixed
fixed position
position
runing
while aa wide
wide range
range of
of 6ACC readings
readings isis
while
made.
made.
22

voltage Katio
St.-tling up
up the
(he V,,/V
V.. V ratios
.ra~i05 necesn~'Cl"S
Setting
sitau."S the
rhe Lusc
l\lotl specialized
spt.-clahztod pieces
pWCl"S
sitates
I S of
~of two
of eqLiipment;
equipmC'l1I; an
an instrument
instrument to
10provide
pr~\'ide
of
precise levels
levels of
of aa 11000
cps signal
Signal
precise
000 cps
voltage calibrator)
calibralOr) and
and an
an instrument
insrt\lIncl1l
(Ivoltage
to provide
providt: several
st:veral very
very stable
stablt: DDC
volt·
to
C volt(buckin,L;voltage
voltagesource).
source).The
The 1000
1000
ag('s (bucking
ages
used tI"
calibtate the
the DC
DC
cps Source
source isis used
cps
o calibrate
source in
in the
the following
following manner:
manner: The
'11lt:
Source
1000 cps
cps source
source isis connected
connected to
10 the
the
1000
terminab of
of the
the Q-Meter,
Q-~1eter,
capacilOr terminals
capacitor
whose oscillator
oscillalOr isis made
made inoperative
inoperatlve by
by
whose
Th~ D
DC
source
selling between
between ranges.
ranges. The
setting
C source
connected through
through aa microammeter
mlCro:ammeler
isis connected
10 the
the cathode
cathode of
of the
Ihe Q-voltmeter
Q-\'oltmeu~r tube
rube
to
(See figure
figure 33).
Q.Merer zero
zero isis acac) . Q-Meter
(See
curately set
sel and
and periodically
pcriodiaJly checked.
checked.
curately
The Q-Meter
Q.Mel.er B+
B+ supply
supply voltage
voltage isis also
also
The
checked periodically
periodically to
to insure
insure stable
stable
of the
the 1000
1000 cps
cps
conditions. The
The level
level of
conditions.
adjusted to
to give
give ila reading
reading well
well
signal isis adjusted
signal
LIP
up the
the Q
Q scale
scale of
of the
the Q-voltmeter.
Q-voltmeter. This
This
isis the
the resonance
tesonance reference
reference v,,
V" =
= 1.L
The
C source
The D
DC
source is
is then
lhen adjusted,
lIdjUSled, in
in the
the
1I position,
:tefO reading
reading on
on the
lhe
position, to
to give
give aa zero
'microammeter
in the
the lead
lead to
ro the
the QQmicrOlimmeter in
voltmeter
voltmerer tube,
rubl", indicating
indicating that
that the
the voltvol!age is of
of the
rhe same level
level as
as the
the voltage
voltage
delivered
to the
Ihe Q-voltmerer.
Q.voloneter. The
The 1000
1000
delivered to
cps source is
is now
now set
sel to
ro give
give exactly
exactly 0.9
0.9
of
C source
of the
the previous
previous signal and
and the
the D
DC
source
is switched
swirched to
(0 the next
next output
OUtpul and
and adadjusted
JUSted for
for zero
lero meter
meter reading.
reading. This
This isis
repeated for several
$("'\·eral levels;
levels; i.e.,
i.e., 0.8,
0.8, 0.7
0.7.
0.6.
0.6.
It
C source
It can
can be
bl" seen
seen that
that the
the D
DC
source isis
now a memory for the
rhe various
various voltages
voltages
appearing across the
Q-M~ter tuning
tuning
the Q-Meter
capacitor, enabling the
10 set
SCt and
and
lhe user
user to
reset
pr~cisely to
tu any
any desired
desired voltage.
vol rage.
reset precisely

d

W

With
1000 cps
cps source
sOurce removed
removed
\Vith the
the 1000
and
Q-Meter oscillator
OSCillator set
SCI to
to the
lhe
and the
the Q·Metcr
desired test
tl-sr frequency,
frequency. the
lhe inductor
induClOr (or
(or
dl'Siroo
inductors) to
inductots)
10 be
be measured
measured is
is connected
connected
and the
the Q-Meter
Q-Meter is
is resonated
resonated with
with the
Ihe
and
main
and vernier
capacitors. Capacitor
main and
\'ernier capacitors.
Cap.ilcitor
settings are
and correspond
re<:orded and
correspond to
10
settings
lire recorded
the resonating
resonating ap;lcitance
capacitance Co. The
Ihe
The DC
DC
source is
is set
set 10
to the
SOUICC'
the 1I reference
reference position
posilion
and
the
Q-Meter
X
Q
adjusted
level is
is adjusted
and the Q-Meler XQ level
zero reading
reading on
on the
to give
give aa zero
10
the micromicroammeter.
The
DC
source
is then
then
ammeter. The DC source is
0.9 reference
switched to
to rhe
swirched
the 0.9
reference position
position
and the
the Q-Meter
Q-Meter is
detuned on
on eirher
either
is denmed
and
side of
of reson;lnce.
resonance, using
using the
the vernier
vernier cacaside
pacitors.
The
difference
between
the
pacitors. The difference between the
capacitor senings,
settings, ar
ar the
on either
either
the point
point (In
capacitOr
side
of
resonance
where
the
current
side of resonance where the cutren!
AC value
meter reads
reads zero,
zero, is
is the
the 6C
value for
(or
meter
the
ratio
V,,/V
=
0.9.
These
capacitor ii
lhe I"1ltio V,,/V = 0.9. These capacitor
settings are
are also
also recorded.
recorded, and
and lhe
the prosettings
procedure isis repealed
repeated for
for lhe
the V,,/V
VJV ratios
ratios
cedure
of O.R.
0.8,0.7.
0.7,
etc.
of
etc.

c...
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NOTEBOOK

Determining
Deternainiizg Capacila<lcc
Cdpncitame

All
All thaI
that n'Jn:lins
remains isis ro
to accliraecly
accurately deterdetermine
mine the
the capacitance
capacitance :tl
at the
the [('Corded
recorded
capacitor
capacitor scuings
settings before
before applying
applying equaequations
tions (3)
( 3 ) and
and (4).
(4).
Modificatiuns
Modifications m:lde
made to
to lhe
the Q-atpaciQ-capacitors
tors permit
permit settings
settings to
to be
be repealCd
repeated to
to aa
very
very fine
fine dcgt(.'C.
degree. ll1is
This isis n('Cessary,
necessary,
b<.:cause
because itit isis required
required that
that the
the Q.Meter
Q-Meter
be
be turned
turned off
off to
to calibraee
calibrate the
the capaciwr.
capacitor.
The
The actual
actual capacitance
capacitance isis measured
measured by
by
connecting
sensitive capacitance
capacitance bridge
bridge
connecting aa scrlSidvc
to
Qto the
the capacitance
capacitance terminals
terminals of
of the
the Q.
Meter
Meter whosc
whose capaciwrs
capacitors are
are set
set to
to aa
previously
previously recorded
recorded value.
value. The
The bridge
bridge is
is
then
then balanced
balanced using
using aa prccision
precision ca·
capacitor.
pacitor. All
All known
known corre<tions
corrections to
to the
the
precision
precision capacitor
capacitor are
are applied
applied and
and corcorrenion
rection for
for the
the leads
leads from
from the
the bridge to
to
the
the Q·~-Ic[er
Q-Meter isis made.
made.
The
The preceding
preceding isis sufficient
sufficient for
for the
difference
difference in
in capacitance
capacitance (6.C)
(AC) data,
data,
but
but for
for absolute
absolute capacitance
capacitance Cc.,)
(C(,) dara;
data;
additiOnal
additional corrcctions
corrections arc
are nct:essary.
necessary. A
correction
correction for
for the
the Q-voltmeter
Q-voltmeter level
level isis
r(."quired,
Q capacitance
capacitance is
required, because
because the
the Q
mcasurcd
measured with
with the
the Q-Meter
Q-Meter turned
turned off.
off.
This
This currection
correction isis determined
determined tlHough
through
thc
the usc
use of
of aa sccond
second Q.Meter
Q-Meter (No.2).
(No. 2 ) .
Thc
The oscillator
oscillator of
of the
the Q-Meter
Q-Meter to
to be
ch(.'Ckcd
checked isis disabled
disabled (SCt
(set between
between ranges)
ranges)
and
and the
the capacirance
capacitance terminals
terminals of
of this
this QQMeter
Meter arc
are conncn(..,J
connected to
to those
those of
of Q-Merer
Q-Meter
No.2.
No. 2. Number
Number 22 Q.Meter
Q-Meter has
has a (oil
coil
connected in
in its
its tank
tank circuit
circuit and
and its
its
connected
oscillator isis operated
operated at
at the
the tesr
test frefreoscillator
quency. TIle
The coil
coil isis selected
selected so
so that
that some
some
quency.
low valuc
value of
of capacitance
capacitance is
is required to
to
low
resonate with
with it.
it. If
If the
the capacitance
capacitance rerercsonatc
quired isis HOpp.f,
80ppf, then
then abo\l[
about 40J.tJ.tf
40ppf will
will
(juired
be supplied
supplied by
by the
the Q·capacitor
Q-capacitor of
of each
each
be
Q-Meter.
Q-Mcrcr.
The Q.Meter
Q-Meter under
under t(."St
test isis turned
turned off
off
The
and its
its vernier
vernier capacitors
capacitors are
are llS(.,J
used to
to
and
resonate the
the rank
tank circuit
circuit of
of Q-Meter
Q-Meter
resonate
No. 2; then
then itit isis tllrncd
turned on
on again,
again, and
and
No.2;
the proccss
process isis repcattxl.
repeated. TIle
The diffcrcnce
difference
the
in the
the two
two settings
settings of
of the
the vernier is
is the
in
capacitance attributable
attributable to
to the
the Q-voltQ-voltcapacitance
a t the
the particular voltage
voltage (or
(or Q)
meter at
meter
level. Dif{ercllt
Different voltage
voltage levels
levels can
can be
be
level.
selected by
by changing
changing the
the setting
setting of
of the
rhe
selected
X Q (ontrol
control on
on Q·Meter
Q-Meter No.2
No. 2 and
and the
the
XQ
capacitance correction
correction versus
versus Q
Q level
level can
can
capacitance
4.
be plotted
plotted as
as shown
shown in
in figure
Figure 4.
be
A final
final correction
correction 10
to the
the capacitance
capacitance
A
values may
may be
be necessary.
necessary. \Xlhen
When Ihe
the QQvalues
capacitor of
of aa Q-Meler
Q-Meter is
is caJibratd,
calibrated,
I:apacitor
some small
small capacitance
capacitance existing
existing between
between
some
the Q-Meter
Q-Meter HI
H I terminal
terminal and
and thc
the cabineT
cabinet
the
(ground) isis included
included in
in the
the calibration.
calibration.
(ground)
A shiclucd
shielded coil
coil cOlln('Ctcd
connected ro
to the
the coil
coil
A
terminals of
of the
the Q.Meter
Q-Meter (shield
(shield con·
conterminals
LO lCrminal),
terminal), causes
causes some
some
n’ected to
to the
the 1.0
IK'Ued

"'
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Figure

3.

Connections

used

of
to shift from HI
HI
of the capacitance to
terminal to
to cabinet, to HI terminal to
shield.
shield. This is called the proximity
effect
effect and is exceedingly difficult to
define.
but the most rigorous
define. In all bw
dcterminations,
determinations, this efk'Ct
effect may be neglected
thc
lected without seriously affecting the
\'(lithout developaccuracy
accuracy of the result. Without
ing
ing a lenBthy
lengthy lind
and involved procedure
for
cffct:t, it may be
for determining this effect,
said
hav·
said thar
that generally any shielded coil having
ing overall
overall dimensions similar to the
shielded
Boonton
shielded coils manufactured by Boonton
Radio Corporation (3·inch
( 3-inch diameter
shield
shield cans)
Fans) will produce a proximity
-O.4J.tJ.tf when
cffecl
effect of approximately -0.4ppf
rhe coil
mounted 011
on a Q-Meter with the
base about 1
I inch above the
Ihe Q-Meter
Q-Merer
lOp
top panel. Thc
The figure will decrease with
a decrease
decrease in the shield can diameter or
anjncreaSt'
the
an increase in the distance between the
shield
shield can and the Q-Meter.
Q-Meter.
Recapitulating the capacitance corRecapirulating
rections:
rections:
CiJ -- Capacitance indicated by QC
Meter Q-capaciror.
Q-capacitor.
~reter
I C , . -- Correction indicated by pre:±:c..
cision capacitor.
r+C,J --Correction
±C
Correction for leads
lcads from
capacitance bridge to QQ.
Meter.
Metcr.
t C , -- Correction for Q-voltmeter
±C.
Q.volrmeter
level.
-C,) - Correction for proximity
-Cl,-Correction
effect.

It should be noted that for best results
I!
all measurements should be conducted
in a temperature
in
temperarure and humidity controlled atmosphere so that both the inductor under
under test and
and the measuring
ductOr
equipment are not
nor affected by these
conditions.
conditions.
AC values derived using the deThe AC
scribed procedures
used in (.'quation
equation
procedurcs are lIscd
( 3 ) and
and aa value
of G,
(3)
value of
G. is
is obtained
obtained for
for
each VjV
V,,/V ratio.
indication of
ratio. An
An indication
of the
the
each
care and
and accuracy of measurement is apcare
parent by
by the
the dcgr(."('
degree uf
of coincidence
coincidence of
of
parent
the several
several valucs
values of
of G,
the
G, for
for each
each test
test
frequency The
The C,,
C, value
value measured
measured at
ae
frcqucncy.
each test
test frequency
frequency is
each
is used
used in
in ConjuncconjuncG, value
tion with
average G_,
value for
for that
that
tion
with the
the average
frequency in
in ('quation
equation (4)
( 4 ) to
to yield
yidd the
the
frequency
3
3

* VOLTMETER
for

setting

I

VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR

up V , / V

rrrtios.

effective Q
Q of
of the
the inductor
inductOr.
effective
inductance and
and distributed
distributed cacaTrue inductance
of the
the inducror
inductor can be
be found
found
pacitance of
pacitance
dara obtained
obtained from
from the
the
by applying data
previous measurements
measurementS to
to the
the following
following
equations:

/ 1

( 5 ) L=

\---pj

1 \

4 7T2 (C,,, - c,,,)

Where:
Where:
C.,I and C,,2
C,,~ are
arc the
the capacitances necesnecesC,,,
to resonate
resonate the
the coil
coil at
at frequencies
frcquencies
sary to
respectively, and
and nn is
is the
the ratio
ratio
ff tt and f,f~ respectively,
off~tOfJ.
f 2 to fl.
of

Figure
ligu,e

4.

Capacitance
-level
C"p"dr"",. correction
,."• .,;." versus
v.nUI QQ.l•••,

curve
or a
<u, •• f,.,
" Q-Meter.
Q_M.r.,.

All
All of
of the
the true
true and
and effective
effective paraf"meters may
may now
now be
be determined
determine by
by
applying
applying the
the following
following equations:
equations:

((7)
7 ) Effective
Le) =
Effective inductance
inductance ((1..)
::::
LL
1 -w
”Ca
w"Ct
((8)
8 ) Effective
resistance
Effct:tive resistance (R,)
(R.) =
=
OL,
R
wI... R
Q,. - ((11 - O*LCd)2
w~LCt)2
Qe
OL
R

wl
((9)
9 ) TTrue
r u eQ::::
Q = -If"
zQQ
l + - I)
::::::, (Q~(

Ca

C.
+c,
c.:.--l

BOONTON
BOONTON

BRC
BRC Q.Standard,
Q-Standard, Type
Type 513·A
51 3-A

AA specific
specific example
example of
of an
an inductOr
inductor
developed
developed through
through use
use of
of the
the described
described
methods
methods isis the
the BRC
BRC Q-Standard,
Q-Standard, Type
Type
5B-A.
5 13-A. The
The nameplate
nameplate informlttion
information for
for
this
L, 41,
Cd,Qe
Qe at
at three
three
this inductor
inductor includes
includes L,
frequencies,
frequencies, and
and another
another term,
term, QI,
Qi, at
at
the
the same
same three
three frequencies.
frequencies. In
In this
this case,
case,
QI
Qi isis the
the Q
Q that
that would
would be
be indicated
indicated by
by
aa Q-Meter
Q-Meter having
having average
average loss
loss and
and zero
zero
calibration
calibration error.
error. The
The QI
Qi information
information
was
was derived
derived through
through an
an an:dysis
analysis of
of pro·
production
duction indicated
indicated Q
Q checks
checks made
made on
on QQhofeters
Meters manufactured
manufactured by
by BRC
BRC and
and relatrelating
ing the
the result
result to
to the
the measured
measured Q..
Qe value.
value.
of
Of course,
course, in
in production
production the
the procedures
procedures
JUSt
just o\1tlinl-d
outlined would
would be
be impractical,
impractical,
therefore,
therefore, aa comparison
comparison method
method was
was dedeveloped,
veloped. At
At each
each of
of the
the three
three frequenfrequencies
cies involved,
involved, the
the production coil
coil is
is
comparc-d
standard, which
which has
has been
been
compared to
to aa standard,
established
established using
using the
the rigorous
rigorous method
described
described above.
above. A
A pre<:isely
precisely calibrated
calibrated
Q-Me::t('f
Q-Meter ~sis used
used for
for the
the compa~ison,
comparison,
although
although Its
its -:l(;curacy
.accuracy has
has only
only lugher
higher
order
order effects
effects On
on the
the results.
results.
Suppose
Suppose that
that at
at one
one of
of the
the frequencies,
frequencies,
the difference
difference between
between the
the production
the
coil and
and the
the standard.
standard, as
as compared
compared on
on aa
coil
Q.Meter.
Q-Meter, isis given
given by
by 6.C
AC and
and 6.Q.
AQ. The
The
functions of
of standard
standard and
and production
functions
coils would
would then
then be
be defined
defined as
as follows:
follows:
coils

Function
Indicated Q
Resonating C
Effective Q

Where:
\X!here:

Known
Srandard
Coil

Unknown
Production
Coil
Coil

Q,

Q..
Qix
Co,
Q..
Qex

C,

Q,

+
+

( IO) Q..
Qis ~
=Q,
Qi
AQ
(10)
6Q
(11)
c,,,
=
C”
AC
(II) c,.=C,,+6.C

•

+

(12)
(12)

Q r,=
s=
Q..

' ... 1C. +..I.CJ

I

'Q
Q,+..I.Q

Using the
the same
same process
process to
to obtain
obtain differdifferUsing
at the
the other
other tWO
two frequencies.
frequencies,
ence d:ua
data at
enCl'
(2,.s can
can be found
found at
at e;tell
each frequency,
frequency.
Q,.•
Distributed capacitance
capacitance and
and inducrance
inductance
DiSHib\1red
of the
the unknowll
unknown arc
are given
given by:
by:
of

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

Bibliography
Bibliography

(14)
(14) l~=
L,=

Where
I and
to
Where the
the subscripts
subscripts 1
and 22 refer
refer to
measurements
at 22 frequencies.
frequencies.
measurements at
To
possibility of
in
To reduce
reduce the
the possibility
of errors
errors in
manipulation,
( 12 ) , (13),
( 13 ) ,
manipulation, equations
equations (12),
and
have been
transformed to
to
and (14)
( 1 4 ) have
been transformed
nomograms for
prooucdon perfor use by
by production
sollnel
sonnel (See
( See Figure 5).
5 ).

l. Application
Application Instructions
Instructions for
for the
the QQ.
1.
Standard
Type
513-A.
Standard Type 5 13-A.
2. Hopf,
Hopf, W.,
W., Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corp.,
Corp.,
2.
of
Q
by
"Precision
Measurement
“Precision Measurement of Q by
6.C", Feb.
Feb. 1951.
1951.
AC’,
3.
Kang, C.
1. and
and Wachter,
Wachter, J.,
J., “The
"The
3. Kang,
C. L.
Q.Standard", BRC
BRC Notebook
Notebook No.
No. 1,
I,
0-Standard”.
Spring,
1954.
$ring, 1954.
4. Kang,
Kang. C.
C. L.,
1., “Circuit
"Circuit Effects
Efft"C{s on
on Q’,
Q",
4.
No.8,
Wimer,
1956.
BRC
Notebook
BRC Notebook No. 8, Winter, 1956.
"A Standard
Standard for
for Q
Q and
and L”,
I.", BRC
BRC
55.. “A
12,
Wimer,
1957.
Notebook
No.
Notebook No. 12, Winter, 1957.

BRC manufactures
Inon.. fo<,.. ,e. t'wo
a·S'o~do,d.; the
'he Type
Ty,..
BRC
w o Q-Standards;
513-A. discussed
di.wned i,n
'he above
above article,
o,ti<ie, and
o~d the
'he
513-A,
n the
Ty,.. 518-A.
51B·A. Each
Eom Type
1y,.. 513-A
513·'" Q-Standard
Q_S'anda'd i i.
s
Type
,"dividually calibrated
<olib'ot.d and
and marked
ma, ••d with
wi'h its
i" true
""e
individually
'ndu,tan,. (L),
(L), distributed
d'.h'h",.d capacitance
<apo<iton,. (Cd),
inductance
effective Q(Q,),
Q(Q.), and
o"d indicated
indicated QQ(O,)
a' 0.5,
0.5.
effective
( Q , ) at
1.0, and
and 1.5
1,5 megacycles.
m.",o,ycle•. Because
h,ou .. these
,h... parapa'O'
1.0,
m.te.. are
a'. accurately
o"u,o,.ly known
known and
o"d highly
highly stable,
.tahl•.
meters
thi. standard
"ondo,d may
moy be
be used
.... d for
fa, providing
p,ovid;~g prep'.'
this
d .. ly known
known supplementary
,,,,,pl.m.n'a,y Q-circuit
Q-,;"..;, inductance
Indu,tan'.
cisely
d.,I,oohl. for
10' many
Inany impedance
imp.don,. measurements
meO<ll,om.,,"
desireable
by the
tho parallel
po,oll.1 method,
me'hod. as
0. well
well as
a' aa means
m.an. for
for
by
the Type
1y,.. 260-A
~6O·A and
o"d 160-A
16O·A Q-Meters.
Q·M.'e...
<hocking the
checking
110. Type
Type 518-A
518·A Q-Standard
Q·StondO'd on
on the
,h. other
o'ho' hand
ha"d
The
p,.d,'o" inductor
Ind ..,lo, designed
M'ig"ed primarily
p,ima"ly for
fo,
i1.
s aa precision
u.e in
in checking
,he,ki"g the
the overall
ove'all operating
o,..,o,lng accuracy
o"u'a,y
use
01 Q-Meters
Q.Me'." Type
1y,.. 260-A
260·" and
and 160-A.
160·....
of

d

(C,I.

Figure 5.
5. 8Re
BRC i".pftclor
inspector shown
fill",e
.how" using
".ing a
" nomo"OlnO_
gram to dele'lni"e
determine the elle<t;ye
effective Q of (0I Type
g,oln
SI3-A
ctor,
513-A ind..
inducfor.

A great deal of
of care has been taken in
the physical design and manufacture of
of
Q-Standards to insure their
the Q-Standards
their stability.
The coil form is mounted on a copper
copper
base,
base, which is fitted to a shield can. The
unit is hermetically sealed, evacuated,
and filled
filled with an inert
inen gas to
to a pressure
and
of 1
I psi above atmospheric pressure.
Leads are brought through the base
to
base to
banana plug conll<:."CtorS,
connectors, which may
may be
be
replaced without breaking the seal. The
high potential connector is isolated
isolared from
from
the base by a low-loss
low-loss ceramic seal.
The care taken in determination
determinatiOn and
production
of the Q-Standards
Q.Smndards is attested
prcxluction of
to by the
nO( a single coil has
lhe fact that not
or
been returned for mechanical failure
failure or
deterioration of
of electrical specifications.
In some cases, Q-Standard
Q.Standard users involved
involved
in government
governmem work
work have
have been
been required
required
by the cognizant government agency to
to
have their Q-Standards periodically
periodically rerechecked by
by BRC.
BRC. In
In each
each such
such case
case itit has
has
checked
been found that the nameplate
nameplate informainformation
tion was
was well
well within
within the
the original
original spespecification tolerance
of
cification
rolerance and
and no
no corrections
corrections of
any kind
an}'
kind were
were required.
requirt-d.
4
4
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A
A Linear
linear Detector
Detector for FM
FM Deviation
Deviation Measurements
Measurements
FRANK
Editor
F R A N K P.
P . MONTESION,
MONTESION, E
d i t o r The
T h e Not/!book
Notebook

With the development of !he
With
the Type
202 FM
1946,
FM Signal
Signal Generators in
in 1946,
there arose
arose a need for a device
device for the
prccision
measuremem of frequency
precision measurement
frequency
aeviation.
deviation. Such
Such a device
device would
would be rere<Juired
quired 10
to provide laboratory
laboratory accuracy
accuracy
und,
and, at the same
same time, had 10
to be simple
and
and com'enient
convenient for direct use on
on the
production line.
detailed survey
survey of
line. A detailed
available
available insuumentation
instrumentation revealed
revealed that
such
such an
an instrument was not available and
work
work was carried
carried OUI
out at BRC on the
Jevdopmenr
development of this laboratOry
laboratory 1001,
tool, conconcurrem
current with lhe
the developmem
development of the
FM Signal
FM
Signal GeneratOr.
Generator.

‘1

Operating
Operating Principles
Principles

The basic circuit elements of the FM
FM
Linear Detector arc
are shown
shown in
in block
block

'--"

~==?'~.~tO~tO to........~

The
projecr was an
The result
result of this
this project
an early
early
prototype unit, which
which over
over the
the years
years has
L<ndergone
Endergone consram
constant redesign
redesign and
and improvement
provement 10
to become known as
as the
BRC Type
DeteclOr.
BRC
Type 208-A FM
FM Linear Detector.
1ltese
in constam
These instruments have been
been in
constant
use in
in our standards
standards b.boracory
laboratory and engiengineering and production departments
during this period, and arc
are currently
used co
to calibnne
calibrate the Types
Types 202-E
202-E and
202-F,
FM-AM Signal
202-F, FM-AM
Signal GeneratOrs.
Generators.
At
At the request
request of several
several cuscomers
customers
who
who had
had aa need
need to
to perform
perform similar
similar
measurement
measurement of frequency
frequency deviation,
deviation, rhe
the
tinear Detector
Detector 11as
Type
FM Linear
has
Type 208-A
208-A FM
been
put into
production and
been put
into production
and is now
now
available
available for sale.
sale.

.

•

•

diagram form in Figure 2. The RF oscillalOr, doubler, amplifier-doubler, mixer,
and RF amplifier stages of the Linear
Detector arc
rhat
Detector
are conventional circuits
circuits that
operate to produce a signal
signal usable
usable for
for
detection
purposes. Actual
Actual detection is
detection purposes.
accomplished
accomplished in the limiter and discrimdiscrimina{()r
inator circuits
circuits shown
shown in simplified
schematic
schematic form
form in
in Figure 3.
3. A type 6C4
6C4
triode, tuned uver
over a frequency
frequency range of
27
27 to $4
54 megacycles
megacycles is used
used as
as an
an RF
oscillator.
oscillator. The output from
from rhe
the RF asciloscillawr
lator is fed
fed to
to aa Oass
Class C frequencyfrequencydoubling stage
stage roned
tuned to the second
second hatharmonic
( 54 to
monic of the
the oscillator
oscillator frequency
frequency (54
lOS megagcyclcs)
which drives
ycles) which
drives a Class
Class
C stage operaring
rating as a frC<Juency
frequency doudoubling stage
stage on the
the high frequency
frequency range

F;gu,e 1.
Figure
1.

Type
Type 20B_A
208-A FNitine",
FM Linear Oele"o,.
Defector.

(lOS
(108 to
to 216 megacycles). The RF omoutput from
from the doubler-amplifier stages,
stages,
together with the Output
output of the FM
FM
signal
tCSt, are
signal generator under test,
are fed
fed inco
into
frequency
a mixer stage.
stage. The difference frequency
is then
produced by
by the mixer is
then fed
fed
through three Stages
stages of 1F
IF amplification
the limiter smge.
to the
stage. After the first
first stage
stage
of IF
ion, a signal
IF amplifical
amplification,
signal is fed
fed
through
through a c;llh(Xle
cathode follower
follower stage
stage to the
IF
measureIF terminals for
for use in
in AM measurements.
ments.

The limiter stage SCIuares the top and
bottom of the signal wave. This S<Juatc
wave signal is then fed to the discriminator where it is convened to It single
uniform pulse of current for each cycle.
The curtent pulse rille follows the reincompetition rate or frequency
frequency of the incoming signal.
ing
signal.
A
A low-pass
low-pass filter
filter is connected
connected across
across
the omput
reo
discriminator to reoutput of the discriminarot
move undesired
fre<Jueney comred signal
signal frequency
components and to
to allow the instantaneous
fall with each
potentials to rise and
and fall
each disdischarge
charge of
of a current pulse.
pulse. The demodudemodulated
lated Output
output of the detector is a varying
unidirectional potential directly
directly proporproportional to the IF frequency.
frequency.
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Discriminator
Discriminator and
and Limiter
Limiter
Referring
Referring to Figure 3, the input 1'1"
ei,,
is an FM
is
FM signal
signal with
with a carrier frequency
frequency
100 and 300
between 100
300 kc. The amplitude
amplitude
of
of lhis
this signal
signal is sufficielll
sufficient to ovcrswing
overswing
rhe
the cutoff and
and zero bias limits of tube
S07.
parr of the cycle when
807. DlIting
During lhe
the part
rube is
p!ate potential
the tube
is cur
cut off,
off, the plate
W'hen the
will
will rise to lhe
the level
level of E".
En. When
the
griJ
is positive,
positive, the plate current will
will
grid is
riSe to a maximum value. Any further
incf(.oasc in positive grid swing will nOt
increase the plate current. It can be seen
then that the minimum and
and maximum
potemial
values of instantaneous plate potential
in tulx: 8077 firehdd consmnt,
are held
constant, producing
an outpUt wave which
which is squared
squared off, top
and
and lxmom.
bottom, :H
at Jefinite
definite fixed
fixed potentials
is unafkcted
and which is
unaffected by possible
possible
vatiations
variations in grid-swing amplitude. This
square wave of plate "olt:lge
voltage has
has a repthat of the inpltt
etition
etition rate equal
equal !O
to that
input
signal, e1".
eb,.
signal,
During rhe parr
art of the cycle when the
the
reaches its
plate potential of tube 807
807 reaches
value (En).
peak value
(ET%),capacitor
capacitor C
C11 is
is charged
through diode ddll of tube 6H6
6H6 to
to a
\'(fhen the plate
potential l'<Jual
El%.When
equal to En.
rube S07
potemial of tube
potential
807 swings
swings toward itS
its

lowes!
lowest value.
value, capacitor
capacitor C,
C1 discharges
discharges
through
6H6 in
in series
series
through diode
diode d~
d:! of
of tube
tube 6H6
with
1. This
with its
its load.
load, R:
Ri.
This anion
action causes
causes one
one
pulse
pulse of
of current
current to
to flow
flow through
through resistor
resistor
R
Ra+for
for each
each cycle
cycle of
of operation.
operation.
The
The total
total charge
charge taken
taken by
by capacitor
capacitor
C\.
C1,once
once each
each cycle,
cycle, isis CEo
CE. (A
( A small
small bias
bias
\'ohage
voltage in
in series
series with
with the
the charge
charge diode
diode ddl1
effenively
effectively overcomes
overcomes the
the coman
contact potenpoteari:1.l
tial ()f
of bmh
both diodes
diodes ddl1 and
and d~,
da, therefore,
therefore,
the
the effen
effect of
of this
this potential
potential may
may be
be disdisconnted.)
The portion
portion of
of this
this toral
total
counted ) The
charge
charge which
which pa.'iSes
passes through
through diode
diode d~
da
and
and n::sisror
resistor R:,
R i of
of rube
tube 6H6
6H6 isi s C<jual
equal ro
to
rhe
( CErl) minus
minus the
the resid·
residthe roral
total charge
charge (CEll)
llal
ual cllarBe
charge (u,,,,,,,,).
( Ce,,llnn)
.
\\fieh
held
With Ell
El<and
and e"",I"
ePllllll
held conStant,
constant, and
and
the
the time
time consmms
constants of
of rhe
the charge
charge and
and
discharge
discharge circuits
circuits sufficiently
sufficiently small
small comcompared
pared to
to the
the input
input wave
wave perioo,
period, the
the total
total
quanriry
quantity of
of current
current flowinB
flowing through
through R'1
R,3
durin;!;
during each
each cycle
cycle isis COnStant.
constant. An
An in·
increase
crease in
in the
the repetition
repetition rate
rate (frequency)
(frequency)
of
of tht·
the incomin,g
incoming signal
signal will
will increase
increase the
the
number
number of
of current
current pulses
pulses per unit
unit of
of
time,
time, thereby
thereby increasing
increasing the
the average
average
value
value of
of current
current flowing
flowing through
through R:,.
R3.
Conversely,
Conversely, aa decrease
decrease in
io the
the repetition
reperition
rate
rate of
of rhe
the incoming
incoming signal
signal will
will decrease
decrease
the
R3. The
the aver;tge
average current
current through
through R:\.
;tverage
average potenti;11
potential across
across R:1
R.3 then
then isis a
perfectly
perfectly linear
linear funcrion
function of
of the
the fre·
freguency
quency of
of the
the incoming
incoming signal
signal and
and the
the
dynamic
dynamic operation
operation of
of the
the detecror
detector will
will
less detec·
result
result in
in essentially
essentially distortion
distortionless
detection.
tion.
Cglibrgtion
Calibration

The Linear
Linear Dctector
Detector is
is accurarely
accurately calicaliThe
brated at
at the
the hctory
factory to
to provide aa voltage
brated
versus frequency
frequency deviarion
deviation coefficient
coefficient
versus
for frequency
frequency devbtions
deviations up
up ro
to ±300
k 3 0 0 kc
kc
for
350 kc.
kc.
at an
an intermediate
intermediate fr{'<juency
frequency of
of 350
at
However, itit isis advis.1ble,
advisable, because of comcomHowever,
ponent aging,
aging, 10
to reGllibrate
recalibrate the
the instruinstruponent
ment (X"tiodically
periodically during
during normal
normal use.
use.
ment
Either of
of tWO
two methods,
methods, the
the Static
Static
Either
Method ()r
or rhe
the Bessel
Bessel Zero
Zero Methoo,
Method, may
may
Method
be lIsed
used 10
to accurately
accurately calibrate
calibrate the
the Linear
be
Detector.
De[(.'ctOr.
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Bcue! Zero
Zero Method
Method
Bessel
This method
of calibration
calibration requires
requires
methoo of
the use
use of
of a signal generator,
generator, an
an accurate
accurate
10-kc
lO·kc audio signal source,
source, and
and aa heterohetero·
BFO.
receiver containing
containing aa BFO.
dyne-type receiver
RF output
OUtpUt of
of the
the signal
signal generator
generator
The RF
conneCted to
to the
the receiver
receiver and
and the
the rereo
is connected
is tuned
tunt-'d to
to the
the unmodulated
unmoouJated
ceiver is
carrier frequency
of the
the generator
gener.ltOr to
to
frequency of
obtain a beat
beat frequency
frequency of
of several
several hunhun·
dred cycles,
BFO.
cycles. using the
rhe receiver’s
receiver's BFO.
This frequency
frequcncy is
is monitored
monitOred with
with eart'arphones or
Ot a voltmeter.
voltmcter. With
\X'ilh the
the signal
signal
generator
to proprogeneratot modulation
moouJation control
control set
set to
duce
duct' aa 10-kc
lO-kc FM
FM modulating
modulating signal,
signal, the
the
FM
FM deviation
de\'iation control is
is advanced
advanced slowly.
slowly.

R4

Figure 3 .

6

LIMITEfl
LIMITER
8 07

tween which
which linear
linear operation
operation of
of the
the
~ expected.
expected. With
\'(,Iith the
the
Detector should be
Detector
DC voltage
voltage for
for these
these two
twO frequency
frequency dede(within
viations known, any deviation (within
viations
lhe linear
lint'ar limits)
limits) may
may be
be ascertained
ascertained
the
using the
the frequency versus
versus voltage
voltage
by using
cOefficient.
co’efficient.

Static Method

•

-

Basic circuit elements of the Type 208-A FM Linear Detector,

DEMOD OUT terminals.
\\fith
With the frequency dials on the signal
tl) the
generator and the Detector
Dctecror set to
same
DC
same frequency,
frequency, the D
C measuring device will
zero. Advancing the DeDe·
will read zero.
tc(tor
tector frequency
frequency dial to provide 100 kc
frC<juency, as indicated by
difference frequency,
the frequency calibr:Hor.
calibrator, will cause a
voltage reading ro
to be indicated by the
DC
D C meastlfing
measuring device. 1l1is
This reading is
nOlt'!l
frequency dial is
noted and the Delecror
Detector frequency
advanced
200 kc difference
advanced again
again until a 200
rhe frequency
fre<Juency
frequency is indicated by che
calibrator.
calibrator. The voltage reading at the
DEMOO
nored.
DEMOD OUT terminals is again noted.
This procedure
laO
This
procedtlfe is repeated aatt each 100
kc increment until
I megacycle signal
until a 1
frequency calibcator,
isis indicated by the fre<Jl1Cncy
calibrator,
output voltage being recorded for
the Olltpur
each step.
step. The voltage readings obtained
each
are the n plotted
plotled on a graph with voltage
volta;;e
“Y”
and frequency as the
as the "y
as
.. axis anu
“X” axis.
axis. The resultant
"X"
resultanl curve will yield
section, whose
whOSe upper and
a straight-line seuion.
lower limits indicate the frequency
fn..'quency
in the freqUCllCy
frequency spet:tmm
spectrum bebe·
points in

The Detector
Detector isis interconnected
interconneceed with
with
The
an FM
FM signal
signal generator,
generator, aa frequency
frequency
an
calibrator, and
and an
an accuralC
accurate OC
DC measur·
measurcalibrator,
ing d{-vice.
device. The
The !>t'nerator
generator isis connected
connected
ing
to the
the Den'nor's
Detector’s RF
RF INPUT
INPUT terminals,
terminals,
to
the
frequency
calibrator
is
connected
to
the frequency calibratOr is connected to
IF OUTPUT
OUTPUT terminals,
terminals, and
and lhe
the DC
DC
the IF
the
measuring device
device isis connened
connected to
to the
the
11l<.':lsurins

7
O,SCItII,UN"'TO~
DlSCRl
MINATOR

."

I

ii

L l

Basic detector circuit.
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NOTEBOOk
NOTEBOOK

The beat
beat frequency
frequency will
will disappear
disappe3r at
al
The
cerrain
points as
Ihe deviation
deviation is
is inin·
certain points
as the
crc.-uro
These null
null points
points correspond
correspond
creased. These
10
modulation indices,
indices, the
the first
fiTS[
to specific
specific modulation
Sl'\'eral
being: 2.405,
5.520, 8.654,
8654.
2.405, 5.520,
several being:
11.792, and
14.93 L Frequency
Frequency deviation
deviation
11.792,
and 14.931.
\·.tlue!i :It
null points
poinlS are
Ihen calcal·
values
at these
these null
are then
cubtoo
the Bessel
Bessel funct-ion
funCiion as
lIS
culated using
using the
follows;
follows:
OF
AF
B
=B=-,

f

\'(Ihere: B
B=
Where:
= modulation
modulation index
index
F=
= frequency deviation (kc)
f=
zmoclubting
modulating frequency (kc)
the
After
After the
the first
first null
null is
is defCCtl:d,
detected, the
receiver is disconneCted
disconnected and the generator signal
to the RF INPUT tersignal is fc..J
fed to
minals
·Inc DeDeminals on
on the
the Linear
Linear Detector.
Detector. The
tCClllr
tector is
is runed
tuned to 350 kc IF frequency
devialion
deviation to
to insure oper:llion
operation within the
linen
peak-reading AC voltvolt·
linear region.
region. A peak-reading
meter connecled
connected 10
to the DEMOD OUT
terminals on Ihe
the Detector will indiClte
indicate
Ihe
the voltage
voltage OUlput
output for the deviation cal·
calculated
culated for
for Ihe
the finl
first null. The procedure
isis repealed
repeated for
for each
each null
null point.
point, and Ihe
the
\'ohage
voltage OUtpul
output oIxained
obtained for each
each calcu·
calcubled
lated frequency
frequency deviation
deviation is recorded.
These
These vohagcs
voltages are
are lhen
then plotled
plotted againsl
against
frequency
frequency deviation
deviation 10
to produce a curve

no

I
.

fiV"'" 4.
4.
Figure

-1-

COlO
';"... for
I", percent
p",...., AM
ANI measurem""....._
Connections
m ' showing
obowi.. V trapezoidal
""p",oidof display.
eli.play.
ment

stt:1ight·Jine pottion
portion again
again inin·
whose straight-line
of the
the Detector.
Detcctor.
dicates the
the linear limits
limits of
Application
FM Linear
Linear Detector,
DetectOr, as was
was prepreThe FM
cxpbincd, has been
been designed
designed
viously explained,
especially
measurement of
of FM
FM
especially for the measurement
\'(lith the
the instruinsuu·
frequency deviation. With
mem calibrated
calibrllred as explained above, its
its
ment
versus voltage
voltage outOut·
frequency deviation versus
Measuring
put coefficient is known. Measuring
merely aa
frequency devialion
deviation becomes merely
mailer of
of multiplying the
Ihe voltage
vollage output
OUtput
matter
terminals
reading aI
at the DEMOD OUT terminals
of
the Detector (produced as
lIS a result
rC!$ull
of rhe
of the FM signal
sign3.1 fed into
intO the
the Detector)
Delector)
Ihe frequency deviation versus
venus voltVoll'
by the
age coefficiem.
coefficient.

Tht' Detector
Detector may
may also
also be
be used
used toto
The
of amplitude
amplitude modumodu·
measure the
the degree
degree of
measure
Iation of
of aa signal
signal source.
SOllect'. For
For this
Ihis measmeas·
lation
urement, an
an external
eXlernal signal
signal source
source isis
urement,
mixed with
wilh aII signal
signal produced
produced by
by the
Ihe
mixed
De{('("lor to
to provide
provide aa difference
differCflce frefre·
Detector
quency of
of approximately
approximately 100
100 toto 150
150 kc
kc
quency
De,CC{o,·s IF
IF OUTPUT
OUTPUTterminals.
terminals.
at the
Ihe Detector’s
at
then disdisThis difference
difference frequency
frequency isis then
This
played on
on an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope as
as aa trapetnpe'
played
l:oidal pattern,
paHern, similar
similar to
to the
the trapezoidal
rrapezoidal
zoidal
4. The
The lengths
lengths
pattern shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 4.
pattern
of the
the vertical
veniCiI sides
sides of
of the
,he pattern
pattern ((A
A
of
and B)
B) are
arc then
{hen applied
applied to
10 the
rhe followfollow·
and
ing equation
equation to
to indicate
indiCite the
the percentage
percemage
ing
of amplitude
amplilUde modulation.
modulation.
of

AA-B
-B
Percent
Percent AM
AM =
=100
AA BB x loo

++

Conclusion
Conclusion
The Type
Type 208-A
208-A FM
FM Linear
Linear Detector
Delector
The
precision instrument
instrument capable
capable of
of perperisis aa precision
forming
aCCUnte FM
FM and
and AM
AM measuremeasureforming accurate
laboratOry or
or
mems in
in the
the engineering
Cflgineering laboratory
ments
on the
the production
produCtion line.
line. ItIt will
will doubtdoohtless
less become
become aa valuable
valuable aid
aid to
to those
those cuscus·
tomers
tomers who
who have
have measurement
measurement problems
problems
of
of this
this nature.
nalure.

BRC Film
Film Gauge
Gauge Used
BRC
Used To Measure
Aircraft Organic Finish
Finish Thickness
The Glenn
Glenn L.
1. Martin
Martin Compony
Company Reports
Reports On
On a New Method
The
Method Approved by The Navy
Navy

At {he
the request
request of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of AeroAeroA{
nautics, The
The Glenn
Glenn LL. Manin
Martin Company
Company
nautics,
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland
Maryland ro:ently
recently pre·
preof
pared aa report
report entilled,
entitled, ··A
“A New
New Method
Method
pared
for Measuring
Measuring Airenft
Aircraft Organic
Organic Finish
Finish
for
Thickness,” which
which describes
describes aa new
new
Thickness,··
method employing
employing the
the Boomon
Boonton Radio
medlOd
Corporation Type
Type 255-A
255-A Film
Film Gauge.
Gauge.
Corpontion
The Film
Film Gauge
Gauge WllS
was introduced
introduced [0
to
The
The Manin
Martin Company
Company by
by BRC
BRC lIS
as aa
The
means for
for measuring
measuring Ihickness
thickness of
of
means
metallic plaling
plating finishes
finishes over
over nonferrous
nonferrous
ffiCrnlJic
of opet:!.·
operametal surfaces
surfacesand
and irs
its principle
principle of
metal
tion was
was later
later proposed
proposed as
as aa means
means for
for
tion
measuring aircraft
aircraft organic
organic finish
finish {hick·
thicki/ measuring
ness. The
The Martin
Martin Company
Company subsequently
subsequently
ness.
conducted aa research
research program
program 10
to tes!
test
conducted
the suirnbili!y
suitability of
of the
the Film
Film Gauge
Gauge for
for
the

this purpose.
this

from Naval
Naval Air
Air Material
Material Center.
CeOler.

finishes were tested by The
Many finishes
Martin Company
Company [0
to find a correlation
of opet1ltion
operation which would
and mode of
and
prove Ihat
that practical
practical measuremenlS
measurements could
could
prove
be made
made with
with the
the Film
Gauge. A
corbe
Film Gaust'.
A correlation W;lS
was found,
found, preliminary calibracalibrarelation
tions were
were performed
performed to
to confirm
confirm it,
and
lions
it, and
report proposing
proposing the
the new
new method
was
aa report
mtthod was
issued by
by The
The Matlin
Martin Quality
Quality Division
Division
issued
Laboratory. This
This report
report wa.s
was later
later subsubLaboralory.
mitted 10
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Aerohautics
miued
Aeronautics
who ga~'e
gave lentative
tentative approval
approval of
of the
the
who
method. The
The method
method was
was lhen
then e~luated
evaluated
method.
by the
the Naval
Naval Air
Air Material
Material Center
Center Laboby
laboratory. RCS1J1ts
Results of
of [his
this ('valuation
evaluation conconratory.
curred wih
wih Manin·s
Martin’s and
and full
full acceptance
acceptance
curred
of {he
the melhod
method was
was published
published in
report
of
in aa report

The
The report
repon prepared
prepared by
by The
The Martin
Martin
Company
Company at
at the
Ihe request
request of
of the
Ihe Bureau
Bureau
of Aeronautics
by NorNorof
Aeronaulics was
was prepared
prepared by
man
man R.
R_ Keegan,
Keegan, Chemical-Physical
Chemical-PhysiClI EngiEngineer.
neer. In
In his
his report
reporr Mr.
Mr. Keegan
Keegan describes
describes
in
in detail
detail the
the methods
methods used
used in
in determindClermin·
ing {he
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the
lhe Film
Film Gauge
Gauge for
for
ing
this
specific application.
this soccific
application. Step-by-step
Step-by-slep
procedures
given for
procedures are
are given
for operation
operation of
of
the
Gauge for
the Film
Film Gauge
for finish
finish thickness
thickness ininspection, and
and special
speclion,
special instructions
instruCtions are
are
included for
included
for specific
specific applications.
applications.
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The
The Martin
Martin Report
Report has
has been
been reprinted
reprinted

by
Corporation for
by Boonton
BoontOn Radio
Radio Corpornlion
for disdis·

tribution to
Hibmion
10 interested
interested customers.
CUSlOmers. Copies
Copies
will be:
be furnished
furnished upon
upon request.
request.
will
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EDITOR'S
EDITORS NOTE
NOTE
BRC
Promotions
Announced
BRC Promotions Announced

The
of Mr.
Mr. Frank
Frank G.
G.
The appoinunents
appointments of
Marble
as
Vice
President
and
General
Marble as Vice President and General
Manlger
Mr. Harry
Harry J.
Lang as
as Sales
Manager ~d
and Mr.
J. Lang
Sales
Mall2ger
IS( were
were anlin·
Manager effective
effective July
July 1st
nounc~
Dr. Geotge
A. DownsDownsGeorge A.
nounced by
by Dr.
brough,
President of
Boonton Radio
Radio
brough, President
of Boonton
Corporation.
Corporation.
Mr.
PresidenrMr. Marble,
Marble, formerly Vice PresidentSales
BRC, succeeds
Dr. DownsDownsSales ar
at BRC,
succeeds Dr.
Dr. DownsDowns·
brough as General Manager. Dr.

TTHE
H E NNOTEBOOK
OTEBOOK

brough will
will continue
continue as
as President,
President,
brough
Tr~er. and
and aa Director.
Direcr:or.
Treasurer,
Mr. Marble
Marble has
h2s been
been associated
associar~ with
with
Mr.
BoontOn Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation since
since 195
1951.
1.
Boonton
He
served as
as Sales
Sales Manager
Manager until
umil 1954
1954
H
e served
when he
he was
was appointed
appointed Vice
Vice PresidentPresidemwhen
S,h
Sales.

sales for
for the
the newly-formed
newly-fonned Industrial
Industrial ~ - , . sales
Products Department
Departrnt'nt of
of Airborne
Airborne InInProducts
...........
strumentS Laboratory.
laboratory.
L
l
struments
Mr. Lang
lang received
received his
his BS
BS degree
degree in
in
Mr.
Electrical Engineering
Engineering from
from the
Ihe MasMasElectrical
sachusettS Institute
Institute of
of Technology
Technology in
in
sachusetts
1949. During
During his
his studies
studies there,
there. he
he was
was
1949.
an engineering
engin~ing trainee
uainer: at
al Western
Western ElecElecan
tric Co.,
Co., New
New Jersey
Jersey Bell
Bell Telephone
Telephone
tric
Co., and
and Bell
Bell Telephone
Telephone Laboratories.
Laboratories.
Co.,

Prior to
to his
his associaion
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with BRC,
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Prior
Marble's career
career covered
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field of
of engineering
engineering experience. H
He
held
e held
posrs for
for seven
seven
design and development posts
years with
wirh Philco
Philco Radio
Radio and
and Television
Television
Corporarion and Western
\Vestern Electric’s
Electric's elecelec·
Corporation
trical research
research division. Later,
Larer, he
he served
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engineering administrative
administrative positions
positions
in engineering
Telephone Laboratories
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with Bell Telephone
Whitney Aircraft
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A New
New Concept
Concept

As communications
communications systems
systems get more
precise
precise and
and complicated,
complicated, the demands
demands
placed
placed upon the design
design of equipmenc
equipment
these sysrequired to [cst
test and
and calibrate
calibrate these
systems become more severe.
soon
severe. One
One soon
finds that the old smndby
finds
standby signal
signal gengenwill do
job. Old
erawr
erator no
no longer
longer will
do the job.
concepts of high-frequency
high-frequency accuracy
accuracy
concepts
and
and stability
stability are inadequate
inadequate in systems
systems
crammed
crammed one
one next to the other, where
where
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each dlannel
channel carries
carries several
several subcarriers,
subcarriers,
each
and each
each suocarrier
subcarrier in
turn carries
carries its
and
in rurn
information. In addition,
addition, with techtechown informacion.
on from
nical pursuits being carried
carried on
nical
from pole
pole; in
in lhe
the arGic
arctic cold,
cold, the descrc
desert heat,
to poll';
heal,
destructive humidity
the jungle,
jungle,
humidiry of lhe
the demuctivc
thin air of the higher altitudes;
altitudes;
and the thin
signal generaror
generator must now be dedethe signal
signed to
to perform in environments
si!;ned
strangely
laborastrangely different than the cozy
cozy laboratory
factory. The
The signal
signal generator dedetory or factOry.
scribed in
in this article
article employs
employs design
design
scribed
techniques which
meet the challenge
challenge of
techniques
which mcct
these
rc<:juiremems.
these stringem
stringent modern requirements.
Design
Design Considerations
Considerations

all, the signal
signal generatOr
generator under
First of all,
consideration must be crystal
crystal corHrolled
controlled
consideration
stabilized with
an accuracy in
in the
or stabilized
wirh an
.order of
of 0.002
0.002 per cem.
cent. This
This is
is a typical
typical
.order
crystal
long-term accuracy
accuracy figure
figure for
for a crystal
long-term

freoscillator,
oscillator. Since
Since many changes of frerc<:juired in the set up of
queney
quency may be required
frc<:juenmultichannel systems, the test frequencies must be selected
selected quickly
quickly and easily.
easily.
Even though frequency
crysfrequency control by cryschannels,
tals implies a finite number of channels,
provision must be 1'01lde
made for easy selecselection of between-channel
between-channel frequencies
frc<:juencies for
bandwidth determination and for the
selection of off-beat frequencies.
Freselection
frequencies. Frequencies so
so selened
selected should also be reaquencies
sonably accurate
accurate and
and stable.
stable. The gengensonably
should be frequency
frequency modulated
erator should
deviation range (in
(in
and feature a wide deviation
and
distorthe order of 300 KC) with little distor,
tion.
an optional compressor
compressor
cion. In addition, an
so that large changes
should be provided so
should
in input
input modulation,
modularion, caused by adding
several suociluiers
subcarriers at one time, docs
does not
several
nor
comresult in over modulation.
modulation. The compressor should
should not increase
increase distOrtion
distortion
appreciably. Besides handling ila wide
appreciably.
external modulating frequenfrequenrange of external
should provide at
cies, the generator should
least two
tWO different internal modulation
frequencies, so
so thar
that simple
simple tests
can be
testS can
frequencies,
performed wirh
with no extra inpm
input c<:juipequipment. Lasr
Last but by no means least,
ment.
least, the
instrument must
must be rugged in
design
in design
able to
to survive
survive nor
not only
only
and must be able
wherever man can survive,
survive, bue
but a few
few
wherever
places where he cannOt
cannot sutvive
survive for long.
long.
places
Design Techniques
Techniques
Design

MC Frequencies
Frequencies
Selection of 1I Me
Selection
A frequency
frequency selenion
selection system
system employemploydials (Figure
(Figure 2)
2 ) WM
was chosen
chosen
twO dials
ing two
to cover [he
the range
from
frequencies from
ronge of frequencies
MC in one
one lnegacycle
megacycle steps.
steps.
400 to 550 Me
The dials
dials are mounted
side-by-side nearnearTht'
moumed side-by-side
other. The first
first twO
two
ly touching each Olher.
digits are
are on
on the left-hand
dial and
and
digitS
ldr-hand dial
5 5 in 16
16 steps.
steps. The
The
range from
from 40 to 55
right-hand dial
dial carries the last digit
from 00 ro
to 99 in 10
10 steps.
steps. Every
Every
ranging from
400 to
to 5S0
550 can
can be
whole number from
from 400
whole
selected by
by rotating both
both dials
dials and
and horihorisdt:eted
I
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zomally
zontally aligning the three digits.
digits. The
dials are masked
masked so that
that only
tht' numonly the
bers in use are dearly
clearly seen.
seen. However,
adjacent numbers,
numbers, visable
visablt: through a
mask,
colored
colored transparent portion of the mask,
serve to
to indicate whether dial rotation
low end of
is toward the high or low
of the
range. Detents
Detenrs arc
range.
are provided on
on each
each dial
to index each
each selected
selected digit in proper
alignmem.
alignment.
Each dial
mechanically connected
conne<:ted
dial is mechanically
to the selecwr
selector swiech
switch in a crystal
crystal osciloscillarot which in turn electrically
lator
electrically selects
selects
indexed.
the proper crystal
crystal as the dial
dial is indexed.
The outputs of the
rhe two crystal
oscillators
crystal oscillators
are added together in a mixer which is
designed
designed to minimize spurious signals.
signals.
aod the
tht:
This sum
sum is then doubled
doubled twice and
resulting quadrupled product
prcxluct is added
added
in another mixer to the Output
of a
output of
whidl can
fixed-frC'quency oscil!awr
fixed-frequency
oscillator which
can be
frcqucmly modulated.
modulated. If this oscillator
frequently
frequency modulated,
modulaced, the sum
Output
output is frequency
fre<juem;y will reflect the same amoum
frequency
amount
of modulation.
mcxlulation. The ourpuc
output of this mixer
cwice more to produce the
is doubled
doubled twice
final frequency
fre<juency which has four times
final
frequency modulation originally
the frequency
present.
Since each
Since
each step
step of the left-hand dial
spans 10
10 MC and each
each step of the
Me, the
I MC,
right-hand dial spans
spans only 1
(in actual
actual crystal
fre<juenincrementS (in
increments
crystal frequendes.)
cies.) in the left-hand or tens osciJlator
oscillator
rigbtare 10
10 times the increments in the rightThere are 16
16
hand or units oscillator.
oscillator. There
crystals
oscillatOr spaced
crystals in the tens oscillator
spaced
1/
16 of 10
10 MC apart, lllld
1/16
and 10
10 crystals
crystals
spaced 1/16 of
in the units oscillator spaced
I MC apart. The 1/16 spacing is a
1
fredirect result of the fact that the fre16 times between
becween
quency
quency is multiplied 16
TIle actual
aerual
the oscillators
oscillators and
and the OUtput.
output. The
frequency ranges through the system
frequency
system
are shown
figure 3.
shown in figure
There arc
cuned Stages
are several
several tuned
stages through
the chain of doubling and mixing, all
of which must be tracked
cracked with frefre·
quency. A variable capacitor
quency.
capacitor drive using
two-spt.-e<I differential gearing
a unique two-speed

system
pur·
system has been e.mployed
efiployed for this pur:
Input from
pose. Input
frdm either the tens shaft
or the
che units;skiaft
units(sliaft will turn
rum the tuning
tuniug
capacitOr
each shaft
capacitor shaft.
shgft. One step on each
same angular displaceis originally
originally the same
displacement. However, the angular rotation
rOtation of
the variable capacitor caused by one
che tens shaft is ten times the
step of the
capacitor
angular rotation of the variable capacitor
caused by onc
one step of the units shaft.
from the two dials
The drive from
dials to the
accomplished by two
cwo very
very
differemial
differential is accomplished
10w-~lCkJash belt-drive
helt-drive systems
llsing
low-backlash
systems using
beryllium
beryllium copper belts and spring-loaded
spring-loaded
phosphor bronze antibacklash
antibacklash cables. The
all associ·
differential system
system itself and all
associloaded to
ated gears are also
also spring loaded
backlash and assure
assure optimum
prevent backlash
[facking.
tracking.

Selecfion
of
Selection of
Inbetween Frequencies
lnbetween
Frequencies
11le
The combination of switching and
capacitor-drive mechanisms
mechanisms allows
capacitor-drive
allows selecmegacycle from
from 400
tion of each even
even megacycle
device is reto 550, but an additional
additional device
quired to provide selection
selection of all of

Ji,,', ""

Figu,o 2. Frequency
F...."ue"cy .oele.rj,,"
Figure
selection dials on
Typot
242-A foM
FM Sig",,1
Signal Gener"t",.
Generator.
Type 242_A

r~e
the

frequencies. This is acthe inbetwcen
inbetween frequencies.
accomplished
complished through the use of a highly
frequency
stable
··Clapp·' type variable frequency
stable “Clapp”
oscillator
oscillator which is coupled
coupled to the units
oscillator dial by means of another beryllium copper belt system.
system. The oscillator
oscillator
produces the same frequencies
frequencies which
which the
produces
units crystal
crystal oscillator produces at any
tracks right along
given dial sening
setting and
and tracks
inwith rhe
the units crystal
crystal osciJJator.
oscillator. An inco the outOUttemal beat detector coupled
ternal
coupled to
put monitor meter allows
allows the user to
bring the VFO into exact
exaCt zero bear
beat with
the crystal
crystal oscillatOr
oscillator by tuning a trimmer
in the VFO circuit. Normally
NormaJJy the crystal
crystal
first mixer,
osciJ/aror
oscillator is coupled
coupled ro
to the first
but a panel switch allows the VFO to
be substituted.
substituted. A clutch
clutch connected
connected to
this switch
switch shaft disconnects
disconnects the normal
switch
stop dedeswitch detent and substitutes a Stop
petmits 1l MC rotation either
vice which permits
crystal calibration.
side of the point of crystal
calibration.
lbe
The smooth
smooth curve
curve of the VFO capacitOr
capacitor
and
and the direct calibration with the cryscrysfrequency comtal oscillator
oscillator at a near frequency
com-
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hine to give a relatively
relatively high degree
bine
degree of
accuracy to all frequencies
fre<juencies selected
selected by
the VFO.
Frequency Mixing
Mixing
Frequency

The general
general subject of mixing in an
FM signal
well be the
FM
signal generatOr
generator could well
subject for an eorire
entire article but a brief
.t:xplanation
,explanation of the problem is certainly
tWO inputs
here. The two
worth outlining here.
to the first mixer are in the general
35 to 4 MC and 10
10 to
[Q 18
18
ranges of 3.5
ranges
Me, and it
it is eorirely
possible that
MC,
entirely possible
35 to
[Q 4 MC input
harmonics of
of the 3.5
desired sum outoutmight lie dose
close to the desired
13 to
put which ranges from roughly 13
MC Should
22 MC.
Should this harmonic be present
in the
rhe plate circuit of the mixer which
runed '£0
would be tuned
to the sum, and should
100 KC of the
it be perhaps within 100
sum, it is entirely possible
possible that this
harmonic would not be far enough off
swn to be rejected.
reje<:red. The unfortunate
the sum
twO vectors
vectors
resulr is the familiar sum of two
result
whose frequencies differ somewhat;
somewhat; i.e.,
an amplirude-modulated
an
amplitude-modulated wave whose
phase is advancing
advancing and retarding at the
4).
difference frequency
frequency (Figure
(Figure 4
) . This
shifting phase can be considered
considered as phase
modulation which at a given modulating
frefrequency can also be considered
frequency
considered as frequency
quency modulation.
The amplitude modulation is not very
alarming because
because it can be removed by
limiting. Frequency
Fre<juency modulation,
mcxlulation, on the
lhe
other hand, is not easily erased and becomes a problem in an FM signal
signal generator because
because extra modulating signals,
signals,
which have no relationship to the dedemcxlulation signal,
undesirable.
sired modulation
signal, are undesirable.
Since erasing
cmsing is difficult, the best way
to avoid
lhis unwanted modulation
mcxlularion is to
te
avoid this
avoid
avoid the circuic
circuit conditions that cause it.
all the frequencies
fre<juencies must
mUSI be
First of all
selected which will produce an
absolute
selected
an absolute
harmonics apapminimum of possible harmonics
proaChing the sum
ftequencies. This
proaching
sum frequencies.
mayhoweverleave
may
however leave some
some possible trouble
situations even after the best possible
frequencies.
choice
choice of frequencies.
rhe lower frefreNext, make sure that the
quency
quency input is as'
as‘ pure as it can be.
low_pass filter cuning
A low-pass
cutting off sharply
sharply
above
above .<I4 MC proved to be a very efSince
feceive way of accompJishirfg
fective
accomplishirfg this. Since
d~an signal
t:ven a very clean
even
signal can be distortt:d
distorted
imporrnm that
tb'1t
in the mixer, it is very important
the lower frequency
frequency be introduced on
the grid or element whose transfer charcharacteristic
acteristic is the straightest
straightest. The signal
signal
level of the Iower
lower input should
level
should also be

d
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kept
kept as
as low
low as
as possible and
and the clement
element
should
so biased Ihat
that the total swing
should be so
takes
place on
most linear
linear portion
portion
takes place
on the
the most
of
of the lransfer
transfer charaaeristic.
characteristic. It was
found
found desirable
desirable to use aa 6AS6
GAS6 tube as
as
aa mixer
mixer with
with the l5
3.5 to
to 4 MC signal
signal
fed
highef
fed info
into grid number 11 and
and Ihe
the higher
frequency
frequency fed
fed into grid
grid number 3. While
[his
not fhe
the mosr
most efficient operation
operation
this is nm
y.! volt on grid number 1)
I)
(with
(with only
only $5
itit does
does gfeatly
greatly reduce
reduce the distortion of
the
reon grid
grid number 1.
1. Any
Any rethe signal
signal on
sulting
sulting harmonic coment
content can
can be addiadditionally
tionally reducrd
reduced (if the
the tuning is
is accuaccurace
plale of the
rate enough)
enough) by tuning
tuning the plate
6AS6
GAS6 to
to the
the sum
sum and
and following
following this
Slage
tuned stage.
stage with allO[her
another sharply
sharply tuned
stage.
In
necessary to tune these
In faa.
fact, it is
is necessary
Slages
FM in
in the
stages for
for minimum
minimum spurious
spurious PM
final
final set-up
set-up procedure.
Carefully following
following the
the above principles
ciples rcsultS
results in
in a minimwn
minimum of spurious
FM.
FM. Ignoring
Ignoring these facts
facts would easily
easily
result in
FM
in 100
100 KC
KC or more spurious
spurious FM
deviation
deviation in
in the OUtput.
output.
Frequency Doubling

L

\u

The
frequencies
The need for doubling to frequencies
harup
up to 550
550 Me
MC wilh
with a minimum of harmonic produaion
production and
and a maximum of
usc of a
power production led
led to the use
fairly
fairly interesting technique.
technique. Electron
tubes arc
are not suitable
suitable for
for this purpose
because
fairly strong
strong
because they
they produce a fairly
string
string of
of higher h~rmonia
harmonics with little
energy
energy where it is wanted. Thcoreric:llly
Theoretically
reclifier
the
the commonly
commonly us(:d
used full-wave
full-wave rectifier
circuif,
circuit, operating
operating from
from a center-tapped
center-tapped
rransformer,
transformer, is ideally
ideally suited as a doubler
doubler
because
amount of
because it produces a great amount
itS output
second·harmonic
second-harmonic \'oltage
voltage in
in its
output
and
faCl,
and very little of anything clse.
else. In fact,
itit produces almost half of the voltage
at
at the second
second harmonic as
as is
is put into
it at
at fhe
the fundamental
fundamental frequency. The
problem however is
is to set
set up these ideal
ideal
conditions
conditions af
at UHF frequencies.
First of all,
ail, the impedance of these
balanced transformer
transformer secondaries must
be kept low
low to avoid unwantc<l
unwanted resonances
pracances and
and capacitive
capacitive shunting.
shunting. In practice the
the untuned balanced secondary
secondary is
mounted 00
on the
the grounded end of the
tuned primary winding.
winding. Each
tuned
Each half of
fhe
the winding
winding is
is approximately
approximately a single
single
turn,
turn, with
with the cenrer
center tap slighdy
slightly off
center to compensate for the fact
fact that
Center
primary.
one
one turn is
is closer
cioser 10
to the primary.
The
The Transitron
Transitron type T-6
T-6 diode
diode proved
to be very desirable
desirabie for
for this
this use. It has
to
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System
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output

a very
vcry high forward conduCtance
conductance and
apparendy
apparently switcht'S
switches rapidly enough.
enough. 111e
The
forward
forward conductance
conductance is important because these dooblers
thc
doublers must drive the
cathode
cathode of a grounded-grid amplifier
nOt present much more than
which docs
does not
100 ohms resistance.
100
resistance. Diodes which are
co much
milch higher frefrenormally useful to
quencies were not useful in this case
quencit'S
because of their poorer forward conductance
ductance and a resulting high internal
loss.
I"".
OUtput of the doubler
The output
doubier circuit is
capacitivcly
of
capacitiveiy coupled to the cathode of
following grounded-grid sra,se
the following
sta$e and
the diodes are allowed to develop
develop their
Own
OC bias in a load resistor on their
own DC
side
side of the coupling capacitor. A choke
road prevents
Ihe DC
OC load
in series with the
loading of the RF circuit. Bias is adJUSted to a compromise optimum value.
justed
must be allowed to conduct
The diodes mUSt
to insure a low forward
enough current 10
conductance, but must not
nOt be allowed
conduet:lnce,
to condUCt
conduct so much current that the
capacitance is gready
greatly increased
barrier capacit:mce
and the switching rate slowed down.
Amplifiers
Amplifiers

All of the lower frequency amplifying
conventional plate-tuned
stages are fairly cooventional
stages, but from
from 200 MC up, the
6AK5 Stages.
6AN4 tube has been employed in a
6AN4
grounded-grid configuradon.
configuration. These
grounded-grid
grounded-grid stages are somewhat
grounded-grid
unique in
series tuned
in that they are serics
runed in
the plate circuit.
circuit. This takes
rakes the form
form
few turns of wire from the
lhe plate
phue
of a few
connected in series with a tuning capaconnecled
to ground.
ground. This type of tuning
mning incitor 10
creased the highest frequency
frequency attainable
capacitor by sepfrom
from a given tuning capaciror
arating the plate capacitance of
of the
fhe

3
3

capacitance of
of
tube from the minimum capacitance
of a coil conthe capacitor by means of
tank can be
nected between them. The tank
thc frequency
frequency where
where
tuned almost up to the
of the
the variable
variable capthe minimum value of
acitor aione
alone resonates
resonatcs with
with the
the tank coil.
Howevct, the lowest frequency obtainHowever,
where
able is limited by the condition where
reachcs infinity
infinity
the variable capacitor
capacitor reaches
and becomes a short,
short. causing the
the plate
plate
10 resonate
resonate with
with the
lhe tank
tank
capacitance to
capacitance
pUtS two
tWO very rigid
ri.l;id limits on
coil. This puts
the tuning range and calls for an ununusual shape plate for the tuning capacthe minimum
minimum capacitance
capacitance of
of
itor. Since the
generally be
be
the tuning capacitor can generally
much lower than the tube
tube plate
plate
made much
capacitance, this technique allows tuning
mning
to
to higher frequencies with
wilh lumped
lumped circuit components
componentS than are obtainable
with
wilh parallel tuning of
of the plate.
plate. Power
Power
is coupled from this type
type of
of device by
a turn or two
twO of wire
wire around the tank
coil.

Frequency Modulation
Frequency

As shown in Figure
Figure 33,, the
the frequency
modulated oscillator is injected into the
the
second mixer and
lind always operates
operatcs at aa
center
Me. This oscil001·
Center frequency of 48 MC.
lator and the control circuit which
which is
is
0.001 per
required to hold it within 0.001
RESULTANT
REWLT,o.NT

DIHERf:NCE
'REQUf:NCY

Q

Figure
Fig" •• 4.
4. Vectors
V••'Ot. illustrating
m".,.o,i"g how
"ow certain
<erloi..

harmonic
a y cause
"...m
....i. frequencies
,.e""... d .. mm..y
<0"'" frequency
"'"'l"."<Y
modulation.
mod"I..,io...
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cent,
is very
very complex
complex and
and would
would very
very
cent, is
likdy
~
ample
subject
matter
for
anlikely be ample subject matter for anBridIy, the
£be oscillator
oscillaror is
is aa
cxhcr
other micle.
article. Briefly,
uiode oscillator
oscillator which
which has
has aa pentode
~ntode
triode
reactance tube
tu~ tied
tied across
across its
iu tank
tllnk circirreactance
the ourput
lhe osciloscilcuit.
A part
part of
cuit. A
of the
output of
of the
mixed with
with aa very
very
lator
lator is
is amplifinlaoo
amplified and mixed
11le
stable
stable 47.9-MC
47.9-MC crystal
crystal oscillalor.
oscillator. The
loo-KC IF
IF frequency
frequency is
is then
then amplified
amplifinl
100-KC
and
into aa frequency
frequency counting
and coupled
coupled into
counting
circuit
which trlIllSlales
frequency shifts
shifts
circuit which
translates frequency
to
DC level.
level. This
level is
is amplified
amplified
to DC
This DC
DC level
bad: to
to the
the reactance
reaCtance tube
tube
and
and connected
connected back
bucking voltvolrgrid
of suitable
suitable bucking
grid by
by meallS
means of
mcxlulating voltages
voltages are
arc
ages.
ages. The
The audio
audio modulating
also
also fed
fed to this grid. In order that the
may be
closereactllnce
reactance tube
tube may
be operated
operated a.~
as closely
the center
of its
its linear
linear
ly as
as possible
possible to
to the
center of
characteristic,
characteristic, an
an electron-my
electron-ray indicator
is
rube
with aa trimmer
trimmer is
tube in
in conjuncrion
conjunction with
provided
front panel.
panel. With
With
provided on
on the
the front
these,
these, the operatOr
operator can
can set the oscillator
as
as close
close ro
to cemer
center frequency
frequency as he can
with
with the
the automatic
automatic frequency
frequency control
circuiu
circuits defeated.
defeated.This precludes
precludes the need
for
for compensating
compensating for long-term drift on
these:
these circuits.
circuits. A ched
check of this deaconelectronray
ray indicator after
after every
every twO
two or three
houts
hours of
of aCtual
actual lISt
use will
will usually
usually suffice
to
to maintain low
low distortion..
distortion. A springloaded
loaded switch
switch OIl
on the AFC
AFC defeat
defeat prevenu
vents accidental
accidental defearing
defeating of the AFC
when
when the
the genen.tor
generator is
is in
in usc.
use. A suitable
indication
on the
the indicator
indicator assures
assures the
indication (){I
oper:uor
operator that
that the control
control circuitS
circuits are
locked
locked in.
in.

Audio
Audio Circuits
Circuits
The
The audio
audio circuitry
circuitry in
in Ihis
this generntor
generator
musr
must do
do several
several things.
things. First,
First, itit must
must
supply
supply internal
internal mcxlulating
modulating signals
signals ar
at
400 cycles
cycles or
or 1,000
1,000 cycles
cycles as
as required.
required.
400
Next,
Next, itit must
must handle
handle external
external signals
signals bebetween 300
300 cycles
cycles and
and 100,000
100,000 cycles
cycles
tween
and, atat Ihe
the same
same time,
time, maintain
maintain aa phasephaseand,
shift chaneteristic
characteristic which
which isis essentially
essentially
shift
linear with
with frequency.
frequency. There
There must
must ~
be
linear
facility 10
to handle
handle aa number
number of
of subsubfaciliry
carriers and
and opt:ional
optional compression
compression circircarriers
cuitry which
which will
will maintain
maintain constllnt
constant dedecuitry
viation as
as subcarriers
subcarriers are
are swirched
switched on
on
viation
and off,
off, withour
without subsrantially
substantially increasing
increasing
and
the disronion
distortion in
in the
the audio
audio channel.
channel. The
The
the
deviation indicatOr
indicator meter
meter on
on the
the panel
panel
deviation
must accun.tdy
accurately indicate
indicate peak
peak deviation
deviation
must
regardless of
of the
the subcarriets
subcarriers present.
present. To
To
regardless
accomplish this,
this, the
the meter
meter circuit
circuit must
must
accomplish
peak-to-peak rectifier
rectifier with
with aa long
long
be aa peak-to-peak
~
enough lime
time constant
constant to
to hold
hold between
between
enough
peaks and
and with
with aa low
low enough
enough imped.
impedpeab
ance in
in the
the driving
driving circuit
circuit to
to assure
assure
ance
fullcharge
charge of
of the
the capacitOrs
capacitors in
in the
the time
time
full

allowed by
by short
shan peaks.
peab. The
The driving
driving
allowed
voltll~ must
musr be
~ amplified
amplified to
to aa high
high
voltage
SO that
thar the
rhe diodes
diodes are
are
enough level
level so
enough
C$Snltially linear,
linear, otherwise,
Otherwise, they
£hey will
wiU
essentially
nor act
act as
as an
an ideal
ideal switch
switch and
and peak
peak
not
detector.
detector.
The details
details of
of the
the compressor
compressor circuit
circuit
The
tOO lengthy
lengthy for
fot aa survey
survey of
of this
this
are too
are
nature. Briefly,
Briefly, itil isis essentially
essentially comcomnature.
posed of
of pentodes
penuxles whose
whose gain
gain has
has been
been
posed
by varying
varying the
the supressor-grid
supressot-grid
conuolled by
controlled
voltage. Additional
Additional circuitry
circuiuy has
has been
been
voltage.
Nbe to
to
included in
in parallel
parallel with
with each
each tube
included
OUt the
the DC
DC transients
transients which
which
balance out
balance
from this
this type
type of
of control.
control.
could result from
This additional
additional circuitry
circuitry simply
simply takes
takes
This
form of
of another
anOlher similar
similar pentode
pentcxle
the form
with its plate
plate drawing current from
from the
rhe
firsl tube's screen supply and
and its
its screen
screen
first
'dn.wing current
current from
from the
the first
first tube's
tube's
.drawing
is similarly driven by
by
plate supply. It is
the DC
IX control
coocrol voltage,
voltllge, and tends
tends to
to
coumeraa: the DC
IX: current
CUffent charges in
in
counteract
the compressor tube.
rube. This counteraction
occurs because
beea.usc the cathode current
current of
of
each tube
rube varies
vaTies very
very little.
liule. As
As the
the
supressor voltage
voltllge changes, all
allrhat
that occurs
is a current flow which is
is diverted from
plate to SCfeefl
screen or vice versa.
The balance of
is fairly
fairly
of the audio unit is
coovemional
circuiuy
conventional broad-band audio circuitry
of careful design.
design.
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tnnsformer would
would regulate
regulate as
as well
well but
but
transformer
line
woold not
nor have
have this
this immunity
immunity toro line
would
frequency.
frequency.
orderlo
assureproper
properstability
mbiliryininall
all
In order
In
to assure
rcmperatures from
from -40°F
-40°F to
to +137"F,
+137°P.
temperatures
several methods
methods of
of temperature
temperarure conconseveral
of all,
all, the
the cryscryslrol are
are employed.
employed. First
First of
trol
tals are
are contained
contained in
in aa pair
pair of
of ovens
ovens
tals
which maintain
maintain the
the internal
internal temperature
temperature
which
75°C 21
:1 degree.
degree. This
This isis always
always
at 75°C
at
The entire
em ire RF
RF
above expected
expected ambient.
ambient. The
above
contained in
in aa large
large shield
shield
tuning unit
unit isis contained
tuning
ern which
which isis heated
heated by
by thermostatically
thermostatically
can
controlled heaters.
heaters. These
These heaters
hearers are
are
controlled
turned on
on whenever
whenever the
the internal
internal temtemturned
perature falls
falls below
below 50°C.
50°C. AA cooling
cooling
perature
turned on
on whenever
whenever the
the temperatemperafan isis turned
fan
rure outside
outside the
the can
can isis above
above 15°C.
15°C.
ture
Together these
these elements
clements hold
hold the
the temtemTogether
perature inside
illSide the
the can
can to
to fairly
fairly close
close
perature
40° to
to 50°C).
50 0 e).
limits (approximately
(approximatdy 40"
limits

Ruggedness
Ruggedness

Great
Grear care
care has
has been
been taken
taken to
to use
usc
materials
and finishes
finishes which
which will
will withwith·
marerials and
stand fungus
and moisture.
moisrure. The
The instruinstrufungus and
ment
is not
nor sprayed
spn.yed with
with moisture
moisture funfun·
ment is
gus
uses materials
materials in
in
gus varnish
varnish but
but rather
rather uses
the
Ihe construction which
which are
are nonfungus
nonfungus
nutrient
nUtriCflt and moisture
moisture resistant.
resistanr.

Power Supplies
Power

A generator of this nature requires
DC power with little
lirrle voltage fluctuation,
fluctuarion,
impedance, and good filtering.
low impedance,
filtering. Two
series regulated power supvery similar series
plies were
were sclected
selected for this purpose.
plies
supplies are required
Two supplies
rt:quired because the
current requirements lire
are too
tOO much for
currem
6080 tube to handle. Also, it
a single
single 6080
is desirable
desirable to adjUSt
adjust one supply to
is
match the compressor operating point
match
point
without affecting the IX
DC levels
levels in the
wirhout
FM oscillator
oscillator cootrol
control unit.
FM
unil. The only
difference between
between the two
suptwO power supdifference
plies is
is that
that the
the unit
unit supplying
supplying the
the FM
FM
plies
oscillator control
control circuil
circuit uses wireoscillator
wound resistors
resistors to
to immunize it agaillSr
against
wound
temperature changes.
changes. This
This supply
supply also
also
tcrnperature
delivers power
power to
to the
the crystal
crystal oscillators.
oscillators.
delivers
Some of
of the
the more
more critical
critical rubes
tubes in
in the
the
Some
FM conrrol
control unil
unit also
also have filament
FM
voltage stabilization.
stabilization. This
This is
is achieved
achieved
voltllge
by means
means of
of aa thermal
thermal resistor
resistor (in
(in series
series
by
with these
these tubes)
tubes) which
which essentially
essentially mainmainwith
tains aa constant
constant current
current in
in spite
spite of
of
raias
normal line
line fluctuation
fluctuation and
and is
is indepenindepennormal
dent of
of Hne
line frequency.
frequency. A
A ferro-resonant
ferro-resonant
dent
44

Conclusion
Conclusion

All of
of the
the above-mentioned
above·mentioned characcharacteristics have
have been
been included
included in
in the
the
Boonton Radio
Radio Generator
GeneratOr Type
Type 242-A,
242-A.
For those
those interested,
interested, advertised
advenised specifispecifications
cations for
for the
the production
pr<xluetion version
version of
of
this
is our
our
this instrument
instrument are
arc available.
available. ItIt is
hope
ro explore
eXJ.'lore some
some of
of the
the finer
finer points
points
hope to
of
of this
this device
deVICe in
in further
further articles.
anicles.
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OWNERS
Q
Q

OF
Of TYPES
TYPES 160-A
160-... AND
AND 170-A
170·,1,
METERS
MOERS PLEASE
PlUSE NOTE
NOTE

Radical changes in design changed considerably the parts make-up of 0 Meters Type 160-A
and Type 170-A after serial numbers 2000 and
700 respectively. Owners of instruments bearing these or lower serial numbers are advised
that BRC's stock of spare parts for these instruments has been depleted and therefore 011 service of these instruments must be discontinued.
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THE
T H E NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

The
the Q
Meter?
The RX
RX Meter
Meter or
or the
Q Meter?
NORMAN
Engineer
NORMAN l.
1. RIEMENSCHNEIDER,
RIEMENSCHNEIDER, Sale!
Sales Elzgilzeer
The
The question
question of
of which
which instrument,
instrument,
the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter or
or the
the Q
Q Meter,
Meter, is
is best
best
suited
to
a
particular
measurement
suited to a particular measurement prob·
problem
lem frequently
frequently arises
arises in
in our
our field
field work,
work,
since
both
instruments
are
designed
since both instruments are designed for
for
general
general impedance
impedance measurementS.
measurements. From
From
the
the .eusromers'
,customers’point
point of
of view,
view, this
this quesquestion
tion isis particularly
particularly timely
timely since
since he
he mUSt
must
decide
decide which
which instrument
instrument will
will yield
yield the
the
grearcst
greatest utility
utility for
for the
the expenditure
expendime ininvolved.
volved. The
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this article
article is
is
to
to set
set forth
forth clearly
clearly the
the basic
basic differences
differences
betWeen
between the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter and
and the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter
and
and further
further to
to establish
establish how
how these
these difdifferences
ferences affect
affect measurements
measurements in
in areas
areas
of
of immediate
immediateimerest.
interest.
In
our discussion
discussion of
In order
order to
to simplify
simplify our
this
this rather
rather broad
broad subject,
subject, it might be
well
well to
to consider
consider only
only the
the basic
basic ranges
of
of the
the instruments
instruments involved,
involved, without
attempting
to include
include extended
extended range
range
attempting to
measurements
measurements through
through the
the use
use of exexternal
ternal accessories
accessories or
or special
special modificamodifications.
tions. However,
However, inasmuch
inasmuch as
as the
the Q
Q
Meter
Meter isis basically
basically designed
designed to
to operate
operate
with
with aa "work"
“work’ coil,
coil, we
we shall
shall allow
allow the
the
LJ use
use of
of this
this partirular
particular accessory
accessory to
to lie
lie
within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of our approach.
approach.
Basic
Basic Differences
Differences
The
The fundamemal
fundamental differences
differences between
between
the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter and
and the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter may
may be
briefly listed
listed as
as follows:
follows:
briefly
The Q
Q Meter
Meter provides aa direct
direct indiJ.1. The
to 1200
1200
cation of
of Q
Q over
over aa range
range of
of 5 to
cation
or 10
10 to
to 625,
625, depending
depending upon
upon the
the model
model
or
Qs, up
up to
to the
the order
order of
used. Higher
Higher Q's,
used.
several
several thousand,
thousand, can
can be
be readily
readily measmeasured by
by indirect
indirect methods.
methods. The RX
RX Meter
Meter
ured
is basically
basically aa low.Q
low-Q device
device and
and will
will
is
measure Q
Q to
to zero.
zero. RX
RX Meter
Meter readings
readings
measure
are direct
direct in
in equivalent
equivalent parallel
parallel capacicapaciare
tance and
and resistance,
resistance, and
and Q
Q muse
must be
ranee
computed from
from these
these readings.
readings.
computed
2. In
In the
the transition
transition from
from direct
direct to
to in2.
Q Meter,
Meter,
direct measurements
measurements on
on the
the Q
direct
there isis aa gap
gap in
in the
the range
range of resistances
resistances
there
which can
can be
be measured.
measured. The RX Meter
Meter
which
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, calibrated
calibrated directly
directly
isis on
in parallel
parallel resistance,
resistance, and
and resistance
resistance
in
measurements can
can be
be made
made in
in a conconmeasurements
tinuous range
range of
of from
from 15
15 to
to 100,000
100,000
tinuous
ohms. A
A comparison
comparison of the valucs
values of
ohms.
resistance thae
that are
are measurable
measurable on
on the
resistance
RX Meter
Meter and
and the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter is
is shown
shown
RX
in Figure
Figure 2.
2.
in
3. The
The 260-A
260-A Q
Q Meter
Meter operates
operates in
3.
in a
50 kc
kc to
to SO
50 mc
mc and
and the
the
range from
from SO
range

'igur.
I_d. one
0". of
01 BRC’s
8I1C'. station
,Io,i"" wagons
wall"'" before
b.f"r. taking
'".i"l1 off
"ff on
"n aa field
fi.ld trip.
',ip.
Figure I.
1. TIl.
The "u'''",
author loads
This
field .......ie.
service brings
,IIi. fi.ld
b""II' our
ou, full
lull line of
01 instruments
'".I,um.,,', to
'" the
,,,. customer‘s
cu.'''m.,'. door.
d"o'. Actual
Aduol demonsfrad.mo".',a_
tions ""d
a n d technical consultation
n d in
,o",ul,o"o" assist
o •• i., the
,,,. customer
<u.'omc, with problems
prohl.m. aond
i" selecting
..,• .,i"l1 fhe
,,,. correct
instrument for
job to
lor the
IIo.;ob
10 be done.

Ii".

I,,,,,.
,.,"";,,,,1
',,","m.,,'

,I""•.

190-A Q
Q Meter operates
190-A
operates in a range
from
from 20 to 260 mc. Operating in a
range from
range
from 500
500 kc to 250 mc, the RX
RX
Meter frequency
Meter
frC<:juency range is almost
almOSt equivalent to the total range of
of both Q
Meters.
4. Ine
The resonating
4.
resonating capacitance of the
Meter goes down to zero, whereas
RX Meter
the
capacitance of the 190-A
lhe minimum cap:Kitance
190-A
0 Meter is 7 ppf
Q
p,p,f and the minimum
capacitance on the 260-A Q Meter is
is
Coils requiring very low
30 ppf.
p,p,f. Coi1s
low values
values
of resonating
resonaring capacitance can not
not be
be
resonated on either of
of the Q Meters,
Meters,
but
btl[ can be resonated
resonalOO on the
the RX Meter.
Meter.
5. Voltage applied
S.
applied to
to the specimen in
in
making measurements on the Q
Q Meters
is a function
function of the
rhe setting indicated by
by
the XQ Meter,
the
Meter, and is for the
the most part
pare
determined by the Q of
determined
of the coil to
ro be
be
measured.
RX
measured. The applied voItage
voltage of
of the
the RX
Meter varies from
from 0.1
0.1 volt to
to 0.5
0.'5 volts,
volts,
but
can, with
hut can,
with the
the addition
addition of
of an
an external
external
potentiometer, be made to vary to
to a
minimum
of 0.02
minimum of
0.02 volts.
volts. This
This feature
feature of
of
the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter is
is partidarly
particularly desirable
desirable
when
when it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
ro measure
measure input
input
circuits to
or transistors,
to tube
rube grids
grids or
nansistots,
circuits
where
be influenced
influenced
where the
the impedance
impedance can
can be
5
5

wi'"

'0''''''

the level
level at
at which
which itir isis measured.‘
measured.'
by the
Since the
the insertion
insenion voltage
voltage of
of both
both
6. Since

types
types of
of Q
Q Meters
Meters isis developed between
between
the low
low coil
coil side
side and
and ground,
ground, neither
neither
the
at ground
ground RF
RF
of the
the inductance
inductance isis at
side of
potential. This,
This, as
as aa consequence,
consequence, does
does
potential.
not
nOt permit
permit series type
type measurements
measuremems to
to
be
be made
made with
with one
one side
side at
at ground
ground RF
RF
potential.
potential. The RX
RX Meter
Meter isis aa groundedgroundedtype
type bridge
bridge and
and therefore
therefore measurements
measurements
can be
RF ground
ground
be made
made with
with aa common
common RF
established
established between
between the
the bridge
bridge and
and the
the
circuit under
under consideration.
consideration.
Common
Common Measurement
Measurement Problems
Problems

It
It might
might be
be well
well at
at this
this point
point to
to conconsider how
how the
the fundamental
fundamemal differences
differences
between
beeween the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter and
and RX
RX Meter
Meter
affect components
components and
and circuits
circuits under
under
investigation.
investigation. With
Wirh these
these differences
differences
under
under consideration,
consideration, let
let us
us list
list the
the sevseveral
eral major
major measurement
measurement categories
categories and
and
determine
detennine which
which instrument
instrument isis best
beSt
suited for
for aa particular
partirular measurement
measurement job.
job.
Coils
Coils

As
oue above
above the
the Q
Q of
of high-Q
high-Q
As pointed
pointed out
coils can
can be
be best
best and
and most
most expeditiously
expeditiously
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comparison of
of....o.w....bloo
measurable 'U••lo..c••
resistances 0on
the 0Q "'.,.,
Mefer 0""
and IIX
RX "'.,.,.
Meter.
III/WI.
.. l~.
Figure 2.2. AA co.......,i.o..

measured
measured on
on the
the QQ Meter.
Meter. However,
However,
coils
Q s or
or coils
coils with
with
coils with
with very
very low
low Q's
cores
cores exhibiling
exhibiting extremely
extremely high
high losses
losses
can
can be
be measured
measured more
more conveniemly
conveniently on
on
the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter because
because the
the latter
latter instruinstrument
ment has
has tflt,
the ability
ability to
to measure
measure Q·s
Qs
down 10to zero.
zero. (The
(The permeability
permeability and
and
down
losses
lossesofofsome
somecore
corematerials
materialsvary
vary widely
widely
with dc
dc and
and rfrf driving
driving levels.)
levels.)
with

Transmission
Tronsmission lines
Lines

While
While the characteristic impedance,
impedance,
attenuation, and velocity
of propagation
propagation
velocity of
of transmission
transmission lines can be
be measured
mellsured
on the
011
rhe Q
Q Meter,
Meter, it
it can
can be
be accomplished
accomplished
more accurately and more
more expediently
on the
RX Meter.
Meter. A
1\ description
description of
of the
the
the RX
methods and techniques involved
has
invoh'ed has
been covered.
covered clscwhere.'
else~here.~

I
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~
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Either
Either the
the Q
QMeter
Meter or
or the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter
can
Clln be
be used
used for
for antenna
amenna measurements,
measurements,
but
bUi the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter lends
lends itself
itself somesomewhat
an unun·
what more
more readily
readily because
bKallse itit isis an
balanced,
balanced, one
one side
side grounded,
grounded, device.
device.
Use
US(: of
of the
the 515-A
SIS-.... Coaxial
Coaxial adapter
adapter augaugments
of the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter
ments the
the convenience
coovenience of
in
in this
this application.*
application.'

I

,,

Customers
Cusromers in
in the
the field
field advise
advise BRC
ERC
sales
sales engineers
engineers that
lhat the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter lends
lends
itself extremely
extrcrnely well
welJ to
to semiconductor
semiconduaor
itself
measurements because:
because: ((I)
measuremeasurements
1) measurements
can be
be made
Dl2de directly
dirtttly in
in one
one step,
step,
menlS can
((2)
2 ) the
the instrument
instrument can
an very
very easily
easily be
be
modified
to operate
operate at
at reduced
reduced level,
level,
modified. to
3 ) the
and
the instrument
instrument lends
lends itself
itself to
to
and ((3)
biased
biased circuits.
circuits.
Antennas
Antennas
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Semiconductor Devices
Devices
Semiconductor

,,

I

,"'

The capacitance
capacitance ofof capacitors
capacitors can
can be
be
The
measured directly
direclly on
on the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter
measured
ilS range.
cange. However,
However, unless
unless the
t~
within its
within
capacitor isis extremely
exrremdy “lossy”,
Hlogy··, its
iu QQ
capacitor
ao%r dissipation
dissipation factor
factOr can
can only
only be
be
and/or
on the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter because
because of
of
measured on
measured
the high
high value
value of
of parallel
parallel resistance
resimnce
the
involved.
involved.

As covered
covered in
in aa previous
previous lIrticie'
article’ the
Iu
RX Meter
Meter wiIJ
will measure
measure the
the self·resself-resRX
onant frequency
frequencyof
of coils.
coils, and
and diStributed
distributed
onant
capacitance can
can very
very easily
easily be
be dererdetercapacitanCe
mined from
from self-resonant
self-resonant frequency.
frequency.
mined
This same
same measurement
measurement can
can be
be accom·
accomThis
plished on
on aa Q
Q Meter;
Meter; however,
however, itit isis aa
plished.
somewhat more
more lengthy
lengthy procedure
procedure to
to
somewhat
determine I~
the self-resonant
self-resonant frequ(:ocy
frequency
determine
66

Vacuum Tubes
Vocuum
Tubes
The
RX
Meter
is
The R.X Meter is better
better suited
suited to
to
vacuum
Q
vacuum tube
rube measurements
ffie:lsurements than
than the
rhe Q
Meter
the s.1me
same reasons
Meier for
for the
reasons outlined
outiinec:l
under
semiconductor devices.
under semiconductor
devices.
Conclusion
Conclusion

In rhis
this article
article we
we have
attempted to
In
have attempred
to
make 11a comparison
comparison of
of the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter and
and
make
RX Merer,
Meter, and
and to
outline th...
the :l.rCJ.,S
areas of
RX
ro outline
of
their application.
application. h
It should
should be
their
be rememr..-mnnbered, Iha[
that with
with eilher
either type
type inslrument.
instrument,
berro,
other ffie:l.SUrementS
measurements nOl:
not fIlf,"flIioned
mentioned atn
can
od1(:r

..
4
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be made using suitable but perhaps
indirect techniques. Generally
more indirect
speaking,
measurespeaking, it can
can be said
said that measureon either
ments that can be handled on
instrument,
instrument, with the eJtception
exception of dielectric
electric measurements and measurement
of high-Q
coils, can
performed more
high-Q coils,
can be performed
eJtpediemly
Meter.
expediently on the RX Meter.
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Use Of Markers
On Sweep
Use
Markers On
Sweep
Signal
240-A
Signal Generator Type 2
404
The Type 240-A
240-A Sweep
Sweep Signal
Signal GenGenerator is equipped with a built-in marker
system
system which produces crystal-referenced
crystal-referenced
"birdie-typc" markers
markers and adjustable pip
“birdie-type”
markers are
interpolation markers. These markers
added
system
added to the response of the system
under test, (see illustration below) producing a composite
composite signal
signal which may be
displayed on
Pro!*r use
on an oscillosco!*.
oscilloscope. PFoper
of the Sweep Signal
Signal GeneratOr,
Generator, espeespecially the marker system,
system, will produce
sharp, easy-to-interpret
sharp,
easy-to-interpret displays.
displays. Some
optihelpful hints, aimed
aimed at providing optimum operation
operation of the marker system,
system,
following paraare contained
contained in the following
graphs.

.L

OnilloO<:0fHI
Jro""ing "'o,h..
Oscilloscope di.plDy
display showing
markers tJdd~d
added
i
o ''''p<>n.e
response cu,ve.
curve.
1o

Test in Amplitude Control

The rectified response from
from the circuit under
undet test by the Type 240-A
240-A
Sweep
Sweep Signal
Signal Generator is fed
fed to the
TEST SIGNAL
SIGNAL IN jack, through the
TEST IIN
AMPLlTIJDE control,
TEST
N AMPLITUDE
control, and
Ihen
then to the Test Signal
Signal Amplifier where
rhe birdie markers
markers
il
it is combioed
combined with the
to produce
Output
produce a composite signal
signal output
may be displayed
oscil!owhich may
displayed on an oscillovenical descope.
scope. When adjusting
adjusting the vertical
deflection
flection of such
such a display,
display, it will be
found
found that best results are
are obtainc:d
obtained
when adjustment
adjustment is made by means of

1

vertical deflection control on the
the vertical
oscilloscope.
rhe TEST IN AMPLIAMPUoscilloscope, with the
TIJDE control on the Sweep Signal
TUDE
Signal
GeneratOr
on.
Generator rurned
turned full on.
Verification of Center frequency
Verification
Frequency

Crystal
Crystal markers, as they appear
appear on
response rurve
of a circllit
circuit under
the response
curve of
test, have no significance
significance unless a value
Ihe center
centcr marker.
market.
can be assigned
assigned to the
All that is known at this point in the
measuring procedure,
procedure. is that the markmarkmeasuring
ers are frequency spaced
indicated by
spaced as indicated
CRYSTAL MARKER SELECTOR.
the CRYSTAL
SELECTOR.
frcquency values to
In order to assign
assign frequency
markers, identification of the centhese markers,
center marker must be made. When the
cemer
frcquency marker
market is identified
center frequency
and
CENand its value ascertained by the CENTER FREQ control setting, it is a
simple matter to determine
determine the frequency values of
markers based
of orher
other markers
on the frequency
frequency spacing
spacing sctting
setting of
of
the CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL MARKER SELECTOR.
SELECTOR.
frcquency
Identification of
of [he
the center frequency
marker can be made
made as follows:
foUows:
L
rhe CENTER
1. Se[
Set the
CENTER FREQ control
control to
frcquency.
the desired frequency.
2. Turn the CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL MARKER
SELECfOR
SELECTOR to the 25MC
2.5MC position and
observe the markers
markers on the oscilloscope
display.
display.
3. Narrow the sweep width by turnrurning the SWEEP
W1DTH comrol
SWEEP WIDTH
control on the
Sweep
counter·
Sweep Signal
Signal Generator
Generator in ita counterclockwise
until only one birdie
clockwise direction untiI
marker: remains
remains on the display.
marker
display. 111is
This
marker:
frequency marker
marker is the Center
center frequency
and may be assigned
freq"uency
assigned the frequency
indicated on the CENTER FREQ
FREQ
value indicated
dial.
dial.
After the center
center frequency
frequency marker
been identified,
idemified, turn the SWEEP
has been
SWEEP
umil the de·
WIDTH control clockwise until
desired sweep width is obtained and all of
markers arc
the desired 25
2.5 MC markers
are visible
on the oscilloscope display.
lIle same
display. At the
77

position of the center
cemer
time, note the position
mark·
marker with respect to the other markers.
ers. With the c('mer
center frequency value
assignC<.1
marker, it is now posassigned to this marker,
sible
sible to determine frequency values of
Other
along the
Ihe response curve,
other points along
frequency spacing
between
because the frequency
spacing between
the markers
markers is known (in this C1lSC
case
25MC).
If desired,
desired•.5MC
2.5MC). If
.5MC and .lMC
ctystal
markers may be introduced
introduced by
crystal markers
repositioning the CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL MARKER
SELECTOR.
SELECTOR. This will cause more dosely
closely
spaced markers
markers to
ro appear on the display, and will permit further delineadelineaof frcquencies
tion of
frequencies along the response
curve.
curve.
Pip Markers
Once the frequencies
frequencies along
along the response curve
curve have been identified by
mning dial on the Sweep
means of the tuning
Signa1 Generawr
cry~tal markmarkSignd
Generator and the crystal
ers, the pip markers
markers should
should be posirhe desired frequencies,
frcquencies,
tioned to mark the
and the crystal
markers should be turned
crystal markers
off.
procedute provides
off. This procedure
provides a means
cwo of the frequencies
frequencil:s
for marking any two
along the response curve, and at the
same time,
time. removes the possibility of
of
interference with the curve caused by
crystal marker frequencies.
frcquencies.
the crystal
Attenuation of Crystal Markers
When using the Type 240-A
240-A Sweep
Signal Generatot
Generator to test a circuit which
which
high-gain charactetistic,
characteristic, it may be
has II.a high-gain
found that the crys!al
markers tend to
found
crystal markers
become attenuated
attenuated if the TEST
TEST IIN
N
full-on
AMPLITUDE control is in its full-on
position and the vertical gain of the
oscilloscope
oscilloscope has been turned down to
[(..d uce the high level signal
Out by
reduce
signal put out
rhe circuit under test.
lest. Since the
Ihe umplithe
amplimarkers is insufficient in
tude of lhe
the markers
the face of the high test circuit OutpUt,
output,
rhe input
inpur should be reduced or the "Test
the
“Test
In" amplitude reduced to obtain the
In”
proper signal-ro.marker
signal-to-marker ratio for salissatisfactOry
display.
factory marker
marker display.
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EDITOR'S
Q Meter
Meter Survives
Survives Re-Entry
Re-Entry
Q

The
west on
Route 46,
46,
The 8.mile
8-mile drive
drive west
on Route
from
UX:t'$ to
10 Dover,
Dover, New
New
from Mountain
Mountain Lakes
Jersty
is an
S:lfaci. Deluxe
Deluxe
Jersey is
an exciting
exciting safari.
pumps, signsign.
beaneries,
vari-eolored gas
beaneries, vari-colored
gas pumps,
glowing billbininfesled
infested discoum
discount SlOres,
stores, glowing
boards,
wonders, too
too
boards, and
and exher
other scenic
scenic wonders,
numerous
breathtaking,
numerous to
to mention,
mention, ace
are breathtaking,
even
December 22,,
on aa dull
dull day.
day. On
On December
even on
to
during
oile
of
Ihese
treks
from
desk to
during one of these treks from desk
dinner table, your editOr
editor was eye·
eyewitness
witness to something he knows will be
to Notebook
NOtebook readread.
of
of extreme
extreme. IIimercst
interestk to
h'
d
ers, espe<la
especially
rocket
enthusiasts
et em
USlastS and
an
ers,
y roc
moonwatchers.
moonwacchers.

smaU crowd
aowd that
Ihal had
had gathered
garnered
The small
by this
this time,
time, edged
ooged closer
c1osc:r to
to the
the object,
objca,
by
unlil those
lhose: of
of us
lIS in
in the
lhe lead
lead were
were within
within
until
feel of
of it.
il. It
II was
was then
Ihen that
Ihat II got
g<X the
the
5S feet
surpr~ of
of my
my life. The
The object
object in
in the
Ihe
surprise
J'OQd was
was unmistakably
unmistakably a• BRC
BRC Type
Type
road
Q Meter.
Meter. This
This didn't
didn't seem
seem pospos260-A Q
sible; after all, the
the object
object had
had fallen
fallen
the sky; but
bur there
there it
it was.
was.
from the
When I was able { egain my com.
"""life, ~
ubJic tcler~

~

phone, and pho~
of the BRC :~t~7-r-,i
Mr. Moor~~

-. -.

0l.jJ

, head
tment.
ne about

It
~_
little aftcr
after S
5 o'clock; the sun
It was
was a little
was
minutes be_ _
,
was nex
not more
more Ihan
than aa few
few minutes
below the horizon; and a group of Olher
; _~
~
homeward·bound auto pilau an myself. were jockeying for positlOfl--rd
8·mile run ro Dover. Suddenlfi"jr
glowing object fdl from th
OntO
the roadway ah
an Jarred m from
my hypnotic~.
was a
third
in line and hJtO I
bnke to avoi~Ag imo th autDmobile ahead 0J:mc. Wjcb Ihe exher
drivers, I gO( ouc 10 investigate. 1be.-=-.J,......~__
heal was so intense, we could
Of
within
TIM
Q M
M_.
_,;115'
within TWenty
twentv feel
feet of
of the
t hobja:e
M &
The Trpe
Tvee
160-A 0
e t e r soil_II
h o w n soarinu
h r o uuh
- t,h,_s"
~. I60-A
_ce
..fft••
if
space w".
w a s odu..11y
actually ..cew-d
received ffe,
o r r,.poi,
epair a
t e r it
object no
aa few
few minutes
minutes however,
however, lbe
the'object
had beell
been Jom..
d a m a"eJ
g e d loy
by fire.
"0<1
Ii,•• lnspecfion
III'pe«iolo personpe,.......
longered
longered 61090'00,
glowed, and
and appeared
appeared co be
n e l ot
at IIIl:C
BRC w e...
r e omo.eJ
a m a z e d t10
o find
..e/
li..d t h e instrument
if..,,,,ment
cooling
cooling npidly.
rapidly.
in o
p e r a,iIlS
t i n g condition.
ill
epe...
cOlldifio...

-=- . .

-.. .

NOTEBOOK
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len minutes
minules later,
later, attired
attired inin volunteer
volunteer
ten
and convinced
convinced the
the local
local
firemen's garb,
garb, and
firemen's
thac the
the instrument
instrument should
should be
be
police that
police
transported to
to the
the BRC
BRC laboratory
laboratory for
for
transported
eramination.
examination.
was examined
examined with
with
The instrument
instrument was
The
Utmost care
care by
by Larry
Larry Cook,
Cook,Quality
QualityConCon·
utmost
lrol Engineer,
Engineer, Bob
&b Barth,
Barth. Inspection
Inspecrion
trol
Foreman, and
and other
Other BRC
BRC engineers,
engineers, and
and
Foreman,
was prepared
prepared and
and preprefull report
report was
aa full
ac aa special
spec.ial board
board meeting
meeting held
held
scored at
sented
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, December
December 4th.
4th. Copies
Copies
on
of the
the report
report have
have been
been distributed
distributed toco
of
capiral hill
hill and
and interested
imer('Sced government
government
capital
agencies. The
'11e contents
coments remain
remain conficonfiagencies.
as this
this account
account goes
goes to
co press,
press,
dential as
dential
have been
been authorized
authorized by
by proper
proper
but II have
but
tWO unusual
unusual facts:
facts;
authority to
to disclose
disclose two
authority
che 260-A
26O-A Q
Q Meter
Merer was
was tested
t('Sled and
and
the
10 be
be in
in good
good working
working order,
order,
found to
found
as this
rhis may
may seem);
seem); the
che
(incredible as
(incredible
examiners noted
noted what
what appeared
appeared to
ro be
be
examiners
rhe paw
paw marks
marks of
of aa dog
dog on
on the
rhe instruinstru·
the
ment's front
from panel.
panel.
ment's
ere are some Notebook readers,

t".

d
sky. Note the damaged front panel.
Naturally, for the sake of security, the
paw marks have been cleverly removed
by a retouch artist.
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A
Q Comparator
A Q
JAMES
WACHTER, Project
P,oject Engineer
JAMES E. WACHTER,
h would be difficult co imagine that
any industry has expa.nded more than
the elecuonic industry during the paSt
decade. The producrion of television receivers, e1eClronic control devices, compurors, and many other electronic devices has soared during this time. With
this increase<! production of electronic
devices carne ever increasing demands
for enormous quantities of electronic
componenrs including coils, capacitors,
resistors, and these components wired in
combination. This brought about the
inevitable need for faster methods of
producing these components.
Developers wem (0 work on the
problem and today rhe fruits of their
labor are evidem in the numerous autOmatic production machines which are
standard equipment in the plants of
many of the deceronic component manufacrurers. These same manufanurers are
producing thousands of coils, capacitOrs,
and resisrors daily. Producrionwisc the
challenge has been met.
Reports from some of lIle electronic
components manufacturers indicate:,
however. that nOt all is well. " appears
rhat, in some areas, instrumentation for
check ing 111= componeots against manufacturer's tolerances has not kept pace.
Today, manufaCTUrers are interested in
getting trend and reject information
from the inspection operation back to
the production operation as quickly as
possible to keep production wirhin design tOlerances :lnd to keep rejects to
a minimum. This cannOt be done with
available instruments.
This article describes and delves somewhat into the design principles of an
r
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at the
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at the
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instrument which will meet present day
instrumelll
requirements for a fast and accurate
means for determining relative Q,
Q, inductance, capacitance, and resistance.
dncmnce,
resismnce.
The instrument, BRC’s
BRC's Type 265-A Q
Comparator, is now in production.
proounion.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
GENERAL
esThe Q Comparator is comprised esswept-frequency osciloscilsentialiy
semi
ally of a swept-frequency
lator, Q meter-type measuring circuit
with detector, vertical
venical amplifier, dif·
dif[erendator,
horizomal
ferentiator, spot generator, horizontal
amplifier with blanking circuir,cathooecircuit, cathodetay
).
ray tube, and power supply,
supply, (Figure 22).
The
T
he swept-frequency oscillator and
measuring circuit are assembled into a
relatively small unit which is cableand-plug
and-plug connected to the main unit
containing the cathode-ray tube
rube and rere·
maining circuitry.
circuitry. With this arrangement, the portion of the instrument on
which the test connections arc
are made
front of an inspection
can be used at the frOnt
bench, taking up
[10 more space than
lip no

most
mOSt inspection gauges or fixtures,
fixtures, while
the main indicator portion of
of the inin·
strument is placed at the rear of the
bench or rack mounted off the bench
altogethet,
altogether, out of the working area,
area,
(See
1).
).
(See Figure 1
set up of the Q ComparaThe initial set
ror is performed by a test engineer or
tor
other suitably skilled person, using a
standard componenr
component having the characteristics that are desired in the production components.
components. The set-up
dunion
set-up procedure, which will
latcr,
cedure,
will be explained later,
results in a dot at the cemer
center of the
CRT when the standard component is
connected to the Q Comparator test
circuit. Following this set up, comparacircuit.
tively. unskilled personnel can rapidly
check production components by simply
to the test circuit and
connecting them to
observing the position of the dot on
the CRT.
CRT, These are no tuning operations to be performed and no meter
readings to be evaluated.
Any dot which does not appear at
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SET·UP
SET-UP PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE

The
The Slandard
standard component
component is
is COnnecled
connected
to
to tne
the Q
Q ComparatOr
Comparator test
test circuit,
circuit, which
which
isis aa b.'l5ic
basic Q.meter
Q-meter resonant
resonant circuit
circuit concontaining
taining an
an injfflion
injection impedance
impedance and
and
rcson:Hing
resonating capaciror.
capacitor. With
With the
the oscil·
oscilla[or
lator runing
tuning capacitOr
capacitor motOr
motor rurned
turned off,
off,
rhe
the capacitOr
capacitor isis ser
set to
to its
its cemer
center fre·
frequency
quency position
position by
by means
means of
of a detem
detent
in irs
its shaft.
shaft. An
An oscillator
oscillator coil
coil covercoverin
ing
ing the
the desired
desired test
test frequency
frequency isis selected
selected
and
and plugged
plugged into
into the
the oscillatOr
oscillator circuit
circuit
and
and runed
tuned to
to the
the desired
desired frequency
frequency by
by
means of
of its
its calibrated
calibrated adjustmcm
adjustment
means
screw. The
The capacitor
capacitor delent
detent isis released
released
screw.
and the
the mmor
motor adualed.
actuated. By
By means
means of
of aa
and
switch, eirher
either of
of twO
two sweep
sweep widths
widths may
may
switCh,
be selected;
selected; ±25%
*25% or
or ±5%
2 5 % of
of lhe
the
be
center capacitance
capacitance in
in the
the oscillator
oscillator circirCenter
cuit. hIt isis simpler
simpler to
to use
use the
the wider
wider sweep
sweep
cuit.
during the
the set
set up
up and
and then
then reduce
reduce itit
during
later ifif d~ited.
desired.
later
The adjuslmentS
adjustments made
made thus
thus far
far are
are
The
performed on
on the
the tesr
test circuit
circuit unil.
unit. The
The
performed
remaining adjustmenrs
adjustments concern
concern lhe
the CRT
CRT
remaining
display. The
The imensily
intensity isis IlImed
turned up
up and
and
display.
fixed dc
dc voltage
voltage isis applied
applied to
to the
the
aa fixed
vertical deflection
deflection amplifiers
amplifiers by
by means
means
venical
of aa funclion
function selector
selector switch.
switch. Under
Under
of
horizontal trace
trace apapthis condition,
condition, aa horizontal
this
The tface
trace isis \'ertivertipears on
on Ihe
the CRT.
CRT. The
pears
cally and
and horizonNlIy
horizontally cemered
centered on
on the
the
ally
CRT by
by adjusling
adjusting Ihe
the venical
vertical and
and horihoriCRT
zontal deflection
deflection voltages
voltages respectively.
respectively.
lOnNI
The lenglh
length of
of Ihe
the tf2ce.
trace, corresponding
corresponding
The:
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D£TCC,
DETECT

~------------------------------

'--tne
tnal
the center
center of
of lne
the CRT
CRT indicates
indicates that
tne
the component
component under lesl
test is different
th;ln
lhe
than the Slandard.
standard. Deviation along the
vertical
change in Q
Q and
vertical axis
axis shows
shows aa change:
deviation
deviation along
along Ihe
the hOrizoOlal
horizontal axis
axis
shows
change. in
in LL (induaance)
(inductance) or
shows aa ch<lnge.
CC (capacilance).
(capacitance). It
It becomes
becomes apparem
apparent
lhat
that any
any desired
desired limit
limit condilions
conditions could
be
be greue
grease penciled on
on Ihe
the CRT,
CRT, and
and any
any
dOl
dot falling
falling outside
outside these boundaries
"'ould
would then
then indicare
indicate aa rejecl
reject compo~nt.
component.
In
In addilion
addition to
to performing this "go
“go -oo-go"
no-go” funaiOll.
function, Ihe
the instrumc:m
instrument will
supply
supply trend
trend information
information quickly
quickly so
so thar
that
in
in many
many cases
cases produclion
production can
can be altered
altered
before
before rejectS
rejects occur.
occur.
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Q Comparator Block Diagram

10
widlh, is set to the
Ihe desired
to tne
the s"'eep
sweep width,
size
Ihe gain of
size by varying the
of the horiof
zontal
calibration of
zontal amplifier. The Q calibf2rion
the CRT is made by varying the gain
of the vertical
vertiCIl amplifier. With the forecompleted, the
going procedures compleled,
lhe funcfunclhe test
tion selector switch is put in the
(i n
position and the resonating
resonaling capacitor (in
the lest
test circuir)
circuit) is tuned
tne
runed for resonance.
Either
two resonating capacitors
capacirors
Eilher of twO
may be used, depending upon whether
a high or low value of capacitance is
required. Resonance will be indicated
required.
on the CRT by the appearance of a
on
resonance curve or a portion of a resocurve. The RF level
oscillevel of the
lhe oscil·
nance curve.
lator is
is adjusted
adjusted so
so as
as to
to raise or lower
lator
the peak
peak of the resonance curve to
to the
the
vertical center
center of
of the CRT. The resovertical
nating capacitor is
is finely
finely IUned
tuned to lolonating
cate the
the peak
peak at
at the horizontal center
cate
of the
the CRT.
CRT.
of
of the "Dot:
“Dot Position"
Position”
Adjustment of
control will
will cause
cause ;In
an imensified
intensified d(){
dot 10
to
comrol
appear on
on the resonance curve and to
appear
ro
be moved
moved across
across lhe
the peak of Ihe
the curve.
curve.
The dO(
dot is
is positioned at
at lhe
the highesl
highest
The
point of
of the
the resonance curve;
curve; i.e., the
point
of the CRT (Figure 3).
3 ) . A "Hi
“Hi
center of
CeOter
Q-Low
Q ’ swilCh
switch permitS
permits the "Dot
“Dot
Q
- Low Q"
Position” control
control ro
to fuoClion
function properly
Posilion"
under either
either high
high or
or low-Q
low-Q conditions.
With the
the dO(
dot in
in position, Ihe
the intensity
With
of lbe
the display
display is
is reduced wilh
with the ''In“Inof
tensity” comrol
control umil
until Ihe
the resonance
resonance
lensity"
curve disappears
disappears and
and only Ihe
the d(){
dot recurvrmains. The
The "Astigmarism"
“Astigmatism” and
and "Focus"
“Focus”
mains.
controls are
are adjusted
adjusted for
for the
the sharpesl
sharpest
comrols

22

and most
mOSI symmetrical
symmetrical dot.
dor. The
The Q
Q ComComparator
pantOr is
is now
now ready
ready for
for use.
use.
DESIGN TECHNIQUES
TECHNIQUES
Oscillator and
and Sweep
Sweep Generator
Generator

The oscillator
oscillatOr is
is aa simple one operatOperaling
in the
the 200-kc to
to 70-mc
70-mc range
range and
and
ing in
consisting of
of aa cross-connected
cross·conneaed 12AU7
l2AU7
double triode.
((jode. Electrically
Elecuically the
the oscillator
oscillaror
section
quire conventional.
conventional The
The tuntun·
.seclion is quite
ing arrangements of
of the
the oscillator
oscillatOr on
on
the other
Other hand
hand are somewhat unconunconventional.
Tuning for center frequency
frequency is
is acac·
complished by means
of variable
variable ininmeans of
ductances in the oscillator tank
tank circuit,
circuit,
while the
tuning is
is
lhe variable (swept) tuning
accomplished
accomplished by a motor-driven
motor·driven capacicapacitor.
lOr. With
With this
this system,
system, the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the
capacitance variation
lOtal averavercapacitance
variation to
to the
the total
age
is independent
independent of
of the
the
age capacitance
capacitance is
coils used,
used, and
and the
the same
same relative
relative rerecoils
actance variation
varialion can be
be obtained for
for
any center
center frequency.
The output
OUtput of
of
any
frequency. The
the
oscillator is
Ihe oscillator
is coupled
coupled via
via aa loop
loop to
to
the
rhe injection
injeclion impedance
impedance of
of the
Ihe test
tesl
circuit detector.
is controlled
COntroUed
circuit
deteclOf. Amplitude
Amplirude is
by
by varying
varying the
the plate
plate voltage
voltage of
of the
the
oscillator tube.
OSCiUatOf
rube.
Simultaneously with
swept
Simultaneously
with providing
providing aaswept
frequency,
one section
section of
frequency, one
of the
the motorm(){Ordriven capacitor
:Iriven
capacitor serves
serves to
to generate
generate aa
sawtooth voltage
sawtOOth
voltage for
for the
rhe horizontal
horizontal
sweep (cortesponding
(corfesponding to
lO the
the X
X axis
axis on
on
sweep
the
cathode-ray tube)
is always
always
lhe carhode'fay
rube) which
which is
in
synchronism with
with the
the instantaneous
wmmaneous
in synchronism
frequency deviation.
deviation.
frequency

L
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Detector
Detector
In
In addition
addition to
to the
the detectot
detector itself,
itself, the
the
detector
detector section
section comains
contains the
the test
test circuit
circuit
which
which isis aa Q-meter
Q-meter arrangemem
arrangement with
with
aa two·section
two-section tuning
tuning capacitor
capacitor for
for high
high
and
and low
low frequencies.
frequencies. The
The detector
detector
proper
proper isis an
an "infinite
“infinite impedance"
impedance” type
type
(cathode
(cathode follower).
follower). A
A 12AU7
12AU7 double
double
uiode
triode isis used
used for
for this
this purpose
purpose with
with
one
one of
of the
the tube
tube sections
sections being
being used
used for
for
compensation
compensation of
of heater
heater voltage
voltage changes.
changes.

-_

generated in
in aa monostable
monostable multivibramultivibra·
generated
tor. In
In order
ordet to
to obtain
obmin aa pulse
pulse of
of high
high
tor.
amplitude and
and very
very short
shorr duration
duration withwithamplitude
our excessive
excessive power
power consumption,
consumption, high
high
out
value load
load resistors
rcsisrors are
are used
used and
and feedfeedvalue
of the
the
back and
and coupling
coupling capacitors
capacitors of
back
of the
lhe distributed
distributed
multivibraror consist
consist of
multivibrator
and tube
tube capacitances.
capacimnces.
and
Horizontal Amplifier
Amplifier
Horizontal

Vertical
Vertical Amplifier
Amplifier
The
The vertical
vertical amplifier
amplifier consists
consists of
of tWO
two
cascaded
cascaded differentia!
differential de
dc amplifiers.
amplifiers. DC
amplification
is re<:juired
required in
in order
order to
to
amplification is
keep
keep lhe
the base
base line
line (corresponding
(corresponding to
to a
no-input
so that the
no-input signal)
signal) in
in place
place so
height
height of
of the
the resonance
resonance curve
curve can
can be
be
measured
measured from
from this
this base
base for
for any
any posiposirion
tion or
or width
width of
of the
the resonance
resonance peak.
peak.
The
The differential
differential amplifiers
amplifiers provide a
simple
simple means
means for
for balancing
balancing level
level variavariations
tions caused
caused by
by heater
heater voltage
voltage changes,
changes,
and
and depressing
depressing the
the base
base lille
line so
so thaI
that only
only
rhe
the peaks
peaks of
of the
the resonance
resonance CUtves
curves show
show
on
on the
the CRT
CRT screen.
screen.
A
A voltage
voltage divider
divider stabilized
stabilized with a
neon
neon lamp
lamp provides
provides aa means
means for
for setting
setting
lip
up and
and checking
checking the
the vertical
vertical amplificaamplification
tion at
at the
the input
input of
of the
the vertical
vertical amplifier.
amplifier.
The
The amplification
amplification of
of the
the venical
vertical channel
channel
can
can be
be adjusted
adjusted by
by varying
varying the amoum
amount
of
of negative
negative feedback
feedback in
in the
the first
first stage.
stage.
The
The vertical
vertical amplifiet
amplifier also
also delivers
delivers
the
the input
input signal
signal to
to the
the differentiatOr.
differentiator.

SETTING ‘UP STANDARD

Cathode-Ray Tube
Tube
’

FINAL SET UP

Differentiator and
and Trigger
Trigger
Differentiator

The differemiator-uigger
differentiator-trigger circuit,
circuit, conconThe
sisting of
of aa feedback-pemode
feedback-pentode differendifferensisring
tiator between
between tWO
two cathode
cathode followers,
followers,
riarar
provides
provides aa trigger
trigger pulse
pulse for
for the
the dot
dot
generator at
at the
the precise
precise moment of
of the
the
generator
resonance curve
curve peak.
peak. The
The differentia·
differentiaresonance
tor produces
produces first
first and
and se<:ond
second deriva·
derivator
tives of
of me
the resonance
resonance curve
curve which,
which, in
in
tives
turn, arc
are used
used to
to anticipate
anticipate the
the peak
peak
rum,
of the
the resonance
resonance curve
curve to
to allow
allow for
for
of
circuit delays.
delays.
circuit
In addition
addition to
to acting
acting as
as aa source
source of
of
In
feedback voltage
voltage to
to the
the differentiator
differentiator
feedback
proper, the
the second
second cathode
cathode follower
follower
proper,
drives the
the input
input amplifier
amplifier to
to the
the [figger
trigger
drives
circuit. A
A minimum
minimum number
number of
of coupling
coupling
circuit.
capacitors have
have been
been used
used in
in the
the circuit
circuit
capacitOrs
in order
order to
to keep
keep down
down any
any charging
charging
in
effects.
effects.
The trigger
trigger circuit
circuit comprises
comprises tWO
two cascasThe
caded modified
modified "Schmitt"
“Schmitt” triggers
triggers and
and
caded
are essentially
essentially overdriven
overdriven amplifiers
amplifiers dedeare
livering aa well
well defined
defined voltage
voltage step
step of
livering
constant amplitude
amplitude at
at the
the moment
moment the
the
constant
input voltage
voltage reaches
reaches aa predetermined
predetermined
input
level.
level.

A small
small sawtooth voltage
voltage is
is obtained
obmined
A
roo
from an RC
RC network
network containing
containing aa rofrom
tating capacitor and
and amplified
amplified to
to aa sufsuftating
to cover
cover the
the entire
entire CRT
CRT
ficient level
level to
ficient
Filters isolate
isolate the
the sawtooth
sawtOOth gengenscreen. Filters
eration from
from the
lhe oscillator.
oscillator. The
The first
first
tWO stages
smges of
of this
this amplifier
amplifier are
are concontwo
Recoupled triodes,
triodes, with
with time
time
ventiOnal RC-coupled
ventional
conSlantS that
that keep
keep the
the sawtooth
sawtOOth from
from
constants
in shape.
shape. The
The final
final stage
Stage
deleriorating in
deteriorating
differential amplifier
amplifier which
which propro·
is a differential
vides a push-pull
push-pull output
Output and
and an
an easy
easy
means for
for centering
cemering the
the trace
trace on
on the
the
means
CRT screen.
of the
the sawtooth
sawlooth outputs
OUtputS isis difdiEOne of
feremiated into
into a square wave
wave and
and
ferentiated
for actuating
actuating the
the blanking
blanking circuit.
circuit.
used for
is necessary
necessary because
because of
of the
the
Blanking is
Blanking
slight nonlinearity
of the
the sweep
sweep voltage
voltage
nonlinearity of
twO resonance
resonance peaks
peaks
produces two
which produces
CRT screen. ElimiElimiside-by-side
the CRT
side-by-side on the
nating the
dot from
from one
one of
of
the brightened
brightened dot
these results
tcsults in
in the
the display becoming
becoming
single.valued.
single-valued.

A
A cathode-ray tube
rube isis used
used as
as the
the
display element, with
with the
the X
X axis
axis horihori·
zontal
zonral and the
the Q axis
axis vertical.
vertical. The
The
type
5ABPI, a 5-inch
5-inch post-deflection
post.deflection
typc SABP1,
accelerator tube,
rube, was
was chosen for
for this
this
purpose because itit requires
[(.'quires the
rhe simplest
simplest
amplifying and power
power supply circuitry.
The tube
rube is
is operated with
with its
its cathode
cathode
at -1700
-1700 volts,
volts, the deflection system
system
at a few hundred
hundred volts
volts positive,
positive, and
and
the post
POSt accelerator at +1700
1700 volts.
volts. An
An
astigmatism control
is required
required in
in addiaddi·
comrol is
tion to the usual
usual focus and brightness
brighmess
controls,
ro provide
provide aa brightbrightcomrols, in order to
ened
small (about
cned dot that is reasonably small
1m
m ) and circular. The brightness
mm)
brightness of
of
the dot is considerably higher
higher than
than
would
would be
be used
used in
in aa line
line display.
display.
A
CRT
A magnetic
masnetic shield
shield isolates
isolales the
the CRT
from the transformers and
and chokes
chokes in
in
the
the power
power supply
supply and
and from
from the
the driving
driving
motor
mOtOr in
in the
the oscillator
oscillalOr and
and sweep
sweep gengen·
erator
erator sections.
sections.
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PRODUCTION COMPONENTS

0 Compo,a,o,
Comparator CRT
Displays
Figure 3.
3. Q
fig",.
CRT Djoplay_

Spot Generator
Generator
Spot

The step
step voltage
from the
The
vo!mge from
the trigger
trigger is
is
differentiated and
and serves
serves to
initiate the
differentiated
to initiate
the
final brightening
brightening pulse.
pulse. This
This pulse
pulse is
is
final

33

Power
Power Supply
Supply

The
The power
power supply
supply supplies
supplies all
all of
of the
the
voltages
vol rages required
required by
by the
the Q
Q Comparator.
Comparator.
Certain
of these
these voltage
voltage lines
lines are
are stabilsmbil·
Cerrain of
ized
ized with
Wilh voltage
voltage regulator
regulalOf tubes
tubes bebe-

BOONTON
B
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cause
to dc
cause Ihey
they feed
feed stages
stages sensitive
sensitive to
dc
level
level changes.
changes. In
In some
some instances
instances tubes
tubes
will
will occasionally
occasionally have
have their
their cathodes
cathodes
I 50 volts
volts or
operating
operating at
at close
close to
to +l50
or
-150
volts.
In
these
cases
only
-150 volts. In these cases only tubes
tubes
with
with high
high permissible
permissible heater-cathode
heater-cathode
voltage
ratings
voltage ratings have
have been
been emploj'ed.
employed.
TIlis
This eliminates
eliminates the
the need
need for
for separate
separate
filament
filament windings.
windings.
Because
of tubes
tubes used
used
Because of
of the
the number
number of
in
the
instrumenr,
some
drawing
in the instrument, some drawing rela·
relatively
tively heavy
heavy currentS
currents during
during shon
short inin-

+

thorough filtering
filtering is
is
tervals (pulses),
tervals
(pulses), thorough
employed
in
the
power
supply
in
addi·
employed in the power supply in addisenionwise decoupling.
decoupling.
tion to
to sectionwise
tion
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

In
the Type
265-A Q
Q Comparator,
Comparator,
In the
Type 265-A
BRC
has developed
an inin·
BRC believes
believes it
it has
developed an
strument
which will
wiU be
be invaluable
invaluable to
m
strument which
of
electronic
components.
manufacrurers
manufacturers of electronic components.
The
provides comparison
comparison
The comparator
comparator provides
of
relative
Q,
inductance,
measurements
measurements of relative Q, inductance,
and
easily and
and accurately.
accurately.
and capacitance
capacitance easily

RADIO
CORPORATION
R
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ORPORATION

Since these
these measurements
measurements require
requiremerely
merely
Since
the
visual
inspecrion
of
a
dot
on aa
the visual inspection of a dot on
tube screen,
screen, the
the instrument
instrument
cathode-ray tube
cathode-ray
can be
be operated
operated by
by unskilled
unskilled personnel
personnel
can
is set
set up.
up.
once itit is
once
Q
BRC customers
cusmmers interested
interested in
in the
the Q
BRC
Comparator may
may obtain
obtain information
information
Comparator
one of
of the
the BRC
BRC representatives
represenratives
from one
from
of the
the Notebook.
Notebook. Also,
Also,
on page
page 88 of
listed on
the instrument
instrument will
will be
be on
on display
display in
in
the
the BRC
BRC booth
booth at
at the
the IRE
IRE show
show in
in New
New
the
York City
City during
during March
March 24
24 through
through 27.
27.
York

i

Remote
Remote Measurements
Measurements with the RX Meter
Employing
Lines
Employing Half-Wavelength lines
ROBERT
Development Engineer
Engineer
ROBERT POIRIER,
POIRIER, Development

Previous
Previous Notebook
Notebook anicles,
articles, Fall
Fall 1954,
1954,
issue
3, page
page 77 and
and Summer
Summer
issue number
number 3,
1956
1956 issue
issue number
number 10,
10, page
page 55 broached
the
the subje<:t
subject of
of measuring
measuring impedances
impedances
which
which are
are necessarily
necessarily located
located some
some disdistance
tance from
from an
an RX
RX Meter
Meter but
but connected
connected
to
to the
the RX
R X Meter
Meter Ihrough
through aa coosmnt
constant
impedance
impedance transmission
transmission line.
line. The
The pro·
proce4ures
cedures to
to be
be described
described in
in the
the present
present
article
article while
while not
not necessarily
necessarily limited
limited to
to
constant
constant impedance
impedance transmission
transmission line
line
circuits
circuits will
will be
be restricted
restricted thereto
thereto be·
because
cause of
of the
the great
great simplification
simplification in
in data
data
processing
of
processing which
which results
results from
from the
the use
use of
constant
constant impedance
impedance transmission
transmission lines.
lines.
ItIt isis the
the purpose
purpose of
of the
the present
present article
article
to
to carcfuHy
carefully consider
consider the
the use
use of
of half·
halfwavelength
wavelength transmission
transmission lines
lines of
of conconstant
stant characteristic
characteristic impedance,
impedance, Z,, for
for
remote
remote impedance
impedance measurements
measurements with
with
the
the Type
Type 250-A
250-A RX
R X MetC!.
Meter. 'nle
The viewviewpoint isis toward
toward establishing
establishing simple
simple propropoint
cedures for
for interpreting
interpreting the
the RX
R X Meter
Meter
cedures
readings through
through either
either lossless
lossless or
or lossy
lossy
readings
transmission lines
lines to
to an
an unknown
unknown termitermitransmission
nal impedance
impedance via
via the
the Smith
Smith Chart.
Chart.
nal

z...

TransmissionLine
Line Equations
Equations
Transmission

Z ,cosh
cosh yl
yl
2/

((1)
I)

wherethe
thecomplex
complexpropagation
propagation constant
constant
where
y

= j

(R

+ jwL)

(G

+ jwC),

z.,
2,

(2)

for the
the distributed
distributed series
series resistance,
resistance, R;
R;
for
L; shunt
shunt conductance,
conductance, G;
G;
inductance, L;
inductance,
and capacitance,
capacitance, CC per
per unit
unit length.
length.
and

tan 2/31
2fll =
= 00
tan

~

y:!
a1
2 tanh -l- I
a} =
= 9

-

21,

z,

(j)
(5)

E
(6)
In this
this article
article we are
are primarily conconIn
cerned with
with half-wavelength
half-wavelength lines for
cerned
Z,, and
and Z,.
2, are
are pure resislances,
resistances,
which ~,
which
R,, and
and R~
R, respectively.
respectively. Also
Also from
from (S)
(5)
RI'
and (6)
(6)
and

z.,
2,
yl == ~
tanh y/
tanh
R,
R"
and separating
separating yy into
into aa
and
for lh
'/2 wavelength
wavelength Jines
lines
for
44

z,,
R/ + 202
Z.,2
R1,2
2 R,,

which for R,
RIO 2
~ 52,
5z., reduces
reduces to
[Q

((3)
3)

and when
when Z/
2,== 00 as in the case of
and
of a
shari
short circuit
circuit terminal
terminal
Z,.=Z"tanhyl.
(4)
2,= 2,tanh yl
(4)
( 3 ) and (4)
(4)
By manipulaling
manipulating equations (3)
By
we have
we

z,.
z,,
=J

((9)
9)

Equation ((8)
8 ) may be written
written as
as

=

as in
in the
the case
case of an
an open circuit terminal
as

yl
Z,,
2"
cosh y/
2,)
= 2"
2,-- - =
-- Z"
=
yl
yl
sinh y/
tanh y/

((8)
8)

and

(~=O)
(0)

Z,
21

+

RIl2 ZO2

for
for any distance
distance 1 betWeen
between the load
poim.
impedance and the measuring point.
WhenZ/=oo
When Z l = co

2R,, Z,,

mnh 220.1
tanh
al =

zi = z,,

and

The equation
equation which
which relates
relates input
input
111e
impedance, Z,
Zi to
to the
the characteristic
characteristic imimimpedance,
pedance 2"
Z,, of
of aa transmission
transmission line
line and
and
pedance
given for
for the
the
2,isis given
the load
load resistance
resistance Z/
the
general case
case by
by
general
sinh yl
yl
++2"Z , sinh
zi = z,,
2,cosh
cosh yl
yl +
+Z/Z lsinh
sinh yl
yl
z.,

Some special cases
cases are considered as
foHows:
follows:
For 2/
2,== 2"
Z,,

(7)
(7)

+ jf3jp we
we have
have

2
z"0
a1
a} cc
=~ neper
R,.7
R,

or

Z"
z"

8.69 db
~db
R,,
R"

Equation
8 ) relates the
Equarion ((8)
the input
input reresistance, R,,
RI' measured
measured at integral halfhalfwavelength distances from
from the
lhe open or
short
circuited end
shorr circuited
end of
of aa 2,
z., charactercharacteristic impedance transmission line
line to
to the
the
total
1 of
tOtal transmission
transmission loss
loss a
at
of the
the length,
length.
1 transmission line. W
e note
1
We
nOte that
that for
foe
lossless
lossless lines
lines (a1
(a/ =
= 00)) R,,
R" may
may be
be
either 00 or
o but
either
or c
<t.l
but for
for transmission
transmission loss
loss
in
excess of
in excess
of 20db
20db R,,
RI' approaches
approaches Z,,
z., for
for
or short
either open
either
open· or
shorr circuited
circuited terminals
terminals
or any
any termination
open or
or
or
termination in
in between
between open
short. Equation
8 ) is
short.
Equation ((8)
is plotted
plotted in
in FigFigure
ure 1
1 for
for the
the open
open and
and short
short circuit
circuit
limits
of curves
curves
limits and
and from
from these
these aa family
family of
is generated
generated to
is
to show
show the
the effect
effect of
of transtrans,mission
db on
on the
the measured
measured reremission loss
loss in
in db
sistance of
of various
sistance
various resistive
resistive terminations
terminations
separated from
poim by
by
separated
from the
the measuring
measuring point
integral
integral half
half wavelengths
wavelengths of
of transmistransmission line.
sion
line. The
The characteristic
characteristic impedance,
impedance,
Z,, of
of the
2"
the transmission
tr:rnsmission line
line has
has been
been
assumed 50
50 ohms
ohms for
assumed
for this
this illustration.
illustration.
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The
The Smith
Smith Chart
Chart
The
Smith
Chart
is
The Smith Chart is aa family
family of
of solusolutions
for
tions contained
contained within
within aa unit
unit circle
circle for
the
rransmission
line
equations
in
terms
the transmission line equations in terms
of
of the
the series
series orthogonal
orthogonal components
components
jX
and
R
and may
may be
be interpreted
interpreted for
for R
jX of
of
impedance
j{3 of
or G
G
jp
of admittance.
admittance.
impedance or
The
unit circle
The polar
polar coordinates
coordinates of
of the
the unit
circle
are
are reflection
reflection coefficiem,
coefficient, p
p and
and line
line
length,
pl in
in terms
terms of
of wavelength.
wavelength. The
The
length, {31
maximum
of the
the unit
unit circle
circle theretheremaximum radius
radius of
fore
fore corresponds
corresponds to
to aa reflection
reflection coefficoefficiem
cient of
of I1 and
and the
the cemer
center [Q
to aa reflection
reflection
coefficient
0. This
This isis rdated
related co
to
coefficient of
of O.
VSWR
VSWR as
as

t+p
I f P

VSWR=-VSWR = __
t-p
1-P

So
So far
far as
as the
the series
series components
components of
impedance
impedance or
or admirrance
admittance ,He
are concerned,
concerned,
one-half
one-half wavelength
wavelength of
of {3/
pl corresponds
corresponds
0
to
to aa complete
complete cycle
cycle and
and co
to 360
360" or
or one
one
fuJi
full rurn
turn around
around rhe
the chan.
chart. Smith
Smith Charts
are
are available
available with
with the
the orthogonal
orthogonal cocoordinates
ordinates calibrated
calibrated in
in resistance and
and rereactance
50 ohm
ohm charaneristic
characteristic imimactance for
for 50
pedance,
pedance, conductance
conductance and
and susceptance
susceptance
lor
for 20
20 millimho
millimho characteristic
characteristic admitadmittance,
or normalized
normalized impedance
impedance or adadtance, or
mirtance
mittance coordinatcs;
coordinates;
R
jX G
jB
-,±-.-,and±2.,
L" Y"
y ..

v

.

"'•"w.
••

.,

•••
•••

+

+

/

..

Usually
Usually included
included on
on the
the Smith
Smith Charts
Charts
are
are the
the radially
radially scaled
scaled parameters;
parameters; rereflection
flection coefficient
coefficient and
and loss,
loss, standing
standing
wave
loss.
wave ratio
ratio and
and transmission
transmission loss.
For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of illustrating
illustrating rhe
the efeffect
loss Oil
on Smith
Smith Chart
Chart
fect of
of rransmission
transmission loss
plots,
plots, Figure
Figure 22 shows
shows aa normalized
normalized
coordinare
coordinate Smirh
Smith Chart
Chart with
with Idb
ldb steps
steps
of
of transmission
transmission loss
loss drawn
drawn as
as concenconcentric circles.
circles. lile
The intersecrion
intersection of
of rhese
these
tric
circles wilh
with the
the resistance/conductance
resistance/conductance
circles
axis
axis corresponds,
corresponds, in
in Figure
Figure 1,1, to
to the
the
intersections of
of the
the open
open and
and shon
short
intersections
circuit curves
curves with
with whole
whole integers
integers of
of db
db
circuir
and shows
shows (as
(as in
in Figure
Figure I)
1 ) rhe
the effect
effect
and
of transmission
transmission loss
loss on
on the
the measured
measured
of
or shOrt
short circuit
circuit termi·
termiresistance of
of open
open or
resistance
nals atat integral
integral half-wavelength
half-wavelength inter·
internals
vals in
in ldb
ld bsteps.
steps.
vals
Consider for
for example
example an
an open
open cir·
cirConsider
cuit termination.
termination. TIlis
This conesponds
corresponds in
in
cuit
impedance coordinates
coordinates to
to the
the extreme
extreme
impedance
right end
end of
of the
the resistance
resistance axis
axis and
and in
in
right
admittance coordinates
coordinates to
to the
the extreme
extreme
admittance
left end
end of
of the
the admittance
admittance axis.
axis. An
An
left
integral number
number of
of half
half wavelengths
wavelengths reo
reintegral
moved from
from the
the terminarion
termination along
along aa
moved
transmission line
line corresponds
corresponds in
in the
the
transmission
numlossless case
case to
to the
the same
same integral
integral num·
lossless
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TOTAL
TRANSMISSION
TOTAL TRANSMISSION

LOSS
LOSS

2

I

a
~

"

00

IN db
4b
IN

f;g..,.
.... g...1
I....d resistance
•••i.t.... e. versus
v ...... line
Ii". loss
1o.. in
i.. db
db when
ws.... viewed
•iewed from
/rom positions
po.itio ...
Figure I.
1. Appo,...
Apparentr ~~
change
of load
loeoreel
0/ half-wavelengths
S.oll.wovele .. grS.. from
from the
t~e termination.
te.mi..otio...
located 0"
a n integ,ol
integral ....mbe,
number of

ber of clockwise revolutions
revolurions around the
Smith
constant radius, where
Smith Chart, at COnStant
the open circuit termination still apap·
Dut for an
pears as
as an
an open circuir.
circuit. But
wavelengthS and
integral
integral number of half wavelengths
with
with ldb removed from the termination,
tion, rhe
the impedance or admiHance
admittance locus
spirals
spirals clockwise tOward
toward the center of
the
the chart
chart for
for the number of complete
revolutions
revolutions corresponding the number
of
Ient.;ths to the
of half.wavelength
half-wavelength line lengths
circle
I db transmission
circle representing
representing 1
transmission
loss. In
In this
this case,
case, we read from
from Figure 2
loss.
for the
the open
open circuit termination;
for
R =
= 8.7Z"
8.72,) ohms
ohms (435
( 4 3 5 ohms for
R
2,)=
= 50 ohms)
ohms) or G
G=
= 0.115Y"
0.115Y,, milli1.,.
milli·
mhos, or
or from
from Figure
Figure I;
1; R =
= 435 ohms.
mhos,
Measurement Procedure
Procedure
Measurement

The basic
basic operarions
operations associated with
The
remote impedance
impedance measurementS
measurements ememremote
ploying the
the RX
RX Meter arc
are outlined as
as
ploying
follows:
follows:
Establish aa length of uniform charcharJ.1. Establish
acteristic impedance rransmission
transmission line
acteristic
between thc
the RX
RX Mcter
Meter and
and the measurmeasurbetween
ing point to
to be
be exactly
exactly an
an integral
integral numnuming
ber of
of half wavelengths
wavelengths by providing
ber
an open
open circuit
circuit termination
termination exactly
exactly at
at
an
the location
location where
where the
the impedance
impedance to
the
be measured
measured will
will be
be located.
located. Adjust the
be
line Icngth
length and/or
and/or the
the measuring
measuring frcfreline
so that
that rhe
the RX
RX Meter,
Meter, appro·
approquency so
quency
priately tuned
tuned and
and lxllanced,
balanced, reads aa
priarely
resistance; R
R,,
Z,, and
and C"
C,, =
= o.
0. For
resistance;
ror
1, >
%-ohm coax
coax itit isis expedient
expedient to
to use
use the
the
50-ohm

> z..
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C0.1X Adapter
Adapter Kit
Kit Type
Type 515-A
515·A for
for conconCoax
necting
necting to
to the RX
RX Meter.
Meter. Record
Record R,,.
R".
The effective
efftx:rive parallel
parallel resistance
resistance thus
thus
obtained
may
obwined for
for an open-circuited
open·circuited line
line may
.be
be located on Figure
Figure 11 or
Or aa Smith
Smi1h Chart
ChlHt
to
to determine the total
roral transmission
transmission loss
loss '
between the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter and
lmd the
the open
open circir·
cuit. Record
loss.
Record the total
roral transmission
transmission loss.
As
As an example, ifif the RX
RX Meter
Meter reads
reads
R,,
R" =
= 1,000 ohms C,,
C" =
= 0 from
from Figure
Figure
1 or Figure
Figure 2, the total
rotal transmission
transmission loss
loss
is 0.4db.
OAdb.
In
[n setting up the
the proper
propet length
leng1h transtransmission line it is preferable
preferable to
to avoid
:tvoid
the use of
of a multiplicity
multipliciry of
of patch cords
and/or constant
and/or
conStant' impedance
illlpedanc~ adjustable
lines which are
arc not
nor exactly
exactl}' constant imim·
pedance. The reason
reason for this
this is
is that
thar
adjustable lines
Jines and cable connectors
conneClOrs
(the latter especially when carelessly
and/or not kept clear of
of
assembled and/or
grease, din
dirt and
and the
grea.'lC,
the little
linle brass
brass chips
chips and
and
of silver plate which tend
rend to
to acacflakes of
cumu 1a t e ) produce ddiscontinuities
isco n t i n u i ti es
cumulate)
which
cause changes
which cause
changes in
in VSWR
VSWR indeinde·
pendently of the VSWR
VS\XlR changes
changes due
to'
roO transmission
transmission loss. The
The operator
operator in
in
this case
case is
this
is faced
fan..J with
with the
the choices
choices of
of
attempting to
to account
attempting
account for
for all
all discondiscontinuities, eliminating
eliminating them,
or neglectncgleertinuities,
them, or
ing [hem.
them.
ing
2. COnnect
Connect the
2.
the impedance
impedance to
to be
be
measured
at the
the cnd
end of
of the
measured at
the transmission
transmission
line in
in place
place of
of the
circuit. Rethe open
open circuit.
Reline
balance
the
RX
Meter
and
read
balance the RX Meter and rcad and
and rere·
Since the R X Meter
cord R
R,,
and 6,.
cord
v and c;",. Since the RX !\l.eter
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reads
reads OUt
out parallel
parallel components
components itit is
is conconvenient
venient to
to conven
convert the
the reading
reading to
to
normalized
normalized admittance
admittance coordinates,
coordinates,

i

jj IOOOwCi'
I000
1000
IOOOwC,,
G
G=
= ---and
and B:=:
B =- - Y"Ki'
y"
YoRp
YO

per
per unit
unit millimho
millimho and
and locate
locate the
the co·
coordinates
on aa Smith
Smith Chart.
Chart.
ordinates on
3.3. Consider
Consider aa radius
radius line
line drawn
drawn from
from
the
the cemer
center of
of rhe
the Smirh
Smith Chart
Chart rhrough
through
the
the located
located adminance.
admittance. Since
Since the
the trans·
transmission
mission line
line has
has been
been establishc-d
established exactly
exactly
an
an imegral
integral number
number of
of half wavelengths,
the
the actual
actual admittance
admittance at
at the
the end
end of
of line
line
must
must be
be somewhere
somewhere on
on this
this radius,
there
pl for
for
there being
being no
no nct
net change
change in
in (11
integral
integral numbers
numbers of
of half wavelengths.
For
or refJectionless
reflectionless transmis·
transmisFor lossless
lossless or
sian
sion the
the admittance
admittance at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the
line
line isis the
the same
same as
as measured
measured at
at the
the input
input
end
end of
of the
the line.
line. For
For lossy
lossy transmission
transmission
with
with reflection
reflection the
the VS\X!K
VSWR on
on the
the line
will
will be
be increasing
increasing toward
toward rhe
the load.
load. The
actual
actual load
load admittance
admittance may
may be
be evalevaluated
uated by
by adding
adding the
the fOcal
total transmission
loss,
loss, previously
previously determined,
determined, to
to the
the measmeasured
ured admittance
admittance along
along the
the radius
radius vector
away
away from
from the
the ceiller
center of
of the
the Smith
Smith
Chart.
Chart. Thai
That isis 1O
to say,
say, the
the total
total trans·
transmission
mission loss
loss in
in db
db isis added
added along
along the
radial
radial transmission
transmission loss
loss scale
scale in
in db
db away
away
from
from the
the cemer
center of
of the
the Smith
Smith Chart,
Chart,
which
which isis the
the direoion
direction for
for approaching
approaching
the
the load
load to
to locate
locate the
the poim
point on
on the
the chart
chart
denoting
denoting the
theadmittance
admittance (or
(or impedance)
impedance)
of the
the lo.1d
load proper.
proper.
of
Examples
Examples

To
To illustrate
illustrate step
step 3,
3, above,
above, lei
let us
us supsuppose [hat
that the
the lransmission
transmission Joss'
loss of
of a
pose
given cable
cable of
of one-half-wavelength
one-half-wavelength 50·
50given
ohms characteristic
characteristic impedance
impedance has
has been
ohms
found to
to be
be OAdb
0.4db according
according to
to step
step I,1,
found
and that
that an
an RX
RX Meter
Meter has
has indicated
indicated
and
R,, =
= 170
170 ohms
ohms e"
C,, =
= 00 for
for the termitermiR"
nation and
and line.
line. This
This may
may be plotted
nalion
directly either
either as
as normalized
normalized conducconducdirectly
or normalized
normalized resistance since
since the
tance or
ranee
series componems
components are
are the
the same
same as
as the
series
parallel components
components for
for pure
pure resistance.
resistance.
parallel
On Figure
Figure 22 this
this data
data isis planed
plotted as
as
On
conductance
conductance

1000
1000
G=
= --- =
= 0.294
0.294
G
20 X
X 170
170
20

per unit
unit milJimho.
millimho. Scaling
Scaling OAdb
0.4db along
along
per
the conductance
conductance axis
axis away
away from
from the
the
the
center from
from 0.294
0.294 ±-t- jO
j0 we
we find
find
center
0.25 ±t jO
j0 per
per unit
unit millimho
millimho or
or 200
200
0.25
ohms
for
the
termination.
This
result
ohms for the termination. This result
can also
also be
be obtained
obtained from
from Figure
Figure 11
can
which isis ploued
plotted for
for pure
pure resistance
resistance
which
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Figure
FiglUe 2.

., "

50
'0
G=
= -- =
= 1.67
G
1.67 and B
B=
= - j 50 w
30
C,, =
= -jO.22.
-j0.22. This point is located
CI'
on the
the chan
chart and
and aa radial
radial line
line through
through
on
this point
extended 3db
3db away
away from
from
this
point extended
center locares
locates 2.8
2.8 -jl.O
-jl.O per
per unit
unit adad·
center
mittance at
at rhe
the termination
or
mittance
rcrmination or

'050

R,, =
=- - - =
= 17.9
RI'
17.9 ohms
ohms
2.8
28

C,,
and e"
and

= --31.8ppf.
31.8,..,..f. For
For the
the purpose
purpose

•
6

, : : " " , " 'J :
I

.,

"1

Smifh
5mi'~ Chart
C~arl illusfrating
iII","a',"!! fransmission
"a",milS'o" loss.
'OIS.

T he emire
entire admittance
terminations. The
admitrance
locus for any point
locus
paim on the transmission
line is
is shown
shown on Figure 2 as a dashed
line
Ihe
line spiral
spiral of one revolution for the
one half wavelength total line length.
one
A
considered as
A sc<ond
second example is considered
follows :
follows:
In this case,
case, step 1
I for 50-ohm
50·ohm coax
reveals R»
R,, =
= 150
= 0.
reveals:
150 ohms C,,
C1, =
O. From
Figure 11 or Figure 2 the total
tOtal transmis= 30
sion loss
loss is
is 33 db. Step 2 reveals R,,
RI' =
sion
ohms CI'
C,, -- 7.0
7.0 ppf
100 mc.
p-p.f at 100
me. Conohms
to normalized admittance coverting to
vening
ordinates
ordinates

~

,

" ..,.

of
of simplifying the
the figure,
figure, the
the spiral
spiral adadmittance locus,
of acaacalocus, mainly
mainly aa matter
marter of
demic interest,
was omitted
omittcd in
in this
this exexinterest, was
ample. Moreover,
to plot
plot the
the locus
locus itit
Moreover, to
is
is necessary to
to know
know the
the length
length of
of the
the
line
in wavelengths
wavelengths which
which was
was not
nOt
line in
given as data.

\

Some Aspects
Aspects of
of Balanced
Balanced Line
Line
Measurements
Megsurements

The foregoing
foregoing procedures
procedures are
arc esessentially applicable for
for either
either unbalunbal·
anced coaxial transmission
or dual
dual
transmission line
line or
balanced transmission
as
transmission lines
lines such
such as
"twin lead"; directly
directly so when
whcn the
[he balbalanced to
to unbalanced
unbalanced transition
transition known
known
as a balun
balun is
is omitted and
and the
the two
twO wires
wires
of
of the
thc balanced
balanced line
line are
are connected
connected didirectly
realy to
to the
the H
Hii and
and Lo
La binding
binding posts
postS
of
of the
the RX
RX Meter.
Meter. This
111is procedure
procedure isis
subject
subject to
to error
error resulting
resulting from
from unbalunbalanced
anced capacitance
capacitance effects
effeers at
at the
the binding
binding
posts
postS which
which may
may be
be minimized
minimized by
by leadlead·
ing
ing the
the balanced
balanced line
line vertically
vertically away
away
from
If aa balun
balun isis employed
employed
from the
the bridge.
bridge. If
aa multiplying
of 44 isis required
re<:Juired
multiplying factor
factor of
in
in going
going from
from unbalanced
unbalanced to
10 balanced
balanced
impedance
to unun·
impedance and
and from
from balanced
balanced to
balanced
balanced admittance.
admitrance. IfIf the
the transmistransmission
sion line
line includes
includes both
both balanced
balanced and
and

-
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unbalanced
unbalanced sections
sections the
the balanced
balanced and
and
unbalanced
unbalanced secrions
sections may
may be
be any
any length
length
each,
each, provide<!
provided that
that the
the tOtal
total transmistransmission
sion length
length isis an
an integral
integral number
number of
of
half
half wavelengths
wavelengths and
and that
that the
the charactercharacteristic
istic impedance
impedance of
of the
the balanced
balanced section
section
isis exactly
times the
the characteristic
characteristic imimexactly 44 times
pedance
pedance of
of the
the unbalanced
unbalanced section.
section. The
The
[Otal
total transmission
transmission loss
loss is
is evaluated,
evaluated, as
as
previously,
previously, by
by measuring
measuring R
RI,, for
for the
the
open
open circuited
circuited integral
integral half-wavelength
half-wavelength
transmission
transmission line,
line, locating
locating R
R,,I , on
on the
the
Smith
Smith Chan,
Chart, and
and measuring
measuring attenuaattenuation
= Of)
00
tion on
on the
the db
db scale
scale between
between R =
and
and RI"
R,,. If
If the
the balanced
balanced to
to unbalanced
unbalanced
characteristic
characteristic impedance
impedance ratio
ratio isis not
not
exactly
1 then
4:1
then the
the twO
two sections
sections must
must
exactly 4:
be
be each
each adjusted
adjusted [0
to exactly
exactly an
an integral
integral
number
number of
of half wavelengths
wavelengths and
and the

[Otal
loss may
may be
be evaluated
evaluated
total uansmission
transmission loss
as
as previously.
previously.
Generally,
measurementS made
made with
wilh
Generally, measurements
balanced
more subject
subjea to
to error
error
balanced lines
lines are
are more
than
Primarily these
these
than unbalanced
unbalanced c03xial.
coaxial. Primarily
errors
from discontinuities
discontinuides in
in 2,
Z"
errors result
result from
caused
unmatched cable
cable connectors
connenors
caused by
by unmatched
and
proximity of
of the
the balanced
balanced
and the
the close
close proximity.
sections
to conducting
Here
sections to
conducting objects.
objects. Here
again,
the choices
to account
account for
for all
all
again, the
choices are
are to
discontinuities,
them or
or nene·
discontinuities, eliminate
eliminate them
glect
glect them.
References
References
P.
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“Transmission Line
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New
New Wings
Wings for BRC
BRC
EDSON
EDSON W.
W. BEATTY,
BEATTY, BRC Pilot

‘

,’

Over
Over six
six years
years ago,
ago, BRC
BRC entered the
business
business aviation
aviation field
field with
with the
the purchase
chase of
of aa Beechcraft
Beechcraft Bonanza
Bonanza Aircraft
for
for executive
executive transportation.
transportation. Recently
Recently
we
we replaced
replaced this
this single-engine
single-engine plane
with
with aa multi-engine
multi-engine Cessna
Cessna 310,
310, shown
shown
in
loin the
the photognph.
photograph. Because
Because BRC
BRC is
is located
cated on
on the
the fringe
fringe of
of Metropolitan
New
York, an
an area
area offering
offering three major
New York,
airports
airports and
and founeen
fourteen domestic
domestic airlines,
airlines,
one
one would
would presume
presume that
that we
we should
should have
have
very
very little
little. use
use for
for aa business
business aircrafr.
aircraft.
Quite the
the opposite
opposite isis true:
true: we
we find
find
Quite
the airplane
airplane to
to be
be extremely
extremely useful
useful for
for
the
handling
handling our
our business
business transportation
transportation
problems.
problems.
owning
There are
are many
many advantages
advantages of owning
There
and operating
operating our
our own
own business
business airairand
craft; the
the most
most apparent
apparent being the
the time
craft;
saved and
and the
the fact
fact that we
we are
are not
saved
bound by
by firm
firm schedules.
schedules. For
For example,
example,
bound
in order
order to
to tnvel
travel via
via commercial
commercial airairin
lines, an
an executive
executive must
must depart
depart from
from his
his
lines,
hours before
before the
the sche<!schedoffice ar
at least
least 22 hours
office
uled departure
departure time.
time. Using the
the company
company
uled
aircraft, he
he can
can be
be in
in the
the air
air and
and on
on his
his
aircraft,
way in
in 45
45 minutes.
minutes. Since
Since he setS
sets his
way
own departure
departure time,
time, he
he can
can tend
tend to
to
own
those "last
“last minute
minute details"
details” before leavleavthose
ing. Also,
Also, with
with this
this type
type of operation,
operation,
ing.
we are
are nOt
not limited
limited to
to airline-served
airline-served
we
cities, but
but may
may use
use the
the facilities
facilities of
of most
most
cities,
of the
the military
military and
and civil
civil airportS
airports located
located
of
throughout the
the country.
country.
throughout
Our new
new Cessna
Cessna 310
310 may
may be
be briefly
briefly
Our
described as
as aa multi-engine,
multi-engine, five-place,
five-place,
described
low-wing monoplane
monoplane with
with retranable
retractable
low-wing
At aa distancc
distance in
in
tricycle landing.
1anding.gear.
tricycle
gear. At
resembles aa jet
jet aircraft.
aircraft. This
This
flight itit resembles
flight
allusion probably
probably stems
stems from
from thc
the large
large
allusion
wing-tip fuel
fuel tanks
tanks (each
(each holds
holds 50
50 galgalwing-tip

•

IRe',
na 310 shown
,IIawn ut
01 the
,II" Morristown
Mo"i.,.,wn
BRC’r n"....
new C"..
Cessnu
Municipal a"p.,T!
bo.ed'.
airport wll.,,,
where ;,
it i;,s bared.

The engines are a reIons of fuel).
fuel). 1l1C
ciprocating type, consisting of
of two
tWO sixhorizontally-opposed engines
cylinder horizontally-opposed
P each. The fuel
developing 240 H
HP
tanks, together with the relatively short
tanks,
shorr
over-all and 36-foot wing
25-foot length over-all
span add greatly to
span
to the inflight stability
aircraft. The 310 is aerodynamkof the aitcraft.
aerooynamically clean
clean in design, offering very
vcry low
resistance. This reduction in drag
drag resistance.
resistance is accomplished
accomplished mostly by
resistance
good engine and cowling design. Each
powerplant is installed in a 21-inch
2 i-inch
deep cowling which is an airfoil section
contributing lift to
to the wing area. The
powerplant accessories
accessories are
are completely
completely
powerplant
duplicated on
on each
engine so
so that
duplicated
each engine
that in
in
of aa complete
complete engine
engine failure
the event
event of
the
failure
in either unit the generator output
in
ourput of
of
only one
one is
is lost.
The output
only
lost. The
output of
of the
the other
other
generator is
is more
than ample
genetatOr
more than
ample to
to operate
operate
the electrical
electrical system
system and
the
and accessories
accessories of
of
the plane.
the
plane.
full load,
At full
load, the 310 will cruise at a
speed of
of 205
speed
205 MPH
MPH and
and dimb
climb at
at aa rate
rare
7
7

of 1700
1700 feet
fcct per
per minute
minute near
near sea-level.
sea-level.
of
It has
has aa range
range of
of 875
875 miles
miles and
and aa service
service
It
ceiling of
of 20,000
20,000 feet.
f~t. The
The gross
gross weight
weight
ceiling
is 4600
4600 pounds
pounds and
and the
the useful
useful load
load isis
is
1750 pounds.
pounds.
1750
Navigation and
and communication
communication are
are
Navigation
no problem
problem to
to the
the pilot
pilot because
because the
the
no
DRC plane
plane is
is amply
amply equipped
equipped with
with the
the
BRC
following impressive
impressive list
list of
of navigation
navigation
following
and communication
communication equipment.
equipment.
ADF Receiver
Receiver
ADF
VHF Navigation
Navigation Receiver
Receiver
VHF
VHF Communications Transceiver
Transceiver
VHF
VHF Standby Transmitter
Transmitter
VHF
ILS Glide
Glide Slope
Slope Receiver
Receiver
ILS
Marker Beacon
Beacon Receiver
Receiver
Marker
Audio Amplifier
Amplifier
Audio
we seem as
as enthusiastic about
about our
our
IfIf we
child with
with aa new
new toy,
toy, itil isis
airplane as a child
b~ause the
the aircraft has
has become
become an
an imimbxause
portant part
part of
of our
our business
business operation.
operation.
portant
A recent
recent business trip
trip made
made by
by company
company
A
executives typifies
typifies the
the ground
ground that
that can
can
b~ covered with
with this
this type
type of
of travel.
travel. The
The
be
BRC group
gtOUp enplaned for
for a mid-morning
mid-morning
BRC
from Morristown,
MorristOwn, New
New Jersey
Jersey
departure from
arrived for
for aa luncheon
luncheon business
business
and arrived
meeting in
in Cleveland.
Cleveland. They
They departed
departed in
in
meeting
mid-afternoon, arriving in
in Chicago
Chicago late
late
mid-afternoon,
that same afternoon
afternoon for
for meetings
meetings and
and
that
After dinner,
dinner, they
they left
left for
for
dinner. After
they remained
remained overnight.
overnight.
Omaha, where they
Depaning the
the next
next morning,
morning, they
they ararDeparting
in Denver
Denver in
in time
time for
for noon
noon apaprived in
pointments. W
We
doubt that
that such
such aa
pointments.
e doubt
be maintained
maintained utilizing
utili:ting
schedule could be
public
public transportation
transportation facilities.
facilities.
ANOTHER Q
Q METER
METER CONTEST
CONTEST

In
In 1955, and
and again in
in 1957,
1957, BRC
BRC
awarded Type
to lucky
lucky
Type 160-A
l60-A Q
Q Meters
Meters to
persons who
who visited
visited the
the BRC
BRC booth
booth at
at
the IRE
IRE shows held
held in
in New
New York
York City
City
in
in March of
of those
those years.
years. The
The first
first
award was determined
detetmined by
by means
means of
of aa
drawing of
of registration
registration cards
cards filled
filled out
out
by guests
guestS at the
the BRC
BRC booth.
booth. In
[n 1957
1957
a ntw
rJ\,;'w twist was
was added when
when guests
guestS
were invited
invited to
to estimate
estima.te the
the Q
Q of
of aa
specially wound
wound coil
coil exhibited
exhibited at
at the
the
booth, the person
person guessing
guessing closest
closest to
to
the actual measured
measured Q
Q being
being awarded
awarded
the Q
Q Meter.
Meter.
The latter
latter contest stimulated
stimulated so
SO much
much
interest at
at the
the show last
last year
year that
that BRC
BRC
has decided to
to sponsor aa similar
similar concon·
test
test this
this year.
year. A
A factory
factory reconditioned
reconditioned
160-A Q Meter
Meter will
will be
b<o awarded
awarded again
again
to
to the
the person
petson whose
whose Q
Q estimate
estimate isis closclosest to
to the measured
measured Q
Q of
of the
tht: “mystery”
"mystery"
coil.
Be assured
assured that
that the
the coii
coil will
will be
be as
as
coil. Be
weird
weird in
in shape
shape and
and dimension
dimension as
as the
the
fiendish
fiendish minds
minds of
of the
the BRC
BRC engineers
engineers
can
can make
make it.
it. See
See the
the coil,
coil, together
together with
with
the
the Q
Q Meter,.at
Meter, at the
the IRE
IRE show
show in
in New
New
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York City
March 24
24 through
through
York
City during
during March
27
judge for
for yourself.
yourself.
27 and
and judge
CoOlest
rules will
will be
be the
the same
same as
;1.$
Contest rules
they
were
l;1.$t
year.
The
person
who
they were last year. The person who
Q estimate
which is
is the
the
submitS
the Q
submits the
estimate which
to
the
actual
Q
of
the
coil.
;1.$
closest
closest to the actual Q of the coil, as
meuured
by the
tbe BRC
BRC quality
qU2lity control
concrol
measured by
enginttr
in the
the company
engineer in
company standards
standards
be declared
declared the
the COOlest
laboratory,
will be
laboratory, will
contest
winner.
In case
rie, aa drawing
winner. In
case of
of aa tie,
drawing
made to
to da:ide
the winner.
winner.
will
will be
be made
decide the
If
measuring problem,
problem,
If you
you have
have some
some measuring
to
booths
3101
and
3102
drop
around
drop around to booths 3101 and 3102
at
look forward
forward to
to servservat the
the show,
show, we
we look
ing
will win aa Q
Q
ing you.
you. Maybe
Maybe you
you will
Meter
your trouble.
lrouble.
Meter for
for your

BRC FIELD
FIELD ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING STAFF
STAFF
BRC

Pacing the
the growth
growth of
of the
the electronic
electronic
Pacing
industry in
in the
the various
various geographical
geographical
industry
areu of
of the
the Country,
Country. we
we have
m"e enenareas
deavored to
to provide
provide aa staff
staff of
of capable,
capable.
deavored
to serve
~TVe our
our
well·trained field
field engineers
engineers to
well-trained
customers in
in each territory.
territory. Below
Below you
you
customers
of our
our lolowill find
find aa complete
complete listing
listing of
will
cal field
field offices
offices where,
where, through
through aa simple
simple
cal
local telephone
telephone call,
call. complete
complete engineerenginttrlocal
ing assistance
assistance on
on the
the application
applicuion of
of our
our
ing
be obtained.
obtained In
In addiaddiinstrumems may
may be
instruments
maintain aa field
field engineering
engint:cring
tion, we maintain
in Boonton,
BoontOn, New
New
group ‘it
at our factory
factory in
to serve the
Ihe local
local areas
art:as and
and also
also
Jersey to
in special
special
to assist
assist our
our representatives
representatives in
to
Our present
prescl1l home
home office
office
applications. Our
L. RiemenschRiemenschstaff includes Norman
Norman L.
P. McCasland,
McCasland, and
and
'and George P.
neider ‘and
oppor·
we thought we would
would take
lake this
Ihis opporlhese engineers to
to
tunity to introduce these
you.
"Norm"
BRC in
in 1953
1953;1.$
“Norm” joined BRC
as Sales
Eoginttr and has concentrated on servservEngineer
New
Metropolitan New
ing customers
customers in the Metropolitan
He reYork and Philadelphia areas. He
EIMriCilI EngineerEngineerceived his B.S. in Electrical
Newuk College of
of EngineerEngineeting from Newark
1943 and, drawing upon his
his 17
ing in 1943
elMronic
years of
of experience in the electronic
industry. augmented by amateur radio
radio
industry,
1938. has
experience dating back to 1938,
of valuable
valuable applicadeveloped a wealth of
tion informacion
continually
information that has continually
our
saved rountl~
countless time and effort for our
many customers.
“George” joined BRC just
JUSt this past
past:
"George"
January and promises to
January
to be a welcome
gddition to
to our staff. H
Hee received his
addilion
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B.S. in
in Electrical
Electrial Engineering
Engineering from
from the
the
B.S.
of Virginia
Virginia inin 1952
1952 and
and his
his
University of
University
M.s. in
in Industrial
IndUStrial Management
Management from
from
M.S.
M.I.T. in
in 1954.
1954. With
Wi,h 33 years
years ofof exexM.I.T.
dectronic systems
systems developdevelopperience: in
in electronic
perience
ment and
and amateur
amateur radio
radio experience
experience datdat·
ment
1947. he
he isis well
",'ell qualified
qualified tc
to
ing back
back to
to 1947,
ing
assist our
our customers
customers in
in the
the solution
solution ofof
assist
their measurement
measure:ment problems.
problems. George
George
their
will be
be responsible
responsible for
for serving
serving our
our cuscus·
will
tomers in
in the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Baltimore
BalTimore
tomers
and Washington
\Washington areas.
areas.
and
you'rc attending
:mending the
the I.R.E.
I.R.E. Show,
Show,
IfIf you’re
nOt drop
drop by
by at
at Booth
Booth Numbers
Numbers
why not
why
3101·2 and
and let
lct Norm
Norm and
and George
George know
know
3101-2
of your
your instrumentation
instrumentation problems?
problems? AA
of
telephone call
call to
to our
our plant,
plant, at
at any
any time,
time,
telephone
will place
place these
these engineers
engineersat
at your
yourservice.
service.
will

,ou.

Norman 1. Riemenschneider
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A Control
FM
Signal Generator
Generator
Control System
System for
for an
an F
M Signal
CHARLES
Development
CHARLES. G. GORSS, D
e u e l o p m e n t EEngitleer
ngineer

I

'.-,

The
The oscillatOr
oscillator in
in an
an accurate
accurate fm
fm syssystcm
tem bas
has twO
two t'ather
rather incomparable
incompatable rerequirements
quirements impressed
impressed upon
upon it.
it. First,
First, it
it
must
must be
be stable:
stable: its
its frequency
frequency must
must not
change
1% under
change so
so much
much as
as 0.00
0.001%
under the
the
influence
influence of
of environment,
environment, input
input voltage
voltage

changes,
changes, or
or prolonged usage.
usage. On
On the
other
must respond
respond cheerfully
cheerfully
other hand,
hand, itit must
and
and faithfully
faithfully co
to aa command
command [0
to deviate
deviate
from
to
from its
its assigned
assigned frequency
frequency according
according to
an
an applied
applied modulating
modulating wave
wave and
and return
return
instantly
instantly to
to its
its preassigned
preassigned frequency
frequency
when
when the
the impressed
impressed volmge
voltage is
is removed.
removed.
Of
Of course,
course, these
these demands
demands upon
upon an
an osciloscilhuor
lator in
in an
an fro
fm system
system are
are not
not impossible
impossible
to
to meet,
meet, nor
nor aTc
are they
they new.
new. FM
FM transmittransmitters,
ters, employing
employing many
many different
different techtechniques,
niques, have
have fulfilled
fulfilled these
these requirements
for
for many
many years.
years. Some
Some of
of these
these methods
arc
are much
much tOO
too complicated
complicated and
and inflexible
inflexible
for
for incorporation
incorporation intO
into aa portable signal
signal
generaror,
generator, and
and therefore
therefore have
have been disdiscounted
counted for
for this
this discussion.
discussion. Instead,
Instead, aa
system
system will
will be
be presented which
which has
has been
been
developed
developed specifically
specificallyfor
for use
use in
in aa crystal
crystal
controlled signal
signal generatOr
generator (Figure
( Figure I),
1) ,
controlled
but whose
whose accuracy
accuracy features
features make
make it
bur
equally suitable
suitable for
for use
use in
in aa transmieter.
transmitter.
equaIJy
F M Oscillator
Oscillator
FM

Basically the
the oscillator
oscillator to
to be
be used
used is
is aa
Basically
simple triode
triode oscillator
oscillator with
with awned
a tuned
simple
2 ) . A convemional
conventional
plate circuit
circuit (Figure
(Figure 2).
plate
reactance cube
tube circuil
circuit has
has its
its platc
plate tied
reaCtance
to the
the oscillator
oscillator plate.
plate. In
In this
this case
case 'the
'the
to
70" phase
phase shift
shift ro
to rhe
the grid
grid is
is such
such lhac
that
90°
the current
current through
through the
the cube
tube lags
lags che
the
the
voltage across
across ilit by
by 90
90"0 and
and the
the reactreactvoltage
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ance rube
tube looks like an inductance whose
ance
whose
value can
can be varied by varying the control grid
grid voltage.
nol
voltage. An ac voltage applied
to dle
the conuol
control grid modulates the
to
rhe osciloscil·
lator in the prescribed manner by varying dle
the reatcance
reaccance tube
rube inductance.
To keep the center frequency where
To
where
it belongs,
belongs, a monitoring device constantly monitOrs
monitors the number of
of cycles of
of
stantly
rf occurring in
in a unit of time. This unit
unit
is long compared to
of time is
to a cycle of
of
modulation, but
short enough
enough to
modulation,
but short
to correct
corr('(:t
for the
the factors
factors which
which will
will bring
bring about
about
for
unwanted frequency
frequency shifts
shifts such
such as
unwanced
as therthermal changes,
changes, filament
and
mal
filament voltage
voltage drifts,
drifts, and
the slow
slow changes
changes that
the
that might
might occur
occur in
in
component values.
component
values. Fortunately
Fortunately all
all of
of
these normal
normal instability
these
insrability factors
facrors are
are measmeasured in
seconds or
or longer,
ured
in s('(:onds
longer, while
while the
rhe
modulation periods
no longer
longer than
than
modulation
periods are
are no

1/20
of aa second.
second. The
The frequency
lj20 of
frequency monimoni-

.......... 77

REf.
OSC.

USEfUL
USEFUL
O
UTPUT
OUtPUT

tor then
then applies
applies aa dc
ror
dc voltage
voltage to
ro the
the rereactance tube
grid, bringing
bringing about
tube grid,
about aa
actance

steady-state change
change in
in inductance
inducmnce which
which
is
is of
of the
the proper
propeL direction
dir('(:tion and
and amplitude
amplitude
to
correa the
the center
cemer frequency.
frequency.
ro correct
Reference
Reference Oscillator
Oscillator

The first
first objective
objel:rive in
in the
the frequency
frequency
monitoring
be to
to establish
establish
moniroring system
syslern should be
a stable reference
reference to
ro which
which the
the oscillator
oscillator
can be compared. A
A natural
namral choice
choice for
fOt
this is
is aa crystal
crystal oscillator
oscillator operating
operating near
near
the
the unknown
unknown frequency.
frcquency. The
The reference
reference
oscillator
is aa conventional
conventional
oscillator chosen
chosen here
here is
two-tube
CWO-tube Butler
Butler oscillator (Figure
(Figure 33))
operating
opernring on
on the
the fifth
fifth overtone
overrone of
of aa
series
is kept
kept
series resonating
resonaling crystal,
crystal, which
which is
in
in aa temperature-controlled
temperature-controlled oven
oven for
for frefrequency
quency stability.
srabiliry. The
The fm
fm oscillator
oscillator and
and
reference
reference oscillator
oscillaror frequencies
fre<:Juencies are
are mixed
mixed
in
and the
che difference
difference
in' aa suitable
suitable device
dcvice and
frequency
frequency is
is then
rhen monitored.
monitOred. Since
Since the
the
unknown
unknown varies
varies back
back and
and forth
forth with
Wilh
modulation,
is required
required to
to
modulation, some
some offset
offsec is
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insure
insure that
that the
the difference
difference observed
observed isis
always
always in
in the
the same
same direction.
direction. If this
this
were
were not
not done,
done,and
and should
should the
the difference
difference
pass
pass through
through the
the zero
zero beat,
beat, the
the result
result
would
would lead
lead to
to ambiguity
ambiguity because
because (Ia cercertain
tain frequency
frequencydifference
difference would
would produce
produce
the
the same
same beat
beat nOtc,
note, whcther
whether i[it werc
were
abovc
above or
or below
below the
the reference.
reference.
A
A difference
difference frequency
frequency of
of 100
100 kc
kc was
was
chosen
chosen for
for this
this system
system because
because the
the widest
widest
deviation
75
deviation to
to be
be expected
expected would
would be
be 75
kc. This
This allows
allows 25
2 5 kc
kc of
of safety
safety before
before
kc.
zero beat
beat isis reach~.
reached. If
If broader
broader devi.adeviazero
tion were
were requiral.,
required, wider
wider separation
separation
tion
would h.ave
have been
been consideral..
considered. To
To conconwould
sider specific
specific numbers,
numbers, the
the frequencies
frequencies
sider
selected for
for the
the system
system are
are 48
48 me
mc for
for
selected
47.9 mc
mc foe
for the
the reference
reference
the arrier
carrier and
and 47.9
the
oscillator.
oscill.ator.
By adding
adding the
the reference,
reference, the
the requirerequireBy
ments put
put upon
upon the
the frequency
frequency monitor
ments
are greatly
greatly rdued_
relaxed. For
For ex.ample,
example, aa rere.are
quirement of
of 0.001
0.001%
maximum error
quirement
% m.aximurn
a t 48
48 me
mc representS
represents .aa frequency
frequency error
error of
of
.at
480 cycles.
cycles. Four hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty
480
cycles OUt
out of
of the
the lOO-kc
100-kc difference
difference on
cycles
the other
other hand
hand is
is roughly
roughly 1,.7%.
1/2%. This
This is
the
is
approximately aa 500
500 to
to 1
in
approximlUely
I reduction
reducrion in
the srnbiliry
stability which
which will
will be required
required of
the
the frequency
frequency monitoring device.
device. Using
the
Using
this approach,
approach, itit is
is obvious
obvious that it is de·
derhis
sirable to
to reduce
reduce the
the difference
difference fresirable
freminimum which
which is
set by
quency to
to aa minimum
quency
is SCt
by
the requirements
requirements for
for modulation.
modulation.
the
is necessary
necessary to'
to'separate
In practice,
practice, itit is
In
separate
the carrier
carrier oscillator
oscillator from
from the
the mixer
the
mixer
where the
the 100-kc
100-kc difference is genergenerwhere
ated, in
in order
order to
to prevent
modulation of
of
ated,
prevent modulation
the carrier
carrier oscillatOr
oscillator by
by the
the 100-kc
the
lOO-kc
difference frequency.
frequency. Two
Two cascaded,
cascaded,
difference
grounded-grid amplifiers
amplifiers with
with capacitive
capacitive
grounded-grid
voltage
dividers
are
employed
te reduce
vollllge dividers are emplO)'ed to
reduce
the net
net SCllgc
stage gain
gain to
to unity
unity and
and increase
the
increase
the isolation.
isolation. This
This reduces
the
reduces the
the inciinci·
dental AM
AM aused
caused by
by the
de:nral
dIe 100
100 kc,
kc, to
to aa
level well
well below
below 1/2
%.
~%,
level

-
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Reactance Tube Oscillator.

this
In this circuit,
lowthis frequency.
frequency. In
circuit, a lowfilted
value
value capacitor
capacitor is
is charged
charged to a fixed
voltage
voltage on
on each
each positive cycle
cycle and disdischarged
charged into
into a high-value capacitOr
capacitor on
each
A resistor coneach negative half cycle.
cycle. A
nected
nected across
across the high-value capacitor
consrandy
it. The voltage on
constantly discharges
discharges it.
the
thvefore is dithe high-value
high-value capacitor therefore
tecdy proportional
proponiooal to the rate
tale at
It which
rectly
the charging
charging cycles
cycles occur, since. each
charging
COllSlant charge
charging cycle delivers aI constant
(Q
low-value ca(Q =
= CE; C being the low-value
pacitor aoo
"oIlllge to which
and E the fixed voltage
this capacitor charges).
limiters
limiters

assure COnslllnt
constant charging voltage,
To .assure
vo[tlIge,
stages of limiting are included
several Stages
between the mixer, where the 100-kc
lOO-kc
IF is produced, and the discriminator.

arc four stages which
which build
build the
the
There are
lOO-kc voltage up
up and limit
limit itit to
to a concon100-kc
Stant 200 volts
voltS peak to peak.
peak. The voltage
vO[lllge
stant
inco the discriminator
discriminaror is
is necessarily
necessarily kept
kept
into
high to assure a sizeable
sizeable: output
OUtput
quite high
from the discriminator. This is
is necessary
nC'Cessary
the discriminator
discriminator output
OUtput isis
to insure that the
high compared to
to thermal
thermal voltages
VOllllgt'S and
and
Ihe voltages
voltages generated
genelllted by
by cathode emisemisthe
sion in
in the
rhe dc
de amplifiers which
which follow
follow
Ihe circuit.
in the
Detector
Detector
lbere is
is still aa possibility
possibility of
of instability
instability
There
OUtput of
of the
the discriminator,
discriminator, bebein the
the output
in
the output
OUtput of
of the
the limiters
limiters can
can
cause the
fluctuate slightly with
with changes
changes in
in supply
supply
fluctuate
A
voltages and
and component values.
values. A
voltages
in the
rhe limiter
limiter output
OUtpUt will
will result
result
change in
in aa change
change in
in discriminator
discriminator output
output
in
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Q TANK
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OUTPUT

22K
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Discriminator
Discriminator
A
counter-type
discriminaIt counter-type frequency
frequeocy di5Criminator
(Figure
4
)
is
used
to
measure
the IF
1F
tor (Figure 4) is used to measure the
and produce
produce aa dc
dc OUtput
output proportional
and
proportional to
to

47.9MC
OVERTONE

Figure
rig..,. 3.
3.
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which is exactly
exactly proportional to the
change in limiter Output.
output. In order to
cancel
peak.
cancel out any sud}
such insrability,
instability, a peakco·peak diode detector is also coupled
to-peak
coupled
tbe output of the limiter.
limiter. The OutpUt
to the
output
of this detector is relatively
relatively independent
of frequency,
frequency, but varies
varies directly
directly with
peak amplitude.

The dc amplifier the system
put of the
system will
reaC( strenuously
react
strenuously against any change in
frequency. The forward
frequency.
forward gain following
following
the discriminator is sufficient to reduce
change in the natural resonant frefreany change
that change.
change.
quency to less than 1/
quency
l/ 100
loo of thac

Differential
Differential DC
DC Amplifiers

expected, there is a flaw
As might be expected,
flaw
in this
scheme. When the control circuit
rhis scheme.
is first energized
energized and
and the supply voltages
voltages
are building up at various
various rates,
ratcs, it is
possible that
48-mc oscillator,
oscillator, under
That the 4S-mc
the influence of a reactance
teactance tube warmup transient,
down to
rransient, might be forced
forced down
in 100-kc
47.8 mc. This would result
resuli: in
100-kc
difference between
oscildifferencc
berween the reference oscilfm oscillator;
same diflator and the fm
oscillator; the same
difference obtained with the fm
fm oscillator
ference
oscillator
operating at 48 mc.
mc. The trouble
rrouble here is
is
that
that the phasing in the system
system is
is reversed. Normally an
versed.
an increasing frefrequency
quency would result in an
an increasing
indifference. In this case however,
however, an increase in
in the fm
oscillator frequency
crease
fm oscillator
frequency
will
will result in
in a decrease
decrease in the lOO-kc
100-kc
difference.
difference. The system
system is so phased
phased that
aa decrease
decrease in
in IF
IF resulTs
results in
in aa voltage
voltage
coupled
coupled to the fm
fm oscillatOr
oscillator which will
increase
increase the oscillator
oscillator frequency,
frequency, and
and
result
to
result in
in pushing the oscillator
oscillator back
back to
where it belongs.
belongs. This is
is true as long as
as
the frequency
frequency never gets lower than
than
47.8
me. Should
the frequency
be47.8 mc.
Should the
frequency fa1l
fall below 47.8 me,
mc, thc
the IF
low
IF would
would be higher
than the normal 100
100 kc. The discrimidiscriminaror
nator would then operate
operate as if the frcfrequency
in an
quency were tOO
too high, resulting in
OUtput
reaCtance tube grid
output to the reactance
grid which
is
direction to lower the osciloscilis in the
the direCtion
lator frequency.
frequency. Once thi
saction startS,
starts,
thi sactiOn
there is
is no stopping it until
until all
all of the
amplifiers and the reactance
reactance tube are
saturated and
go no further.
further.
and can
can go
To
To break
break this deadlock,
deadlock, a momentary
switch
which breaks
breaks the AFC
switch is added
added which
loop
loop (Figure
(Figure 1)
1 ) and
and conne<:ts
connects the rereacrance
actance tube grid to a fixed
fixed voltage
voltage

The discriminator Output
output is connened
connected
one input of a <Iiffcrential
differential dc ampliamplifier, and the OUtpUt
peak-to-peak
fier,
output of the peak-to-peak
detector is
is connected
connected to thc
the othcr
other input
of the differential dc
dc amplifier. Since
Since
the Output
peak-to-peak detectOr
output of the peak-to-peak
detector
is much higher than the Output
output of the
discriminator, it must be first divided
down to match the
thc output of the disdiscriminator,
criminator. The differential
differential dc
dc amplifier
is so
so designed
designed that only
only a difference betWO inputs will result in an
tween the two
output variation. If both inputs vary
simultaneously,
simultaneously, as would result from
from a
Icvel change,
no change
limiter output level
change, no
in
results. However,
in outpUt
output results.
However, should
should the
frc<juency
frequency change,
change, only
only the outpUt
output of
the discriminatOr
would vary
discriminator would
vary and an
an
output change
change would
would appear amplified
in
in the Output
output of the differential
differential dc
dc
amplifier.
The output of the differential
differential amamplifier is amplified funher
further in another
dc amplifier and then
then coupled
coupled back to
the grid of the reanance
reactance tube. Inasmuch
Inasmuch
as
as the Output
output of the last dc amplifier is
at
volmge level,
ir is necessary to
at aa plate voltage
level, it
refer this output down
down to the
the grid
volmge
voltage of the reacrance
reactance rube.
tube. This is
is
accomplished
accomplished by
by returning a voltage
voltage
divider off the plate of the dc
dc amplifier
amplifier
to a negative supply
supply of roughly
roughly -150
-150
volts.
volmge is about
volts. Since
Since the plate voltage
150 volts
+150
volts in
in this
this case,
case, a rap
tap about half
results in
way down
down the divider results
in proper
grid fl:Otential
potential with a loss in
in forward
gain or only
only 6 db.
db.
\\7ith the grid connected
With
connected to the Outoutto
to

L

+

or

AFC Defeat
Defeat
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it.s normal operaring
voLrage.
which is its
operating voltage.
This allows
allows the oscillator to return to a
me. When the loop
point close to 48 mc.
AFe action returns
is closed again, the AFC
4B-mc frequency
frequency is
to normal and the 48-mc
restored.
Electric.Eye Indicator
Electric-Eye
6E5 indicator tube is used as an
A 6E5
\'(!hen
indication of
of proper operation. When
the output of
of the last dc amplifier is
normal, the eye is approximately half
open. If the system is out
Out of
of control,
comrol,
the eye is completely
completely dosed.
closed. Therefore,
anyone observing the eye will get an
imimmediate indication of
of proper or improper operation of the system.
system. Since
Since
the gain of the dc amplifier is quite
rakes little change in frequency
high it takes
frequency
cause the
rhe eye to
from the fullfullto cause
to go from
open to
fulJ-dosed condition.
to the full-closed
AnOther use iiss made of this indicator.
Another
It is desirable that the
[he reactance
reaCtance tube
fairly constant
constant since
operating point be fairly
it is being used for fm
fm modulation. In
time, a drifr
drift in component values would
result in the operating point of the rereactance tube being shifted far off to
aCtance
one side of the linear range in order to
(Q
hold the frequency accuracy,
accuracy, causing
causing
the modulation distortion to increase.
increase.
an oscillator
oscillator fine
fine
To correct for this, an
trimmer is coupled
coupled to the momentary
AFC disabling switch in such a manner
that the operator can deprcss
depress the swirch
switch
button and then turn it, causing
causing variavariabuttOn
tion of the internal trimmer
capacitance.
trim,ner capacitance.
Proper frequency
frequency is indicated at the
point where the eye begins to
to change
change
from
closed condition
from the open to the dosed
versa. Thc
The actual
actual frequency
or vice versa.
frequency
range spanned from
from the full-open
full-open to
The
the full-closed
full-closed condition
condition is so
so small
small that
exact
exact adjustment to the haIf-open
half-open conconcondition is
is not possible.
possible. This is
is of no con·
dition
sequence because
because exact
exact adjustment will
sequence
automatically attained when
when the conconbe automarically
trol loop is restored.
restored. What is important
trol
here, is
is that
that the
the frequency
frequency is
is close
close
here,
enough so
so thar
that no large
large shift in
in th
so that no large shift in the
enough so
reactance tube
rereactance
rube operating point is rc·
quired. The range of the trimmer is
quired.
small etlough
enough and so
so centered that one
one
small
could never
never reach
mc. If i(
it were
were
could
reach 47.8 me.
possible to reach 47.8
47.8 mc, the
possible
che IF would
would
100 kc
ambiquity would
again be 100
kc and ambiquiry
result. Beatlse
Because the drifts being compencompenresult.
sated for
relatively small,
small, a range
sated
for are relatively
kc is unnecessary.
unnecessary.
of more than 100
100 kc
Voltage RegulCltion
Regulation
VoltClge

In order to
to obtain the desired
desired stastaIn
from this system,
system, all
all dc
dc power supsupbility from

BOONTON
BOONTON

plies
plies are
are well
well regulau~d
regulated against
against line
line
fluauations
fluctuations and
and all
all filaments
filaments in
in the
the dc
dc
amplifiers
amplifiers and
and discriminator
discriminator circuit
circuit are
are
regulated
regulated by
by aa ballasc-rype
ballast-type regulator_
regulator.
However,
However,even
even with
with this
this regulating
regulating syssystem,
tem, small
small variations
variations in
in frequency
frequency reresult
sult from
from the
the small
small changes
changes in
in filamcm
filament
volcage
lesser degree.
degree, from
from
voltage and.
and, to
to aa lesser
small
smallchanges
changes in
in dc
dc potentials.
potentials. To
To elimieliminate
nate this
this problem
problem aa simple
simple line
line voltage
voltage
compensator
compensator (Figure
(Figure 4)
4 ) has
has bcc:n
been ememployed.
ployed. The
The compensator,
compensator, COfl5isting
consisting of
of
rwo
two 6AL5
6AL5 diode
diode .sections
sections connected
connected in
in
series.
series, produces
produces aa few
few tenths
tenths of
of aa volt
volt
as
result of cathode
cathode emission;
emission; Ihe
the volvolas aa result-of
rage
tage varying
varying wilh
with line
line voltage,
voltage. If
If aa part
part
of
of rhis
this ,'oltage
voltage isis placed
placed in
in series
series with
with
one
one of
of the
the dc
dc amplifier
amplifier grids.
grids, and
and the
the
polarity
polarity and
and level
level isis adjusted
adjusted properly,
properly,
all
all frequency
frequency vatiations
variations due
due 10
to line
line volvolroge
tage can
can be
be cancelled.
cancelled. The
The relationship
relationship
betwccn
between filament
filament voltage
voltage and
and this
this corcorrection
rection voltage
voltage isis mx
not very
very linear,
linear, but
but
since
since the
the 6Al.5
GAL5 rube$.
tubes are
are also
also regulated
regulated
by
by the
the same
same ballast
ballast that
that regulates
regulates the
the
critical
critical stages.
stages, their
their volrnge
voltage swings
swings very
very
Iiltle.
little. A
A small
small section
section of
of this
this curve
curve is
is
fairly
fairly 5I!'1ight
straight and
and the
the correction
correction is
is quite
quite
useful
useful. In
In practice.
practice, the
the amoum
amount of
of the
the
volcage
voltage coupled
coupled in
in series
series with
with the
the grids
grids
from
from Ihe
the diodes
diodes isis adjusuble
adjustable and
and the
the
frequency can
can lxbe made
made remarkably
remarkably ininfrequency
dependent of
of line
line vo/cage.
voltage. Since
Since almost
almost
dependent
all line
line iosubiliry
instability isis due
due to
to the
the filament
filament
all
shift, the
the time
time conswu
constant of
of the
the correction
correction
shifr,
also well
well matched..
matched.
isisalso
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OUtput
the system
system is
is added
added to
to one
one of
of
output of
of the
fr~ueodes. The
The
150
crysul frequencies.
150 different
different crystal
is then
then multiplied
multiplied by
by 44
sum
frequency is
sum frequency
to
produce 1-mc
I-me channels
running from
from 0
to produce
channels running
550 mc
me at
at aa maximum
marimum deviation
deviation
400
400 [0
to 550
kc (75
times 44).
nf
300 kc
(75 times
).
of 300
Because the
the Type
Type 242-A
242-A is
is designed
designed
Because
to operate
in an
an ambient
ambient temperature
tempcrat\lre
to
operate in
_40°F to
to +137OF,
+13JOF, the
the entire
entire
range of
range
of -40°F
fm oscillator
control circuit
circuit is
is contained
conl'lined
fm
oscillator control
in aa chamber
in which
which the
tbe temperature
temperat\lU'
in
chamber in
is thermostatically
thermostatically controlled.
controlled. This
This would
would
is
DOt be
lx- necessary
necessary at
at normal
normal room
room ambient
ambient
not
as the
the internal
internal thermostat
thermOStat only
only
range as
range
± 10°F.
holds within
within I+lO°F.
holds
Conclusion

lill""O
n '0'
... 242-A
242_A Sig..
ol
Figure 5.
5. 1M
FM U..
Unit
for l~
Type
Signal
Go...,
..,o,.
Generator.

BRC
Signal Generator
BRC Type 242-A Signal

In the BRC Type 242-1.
242-A signal generator,
erator, where it is u~.
used, th~
the sysrem
system disfrequency accussed
cussed here
here mainuins
maintains a frequency
produces frecuracy of
of 0.0005%. It produces
quency
quency modullllion
modulation of n
75 kc deviation
with audio frequencies
frequencies well over 100
kc,
less than 1%
I % distortion. The
kc, with less

and circuitry
The general principles and
used in
in the system described here
here could
could
channel
be easily applied to any simple channel
transmitter ItIe is
is
fm oscillator such as a transmitter
obviously not
nOt suited to
to variable
variable frefrethrOUgh the
lhc use
use
quency operation, but
but through
of the adding system employed in
in the
the
of
1x- a part
pan of
of a flexflexType 242-A,
242-1.. could be
ible system.
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As designers
designers and
and manufacturers
manufacturers of
As
laboratory signal
signal generatOrs
generators since
since 1941,
1941,
laboratory
we have
have come
come to
to establish
establish certain
certain scand·
standwe
ards of
of performance
performance for
for this
this rype
type of in·
inards
strument which
which should
should be
be of
of interest to
suumem
both the
the designer
designer and
and the user.
user. While
both
some of
of Ihese
these srnndards
standards may
may be termed
termed
some
implied and
and form
form aa nucleus
nucleus of
of "unwrit“unwritimplied
ten specificarions",
specifications”, they
they aJ"C,
are, in many
ten
cases, of
of paramount
paramount impottanCe
importance in the
c:::ues,
selection of
of aa signal
signal generator
generator for
for aa parsclection
In this
this 2rtic1e,
article, an
an
ticular application.
application. In
ticular
attempt will
will lxbe made
made to
to outline
outline these
these
allcmpc
standards of
of performance
performance which
which actually
actually
.standards
underlie out
our design
design philosophy.
philosophy.
underlie
A signal
signal generator.
generator, in
in the
the broadest
broadest
A
sense, may
may lxbe defined
defined as
as a ptecise
precise signal
signal
sense:.
source of
of known,
known, stable,
stable, and
and conuollable
controllable
source
characteristics. Basically.
Basically, the
the device
device must
mUSt
ch2racrcrisrics.
generate aa signal
signal of
of known
known frequency,
frequency,
generate
level, and
and modulation
modulation and
and may
may lxbe specispecilevel,
fied in
in terms
terms of
of accuracy.
accuracy, scttabiliry.
settability,
fied

readability, stability.
stability, reliability,
readability.
reliability. and convenience.
venience.
Accuracy
Accurocy

Here we are concerned
concerned with the
absolute accuracy of frequency,
OUtpUt.
absolute
frequency, output,
modulation. For a device to
and modulation.
to qualify
generator, in terms of
as a signal generalor.
of the
current state of
of the art,
art. frequency
frequency acmust, in general,
genera~ be
lx- better
better than
curacy must.
% at all points within its range. All
I1%
OUtputs should be
1xunwanted spurious outputs
minimized
minimized to a level at least 30 db below the desired
desired OUtput
output frequency. Outlow
put must be
lx- directly calibrated to an
accuracy of
and 20%,
20%, dedeaccuracy
of between
bctwc:cn 1%
I % and
pending upon the region of
of the
the frefrequency spectrum within which the ddevice
operates, with
vice operates,
with accuracy
accuracy generally
generally
decreasing with
decreasing
with increasing
increasing frequency.
frequency.
Output
level
must
Output level must be
lx- continuously
continuously varivari4
4

able over a range
range of
of from
from roughly
roughly 10%
10%
to
10 typical
typical system sensitivities
sensitivities to
to better
better
than
than 1000%
1000% of
of this
this value.
value. Basic
Basic acac·
curacy must
1x- maintained
maintained at
at all
aU output
OUtput
must be
levels
levels at a constant
coostant impedance,
impedance. and
and leakleak·
age should be
be negligible
negligible at
at the
me lowest
lowest
calibrated output
OUtput level.
level.
Modulation,
Modulation, whether
whether amplitude,
amplirude, frefrequency, pulse,
pulse. or
or phase,
phase, should
should be
lx- didirectly
thaD 10%
10% and
and
recdy calibrated to
to better
lx-tter than
should be
lx- continuously variable
variabJe over
over aa
range
all current
rorrent system
system rererange covering all
quirements.
by_
quirements. Unwanted
Unwanted modulation
modulation byproducts;
productS; e.g.,
e.g., incidental
incidcotal fm,
fm, or
OJ: am
am on
00
fm,
fm, must
must be
1x- reduced
reduced to
to aa negligible
oegligible
level
ll!VeI and
and the
the modulation
modulaLion system
system must
must
operate
ova the
the
operate with
with specified
specified accuracy
accutacy over
range
range of
of modulating
modulaling frequencies
frequencies nornormally
mally encountered
encountered in
io system
system operation.
operation.
Modulation
purity,
or
Modulation purity. or distortion,
distortion. must
must
also
lx- minimized
minimized to
10 provide
provide aa signal
signal
also be
that
that will
will permit
permit accurate
acrorate evaluation
evaluation of
of
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the
the distortion
distortion products
products generated
generated within
within
the
the syStem
system under test.
test.

Settability
Settability
Here,
Here, again,
again, we are
are concerned
concerned with
the
of frefrethe fundamental
fundamental characteristics
characteristics of
quency,
quency, OUtpUt,
output, and modulation
modulation with
basic
sysbasic requirements
requirements diCtated
dictated by the sysrem
tem to
to be
be rested.
tested. Settability
Settability may
may be
generally
generally specified
specified at
at better than 10
10
times
times basic
basic accuracy
accuracy and
and modified
modified by
special
special system
system requirements.
requirements. For exexample,
ample, narrow-band,
narrow-band, crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled
communication
communication receivers require frefre1%.
quency
0.001
%.
quencysettability
settability in
in the
the order
orderof 0.00
The
The matter of
of repeatability of
of settings
also
also becomes
becomes extremely
extremely imponant
important since,
since,
in
in many
many cases,
cases, the generator
generator as
as a develdevelopment
opment tool,
tool, is
is used to
to sense
sense minute
minute
changes
changes in
in circuit
circuit ch.aracteristics
characteristics rather
than absolute
absolute va.1ues.
values. Furthermore,
Furthermore, since
since
certain
certain specialized
specialized applications
applications may rerequiu
quire individual
individual calibration
calibration of generageneratOrs
tors to
to aa fraCtion
fraction of their gener:illy
generally specispecified accuracy,
accuracy, the
the calibration
calibration accuracy
accuracy
fied
that
that can
can be obtained
obtained will
will be directly
directly
determined
determined by both setrnbiliry
settability and
and repeatability.
peatability.

accuracy
condiaccuracy independent of external
external conditions encountered
normal operation.
encountered in normal
Factors which
which must
mUSt be considered in
signal
include the
signal generator design.
design, include
following:
following:
InputPowerSNpp/~
l. Input
1.
Power Supply.
Since
Since all
all commercial
commercial sources of power
%,
provide regulation in the order of 55%.
and
and further.
further, since laboratory
laboratory or production line applications may be further
aggravated
aggravated by local load conditions, signal generators
generators must be designed
designed to operate
ate with minimum line input variations
of ±1O%.
&lo%.
2. Ambiorll
Ambient Temperature.
Temperature.
Since
Since both faCtories
factories and laboratories
may experience
rcmpernrnres
experience ambient temperatures
lOO°F, adeadevarying
between 50°F and 100"F,
varying between
incorporquate compensation
compensation must be incorporated
ated into the generator design
design to provide
specified
specified accuracy
accuracy over this range.
3.
3. Vibratiun.
Vibration.
Since many generators
generators will be oper·
operated
from
ated in plants where vibr:ation
vibration from
heavy production machinery
machinery will be enenmusr be made
countered,
countered, every effon
effort must
to reduce
reduce variations in frequency
frequency and
output as well as spurious
spurious modulation
from this source.
source.
from
4.
4. OperllJing
Operating Cyde.
Cycle.
Since
Since most generators
generators are not operated
ated on a continuous
continuous duty cycle,
cycle, adequare
adequate
provision must be made
made to minimize
provision
the warmup time required to obtain
specified
specified performance.
performance.

Stgbility
Stability
signal generator,
generator, to
to perform its inA signal
tended function,
function, must
must provide specified
tended

sometimes
under-emphasized with resometimes under-emphasized
spect to commercial equipment.
equipmenr. DownnOt always
time and repair expense are not
catastrophic in the case of commercial
commercial
tCSt equipment, but they do represent
represent
test
well-designed
lost value to the user. A well-designed
signal generator should
provide a minimini·
should provide
of ten years reliable service with
mum of
only the need for occasional replacecerrain other minor
ment of tubes and certain
components
components that may have a shorter
life cycle.
design.
cycle. Rugged mechanical design,
of eleccoupled with adequate derating of
trical com'ponencs,
re·
components, is necessary for reliable servIce.
service.
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Convenience

Readability
Readability

While
is closely
While this characteristic
characteristic is
closely related to both accuracy
accuracy and senability,
settability, it
lated
is important
important to
to note
note that sufficient cali·
caliis
bration points
points must
must be provided
provided to perper·
br:a(ion
mit direct
direct interpolation to
to sepcified
sepcified acacmit
curacy at
at all
all points
within the oper:ating
operating
curacy
poims within
of an
an excess
excess
range. Conversely.
Conversely, the
the use of
range.
number of
of calibration
calibration markings
markings may be
number
misleading and
and imply
imply aa level
level of acacmisleading
curacy inconsistent
inconsistent with generator
generator percuracy
formance.
formance.
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Rack Mo""t.d
Mounted V;'w
V i e w "I
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11,,<.
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Signal Ge...,,,,o,
Generator ""d
and the Type
202-'
T~,.. 207-F
lO7·'
Univerter.
U"iv."""

Reliability

Though the area of reliability is currently under continuous
continuous discussion
discussion in
rently
field of military electronics, it is
the field
5

A well-designed signal generator
generuor
simple, rapid, foolproof
should permit simple,
foolproof
personnel. All conopertaion by using personnel.
trols and dials should
should be legibly marked
to show their function;
funCtion; dial scales should
be direct reading and readily
readily visible
visible unun·
der laboratory
laboratory conditions with a minimum of eye strain. All front
from panel controls should be
!:>e grouped functionally
funccionally and
should be human engineered for ease
case
of adjustment.
adjustment. The use of
of correction
correction
charts and nomographs should be
chans
avoided.
avoided.
of signal generWhile this discussion
discussion of
nOt intended to be
be
ator performance is not
all-inclusive,
ail.inclusive, we have
have tried to outline
the major considerations
considerations given to the
design of
products in this field:
field:
design
of our products
these considerations
considerations being an outgrowth
of
experience, gained over the
of experience,
the years, in
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signal generator
generator design.
design. In
In 1941,
1941., BRC
BRC
signal
produced the
the first
first commercial
commercial FM
FM SigSigproduced
nal Generator,
GeneratOr, our
our Type
Type 150-A
ISO-A (Figure
(Figun: d
nal
I). W
We
have continued
continued to
to speciailze
speciaib:e in
in
1).
e have
FM and
and now
now produce
produce our
our
the field
field of
of FM
the
2)
Types 202-E
202-E and
and 202-F
202·F (Figure
(Figure 2)
Types
Generators in
in which
which we
we
FM-AM Signal Generators
have attempted
attempted to
[Q provide
provide instrumentainstrumentahave
tion to
[Q meet
meet the
the ever-changing
ever-Changing requirerequiretion
menrs of
of current
current day systems.
systems. The
The Types
Types
ments
207·E and 207-F
207-F Univerters
Univerters are
are comcom207-E
panion accessories for
for these
these generators
generators
panion
extended frequency
frequency covercover·
and provide extended
Signal Generator,
Generator, Type
Type
age. Sweep Signal
2<10-A (Figure 33),
ofers signal
signal genergener240-A
) , ofers
ater performance
petformance in
in aa wide-band
wide-band sweep
sweep
atcr
The Type
Type 211-A
211·A Crystal
Crystal MoniMonisource. The
tored Signal Generator and
and the
the Type
Type
tored
GeneratOr are
are
232-A Glide Slope Signal Generator
specificaJly designed for the
the testing
testing and
and
specifically
of aircraft
aitcraft ILS
ll.S and
and OmniOmnicalibration of
latest, the
the Type
Type
Range systems. Our latest,
242-A Crystal-Controlled
Crystal-Controlled FM
FM Signal
Signal
provides fm
fm outputs
Outputs with
with
Generator provides
Figure 4<1 historically
historicaUy
crystal accuracy. Figure
traces the development and
and evolution
evolution of
of
traces
these products.
produces.
these

----

M E E T OUR
O U R REPRESENTATIVES
MEET
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES
CROSSLEY

Sales M
anager
HARRY J. LANG, Sales
Manager
T h e first
first in
in aa series
series of
of articles
articles ininThe
tended 10
t o prOf/we
provide aa capsule
capsule history
history
tended
avzd facilities
facilities rep
report
on the
the sales
sales
and
01'1 on
representatives who
who sell
sell and
and servservf'epresentatives
ice BRC
BRC products
products Jhroughout
throughout the
the
ice
world.
world.
Founded in
in 1937,
1937, Crossley
Crossley AssoAssoFounded
ciates of
of Chicago,
Chicago, lllinois,
Illinois, isis the
the oldest
oldest
ciates
engineering sales
sales representative
representative organiorganiengineering
zation in
in the
the Midwest
Midwest specializing
specializing in
in
zation
the field
field of
of electronic
electronic instrumentation.
instrumentation.
the
Pioneers in
in technical
technical customer
customer service,
service,
Pioneers
they have
have helped
helped to
to establish
establish distribudistributhey
tion channels
channels for
for the
the entire
entire instrument
instrument
tion
industryand
and have
have developed
developed application
application
industry
engineering techniques
techniques and
and set
set standstandengineering
ards of
of performance
performance for
for others
others in
in this
this
ards
field.
field.
AlfredCrossley,
Crossley,President
Presidentand
and Founder
Founder
Alfred
of the
the compa'ny,
compa'ny, has
has been
been aceive
active in
in the
the
of
1916
radio and
and e1ecrronics
electronics field
field since
since 1916
radio
and holds
holds numerous
numerous electronic
electronic patents.
patents,
and
Notable among
among these
these isis aa patent
patent for
for aa
Notable

ALFRED CROSSLEY
CROSSLEY
ALFRED

President ""d
and Go"e,of
General MO"0ge,
Manager
P,e.ide",

crystal-stabilized oscillator.
oscillator. After
filling
crystal-stabilized
After filling
engineering posts in the radio
many key engineering

•
6

industry, he entered the
the field
field of
of conconsulting engineering and
and subsequently
subsequently
made the transition to engineering
engineering sales
sales
representation in 1937.
1937. Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio
Corporation,
Corpotation, in order to
to provide
provide aa new
new
level of customer service to
to the
the growing
growing
electronics
eleCtronics industry in
in the
the Midwest,
Midwest, bebecame the first manufacturer
manufacturer to
to engage
engage
the services of
of the
the newly
newly formed
formed engineering sales company. Crossley AssoAssociates thus became the
the first
fitst representarepresenta·
tive for BRC
BRC products.
Over a period
petiod of
of twenty-one
tWentY-ODe years,
years,
Crossley Associates
Associates has
has vastly
vastly expanded
and modernized
modernized both
both its facilities
facilities and
and
services to
to keep pace
pace with
with the
the evereverchanging needs
needs of
of the
rhe electronics inindustry. With
dustry.
With headquarters
headquarters in
in Chicago,
Chicago,
the
the organization
organization now
now maintains
maintains three
three
branch
btanch sales
sales offices
offices in
in Dayton,
DaytOn, IndiaIndianapolis,
napolis, and
and St.
Sc. Paul
Paul to
to provide
provide local
local
service
service for
for customers
CUStOmers throughout
throughout the
the
Midwest
M.idwest area.
area. In
In three
three modern,
modern, wellwel!equipped
equipped service
service laboratories,
laboratories, complete
complete
facilities
facilities are
are maintained
maintained for
for the
the evaluaevalua-
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SERVICE NNOTE
SERVICE
OTE
Modification of
of Glide
Glide Slope
Slope
Modification
Signal Generator,
Generator, Type
Type 232-A,
232·A,
Signal
For
Improved
RF
Output
For Improved RF Output

C~;<o9'o
..".,.
Chicago H...d""
Headquarters

i
/

C,....lcy
Crossley A..o<;otu
Associates

tion,
tion, application
application engineering,
engineering, calibracalibration,
tion, and
and repair
repair of
of all
all of
of the
the products
products
manufanured
manufactured by
by fourtt:en
fourteen leading
leading proproducers
ducers of
of prceision
precision elcelronic
electronic e<:Juipequipmemo
ment. Clerical
Clerical services
services are
are provided
provided for
for
the
the distribution
distribution of
of technical
technical information
and
and aa separate
separate depanmem
department processes
processes all
all
phases
phases of
of custOmer
customer orders
orders including
placement,
liaiplacement, expediting,
expediting, and
and fanory
factory liaison.
son. Direct
Direct TWX
T W X service
service between
between all
all
sales
sales offices
offices and
and fanorics
factories offers
offers up-taup-tothe-minute
the-minute custOmer
customer information.
information.

urement fields.
fields. Service
tbe
Service is perhaps the
most important part of the business
since
since it transcends
transcends many years beyond
the initial sale
Crosssale of a product. Both Crossley and
and BRC believe they are duty-bound
nor
bands of
of their
their
not only to place in the hands
customers
customers the proper instrumentation
for their particular
panicular application, but
but also
co
rhat these products continue
to ensure that
precise, reliable
teliable answers to
to
to provide precise,
ever-changing
ever-changing problems in the rapidly
expanding
elecuonics.
expanding field of electronics.

Frank
Frank \'(!aterfall,
Waterfall, the
the company's
company’s Vice
Vice
President
President and
and Sales
Sales Manager,
Manager, joined
Crossley
Crossley Associates
Associates in
in 1946
1946 after postgraduate srudies
studies at
at Indiana
Indiana University
University
graduate
and the
the University
University of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, augaugand
mented by
by extensive
extensive instrumentation
instrumentation exexmented
perience
perience at
at the
the Naval
Naval Research
Research bOOraLaboratory dming
during World
World War
War II.
11. Other memmemtory
bers of
of the
the Crossley
Crossley family
family include
include ten
bers
field engineers
engineers who
who devote
devote their entire
field
effort to
to the
the solution
solution of
of customer
customer measmeaseffon
urement problems,
problems, and
and an
an additional
additional
urement
twenty office
office personnel
personnel who
who suppon
support
twenty
all field
field engineering
engineering activities.
activities.
all

Wee at BRC proudly salute Crossley
W
Associates for their continuing record
recotd of
of
Associates
faithful
faithful service
service to our many customers
throughout the Midwest.

A strOng
strong believer
believer in
in education,
education, CrossCrossA
ley Associates
Associates maintains scholarship
scholarship proley
grams with
with rwelve
twelve major Midwestern
grams
universities. The
The field
field engineers
engineers operate
universities.
under aa continuous
continuous educational
educational program
under
which includes
includes technical
technical field
field seminars
seminars
which
and factory
factory training courses.
courses. Two
Two CrossCrossand
ley trainees
trainees are
are currently
currently attending uniley
versities to
to complete
complete and
and brooden
broaden their
versities
engineering education.
education.
engineering
It isis Crossley
Crossley Associates'
Associates’ policy
policy co
to
Ir
apply, sell,
sell, and
and service
service the
the finest in
in preapJ.lly,
cision electronic
electronic instrumentation
instrumentation and
and
CISIOn
components for
for the
the communications
communications,
componentS
u clecuonics,
electronics, and
and electromechanical
electromechanical mcas:
meas-

ago, BRC
BRC received
received reports
reports
Some time ago,
of Type 232-A breakdowns
breakdowns which
which were
were
of
to loss
loss of
of rf
rf output.
Output. The
The ininattributed to
struments concerned exhibited
exhibited aa rapid
rapid
in rf
rf output. This
This decrease in
in
decrease in
rf output
outpUt resulted
resulted in
in the
the loss
loss of
of output
ourput
rf
reserve, and eventually
evenrually brought
brought about
about aa
reserve,
condition where
whete “red
"red line”
line" operation
opernrion
satisfaCtory operation
operation
and consequently satisfactory
of the
the signal generator
generator was
was no
no longer
longer
of
possible.
After extensive investigation
investigation of
of the
the
BRC engineers traced
traced the
rhe
problem, BRC
t~ou~le to
to two
twO tubes
rubes in
in the
the rfrf generator
generatOr
trouble
CItCUIt. It was
was discovered
discovered that
that ifif the
the
circuit.
filament of
of the
the rfd demodulator
demodulatOr tube
rube
(V6/6J73)) is
is operated
operated above
above 6.3
6.3 volts,
volts,
(V6/6173
the tube
rube will
will become
become gassy
gassy and
and load
lOad
tank. Tests
Tests also
also revealed
revealed
the output tank.
that the
the plate
plate dissipation
dissipation in
in the
the rfrf
that
rube (V5/538-B)
(V5/538-B) runs
runs close
close
doubler tube
to its
its advertised
advertised limits
limits to
to rereenough to
the life
life of
of this
this tube.
rube.
duce the
The following
following minor
minor circuit
circuit changes
changes
The
If output
output problem
problem and
and
eliminated this
this rf
eliminated
provided satisfactory
satisfaCtory operation
operation of
of the
rhe
provided
232-A Signal Generator.
Generator.
Type 232-A
I. A
A 2.2-ohm
2.2-ohm resistor
resistOr was
was added
added in
in
1.
with the
the ungrounded
ungrounded filament
filament
series with
on tube
tube V6
V6 (6173).
(6173). This
This
connection on
resistor
resistor is
is aa wire-wound
wite-wound type
typc capable
capable of
of
handling
handling 0.25
0.25 watts.
wattS.
2.
2. Resistors
Resistors R24
R24 and
and R25
R25 (10k
(10k ohms)
ohms)
were replaced
replaced with
with 18k-ohm
18k-ohm resistors.
resistots.
These
TJ:!ese resistors
tesistors are
are composition
composition type,
type,
with
WIth a -t5%
±5% resistance
resistance tolerance
roletance and
and aa
V’-watt
;-2-watt power
power rating.
rating.
Owners
Owners of
of Type
Type 232-A
232-A Signal
Signal GenerGenerators
atOrs are
are advised
advised that
that these
these modificamodifications
tions will
will be
be made
made whenever
whenever an
an instruinstrument
ment is
is returned
teturned for
for repairs.
repairs.

EDITOR’S
OTE
EDITOR'S NNOTE
Q
Q Meter
Meter Contest
Contest Award
Award

FRANK
fRANK WATERFALL
WATeRfAll
Vice-president
and Sales
Vi<c_P ...ident ",nd
Solco Manager
"'onog ••

7
7

The
The Q
Q of
of the
the coil
coil displayed
displayed in
in the
the
s 378.
BRC
BRC booth
booth at
at the
the IRE
IRE show
show iis
378.
The winning
winning estimate
estimate was
was submitted
submitted
by
by Mr.
Mr. Eugene
Eugene J.
J. Caron,
Caron, aa project
project
engineer
engineer with
with Radio
Radio Condenser
Condenser Co.
Co.
of
of Camden,
Comden, N.
N. J.
J.

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
RADIO

311,1
377.1 R.
R. C.
C. Ferris,
Ferris, Lockheed
Lockheed Aviation,
Aviation,
Marietta,
Marietta, Ga.
Ga.

Sinc~
SinceMr_
Mr.Garon
Caronwas
wason~
oneof
of thr~
three per·
persons
sonswho
who estimated
estimated 378,
378,aa drawing
drawing was
was

held
held totodetermine
determinerhe
the winner.
winner. The
Theother
other
378
378 estimates
estimates were
were submitted
submitted by
by Mr.
Mr.
Chesler
N. Y.
Y.
Chester Warner
Warner of
of Great
Great Neck.
Neck, N.
and
and Mr.
M i J.J. Pakan
Pakan of
of Forest
Forest Pack.
Park, l1I.
Ill.
AA tocal
198 ~nrries
total of
of t1198
entries were
were subsubmined,
mitted, with
with estimates
estimatesrnnging
ranging from
from less
less
than
50 to
to over
over 3000.
3000. We
W e report,
report, with
with
than 50
considernble
considerableamazement,
amazement,that
that there
there were
were
% of
tweney
of the
the
twenty one
one estimates
estimates within
within 11%
actual
actual measured
measured Q.
Q. A
A list
list of
of persons
persons
submitting
submitting th~
these near
near misses
misses and
and aa
graph
graph showing
showing the
the disuibution
distribution of
of estiestimates
matesare
aregiven
given below.
below.
Estimate
375

ESTlMATtS
ESTIMATES WITHIN
WITHIN 1%
1%
Sv.....
~ Iy
Submitted
By

R.
R. friedman,
Friedman, Pob.rad
Polarad E1ectronia,
Electronics,

L. I. C., N. Y .
LI.C..N.Y.
D.w.
W.McLead,
McLead,Nordm
Norden l.aboralDries,
Laboratories,
D.
White PWIU.
Plains, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Whifl::
M.
375
M. Uotard,
Leonard,Columbia
Columbia University,
University,
N. Y.c.
Y . C.
N.
375
Briggs, Mass.
Mass. IlUt.
Inst. of
of Tech.:
Tech.;
e.C. Briggs,
Cambridge, Mass.
Mass.
Cambridge,
375
A. BIKkJhear,
Blackshear, S~rl'}'
Sperry Gyl"O$CO~,
Gyroscope,
fF.......
N. Y.
Y.
Great Ned:,
Neck, N.
Greal
375
R. P.
P. Thurston,
Thurston, Wilen
Waters Mfg.
Mfg. Co.,
Co.,
R.
Wayland, Man.
Mass.
Wayland,
375
C . Hausmann,
Hausmann, Arcs
Arcs Indusuics,
Industries,
H. C.
H.
W. Islip,
Islip, N.
N. Y.
Y.
W.
375
W. K.
K. Springfield,
Springfield, IBM,
IBM,
W.
Endicott, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Endicott,
375.5 M.
M. Fischman,
Fischman, SylVllnia
Sylvania E1«tric,
Electric,
31S.5
Bayside, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Bayside,
375.6 H.
H. E.
E. Whirred,
Whitted, Western Electric,
Electric,
31S.6
Winston-Salem, N.
N. e.
C.
Winsmo·Salml,
376
T. B.
B. RobilUOfl,
Robinson, National Co.,
Co.,
T.
Malden, Mass.
Maldm,Mau.
376
M. R.
R. w!erda"
Easterday, BcndiI
Bendix Aviation,
Aviation,
M.
Kansas City,
City, Mo.
Mo.
Ka.ns:u
377
M. Freedberg, N.
N. Y.
Y .C.
C. Community
M,
on
College, N.
N. Y.
Y .e.
C.
Colk~,
377
D. T.
T. Ge-is.er,
Geiser, Sprague Electric,
D.
Electric,
N. Adams.
Adams, Mass.
Mass.
N.
375
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THE
THE

CORPORAtiON
CORPORATION

378
378

'"
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378

379
380

'"

380

e.C. WAllNER,
WARNER, Sperry
Sperry G,tOfCOPC',
Gyroscope,

Grot
N. Y.
Y.
Great Neck,
Neck, N.
EUGENE
EUGENE J.J. CARON,
CARON, R2dio
Radio
Coodens.et"
Condenser Co.,
Co., Camden,
Camden, N.
N. J.
J.
J.J. PAKAN,
R.F. ProdUctS.
PAKAN, .....
A.R.F.
Products,
Forest
Forest Park,
Park, Ill.
Ill.
G.
G. E1lion,
Elliott, Rochester,
Rochester, N.
N. Y.
Y.
S.
S . B.....leKander,
B. Alexander, Emerson
Emerson Radio,
Radio,
Jersey
N. J.
J.
Jersey City,
City, N.
W.
W. A.
A. Palmisano,
Palmisano, Army
Army Chemica.l
Chemical
Cc:n1et,
Center, EdSewood,
Edgewood, Md.
Md.

",
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.,225
cn225
200
~200
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175
~
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Downsbrough,
PresideD( of
com·
Downsbrough, President
of the
the company.
pany. During
During hi,
his visit,
visit, he
he stOPped
stopped at
at
along the
the
your
your editor's
editor’s desk
desk and
and passed
passed along
foUowing
his
following information
information concerning
concerning his
carttr
the engineering
field. After
After he
he
career in
in the
engineering field.
received
B.s. in
in Radio
Radio Engineering
Engineering
received his
his B.S.
Angola, IndiIndifrom Tri
from
Tri Stare
State College
College at
at Angola,
was successively
employed in
in an
an
ana,
ana, he
he was
successively employed
engineering ClIpacity
capacity by Raytheon CorHa:telrine Corporation, and
poration, Hazeltine
Co. Mr.
Mr. Caron
Caron joined
joined
Radio
Radio Condenser
Condenser Co.
Radio Condenser Company in 1948
1948 as
as
Supervisor
of TV
TV Engineering.
Engineering. He
He is
is
Supexvisor of
presendy
rhe Special Apparatus
Apparatus
presently with the
Division of Radio Condenser Company
as
as Project Engineer.
our special
sp«ial congratulacongratulaAlong with
with our
Along
Mr. Caron,
Caron, BRC
BRC wishes
wishes to
to thank
thank
tions to
to Mr.
tions
our
many friends
friends who
who visited
visited with
with us
us at
at
our many
the IRE
IRE show.
the
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Q RANGE

--N

Di.t,llow/;on
Eot;moteo.
Distribution of Q
Q Estimates.

display coil
coil was measured at 10
The display
to
megacycles in the BRC standards laboratory on a Type 260-A Q Meter which
which
was previously calibrated against BRC
Standards. Ten 5Cparate
separate measurements
Q Standards.
were made, the average Q
Q measurement
being 378 and the average capacitance
capacirance
measurement
me2SUJ"lmlent being 58 ppf.
p,p.f.
Mr. Caron visited
visired BRC
BRC on May
May 1 to
to
accept the Q
Q Meter from
from Dr.
Dr. G.
G, A.
A.
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Dr.
0,. G.
G. A.
A. Downsbrough,
Dow..... ,_"h, President
" ...;de'" of
of BRC,
IltC.
,.<eoen'. a Type
Typo 160-A
I60-A Q
Q Meter
Mete' io
'0 M
"I,.
E. J.J.
presents
r . E.
of Radio
l<KIio Condenser Co.,
Co.• winner
W;"_' of
0'
Caron of
,h. Q
Q Meter
Met., contest.
~.",.ot.
the
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Transistor Measurements
Bridge
Measurements With The HF-VHF
HF-VHF Bridge
GEORGE P.
P. McCASLAND, S
Slll~s
Engineer
ales E
ngineer

parameters
parameterS of
of transistors
transiswrs over a wide
range of bias and frequency
frequency conditions.
w trantran·
The RX Meter is well suited to
sistor measurements because its bridge
elements will pass, directly,
dements
dirtttly, a current of
of
up to
10 approximately 50 milliamperes,
and its two-terminal measurements
measurern('nts can
furnish the parameters
paramelers for radio-frequency transistor circuit design.
design. Contributing to the ease with which tranImnsistor measurements can be made are
the
Ihe self-contained
self-contained design of
of the instrument, with the signal generalOr,
generator, bridge,
and detector in a single, compact package,
faCt that
Ihat the “unknown”
"unknown"'
agc, and the fact
terminals are located
localed on the flat,
flat, tQp
top
surface of the instrument,
insrrument, where attachsurface
ment of
of the measuring jig may be conveniently made.

c
A

measuring
a transistor,
using tit.
the R
X Me'••,
Meter, a
Figure
1 . Tile
The o"rho.
author i.
is shown
Fig",. I.
""
",o"
,I"g ..
',onsiotOl, "sing
fl:X
" battery
bottery power
pow., supply,
'''PP'~,
measuring
ort<l
,ing jig.
illl.
a 'fM<iollV
specially "'0<1.
made ,,..,,,';ot
transistor ",
and ..

Introduction
Introduction

efficiency lit
at
The very high-power efficiency
Jow.power
rclow-power levels
levels together with the reliability lind
and low-cost
low-cost potentials of the
The
transistor
increased usage of
u'ansiscor have led
Jed to incu:ased
bmh
this device
device by circuit
circuit designers
designers in
in both
the commer<:ial
commercial and military fields
fields of
aids, portable
electronics. Hearing
e1e<tronics.
Hearing aids,
pornble radios,
machines,
dios, phonographs, diccllting
dictating machines,
porta&
cameras, machine-tool
controls,
portable cameras,
machine· mol controls,
clocks, and watches are but
docks,
bur a few
few examples of the commercial
commercial applications
amples
transistors. A~~~~
other
of transistors.
Along with
with many mher
YOU Will
WILL FIND
FIND .
. ....
Transistor
T'....
li" ... Measurements
M......' • ..,enl. with
wi,lI
the HF_VHF
HF-VHF 8,icI".
Bridge . . . .
. .. . . . . 1
,h.
Meet 0Our
.., R,p",,.nlatjYf•.............
oS
Representatives
.6
Editor’s
Note •••.........••.....••...
. ..
.
. .8
f";,or'. Holt

.. .. .
. .. .
. . . . . . . . . ...
. . ... . . . .. .. ... . . .

applications, rbe
applications,
the military have employed
employed
"Explorer" and
the transistor in the “Explorer”
"Vanguard"
circling the
“Vanguard’ s:udlites
satellites now circling
earth.

As the usage Of
of the transistor
trllluistOr ininit is apparent that there
Ihere is a need
to develop new measuring
measuring techniques.
techniques.
to
The transistor
transistOr circuit designer can no
longer get by with specifications publransistor manufacturers alone;
lished by transistor
alone;
(Normally, the manufacturers will sp«specify transistor
transistOr parameters for a given set
ify
of bias conditions and a single frequency
frequency
only.) he is now often faced with the
problem of delermining
determining parameters
pammeters for.
a wide range of bias and frequency
frequency conarticle describes
describes a transisditions. This article
cor measuring
meilSUring technique,
ttthnique, using
using the RX
Meter and certain hybrid equations,
which will
which
will yield information about the

The idea of
of using the
[he RX Meter
Merer for
transistor measurements
measurementS is not IIa new
of research,
research, development,
one; a number of
and production groups have been engaged in this type measurement for
gaged
some time.
lime. For example, Messrs. EarEarhart and Brower
lnstnunents
Brower of Texas Instruments
recently
10 measure
rcccndy used the RX Meter to
a new VHF
VHF silicon transistor.4
tmnsiStor. oI Because
of the lack of
of
of published information on
the
rhe theory an2
and Practice
praCtice of transistor

creases
cr~ses

Figure
"gu,. 2.
2. Jig
Ji,l hila,
~"" shown,
oIoown, includes
indurie. binding
bi"ding posts
PO'"
wlt~1t the
Iltf 103-A
IOJ_A ...ie.
0. other
Ol~" compocompoto which
series coil or
nenfs
nen', may be
H connected
<onn,elld" for extending
Ulendinll the
Ibe RX
Meter
capacitance, inductance,
Mete, <opocl,once,
indu<fo".., or
0' resistance
,,,o101on<_
range.
,0"lI e .

BOONTON
B
OONTON

THE
T H E BRC
BRC NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK isis publishtd
published
lou,
four limts
times aa yea,
year b'1
by Ihe
the Boomon
Boonton Radio
Radio
Corporalion.
Corporation. 11
It isis mailed
mailed Iree
free 01
o f cha,gt
charge
/0
t o scientislJ,
scientists, engineers
engineers and
and (Jlher
other intNintertSled
ested persons
persons in
in Ih.
the communieaJions
communications
ami
and eleclronics
electronics fieUs.
fields. Th,
T h e CO"Un/J
contents mII1
may
be
be reprinted
reprinted only
only with
with wrillen
written permispermission
sion Irom
f r o m Ih.
the .ditor.
editor. Your
Your commenll
comments
and
a n d Jlfggulions
s u g g e s t i o n s ar,
a r e w./com.,
w e l c o m e , and
and
shoIJlJ
should b.
be addrtmed
addressed /0:
to: Editor,
Editor, THE
THE
BRC
B R C NOTEBOOK,
N O T E B O O K , Boonlon
B o o n t o n Radio
Radio
Corporalion,
Corporation, BOOnIOn,
Boonton, N.
N . /.J.

measurements
measurements with
with the
the RX
RX Meter,
Meter, howhowever,
ever, itit has
has been
been found
found that
that few
few of
of these
these
groups
groups are
are using
using the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter to
to the
the
limir
limit of
of its
its capabilities.
capabilities, This
This article
article is
is
intended
intended to
to fill
fill the
the gap
gap in
in the
the liternrure.
literature,
and
and at
at the
the same
same time,
time, promote
promote aa more
more
complete
complete understanding
understanding of
of the
the use of
the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter for
for measuring
measuring transistors
transistors
by
by persons
persons currently
currently using
using the
the instruinstrument
ment for
for this
this purpose,
purpose, and
and by
by those
those petpersons
sons unaware
unaware of
of its
its transistor-measuring
transistor-measuring
application.
application.

COMMON·BASE
COMMON-BASE SUBSCRIPTS

I

Number
Number

Letter
letter

hh llb
i Ib

h;b
h
ib

h ltb

h,.

h1lb

h,.

h llb

hob

I

h~~r=---
(I +h~lI»

h~

formula and
and other
orher converconver·
The above formula
by Scher6.
Scher G• These
These
formulas are
arc given by
sion formulas
formulas yield
yield approximate
approximate values.
values.

Determining
Hybrid ((h)
Determining the
the Hybrid
h)
Parameters
Parameters
The h parameters can be determined
by solving
solving the hybrid equations. By
arbitrarily open- and shon-circuiting
short-circuiting
current or
pairs of terminals in (1),
( 1) , a current
aa voltage
voltage can
can be made zero to aid in
h u , h22,
h~t, h21,
htl>
the solution.
solution. Parameters hll,
and h
numericaUy evaluated
h12,
evaluated with
12 , are numerically
measurements.
the help of RX
RX Meter measurements.
The
The method of evaluation is outlined in
Table
Table T1
I1 below.
below.

RX Meter
Meter Jigs
Jigs
RX
The RX
RX Meter
Meter measurements
measurements indiindiThe
A through
through D
D in
in
in configurations A
cated in
Table I11
III require
require the
the use
use of
of four
four jigs
jigs
RX
which attach the
the transistor
transistor to
to the
the R
which
X
Meter and supply
supply proper
proper dc
dc bias.
bias. These
These
Meter
jigs can all be
be operated from
from aa common
common
jigs
A schematic
schematic diagram
diagram of
of
power supply. A
the jigs
jigs with
with aa transistor
transistor in
in the
the socket
socket
the
3. Each
Each diagram
diagram
is shown in
in Figure
Figure 3.

Transistor
Transistor Parameters
Parameters

TAaLE II
11
TABLE

Consider
Consider the
the following
following network
e<juivalent
equivalent of
of the
the transistor.
transistor.

SOlUTION OF THE HYBRID
HYBRID EQUATION
EQUATION
SOLUTION
1........1"0 eon...
o......... Configuration)
C... flg~".tlo"1
(Assuming
Common-bare

INPUT t e~
INPUT

~,tOUTl'UT

o---{_.--JI---o

(1)

Linear'e<juations
,equations can
can be
be written
written using
using
Linear
aa set
set of
of independent
independent variables
variables to
to relate
relate
el,
el, e~,
ez, iill and
and i~;
i z ; the
the independent
independent variavariables being
being the
the input,
input, OUtpUt,
output, and
and transtransbles
fer characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the transistor
transistor comcomfer
monly known
known as
as the
the transistor
transistor paraparamonly
meters. These
These transistor
transistor parameters
parameters are
are
meters.
constants for
for aa given
given set
set of
of bias
bias and
and
constants
frequency conditions.
conditions. One
One of
of the
the most
most
frequency
popular and
and most
most widely
widely used
used setS
sets of
of
popular
transistor parameterS
parameters isis the
the hybrid
hybrid or hh
transistor
set of
of parameters.
parameters. The
The linear
linear equations
equations
set
for the
the transistor,
transistor, reptesented
represented by netnetlor
work (1),
( l ) , in
in terms
terms of
of hybrid
hybrid paraparawork
meters are:
are:
meters
1.11
;2

= htli l
= h 21 i l

+
+ h2~e2

h12e2

parameters arc
are hhlll l,, hhzz,
where the
the hh parameters
where
22 ,
and h~l.
hzl. The
The choicl':
choice of
of number subsuband
scripts here
here isis based
based on
on personal
personal prefprefscripts
erence. IRE
IRE Standards:!
Standards3 suggest
suggest the
the use
use
erence.
of either
either number
number or
or letter
letter subscripts,
subscripts, as
as
of
convenient. Table
Table II isis a·
a. cross-reference
cross-reference
convenient.
of number
number and
and letter
letter subscripts
subscripts assumassumof
ing aa common-base
common-base transistOr
transistor configuraconfigurai?g
tion.
[lon.
,512,
hl~'

I

,...........'

Parameter

.,.... -

.,

h

a

I

Circuit
CI....I'
Condition
CO....

"io_

I

"

0,

.,

>,h ..a =
=-

I

i, =0
1,=0

.. -3".. - .. I

htlb=
"'~

.... -.,,

., = •

- cc

ez

0

"

hub

=0
I,i , >=

~=

D....I"""_
Description

.,ltl,

,-

........ impedance
leproIo_ with output
""'P"' short-circuited,
-............
Input

=0
•e2,=0

=-

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

in Table
Table 111.
III.
conveniently shown
shown in
conveniently
To obtain
obtain common-emitter
common-emitter or
or comcomTo
parameters aa set
set of
of */
J
mon-collector hh parameters
mon-collector
simple conversion
conversion formulas
formulas can
can be
be used.
used.
simple
As an
an example,
example, we
we can
can convert
conven hh~~~
to
As
2 2 b to
h~t. with
with the
the formula
formula
hZze

TABLE
TABLE II

I

RADIO
R
ADIO

._. .-

i/

Reverie voltage transfer
w;'" input
...... open-circuited.
."...";'-«<iIod.
""..10, ratio with

I

........... .....,....,...

, ......., transfer
,,",oM< ratio
Forward short-circuit current
with output
_w>h
..,""' short-circuited.
...... 'O'-"';....

I

Ovt""' ......

oto.... with
"'''' input
,_open-circuited.
_............
Output adminonce

e*

,

The various circuit conditions for
each h parameter refer to the ac circuit
only. DC bias voltages are not
nor disturbed
only.
when the ac circuit conditions are
changed. From
II it should be
changed.
From Table I1
obvious that an input measurement on
obvious
the RX Meter provides hllb
directly. By
hll~ directly.
the
converting an Outpur
output RX Meter measconvening
h~~b is also
urement to an admittance, hzza
obtained directly.
directly.
obtained
Parameters h2lb
2 b relate
h~lb and hh 1l2b
relare voltages and
and currentS
currents on both inpdt
input and
rages
output sides
sides of
of the
network providing
output
the network
providing
the network
network transfer characteristics.
characteristics. The
the
z l b paramete~
parameter is
hh 2U
is found
found numerically
numerically
from
the ratio
of two
two input
inpm impedance
impedance
from the
ratio of
measurements. Parameter
Parameter hlZb
hi ~b is
is found
found
measurements.
from the
the product
of the
difference of
of
from
product of
the difference
two Olltput
output admittances
admittances and
tWO
and the
[he ratio
ratio
hllb over
over -hZlb.
The derivation
of hll~
of
-h~l~' The
derivation of
of
hzlb and
and hh 112b
2 b is
given in
h~u
is given
in the
the appendix.
appendix.
In summary,
summary, the
of obtaining
obtaining
In
the method
method of
the common-base
common-base hh parameters
parameters from
from
the
RX Meter
Meter measurements
RX
measurements is
is simply
simply and
and

22

represents
represems one of
of the
the configurations
configurations
correspondingly marked
A through
through D
D
marked A
in Table 111.
Ill.
The specific
spe<ific jigs
jigs described
described in
in this
this
article were
Raytheon
were designed
designed for
for aa Raytheon
Type 2N417
2N417 PNP
PNP transistor
transistor for
for measmeasurements
The
uremems in
in the
the 20-mc
20-mc range.
range. The
0.01
0.01 pf
p.f ceramic by-pass
by-pass capacitors,
capacitors, power
power
supply, and jig
jig socket
socket selections
selections all
all rereflect
to be
be measured
measured and
and
flect the
the transistor
transistor to
the
The
the approximate
approximate frequency
frequency range.
range. The
by-pass capacitors have
have good
good by-passing
by-passing
action in
in the
rhe 20-mc
20-mc range
range and
and the
the jigs
jigs
perform
perform well
well in
in this
this range.
range. For
For frefrequencies appreciably different
different from
from 2020mc,
mc, different
different capacitors
capacitors may
may have
have to
to be
be
selected. At
At frequencies
frequencies approaching
approaching
250-mc
2S0-mc the
the jig
jig series inductance
inductance may
may
require
require evaluation.
evaluarion. However,
However, no
no serious
serious
problems
problems are
are anticipated
anticipated in
in using
using simsimilar
SOO-kc to
to 250-mc
2S0-mc
ilar jigs
jigs over
over the
the entire
emire 500-kc
range
of the
the RX
RX Meter.
Meter.
range of
Since
(Figure 44))
Since the
the power
power supply
supply (Figure
has
has high
high resistance
resistance in
in the
the emitter
emitter bias
bias

,

I

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

""~---v....,r--~
RX M E T E R

".---I
~
oo.. . f

"J

° ~,I'f

H1o-yTi
~

To illustrate transistor measurements
h parameters of a
the common-base
common-base h.
Raytheon Type 2N417 cransistor
transistor have
been determined for the following
following con·
conditions using the RX Meter and the jigs.

".

Lor;II,c,,-,-1~-,I,Ic,,C,-1
,oJ

R X METER

(C)
''l

H1---vl

RX METER

~i9

II

POWEll SUPPLY'"
SUPPLY''''
POWER

F;!J",e 4. Power
Powe, Supply
Sch.",,,';<
Figure
Supply Schematic

When convening
converting from the parallel
equivalc-ms to the rectangular form of
equivalents
impedance, a scries-parallel
impedance,
series-parallel conversion
conversion
chan such
chart
such as is found in the RX Meter
of help. In workInstruction Manual is of
ing with the data in Table IV, it was
convenient to divide the parallel
parallel equivalentS
into the chart
alents by 20 to enter them intO
and
series equivalent
and to multiply the series
answers by 20 after removing the values
answers
from the chart.
usc the chan
prop·
chart. To use
chart properly,
R~ and C~
C,
erly, a given combination of R,
must both be divided
divided by and the answers
multiplied by the same number. An
ordinary reactance
reactance chan
chart was used in
convening
readings to reactance.
reactance.
converting Cl'
C, readings
to make the
Using jig B of Figure 3 to
RX Meter measurement necessary to
obtain hh~~I"
z z b , the input circuit of the
effectively open·cireuited
transistor is effectively
open-circuited

The four necessary RX Meter measurements (one measurement
measurement in each of
conversions
the four jigs) and necessary conversions
to rectangular and polar impedance and
admittance coordinates
coordinates are shown
shown in
Table IV.
IV.
RX Meter readings are the parallel
Rl' and
Rp
and Cl'
C, equivalent
equivalent of the unknown
recand can be readily converted
converted to recimpedance forms.
tangular and polar impedance
forms.
reaangular
Readings are convened
Readings
converted to rectangular
admittance by taking
raking the reciprocal
reciprocal of
the RX Meter parallel equivalents exexpressed in ohms.
reciprocal of Rl'
pressed
ohms. The reciprocal
R,
reciprocal
G and the reciprocal
is the conductance
conductance G
of XC,
XCI' in ohms
ohms is the susceptance
susceptance il,
B,
where G and B arc
where
are in ohms.
ohms.

TABLE
111
TAaLE III
MElliOD FOR OIlTAINlf>lG COMMOf>lIlASE h PAIlAMETERS ROM IX METtR MEASUREMENTS

foo,,,,"I.
Formula

.~,~_.,

Parameter

(RP) (XCp)

XCo

1

1

1

+.~
RD
XCD

hm

• ',. +1
__

Figure 3. Jig Schematics

=_a

.,. .,.
,..
hiib

I.,..
hrla = - cc

-

-+

1

h,,-

h,,a
t;..
I>
(YZZ~h m,), . ) - -

',.

hiib

~

- htib

rn
"'

~

fU
RX ",nUl
METER

.,

RX Meter Measurements
UMe",_.~_"
Configuration
Conf;~~,~1I<>n

Ohms

, ,

,.

--

Ilo<pi..d
Required

Un""
Units

It!>H-',1
--Ro 4
Ip+-'p

~".

hllb

circuir,
tesistance decircuit, the power supply
supply resistance
LAtermines the emitter bias current and
and
bias
bias will
will be a constant
constant as
as different trantransistOrs
plugged into
into the jigs.
Use of
sistors are plugged
jigs. Use
the 9O-volt
90-volt bias battery permits sufsufficient
ficient bias to be developed
developed even
even with
the h~~b
tok
hZzb jig which
which has
has a fixed
fixed 10k
resistor
resistor in
in the emitter circuit.
circuit.
The sockct
uscO in our jigs accommosocket used
accommodates
dates the transistor type with four
four pins
mounted on
on a O.200-inch
0.200-inch diameter circle.
circle.
However,
jigs can
However, the jigs
can be modified
slightly
slightly w
to accommodate
accommodate sockt:ts
sockets for
for difdifferent
ferent type transistors,
transistors, including thc
the
new
new universal
universal transistors
transistors socketS.
sockets.
As a special
special fearure,
feature, the hh11e
l l e and
hhllbjigs utilize Q Meter
Meter binding POStS
posts
m ' jigs
in parallel
parallel with the RX
RX Meter tcrminaLs
terminals
for
for usc
use in extending
extending the RX
RX Mcter
Meter
ranges.
ranges.
A drawing showing
showing construction
construction dederails
tails of (he
the jigs is
is being prepared.
prepared. InInterested
terested persons
persons may obtain
obtain a copy by
calling or writing Boonton
Boonton Radio CorCorporation, or one
one of our representatives.
representatives.

W

.0",

"'~--,,-v---

d

'-0"

II

VCII = ~6
Vcn
-6 volts
;,=5ma.
i, = 5 ma.
!=20mc
f=20mc

""~--,,-v--RX METER

kl,Ll
t,:· ,-o~ J

Typical Measurements
Measurements
Typical
and Calculations
Calculations

lq9

Yields ~h,~
,b (500
(See ""'"010
formula "'-oj
above)
r..""

I

Ohms

bo......

Configuration I6 below
C<>nf.......'""

--"

Mognitude and
~and

Configuration A & C below
~"""''''bo''''''

phose angle

"'eg",_ond
Magnitude and
phose ~"I
angle
.......
..

Configurotians A, B, C, 8 D below
C,,"f~_""'."D""'"

"'

~

,,_ ",EU"

.,
r_h,.

,..
,q

"'
(A)

"'

Q;9

RX "CUR

A bolo..
below
'"

(Ip) (XCI')

., + XC,

1m
"'

~

R.
. ETCR
R X.M
ETER

.,

.,
yYields
.........
-.
)
hzlb~
(See_
formula
above)

"'

(&I

33

r....,.,' .. ,.. =

, ,

~----

0' •

'"

BOONTON
BOONTON

wjlh
withaa 10k
10k resistor.
resistor.To
To U'SI
test lbe
the efft'Ctiveeffectiveness
4.7k
ness 01
of this
this open
open circuit,
circuit, 7.5k
7.5k and
and 4_7k
resistors
resistors were
were .substituted
substituted lor
for the
the 10k
10k
resislor,
resistor, while
while consrant
constant emittet
emitter bw
bias was
was
maintained,
maintained, without
without materiaUy
materially changchanging
ing Ihe
the RX
RX Meter's
Meter's indication
indication of
of OUtoutput
put admiuance.
admittance.
The
The target
target 01
of [his
this example
example isis the
the four
four
common-base
parameters. From
From Table
Table
common-basehh parameters.
IV
I v h\u
hllb and
and h:,~.
h22b are
are dirt'Ctly
directly available
available
in
in rectllngular
rectangular impedance
impedance form.
form.

(I~)

(I ( - 8 )

hhlzb
u • = 1.21
1.21 X
x 10iop33 //-3ZO
-32"
A
parameters mea,s.
measA summary
summary of
of the
the hh parameters
urN
tran·
ured and
and calcu1atN
calculated for
for the
the 2N417
2N417 tran-

from
111:
From Table
Table III:
hzlb

=-

a

=-

(2
+
-+,

h",
( hu •

2N417 in
in the
the common-base
common-base configuraconfigun..
2N417
be readily
readily calculated
calculatN assuming
assuming
tion can
can be
tion
conjug:l(e input
inpul and
and output
OUtput impedance
impedance
conjugate
matChing and
and lossless
lossless neutralization7.
neutralization 7.
matching

RX
RX Meter
Meter OperQting
Operating Techniques
Techniques
In
In preparation
preparation for
for aa mcasuremem,
measurement,
usual with
with
the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter is
is balanced
balanced as
as usual
aa jig
jig attached
attached to
to the
the terminals but
but without
out aa transistOr
transistor in the sockel.
socket. The use
of
of the
the jigs docs
does nOt
not in any
any way interfere
with
with normal
normal operation of the RX Meter.
With
With normal
normal bridge operating conditions,
a t the RX
tions, the voltage
voltage appearing at
Meter terminals may be 100
100 to
to 500

== (0.505
mhos
(0.505 +
+j1.80)
jl.80) X
x 10-' mhos
)
1)

--j

ApplicQtion of
of the
the"
Porometers
Application
h Parameters
The
maximum
powa
gain for
for the
the
The maximum power gain

sistor
sistor are
are given
given in
in Table
Table V.
V.

hhllb
1u =
=65
65 -- j66
j66 ohms
ohms
ht2~
h22b

6240)

/

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

ClIpacitllooce,
inductance, and
and resistance
resistance
capacitance, inductance,
Meta range
range extension
extension is
is
ranges. RX
RX Meter
ranges.
explained
in detail
detail in
in the
the Instruction
Insuuaion
explained in
Manual and
and in
in aa previous
previous Notebook
NOtebook
Manual
article:!.
articlez.

= (1.105 - j .49) (1()-3)
= (1.21 X 10- 3

RADIO
RADIO

(h21b)

P.G.
P.
G. =
4hllbr

h22br-2

Re

(h12b h21b)

In this equation, hhll~r
htt~r are
are
l l b r and h22br
hl1~ aand
ht~b aand
real ppartS
a r t s of hllb
n d h22b
nd
Re ((h
the real
real part
part of
of the
the
h l I2
z bthm)
h 2 1 b ) is the
of h21b
h2lb and hzlb.
h~I'" The
The values
values
producr of
product

TA-1lI
TABLE IV

CONVERSION

..-,,.

..

......

RX Meter Readings

Jig

+

...,

,m
130

.~"

D( ~ m f

++ 9.0
+ 14.3
+'0

,-

1980

(hnd

Values of
of polar
polar coordinates
coordinates from
from Table
Table
Values
IV are
are substituted
substituted in
in Ihis
this equation
equation and
and
IV
the following
following ClIlculations
calculationsare
are performed
performed.
the

=-( +')I)
=-t:;~+
93 / - 4 5 "

-a
-«

153 [ 200"

+
- - (-.26-;'56+
(-.26 - j.56 + I)
=-

- - (.61 /-245"
=-(.61/
24)"+')

- - (0.93 / -37")
hlzb = - a = 0.93 / 143"
hl:!b=-a:=0.93~

111:
Again from
from Table
Table Ill:
Again
h'2t

=

hu •
(1n. -

hut) - - - .
-hzib
-h:
t1t

Inserting values
values from
from Table
Table IV,
IV, the
the
Inserting
following calculations
calculations are
are performed.
performed.
following

= [( 1.61
hhlzb
l2t = [(1.61
(SO5
--(.505

+ JUI)
j 1.31)
+

93 / - 4 5 "
93/-,n°
+jj 1.80)J
1.80fl (( 10-10-3)
3)
93 / -37"
2

93 /

3]0

Cp (ohms)

168

+,~
i454

+

-j

1980

.,~

Rectangular Y

ohms

ohms

•

Hv _ _
Parameter

',.

...

••••

v.._

Numerical Value

65 - 1 /116_
66 ohms
.,

(0.505 XI
1 80) + 10-'_
10-3 mhos
IIU05
)( , 1.IlIt

093/1430
1 21

x

10-3

132"

ohms

n..-

;
65-i66

+

1.61
i1.13
''''+il.l)

+

D.SIlI+ll.
.
0.505
j 1.80

fwm Table V
V are substituted
substituted in
in the
(he L-../
ftom
J
formula for power
power gain and
and the
the necesnecesformula
performed.
sary calculations are performed.
(.93~):!
(.93/
143")2
P.
P. G.
G, =
=
2 Re
4 x
X 65 X ,505
.505 X
X 10W3
10- 3 _2
Re
(1.2IXIO-3j
(1.21X
1 0 - 3 / - 3 1 31°X.93~)
"X.93/143")

-,-----==:....,-----

-

,864
.864 /I 286"
286'

x

x

131 X 10-3
10- 3_2
(AD3 X 10-3)
10- 3)
131
2 (.403

TABLE V
TABU
v
MEASURED AND CALCULAUD
CALCULATED h PARAMETERS
MEASURED

Polar 2

153
*/
'D~
93 /--450

-l44-i52

millivolts
millivolts or
or more. This is sufficient, in
lransiSlOr beyond
many cases,
cases, 10
to drive a transistor
its linear r:lllge
range of operation. The termitS
inal voltage,
however, may be reduced
inal
voln.ge, however,
to 20 millivolts or, in some cases less
than 20 millivolts, by reducing the
{he level
oscillator output with a series
of the oscillalOr
resistor in the oscilJalOr+B
oscillator+B lead. (See
resistor
page 16
16 of the Instruction
Insuuction Manual and
2 .) During the measureNotebook #6
#62.)
mearure-

._,

•, ,

Rectangular Z

131
I IJl

+;~
i885

...

•, ,,
,. ;D

+
+ i556

~
620

,-

1-

-(+ .74 - j.56)
=
- (+.74-;56)

Rp (ohms)

,m
130

-~
60.7

~
620

''->

..

+ 17.3
17.5

168

..-,. --. - -. - Parallel Equivalent

CP (Wf)

Rp (ohms)

C (hiid
,~"
A(hd

.

OF IX MEtER MUoSUI£MENTS TO lIlCTANGUlAR
ANO I'OI.AJ: IMP'EDANCI AHO ADMITTANCE COOttDINATU

u __

.864
286"
.864 //286°

-131
-X-- 10-3
,806
131 x
10-3 .806 x
X 10-3
10-3

-

-

3,86<~
6 4 / 286"
130.194
130.194 X
X 10-3
10-3

=

=

Power
286" = 6.62
Power Gain
Gain = 6.62
6.62 [/286°
6.62

ments
mentS to
(0 obtain the data
dan. presented
presentN in
in
Table V, good operation of
of the RX
Meter was olxained
obtained at
lit actual measured
terminal voltages of 5 to
10 25 millivolts.
The RX Meter
Meta measurements did not
IJO(
over this
vary ova
(his voltage range, indicating
indiCliting
linear open.tioo
operation of the transistor for this
range
of signalle\·el.
signal level.
range of

The author
author wishes
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX

Derivation
of hhzl
and hI!
h,, Formulas
Formulas
Derivation of
ll and
hh11b
2ib
The elementary
elementary current
current relationships
relationships
The
of the
the junction
junction transistOr
transistor are
are shown
shown in
in
of
the following
following schematic
schematic diagram:
diagram:
rhe

(4)
'-

J

-,
= -"
-7

+

+

The rransistor
transistor isis redrawn
redrawn substituting
substituting
The
cc i, for
for i<i, from
from equation
equation (I)
(1) and
and i.
i,
a:;e
(1-a ) for
for j~ib from
from equation
equation (3)
(3)
(I-a:)
and shorr-circuiting
short-circuiting the
the OutpUr
output circuit
circuit
and
in ("4).
( 4 ) . The
The dotted
dotted box
box symbolizes
symbolizes the
the
in
-network
for which
which .network
network current
current
'-"
?erwo.rk fo~
il ==Ji, and
i2=
=-a:'e·
-a i,.
'I
c and J2

(S)

i,
il

"
((6)
6)
'. redrawn schescheThe transistor is now
el
h
h ll1b
lb =
=7
fie

conmatically in the common-emitter
common-emitter configuration.
.

'" '.
,....-------,I Ire>
_

0':=2'---1'"'~

((7)
7)

'"

t-r.--! ~t ie,.ol
1:',

,

~e

I

L

(13)
(13)

INPUT
INPUT

when
0 by
by definition.
definition.
when e2
e2 =
=0
since
for il
i l in
in ((5),
Substituting
i, for
5 ) , since
Substituting i~
;1il =
= i~i, from
from (4)
(4)

(I-.c)~j

By ‘Thevenin’s Theorem, the input to
be represented
represented as
as
the network
network can
can be
the
shown below.
below.
shown

$?I-: •

el

hllb

circuit input
input voltage,
voltage, el,
el,
The open circuit
be assumed to
to be
be caused
caused by
by aa v01volcan be
rage generated
generared within
within the
rhe network,
network,
tage
is aa voltage
volrage transtranswhich in
in this
this case
case is
from the
the output
ourput circuit.
circuit.
ferred back from
Z is the
the short-circuit
shon·circuit input
input impedance,
impedance,
2
part of
of Thevenin’s
Thevenin's concept.
concept. Since
Since
a part
hll~ is
is the
rhe short-circuit
short-circuit input
input impedance
impedance
hllb
of (13), it
it can be
be substituted
substituted for
for 2.
Z.
of
input can then
then be
be short-circuited
shon-circuited
The input
in ((15,),
where:
the result shown in
and the
1 5 ) , where:
el =
= hllbil
hUbi l
el

,nd

~

-"- = i l •

where:
= 1ox)) i,.e.
where: iil1 =
= -j~
-ib
=
-(( 1
- a
Now, by definition, hoc
hll, =
=

el

-."

". "

when

C3

"

e2=0.
(8)
e2 = 0.
(8)
Substituting
rhe equality
Substituting the
= -- (I-a:)
(1--cc) ii,e shown in
In
(7).;
iill =
(7).;
el
hhll,
= - - -"- - ll • =
-;-(I-o:)je
y ( 1 - a ) ie ((9)
9)

"el

= -,
-, repeating (6)
(6)
hhllb
llb =
i,
ie
examination of (6)
( 6 ) and ((9),
9 ) , we
By examination
( 9 ) is multiplied by
see that if hhll,
sec
u • of (9)
-( ( 1
- a ), the prooucr
product will be equal
I-a:),
hllb
( 6 ) as expressed in (10)
to h
llb of (6)
below.
=hl1~

(I -

0: )

hu•

h l1 &

oc=--+ 1
hl l •

-a:=

hU'
)
--+1

~

( 11)

h lu

1%
h '1b
For the
the transistor
transistor network
network shown
For
shown below, representing
representing aa transistor
low,
rransistor in
in the
the
common-base configuration,
configuration, the
common-base
the reverse
reverse
voltage
transfer ratio
definition is:
voltage rransfer
ratio by
by definition
is:

55

(1S )

Now the
the transistor
transistor is
is drawn
drawn as
Now
"
by definition:
definition:
network, ((17),
network,
1 7 ) , and by

"

,

a

$2

h22a
h22~

=
= 00
= - - - ,, where
where il
;1 =

(16)
(16)

e2

INPUT

"
Ie;-I"
( 17)

(10)
hUb

then: -

(14)

hl1~

il

h l1 .[-(1 -o:~

by Kirchoff's
Kirchoff‘s law
law (1)
(1)
where: i~i, ==ii,c + iibb by
where:
by definicion.
definition.
(2)
ii,c == a:a i~i, by
(2)
Substituting (2)
( 2 ) in
in (I):
( 1) :
Substiruting
i, = a ie. .i b
;e=a:;e+i~
9 -- a:a i~
ze =i
=fib
.J
b
ie (1- E ) = i , b
(3)
J.(I-a:)=i
(3)

"
(12)
"
By Thevenin's Theorem, the input to
hUb = - - , when it = o.

The
111e negative
negative sign in
in (16)
(16) stems
stems from
from
network convention, where
2 is
is shown
shown
where i;2
flowing toward
toward the
the network
network but
but actually
actually
flows in the
the opposite direction
direction (out(OUtward
war9 from
fwm the
the network)
network) for
for the
the comcommon-base
mon-base transistor
transistor circuit
circuir configuration.
configuration,
Referring
1 7 ) , the
the input
input to
to the
the
Referring to
to ((17),
network can be
be shorted
shoned reducing
reducing el
el to
to
zero.
zero. By
By definition:
definit'ion:

" , when
y22b
,Y22b =
= - when el
el =
= 0.
O. (18)
(IS)
e2

"

IS), Y22b
In
In equation
equation ((18),
Y22~ is
is one
one of
of the
the
admittance
admittance family
family of
of parameters.
parameterS, If
If the
the

BOONTON
B
OONTON

open-circuited
open-circuited outpUt
output admittance,
admittance, hh 22 :!bl
28,
isis subtracted
from
the
subtracted from the shorr-circuited
short-circuited
Output
output admittance
admittance Y~~b,
Y 2 2 b , the
the resulrant
resultant
ourpur
output circuit
circuit admittance
admittance isis that
that due
due to
to
the
the current
current flowing
flowing in
in the
the short-circuited
short-circuited
input
input circuit,
circuit, or
or in
in other
other words,
words, to
to the
the
shon-circuit
short-circuit input
input admittance.
admittance. This
This rere19), where:
Intionship
lationship isis shown
shown in.(
in (19),
where:
i2

- - =-h~~~
h22b =
ZZ ---

Substituting (20) in (19):
-h~lhil

"~:!b -h~:!~ =

---

(21 )

e:!

=

"

-- as shown in
h llb
SubstiOiting (IS) in (21):

il

)':!:!b
Y 2 2 h-

( 15)

h:!uel

6:!
e2

(22)

shorr-circuited
short-circuited input
input admitmnce
admittance
appenring
appearing in
in the
the Output
output

(19)
(19)

"
Now:
h 2 1 b =-0::
= - E zNow: h~l~
i2

h llb

"

il

,nd

(Y~~~ -h~~~)

(20)

e,

= -- =--h~u

(23)
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when il
i1 flows
flows and
and e61l is
is the
the generated
generared
when
--'
feedback voltage
voltage which
which does
docs not
nor appear
appear d
feedback
at the
the input
input terminals
terminals for
for the
the shortshortat
circuited case.
case.
circuited
parameters itit is
is asasIn measuring
measuring hh parameters
In
that all
all measurements
measurements are
are perpersumed that
sumed
at signal
signal levels
levels for
for which
whic.h the
the
formed at
formed
transistor is
is aa linear
linear network.
network.
transistor
the short-circuit
shorr-circuit of
of (14)
(14) isis rereIfIf the
6l will
will appear
appear across
across the
the input
input
moved, el
moved,
terminals and
and at
at the
the same
same time
time ili l will
will
terminals
go to
to zero.
zero. Therefore,
Therefore, equation
equation (23)
(23j
go
holds when
when il
i 1 is
is zero
zero as
as well
well as
as when
when ilII
holds
is flowing.
hh1llh
10
((Y~~h-h~~b)
Y22bPh22b)
-- -

el
el

=-- = hhl~h'
12b,

--h~lb
h210

e~

ee:!
2

when il;'1 is
is zero.
zero.
when

Equarion (23) is true for the case

MEET
M E E T OUR
O U R REPRESENTATIVES
EARL
ASSOCIATES
EARL LIPSCOMB
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
HARRY
Manager
HARRY J.
J . LANG, Sales
Sales M
anager

Founded
Founded by
by Earl
Earl Lipscomb
Lipscomb in
in 1947,
1947,
Earl
Dallas,
Earl Lipscomb
Lipscomb Associates
Associates of
of Dallas,
Texas,
Texas, isis the
the only
only engineering
engineering sales
sales
representarive
representative organization
organization in
in the
the
SOuthwest
Southwest specializing
specializing exclusively
exclusively in
in
the
the field
field of
of dectrical
electrical and
and electronic
electronic ininstrumentation.
strumentation. The
The company
company mainmins
maintains
offices in
in Dallas,
Dallas, Housron,
Houston, and
and El
El Paso,
Paso,
offices
and offers
offers complete
complete technical
technical service
service
and
to cusromers
customers in
in Texas,
Texas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, ArArto
kansas, louisiana,
Louisiana, and
and Mississippi.
Mississippi.
kansas.

Radio and
and dearonics
electronics are
are nOt
not new
new
Radio
to Earl
Earl Lipscomb,
Lipscomb, the
the company's
company’s PresiPresito
dent; he
he has
has been
been active
active in
in the
the field
field
dent;
since 1937
1937 when
when he
he began
began as
as aa conconsince
sulting engineer.
engineer. Duting
During World
World War
sulting
11, he
he served
served in
in the
the training,
training, production,
production,
II,
and procurement
procurement phases
phases of
of the
the Navy's
Navy’s
and
electronic program.
program. His
His five-year
five-year tour
electronic
of dury
duty included
included training
training at
at the
the Navy
of
Radar School
School at
at M.l.T.,
M.I.T.,and
and service
service with
with
Radar
Navy Bureau
Bureau of
of Personnol
Personnel and
and the
the
Navy
Navy Materiel
Materiel Division.
Division. Upon
Upon complecompleNavy
tion of
of Navy
Navy service
service in
in 1947,
1947, he
he
tion
founded Earl
Earl Lipscomb
Lipscomb Associates.
Associates. In
In
founded
May of
of that
that year,
year, Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio CorCorMay
poration, recognizing
recognizing the
the growing
growing need
need
porarion,
for elecnonic
electronic instrumentation
instrumentation by
by cus~
cusfor
tomers throughout
throughout the
the Southwest,
Southwest, was
was
ramers
t o eneno n e of
of the
t h e first,
f i r s t companies
c o m p a n i e s to
one
g a g e rhe
t h e services
s e r v i c e s of
of the
t h e newly
newly
gage
formed organiz.a.tion.
organization.
formed

L‘-

Earl LipScomb
E,,,llip$Comb

As the
the needs
of the
electronics indusAs
needs of
the electronics
industry expanded,
expanded, so
so did
and
try
did the
the facilities
facilities and
services of
of Earl
services
Earl Lipscomb
Lipscomb Associates.
Associates.
The modern
building, which
The
modern building,
which houses
houses the
the
Dallas
comprises over
Dallas headquarters,
headquarters, comprises
over 10,10,·
000 square
square feet
of office
office and
and shop
000
feet of
shop space
space
and includes
includes aa complete
complete clerical
and
clerical staff
staff
engaged in
in the
the distribution
distribution of
of technical
technical
engaged
information and
and processing
customer
processing of
of customer
information

•
6

Modern, well-equipped
well-equipped service
service
orders. Modern,
at the
the Dallas
Dallas and
and Houston
HoustOn
laboratOries at
laboratories
L
and repair
repair
locations provide
provide calibration
calibration and
locations
~ervice for
for all of
of the
the products
products manumanu·
service
factured by
by thirteen
thirteen leading
leading producers
producers of
of
precision electronic equipment. These
These
precision
facilities are
fanoryarc staffed by
by six
six factoryrrainl-d service engineers.
engineers
trained
A
of five
five sales
sales enenA special group of
gineers, with
with specialized training
training in
in elecelectronic measuring
and two
tWO
measuring techniques,
techniques, and
engineering trainees
nainees devote
devore their
their entire
emire
effort
effon to
to the
the solution
solution of
of customer
customer probprob.
lems.
lems. This group
group is
is equipped
equipped to
to provide
provide
demonstrations
of all equipment
equipment in
in the
tbe
demonstrations of
customer’s
at its
irs disdiscustomer's laboratory;
laborarory; having
having at
posal a unique
on wheels”
wheels"
unique “laboratory
"laboratory on
known as
as the
the Travelab’.
··Travelab". This
This mobile
mobile
1laboratory,
a b o r at o r y , w
h i c h trave
Is rregularly
e g u 1a r 1y
which
travels
throughout the
the Southwest,
Southwesr, is
is completely
completely
equipped to provide
provide operating
operating demondemonstrations
to keep
keep the
the cuscussrrations and
and serves
serves to
tomers
of the
the latest
latest in
in instruinsrrutomers abreast
abreast of
ment
ment design
design and
and application.
application.
It
It is
is the
the objective’of
objective of Earl
Earl Lipscomb
Lipscomb
Associates
to not
not only
only provide
provide the
the cuscusAssociares to
tomer
tomer with
with the
the proper
ptoper instrumentation
insrrumemation
for
to insure
insure
for his
his specific
specific needs,
needs, but
but also
also to
that
that these
these products
products continue
continue to
ro provide
provide
reliable
their constant
constant efdreliable service.
service. For
For their
fort
forr toward
toward this
this end,
end, and
and for
for their
their record
record __
of
of efficient
efficient and
and faithful
faithful service
service to
co our
our
customers,
cUStomers, BRC
BRC extends
exrends aa vote
voce of
of thanks
thanks4
to
to Earl
Earl Lipscomb
Lipscomb Associates.
Associates.
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NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

The "T'oul"b",
T r a v e l a b " , .""ie.
carries 0
a full
o the
Th.
'~II line
'in. of
"I instruments
i"",~me,,', t'0
,II••customers'
~.'ome..' laboratory
lobo,oro,y ar
", plant.
plo",.

MODIFICATION
MODIFICATION OF
OF
TYPE
TYPE 202-F
202-F SIGNAL
SIGNAL GENERATOR
GENERATOR

In oTdcr
In
order to provide equipment which
is
wilh the recent
is compatible with
recent extension
extension
megaof the te!emetering
telemetering band to
to 260 megacycles,
cycles, BRC announces
announces the availability
availability
of a modified version
version of the 202-F
202-F
Signal
Signal Generator, on special
special order, with
195
an
frequency coverage
an overall
overall frequency
coverage of 195
10
will also modify
to 270 megacycles. BRC
BRC will
existing
existing 202-F
202-F Signal
Signal Generators cur·
currently
in lhe
the field.
field. Please
call or write
Please call
rendy in
your sales
sales representative or Boonton
Radio for full
Radio
full particulars.
particulllrs.

....-

"""'----

00110. heoJq"o"... 0' fa" lip...... a. A..-jar••

GENE FRENCH
FRENCH COMPANY
COMPANY
GENE
APPOINTED
APPOINTED SALES
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE

W e are pleased 10
to announce thaI,
that, efef\'Qe
Comfective July 1,
fe<:tive
I, the Gene French Comrepany has
has b«n
been appointed
appointed BRC sales
sales representative in
in the New Mexico,
Mexico, Utah,
Urah,
and
and Colorado
Colorado area.
area. The
The company
company mainoffices in
in Albuquerque and Denver
tains offices
and is
is fully
fully equipped 10
to handle sales,
sales,
and
application engineering, and
and service
service fOr
for
applicarion
all BRC
BRC products.
products.
all
"Gene", who has previously
previously handled
BRC insrruments
instruments in
in New Mexico,
Mexico, is
that area.
area. "Hugh"
"Hugh' Hilleary is
handling thar
office. Please
heading the
the new Denver office.

ti-.

u\.......,..;d doo not hesitate
hesitate to call
call upon them for
or demonstrations.
demonstrations.
information or

Gen. Fr.,,<h
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Hugh Hilleary
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CORPORATION
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T
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EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE
NOTE
Amateur
Amateur radio
radio has
has given
given thrills
thrills and
and
pleasure'S
pleasures ro
to countless
countless thousands
thousands of
of perpersons
sons the
the world
world over.
over. Few
Few people
people realire,
realize,
however,
however, that
that this
this favorite
favorite pastime
pastime is
is
almosr
almost as
as old
old as
as the
the art
art itself.
itself. There
There
were
were radio
radio amateurs
amateurs before
before the
the beginbeginning
ning of
of the
the present
present century;
century; not
not tOO
too
long,
long, in
in fact,
fact, after
after Marconi
Marconi astounded
astounded
rhe
the world
world with
with his
his invention
invention of
of wireless
wireless
telegraphy.
telegraphy. But
But amareur
amateur radio
radio came
came into
into
its
its own
own when
when private
private citirens
citizens discovered
discovered
this
this means
means of
of personal
personal communication
communication
with
with others
others and
and set
set about
about learning
learning
enough
enough about
about "wireless"
“wireless”to
to build
build home·
homemade
made stations.
stations. Irs
Its progress
progress since
since those
those
early
early days
days has
has been
been remarkable.
remarkable. In
In rhe
the
first
first years,
years, amateurs
amateurs were
were stuck
stuck with
with 200
200
meters
meters and
and could
could barely
barely get
get out
out of
of their
their
backyards.
backyards.'Today,
Today, with
with years
years of
of experiexperimentation
mentation under
under the
the amateur
amateur belt,
belt, interinternational
DX isis aa reality
reality and
and QSOs
QSOs wilh
with
national DX
countries
countries all
all over
over the
the world
world are
are com·
commonplace.
monplace.

Personal
between
Personal communications
communications between
HAMS
part of
the amateur
radio
HAMS is
is only
only part
of the
amateur radio
story.
have posted
posted
story. These
These "home
“home stations"
stations” have
service.
a brilliant record
record of public service.
Amaleur
has played
played an
an imimAmateur cooperation
cooperation has
portant part in the
rhe success
of many an
success of
many cases,
cases, has
has been
been
expedition
expedition and,
and, in
in many
ourside communicathe
the only
only means
means of
of outside
communicaflood,
tion
tion during
during several
several hundred
hundred Storm,
storm, flood,
and
and earthquake emergencies
emergencies in this country.
try. These
These public service
service endeavors were
1938 the
so
facr, that
rhar in 1938
so successful
successful in fact,
American
American Radio Relay
Relay League (ARRl)
( ARRL)
inaugurated a new emergency·prepared·
emergency-preparedness program, registering personnel and
equipment
irs Emergency Corps and
equipment in
in its
purring
putting into effecr
effect a comprehensive
comprehensive prowirh the
rhe Red Cross.
Cross.
gram
gram of cooperation
cooperation with

-c
g '

ATlANrA.
ATLANTA, Goorgia
Georgia

BIVINS
EIVINS &a CAlDWEll
CALDWELL
ll3J
••, N.E.
3133 .....opl.
Maple D,i
Drive,
N.E.
Telephone: CEd".
CEdor J·H22
3-7522
T.lepho"o,
TWX: AT
AT 1'87
987
TWX,

BINGHAMTON, Ne""
N e w To,l
York
BINGHAMTON.
A. OSSMANN
OSSMANN /I.8 AS5OC"
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
E.E. A.

147 f,o",
Front S,•••
Street
1~7
,
Vestal, No",
New Yo'~
York
"'''0'.
Telephone: ENd;<o"
ENdicott S·O:W6
5.0296
hl.phone,

BOONTON, N.",
N e w Je.
Jersey
SOONTON.
•• y

BOONTON RADIO
RADIO CORPOUTION
CORPORATION
BOONTON
lntervale
Road
',,'
••vol. Rood
4-3200
Telephone: DE.,fi.ld
DEerfield '·3200
Teleph""e,
TWX: BOONTON
BOONTON i'lJ
NJ 866
866
TWX,

BOSTON, M"u"chu
Massachusetts
80STON,
••II.
INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
INSUUMEN1.o,SSOCIATES
1315
Mossochusettr
Avenue
1315 M" ..o.h",..,.......nu.
Arlington 774,
Moss.
Arli"l'''''
•. M."•.
Telephone:
Mlssion
8-2922
Tolop one, MI ..ion 8·2912
TWX: ARL
ARL MASS.
MASS. 253
253
TWX,
CHICAGO "5.
45. /lfin"r'
Illinois
CHICAGO
CROSSLEY "S50·S..
ASSO‘S., INC.
INC.
CROSSlEY
271
1
West
Howord
St.
2711 We" H"w .. ,d S,.
Telephgne: SH.ld,o~.
SHeldroke 3·9m
3-8500
hl.phq"o,
TWX: CG
CG ~8
508
TWX,

DAllAS 9,

r...".

f ... Rl liPSCOMB ... SSOCI ... IfS

P. O. Bo. 70ll'
T.I.p~""., flo.'waad '·1881
TW~, 0,,'1

Modern radio
radio owes aa lot
lor to
to these
these
Modern
indefatigable amateurs for
for their
their concon·
uibutions to
to the
the art.
art. W
We
are proud
proud to
ro
tributions
e are
number among their
their lot
lot eight
eight of
of BRC‘s
BRC's
employees.

The
The HAM and amareur
amateur radio is constantly
stantly in rhe
the forefront of technical
progtess too.
t:ldio developdevelopprogress
too. Amateur radio
ments have COllle
come to represent valuable

1. 0.
O. Cook
ex --8BRU
L.
ex
8BRU
V. E.
E. Hopler
Hopler
K2LTH
V.
K2LTH
G. A.
A. Sanford
K2ARW
K2ARW
W2LKO
N.1.
Riemenschneider W2LKO
N.
L. Riemenschneider
G. P.
P. McCasland
McCasland
K2RLK
K2RLK
N. L.
L. Greendyk
W2KSR
N.
ex --W2KSR
D. M.
M. Terp
Terp
KN2J1N
D.
KN2
JTN
J. P. Van Duyne
Duyne
W2MLX
J.
W2MLX

. t) Rep~~ua',.{Mo~,,,~

M.~i<o ~

ALllUQUERQUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N.w
N e w Mexico
GENE FRENCH
FRENCH COMPANY
COMPANY
GENt
120
San
Pedro
Drive,
S. E.
E.
120 Son P.d,o Ori, •• 5.
hl.ph"".,
Telephone: AMh....
AMherst ll.N78
8-2478
TWX,
"'Q70
TWX: AQ70

During World
World
conuibutions to
ro the
rhe art.
art. During
contributions
War 11,
II, thousands
thousands of
of skilled
skilled amateurs
amateurs
War
to develop
develop secret
secret radio
radio equipequiphelped to
helped
ment for
for both
both Government
Government and
and private
private
laboratories. In
In the
the prewar
prewar years,
years, techtechlaboratories.
by amateurs
amateurs provided
provided the
the
nical progress
progress by
nical
of modmodfor the
the development of
keystone for
ern military
military communications equipment.
equipment.

0.'0"0, Co.odo

DAVTON
DAYTON '9
19,' Oh'
Ohio
."
CROSSLEY "SSO·S.,
ASSO’S., INC.
INC.
CROSSlEY
53 p",~
Pork "'v.n~.
Avenue
53
relephono,
9-3594
Teleohone: AX",l.....,
Axminster 9·3S9~
TWX: DT
DY 306
306
TWX,

HOUSTON 5,
5. Texas
Teoo.
EARL LIPSCOMB
liPSCOM8 ASSOCIATES
",SSOCI ...TES
80. 6573
6j73
P. O.
0. Box
3825 RI<hm....
Richmond
d Avenue
... y.n....
T.loph.. ~., MOhowk
MOkowk 7-2407
7·2.07
Telephone:

Colorado
DENVER 9, Cala,ada

HUNTSVILLE,
labama
HUNTSVilLE, A
Alan..m"
& CALDWELL
BlVlNS &
81VINS
C... LOWEll
Telephone:
r.l.pk....., JEfferson
JEIf.""" 2-5733
2-5733
(Direct line
o Atlanta)
(01,.",
Ii". t'0
",,'on.o)

GENE fRENCH
FRENCH COMP...
COMPANY
G~N~
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Receiver Sensitivity
Sensitivity Measurement
Measurement Technique
Technique
Noise Limited
Limited Receiver
John P.
P. V
VanDuyne,
Manager
John
a n D u y n e , EErtgi1leerit'g
ngineering M
anager

Types of Noise
The fundamentt! limitttion of noise
on the ~ful amplification of II netWork
has long been known. For the first several decades of the radio receiver design

an, the noise which supplied this limirn·
rion was our of the comrol of the reo
ceiver engineer. Prior to 1940, most receivers in use operated below 30 me, a
region in which atmospheric and manmade electrical disturbances supplied the
noise which ,limited practical receiver
sensitivities.' Laboratory determination

of the sensitivity of such receivers then
consisted of measuring the input level
for a predetermined OUtput. Since the aternal noise kvds mentioned above were
usually much higher than the internal
noise in well designed receh'crs, most
sensitivity specifications were written in
terms of microvolts input. ~hind a
SCHed dummy antenna, for 11 given
powet OUtput.
Outing the 1930's, :u the useful high
frequency communication spectrum
pushed above 10 me, the receiving mbes
then in use were found wanting, in that
Ihey generated amounts of noise which
exceeded the noise from external sources.
As a result, new tube designs were de·
vdoped 10 reduce rube shot noise and
induced grid noi~. Although rube de·
signers were successful in keeping rube
noise IO"'cr than the extanal ooise at
frequencies below 30 me until 1$>40. Ihe
problem became acute enough that the
I. R. E. took cogniZllnce of internal reo
ceiver noise in its "1938 Standard for
Measurement of Radio Receivers".:
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As the communication industry
indusuy pushed
pushed
As
above 30 mc,
me, especially as
:u stimulated by
by
of World
World War
War 11,
II, itit was
was
the pressures of
exlernal noise sources had
had
found that the external
proportions, comdropped to negligible proportions,
receiver noise, above
above
pared to internal receiver
me. The need for
for greater and greater
100 mc.
radar sensitivity, VHF communication
"snowy" TV pictures
pictures
range, and less “snowy”
receiver noise
noise
rapidly pushed internal receiver
down to the level where cosmic radio
radio
background radiation (popularly called
cosmic “noise”,
"noise", due to its randomly flucr«eiver
tuating character) limits useful receiver
sensitivity from 30 to
10 100 mc,
me, or down
to 10
10 me
mc in the absence of
of man-made
and atmospheric noise. Recent advances
in
high.resoluin low-noise
low-noise receivers and high-resolution aDtCfloas
astronomers
tion
antennas used by radio asttonomers
ate
map$ of
of
are resulting in disltibution
distribution maps
this radiation.'
radiation3
In spite of their widdy
widely different
In
origins,
origins, cosmic
cosmic noise and
and internal
internal receiver thermal
thermal agitation
agitation voltages are
ceiver
similar in character
character and pose similar
similar
measurement problems.
problems. Man-made and
measurement
atmospheric noise are very different,
different, in
atmospheric
that lhey
they have aa discrete
discrete impulse
impulse nature
Ihat
narure
and require
require different
different measurement
measurement and
and
system evaluation
evaluation technique.
technique. The reader
system
S. A.
A. Standards
Standards C63.2
referred to
to A.
A. S.
isis referred
and C63.3
C63.3 for
for aa discussion
discussion of their
and
measurement. The
The ram
term "noise“noise” used in
measurement.
the following
following discussion
discussion refers to rhertherthe
mal agitation
agitation phenomena
phenomena unless
unless OI.her·
othermal
wise qualified.
qualified.
wise
MeasurementObjectives
Objectives
Measurement
A general
general word
word should
should be said
said with
A
regard to
to the
the effect
effect of
of the
the objective
objective of
of
regard
the measurement
measurement on
on the
the choice
choice of
of mea!measthe
urement technique.
technique. These
These objectives
objectives fall
fall
urement
in several
several oHe,qories,
categories, the
the most
most common
common
in
of which
which may
may be
be stated
stated as
as follows:
follows:
of
The comparision,
comparision, on
on aa uniform
uniform
J.1. The
of
the
same
basis,
of
equipments
basis, of equipments of the same
design, or
or from
from the
the same
same process.
process.
design,
The comparision
comparision of
of equipment
equipment
2.2. The

of basically
basicaJly different
different design
design
of
with similar
simiw- desired
desired preformance,
preformancc,
with
for purposes
purposes of
of selecting
selecling the
the
for
superior design.
design.
superior
3.
3. The
The study
srudy of
of equipment
equipment performperformance
ance with
with the
the intent
intent of
of improving
improving
itit by
by redesign.
redesign.
4. The
The study
study of
of equipment
equipment .perform.perform4.
ance
ance for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of learning
learning
more
more about
about the
the physical
physical principles
principles
on
on which
which itit operates,
operates, or
or to
to evaluate
evaluate
the
the extent
extent to
to which
which the
the measured
measured
pperformance
e r f o r m a n c e aapproaches
p p r o a c h e s tthe
he
theoretical
theoretical limit.
limit.

The
The techniques
techniques to
to be
be discussed
discussed rereo
quire increasing degrees of
of skill
skill and
and preprecision as the
the objective changes from
from
(1)
4 ) above.
(I) to ((4)
Noise Limited
Limited Sensitivity
Sensitivity Criteria
Criterio

As
A.s previously
previously mentioned, the
the recepreception of
of weak radio signals
siglWs below
below 30
30 mc
me
was
w:u limited by external noise.
noise. Hence,
Hence,
when measured under laboratory condiconditions,
tions, such
such receivers
receivers seemed
seemed “noiseless”,
"noiseless",
since they
since
they had
had only
only sufficient
sufficient amplificaamplification
tion to
to produce
produce rated
rated output
output on
on signals
signals
supplied
supplied by
by aa much
much noisier
noisier source
source than
than
the
the laboratory
laboratory signal
signal generator.
generator. ThereTherefore,
fore, the
Ihe early
early concept
concept of
of sensitivity
sensitivity was
was
specification of
aa specification
of the
the input
input required,
required,
behind some
some specified
behind
specified network
netWork. (dummy
(dummy
antenna) to
antenna)
ro produce
produce aa prescribed
prescribed outOutput.
put. Long
Long range
range communications
communications operoperators found
found such
such receivers
ators
receivers inadequate
inadequate
when
used in
quiet locations
when used
in quiet.
locations on
on well
well
designed directiooaJ
directional antenna
antenna systems.
designed
systems.
Consequently, amplifications
amplifications were
Consequently,
were ininATTENTION
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creased.
creased, and
and it soon became possible to
full rated output
provide full
output with no input
supplied,
receiver's internal
internal
supplied, due to the receiver’s
noise sources.
sources. An early solution to this
problem was to state the sensitivity,
sensitivity, as
previously noted, but qualified by a
Statemcnt
statement of the minimum signal.to.
signal-tonoise ratio tolerable at rated sensitivity.
sensitivity.
A more standardizcd
standardized form of this was
inttoduced in
in the I.
1. R. E. 1938
1938 Standard
introduced
Receivers 2
for Measurements of Radio Receivers.*
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There are severa!
several possible SOutces
sources of
error in this measurement which must
be eliminated or corrected if similar
results are to be repeated at different
localions (objectives 1 and 2)
locations
2 ) with
different
different equipment, oOtf if anything
absolute performance
approaching an absolute
measurement is desirable (objectives 3
a,nd 4).
used to read
qnd
4 ) . First, the meter used
P" and P,
p. must be a true
[file rms reading
P,,
device, such a.s
as a thermocouple milliammcter, This meter must have reasonably
meter.
constant sensitivity over the output
output pass
band of the receiver being u:stoo.
tested. This
necessary for a proper summation of
is necessary
ro permit its
the noise power spectrum to
proper comparison with the 400-cps
demodulated sideband power. A second
second
potencial source of error lies in the
potential
lineariry of the receiver being tested.
t'esled.
linearity

I

I-__~(THIS IS APPROXIMATE -
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o

Equivalent
Noise Sideband
Sideband Input
Equivalent Noise
This standard introduced the concept
of '"Equivalent
lnput"
“Equivalent Noise Sideband Input”
or “ensi”
'"ensi'" as it is usually
usually abbreviated, for
the measurement of broadcast
broadca$[ receivers.
unEnsi is measured by supplying an un·
modulated carrier, of a specified level
(E,.),
(E,), through an appropriate source
impedance to
[0 the receiver under test
[he output
and noting the
output noise power
(P,,).
(P,,). 30% 400 cps A. M. is then ap·
applied and the Output
output 400 cps power
(P~)
(P,) is measured with the aid of a
bbandpass
a n d p ass filter
f i l t e r ttoo eliminate
e l i m i n a t e tthe
he
noise power. Then,
Then,
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U.i"".al
Cu,,,e for
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ROlio
Universal Curve

Since thermal noise has a peak-to-rms
peak·to-rms
[3 db',
ratio of about 13
dbl, the receiver (and
[he Output
the
output meter) must nOl
not overload
limes that
at voltage levels
levels up to 4.5 times
of the demodulated
demcxlulatoo sideband. The rereo
ceiver detector is another element, the
ttansfer linearity of which must-be
musr"l>e concon·
transfer
sidered if the ensi measurement is to
be of maximum value.
value, The stated defi·
definon·
nition of ensi ignores detector nonlinearities. This is justified if the usual
high·level diode peak detectOr
high-level
detector (so called
used.
'"linear'"
“linear” detectOr)
detector) is used.

2

mea·
In the description of the ensi measurement, the carrier value E,
E" was
wa.s menmen·
tioned as “specified”.
"specified". As a general rule,
this value should be from
from 3 to 10
10 times
value. The 1938
1938
the resulting ensi value.
I. R. E. Standard states that the measuremeasure·
I.
ment is to be made at a level ofl5f/rv
ment
0f15pyifif
the "absolute
“absolute sensitivity"
sensitivity” of the receiver
is 5 piJ-vv or less and at 50 iJ-V
p v if the
sensirivity
iJ-v.
sensitivity is between 5 and 50 pv.
necessary, due
due to
These precautions are necessary,
fact that the OUtput
the fact
output signal·[o·noise
signal-to-noise
non·linear
ratio of an A. M. detectOr
detector is a non-linear

THE
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-
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tatio, It
function of the carrier-tO-noise
carrier-to-noise ratio.
is also
also a function
L F.-to-A.
F.-tO-A. F.
function of the I.
rado and it varies with rhe
bandwidth ratio
the
shape of the amplitude-vs-frequency
amplirnde-vs-frequency repordons of
sponse curves
of these twO
curves of
two portions
receiver. In general,
howtOver, if the
the receiver.
general, however,
inco the detectOr
carrier-to-noise ratio into
carrier-to-noise
detector
ex.ceeds
10 db, the errors
errors in the OU(outexceeds 10
pUt signal-to-noise
neglig·
put
signal-to-noise ratio becomes negligible.
1, taken from reference
reference 4,
4,
ible. Figure 1,
illustrates this fact.
faer. For further derail
illustrates
detail on
this matter, the reader should consult
4, S,
references 4,
5, and 6.
6.
references
nored, especially,
especially, in
It should
should be noted,
receiver designs
comparing different receiver
designs for
signal performance, that the eHects
weak signal
effects
of the second
detectOr on output
OUtput signalsecond detector
signalto-noise
to-noise ratio will not show up with a
standard ensi
measurement. For this
ensi measurement.
hilS given
reason
reason the ensi measurement has
way in many spc<:ifications,
measpecifications, to the measurement of sensitivity
sensitivity as (he
f i e input, behind a specified
impedance, respecified source
source impedance,
quired to produce a Stated
stated output with
a specified minimum signal-co-noise
signal-to-noise
ratio. In evaluating
evaluating equipments under
such a specification,
specification, the second detector
J;leg!igible if,
if. the
effects
usually be pegligible
effects will usually
OutpUt
10 db
output signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio is 10
Ot more and if the noise-free
noise-free transfer
or
linear.
characteristic
characteristic of the detectOr
detector is linear.

\
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An additional
proposal for a sensitivadditional proposal
sensitivfigure which combines
ity figure
combines the concept
concept
of maximum gain with the limitations
imposed by the receiver internal noise
level has been suggested
level
suggested by J. M. Pettit. 7 In this proposal,
proposal, the concept of
tit.7
inrroduced.
"standard
setting" is introduced.
“standard gain setting”
This is defined
defined as
as the setting of the
gain COntrol
control which permits the delivery
delivery
of a previously decided
decided upon standard
standard
load. This
noise outpm
output to a specified
specified load.
standard noise outpUt
output must be specifitxl
specified
for a given class of service
service and for
specific
example, it
specific equipments.
equipments. For example,
miUiwatts in
0.5 milliwatts
might be specified
specified as 0.5
typical for some
600 ohms as is typical
some communiClltions equipment. The procedure
munications
connca the
rhe test
measurement is to connect
for measurement
receiver, but with the
equipment to the receiver,
signal generntor
adjusted for zero outsignal
generator adjusted
put. The receiver gain comrol
control is then
adjusted
for standard noise output. The
adjusted for
output of
of the signal
signal generalOr
generator is then
increased
increased until "standard
“standard ompUl"
output” is oboblevel
indicator. The level
tained on the omput
output indicator.
from
from the generator is then noted as the
receiver sensirivity.
sensitivity. If standard noise
nOt achieved,
achieved, then a "maxioutput is not
“maxi“maximum sensitivity"
sensitivity”
mum gain"
gain” or a "maximum
criteria is used as previously
previously discussed.
formalization of
This procedure is a formalization
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Thi. i.
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Equivalent Circuit for Noise Figure Definition

previously mentioned general class
the previously
of sensitivity
sensitivity specificnions
specifications which state
an input signal
signal level for a specified
specified
signal-ro-noise ratio.
rario.
signal-to-noise
The measurement precautions
precaucions menensi apaptioned under the discussion
discussion of ensi
measurement ininply to any sensirivity
sensitivity measurement
volving the rncio
volving
ratio of single-frequency
single-frequency
power to the power in a noise spectrum.
spectrum.
Noise Figure
In an effon
effort to work our
out a more basic
measure of receiver performance when
noise, several
several workworklimited by random noise,
ets proposed
proposed rating the noise characterers
characteristics of a receiver,
receiver, independent of its
istics
amplification.
specific proposal
proposal
amplification. The specific
general use is that
which has come into general
by D.O.
0.0. Norths.
Norrh 8. A later paper by Friis9
developed
rigorous general
developed a more rigorous
general defdefFigure. This alJowed
inition of Noise Figure.
allowed
the concept to be applied to networks
generaUy.
generally. In addition, Friis developed
techniques for handling the noise
noise pertechniques
formance of networks
networks in cascade.
cascade. This
formance
work permits calculation
calculation of a system
system
componoise figure from that of its componems or vice versa.
versa.
nents

Figure 2a shows
genera! circuit
shows the general
analy~ed.
analyzed. The conCept
concept of available
available power
is used in this analysis
analysis to avoid loss of
generality
generality due to
to dependence on the
receiver input impedance or the load
conncaed to
w the receiver
receivet output. Friis
connected
defines
defines Noise Figure of a network
FaCior and Ex(sometimes called
calJed Noise Factor
"the ratio of the
cess Noise Ratio) as “the
available signal-w-noise
sigavailable
signal-to-noise ratio at the sigw the available
nal generator terminals to
signal-to-noise
irs output termsignal-to-noise ratio at its

3
3

OUTPUT
OUTPUT
TERM.

inals". From Figure 2b, we have the
inals”.
signal-IO-noisc ratio of the genavailable signal-to-noise
S~/KTB and that for the
rhe neteraror
erator as S,/KTB
work as SIN.
S/N.

r.
E-

Availabl,
Available
Thermal
Hal..
Thermal Noise
Power
Paw"

..

41(TR8
4KTRB

--

P,=
'.
=

=
-

=

'.
P.

I(T8
watt •.
KTB watts.

4R

..
equivalenl Thermal
Thermal noise
n..i.e voltage.
val'ase.
= equivalent
e, =
e.'=4KTS
e:K=1.38"
10----".
where
K = 1.38 x 1
O-13.
e,? = 4KT B ",h..
Th.... Ihe
.i9nal-l.... n..i.. ratio
'ali.. f...
Thus,
the ovailable
available signal-to-noise
for
Ihe ab
..ve generator
sen"alo, is
i. S.,/KT8,
Ihe netnet_
the
above
SJKTB, and the
",..rk ....,p..,
il ..ble signal-to-noise
.ignal-la_n..'" ...lia
work
output av..
available
ratio
i,
SIN.
is S/N.
(F,am
Fig.
1.
p.
419
af
Ref,..n..
9)
(From Fig. 1,
of Reference
fig.."
210.
Figure 2b.
aa R..i.,ar
Resistor

Availabl, Thermal
rh"mal Noire
Hal" Power
'"wer fr..m
Available
from

=. Noise Figure,
Figure, we have by our
If F E
statement above

s,

(2)
(2)

KTB
SjI
S,
N
F = -= -F
=
-X
X -;- ;
S
S
KTB

N

sS
-; - ;

(3)
(3)

bur G _
but

(4
( 4))

N
wF
so F z ‘ --;
GKTB ’
GKTB

S,
s,

IOONTON
B
OONTON

(5)
( 5 ) or
or N
N=
= FGKTB,
FGKTB, which
which includes
includes
the
the amplified
amplified signal
signal generator
generator thermal
thermal
noise
so the
the available
available outoutnoise power
power GKTB
GKTB so
put
put noise,
noise, due
due only
only to
to sources
sources in
in the
the
network,
network, isis (F-\)
( F- 1) GKTB.
GKTB.
For
For simplicity,
simplicity, the
the usual
usual measurement
method
method isis to
to adjust
adjust the
the attenuator A
(Figure
(Figure 2a)
2a) such
such that
that the
the Output
output noise
noise
power
by the
the generator
generator sigsigpower isis doubled
doubled by
nal.
nal. Under
Under this
this condition,
condition, SS =
= Nand
N and
from
(2):
from equation
equation (2):
S...
V
V22
s,
(6)
F
=
=
-(6)
F=__
KTB
RAKTB
KTB
RAKTB’

V'
V2
2
ife
=if e2,
A
A
where
where e,
e, isis in
in microvolts
microvolts delivered
delivered to
to a
load
(implicit
load from
from an
an R
R ohm
ohm source
source -- (implicit
due
d u e to
t o our
o u r use
use of
of the
t h e available
available
power
power concept).
concept).
28 (Bolrzman's
K
K == 1.38
1.38 xx to10-23
(Boltzman’s
constant)
constant)
BB ==bandwidth
bandwidth in
in kc
kc
T=290°
T = 290” Kelvin
Kelvin (17°C)
(17°C)
(for
(for arithmetic
arithmetic convenience)
convenience)
R
R ==generator
generator SOurce
source in
in ohms
ohms

.= __

OUT
II FF OUT

I

CW
CW OR
OR RANDOM
RANDOM
STANDARD
NOISE
IISTANDARDII
NOISE
SOURCE R
GENERATOR
GENERATOR

-

figllr.
3.
Figure 3.

1'1

P

NETWORK
NETWORK
UNOER
UNDER
TEST
TEST

NARROW BAND
BAND_I
NARROW
vARIABLE
F R!::Q
VARIABLE
FREQI F FILTER
FILTER
1.F:

POWER
POWER
DEfECTOR
DETECTOR

fil,.r Method
Me,hod
- 1.J. F.f. Filter

Singl.
fr.'l"en<y Noise
Noi•• Figure
figll'. Single Frequency

Alternative to the use
of a C
CW
use of
W signal
generatOr
generator is
is the
the use of
of aa random noise
generator such
such as a temperature limited
diode.
diode. This permits a simpler measurement to
to be made, without the need to
derermine
determine B, but yields an answer which
is actually
actually the mean value of F. For
purposes of receiver "from-end"
“front-end” evaluabur for
tion, this is
is often sufficient, but
of
the evaluation of the noise figure of
networks involving modulation or demodulation, or cascaded
cascaded networks of differem
ferent bandwidths, or networks in which
vatiable with
the
resistance is a variable
the source
source resistance
frequency,
measutement of
of "single
frequency, the measurement
“single
necesfrequency"
frequency” noise figure is often necessary
sary if proper evaluation is to be made.

noise spectrum
spectrum is
is much
much wider
wider than
than
I. F. noise
!h of
of the I.I. F.
F. response
response (Reference
(Reference 66),
1/2
),
when using
using the
the I.I. F.
F. filter
filter method
method
thus when
much narrower
narrower than
than exexof Figure
Figure 3, aa much
of
F. filter
filter is
is required.
required. By
By the
the use
use
pected I. F.
A. F.
F. filter
filter (Fig(Figof aa CW generator and A.
of
useful data
data on
on the
the variation
variation of
of
ure 44),
ure
) , useful
frequency noise
noise figure
figure through
through aa
single frequency
pa~ band
band can be
be derived rather
rather
nerwork pass
network
should
simply. In solving equation 88 itit should
he noted that
that the
the value
value for
for G
G isis that
that
be
which corresponds
corresponds to
to the
the frequency
frequency of
of
which
measurement in
in the
the pass
pass band.
band. The
The rere·
measurement
is used
used in
in equation
equation
suIting value
value of
of B
B is
sulting
for the
the single
single frequency
frequency
((7)
7 ) to solve for
noise figure.
types of
of measuremeasureare several
several types
There are

-

,

(as
(as aa power
power ratio)
ratio)

ow

or Fd~
Fdb=
= 10
10 log
log
or

(e2.
. - x 106 )

GENERATOR

IISTANDARDII
SOURCE R

NETWORK
UNOER
TEST

I' "

fiLTER

II

POWER
DETECTOR

4RB

ItIt isis important
important to
to note
note rhat
that the
the bandbandwidth B
B inm:xluced
introduced in
in Figure
Figure 2b
2b reprereprewidrh
sents the
the bandwidth
bandwidth of
of an
an equivalent
sentS
rectangular power
power pass
pass band
band of gain
gain G
G
rectangular
and an
an area
area equal
equal to
to that under
under the
the acacand
tual power
power gain
gain 'IS
vs frequency
frequency curve
curve of
tual
the d~vice
device being
being tested.
tested. In
In mathematical
mathematical
the
notation,
nora,rlon,

1

(8)

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

A f OUT
OUT
A.E

2•
ee2,
6
F=--x10
x 106
F =4RB
4RB

(7)
(7)

RADIO
R
ADIO

I

B=-

=

J;roG,dl
roD

G
0
where G,
Gt Eavailable
available power
power gain
gain at
at
where
frequency f.f.
frequency
G=
=available
available power
power gain
gain at
at
G
the frequency
frequency of
of the
the CW
CW
the
measurement.
measurement.

In aa practical
practical case,
case, B may
may be deterdeterIn
mined by
by plotting
plotting the
the squared
squared ordinates
ordinates
mined
of the
the volmge
voltage gain
gain 'IS
vs frequency
frequency cUrve
chve
of
as aa funerion
function of
of frequency,
frequency, calculating
calculating
as
the area
area of
of the
the resulting
resulting curve
curve graphi.
graphithe
cally, and
and dividing
dividing by
by the
the value
value of
of G
G at
at
cally,
the
specific
frequency,
within
the
passthe specific frequency, within the passband, to
to which
which the
the generator
generator in
in Figure
Figure
band,
2a isis tuned.
tuned.
2a

Note: the
the lIan"anli.alion
standardization of the
should be
Not.:
th. output power
powe, detector
... ~<I0, for
fo, a0 3db
3.. b output
OUlpllt power
power increase
incr.a •••hourd
b.
accomplished by introdudng
introducing 0
a known
ouornp)i.h.d
known 3db
3.. b change
<hong. in IF
If gain.
goin.

Figure 4.
figllre..

The single frequency noise figure
concept as
as distiner
distinct from
from the mean noise
concept
figure (which
(which IS
is what has been defigure
scribed above)
above) is thoroughly discussed
scribed
( 10). The
mathematically in reference (10).
classical method of measurement is to
classical
to
insert a variable center frequency narrow-band filter between the network
row-band
being measured
measured and the
tlie power detector.
The single frequency
frequency noise figures which
from measurement through each
result from
center freql.lency
freqyency of
of the
center
the narrow
narrow filter
filrer
are then
then weighted
weighted by
by their
their relative
relative gains
gains
are
and averaged.
averaged. See
See Figure
Figure 33 for
for this
this
and
set-up. Since
Since this
technique is often
set-up.
this technique
often ininconvenient, aa frequently
frequently useable
convenient,
useable apapproximation results
proximarion
results from
from the
the use
use of
of
C W generatot,
generator, aa narrow-band
narrow-band A.
A. F.
F.
aa CW
filter, and
and aa power
filter,
power detector
detector as
as in
in Figure
Figure
4. The
The A.
A. F.
F. noise
spectrum resulting
4.
noise spectrum
resulting
from wide-band
wide-band demodulation
demodulation of
from
of an
an

4

- A.
A. F.
f. Filter
fille, Method
Method

Single
$i"9'. Frequency
f ..qu."cy Noise
Noi•• Figure
figur. -

ment for
W noise
for which
which the
the C
CW
noise figure
figure
measurement is
is necessary.
necessary. A
A typical
typical one
one
is the case of
of a receiver
receiver with
with aa selective
selective
filter ahead of
of the
the first
first noise
noise source
source
which is
is comparable
comparable to
to the
the I.I. F.
F. selecselec·
tivity.
In this case, aa temperature
temperature limited
limited
tivity. In
diode measurement
measurement with
with aa wide-band
wide-band
power
may indicate
indicate aa poor
poor noise
noise
power detector may
figure (mean noise
noise figure).
figure). MeasureMeasure·
ment
ment with
with a single frequency
frequency method
method
may
may disclose
disclose aa good
good band
band center
center noise
noise
figure, but
but with
with rapid
rapid deterioration
deterioration
toward the
the band
hand edges,
edges, which
which indicates
indicates
an
R. F.
F. selectivity,
selectivity,
an incorrect
incorrect choice
choice of
of R.
impedance
tOO
impedance match
match compromise,
compromise, or
or too
wide
wide aa coupling
coupling circuit
circuit between
between the
the first
first
and
and second
second stages
stages of
of amplification
amplification ifif the
the
second
sec~)[)d stage
stage contributes
contributes appreciable
appreciable
noise.
nOIse.
Some
Some interesting
interesring data
data results
results from
from
solving
7 ) for
for e,.
e•.
solving equation
equation ((7)
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Anothet source
SOUIce of
of error may
may occur
occur in
in
Another
the determination of
of the
the doubled
doubled output
outpUt
noise power.
power. This
This is
is not
nO{ as
as critical as
as in
in
noise
cue of the
the ensi
ensi measurement,
measurement, since
the case
outpUt with
with a3. CW
CW signal
signal at
at
the detector output
signal-tO-noise ratio
ratio isis largely
largely
a 3-db signal-to-noise
of noise
noise sidebands.
sidebands. The
The best
best
composed of
to calibrate
calibrate the
the I.I. F.
F. amplifier
amplifier
method is to
for a 3-db gain differential,
differential, so that
that the
Ihe
for
operating point
point stays
stays the
the same.
same.
detector operating
If the device permits,
permits, insertion
insertion of
of aa 3-db
3-db
If
attenuatOr is
is best,
besl, ifif itit can
can be
be done
done
attenuator
without an accompanying change
change in
in
without
Alternatively, the
the gain
gain control
control
bandpass. Alternatively,
can be
be calibrated for
for a 3-db
3-Jb gain
gain change.
change.
Either of these
these two
tWO methods
methods can
an be
be used
used
Either
to calibrate the
the detector
delectOr characteristic
characleristic to
to
to
the question of
of its
its power
power rereanswer the
It should
should be
be noted
nored that
that any
any atatsponse. It
tempt to use
use aa modulated
modulated signal for
for
tempt
figure measurement
measurement isis beset
besel with
with
noise figure
of the
the ensi
ensi method
method and
and
all the errors of
be avoided.
should be
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which isis important
important to
co
A precaution which
all sensitivity measurements,
lTleasuremenn, but
but especiespeci~lly so in the case of
of noise
noise figure,
figure, isis the
the
ally
need to accurately control the
the generatot
generaror
need
impedance and
and noise
noise temtemsource impedance
perature. In the
the absence
absence of
of contrary syssysperature.
requirements, aa resistance
resistance should
should
tem requirements,
to the
the nominal
nominal transmistransmis·
be used equal to
sion line impedance
im~dance for
for which
which the
Ihe rereceiver is
is designed and corrected to
to 290'
290 0
K
K from
frOm the
the actual
acroal temperature.
temperature.

0.05
14 RBF x 10-6 )"2
WHERE: R. 50 OHMS
a- EFfECTIVE NOISE
BANDWIDTH (KC)
NOISE fiGURE
(POWER RATIO)

es·

,"

,.

O.OZ

0.01
0.01

'

1
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o0
Figure 5.

1

I

20
20

Values of e, for Various Noise Figures and Bandwidths

Figure 55 plots
plots th~
these results
results for
for several
several
Figure
50 ohms.
ohms. Note,
bandwidths and
and for
for R = 50
b.,ndwidths
for example,
example, that
that with
with aa noise
noise figure
figure of
for
db and
and aa bandwidth
bandwidth of
of 33 kc, the
the input
input
33 db
signal, e.,
eH,required
required ro
to double
double rhe
the availavailsignal,
0.035 micmicable noisc
noise power
power OUlput
output is
is 0.035
able
rovolts. This
This isis approximately
approximately troe
true for a
rovolts.
M. communicommunivoice frequency
frequency VHF A.
A. M.
voice
cations receiver
receiver of
of good
good design.
design. ObviObvications
ously, aa generatOt
generator of
of extremely
extremely .low
ously,
low
leakage and
and good
good low-level
low-level calibration
calibration
leakage
required to
to make
make this
this measurement.
measurement.
isis required

=

I

IO
15
10
15
NOISE fIGURE
FIGURE (db)
NOISE

( 9 ) 1",
e, =
= jJ 4RBx
4RBx 10- 1\ antilog
antilog Fd~'
Fm
(9)

"ci

the measurement,
mC'llSurement, but
but an optimistic
optimistic
for the
reading ifif aa. broad-noise
broad-noisc spectrum
spectrum gengenreading
is used.
used. This is
is due to
to the
the fact
fact
erator is
that in
in the
the former
former case,
case, the
the receiver
receiver isis
that
unwanted noise
noise generators
generators
exposed to unwanted
(I. F.
F. or image)
image) which
which have
have no
no signal
signal
(I.
counterpart.

An external
external 40-db pad is usually required to reduce the usual 1.0 -pv
-J.Lv
p.v.
minimum level
level to the order of 0.01
0.01 pv.
There are several
several sources
sources of
of error in
noise figure measurements. Typical are
noise
those
rhose associated with the super-heterosuper-heterodyne sclectivity
selectivity of
dyne
of the receiver under
test.
general, the I. F. and image frerest. In general.
quency rejections must exceed 10 db ifif
significant error is to be avoided. It
significant
It is
interesting to note that such spurious
responses
responses will
will give a pessimistic (high)
generator is
noise figure
figure if
noise
if aa CW
CW generator
is used
used

55

Conclusion
Conclusion
Sensitivity
Sensitivity measurements
measurements made
made on
on rereceivers which
which have
have sufficiently
sufficiemly low
low ininternal
ternal noise
noise to
to detect
detecl thermal
thermal noise
noise in
in
the source are
are among the
the most
most exacting
exacting
which
which can be
be made
made on
on a radio
radio receiver.
receiver.
Good results
results require
require good equipment,'
equipment,
careful
areful set-up,
set·up, and careful
careful experimental
experimental
technique. Most
MOSt important,
important, however,
however, isis
a thorough
thorough understanding
underslanding of
of the
the theoIheoretical
retieal basis
basis of
of the
the measurement
measurement and
and the
the
use to which the
the results
results are
are to
to be
be put.
put.
The precautions
precautions and
lind suggestions
suggestions in
in the
the
preceding
pre<:eding discussion have
have all
all been
been thor[horoughly proven
proven by
by extensive
extensive use
use in
in the
the
laboratory
laboratory and are offered
offered to
to the
the reader
reader
a.s
u i d e tto
o bbener
e t t e r eexperimental
xperimental
a-s a gguide
procedure.
procedure.
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The response
response to the transistor measmeas·
Note·
urement anide,
article, which appeared in Notebook No. 19,
19, was gratifying indeed.
indeed.
Many helpful suggestions.
suggestions.and criticisms
were received from Notebook readers.
readers.
Your author hopes that the information
presented here will serve
serve to correct and
clarify" several
clarify'
several points in '1uestion.
question.
h llb
hZlb

and hlZb
h 'Ib Formulas
and
Formulas

The derivation of h21b
h~1b as
as explained
explained
in the appendix
appendix to the original article
nm entirely correct. Diagram 4 on
is not
page 5 of Notebook No. 19 shows el
terto be positive toward the emitter terminal of the transistor. In diagram 7,
is shown positive
on the other hand, e\
el is
tetminal. Actually, curtoward the base terminal.
rem flow
flow shown
rent
shown in both cases
cases requires
that el be positive toward the emitter
terminal. Therefore, the derivation of
the h21~
h21b formula
formula should
should have been
given as:
as:

hilt

=

h llt
rhe formuhs
fotmulas for h
In deriving the
hzlb
2U and
certain approximations were made
which were not specifically mentioned
which
Formal network
in the original article.
article. Formal
theory shows
approximations. For
shows these
these approximations.
example,
from the table of Matrixes of
example, from
3·Terminal
3-Terminal Networks on page 506 of
EngineerJ, by
Reference Data for Radio Engineers,
I.T.T. we find that:
61,2b
h
2 b ,,

h\\~

h\ .. =--d

.nd
and
junCtion transistors:
for junction
f::..h «
h2\
Ah
<<h21
b l2
h12

-"

= ------(l-<x)j~

«I
<<I

d:::::l+b
d
1 + h 2 12.\.

;1il =
;~fromdiagram
= -(I-<X)
- ( 1 - cc ) ie
from diagram (7)
(7)

+C,

Calculation
h llb and
and
Calculation of h2,b

hUt
hlle

93/45"
93&

h 2lb

- - - - --1
I

h 11b
= - - - - 1 =-<X.

"

=
- from
=from diagram (4)
(4)
i.
ie

hm

hu

.=--1- "

E

1531
1
5 3/-20 20°

+

h tl •
hUb
hllb

h
l1b
hllb

= --1
.=-0:: =
----1

.26 j .55 - I
=.26+i55-1

el

Now:
Now:

a.
cc

correned h
formula and
Using the corrected
hzlb
2U formula
IV, the
corrected
corrected values from Table IV,
1 b should
should
new sample
sample calculation
calculation of hh 22lb
follows:
read as follows:

hZlb
h211 = --oc

Therefote:

"
(1-<X)i.

(+c~)
inducrance ((-C~).
If
( +Cp) or an inductance
- C p ) . If
RX Meter readings are converted
converted to admittance, +C, converts
mittance,
converts to a positive
-C~ converts
converts to a negnegsusceprance
susceptance and -Cp
arive susceptance. When RX Meter readative
impedance, +C,
ings are converred
+Cp
ings
converted to impedance,
converts to a negative reactance
reactance and
converts
-C~
reacrance.
-Cp converrs
converts to a positive reactance.
rememThese changes
changes of sign must be remembered when using the series-parallel
series·parallel
bered
conversion chart.
chart. Considering these
changes in sign
re<:tangu[ar
sign then, correct rectangular
Nore·
2Z'ss in Table IV on page 4 of Note19 afe
t44-j52 and 65+j66
book No. 19
are 144-j52
65fj66
while correct polar Z's
2 s are 153~
153/-20"
and
preced·
and 93L1,L.
93/45". The signs and j's precedC~ (ohms) in the same table are
ing C,
somewhat misleading
misleading and should
thereshould therefore be disregarded.
disregarded.

From page 503
503 of
of the same
same book:
d=
h tl h2z--h12
h22 -h\2 h2\
-h12 +h~l
+1
= h11
h21-h12
+ A 2 1 +I
6.
-h
Ahh == hh\1l l h2~
h22
- 4 1122 h
h21,
21,

-"- from diagram (7)
"

hIlt

hUb

-<X = - - - - 1 =h 2u

- -- .73
.73 +i
+ j .55
=
55

Converting
Readings
Converting RX
RX Meter Readings
Impedance
to Admittance and
and Impedance

hh 22a
lb
The RX Meter directly reads
reads OUt
out resistance
sistance in parallel with a capacitance
capacitance

66

=
=

--a
IX

= .93L..l.1.L.
.93/143"
=

=.93/-37"
0:cc: =
.93/ 37°

/e

.61/65°
-1
.61
-1
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MEET
OUR
M
EET O
U R REPRESENTATIVES
BIVINS AND
AND CALDWELL
CALDWEll
BlVlNS
LANG, SSaler
ltfil"ager
HARRY JJ.. LANG,
HARRY
ales M
anager

L-“

Bivins
was founded
Bivins and
and Caldwell,
Caldwell, Inc.
Inc. was
founded
by
John
F.
Bivins
and
David
J. Caldwell
Caldwell
by John F. Bivins and David J.
shonly
Point,
shortly after
after their
their return
return to
to High
High Point,
Nonh
North Carolina
Carolina al
at the close
close of World
War
War II,
11, in
in the
the belief
belief that
that electronics
electronics
and
play
and radio
radio communications
communications would
would play
an
an increasingly
incceasingly imporram
important role in the
future
the
future industrial
industrial deveJopmem
development of
of the
South.
technical
South. 1be
The specific
specific need
need for
for aa technical
group
group to
to provide
provide local
local cuslomers
customers wilh
with
sales
sales and
and application
application engineering
engineering servo
services
ices on
on complex
complex electronic
electronic equipmem
equipment
was
panners formed
was apparent
apparent and
and the·
the ’partners
their
their organiution
organization 10
to represem
represent leading
manufacrurers
manufacturers of
of communiarions
communications and
electronic
electronic laboratory
laboratory test equipmem.
equipment.
Bot:h
partners,
by
virtue
of
Both partners,
of their back·
backgrounds,
grounds, brought
brought aa weailh
wealth of specialiud
specialized
uperience
experience 10
to the
the new
new company.
company. John
John
Bivins
Bivins majored
majored in
in physics
physics and
and engineerengineering
ing at
at Duke
Duke University and
and had been
in
in the
the radio
radio and
and communications
communications busibusiness
ness in
in High
High Poim
Point for
for neuly
nearly ten
ten years
years
,Prior
prior to
to World
World War
War II.
11. Dave
Dave Caldwell
Caldwell
majored
majored in
in physics
physics and
and engineering
engineering at
Davidson,
Davidson, taught
taught physics
physics at
at that
that .school
school
for
for twO
two years
years after
after graduation,
graduation, and
and later
held
held posts
posts in
in the
the production
production and
and COSt
cost
accouming
accounting fields.
fields.During
During the
the War,
War, Dave
Caldwell
Caldwell served
served in
in the
the Planning Section
Section
(G3)
(G3) of
of the
the Army,
Army, and
and John Bivins
Bivins
was
was employed
employed as
as aa special
special engineer
engineer with
the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, dealing
dealing with
planning
planning and
and supervision
supervision of
of Radar
Radar ininstallations
stallations on
on Naval
Naval vessels.
vessels.
Industrial expansion
expansion throughout the
Industrial
South during
during the
the past
past eight
eight years
years didiSouth
rectly confirmed
confirmed the
the early
early beliefs
beliefs of
rectly
Bivins and
and Caldwell
Caldwell and
and also
also brought
Bivins
about aa decisive
decisive change
change in
in th.e
the Bivins
Bivins
about
and Caldwell
Caldwell organiullion.
organization. While
While broadbroadand
casting equipment
equipment accounted
accounted for
for the
the
casting
major ponion
portion of
of their
their business
business up
up umil
until
major
1949, Ihe
the flIpid
rapid growth
growth
approximately 1949,
approximately
of electronic
electronic manufacturers
manufacturers and
and related
related
of
industries, created
created increasing
increasing demands
demands
industries,
for specialized
specialized services
services in
in the
the applicaapplicafor
tion of
of elecuonic
electronic instrumentation
instrumentation and
and
tion
the organizalion
organization now
now handles
handles precision
precision
the
electronic laboratory
laboratory equipment
equipment excluexcluelectronic
sively. Bivins
Bivins and
and Caldwell
Caldwell joined
joined BRC
BRC
sively.
1952 and
and has
has cominuously
continuously handled
handled
in 19~2
in
our products
products since
since that
that time.
time.
our

L

With increased
increased business
business aCtivity
activity came
came
With
the requiremem
requirement for
for expansion
expansion of
of the
the
the
company’s personnel
personnel and
and facilities.
facilities. CC.
company's
M.Smilh.
Smith,Jr.
Jr. joined
joined the
the eJtpanding
expanding comcomM_

•••• n

I ,_ •••• U

. *..... . *

~

--.

H-.lqllort... of
of Bivins
.i.i... and
o"d Caldwell,
C.. lclw.ll. Inc.
,.. c. in
i.. High
Hi,. Point,
'01..,. N.
H. C.
c.
Headquarterr

pany in 1950.
"Smitty" is an engineerengineer.
1950. “Smitty”
ing
ing graduue
graduate of
of North Carolina State
College
College with eJttensive
extensive communications
engineering ellperience.
experience. During World
War I1
U he served as an Electronics
Elecrronics OfOf·
ficer with the U. S.
S. Navy and was
was an
instruCtor
Radar
instructor at the famed M.I.T. Radar
School
School in Boston, Mass. Later additions
10
increased total
toral perto the staff have increased
sonod
arc field
sonnel 10
to over 21; 9 of which are
engineers who concentrate exclusively
t'1Ic1usively
on
on CUSlOmer
customer problems.

The company’s
company's facilities
facilities have
have also
also
The
been increased,
increased. with
with branch
branch offices
offices in
in
Adama, Georgia,
Georgia, and
and Orlando,
Orlando. Florida.
Florida.
Atlanta,
The new
new headquarters
headquarters building
building in
in High
High
Poim is
is one
one of
of the
the most
most modern
modern and
and
Point
uranged office
office facilities
facilities in
in the
[he
best arranged
area.. The Service Department
Department here,
here, ununarea.
[he direction
direction of
of Mr.
Mr. Robert
Robert L.
L.
der the
Moore, has
has complete repair
repair and
and recalirecaliMoore,
facilities and
and is
is well
well equipped
equipped
bration facilities
to service all products
products that
that are
are curcur·
to
rently handled.
handled. All
All offices are
are equipped
equipped
rently

iv"'.

Shown in conference
are,
left-to-right,
SIoow
,
0 ... lef'..,....

John
Bivins, 0041,1...
Douglas Se
Severence, Oo.id
David Caldwell,
loll
...N;....
ClOlclw.u. and
0"", C.
c. M.
JIl. Smith,
Sm;,lt. Jr.
It.

7

BOONTON
B O O N T O N RADIO
R A D I O CORPORATION
CORPORATION

with
with T\VX
T W X service
service for
for eWcient
efficient comcommunication
munication wirh
with all
all factories.
factories.The
The comcompany
pany also
also maintains
maintains aa fleer
fleet of
of eight
eight vevehicles
hicles for
for use
use by
by field
field engineers.
engineers. The
The
Bivins
Bivins and
and Caldwell
Caldwell Fall
Fall Road
Road Show,
Show,
which
which runs
runs for
for about
about four
four weeks,
weeks, covers
covers
some
4,000 miles
miles and
and isisan
an annual
annual event
event
some4,000
auended
attended by
by several
several thousand
thousand engineers
engineers
in
inthe
the local
localarea.
area.
Bivins
Bivins and
and Caldwell
Caldwell believes
believes thac
that
their
their organization
organization must
must operate
operate on
on the
the
premise
premise of
of fundamental
fundamental engineering
engineering inintegrity. Their
Their basic
basic objective
objective isis to
to a5Sist
assist
tegrity.
customers
customers in
in solving
solving engineering
engineering probproblems and
and to
to recommend
recommend the
the best
best availavaillems
able test
test equipment
equipment and
and techniques
techniques for
for
able
the panicular
particular job
job to
to be
be done..
done. We
W e at
at
the
BRC
BRC proudly
proudly salute
salute Bivins
Bivins and
and Caldwell
Caldwell
for their
their faithful
faithful service
service to
to our
our many
many
for
valued customers
customers rhroughout
throughout the
the South.
South.
valued

EDITOR‘S NOTE
NOTE
EDITOR'S
John P.
P. Van
Van Duyne
Duyne Appointed
Appointed
John
Engineering Manager
Manager at
at BRC
BRC
Engineering

The appoinrment
appointment of
of John
John P.
P. VanVanThe
Duyne as
as Engineering
Engineering Manager,
Manager, effeceffecDuyne
18, 19~B,
1958, has
has been
been anantive August
August 18,
tive
nounced by
by Or.
Dr. George
George A.
A. DownsDownsnounced

-
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brough,
brough, Presidem.
President. Mr.
Mr. Van
Van Duyee
Duyne comes
comes
to
~ ytuS
years of
of operieoce
experience in
in
to BRC
BRC with
with I15
the
of engineering
engineering and
and decuonics.
electronics.
the fields
fields of
The
The major
major pan
part of
of his
his experil":oce
experience has
has
been
been in
in the
the development
development and
and producproduction
tion of
of electronic
electronic instruments.
instruments.
Afrer
Science
After receiving
receiving his
his Bachelor
Bachelor of Science
degree
degree in
in Electrical
Electrical Engineering
Engineering from
from
Rensselaer
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute
Institute of
of Troy,
Troy,
New
1943, Mr.
Mr. Van
New York
York in
in December
December 1943,
Duyne
Duyne served
served with
with the
the U.
U. S.
S. Signal
Signal
Corps
Corps where
where he
he instructed
instructed in
in radar and
and
radio
radio relay
relay techniques.
techniques. During his last
year
year of
of service,
service, he was
was engaged
engaged in the
design
design of
of Radio Countermeasures
Countermeasures epuipepuipmem
FOrt
ment in
in me
the Coles
Coles Laboratory
Laboratory at Fort
Monmouth,
ew Jersey.
Monmouth, New
Following
Following his dlsch1rge
discharge from
from the SigSignal
1946, Mr. Van Duyne
nal Corps
Corps in 1946,
joined
joined the
the Measurements
Measurements Corporation
of Boonton,
Boonton, N.
N. J.
J. as
as Project
Project Engineer
of
Engineet
and was I."npged
engaged in the devdopmem
development of
and
signal
signal gl":nl":rators.
generators.
In
1948, he became associated
In August 1948,
B. DuMont Laboratories,
Laboratories,
with
with the Allen
Allen B.
East Paterson,
Paterson, New Jersey, serving sucEast
suc·
cessively as
as Senior Engineer, Seaion
Section
cessively
the Advanced
Head of [he
Advanced Development
Developmem
Section, and
and Section
Section Head of the CirSection,
cuit Design and Development Section.
cuic
From March 1953 until he joined
BRC in August,
1958, Mr. Van Duyne
ORC
Augusc, 1958,
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held
with the
E1ec·
held posts
posts with
the Westing~
Westinghouse Electric
Corpon.tion
in
Metuchen,
New
Jettric Corporation in Metuchen, New Jersq.
sey. He
He served
served as
as Engineering
Engineering Section
Section
Manager
was engaged
in the
Manager and
and was
engaged in
the design
design
of
television receivers
receivers until
until JanJanof color
color television
was appointed
Man·
uary
1956 when
he was
when he
appointed Manuary 1956
ager
TV Engineering.
Engineering. He
He served
served in
in
ager of
of TV
che
lauer capacity until he joined BRC.
I3RC.
the latter
An active
radio "ham",
Mr. Duyne
Duyne
An
active radio
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and the
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A General
General Purpose Precision
PrecisionM§~~ll~enerator
GORSS. D
Development
CHARLES G. GORSS,
e v e l o p m e n t EEngineer
ngineer

\-j

De5ign
Design Considerations
Considerations
The
signa!
The primacy
primary purpose
purpose of
of aa signal
generator
is
to
simulate,
acurarely,
generator is to simulate, acurately, some
some
pan
part or
or parts
parts of
of aa u7.nsmission
transmission system
system
which
which are
are niX
not convcnjenuy
conveniently operated
operated at
at
Most imimaa test
test area
area or
or in
in aa laboratory.
laboratory. Most
portant
portant among
among the
the design
design considerations
considerations
of
its size,
of such
such aa device
device ate
are its
size, the
the precisprecision
with
which
it
simulates
test
ion with which it simulates test signals,
signals,
and
and the
the stability
stability of
of the
the simulated
simulated signals.
signals.
Because
Because test
test and
and laboratory
laboratory space
space is
usually
usually limited,
limited, the
the signal
signal genetam(
generator is
required
required to
to cover,
cover, in
in one
one small
small package,
package,
IIa band
band of
of frequencies
frequencies wide
wide enough
enough to
rcst
test an
an entire
entire syStem.
system, usually
usually many
rimes
times the
the size
size of
of the
the signal
signal generatOr
generator ititself.
self. Iu
As electronic
electronic systems
systems have
have become
more
more precise,
precise, the
the precision
precision require.
requirements
ments placed
placed upon
upon the
the signal
signal gc-nentor
generator
designed
designedfor
for use
use with
with these
these systems
systems have
have
become
become morc
more stringent.
stringent. A
A natural
natural com·
companion
panion (0
to precision
precision isis srabiliry:
stability: the
the
genenred
generated frequency,
frequency, in
in panicular,
particular, muse
must
nor
not vary
vary under
under the
the influence
influence of
of the
the
power
power line
line or
or amplituge
amplitude mqdulation.
modulation. In
In
simulating
highsimulating weak
weak signals
signals into
into aa highsensitivity
sensitivity receiver,
receiver, itit must
must be
be possible
possible
to
to set
set the
the output
output of
of the
the signal
signal generator
generator
to provide
provide signals
signals as
as low
low as
as O.lflV
0 . 1 , with
with
~~
to
the knowledge
knowledge that
that rhe
the results
results are
are nor
not
the
being clouded
clouded by
by leakage
leakage from
from the
the gen·
genbeing
erator enclosure.
enclosure. Therefore,
Therefore, the
the design
design
entor
of Ihe
the enclosure
enclosure isis very
very importanl
important aloog
along
of
with all
all of
of the
the circuir
circuit design
design considenconsiderawith
tions.
lions.
Oscillator
Oscillator
The range
range chosen
chosen for
for this
this design
design isis
The
10 10
to 500mc,
500mc, the
the area
area of
of most
most in·
in10
tensive use
use inin equipment
equipment developmenr.
development.
tensive
Covering such
such aa range
range with
with aa single
single
Covering
oscillator, implies
implies thaI
that some
some changes
changes in
in
oscillator,
the parameters
parameters of
of rhe
the frequency
frequency deterdeterthe

YOU WILL FIND ..•
AA

w

General P..,po""
Purpose P."<i.io,,
Precision Sill",,1
Signal
G""",,,I
Generator ......................
G""",,,IO'
.
Signal Ge"".o,o.
Generator ("/io.",,,,
Calibrator '0'
for RF
RF
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andP••
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In common USI." today is the concept
of rhe turret, a device which acrually
removes the induCtive clement of the
resonant circuit and replaces it wilh anothe.r element. This would seem ·to suit
our purpose, because in such a device,
lead length can be cont.rolled. However,
positioning must be very accurate and
very stable. Providing a means for contacring these coils as they come into
position requires careful consideration.
The contacts musr have low inductance
and stray capacitance as well as a stable
R F OSC.
OSC.
Rf
10-500MC
IO- 5 0 0 M C
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mining elements
elements will
will have
have to
to be made
made
mining
at periodic
periodic intervals
intervals dt.raugh
through the
the range.
range.
at
It isis imprncrical
impractical to
to imagine
imagine that
that varyvaryIt
ingone
one element,
element,or
or varying
varyingboth
both Land
L and C
C
ing
for thar
that marrer.
matter, could
could possibly
possibly permit
permit
for
10 to
to 5OD-mc
500-mc range
range
coverage of
of the
the 10
coverage
in one
one band.
band. At
At lower
lower frC<:Juencies
frequencies one
one
in
can often
often choose
choose from
from several
several different
different
can
coils with
with aa selector
selector switch,
switch, bur
but in
in the
the
coils
UHF range,
range, leads
leads and
and connections
connections muSt
must
UHF
be shon,
short, precJuding
precluding the
the use
use of
of simple
simple
be
switching.
switching.
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low resistance.
low
resistance. TIle
The physical structure of
the turret is very important also,
also, as any
tendency of the basic structure to change
tendency
change
dimensions
would result
resulr in
dimensions or warp would
frequency
frequency instability.
instability.
imposes cerrain
limiUse of the turret imposes
certain limitations on the actual
actual oscillator
oscillator circuitry.
circuitry.
The preferred circuit is one which employs a minimum number of moving
concaets.
desirable then to
contacts. It would be desirable
design
feedback netdesign an ~cillator
oscillator with a feedback
work which could
all frefrework
could be fixed for all
quencies
switch conconquencies so that additional switch
taelS would not
nOl be required. A circuit
tacts
which fits the turret requirements quite
well, with a minimum number of conwell,
confrequency determining nettacts in the frequency
feedwork, is shown
shown in Figure 3.
3. The feedback is accomplished
accomplished with a capacitive
capacitive
divider from one plate to the opposite
grid,
grid, using the grid capacitance
capacitance of the
cathode together
rogether with a fixed
tube to cathode
mounted capacitor from the Other
other plate.
tWO-tube oscillator is particularly
particularly
This two-tube
adaptable to our requirements for sevseveral reasons.
reasons. First, it gives
gives more power
than a single
rube of the ZAF4-A
single tube
2AF4-A class;
class;
facror because gco:l
isolaan important factor
good isolarioo from the modulator
modularor will be a retion
quirement of the overall
overall system
system and
the more power there is to dissipate in
isolation, the less
less reaction
reactioo there will be.
isolation,
Second,
feedback is simple and
Second, the feedback
fixed. Third, the two-rube
fixed.
two-tube oscillator
oscillator
works very well with a split-stator capcapacitor which requires no wiping concontacts. This is important because wiping
tacts.
contacts on an oscilJawr
oscillator capaciror
capacitor would
contacts
instability. In this
introduce noise and instability.
oscillator,
cenrer of the tank is at
oscillator, the center
ground potential and therefore the rotor
of the capa,itor
capacitor is also at ground potential
frequencies. With this
tcntial for RF frequencies.
arrangement the capacitancl:'
capacitance to ground
of the cajXlcitor
noncritical.
capacitor drive is noncritical.
Since the center of
of the oscillator
oscillator coil
coil is
also roughly at the .neutral
neutral or ground
plane; plate power can be injected at
this point from a common
common supply ring
on the turret. This ring may be a simple
slip ring rather than a switchable
switchable concontact. Actually the oscillator turret is so
constructed that the center of each coil
coil
is permanently tied back to this common
common
slip ring through individual 100-ohm
lOO-ohm
resistors. These resistors
resistors serve to break
resistors.
bur do not
up undesirable RF paths, but
introduce aoy
any appreciable plate voltage
voltage
or radio frequency
frequency loss.
Coupling from
from the oscillator
oscillator is acaccomplished
complished by a pickup coil
coil wrapped
on the same
same form as
as the oscillator
oscillator tank.
Its
output is picked up by two
hs OUtput
twO wiping
contacts (similar to the contacts
contacts in the
contacts

tank circuit)
circuit) on the side of the turret.
Mechanical considerations
Mechanical
considerations in this pan
part
of the circuit have been very carefully
thought our.
out. The contact buttons on the
turret are of coin
coin silver and the mating
spring fingers are
arc of beryllium copper
rolled·on coin silver overlay
with a rolled-on
overlay of
0.oo25-inch
0.0025-inch thickness.
thickness. (Silver plating
can not be depended upon to withstand
jtself is cast in an unwear.) The turret itself
Epoxy Resin made by elBA
modified Epoxy
CIBA
AraJdit(' 6060 casting resin.
resin.
known as Araldite
TIlis
This material has a reasonably
reasonably low cocoefficiem of expansion (50 ppm/’C
ppmj"C and
efficient
comains
contains no filler material. The result
no internal
is a very stable casting with 00
imernal
stresses
Acaldite
stresses and good machinability. Araldite
resin is used to cemem
cement the silver
silver button
contacts into the casting.
casting. The circuit
COntacts
moumed on
silver-plated brass
itself is mounted
on a silver-plated
chassis in a way which minimizes lead
lengths and maintains the fundamental
cirj:uit
circuit symmetry.
symmetry. The basic enclosure
enclosure
tying the entile assembly
assembly together is a
heavy aluminum caseing
casting mounted on
a ,/,”
~"silver-plated
silver-plated aluminum base plate.
Positioning of the mrret
turret is accomplished
accomplished
stainless steel
by means of a stainless
steel shaft which
mounts a heavy hardened steel
steel detem
detent
plate. The detent plate is restrained by
an arm and roller assembly
assembly which is
substantially
s u b s t a n t i a l l y sspring
p r i n g loaded ffor
or
posirioning.
positive positioning.
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OKill,,'o. Circuit
Circuir
Figure

Modulator
111ere
are many ways to modulate an
There &re
RF signal
signal once it is produced and it
was necessary to evaluate
evaluate these various
various
wisesr
methods in order to make the wisest
choice.
first, that
thar it
choice. It was thought, at first,
would be best if the modulator did not
nor
would
require tuning. This would immediately
immediately
simplify the job by eliminating
eliminaring one
capacitor. It developed
tuning capacitor.
developed however,
however,
that this approach would create a proboutput system.
lem in the OUtpUt
system. The piston
atcenuator
rhe OUtpUt
attenuator in the
output system
system operates
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with a rather large insertion loss; around
30 db over our frequency
frequency range. What
leasr 20
ZO db of attenuation is
is more, at least
required between
bctwt-en the modulator and the
oscillator
ro prevent spurious frequency
frequency
oscillator to
modulation as a result of amplitude
modulation. An untuned modulator
modularor
modulation.
impose an additional insertion
insertiOn
would impose
loss. The output requirements of 0.1
loss.
0.1
volts is db below a milliwatt.
miHiwatt. With 20
db
isolation, 10
10 db for modmod·
db required for isolation,
ulation, and 30 db for the attenuator,
betwccn
60 db between
there is a total loss of GO
the oscillaror
oscillator and the ourput.
output. This means
that a ridiculously high figure of
of roughly
500 watts would
would be required to provide
the desired OUtput.
output. The oscillatar
oscillator disdispues out about 500
cussed previously,
previously, puts
milliwans lightly loaded.
milliwatts
loaded.
Diode
Diode Modulator
Another approach worthy of considconsideration is some form
form of diode modulator
modulawr
following the piston attenuatar.
following
attenuator. There
tWO objections to [his
apseem ro
to be two
this approach. First, the noise generated in the
diodes
diodes would be objenionable
objectionable at low
levels such
rhe high
levels
such as D.lfLv.
0 . 1 ~ Second,
Second,
~.
the
levels of voltage necessarily
necessarily applied in
levels
output would
order to
ro produce a 0.1-volt
D.I-volt OUtpUt
necessitate operation of
of the diodes
diodes in
a more linear operating range and therethereby destroy the modulation capabilities.
capabilities.
Typical
low-level diode modulators of
Typical low-level
p.v
this type have aboUt
about SOK
50K p
v maximum
input and about 10
10 db insertion loss,
meaning that the maximum modulated
RF OUtput
output would be around 15K
15K pv.
p.v.
An advantage
advantage of this type modulator
modularor
pisron attenuator
would be that the piston
could couple
couple directly to the oscillator
oscillator
and eliminate the second
second tuned stage.
stage,
However, the poot
poor low-outpUt
low-output capabilicapabilities make it unsuimble
unsuitable for our purpose.
Tuned Grounded-Grid
Grounded-Grid
Tuned
Trade
Trode Amplifier
1£
modularor couid
10
If the modulator
could be designed
designed to
ZO-db gain, instead
instead of the
provide a 20-db
IO-db loss
loss introduced by an untuned
10-db
3D-db
modulator, there would be only
only a 30-db
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loss
loss beyond
beyond the
the oscillatOr
oscillator and
and the
the oscil·
oscillator
lator output
output requirement
requirement would
would need
need
10
to be
be only
only :500
500 milliwatts.
milliwatts. A
A tuned
tuned
grounded-grid
grounded-grid amplifier,
amplifier, Utilizing
utilizing aa
611..N4
6AN4 UHF
UHF triode,
triode, will
will provide
provide this
this
20-db
20-db gain.
gain. The
The gain
gain drops
drops as
as :500
500 me
mc
isis approoched,
approached, but
but improved
improved arcenu:uor
attenuator
coupling
coupling III
at the
the higher
higher frequencies
frequencies comcompensates
pensates for
for Ihis
this effea.
effect.
lliere
There are
are SC'veral
several ways
ways to
to modulate
modulate
aa luned
tuned grounded-grid
grounded-grid uiode
triode amplifier;
amplifier;
by
by means
means of
of the
the plate,
plate, grid,
grid, or
or cathode_
cathode.
Both
Both plate
plate and
and cathode
cathode modulation
modulation rerequire
quire power.
power. Grid
Grid modulation
modulation does
does noc
not
require
require power,
power, but
but requires
requires careful
careful selec·
selection
tion of
of openting
operating point for
for reasonable
reasonable
linearity.
linearity. Since
Since this
this stage
stage would
would noc
not be
be
operating
C amplifier,
amplifier, linear
operating as
as aa class
class C
plate
plate modulation
modulation would
would not
not be
be possible.
possible.
TIlerefore,
Therefore, in
in lhe
the interest
interest of
of simple
simple lowlowpowered
powered amplitude
amplitude modub.tion,
modulation, aa gridgridmodulation
modulation SYStem
system was
was chosen.
chosen.
In
In such
such aa system,
system, Ihe
the grid
grid musl
must be
well
well grounded
grounded for
for lhe
the RF
RF signals
signals bul
but
flO{
not for
for audio
audio signals.
signals. This
This requires that
aa suitable
suitable capacitor
capacitor be
be placed
placed from
from grid
to
to grOlloo.
ground. A
A common
cQmmonfailing
failing of
of a highhighfrequency,
frequency, grounded-grid
grounded-grid stage
stage is
is instability caused
caused by
by Ihe
the exisrancc
existance of ininstability
ductance in
in Ihe
the grid
grid circuit.
circuit. This
This results
results
ductance
in
in positive
positive feedback
feedback and
and possibly osciloscillation.
lation. Therefore,
Therefore, the
the grid capacitor
capacitor
selected must
must be
be aa very
very low-inductance
low-inductance
seleo:ed
device.
device.
The RF
RF ground
ground of
of the
the smge
stage is
is estabestabThe
lished by
by IIa large
large silver-plated
silver-plated brass
brass shield
shield
lished
closely contoured
contoured to the
the tube
tube socket
socket
closely
and passing
passing directly
directly through
through the center
and
of the
the tube
tube socket
socket and
and the grid pins
of
which are
are located
located 180~
180’ apart.
apart. This
which
shield nOt
not only
only establishes
establishes ground
ground but
shield
shields the
the plate from
from the
the cathode.
cathode. The
shields
grid leads
leads are
are soldered
soldered to
to IIa sheet
sheet of
grid
silver-plated copper
copper which
which covers the
silver-plated
entire surface
surface of the
the shield.
shield. A thin sheet
entire
of reconstituted
reconstituted mica separates
separates the copcopof
per sheet
sheet from
from the
the shield.
shield. The
The copper
copper
per
sheet, covers
covers borh
both sides
sides of
of the
the shield
shield
sheet,
and acts
acts as
as aa very
very low-inducmnce
low-inductancebypass
and
bypass
capacitor of
of 1:500
1500 Illlf.
ppf. This
This arrangearrangecapacitOr
imposes a maximum
maximum RF reactance
ment imposes
10 ohms
ohms at
at 10
10 mc;
mc; the
the lowest
lowest gengenof 10
of
erated frequency.
frequency. The
The maximum
maximum audio
audio
erated
frequency to
to be
be passed
by the
the modulator
passed by
modulator
frequency
20 kc.
kc. At
At this
this frequency,
frequency, the
bypass
isis 20
Ihe bypass
capacitor is
is not
not less
less than
5000 ohms.
ohms.
than :5000
capacitor
To enable
enable good
good pulse
pulse modulation,
modulation, this
this
To
capacitance would
would require
1:5 ma
ma in
in
capacimnce
require 15
order 10
to permit
permit the
the grid
grid voltage
to rise
voltage to
rise
order
to 10
10 volts
volts in
in 1
,us. The
The 15-ma
from 00 10
I I-U.
1~-nl3
from
current is
is based
based on
on Ihe
the faa
fact that
cutrent
that aa 1010volt puJs,e
pulse will
will cur
cut off
off the
the amplifier.
amplifier.
volt
This is
is easily
easily accomplis~
accomplished in
averin the
the averThis

age
long as
as there
there is
is
age pulse
pulse generatOr
generator as
as long
no
the
no large
large SC'ries
series impedance
impedance between
between the
generator
generator and
and the
the grid.
grid.
Maximum
isolation
the oscilMaximum isolation between
between the
oscillator
and
m~
amplifier
was
given
prelator and the amplifier was given previously
for minimizing
minimizing
viously as
as aa criterion
criterion for
spurious
modulation. For this
spurious frequency
frequency modulation.
reason,
intercst of
reason, as well as in the interest
the
maintaining
point of
maintaining the
the operating
operating point
of the
modulation
modulation al
at an optimum level, the
OUtpUt
was incorporated
incorporated
output level
level conuol
control was
in
betwC'1i':n the oscillator
in me
the coupling between
and th~
the modulator.
modulator. This is merely a
intO
variable
voltage divider into
variable resisdve
resistive voltage
which
which the oscillator Oillput
output is fed. Only
the. modulated
eoough
enough voltage to drive the
1~'e1 which produces
amplifier to the level
O.I-volt
0.1-volt OUtput
output is taken from the divider.
If a fixed
fixed anenuator
attenuator were used it would
have to IX'
be made small enough to insure
frequencies under the
full
full OUt1".ll
output a(
at all frequencies
patllftlC'ter varialimitS
limits imposed by rube
tube parameter
Lions.
tions. The amplifier gain would then
have to be reduced under these condicondi-
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lIuenuator. The
dons
tions to match this fixed attenuator.
result
result would be that, under
under many concotJ.ditions, the stage gain would
would be reduced
reduced
unnecessarily to match
march the fixed
fixed atattenuator and, although the
the resulting
resulting
spurious FM would be within
wilhin the
the adad·
spurious
vertised
specifications, it
vertise<! specifications,
it would not
not be
be
as low as the tubes were
wete capable of
of
to perpermaking it ifif they were allowed to
at their optimum capabilities.
form at
Another reason for not
not changing the
the
.some uncontrolled
uncontrolled
anode potentials in some
manner is that, as previously
previously stated,
control-grid modulation requires
control.grid
requires careful
careful
selection of
seleo:ion
of the stage operating point.
point.
low disThe bias level is quite critical ifif low
tortion is desired.
desited. Because
Because the
the attenuator
(Onion
coupling decreases
coupling
decreasc.-s with decreasing
dccre21sing frefrequency, the
the average level
level of
of drive to
to
the
£he final
final stage
sta.';e increases
increases as
as the
(he frequency
frequency
decreases.
of the
the modmoddecreases. The
TIle impedance
impedance of
ulator’s
also is
is higher
higher for
for
ularor's tuned
tuned load
load also
each
band because
because: the
the same
same tuntuneach lower
lower band
ing
is used
used on
on all
all six
six bands.
bands.
ing capacitor
capacitor is

3
3

factOrs result
result in
in aa different
different optioptiThese factors
These
mum grid
grid bias
bias being
being required
required for
for each
each
mum
is
accomplished
by
means
range.
This
range. This is accomplished by means
of aa switch,
switch, coupled
coupled to
to the
(he range
range knob,
knob,
of
which
scleas
the
proper
bias
for
each
which selects the proper bias for each
mnge. The
The distortion
distortion is
is further
funher reduced
reduced
range.
by overall
overall inverse
inverse feedback
feedback which
which will
will
by
be described
described further
further on
on in
in this
this paper.
paper.
be
To maintain
maintain maximum
maximum isolation
isolation bebeTo
tween the
the amplifier
amplifier and
and oscillator,
oscillator, the
the
tween
amplifier is housed
housed in
in aa separately
sepatluely
to the
the
casting. very
very similar to
shielded casting,
oscillator casting.
casting. The
The energy
energy passing
passing
oscillator
twO castings
c:asrings is
is fed
fed through
through
between the
the two
between
is enclosed in
in
a coaxial cable which
which is
to prevent
prevent leakage.
le2kage. This
This
tubing to
copper tubing
coaxiaJ cable couples directly
direccly into
into the
the
coaxial
resistive attenuator
attenuator which
which in
in
variable resistive
rum couples to
to the
the cathode
cathode of
of the
the
turn
amplifier. This
This construction
coosuuctioo prevents
prevents
fields or circulating
circulating currents
cutretlts which
which
stray fields
ClUSC sudden unpredictable
unpredictable inin·
might cause
FM at
at discrete
discrer:e
creases in spurious FM
frequencies.
grounded·grid amplifier
amplifier circuit
circuit
The grounded-grid
is similar
similar to
to aa pushpush.
tank (Figure 44)) is
tank
rank except
excepl that
that one
one tube
tubl.- has
has been
been
pull tank
replaced with
with aa reactive
reactive network.
netWork. AA
replaced
tcue push-pull
push-pull stage
stage utilizes
utilizes aa complex
complex
true
transformet and
and would
would furnish
furnish
driver transformer
required. This
This one
one
more power
power than
than isis required.
more
tube arrangement
arrangement was
was used
used in
in order
order
tube
Ihat the
the amplifier
amplifier circuitry
circuitry would
would be
be
that
ill. design
design to
to the
Ihe oscillator,
oscillaror, with
with
similar iR
similar
the same
same design
design of
of turret
turret and
and tuning
tuning
the
capacitor, so
so that
that the
the two
two circuits
circuitS would
would
capacitor,
tunet isis the
the same
same
track naturally.
naturally. The
The turret
track
as the
the turret
tutret used
used in
in the
the oscillator
oscillator
as
no pickup
pickup winding.
winding.
except that
that there
there isis no
except
(The attenuator
lIuenuaror pickup
pickup coil
coil couples
couples
directly to
to the
the tank
rank coil.)
coil.)
The
The tuning
tuning capacitor
capacitor isis the
the same
same
capacitor
capacitor used
used in
in the
the oscillator
oscillator except
except
that
that several
several plate
plate sections
sections have
have been
been
omitted.
omitted. The
The oscillator
oscillator and
and amplifier
amplifier
tanks
tanks are
nre necessarily
necessarily of
of slightly
slightly different
different
design
design because,
because, in
in the
the oscillator,
oscillator,the
thefeedfeedback
back capacitors
capacitors add
add to
to the
the minimum
minimum
tank
tank capacitance.
capacimnce. In
In the
the amplifier,
amplifier, the
the
connections
to the
the tuntunconnections from
from the
the turret
turret to
ing
to acIICing capacitor
capacitor are
are slightly
slightly longer
longer to
comodate
comodate the
the attenuator.
attenuaror. Therefore,
Therefore, this
this
tank
tank has
has aa somewhat
somewhat higher
higher inductance
inductance
and
and aa lawer
lower capacitance
capacitance than
than‘the
'the osciloscillator
to assure
assure reasonable
reasonable
lator tank.
(ank. In
In order
order to
tracking
tr:acking with
with these
these unequal
uoequal tank
tank paraparameters,
meters, fewer
fewer plate
plate sections
sections were
were used
used
in
in the
the amplifier
amplifier tuning
tuning capacitor.
capacitor. The
The
reduced
b,C in
in the
the amplifier,
amplifier, in
in comcomreduced AC
bination
bination with
with the
the lower
lower residual
residual capacitcapaci(ance,
ance, results
results in
in aa frequency
frequency range
range which
which
closely
closely tracks
rradrs the
the oscillator.
oscillator.
The
casr: with
with one
one flat
flat side
side
TIle turret
turret isis cast

BOONTON
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so that it can be positioned closely to
the flat attenuatOr
attenuator pickup coil.
coil. Between
the attenuator
at[enuatOr tube and OUtpUt
output tank, on
eithet
either side
side of the plane occupied
occupied by the
attenuatOr
twO parallel
parallel
attenuator pickup coil,
coil, :lte
are two
monitor wires about
about o/J 6 inch apart.
apart.
One end of each of these is grounded
and the other ends are tied to a IN82A
IN82A
diode monitor. This monitor system,
system,
therefore, intercepts the same
same field that
enters the piston attenuator tube and
function for all
performs the monitor function
ranges. In a narrow-range,
narrow-range, one-band
one-band
ranges.
OutpUI monitoring
monitOring is accomgenerator, output
accomplished by feeding some energy
energy from
from the
tank through a small
small coupling capacitor.
capacitor.
This system
system providt'S
provides more usable energy,
bur
would not
nOt be satisfactory
but would
satisfactory in a widewidemulti·banded unit.
unir. The two
twO pickpickrange, multi-banded
up conductors
conductors also
also serve
serve as a Faraday
shield,
shield, allowing only the TEll mode to
tube. Any mode
propagate into the tube.
which is propagated into a wave guide
significantly below its cutoff frequency
frequency
decays
logrithdecays at a rate which is
is exactly
exactly logrithwaveguide.
mic with distance along
along the waveguide.
This rate is exactly
exactly related
related to guide
diameter in a circular
waveguide. Howcircular waveguide.
ever,
ever, there are various modes which can
be introduced into a waveguide
waveguide which
decay. The prespreshave differing rates of decay.
ence
would tend
ence of more than one mode would
ideal attenuation law. The
to distort the ideal
anenuator is based on the TEll
attenuator
TEll mode
because this mode decays at a rate which
because
is less than any of the other propagation
modes. The TM
OUt
modes.
TMol
01 mode is shorted out
by conductors
conductors atranged
arranged in the same
same
moniwr loop,
manner as the monitor
loop, because
the attenuation rate of the TM
TMol
ol mode
is only 4.9 db per radius more than the
TE,)!
TEol mode and could
could cause errors in
TEo~ mode,
the attenuator Output.
output. The TEo2
mode,
17.3 db per radius,
radius, is
at
a t an additional 17.3
also an
an annoyance.
annoyance. This problem is
solved by arranging the pickup and tank
coils symetricaUy
coils
symetrically around the axis
axis of
the tube.
The attenuator pickup coil
coil itself is a
single loop of wire in the same
same plane as
50the center turns of the tank coil.
coil. A 50ohm carbon film resistor in series
series with
the loop provides a 50-ohm
50-ohm source
source impedance. At the point where the loop
pedance.
connectS
connects to the OutpUt
output coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable,
there is an impedance compensating
circuit composed of a 50-ohm
50-ohm resistor
and a capacitOr
capacitor in series
series to ground. This
tends to draw current of a leading phase
when the loop phase is
is lagging, resultresult·
ing in the maintenance of a good low
VSWR source
source impedance from the atOutput. This results
resulrs in a VSWR
tenuator output.

of less than 1.2.
In order to accurarely
accurately measure the
amplitude modulation percentage,
percentage, as
IN82A monwell as
as the RF output, the 1N82A
itor diode is by-passed
by-passed for RF only.
only.
Amplitude modulation at an audio rate
remains as an audio voltage imposed on
rhe diode dc Output.
the
output. To monitor RF,
diode output
outpUt is fed
fed directly
iLaa
directly to a 20 p
meter on the panel through suitable
calibrating resistors.
resistors. For AM monitormonitoring, the diode output is connected
connected to
an
an ac-coupled
ac-coupled amplifier which builds up
feeds it to a
the at,ldio
aydio envelope,
envelope, then feeds
cathode follower.
follower. The cathode follower
follower
in turn drives a diode voltmeter which
fully bypassed
bypassed for frequencies
frequencies as low
is fully
as 20 cps. This de
dc OUtput
output is then
switched
iLaa meter
switched to the same 20 p
resistors.
through suitable calibrating resistors.
The meter
merer is marked both in % AM
and an RF Calibrate position. It normally
reads RF but by means of a momentary
conraet
contact switch
switch can be made to read
% AM.
AM.
'fhe
The output of this AM metering
amplifier is used in another related
manner. A certain perCentage
percentage of the
volrage from the cathode follower
follower outvoltage
outputs returned Out
out of phase with the
voltage. This
incoming modulation voltage.
tends to further reduce the AM dister·
distorrion and provdes
pwvdcs a high degree
tion
degree of
stability
sys·
stability for the entire modulation systern. Since
tem.
Since this places a resistive netwotk between the input terminals and
work
the RF amplifier grid which would tend
fed into this point,
to slow
slow down pulses fed
a switch
full·clockwise position of
switch at the full-clockwise
in·
the AM LEVEL control removes the infeedback, providing dinxt
converse feedback,
direct connl-ction from
from the input terminals to the
nection
RF amplifier COntrol
control grid for pulse
modulation.
[n the pulse position, the instrument
In
continues to operate as described.
described. A
to·volt negative pulse will
will turn the
IO-volt
amplifier off.
modulaoff. The amplitude modulatbe grid
tion terminals are dc coupled [Q
to the
of the RF amplifier and thus it is not
posi.
desirable
desirable to swing
swing this point in a posiberween the
tive direction.
direction. All that lies between
an RF filter
AM posts and the grid is an
which prevents RF leakage.
leakage. This had to
be appropriately damped to prevent
ringing or extreme overshoot
overshoot and therefore limits the minimum rise time
fore
to
w 2 ps.
fLS.
Frequency
Frequency Modulation
ModuIat ion
Frequency modulation has been ininFrequency
cluded in this instrument in its most
elemenrary
elementary form.
form. Means have been provided for amplitude modulating the
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plate of the oscillator
oscillator from an external
post. This provides low
low deviation fre·
post.
frequency
which, though unun·
quency modulation which,
predicrable in
calibtated,
calibrated, is somewhat
somewhat predictable
magnitude and will be useful in the
100 mc where
whete sufficient
range above 100
deviation
deviation for the narrow-band FM comcommunications channels
channels is present.

,-.

Shielding
Shielding
The instrument has been thoroughly
shielded
flar
shielded against
against RF leakage.
leakage. Where flat
cover plates engage [he
shield castthe RF shield
castings, a mating tongue and groove
groove joint
lined with
wirh silver-plated
silver-plated brass mesh
assures
assures perfect sealing.
sealing. The aluminum
cover plates are silver
silver plated and join
\X!here
the casting in a similar manner. Where
shafts protrude from the enclosure,
enclosure,
double circular wiper fingers are used,
one over the other. Every joint is care·
carefully sealed
fully
sealed by some resilient, highly
conductive
which will retain
rerain
conductive device
device which
high pressure and good electrical
electrical COntact.
contact.
low·inductThe RF filters employ
employ very low-inductance discoidal
discoidal ceramic capacitors
capacitors which
frequency well above
have a resonant frequency
are used in the
the range at which they :lte
generator. The series
series elements
elements in the
tOroidal coils wound on ferrite
filter are
are toroidal
cores,
cores, providing the maximum series
series
possible.
loss in the smallest package possible.
Power
Requirements
Power Requirements
inThe power requirements of the instrument have been kept low; in the
order of 70 watts.
watts. This gives
instru·
gives the instrument a good degree of stability due to
hearing.
the freedom from excessive heating.
more, it has permitted the use
What is more,
of a very effective,
simple, power
effective, bur
but simple,
supply.
transformet is a
supply. The power transformer
type, regulating
tegulating transresonant circuit type,
former which provides excellent
excellent stabi·
stabivoltages. In
lization of plate and heater voltages.
addition,
rhe oscillator
addition, the dc
dc Output
output to the
oscillator
plate is gas·discharge
gas-discharge tube regulated and
filaments are regulated by a hothOtthe filaments
regwire, series·regulating
series-regulating ballast. This regularion results
results in a frequency
ulation
frequency srabilitystabilityvs·line voltage of
betrer than,
than.
vs-line
of much better
0.00
I % total frequency
frequency cbange
0.001%
change for a
5-,,0It
5-volt line shift.
shift.
Internal Modulation
Modulation
The instrument has an internal modoscillator operating at 400 or
ulating oscillator
100 cycles, as well
weJl as
100
as provision for exexternal amplitude modulation.
Controls
Frequenc:y Variation Controls
Frequency
It has been previously
previously sraced
stated that the
oscillator
oscillator and amplifier were designed
designed in
such a way as to track together as the
frequency is changed.
frequency
changed. However, some
some
adjustment is necessary to peak the

d
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amplifier
amplifier OUtpUt
output for
for optimum
optimum performperformance
at
a
specific
frequency.
ance at a specific frequency. This
This is
is acaccompJished
complished by
by means
means of
of aa small
small trimmer
trimmer
knob
knob which
which is
is coaxial
coaxial with
with the
the large
large
coarse
coarse frequency
frequency comrol
control knob.
knob. This
This
control
control provides
provides differentia]
differential motion
motion
between
between the
the oscillator
oscillator and
and [he
the amplifier
amplifier
tuning
tuning capacitors.
capacitors. Friction
Friction in
in the
the system
system
isis such
such rhat
that the
the oscillator
oscillator shalt
shaft does
does not
not
turn
turn when
when this
this knob
knob is
is operated,
operated, permitpermitting
ting tuning
tuning of
of the
the amplifier
amplifier through
through aa
66 to
to I1 reduction
reduction with
with negligible frefrequency
quency change.
change. The
The shafts
shafts are
are coupled
coupled
together
together with
with aa spring-loaded,
spring-loaded, phosphor
bronze
bronze drive
drive cable
cable so
so that,
that, when
when the
large
large frequency
frequency knob
knob is
is turned,
turned, both
both
oscillator
oscillator and
and amplifier
amplifier tuning
tuning shafts
shafts
operate
operate in
in unison.
unison.
The
The main
main frequency
frequency dial,
dial, which
which is
is
over
over 66 inches
inches in
in diameter,
diameter, is
is directly
directly
attllched
attached to
to the
the oscillatOr
oscillator capacitor
capacitor drive
drive
shafc.
on the
the perimeter
perimeter of
shaft. Gear
Gear teeth
teeth on
the
the oscillator
oscillator dial
dial are
are driven
driven by
by aa
vernier
100
vernier dial
dial which
which isis divided
divided into
into 100
patts.
parts. The
The vernier
vernier dial
dial turns
turns 10
10 times
times
throughout
throughout the
the full
full oscillator
oscillator dial
dial range.
range.
This
This provides
provides aa logging
logging scale
scale which
divides
divides any
any range
range into
into 1000
1000 parts.
parts. BackBacklash
lash isis negligible
negligible because
because the
the main
main dial
dial
isis aa spring-loaded,
spring-loaded, split-gear
split-gear assembly.
assembly.

Rack Mountable
Mountable
Rack
As aa package
the instrument
instrument is
is on
on aa
As
package the
standard
rack mountable
moumablc panel.
panel.
standard I9·inch
19-inch rack
End
bells provided
provided with
with the
the instrument
instrument
End bells
cover
the protruding
protruding panel
panel ends
ends in
in case
case
cover the
rack mounting
mounting is
is not
nor desired.
desired.
rack
Conclusion
The BRC Type 225-A
225-A Signal Genuse·
erator is a compact, highly stable, useful
spur·
ful signal
signal generator free from the spurious
life ununious effecrs
effects which can make life
engineer or technician.
pleasant for the engineer
The following published specifications
speak
demonsrrating
speak for themselves in demonstrating
the degree of success
success achieved.
Specifications
Specifications

RADIO
CHARACTERISTICS
RADIO FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
RF
~g.
RF R..
Range
T..
Ro~v-'
10,..
500
mc.
Total Range: 10 to 500 mc.
1'1".
No. Bond"
Bands: />6
RF
ey, ±O.~%
ft•• two hour
h.. u' warmup)
... ",mup)
RF A«u,..
Accuracy:
3 ~ 0 . 5 %(..
(after
RF
bllity, ±O.(lj%
RF Settability:
f0.05%
uRF C..
lib....
i...
Calibration
Mai~
Main Dialt
Dial: I~er_.~"
Increments af
of ..pp,a.imal.ly
approximately 1%
1%
V
•• ~i • ., 1000
••h.ough
•.
Vernier:
1000 dlv;.lo~
divisions
through .aeh
each .a~g
range.
If
blll!y ("f••,
RF S...
Stability
(after 2
2 hou,
hour ...",mup)
warmup)
Sha"
••• 1
Short T.,m,
Term: ::::D.ooI%
20.001% (~ml~u
(5 minutes)
L...g
long h,m,
Term: ±0.01%
t0.01% (l
(1 h"".)
hour)
L'~.
Vallav-,
±0.001%
(~valt.)
line Voltage: -CO.OOl% (5 volts)
RF
... pu'
RF O
Output
R..
~V-' O.l1'v
0~.1 val"
volts
Range:
0 . 1 to
to
~ D.l
(across "
external
50 ""m
ohm load.)
(aero..
'•• ~al .50
"'"u,acy,
,.~. 10 to
'0 250
250 mc.
me.
Accuracy: ±10% 0.1
0.1 '0
to .50
50 k• pv,
=1~%
250'0500
mc.
?15% 0.1
0.1 '"
to 5P
5p •k ,.~.
wv, 250
to 500 mc.
=20%
lD to
'0 500 mc.
t20% O.O~
0.05 to 0.1~,
0.1 v, 10

,,,!

''0'''

s......

&lo%

Impeclotou, 50
SO ohms
Mm.
Impedance:
(:u ""m. a' ........1....1. of T,pe.501 B
(25
ohms of terminals of Type 501-6
Outpu'
Cabl.)
Output Cable)

_.U'.·

YSWR, 1.2
1.2
VSWR:

Ilf Leakage:
l_.ag., Sufficiently
Suflicl.~'ly law
low to
'a permit
pe...." mwsureRF
...... '.,,'O.l,.y.
at 0
.1 fiv.
ments

AMPLITUDE MODULATION
MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS
CHAltAClERl5TlCS
AMPLITUDE
AM
Ra~ge
A
M Range
I"'.. ~a;' 00 to
to 30%
31)%
Internal:
h".nolt 00 to
'0 30%
30%
Externol:
AM
A«y.oey, ::!::IO% at
0' 30%
30% AM,
AM, 10
ID to
ta 250
250 mc.
mc.
A
M Accuracy:
±l~% aat
30% AM,
AM, 250
250 to
,a 500
500 mc.
m<.
?IS%
t 30%
AM Calibration:
Callb,a'lo~, 10,
10, 20,
20. 30%
30%
AM
AM Distortion:
D;.. ortio~, 5%
~% 10
lD to
ta 250
2.50 mc.
m<.
AM
7% 250
2.50 to
ta 500
500 mc.
m<.
7%
AM Fidelity:
fld.ll.y: f±I
db 40
o«l cps
<po to
'0 20
20 kc.
0<.
l db
AM
I~<iden.ol FM:
fM, 0.001%
0.001% or
'" 1000
1000 cps,
<p', whichever
... hi"'...... is
Incidental
g'."'e., at
at 30%
30% AM
"'M
greater,
h ••• ~ol AM
AM Requirements:
"qul..m."'., 10
10 volts
voll. RMS
RMS into
in'a 4000
o«lOO
External
ahm. for
1o. 30%
30% AM
AM
ohms

&lo%

r.

fREOUENCY MODULATION
MODULATtON CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENCY
RO~II" (External)
(Ex'•• ~all
fM Range:
FM
ta between
b.'woe~ 5
~ kcc and
a~d 60
60 kc,
~e, depending
delM~di"g upon
upo~
0 to
I,.qu.~cy in
I~ the
,h. range
,a~ge 130
130 to
ta 500
500 mc.
mc.
frequency
FM Calibration:
Colib.at;o~, Deviation
o.vlatlo~ sensitivity
..,,,Itlvity vs.
y•. frequency
f.oq.....,ey
FM
~_01l'aph
nomograph
Indcl<o",..1 AM.
AM. 10%
10%
Incidental
h'e.~al FM
fM Requiremettts:
RO<lui•• ",.~.., 10
lD volts
voll. RMS
RMS into
In'o
External
1000 ohms
""m.
1000

o

PULSE MODULATION
MODUlATION CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
PULSE
SOU"., External
ht•• nol
PM Source:
PM Rise
RiM Time:
T'me' 5~ fisec
" •• < 10 to 40
~O mc.
m<.
PM
3 p" ••
e c< 40
o«l to 80
BD mc.
me.
80 to
'0 500
SOl) mc.
me.
22 p,.••e
e c 80
D ....h<><>t, 10%
10% 10
lD.o
100 mc.
m<.
PM Overshoot:
to 100
2~% 100 to
'0 500
500 mc.
me.
25%
f><t.r~at PM
PM Requirements:
R.quI,.m.n'.. 10
10 volts
val" peak
pOGo negative
".ga.'y'
External
pul ••, 20
20 ma.
mao peak
"""~ short-circuit
.ho.t·circult cappbility.
c<>~bi!;...
pulse,

'a
'0

MODU~ATING OSCILLATOR
OSCI~lATORCHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
MODULATING
MO Frequency:
f .. qu.~<y, 400
.oIOQ and
and 1000
1000 cps.
<P'.
MO Accuracy:
A«u,a<y, f10%
.±1D%
MO

POWER REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
POWER

US.A, 105-125
10~-12~ volts,
valt., 60
60 cps,
<p', 80
80 watts.
wall•.
225-A:
22~_AP. 105-125
10~_12~ volts,
volt•• 50
.50 cps,
cp" 80
80 watts.
Wan•.
225-AP.

Signal Generator Calibrator
A Signal
for
AM
RF Level
Level and Per Cent A
M
for RF
ROBERT POIRIER, D
evelopment E
ngineer
ROBERT
Development
Engineer

i/

In response
response to
to consumer
consumer requests
requests for
for
In
slightly higher
higher output
output voltages
voltages the
the type
type
slightly
245-B RF
RF Volroge
Voltage Standard
Standard which
which inin245-8
itiallywas
was designed
designed to
to provide
provide accurately
accurately
itially
calibrated RF
RF OUtput
output voltages
voltages (supplied
(supplied
calibrated
0.5, 1.0,
1.0, and
and
by an
an external
external source)
source) of
of 0.5,
by
2.0 microvolts
microvolts for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of checkcheck2.0
ing receiver
receiver sensitivity
sensitivity and
and low-level
low-level
ing
calibration of
of signal
signal generators
generators has
has been
been
calibration
modified to
to greatly
greatly enhance
enhance its
its usefulusefulmodified
ness. The
The modified
modified instrument,
instrument, which
which
ness.
245-B RF
RF Voltage
Voltage Stand·
Standsupersedes the
the 245-B
supersedes
ard, isis known
known as
as the
the Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
ard,
Calibrator. ItIt isis available
available in
in twO
two models,
models,
Calibrator.
245-C and
and 245·0.
245-D. Added
Added features
features
types 245-C
types
include: I)
1) aa choice
choice of
of calibrated
calibrated RF
RF
include:
output voltages;
voltages; vis.,
vis., 5,
5 , 10,
10, and
and 20
20
output
1.0 and
and 2.0
2.0 micro·
micromicrovolts or
or 0.5,
0.5, 1.0
microvolts
2 ) direct
direct reading
reading of
of three
three calicalivolts; 2)
volts;
brated, unmodulated
unmodulated RF
RF input
input voltages;
voltages;
brated,
0.025, 0.05.
0.05, and
and 0.1
0.1 volt,
volt, and
and 3)
3)
viz., 0.025,
viz.,
direct reading
reading of
of the
the per
per cent
cent amplitude
amplitude
direct
modulation of
of the
the RF
RF input
input voltage
voltage to
to
modulation
100%. With
With the
the exception
exception of
of attenuaattenua100%.

Figure 1. Type 245-C/D Signal Generator Calibrator

tion, the types
types 245-C and 245-D
245-D are
tion,
identical. The Type
Type 245-C
245-C is the high
identical.
output insttument
instrument providing 5,
5 , 10,
Output
10, and
microvolts calibrated
calibrated OUtpUt
output voltage
20 microvolts
and the
the Type 245-0
245-D is the low-output
and
low·output
instrument providing 0.5,
0.5, 1.0,
1.0, and 2.0
instrument
2.0
microvolts calibrated
calibrated Output
output voltage.
voltage.
microvolts
Principles of
of Operation
Operation
Principles
In order
order to
to provide
for slightly
slightly higher
In
provide for
higher

55

output
as
Output voltages of
of the
the same
same accuracy
accuracy as
obtained
obtained from
from the
the Type
Type 245-B
245-8 RF
RF
voltage standard, itit was
was considered
considered exexpedient to
to change the
the shunt
shunt resistance
resistance
element of
of the
the micropotentiometerl
micropotentiometer 1
from 0.0024 ohms, as used
used in
in the
the 245-B,
245-B,
to 0.024
0.024 ohms for
for the
the 245-C.
245·C. Output
Output
voltages of
of 55,, 10,
10, and 20
20 microvolts
microvolts are
are
thereby
[hereby obtained for the
the same nominal
nominal
input voltages of
of 0.025,
0.025. 0.05, and
and 0.1
volt respectively,
respectively, without
without changing
changing the
the
physical structure of
of the attenuator.
attenuatOr. All
All
other methods of
of increasing
increasing the
the output
Output
of the Type 245-B
245-8 micropotentiometer,
micropotentiometer,
such as decreasing the input
input impedance
impedance
to 6
6 ohms (in lieu
lieu of
of changing the
the
shunt resistance element) or increasing
increasing
the input voltage requirement
requirement are
are inapinappropriate to the
the desired result.
result. The
The
problem
problem of
of changing
changing the
the resistance
resistance of
of
the
the shunt
shunt element
clement without
withom appreciably
appreciably
affecting
affening its
its physical
physical dimensions
dimensions isis
largely
largely aa matter
mailer of
of finding
finding aa suitable
suitable
material
material from
from which
which to
to make
make the
the elee1e·
ment;
mem; noting
noting that
that the
the thickness
thickness of
of the
the

BOONTON
BOONTON

resistance element
dement is closely restricted
resistance
at
at one end by the size
size of the individual
molecules which influences the mechmechresistance, and at
anical stability of the resistance,
anical
the other end by the depth of penetrapenetration of the
rhe RF current which influences
[he attenuatOr.
the electrical
electrical fidelity of
of the
attenuator.
been
The effort which has recently
re<:ently bet:n
given to the search
search for new materials
fabricating the
and new methods of fabricating
shunt resistance
resistance element
clemenr has yielded an
improved dement
element for both the 245-C
imptoved
245-D Signal
Generator CalibratOr.
Calibrator.
Signal GeneratOr
and 245-0
The RF Voltage monitor and attenuatOr
attenuator
system, described
described in previous Notebook
sys((~m,
Notebook
is
"1..
arricles
articles 2.3.4.
2,3,4,
is shown in Figure 2.
The value of the disc resistor used is
is
245-C and 245-D
different for
for the Type 245-C
as indicated.
indicared.
The measurement of unmodulated RF
input voltages of 0.025, 0.05,
0.05, and 0.1
0.1
volt
voh will
will be more fully
fully exploited in the
245-0 than it was in
Types 245-C and 245-D
the 245-B.
245-8. Two innovations bearing directly
funCtion are: 1
I)) a meter
recdy on this function
function
califunCtion switch to provide correct calibration of either the RF input voltage
output voltage,
2 ) freor the RF OutpUt
voltage, and 2)
irequency compensation of the RF monitor
<juency
to eliminate the need of a frequency
curve. Both the meter funccorrection curve.
function switch and the frequency compensation permit greater
sation
greatet accuracy
accuracy of input
voltage measurement than is attainable
attainable
with the Type 245-8.
245-B. The meter funcfunction switch precludes the ±6%
2 6 % maximum error of input voltage measuremeasure·
ment which in the Type 245·8
245-B results
mem
from the tolerances
tolerances of the nominal low
from
resistors in the
frequency values of the resistors
micropotentiometer.
Frc-quency compenmicropotentiometer. Frequency
s:uion
sation is accomplished
accomplished by means of a
low-Q
induCtive network in series
low-Q inductive
series wilh
with
CO the RF voltmeter which rere·
the input to
duces the input VSWR due to capacicapacimonitOr circuit.
tance of the RF monitor
A completely new funCtion
function of the
Signal
Calibrn.tor is the direct
Signal Generator Calibrator
reading of per cent amplitude modulareading
tion of a modulated RF input signal
signal
around the O.l·volt
0.1-volt input level. Opern.·
Operafeature requires an
tion of the % AM feature
initial calibration of the unmodulated
carrier at the O.I-volt
0.1-volt input level using
the
Ihe input
inpul voltage measuring
measuring function
funCtion of
the instrument.
funCtion
instrument. The meter function
teads
switch is then set to %
% AM and reads
the full
full wave average of the detected
modulation envelope. The additional
is_ developed
twOgain required is.
developed in a twostage
stage transistor amplifier
amplifier with inverse
feedback
stabilize the gain and imfeedback to stabilize
im·
prove the linearity of the %AM scale.
scale.
Although the RF detector operates

J

01" ~E!fSTOfl
0.00~:4(1 (2450\

O.02.n

(~.5C1

Figure 2. Alletour>tr"
Attenuator ond
and Voltmeter
Vol/mete,

nearly S<juare
square law, the % AM indicaindication is nearly linear because the AM dedetector
always forward
tectOr is biased to be always
2.4 The waveform of the
conducting. 2x4
detected modulation
modulation versus the modulation envelope is represented in Figure 3.
3.
The output polarity of the diode is
negative.
negative. Referring to Figure 3, any
peak-to-peak
detected modpeak·co-peak limits of the dete<too
(yl --Y2)
y2 ) and
ulation are represented as (Yl
the
moduIhe corresponding peaks of the modulation envelope are represented as
(X~-Xl)'
(x2 --1>.
From
y=
= -- x2
X 2 (for the square
S<juare law
taw diode)
y1 -y2

=x22-x12

(x2 -x1)

IT

+ x1)

(xz

For any given operating point x, y,
(x2
xXl)
l ) is a conStant,
constant, 2x since
since
(X2
x
+ nx+x--n
x = 2x
x+6.x+x-6.x=2x

+

(Y1 -Y2)

*.*

a

(x2

--1>

har·
for either distonionlcss
distortionless or odd harmonic modulation distOnion.
distortion. Some
Some even
harmonic distortion
distortion of the modulation
envelope iiss produced in the instrument
as the AM detector law changes
changes near
Experi.
the crcscs
crests of 100%
100% modulation. Experimemally.this
mentally,
this has been found negligible
anticipated in the calibration of
and is anticipated
the %AM
%AM meter scale.
scale.
Since
Since the % AM readout is in terms
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of the full-wave
fuJi-wave average of the detected
modulation, the % AM indication is
subject to the usual
usual errors resulting from
from
peak-co-peak information
infotmacion
interpreting peak-to-peak
from an average readout. The instru·
from
instrumem is provided accurately
aceurntely calibrated
ment
calibrated
undistOned sinusoidal modulation.
for undistorted
Users of this instrument should be cognor
nizant of a source of error which is not
distortion of the
[he
necessarily related to distortion
necessarily
modulation envelope; viz., RF carrier
shifr
shift of the initial unmodulated cali·
calilevel which accompanies the
brated level
modulation is, of
of
modulation. Nonlinear modulation
course,
course, a common cause of this carrier
shift; an
an uncommon cause (which may
become increasingly common) is inverse
feedback regulation of the output power
feedback
generatOr. The Signal
level of aa signal
level
signal generator.
Signal
Generator Calibrator will be offered
with the % AM indication calibrated
calibrated
level
for no shift of the carrier power level
with modulation.
Uses of the 245-C
2 4 5 4 and
and 245-0
245-D
Uses
The Signal Generator Calibrator rere·
tains
originally conceived
conceived function
rains the originally
functiOn
outaccurate, low-level
of providing accurate,
low-level RF out·
put voltages.
voltages. Uses for this and the new
features
follows:
features are
arc enumerated as follows:
1. Accurate spot che<ks
checks can be made
1.
sensitivity over the
of receiver
teceiver sensitivity
range of 500kc to 1000
1000 mc
me and
0.5 microvolt to 20 microvolts.
0.5
2. By associating the precision fixed
attenuator (74 db in the 245-C
245-C or
3.ttenuator
94 db in the 245-D) with a prepre·
cision piston
clsion
pistOn attenuator
attenuatQC the range
of calibrated low-level
Output voltlow-level output
ages can be extended well below
sen0.5 microvolt, for receiver
0.5
receiver sensitivity and noise figure
figure measuremeasure·
ments,
to limitations
limirations
mems, subject only to
in shielding the receiver
receiver from
from the
signal
signal source.
source.50
can be made
3. Accurate spot checks can
signal generator
of unmodulated
unmodulared signal
output voltages from
from 500kc to
1000mc at high-output levels belOOOmc
0.1 volt inclutween 0.025 and 0.1
indu·
sive,
levels (with a suitable
sive, at low levels
receiver) between 0.5 microvolt
inclusive, or at
and 20 microvolts inclusive,
a level
level less than
rhan 0.5 microvolt with
precision fixed attenuators.
attenuators.
4. Fast,
Fast, accurate measurement can be
amplitude modulation
made of
of %
% amplitude
to 100% for modulating frequenfrequenkc.
ces from 20 cps to 20 kc.
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NEW
NEW BRC
BRC INSTRUMENTS
INSTRUMENTS TO
TO
BE
BE SHOWN
SHOWN AT
AT IRE
IRE SHOW
SHOW

- 3102
3102

Booths
Booths 3101
3101 -

, - , \

Boomon
Boonton Radio
Radio orporation
orporation will
will offer
offer
three
three new
new instruments
instruments to
to the
the electronic
electronic
industry
industry in
in 1959.
1959.The
The instruments,
instruments,which
which
will
will be
be on
on display
display in
in the
the BRC
BRC exhibit
exhibit
at
at this
this year's
year’s IRE
IRE Show
Show in
in New
New York,
York,
include:
i n c l u d e : rhe
t h e new
n e w Type
T y p e 225·A
225-A
Signal
Signal Generator,
Generator, the
the new
new Types
Types 245-C
245-C
and
and 0D Signal
Signal Generator
Generator calibrators,
calibrators, and
and
the
the new
new Type
Type 202-G
202-G Telemetering
Telemetering
Signal
Signal Generator.
Generator.
Designed
Designed lor
for operation
operation in
in the
the 10
10 to
to
lOO-megacycle
100-megacycle range,
range, the
the Type
Type 225-A
225-A
Signal
bod ies circu
S i g n a lGenera
G e n e r ator
t o r em
embodies
c i r c uiitt
and structural
structural design
design innovations
innovations which
which
and
provide
provide aa new
new standard
standard of
of precision
precision
and stability.
stability.
and

The
D Signal
Signal GenGenThe Types
Types 245-C
245-C and
and D
erator Calibrarors,
Calibrators, for
for the
the lirst
first time,
time,
erator
provide aa convenient
convenient portable
portable instruinstruprovide
ment for
for measuring
measuring and
and calibrating
calibrating the
the
ment
RF level
level and
and percentage
percentage AM
AM on
on Signal
Signal
RF
Generators in
in the
the range
range from
from 500KC
500KC to
to
Generarors
1000MC. They
They may
may also
also be
be used
used to
to proprolOOOMC.
vide aa calibrated
calibrated source
source of
of low-level
low-level RF
RF
vide
voltage for
for the
the precision
precision testing
testing of
of
voltage
receiver sensitivity.
sensitivity.
receiver
The Type
Type 202-G
202-G FM-AM
FM-AMSignal
Signal GenGenThe
erator isis an
an improved
improved generator
generator for
for the
the
erator
testing and
and calibrarion
calibration of
of FM
FM telemetertelemetertesting
ing systems
systems offering
offering RDB
RDB modulating
modulating
ing
frequencies and
and complere
complete coverage
coverage of
of
frequencies
the recently
recently extended
extended 215
215 to
to 260
260 MC
MC
the
telemetering band.
band.
telemctering
Visit boOths
booths 3101
3101 and
and 3102
3102 at
at the
the
Visit
IRE Show
Show during
during March
March 23
23 to
to 26
26 where
where
IRE
BRC personnel
personnel will
will be
be on
on hand
hand ro
to give
give
BRC
you more
more faas
facts about
about these
these and
and other
other
you
b BRC
BRC instruments.
instruments.

A Telemetering
FM-AM Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
Telemetering FM-AM
FOR COVERAGE
COVERAGE OF
OF THE
THE
FOR
RECENTLY EXTENDED
EXTENDED TELEMETERING
TELEMETERING BAND
BAND
RECENTLY
HARRY
J.
LANG,
Sales
MalJager
HARRY J . LANG, Sales M a n a g e r

Type
fM_AM Signal
$ign,,' Generaior
Gene''''or
Type 202,(;
202-6 Telemelo'ing
Telemetering FM-AM

With the
the rapid development
development of FM
telemetering
post-war
telemetering systems
systems in the post-war
period, BRC, as a pioneer manufacturer
manufaCturer
of
of FM
FM Signal
Signal Generators,
Generators, developed the
Type
Type 202-0
202-D Signal
Signal Generator in 1949
to
to provide FM-AM
FM-AM coverage of the then
assigned
assigned 215·235
2 15-235 me
mc telemetering band.
The
The 202-0,
202-D, which
which was subsequently
subsequently
assigned
assigned military nomenclature SG59!U,
59/U, offered
offered continuous
continuous RF coverage
from
from 175
175 to
to 250 mc at OUtpUt
output levels
from
from 0.1
0.1 p.v
pv to 0.2 volt and was designed
signed for
for both internal and external
FM
FM and
and AM. Frequency modulation was
provided
provided by a reactance-rube
reactance-tube circuit,
specially designed
designed to maintain constant
specially
deviation, with carrier frequency.
deviarion,
frequency. Controls provided continuously
continuously variable
trols
deviation from
from 0 to 240 kc Amplitude
deviation
modulation, from
from the internal audio
modulation,
oscillator, was
was continuously
continuously variable
oscillator,
from 00 to
to 50% and this range could be
from
entended to
to 100%)
employing an exemended
100%, employing
ternal modulating
modulating oscillator.
oscillator. Pulse modternal
from an
an exrernal
external source, was
ulation, from
also provided.
provided. The internal audio modalso
ulating oscillator provided a choice of
eight fixed
fixed frequencies
frequencies with nominal
eight
nominal
values between
between 50
50 cps and 15
15 kc.
values
Further developmem
development and expansion
Furrher
expansion
of FM
FM telemClering,
telemetering, increased the appliof
applications of this type precision
precision signal
cations
generator. Both
Both military and commercial
generator.
system requirements
requirements called
called for the
system
th~ incorporation of such
such a unit into the
corporation
complete telemetering
telemetering sysrem.
system. Recognizcomplete
Recognizing this
this trend,
trend, BRC
BRC redesigned
redesigned the
ing
the
202-D and
and made
made available
available the
the Type
202-D
Type
202-F Signal
Signal Generator
Generator in
in 1957.
202-F
1957. The
The
202-F was
was mounted
mounted in a new type of
202-F
cabinet (which
(which has
now become
cabinet
has now
become
on many of our
our instruments)
standard on
standard
instruments)

77

mat would
would provide
provide for
for both
both bench
bench and
and
that
The instrument,
instrument, as
as
rack mounting.
mounting. The
rack
furnished, includes
includes aa complete
complete cabinet
cabinet
furnished,
By simple
simple removal
removal of
of
and dust cover. By
the cabinet
cabinet end bells,
bells, the
the instrument
instrument
the
will mount
moum in
in aa standard
standard 19”
19" relay
relay
will
rack, making
making itit ideal
ideal for
for system
system applicaapplicarack,
other circuit
circuit innovations
innovations
tions. Several other
also incorporated
incorporared which
which improved
improved
were also
stability and
and modulation
modulation fidelity.
fidelity.
When the
the telemetering
telemetering band
band was
was
When
.extended up
up to
to 260
260 mc,
mc, itit
recently extended
became immediately
immediately apparent that
that aa
became
redesign of
of the
the 202-F
202-F was
was necesnecesfurther redesign
in order to
to provide
provide complete
complete RF
RF
sary in
of the
the new
new band.
band. The
The new
new
coverage of
Generator offers
offers
Type 202-G Signal Generator
RF coverage
coverage from
from 195
195 to
to
continuous RF
me completely blanketing
blanketing the
the new
new
270 mc
me band.
band. As
As aa further
further aid
aid to
to
2215
15 to 260 mc
of telemetering
telemetering
the convenient checkout of
systems, the
the nominal
nominal audio
audio modulating
modulating
frequencies, provided
provided in
in the
the earlier
earlier 202202frequencies,
o and F, were
were replaced
replaced with
with the
the followfollowD
ing standard RDB
RDB values:
values:
50,
400, 730 cps; 1.7,
3.9, 10.5,
30.0,
50,400,730
1.7,3.9,
10.5,30.0,
and 70.0 kc.
kc.
All
All other mechanical
mechanical and
and electrical
electrical
characteristics are
are identical
identical to
to the
the
obsolete
obsolete 202-F.

EDITOR’S
EDITOR'S NOTE
NOTE
25th Anniversary for
for BRC
BRC
1959
1959 represents
represents a major
major milestone
milestone for
for
BRC marking
marking the
the completion of
of 25
25
years as a designer and manufacturer
manufacturer
of
of precision electronic laboratory
laboratOry instruinstruments.
ments. Befittingly, this
this anniversary
anniversary
closely follows the purchase
purchase of
of aa new
new
70-acre
70·acre plant
plam site in
in the
the picturesque
picturesque
Rockaway valley
valley and the
the announcement
that plans have been
been formulated to
to erect
erect
a new, enlarged factory in
in the
the near
near
future. Much progress
progress and
and expanison
expanison
has taken place in the
the electronics inindustry since the
the inception
inceprion of
of BRC
BRC back
back
in 1934
1934 and as we
we reflect
reflect back
back over
over the
the
years, we feel
feel a certain amount of
of pride
pride
in the knowledge
knowledge that
that we
we have
have made
made aa
direct contribution to
to this
this growth.
growth.
Founded in
in 1934
1934 by
by William
William D.
D.
Loughlin,
Loughlin, aa pioneer
pioneer in
in the
the industry,
industry,
BRC,
BRc, from
from its
its earliest
earliest years,
years, concentrated
concentrated
its
its engineering
engineering skills
skills toward
toward the
rhe developdevelopment
ment of
of general-purpose
general-purpose precision
precision
laboratory
laboratory tools for
for the
the electronic dede-
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signer.
signer. The
The first
first produCt
product was
was the
the now
now
famous
famous Q
Q Meter
Meter which
which still
still reptesents
represents
aa basic
basic tool
tool and
and tus
has been
been accepted
accepted as
as IIa
Standllfd
standard throughout
throughout the
the industry.
industry. ImImpfO\'cd
Q Meter
Meter have
have
proved \'ersions
versions of
of the
the Q
since
since ~n
been designed
designed and
and COfltinue
continue to
to
form
form aa ffilljor
major portion
portion of
of BRCs
BRC’s produCt
product
line.
line.
With
With the
the devdopmem
development of
of frequency
frequency
modulation
modulation techniques
techniques in
in the
the late
late
thirties,
thirties, the
the company's
company’s interestS
interests were
were
focused
focused in
in this
this area
area and
and resulted
resulted in
in the
the
first
first commercial
commercial FM
FM Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
which
which made
made irs
its debut
debut at
at the
the Bosron
Boston
IRE
IRE meeting
meeting in
in 1940.
1940. BRC
BRC has
has since
since
expamled
expanded its
its line
line of
of FM
FM Signal
Signal Gen·
Generarors
erators ro
to cover
cover all
all commercial
commercial and
and
military
military applications
applications in
in this
this field.
field.
During
11, BRC,
BRC, like
like all
all
During World
World War
War n.
U.
U. S.S. industry.
industry, was
was dira:rly
directly engaged
engaged in
in
the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of critially
critically needed
needed
producu
In
products for
for the
the Armed
Armed Services.
Services. In
addition
addition to
to continuing
continuing the
the production
production
of
of several
several versions
versions of
of the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter and
and
Signal
Signal Generarors,
Generators, BRC,
BRC, in
in cooperation
cooperation
with
with the
the M.I.T.
M.I.T. Radiation
Radiation laborarory,
Laboratory,
developed microwave
microwave Signal
Signal GeneratOrs
Generators
developed
for the
the calibration
calibration of
of radar sYStems.
systems.
for
These effortS
efforts won
won the
the company
company numernumerThese
ous awards
awards and
and commendations
commendations and
and
ous
served to
to eocourage
encourage aa broadening of
of
served
activities in
in the
the post-war
post-war period.
period.
activities
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Boonton lod,o
Radio Co,po.ollon
Corporation In
in 1939
1939

Beginning in
in 1946.
1946, an
an entirely new
line
line of
of FM
FM’ Signal
Signal GeneratOrs
Generators was inttoduced
troduced ro
to serve
serve the
the then embryonic
new inintelevision
television industry
industry and
and several
several new
struments
imstruments for
for generol
general purpose RF impedance
pedance measurements
measurements followed
followed shortly
thereafter.
thereafter. \'{fith
With the introduCtion
introduction of the
VQR
VOR aircraft
aircraft navigation system
system and the
1I.s
ILS aircraft
aircraft landing system,
system, specialized

Signal
for these
these systems
were
Signal Gencr.l;tors
Generators for
systems were
designed
and
introduced
in
the
period
designed and introduced in the period P ,
1953.
---'
from
from 1948
1948 to
to 1953.
1
s
Beginning
in
1953.
the
basicQ
Meters
Beginning in 1953, the basic Q Meters
and
a
Sweep
Signal
were
redesi&ned
were redesigned and a Sweep Signal
VHF imimGenerator,
se-lf<omained VHF
Generator, aa self-contained
Standards, and
and an
an
pedance bridge,
pedance
bridge, Q
Q Standards,
RF
Voltage
Standard.
as
well
as
a
Film
RF Voltage Standard, as well as a Film
Gauge
for industrial
industrial applications,
appliauions. were
were
Gauge for
ro the
the line.
line. Last
Last year
yca.r marked
marked the
the
added
added to
Q Comparator
Comparator
developmem
of aa unique
unique Q
development of
which is
is now
now in
in production.
production.
which
In partial
parrial celebration
of its
irs 25
25 years
years
In
celebration of
in
the
electronic
instrornent
induStry,
in the electronic instrument industry,
is introducing
imroducing four
four new
new instruinstruBRC is
BRC
menrs
at
the
New
York
IRE
Show
this
ments at the New York IRE Show this
Type 225-A
225-A Signal
Signal GenGenmomh: the
the Type
month:
Types 245-C
245-C and
and D
0 Signal
Signal
eratot, the
the Types
erator,
Type
Generator Calibrators,
Calibrators, and
and the
the Type
Generator
FM·AM Signal Generator.
GeneratOr. These
These
202-G FM-AM
in this
this
insrruments are described in
new instruments
issue.
WIN A
A Q
Q METER
METER
WIN
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Applications
Applications of the Signal Generator Calibrator
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Figure I . Type 2 4 5 4 Signal Generator Calibrator.

The Type 245 Signal Generator CalCalibrator, available in two
twO models, is a
portable,
self-powered, precision instruponablc, self-powered,
instrument which may be used as a calibrated
high-level
calhigh-level rf voltmeter;
voltmeter: a source of calibrated microvolt-level voltage of known
impedance; and a calibrated percent AM
meter. Being portable and
and furnishing
its
espepower, the instrument is espejrs own power,
adaptable [0
to correlating signal
signal
cially adapt3bJe
generators and receivers
re<:eivers located congeneratOrs
siderable distances from one another,
another,
such as might be found
found in airline communications installations and general
outservice depots. With its calibrated Out·
put voltages,
volmges, the instrument is ideal for
calibrating receivers,
calibrating
rc<eivers, since it permits
the use
signal
usc of almost any shielded signal
output accuracy,
accuracy,
source, regardless of OUtput
obviating the need for elaborate test
equipment. Used for calibracing
calibrating signal
C<juipment.
generator
output systems and for calgeneratOr Output
ibrating percent amplitude modulation,
the
saves inspection
nOt only saves
rhe Calibrator not
time, but frees other
Other test equipment for
more profitable use elsewhere.
elsewhere.

Signal Generaror
Calibraror is shown in
Generator Calibrator
tWO basic parts of the
rhe
Figure 2. The two
rf
instrument, a non-£requency-sensitive
instrument,
non-frequency-sensitive rf
voltmeter and aa precision fixed tmenattenuator,
are comhint-d
combined in a rigid mechuawr, arc
me<hanical unit of coaxial construction, a
cross se<tion
section of
of which is shown in FigcoaxiaI unit, together
ure 3. The coaxial
together with
amplifying, and mesuitable switching, amplifying,
tering circuits ate
are housed in aa small,
sloping-panel cabinet measuring 9
sloping-panel
inches wide, 5 inches deep,
deep, and 5 inches
high, and weighing only 5 pounds. All
of the operating controls and a very
sensitive meter are located symmetsuprically on the front
from panel. Power is supplied from internal mercury batteries.
Used as a high-level input voltmeter,
the Calibrator operates as a 50-ohm
50-ohm
volt:
monitor of the input voltage at the voltmeter diode, which, within the accuracy
accuracy
esspecifications of the instrument, is esas" the voltage llpplied
semially
sentially the same
same as‘
applied
to the input cable.
cable. The instrument will
read, directly, input rf voltages of
of 0.1,
0.1,
0.05, and 0.025
0.025 volt.
005,

Description
A simplified block diagram of the

When operared
operated as a source of lowlevel
Callevel voltage, the Signal Generator Cal-

u’

from an exibrator must be supplied from
external source. TIle
vol rage applied
ro the
The voltage
applied to
instrument is monitored at the input to
instrument
the coaxial attenuator and the low-level
OUtput
output from the attenuator appears in
series with a 50-ohm impedance-matching resistor. The rf voltmeter is calibrated to indicate the omput
output voltages of
20, 10,
10, and 5 !JoV
pv (24)-C)
(245-C) or 2, 1,0.5
1, 0.5
p.v
pv (245-D)
(245-D) across
across a 50-ohm terminadon
tion connected directly to the output
jack of the Calibrator. The accessory
accessory
Type 517-8
517-B OUtput
Output Cable supplied with
the Calibrator provides a 50-ohm
50-ohm terfollOwed by a 25minating resistor followed
ohm impedance-matching resistor which
raises the equivalent source impedance
at the end of [he
the cable to 50 ohms.
When using the
[he Calibrator as a pernecessary to percent AM meter, it is necessary
form
setup, using an unmodform an initial setup,
ulated rf input signal to
to establish the
3’6 AM meter reference. This setup is
%
performed with the Meter Function
rhe RF IN position. Once
switch in the
the reference is established, the insrru·
instrument is switched to %
% AM and the voltvolt·
meter detects the same signal with modulation
componem of
lliation applied. The ac component
voltmeter is amplified, detf"Cted,
the voltmerer
detected,
9% AM
and indicated on the calibrated %
meter scale.
scale.
A more complete description of the
theory and design of [he
the Signal GenGenerator Calibrator is given in references
refetences
etaror
1,
2, and 3. Complete performance specspec1,2,
ifications are given in this article under
“Specifications”.
"Specifications'·.

Calibrating Signal Generator Output
Calibrating the output of a signal
generator is generally performed using
generatOr

.
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Figure 2. Signal Generafor Calibrator System Block Diagram.

aa bolomeler
bolometer
bolometer bridge.
bridge. MOSt
Most bolometer
bridges are essentially
high-Ievd
essentially high-level devices
(of
0.1 volt) and there(of Ihe
the order
order of 0.1
fore
fore Coln
can only
only be
be used
used to check
check the upper
end
end of
of aa piston
piston type anenuator,
attenuator, meaning
ing lhat
that the
the mectlanial
mechanical law of the atattenuatOr
tenuator mll5t
must be relied upon for
for lower
voltage
voltage levels.
levels.
Using
Using the
the CalibratOr,
Calibrator, high-level
high-level voltvolt- o
ages
ages of
of 0.1,
0.1, 0.05,
0.05, and
and 0.05
0.05 volt can
can be
read,
read, directly.
directly, merely
merely by
by Changing
changing rangt5
ranges
and
and adjU5ting
adjusting the
the gcnenuor
generator OUlput
output to
to
Ihe
the appropriale
appropriate alibrati$ln
calibratism mark on
on the
meier.
meter. If
If itit isis desired
desired to calibrate
calibrate vollvoltagt5
ages higher
higher than
than 0.1
0.1 volt.
volt, itit is only
only necnecessary
to insert
insert aa precision
precision pad
pad of
of the apapessary to
propriate
propriate attenuation
attenuation between
between du:
the gengeneraror
erator output
output and
and the
the Calibrator
Calibrator inpUi.
input.
For
For example,
example, to
to calibrate
calibrate aa generator
generator
OUtput
output of
of 0.2
0.2 voh,
volt, aa pad
pad of
of 66 db
db ;menuattenuarion
ation would
would be
be used.
used, and
and the generatOr
generator
OUtpUI
output level
level would
would be
be adjusted
adjusted until
until
the
I volt.
0.1
volt.
the Calibrator
Calibrator indiClIt~
indicated O.
Signal
Signal generatOr
generator low-level
low-level output
output
volmgt'S
voltages cnn
can be
be calibrated
calibrated using
using the
the CalCalibrator
ibrator as
as aa trolnsfer
transfer device.
device. The
The 245-C
245-C
will
will calibrarc,
calibrate, dirc:ct!y,
directly, the
the levels
levels of
of
20.
20, 10,
10,and
and 55 microvOlts
microvolts and
and the
the 245-0
245-D
and 0.5
0.5
will Clllibrncc
calibrate the
the levels
levels of
of 2,
2, 1.1,and
will
microvolts.
microvolts. Used
Used in
in this
this manncr,
manner, the
the
C.,libratOr
Calibrator aCts
acts as
as aa precision
precision fixed
fixed at·
attenuator of
of 80
80 db
db :menuation
attenuation in
in the
the
tcnuatOr
case
100 db
db in
in the
the
case of
of the
the 245-C
245-C and
and 100
case of
of the
the 245-0.
245-D.
case
The signal
signal generatOr
generator isis connecred
connected to
to
The
the
the CalibratOr,
Calibrator, with
with the
the CalibratOr
Calibrator set
set
to indiaue
indicate outpUt
output voltage,
voltage, and
and the
the CalCalto
to aa rereibrator outpul
output isis connected
connected (0
ibratOr
ceiver having
having aa suitable
suitable signal-(()-noise
signal-to-noise
ceive(
ratio and
and aa means
means of
of indicating
indicating relative
relative
ratio
signal level.
level. The
The genCtllllor
generator OUtput
output isis
signal
then adjusted
adjusted uoril
until rhe
the Calibraror
Calibrator ininIhen
dicates the
the C1esired
desired OUtpul;
output; for
for exampit'.
example,
diaues
pv. The
The receive(
receiver isis IUned
tuned and
and peaked
peaked
22 ,.v.
to rhis
this signal
signal and
and rhe
the receive(
receiver OUtpur
output
to
noted. The
The Calibralo(
Calibrator isis removed
removed from
from
nOted.
theseIUP,
setup,and
and the
the signal
signal generaror,
generator, with
with
lhe
its OUtpul
output SCI
set alat minimum,
minimum, isis connected
connected
irs
to the
the n:cei\'er.
receiver. The
The generator
generator OUtput
output isis
to
increased uoril
until the
the (eceiver
receiver indicates
indicates the
the
increased

same signal
level as
as previously
p(cviously noted.
noted.
same
signal level
is now
now delivering
deliveling 22 pv
The generator is
(within specification
specificarion tolerance)
tolerance) and its
irs
arrenuator
calibration can be
be checked
ch«ked
attenuator calibration
accordingly.
Should it be desired to check the atlower levels
levels
tenuator of
of a generator at lower
man
than the Calibrator
Calibrator will provide (either
5 or 0.5 ,.v);
roay be done using
using
p v ) ; this may
anenuarors between
between the
lhe
precision fixed attenuators
Calibroltor
receive(.
Calibrator ourpul
output and the receiver.

,.v

Exploring
off Attenuation
Exploring law
law o
1\
iOlercsr is the fact
faCt that
A poior
point of
of interest
·the
of a piston
pislon at.the law of attenuation of
explo(ed
tenualO(
tenuator can be reasonably well explored
using (he
the Signal Generato(
Generator Calibrator.
The
generator OUtput
firsr checked at
lit
The-generator
output is first
the
the maximum level and ar
at levels of 6
db
db and
and 12
12 db below maximum using the
CalibralOr
voltmeter calibrations
Calibrator input voltmeter
of
0.1, 0.05.
0.05, lind
and 0.025 volt. Then, the
of 0.1.
minimum calibrated omput
output from the
generator is
is checked using the
rhe Caligenemto(
brator and a receiver. The ch(:cks
checks at
bratOr
and minimum output
maximum and
outpUt fix the
thc
overall calibration of the attenuator.
attenuator. If
overall
at very low
the measured
measured attenuation at
the
levels is
is less
less than is indicated
indiaHl-d by the
levels
attenuator dial
dial calibrarion,
calibration, iIit is an ininattenuatar
dication of
of rf leakage iOlcrnlll
internal to the
dication
attenuator system; i.e., Ihe
the attenuator is
artenualOr
receiving power from
from other than the
receiving
desired source,
source, a variation in the alatdesirl-d
tenuator bore diameter,
diameter, or crrOrs
errors in the
tenuator
dial drive.
drive. The
The Ihree
three high-level
high-level c1ll'cks
checks
dial
determine the
the linearily
linearity of t~e
the attenua·
attenuadetermine
tor calibration,
calibration, since
since itit is
is in this high·
hightor
level region.
region, where
where the attenuator loop
level
near the
the moulh
mouth of
of the atrenuator
attenuator lUbe,
tube,
isis near
of !he
the at(enuatOr
attenuator is
is gengenthat the
the law
law of
Ihal
erally vi~a1ed
violated by
by spurious
spurious modes
modes of
erally
propagation.
propagauon.
Measuring Recltiver
RecGver Sensitivity
Sensitivity
Meosuring
The Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Calibrator
Calibrator proThe

vides signal
signal levels
levels which
which are
are most ohen
often
vidt5
required for
for sensirivil)'
sensitivity measurements
required
of both
both narrow
narrow and
and broad·band
broad-band receivreceivof
and 0.5
0.5 ,.v
pv from
from the 245-0
245-D and
and
ers: 2,
2, I,1,and
ers:
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20, 10,
10, and
and 55 pv
JAV from
from the
the 245-C.
245·C. HowHow20,
ev~r, if
if levels
levels lower
lower than
rhan 0.5
05 pv
JAV are
are rereever,
fOr more
more sensitive
5e1\Siti\·e receivers
receivers or
Or
quired for
quired
for noise
noise figure
figure measurements,
measuremenu, these
these
for
by associating
associating the
rhe CalCalcan be
be obtained
obcained by
can
ibrator with
wilh either
either aa precision
precision piston
pislOn
ibrator
(for complete
complete versatility)
versatility) or
or
anenuator (for
attenuator
The
wilh precision
precision fixed
fixed attenuators.
altenuarots. The
with
10wt51 level
level of
of measurement
measurement attainable
anainable
lowest
rhen isis subject
subjeet only
only to
to the
the limitation
limitation in
in
then
shielding the
the receiver
receiver from
from the
rhe signal
signal
source.
Used
Used in
in conjunction
conjunCiion with
with aa swept
swepl
signal source,
source, the
the Calibrator
Calibralor permits
permics the
Ihe
dynamic checking
Checking of
of receiver
receiver sensitivity.
sensitivi(y.
The
The receiver,
receive(, previously
previously aligned
aligned with
with aa
high-level signal,
supplied with
wilh da
signal. isis supplied
calibrated
from
calibraled low-level,
low-level, swept
swept signal
signal from
the
Ihe Calibrator
Calibrator and
and the
rhe receiver
receive( sensisensitivity
tiviry curve is
is observed
observed as
as aa visual
visual disdisplay on an oscilloscope. This
tes! rereThis test
quires the use
use of
of a well
well shielded
shieldl-d sweep
sweep
signal generator
(he BRC
BRC Type
Type
generato( such as the
240-A.
240·1\.
It should be
be noted
noted here,
here, that
that in
in rereceiver
ceiver sensitivity
sensitivity measurements
measurementS where
where
the highest
rehighest degree of
of accuracy
accuracy isis required itit may be
be necessary
necessary to
to correct
correct
the Calibrator
!he
Calibrator voltmeter
voltmerer indications
indications for
for
the output cable attenuation. IfIf the
the outout·
put
pur cable supplied with the
the Calibrator
Calibrator
is used, it is advisable to
to apply this
this corcor·
rection at
at frequencies
frequencil"S above 500 mc
me.
For any other cable used to connect
connecl
the GlibralOr
Calibrator to
fO the receiver,
fl"Ceiver, the
the corcor·
rection
reetion will depend upon the
thc length and
type of
of cable employed.
Calibrating Signal Generafar
Colibrating
Generator
Percent
M
Percent A
AM
Calibration of
of signal generator
generator perperperforml-d using
cent AM is generally performed
an equipment
equipment to
to heterodyne
heterodyne the
the signal
signal
an
generator carrier frequency
generalor
hequency down to
10
some hequenc)'
frequency acceptable
some
acceptable to
10 an
an osciloscilloscope and
and then
sweeping the
loscope
Ihen sweeping
the osciloscilloscope
with the
signal generator
loscope with
rhe signal
generato( modumodu·
lating
frequency. The
The trapaziodal
lrapaziodal patp;ulating frt'quency.
on the
oscilloscope
tern thus
thus obtained
obtained on
rhe oscilloscope
{ern
is ~a measure
measure of
of the
the percent
is
percent AM,
AM, subject,
subjea,
of
course,
to
the
interpretation
of course, to Ihe inrerpretlllion of
of the
the

-
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observer.
observer.
With the
the Calibrator
Calibrator only
only two
twO Steps
With
steps
are
required for
for percent
percent AM
AM calibration.
calibration.
are required
First. aa reference
rdetence level
Inel is
is established
established on
on
First,
the
input range,
range, using
using the
the
the Calibrator
Calibrator input
the signal.
signal. Then,
Then.
unmodulated
unmodulated OUlplll
output of
of the
the 9’q:.
AM
with
with the
the C2libr:.uor
Calibrator set
set on
on the
% AM
range.
modul.:uion is
is applied
to the
the
range, modulation
applied to
AM
is
rod,
directly.
carrier
and
percent
carrier and percent AM is read, directly,
on
AM scale.
scale.
$36 AM
on Ihe
the G1librawr
Calibrator %
Distortion
Distortion
It
be noted
noted that
that the
the instrhment
insttOmenc
It should
should be
is
for undistorted,
undislOrted,
is accuralely
accurately calibrated
calibrated for
of
sinusoidal
mooulation. The
The presence
presence of
sinusoidal modulation.
distortion.
imroouces aa corcordistortion, therefote.
therefore, introduces
in the
meter reading
reading
responding
responding crror
error in
the meter
It follows
that
as
4. It
follows that
as indicated
indicated in
in Figurc
Figure "I.
willl
lhe most
most
with distortion
distortion present
present and
and the
accurate
accurate rl,.'Sults
results required, it is necessary
to
to know the
the kind and
and amount of dislOr·
distorbe
tion
so that the meter reading may be
tion SO
corrected
corrected accordingly.
accordingly.
Corrier
Carrier Shiff
Shift
Another possible cause
cause for ertor
error in
the
the fJ
9% AM
AM indication would be a shift
in
in carricr
carrier level
level due
due to the application
application of
modulation.
modulation. If
If petcent
percent AM
AM calibnttions
calibrations
are
are 10
to be made under conditions of
carrier
recarrier shift,
shift, itit may
may be eksirablc
desirable to recalibrate
calibrate the
the r'f
9% AM
AM meter.
meter. For any
any
reasonable
reasonable linear
linear carrier
carrier shift
shift with
modulation,
modulation, this
this recalibration is easily
easily
accomplished
accomplished using
using the
the internal C'f
9% AM
AM
meter
meter sensitivity
sensitivity comrol
control ro
to adjust
adjust the
meter
meter to
to indicate
indicate corrc~cdy
correctly a known
perCent
percent AM.
AM.
In
In this
this connection,
connection, itit is
is interestin~
interesting ro
to
note
note that
that the
the Calibraror
Calibrator may
may be used
used ro
to
detect
gross shifts
shifts in
in carrier
carrier level
level caused
caused
detect ~ross
by
by the
the appJicacion
application of
of modulation.
modulation. Whcr"
Whep
used
used in
in the
the RF
RF IN
I N position
position as
as an
an rf
rf
voltmcter.
voltmeter, the
the meIer
meter indication
indication for
for 11a
modulated carrier
carrier will
will be
be somewhat
somewhat
modulawd
grealCr
greater than
than for
for the
the same
same level
level carrier
carrier
without modulation.
modulation. For
For aa carrier
carrier level
level
withOUI
0.1 volt.
volt, for
for example.
example, the
the meter
meter in·
inof 0.1
of
dication isis incrt.'ased
increased approxim:llely
approximately 1~
% 11,;
dication
inch for
for SOc./50% modulation.
modulation. If.
If, when
when
inch
modulation isis applied.
applied, the
the merer
meter read·
readmodul:ltion
ingdoes
does not:
not increase
increase about
about the
the eltpecu:d
expected
in~
amount,arrier
carrier shift
shift isis indicated.
indicated. Should
Should
amount.
the meter
meter read
read less
less with
with modulation
modulation
the
applied, aa considerable
considerable shift
shift in
in arrier
carrier
applied.
level would
would be
be indicated,
indicated, indicating
indicating the
the
1e\'e1
modpresence of
of so-called
so-called "downward
“downward mod·
prt'SC"nce
ulation” (positive
(positive peak
peak clipping
clipping of
of the
the
ulation"
envelope)..
en\'e!ope)

MonitoringTransmitter
Transmitter Output
Output
Monitoring
An antenna
antenna connected
connected to
to the
the Gil·
CalAn
u ibt1ltor
ibrator input
input and
and placed
placed inin proximity
proximity to
to
'-'"
transmitter antenna,
antenna, or
or :Itat some
some other
other
aa transmitu:r
point radi:lting
radiating power,
power, would
would enable
enable the
the
point

have an
an output
OUtput impedance
impedance ofof 50
SO ohms.
ohms.
have
the output
OUtput impedance
impedanu isisnot
not 50
SOohms,
ohms..
IfIfthe
an impedance
impedance matching
matChing pad
pad should
should be
be
an
used. The
The signal
signal level
level should
should be
be monmono
used.
itored at
at the
the input
input to
tothe
theCalibrator
Calibratorwith
with
itored
1LC voltmeter
voluneter of
of high
high input
input
an accurate
accurate ac
an
impedance. Internal
Imernal meter
meter sensitivity
sensiti"jty
impedance.
controls are
are provided
provided inin the
the Calibrator
Calibrator
controls
meter for
for correct
COrrect indicaindicato adjust
adjUst the
the meter
to
0, I,
tion of
of the
the three
three input
input voltages
voltages ofof 0.1,
tion
O.OS, and
and 0.025
0.025 volt
voir
0.05,

Calibrator tto
indicate relative
relative field
field
Calibrator
o indicate
strength
when
used
in
the
RF
IN
posistrength when used in the RF IN position. IfIf the
the input
input to
to the
the Calibrator
Calibrator were
were
tion.
to
the
O.I·voh
referenu
level.
adjusted
adjusted to the 0.1-volt reference level,
dlt' instrument
instrument could
could be
be used
used in
in the
the 5%
q.
the
AM
position
to
indicate,
directly,
the
AM position to indicate, directly, the
AM present.
presen!.
percent AM
percent
An improvement
improvement of
of this
this application
application
An
of aa well
well
would be
be the
the connection
connection of
would
shielded. sensitive
sensitive receiver
receiver to
to the
the lowlowshielded,
OUtpUt of
of the
the Calibrator
Calibrator to
to directly
directly
level output
monitor the
the transmitter
transmitter while
while in
in rearea·
monitor
it.
proximity to
to it.
sonable proximity
Impedance Matching
Motching
impedance
It should be
be noted
noted that
that for
for the
the best
best
at:cul:ICY in
in the
the measurements
measurements described
described
accuracy
with most
mOSt measurements
measurcments ininherein, as with
interconnecdon of
of instruinstru·
volving the interconnection
of matching
matching imimments, the problem of
JX--dances must be taken
mken into
into account.
account.
pedances
4, covers this
this subject in
in some
some
Reference 4,
derail.
detail.

second method
method for
for calibrating
calibrating the
the
AA second
to compare
compare the
the CalCal·
input voltmeter
voltmeter isis to
input
ibrator
ibr:ltor voltmeter
voltmeter reading
reading directly
direcdy to
to the
the
known accurate
accurate
calibrated output
ompUl of
of aa known
calibrated
signal generator
generatOr having
having aa piston
piston type
type atatsignal
tenuator,
as the
the BRC
BRC Type
Type 202-E
202·E
tenUator, such
such as
or Type
Type 225-A
22S-A Signal
Signal Generators.
Generators, These
These
or
generators
generators have
have aa 50-ohm
50'ohm output
ouepUt imimpedance.
genCl:ltor with
with other
ot:her than
than
pechnce. IfIf aa generator
50
SO ohms
ohms output
OUtpUt impedance
impedance isis used,
used, aa
matching
be employed,
employed, and
and
matching pad
pad must
must be
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TERMINATED
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Figure 2.
3. Co...
Coaxial VoI,m.,.,_AII.n"o,o,
Voltmeter-Attenuator Assembly
fllll/i.
A...",b'y and
"nd Output
O"tp,,' Cable.
Cobl•.

Recalibration
Recalibration
The general
general design of the Signal GenGenThe
erator Calibr:ltor
Calibrator is
is such
such that recalibrarcalibra·
eratOr
tion is
is seldom
seldom necessary.
necessary. However, if
tion
recalibration becomes necessary,
necessary, it is
recalibration
the inStrument
instrument be rerecommended that the
turned 10
to the faCtory
factory for the most acacturned
curate C1libration.
calibration. If this is not
not conconcurate
venient, field
field alibration
calibration of a lesser
\·eniem,
degree of
of accuracy
accuracy may
may be performed.
performed.
degrer
input Voltmeter
Voltmeter
Input
Field rccalibration
recalibration of
of the input voltField
meter may
may be
be accomplished
accomplished using either
either
meter
of tWO
two methods.
methods. The
The first
first method
method ininof
1000cps
cps source:md
source and a
volves the
the use
use of
of aa 1000
volvc:s
60 pf
pf additiol131
additional bypassing
bypassing capacitOr.
capacitor.
60
The bypass
bypass apacitor
capacitor is
is connected
connected at
at the
the
The
voltmeter OUtput
output at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the cocovoltmeter
axial block.
block. The
The 1000
1000 cps
cps should
should be
be of
of
axial
low distOrtion
distortion and
and the
the source
source should
should
low

33

the
th.: attenuation of
of the pad
pad must
must be
be taken
taken
into account when determining the
the ininput to the Calibrator
indicated by
by the
the
CalibratOt as indicated
signal generator
generatOr attenuator
Il.llenuatOr calibration.
calibration.
The
The input
input signal
signal is
is adjusted
adjusted for
for 0.1,
0.1,
0.05, and
O.OS,
and 0.025
0.02S volt
\"olt and
lind the
the internal
internal
sensitivity comrols
controls in
sensitivity
in the
the Calibrator
Calibrator are
are
adjusted so
SO that
thar the
the Calibrator
Calibr:ltOr indicates
indicates
adjusted
these
correctly. If
If aa generator
generator of
of
these levels
levels correctly.
dubious 3CCUruy
accuracy is
is used,
used, the
the three
three levels
levels
dubious
can be
be established
established by
can
by calibrating
calibr.1ting the
the
generator at
at the
generatOr
the three
three levels,
levels, using
using aa
bolometer
bolometer bridge.
bridge.
%A
M Merer
%
AMMeTer
The ~
’9% AM
can be
The
AM Meter
Meter can
be recalibrated
recalibt1lted
in much
much the
same way
way as
as the
the rf
rf voltvoltin
the same
meter; i.e.•
i.e., by
comparison with
by comparison
with aa known
known
meter;
percent AM.
As mentioned
mentioned previously,
previously,
percent
AM. As
it
is
desireable
that
the modulation
modulation be
be of
of
it is dc:sireable that the
low distortion
distortion and
and that
be no
no
low
that there
there be
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length cables when making comparison
measurements.
measurements.
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Specifications
Specifications
RADIO
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT
~AOIO FUQUEHCY
CHARACTERISTICS
CH.AUCTUISTlC$
RF Rang.,
Range: 500 It•.
Kc. to 1000
1000 101•.
Mc.
~f
RF Volloge
Voltage Measurement
~f
M.o... '.....n' Levels:
~ ... I..
0.05 0.1
0.1 Volts.
Input:
Inp..
" 0.025
0.02S, O.OS.
Vol ...
10,’ 20 I'~'
Lv. (24S.C).
(245-C).
Output:
O..lp
..t, 5
S,, 10,
0.5, 1
hv. (24S·D).
(245-D).
O.S.
I,, 2 I'~.
RF Voltage
Accuracy:
II.f
Vollall. A.....o.y,
Input: :!:10,%
f100h .sao
500 ItKc.
to 500 Mc.*
Inp..t,
•. lo.sao
101 •. '
f15oh .sao
500 Mc.
:!:lS,%
M•. to
'0 1000
1000 Mc.*
101<.'
*When
supplied from
nominal
'When ...ppU"'/
f.om a
0 50
50 ohm .ominol
<2.
source, with
.o..,c•.
with a VSWR <2.
Output:
%100h .sao
500 KIt c•.•o
. to SOO
500 101••
Mc.
O"'p
.. h :!:10,%
%ZOO,&
500 Mc.
Mc.
±20"" .sao
101 •. to
'0 1000 M,.
~f l",podon••,
RF
Impedance:
ohms.
Input:
50 oh
.....
Inp
.. t, 50
50 ohm•.
ohms.*
Output: 50
Oy'p.."
•
*At output
iack ....
on In.''
instrument
and ot
at
·At
o..tp..llo.k
....... ' ond
o..lp ..t connector
,onn."o' of Type
Typo 517-6
$17·1
output
Output
Cable.
O.. lp ..' Cobfe.
RF
~f VSWR:
VSW~,
<1.3 500
K c . to
500 Mc.
Input:
Inp..
" <1.3
SOD It<.
'o.sao
101,.
<1.6
Mc. to 1000 Mc.*
<1.6 500
SOD 101'.'01000
101.,
Output:
<1.05
500
KC.
to
Mc.
O"'p .." <1.0S.soo ,l •• 'o 100
100 101,.<1.07
100 Mc.
to 500 M•.
Mc.*•
<1.07100
M<. 'o.sao
<1.1
Mc. to
Mc.*
<1.1 500
SOD 101<.
'0 1000 101,.·
Type S17_1
517-6
*At oU'pu'
output connector
<onn.c'o, of
ollypo
Output Cable.
MEASUREMENT
AMPLITUDE MODULATION MEASUREMENT
CHARACTERISTICS
CHAUCTUISTICS
AM Range:
to 1000/
~onll.' 10
1010100"".
A
M
Accuracy:
?loo,&
AM
±10"" 30 cps.
'p•. to 15
IS Kc.*
Itc.-C150/,20
cps. '0
to 20
Kc.*'
:15""
20 'P'.
20 It•.
*Modulating frequency.
·Mod..lo'ing
I'.qu•• ,y.
A
M F••q..eney
Frequency Range:
cps.
AM
~on!l.' 20
20 cp
•. to 20
20 Kc.
It •.
0.05 voir•.
volts.
Input hquiro
Requirements:
RF Inp".
... en.. , O.OS

m
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~

~
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Figure
Example af
of E"o.
Error Ca
Caused
10% Se<ond
Second and Third
Fig... e 4. Exampl.
...ed by 10,.
T"j"J
In-phase
Harmonic Modulation
Disfortion.
'n_plta•• Ho,monj<
Mod"lotion Dj.'o.rion.

carrier shift with modulation. A suitable
generator for this purpose is one such as
232-A. If
If only an unthe BRC Type 232·A.
source is available,
available, it may
calibrated AM source
be calibrated using the trapazoidal
trapazoidal
method. A convenient modulating frefre1000 cps and a good calibraquency is 1000
tion point is 50%. Several points may
be checked,
checked, if desired.
desired, and a comprocompromise setting may be made for any slight
signal
nOted. With the modulated signal
error noted.
applied to the CalibratOr,
Calibrator, the internal %
%
AM meter sensitivity control
control is adjusted
adjusted
so that
the meter indicates
correct
thar [he
indicates the corre<:t
% AM.
low-level Output
low-level
When the Signal
Signal Generator
GeneratOr is received from the factory,
factOry, it is accurately
calibrated. It would be advisable
advisable at this
to calibrate the high and low-level
low-level
time to
several signal
signal generators and
outputs of several
to record the information. This data
would then serve
serve as a conveniem
convenient means
for checking
sigChecking the calibration of the signal Generator Calibrator at some later
date when there is reason to believe
that its accuracy has deteriorated.
rhar

Field
Field recalibration of the Calibrator
low-level
output (attenuation) can be
Jow-level Output
performed easily by direct comparison to
a signal
signal generator having an accurately
calibrated precision piston attenuator
which has been standardized
standardized with a
bolometer bridge.
bridge. A sensitive receiver
signal-to-noise ratio,
f11tio, with a
of good signal-to-noise
means for indicating relative signal
signal
level, is required to monitor the lowlowlevel
signals. The generator is connected
connected
level signals.
to the receiver
receiver and a low-level
low-level signal of
applied. The receiver
the order of 2 pv
p.v is applied.
is tuned and peaked to this signal
signal and
the relative signal level
level indication
indicarion noted.
noted.

disconnected from
The generator is thon
then disconnected
the receiver
receiver and the Calibrator (set for
pv output) is inserted; the input
a 2 liV
connected to the generator and the
rhe
cable connected
terminated OUtput
output cable connected
connected to
the receiver.
output is inreceiver. The generator ourput
in·
creased until the receiver indicates
indicates the
signal level as was previously
previously ininsame signal
( 2 liV),
pv), and the internal sen·
sendicated (2
control in the Calibrator is adadsitivity comrol
iusted
so that the Calibrator meter ininjusted so
dicates the correct calibration. The same
procedure would be used for the twO
two
lower levels of 1
pv and 0.5 liV
pv utilizing
1 liV
utilizing
the sensitivity controls
controls provided
provided' for
each level. This method is of greatest
value when the generator has been previously checked by the Signal
Signal Generator
Generaror
Calibrator.
As mentioned
memioned previously,
previously, it is necif
essary to
to properly match impedances
impedances if
the best
accuracy is to be obtained. Also,
beSt accuracy
advisable to
ro use identical type and
it is advisable

°
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Measurement of Voltage Sensitive Capacitors
As evidenced
evidenced by an ever-increasing
ever-increasing
rate of inquiries, there is a growing interest today in measuring the dynamic
parameters of voltage sensitive diode
capacitors at radio frequencies.
capacitors
frequencies. Much information has appeared in the
tbe literature
on these devices, so that it will suffice
to say that these diodes,
diodes, under certain
biasing conditions,
conditions, exhibit the
characme characteristics of variable capacicor:s.
capacitors. Our particular interest in this matter is co
to ininof measuring the equidicate a means of
valent
valene series resistance,
resistance, equivalent series
capacitance, and of course, Q of
of these
capacitance,
4

capacitors. The Type 250-A RX Meter,
capacitors.
completely self-contained
self-contained RF bridge
a completely
operating over a range from 500 kc to
described in
250 mc, and completely
completely described
issue number 2 of the Notebook, has
been found ideally suited for this appliof this article is
cation and the purpose of
to outline a method for carrying oue
out
these
rhese measurements.
measurements. Since the Q
Q can be
very easily found
found from the resistance and
capacitance, and inasmuch
equivrhe equiv.
capacitance,
inasmuch as the
alent series capacitance
capacitance and equivalent
parallel capacitance
capacitance are approximately
the same where the Q involved
involved is 10 or

,-,
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grea{er,
greater, measurements
measurements can
can be
be simplified
simplified
10
of {he
the equivalent
equivalent
to {he
the determinacion
determination of
series
s e r i e s resiscance
r e s i s t a n c e and
a n d equivalent
equivalent
capacitance.
capacitance.
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Basic
Basic Technique
Technique

'0

Basially
Basically the
the technique
technique used
used in
in measmeasuring
uring these
these vohage
voltage sensilive
sensitive diode
diode
capacitors
capacitors is
is very
very similar
similar to
to dat
that ememployed
ployed with
with other
other circuilS
circuits requiring
requiring aa
known
of bias
bias
known and
and comrolJed
controlled amoum
amount of
applied
applied 10
to {he
the componem
component under
under rest.
test.
Methods
Methods of
of imroducing
introducing biasing
biasing potenpotentials
tials and
and typical
typical measuring circuits
circuits for
the
RX Meter
Meter have
have been discussed
discussed in
the RX
issue
issue number
number 66 of
of the
the Notebook.
Notebook. This
This
article
article also
also illus{rated
illustrated aa method
method for exextending
tending the
the capacitance
capacitance range of
of the
RX
RX Meter
Meter beyond
beyond the
the dirm-reading
direct-reading
range
20 ,.,.1
ppf available
available on
on {he
the ininrange of
of 20
nrumem.
strument. Actually,
Actually, thffi,
then, the RU{ter
matter of
measuring
measuring the
the vol{age
voltage sensitive
sensitive capaci.
capacitive
tive diode
diode merely
merely involves
involves {he
the introduc·
introduction
tion of
of the
the necessary
necessary bias 10
to establish
the
the proper
proper operating
operating poinl
point and
and a know·
knowledge
of the
the method
method used
used for
for eXlending
extending
ledge of
rhe
the capacicive
capacitive range
range of
of the
the RX
RX Meter.
This
This information,
information, when
when properly applied
will
will yield
yield for
for frequencies
frequencies below 20
20 me,
mc,
the
the equivalent
equivalent parallel resistance and
and
capacitance,
capacitance, which
which can
can then be conconverted
verted to
to the
the Q
Q of
of the
the circui{.
circuit.

M£T£II.

High.Frequency
High-FrequencyTechnique
Technique
For
For measurements of
of these VOltage
voltage
sensitive variable
variable capacilors
capacitors at
at frequen·
frequensensitive
cies
cies above
above approximatc1y
approximately 20
20 mc, howhowever,
ever, itit became
became apparent
apparent Iha{
that some
some
of the
the low
low frequency
frequency {echo
techmodification of
modification
niques would
would have
have to
to be employed
employed since
since
niques
50 mc
mc or
or above
above would
the coils
coils used
used lit
at 50
the
have indUCtances
inductances below 0.1
0.1 microhenhave
0.003 microhenry residual
ries, and
and the
the 0.003
ries,
inductance of
of the
the bridge would now
inductance
to introduce
introduce errots
errors and
and have an instart 10
start
creasingly gr(2ter
greater influence on
on Ihe
the acaccreasingly
curacy of
of the
the measurements as
as smaller
curacy
coils were
were used
used for
for range
range extension.
extension.
coils
As aa maner
matter of
of background informainformaAs
tion, itit might
might be imerescing
interesting to
to nOle
note that
tion,
to this situation
situation was
was apapsolution to
aa solution
proached in
in vuious
various ways.
ways. For enmple,
example,
proached
an initial
initial attempt
attempt was
was made to
to circuman
of a coil
coil emirely,
entirely, by
by first
first
vent the
the use
use of
vent
using aa series
series apacimr
capacitor in
in the
the order of
using
20 p.,J,
ppf, measuring
measuring ilit borh
both for
for its capa·
capa20
citance and
and losses
losses (including
(including the jig),
citance
and convening
converting these
these values to their
and
series equivtJems'
equivalents. Dy
By then
then a.dding
adding thl=:
the
series
actual diode
diode to
to be
be tested, similarly readacrual
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BIAS SUPPLY

CA""~S1 Pacific
1'_1_ Semiconductors,
S~tIC_J. Inc.
1-..
Courtesy

,.-.q_.......

'"'i""
Figure

I.
rrpicol circuii
.ite". for
f.., measuring
_
...,i", voltage
.. oIlov- sensitive
....,.;ow. capacitors
.opoe;,..... ai
or frequencies above
"bo... approxop,.....,·
I. Typical
ion....".
2G_.
i i a t e l y 20
mi.

ing the entire circuit parameters
parameten and conth<-ir series equivalent,
equivalent,
verring
verting {hem
them to their
an evalua{ion
evaluation could be made of
of the
OUt the
th<- losses
Iosscs exdiode by subc.naaing
subtracting out
temaJ
ternal to it. However, after some exten{his method,
sive study and evaluation of
of this
i{ was decided that while it would yield
yield
it
mos{
a realistic value of capacity in most
cascs,
cases, the conversion and determination
resinance of
of the
the
of {he
the equivalent series resistance
diode was not
nor satisfactory.
satisfaCtory.
Some thought was also given to
10 the
usc
use of a quarter-wave-Iength
quarter-wave-length line as a
th<- capacitance of
of
means of converting the
induaive reactance,
reaCtance,
the diode to an inductive
then-by
automatic·
thereby extending the range automatic100 ppf.
,.,.f. However,
However,
ally 10
to an equivalent 100
{he expense
expense
al the
this advantage was gained at
of various disadvantages; namely,
namely. each
quarter-wave-length line would be suitquarter-wave-length
able at only a given frequency, the
the
values of resistance that
Ihat could be measmcas-
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Type 240-A
240~A Series
Series Tube
Tube
Modification
Modification

-

Q A T 50MC

Courtesy Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.

fig",.
•• islanu and
ana <apadl"nu
Q.
Figure II.
4. Typical
Typical lamily
family al
of <urvU
curves la,
for can¥.,'ing
converting po",".1
parallel ,resistance
capacirance 10
to Q.

ured
u r d in
in this
this manner
manner were
were nm
not high
high
enough,
enough, and
and while
while this
this quarter-wavequarter-wavelength
length line,
line, when
when coupled
coupled through aa
515-A
5 15-A adapter
adapter did
did eliminate
eliminate the
the resiresidual
dual inductance
inductance of
of the
the bridge,
bridge, itit did
did nOt
not
help
help with
with the
the residuals
residuals that
that were
were added
added
in the
the jig
jig circuit
circuit at
at the
the ocher
other end
end of
of the
in
cable. Some
Some thought
thought was
was also
also given
given to
to
cable.
the use
use of
of aa half-wave-length
half-wave-length line
line but
the
this was
was also
also discatded
discarded because
because of
of the
this
frequency limitation
limitation and
and because
because itit did
did
frequency
not eliminate
eliminate jig
jig residuals_
residuals.
nOt

With the
the abandonmem
abandonment of
of the
the above
above
With
became apparem
apparent that
that an
an
approaches, itit became
approaches,
ideal method
method would
would be
be one
one that
that would
would
ideal
take into
into accoum;
account; nor
not only
only the
the residual
residual
take
inductance in
in the
the 250-A
250-A RX
RX Meter,
Meter, but
but
inductance
also the
the various
various strays
strays and
and residuals
residuals preprealso
sented by
by the
the fixrnte
fixture or
or jig
jig used
used with
with
sented
represents
the diode
diode capacitor.
capacitor. Figure
Figure I1 represents
the
typical circuit
circuit used
used for
for this
this measure·
measureaa typical
ment.
ment.

of
Essentially the
the method
method consists
consists of
Essentially
using aa coil
coil having
having the
the necessary
necessary ininusing
ductance to
to transpose
transpose the
the balance
balance point
point
ductance
of the
the bridge
bridge far
far enough
enough to
to yield
yield the
the dedeof
sired capacitance,
capacitance,and
and then
then actually
actually calicalisired
brating the
the CC,l , dial
dial using
using various
various capacicapacibrating
tors of
of predetermined
predetermined values
values to
to obtain
obtain
tOrs
correction curve
curve to
to be
be used
used with
with the
the
aa COHe<:rion
RX Meter
Meter at
at aa given
given frequency.
frequency. This
This
RX

curve
curve is shown in Figure 2. Further, by
using various
various values of capacitance in
parallel
parallel with high quality resistors,
whose
whose resistance
resistance has been measured
previously dire<:dy
directly at the terminals of
of
previously
R X Meter, at the calibration frefrethe RX
quency, it is possible
possible also to calibrate
quency,
R,p dial of the RX Meter to include
the R
the jig residuals. Such
Such a calibration curve
the
is shown
shown in Figure 3. Using these caliis
curves at a given frequency,
bration curves
frequency, it
is now
now possible
possible to
to measure the diode
is
capacitor directly
directly in
in the circuit as shown,
capacitOr
and having
having the ne<:essary
necessary calibration
and
curves, the information is conveniently
curves,
corrected to
to reflect the tWO
two parameters
corrected
of the
the diode under tesc.
test. From this inof
formation and
and using the curve shown
formation
4, itit isis now possible
as Figure
Figure 4,
as
possible to
to scale
off the
the Q of the device.
device. If so
so des'red,
desired,
off
equivalent series
series resistance
resistance can also
the equivalent
be determined from
from the correered
correceed values
be
of parallel capacitance
capacitance and parallel reof
sistance.
sistance.

Frequem replacement
replacemcnr of
of the
Ihe bAS7G
(jAS7G
Frequent
regulalor series
series tube
tube on
on instruments
instrumentS
regulator
Wilh the
the
received for
for repair,
repair. together
logether with
received
fact ‘that
that the
the plates
plalCs of
of this
this tube
rube were
were
fact
observd to
to glow
glow excessively
excessively during
during ininobserved
and testing
tesling operations
operations at
al the
the
spection and
led to
to aa quality
quality control
control investiiO\'cstifactory, led
of the
the Type
Type 240-A
240·A Sweep
Sweep Signal
Signal
gation of
Tes{s
Generawr power
power supply
supply circuit.
circuit. Tests
Generator
revealed that
that due
due to
to circuit
circuil design
desi,gn
revealed
recand a change
change in
in the
the 5U4G
5U4G recchanges and
tube furnished
furnished by
by our
our supplier,
supplier.
tifier tube
rube was
was being
being operoperthe 6AS7G series tube
To corcor·
ared under
under overload
()verload conditions. To
ated
reet this
this condition, an
an additional
additional reguregurect
lator series tube
tube with
with associated
associaled dropping
dropping
resiswrs, has
has been
been incorporated
incorporated into
into the
the
resistors,
240-A power supply circuit.
circuil.
Though the
the simplest circuit
circuit modifmodif·
Though
w add another
another bAS7G
(jAS7G
would be
be to
ication would
nOI possible
possible in
in the
{he case
=
rube, this
Ihis was
was not
tube,
of
of instruments
instruments already
already in
in production,
production,
Ihe power
power supply
supply chassis
chassis layout
layout
because the
nOI permit
permit the
the addition
addition of
of aa
would not
6AS7G tube.
tube. For
For this
this reason,
reason, the
the 6AS7G
6AS7G
series tube
in these instruments
inslruments has
has
tube in
been replaced
by two
tWO smaller~608O
smaller 6080 series
series
replaced by
tubes. In
In instruments
instruments produced
pnxluced in
in the
Ihe
the layout
layoul of
of the
the power
power
future, however, the
supply chassis will
will be
be changed to
to acaccommodate
commodale two
twO 6AS7G series
series tubes.
tubes. AA
schematic diagram of
of the
the modified
modified
circuit is
is shown below.
below. Components
Components
changed or added are
are identified
identified in
in
bold
bold print.
w 7
BASTG

Section
Sedion of
of Type
Type 240-A
211G-A Power
Pow., Supply
Supply Schematic
Sc/oemali,

The author wishes
wishes to express his apTh("
ap·
preciation to
to Pacific Semiconductors,
Semiconductors,
preciation
Inc., Culver
Culver City, California, for rhe
the inInc.,
valuable help and data tendered.
valuable

BRC
BRC WINS
WINS GOVERNOR‘S
GOVERNOR'S
SAFETY
SAFETY AWARD
AWARD
On
On June
June 3,
3, Governor
Governor Robert
Robert B.
B.
Meyner
Meyner of
of New
New Jersey
Jersey presented
presented aa
governor’s
governor's safety
safety award
award to
to Boonton
Boonton
Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation for
for the
the remarkable
remarkable
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and pulse
pulsegenerators.
generatOrs.
and
OUtside BRC
BRC lie
lie
"Chuck's" interests
interestS outside
“Chuck’s”
in amateur
:amateur radio
radio (WZMMK)
(\YJ2~{MK) and
and phoph0in
tography. His
His more
more relaxing
rel:u:ing moments
momentS
tography.
:are spent
spent in
in swimming
swimmingand
and ice
iceskating.
skating.
are
Considcring his
his years
years ofof experience
experience
Considering
in the
rhe electronic
electronic measurement
measurement field,
field,
in
"Chuck" promises
promises to
to be
be aa valuable
valuable adad“Chuck”
aRC engineering
engineeringfamily.
family.
dition to
to the
the BRC
dition
I.

Y

1

r

~

~~

Governor Meyner Presents Governor‘s Safety A w a r d t o Dr. Downsbrough.

record of accumuladng
accumulating more than
1,820,000
wirhout
1,820,000 man hours of
of work without
aa disabling
disabling accident.
accident. The last disabling
accident
accident :u
at the plant occurred on April
15,
15, 1952.
1952.
The
The governor's
governor’s award is the highest
given
plant safety
safety program sponspongiven in
in aa plant
sored
sored by
by the
the Bureau of
of Engineering
Engineering and
Safety
Safety of
of the
the New Jersey
Jersey Depanmenl
Department
of
of Labor
Labor and
and Safely.
Safety. Since
Since the inccpt"ion
ineption
of
of the
the safety
safety program nine
nine years
years ago.
ago,
only
only nine
nine companies
companies in
in the snHe
state have
received
received this
this award.
award.
Presenting
Presenting the'
the award
award plaque to Dr.
George
George A.
A. Downsbrough,
Downsbrough, 3BRC
R C pres·
president,
ident, the
the governor
governor wId
told employees:
employees:
“I congratulate
congratulate all
all of
of you
you on
on this
"I
achievement.
achievement. Over
Over the
the course
course of this
safety program,
program, II have
have been
been accustOmed
accustomed
safety

C. W.
W.QUINN
QUINN JOINS
JOINS BRC
C.
FIELD ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING STAFF
STAFF
FIELD
Charles \YJ.
W. "Chuck"
“Chuck” Quinn
Quinn joined
Charles
as Sales
Sales EngirK'er
Engineer in
in March
March of this
BRC as
BRC
year. Beginning
Beginning his
his 2SSQCiation
association with the
year.
company at
at this
this time
time afforded
afforded "Chuck"
“Chuck”
company
the opportunity
opportunity to
to serve
serve in
in the
the BRC
BRC
the
booth at
at lhe
the IRE
IRE show
show where
where he
he was
was
booth
able ro
to get
get first·hand
first-hand information
information from
from
able
our customers
customers regarding
regarding their
their measure·
measureour
ment problems.
problems. In
In more
more recent
recent months,
ment
he has
has visited
visited or
or OIherwise
otherwise been
been in
in
he
touch with
with many
many of
of our
our CUStomers
customers along
along
touch
the east
east coast
coast from
from the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
the
New York
York area
area south
south to
to the
the Metropol.
MetropolNew
itan \YJashington
Washington area.
area.
itan

10 seeing this foremost of
of awards go,
go, for
for
to
parr, to the
the giants
giantS among
among our
our
the most part,
:un happy at this
this evidence
evidence
industries. I am
by no
00 means
means
that safety
safcry coociousness
conciousness is by
re:striaoo to our bigger
bigger corporations.”
corporations.
restricted
award. Dr.
Dr. DownsDownsAccepting the award,
brough told the employees that
thae the
the
company was proud of
of this
Ihis excellent
excellent
safety record and urged that they not
nOl
COntinue to
10 be
be
rest on their laurels but continue
alert and safety conscious. On behalf
behalf
of the employees, he presented
presented the governor with an inscribed ashtray fashType
ioned from a casting used on the Type
Generator.
202 Signal Generator.
note, the governor
In a final
final nOtc,
governor asked
extend their
the employees to
10 extcnd
theit good
safety habits to
10 the road and to
10 their
safcty
homes.
H

~

A native of New Jersey, “Chuck”
"Qluck"
the U.S. Navy from 1942
served with the
1946. H
until 1946.
Hee was graduated from
Purdue University
Universiry with a B.S.
B.s. degree in
Electrical Engineering in 1947. After
graduation he
accepted aa position
graduation
he accepted
position with
with
Collins Radio
Co., Cedar
Cedar Rapids,
Collins
Radio Co.,
Rapids, Iowa
Iowa
where he
he was
was engaged
engaged in
in the
developwhere
the development of
of receivers,
frequency synthesynthement
receivers, frequency
sizers, and
and fm
fm rransmining
transmitting equipment.
equipment.
sizers,
From October
October 1951
until he
From
19~1 until
he became
became
associated with BRC, "Chuck"
“Chuck” held enassociated
gineering posts
posts '9>·ith
with MeasurementS
Measurements CorCorgineering
poration, Boonton,
Boonton, N.
J. Ouring
During this
this
poration,
N. J.
time he gained additiOnal
additional experience in
time
the development
development of noise meters, vacthe
uum rube
tube voltmeters,
voltmeters, signal
signal generators,
generators,
uum
77

Charles
\YJ. Quinn
Quinn
Charles W.
IfIf you
you are
are in
in the
the local
local area
area and
and have
have
a measurement
measurement or
or applications
applications problem,
problem,
call or
or write
write “Chuck”
"Chuck" at
ae any
any time.
time. ReRemember
roo, that
that BRC
BRC has
has Engineering
Engineering
member too,
Representatives
Representatives throughbut
throughOUt the
the U.S.A.,
U.S.A.,
in Canada, and
and overseas. A
A telephone
telephone
call or letter
letter is
is all
all that
that isis required
required to
ro
put
put them
them at your
your service.

EDITOR'S NOTE
Q Meter
Meter Canfest
Contest Winner
Winner
The
The Q
Q of
of the
the problem
problem coil
coil displayed
displayed
in
in the
the BRC
BRC exhibit at
at the
the IRE
IRE Show
Show isis
193.
193. Winner
Winner of
of the
the Q
Q Meter,
Mettt, with
with an
an
estimate
estimate of
of 193,
193, isis Mr.
Mr. Arno
Aroo M.
M. King
King
of
of the
the Naval
Naval Research
Rc:sean:h Laboratory
Laboratory in
in
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
In
In aa letter
letter to
to our
oor General Manager,
Manager,
Mr. King
King confides
confides that
that his
his recent,
recent, alalmost
mose daily,
daily, use
usc: of
of the
the Q
QMeter
Meter prompted
prompted
him
him to
to rule
rule out
OUt such
such extreme
extreme estimates
estimates
as
as 55 and
and 5,000
5,000 but
but from
from there
there on
on it
it was
was
strictly
strictly aa guessing
guessing game.
game. “I
"I have
have no
no
secret
secret procedures
procedures to
to offer,”
offer,~ he
he writes,
writes,
“and readily
"and
readily concede
concede that
that only
only aa very
very

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
R
ADIO

TTHE
H E NNOTEBOOK
OTEBOOK

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

larg~ el~m~m
luck could
could have
hav~ placed
placed
large
element of
of luck
me
wilhin
10%
of
the
exact
value,
let
me within 10% of the exact value, let
alon~
1% tolerance
lOlerance which
which has
has been
been
alone the
the 1%
n«ded
win in
in the
the past."
p3Sl."
needed to
to win
Anyone
who viewed
viewed the
lhe coil
coil at
at the
th~
Anyone who
show
will
bear
Mr.
King
OUt
on
Ihis
show will bear Mr. King out on this
JX)im.
series
point. Our
Our engineers
engineers contrived
contrived aa series
of
various
size
coils,
connected
in aa
of various size coils, connected in
but
bridge-type
which all
all but
bridge-type configuration,
configuration, which
defied
bur educaled
guessing
defied anything
anything but
educated guessing
OUI of
of aII total
lOlal
as
as to
to th~
the valu~
value of
of Q.
Q. Y~t,
Yet, out
of
I I persons,
persons, besides
besides Mr.
Mr.
of 1200
1200 emries,
entries, 11
± 1%
of the
the
King,
King, estimated
estimated within
within &
l % of
persons, whom
whom we
we
measured
measured Q.
Q. These
These persons,
feel
honorable mention,
mendon,
of honorable
feel arc
are deserving
deserving of
arc
below:
are listed
listed below:

195
195

0101.,.,

Chicago,
Chicago, lIJ.
Ill.
192
192 An
Art Ward, Livingston Electronics
Essex
Essex Fells.
Fells, N.
N. J.
J.
192.5
192.5 R.
R. Lafferty, The Daven Co.
Livingston, N.
N. J.
J.
192.7
192.7 C.
C. R.
R. Miller, Sperty
Sperry Gyroscope
Great
N. Y.
Y.
Great Neck, N.
193
193 Arno
Arno M.
M. King, Naval Resean::h
Research
Laborawry
Laboratory
Washington
Washington 25,
25, D.
D. C.
C.
195
Re·
Seymour S.
S. West, Wcsfern
Western Re195 Seymour
serve
serve University

'_0

195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195

Cleveland. Ohio
Cleveland,
Naval Research
Research
C. E. Young, Naval
Laboratory
D. C.
WashinglOn 25,
25. D.
Washington
Paul St.
St.
Tom Crystal, 316 St. Paul
Brookline, Mass.
WorIcs
Nick Lazar, Corning Glass Works
Bradford, Pa.
S. Krevsky,
Krcvsky, USAS RDL
RDL
Belmar, N. J.
Marine Electric
E1ecrricCorp.
Jerry Vogel, Marine
Corp.
Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Al.UQUUQUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N
N....
e w Mexico
ClfNe
...NY
GENE 'UNCH
FRENCH CO""
COMPANY
l:IO
120 San
Son Pedro o,;v.,
Drive, s.
S. f.
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~
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York
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INC.
fE.
....A. OU"'
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.. INC.
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Street
1'1
Vertol,
New
York
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BOONTON, N e w Jersey
BOONTON RADIO CORPORATION
Intervale Rood
Telephone: DEerfield 4-3200
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BOSTON, Massachusetts
.OSTON,
H.
INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
INSlIUMfNT
SSOCI TU
1315 Marrochusettr Avenue
v
...
Arlin ton 74, Mass.
...
Mlssion
8-2922
TTelepxone:
,7<&.
MI
... 1·2\1'%2
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MASS. :uJ
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TW.,
U MASS.

UU_.-..

":t::J'.::.

HOUSTON
HOUSTON 5S,, Texas
Tuo.
EARL
fAil LIPSCOMB
llPSCOMI ASSOCIATES
...SSOCI ...TU
P.
,. 0.
O. Box
10. 6573
493
3825
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.l<h... ond Avenue
..........
Telephone
o h a w k 7-2407
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MOhaw~
7-2¥J7
TWX:
TWX, HO 967
'61

DAYTON
19, Ohio
D...
nON ",
CROSSLEY "'SSO·S..
ASSO'S., INC.
INC
nOSSlfT
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Avenue
53 'o.~
S3
Teleohone:
Axminster
9-3594
fol...h....., ... X...;n.'.. '·H'.
TW.,
TWX: 0'1'
DY 306
306

DENVER, C"I",aelo
Colorado
DENVfI/:,
GENE fUNCH
FRENCH CO"""'NT
COMPANY
OENE

3395 Sou.h
South 8oMOCk
Bannock Street
33fS
St,...
Englewood, Colo'odo
Colorado
Telephone:
Sunset '·35S1
9-3551
T••
phon., SUno.'

'"p,I.wood.

TWX: ENGLEWOOD,
ENGLEWOOD, COLO.
COLO. 106
TW.,

LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
fEARL
.... ' L1'SCOMI
SSOCI ... US
no
720 _
North Soon'
Stanton Sto_
Street
2-7281
KEystone
H,.,_ 2-nll

,·n"

LOS ANGELES,
California
lOS
ANGElES, C"ln",.,.i..
VAN GftOOS
GROOS COMfOANY
COMPANY
VAN
21051
Street
21~1 Costanso
Co••_

"'v__
Telephone: CHapel 7-1 165

INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
TES

su_

INSUU/IIENT SSOCI
rn
,1...... Avenue
734 ....
Asylum

Office
Box ..us
425
,Post
.... Of
A.. 10•

C"opo!1.11M

Woodland
Hills, California
W~ "ill••
COIII...... leo
0-3131
Telephone: DI--.l
Dlamond 1)..3131
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TWX:
CANOGA
7034
TWX, CANOGA ,PARK
....1( 7034

H I G H ~IN/.
POINT, No';"
N o r t h CO"oli_
Carolina
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BlVlNS a.
B CALDWEll
CALDWELL
IIVINS
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North Moan So....
Street
In]
2-6873
Telephone: Hloh
Hlgh Point 1-<InJ
T.Io",,-",
TWX: HIGH
HIGH 'OIN'
POINT NC..,..
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_NO

'0

Telephone
'.1..,10..... CLifford
Cl;ff... d 1-9255
TWX
P 545
TWX: II'
S'S

HARTFORD, Co
Connecticut
HA.TlO'D.
edic...
,~:

HUNTSVILLE, Afaboma
HUNTSV'UE.
A'"ba"'a
CALDWELL
BlVlNS 8
IIVINS
& C...
lDWEll
Telephone: JEfferson
T.I.ph"".,
JEff..."" 2-5733
2·5133
(Direct
line
to
Atlanta)
(0;"<1 Un.
Adon'o)
ndiana
INDIANAPOLIS 20,
INorANA'OllS
20. I/nel;ono
CROSSLEY ...
ASS0
5 , INC
C'OSSlEY
SSO·S.,
INC.
5420
North College
S.:lQ No.'h
CoIl_ Avenue
A•• nue

€1 'ASO.
PASO, Tuo.
Texas
El

ORLANDO. flo,id"
Florida
O,UANOO.
BlVlNS a. C...
CALDWELL
IIVINS
lDWEll
1226
E.
Colonial
Drive
Ina. L C-'-...I Or....
1-1091
Telephone:
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,
~ , t"",••

'oin'

CHICAGO
45. /JI;_;,
Illinois
CHIC....
GO 4S.
CROSSLEY "'SSO'S..
ASSO'S., INC..
INC.
CtOUlfT
271 1 W..'
West Howard
St.
d So.
2111
Telephqne:
SHeldroke
3-8500
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TWX·

"o......

DALLAS 9, Texas
EARL LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
P. 0. Box 7084
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The display
display coil
coil was
was measured
measured on
un aa
The
M:~er in
in the
lhe BRC
ORC
Type 260-A
260·A QQ Meter
Type
by our
our Quality
Quality
slandards laboratory
Iaboralory by
standards
Conuol Engineer.
Engineer. Several
Several measurements
measurements
Control
were made
made resulting
rcsulting inin aa computed
computed
were
average Q
Q of
of 193
193 and
and aa computed
computed avera\·er·
average
age capacitance
Clp1lcitance of
of 352ppf.
3521'-1'-f.
age
Mr. King,
King. our
our winner,
winner, was
was born
born inin
Mr.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio. He
He attended
anended WashWash·
Cleveland,
in Topeka,
Topeka. Kansas
Kansas inin
burn University
University in
burn
to Bucknell
Bucknell UniUni·
1939 then
then transferred
transfeffed to
1939
Pa., whdre
where he
he rere·
versity in
in Lewisburg,
Lewisburg. Pa.,
versity
ceived aa BB, S.
S. degree
degree in
in 1943.
1943. Following
Foll()wing
ceived
graduation, he
he was
was employed
employed by
by the
the
graduation,
Naval Research
Rl,.'Scarch Laboratory,
Laboratory, WashingWashing·
Naval
lOn, D.
D. C.
C. where
where he
he has
has spent
spent all
all ofof his
his
ton,
prob·
pmfcssionlll career
career working
working on
on probprofessional
lems associated
associaled with
with tracking
!facking radar.
radar.
lems
serving as
as Head
Head of
of the
the
CUffently, he
he isis serving
Currently,
Terminal Equipment
Equipment Section
Section of
of the
the
Terminal
Tracking Branch,
Branch. Radar
Radar Division.
Division. In
In
Tracking
addition to
to being
being aa member
member of
of the
the IRE,
IRE,
addition
he holds
holds memberships
memberships in
in Tau
Tau Beta
Bela Pi,
Pi,
he
Pi
Pi Mu
Mu Epsilon,
Epsilon, Sigma
Sigma Pi
Pi Sigma,
Sigma, and
and the
Ihe
Scientific
Soci~y of
of America.
America.
Scientific Research
RtsealCh Society
aocl
congratulations to
to Mr.
Mr. King
King and
Our congratulations
sincere
sioccre thanks
Ihanks to
10 all
all of
of our
our friends
friends who
who
visited
us at
at the
the show.
show.
visited with
with us

M,. AA,no
M. K
King
winn
0' the
,,,.
Mr.
r n o M.
ing w
i n n e..
r of
<anlto/.
0 M e t e r contest.

EltimatB
Estimate
191
Brown, Rollan
Electric Co.
191 M.
M. H.
H. Brown,
Rollan Electric
Co.
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ON RADIO
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B. Bedoian,
Ix-doian, ARMA
ARMA Corp.
Corp.
B.
N.Y.
Y.
Garden City,
City,N.
Garden
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V
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Lor
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Technical
Technical Contributions of the BRC Notebook
Discunttd by Engineering
Engineering Educator
Discussed
GEORGE B.
8_ HOADLEY, D. Sc.
Sc.
GEORGE

Eketm.J Engineering
Ef'lginemng Depdrtment
Departm#1ll Head
Helld
Electrical
Stal. College
Colfeg.
North Giro/ina
Carolina State
As
As me
the Boomoo
Boonton Radio Corporation
Corporation
emers
enters aa new
new ph2se
phase of iu
its corporate
corporate u'
ex&ence,
istence, itit is
is appropriate
appropriate lO
to pause:
pause and
and
reflect
to view in
in retrospect
retrospect the conconreflect --to
rriburions
tributions of
of the
the BRC
BRC NOIebook.
Notebook. WeWe
could
could JUSt
just leaf through
through our
our file,
file, sropping
stopping
to
to read
read imeresling
interesting articles,
articles, but in so
so
doing,
doing, we
we might
might lose
lose some
some basic
basic mc:smessa~es.
sages. So
So we
we shall
shall try
try to
to review the concontributions
tributions of
of (he
the Notebook
Notebook as
as a whale,
whole,
drawing
on its
its writings, withwithdrawing liberally
liberally on
.
OUt
out many
many quon!ions,
quotations, yet
yet with
with references
"-" to
to Notebook
Notebook anicles
articles so
so that the
the curious
curious
reader
reader may
may expand
expand his
his horizon.
horizon.
One
One of
of the
the primary
primary requirements
requirements for
aa quality
quality measurement
measurement is
is the
the combinacombination
tion of
of aa fine
fine instrument
instrument and
and skillful
skillful
operator.
operator. Instrument
Instrument companies
companies try to
to
achieve
achieve this
this combination
combination when
when they
they scU
sell
an
an inStrument,
instrument, by
by supplying
supplying an
an insuucinstruction manual.
manual. nut
But this
this isis usually
usually nOt
not
rion
enough. Users
Users must
must repeatedly
repeatedly be
be urged
enough.
towards aa full
full understanding
understanding of rhe
the
towards
so the
instrument they
they are
are using
using and
and so
instrument
BRC Notebook
Notebook was
was born
born to
to distribute'
distribute*
BRC
to users
users and
and to
to as
as many
many other
other interested
to
persons as
as possible,
possible, informarion
information of
of value
persons
of radio
radio
on the
the theory
theory and
and practice
practice of
on
frequency rcsting
testing and
and measuremem.
measurement. In
In
frequency
addition, as
as new
new techniques
techniques and
and applica.
applicaaddirion,
tions were
were developed,
developed, they
they have
have been
been
tions
brought to
to the
the readers,
readers, tOgether
together with
with
brought
material about
about new
new instrumentS.
instruments.
marerial
easy to
to connect
connect equipment
equipment totoItIt isis easy
gether and
and get
get meter
meter readings
readings or
or balbalgether
ances, but
but to
to be
be (cnain
certain t~
these really
really
ances.
mean something,
something, the
the experimenter
experimenter must
must
mean

understand the circuit theory of
of his
his
of this,
this, conequipment. As an example of
of radio
radio receiver
receiver
sider the measurement of
2W
\Ve
charaaerisrics.
characteristics.2
e plan to use a signal
generatOr
generator to feed the radio receiver. The
signal generator has dials and meters
OUtput, but
which indicate the microvolt output,
impedances must be
be right
right
we know that impedances
But
for these readings to be correct. But
wHat
We
ca.twhat is "right"?
“right”? W
e look into the catalog
of our signal gendog33 specifications of
"RF OutOut·
erator, and under the heading “RF
put Voltage”
Voltage" we find “the
"the maximum
the
open-cireuit
open-circuit OUtput
output voltage from the
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e<jlli,.....n1. we
w. would
WOIII<I first
(int like
lil. tto
.~p....
equipment,
o express

Ji/K.,.

our
0'" sincere thanks
t~anh to
10 our
Oil' customers,
cuolo....". our
Oil'

.",pla,_', our
all' suppliers,
...ppli..... and
ond our
Oil' business
au$in ..
employees,
associates
0 .....'01•• through
thn>lIl1~ whose
who.. help
h.lp and
and cooperacoope -

'00.

tion
lion we
w. have
~ ...... been
be.n successful.
........,,1. As
A.. we
w. look

through
'~tolllJh our
Oil' catalogs
...""1011' and
.. nd back
bad issues
I...... of
01
The
TIM Notebook,
Not.&oo., we
w. are
0 . . pleased
pl.....d and
..nd proud
ptolld
of
of the
110. contributions
C1>n"jb",;o", Boonton
loonton Radio
ft.. dla has
10,,0
made
o the
electronic
"'Od. t10
110••
IKI,onlc industry.
'ndU",'1'
However,
as these
How...., as fine
fjn....
110... contributions
con/naullon.
may
m.., be,
be, we
w are nof
not satisfied
oa"Ji.d and
.. nd we
wo are
..,.
starting
Il0,finll the
,~. next
nut quarter
'Iuorl., century
..Mu" with
with a0

a.. program
o enlarge
Ptoll'O'" t10
.nl"'II. and
Ond improve
i",p'o•• our
0'"
engineering
.ngin••• i"l1 department
d.p ..rt",.n' in
;n order
o,dec that
th..t we
w.
will
o supply all of
will be
be able
.. bl. t,,,
01 our
ou, customers
cultom...
with
n ever
wit" aon
•••, expanding
up..nd;nll and
..nd ever
•••• improv'mp.o.-

(0)

'''PP'r ..II

r-------

ing
e are planning
o
inll line
lin. of
of instruments.
Inll,u",.nlo. W
W.....
pl......inll tto
erect
....ct new
neW plant
pl..n' facilities,
focili,I.,. which
whiclo will
will be
b.

I
I

equipped
e<juipped with
w;IIo the
11M most
mast modern
",od•• n and
.. nd up
lip
dote
dot. machinery
,,",chin••, and
..nd tools
100" that
tlool we
w.

to
to

can
... n procure.
procu .

I, can
you
C1>n assure
0
rOil that
t1la1 we
w. at
a1 Boonton
loonton
Radio
our
ft.. dio ore
0'. going
90inll to
10 give
IIi
au' very
....'1 best
be",
n even better
efforts
.ffort. to
to doing
doinll aon
bett., iob
job in
In the
tIM
next
...'" 25
25 years
,.on ond
ond we
w earnestly
' ... "1; solicit
....Jici/ the
'h.
continued
conlin...d cooperation
coop..-a1ion of
01 our
Oil' personnel,
".....n... l,
customers,
c_",.n, and
on<l suppliers
... ppl;",. in
I.. reaching
,eadll"l1 these
,""..
ambitious
goals.
a",l>ilio... II_'"
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is published
Imbf;Jhed
four lim~J
times "a year by the Boonton
lour
Boonto," Radio
of ,h"rg~
charge
Corporation. I/Jt is mailed
mailed free
fr"t! of
Corporatit.m.
to
engineers ,"nd
and Olh"
other inu,·
inter10 scientists,
J&len#JI1, ~"gi"l!l!rJ
I!Jud persons
perJonJ in
in the communicationJ
ested
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from
BNC type RF ourput
output jack at the front
\'('ith the standpanel is about 0.4
0.4 volt. With
standard output cable attaChed,
attached, the maximum
calibrat~
calibrated OutpUt
output voltage at the cable
voir. When
\'\fhen the RF
terminals is 0.2 volt.
monitOr meter is set to the red calibra·
monitor
calibracion line and the standard omput
tion
output cable
is attached, the RF output artenuawr
attenuator
is direcc
teading in microvolts and conconis
direct reading
microvolt
from 0.1
0.1 microvolt
tinuously adjustable from
to 0.2 volt."
volt.” Under the heading "RF
“RF
OUtpUt
Impedances" we find "the
Output Impedances”
“the RF
output impedance of the signal
genOUtput
signal generator as seen looking in at the BNC
type front panel conneHor
connector is 50 ohms
resistive. With the standard OUtpUt
resistive.
output
cable attached, the RF outpm
imped·
output impedance as seen looking in at the OUtpUt
output
cable terminals is 25 ohms resistive.”
resistive."
theoty,
Now if
if we know our circuit theory,
logical.
this is all very clear, and is very logical.
But
Bur if our knowledge of circuit theory
is a knowledge of words rather than an
ideas, we must do
understanding of ideas,
some studying,
studying, particularly of TIleVThevenin's
transmission line
enin’s theorem and transmission
theory. Thevenin's
Thevenin’s theorem states that
a tWo-terminal
two-terminal network can be replaced
by an emf in series
series with an impedance.
lbus
I (a),
Thus in Fig. 1
( a ) , the emf 2E and the
50-ohm resistor inside the dotted recSO'ohm
rec'
tangle represent a signal
generatOr, as
signal generator,
seen at the output jack. In this diagram,
a resistor of value 50
50 ohms has been
OUtpUt jack,
jack, and a
connected across the output
very high impedance voltmeter is shown
measuring a voltage E, which is JUSt
just
half of the Thevenin emf of the signal
tWO 50-ohm
50-ohm rereo
generator because the two
sistors form a 22:: 1
I voltage divider.
divider. TIle
The
impedance at the terminals, as seen by
the voltmeter is 25 ohms, which is the
of the two
rwo resistances in
ill parallel,
value of
as shown in Fig. l(b).
l ( b ) . Consequently,
generatOr and the 5050·
when the signal generator
ohm load are considered as a unit, the
at the terminals is as
1l1evenin
Thevenin circuit at
shown in Fig. 1
l(c).
( c ) . It is an emf E in
series
resistance. The
series with a 25-ohm resistance.
npell-circuit
open-circuit voltage is this emf, and is

equal
equal to the reading on the signal
signal generator dials.
dials.
eraror
Sometimes we use a length of coaxial
‘coaxial
signal generaror
cable to connect the signal
generator to
hean of the
the receiver under test. The heart
problem is that this length of cable can
appr.oach
appr,oach and exceed Y-t
1/4 wavelength,
and consequently has voltage and imim·
pedance transforming properties which
might nullify the calibration of the
signal
T o avoid this, we use
signal generator. To
a cable with a characteristic
characteristic impedance
equal to the impedance looking back
into the output jack of the signal generator, and then we load this cable with
value. TIle
a resistor of this same value.
The circuit
is as shown in Fig. l1((d).
d ) . When the
cable is terminated in SO
50 ohms (rhe
(the
input to the cable seen
value of 550)
~,) the inpm
by the
generator is 50 ohms so as
rhe signal gene.raror
far as the signal gen{'rator
generator is concerned,
the situation is JUSt
just like that in Fig.
1(a),
1
( a ) , and the voltage input to the cable
is E. If the cable is lossless,
lossless, the voltage
E. This is the
at the SO-ohm
SO-ohm load is also E.
emf of the equivalent TIlevenin
Thevenin circuit
of the whole combination viewed from
of
lbis
the terminated end of the cable.
cable. This
rhe reading of the
voltage is equal
equal to the
signal generator dials,
signal
dials, as the specification Stated.
stated. The impedance of the ThevThev·

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

circuit is 25 ohms, just as the spec·
specenin circuit
ifications stared,
stated, be<:ause
because from the terminals we see 50 ohms in parallel with
the cable,
cable, which in itself looks like SO
50
ohms as it is a 50-ohm
SO-ohm cable terminated
at the signal
signal generator end with the 5050ohm Thevenin impedance of the signal
signal
generator itself.
To truly test a receiver, the receiver
must be fed
fed from an emf of a known
number of microvolts in series with :In
an
impedance
equal to the impedance of
impedancc equal
the :Imenna
antenna to be used with the receiver.
The
T
h e signal generator supplies the
resistance. If this reknown emf and resistance.
sistance is different from the antenna
all extra series impedance,
impedance, an
often called a dummy antenna, must be
used.
“To appreciate the logic leading to
to
·To
this choice let us consider the source of
energy from which the combined system
of the antenna and receiver is driven.
Electromagnetic cnergy
Electromagnetic
energy flowing in free
encounters a conductor and ex·
exspace enCounters
cites in it a voltage which aCtS
acts in series
with the antenna radiation resistance.
resistance.
Like the open-circuit
open-circuit elcctromotiveforce
electromotiveforce
of a battery this voltage is available to
rhe internal imus only in series with the
pedance of the power source itself. The

TABLE I
Sweep
Method
Method

Advantages
Advont"lIU

Mechanical
Mechaniul
Devices
o..viooa

High
Hillh Q at all frequencies.
freq""nd....
High
(withHhlh output possible
poII.lble (""I,h·
stage).
out buffer .'.lle).
Workable
of
Workable over wide
""Ide range
Tan"o of
frequencies.
output iTeQueuel....

Di.odvontOllU
Disadvantages

Microphonism
causing
Mk",vhonl.m uu.inll
frequency
jitter.
IreQuenty Jitter.
Non-linear
sweep.
Non_lIn ...r .""eep.
Mechanical maintenance
M..hani.el
maln",nan..
1'",1.1."",.
problems.

Wide .""""p
sweep range.
Tan"e.
G<>od
ability ..nd
Good ..
stability
and aoeura.y.
accuracy.

Reactance
Re..... n""
Tube
T"""

Non_ml.ropholll•.
Non-microphonic.

Limited
sweep a'
at
Llml'ed to narrow
naerow 'weep
low frequencies.
!"'qu.nol....

Linear••w
sweep.
Linea
........
Saturable
Saturablo
Reo.,or
Reactor

Wide oweep
sweep range.
""nu.

Q aott high
frequencies.
Low Q
hi><h fn!Quend.....

Good otability
ond a..,ura.y.
stability and
accuracy.

Susceptable to AC magnetic
S""""p'able
m""netlc
fields.
f;ol,lo.

Non·microphonlc.
Non-microphonic.

._,

Linear .""eep.
sweep.

Klystron
Kly.tron
Beat
Method

Hysteresis
effects.
Hy..er... ia eff""lo.

Wide
WIde sweep
.",ee" range.
raUJlO.

Frequency
Fr....uenry jitter.

Workable
of
Work"ble over wide range
ran"" of
ontpnt
!reQnenol....
output frequencies.

Low ontpnt.
output.

Linear
Line....sweep.
weep.

Poor aeenra.,..
accuracy a1
at low
Low freqs.
freqo.

Non-microphonic.
N"n-mk"'l,h"nle.
Ferroelectric
Ferrool...tric
COI,.cltoT
Capacitor

Non_mlerophonle.
Non-microphonic.

Excessive
Coeff.
E~c_he temperature
tem""rUn,"" C<>eff.

Linear sweep.
.""eep.

Low
100"" Q.
Hysteresis
effects.
Hyote...i. elf..
to.

Figure 2.
Advantages ond
a n d diODdvontoge.
disadvantages 0'
of various
means
for frequency .weeping.
sweeping.
fig",e
2. Advontollu
vo,ion. m
...n. 10,

2
2
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variation
with frefrevariation of
of this
this impedance
impedance with
quency
quency may
may require
require aa series-paralld
series-parallel
R, 1.,
in the
combination
combination of
of R,
L, and
and C
C in
the
it may
may
dummy
dummy antenna.
antenna. Part
Part or
or all
all of
of it
be
be conmined
contained in
in Ihe
the signal
signal generator
generator
OUtput
output impedance."2
impedance.”2
So
the signal
So far,
far, we
we have
have rrealed
treated the
signal
generalOr
generator in
in temu
terms of
of ics
its equivalem
equivalent
Thevenin
Thevenin drcuil,
circuit, without
without much
much regard
regard
for
for the
the design
design of
of the
the equipment
equipment itself.
itself.
this is
From
From the
the user's
user’s poim
point of
of view,
view, this
is
wonderful
wonderful if
if he
he can
can be
be sure
sure of
of it!
it! Ju.st:
Just
how
how Boomon
Boonton Radio Corporation goes
goes
about
about making an
an iflSfrumem
instrument of which
the
an education
the user
user can
can be sure
sure is an
in
in itself,
itself.
First
First there
there is
is electrical
electrical design.
design. Take
the
the maner
matter of
of choosing
choosing aa method of
generating
generating broad·band
broad-band frequency
frequency deviadeviations.
tions. All
All the
the known methods are
studied
studied lind
and their advantages
advantages and
and dis·
disadvantages
advantages are
are determined
determined and
and listed,
listed, as
in
2. 1ben
Then aa melhoc:!
method is chosen
chosen from
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
this
Pc 240-A,
this listing.
listing. For
For the If
type
240-A, the
sarurable
saturable reactOr
reactor was
was selected.
selected.*4
Then
Then there
there isis mechanical design,
design,
ofu£n
ofte‘n overlooked
overlooked by one
one St~ped
steeped in
in circircuitry.
cuitry. "From
“From the
the momem
moment lhe
the mechanmechanical
ical design
design of
of an
an instl\nnent
instrument begins,
begins, a
myriad
myriad of
of orher
other considerations
considerations arise
arise 10
to
confront
confront what
what might
might <xherwise
otherwise seem
seem IIa
straightfolWard
straightforward piece
piece of decuonic
electronic eequipment.
quipment. The
The mechanical
mechanical designer
designer
must
must consider
consider the
the electronic
electronic requiremencs
ments of
of the
the devdopmem
development and
and projecr
project
engineers,
engineers, the
the functional
functional and
and saleable
saleable
appearance,
appearance, weight
weight and
and price insisted
insisted
upon
upon by
by Sales,
Sales, and
and the
the mechanical
mechanical ur·
urgencies of
of simple,
simple, rigid
rigid designs
designs and
gencies
drives
drives using
using the
the proper materials.
materials. In
In
addition the
the Shop
Shop must
must be allowed
allowed
addition
reasonable tolerances
tolerances within
within the limit·
limitreasonable
ations of
of available
available processes
processes and
and equipequipations
ment, Assembly
Assembly should
should have units
ment,
adapted to
to smooth
smooth work
work flow,
flow, and
and InInadapted
spection (and
(and the
the user!)
user!) needs
needs easy
easy
spection
accessible adjusunems.
adjustments. Among
Among many
many
accessible
other facmrs
factors are
are Purchasing's
Purchasing’s and
and AcAcother
counting’s hopes
hopes that
that Standard
standard pan.s
parts will
will
couming's
be used,
used, and
and Shipping's
Shipping’s plea
plea for
for enough
enough
be
unobstructed cabinel
cabinet area
area 10
to allow
allow
unobsttucted
proper bracing
bracing in
in the
the packaging,'"
packaging.”s
proper

diHicult
ro artain
difficult to
attain in conventional designs.
be
signs. Mechanically the design must be
assur~ constant and
extremely rigid to assure
aCCUIate
re-serabiliry. The massive strucStrucaccurate re-setability.
ture ordinarily needed to
10 attain the lastlastto the
the
named end is in direcr
direct opposition
opposition to
r~uirement.
minimum capacity requirement.
"TIle
of
“The statOr
stator is mounted by means of
tWO rods soldered
imo the metallized
metll.lIized
two
soldered into
slOtS
support,
slots of a high quality ceramic support.
floocs in air didi·
Insofar as possible it floats
fOIor travel is
is
electric.
In addition, the rotor
electric. in
ISO o , with
with the inin·
restricted to less than 180°,
c1uded
Ihe stator reduced by a
cluded angle of the
proponionate amount to result in the
proportionate
be[w~n
largest
largest possible angular gap between
the tWO
sctting, By
By
two at the minimum setting.
these means the capacity at minimum
these
was limited to the lowest value compatcompat·
sufficient mechanical strength.
ible with sufficiem
S[lenglh.
“Low and constanr
constant inductance be"Low
tween the stator plates is achieved by
out a solid bar
to leave only the
milling OUl
bat 10
outer shell
shell and the plates, solidly
solidly conother along their ennected with each mher
tire peripheries. A secondary result of
of
‘built-in’shielding the
this method is the 'buile-in'
shell provides from eXtraneous
extraneous fields.
shell
fields,
“The mndem
tandem edge wipers, contacting
'The

The solution
solution of
of an
an electro-mechanical
electro-mechanical
The
This
design problem
problem isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 33 This
design
the int~rnal
internal resonating
resonating capacitor
capacitor
isis the
which isis "th~
“the hean
heart of
of th~
the Q
Q Meier,
Meter, and
and
which
an C'Xcell~nt
excellent ~xample
example of
of the
the interdeinterdeisis an
pendence of
of mechanical
mechanical and
and electrical
electrical
pendence
Q unit
unit as
as an
an
design. Taking
Taking t~
the 190-A
190-A Q
design.
example, the
the elecrronic
electronic requirements
e:umple,
are low
low minimum
minimum capacitllIJCe,
capacitance, together
are
with low
low and
and COt\StaOl
constant values
values of
of indueinductwith
ance and
and resisa.nce
resistance all
all of
of which
which are
are
ance

Figure
4. SchOl...."i<
Schematic rlio'
diagram
of the
RF
,",g
.." •.
....'" of
,... IIf
attenuator and
and "ehmen,
voltmeter m
in the
the Type
ottellualOl
Type 245.
245.
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the rotor
rOlor blades
blades in
in parallel,
parallel, serve
serve to
ro
all the
reduce the
the associated
associated inductance
inducn.ncc and
and
reduce
resistance to
to aa very
very low
low and
and nearly
nearly concon·
resistance
mOl value
value and
and are
are rhodium
rhodium plated
plated to
to
stant
provide good
good wearing
wearing qualities.
qualities.
provide
"Where other
other considerations
considerations do
do not
nOl
“Where
emer, rigidity
rigidiry isis attained
attained in
in the
the comcomenter,
by mounting
mounting all
all the
the parts
partS on
on
plete unit
unit by
plete
rigid cast
cast frame.
frame. All
All shafts
shafts are
arc carried
carried
aa rigid
pteloaded ball
ball bearings."}
on preloaded
bearing^."^
Another electro-mechanical
electro-mechanical design
design isis
Another
the
the attenuator
attenuaror system
system in
in the
the Type
Type 245
245
R.F voltage
voltage standard. As
As shown
shown in
in Figs.
Figs.
RF
4 and 5,
:5, aa disc
disc resistor
resistor of
of very
very low
low
value,
value, 0.0024 ohm,
ohm, isis mounted
mounted acorss
acorss
a tube, and two
tWO 50-ohm
50-ohm resistors
resistors are
are
mounted
as central
ceorral conductors
conduCtOtS of
of aa coc0mounted as
axial cable, one
one on
on each
each side
side of
of the
the disc.
disc,
Study6~7>*
Stud y6,7,B of
of the
the circuit
circuit theory
theory involved
involved
is again based
based largely
largely on
on Thevenin’s
Thevenin's
theorem,
but the
the physical
physical arrangement
arrangement
theorem, but
is
is what
what assures
assures us
us that
that no
no leakage
leakage voltvoltage
syStem.
age gets into
into the
the output
output system.
In
In addition
addition to
to this
this attenuator,
attenuator, the
the
Type 245 voltage
voltage standard
standard or
or Signal
Signal
Generator
Generator Calibrator
Calibrator contains
contains aa transistransistorized
torized diode
diode voltmeter
voltmeter calibrated
calibrated at
at
0.025,
0.05 and 0.1
This voltvolt0.02:5,0.0:5
0.1 volt,
volt, rf.
rf. This
meter
meter is
is connected
connecred across
across the
the input
input of
of
the attenuator,
attenualOr, where
where the
the impedance
impedance isis
essentially
essentially 50
SO ohms,
ohms, regardless
regardless of
of the
the
output
OUtput termination
termination because
because the
the attenuattenuation
is so
so high
high (2500:l
(2:500: I
ation of
of the
the unit
unit is
for
IfPC 245-C
24:5-C or
or 25,OOO:l
25,000: 1 for
for type
rype
for type
245-D)
24:5-0) that
that the
the reflection
renecrion of
of the
the outOUtput
pUt back
bad: into
imo the
the input
input is
is negligible.
negligible.
Consequently,
used to
(0
Consequently, this
this unit
unit can
can be
be used
check
the
output
of
a
signal
generator
check the OUtput of a signal generator
into
imo aa 50-ohm
:50-ohm load
load at
at the
the three
three voltages
voltages
mentioned
above.
It
can
also
mention~ above. It can also be
be used
used to
to

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

the
parallel circuit
shown in
in
the 1uivalem
equivalent parallel
circuit shown
This is
is done
by applying
applying
Fig. 6 (b).
Fig.
( b ) . This
done by
Nonoo's theorl"ffi,
which is
is the
the dual
dual of
of
Norton’s
theorem, which
Thevenin's
theorem. The
The results
resulrs are:
are:
Thevenin’s theorem.
R
R
G
=---G=-R2+ w tL'
R2+w2L2

"'
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TO
T O ..MtT[I'
ETER
ell.
CUlTS
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u
2 5 •n

• 0'
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-jwl
-jwL
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r

A,
A,.
Al =
Ai
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2,
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Figure 5. Cutaway view of the actual attenuator in the Type 245.

provide aa standard
standard low-level
low-level signal
signal in
in
provide
the microvolt
microvolt range
range by
by using
using the
the OUtput
output
the
of the
the attenUatOr
attenuator when
when the
the input
input yoltvoltof
on one
one of
of the
the calibration
calibration marks.
marks.
age isis On
age
In addition,
addition, the
the input
input Yoltmeter
voltmeter is
is
In
equipped with
with aa demoduLuing
demodulating system
system
equipped
so itit can
can be
be used
used rO
to measure
measure the
the percent
10
amplitude modulation.
modulation.
amplitude
A good
good understanding
understanding of
of the
the narure
nature
A
and theory
theory of
of the
the quantity
quantity to
to be
be meas'
measand
ured isis mosr
most important
important in
in the
the making
ured
In recent
recent yean,
years,
of gex>d
good measurements.
measurements. In
of
measurements of
of the
the sensitivity
sensitivity of
of noisenoisemeasurements
limited receivers
receivers h1$
has artraeted
attracted considerconsiderlimited
able attemion,
attention, and
and aa body
body of
of knowledge
knowledge
able
and experimental
experimental techniques
techniques have
have grown
grown
and
In order
order to
to make
make adequate
adequate measuremeasureup.9 In
up.9
ments, one
one must
must understand
understand the statisti·
statistiments,
cal nature
nature of
of the
the noise.
noise. For
For example,
example, a
cal
knowledge of
of the
the ratio
ratio of
of noise peaks
peaks
knowledge
to noise
noise rms
rms value
value is
is important so
so that
that
to
the equipment
equipment can
can be
be operared
operated with
with
the
these peaks
peaks still
still in
in the
the linear
linear region
region of
of
these
the receiver.
receiver. Without this
this information,
information,
the
completely incorrect
incorrect results
results are
are possible.
possible.
completely
Moreover, results
results obtained
obtained by one type
Moreover,
of measurement,
measurement, while
while correct
correct in
in themthemof
in a
selves, may
may 001:
not be o(
of much
much value
value in
selYes,
situation not:
not well
well simulated
simulated by the
the
situation
measurement. A
A thorough
thorough understand·
understandmeasurement.
ing of
of the
the theoreticaJ
theoretical basis
basis of
of the
the measmeas·
ing
urement and
and the
the use
use to
to which
which tbe
the rereurement
sults are
are to
to be
be put
put is
is of
of highest
highest imimsults
portance.
ponance.
This idea
idea that
that the
the experimenter
experimenter should
should
This
uhderstand has
has been
been aa keynote
keynote in
in many
many
understand
of the
the theoretical
theoretical Notebook
Notebook articles.
articles.
of
One "blind
“blind spot"
spot” of
of many
many engineers
engineers
One
was tackled
tackled in
in the
the beginning
beginning with
W1$
with aa
study of
of the
the many
many (aces
faces of
of Q.l0
Q.10 This
This
study

quantity may
may be
be defined
defined basically
basically as
quanti£)'
as the
the

ratio
ratio of
of the
the total energy
energy Stored
stored in a
resonant circuit to the ayenge
average energy
dissipated in the circuit
circuit per radian. Such
dissipated
aa definitioo
definition implies that the circuit is in
rCSOllaD(:e,
nOl;, the
(he Slored
stored
resonance, for if it were not,
energy would not
nOl; be constant. This
energy
fK't reaCtance
means
means that the net
reactance of
of the circuit is zero,
zero, and yet many engillC'efS
engineers will
cuit
define Q 1$
as X/R.
definition can
X/R. Such a definidon
define
only with
from the basic one ooly
be derived (rom
1) that
three assumptions.
assumptions. These are ((I)
thar
circuit; (2)
( 2 ) that
the circuit is 11.a series circuir;
reaCtance
the X is either the inductive reactance
or the capacitive reactance,
reaCtance, but not the
( 3 ) that the capacitance is
total; and (3)
rocal;
lossless unless its losses are included in
lossless
the R.

theory of the Q Meter has
The rhcory
hilS been
described in many places.1°
circuit
described
places. Hl The circuit
(Fig. 00)
6a) isa
is a series RLC
RLe circuit
circuil coupled
(Fig.
to
to a source of radio frequency current
by means of a very small resistance r,
(0.02 ohms in the type 260-A),
(0.02
26O-.A), with
with
a high-impedance
high-impedance vacuum-tube
11.
vacuum-rube voltmeter
yolrmerer
connected across the
rhe adjustable air capinduCtance is in the coil to
to
acitor. The inductance
be measured.
measured. With the frequency and
current values
currem
values held
held constant,
consranr, the
the capcapacitor setting
setting is changed
changed until
unri! the
rhe voltvoltacitor
meter
meter indicates
indicates the
the resonant
resonam rise.
rise. The
The
maximum
J 1J
Q
muimum voltage
"olrage is
is .;
Q22 times
rimes
the
voltage obtained
[he voltage
obtained by multiplying
mulriplying the
the
coupling resistance
coupling
resisrance by
by the
the input
input curCUfrent.
Consequently, with
rem_ Coost:qul!luly,
with aa known
known value
value
of current,
of
CUfrCOt, the
the voltmeter
voltmeter can
can be
be calicali·
brated
of Q,
Q, and
and of
of course
COUfSl" if
if
brated in
in terms
terms of
Q
Q is
is large,
large, the
the voltage
voltage is
is proportional
proportional
to
to Q.
Q.
Curiously enough,
Cwiously
enough, the
the mathematical
mathematical
treatment
of the
the Q
Q Meter
Meter circuit
circuit is
is
lreatment of
most
easily
handled
by
converting
most easily handled by converting itir to
to

Al is aa current
CUrrent source, giving
giving
In this, AI
of the
the load.
load.
the same current regardless of
If we vary the
rhe capacitance in the cirIf
cuit, maximum voltage
voltage across the
the capacitor occurs when the net
net susceptance
is zero. Thus the value
value of
of the
the maximum
maximum
by
rhe capacitor,
capacitor, is given by
voltage across the
of AI
.AI by
by GL.
G ...
dividing the magnitude
magnitude of
we get
get
When we do this, we
v~ (M:ut.
Magnitude) =
= A,
A. J/ 1J
V,
(Max. Magnitude)

+ QQ22
((3)
3)

I

SOURCE

(.J
I

+

•

4

I

(b)

,It.

Figure
n
fig.... 6.
6. The
rlt. circuit
<1",..;, of
of the 0Q Meter
....., •• and
0"'"a0"
equivalent
~ ..;"al..., parallel
po,all.' circuit
d",.. it for
'a' analysis.
a .... /y....

~

THE
THE

=-J

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

which
which isis exactly
exactly what
what was
was obtained
obtained in
in
the
sCties
circuit
analysis.
the series circuit analysis.
The
we ob·
The relative
relative ease
ease with
with which
which we
obtained
results
by
using
the
circuir
tained results by using the circuit of
of
Fig.
the
Fig. 6(b)
6 ( b ) leads
leads us
us to
to explore
explore
the paralparal11
lel
lel circuit
circuit ideas
ideas funher.
further.ll Suppose
Suppose we
we
consider
consider the
the coil,
coil, which
which should
should be
be of
of
high
high Q,
Q, as
as aa "work
“work coil".
coil”. We
W e adjusr
adjust rhe
the
Q
our readings
readings as
as
Q Merer
Meter and
and re<:ord
record our
Q(l
Qoand
and 4.
Co.Using
Using rhe
the above
above ideas
ideas we
we get
get

-wco.

G(l
o=
wCO/Qo and
and B
Bo
= --wCo.
Go == W4/Qo

(4)
(4)

NOtice
Notice rhar
that chese
these include
include all
all losses
losses and
and
energy
energy storage
storage in
in rhe
the system,
system, including
including
the
the vacuum-rubc
vacuum-tube voltmeter!
voltmeter!
Now
Now place
place an
an unknown
unknown in
in parallel
parallel
with
with [he
the Capacirance,
dapacitance, readjust
readjust the
the Q
Q
Merer
Q1
Meter and
and record
record rhe
the readings
readings as
as Ql
and
I • Again
and C
C1.
Again we
we calculare
calculate

G1 = wC1/Q1 and B1 = -WCI

(5

Bur
rhe
i,
But G
G1,
the ncw
new conductance
conductance is
is
simply
simply the
the sum
sum of
of Go
Go and
and the conduct·
conductance
ance G~
Gx of
of rhe
the unknown.
unknown. Also,
Also, B
B1I is
is
the
the sum
sum of
of B
Bo
and rhe
the susceptance
susceptance B~
B,
o and
of
of the
the unknown.
unknown. So
So we
we can
can wrirc
write
G~

= G, - Go =

Co) (6)

C'
w - ~ ( Q,
Qo

,nd
B~=B,-~=w(Co-C,).
B, I= B1- Bo = w (Co - CI).

connection,
but is
is aa combination
combination of
of
connection, but
both,
with
some
cafacitance
thrown
in
both, with some capacitance thrown in
for good
good measure.l3
measure.' The
The source
source of
of the
the
for
series
resistance is
is the
rhe wire
wire of
of which
which
series resistance
rhe coil
is wound
wound and
and the
the sources
sources of
of
the
coil is
the parallel
parallel resistance
resistance are
are eddy
eddy currents
currents
the
in
loss in
in magnetic
magnetic matemarein shields,
shields, core
core loss
rials.
dielectric loss
loss in
in insulating
insulating
rials, and
and dielectric
marerials
(which is
is the
the easiest
easiest to
to retematerials (which
duce
to the
the vanishing
vanishing point).
poinr). The
The
duce to
parallel resistance
in an
an actual
actual coil
coil bebeparallel
resistance in
comes
predominant if
if the
rhe frequency
frequency is
is
comes predominant
carried
high enough,
enough, so
so the
the Q
Q of
of every
every
carried high
coil
reach aa maximum
maximum at
at some
some frefrecoil will
will reach
quency,
and parallel
parallel losses
losses
quency, (where
(where series
series and
are
will decrease
decrease as
as the
the
are equal).
equal), and
and will
frequency
is raised
raised above
above this
this value.
value.
frequency is
At any single frequency,
frequency, however, we
can consider the loss as being all in
series
resistance or as being all in shunt
series resistance
resistance.
resistance. We
W e cannot properly divide
Ihe
tWO unless we
the loss between the two
know the behavior of
of the
[he coil as a
function
function of frequency.
frequency.

-1
1
-1
Rpx = - and
and XI,x
Xp, = -. (8)
(8)
G,
B,
Bx
G,

If
If we
we wam
want the
the equivalent.
equivalent series
series resistresistance
ance and
and reactance
reactance we
we W[lte
write

551 553 =

zz

554.

( to)

If
l;:~;~, we get
if we solve
solve for 1/Z4,

Y,

( II )

If
compoIf we
we use
use 2,
551 and 2Z a3 as
as fixed components,
nents, the values
values of the components of
of
Y4,
Y4, which are
are G."
G4 and B~,
B4, can be found
in terms of
of the series
series components of
in
of
we apply
apply this idea to the Schering
2Z 22. . If we
bridge circuit of Fig.
Fig. 7 (b),
( b ) , we have

Gq
and

This circuit
circuit can
am be
be used
used in
in aa manner
manner
This
similar to
to the
the way
way we
we used
used the
[he Q
QMeter
Meter
similar
for parallel
parallel measurements.
measurements. W
We
balance
for
e balance
the circuit
circuit with
with nothing
n@thing connected
conneae<1
the

Parallel
panicularly
Parallel equivalences
equivalences are particularly
valuable
valuable in many bridge circuits and
circuits
reason
circuits derived therefrom. One reason
is that seray
stray capacirances
capacitances are most easily
thar
[[eaced
treated by such
such means.
means. Another is that
certain
jusl naturally give ad·
certain circuits just
admictances
Con·
mittances rather [han
than impedances.
impedances. Consider
sider the general impedance bridge in
Fig.
Fig. 7 (a).
( a ) . The balance equation is

(7)
(7)

From
From rhese
these we
we can
can get
get rhe
the equivalent
equivalent
parallel
parallel resistance
resistance and
and reactance
reactance of
of the
unknown
unknown as
as simple
simple reciprocals,
reciprocals, thus
thus

bridge can
can be
be supplied
supplied with
with equal
equal voltvolebridge
ages 180
180 degrees
degrees out
OUt of
of phase
phase with
wieh each
each
ages
other, as
as isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. The
The rereother,
sult l4 of
of this
this isis that
that the
{he detector
detector can
can be
be
sultl*
operated with
with one
one side
side grounded
grounded and
and
operated
with the
the other
other side
side coupled
coupled to
to the
the usual
usual
with
bridge detector
deteCtor points
points by
by aa pair
pair of
of small
small
bridge
capacitors. The
The balance
balance equations
equations are
arc
capacitors.
idenric:d with
with those
those for
for the
rhe bridge.
bridge.
identical

(9)
(9)

+ jB4 = -

(h)
Figure 77.. The
"g«'.
TIt. basic
ba.i. impedance
impedan.e bridge
b,idge circuif
<i,.«if
and
and fhe
the Schering
S.he,inS' bridge
bridge circuif.
.h.«it.

across the
che “Test”
'Test" terminals.
terminals. Then
Then we
we
read th evalues
:! and C4.
(values of
of C
C~
(4. Let
Let us
us
40. W
e have
call these Cz0
C c'() and cC~O.
We
have balance
balance
equations as follows

C,

If B~
B4 is
is aa capacitance,
capacitance, then we have
If

G~o=--

RaC~OI

C,

The whole
whole idea12
ideal2 that
that an
an unknown
unknown
The
impedance or
or admittance
admittance can
can be
be looked
looked
impedance
Xs
in series
series or
or
on asas either
either an
an RRs
and X
on
s and
s in
an RR,p and
and XI'
X, in
in parallel
parallel may
may be
be new
new
asas an
to some
some readers.
readers. ACTUally
Actually no
no coil
coil isis
to
or aa parallel
parallel
really aa series
series connection
connection or
really

G~

= - - and
R3C~

C~

(13)

The RX
RX Meter
Meter uses a modification
The
of this
this circuic
circuit with a special
special balanced
of
transformer SO
so rhac
that the cwo
two sides
sides of the
transformer

55

and

RL
B4
B, = oC40
wC 4\1 =
= w
wCCI ~-.
R3
R,

((14
1 4 ))

Now we connect
conne<:t an unknown
unknown adadmittance G
G,x
jBx
jB~ in parallel with
with the
the

+

BOONTON
B
OONTON

elements already in arm 4,
4, and we rebalance the circuit. The new readings
of Cz
C 2 and C
C4j.
C4
call C~I
Czl and c
41.
4 we will call
dme the balance equations become
This time

r-

-1

C,
c1

G 41 =
Gq1
z --(( 1I '55 ))
R 3 C2I
R&21
and Bq = 0C41
B, = o C I R ~ / R ~
andB~=wCu+Bx=
~

+

(16)

The first
first of these is a new one,
one, but the
rotal
second simply indicates that the total
B in
~n arm 4 is still
still the same. Drawing
on this fact,
fact, we can write

Bx

z w(c40-c41).

(( 117)
7)

Since the value G
G41
u is the sum of
GqOand G,, we can write
Cl / I _ 11

:,:0 an:4:~W~4~n V;;lile(~ ~)
Ra

C~l

C~O

( 18)

The value of G
G,x is determine<!
determined by the
values of C~
C2 from two balances and the
values of C
C11 and R
RB.
a. If these latter terms
are known,
known, the values of (20
Czo can be
marke<1 as
marked
as zero G and the scale
scale of (2
C2
can be calibrated in mhos of conductconductance. Alternately, the scale
ance.
scale of C~
C2 can be
calibrated in terms of parallel resistance
be·
in ohms. Then
Then lhe
the zero point of G becomes the infinity point of R,.
RI ,. This is
is
done in the RX
R X Meter.
The value of
of B of the unknown ininvolves only the value of angular frefrequency; w,
w, and the values of tWO
two capa·
capacitor settings.
settings. The value (40
C40 can be
marked as zero,
zero, and lhe
the scale
scale can be calcalibrated in capacitance values above and
below this zero.
zero. TIlcn
Then the C~
C4 dial reads
the value of parallel capacitance
capacitance which
has a susceptance equal
equal to rhe
the susceptance
ance of the unknown,
unknown. Thus the positive
is the region
range of the (1'
C, dial
dial is
region of
actual capacitance below the value of
C~".
C4”. The negative range of the (I'
C, dial
dial
is induCtive.
indicates that the unknown is
inductive.
The inductive range of the R
RX
X Meter
can be extended
extended to higher values of B,
corresponding to lower values of L, by
adding known
known capacitOrs
capacitors in parallel
with the unknown.
unknown. Other methods of
extending the range of measurements
are
are also
also known,l}
known,l5 and all
all of them de·
depend on
on the experimenter's
experimenter’s knowledge
of the mathematics of electric circuits
for
for their usefulness.
usefulness.
Transmission line
line parameters can be
found
found from
from measurements made on the
16 Application of the circuit
RX
R X Meter.
Meter.I6
theory of transmission
transmission lines
lines leads
leads to
measurement procedures which enable
enable
impedances at a distance from
from the ter·
ter-

fig",e
ire"i, "f
RX Meter.
Me'.'.
Figure 8.
8. 8".i•
Basic •circuit
of the RX

minals of the RX Meter to be determined. 11
rnined.l7
transiswr parameter
patameter
In the area of transistor
measurementS, circuir
measmeasurements,
circuit theory and measurement technique reach one of their
mcedngs. From the circuit theory
finest meetings.
viewpoint. the problem is to find
viewpoint,
find exexpressions for transfer parameters in
terms of two-terminal
two-terminal impedances or
admittances. From the measurement
admittances.
technique side, the problem is ro
to measure the desired impedances
impedances or admitadmittances with proper bias currentS
currents supsupplied to the transistor. The RX
R X Meter
is ideally suited for this,
this. because it can
carry fifty milliamperes direct current
terminals. With
applied at the unknown terminals.
appropriate jigs to hold the transistor
transiscor
meas·
and SI.lpply
supply adequate biasing, the measmade. ls
urements can be quickly
quickly made.l*
TIle
The details
details on all of these things have
broughr to the reader of the BRC
been brought
NOtebook. The presentations have been
Notebook.
challenging and
and have encouraged
encouraged many
of us to
to delve
delve into new theoretical points
and experimental
procedures. We, the
experimental procedures.
readers of the
readers
the NOtbook
Notbook are the richer
for this,
rhis, and we look forward to
for
to fmure
future
issues of the Notebook with grear
great exexthe well
well designe<1
designed nipectations. Truly rhe
strumem
strument and the skillful
skillful user produce
remarkably
useful results.
results.
remarkably useful
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The Evolution
Evolution of the BRC
BRC Q
Q Meter
LAWRENCE 0
O.. COOK, Quality
Engineer
Q u a l i t y COlltrol
C o l z t r o l Engilzeer

Q is defined as 2,.22.. times the ratio of
energy stored
stored to the energy dissipated
dissipated
cycle. I ,2 In electronks,
per cycle.l.2
electronics, the concept
of Q is commonly used
used. to designate the
resistratio of series reactance to series
series resistfUR) or of a
ance of a coil (Q=2,.( Q = 2~ fL/R)
Y,2,.- fCR)
feR).. While these
capacitor (Q
(Q=
= 1/22..
and other relationships involving Q
have been used in radio and electrical
years, the
engineering for a great many years,
expression Q and its numerical value
nOt come into popular usage until
umil
did not
early in the 1930's,
193O’s, during the time
broadcasr receiver industry
when the broadcast
was growing at a fast
fast pace and a rapid
means for measuring Q was sorely
needed, Seeking to fulfill this need, the
needed.
foundeTS of Boonton Radio Corporation
founders
fiut Q
demonstrated the first
Q Meter at the
Rochester, N. Y
Y.. late
IRE Meeting in Rochester,
in 1934.

i

J

Fundamental
Circuit
Fundamental Q
Q Meter Circuit
The eatly
Merer employed
early mooel
model Q Meter
the "voltage
“voltage step-up"
step-up” (also known as
"resonance
rise") method of Q measure“resonance rise”)
ment still used in current models. A
simplified schematic of the fundamental
fundamental
I. The Q of
circuit is shown in Figure 1.
a resonant circuit, comprising a capaccapacQ Meter and
itor (C,I)
(C,) contained in the Q
(L~), is measured by
an external coil
coil (Lx),
(Ei) in
impressing a known voltage (Ed
series in the circuit and measuring the
(E,) across the capacitor when
voltage (E,I)
frequency
the circuit is resonated to the frequency
of the impressed voltage. Q of the circuit is the ratio ~/EI.
E,/Ei. Wirh
With E
EiJ known,
the voltmeter (E.I)
(E,) may be calibrated
calibrated
directly in Q and, because the circuit
coil, the Q
losses occur mostly in the coil,
indication obtained closely represents
represenTS
the Q of the coil.
coil. By inserting low
impedances in series with the coil or
high impedances in parallel with the
constanTS of
capacitor,
capacitor, the constants
of unknown
circuits or components may be measured
measuted
in terms of their effect on the original
Q and tuning capacitance.
circuit Q
BClsic
Basic Design
Design Problems
Problems
Though the fundamental
fundamental Q
Q measurejusr described is extremely
ment method just
reo
simple,
simple, the achievement
achievement of accurate resuIts
frequencies
sults over a wide range of frequencies
requires the
(he solution of several
requires
several basic

Ri
Q <i,cuit
R, Q
circuit injection ,e.i.to,
resistor
(lOO-A and 160-A,
160·A, 0.04 ohm,
ohm;
(100-A
260·A.
0.02
ohm)
260-A,
L, S.lf
induel(.....(.. of R,
1,
Self inductance
E,
~olt0ge <
m..l.., for
la, same
.0 .......
E , Injection voltage
a....d
n d meter
C" St'ay
capadti~.. coupling
C,+
Stray capacitive
l"
L,t St,ay
Stray indu(ti~.
inductive (oupling
coupling
,.. u
L,l, Coil
Coil und.,
under test

C.
inlernal 'resonating
...anating capacita,
C, Calib,at..d
Calibrated internal
capacitor
1..
1,. Q
Q d,(uit
circuit ,e.iduol
residual indU<fance
inductance
(100-A, 0.08 J'h,
yh, 160-A
160-A
Gnd 260-A,
O.OJ' J'h)
yh)
and
’260-A, 0.015
R~
circuit ,residual
idual ••
ri ... ,resistance
i,'"n(..
R,, Q
Q circuit
series
RoO
iduGI .hunl
i"an<..
Rlh Q
Q circuil
circuit ,residual
shunt ,resistance
Q ~acuum
'ub.. voltmeter
~Ghm..ter
E.
E, Q
vacuum tube
HI
Exl.,nal (Gil
te,minGI.
HI ~
- lO
LO External
coil terminals
HI ~
- GNO
GND Ext.,na!
External CGpadtG,
capacitor '.,minal.
terminals

Figure I . Q Meter Fundamental Circuit

problems.
1. The injection voltage syStem
1.
system must
frequency insensitive.
be frequency
2. Suay
2.
Stray coupling occurring between
the OSCillator
oscillator (including the injection
system) and the Q measuring circuit
must be reduced to a negligible value.
3. The Q
Q measuring circuit residual
tesisinductance and series
series and shunt resistive losses must be minimized. Included
He
are input circuit losses in the VTVM
volcage across the
which measures the voltage
capacitor.
resonating capacitor.
4,
4. The oscillator waveform must be
harmonics.
relatively free of harmonics.
faCtors have been strenuously
These factors
dealt with in Q Meter design and, over
a period of many years,
years, much progress
has been made which benefits the user
in terms of improved accuracy.
accuracy. Some of
the results of this progress, in the IF
LF
and lower VHF range of frequencies,
frct'Juencies,
will be shown
shown in the remaining paragraphs which traCe
trace the development of
the
Meeer from the first
fim model
thc Q Meter

77
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Residuals

lOG-A, to a model
marketed, the Type 100-A,
currendy
260-A.
currently in production, the Type 260·A.
Type 100-A
I DO-A Q Meter
The Type 100-A
lOO-A Q Meter was the
first model to be sold (in early
1935)
early 1935)
and is readily recognized because of its
45"
45” panel slope.
slope.
A Type 45 rube
tube operated in a tunedgrid oscillator circuit having tickler
feedback. Turrer
Turret seleaion
selection of 7 calibcalibrated frequency ranges provided a total
rotal
rhe entire
range of 50 kc to 50 mc, the
oscillator assembly
assembly being shielded to
provide isolation from
from the Q measuring
circuit.
outpUt current, con'
The oscillaror
oscillator output
controlled by adjustment of the dc plate
voltage, was fed through a coaxial cable
to a thermocouple and then through a
O.04-ohm
resistor".
0.04-ohm "voltage
“voltage injection resistor”.
This resistor, a closely
closely shielded resistresistance scrip,
strip, provided a low value of self
inductance so that the voltage drop
developed
dcvclopcd across the resistor was rdarela-
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50

30

2.
C;fC~il Q
In<li."I;on Accuracy
A.«~,o<y vo
F,equen.y
2. Spedfi'''''"n
Specification 01
of Circuif
0 lndicotion
vs Frequency

tive1y independent of frequency.
frequency, The
tively
thermocouple operated a 3·inch
3-inch dc
twO Q
meter which was calibrated at
a t two
mnge settings in terms of the voltage
range
developed
developed across the tesistOr
resistor at dc and
at low frequencies.
frequencies.
The Q
Q measuring circuit included a
single·section,
receiver-type capacitor
single-section, receiver-type
having aluminum plates which provided
a calibrated
calibrated capacitance range of 37 to
460 ppf.
pop.f. Impregnated mica insulation
was employed in the capacitor for low
loss purposes, each
each mica insulator being
tested under conditions of 90% relative
humidity. The vernier capaciror
capacitor was in
a.a separate frame and employed similar
insulation.
External
External terminals for connection of
teSted were
the coils and capacirors
capacitors to be tested
of the commercial,
nickel-plated type
commercial, nickel-plated
insulators.
mounted on impregnated mica insulators.
The Q voltmeter circuit employed a
uiode rube
triode
tube operating as a form of "plate
“plate
rectifier" with provision for zero balrectifier”
merer. The
ance of the cathode current meter.
Type 2A6 tubes
mbes were individually seselected in the operating circuit for high
input resistance
resistance at rf, normal input
capacirance,
capacitance, low direct grid current, and
normal rectified dc output versus ac
signal
voltage. The 3·inch
merer was
signal voltage.
3-inch meter
tWO ranges of circuit Q
calibrated in two
(0
co 250 and 0 to 500)
500) in addition to
( 0 to
V1VM grid return
signal
volts. The VTVM
signal volts.
(100 megohms ae
at dc) was of
resistor (tOO
a design chosen for high effective reresistance
sistance at rf.
The Q
Merer power supply was of
Q Meter
of
[he
the unregulated type commonly used at

’
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in the communications field created a
need for improved Q Meter accuracy
accuracy at
these higher frequencies.
frequencies. 'To
To meet this
Q
160·A Q
need, a new model, the Type 160-A
introdUCed in
Meter, was developed and introduced
1939,
lOO-A. In
1939, superseding the Type 100-A.
addition to greatly improved accuracy,
15" panel slope and a
this model had a 15”
considerably different appearance.
The oscillator
oscillator was essentially
essentially the same
as used
IIsed in the Type 100-A
lOO-A instrument
except that an eighth frequency
frequency range
(50
Mechanical
( 5 0 to 7'j
75 mc) was added,
added. Mechanical
reliability of the shielding was also
improved.
ptovided a comThe injection system
system provided
pletely shielded thermocouple with the
injection resistor being included in the
same shielded assembly.
assembly. Stray coupling
to the Q measuring circuit was thus
greatly reduced.
reduced. Additional division lines
011
By" meter scale
on [he
the "Multiply
“Multiply Q By”
scale
( 2 0 to 625)
625)
plate provided a wider (20
range of circuit Q measurements and
improved accuracy.
accuracy.
The Q measuring circuit resonating
capacitor,
capacitor, calibrated range 30 to 460
pop.f, was of
ppf,
of a design especially developed
developed
to provide low residual inductance and
resistance for this purpose.
pUtpose. Main and
resistance
sections were included
vernier capacitor sections
in a single frame to avoid the inductof a connecting lead. The main
ance of
rotor and statOr
stator were split into two
equal sections,
sections, the rotor
rotOr being "center
“center
fcd"; i.e., to provide a shortened current
fed’;
parh, the rotor was grounded by fingers
path,
contacting a disk located on the shaft
twO sections.
midway between [he
the two
sections. Rotor
and stator plates fabricated of copper

i
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that time.
rhis instrument,
insuumeor, for
Performance of this
inductOrs and
the Q measurement of inductors
capacitors,
generally satisfactory
satisfactory at
capacitors, was generally
frequencies up to
ro 10
10 mc,
me, as shown in
frequencies
Figure 2. For increasing frequencies
me) the accuracy
accuracy grad·
(i.e., above 10
10 mc)
gradof
ually worsened because of the effects of
injection resistor inductance, Str:ay
stray coupcoupling between the thermocouple system
and the Q measuring circuit, and Q
measuring circuit residual inductance
and residual
residual resistance.
Type 160-A Q
Q Meter

Increased use of
of higher frequencies
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provided
provided lowered
lowered rf
rf resistance
resistance as
as comcompared
pared to
to the
the aluminum
aluminum material
material forformerly
merly used.
used. (See
(See Figure
Figure 3.)
3.) The
The statOr
stator
insulators
insulators of
of this
this capacitor
capacitor were
were ar
at first
first
of
of impregnated
impregnated mica,
mica, but
but aa subsequent
subsequent
design
design modification
modification substituted
substituted pyrex
pyrex
glass
glass balls
balls for
for improved
improved electrical
electrical rereliabiliry.
liability.
External
External terminals
terminals (Figure
(Figure I)
1) wcre
were
of
of gold-plared
gold-plated copper
copper to
to provide
provide high
high
conductivity.
conductivity. To
To permit
permit shortened
shortened ininternal
the
slope
ternal leads
leads
the panel
panel
slope was
was changed
changed
0
0
from
from 45
45” to
to 15
15” and
and the
the external
external terterminals
minals were
were mounted
mounted integrally
integrally with
with the
the
capacitOr.
capacitor. The
The residual
residual inductance
inductance of
of
this
this unit,
unit, measured
measured at
at the
the COIL
COIL termiterminals,
nals, was
was 0.015
0.015 ph,
ph, aa considerable
considerable reducreduction
tion from
from the
the Type
Type lOO-A
100-A inductance
inductance
of
0.08 "ill.
ph.
of 0.08
For
For improved
improved readability,
readability, aa 4-inch
4-inch
meter
meter was
was used
used in
in the
the Q-VTVM.
Q-VTVM. The
The
meter
meter was
was critically
critically damped
damped to
to eliminate
eliminate
the
the pointer
pointer over-swings
over-swings found
found in the
Type
Type loo·A.
100-A. The
The power
power supply
supply was of
the
the conventional
conventional unregulated
unregulated type.
type.
While
While the
the Type
Type 160-A
160-A instrument
achieved
wide usage
usage in
in the
the electronic
electronic
achieved aa wide
field
field and
and offered
offered greatly
greatly improved acaccuracy
curacy at
at the
the higher
higher frequencies
frequencies over
over
ilS
its predecessor
predecessor the
the Type
Type IOQ-A
100-A (Fig(Figure
ure 2),
2 ), its
its accuracy
accuracy at
at frequencies
frequencies above
above
30
30 me
mc was
was limited
limited and
and rhe
the rhetmocouple
thermocouple
factor of
of safety
safety was
was low.
low.
factor
Type 260-A
260-A Q
Q Meter
Type
Progress
Progress in
in the
the electronic
electronic and
and instruinstrument art
art indicated
indicated rhat
that aa revised Q
Q
ment
Meter
Meter of
of refined design
design and
and improved
accuracy
accuracy was
was needed.
needed. To meet this need,
need,
[he
the Type
Type 260-A
260-A Q
Q Meter,
Meter, superseding
superseding
the Type
Type 160·A,
160-A,was
was developed
developed in
in 1953
1953
the
and isis StjJJ
still being
being produced.
produced. This
This model
and
similar in
in shape
shape and
and size
size to the Type
isis similar
160-A but
but isis recognizable
recognizable by i~
its. rere160-A
cessed dials.
dials.
cessed
An oscillatOr
oscillator of complete
complete redesign
An
employs aa modern.
modern rube
tube and
and mooern
modern
employs
components. The
The circuit
circuit is
is designed
designed for
for
componems.
low harmonic content.
content. Output currene
current
low
control is
is in
in the low
low wattage screen
screen
conuol
grid circuit.
circuit. Turret
Turret selection
selection of eight
grid
calibrated frequency
frequency ranges
ranges provides a
calibrated
total coverage
coverage of
of 50
50 kc to 50
50 mc.
mc.
total
The thermocouple
thermocouple and
and "Multiply
“Multiply Q
Q
The
By” meter circuit
circuit have been
beeq redesigned
redesigned
By"
for aa lower
lower thermocouple operating
for
temperature and
and consequent
consequent grearer
greater
temperature
safety factor.
factor. Thorough shielding is em·
emsafety
ployed and
and aa 4-inch
4-inch meter with mirror
played
scale provides
provides greater accuracy
accuracy of
of setsetscale
ting dle
the injection
injection voltage.
voltage.
ting
The injection
injection voltage
voltage resistor
The
resistor is
is aa
0.02-ohm annular
annular type
type providing
0.02-ohm
providing eses·

t1'20
20 0
::::::;:::
0
:;:::;;:::
0
~ = /2’
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~;::: +IO
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figure 4. Q Indicated (Q,) vs Q by D e l t a 4

St:neialJy
performance at
ar
sentially noninducrive
noninductive performance
frequencies
me, aa welfrequencies as
as high as
as 50 mc,
come
induCtive voltvohcome change
change from
from the
the inductive
age
shielded
age rise experienced
experienced with the shielded
llsed in
resiStance
resistance strip type of resistor used
Q Meters
lOO-A and Type 160-A.
160-A.
Meters Type 100-A
Figure 44 plots the error in the Type
160-A
This cause.
160-A largely attributable to this
The error in the 260-A is negligible.
The lowered
resistance value of
of 0.02
lowered resistance
ohms in the Type 260-A versus 0.04
16O-A
ohms
loo-A and 160-A
ohms in the Types 100-A
(this
the
(this resistor being in series with the
measQ
Q measuring circuit) raises the measaT
ured circuit Q
Q by as
as much as 15% at
the higher frequencied.
frequencies~. Thus the circir·
brought into
inco
cuir
Q and the coil Q are brought
cuit Q
closer agreement.
doser
The resonating capacitor (calibrated
(calibrared
p.p.f) is of
of the
the
for a range of 30 to 460 ppf)
the
same
same design as was employed in the

00

(QAc)Method

later .160-A’s
l60-A's except
except that
that the
rhe external
external
later
on aa teflon
teflon ininterminals are
are supported
supported on
terminals
sulator for
for improved
improved uniformity,
uniformity,
sulator
reliability. The
The direct
direct readreadstrength, and reliability.
is supplemented
supplemented
ing capacitance scale
scale is
ing
by aa direct
direct reading
reading inductance
inductance scale
scale for
for
by
use at
ar specified frequencies.
frequencies.
use
In addition
addition to
to the
(he usual
usual main
main Q
Q scale
scale
In
to 250), the
the Q
Q indicating
indicating meter
merer
(40 to
low Q
Q scale (10 to
to 60)
60) and
and aa
provides a low
provides
6.Q scale ((0
to 50).
:;0). These
These direct
direct readreadAQ
0 to
ing scales, when
when used
used in
in conjunction
conjunCtion
ing
Q By”
By"' meter
meter (range
(range
with the
the “Multiply
"Multiply Q
with
X 1.0 to
to X2.5)
X2.5.) provide
provide aa circuit
circuit Q
Q
X1.0
of 10
10 to
to 625.
625. Each
Each
range of
measurement range
meter employs
employs aa mirror
mirror scale
scale for
for the
the
meter
of parallax
parallax error.
error.
elimination of
elimination
The power
power supply voltages
voltages are
are regregThe
ulated by
by aa voltage
voltage stabilizing
stabiliz.ing transtrans·
ulated
former and
and “glow
"glow tubes”,
tubes", thus
rhus providprovid·
former

100-A
lOG-A Q
Q METER
"'EnR

261).,1, Q
Q METER
",un
260-A

High
High at
o• some
..,me frequencies,
Freq"encl.., caus«IU.·
ing
ing Q
Q indication
lndleo""" error.
... ''''

low
o.error.
011 frequencies,
Irequ.ncl... neglig
neglig_
lible
ow Q
at
all

In",
ITEM
Oscillator
O..
llIolor Harmonic
Ho,m""lt
Content
e",,'enl

50
50

20
20

11,1. Q .rr",.

Output
0Oscillator
..11101", Oulpu'

Thermacouple
ThKmocouple
(A) Oveflood
Overload factor
(Al
l",cI'"
(B) Shielding
(8)
S,M.ldlng

(A) Small,
Smoll, susceptible
auaceplib!. to
10 burnout.
b ... """••
(B)
(8) Poor,
Poor. causing
eo".ing Q
Q indication
Indlto.lon
error.
err"'.

I

"I

,,,,r•.

burnout rare.
(A) Large,
Lo,ge. burnout
(B)
(8 Good,
Good, negligible
negliglbl. Q
Q indicatior
error.
• ..or.

Iniecgan Voltage
lnlKtlion
Voltog.
Resistor
R..
I.lor

Inductance
Ind"",,,n,e causes
CO". . . Q
Q indication
Indlco.l""
error
...r", at higher
high.r frequencies.
If.qu.nci...

Inductive
ligible, lowInd"ctl •• effect
eff.ct ne
negligible,
low_
ered
va?ue improves
.r.d resistonce
••• i.l<me• •ol"e
impro•••
circuit
ei.."i, Q.
Q.

Resonoting
R..""ollng Capacitor
Copoeil",
(Q Measuring
(Q
/I\......... ing Circuit)
CI"ul.)

Receiver
he.iv.r type
Iype with
wllh oluminum
ol"mlnum
plates,
plolfl. vernier
v..... i... separate,
a.po.o'•• external
e,'.mol
COIL and
sep",nd COND
COI'ID terminals
I••m;nol• •
ep.
arately
o.",.ly mounted,
moun.ed. impregnated
Impregna'ed
mica
mlc" insulation.
inaul",ti"n.

Specially
Spe<lolly designed,
d ••lllned, silver
.il ••• plated
plo'.d
copper
eopp.r plates,
plol •• , rotor
rolo. current
cu ... n'
center-fed,
<en •• ,.Ied, vernier
v •• ni •• in
In same
.om.
frame,
Irome, external
u'.rn",! COIL
COIL and
ond CAP
CAP
terminals
..rmlnol. integrally
inl.g'olly mounted,
m"",,'ed,
teflon
..II"" ond
"nd pyrex
py'" insulation,
in."lo.lon, res,e.·
idual
;duol inductance
i~du",,"<e and
,,~d resistance
r•• i.'",ne.
greatly
g .....ly reduced.
r.d"ced.

Circuit Q
Measurement
Clrtvil
Q /l\eo.ur......
~1
Range
R,,~ge

10-500

10-625;
10·625, includes
includ•• low
low QQ Range
Rong.
and
a r better
,,~d
fj, Q range
.ong. fI"r
b."e.
accuracy.
o«u'ocy.

Meters

33 inch
I~<h

4 inch,
'~ch. mirror
mi..o • scale.
•""Ie.

Power Supply

Unregulated

Regulated;
R.g"I,,'.d, meter
m.'e. indications
i~d;eati,,~.
stabilized
a'",bill ..d against
o\lOin.1 line
II~. voltage
voltoge
fluctuations.
f1u""",I""•.

0'
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5. Highlights of Q Mefer Design Differences

BOONTON
B
OONTON

ing
in
ing .srnbility
stability of
of meter
meter indiations
indications in
the
voltage
the presence
presence of
of power
power line
line voltage
fluctuations.
fluctuations.
the
Figure
review of
Figure 55 offers
offers aa quick
quick review
of the
design
which contribute
to
design highlighrs
highlights which
contribute to
lhe
Type
the improved
improved performance
performance of
of the
the Type
26O-A
indiCllQ MeIer.
Meter. Note
Note thar
that the
the Q
Q indica260-A Q
tion
tion accuracy
accuracy specification
specification now
now extends
extends
upward
upward to
to include
include lhe
the full
full frequency
frequency
I11nge
range of
of 50
50 ke
kc to
to 50
50 me
mc (Figure
(Figure 2).
2 ).

of
his Q
Q Meter,
MeIer, thus
IhU$ assuring
assuring instrument
inS(fumem
of his
ar the
the time
time of
of Q
Q measurement.
measurcmem.
accuracy
accuracy at
Conclusion
Conclusion
Twenty-five
years of
of electronic
elearonic enen·
Twenty-five years
gincering effort
effort has
has brought
brought forth
forth many
many
gineering
advancements in
in the
the electronic
elearonic field.
field.
advancements
Wee believe
believe that
thar Q
Q Meter
Meter design
design has
has
W
kepr pace
pace in
in terms
rerms of
of improved
improved accuracy
accuracy
kept
of
measurement, improved
improved reliability,
reliability,
of measurement,
and improved stability of
of operation.

Accessory
Accessory Inductors
Inductors
The
long
The Type
Type 103-A
103-A Induaor
Inductor has
has long
use
been
been available
available lIS
as aa "work
“work coil
coil” for
for use
in
in Q
Q Meter
Meter measurement
measurement of
of capacilors
capacitors
reand
and OIher
other componenrs.
components. The
The more
more recently
cently introduced
introduced Types
Types 513·A
513-A and
518·A
518-A Q
Q Standards
Standards provide a ready
means
means for
for the
the user to
to chtck
check me
the accun.cy
accuracy
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Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corp. Merges
With
With Hewlett-Packard Co.
Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation recentJy
recently
beame
became the
the newest
newest member
member of
of die
the Hew·
Hewleu-Packard
lett-Packard Co.
Co. family
family of
of Palo
Palo AIm,
Alto, CalCalifornia
ifornia as
as aa wholly-owned
wholly-ownedsubsidiary
subsidiary and
joined
joined OI:her
other companies
companies operating
operating under
similar
similar .srnms
status including:
including: F.
F. L
L. Mosely
Co.,
Co., Pasadena,
Pasadena, California,
Californis?,makers
makers of
of scrip
strip
chare
X - Y recorders;
recorders; Palo
Palo Alto
Alto EnEnchart and
and X-V
gineering
gineering Co.
Co. of
of Palo
Palo Alto,
Alto, manufacmanufacturers
turers of
of trarnformen,
transformers, potentiometers,
and
and other
other componentS;
components; and
and Dymec,
Dymec, Inc.
Inc.
of
of Palo
Palo Alto,
Alto, now
now aa division
division of
of H-P,
H-P,
manufacrurers
manufacturers of
of predsion
precision electronic
electronic
measuring
measuring equipment
equipment and
and systems.
systems.
Announcing
Announcing the
the arrangement
arrangement be:betwo companies,
companies, Dr.
Dr. George
George
tween the
the twO
tween
A.
A. DowrnbrOl.lgh,
Downsbrough, President
President of
of BRC,
BRC,
emphasized
emphasized diat
that HRC
BRC would
would continue
continue
to operatC'
operate as
as aa sepanile
separate company
company with
with
fO
no changes
changes in
in either
either managemC'nt
management or
or
no
personnel contemplated..
contemplated. He:
He scated
stated that
personnel
plans for
for aa new
new plant,
plant, which
which were
pial»
underway prior
prior to
to the
the merger,
merger, would
would
undC'cway
be acceJerated.
accelerated. These
These remarks
remarks were
were
be
echoed by
by Messrs.
Messrs. Hewlett
Hewlett and
and Packard
Packard
echOC'd
who visited
visited HRC
BRC to
to personally
personally welcome:
welcome
who
BRC into
into die
the H·P
H-P fold.
fold.
BRC
BRC isis looking
looking forward
forward to
to expanding
expanding
BRC
its line
line and
and development
development activities
activities
its
through the
the use
use of
of H·P
H-P development
development of
of
through
components and
and close
close liaison
liaison with
with their
their
components
development activities.
activities.
d~velopll1ent

From a humble beginning in 1939,
m
the Hcwlett-Packud
Hewlett-Packard Co. has grown to
be one of the largest manufacturers
manufacnuen of
of
electronic test
e1ecuonic
rest equipment in the world.
IDOre than 300
The company produces more
instrument types, including
different inmumem
oscillators, volnneters,
voltmeters, signal generators,
oscillators,
waveform analyzers, microwave and
waveguide test instruments, and oscilwaveguide
loscopes. These products are sold to
to
more than 3000 business organizations
throughout the world, with the governgovern·
ment, through its various
agencies, conmcm,
vatious agencies,
stituting one of the largest single users
stituting
of H-P equipment.

RADIO
R
ADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

NEW PLANT
PLANT SOON
SOON
NEW
FOR
BRC
FOR BRC
The purchase,
purchase, in
in December
December of
of 1958,
1958,
The
of aa 70-acre
70-acre tract
trao in
in Rockaway
Rockaway TownTownof
ship, aa few
few miles
miles Northwest
Northwesr of
of the
rhe
ship,
was the
the first
first step
step towards
towards
present plant,
plant, was
present
in efef·
long·range expansion
expansion program
program in
aa long-range
feCt at
al BRC.
BRC. The
TIle tract
tmet isis located
locared less
less
fect
than aa mile
mile from
from the
the recently
rccemly completed
completed
than
imC'rchange on
on the
rhe newly-aligned
newly·aligned Route
Route
interchange
RoutC' 80
80 interchange,
imerchange, and
and isis easily
easily acacRoute
cessible to
to BRC’s
BRC's 150
150 employees
employetS who
who
cessible
mostly reside
reside in
in the
the area.
area. Ample
Ample room
room isis
mostly
on the
rhe new
nC'w site
site for
for enlarged
enlarged
available on
plant construction
consuuClion and
and recreation
recreation
plant
facilities..
facilities.
has engaged
engaged an
an
More recently,
recendy, BRC
BRC has
More
up plans
plans for
for
Architecruf'21 firm
firm to
to draw
draw up
Architectural
These plans
plans should
should
the new
new building.
building. These
the
be completed
completed in
in the
the near
neat future
future and
and
be
plalls are
arc that
lhar ground
ground will
will be
be broken
broken
plans
1960.
in 1960.
early in

The
The new
new building
building will
will be
be aa modern,
modern,
SlrUCture providing
providing at
at least
least
single-story structure
fee:t of
of space,
space, or
or more
more
square feet
50,000 square
than double the
the area
area of
of the
the present
presem
than
plant.
Engineering, Production,
Production, and
and
plam. The Engineering,
are: being
being
Administration Departments
Dcpanmenrs are
Administration
Jayed out with
with ample
ample room
room allowed
allowed for
for
layed
future expansion. The
The plant
plant will
will be
be
fully equipped with
with the
the most
most modern
modern
machinery
machinery and tools
rools obtainable.
obtainable. FaciliFacilities are expected
C'JI:pected to
ro include
include air
air condicondi·
tioning
lioning and a cafeteria.
cafeleria.
Details
the
Details on the
lhe new
new plant
planr will
will be
be the
topic
topic of
of a11 future
future Notebook
N(l(cbook article
article which
which
will bepublished
as soon
soon as
as the
the buildbuild·
be published as
ing plans
plans are
are firm.
firm.

In addition
addition to irs
its C'JI:parnion
expansion in this
In
country, Hewlett-Packard has established
country,
subsidiaries in Germany and Switzersubsidiaries
land. 1be
The Srungan,
Stuttgart, Germany plant is
land.
due to
to begin production
due
produaion of H-P instrufor the:
the Continental market
ments for
muKet early
next year.
year. This plam
plant will be the
nC'JI:f
rhe manufacturing outle:t
outlet of tthe
he company's
company’s
facturing
wholly-owned Swiss
Swiss sales organization
whoUy-owned
January.
was sel
set up last January.
which was
Boonton Radio Corporation is proud
Boonton
member of the progressive Hewto be aa membet
lett-Packard family
family and is Jooking
looking forforlett-Packard
expanding with a fast growing
ward to C'JI:panding
industry.
industry.
10
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An aerial view of BRC‘s n e w plant sife.
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Looking
Looking Back
Back 25 Years

With BRC
BRC
Booncon Radio Corporation was esBoonton
established in 1934, but the scene was
set before that time, just after the
rhe end
of the First World War. Many of the
concepts that made wireless communicommunication possible were discovered before
the War,
\'qar, but it was during the War
that new ideas were evolved and that
considerable practical experience was
gained in the use of these new ideas.
ideas.
When the War was ended, the public
usefulwas beginning to appreciate the usefulintelligence over
ness of transmitting intelligence
distances without
wirhout wire and was taking
raking
a keen interest in irs
its developmenc.
development.
Manufacturers, recognizing this ininManufacturers,
imerest, began devoting time and
tense interest,
money to
improve<!
to the development of improved
tadios and radio devices.
radios
devices. They found
it necessary to obtain component parts
which were new to most of them, and
for which they were sadly lacking in
tesring methods.
mcthods.
testing
These were the conditions under
Comwhich the Boonton Hard Rubber Company in Boonton,
estabBooncon, New Jersey established a group for
deaIing with the new
for dealing
problems. The staff of the newly formed
forme<!
group, including at first just
JUSt one physicoil forms and other radio
cist, produced coil
components using insulating material.
material.
Later, additional technical people were
employed, and the work of general engiemploye<!,
engineering consult:llion
consultation was undertaken.
undenaken.
This type of work naturally led to an
equipment
understanding of basic test equipmenc
requirements.
H.'<Juiremems.

u

Late in 1934,
1934, Mr.
Mr. William D.
D. Loughlin, who had been President of Radio
Frequency Laboratories and who was
industry’s pioneers, together
one of the
rhe industry's
with several associates,
associates, purchased one
of the buildings which had been used
by the Boonton Hard Rubber Company
activities, and formed the
for its radio aCtivities,
Boonton Radio Corporation. The new
concentrated its engineering
company concentrated
skill toward
tOward the development of new
measuring e<:juipment
equipment sorely needed
nee<!ed by
the radio industry at that
exrhat time. For example, there was at
ample,
ar that time a specific
need for IIa quick and accurate method
measurements were
for measuring
measuting Q. Q measurements
being made indirectly
indirecdy by means of
bridges which measured the effective reconcerned. These
actance and resistance concerne<!.
measurements
too often subject to
measurements were tOO
to
error because of the involved
involve<l techniques

.-

1~

Larry Cook, with
BRC .in.e
since 1935,
1935, is
shown
l,,'ry
wi/h 6RC
i• •/town
with "a preproduction
model 01
of BRC’s
wi,h
p"'p,od~<'ion 1'",,1,,1
BRC'. first
Ii", 0Q
Meter
and the
current type
Type 260-A
Q Me,e,.
Meter.
Me'e, onel
'he .u"en'
260_A Q

required,
consuming.
require<!, and were time consuming.
It was this Q measuring problem, III
in
fact,
development of
faCt, which led to
co the developmenr
the first Q
Q Meter. Manufacturers were
confronted with the costiy
costly annoyance
confrOnted
of producing
ptoducing coils that would meet all
of the requirements when tested
rested at their
own plant, only to be rejected because
they did not pass inspection at their
customers plant.
plant, A need for approved
standards was evident and this was
SC3nclards
among the first
fitst assignments of the BRC
fiRC
engineers.
First Q Meter Introduced
Introduced
First
In November of 1934,
1934, Boonton
Boomon Radio
at the Institute
Corporation presented ar
Institure
of Radio Engineers’
Engineers' Fall meeting
meering in
Rochester, New York, a model of the
Company’s first Q Meter. This instruinstruCompany's
ment covered the frequeocy
frequency range of
50 kc to
to 50 mc
me and was known as the
Type 100-A.
IOO-A. With this instrument, Q
measurements were made simple and
also capable of many Olher
other
rapid. It was also
valuable laboratory
laboratory measurements
measurements on
basic components and circuits. The Q
Meter was immediately
imme<!iately accepted as a
standard by the radio industry and research laboratories.
scarch
laboratOries. Over the years improved
(the Types 160-A
160-A and
prove<! models
mooels (the
260-A) of Q Meters in this
rhis frequency
range have been introduced.
In
(30
rn 1941,
1911, a high frequency
frequcncy model (30

11
11

me) of the Q Meter, known as
to 200 mc)
170·A ,was introduced.
introduce<!. This
the Type 170-A
instrument was followed by the QX
Checker (Type
lID-A),, similar to the
(Type 110-A)
Q Meter
Mcter but designed specifically
specifically for
rapid production testing of components
laboratory accuracy.
instruwith laboratory
accuracy. This instrument was very easy to operate and could
be handled by unskilled personnel.
Today, a faster, more versatile instrument, the Q
Q ComparatOr
Comparator Type 26'5-A
265-A
has replaced the QX Checker and the
low frequency
Q Meter (Type
(Type 260-A)
260-A)
frequency Q
frc<Juency Q Meter (Type
and high frequency
190-A) are in very broad use.
usc.
190-A)
FM
FM and
and HF
HF Test Equipment
Jusr
War,
Just before the Second World War,
fiRC began development work on a
BRC
frequency-modulated signal generator
frequency-modulated
teSt equipment
to meet the demand for test
fm communication equipfor the new fm
equipment. A model of this generator was
ficst presented in 1940
rhe Institute
first
1940 at
at the
of Radio Engineers'
Engineers’ meeting ill
in Boston.
Several models
modds of these FM Signal Generators, developed by BRC, were used
during the war by military and comcommercial customers.
During the Second World War, BRC
provide<! large quantities of the standard
provided
commercial equipment, which had been
previously designed for its commercial
commercial
customers,
Milimry Services for
cuStomers, to the Military
use in the War effort. In fulfilling its
patriotic duf}',
duty, the Company prepared
a microwave pulse modulated
mooulate<! rf
rf signal
generator
um
generaror for manufacture. A large nnumber of these instruments were produced
for the Military Services
Services for use in testresting radar syStems.
systems. This Signal Generaror
Generator
is still used
use<! by the Military.
At the end of the War the FM
SigFM Signal Generaror
Generator was redesigned to permit
permir
coverage of a wider frequency
frequency range, to
include
fm, and to obtain
indude AM as well as fm,
deviations in frequency
deviarions
frequency which did not
vary with carrier frequency.
frequency. This ininstrument ‘had
strumem
'had very low leakage and a
wide sele<:rion
selection of accurately caJibrated
calibrated
output voltages. It soon became the
ourpUt
standard in its field.
Aircraft
Aircraft Navigation
Navigation Test Equipment

In the 1940’s,
1940's, the
rhe aircraft transportation field was devdopinS
developing more accurate
methods of navigation and better
berter methods of landing in bad weather.
weather. A system
for solving
solving these problems was approved by the Civil Aeronautic Administration
Istrarion and put into use both commercially and by the military services.
services.
During the development phases of this
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Aircraft
Aircraft Navigation
Navigation and
and Landing
Landing SysSysto
tem,
BRC
was
asked
tem, BRC was asked to develop
develop test
test
equipment
equipment of
of unusual
unusual accuracy
accuracy for
for testtesting
ing several
several of
of the
the receivers
receivers involved.
involved. A
A
signal
signal generator
generator for
for navigation
navigation equipequipment
ment was
was produced
produced in
in 1947.
1947, to
to be
be folfollowed
short time
time later
later by
by an
an equipequiplowed aa shorr
ment
ment for
for lesting
testing receivers
receivers used
used in
in landing
landing
aircraft.
aircraft. A
A more
more advanced
advanced model
model of
of the
the
"Glide
“Glide Path"
Path” testing
testing e<{uipment
equipment for
for the
the
landing
landing of
of aircraft
aircraft was
was produced
produced in
in
1952,
1952.
The
The Produdive
Productive 1950's
1950’s
In
the
last
In the last decade,
decade, the
the Company's
Company’s ef·
efforts
forts have
have been
been directed
directed wward
toward the
development
development of
of other
other self-contained,
self-contained,
broad·band,
broadband, flexible
flexible instruments,
instruments. The
The
RX
1953, measmeasR X Meter,
Meter, introduced
introduced in
in 1953,
ures
ures parallel
parallel resistance
resistance and
and parallel
parallel rereactance
of two-terminal
two-terminal networks
networks over
over
actance of
the
the iF
LF and
and VHF
VHF ranges.
ranges. This
This inStru·
instrument
ment has
has contributed
contributed to
to the
the develop·
development
ment of
of the
the diffusion-based
diffusion-based transistor,
transistor,
which
which in
in rum
turn isis playing
playing aa large
large pan
part in
in
America's
America’s missile
missile and
and satellite
satellite program,
program.
More
More recencly,
recently, lhe
the instrument
instrument has venventured
tured from
from the
the world
world of
of missiles
missiles and
and
electronics
electronics to
to become
become one
one of
of the
the medi·
medical
cal world's
world’s latest
latest weapons
weapons against
against disdisease.
ease. The
The University
University of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
School
School of
of Medicine
Medicine pUt
put the
the instrument
instrument
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THE
T
HE

to
the electrical
electrical ppropto work
work measuring
measuring the
rop

human and
and a,nimal
animal tissue.
tissue.
erties
erties of
of human
In addition
to the
the RX
RX Meter,
Meter, the
the
In
addition to
brought
about
the
redesign
of
1950's
1950’s brought about the redesign of
both
the low-frequency
low-fre<{uency and
high·freboth the
and high-freMeters, increasing
increasing the
the useusequency
Q Meters,
quency Q
fulness
accuracy of
of these
these instruinstrufulness and
and accuracy
ments,
the development
Film
ments, and
and the
development of
of aa Film
Gauge for measuring film thicknesses.
In the
the last 2 years, BRC has offered
three new instruments to the electronic
industry,
industry, all of which were announced
at
at the 1959
1959 IRE Show in New York.
These
These instruments include a Q Comparator designed to give instantaneous
and simulraneous
of Q,
0, inductsimultaneous readout of
ance, and capacitance
capacitance on a cathode-ray
tube,
of compotube, for production testing of
nents;
nents; aa Signal
Signal Generator Calibrator
which provides accurately calibrated
calibrated RF
OutpUr
output voltages for testing signal generators
erators and receivers and measures perGenerator
cent AM; and a new Signal Generator
which provides improved frequency
stability
stability over a wide range.
Expansion
Expansion of Personnel
Personnel
and Facilities
Facilities
As the BRC instrument line inin·
creased,
creased, naturally [he
the plant had to be
enlarged
enlarged and
and the number of employees
increased.
increased. The otiginal
original RFL building
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of major
major addiaddihas been
been lost
lost in
in aa series
series of
has
the
laSt
of
which
was
completed
tions,
tions, the last of which was completed
The plant
plant now
now
abollt eight
eight years
years ago.
ago. The
about
has about
about 23,000
23,000 square
square feet
feet of
of working
wotking
has
area and
and houses
houses all
all of
of the
the Company’s
Company's
area
operations. Company
Company personnel
personnel has
has
operations.
grown from
from as
as few
few as
as six
six persons
persons to
ro aa
grown
payroll which
which now
now includes
includes more
more than
than
payroll
hundred and
and fifty
fifry employees.
employees.
one hundred
During the
the past
past year,
yeat, the
the Company
Company
During
has taken
taken two
tWO major
major steps
steps which
which figure
figure
has
to play
play an important
important part
part in
in future
future exex·
to
l)f
pansion. The
TIle first
first was
was the
the purchase
purchase of
pansion.
70-acte plant
plant site
site on
on which
which aa new
new
aa 70-acre
be erected
erected in
in the
the very
very near
near
plant will
will be
plant
the second
second was
was joining
joining
future, and the
with the
the Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard ComCorn·
forces with
pany to become
become a wholly-owned
wholly-owne<i subsubpany
sidiary of
of that
that firm.
firm.

to Success
Success
Quality Key to
the years,
years, BRC
ERC has
has built
built elecelecOver the
tronic tools
tools which
which have
have come
come to
to be
be
tronic
recognized throughout
throughOut the
the world
world for
for
recognized
We
atttibute this
this
their superior quality.
quality, W
their
e attribute
to the
,he fact
fact that
that our
our instruments
inSlruments
success to
the drafting
drafting
receive expert care
care from
from the
receive
boatds to
to the
the final
final test
tcst department,
department, and
and
boards
to our policy
policy of
of building
building only
only those
those ininto
struments which
which have
have been
been pioneered
pioneered
in our own laboratories.
laboratories.
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A Transistor Test Set
RUCHAN BOlER,
Development Engineer
E1lgineer
RUCHAN
BOZER, Deuelopment
JOHN P. Van DUYNE, Engineering
Eng;'leeritlg Manager
Matlager
JOHN
The
Boomcn Radio Corporation
Corpora lion
T
h e Boonton
Transistor Test Set Type 275-A
275-A is an
signal
instrument lor
for measuring small
small signal
lr2nsisror. The common
parameters of Ii.a transistor.
base short cifcuit
circuit current gain Alpha
(hlb),
(~common
(hfb), the
common emitter shon
short circuit
curlem
8etIl (h,.).
current g;ain,
gain, Beta
( h f e ) ,and the erantran,ismf
inp\J( impedance common base
sistor input
with the OUtput
output short circuited (h,b)
(h,b) are
measured. The instrument differs from
measured.
traminor test
tt5r set in
the cOlwcmional
conventional transistor
pal'llfIletcrs measured are dethat the parameters
position of
termined by the hoJition
of a linear
potentiomeler required to produce a
potentiometer
minimum reading on a sensitive
sensitive detecdetech does not therefore require&e
require (he
tor. It
calibration of, nor depend
de~nd upon tthC
he
constancy of
ae signal apconstancy
of level of
of the ac
plied for measurement purposes.
Reference to the photograph (Fig(Figute 1I)) reveals the unit as a self cooure
coninsmlrained, line powered, bench type instrutained,
mem with well placed, easily operated
ment
controls.
controls.
Diagmm ((in
The Block Diagram
in Figure 22))
shows the basic components of the
275-A. It conrnins,
contains, beside the basic
heaf(
measuring circuit, which is the heart
of
l·kc osciloscilof the instrument, a simple 1-kc
IntOr, a sensitive detector of
ol wide dylator,
power supplies.
namic range, and three power
supplies.
of the Measurement
Measurement
Theory of
The Null techniques used in measur275·A Test
ing Alpha and Beta in the 275-A
Set were devised by D. E. Thomas of
of
Labonnories(l). The
the Bell Telephone Laboratoriedl).
(1)
.rt incorporated
mOOrp<)n.rN
( 1) These null techniques are
;n the Type
Trpt 275-A
2n·A Transistor
Tn.ns'stor Test
Ttst Stt
under
in
Set under
Wtsltrn Electric
EIK'uic License.
Lictnst.
Western
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Sol Type
rypo 275-A.
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Figure

of the basic measuremeasure·
equivalent circuit of
ment is illustrated in Figure 3. When
which is linear, is
the potentiometer, which
moved to a position where the signal
tran·
voltage between the base of
of the transistor and ground is a minimum, the
small signal Alpha of the transistor is a
of the angular position
linear function of
of the potentiometer.
of

Jf the
me circuit
circujt of
modified
If
of Figure 3 is modified
of Figure 4 in which R:!
R~ is
to the circuit of
potentiometer
a fixed resistance and the potentiometer
(R
( R tT) ) is now used as a variable resistfJ of
the small signal p
ance, the
of the transistor
of the angular posiis a linear function of
is
tico of
of the potentiometer.
potentiometer. Finally, h,b
h b is
tion
variable ratio arm
measured in the variable
bridge shown schematically in Figure 5.
bridge
pcxemiometer (R1+
(R I +R
The potentiometer
Rz)
7 ) of the
twO vari.
varimeasuring circuit provides the two
ratio arms, and the remaining arms
able ratio
~dard resistance
resisranc.e R,
R. and the
are the standard
h,tp The
Th.e potentio.
pexmtiounknown resistance
resislanc.e hlb.
unknown
meter position
posilion required to
10 make V
V a
meter

minimum is then calibrated in terms
t.erms of
minimum
of hib.
hibthe resistance value of

Specifications
thai the basic
b.1.sic principle
principl.e of
openNow that
of operacion has been explained, let us consider
tion
range of
of values
values over which the paraparathe range
fl, and hib
h ib may
may be measured.
meters mCIC,, p,
NOte particularly
particularly that these parameters
parameters
Note
0.0 I ma.
rna.
may be measured down to 0.01
emitter
emitter current.

ESTIMATE THE Q
ESTIMATE
WIN A Q METER

v... that
11001 is
io all
"II that
11001 is
i. necessary
"OC:H"''l'' to
10 win
.......
Yes,
lho factory
fo<lo'l" reconditioned
.HOorel;,;...... Type
Ty.,. 160-A
160-04 Q
Q
the
MoM' which
whido will
win be
... on
"n display
di.p"" in
i. the
th. BRC
IIC
Meter
...10;0;1 a,,'t the
the IRE
liE show
,h."" to
10 be
... held in
i.. the
110.
exhibit
N..
yctrlc Coliseum
c.li....... from
f,o... March
",...10 21st
210t
N
e w York
th.ovgh March
Me",h 24th.
2<IIth. The
Tho Q
Q Meter
Motw will
""iU be
...
through
0""• ......, to
10 the
tho person
pen... whose estimate
';_too is
to
awarded
<Jooo.1 to
10 the
.... actual
oetuol measured
..._ ...rod Q
Q of
of the
110.
closest
...1 to
I be displayed
dioplo,od with
""ilh the
th. Q
Q Meter.
Molet. ComCo.....
coil
ploN information
i.. f
,;•• will
win be
bo furnished
tu"........ by en.plete
• ....,;• • personnel
petIOIO.... on
_
dllty in
in BRC
aRC Booths
Ioothtc
gineering
duty
)101 and
oorel 3102.
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3101

....no.. ..
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THE
T H E BRC
BRC NOTEBOOK
N O T E B O O K iJis published
published
four
four timcs
times aa )'car
year b,!
by Ihe
the Boomon
Boonton Radio
Radio
Corporation.
Corporation. IIIt isis mailed
mailed f,ee
free of
of charge
charge
10
to uienlisu,
scientists, engineu/
engineers ,md
and othe,
other inlH·
intereiled
ested per/olu
persons in
in the
the communiuJ/io,,/
communications
a"d
and eleCironiC/
electronics fieldJ.
fields. The
T h e contenls
contents ma'!
may
he
be rep,i"ted
reprinted onl,!
only wilh
with wrinen
written permispermis/io"
Your commenlS
comments
sion f,om
f r o m Ihe
the editor.
editor. Your
and
a n d /uggellionJ
s u g g e s t i o n s are
a r e wehome,
w e l c o m e , "nd
and
/hould
should be
be addressed
addressed 10:
to: Edito"
Editor, THE
THE
BRC
B R C NOTEBOOK,
N O T E B O O K , Boonton
B o o n t o n R<ldiQ
Radio
CO,po,tllio",
1.
Corporation, Boonto",
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Alpho
Alpha (h,.1:
(htb):
RANGE,
RANGE: 0.001
0.001 10
to 0.990
0.990 Or
or 0.9000
0.9000 '0
to 0.9999
0.9999

>
=>

ACCURACY,
ACCURACY: for
for ff 0:
a = SOC
500 h.
kc. (")
( *)
Bene.
Better Ihon
than ±1%
I l % for
for 0:
a from
from 0.100
0.100 10
to
0.990
0.990
Be"e,
Better Ihon
than ±0.5%
2 0 . 5 % for
for 0:
a f.om
from 0.9000
0.9000
10
to 0.9999
0.9999
for
for ony
any 0:
a %
% e"o.
error

=

(

2 0.1

Bet"
Beta (h,o)'
(ht.):
RANGE:
RANGE: 11 to
to 200
200

3

+-

ACCURACY:
ACCURACY: ±2%
f2% f,om
from 7
7 10
to 200
200 for
for fIX
f a
500
500 ke.
kc. (0)
(*)
h••:
h,b:
RANGE,
RANGE: AI
At
At
At
At
At
ACCURACY
ACCURACY

>
>

=

,,0.1,
xO.1; 0.30
0.30 10
to 30
30 ohm.
ohms
,,1.0,
x1.0; 3.0
3.0 10
to 300
300 ohm.
ohms
,,10.0,
x10.0; 30.0
30.0 10
to 3000
3000 ohm.
ohms
(.Ioled
(stated for
for line".
linear re,i.tonj,
resistors):

MEASURING
CIRCUIT

0 01 TO IOOYA
IN 10 RANGES

SUPPLY

0-100 VOLTS
IN 6 RANGES
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R
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will result
result in
in nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
of amplificaamplificawill
of this
this nonlinearity
nonlinearity
tion. The magnitude
magnitude of
tion.
be quantitatively
quantitatively related
related to
to the
the dedewill be
will
of departure
departure of
of P
f3 from
from constancy.
constanq.
gree of
gree
Now ifif we
wc look
look at
at the
the variation
variation of
of Pf3
Now
as aa function
function of
of the
the corresponding
corresponding variavariaas
in a
a: with
with operating
operating bias,
bias, we
we find
find
tion in
tion
that
that

.~-

Figu.e
...m -- Transistor
T.ansi"o. fe"
Sel
Figure 2.
2. 810ck
Block Dioll
Diagram
Test Set
Type
Type 275_A.
275-A.

meters
fllnge required
required
meters over
over the
the operating
operating range
for
for a particular application are importo the
of aa large
tant
tant to
the successful
successful design
design of
percentage of transistor circuits. Furthermore, these parameter measurements
and their relationship to circuit performperform·
ance are essential
essential in formulating sound
device parameter requirements. When
device
device requirements are formulated on
b.1.Sis, the chances of
of having
a sound
sound basis,
equipment give satisfactory performance
in mass produClion
production with transistors produced on
on the basis of these requirements
are
are greatly improved. Also, in the case
of
meer prototype design exof failure
failure to meet
of
pect:Hions,
pectations, the search for the cause of
the failure is facilitated.
facilitated.
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dp
P

d

dP
o,-p-

d'

i~

',"
i",f

""
(2 )

Equation ((2)
that the
the common
common
Equation
2 ) shows that
emitter current gain
gain nonlinearity
nonlinearity will
will
f3 times
times the
the common
common base
base current
current
be P
gain nonlinearity.
nonlinearity.

±3~
-c3%

lnle.n,,1
Internal Power
Power Supply,
Supply:
EMITTfR
(IE): 0.Q1
0.01 10
to 100
100 mO.
ma. in
in 10
10
EMITTER CURRENT
CURRENT (Itl:
ove.lopping
overlapping ronse.
ranges
COLLECTOR
COLLECTOR VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE (Veo);
(VCS):00 10
to 100
100 voir.
volts in
:"
66 ove,lopping
overlapping ,onge.
ranges
Exle,n,,1
External Power
Power Supply
Supply CopobHily,
Capability:
hIE= 55 ompere.
amperes mox.
max. (for
(for Alpho
Alpha only)
only)
Nole,
Note: The
The bout
base currenl
current .hould
should nol
not exceed
exceed
100
100 mo.
ma. in
in ony
any co.e.
case.
Veo,
100 voir.
volts de
dc
VCS:nol
not 10
to exceed
exceed 100
Meter A«urocy'
Accuracy: ±lYo%
11%%full
full .cole
scale
Mele.
* f0(a =
-Ihe
=
the frequency
frequency for
for which
which
"f
11

+ R3)
R.

= 0, i,RT
When
When v
V=O,
i.R t =
= a
<:c i,i. (RT
(Rr
SO
=
RT/RT
Ra
so IX = RT/R r R a
«
R,
E
RT
p ==but
butf3=--=1-a
R3
1- <:c
R.1

=

+

1)

-

F;gu.e 4.
4. AC
AC Equivalenf
£quivolcnl Circuit
eireuilFigure
Beta
8.'0 Measurement.
Mea...,emenl.

la1 = 1"1~,j,«·
d2
KO,

=

where <x.
a,, = forword
forward .ho,1
short drcuil
circuit <urrenl
current goin,
gain,
whe,e
grounded bo.e
base 01
at very
very low
low frequency.
frequency.
g.ounded

It (an
can be
be seen
seen from
from this
this brief outline
outline
If
that the
the instrument
instrument provides maximum
that
accuracy in
in the
the range
range of
of maximum
maximum ininaccuraq
terest, namely
namely values
values of
of <:ca from
from 0.9
0.9 to
to
terest,
0.9999, and
and sufficient
sufficient precision (4
( 4 sigsig0.9999,
nificant figures)
figures) in
in Alpha
Alpha to
to reliably
reliably
nificant
detect small
small but
but important
important Alpha
Alpha variavariadetect
tions with
with changes
changes in
in bias
bias and
and device
device
tions
characteristics.
characteristics.
Applications
Applications
An
instrument
with the
the above
above meas'
measAn instrument with
uring capabilities
capabilities will
will prove
prove equally
equally useuseuring
ful to
to engineers
engineers engaged
engaged in
in circuit
circuit dedeful
sign, device
device development
development and
and producproducsign.
tion, and
and aClive
active nerwork
network analysis
analysis and
and
tion,
synthesis.
synthesis.
Fast, simple
simple and
and accurare
accurate measurcmeasureFast,
ments of
of transistOr
transistor small
small signal
signal par:!paramcllts

+

When V = 0, i,R1 = i,ie (R
(R1+
Rz)
R~)
1
R,
- Ri
R1
so a =
R,
Ri+Rz
RT
if R1+ Ra = RT

-

Figure 3. At
AC Equivalenf
ligu,e
£'luivolenl Circuit
Ciltuil Alpha
Measurement.
Alp~" Mc",u.emenl.

Current Gain
Gaia and Amplifier
Curretlt
Ampljfiff Linearity
Linearity
One of the simplest examples of the
use of
of the
the nRC
BRC Transistor
Transistor Test
Test Set
Set Type
Type
use
275-A is in connection with the design
275-A
fully loaded common emitter tranof a fully
sistor audio
audio amplifier stage. Since
Sincc the
small signal
signal common
common emitter
small
emitter current
current
gain, i""t/i
iOu+/i,"
is given by
gain,
1o is given by

=p=

( 1)
1· "
over the
then any
any change
change in
in p
then
# over
the range
rangc of
of
bias covered
covered by
the transistor
bias
by the
transistor load
load line
line
22

Figure 6 which shows
shows aa comparison
comparison
of
of P
f3 change as
as compared
compared to
to a
a: change
change
in a particular
particular transistor
transistor over
over aa wide
wide
range
of operating bias,
bias, graphically
graphically ililrange of
lustrates the
the considerably
considerably greater
greater change
change
in P
f3 than
than in
in a
<:c in
in aa high
high a<:c transistor.
transistor.
By
By precise
precise measurements
measurements of
of a
<x or
or P
f3
with the 275-A, across
across the
the desired
desired operoper'
ating
a: or
or P
f3
aring range
range of
of bias,
bias, limits
limits on
on a
variation
variation can be
be set to
to meet
meet the
the required
required
linearity
of the
the application.
application.
linearity of
Next
Next consider
consider the
the case
case in
in which
which we
we
wish
to improve
improve the
the common
common emitter
emitter
wish to
gain
or increase
increase the
the common
common
gain linearity,
linearity, or
emitter
emittcr gain-bandwidth,
gain-b.1ndwidth, by
by the
the use
use of
of
collector-to-base
coilenor-tO'basc feedback.
feedback. The
The necessary
necessary
reduction
redu([ion in
in gain
gain to
to obtain
obtain the
the desired
desired
improvement
or increase
increase in
in
improvement in
in linearity
linearity or
band
band width
width and
and the
the required
required collectorcollectorto-base
be easily
easily
to-base feedback
feedback resistance
resistance can
can be
determined
the small
small signal
signal values
values of
of
determined ifif the
a
).
<:c or
or P
f3 are
are known
known (Reference
(Reference 1I).

4

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

TIleS<'
These values
values can
can be
be rapidly
rapidly determined
determined

t=I

Current
Carrent Gain
Gain -- Switching
Switching '[,ansii/orr
Trunsistors
In
switching
applications
In switching applications itit isis desirdesirable
able thar
that transistors
transistors maintain
maintain aa high
high
value
as close
close as
as possible
possible to
to CUtcutvalue of
of 0:a as
off;
off; i.e.,
i.e., low
low emitter
emitter current
current and
and maximaximum
mum collector
collector voltage
voltage and
and also,
also, into
into the
the
sarurarion
saturation region,
region, i.e.,
i.e., low
low collector
collector voltvoltage
age and
and high
high coHector
collector current.
current. The
The
Transistor
Transistor Tesr
Test Set,
Set, Type
Type 275-A
275-A bebecause
cause of
of its
its abiliry
ability to
to measure
measure at
at exextremely
tremely low
low eminer
emitter currenrs,
currents, (0.01
(0.01 rna.)
ma.)
can
/3
can give
give quick
quick answers
answers (0
to 0:a or ~
variation
variation in
in the
the cutoff
cutoff region.
region. Likewise
Likewise
the
the satur.ltion
saturation region
region variation
variation can
can be
studied.
studied. rn
In the
the event
event of
of serious
serious falloff
falloff
in
in {he
the saturation
saturation region,
region, the
the source
source
in 0:cc in
can
can be
be traced
traced to
to either
either internal
internal gengenerator
erator current
current gain
gain magnitude
magnitude fall
fall off
off
ar
at high
high eurrem
current densities,
densities, or
or robbing of
of
collector
collector junction
junction voltage
voltage by
by high
high ininternal
ternal series
series collector
collector resistance.
resistance. Thus
Thus
many
many of
of the
the uncertainties
uncertainties in
in tracing
switching
switching uansistor
transistor troubles
troubles on
on aa large
large
signal
signal basis
basis only
only can
can be
be eliminated.
eliminated.

'.

on
on the
the 275-A
275-A Tesl
Test Set.
Set.

Input
Input Reristance
Resistance
One
One of
of rhe
the most
most useful
useful funerions
functions of
the
the TransistOr
Transistor Test
Test Set
Set Type275·A
Type275-A is
is to
study
study the
the effects
effects of
of the
the often
often neglecred
neglected
parameter
parameter h;b'
hib.The
The 27'j-A
275-A measures
measures low
frequency
( 1 kc)
kc) h,b
hib since
since this
this is
is efeffrequency (l
fective
fective in
in locating
locatingexcessive
excessiveseries
seriesemitter
resistance,
resistance, which
which isis frequently
frequently the
the cause
cause
of
of rrouble
trouble in
in tnnsistors.
transistors. h;b
h,b (the
(the input
impedance
impedance of
of the
the transistor common
common
base
base with
with the
the collectOr
collector shoned
shorted to lhe
the
base) isis given
given by
by
base)

(3)
where r.
re isis the
the junerion
junction diffusion
diffusion resistresistwhere
ance. At
At room
room temperatures
temperatures this
this isis given
given
ance.
approximately by
by n26/I
n26/IE,
where n is
is
approximately
E, where
usually unity
unity for
for germanium,
germanium, but
but may be
usually
as large
large as
as 22 for
for silicon,
silicon, and
and hIE is
is the
the de
dc
as
emitter current
current in
in millillmperes.
milliamperes.
emitter
r: isis any
any residual
residual series
series emitter
emitter resistance
r:
due to
to contaer
contact or
or spreading
spreading resistance.
resistance.
due
r b is
is the
the base
base resistance.
resistance.
rb
cc0 is
is the
the low
low frequency
frequency magnitude
magnitude of
0:
alpha.
alpha.
Since the
the transistor
transistor isis essemially
essentially aa
Since
power operate<!
operated device,
device, the
the power disdispower
( 3 ) usually
usually represents
represents
sipated in
in r~
r: of
of (3)
sipated
loss in
in gain.
gain.
aa loss
Now how
how can
can the
the Transistor
Transistor Test
Test
Now
Set 275-A
275-A be
be used
used to
to decect
detect this
this high
high
Sec
value of
of r/,
rJ, if
if itit exists?
exists? It
It is
is reasonable
reasonable
value
rk and
and (I(1-0:a 0)
o ) rb
rb are
are
to assume
assume rhat
that r~
to
constant over
over rhe
the opcrating
operating range
range of
of
conStant
i interest.
interest. Then
Then if
if h,b
hib isis measure<!
measured at
at two
two
or more
more values
values of
of I~
IE in
in the
the anticipated
anticipated
or
hib=r:+r.+ (l-O:o)rb

0

J~' u

-

•

•

",

piing network
network is
is illustrated
illustrated in
in Figure
Figure 8.
8.
pling
In this
this circuit,
circuit, Q
Q is
is given
given by
by wL/R2
wLlR 2 or
or
In
IIwCR 2 at
at band
band center
center frequency.
frequency. R2
R2
l/wCR2
is the
rhe resistance
resistance component
component of
of hib
h b (in
(in
is
this example,
example, taken
raken as
as the
the measured
measured low
low
this
of hib),
h b), and
and R1
R 1 isis the
me
frequency value
value of
frequency
of R2
R 2 facfacimpedance transformed
transformed value
value of
impedance
ing the
the collector
collector of
of the
the driving
driving transistor
transistor
ing
resonance and
and given
given by:
by:
at resonance

E~

Y

-

R,
R
Where h;b
hib =
R. X R~
= R,
RP
at null, V =
= 0
0
Fig",e.s.
£quiv""'" Circuit
Cir."i,Figure 5. AC Equivalent
-

R 1 =Q2R
= ((WL)2/R~
= ((WL)2/h'b
R1=
Q2Rz2 =
oL) 2/R2 =
oL) 2/hib
Now suppose that
that transistor
transistOr #1
# I of
of
Now
Figure 7 with
with an
an emitter
emitter current
current bias
bias
Figure

".~
Me,uu.erne..'_
h , b Measuremenf.

'.0
I .O

0.99
0.99

---

0.98
0.98

V/
V

•L

~
d
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0.97

0.96
0.96

Af TRAliSISTOR

V

./

u3

•'

'"~

/

IIcb I SII
PliP ISO MW

//

//

I

0.9S
0.95
0.01
0.01

NOTE
lACK OF
OF SMOOTHNESS
SMOOHlliESS
LACK
IN b
l3 DUE
our TO
TO SMALL
SMALL
IN
GRAIN
G~iIN VARIATION
IIARIATION IN
Iii a
a.

I

0.
0.'I

I

I'00
oc

IO
'0

1.0
'0

IE
IE
MA
- MA.

Figure
Fjg",. 6. Beta
8e'" and
" ..d Delfa
De"" Versus
lien". IE
I,

range of use and these values are linearly
function of 1I&,
as a function
liE, a straight
srraight
plotted as
line connecting these points will have
intercept on
on the
/1=
~
tilE
= 0 axis equal
an intercepr
rhe 1
r J + ( l - aoo) )rb.
( l - a0o) )rb is
rb. Since
Since (1-0:
to r:+(I-o:
expected to be very
expected
very small for high a,
0: 0
transistors, the major portion of
uansistors,
of large
valued intercepts will in general be due
valued
!. The fact that aU
all transistors
to high rr:.
C is shown
do not have a low value of rrl
in Figure 7, where rJ
rl has been investiinvesritwO
gated by the above technique for two
different transistors using the 275-A
Set. Transistor #2
#2 has an intercept
Test Ser.
of 1.5
1.5 ohms which indicates that rC
r~ is
quite low for a transistor
transisror of this power
level. Transistor #I
#1 on the
rhe other hand
level.
an intercept of
of 20 ohms indicating
indicating
has an
value of rJ.
r/.
a high value
In those
those applications
applications where
In
where power
power
gain is
important, this
is not
not important,
this high
high value
value of
of
gain
r! may
may be
rl
be negligible.
negligible. Let
Let us,
us, however,
however,
consider the
of large
! in
11Irge rr~
in
consider
the seriousness
seriousness of
the design
design of
of aa single
single mismatched
mismatched IF
IF
the
amplifier stage
stage using
single tuned
amplifier
using single
tuned rereactance network
aCtance
network coupling
coupling (Reference
(Reference
2 ) . The
The single
single tuned
tuned interstage
2).
inrersrage coucou-
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Figure
/ l For
~Fa, Typical
Fi9"'" 7.
1. hit.
lo,. Versus
lIero". lIII.
Typico' Transistors.
T,o...i.,o ••.

BOONTON
B
OONTON

of
of 22 rna.
ma. were
were used
used in
in rhe
the common
common base
base
connecrion
b)
(bib)
connection with
with rhis
this circuit.
circuit. R
R22 (h.
would
would be
be 34
34 ohms
ohms whereas
whereas if
if ir
it were
were
not
not for
for the
the high
high values
values of
of r/
rJitir would
would be
be
of
of rhe
the order
order of
of 140
14fl or
or approximarely
approximately
one-half.
one-half. TIlerefore
Therefore half
half the
the power
power into
into
the
the transistor
transistor isis lost
lost by
by dissipation
dissipation in
in aa
passive
passive resistOr.
resistor. Furthermore,
Furthermore, if
if we
we had
had
aa fixed
ib
fixed producrion
production circuit
circuit and
and rhe
the hhit,
of
15n to
to
of the
the transistor
transistor varied
varied from
from 150
300
301R we
we would
would have
have aa four-to-one
four-to-one variavariation
tion in
in power
power gain
gain and
and aa rwo·to-one
two-to-one
variarion
variation in
in band
band width.
width.
Nothing
Nothing has
has been
been said
said about
about hi",
hie, the
the
common
common eminer
emitter input
input tmpedance.
impedance. 111is
This
isis given
given by
by
r,,+r/

hi,,=rh+~

1

(6)

For
For high
high a:oc transistors
transistors at
at frequencies
frequencies
below
cutoff the
the second
second refm
term of (6)
(6)
below [3/3 cutoff
isis usually
usually rhe
the larBer
larger rerm.
term. Therefore
Therefore rl
rQ
isis often
often as
as important
important in
in rhe
the common
common
eminer
emitter connection
connection as
as itit is
is in
in rhe
the comcommon
mon base
base connection.
connection.
Many
Many transistor
transistor circuits
circuits will
will require
require
at
at least
least aa reasonably
reasonably good
good conrrol
control of hit>.
hib,
ifif not
not an
an approach
approach to
to the
the minimum
minimum
value
vanishes. It
value obtainable
obtainable when
when r/
rkvanishes.
It is
is
apparent
apparent from
from the
the above
above discussion
discussion rhat
that
some
some of
of the
the frustration
frustration and
and failure
failure which
might
might be
be experienced
experienced in
in designing
designing trantransistor
sistor circuits
circuits can
can be
be avoided
avoided by aa study
study
of rhe
the effect
effect of
of h'b
hib on
on circuit
circuit performperformof
ance, followed
followed by
by suitable
suitable measurements
measurements
ance,
of h;b
hit, on
on rhe
the Transistor
Transistor Tesr
Test Set
Set Type
Type
of
275-A.
275-A.
Description
Description
There are
are several
several circuit
circuit features
features in
in
There
the 275-A,
275-A, worthy
worthy of
of note,
note, rhar
that have
have
rhe
not yet
yet been
been described.
described.
nor

Expanded Alpha
A l p h a Range
Expanded
In
the
specification
was seen
seen rhat
that
In the specificarion irit was
an expanded
expanded Alpha
Alpha range
range giving
giving four
four
an
significant figures
figures isis provided.
provided. This
This is
is
significant
achieved, simply
simply and
and stably,
stably, as
as shown
shown
achieved,
in FiBure
Figure 9.
9. The
The adjusrment
adjustment R, is
is rerein
quired to
to correct
correct for
for unit·tQ-unit
unit-to-unit variavariaquired
of the
the linear
linear
tions in
in the
the total
total resistance
resistance of
tions
measuring circuit
circuit potentiometer,
potentiometer, R
RT.
measuring
I.
Transistor Protl!l:tion
Protection
TramjJtor
An important
important item
item to
to the
the user
user of
of rhe
the
An
275-A isis rhe
the protection
protection provided
provided against
against
275-A
accidental burnout
burnout of
of the
the device
device under
under
accidemal
test. First,
First, each
each current
current and
and VOltage
voltage
test.
range isis limiled
limited to
to aa maximum
maximum ourput
output
range
value less
less than
than twice
twice the
the fuJi
full scale
scale value
value
value
means is
is proproof rhat
that range.
range. Secondly,
Secondly, aa means
of
vided to
to check
check the
the polarity
polarity of
of the
the rrantranvided
sistor being
being resrcd
tested in
in aa safe
safe manner.
manner. This
This
sistor
operates as
as follows:
follows: The
The switch
switch labeled
labeled
operares
SET-CHECK-MIN (lower
(lower left
left of
of main
main
SET-CHECK-MIN

3

TO COLLECTOR

0-

11I'."'.g.

runed Inferstage Coupling
Couplillg
figu,,,
Figure 8.
8. $;lIgl.
Single Tuned
r,oll.i,to,.
Amplifi.,.
Transisfor. 11
IF Amplifier.

dial in Figure 1I)) is moved to
to SET,
disconnecting tthe
he transistor socket,
shoning
shorting the Ie
IE supply, and open circuitVCft supply.
Ie and
ing
ing rhe
the VcB
supply. The desired IE
V
CB are
manipularion of
of the proper
VCB
are set
set by manipulation
range
range switches and coarse and fine controls.
trols. The SET-CHECK-MIN
SET-CHECK-MIN switch is
moved to CHECK and the METER
Ie. If
If the emitter current
curren!
switch
switch is
is set ar
at IE.
does
1/2 of the value set,
does not drop below h
If polarity
the device is correctly poled. If
is nor
is
not correct, the current will drop
nearly to zero.
zero. If polarity is correct,
correa,
moving both switches to MIN connects
connects
the transistor and permits
permirs a minimum to
be achieved by rotating
rorating the main dial.

OJwlator
Oscillator
The
The oscillatOr
oscillator is a simple RC Wien
Bridge type with
wirh a fixed frequency of
of
11 kc.
kc. The
The output, which is coupled to
the measuring circuir
circuit through an audio
[he
20:Il ratio, has an inintransformer of 20:
5 ohms and a voltvoliternal impedance of 5
age OutpUt
output of 0.035 volts.
volts. Selection of
of
age
reliable components and use of
reliableof suffisuffi·
cient feedback
feedback make this
rhis a stable,
trouble-free signal
signal source. lbe
The source
impedance is suitably varied by series
cc , h,b,
resistors selccted
selected by the a:,
hib , p,
[3, range
selector switch,
switch, to
selenor
to keep the
rhe peak ac-to-dc
ac-tO-dc
ratio sufficiently
sufficiently less than unity, to avoid
troublesome harmonic generation. The

R'-

Rv
RT
RvR,

+

- R~
R~
Rv+R
1

Rr=
9R/
R
r =9R(
Figure 9.
9 . AC
AC f"u;vp/elll
Equivalent C;,(u;I-ExpPII<1'ed
Circuit-Expanded Alpha
figu,e
Alpha
Scale.
S<ale.

4
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harmonic generation
generation obscures
obscures the
the miniminiharmonic
~alance and
and excess
excess even
even order
order
mum at
at balance
mum
harmonics will
will cause
cause aa bias
bias shift.
shift.
harmonics
Detector
Detector
This
circuit
consists
of two
twO amplifiers,
amplifiers,
This circuit consists of
cathode follower,
follower, and
and averaging
averaging rectirectiaa cathode
resulling dc
dc output
outpur isis applied
applied
fier. The resulting
to the
rhe meter
meter and
and aa dc
dc voltage
voltage isis fed
fed back
back
to
to the grids of
of each stage
stage as
as in
in automatic
autOmatic
to
to extend
extend the
Ihe dynamic
dynamic
gain control, to
of the indicator
indicator and
and permit
permit aa
range of
of the
the miniminihighly sensitive indication
indication of
highly
mum, without
without the
the need
need for
for auxiliary
auxiliary
mum,
of dc
dc also
also preprelevel controls.
comrols. Feed
Feed back
back of
level
to the
the meter
metcr
vems any
any possible
possible damage to
vents
input of
of the
the
the large
large signal at
at the
the input
by the
detectOr when
when the
the potentiometer
potentiometer arm
arm isis
detector
off the
the balance
balance point.
poim.
far off

\>

Power Sgpplies
Supp/ieJ
Power
There are
arc three
three power
power supplies: two
tWO
There
are used
used for
for the
the transistor
rransistor emitter
eminer and
and
biasing, and
aod the
the third
rhird isis used
used
collector biasing,
to supply the internal
imernal oscillator
oscillator and
and the
rhe
to
detector.
The emitter
eminer power
power supply
supply has
has aa very
very
high output
Output impedance
impedance and
and the
the followfollowhigh
0-0.1, 0.2, 0.5,
0.5, 1,
I, 2,
2, 55,, 10,
10,
ranges: 0-0.1,
ing ranges:
100 ma.,
rna., covering
covering most
mOSt of
of
20, 50, and 100
the low and medium
medium power
power transistors.
uansisrors.
the
comrol that
rhat varies
varies the
the emitter
eminer curcurThe control
emire range
range has
has both
both '.rent over
over the
the entire
rent
C(mrS(' and fine
fine sections, permitting
permitting the
the
coarse
10 set
set the
the desired
desired emitter
emitter bias
bias very
very
user to
user
of the
lhe high
high internal
internal
Because of
precisely. Because
resistance, the
the bias
bias magnitude,
magnitude, which
which
resistance,
is set by shorting the
the emitter
emitter and
and base
base
terminal
rerminal for transistor
rransistor protection,
protection, isis not
not
affected when
is placed
placed in
in
when the
the transistor
transistor is
the circuit
circuit Also,
Also, inserting
inserting different
different trantransistors
sistOrs has no
no effect on
on the
tbe IE
h selected.
selected.
Since the ac output
many
outpur impedance
impedance isis many
times the dc resistance,
shunting efefresistance, the
the shunting
fect on the
the measuring
measuring circuit
circuit isis neglignegligible.
gives aa better
better understandundersrand·
ible. Figure
Figure 10 gives
ing
of the
the IE
h power
power supply.
supply. Current
Current
ing of
through the
the tube
rube is
is adjusted
adjusted from
from 0.01
0.01
ma.
rna. to
to 100 ma.
rna. by
by the
the variable
variable cathode
cathode
resistor,
The emitter
emirrer current
currem ranges
ranges
resistor, Rc.
Re . The
below
ma. are obtained
obtained by
by aa current
current
below 5.0 ma.
divider
divider in
in the
the plate
plate circuit,
circuit, since
since the
rhe reresulting
very low.
low.
sulting power
power dissipation
dissipation isis very
2 in
The
in Figure
Figure 88))
The breakdown
breakdown diode
diode ((2
protects
protects the
the emitter-base junction
junction of
of the
rhe
transistor
tr.IIlSiSIOr by
by limiting
limiting the
the high
high openopencircuit voltage
of
voltage that
that develops
develops because
because of
the
rhe large
large impedance
impedance of
of the
the IE
Ie supply.
supply.
The
The collector
collector power
power supply
supply isis an
an elecelectronically
tronically regulated
regulated constant
constant voltage
voltage
source
20, 50,
of 0-2,
0-2, 55,, 10,
10,20,
50,
source with
with ranges
ranges of
and
and 100
100 volts.
volrs. Like
Like the
the emitter
emitter power
power
Supply
supply this
this also
also allows
allows easy,
easy, accurate
accurate
selection
of
the
desired
VcB.
A current
currem
selection of the desired VCR. A

TTHE
HE

i
/
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regulating tube
tube improves the stability
regulating
lUbe voltage vs.
vs. power
of the
Ihe reference
reference tube
of
imflucruations. This is especially imline fluctuations.
portant at low V
Vet~ values.
internal
portant
B
The internal
SO low that
Ihat
impedances are so
ac and dc impedances
tnl.nsistOf nor
switcbing in the transistor
neither switching
Ie variation has
has significant effect on the
the
IC
of the voltage set. Of
Of course,
COU~, the
the
value of
OUtpul resistance, which
wbich is less than
ac output
aeu as
:as an ac short to the sev15 ohms, acts
OUtpul resistance of
of the
eral megohm output
rransist:or under
under test.
tesl.
transistor
In addition to
co the above mentioned
of the instrument,
iflSlrument, certain
cenain
circuit features of
addilional features are provided. For
additional
example, a socket is provided for conneoioo of
exlenW power supplies propronection
of external
10 5 amperes oJ
of emitter curviding up to
reOl and 100 volts
voles of
of colleCtor-co-base
rent
collector-to-base
Alpha and Beta measurebiasing for Alpha
menu.. (The base current
currenl should never
ments.
exceed
exued 100 ma.) Also, a jack is provided
at the rear of
at
of the instrument
inslrument so that a
miUiammeter can be inserted
insetted to
10 measure
m~re
milliammeter
Ihe de
the
dc base current.
lbe inAnolher jack :l.I
Another
at the rear of
of the
strument permits the
lhe use of a sensitive
narrow-band
detector, such
narrow·band external deleCtor,
:as
as the Hewlett-Packard 302A Wave Analyzer, for measurements
measuremenu at very low
signal
signa.! level and IE values
valUe!! below
brlow 10

'f

TO TRANSISTOR
EMITTER CIRCUIT

'ig.,.

- ' ....'0'"

rlgure IU.
rcuir 10. armplrrrea
S;",plifi-d w
Ci,."it
Current IE
II Supply.
Supply.

C",..",

~VII*IUIII

micro-amperes.
The internal power supmicro-amperes.1be
plies IE
4 and VCB,
Vea, which are metered to
10
plies
k
% of
± 1%
I \-2%
oJ full scale,
.scale, can be used to
10 energize
ergiu external circuits when not
001: in use
measuring transistors.
rransislOrs..
A jig,
jig, Type 575-A, with different
types of
of transistor
transiscor sockets, is supplied
wilh the instrument for the customers’
CU5tomen;"
with
convenience, permitting a variety of
transistors
tranSistors to be tested with
wilh little trouble.
A feature of
of the
lhe Type 575-A jig is that
the socket mounting
mounling plate
plale may be readily
facilitlue
removed and duplicated to facilitate
mounting
mOUnting of
of special sockets,
socketS, heat sinks,
sinlts,
or ocher
other devices.
deYicC$.
Summary
S",mmary
This unique instrument
inslrument which enables the user to
10 measure,
m~re, with
wilh a new
ables
technique, the important dynamic para/3, h,b)
h,b) of a transistor
transistor is
meters (IX,
( a , p,

very simple to
to operate
operat!'! and stable of
of
calibration. It
It is
is also evident that
thai dc
de
transistor
lrllnsiscor characteristics such as dc
de
Alpha,
O , ICBO,
Alpha, dc
de Beta,
Beta, L
leo.
Icto. IEO,
1m. ICEO,
lew. ICES,
las>
etc., can be
be measured.
Because
of its versatility
versatility the
the limit to
to
Because of
the usefulness
275·A will
will be the
usefulness of
of the 275-A
ingenuity of
th1: user.
of the
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New
New Navigation
Navigation Aid Test Set
POIRIER, Development
ROBERT POIRIER,
Develo/ullent Engineer

1

Booncon Radio Corporation will soon
Boonton
Soon
introduce the Navigation Aid Test Xt
Set
Type 235-A
235-A which provides all
all of the rf
circuitty
Ihe
circuitry required for bench testing the
TraHic Control) TransponATC (Air Traffic
DM.ET (Distance
ders and airborne DMET
(Distance
Measuring Equipment -- Tacan) se.csectiansof
tions of the VORTAC navigation system.
At the OUtset
outset of ehe
the development of
thar all
this instrument, it was proposed that
all
of Ihe
testingATCTransthe rf circuitry for testing
ATC Transponders and airborne DMET be:
be concontained in a single package.
package. Although
the test
tcst procedures of the (WO
two deviccs
devices
are different, the Transponder being
fundamentally
fundamentally a replying device
device and the
DMET Radio Set an interrogation dedefaeilvice.
package concept is facilvice, the one package
icared
itated by the close interlacing of the
receiver
receiver operating ftequencies
frequencies of the
tWO
two devices.
devices.
The BRC Navigation
avigation Aid Test Set
Type H~-A
235-A comains
contains three basic
basic imerinterviz., a crysral-controlled
connKted
connected units;
units: viz,
crystal-controlled
RF Signal
Signal Generator, a peak pulse
power comparalOr,
comparator, and a wavemetel.
wavemeter.

Used
conjunction with
either the
IJ~f'<'l in c:onjuncrion
wieh eieher
Collins Radio Company'S
Company’s 578X·1
578X-1 TransCollins
ponder Bench Test Selor
Set or the 5780-1
578D-1

DMET Bench Test
Te;;t Set and a suitable
suitahle
Hewlett-Packard Type
oscilloscope ((Hewlett-Packard
150A
150A with 152B
1528 Dual Channel Ampli-

Figure I.
I . Howigot;""
Navigation ..
Aid
Test s.t
Set r~pe
Type 2J5-...
235-A.
'ig"..
id hot

5

BOONTON
B
OONTON

fier)
fier) the
the BRC
BRC Navigation
Navigation Aid
Aid Test
Test Set
Set
Type
Type 235-A
235-A isis capable
capable of
of performing
performing
the
the testS
tests shown
shown in
in the
the cable
table in
in Figure
Figure 2.
2.
Crystal.Controlled
Crystal-Controlled
RF
RF Signal
Signal Generglor
Generator
Referring
Referring 10
to the
the functional
functional block
block diadiagtam
gram (Figure
(Figure 3),
3 ) , the
the receiver
receiver test
test frefrequencies
quencies are
are generated
generated in
in three
three crystal
crystal
oscillators,
oscillators, heterodyned
heterodyned twice,
twice, and
and
doubled
doubled in
in the
the final
final modulator
modulator stage.
stage.
The
The coarse
coarse frequency
frequency oscillatOr
oscillator generates
generates
eight
eight 5-mc
5-mc intervals
intervals of
of frequencies
frequencies from
from
25
65 me
mc inclusive,
inclusive, and
and the
the fine
fine
25 me
mc to
to 65
frequency
frequency oscillatOr
oscillator generates
generates nine
nine 0.50.5me
mc intervals
intervals of
of frequencies
frequencies from
from 6.1
6.1 me
mc
10
to 10.6
10.6 me
mc inclusive.
inclusive. After
After mixing,
mixing, the
the
sum
sum of
of the
the inputs
inputs isis extracted,
extracted, providproviding
ing aa frequency
frequency spectrum
spectrum of
of 31.1
31.1 me
mc to
to
75.6
75.6 me
mc inclusive
inclusive in
in 0.5·mc
0.5-mc steps.
steps. A
tuned
tuned amplifier
amplifier suppresses
suppresses the
the spurious
spurious
products.
products. The
The bandswitching
bandswitching oscillaror
oscillator
and
and multiplier
multiplier generate
generate one
one frequency
frequency
for
for each
each of
of the
the tWO
two bands;
bands; viz.,
viz., 448.9
448.9
me
mc for
for the
the low
low band
band and
and 533.9
533.9 me
mc for
for
the
the high
high band.
band. The
The sum
sum of
of the
the OUtputs
outputs
of
of the
the first
first mixer
mixer and
and either
either of
of the
the tWO
two
OUtpUt
output frequencies
frequencies from
from the
the bandswitchbandswitching
ing oscillatot
oscillator isis generated
generated in
in the
the Sffond
second
mixer,
mixer, and
and afcer
after filtering
filtering and
and doubling,
doubling,
results
results in
in twO
two b."inds
bands of
of Output
output frequen·
frequencies
cies from
from 960
960 me
mc to
to 1049
1049 me
mc inclusive
inclusive
and
and 1130
1130 me
mc 10
to 1219
1219 me
mc inclusive
inclusive in
in
I-me
1-mcsteps.
steps. Digital
Digital readOut
readout of
of the
the Output
output
frequencies,
frequencies, lOgether
together with
with aa ptinted
printed dial
dial
readout of
of DMET
DMET channel
channel numbers
numbers I1
readout
through
through 63
63 for
for the
the frequencies
frequencies 962
962 me
mc
to
to 1024
1024 me
mc inclusive
inclusive and
and 64
64 through
through
126
126 for
for the
the frequencies
frequencies 1151
1151 me
mc to
to
!2i3
1213 me
mc inclusive,
inclusive, ate
are pro,·ided
provided on
on the
front pand
panel of
of the
the insltument.
instrument.
from
180 discrete
discrete crystal-concrystal-conA tOtal
total of
of 180
A
trolled Output
output frequencies
frequencies are
are generated
generated
trolled
from 21
2 1 crystals,
crystals, the
the frequency
frequency accuracy
accuracy
from
of which
which depends
depends primatily
primarily on
on the
the twO
two
of
crystals in
in the
the bandswitching
bandswitching oscillator.
oscillator.
crystals
The bandswitching
bandswitching oscillawr
oscillator crystals
crystals are
are
The
specified to
to ±0.0025%,
&0.0025%, the
the coarse
coarse frefrespecified
quency oscillator
oscillator crystals
crystals to
to ±O.OOS%,
k0.005 %,
quency
and the
the fine
fine frequency
frequency oscillator
oscillator crystaJs
crystals
and
l O . O l % . The
The OUtput
output frequency
frequency ac·
acto ±0.01%.
ro
specified to
to ±O.OOS%
t 0 . 0 0 5 % at
at room
curacy isis specified
curacy
temperature. No
No crystal
crystal ovens
ovens are
are used,
used,
temperature.
since the
the instrument
instrument isis intended for
for use
use
since
in laboratory
laboratory ambient
ambient conditions.
conditions.
in
A similar
similar frequency
frequency generaror
generator could
A
have been
been built
built with
with 20
20 crystals,
crystals, with
have
the frequency
frequency accuracy
accuracy depending
depending prim'
primthe
arily on
on only
only one
one crystal,
crystal, by
by choosing
choosing
arily
either the
the sum
sum or
or difference
difference products of
of
either
the second
second mixer
mixer for
for the
the high
high and
and low
low
the
bands respectively.
respectively. The
The disadvantages
disadvantages of
of
bands
or difference
difference mixing;
mixing; viz.,
viz., rerethe sum
sum or
[he
duced frequency
frequency accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the low
low
duced

578X-l
Bench Test
Test Set
Set
578X-1 Trgnsponder
Transponder Bench

Receiver Sensitivity
I. Receiver
1.
Sensitivity
Receiver Bandwidth
Bandwidth
2.
2. Receiver
3.
3. Transmitter
Transmitter Frequency
Frequency
4.
4. Tfllnsmitrer
Transmitter Power
Power
5. Side-lobe
Side-lobe Supptession
Suppression
6.
6. Echo Rejection
7.
7. Decoder
Decoder Tolerance
Tolerance
8.
8. Receiver
Receiver Dead Time
9.
9. Reply Pulse Position
10.
10. PAR Response
II.
11. AOC and Coum
Count Down
12.
12. Identification Pulse Delay
I).
13. Transmitter Pulse CharaCteristics
Characteristics
14.
14. Image Response
15.
15. Random Trigger Rate
16.
16. Transponder Delay Time
17.
17. Supptessot
Suppressor Output

,.

RADIO
R
ADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

5780-1 DMET
DMET Bench
Bench Test
Test Set
Set
578D-1

Receiver Sensitivity
Sensitivity
I. Receiver
1.
Transmitter Power
Power
2. Transmitter
2.
Search Speed
Speed
3. Search
4. Search
Search Range
Range Limit
Limit
4.
Decoder Selectivity
Selectivity
5. Decoder
Identification
6. Identification
7. Flag
Flag Operation
Operation
Distance Accuracy
Accuracy
8. Distance
Rate
9. Tracking Rate
Transmitter Pulse
Pulse Characteristics
CharaCteristics
10. Transmitter
A.G.C. Performance
Performance
II. A.G.C.
11.
Distance Indication
Indication
12. Distance

S.,•.

'iIlU'"
2.. rut.
A¥"iJ"bl. With
rh. BRC 235-A
235·A When Used
Uud With
Wi,h AA Synchroscope
Srn.hro.«.p. and
""d the
'h. Collins
com".
Figure 2
Tesfs Available
With The
SlBX_1
578X-1 Or
or S1BO-I
578D-1 h.t
Test Sets.

(difference) band and the reversal in
in
direction of the digital readout
teadout between
twO bands,
bands, justify the use of
of 21
the two
21
crystals and frequency
of the
frequency switching of
XI2
X12 multiplier.
multiplier.
ate
Both grid and cathode modulation are
employed
rhe Navigation Aid Test
employed in the
Set.
Set. \Vhen
When the CW
C W output level has
of the
been set to the calibration mark of
thermistor bridge meter, the positive
pulse modulation signal is applied to the
com·
cathode
cathode of [he
the final doubler to comimerrupt the C\V
plcte1y interrupt
pletely
C W Output
output for the
duration of each pulse. The demodulated
C W may be observed as a
interrupted C\XI
integtal
relative amplitude either on an integral
peak voltmeter or an external synchrosynchro.
scope for
of the
scope
for aa peak pulse calibration of

calibrated C
C\V
Output level.
level. SubseSubseW output
doubler stage
stage isis .biased
biased to
to
quently, the doubler
cut-off and the
the positive
p.Jsitive pulse
pulse modulamodulacut-off
applied to
to the
the grid
grid through
through
tion signal is applied
modulation level
level control
control
a variable modulation
so that
that the
[he detected
deteCted
which is adjusted so
which
the same
same as
as
peak pulse
pulse amplitude
amplitude isis the
peak
lhat for the
the interrupted
interrupted C
CW
signal.
that
W signal.
peak pulse
pulse output
Output level,
level, thus
thus obobThe peak
is referenced
referenced to
to the
the thermistor
thetmistor
tained, is
tained,
of the
the C
C\'(I
Output
bridge calibration of
bridge
W output
is emem·
multiplication is
level. Frequency multiplication
in order
order
ployed in
in the
the output
Output stage
stage in
ployed
high ratio
ratio between
between the
the peak
peak
to obtain a high
OUtput level
level and
and the
the C
CW
output,
pulse output
pulse
W output,
pulses, in
in a single
single stage
stage modumodubetween pulses,
lator. The
W ratio
The peak
peak pulse
pulse to
to C
CW
ratio isis
directly related
related to
to the
the purity
purity of
of the
the

- Navigation
No¥iuotion Aid
Aid Test
h., Set
Sel Type
Type 235-A.
235_A.

Figure
"gute 33 Block
Bloc' Diagram
Oi"ll',om -
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driving fr<--quency
frequency and, in the 235·A,
235-A,
can be 60 db or better. Spurious
Spurious Outputs
outputs
are at least 30 db down.
Peak Pulse
Compo-rator
Pulse Power Comparator
io
the
Navigation
Aid
10corpol1lwd
Incorporated in
Test Set is a circuit for measuring the
peak pulse output of the transmitters in
the ATC Transponders and DMET
R:ldio Sets.
rhjs measureRadio
Sets. In principle, this
ment is made by comparing the relative
amplitude of the detected transmitter
Output
output pulse after a precisely known
suitable amount of
fixed attenuation
of fixed
rhe variable calibrated
Output of
with the
calibrated output
the R F Signal
Signal GeneratOr
Generator observed
measure·
through the same detector.
detector. The measuremem is made by adjusting the OUtput
ment
output
of the RF Signal Generator,
GeneratOr, by means
of the piston attenuator, for the same
detecred peak amplitude as was observed
detected
for the transmitter outpUt,
output, and reading
pistOn anenuatOr
the piston
attenuator dial which is also
also
calibrated in terms of transmitter peak
output power over the range of 23 to
33 dbw.
rhe
dbw. The peak power Output
output of the
RF Signal Generator is compared
compared with
the accurately attenuated transmitter
Output
output pulse in the same detector,
detector, at
the s..une
level but not normally at the
Ihe
same level
same frequency. There is a difference
of 60 mc between the transmitter
uansmiller and
and
frequencies of the ATC TransTransreceiver frequencies
beponder, and a difference of 63 mc befrequencies in the DMET
DMIT
tween these frequencies
Radio Set.
Set. The RF Signal Generator
portion of the 235·A
235-A is designed for
teceiver frequencies
receiver
frequencies and docs
does not produce the Transponder transmitter frequency. Some of the DMET
DMET transmitter
transmitter
frequencies are
arc incidentally
incidentally available.
frequencies
available.
The peak power measuring detector is
sufficiently flat O\'er
over 63-mc increments
of frequency
fR'qllency for an overall accuracy
of ±
k 11.5
. 5 db
d b ffor
o r tthe
h e ppeak
e a k ppower
ower
measurement.
measurement.
Wavemeter
wavemeter incorporated in the
The wavemeter
N:I"ig:H;on Aid Test Set is for the purNavigation
pose of measuring the transmitter OUt·
output frequency
frequency of the ATC Transponder
which obtains from a free-running tunnble caviey
able
cavity osciJbror.
oscillator. The frequency
frequency
r:ln!:e
wavemeter is 1070
range of the wavemeter
1070 mc to
1 I 10 mc in order to accommodate the
1110
Transponder operaling
operating frequency which
consists
consists of a pulse spectrum cemere<!
centered on
1090 mc.
me. Frequency
Frc<Juency accuracy of rhe
1090
the
wavemeter is k±0,5
wavemeter
0 . 5 mc over the range
of 1070
1070 mc 10
to 1110
1110 me.
mc.
The VSWR of the rf connroion
connection On
on
the front panel of the 235-A
*he
235-A will be

1.2 or less,
less, and will not be observably
1.2
dependent on the tuning of the wavemerer. 111e
meter.
The path between [he
the rf panel
connector and Ihe
wavemetcr includes
the wavemeter
about 50 db of attenuation. Referring
w:tveagain to the block diagram,
diagram, the waveindic.ltor is the integral peak "oltmeter indicator
voltmeter which provides that the waveffit:tr:r
dt:pendenr only on
meter indication is dependent
uaOSlllittcr power
power and spectrum,
the transmitter
and is negligibly affecred
affected by the reply
repetition rate and the number of pulses
in the reply code.
code.
Conclusion
Conclusion
The Navigation Aid Test Set propro·
fot the accurate
vides complete facilities for
testing and calibration of airborne
ATe Transponder Systems
DMET and ATC
Systems
and has been specifically developed to
serve the
tht' needs of ERC
BRC CUstOmcrs
customers enengaged in the design
design and oper;ltion
operation of
rype equipment.
this type
SPECIFICATIONSfll
SPECIFICATIONS(1)
Signal Generator Sedion
Section
OUTPUT FREQUENCY RANGE:
RANGE: Chonn.h
Channels
.poce<:!
in the
Ih. range 960
mc 10
spaced 11 me
mc in
960 mc
to 1049
1049 me
mc
Indv.iv.
1130 mc 10
to 1219
1219 "'c
mc indu.iv•.
inclusive.
inclusive and 1130
OUTPUT FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY ACCURACY: ±0.005%
?0.005%
from 6Q'f
60°F 10
to lOO·F.
100°F.
Rf
LEVEl, -10
-10 to -100
-100 db",.
RF OUTPUT LEVEL:
dbm.
Rf
ACCURACY, f
±1
RF OUTPUT ACCURACY:
l db.
LEAKAGE:
L.u than -112
-112 db",.
LEAKAGE: Less
dbm.
MODULATION CAPA8Il1TY:
O•• ign.d fa'
CAPABILITY: Designed
for
pul •• modvlalian.
pulse
modulation.

Inpul
ch",".
Input impedanc.,
impedance: 150
150 ohms.
Inpvl
Input le"el:
level: +7.5
+7.5 v p.ok
peak or mare.
more.
Tim. re.pcn
••: Risetime
Ri •• ti",. =
Time
response:
I 0.14 "p ••c
e c or
I..., ov.rshoot
5% or
0' I....
less;
overshoot 5%
less.
Rf Output
OvlPUI I",pedanc.:
wilh VSWR
RF
Impedance: SO
50 oh",.
ohms with
of 1.2
Or less.
I....
1.2 or
Exl.,nal
M.o,u,.",.n.
External Po....,
Power Measurement
FREQUENCY RANGE:
RANGE, 960
mc.
FREQUENCY
960 10
to 1215
1215 mc.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 chm.
ohms VSWR 1.2
1.2
or I....
less.
POWER LEVEL
lEVEL RANGE: 23
POWER
23 to 33
33 dbw.
200 10
2000 watts
wot"
200
to 2000
ACCURACY: :!:U
k1.5 db.
Exl.,nol
M.a.u,.m.n' (ATC
External F'.qu.n'y
Frequency Measurement
T,onlpond.,
Transponder only)
FREQUfNCY
me.
FREQUENCY RANGE: 1070 10
to 1110
1 1 10 mc.
ACCURACY, ±O.'
ACCURACY:
2 0 . 5 mc.
RF Envelope
Env.lop. Pulse
Pull. D.I.CIOr
Detector
fREQUENCY
FREQUENCY RANGE: 960
960 10
to 121'
1215 me.
mc.
SENSITIVITY,
I"oduc.
SENSITIVITY: Ext.,nal
External .1gnol"
signals; will produce
+0.5
volts p.ak
peak op.n
open circuit
circuit from 0a l'so-ohm
150-ohm
+0.5 valli
source with 30 dbw input.
.0urC.
inl'v"
+0.5 volts
vol"
Internal .ignol.;
signals; will produc.
produce +0.5
peak ol'.n
'ircvil from aa 150·ohm
150-ohm lOurce
source
peak
open circuit
with a Inel
Ih. in••
rnol
level of -13
-13 dbm from the
internal
generotoT.
generator.
BANOWIDTH,
BANDWIDTH: Flat within 33 db 10
to 7 mc.
mc.
TIME RESPONSE:
Response
Heaviside unll
unit
TIMf
RESPONSE: Rell'on
•• to
10 H.".i.;d.
.Iel'
Ri,elim., 1less
... Ihon
2%
step 0.OS7
0.057 ~".c.
psec. Risetime,
than 2%
overlhOOI.
overshoot.
Pow.r
R.qui••m.n.., 115/]30
V.. ltl ac ±IO%,
Power Requirements:
115/230 volts
&lo%,
SO
420 cps.
Cpl.
50 10
to 420

(I)
(1) Based on:
on: Report of Spe<:ial
Special CommillCC
Committee
;is
"Minimum Performance
58 of the RTCA, “Minimum
Sl:illdaros
Di5tance MeasurMealurStandards Airborne Tacan Distance
ing Equipment Operating Within the Radio
Megacycles", dated
Frequency Band 960-121;i
960-12 15 Megacycles”,
t8, 1958.
19~8.
December 18,
57-3-27, entitled, “Status
AEEC
AEEC Letter
I.e"er No. ~7-3-27,
"StatUS
Repon of ATC Radar Beacon Syslem
Report
System Project
and Draft Revision
Re.ision of
of CharaCteriSlk
Characteristic No.
B2A", dated CkIObcr
19~7.
532A”,
October 21, 1957.

UHF Q METER
A NEW
NEW UHF
From the beginning of Ihe
the Company's
Company’s
histOry, Boonton Radio Corporarion
history,
Corporation has
been active in the development and
manufaCture of impedance measuring
manufacture
instruments. The first instrument
instrumenr produced by the Company was the Q
Q Meter
in the frequency
frequency range of 50 Kc to
to
75 Mc. Later development resulted
resulred in a
Q Meter making measurements up into
2oo-Mc range.
the 200-Mc
range. Other developments
have produced the RX
RX Meter, an
an RF
Bridge operating between the frequencies of 500 Kc and 200 Mc, the
rhe QX
QX
Checker and subsequently
rhe Q Comsubsequently the
measur'
parator which offer methods of measurtesc sample in Q,
Q,
ing the devi;lclon
deviation of a test
L, or C from a standard.
standard.
The Q
Q Meters developed in the past
of the resonance rise
have made use of
method of measurement. This well
known method inserts a known voltage
across a very low resistance
resisrance in series
wilh
with a resonance circuit. A vacuum tube
voltmeter measures the voltage across
the capacitor in the resonant
resonam circuit
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while the inductance in this circuit is
ordinarily the device of which (he
the Q is
to be measured. If the insertion resistor
is very low in value and the capacitor
has very high Q,
rube voleQ, the vacuum tube
voltmeter across
across the cap;lcitor
capacitor Can
can be made
to
Q of the test coil.
coil.
to read directly in Q
advantage of being
This method has the advancage
very simple,
simple, capable of good accuracy,
accuracy,
direct reading on a preciand entirely dire<t
predQ, the Q
Q Meter can
sion meter. Beside Q,
also be used to measure capacitance, inductance and resistance over the frefreinstrument.
quency range of
of the instrument.
The need for a Q Meter at frequenfrequencies above 200 Mc has long exi5Ced,
existed, bur
but
Ihe
the difficulty in designing a very low
and constant value pure resistance
resisram:e ininassertion impedance and the problems as'
Q, low
sociated with designing a high Q.
inductance variable capacitance
capacitance over this
range have made such an instrument
impraCticable. It has been known for
impracticable.
several years that
thar Q could also be dededuced by varying the frequency
frequency applied
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is 33 to
to 200
milli-microhenries and
and the
the
is
200 milli-microhenries
is 4
4 to
to 25
25 micromicromicromicrocapacitance
range is
capacitance range
farads. A
A special
coupling means
means is
is proprofarads.
special coupling
vided so
thar the
the resonant
resonant frequency
frequency
so that
vided
and
of external
cavities located
located
and the
the Q
Q of
external cavities
at
froln the
the instrument
instrument may
may
at aa distance
distance from
be
measured. The
The Q
Q range
range in
in this
this apapbe measured.
plication
upward to
to 25,000.
25,000.
plication extends
extends upward
UHP Q
Q Meter
Meter
A
model of
lhe new
new UHF
A model
of the
will be
be exhibited
in Booth
Booth
Type
Type 28Q·A
280-A will
exhibited in
No. 3101-3102
the IRE
IRE Convention
Convention
No.
3101-3102 at
at the
III
March of
this year.
year.
in March
of this

to
to aa resonance
resonance circuit
circuit so
so as
as to
to obtain
obtain aa
vohage
voltage across
across the
the capacitance
capacitance 33 db
db down
down
from
on each
each side
side of
of
from the
the resonant
resonant peak
peak on
that
that resonance,
resonance; The
The frequency
frequency bandbandwidth
width between
between the
the 33 db
db pointS
points divided
divided
by
the
resonant
frequency
by the resonant frequency yields
yields the
the Q_
Q.
Such
Such aa method
method in
in the
the low
low frequency
frequency Q
Q
Meter,
Meter, however,
however, does
does nOt
not yield
yield aa simple
simple
direct
direct reading
reading inStrument,
instrument.
The
The Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation now
now
has
has aa Q
Q Merer,
Meter, in
in advanced
advanced stages
stages of
of
preparadon
preparation for
for manufacture,
manufacture, covering
covering
lhe
the frequency
frequency range
range of
of 200
200 to
to 600
600 Me.
Mc.
making
making use
use of
of the
the frequency
frequency variation
variation
method
Q measurement.
measurement. This
This instruinstrumethod of
of Q
ment
ment consisrs
consists of
of aa specially
specially designed
designed
oscillator,
Q capacitor
capacitor and
and sensitive
sensitive dedeoscillator, Q
lectOr.
The
Q
capacitor
is
tector. The Q capacitor is designed
designed so
so
that
that inductive
inductive effects
effects are
are automatically
automatically
removed
removed from
from the
the measurement
measurement thus
thus
yielding
yielding aa device
device which
which exhibits
exhibits pure
pure
capacitance
capacitance over
over the
the frequency
frequency range.
range.
The
The oscillator
oscillator frequency
frequency varies
varies logalogarithmically
rithmically with
with the
the dial
dial shaft
shaft position
position
and
Q of
of the
the test
test sample
sample isis indicated
indicated
and the
the Q
directly
directly on
on aa calibrated
calibrated dial.
dial. A
A dial
dial which
which
reads
reads directly
directly in
in inductance
inductance isis also
also supsupplied.
plied. When
When using
using lhe
the internal
internal Q
Q ca·
capacitor,
Q, L,
L,
pacitor, the
the instrument
instrument will
will tead
read Q,
e,C, and
and RR over
over aa frequency
frequency range
range of
of 200
200
to
to 600
600 Mc.
Mc. The
The Q
Q range
range isis 20
20 to
to 2,000.
2,000.
The
The range
range of
of inductance
inductance measurements
measurements

BOONTON
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PLANS
EXPANSION
PLANS EXPANSION
Plans are
rhe exexPlans
are well under way for the
pansion
Boonton Radio's
Radio's prQduct
prQduct line
line
pansion of
of Boonton
and
and of its facilities. Our Engineering
Manager,
Van Duyne
Duyne has
has been
been
Manager, John
John P.
P. Van
undertaking a broad program of
of expansion
to insion of our engineering personnel to
crease lhe
the number of precision electronic
inslruments
instruments introduced in the field.
A new
aCtes, has
new site, comprising 70 acres,
been purchased in Rockaway Township
four
four miles west of rhe
the Company's present
Plant. This site is approximately 36
miles
miles west
west of New York City and is
reached
reached directly by Route 1\6
46 from the
George
George WashingtOn
Washington Bridge 10
to the newly
completed
completed Route 80 which passes within
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one mile
mile of
of the
the new
new site.
site.
one
A new
new building
building isis planned
planned for
for comcomA
pletion in
in 1960
1960 which
which will
will contain
comain apappletion
proximately 60,000
60,000 square
S<:!uare feet.
feet. This
This
proximately
be two
tWO and
and one-half
one-half times
times
building will
will be
building
larger than
than tthe
Company's present
present
larger
he Company's
quarters.
quarters.
The new
new building
bujlding will
will be
be equipped
equipped
The
with modern
modern machinery
machinery and
and new
new methmethwith
ods
which
will
lead
to
bener
control
and
ods which will lead to better control and
ptecise manufacturing
manufacturing procedures
procedures
more precise
for our
our present
present instruments.
instruments. New
New techtech·
for
niques and
and new
new operations
operncions are
are being
being ininniques
cluded to
to take
take care
care of
of specialized
specialized and
and
cluded
more precise
precise manufacturing
manufacturing methods
methods
more
needed for
for new
new instruments
instruments which
which are
are
needed
being introduced
introduced at
at the
the IRE
IRE in
in New
New
being
York in
in March
March as well
well as
as new
new instruinstruwhich are
are planned
planned for
for the
the future.
future.
ments which
The initial
initial building
building is
is part
part of
of aa master
master
plan which
which is
is being
being completed for
for the
the
plan
new site. This
This master
master plan
plan includes
includes aa
larger program
program of
of building
building and
and
much larger
expansion which
which itit isis expected
expected will
will be
be
our during the
the next
next five
five years.
years.
carried out
This planned
planned expansion of
of our
our staff
staff
facilities will
will place
place the
the Company
Company
and our facilities
in a position to
to produce
produce aa larger
iarger line
line of
of
in
precision electronic instruments
inSlruments and
and to
to
precision
manufaCture equipment for
for which
which techtech·
manufacture
ni<Jues have not
noe been
been available
available in
in our
our
niques
currently used facilities.
facilities.
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ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico
GENE FRENCH COMPANY
120 San Pedro Drive, S.E.
Telephone: AMherst 8-2478
TWX: AQ 70

DAYTON 19, Ohio
CROSSLEY ASSOC.. INC.
2801 Far Hills Avenue
Telephone: Axminster 9-3594
TWX: DY 306

ATlANTA,
ATLANTA, G.org;a
Georgk
BIVINS
8lVlNS&& CALDWELL.
CALDWELL, INC.
INC.
3133
3133Mopl.
Maple Drl~.,
Drive, N.E.
N.E.
h~ho,,-,
Telephone: CEdo<
CEdar 3_1~22
3-7522
hl.pho".,
Telephone: CEdor
CEdar 3·U98
3-3698
TWX,
TWX: AT
AT 981
987

DENVER,
DENVER, Colo,odo
Colorado
GENE
GENE fRENCH
FRENCH COMPANY
COMPANY
339'
t
3395 Sou.h
South $onno<k
Bannock St,..
Street
Enlll...ood,
Englewood, Colorado
Colorado
'.I""hon.,
Telephone: SUn,••
Sunset '·3551
9-3551
TWX,
TWX: ENGLEWOOD
ENGLEWOODCOLO
COLO 106
106

1I/NGHAMTON.
BINGHAMTON, New
New York
York
A. OSSM"NN
OSSMANN&& ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
E.E. ".
149 N"'"
Front SIfM1
Street
1'"
V.,lal.
Vestal ~w
New Yo,k
York
T.I.pha".,
5-0296
Telepdone: STillw.1l
STillwell '·0Z96
TWX,
TWX: ENDICOTT
ENDICOTT NY
NY 84
84

EL PASO,
PASO, Tuo.
Texas
E1
EARL L1PSCO.....
LIPSCOMB
ASSOCIATES
EARl
B ASSOCIATES
720 Norlh
North Slo~'''''
Stonton Street
120
T.I.ph"".,
Telephone: HyJl_
KEystone 2·7281
2-7281

LOS ANGELES,
ANGELES, Calil"'n;"
California
lOS
VAN GROOS
GROOS COMPANY
COMPANY
VAN
21051 Co,lon'o
Costanso Street
21051
S.,...
Woodland Hills,
Woodl"nd
Hill•• California
Telephone: Diamond
Dlamond 0-3131
t.1."hon.,
0·3131
TWX,
TWX: CANOGA
CANOGA PARK
PARK 7034

SAN FRANCISCO, California
VAN GROOS COMPANY
1178 Lor Altos Avenue
Los Altos, California
Telephone: WHitecliff 8-7266

HARTFORD, Co"n~i<"t
Connecticut
HARTFORD,
INSTRUMENTASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
INSTIIUMENT
734
Asylum
Avenue
134 A.ylum A...
~ ...
Telephone:
CHaprl
6-5686
~1,h~.2.sHo"'l
6·M>l6
TWX: HF 266

ORLANDO, Florida
ORlANDO,
BlVlNS &
& CAlDWELL.
CALDWELL, INC.
BIVINS
723 W.,I
West Sm,t!\
Smith A•
Avenue
123
..,u.
Telephone: eH."y
CHerry 1-1091
hl.ph"".,
1·10\11
TWX: OR
OR 1026
7026
TWX,

ST. PAUL
PAUl 14,
14, Minnesota
Minn •• olo
CROSSLEY
CIIOSSLfY ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
842 Raymond
RGymo~d Avenue
Av..,u.
Telephone:
T.I."ho"., Mldway
Midway 6-7881
6·1881
TWX:
TWX, ST
ST P 1181
1181

HIGH POINT,
POINT, Non~
North Carolina
Carolina
HIGH
CALDWELL, INC.
INC.
BlVlNS && CALDWELL,
BIVINS
1923 NOrlh
North .....aln
Main Su...
Street
1\123
Telephone: Hlgh Point 2-6873
~1,hHiG""t~~~TIN~
TWX: HIGH POINT NC2~~
454

OTTAWA, Ontario,
Onl",;o, Canada
OTTAWA,
BAYLY ENGINEERING, lTD.
LTD.
BAYLY
48 Spa,k.
Sparks S"••,
Street
.oL8
Telephone: CEnl,al
CEntral 2-9121
2-9821
T.I.pl>on.,

HOUSTON 5,
5, Tuo.
Texas
HOUSTON
EARL liPSCOMB
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
EARL
3825 Richm""d
Richmond A•
Avenue
3125
..,u.
Telephone: MOh"wk
Mohawk 1·2401
7-2407
TWX: HO
HO '61
967
TWX,

PHOENIX, A,izon"
Arizona
PHOENIX,
GENE fRENCH
FRENCH COMPANY
COMPANY
GENE
224 Soulfo
South Hin.on
Hinton Avenue
224
A~.n ...
Scottsdale,
Arizona
Sco".dol., A,icon"
Telephone: Whi.n.y
Whitney 6·~
6-3504
T.I.pho".,
TWX: sconSDALE.
SCOTTSDALE, ARlZ
109
TWX,
ARIZ 10\1

SYRACUSE,
SYRACUSE, New
N.... York
Yo,k
E. A.
E.
A. OSSMANN
OSSJ,\ANN &
& ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
2363
2363 James
Jam•• Street
S" ...
Telephone:
HEmpstead
T.I.phon., HEmp,t_d 7-8446
1·8446
TWX:
TWX, SS
SS 355
3"

lIooNTON,
.... i.,MY
BOONTON, NNew
Jersey
IOON10N
BOONTONRADIO
RADIO CORPORATION
CORPORATION
50 I~lntervale
Road
~
...... al. Rood
hl.ph"".,
Telephone: DEfl'fi.ld
DEerfield4-3200
4-3200
TWX: BOONTON
BOONTON NJ
NJ lI66
866
TWX,
BOSTON Ma..
Massachusetts
IOSTON,
a<~u•• H.
INSTRU~ENT ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
INSnUMENJ
30 Park
Park A~..,
Avenue
30
...
Ailinton,
Mass.
A,II"l'''''' ..... 0 .
Teleptone:
Mlssion
8-2922
hl.p
0"-' IIIl
..lon l·m2
TWX: AU
ARL MASS
MASS2S3
253
TWX,
CHICAGO d.
45. rIIino;.
Illinois
CHICAGO
CROSSLEY ASSOC.
ASSOC., II'K.
INC.
CROSSlEY
271 1 W.,I
West Howo,d
HowardSir'"
Street
2111
3-8500
Telephone: SH.ld,ok.
SHeldrake3·8500
T.l""",on.,
TWX: CG
CG~
508
TWlh
DALLAS'.
9, T.xa.
Texas
DALLAS
EARLLIPSCO.....
LIPSCOMB
ASSOCIATES
EAU
B ASSOCIATES
3605 I"",ood
lnwood Ro<>d
Road
Ul)j
Telephone: fLulwood
Fleetwood 1·1881
7-1881
1.I.p~0"e:
TWX: DL 411
TWX,OL411

HUNTSVILLE, Alabama
BlVlNS & CALDWELL, INC.
Telephone: JEfferson 2-5733
(Direct line to Atlanta)
Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS 20,
INDIANAPOlIS
20. '"di"nO
CROSSLEY ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
CROSSLEY
INC,
5420 NOf.h
North College
S4~
Call• ..,. Avenue
Av.nu.
Telephone: CLifford
1-9255
T.I."hon.,
CLitlo<d 1·\12'5
TWX,
TWX: IP
IP ~
545

5','"

T.'....."".,

1.=============_

RICHMOND 30, Virginia
BlVlNS & CALDWELL, INC.
1219 High Point Avenue
Telephone: ELgin 5-7931
TWX: RH 586
ROCHESTER 10, New York
E. A. OSSMANN & ASSOC., INC.
830 Linden Avenue
Telephone: LUdlow 6-4940
TWX: RO 189

TORONTO, Ontario,
TORONTO,
Onto,;o, Canada
Canada
BAYLY
BAYLY ENGINEERING,
ENGINEERING, LTD.
LTD
Hunt
Street
Hun. 5""1
Aiax,
"lax, Ontario,
Onla';o. Canada
Co~odo
Telephone:
I.I.ph""., AJax
AJoz 118
118
(Toronto)
(Tor""to) EMpire
EIIIpi'. 2-3741
2·31~1

BOOM?ON
RADIO
BOO
ON RADIO
1
NEW JERSEY ;;;;;;
NEW JERSEY
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Applications of The Q
Applications
Q Comparator
CHARLES W. QUINN, Sales Engineer
CHARLES
The Q Comparam! Type 265·A has
been previously discussed from the
standpoint of detailed description and
developmental considerations in Issue
Number 17 of the Notebook. l This
article covers the many and varied production applications of the instrument.
Included are the obvious applications as
well as some which are specialized and

tailored
problems.

to

specific measurement

Brief Description
In a few words, the Q Comparator lsa
sweep-frequency Q Meter that indicates
Q, L, and C in relative terms. Mechanically it comprises twO units; the Oscillator-Detector Unit and the Indicator
Unit (Figure I).
When using the Q Comparator it
must be remembered that the presentation is the result of sweep frequency
injection. The indication may occasionally
differ from a single frequency measurement. However, wirh the use of nominal
and limit standards, this difference in indication, if any, can be reconciled. .A
nominal standard is defined as a component which has been selected as being
the mean value to which all mher unitS
are compared. For example, if ± 10%
is the specification tolerance, a nominal
standard with an absolute value known
to ± 1 % wouJd be used. In this instance,
one would work to a specification tolerance of ±9%.
Improved accuracy and better correlatiOn can be provided by means of limit
standards. These standards are used in
the same way as nominal standards bur
are made up to provide greater accuracies within the tolerance limits than are
attainable with the nominal standards.
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Purpose and Design
Design Considerations
Purpose
purpose of the Q Comparator
Comparator is
The purpose
measthe solution
solution of quantity electrical measurements on a comparative basis with
speed, ease,
ease, accuracy,
accuracy, and reliability. The
speed,
irntrument has been mechanically and
instrument
electrically designed
electrically
designed with the user in
mind. First, the COSt
mind.
cost has been kept to a
minimum commensurate with reliability,
accuracy,
accuracy, readability, and minimum opoperator technical ability.
ability. The instrument
set-up
requires a minimum amount
amount of set-up
time (about the time required
required to make
one
on a Q Meter,
One measurement On
Meter, which
instrumenr for absolute
is a laboratory instrument
measurement). Optimum simplicity,
eliminacion of special tubes, speed of
elimination
comreadout, and quantity
quantity testing of components and circuits were also important
ponents
consideratiorn.
considerations,
Electronically and mechanically the Q
Comparator has been designed to serve
serve
the following industry functions:
functions:
1. Incoming
Incoming inspection.
1.
2. Process inspection and control.
control.
3. Quality COntrol.
Principal of Operation
Principal
The heart of the Q
Q Comparator is the
Detector Unit or RF Unit which is

shown in block diagram form in Figure
configuration in Figure
Figure 2
2. Once the configuration
is thoroughly understood, applications
applications of
the instrument
instrument will become apparent to
the reader or user who has an unsolved
or singular problem
problem in the electrical
measurement field.
field. (BRC and the writer
are very much interested in applications
applications
of this type and hope rhat
that the reader
nor hesitate
hesitate to
todiscuss
with us.)
will not
discuss them withus.)
shown on
The motor-driven
motor-driven capacitor shown
Figure 2 sweeps
the left-hand
left-hand side of Figure
frequency of the oscillaror.
the center frequency
oscillator.
maintained
OutpUt
from the oscillator is maintained
Output from
constant
constant over the sweep-frequency
sweep-frequency range
range
by the dynamic
dynamic limiter. From this point,
fed through a
the RF signal is shunt fed
small differential capacitor to the HIHIL-e terminals. A
.A so-called
L-C
so-called "infinite
“infinite im·
impedance" detector and balancing stage
pedance’’
form a differentia!
form
differential amplifier to drive the
indicator unit. The horizontal trace is
generated simultaneously by the sweep
generated
capacitor.
Set~Up Procedure
Procedure
Set-Up
The detailed set·up
procedure is given
set-up procedure
given
production
in Notebook No. 17.
17. The production
units are as described
described therein with one
L-C ranges are ±20%
exception:
exception: the L-C
+20%
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or
or ±5%.
+5%.
Briefly,
is
Briefly, the
the nominal
nominal component
component is
mounted
jig and
mounted in
in aa suitable
suitable jig
and connKted
connected
to
the Oscillator·Detecto the
the terminals
terminals on
on the
Oscillator-Detecthe intensity
at maximaxitor
tor Unit.
Unit. With
With the
intensity at
is set
set to
to
mum,
mum, the
the SELECTOR
SELECTOR switch
switch is
CENTER
CENTER Q and
and the
the CENTER Q control
control
is
the reference
reference line
line
is adjusted
adjusted [0
to center
center the
an
on the
the face
face of
of the
the scope.
scope. At the
the same
same
is
rime,
time, the
the TRACE
TRACE WIDTH
WIDTH control
control is
adjUSted
adjusted to
to bring
bring me
the mu:c
trace within
within the
h.ce. The
dotted
dotted lines
lines on
on rile
the scope face.
switch
switch on
on the TRACE
TRACE WIDTH control
is
is set
set fully
fully counterclockwise
counterclockwise (±20%
(*20%
position) at
at this
this point. Then, with the
SELECTOR
SELECTOR .set
set to
to CAL Q.
Q, the CAL Q
Q
control
control is
is adjusted
adjusted to bring the reference
reference
line
line to
to the
the lower
lower limit on
on the
the scope
scope face.
face.
The
The SELECTOR
SELECTOR is
is now
now .set
set to the USE
position
position and
and we
we are
are ready
ready to
to .set
set up our
nomimaJ
nomimal component.
component.
Our
Our problem
problem now
now is
is to
to find
find the dedesired
sired rea.sonant
reasonant point for
for the component
component
involved.
involved. ~era1ly
Generally time
time is
is saved
saved by
teadjusting
readjusting the
the CENTER
CENTER Q
Q control
control so
so
that
that the
the base
base line
line isis visible.
visible. 'fhe
The Q
Q capacapacitor
citor and
and osciUator
oscillator frequency
frequency are
are then
swept
swept manually
manually until
until thereasonamcurve
the reasonant m e
appears
appears approximately
approximately near
near the
the center
of the
the scope
scope face.
face. (The
(The Q
Q capacitor
capacitor is
is
of
adjusted from
from its
its maximum
maximum capacitance
capacitance
adjusted
orfully
fullycounrer-dockwise
counter-clockwiseposition.) The
The
or
Q centeting
centering operation
operation is
is repeated
repeated and
and
Q
the SET
SET Q
Q OF
OF SID-COARSE
STD-COARSE control
control
the
so that
that the
the peak
peak of
of the
the re5l>
resoadjusted 50
isis adjusted
nant curve
curve isis near
near the
the center
centerof
of the
the scope.
scope.
nanr
The dOl
dot isis positioned
positioned at
at the
the peak
peak of
of the
the
The
resonant curve,
m e , the
the intensity
intensity isis reduced,
reduced,
resonant
and the
the dot:
dot isis focused
focused by
by means
means of
of the
the
and
proper controls..
controls. The
The SET
SET Q
Q OF
OF S'fD.
STDproper
FINE control
control isis then
then adjusted
adjusted to
to center
center
FINE
the dot:
dot vertically,
vertically, and
and the
the capacit10Ce
capacitance
the
or frequency
frequency isis adjusted
adjusted to
to center
center the
the
or
dot horizontally.
horizontally.
dor
The above
above procedure
procedure sets
sets up
up the
the Q
Q
The
Comparator to
to the
the ranges
ranges of
of Q
Q ±25%
*25%
Comparator
and L-C
L-C ±20%
2 2 0 % or
or ±:5%,
* 5 % , the
the laner
latter dedeand
pending upon
upon the
the position
position of
of the
the L.e
L-C
pt'IIding
TRACE WIDTH
WIDTH switch.
switch. However,
However, this
this
TRACE
by no
no means
means the
the limit
limit of
of accuracy
accuracy or
or
isis by
resolution. This
Thissubject
subjectwill
will be
be taktn
taken up
up
resolution.
in subsequent
subsequent paragraphs.
paragraphs.
in

may be
be tested.
tested.. Relative
Relative permeability
permeability may
and Q
Q (or
(or dissipation
dissipation factor)
factor) can
can be
be J
and
LJ
determined atat aa single
single glance.
glance.
determined
2. Inductors
Inductors may
may be
be trimmed
trimmed while
while
2.
mounted in
in position
position on
onthe
theOscillatorOscillatormounted
Dereaoc Unit.
Unit. The
The dot
dor presentation
presentation
Detector
greatly simplifies
simplifies this
this operation
operttion since
since
greatly
nojudgement
judgement isis required
requiredto
todetermine
determine
no
at which
which aameter
meterpeaks,
peaks.and
and
the point
point at
the
the direction
dirKtion of
of the
the adjustment
adjusonent (plus
(plus
the
immediately indicated.
indicated.
or minus)
minus) isis immediately
or
3. L-C
i-C and
and R-C
R-C networks
ncrworks can
can be
be comcom·
3.
pared, providing
providingtheir
their impedance
impedancefalls
falls
pared,
l1lnge of
of Q
Q Meter
Meter
in the
the general
general range
in
i
measurements?
measurements. 3
4. The
The self-resonant
self·resonant frequency
frequency ofof aa coil
coil
4.
can be
be determined
determined as
as follows.
follows. AA work
work
can
used to
to obtain
obtain the
the resonant
resonant
coil isis used
coil
peak at
at the
the nominal
nominal frequency,
frequency, then
then
peak
ro be
be tested
tested (coil
(coil X
X)
conthe coil
coil to
the
) isis conm~cted to
to the
the capacitor
capacitor terminals.
terminals. IfIf
nected
the dot
dot deflects
deflects vertically
vertically downward
downward
the
only, the
the resonant
resonant frequency
frequency isis the
the
only,
same
as the
the reference
reference coil.
coil. IfIf the
the dot
dOt
same as

BClsic Applications
ApplicCitiCins
Basic
Inductor testing
resting is
is the
the primary
primaIy funcfuncInductor
and isis aa direct
dirKt
rion of
of the
the Q
Q Comparator
Comparator and
tion
measurement for
for values
values between
bctw«n 1I ph
ph
measurement
and 15
1:5 mh
mh by
by proper
proper selection
selection of
of frefreand
quency. Indirect
Indirt'Ct measurements
measurementS can
OLD be
be
quency.
extended to
to 0.15ph
0.1:5}'h and
and 50
50 mh
mh by
by utiliutiliutian of
of series
5el"ies and
and shunt
shunt techniques.
techniques.
zation
(Dot presentation
presentation permits
permitS Q
Q measuremeasure(Dot
:500 as
as specified.
specified..
mentS from 30
)() to
to 500
ments
However, itit has
has been
been found
found that
that in
in
However,
cascs useful
useful curve
curve presentations
presentations
some cases
be obtained
obtained down
down to
to Q
Q'ss of
of 15.)
1:5.)
can be
can
of indirect
indirect measmeasThe expected accuracy of
be less
Jess than
than that
that
urementS will
will usually
usually be
urements
of a direct method.
method.
of
Capacitor testing
testing is
is the
the second
second funcfuncis an
an
of the Q Comparator, and
and is
tion of
indirect measurement in
in that
that an
an external
external
be used.
used. CapaCapamust be
reference inductor must
dirKt; that
that is,
is, the
the
citance is virtually direct;
stipulated for
for
accuracy is essentially as stipulated
inductOrs (for values of
of 500
500 ppf
~ or
or
inductors
fuoaion of
of the
the internal
internal
greater) and is a function
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Figure
' ..... 2. Illock
II..." uragram
Diagrom _ Q
Q comparator.
Com,..,rolo,.

capacitance seuing.
setting. By using minimum
capacitance
internal capacitance and maximum sweep
expansion, approximately
approximately one micromiexpansion,
crofarad can
can be spread across the face
face of
of
crofarad
scope. This requires
requires a choice of
of the
the scope.
resonating inductor for minimum distriresonating
capacitance of less than 5:5 ppf.
,..,d.
buted capacitanCe
Resistance measurements arc
are indicated
ResistanCe
Q .scale
scale and are
are indirect
on the
the Q
an
indirKt measuremeasurements. This
This means
means that these two resismentS.
resis·
tance measurementS
measurements are indicated
tance
indicated as
as aa
change of
of Q
Q with
with respect:
respect to
to the referreferchange
a
ence induaor.
inductor.2
ence
Specific ApplicCitions
Applications
Specific
Knowing that
that the
the Q
Q Comparator
Comparator is
is
Knowing
capable of
of relative
relative ~tS
measurements of
of the
capable
the
basic combinations
combinations of
of L, C,
C, and R, we
basic
we
begin to
to thinle.
think of
of orher
other componentS
components and
begin
circuits to
to which
which itit may
may be
be applied
applied as
as aa
circuits
two-terminal indicating
indicating device.
device. Some
Some of
of
twO-terminal
these applications
applications are
are listed
listed below.
below.
these
Inductance Meosurement,
Measurements
InduC1ance
1. Iron
Iron cores.
cores, shells,
shells, toroids
toroids and
and rods
rods
1.
(powdered iron
iron and
and feramic
feramic type)
type)
(powdered

22

r

deflects to
to the
the left,
left, coil
coil X
X is
is inductive
inductive
and its
Ert:quency is
is higher
higher
its resonant
re50nant frequency
than
than the
the resonant
resonant frequency
frequency of
of the
the
reference
the dot
dot deflects
deflects to
to
reference coil.
coil. IfIf the
the
the right,
right, the
the resonant
resonant frequency
frequency of
of
coil
X is
is lower
lower than
than the
the resonant
resonant frefrecoil X
quency
quency of
of the
the reference
reference coil.
coil. The
The
resonant
resonam frequency
frequency limits
limitS can
can be
be esestablished
tablished by
by using
using Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type
260-A
260-11. in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the limit
limit
standards.
mnd""'Capacitance
Capacitance Measurements
Measurement.
1.
Quartz crystals
I. Quam
aysrals (blanks
(bla.nks or
or complete
complete
assemblies)
assemblies) may
may be
be checked
checked for
for capacapacitance
as quickly
quickly as
as they
they
citance variations
variations as
can
can be
be inserted
inserted in
in the
the test
test fixture.
fis:t\lft.
This
is performed
performed at
at frequencies
&equeocies well
well
This is
below
resonance.
below resonance.
2.
2. Vacuum
Vacuum tube
tube capacitances;
capacitances; i.i. e.,
e.. grid
grid
to
cathode
and
plate
to
grid
(in
to cathode and plate to grid (in triuiodes), can
odes),
can be
be compared
compared quickly.
quickly.
3. Variable
capacitance diodes
3.
Variable capacitance
diodes can
can be
be ,
graded
simultaneously for
graded simultaneously
fot Q
Q and
and cacapacitance
at the
pacitaDCe at
the rate
rate of
of approximately
approximately

-,

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

600
600 to
to 1000
1000 an
an hour
hour with
with simple,
simple,
manually-operated
manually-operated fixtures.
fixtures.
4.
Rapid relarive
relative dielectric
dielectric constant
constant
4. Rapid
measurements
measurements can
can be
be made
made when
when itit is
is
necessary
necessary to
to check
check for
for statistical
statistical or
or
control
control purposes.·
purposes?
5.5. When
When the
the dielectric
dielectric constant
constant of aa
material
material isis constant,
constant, the
the Q
Q ComparaComparator
tor can
can be
be used
used to
to indicate
indicate relative
relative
thickness.
thickness. A
A fixrure
fixture described
described in
in
Norebook
Notebook No.
No. 88 could
could be
be used
used for
for
this
this purpose.
p ~ r p o s4 eThe
The
. ~ accuracy
accuracy required
required
will
determine
will determine how
how elaborate
elaborate the
the fixfixture
ture must
must be
be and
and what
what isis required
required to
prepare
prepare the
the spedmen
specimen for
for thickness
thickness
and
and dielectric
dielectric measurements.
measurements.
6.6. Relative
Relative moisrure
moisture measurements
measurements of
of
materials
materials can
can be
be made.
made. Since
Since the
the Q
Q
ComparatOr
Comparator uses
uses an
an instantaneous
instantaneous
two-dimensional
two-dimensional presentation,
presentation,relative
relative
loss
loss or
or resistance
resistance isis always
always indicated,
indicated,
even
even in
in low-loss
low-loss materials.
materials. If the
the
material
material isis hygroscopic
hygroscopic and
and subjected
subjected
to
to aa controlled
controlled environmental
environmental humidhumidity,
ity, twO
two indications
indications will
will be
be observed.
observed.
Water,
Water, which
which has
has aa dielectric
dielectric constant
constant
of
of approximately
approximately 80,
80,will
will theoretically
theoretically
effect
effect the
the nominal
nominal dielearic
dielectric constant
constant
of
of the
the material
material when
when itit isis dry.
dry. This
This
will
will be
be observed
observed as
as plus
plus C
C on
on the
indicator
indicator for
for materials
materials with
with low
low didi'-'
electric
electric constants.
constants. However,
However, since
since the
the
W
effect
effect of
of moisture
moisture on
on the
the loss
loss factor
factor
or
or Q
Q isis usually
usually many
many times
times the
the effect
on
on the
the dielectric
dielectric constant,
constant, aa decrease
decrease
Q will
will be
be much
much more
more obvious
obvious and
and
in Q
in
would be
be an
an indication
indication of
of the
the moismoiswould
ture content.
content.
ture
Statistital
Statistical Studies
Studies
After aa nominal
nominal coil
coil has
has been
been set
set up
UP
After
as previously
previously described,
described, the
the dot
dot will
will
as
move on
on the
the scope
scope face
face in
in accordance
accordance
move
with the
the per
per cent
cent variations
variations of
of Land
L and Q
with
of the
the coils
coils tested.
tested. This
This information
information is
is
of
not only
only useful
useful to
to an
an inspection
inspection departdepartnor
ment, but
but can
can also
also be
be utilized
utilized by
by pr~
proment,
ductionengineering
engineeringgroups
groups in
in specifying
specifying
duetion
manufacturing tolerances.
tolerances. For
For example,
example,
manufacturing
new component,
component,let's
let’s say
say aa small
small choke
choke
aa new
coil, isis contemplated
contemplated as
as an
an addition
addition to
coil,
line of
of produces.
products. This
This component
component is
is
aa line
first designed
designed in
in the
the engineering
engineering departdepartfirst
ment. Several
Several preproduction
preproduction samples
samples are
are
ment.
made and
and checked
checked in
in the
the laboratory.
laboratory. The
The
made
next step
step isis to
to prepare
prepare aapilot
production
next
pilot production
run of
of aa few
few hundred
hundred coils.
coils. These
These can
can be
run
checked and
and graded
graded on
on the
the Q
Q ComparaComparachecked
tor in
in approximately
approximately fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes by
tor
non-technical operator.
operator. This
This statistical
statistical
aa non-technical
information, together
together with
with aa count
count for
for
information,
each gtade,
grade, isis then
then fed
fed back
back to
to engiengieach
-L
neering
’ and
and tolerance
tolerance distribution
distribution
'--I
neering
3, are
are
curves, similar
similar to
to those
those in
in Figure
Figure 3,
curves,
plotted and
and analyzed.
analyzed. In
In our
our example,
example,
plotted
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with aa case
case where
where the
the components
components or
or its
its
with
specifications
may
be
altered
as
the
respecifications may be altered as the result of
of aa statistical
statistical study.
study. A
A similar
similar
sult
method can
can be
be used
used to
togradecomponenrs
method
grade components
to cover
cover aa range
range of
of cataloged
cataloged values
values
to
when the
the absolute
absolute value
value is
is difficult
difficult to
to
when
comrol. For
For example,
example, suppose
suppose itit isis ddecontrol.
e
sired to
to grade
grade capacitor
capacitor diodes
diodes over
over aa
sired
range of
of 55 to
to 30
30 ppf
I'I-'f in
in 55 ppf
I',..J steps.
steps. The
The
range
circuit in
in Figure
Figure 44 would
would be
be used
used to
to
circuit
connect
the
component
to
the
Q
Comconnect the component to the Q Comparator and
and to
to provide
provide the
the proper
proper bias
bias
parator
voltage. A
A nominal
nominal value
value CN
CN would
would be
be
voltage.
set up
up as
as follows.
follows. Assume
Assume C
C equals
equals 25
25
set
p,d. If
If we
we set one half
half C
C equal
equal to
to 20%
20%
ppf.
range of
of the
the Q
Q CompaCompa(the maximum range
rator) we
we can
can compute
compute the
me set
set up
up for
for
rator)
of 5 to
to 30
30 ppf.
I'l'f. If
If
our desired display of
CN
12.5 ppf,
I',..J, then
tben xx = 62.5
62.5 ppf
1',,1
= 12.5
5
We now
now refer
refer to
to
nominal capacitance. We
reactance charts
chans to
to determine
determine the
the
our reactance
and inductance
inductance required
required for
for
frequency and
these conditions. One
One hundred
hundred micromicrothese
henries at
at 22 megacycles
megacycles isis one
one possible
possible
henries
of frequency
frequency and
and inductance
inductance
combination of
will be
be satisfactory. Using
Using this
this as
as aa
that will
starring point,
point, the
the frequency
frequency and
and interinterstarting
be adjusted
adjusted to
to place
place
nal capacitance can be
the limits
limits exactly as desired,
desired, and
and the
the
the
the Q
Q Comparator
Comparator can
can
CRT screen on the
be calibrated in
in 55 ppf
ppf steps.
steps.
be

0

%Q

"0

>20

Cb)

=

lig"",
hlle,,,~ce eliSl,;b"ti,,~
, ..,ye.
Figure 3.
3. Typl,,,1
Typical tolerance
distribution curves
I",
pi/Ol ,,~d
p,aJ.. ,'i,,~ compocampafor ,,~,,/y%;~g
analyzing pilot
and production

•.
nent runs.

~e"t ,,,~

curve
Figure 3 indicates that the
curve (a) in Figure
inductance is
averaging approximately
approximately
is averaging
5% below the
tbe expected normal. It is
immediately evident
evident that action should
taken to
to move this distribution curve
be takeo
toward the zero point, or to adjust the
specifications. This unexpected picture
specifications.
prompts us to ask,
ask, “Why
"Why the
tbe difference
between the prototype
protOtype and the pilot
pilOt
run?” .Possible answers might be difrun?"
ferences in coil
coil form
ferences
form diameter,
diameter, wire
spacing, lead mounting, and lead dress.
spacing,
These effects can be checked by conThese
trolled production
rrolled
production runs, analyzed as above.
Another Story
story is told by the Q
Q Comas shown in Figure 3.
parator as
3. Here Q
Q
behaves virtually
behaves
virtually the same as the protofew miscellaneous deviations
type with a few
from the proposed nominal value.
from
Greater yield
simple
Greater
yield will
will result
result if
if aa few
few simple
precautions are
precautions
are taken
taken which
which are
are sugsug·
gested by
curve. Since
Since the
gested
by the
the curve.
the Q readreadings are
are predominatly
ings
predominatly below
below the
the standard,
standard,
one would
would expect,
expect, for
one
for example,
example, that
that the
the
difficulty is
an erratic
erratic tensiooing
tensioning system,
difficulty
is an
system,
defective forms,
contaminated coatings,
defective
forms, contaminated
coatings,
or aa hygroscopic
or
hygroscopic problem.
problem.
In the
the above
above example
example we
In
we have
have dealt
dealt

3
3

COIL

81 PAS;

Figure
r c u i r connecrions
fi" ..", 4.
4. u(i,."il
<"~"~tio~. ror
to, cnecmng
,lte,ki~" capa'''pacitor
ci/", diodes
eliaJ.. on
,,~ the
tit, Q
Q Comparator.
("mp"'''''o,.

A
A Speed
Speed Fixture
Fixture
Since speed of
of measurement
measuremem isis aa basic
basic
advantage of
of the
the Q
Q Comparator,
Comparator, we
we
would naturally
naturally look
look for
for means
means to
ro utilize
utilize
its
its potential.
potential. Figure
Figure 55 shows
shows aa manuallymanuallyoperated fixture
fixture designed to
to minimize
minimize
handling and
and loading
loading time,
time, thereby
thereby
speeding up
up component testing.
testing. This
This jig,
jig,
or
or one constructed
construCted along
along similar
similar lines,
lines,
permits the
the checking
checking of
of 500
500 to
to 1000
1000
pieces
pieces per
per hour.
hour.
To
To go
go further,
furrher, the
the Q
Q Comparator
Comparator can
can
be
be used
used as
as the
the nucleous
nucleous of
of an
an automated
automated
high volume testing
testing system.
system. For
For examexample, the
the component jig
jig could
could be
be hopper
hopper
fed
fed and
and motor
motor driven,
driven, and
and aa photo
photo elecelectric
tric system
system could
could be
be used
used to
to reject
reject out
out
of
of tolerence
tolerence components.
components. The
The potential
potential
volume
volume with
with such
such aa system
system would
would be
be
limited
limited only
only by
by the
the feed
feed system.
system.

BOONTON
BOONTON

,n,
TEST COMPONENT
CO""OI'IE""

LUCilE
LUCITE Oil
OR IlEXOLll[
REXOLITE
BLOCK

COI'IlAC'
CONTACT ~'R1"'(i,
SPRING

QQ COU'AIlAlOR
COMPAR~TOR

TER"'INALI
TERMINALS
~'RIN(i,
SPRING
./CONTACT

4f=:;::;,.,
I"'~ULATED
INSULATED

LEVER

'i,,,..

A

'IYO'
PIVOT P''''
PIN
I

Ii",,,,.

5. A maltll''''r-o,,-,a,.d
manually-operated fixture d••I,It.d
designed
Figure J.
10
to .pHd
speed IIp
up .ompo",,,,
component ,-.ti",
testing "It
on ,~.
the QQ
Compo.oj",.
Comparator.

Capacitors
CapacitorsAs
As Calibration
Calibration Standards
Standards
Capacitors are
are available
available in
in virtually
virtually
Capacitors
limitless values
values and
and incrementS
increments and
and in
in
limitless
tolerence ranges
ranges which
which are
are adequate
adequate for
for
wlerence

use
use as
as standards.
standards.
hIt isis obvious
obvious that
that these
these capacitors
capacitors can
can
be
be used
used ro
to calibrate
calibrate discrete
discrete increments,
increments,
but
but 00(
not so
so obvious
obvious isis the
the fact
fact mat
that the
the
same
same scheme
scheme can
can be
be applied
applied to
to coil
coil testtesting.
ing. The
The first
first step
step is
is to
to measure
measure the
the res'
resonatiog
onating capacitance
capacitance on
on aa Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type
l.er us
260-A
260-A for
for the
the nominal
nominal standard.
standard. Let
us
assume
assume the
the capaci£lUKe
capacitance is
is 100
100 I'/Af.
ppf. SillCe
Since
Land
L and C
C bear
bear tbe.saJ1'le
the same .elationship
lelationship with
with
respect
respect to
to the
the resonant
resonant frequency,
frequency, 'i',
596
L
L equals
equals 5%
5% C
C withm
within the speeifll:d
specified
limirs.
limits. If
If we
we wish
wish to
to calibrate
calibrate the 5%
5%
range in
% incrementS,
in 11%
increments, 11 p,p.f
ppf increinments
ments wilt
will be
be required.
required. The nominal inductance
ductance stand3rd
standard is set
set up on
on the Q
Q
Companuor
Comparator with 5 P,l'f
ppf ~l(ternal
external capacicapacitance
tance and
and 95
95 po/A-f
ppf internal capacitance.
capacitance.
I
The
The 5 p.pof
ppf cap;acimnce
capacitance is
is removed in 1
p.p.f
ppf steps
steps to
to calibrate
calibrate the -L
-L range and
popof is
an
an addidonal
additional capacimnce
capacitance of 55 ppf
‘ removed in Il'p.f
1 ppf steps
steps ro
to calibratethe+L
calibrate the f L
range.
range. This operation may be performed

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

._

extremely
extremely rapidly.
rapidly.
SummtlrY
-.....,/
Summary
d
The
is aa unique
unique instrimt!The Q
Q Compararor
Comparator is
ment specifically
for high
high speed
speed
ment
specifically designed
designed for
of components
componenrs and
and
production
testing of
production testing
kc
nerworks
in the
the RF
RF range
lange from
from 200
200 kc
networks in
to
me. Offering
irmanraneous and
and
to 70
70 mc.
Offering instantaneous
r~dotlt of
Ixxh Q
Q and
and L-C,
L-C,
simultaneous
simultaneous readout
of both
operation
is extremely
extremely simple,
simple, and
and speed
speed
operation is
of
measurement is
is limited
limited only
only by
by the
the
of measurement
te<;t components
components can
can be
be fed
fed
rate:1I
which test
rate
at which
to
the measuring
mea~urin~ circuit.
cirroit.
to the
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Typical Performance
Performance Data
Data for the Type 225-A Signal Generator
Typical
CHANNING s.
S. WILLIAMS, Production EngiBeer
CHANNING
Engi)leer
The development
development of
of the
the General
General
The
Purpose Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Type
Type 225·A
225-A
Purpose
covered in
in derail
detail in
in Notebook
Notebook No.
isis covered
1 The catalog specifications
2 1.l
21.
The catalog specifications define
the limit
limit performance capabilities
capabilities quite
the
completely. However,
However, the
the collection
collection of
completely.
data from
from additionaJ
additional instruments in
in prodata
production more
more dearly
clearly defines
defines tbe
the IJpi&aJ.
typical
duaion
levels of
of performance.
performance. This
This ankle
article des·
deslevels
cribes the
the performance levels
levels of seven
seven
cribes
typical instruments
instruments and
and is
is written for
typical
the guidance
guidance of
of the
the user
user who
who is
is interinterthe
ested in
in charncteristics
characteristics nor
not usually specispeciested
fied. It
It should
should be
be noted
noted that,
that, while
while the
the
fied.
data given
given in
in this
this ankle
article is
is typical,
typical, it
it in
in
dam
no way
way modifies
modifies thecalalogspecifkations.
the calalog specifications.
no
Radio Frequency
Frequency Characferistica
Characteristics
Radio
Frequency stllbiliry
stability is
is defined
defined as
as the
Frequency
the
maximum pc:rcemage
percentage frequency
frequency excurexcurmaxjmum
sion during
during aa stated
stated time
time imerval.
interval. For
sion
For
example, the
the long-term
long-term stability
stability specispeciexample,
fied in
in the
the caralog
catalog for
for 11 hour
(after aa 2hour (after
2fied
hour warm
warm up)
up) is
is 0.01%
0.01% of
of the
the carrier
carrier
hour
or less.
less.
frequency or
frequency
Warm Up
Up Time
Warm
Time
A typical
typical instrument
instrument achieved
achieved the
A
the
above
defined
stability
in
I/a
at 10
hour at
10
above defined stability in Y.z hour
mc, 11 hour
hour at
at 80
80 me,
mc, 1/2
at 160
me,
Y.z hour
hour at
160
mc, and
and Y.z
34 hour
hour at
at 320
320 mc.
me,
me. Warm
Warm up
up
time did
did nor
not exceed
exceed 1
I hour
hour at
at any
any
time
frequency.
frequency.
~GOCSS,
Charles G.,
G., "A
“A General
lGom,
Charles
General Purpose
Purpose
Precision 51811&1
Signal Geoentor",
Generator”, BRC
Pr«ition
BRe Notebook
Notebook
No.
21,
Spring
1959.
ND. 21. Spring 1959.

Long-term
long-term Stability
After 2 hours warm up, RF drift for
I1 hour typically varies from 0.001%
0.001 % to
to
0.005%
The'
0.005 % of the opetating
operating frequency. The
sample stability tape
tllpe (Figure 1)
1) shows
~
rapid adjustment during the first 1/2
hour.
succeediog hours is
hour. Drift during succeeding
progressively smaller down to the minute changes caused by line variations,
FM due to
ro noise, etc. Final stability
smbility may
may
take 10
10 hours to
[Q achieve and has
has been
been as
as
good as 300 cycles per
&000
per hour
hour at 100
100 mc.
me.
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'~1I" 1.
T. AA graphic
,rophk record
..cord of
", the
rbo long-term
..........rm RF
11
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.,,,bility of
01 the
'h. 225-A.
225-A •
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Stability
Short-term Stability
mnrt-renn stability,
!tability, as
u specified
spcc.ified -../
The short-term
in the
the catalog, isis 0.001%
0.001 % or
or less
less of
('f the
the
in
5-minute interimer·
frequency for
for aa 5-minute
carrier frequency
val after a 2-hour
2·hour warm
warm up.
up. This
This stabilistabilival
ty varies
varies from
from 0.0001%
0.0001 % to
to 0.00075%
0.00075%
ty
of the
the operating
operating frequency.
frequency. After
After 10
10
of
hours warm
warm up,
up, the
the frequency
fn.:quency change
change
hours
at 100
100 mc
mc has
has been
been as
as low
low as
as 80
80 cps
cps
at
0.ססOO8% of
of the
the opopfor 5-minutes
5-minUtcs or
or 0.00008%
for
erating
ernting frequency.
frequency.
While
While measuring
measuring short-term
short-term stability,
stability,
sudden perturbations
perturbations in
io frequency
frequency ococ'
curred
curred which
which displayed
displayed steep
steep slopes.
slopes.
These
by noise
noise from
from the
the osos·
These are
are caused
caused by
cillator
cillaror tubes.
tubes. Note
Note in
in Figure
Figure 22 that
that
the
tOlal exczlrsion
Ix&union isis minute
minute in
in each
~ch
the total
case, even
even though
though the
the rate
rate of
ofchange
changemay
may
be
be rapid.
rapid.
Stability
Stability After
After Operating
Operating Controls
Controls
During
During normal
nonnal operation
operatioo of
of aa signal
signal
generator
generator the
the frequency
frequ~ controls
conuols may
may be
be
set
set for
for one
one frequency
frequency and
and then
then changed
changed
to
to another.
anather. In
In aa wide
wide range,
range, continucontinuously
are many
many
ously tunable
tunable oscillator,
oscillator, there
there are
factors
factors which
which affect
affect the
the temperature
temperature of
of
frequency
frequency determining
determining elemmts.
el~ts. Most
MOst
important
important among
among these
these factors
faaors isis the
the dc
dc
power
power through
through the
the tube
rube and
and the
the RF
RF curcur·
rent
1hesC' values
values are
are
rent in
in the
the inductor.
inductor. These
affected
affected by
by several
several factors:
faaors; oscillator
oscillator
efficiency,
funaion ofof thethe-/
efficiency, which
which isis aa function
tank
tank circuit
circuit impedance
impedance for
for fixed
fixed operaoperating
offeedback,
feedback,
ring conditions;
conditions; the
the amount
amount of
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’
which is
is also
also a function of frequency;
frequency;
"-'
w the
the o~rating
operating poim
point of aa self·biased
self-biased ososcillator,
forecillator, which
which is dependant on
on the foregoing;
tighmess of coupling
going; and
and the tightness
to
to che
the load,
load, which varies from range to
range.
range. Any
Any change which
which affects
affects the
level
level of
of operation
operation will
will require some
some defdefinite (ime
time to scabilize,
stabilize, due ro
to the Iherthermal
mal capacity
capacity of the pans
parts involved. We
may
may define the point where scabilization
stabilization
occurs
occurs as
as the
the Stan
start of the first 5·minute
5-minute
interval
interval where
where the change
change in
in frequency
frequency
is
I % of
is less
less than 0.00
0.001%
of (he
the operating
frequency.
frequency. Table 11 shows a summary
summary of
data
data lor
for tuning changes
changes of approxiapproximately
mately 10%
10% and
and 20% of the
the carrier
carrier
frequency.
h should not be assumed
frequency. It
assumed
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Figure 2.
2. A "tOp~;'
graphic tKo<d
record ."
of ,~.
the oIIo"~,,,,
short-term
'itr....
RF lIoj,mly
stability 0'
of ,Jo.
the 225-A.
aF
nS_A.

change of 20% will take
as
that a change
cake twice as
long to stabilize
stabilize as a change
change of 10%.
10%.
long
31%
frequencies
% of the carrier frequencies
For 31
tested for
for stabilizadon,
stabilization, the instrument
tested
"stabilized"
“stabilized’ as
as defined above, within
$5 minute.
~
from a typical
typical instrument indio
indiData from
cates that, when operating
operating the Range
cates
_--’ Switch,
is rereo
Switch, an
an average
average of 7.7 minutes is
0.01% of
quired to stabilize
stabilize to within 0.01%
quired
operating frequency
frequency for
for 11 hour.
hour, and
and 17
17
operating

TABLf 1
t
TABLE

. ,,-

Ti_IC.....hd •• I •• blll .. ,. 0.001% '" 11M C... Io. ffOClvon<y f •• S Min"'••
f·. _
Frequency
o

Range

,,,,,,-

1

1Omc
35mc
68mc
110me
llOmc
HOme
230mc
27 Omc
270""

,
,•,
2
3
4

5

6

A""...... of ..a11
U readings
mI<lina.
Average

ro stabilize
scabilize to within 0.001%
minutes to
of operating
operating frequency for 55 minutes.
The longesr
timeisrequirl:<!.
longest stabilization
stabilization time
is required
three, which requires 15
15 minmin·
by range three,
wilhin 0.01
% for 1
I
utes to stabilize within
0.01%
hour, and 35 minutes to stabilize
stabilize within
minules.
0.00
I %, for 55 minutes.
O.OOl%,
For convenience in specifying changes
in frequency
in
frequency which occur when varying
10% and 20%
Ihe
the RF level control, the 10%
marks on the meter were selected as RF
level reference points. For the change in
level with the frequency dial set near
RF level
the low frequency end, an average
change for all 6 ranges was 0.0016%
of the carrier frequency.
frequency. Near mid range
aU ranges was 0.0022%,
the average for all
tne high frequency end, the averaver·
and
and at
at the
maxi·
age for all
all ranges was 0.007%. A maximum change of 0.018% of the operating
me on range 1.
I.
frequency cxcured
frequency
occured at 19 mc
From 10 to 90 mc, an increase in RF
level caused an increase in operating
frequency.
frequency. The change occured in less
poin[$. Of course,
than 5 seconds at all points.
this change is generally
generally unimportant to
the user since all
all calibrations
calibrations have been
rl:<!. line,
made with the RF level
level set
set to red
insuumem should be used.
where the instrument
If operation of the generator requires
If
frequent adjustment of the attenuator
attenuator
frequent
100,000 microvolt level, it is
near the 100,000
convenient to compensate for the loading
effen
rank
effect of the piston on the output tank
achievl:<!.
circuic.
circuit. Compensation may be achieved
by delUning
detuning the amplifier trimmer
slightly
umil variation
slightly counterclockwise,
counterclockwise, until
in the attenuator
attenuator setting causes no visible
change in the RF level
level meter indication.
(Compensation will be accompanied by
a sli~ht
increase in residual
residual FM.)
slight increase
The amplifier tank
rank will
will now have
more capllcirance
capacitance than a(
at peak (i. e., will
be tuned lower in frequency than the
che piston loop is in effect
peak). Since the
a shorted turn which will decrease the
inductance of the amplifier tank when
increasl:<!. coupling
coupled closer to it,
it. increased
will move the peak of the amplifier resres·
Therefore,
onance curve up in frequency.
frequency. Therefore,
judicious dernning
detuning of the amplifier
a judicious
arnplilie:

5

f.,

M... ;........ Minutes
Min"'•• for
Maximum
10'% RF
It, Change
Ch"n ••
10%

9

M. . i........ Minutes
Min..... for
, ..
Maximum
20% R
If
Cloon14
20%
F Change

,"
,.,
•••

5

13
7
13.8
6.2
4.0
2.31
2."

2.64

6.15
6.15

10.5
13.8
11.8
4.3
0
4.3
0

,
,...

twO effects
effecrs to nearly
nearly
will allow these two
apparem reacreac·
cancel, thus eliminating apparent
rl:<!. line reading as the
the outOUItion on the red
pUI is varied.
put
atcenuator compensated as
as
With the attenuator
pat:l.graph,
described in the preceeding paragraph,
chan 50 cycles frequency
there was less than
change as a result of
of varying the attenuanenu·
awr
microvoltS to 100,000
ator from 20,000 microvolts
microvoltS over the
the full range
range of
of the
microvolts
When the
Ihe attenuator
attenuator was
was
instrument. When
uncompensated the change in
in frequency
of similar magnitude.
magnitude.
due to loading was of
dereming resettability,
resettability, or change
The detenting
when moving
moving
of operating frequency, when
the Range Selector
SelectOr to a high
high cam posiposi·
the
don between ranges momentarily and
tion
resetting to the same range, is less than
0.01 % of
of the operating frequency
frequency when
0.01%
detenting
deteming from either side and about
0.006% when detenting
deteming from one side.
by “rock"rock·
Variation in frequency caused by
ing”
within the detent
ing" the Range Selector
Selectorwithinthedetcnt
was
was less than 0.006%
0.006% for
for all frequencies.
frequencies.
Ambient Temperature
An ambient temperature
temperatUre change for
for a
An
typical
typical instrument
insuument caused a 0.03% frefrequency change per degree centigrade at
me and a 0.006% frequency change
320 mc
20 mc.
me. Frefreper degree centigrade at 20
5·volt line change
quency stability for a 5-volt
was 25 cycles at 10 mc and 500 cycles
at 320 mc. All frequency changes occurred in less than y
2 minute.
Y.l
minute.
Amplitude
Amplitude Modulation
Modulation
Characteristics
Characteristics
One of the
(he characteristics
characleristics measured
measured
during the
was inciinci(he data taking
caking process
process was
dental FM due to 30% AM.Themethod
AM. The method
described below was used to measure
measure
incidental FM, residual FM, and desired
FM. The test
tesc set up, shown in Figure
Figure 3,
is actually
acrually a wide
wide band receiver employing a descriminator with very
AM
very good AM
rejection. Limiting is achieved in the
the
H-P 500B
5008 frequency meter.
meIer. The input
input
to
to this
Ihis frequency meter must be
be sufficient to saturate it.
ir. The other instruinsuu·
ments used are typical
cypical of
of many that will
will
do the job. The audio amplifier
amplifier used
was a 2% instrument
instrument covering 10 to

BOONTON
BOONTON

150,000
150,000cps.
cps. The
The local
local oscillator
oscillator isis ananother
otherType
Type225-A
225-ASignal
SignalGenerator.
Generator.The
The
loal
local oscillator
oscillator isis set"
set atat 100,000
100,000 micromicrovolts
volts and
and the'
the OUtput
output of
of the
the gene'rator
generator
under
under teSt
test isis set
set atat 20,000
20,000 to
to 50,000
50,000
microvolts.
microvolts. This
This difference
difference isis necessary
necessary
to
to insure
insure linC'U
linear operarion
operation of
of the
the mixer.
mixer.
The
The setup
setup used
used permits
permits the
the reading
reading of
of
SS than
deviations
deviationsof
of IC'less
than 100
100cycles.
cycles. Veni·
Vertical
cal deflection
deflection represeDts
represents deviation_
deviation.
To
To measure
measure the
the incidental
incidental FM,
FM, which
which
we
we define
define asas frequency
frequency deviation
deviation due
due to
to
amplitude
amplitude modulation,
modulation,the
the generator
generator un·
under
der test
test isis modulated
modulated 30%
30% with
with 1000
1000
cps
cps and
and the
the scope
scope pattern
pattern isis measured
measured
from
from peak
peak to
to peak
peak (less
(less the
the width
width of
of the
the
trace).
trace) . With
With no
no modulation,
modulation, the
the indicaindication
tion then
then represents
represents residual
residual FM
FM from
from
all
all sources
sources other
other than
than AM.
AM. A
A typical
typical
225-A
225-A Signal
Signal Generacor
Generator exhibits
exhibits 400
400 to
to
800
800 cycles
cycles incidental
incidental FM
FM atat 18
18 me
mc and
and
SS at
even
even IC'
less
at Other
other frequencies.
frequencies. For
For exexample,
ample, 200
200 to
to 350
350 cycles
cycles incidental
incidental FM
FM
exhibited atat 160
160 mc.
mc.
isis exhibited
The incidental
incidental FM
FM due
due to
to >0%
30% AM,
AM,
The
as measured
measured on
on aa typical
typical instrument
instrument for
for
IL5
audio frequencies
frequencies of
of 400,
400, 1000,
1000, 4000,
4000,
audio
and 10,000
10,000cps
cps ar
at carrier
carrier frequencies
frequencies up
up
and
to 20
20 me,
mc, showed
showed 00
no dependance
dependance on
on
to
modulating frequency.
frequency.
modulatiog
Frequency Modulation
Modulation
Frequency
Characteristics
Characteristiu
Although the
the instrument
instrument was
was basically
basically
A!thou,lth
designed Tor
for amplirude
amplitude modulation,
modulation, proprodesigned
vision has
has been
been made
made for
for frequency
frequency
vision
modulation from
from an
an external
external source'.
source. The
modulation
resulting FM
FM isis useful
useful over
over the
the 160
160 ro
to
resulting
500 mc
mc portion of
of the
the range.
range.
500
The audio
audio response
response of
of the FM chan·
chanThe
nel isis down
down 33 db
db at
at 400
400 and
and 12,000
12,000 cps.
cps.
nel
It isis also
also posSible
possible co
to obtain narrow
narrow devideviIt
ation PM
FM from
from the
the internal
internal modulation
modulation
adon
oscillator by
by conneaing
connecting a resislOf
resistor from
oscillacor
the AM
AM exrernal
external modulation
modulation binding
binding
the
post to
to the
the FM
FM binding
binding post.
post. Use
of aa
Use of
post
resistor as
as low
low as
as 1000
1000 ohms
ohms fOf
for this
tesistor
purpose will
will not
not significantly
significantly increase
purpose
increase
the distortion
distortion on
on the
the modulating
modulating signal.
signal.
the
See Table
Table 22 for
for typical
typical deviations
deviations 0bobSee:
tainable with
with different
different resistor
resistor values.
tainable
values.
Modulating Oscillator
Oscillator
Moduloting
Output from
from the
the internal
internal audio
audio osciloscilOutput
lator is
is available
available at
at the
the AM
AM binding
btor
binding post
post
when the
the AM
Selector is
is in
in either
either the
the
when
AM Seleaor
400 or
or 1000
1000 cps
cps position.
position. This
This OUtput
output is
400
is
approximately 12
12 vola
volts RMS
and tyJ.pproximately
RMS and
typically has
has 0.6%
0.6% distortion
distortion with
pically
with no
no exex·
ternal load.
load. The
The distonion
distortion of
tcrnal
of the
the
modulating oscillator
oscillator in
modulJ.ting
in aa typical
typical instruinstrument, when
when grounded
grounded extemaUy
externally through
ment,
through
3300 n, is
is 0.996.
0.9%.
3300
Pulse On-Off
On-Off Ratio
Ratio
Pulse
The
generator
output
The generator output may
may be
be pulsed
pulsed
by applying
applying aa pulse
to the
by
pulse to
the AM
AM modulamodula·

a,
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Figure 3. Test sei
up for
fig"..
Nt "P
'or measuring
",."... ri"8 incidental FM
fM on
.... the
lite 225-A.
225-...

-..
,,,
,
••
•

"
10.1
"

,,
,,
,,
,,,

...

lange

1

2
2
3
4
4
4

,,
,,,

RF

""
"'""

1

100

,-..

TABlE 2
TABLE

.........
' .....

Deviation
Cycles

1.l40
1,740
2.170
2,170
7,550
1."0

•• )60
4,360
11,000
11,000
22.)00
22.300
2).000
25,000

1000 cps
Modulation
RMS Voltage

"' ,"'"".....
"
,."",.
""

,

25
20
26
24
24
26
24

--

L....it...
limiting
Factor

10910 Dist.
Oi...
10%
10" Dist.
Oi..
10%
10" Dist.
Oi...
10%
10"
Oi...
10
9.6 Disc.
10%
10" AM
AN
10910 Dist.
Oi...
10%

-

10%
10" Disc.
Di..

Fe< 5,000
5,000 _ Deviation
0..-1011...
Far
lMS Volta.,

148
155
165
170
174
185
205

'"
'"
'"

'"'"

'" I
'"
'"
216
220

....,
'"

7,nO
6,900
MOO
10.)00
10,300
7.0)0
7,050
9,650
9,610
22,100
22.100
22,100
2J,l00
15,050
1),0'0
25,800
25.800

20
18
21
16
19
23
20
17
21.5
21.$

"

""

"""
""

109fj Disc.
Di •.
10%
109fj Dist.
Dill.
10%
10%
10" Dist.
Di ••
10% Dist.
Dill.
10%
10%
10% Dist.
Di.,
10%
Ill% Dist.
Dill.
10%
10. Disc.
Dill.
10%
1096 Dist.
Oi ...
10%
Disc.
109b Dill.

•

>.>
..,
..,
..,

4.7
5.7
4.1

4,700
••700 Ohms+
Ohm'"
}.6oo
5,600
).900
3,900
6,800
6.800

-

For
..... 75,000
75,000 ..... Deviation
o.o....... ran

181,000
181.000
263,000
26).000
188,000
188,000
1,000
21
211.000
460,000
460.000

,.

"

2).'

tion
tion terminals
terminals with
with the
the AM
AM level
level control
control
in
ill Pulse
Pulse position.
position. Typical
Typical DC
IX: pulse
pulse ononoff ratio
off
ratio for
for -IO
-10 volts
vola bias
bias is
is given
given.
below.
b<low.
10
mc
40
db
IO~
40db
15
mc
36
,,~
;6 db
db
150
mc
25
150 me
25 db
db
700
24
24 db
db
700 mc
me
450
mc
22
450mc
22 db
db
6

12.8
10.6
12.6
10.2

RMS
~MS Voltage
V"""'9*

24
10%
10" Dist.
Dill.
10%
25
10'}& Dist.
Oi..
m
16.5
460
10%
AM
10.
AM
16.'
465
16.5
10%
10910 Disc.
Di•.
16.'
470
10%
23.5
IO'}& Dist.
Oi••
*Resistor
to
PM
0lluim>r connecting internal
;aterBal oscillator
D«il1aa>o
'"
fW audio
-..diG input.
ia""",
'° *Recovered
96.
0 ~ audio
audio distortion
..,...;,;., less
.... than
<baa 4
49fi.

'"
-.i':t!

hoi.,... •

1).7 Volts
Voics
13.7

,.,,.,,.,
,.

10 Volcs

3.8

I

Resistor"
100.1...... •

1.000 Oh....••

2.200
2,200
2,700
2,700
).)00
3,300
8,200

.,,,

Conclusion
Condusion
The
The Type
Type 225-A
225-A Signal
Signal Generator
Generator isis
aa truly
auly general
general purpose
purpose generator,
generator, proproviding
FM
viding exceptionally
exceptionally low
low incidental
incidental FM
and
and excellent
excellem frequency
frequency stability.
stability. ItIt isis
hoped
hoped that
that this
this additional
additional information
information
regarding
of the
the instruinsauregarding the
the performance
performance of
ment
ment will
will prove
prove valuable
valuable to
tothe
the user
userand
and
increase
increue the
the utility
mility of
of his
his 225-A
225-A Signal
Signal
Generator.
Generator.
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EDWARD A.
A. OSSMANN
OSSMANN AND
AND ASSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
EDWARD
Edward A.
A. Ossmann
Ossmann and
and Assoc.,
AMoc., Inc.
Inc.
Edward
has sold
sold and
and serviced
serviced BRC
BRe instruments
insuuments
has
th~ Upstate
U~t~ New
New York
York area,
area, continucontinuin the
in
OU$ly since
siDC~ 1947.
1947. The
Th~ Company
Company mainmainously
wns its
irs headquarters
headqUllt~rs in
in Rochester,
Rochest~r, with
with
tains
Sy~ and
and BingBingbranch offices
offices in
in Syracuse
branch
hamton.
hamton.
Edward Ossmann, founder
fOllnd~r of
of the
th~
Edward
his EE
EE degree from
from
Company, obtained his
1943. After
After servManhamln College
College in
in 1943.
Manhattan
ing successively
sucassively as Test Engineer
Engineer for
for
ing
Co. and Engineering
Engineering
General Electric
Electric Co.
General
Manager with the
the DuMont
DuMonc Laboratories,
Laboratories,
Manager
Mr. Ossmann entered the
the field
field of
of Sales
Sales
Mr.
1946. This was
was the
the bebereptesencation in
in 1946.
representation
of a career which
which was
was to see
sec his
his
ginning of
organiution progress
progress from a one-man
organization
organiution
to the 223-employee
effort to
3-employee organization
it is today.
Aftel the untimely
untimely death
dearh of
of Mr.
After
Roy Smart,
Smarr, who
who
in 1959, Mr. RQY
Ossmann in
had joined
joined the
tbe organization
organization early that
had
of the
me Company,
year, became a Director of
Vice-Presidem and
and serves
scrves now as Vice-president
~ra.l Manager.
Mamger. Mr. Smart,
Sman, a native
mtive of
of
General
England, moved to Toronto, Canada in
of Works ManaMarui1947. He held the post of
8e1"
rhc Instrument
lnsrrument Division
Division of
of FerFer·
ger for the
rand Electric,
E1ecuic, Ltd.
ltd. from that year until
ranti
1954, when he became
beamc Manager of
1954,
of the
of Helipot
Hclipcx Corp.
Corp. He
Canadian Division of
held the latter
laner position until 1955
1955 when
otganwtion.
he joined the Ossmann organization.
Sales Manager of
Sales
of the Company is Mr.
John Jordan who joined the organiution
organization
in 1958,
1958, bringing with him years
yem; of
experience as Electronic Engineer
Engineer with
experience
Bell Aircraft and Area Sales
Managet
Sales Manager
with Motorola.
The Company established their headhead·
quarters in a new building in Rochester
fcct in area,
in 1955.
1955. Over 6000 square feet
area,
Ihe building comprises
the
comprises complete office,
service, and warehouse facilities.
facilities. The
main functions
functions of accounting
accountingand
and derical
clerical
services
Ihis location,
services are carried our
out at
at this
although
me Syracuse
Biogalthough both the
Syracuse and
and Bingharmon branches are
hamton
are equipped
equipped to process
cess and ex:pcdite
expedite customer orders.
orders. All
loationshavelWX.
locations have TWX and
and Western Union
.service
service and
and are in constant
constant communiacommunication with the
the Company's
Company’s principal
facrories.
factories.
AU
All of
of th~
the instrumems
instruments sold
sold by the
Company
Company are
are serviced
serviced by Brighton
Brighton ElecElectronic Laboratories,
Laboratotie:s, aa Division
Division of
of Ed·
Edward
ward A.
A. Ossmann
Ossmann and
and Assoc.
Assoc. This
group
group is
is completely
completely equipped
equipped to provide
provide
calibration
calibration and
and repair
repair service
service on
on aU
all
BRC
BRC instruments.
instruments.

O_a""

Edward
EdwanJ A.
A. Osrmann 6
& Arroc.
A....... headquarfers
It""'qua"'"
in Rochester, N.
N. Y.
Y.

;. """"eat."

Edward A.
A. Ossmann
Ossmann and Assoc.
Assoc. has
has
Edward
se:ll and
the years
years to
to sell
endeavored over the
service only the
the finest
finest precision
precision electroelectro·
It is their
their firm
firm benic instrumentation.
instrumentation. It
nic
lief that initial sale of
of an
an instrument
lief
represents only a small part
pan: of
of their
their
represents
ro their
their customers.
CUStomers. To assist
obligation to
in the
the selection
seleaion of
of proper
proper instrumeninstrumenin
individual application,
appJiacion,
tadon for each individual
tation
10 provide
provide quick and reliable repair
repair
and to
rhc instruments
instruments
service to insure that the
CUSlOmer"s
mey$dJcominueto
they
sell continue to fulfill the customer’s
their primary
needs is, they believe, their
objective.
of its
irs association with
wim
BRC is proud of
Edward A. Ossmann and Assoc.
Assoc. and is
Edward
of dependable
dependable
fot the
tbe record of
grateful for
service this Company has rendered to
CUStomers in the Upstate New
our many customers
York area.

SERVICE NOTE
Checking RX Meter Calibration
Calibration
The following
following techniques
techniques are given
to those persons responsible
as an aid to
for the maintenance
maintenance and calibration
of
for
calibration of
inthe R.X
RX Meter Type 250-A. It is not intended that the methods described
tended
described be
used to
to establish
establish absolute calibration of
provide
the instrument,
instrument, but rather, to provide
an approximare
approximate or relative check as well
as an indication of a change in calibracalibration In many cases.
techniques destion.
cases, the techniques
described will obviare
me need for returning
reruming
obviate the
to the factory
instruments which are
factory instruments
thought to
to be performing improperly.
improperly.
R, DIAL
R,
The
Kit,
The Type:
Type 515-A
5 15-ACoaxial
Coaxial Adapter Kit,
its 50-0hm
50-ohm termination
termination resistor•
resistor,
with irs
will
will chcck
check the Rp
R, dial
dial over me
the entire
f.requeocy
frequency range
range at
at the 5<kXun
%ohm point_
point.
other points on
on the~dial,
the R, dial,
For checking Other
sttble
stable film
film resistors
resistors with shOrt
short and
and coocontrolled
trolled bd
lead shape
shape and
and length
length may
may be
conoecced
connected to the RX
RX Meter
Meter terminals
terminals
and
and used
used to
to prepare
prepare frequency
frequency curves
curves of
Rp.
R,. This
This should
should be done
done after
after the
the instruinstrument
ment is
is received
received from
from the
the factory,
factory, or
or at
at
time when
when the calibration
calibration isis known
known to
aa tUne
77

be
be accurate.
accutlue. The
The film
film resistors,
resistors, approappropriately
priately labeled,
labeled, together
togethet with
with the
the curve
curve
data,
dara. could
could then
then serve
st:rve as
as reference
reference standstand·
ards
ards for
for the
Ihe activity
activity responsible
responsible for
for ininssuring
u r i n g pproper
r o p e r ooperation
p e r a t i o n of
he
of tthe
instrument.
instrument.
C,
C, DIAL
DIAL
High
High quality
qualiry capacitors
capacitors with
with short
shorrand
and
controlled
be
conrrolled lead
lead shape and
and length may
may be
connected to
to the
me RX
RX Meter
Meter terminals
terminals
and
of the
the
and used
used to
to check
check the
the calibration
calibration of
C,
Cp dial.
dial. When
When the
the instrument
insuumem isis known
known
to
to be
be accurately
accurately calibrated, the
the capacitors
are
used to
to prepare
prepare frequency
frequency curves of
of
arc used
Cop. The
The labeled
labeled capacitors,
capadwr~, together
w8clhcr with
with
C,.
the curve
curve data, are
are then
then used
used as referreferthe
ence standards
standards for
for subsequent calibration
or the C, dial.
checks of-the
A
may be
be
A precision
precision variable
variable capacitor may
used to
to check the
the C, dial calicali.
similarly used
bration
bration as follows.
follows.
l. Select a coil that will
will resonate
resonate with
with
1.
Jl.Jl.f with
with
Ihe precision
precision capacitor
capacicot at 120 ppf
the
the
the RX Meter
Meter C, dial set to
co f20
+20 ppf
Jl.Jl.f
at a frequency
frequency in the lowest band,
band,
(500-1000 kc).
Conn«t the
the coil and the
[be precisionprecision
2. Connect
rerminals,
capacitor to the RX Meter terminals,
using the shortest
shonesr leads possible.
3. Set the
t~ RX Meter at
at zero C,, the
me
precision capacitor
and adapaciror to
to I15
115 ppf,
~,and
ad·
just
obtained.
JUSl the
[he frequency
frequency until a null is
isobuined.
capacil1llce of
of the
the
4. Decrease the capacitance
precision capacitor
capacilOr in the
!he desired steps
Stcp5
(e. g., 10
10 ppf)
~) and readjust
readjUSt the RX
Meter C,
Cp dial for null.
, dial readings
5. Record the
me C
Cp
readings from
which aacalibration
calibration curve can be prepared.
prepared.

c..

c..

c..

c..

W.
OINS
w. J. CERNEY JJOINS
BRC A
S SALES ENGINEER
AS
Many of our customers in the MetroMetropolitan Philadelphia
Philadelphia and Washington,
Washington,
D. C. area have already met Willard J.
J.
“Will” Cerney, recent
to the
"Will"
tecent addition
addition co

W. J.
1. CElNFf
CERNEY
W.

THE
THE

BOONTON
B O O N T O N RADIO
R A D I O CORPORATION
CORPORATION

BRC
BRCSales
SalesEngineering
Engineering staff,
staff, during
during his
his
visits
visitsto
tothOSC'
thoseareas.
areas."WiU"
“Will”came
came to
to BRC
BRC
from
from Link
Link Avialioo,
Aviation, Inc.
Inc. where
where he
he
,worked
worked with
with ilt'itrulDC."nI
instrument uain~rs,
trainers, simu·
simulators,
lators,and
and associated
associated tcstingsystem.s,and
testing systems,and
poinicipated
participated inin that
that Compoiny's
Company’s training
training
program.
program. Before
Before that
that time,
time, he
he wu
was em·
employed
ployed by
by Harnishfager
Harnishfager Corp.
Corp. of
of MilMilwauk~,
waukee, Wisconsin
Wisconsin where
where he
he assisted
assisted in
in
the
the ~ing
setting up
up of
of aa new
new production
production
comrol
controlsystem.
system.
"Will"
“Will”att~nded
attended the
the MiJwauk~School
Milwaukee School

of
of Engineering,
Engineering, the
the University
University of
of MinMinnesota,
nesota, and
and Broome
Broome Tech.
Tech. in
in BinghamBinghamton,
ton, New
New York_
York. While
While with
with the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Army
Army flQiD
from 1948
1948 to
to 1952,
1952, he
he gained
gained
experience:
experience repairing
repairing radar,
radar, navigational,
navigational,
and
and communiations
communications equipmem_
equipment.
During
During lh~
the shon
short time
time he has been
with
with BRC,
BRC, 'WiII"
“Will” hu
has been
been insuumemal
instrumental
in
in solving
solving many
many customer
customer problems and
would
would welcome
welcome the opportunity
opportunity to be of
further
further scrvi~
service [0
to our
our many
many CUSlOmen
customers
in
in this
this area.
area.

EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE
NOTE
Q
Q Meter
Meter Contest
Contest Winner
Winner
Again
this
year,
the
problem
coil
down
Again this year, the problem coil
down their
their estimate
estimate on
on the comest
contest card.
displayed
They
displayed atat the
the BRe
BRC during
during the
the IRE
IRE
They were
were last
last seen
seen as
as they disappeared
show
into
show drew
drew aa hosl
host of
of hopefuls
hopefuls armed
armed
into the stampeding
stampeding crowd.
crowd.
with
with slide
slide rules,
rules, pad
pad and
and pencil,
pencil, and
and
crystal
crystal balls.
balls. Viewing
Viewing the
the "mOnster
“monster coil"
coil”
from
from every
every conceivable
conceivable angle,
angle, they
they slow.
slowlapsed imo
into aa stupor,
stupor, seemingly
seemingly oblioblilyly lapsed
vious [0
to all
all the
the commotion
commotion around
around them.
them.
vious
f,loments
Moments Illter,
later, once
once again
again among
among the
the
living, our
our friends
friends began
began their
their frenzied
frenzied
living,
manipulation of
of slide
slide rules
rules and
and delved
delved
manipulation
intO
into page
page after
after page
page of
of complicated
complicated
mathematical
mathematical computations.
computations. With
With the
last
last stroke
stroke of
of the
the pencil
pencil their
their faces
faces
broke imo
into aa smile
smile rivaling
rivaling that
that of
of the
the
broke
cat who
who joined
joined in
in the
the search
search for
for the
Cit
missing canary
canary and
and they
they quickly
quickly jotted
jotted
missing

The
been measured
measured and
and the
the ,
The,coil
coil ha5
has been
story
of the
d~ coil.
coil.
story Oln
can be
be told.
told. The
The Q
Q of
measured
at :500
mc on
developmental 4)
measwed at
500 mc
on aa developmental
model
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 280,
280. is
is
model of
of the
the UHF
395.
The
inductance
of
the
coil
is
395. The inductance of the coil is
~

9.3
m~.
9.3 mph.

Winner
of the
the comest
and the
the Type
Type
contest and
Winner of
160-A
Meter is
is William
William F.
F. Byers
Byers of
of
160-A Q
Q Meter
General
Radio
Co.
in
West
Concord,
General Radio Co. in West Concord,
Mass. Other
comenams whose
whOSC' estimates
estimates
Mass.
Other contestants
wonhy
of
note
are
listed
arc
certainly
are certainly worthy of note are listed

below.
below.

Estimlle
Estimate
)16,5 J.
J, H.
H. Marchese,
MArche5e, Data
Data Control
Control Syssy,·
386.5
remt, Inc.,
In,., Danbury,
Danbwy, Conn.
Conn.
tems,
316.5 E.
E. H.
H. Scannell,
Sca.nneJl, Jr.,
Jr., Ft.
Fl. Trumbull,
Trumbull,
386.5
New London,
London, Conn.
Conn.
New
392
P. Haferd,
Haferd, North
North Electric,
F.Ieark,
392
F.
Galion, Ohio
Ohio
Galion,
392
J. F.
F. Pryrt,
Pryn, Okonite
Okonire Co.,
Co., Passaic,
Passak, N.J.
N.].
392
J.
391
D. T.
T. Walker
Walker National
National Lead
Lead Co.,
Co.,
398
D.
Sourh Ambov.
Amboy, N.
N. J.
South
T.
400
J. Bullinga,
BullinS_, Natioial
National Coil
Coil Co.,
Co.,
400
J.
Sheridan, Wyo.
Wyo.
Sheridan,
400 W.
W. D.
D. Street,
strttl, Delta
Delta Coil,
Coil, Inc.,
lr>t.,
400
PaleNOn, N.
N. J.
].
Paterson,
400
Vincent Vinci.
Vinci, Vitro
Vitro Labs.
Labs,
400
Vincent
W. Orange,
O..n8<', N‘.
N. J.
J.
443
Alan Sobel,
Sobf:I, Polytechnic
PoIrtecbnk Institute
Institure of
of
403
Alan
Brookl,n, Brooklyn,
BrookJ,n, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Brooklyn,
405
Georse Kelk,
Kdk, George
George Kelk
KeIk Ltd.,
Ltd.,
405
George
WillowdaJe, Ontario,
Ontario, Canada
Canada
Willowdale,
405
HaltJ M.
M. Blombaum,
Blombaum, Radio
Radio Corp.
Corp.
405
Harry
of America,
.Ammca. Camden,
Camden, N.
N. J.
J.
of

Our congratulations
congratulations to
to Mr.
Mr. Byers
Byen and
and _ _
Our
sincere thanks
thanks to
to our
our many
many friends
friends who
who visited us
us at the
the show.
visited
4
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ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico
GENE 'RENO!
FRENCH COM''''NY
COMPANY
GENE
7900 Z....I
Zuni .ood
Road Sf
SE
7900
Telephone: ......u..."
AMherrt 1·201
8-2478
TelephoM,
TWX: AQ 10
70
TWX,"'Q

DAYTON 19, Ohio
CROSSLEY ...SSOC_
ASSOC., INC.
CItOSSLEY
INC.
2801 ,..
Far tWh
Hills Avenue
2101
Telephone: ...X
Axminster
9-3594
Te~,
;"
'-3.594
TWX: DY
DY 306
TWX,

ATLANTA, G-tgo'"
Georgia
AnANTA,
CALDWELL, INC.
INC.
BlVlNS & CALDWHl,
BIVINS'
3133 Mopl.
Maple Ori¥.,
Drive, N.E.
al33
Telephone:
CEdar
3-7522
T.I."......., Ctdo, '·7522
Telephone: Cl....
CEdar ,.U!'8
3-3698
t.Iapho...,
TWX: "'T"7
AT 987
'WJ(,

DfNVfl
DENVER 15.
15, Co1..",d..
Colorado
GENE '.ENCH
FRENCH COMP...
COMPANY
GENI
NY
1480
Street
1410 Hoyt
Hoyt s.,..,
Telephone, MAin
r.l.ph.....
M... i.. 3-1458
3_1458
.TWX:
LAKEWOOD COLO. 106
TWll, LAKEWOOD

BINGHAMTON,
New y..
York
liNG
HAM TON, N_
,k

A. OS$MA.NN
OSSMANN ..
& "'SSOC.,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
IE......
149 "Front
..., Street
149
Vestal tw...
New Y..
York
V..lal,
rIe
Telephbne: STlII....1l
STillwell S.Q2H
5-0296
T.Ia<>I>ona,
TWX: INDICOTT
ENDICOTT NY
N Y ....
84
TWll,

5,,_

BOONTON,
New J_r
Jersey
lOON
TON, N
BOONTON RADIO
CORPORATION
IOOHTON
DIO COUO....'lON
50
Intervale
Road
jO 1.._ 1 . lood
DEerfield ~
4-3200
'Telephone:
. , " , , - , Dferliald
TWX: IQONTOH
BOONTON I'lJ
NJ 166
866
TWll,
BOSTON, Mouodt"..n.
Massrichusefts
toSTON.

.

INSTRUMENT .usoc1...TU
ASSOCIATES
INSTIUMINT
30 ,""
Park Avenue
310
...
Arlin ton, Mass.
Telepfone:,""I
Mlssion '·2922
8-2922
T
TWX:, ...Il
ARL /U.SS
MASS 2S3
253
TW

~

CHICAGO 45,
45, IIII~
Illinois
CHICAGO

CROSSLEY .usoc..
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
CroSSlEY
2501 W. Peterson Ave.
2jOl
Telephone:
BRoadway
'.las>h-,
..- . . , 5-1600
S-16OD
TWX: CGjOI
CG508
TWX,

EARL lIPSCOMB
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
fAil
"'SSOCI ...TES
720 No...h
North St
Stanton Street
no
5"_
Telephone: KEystone
2-7281
T.Iaf>t-,
u,
2_7211

HARTFORD, Connedicut
HAUFOIO.
C "adicvt
INSTRUMENT "'SSOCI""U
ASSOCIATES
It>I5UUMINT
734 ....
Asylum Avenue
7).(
Telephone: CHapel
T,","",,-,
01_1 6-5686
6-,$6N
TWX:
HF 266
TWll, H'
266

,1..- ............

""itl..

HIGH
HIGH POINT,
K>lNT, North
Norl~ Carolina
C..
CALDWELL
INC.
BlVlNS &
.IVINS
"
CALDWllL.
INC.
1923
North Main
Ins
Nortlo
"""'" Strdet
_
Telephone:
,~, Hlgh
Hloh Point
'cM..t 2-6873
2-6173
TWX:
HIGH
POINT
NC
U4
TWll, HIGH POINT Nt: 454

9, 7......
Texas
DALLAS 9,
OJUlA,S
EARL UPSCOMB
LIPSCOMB ASSOCI""U
ASSOCIATES
fAil
3605
lnwoad
:MOll I............Road
ood

I

Tmlrohonm! fl.Mtwood
Fbrtwood 7.1881
Taleohont,
7·1111
TWX: DL 41 1
TWll, Dl 411

INDIANAPOLIS 20,
20. Indiana
1.. .11......
CROSSLEY
ASSOC" INC.
INC.
CItOSSLIY ASSOC
5420
.uZO North Collegi
Colleg. Avenue
A".n ...
Telephone
T.iat>h_, Clifford
CUff....d 1-9255
1·P2SS
TWX:
TWJ(, IP
If 546
W

EARL
UIL LIPSCOMB
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
.usocl...ru
3825
Richmond Avenue
SI25..-...........
Telephone:
Mohawk
Talaool-,
IOIOI.wII 7-2407
7·2M11
TWX:
TWll, HO
HO 967
967

ORLANDO,
OllANDO, Florida
F""id..
& CALDWELL,
BlVlNS
BIVINS"
CALDWEll, INC.
INC.
723
m West
w.., Smith
s",ith Avenue
A"......
Telephone:
lalaf>t-, CHerry
CMany 1-1091
I·IOPI
TWX:
TWX, OR
01 7026
7026

SAN
SAN FRANCISCO,
' ....NClSCO, California
C..liI..,..I..
VAN
V...... GROOS
GtoOS COMPANY
COM' NY
1178
Avenue
lin Lor
lo, Altos
Al
...
I... Altos,
"'/too, Cnlifornia
Calil
_
Lor
Telephone: WHitecliff
WHitwdifl 8-7266
..n66

OTTAWA,
OTTAWA. Ontario,
0..,.., .... Canada
C.. -.IG
BAYLY
BAYlY ENGINEERING,
INGINUIING, LTD.
lTD.
48 Sparks Street
Telephone:
r............, CEntral
Cbtrcol 2-9821
2_9121

ST.
ST. PAUL
'AUl 14,
14. Minnesota
Ml...._
CROSSLEY
INC..
CltO$SlfY ASSOC.,
... ~ INC.
842 Raymond Avenue
I-C2
Telephone:
r ........., Mldway
Mld'woy 6-7881
~""I
TWX:
T P 1481
TWX, SST'
1111

-

PHOENIX,
'HOfNIX. Arizona
Ari_
GENE
GfNf FRENCH
fl:EHOl COMPANY
COMI'''''''Y
224 South
$ooIth Hinton
H;"_ Avenue
...._
-.0010......_
Scottsdole
Arizona
Telephone:
Whitney 6-3504
T........,Whl-.~
TWX:
TWll, SCOTTSDALE,
SCOlTSOAU, ARIL
....IZ 109
lOP
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NEW
NEW JERSEY
JERSIT
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ROCHESTER 10, New York
E. A. OSSMANN & ASSOC., INC.
830 Linden Avenue
Telephone: LUdlow 6-4940
TWX: RO 189
SALT
5ALT LAKE
lAKf CITY,
CITY, Utah
Ulo/>
GENE
GEl'll FRENCH
nENeH COMPANY
COMl... NY
138
South
2nd
East
13B South 2..d E.."
Telephone:
r.laooh_, EMpire
EMpi,. 4-3057
4·3057
TWX:
TWll, SU
SU 253
253

».
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RICHMOND 30, Virginia
BlVlNS & CALDWELL, INC.
1219 High Point Avenue
Telephone: ELgin 5-7931
TWX: RH 586

LOS ANGELES,
ANGnfS, California
Colil..,,,io
VAN
V"'N GROOS
GlooS COMPANY
COM' ...NY
21051
21MI Costanso
c...oo..... Street
St,..,
Woodland
W......J-d Hills,
Hm., California
C..lif...... I..
Telephone:
la~, Dlamond
DI
d 0-3131
0,)131
TWX:
rWJ(, CANOGA
CANOG PARK
,
It 7034
m.

.........

HOUSTON 5
, Texas
HOUSTON
S.
T.....

W.,-..... .......

•

HUNTSVILLE, Alabama
A......
BlVlNS
BIVINS &
.. CALDWELL,
CALDWELl. INC.
INC.
T.I",,-, JEfferson
JEth,
2·5133
Telephone:
2-5733
(Direct
10lncl line
II... to
00 Atlanta)
Ionla)

EL PASO,
fl
'ASO, Texas
T.....
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T............,
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SYRACUSE,
SV CUSE. New
N.... York
y..,k
E.I A. OSSMANN
OSSMANN (L.. ASSOC.,
ASSOC.. INC
INC.
2363
2 1James
6 3 .Street
-._
7-8446
Telephone:
HEmprtead
T.!'"Ph-' 11'->'-<1 7"""'
TWX:
TWX: SS
$S 355
m
TORONTO,
TORONTO, Ontario,
0..10...., Canada
c .." .. II..
BAYLY
....YlT ENGINEERING,
INGINEUING, LTD.
ltD.
Hunt
Street
H""'S_
Aiax,
"'10., Ontarip,
o..~o, Conado
C-do
Telephone:
,.Iaf>t-, AJox
.v... 118
III
(Toronto)
(T_... t<>l EMpire
fJIIopi,. 2-3741
2,)741
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Determination With The
Transistor Current Gain Determination
Transistor Test Set And The RX Meter
W. QUINN,
QUINN, Sales
Sates Engineer
Engineer
CHARLES W.
discussion of
of aII
This article
anicle presents
presents aa discussion
This
method for
for determining
determining transistor
Il'ansiswr parapammethod
meters p, Po,
/3", hie,
hi", hibr
hlb, ff8,
f T, and
llnd K
Kffaa ,,
& fT,
meters
Tntosisror Test
Tcst Set Type 275-A
275·A
using the Transistor
lind the RX
RX Meter Type 250-A, together
together
and
step.by-step procedure
procedure and an
an
with a step-by-step
example employing this
Ihis method.
method. EquaEqua.
tions are also included for determining
[" tf,
It, and Gmt.
Gm,. Terms used
used
parameters t,,
parameters
throughout the discussion are defined
below.
below.
Definition of Terms
(hf~) Small-signal,
Small-signaJ. short-circuit
shon<ircuit curcutP (hfe)
emiuer config,rent gain, common emitter
Uflllioo. p
f1 will be used in preferuration.
i
.
l
~e to hi,
h r., in order to simplify
ence
subscripts.
excelX that
thar the
IP01 Same as Pf3 above except
frequency involved
involved is well below
frequency
cutoff for transistors
uansisrors with neglignegligcutoff
phase shift at 1
1 kilocycle in
ible phase
the common base configuration
(f
>500kc).
( faa 2
500 kc).
impedance,
Small-signal ac input impedance,
hie Small-signal
common emitter configuration,
configuration,
(hll~)'.
output short
short circuited (hll,)
Small-signal
impedance,
Small-signal ac
ac input impedance,
common
common base configuration,
configuration, OUtoutpUt shorr
llb ).
put
short circuited (h
(hllb).
frequerycy. The frequency
frequency
p cut-off frequeyy.
fp (J
from
at which IPI
IP1 is -3db
-3db down from
IP.I,
] P o l , (.707IP.I)·
(.7071poI).
The frequency
frequency al
1/31 equals
equals
at which 1,61
unity or zero db. This is also the
transistor gain bandwidth produa.1. 88
UCt.1.
K
K

aa!

K is the base grading
grading faetor.'
factor.'
(h
( h no
m)) SlI13.lI-signal.
Small-signal, shon<ircuir
short-circuit
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gain, common
common base
b.'ISe concurrent gain,
figurntion.
figuration.
fa is
is the ff
a: (hfb)
(h'l') cut-off
cUI·off frequency
frequency
fa fff
fff
a1 is -3dbdownfrom
where
wherl~ llal
-3dbdown from Ia0l.
la"l.
a above except that
that the
ff"
a" Same as a!
is well
well below
below
frequellC)' involved
involved is
frequency
for transistors
transiStOrs with neglignegligcutoff for
I kilocycle
kilocycle in
in
phase shift at 1
ible phase
configuration_
the common base configuration.
f
c~n frequency
fuquency
acbirrarily chosen
Any arbitrarily
of measurement.
measurement.
of
of the
~ satusamTransistor rise time of
ratt'<! common emitter switch?
switch.·
rated
of the satusamTransistor fall time of
nlted common emitter switch_.
rated
switch.*
Gm, Transistor transconductance,
uanscooducraoce.
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p
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Ratio of ),6..1/1,61.
IPol/lPI.
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I
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a
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Method
Method for Determining Parometers
Parameters
The method used for determining
determining
Po, hie,
transistor parameters
pa~ers P,
p, p",
h\Po hib,
hll>. fk,
fp,
fT , and KIa,
Iheory tRat
tlia.1
fT,
Kfa, is based on the theory
P
follows, 10
p (h
( hfe)
to a very close approxiapproxirr ) follows,
mation.
mation, the classical
classical 6db-per-ocave
6db-per-octavesJope
slope
as a function
function of frequency
frequency (Figure
(Figure 11).1.3
)?3
This is
i.s true for .11
mal are
all tntnsistotS
transistors that
production. Thi.s
currently
currently in production.
This charaaercharacteristic is expressed
expressed by the equation:
equation:

P=

•8

sic
=---.
-. ' ..

1

1+,1I~

1M

(I)

Acmally, this
this method
method requires
requites but
but
Actually,
three simple measurements;
measurements; lPol
l,Bol on the
the
three
hl~ and
21"j·A Transistor
Transisror Test Set and hi,
275-A
hll, on the
the 250-A
250·A RX
RX Meter. These measmeas·
hib
used to
to characterize
urements are then used
low and medium-power
medium-power transistors
transislors
many low
in
in the
the frequency
frequency range
range of
of 1I kc
kc to
ro well
well
above 1I kmc.
kmc. 1131 is
is computed from
from the
Ihe
two
twO two-terminal
[Wo-terminal RX
RX Meter
Mtter measuremeasurements
JP"j which
which is
menrs and compared to
ro /pol
read directly on the Transistor
TransistOr Test Set.
The ratio
ralio of
of Ip0l/lpI
IP..I/I,61 isis then used
used in
conjunction
in Figure 2
conjunCtion with
with the curve in
to
(0 determine
dere:rmine the
the various
various other
Other paraparameters.
meters.
Two jigs are required
tequited for
fOf use in maknuking the
Ihe: RX Meter
Mete:r measurements.
measuremena. ScheSchematic
of these
Ihese jigs
jigs are
ate shown
matic diagrams of
in Figure 3A and C on page 3 of
of NoteNOte·
19. A suggested
suggested design
book number 19.
Figure 5.
~. It
It is
for the jig is shown in Figure
recommended that the RX Meter measrecommended
frequency (f)
of
( f ) of
urements be made at a frequency
approximately
0.2fT.
approximatdy O.2f
T.
graphically, the locaFigure 1I shows, graphically,
tion
dOll of the important parameters on a
relative
amplitude basis.
relalive frequency
frequcocy and amplitude
basis.
Point A (O.2f
(0.2fT)
straight-line
T ) on the straight.line
section of the curve is the center of the
section
area
!lrea recommended
recommended for optimum accuracy
when making high-frequency
MeIer
high-frequency RX Meter
measurements.
discusmeasuremena. A more detailed dis...-u.s·
sion of accuracy will be undertaken
underraken later
seen in
in the attic/e.
article. It can also be seen
Figure 1
fa is always
always greater than
I that fff
fT.
shown thaI
that fff
fT' It has been shown
fa does not
nOl
always adhere to
to a 6db-per-ocrave
6db-per-octave slope-.1
slope.2
always
Procedure for Determining
Procedure
Parameters
Parameters
following is 11a step-by-step
step-by-step proThe following
cedure for delermining
determining mnsistor
transistor paracedure
meters in accordance with the
method
rhe melhod
discussed in the previow
previous paragraphs.
paragraphs.
discussed
data obtained
obtained may be conveniently
conveniently
The dara
recorded on a data sheer
sheet (Figure
(Figure 3)
3 ) as
as
recorded
part of
of Ihe
the proct'<!ure.
procedure.
aa parI
Determination of ,B
p
DelerminaJum
1. Measure
Measure the R
R,p and
and ~)
C , values
values (orCOII.
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B
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~lur"
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mailed 'rll
free 01
o f charge
10
to lu,.tists.
scientists, ""i"fIrl
engineers .""
and Olbn
other i"Ur·
interIII'"
ested PlrIO"S
persons i.
in the comm."kllio.1
communications
"tUI
iCI /i,IJI.
and ,1,ctro..
electronics
fields. Th,
T h e co.,,,,ts
contents IfU7
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b,
,,J o"/y
fJlrmil'
be "pri..
reprinted
only I/·itb
with lI"f"itU"
written pernzissio..
",ts
Your co",...
comments
sion lro...
f r o m ,lH
the Mittn'.
editor. Yo.r
••J
I/.,/co
a n d 111"'1/'0'"
s u g g e s t i o n s .r'
are w
e l c o ..."
m e , .",
and
lbo.1sI
to: Eiiltn'.
Editor, THE
THE
should b,
be ,J,.uud
addressed 10:
BRC
Boo"'o,,
B R C NOTEBOOK.
NOTEBOOK, B
o o n t o n R..Jjo
Radio
CorportUio",
Corporation, SDo"'O",
Boonton, N.
N . f.
J.
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•

,h,

respondillg
(~
responding to
to hUt
hihand
and h",
hi, directly
directly on
on the
RX
Meter
and
record
these
vaJues
in
R X Meter and record these values in
column
column I1 on
on the
the data
data sheer.
sheet.
2.
2. Convert
Convert c,.
C, into
into X
X,p (-c,.
(--C,, corresponds
corresponds
X,,=
to
p ), using
to -jX
-jXp),
using (he
the equation
equation X
,=
I1
- - - ,,and
and enter
enter I~
the Vlllues
values for
for R"
R, and
27rfC,
'mc"
X"
2.
X, in
in column
column 2.
3.3. Convert
Convert lhe
the dona
data in
in column
column 22 to
to rec·
rectangular
tangular coordinates,
coordinates, the
the series
series imped·
impedance.
ance. This
This conversion
conversion can
can be made by
means
means of
of the
the series·parallel
series-parallel conversion
conversion
chan
chart in
in (he
the 250·A
250-A inslruClion
instruction book and
BRC
BRC Catalogs
Catalogs Land
L and L.I,
L-I, or
or by means
of
of the
the equations
equations given
given below.
below. If (he
the con·
conversion
version chatt
chart isis used,
used, selecl
select aa convenient
convenient
multiplying
multiplying factor
factor to
to obtain
obtain aa loclllion
location
of
of sufficient
sufficient resolution
resolution on
on Ihe
the chan.
chart.
Gronal
General Eqllal;onl:
Equations:

,

-

,

I'..

R,
RP

R.=--R, =z
11+Q2
+Q2
~

R,
RP

Q=Q=--

'0

"

.,

!!!..
"
"-

XP2
X.'
R,= R.=--RP
R.

x,= -X"
-x,
x.=
Enter the
the dara
data in
in column
column 33 on
on the
the data
data
Enter
sheet.
"'ttL

Compute p
P using
using (he
the dara
data frllm
from
4.4. Compute
and Ihe
the equation:
equation:5s6,7
column 33 and
5.6.7
column
hie -hib
R+jX
h",-h
R+jX
u•
P=
or
p=
or
hih
R1+ jX1

••

,
'itr..,. 2.

'0
Ho"'OfI"'P~

S=.f/~fj

,+ ,

R2
X2
R2 +)(2

Enter the
the dara
data in column S.
5.
Enter
Measure 113,,1
Ip0l and
and laol
IaOldirectly
directly on
on the
Measure
tne
275-A. Enter th~
these values in columns
27S-A.
6A and
and 68.
6B.
6A
7. Determine
Determine tne
the !':Itio
ratio of the data in
7.
6A ro
to the
data in column 5S::
column 6A
thl:: dara

6.6.

IP01275
-

IP 1250

-

IP01
IP.I
IP I
IPI

= P.
=p
.

ratio in
in column 7.
7.
Enter this ralio
8. LOCale
Locate the
the !':Itio
ratio of
of 1,801/1,8l
IPOl/lPI (P)
( P ) of
of
8.
the venial
vertical axis
axis in Figure
column 77 on the
column
and proceed
proceed hori20ntally
horizontally to
to intersect
22 and
intersect
the curve.
curve. Drop
Drop aa line
line venically
vertically and
and read
read
the
ff

on the
the horUonralaxis.
horizontal axis. Enter
--==SS on
Enter this
chis

fp
fP
2

"

'00

1000

'0,00'.,"';.....111'0.....,0'1'0'0"'0'...

the real and imaginary terms of the nunu·
merator divided by the real and imaginary
aginary terms of the denominatOr.
denominator. Enter
this dara
data in column 4.
4.
5. Compute the magnitude of jf33 as folS.
fol·
lows :
lows:

IP1 =
Im=

~.

"
"

'000
'.0

Equations for
for Q
Q /elllhan
less than 0.1:
0.1:
Eqllationl

Equations for
for Q
Q more
more than
than 10:
10:
Equallom

SIlO

'00

X,
XP

R,'
RP2
X,=-X
.=---X,
XP
R,=
R,
R,,=
R.

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

•

Xp Q2
x5 -. = -X"Q2
X
---

[1+Q2
+Q'

,

RADIO
R
ADIO

in
in column 8.

ff
9. Compute fp
fp =-and
= - and enter
enter this
this in
in
S
column 9.
Determination
Determination of
of fT
fr
10.
10. Locate
Locate the
the value
value ]pol,
1/3..1, recorded
recorded. in
in
column 6, on the
the vertical
vertical axis
axis of
of the
the
curve in Figure
proceed horizonhorizon·
Figure 22 and proceed
tally to
to the
the curve.
curve. Project
Project this
this point
poin!
vertically
ro the
the horizontal
horizontal axis
axis and
and read
read
verrical1y to
S.
T =
S. Compute
Compute ffTT using
using the
(he equation:
equation: ff.r
=
Sfp =
= Po
{3" fa.3
fa} If
If IP1
1131 falls
falls on
on the
the 6db-per6db·per.
octave
) , ffTT == IPIf.
octave slope
slope ((PP>z 33),
1#lf. Enter
Enter
the
the data
data in
in column
column 10.
10.
Determination
Dererminal;on of
of P
13 at aa frequency
frequency (f)
(f)
other
o,her than
'han that
'hat used
Nleti in
in the
rhe initial
jnilial 250-A
250·A
measurement
melUll-rement
11.
11. Determine
Determine the
the ratio
ratio of
of f/fp
flfp =
= SS
and
and locate
locate this
this point
point on
on the
the horizontal
horizontal
axis
of the
the curve
curve in
in Figure
Figure 2.
2. Proceed
Proceed
axis of
vertically
venically to
to the
the curve
curve and
and read
read the
the ratio
rario
Pp =
Ij301/lpf 1 ) on
= ((IPol/l/3fl)
on the
the vertical
\'enical scale.
SQ1le.
Compute
P1 =
CompUte IIPI
= IPO//P
l,Bol/P and
and enter
I::nter this
this
data in
1I.
data
in column
column 11.

Determination
a and
DeleNll;nalion of
of ffa.
anti K
K
12.
fa
may
be
computed
12. fa may be compUted using
using the
the folfol·
lowing
lowing general
general equation:
equation:

--

THE
THE

""--'

fa

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

fp (l

=

+ fi,,)

f p fi"

K

K

J

,

Q'
4’

X.=-XI'--x,
= - XI,---

I +Q2
1+Q2
X.=
- 1.IKx4/5
= - j880
i880
X, = I.lKx4/5 =

•
"..
""

~

100+2.3

•

"-

100+17.5K

I +Ql
55
1
+Q2
hi,
hi,. =
= 440 - jS80
j880

This data is recorded in column 3.
Step 4.
4. Rectangular coordinate, series
{J is computed using the data
dara
impedance
impedance P
follows;
in column 3 as follows:

hie - hih
hib

440
- j880 440- 100 + j1.3
jl.3
fiP == ----'-----'----'-

100 - j1.3
100jJ.3

P=

fi~

-

100 - j1.3
jl.3

terms sepjX
-jX

RI jX,
R1
jX,

•

•

RECT.

,

•

""~o

'"
'"

1879

11.3

•••

,

•
''l

00

•

0.951S

2.13

'AI

'"
"

Figure
~;9 .. 'e 3
3.. Data
Data Sheet
S~ ... t

3
3

ff,
s
99
f{3=--=--=4.6mc
f,=--== 4.6 mc
1.95
Ss
1.95
is recorded
rc<:orded in
in column
column 9.
9.
and is
10. f,f,. is
is determined
determine<! as
as follows:
follows;
Step 10.
fT
f,. =
= Sfp
SfB or
or Po
{J~ fp
is
fT =
=20x4.6=92mc
f~
20 X 4 . 6 = 92 mc
is entered in
in column
column 10.
10. Note
Notc that
that
and is
f'l' = {Jf cannot
cannOt be
be used
used in
in this
this case
case bebefT=Pf
cause Pp =
= IPOl/lpI
1{J"l/lfJ! isis less
less than
than 3.
3. Note
Nare
thar fT
iT isis 92
92 mc
mc or
or considerably
considerably
also, that
higher than the
the 45
45 mc
mc estimated
estimated under
under
higher
"Conditions:'
“Conditions.”
Step
STep 11.
11. /PI
I{JI isis determined
determined at
at 50
50 mc
me
as follows:
ff
50
50
s=- -= 10.5.
s=--=--=
10.5.
fp
4.5
ffi
4.5

SS(( 10.5
10.5)) is
is then
then located
located on
on the
the horizontal
horizontal
axis in
2, and
and proceeding
proceeding from
from
in Figure
Figure 2,
this
to the
the curve,
curve, PP isis
this point,
point, vertically,
vertically, to
read
read on the
the curve.
curve. Then,
Then,

This
data is entered in column 4.
ntis dara
Step. j
5.. Compute the magnitude of
of ti
{J
as follows:
follows:

100-j1.3

2.2K+16 2.2K+il.1K .((0_1880

2.2K

Rs=--=4440
R . = - - =--=4
0

Subtracting R terms and j
arately :
ararely:
R
340 - j879

J
.

Using
OJ and
alld
Using l'quations
equations for Q
Q between 0.1
10;
10:

fi=
P=

1002
1.3 2
100’
1.3’
888,200
888,200

=9.4
=
9.4
10,000
This data
data is
is recorded
recorded in
in column
column 5.
5.
This
{J" and a,,
a" are measured
measured directly
directly
Step 6. P,,
6.
on the
(he 275-A
275-A and
and recorded
recorded in
in column
column 6.
on
STep 7. The
The ratio
ratio PP isis determined
determined as
as
Step
follows:
fi..
20
Po
20
- -= 2.13.
P=--=--=2.13.
p=9.4
pfi . 9.4
ratio is
is recorded
re<orded in
in column
column 7.
7.
This ratio
Step 8.
8. The ratio
rado PP is
is located
located on
on the
the
in Figure
Figure 22 and
and SS isis determined
determined
curve in
to be 1.95.
1.95. Record
Record SS in
in column
column 8.
8.
to
f{J is
is computed as
as follows:
follows:
Step 9. fp

RI'
R,,
2.2K
Q=--- - ==2
Q
=-=
2
XI'
l.l K
XI,
1.1K

Rl'
R,,

+ 879 2

+

IfiI=J

1/31 =

hir

Computing
Computing Q:
Q:

+ X2

340 2

IfiI=
1/
31 =

R.=R
100
Rs
= R,r =
= 100
lOO-j1.3.
hhi,,
= 100
- j1.3.
ll.=

,

RECT. Z
0, X,

R2

=

X,.
7.5K
XI,
7.5K
less than
0.1::
Using
equations
for
Using equations for Q
Q less
than 0.1
10,000
R r,2
10,000
-- - - = -xs - . = -R,,2
X
-=
j 1 .j1.3
3
XI'
7,500
XI,
7,500

recorded in
in column
column 2.
2.
rc<:orded
Step 3.
3. The
The data
data in
in column
column 2 is
is conconStep
to rectangular
rectangular coordinates,
coordinates, series
series
verted to
verred
impedance, by
by means
means of II.a series-parallel
series-parallel
impedance,
conversion charr
chart or
or the following
following comcomconversion
putations.
putations.

,

=
Ilfil
P1 =

100
100

Q~-=-=0.0133
Q=---=0.0133

In
In some
some instances,
instances, specifically
specifically in
in the
the
case
caseof
of aa transistor
transistor with
with aa 6db~pcr-octuve
6db-pet-octave
common
common base
base currem
current gain
gain cutoff,
cutoff, K
K is
is
unity
unity and
and the
the etjuation
equation in
in (12)
(12) be<:ornes:
becomes:
fa
fa =ffJ
= fp (I
( 1+f3,,).
+Pi,). IfIf eithcr
either K
K or
or fer
fa arc
are
known,
known, the
the other
other may
may be
be computed.
computed.
f{3 ((1
I + PfJo)
Kf
o ) and
and can
can be
be comcomKfol
a ==fp
pUted
puted from
from the
the data
data in
in columns
columns I1 and
and 99
of
of the
the data
data sheet.
sbeet. To
To check
check an
an assumed
assumed
value
value of
of onc
one variable,
variable, the
the etjuation
equation h
f, ==
0'"
Kfa , may
aoKfa,
may be
be used?
used.2 K isis aa function
function
of
of the
the manufacturing
manufacturing process
process and
and may
may
be
1.0. However,
However, K
K does
does not
not
be from
from 0.4
0.4 to
to 1.0.
vary
vary appreciably
appreciably from
from cransistor
transistor to
to trantransistor
sistor of
of the
the same
same manufacturing
manufacturing procprocess,
ess, having
having aa value
value of
of 0.822
0.822 for
for uniform
uniform
impurity
impuritydensity.
density. The
The value
value drops
drops funher
further
for
for accelerating
accelerating'"built-in"
“built-in”fields
fields or
or "drift"
“drift”
cransistots.
transistors.
Example
Example
The
The method
method and
and step-by-step
step-by-step proprocedure
cedure described
described above
above are
are used ill
in the
following
following example
example to
to measure
measure and
and comcompute
pute parameters
parameters ffl,
fp, ffT,
P, and
and Kf
Kfa,
for
T , {J,
a , for
aa typical
typical transistOr.
transistor. Dam
Data obtained
obtained from
from
dlcse
these measuremenrs
measurements and
and cOmputations
computations
isis recorded
recorded on
on the
the data
data sheet
sheet in
in Figure
Figure 3.
3.
Specificatiom:
Specifications:
{Jo
Po =1')
=I5
ffTT
==45
45 me
mc (estimated)
(estimated)
con4!itions:
Conditions:
0.2fT ==9.0
9.0 me
mc
ff
==0.2f'l'
ffo
== \000
cps
1ooocps
o
V C B =6v
=Gv
VCR
IE =
= 1.0
Lorna.
I~
rna.
Step
Step 1.
1. hI.
hi, and
and hhib
are measured
measured on
on the
n, are
250-A
250-A in
in terms
terms of
of R
R,r and
and c,,,
C,, and
and the
the
values
values arc
are recorded
recorded in
in column
column I1 on
on the
the
data sheet.
sheet.
data
Step 2.
2. The
The C
C,r, reading
reading is
is convened
converted to
to
Step
11
x,; (XI'
(X, ==and Rl'
R, and
and X
X,p are
are
X,,;
- - )) and
2rrfc
27tfc

+

P

hi!,

Computing
Computing Q:
Q:
RI'
R,,

="!! - - - .

IP
01
Ifi.1
IP\
I{JI =-=
= -- =
PP

20
1.
--=
= 1.8.
l.8. P
{J isis recorded
recorded in
in column
column 111.
10.5
105

0

,

1.95

•

"

"

•••

"

SOMC

",

Kf"

92MC

'.0

115MC

"

BOONTON
B
OONTON

Step
a or
Step 12.
12. Kf
Kfa
or fa
fa isis determined
determined as
as
follows:
follows:
Kf
a ==fl3
Kfa
fB (1(1 fJo)
Po)==4.5
4.5 xx 21
21 =
=9S
95 me
mc
Rewrd
Record Kf
K faa in
in column
column 12.
12.
This
This indicates
indicates toat
that K
K must
must be
be known
known
to
to determine
determine f.a
faor
or vice
vice versa.
versa. If
If the
the base
base
layer
layer of
of tois
this transistor
transistor isis roe
the uniform
uniform
impuriry
K ==0.822.
0.822. Then,
Then,
impurity type,
type, K
4.Sx21
45x21
f.fa
a ==
= IISmc.
115 mc.
0.822
0.822

(2
( 2 ))
Since,
1,
Since, typically,
typically, h,b
h,b
1, (I-h'l')
(l-h,h)
’= I,
1, and
and hhob
hrh <
< I,1, under
under smallsmalloh h,~
signal,
signal, low-frequency
low-frequency conditions,
conditions, equaequation
tion (2)
( 2 ) may
may be
be reduced
reduced 10
to equation
equation
(3)
( 3 ) which
which results
results in
in an
an error
error of
of 10%
10%
for
for aa ==0.99
0.99 and
and decreases
decreases with
with aa dedecrease
a:
crease in
in a:
hih
h"
hi,
hi, W --hih ( 1 + P ) (3)
(3)
hl.=hh-~---:::::hlb(l+13)
I-a
1-a

«< <
<<

-=

f;gu,e
g P..
,omel...
Figure 4.
4. T,.....;<lO,
Trunsistor Switchi..
Switching
Parameters

Gm,·
Gmt*

{3..
Po

Gm,=
Gmt= hi,.
hi,

hj,,= h", (I
Gmj=

(8)

+ 1{3..I)

1{3..1
h", (I +1{3.I)

(3)
~--

(9)

h ll,

h lb can be measured direcrly on the
275-A.
Gm,
follows:
Gmt is derived as follows:

-

8,.
Gm,=---=

oVI ..

hrh- 1

hhie
,=--------r, =
(l-a)
( 1-a (I-h
( l-hrh)
$- hob hib
rb ) +hooh
lb

(4
( 4))

Under the
the assumptions
assumptions and
and within
within the
the
Under
limits of
of error
error ser
set forth
forth for
for equation
equation (3),
(3),
limits
equation (4)
( 4 ) may
may be
be similarly
similarly reduced
reduced
equation
to equation
equation (S):
(5) :
ro

,-

1
hic%
( I+fJ)
t P )
h,,,~--::::::
-- (l
(5)
(5)
1-a
I-a
Additional paramerers
parameters t"
t,, If,
tf, (Figure
(Figure
Additional
4 ) and
and Gmj
Gmt may
may be
be determined
determined as
as folfol4)
4
lows.4
lows.
~

N

Jr

IC(sac.)
(sat. )
Ie
Rise rime
time (t,)
( t,)
Rise

E0.8
0.8
8!!!

I B 2vfT

(6)
(6)

IC

P D C at
at operating
operating currene
current range.
range.
"- ==13TK'
IB

'"

tf
"
13c

P C off
off

tf
rf~

0.8
0.8

f,

277 f T
27T

(7)
(7)

“PCoff"
off” isis the
the (Urn-off
turn-off circuit
circuit 13,
P, using
using
"Pc
4, and
and can
can be
be
the circuir
circuit in
in Figure
Figure 4,
the
measured on
on the
the 275-A
275-A by
by adjusting
adjusting to
to
measured
4
the proper
proper de
dc bias
bias poinr.
point.4
the

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

This is
is the
rhe case
case when
when the
the measurements
measuremems
This
on the
the 275-A
275-A Transistor
Transistor Test
Test
are made
made on
are
the accuracy
accuracy of
of 113,,1 is
is (0.6
(0.6 f
Set, where
where the
Set,
30/fJ)%
or usually
usually less
less than
rhan 2%.
2%. The
The
3
0 / P ) % or
ratio P
P=
= IPol/lPI
I~"I/IPI is
is employed
employed to
to take
rnke
ratio
care of
of the
the possibility
possibiliry that
that the
the measured
measured
care
O.2fT (as
(as per
per the
rhe published
published specificsptX"ific/pat
3 at 0.2fT
ations or
or estimate)
estimate) faIls
falls above
above the
Ihe 6db6dbations
and to
to preclude
preclude the
the
per-OCtave slope,
slope, and
per-octave
nn additional
addifional measurement.
measuremem.
need for
for an
need
This actually happened
happened in
in the
the example
example
optimum accuracy,
accuracy, the
the
For optimum
given above. For
ratio PP should be
be greater
greater than
than 33 and
and ff
for the
the average
average
nor exceed 0.5 fT
fT for
should not
transistOr.
transistor.
of the
the high-frequency
high-frC<Juency
The accuracy of
measurements is
is dependent
dependent upon
upon
/?f3 ((h,,.)
hf,) measurements
rhe RX
RX Meter
Meter accuracy
accuracy equations
l-'(juations (See
(See
the
10 and 11
II of
of the
rhe 250-A
250-A instruction
instruCiion
pages 10
pages
relationship:
book.) and the relationship:
book.)

+

++

Determining
Determining Parameters
Parameters hhi,,
t,, tr.
tf,
io , t"
Gmt,
Gmt, hi~'
h,,, and
and h,~
hfc
Transisror
Transistor parameters
parameters hie.
hie, hie
hi, and
and hhi,
r,may
may be
be readily
readily calculated
calculated from
from direct
direct
measurements
a, 13,
P, and
and hhih
on the
the
measurements of
of a,
lb on
Transistor
Transistor Test
Test Ser:
Set:99
hib
h.IC =
h.1, =
hl~
-hll'
--.,---.,----.,--.,----(1-0:)
(1-a) (I-h'h)
(l-hrh) +o..bh
+hobhihn,

RADIO
R
ADIO

Ok

Olio

0110

all,

oV,,..

oV,,,,

---,---=

Since 13 =

av""

01"

- - and hl~ = - - - ,
alb

alb

{3P

Gmt=-.
Gm,=--_
hie
An example of the procedure
procedure for determining t,,
tf, and Gmt
Gmt will not
termining
t,. tf,
nor be
discussion.
included in
in this discussion.

h,.

Accuracy
and limitations
Accuracy and
Limitations
It is
is obvious
obvious from
Ir
from the
rhe equations
equations prepresented in
in the
the foregoing
foregoing procedure,
procedure, that
thar
senced
the accuracy
accuracy of
of 113~1
lPoi isis of
of prime
prime imimrhe
portance,
since all
all of
of the
the parameters;
patameters; fo,
fl3,
portance, since
t,, tf, P, and Kf,a are based on the
ffT,
T , rro th 13, and Kfa arc b.1Sed on rhe
= IfJ.
IPol/lPI.
If the
accuracy of
ratio PP =
. I/I13I. If
the accuracy
of
ratio
IP,, can
can be
made to
exceed the
IfJol
be made
to exceed
the accuracy
accuracy
of all
all other
other measurements,
overall
of
measuremems, the
the overall
accuracy will
be improved
improved accordingly.
accordingly.
accuracy
will be
‘Pointed
out hy
by H
Thanos, RCA,
Someruille, N.
J.
'Po;~ld 0'"
H.. Tboo""
RCA, $,,",;,.-.110.
N.}.

44

L

hl p -h
hie
hihl1 >
h=
,.=--hf,
h..
hih
values of
of hi,,,
hl)" which
which is
is usuusuFor most values
rcsistiVl:~, 33%
accuracy isis abput
ab9ut averavetally resistive,
% accuracy
hi,' 5%
5% accuracy
accuracy can
can be
be exex·
For hi,
age. For
pe<:tcd. Generally, accuracies
accuracies better
berter than
than
pected.
10% can be
be expected for
for hf,.
h r,.. Since
Since the
the
10%
hi" and hih
h l1 \ real
real and imaginary
imaginary terms
terms are
are
hi,
in R,,
RI' and
and
potential errors
errors in
in quadrature, potential
C,,
CI' are not
not directly
directly additive,
additive, but
but are
are aa
funCiion RMS of
of the
the respective
respective errors.
errors.
function
of this
this proproThe above discussion of
of the
the limitalimitacedure also considers some of
tion imposed by
by the
the original
original assumption
assumption
tion
that
hfe) adheres strictly
fJ ((h".)
strictly to
to the
rhe 6db6dbthat P
per-octave
off common to
to R-C
R·C filters.
filters.
per-octave fall
fall off
Another
Another important
important consideration
considerarion ininvolves
of the
the jigs
jigs for
for the
the RX
RX
volves the design of
Meter
Metcr measurements. Good
Good high-frehigh-frequency techniques
must be
be
rechniques and
and practice
practice must
followed to
to achieve the
the accuracies
accuracies menmentioned.
to
tioned. Figure
Figure 55 suggests
suggests aa jig
jig design
desi!;n to
minimize
minimize most
most of
of the
the problems
problems encounencountered. It
It is
is also possible
possible to
to “calibrate
"calibrate out”
out"
RX
RX Meter
Meter and jig
jig residuals
residuals by
by means
means of
of
the technique
technique described on
on page
page 44 of
of
Notebook
Notebook number
number 22,
22, when
when making
making
measurements above
above 20
20 mc.
mc.
The accuracy
accuracy of
of t,t, and
and titf isis affected
affected by
by
the variation
variation of
of /PI
1131 as
as aa function
funCiion of
of the
rhe
current
the transistor
transistOr
currene range
range over which
which the
is to be
be operated. Improved
Improved accuracy
accuracy
can
be obtained
obtained ifif lPol
113,,1 readings
readings are
are
can be
taken
raken at
at points
points approximating
approximating A,
A, B,
B, and
and
C
in Figure
Figure 6,
6, and
and the
the results
results are
arc averaverC in
aged.
If itir is
is found
found that
rhat the
the bias
bias current
current
aged. If
for
IP"I average
average is
is such
such that
that hih
h u, isis below
below
for lPoi
the
of the
the RX
RX Meter,
Meter, aa convenient
convenient
[he range
range of
bias
current can
can be
be used
used and
and ffTT can
can be
be
bias current
corrected
by
the
ratio
of
IPo/
at
corrected by the racio of 113,,1 ar the
rhe
current
current of
of the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter measurement
measurt:mem
to
JPol
average.
If
10 1.8,,1 average. If /pol
113..1proves
proves to
to be
be

i
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quite
quite conscant
constant as
as aa function
function of
of bias
conditions,
conditions, which
which isis the
the case
case for
for well
well
designed
designed switching
switching units,
units, corrections
corrections are
are
nOt
not necessary
necessary and
and accuracies
accuracies better than
than
20%
20% can
can be
be expected,
expected.
Still
acStill another
another step
step may
may be
be taken
taken if accuracies
curacies greater
greater than
than (hose
those already
already menmendoned
tioned ace
are desired.
desired. If
If the
the frequency
frequency
charaCteristics
characteristics of
of the
the tcansistor
transistor are
are such
such
that
S = f/fp = 0.1, f isis ~OO
500 kc
that when
when S=f/f/3=O.I,
or
or greater,
greater, aa l.8nl measurement
measurement may be
made
made on
on the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter at
at ~OO
500 kc.
kc. The
The
1.801
lpol measurements
measurements on
on both
both instruments
instruments
(2~0-A
(250-A and
and 27~-A)
275-A) can
can then
then be comcompared
pared and
and aa correction
correction faCtor
factor computed.
computed.
See
See the
the broken-line
broken-line curve
curve in
in Figure 2.
2.
This
This corre<:tion,
correction, applied
applied to
to subsequent
subsequent
.8B measurements
measurementson
on the
the 2~0·A,
250-A. will
will yield
vield
improved accuracies.

5. R. B y r and J. P . Van Duyne, “ A Transistor
Test Set, Notebook No. 24, Winter, 19GO.

6 . G . P. McCasland, “Transistor Measurements With
The HP-VHF Bridge,” Notebook No. 19, Fall,
1958.
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20, Winter, 1959.
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4 6 , p p . 1166-1 176: June, 1958.
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Parameters, Electronics, April I , I9S7, p p . 188
and 190.

Diode
Measurements on the
Diode Measurements
Transistor Test Set Type 275-A
WILLARD J. CERNEY, Sales
Sale5 Engineer
E11gi11eer
There
instances in diode
There are
are many instances
applications
applications when it is desirable to know
the AC impedance
impedance of the diode as well
examples of
as the DC resistance.
resistance. A few examples
[hesc
these applications
applications are:
are:
L
1. When a diode is used as a limiter
or clipper.
2. When a Zener diode is used as a
voltage
voltage regulatOr
regulator and the AC impedance
is
is of imporrance.
importance.
3.
rhe design
3. When diodes
diodes are used in the
of power supply circuits.
circuits. Here, knowing
rhe
the AC impedance of diodes will be of
value in designing
designing ripple suppression
and
networks.
and low-frequency
low-frequency coupling networks.
The terms and expressions
expressions used in
I.
[his
this acricle
article are
are defined in Figure 1.
Typical
INI~22 diode at
Typical values for a 1N1522
0 on the diode
points A, B, C, and D
curve
I, are given in the
curve in Figure 1,
cable
table below.

diode measurements
measurements on
on the
the 275-A
275-A isis
diode
below. Before
Before aa diode
diode isis connected
connea:ed
given below.
275-A, the
the
across the
the terminals
terminals of
of the
the 275-A,
be set
set up
up in
in accordance
accordance
controls should be
with the initial
initial set up
up procedure
procedure to
to preprewith
or the
[he
vent damage to
to the
the instrument
instrumem or
vent
of the
the measuremeasure·
diode under
under test.
rest. All
All of
be limited
limited to
to 100
100 milliammilliamments must
must be
ments
is used.
used.
peres unless
unless external equipment
equipment is
peres
be taken
taken not
not to
to short
shorr the
the EE
Care should be
as this
this might
might result
result in
m
and C terminals
terminals as
27~-A panel
panel meter.
meter.
to the
the 275-A
damage to

EX
ex
=~
Point Volts
Volts DC Res,
Res. =§..AC
=-AC
Res. =IIx
X

A
86

,-

FiguIII 6. Typical
f30 v...... I, .....,.
,r mining f30 A.v.,..ge
Average
",;"i"g

PO

f",

De'er_

Conclusion
Conclusion
W e have
have shown
shown that
that aa cransistor
transistor curcurWe
rent gain
gain charaCteristic
characteristic can
can be
be readily
readily
rent
determined for
for [he
the common
common emitter
emitter con·
condetermined
figuration using
using [he
the 275-A
275-A Transistor
Transistor
figuration
Test Set
Set and
and the
the 250-A
250-A RX
RX Meter.
Meter. Since
Since
Test
RF measurements,
measurements, with
with this
this procedure,
procedure,
Rf
are made
made at
at 0.2f
0.2fT,
devices with
with fT's
fT’s up to
to
are
T, devices
1.25 kmc
kmc can
can be
be accommodated.
accommodated.
1.25
The author
author wishes
wishes to
to thank
thank Mc.
Mr. C.
C. D.
D.
TIle
Simmons of
of the
the Philco
Philco Corp.,
Corp., Mr.
Mr. H.
H.
Simmons
Thanos of
of RCA,
RCA, and
and the
the BRC
BRC EngineEngineThanos
ering Departmem
Department for
for their
their assistance
assistance
ering
during the
the preliminary
preliminary search
search for
for mamaduring
for this
this artide.
article.
terial for
terial

c
C
D

-8.2
-8.2
-6
-6
+7
+2
+2

+'

820
7200
1200
20
78
18
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JX

0.2

,

6700
6'00
1
0.5

Transistor Test Set
The TransistOr
Sel Type 275-A
may be used to measure the DC
IX forward
resistance and
and the forward biased AC
resiscance
resistance of all
all diodes,
diodes, directly and
resistance
simply, within the current and impedsimply,
ance ranges of the instrument
( 0 to
insuument (0
ance
100 MA.
0.3 to 3000 ohms). Some
100
MA. and 0.3
of the high-current
diodes may also be
high-current diodes
be
measured using external equipment. In
measured
In
addition, (he
the 275-A
275-A may be used to
measure the
the DC
IX breakdown
breakdown voltage
voltage and
and
measure
resistance and
and the
resistance
the AC
AC resistance
resistance of
of Zener
Zener
or Regulator
Regulator diodes
diodes at
or
at any
any point.
point.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
MEASUREMENT
PROCEDURE
A
step-by-step procedure
A step-by-step
procedure for
for making
making
5
5

Ve
V. = 1A...I"..,II.! region,
,.g'e". commonly
,o",,,,only referred
,.I.".d toIe
as
voltage
". the
II,• •
ol'og. breakdown
b,.okdown or
"r Zener point.
point.
Actually
Adually the exoct
.~ad voltage
vol'"g. and
ond current
,u".nt
points
poi"t. are
0'. defined
d.fin.d arbitrarily.
",b",o'Uy.
n
DC
DC Resistance
R.,;.lo"•• = Resistance
hu.,o",. at0' any
o"y point
poi"1 oe"
Ex
curve
as
(u",. =
a, shown
>1>0"" above.
abov•.
Ix
AC
AC Resistance
R.,;uo".. = Impedance
t",p.d""'8 at
"t any
onr point
poin' on
On

=

.,

l.n.,

,h.

=

=--

" = e.

A€
fiE

••

AI
fiJ

ix

,.."'. = __ or0' _ _ as
". shown
,hown above.
obo ••.

curve

"

Figure
"9"'. 1.
J. Diode
Oiode Curve
C,,'v.

Initial
Initial Set
Set Up
Up Procedure
Procedure

1.
1. Set the
the a-hih-p
a: ·h l h-f3 Selector
Selector to
to the
the hit,
h lh
position.
position.
2.
2. Set
Set the
the SET-CHECK-MIN
SET-CHECK-MIN switch
switch to
to
the
the SET
SET position.
position.
3.
3. Set
Set the
the Meter
Meter switch
switch to
to the
the VCR
V"' 1'1 posiposition.
tion.
4.
4. Turn
Turn the
the VCB
Veil Volts
Volts Range
Range Selector
Sc1e<:tor
C B control
and
and the
the VV<'u
comrol fully
fully counterclockcounterdock-

BOONTON
B
OONTON

wise;
wise; Le.,
i.e., VCR
VCB=
=O.0.
5.5. Set
Set the
the Meter
Meter switch
switch to
to the
the It-;
11.:posiposicion.
tion.
Forward
Forward Biased
BiasedMeasurements
Measurements
(All
(All Diodes)
Diodes)
To
To measure
measure IX
DC forward
forward resistance
resistance
and
and AC
AC resistance
resistance when
when forward
forward biased,
biased,
set
set up
up the
the instrument
instrument controls
controls in
in accord·
accordance
ance with
with the
the initial
initial set
set up
up procedure
procedure
then
then proceed
proceed as
as follows:
follows:
1.1. Connect
Connect the
the dicxle
diode to
to be
be measured
measured bebetween
B on
on the
the 275·A.
275-A.
tween terminals
terminals EE and
and B
2.2. Set
Set the
the l~:
IP; controls
controls for
for the desired
desired
biasing
biasing currem.
current.
3.3. Set
Set the
the SET-CHECK-MIN
SET-CHECK-MIN switch
switch co
to
the
the CHECK
CHECK position
position and
and the
the NPN·
NPNPNP
PNP switch
switch co
to the
the position
position that
that gives
gives
the
the highest
highest reading
reading on
on the
the panel
panel meter.
meter.
4.
4. Connect
Connect an
an external
external DC
D C VTVM
VTVM
(such
(such as
as the
the HP
H P 412A)
412A) across
across the
the dicxle
diode
under
under test.
test.
5.5. Set
Set the
the SET·CHECK-MIN
SET-CHECK-MIN switch
switch co
to
the
the MIN
MIN position
position and
and read
read the
the VTVM
VTVM
and
and I,,:.
IE.The
The IX
DC forward
forward resistance
resistance equals
equals
the
the VTVM
VTVM reading
reading divided
divided by
by the
the It:
I1.:
reading.
reading.
6.6. Set
Set the
the Meter
Meter switch
switch to
to rhe
the MIN
MIN
position
1 11 > dial
position and
and adjust
adjust the
the 1'hih
dial for
for aa
null
null meter
meter reading.
reading.
7.7. The
The hit,
hih reading
reading isis the
the small
small signal
signal
forward
forward biased
biased AC
AC resistance.
resistance.
Reversed
Reversed Biased
BiasedMeasurements
Measurements
(Zener
(Zener or
or Regulator
Regulator Diodes)
Diodes)

If the
the breakdown
breakdown voltage
voltage of
of the
the Zener
Zener
If
or Regulacor
Regulator diode
diode to
to be
be measured
measured isis less
less
or
than 66 volts
volts IX,
DC, perform
perform the
the following
following
than
procedure in
in addition
addition to
to the
the procedure
procedure
procedure
for the
the forward
forward biased
biased measurements.
measurements.
for
Set the
the Meter
Meter switch
switch to
to the
the h:
IIc posiposi1.1. Set
tion.
rion.
Set the
the It:
IIc conrrols
controls for
for the
the desired
desired
2.2. Set
biasing current.
current.
biasing
Setthe
the NPN·PNP
NPN-PNP switch
switch to
to the
the posi.
posi3.3. Set
in
tion opposire
opposite co
to lhat
that used
used in
in step
step 33 in
rion
the forward
forward biased
biased measurement
measurement proprothe
cedure.
cedure.
Read the
the external
external VTVM
VTVM and
and I".
I,,;.
4.4. Read
The DC
DC breakdown
breakdown resistance
resistance equals
equals
5.5. The
the VTVM
VTVM reading
reading divided
divided by
by the
the It:
I,.:
the
reading.
reading.
Set the
the Meter
Meter switch
switch to
to the
the MIN
MIN
6.6. Set
position and
and adjust
adjust rhe
the hhi,,
dial for
for aa
position
ll , dial
null meter
meter reading.
reading.
null
The hhih
reading isis the
the breakdown
breakdown or
or
7.7. The
lh reading
operating AC
AC resistance.
resistance.
operating
of rhe
the Zener
Zener
If the
the breakdown
breakdown voltage
voltage of
If
or Regulacor
Regulator dicxle
diode isis greater
greater than
than 66
or
volts DC,
DC, perform
perform the
the following
following proprovolts
cedure in
in addition
addition to
to rhe
the procedure
procedure for
for
cedure
forward biased
biased measurements.
measurements.
forward
Set the
theSET-CHECK·MIN
SET-CHECK-MIN switch
switch to
to
I.1. Set

the
the SET
SET posicion.
position.
2.
the dicxle
connection from
from
2. Change
Change the
diode connection
the
B
terminal
to
rhe
C
terminal
on
the
the B terminal to the C terminal on the
275·A.
the connection
connection at
at
275-A. Do
Do not
not disturb
disturb the
the
the E
E terminal.
terminal.
3.
Meter switch
switch to
to the
the IE
h: posiposi·
3. Set
Set the
the Meter
rion.
tion.
4.
IF. controls
comtoIs for the desired
4. Set the IE
biasing current.
5. Set the NPN·PNP
to the
NPN-PNP switch to
position opposite to
to that used in step
srep
33 in the forward biased measurement
procedure.
6.
to
6. Set the SET·CHECK·MIN
SET-CHECK-MIN switch to
the
the MIN position.
7. If the IE
18 reading on the panel meter
merer
increases,
increases, tum
turn the VI'"
VCRcomrol
control clockwise
until the meter indicates
indicares the
rhe desired
biasing current.
current.
8.
It:.
8. Read
Read rhe
the external VTVM
VTVM and 11.;.
9.
9. The
The DC breakdown resistance equals
the
It:
the VTVM
VTVM reading divided by the 1,:
reading.
reading.
10.
tne MIN
10. Set
Set the
the Meter switch to the
position and adjusr
adjust the hit,
hih dial for a
null
null meter reading.
It.
11. The
The hhib
ll • reading is the breakdown
or
resistance,
or operating AC resistance.
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Measuring Tetrode
Tetrode
Measuring
Transistors
Transistors
on the
the 275-A
275-A
on
Terrade transistors
transistors can
can be
be convenconven·
Tetrode
iently and
and directly measured
measured on
on the
the
iently
Transisror Test
Test Set Type
Type 275-A
275·A with
with the
the
Transistor
accuracies specified
specified for
for standard
standard
same accuracies
rricxle units,
units, by
by employing
employing aa simple
simple exex·
triode
The correct
correct
meter and bias
bias supply.
supply. The
ternal meter
connections for
for this
this measurement
measurement are
are
in the
the figure
figure below.
below. After
Alter the
the
shown in
connenions are
are made
made to
to the
the 275-A,
275·A, the
the
connections
h:, VCIc,
V('l" and
and IIts
I"" in
in the
the external bias
bias
I],;,
set to
ro the
the desired
desired values
values and
and
supply are set
operated in
in the
the normal
normal
275·A is operated
the 275-A
{3. and
and hit,.
h ll ,.
manner to
to measure
measure Eco; ,, p,
manner

E

0

C

275-A
TERM I NALS

Measuremenn
Measurements Above 100
100 MA.

To
To measure diodes
diodes above 100 milliamperes on the 275·A,
275-A, proceed as folfol·
amperes
lows :
lows:
1. Connect
Connect an
an external power supply as
I.
shown in
in Figure 5 on page 10
shown
10 of
of the
rhe
275-A instruction
instruction book.
book. The resistance
275·A
the supply should
should be high (constant
of the
current) so
so that it does not shunt down
current)
diode impedance.
impedance.
the dicxle

8
ELIMI'NATE

(APPROX.)

cI

Conneciions
r Measuring
Co""eCl;O'" 10'
M.... U'inll
on the
Ill. 275-A
275-A

iro
Transistors
ret'o<I.
r"",.iuo ..

In
In making
making these
these measurements, the
rhe
following notes
nOtes should be observed:
observed:
1.
I. The external bias
bias supply impedance
impedance
should be very large with
with respect
respect to
to hit,
h lh
in order to reduce
reduce the
the loading
loading effect
effect of
of
the bias supply on the hil,
h ll, reading.
reading.
2.
2. B,,
B" R1,
Rio R-,
R", and
and MI
M l in
in the
the figure
figure
should be selected to
to give the
the desired
desired
current range and
and at the
the same time
time propro·
vide the very large
large impedance required
required
Der
1. If
If it is
is not possible
possible to
to select
select
per Note 1.
balues
R 2 that
thar are much
much larger
larger
values of
of R1
R l and Rg
than
the effect
effect of
of the
the external
external comcom·
than hil,,
h lh, the
ponents may be determined by
by calculation as follows:
follows:

Figure 2.
2 . Conn.Clion.
Connections 10'
for M....UI;ng
Measuring Oiod••
Diodes
Figu,.
Above 100
100 MA.
MA.
Abo~.

2. Connect
Connect the dicxle
diode to be tested and
2.
the choke
choke to
to the
the 275-A
275-A terminals as
the
2.
shown in
in Figure
shown
Figure 2.
3. Follow
Follow the
the procedure
procedure for
for forward
3.
forw:l.fd
biased measurements.
measurements.
biased

•
6

Equivalent
E"ui~ol.n' Circuii
Ci,co,it

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

+

+
+

h jb
(R 1 + R~+ M 1
B1 )
Solving for h jh:
hu,~7" (R1
R~
M 1 Bd
hjt.=

+ +

(R ,

+ R~+ M j +

B j ) -hjh~7"

Note: B\ and M j can usually be
chosen to be negligible compared to R j
and R~.
Typical measuremencs for a 3N36

tetrode
are:
tetrode transistOr
transistor are:
V(,HI
VCR, =
= 55V
v
IE
15M1\..
IE =
= 1.5MA.
I[I~ =
O.9IMA.
IR2
=0.91MA.
12
hr. =
= 12
hi,
h
n , = 0.9227
hfr,
0.9227
h u, =
hih
= 28 ohms
Typical
values for
for external
external bias
bias used
used
Typical values
in the above
measurements are:
above measurements
10K ohms
R
1 =
RI
= 10Kohms
R~
R2 =
= 2.2K ohms
M 1 =0-2MA.
=0·2MA.
M1
Bj =
=2V
B1
2V

the San
San Fernando
Fernando Sub-section
Sub-Section which
which
the
now has
has 1500
1500 members.
members. He
He also
also has
has
now
been an
an Amateur
Amateur Radio
Radio enthusiast
enthusiast since
since
been
is holder
holder of
of Radio
Radio Amateur
Amateur
1930 and
and is
1930
W6GFY.
License
License W6GFY.
The Van
Van Groos
Groos Company
Company has
has built
built
The
irs success in
in the
the electronic
electronic test
test equipequipits
mcnr field
field by
by emphasizing service
service comcom·
ment
bined with
with integrity.
integrity. W
We
at BRC
BRC proudly
proudly
bined
e at
the Van
Van Groos Company
Company for
for their
their
salute the
to our
our many
many valued
valued
faithful service
service to
faithful
cusromers throughout
throughom California.
California.
customers
~

~~

NOTE
SERVICE NOTE

MEET
M E E T OUR
O U R REPRESENTATIVES
VAN
VAN GROOS
GROOS COMPANY
COMPANY
The
The Van
Van Groos
Groos Company
Company was
was formed
formed
in
in 1945
1945 by
by J.J. c.
C. Van
Van Groos
Groos and
and prespresemly
ently operates
operates with
with hcadquarters
headquarters in
in
WoOO.land
Woodland Hills,
Hills, California
California and
and aa branch
branch
office
office in
in Los
Los Altos.
Altos.
"Van
“Van” grew
grew up
up with
with the
the West
West Coast
Coast
electronics
electronics business.
business. He
He began
began his
his engi·
engineering
neering career
career at
at the
the University
University of
of Cal·
California.
ifornia. Later
Later on
on he
he was
was Maintenance
Maintenance
Engineer
Engineer for
for the
the McClatchey
McClatchey Broadcast·
Broadcasting
ing Chain
Chain and
and prior
prior to
to World
World War II
I1
he
he emered
entered the
the sales
sales engineering
engineering field
field in
in
California.
California. During
During t{le
the lauer
latter part
part of
of the
the
War,
War, he
he was
was in
in charge
charge of
of ground
ground
electronic
electronic equipment
equipment at
at all
all Naval
Naval
Air Stations.
Stations.
Air
n

-

first
this mobile unit was used to
first year this
demonstrate
15,000 engidemonstrate to more than 15,000
neers
neers in the California area.
area. The "Groos·
“Groosvagen"
vagen” was so effective, in fact, that in
1958
pUI into
inw
1958 the Van Groos
Groos Company
Company put
service
service anO£her
another mobile demonstrator
II". TIlis
known as
as "Groosvagen
“Groosvagen 11”.
This unit
was bigger and
and better with such added
features
features as a mobile telephone, air conditioning,
ditioning, and a self-contained
self-contained generator,
and
and proved ro
to be more popular than
ever
engineers. Van
ever with
with the West Coast engineers.
advises,
advises, in fact,
fact, thaI
that it has been difficult
cult to keep up with the demand for
demonstrations.
mobile demonstrations.
Since the beginning of 1960
Since
1%0 an air
conditioned service
service and calibration labconditioned
lab·
oratory, under the supervision
oratory,
supervision of
of Mr.
Me.
Vic Howard, has been in operation at
the Van
Van Groos
Groos Company's
Company’s Woodland
the
WoOO.land
office. This new facility
facility has been
Hills office.
added to
to provide local
local repair service on
added
all instrumencs
instruments wirh
with emphasis
emphasis on minimjni~
all
down-time for
for the customer.
customer.
mum down-time

of Type
Type 265-A
265-A Q
Q
Modification of
for improved
Improved Stability
Stability
Comparator for

Q Comparator
Comparator Type
Type
with Q
Beginning with
265-A,Serial
No. 70,
70,an
auxiliary mountmount265-A,
Serial No.
an auxiliary
has been
been added
added to
to the
the plugplug·
ing bracket has
in Type 520-A Oscillator
QsciJIator Inductors
Inductors to
to
in
more rigid
rigid mounting
mounting for
for the
the
provide aa more
when itit is
is plugged
plugged into
into the
[he
inductor when
circuit on the
the Detector
DctectOr Unit.
Unit.
oscillator circuit
damps the
the
The new bracket securely clamps
S20·A inductor
inductOr to
to the
the top
tOp of
of the
the DeDe520-A
[ector Unit
Unit cover so that
that itit cannot
cannot shift
shift
tector
its socket with
with vibration
vibration from
from the
the
in its
motor. Some
Some customers
custOmers
capacitor drive motor.
BRC that
lhar this
this vibration
vibration
had advised BRC
cause aa shift
shih in
in oscillator
oscillatOr
would often cause
frequency noticeable
noticeable as
as aa shift
shift in
in the
the
CRT display on
on the
the Indicator
Indicator Unit.
Unit.
In
In order to
to provide
provide a means
means whereby
whereby
this feature could be
be incorporated
incorporated into
into
equipment already
already in
in the
the field,
field, aa special
spedal
field modification kit
kit has
has been
been prepared
prepared
and distributed
distribuled to
to our representatives
representatives
and in
in some cases, directly
directly to
to our
our cuscustomers. If
If there
there are any
any owners
owners of
of Q
Q
comparators
Comparators with
with serial numbers
numbers below
below
70 who have not
not received this
this modifimodifi[hey may
may be
be obtained by
by
cation kit, they
calling or writing BRC.
BRC.

I

..

C. V""
V a n G'OOt
Groos
J.1. C.

Since irs
its inception,
inception, the
the credo
credo of
of the
the
Since
Van Groos
Groos Company
Company has
has been
been complete
complete
Van
service to
to the
the customer,
customer, and
and to
to impleimpleservice
ment this
this customer
customer service
service concept.
concept. Van
Van
ment
mobile demondemonconceived the
the idea
idea of
of aa mobile
conceived
strator to
to meer
meet rhe
the needs
needs of
of the
the dynamic
dynamic
suawr
electronic industry
industry in
in California.
California.
electronic
30-foot Flexible
Flexible bus
bus was
was
In 1956
1956 aa 30-foot
In
b’converted
converted into
into aa mobile
mobile demonstrator
demonstrator
known asas "Groosvagen".
“Groosvagen”. During
During the
the
known

,I>.

Interior of
of the vo"
V a n Grool
Groos Mobil.
Mobile Demonstrator
''''.';0'
o.>I1o"".olor
”Groosvagen I/'
II’
"G,ool.09."

his career Van has been an
During his
active member of the IRE and is curaaive
rently aa senior
senior member.
member. Two
Two years
rently
years ago
ago
he founded
founded and
and served
served as
as Chairman
Chairman o
f
of
he
77

tI,.

The N
ew Type
New
lype 520-A
S20.'" Oscillator
Ouil/olor Inductor
'"dor<lo, MountMoor"'_
ing
'''9 Bracket
Brockel

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
RADIO

TTHE
HE
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CORPORATION

and standard
standard signal
signal generators,
generalOcs, frequency
frequency
and
modularion equipment,
equipment, and
and broadcast
broadcast
modulation
monitoring equipment.
equipment.
monitoring
Mr. Byers
Byers is
is aa member
member of
of the
the Institute
Institute
Mr.
of Radio
Radio Engineers
Engineers and
and the
the American
American
of
holder of
of
Radio Relay
Relay League,
League, and
and isis holder
Radio
Amateur Radio
RadioStarion
LicenseWINXM.
\'{fINXM.
Amateur
Station License
Our congratulations
congramlarions again
again to
to Mr.
Mr.
Our
Byers. W
We
are sure
sure that
that he
he will
will make
make
Byers.
e are
Q Meter.
Meter.
use of
of the
the Q
good use

EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE
NOTE
Q
Q Meter
Meter Winner
Winner
Many
Many Notebook
Notebook readers
readers have
have written
written
to
to the
the Notebook
Notebook inquiring
inquiring about
about the
the
winning
winning cstimate
estimate in
in the
the Q
Q Mcter
Meter ConConrest
test held
held last
last March
March ar
at the
the IRE
IRE show.
show.
We
announced
the
name
of
the
W e announced the name of the winner
winner
in
in our
our Spring
Spring issue,
issue, but
but neglected
neglected to
to
give
his
estimate.
Mr.
Byers'
give his estimate. Mr. Byers’ cstimate
estimate
was
was 394.
394.
~!r.
Mr. Byers
Byers informed
informed us
us in
in aa letter
letter that
that
he
he was
was both
both pleased
pleased and
and greatly
greatly sursurprised
his
prised when
when he
he heard
heard rhe
the news
news of
of his
winning
winning the
the COntest.
contest. ··1
“I frequently
frequently use
use
both
both your
your models
models 160-A
160-A and
and 190-A
190-A in
in
working
working with
with coils
coils for
for signal
signal generagenerators,"·
tors,” he
he writes,
writes, ··but
“but your
your COntest
contest coils
coils
usually
usually bear
bear little
little resemblence
resemblence to
to coils
coils
with
with which
which II am
am familiar."
familiar.”
hIt isis odd
odd that
that Mr.
Mr. Byers
Byers should
should make
make
this
this comment,
comment, because
because we
we have
have received
received
similar
similar complaints
complaints from
from other
other contesr
contest
hopefuls.
hopefuls. Be
Be assured
assured that
that we
we have
have passed
passed
these
these complaints
complaints along
along 10
to the
the Engineers
Engineers
responsible
responsible for
for lhe
the design
design of
of rhe
the comest
contest
coils.
coils. Each
Each year,
year, however,
however, the
the coils
coils bebe-

APPOINTS N
NEW
BRC APPOINTS
EW
REPRESENTATIVES
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Witti..m
By...
William F. Byerr

come
and more
more incredible.
incredible. ApApcome more
more and
parently
they have
have become
become obsessed
wirh
parently they
obsessed with
their fiendish
fiendish task.
task.
was
Mr.
Mr. Byers,
Byers, our COntest
contest winner, was
graduated
State University
University
graduated from
from Ohio
Ohio State
with a as
Ele<:rrical Engineering in
BS in Electrical
1943.
Afrer teaching at the
rhe University
1943. After
for aa brief
brief period, he joined the General
Radio Company
Company and has been with that
Company
rhe deCompany evec
ever since,
since, engaged in the
sign and development
development of special purpose
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Boonton Radio
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Corporation isis pleased
pleased
Boonton
10 announce the
the appointment
appointment of
of the
the
to
H. Sample Company
Company and
and the
the
George H.
Company as
as sales
sales representarepresentaS. Sterling Company
tives. The George H.
H. Sample
Sample Company
Company
tives.
will be
be our exclusive representative
representative in
in
will
MdAustralia with its
its headquarters
headquarters in
in MelAustralia
bourne. The
The S. Sterling Company
Company will
will
bourne.
be our exclusive representative
representative in
in MichiMichibe
West Virginia,
Virginia, and
and sections
sections of
of Ohio
Ohio
gan, West
Pennsylvania, with
with its
irs main
main offices
offices
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Design
Q Meter
Design of a
a UHF Q

I '

CHARLES
Development Engineer
Engineer
CHARLES G.
G. GORSS,
GORSS, Development

-

With
With the
the intensive
intensive development
development preprescnlly
on in
in the
the ultra·high
ultra-high frefresently going
going on
quency
quency area
area of
of the
the frequency
frequency speetrum,
spectrum,
the
Q Meter
Meter capable
capable of
of measmeasthe need
need for
for aa Q
urements
urements in
in this
this frequency
frequency range
range has
has
become
become evident.
evident. It
It was
was inevitable
inevitable that
the
the task
task of
of designing
designing such
such an
an instrument
instrument
would
would be
be undertaken
undertaken by
by Boomon
Boonton Radio
Radio
Corporation,
of Q
Corporation, pioneer
pioneer in
in the
the field
field of
Meter
Meter design.
design.
Q
Q Meters
Meters presently
presently in
in use
use are
are limited
to
to measurements
measurements at
at frequencies
frequencies below
below
300
300 Me.
Mc. This
This limitation
limitation isis due
due mainly
to
to certain
certain design
design characceristics
characteristics inherent
inherent
in
in these
these instruments
instruments which
which have
have preprecluded
cluded the
the possibility
possibility of
of their
their use
use at
at
UHF;
UHF; namely,
namely, Ihc
the injc<tion
injection resistance
does
does not
not remain
remain constant,
constant, resulting
resulting in
in
poor
at higher
higher frequencies;
frequencies;
poor calibration
calibration at
high
high series
series inductance
inductance isis introduced
introduced ininto
to the
the measuring
measuring circuit
circuit at
at higher frefrequencies;
quencies; and
and the
the oscillator
oscillator design
design is
is
not
not suited
suited to
to UHF
UHF operacioJl.
operation.
This article
article describes
describes how
how these
these and
and
This
other design
design problems
problems were
were solved
solved by
by
other
the BRC
BRC Engineering
Engineering Department
Department durdurthe
ing tbe
the course
course of
of the
the development
development of
ing
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 280-A
280-A
the new
new UHF
UHF Q
the
and 2),
2 ) ,an
an instrument
instrument which
which
(Figures I1 and
(Figures
Q from
from 10
10 to
to 25,000
25,000 over aa
measures Q
measures
frequency range
range of
of 210
210 to
to 610
610 Mc.
Mc.
frequency
Direct Reading,
Reading, Self.Correcting
Self-correcting
Direct
Q CapQcitor
Capacitor
Q
The key
key to
to the
the development
development of
of the
the
The
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter lay
lay in
in the
the design
design of
of the
the
UHF
Q capacitor,
capacitor, for
for without
without aa workable
workable Q
Q
Q
capacitor, aa UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter would
would nOt
not
capacitor,
of aa true
true reading
reading
be practical.
practical. A
A concept
concept of
be

...

YOU WILL
WILL FIND
FIND _ . _
YOU
Design 01
of aa UHF
UHF QQ M.,.,
Meter . . . . . . . . . II
D..illn
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Figure I . UHF Q Meter Type 280-A

capacitance was sek-cred
selected for the Q
capacirance
Q capacitor design in the UHF Q Meter.
Meier.
( C ) has a series inIf a capacitor (C)
( L ) , which is characteristic of
ductance (L),
of
all capacitors,
capacitors, the equivalent capacitance
all
(C,,,,) is given by the equation:
equation:
(c.'j)
11
c,.,,== Cc X
x
,, where
c.'l
where o
w =
2 LC
1-o2LC
l-w
operating frequency times 2rr.
operating
27f_
usual case L may vary with C.
In the usual
For example.
example, in
For
in aa butterfly-type
burterfly-type capcapacitor, L
and C
C vary
vary in
same direcacitor,
Land
in the
the same
direcIn certain
certain other
other type
structures,
tion. In
tion.
rypc structures,
such as
as the
the capacitor
capacitor struCture
structure used
such
used in
in
the BRC
BRC Type
Type 190-A
190-A high-frequency
the
high-frequency Q
Q
Meter, L
L is
is almOSI
almost constant.
constant.
Meter,
As an
an interesting
interesting possibility,
As
possibiliry, assume
assume
L will
will vary
vary inversely
inversely with
C, so
that L
that
with C,
so
that L
L times
times C
C is
is IIa constant.
consranr. This
This is
is
that
equivalent to
to the
the series
series resonant
resonant freequivalent
frequency being
being constant,
constant, and
quency
and independent
independent

of
of capacitance. Then,
Then, at
at aa given
given frequenfrequency, C,.,,
c.,o j would
would be
be equal to
to aa constant
constant
times C, and
and the
the error
error (difference
(difference bebetween C,.,,
C"I and
and C
C)) would
would be
be aa constant
constanr
percentage; this
this percentage
percentage being
being aII
function of
of frequency
frequency only.
only.
In this
this case, ifif the
the readout
readout scale
scale for
for
C were
were made
made logarithmic,
logarithmic, aa simple
simple
single motion
motion of
of the
the readout
readout index
index
would
would produce
produce aa constant
constant percentage
percentage
correction in the
the C
C readout,
readout, and
and the
the syssystem
tem would
would provide
provide aa true
true capacitance
capacitance
reading at any frequency
frequency level.
level.

0'

Construction
Construction of the
the Q
Q Capacitor
Capacitor

Having
Having established
established the
the fact
faer that
that series
series
LL times
times C
C should
should be
be aa constant
constant and
and that
that
the
the law
law of
of variation
variation of
of capacitance
capacitance
should
should be
be logarithmic,
logarithmic, aa practical
practical way
way
of
be
of constructing
consrructing such
such aa device
device had
had to
to be
found.
found. With
Wi[h high
high Q
Q as
as an
an objective,
objective,
sliding
sliding contacts
contacts were
were ruled
ruled out
our because
because

~
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inuoouce unwanted
unwamed
they are known to introduce
and unpredictable variable
variable resistance.
logical solution was a two-stator
two-statOr
A logical
capacitOr with insulated
insulated movable
movable plates
capacitor
meshing both StatOrs.
stators. The plate material
would need to be of highest condunivconductivity and the unit would have to be small
ity
and well shielded
shielded to prevent radiation
freloss. TIle
The constam
constant series
series resonant frequency of the capa.citOr
quency
capacitor should
should be at
twice the maximum frequency
frequency
least twice
use.
of use.
Using the relationship that the equivalent high frequency
frequency capacitance
equals
capacitance equals
frequency capacitance
the low frequency
capacitance times the
11
factor
factOr ---,=-~;- (derived from
1-

(~)'

1- 2):( Fo
previous equation), where F equals
equals the
Fe equals
operating frequency
frequency and
and F,
equals the
constant series
frequency of the
series resonant frequency
1.33 (when
unit, the correction factor is 1.33
P/F,.
factOr is
F/Fe =
= 1/2). This correction
correction factor
quite high compared
anticicompared with the anticipated accuracy
accuracy of ±
-I 5%.
The constant L times C product sugsuggested
gested a capacitor with an average
average internal path length which would decrease
as the capacitance
increased. The
capacitance was increased.
cwo most likely motions to accomplish
two
accomplish
a varying capacitance
capacitance are rotation and
translation, with translation being deuanslarion,
fined as motion in a straight line, and
rotation as the angulat
angular movement of
of a
shaft about its axis.
axis. Tmnslarion
Translation was
alchosen
chosen for our purpose because it alco be moved
moved toward
lowed the plate area
aTea to
the capacitor
capacitor terminals at the
che same time
increased.
that the capacitance
capacitance is increased.
From the start it was obvious
chat
obvious that
postS, as
would
binding posts,
as we know chem,
them, would
introduce tOO
too much inductance for the
high resonant frequencies
frequencies anticipated.
TIlerefore, the plane of reference conTherefore,
contWO capacicor
cept was'
was adopted, with the two
capacitor
Stators
preseming a common
surstators presenting
common plane surface,
separated by an air gap. The stator
face, separated
surfaces
surfaces would be tapped for terminal
for connecconne<:screws which would
would be used lor
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Figure 2. Block Diogrom

tion of the components to be measured.
measured.
However, the calibrated
capacitance
calibrated capacirance
would appear at the reference plane only,
only,
These design
design requirements were met
strucrure shown
capacitor structure
shown in
in the Q capacitor
Figure 3. The translator plates approach
from
from the bottom
bottOm allowing
allowing the effective
path from the plane of reference to
ro the
rhe
capacitor to be advanced
advanced at the same
capaciror
capacitance is increased.
increased.
time that
thar the capacitance
The curve
curve on the rear section
section of the
translator plates
designed to give the
plares is designed
capatranslator plates the logarithmic capa·
citance variation required.
required. The plane
citance
of reference is slanted 20
20'0 to allow the
translator to approach
approach the plane of reference as closely
closely as possible.
possible. This tilting
erence
device maintains the approach distance
distance
device
indunance is kept
kepr
to a point where the inductance
low, and at the
rhe same time provides a
heavier staror
stator section
section for attachment of
components.
components.
To gille
give the
some idea
idea of the
rhe reader some
capacitor structure
structure in the insize of the capacitor
in·
strument, the total
strument,
rotal width of the plane
0.5 inch, and the
of reference is only 0.5
air gap between the high stator and the
0.020 inch.
ground stator is only 0.020
electrical requirements of the
The electrical
capacitor were translated into mechanical
mechanical
dimensions
dimensions by considering the structure
transmission lines of
to be a serie's
series of transmission
various
various impedance
impedance levels.
levels. The structure
was then analyzed as a series of three
transmission
transmission lines,
lines, one butted on to the
next, with an open end and with a concontranslator
stant total
tOta/length.
length. The shaped
shaped transIator
from the "bottom
bottom (Fig(Figplates approach from
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0 Meter

ure 3)
3 ) out of the rectangular ground
stator which is large enough to contain
tWO
the entire translator, except for two
small support tabs. The resulting selfselfresonant frequency
frequency is around 2000 Mc,
or higher than the two-to-one
two-to-one requiremem previously
previously mentioned. The distance
ment
distance
from the translator to the front terminals
from
varies at approximately
approximately the proper ratio.
The stators arc
are wedge shaped
shaped to provide
a latger
screws
larger section
section for the terminal
terminal screws
and ro
to give additional support to the
strucrure.
structure. The entire unit is well shielded
shielded
to prevent spurious resonant suucrures.
structures.
Linear ball bushings are used to supLinear
support the translator plates so that there
is virtually no play in the translator
plates as they are moved toward
tOward the
plane of reference.
i-C
D;al Correction
1-C Dial
The reason previously
depreviously given for designing a capacitor with constant L
TERMINAL

I
c-

L

'
Figure
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3. 0Q Capacitor
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times C.
(or providing logarithmic
C, and for
capacitance variation was that the dial
would be correctable
correctable by a conStant
constant percentage at any given operating frefrequency, and that this
would
quency,
rhis percentage would
be equivalent to
to a given angular rotarotation of the readout hairline with respect
to the capacitance
capacitance scale.
scale. This is accomaccomMerer by pivoting
plished in the UHF Q Meter
the readout hairline for the capacitance
rhe same centcr
dial
dial on the
center as the capacit.
capacitance
ance dial.
dial. The hairline is rotated as a
frequency dial roration
function of the frequency
rotation
by means of cam devices
devices designed
designed in
accordance with the previously menaccordance
tioned correction
formulae. Readout of
correction formulae.
effective RF capacitance
capacitance is therefore
automatically
accomplished with the
automatically accomplished
oscillator.
tuning of the oscillaror.
[0 computation, a concentric
As an aid to
concentric
spiral logarithmic inductance dial
dial is pivoced on the same shaft as the capacitvoted
capacitinduCtance dial
dial
ance dial.
dial. The spiral
spiral inductance
and the capacitance dial
dial are held together by means of a friction disk.
disk. For
each operating frequency
frequency used, there is
an alignment
alignrnem of these tWO
two dials
dials which
results in the inductance
inductance scale
results
scale reading
rhat inductance which will
resonate with
that
will resonate
capacitance. TIle
the effective
effective capacitance.
The mechanics
of driving the translating capacitOr
from
capacitor from
a rotary shaft motion are accomplished
accomplished
a.
by a conventional
conventional rack and
and pinion drive
prevcnt backwhich is spring loaded
loaded to prevent
lash.
lash.

Circui,
Coupling
Circuit Coupling
inductively coupled to one
Input is inductively
side
side of the high SlatOr
scator and outpUt
output is
capacitiveJy
capacitively coupled to the opposite side
of the high statOr,
stator, with the high stator
cwo.
setving
serving as a shield
shield between the two.
The outpUt
output is a voltage probe and the
input is a current probe.
In order that the input coupling is
only as much as is needed to give suitsuitOUtpUt on the voltage probe for
for a
able
able output
Q conditions,
conditions, the
wide range of circuit Q
variable.
input coupling has been made variable.
Output from the
rhe oscillatOr
oscillator is terminated
in the movable probe of a cut-off type
piston attenuatOr.
attenuator. The movable probe
50-ohm termination, resulting in a
is a SO-ohm
low standing wave rario
ratio on the oscillator
oscillator
small loop ar
at the end of
output line.
ourput
line. A small
the attenuator
arrenuator rube
tube couples
couples to a 50-ohm
50-ohm
emers the Q capacitor
line which in rum
capacitor
turn enters
enclosure. This line is shorted near
neat the
enclosure.
from terminals of the Q capacitor
front
capacitor with
small loop which couples
couples to
a small
co the Q
circuit.
circuit. The entire SO-ohm
5O-ohm line is very
loss.lcss and resonates
resonates
short and nearly lossless
at approximately
approximately 1400 Mc.
Me. Therefore, if
the attenuatar
attenuator piston is decoupled,
decoupled, neg-

ligibJe loss is injected into the Q circuit.
ligible
circuit.
The advantage
thar
advantage of this scheme is that
for low Q circuits,
circuits, where loss is less
important and high injection level is
needed, the
rhe piston
piscon is closely coupled;
needed,
coupled;
Q circuits,
circuits, where low inand for high Q
pistOn with
jecrion level
level is required, the piston
jection
its resistive
resistive component is decoupled
decoupled
circuit.
from the Q circuit.
from
IN82
voltage probe consisrs
The voltage
consists of a 1N82
capacidiode coupled very loosely by a capacitive probe to the high statOr.
stator. This diode
parallel with
wirh
looks like 4500 ohms in parallel
0.5 pf
pf capacitance.
capacitance. Voltage from the
small
Q circuit is divided by a very small
coupling capacitOr
capacitor providing a voltage
voltage
ratio of 25 to 2, and resulting in a
resistance
The diode
1. TIle
resisrance ratio of 156 to 1.
appears across
across the Q circuit as roughly
0.7
0.7 megohms, limiting the Q of the Q
capacitOr
capacitor to somewhat over 3,500.
3,500. This
value is considerably
considerably higher than the Q
of small
meassmall components suitable for measQ capacitOr
capacitor terminals.
urement at the Q
terminals.
Oscillator

In order to circumvent the previously
mentioned problems associated
associated with
measuring resonant rise in the UHF
range, a differenr
different principle of Q measurement has been employed in the UHF
Q Meter. This principle is derived from
Q is
the well known relationship that Q
equal to the frequency
eCjual
frequency of resonance
divided by the bandwi‘dth
bandwi(lth from 3db
point to 3db point on the resonance
curve. This relationship is extremely
extremely acaccurve.
10 and above.
ahove.
curate for values of 10
A number of automatic
automaric methods for
sweeping this bandwidth to provide an
considered,
automatic Q readout were considered,
autOmaric
likely that these
rhese methods would
bur
but it is likely
complicate
complicate the instrumenr
instrument and render
it less accurate
accurate and reliable.
dereliable. It was decided,
cided, therefore, that the most direcl
direct apaprhis type
rype of Q measurement
proach to this
mechanical tuning
would be by manual, mechanical
of the oscillator.
oscillator. If
If this mechanical
tuning
to a dial,
mning were properly coupled to
dial,
the dial itself could be made to readout
Q directly.
frequency in
directly. The oscillatOt
oscillator frequency
case would be an exceptional
functhis case
exceptional function of shaft rotation,
anroration., and a given anoscill:ltor shaft
gular rotation
roration of the oscillator
would be the same
same percentage of the
oscillator frequency,
oscillatOr
frequency, regardless of the
shaft position. The oscillatOr
oscillator vernier
shaft
starting ar
at inwould be calibrated
calibrated in Q, starring
finity and progressing down the Q
range.
range.
system, an
To measure
measure Q with this system,
operator would start a measurement
measuremenr
rhe vernier dial reading <Xl
with the
00 at one
3db point and then tune through re-
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sonance,
a t the other 3db point
sonance, stopping at
(Figure 4).
4).The dial could
could be made to
(Figure
directly. This system
system is simple
read Q directly.
and
and straightforward and a modulation
rc<juired. Use is made of
system
system is not required.
mechanical clements
basic mechanical
elements which arc
are
necessary in an oscillaror
necessary
oscillator in any case,
and the only additional requirement imthat the oscillator
posed On
on the
design is thai
rhe design
vernier be somewhat
somewhat refined and calicaliThe indicator is a simple
brated in Q. 11le
square-law
free of comsquare-law diode derector,
detector, free
complex demodulatOt
demodulator circuitry.
circuitry. This repreinsents a Q measurement broken down into its fundamental
essentials.
fundamental essentials.
The oscillator
oscillator frequency,
frequency, as a function
of shafl
imporranr in
shaft rotation, is very important
follow
reading Q accuracy. The law must follow
= AeKB,
the general form:
form: f =
AeKO, if the Q
calibration is to be accurate.
dial calibration
accurate. ThereTherefore, the
rhe oscillator structure should
fore,
should be
repeatable. Two forms
forms are apparem
repeatable.
apparent in
which the frequency
frequency is controlled
controlled chiefly
pans: one employs tuned
by mechanical parts:
transmission lines and rhe
transmission
the other is a
"butterfly"
“butterfly” type construction.
construction. Both types
types
employ a rigid mechanical
mechanical resonator,
resonator, but
because the transmission
oscillator
transmission line oscillator
would tend to be noisy and cause frefrequency jumping over small
small motions,
motions, the
Cjuency
“butterfly” type was chosen for this
"butterfly"
application.
application.

Figure 4.
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Kesonance w r v e

Vernier Tuning
Tuning System
System

Q can be measured by means of a
gear reduction
reducrion system
system on the oscillator
oscillator
point; however,
however, when the
shaft up to a point:
morion of the gear drive is reduced to
motion
irs most infinitesimal increment, this
its
motion becomes
becomes erratic.
erratic. This could be
expected
expected for the measurement of high
values. To avoid this problem,
cir01lt
circuit Q values.
devised for
an independent vernier was devised
lhe measurement of Q values beginning
the

BOONTON
B
OONTON

at
at 200.
200. Basically,
Basically, this
this fine
fine vernier
vernier isis
JChieved
by
rotating
the
entire
achieved by rotating the entire butterfly
butterfly
statOr
stator by
by aa micrometer
micrometer driven
driven torsion
torsion
spring
spring system,
system, with
with the
the rmor
rotor shah
shaft held
held
fixed.
fixed.The
The system
system isis shown
shown schematically
schematically
in
in Figure
Figure 5.5. The
The disk
disk represents
represents the
the
StalDf
stator support
support nnd
and the
the four
four lines
lines marked
marked
'S'
“S” arc
are spring-tempered
spring-tempered beryllium
beryllium copcopper.
per. These
These springs
springs arc
are stiff
stiff in
in aa radial
radial
direction
direction but
but permit
permit roration
rotation when
when the
the
micrometer
micrometer isis advanced.
advanced.The
The micrometer
micrometer
screw
screw provides
provides the
the precise
precise uniform
uniform momotion
tion requin.'<l.
required. The
The springs
springs flex
flex elasticelastically,
ally, in
in exa(;{
exact relationship
relationship ro
to the
the micromicrometer
so there
there isis no
no lost
lost motion
motion
meter motion,
motion, so
or
or backlash
backlash in
in the
the system.
system.
The
The oscillator
oscillator main
main drive
drive isis aa doubledoubleend,-..:l
ended shaft
shaft driven
driven at
at right
right angles
angles by
by aa
precision
precision worm.
worm. Both
Both vernier
vernier drives
drives
h:ive
lock and
and aa clutch
clutch between
between the
the
have aa lock
shafts
shafts and
and the
the dials
dials which
which are
are operated
operated
by
of front
front panel
panel comrols.
controls.
by means
means of
Oscillator
Oscillator Output
Output System
System
In
order
to
insure
In order to insure sufficient
sufficient isolation
isolation
between
between the
the test
test circuit
circuit and
and the
the osciloscillaror,
lator, the
the oscillator
oscillator outpur
output should
should be
high.
high. For
For the
the existing
existing voltmeter
voltmeter sensisensitivity
0.1 watt
watt would
would be
be sufficient
sufficient for
for
tivity 0.1
mOSt
of the
the losseS
losses which
most cases.
cases. Because
Because of
may
may occur
occur in
in makeshift
makeshift external
external resonresonator
ator couplers,
couplers, itit was
was decided
decided that
that the
the
oscillator
oscillator OutpUt
output should
should be
be close
close to
to 11
wan
watt RF.
RF. This
This output
output is
is JUSt
just high
high enough
enough
for
for mOSt
most requirements,
requirements, without
without sacrificsacrificing stability.
stability:
ing
The
The oscillator
oscillator rube
tube 4iss aa GENELEX
GENELEX
DET22,
DET22, with
with de
dc power handling capacapabilities of
of 10
10 watts.
watts. It
It isis aa planar type
bilities
tube, and
and therefore
therefore has
has aa very
very high
tube,
series resonant
resonant frequency,
frequency, assuring
assuring conconseries
sistency of
of oscillaror
oscillator design
design and
and conse·
consesistency
quemly
frequently uniformity
uniformity of
of the
the law
law of frequency
rotaquency variation
variation as
as aa funccion
function of rotation (f
(f == AeKO)
AeKO) from
from unit to
to unit.
unit.
tion
versus the
the log
log of
of frefreIdeally, aa plot
plot of
of 00 versus
Ideally,
quency should
should be
be aa straight
straight line
line with a
quency
slope which
which isis the
the same
same for
for all
all instruinstruslope
ments. This
This slope
slope isis held
held within
within ±f. 15%
ments.
of nominal
nominal for
for all
all instrumentS
instruments at all
of
on the
the curve
curve from
from 210
2 10 w
to 610
610 Me.
Mc.
points on
points
Operating conditions
conditions of
of the
the butterfly osOSOperating
cillator tend
tend w
to vary
vary considerably
considerably across
across
cillawr
the band.
band. In
In order
order w
to keep
keep the
the power
the
level in
in the
the oscillator
oscillator tube
tube reasonably
level
constant current
current pentode is
constant, aa constant
constant,
connected in
in the
the cathode
cathode rerurn
returfi of the
connected
tube.This
This holds
holds the
the current
current change
change withwithtube.
in reasonable
reasonable limits
limits withour
without a large
in
series dc
dc drop.
drop. The
The oscillatOr
oscillator has been
series
to eliminate
eliminate spurious
spurious
carefully designed
designed ro
carefully
parasitic resonances
resonances which
which might
might cause
parasitic
or frequency
frequency to
to
the output
output amplitude
amplitude or
the
at aa rapid
rapid rate
rate and
and thereby
thereby affect
affect
change at
change
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the accur:lCY
accuracy of the measurement.
Mechanical
Design Parameters
Mechanical Design
Mechanical design parameters
parameters were
Mechanical
derived from
from existing
existing formulae for butterfly resonators.
reSOnators. These
TIlesI' parameters did
not accurately elevate the inductance
induCtance in
the minimum capacitance condition,
when
when the rotating plates fill the open
of the capacitor
capaciwr
area.
area. 1111'
The final
final shape of
plates was arrived at by first designing
from the best known formulae, and then
from
of data
correcting this shape on the basis of
taken from
from this structure.
With nearly 10
10 watts being lost in
the plate struCture
structure of the oscillator
the
oscillawr tube,
was necessary
it was
necessary to provide excellent
w the
heat conduction from
from the plate to
stawr,
general mass of metal in the stator,
radiawhere it could be dissipated by radiation. The plate mount itself is a solid
copper casting soldered fast to the
stator. Ventilation
butterfly stawr.
Vemilation around the
outside of the oscillator is maintained
of
at a relatively high level by the use of
adequate clearance between the oscillator
lawr and other units in the
rhe instrument,
and by means of
of perforations in
in the instrument cabinet.
Voltmeter System
System
The output from the diode probe is
is
approximately 20 microvolts dc when
the resonant peak voltage is 0.025
0.025 volts
the
rms. In order to
w work with this low
low
voltage level, a high-gain dc amplifier
was
necessary. A
was necessary.
A photo-conductive
phow-conductive chopchopper amplifier circuit,l is used. This device employs light-sensitive resistance
resistance
elements. Light
is interrupted
interrupted periodicperiodicelements.
Light is
1This
circuit
is
similar
to
that
which
I This drewt is similar to dun .... hieh is
is used
used
in
425A de
dc voltmeter.
in the
the H-P
H-P" 42''''
vollmerer.

4
4

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

ally by
by aa mask
mask rotated
rotated by
by a:l synchronous
synchronous
ally
to
mmor. Sharply
Sharply tuned
tuned filters
filters are
are used
used to
motor.
remove noise
noise and
and synchronous
synchronous detection
detection
remove
is used
used to
to better
better the
the efficiency
efficiency of
of rereis
covery. This
This unit
L1ni! can
can be
be operated
operated on
on aa
covery.
50-cycle power
power source
source by
by merely
merely changchang.
50-cycle
ing aa plug-in
plug-in filter
filter unit.
uniL
ing

SHAFT

FRONT

RADIO
R
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of sensitivity
sensitivity have
have been
been
Five steps
steps of
Five
by means
means of
of aa front
front panel
panel
providl-d by
provided
The switch
switch has
has five
five positions
positions
switch. The
switch.
which equally
equally divide
divide the
the sensitivity
sensitivity
which
ranging between
between 25
25 millivolts
millivolts RF
RF and
and
ranging
RF fullscale.
fullscale. Each
Each step
step isis
250 millivolts
millivolts RF
250
approximately 33 to
to 1I dc
de sensitivity.
sensitivity.
approximately
is square
square law,
law, aa 100
100
Since the
the detector
detector is
Since
1 dc
de range
range represents
representS aa 10
10 to
to 1I RF
RF
to 1
therdore,
level range.
range. The
The switch
switch steps,
steps, therefore,
level
roughly Sdb.
5db.
are roughly
If the
the Q
Q to
to be
be measured
measured is
is high
high and
and
If
is not
nOt critical,
critical, the
the least
least
voltage is
the test voltage
used because
because
range would
would be
be used
sensitive range
fJUClUation noise
noise is
is least
least and
and the
the
the fluctuation
of the
the voltmeter
voltmeter isis shorter.
shoner.
response time
time of
response
of
the higher
higher sensitivities,
sensitivities, the
the time
time of
At the
response is
is somewhat
somewhat longer
longer and
and zero
zero
response
is noticeable.
noticeable. For
For very
very
fluctuation noise
noise is
fluctuation
low Q
Q devices, where
where itit might
might not
nor be
be
low
possible to
to develop 0.25
0.25 volt
volt across
across the
the
possible
maximum sensitivity
sensitivity would
would
resonator, maximum
be used.
used.
be
Measurement
Provisions for
for Measurement
Provisions
External Resonators
Resonotors
of External
cable which
which connects
connects the
the
The coaxial cable
Q capacitor
capacitor and
and the
the
oscillator to
ro the
the Q
oscillator
which connects
conne<:ts the
the dc
dc voltmeter
voltmeter
cable which
the Q capacitor are
are jumpered
jumpered at
at the
the
to the
of the
the instrument
instrument to
to allow
allow for
for conconrear of
nection of
of external resonating
resonating devices.
devices.
nection
A suitable inductive
inductive probe
probe connected
connected to
to
A
the oscillator
oscillator output,
OUtput, to
to present
present aa reasonreasonable 50-ohm
be used
used
50-ohm termination,
termination, could
could be
to
to lightly
lightly couple
couple to
to the
{he circuit
circuit under
under
test and
be
and a small
small shunt
shunt diode
diode could
could be
used
used for the
the pickup.
pickup. In
In ‘this
lhis manner
manner the
the
external resonator.
resonator. would
would simulate,
simulate, very
very
closely, the
the internal
internal resonator,
resonator, and
and its
irs
Q
Q and
and resonant
resonant frequency
frequency could
could be
be dedetermined
termined readily.
readily.
This
This application
application represents
represents aa remarkremarkable advance
Q Meter
Meter art.
art. PrePreadvance in
in the
the Q
viously,
QMeter
Meter could
could only
only resonate
resonate
viously, the
the Q
on its
n 4 therefore
therefote presented
presented
its terminals
terminals aand..
to
to these
these external
external resonating
resonating devices
devices aa
non-reducible minimum
minimum shunt
shunt capacicapaci.
tance.
With the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter the
{he dede·
tance. With
vices
be measured
measured without
without significsignificvices can
can be
antly
antly adding
adding capacitance
capacitance and
and changing
changing
the
of the
the external
external
the internal
internal impedance
impedance of
resonating
resonating device.
device. In
In this
this respect,
respect, itit
would
OUt that
that the
the
would be
be well
well to
to point
point out
UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter has
has aa lower
lower minimum
minimum
capacitance
)
pf)
capacitance at
at its
its terminals
terminals (only
(only 44 pf

-
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NOTEBOOK

than
frethan the
the previous
previous Q
Q Meters
Meters in
in any
any frequency
range.
quency range.
A
A more
more detailed
detailed discussion
discussion of
of exexbe
ternal
resonator
measurements
will
ternal resonator measurements will be
given
given in
in Notebook
Notebook Number
Number 28.
28.
Power
Power Supply
Supply
A
300-volt,
A 300-volt, elearonically
electronically regulated
regulated
power
power supply
supply furnishes
furnishes all
all of
of the
the power
power
for
for the
the osciJlator
oscillator and
and the
the de
dc voltmeter
voltmeter
circuit.
circuit. Power
Power voltages
voltages for
for the
the voltmeter
voltmeter
nrc
are supplied
supplied through
through dropping
dropping resistors.
resistors.
Two
Two regulated
regulated filament
filament de
dc power
power supsupplies
plies are
are required:
required: one
one for
for the
the oscillator
oscillator
which
which has
has common
common cathode
cathode and
and heater
heater
connections,
connections, and
and the
the other
other for
for tht"
the
constant-current
constant-current pcmode
pentode and
and low-level
low-level
stages
stages in
in the
the de
dc voltmeter.
voltmeter.These
These dc
dc supsupplies
plies are
are transistor
transistor regulated
regulated with
with a dc
dc
Zener
Zener diode
diode reference.
reference. Two
Two 6.3-volt
6.3-volt ac
ac
supplies
supplies are
are provided
provided for
for noncritical
noncritical
filament
filament and
and bulb
bulb lighting.
lighting.
Conclusion
Conclusion
Development
Development of
of the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Type
Type 280-A
280-A has
has brought
brought about
about a numnum-

ber of
of significant
significant advances
advances to
to the
the Q
Q
ber
Meter
measurement
art.
First,
it
has
Meter measurement art. First, it has
made possible
possible the
the direct
direct' reading,
reading, withwithmade
Out
correction,
of
Q,
induCtance,
and
out correction, of Q, inductance, and
capacitance.
the frequency
frequency range
range
capacitance. Second,
Second, the
measurements has
has been
been extended
extended
for Q
Q measurements
for
to
the resonant
resonant voltage
voltage
to 610
610 Me.
Mc. Third,
Third, the
has
been
lowered
from
approximately
has been lowered from approximately
which was
was aa function
function of
of Q,
Q,
several
several voltS,
volts, which
to
0.025
volts,
which
is
constant
for
to 0.025 volts, which is constant for aa
measurement;
opening the
the field
field for
for
measurement; opening
measurement
of semiconductor
devices
measurement of
semiconductor devices
and
non-linear impedances.
impedances. Finally,
Finally,
and other
other non-linear
aa unique
unique means
means has
has been
been provided
provided for
for
Q of
of external
external resonators
reSOnatorS
measuring the
the Q
measuring
with Q's
to 25,000,
2S,OOO, with negligible
Q s up to
circuit loss due to the measurement.
measurement.
Specifications
Specifications
....DIO
...eTUISTlCS
RADIO ~REQUENCY
FREQUENCY CHAR
CHARACTERISTICS
R~
RF

Ro"y.,
Range: 21D
210 to 610 Me
MC

R~
RF "'CN'O""
Accuracy: ±3%
"3%

Rf
opp,oximo.. ly 11%
RF Colibo-o,iM'
Calibration: I"".m."h
Increments of approximately
Yo
Rf
mi",mum into
1"'0 50 ohms*
ohm.·
RF M""itor
Monitor Outpu"
Output: 10 mv. minimum
<I" mo"lt",i"g
lock
* at f,.q"...
frequency
monitoring iack

•0'

Q MEASUREMENT CH... UCTUISTleS
Q
MEASUREMENT CHARACTERISTICS
010",.,
Q
Range:
Tol<>l Range:
Ro"~, 10
10 to
'0 25,000**
2'.000·
Total
l:llgh Range:
Ro"~, 200
200 to 25,000
2'.000·
High
Lo,", Range:
Ro"~, 10
10 to 200
200
Low
·10
to
opp'ox.
2.000
.mployi"g
'M.,"ol resonating
'.'''''o''"y
* 10 to approx. 2,000 employing internal
<opod'",
capacitor
Q
A«",o..,:
±
20%
of
1"e1ico,.e1
Q
Q Accuracy: f 20% of indicated Q
eolib.",io",
Q Calibration:
Q
High Q
Q Scale:
Scol., Increments
In,,_nh of
01 1-5%
l·S% up
up to
'0 2,000
2,000
High
to,", Q
Q Scale
Scol., Increments
lnc.om..... of
of 3-5%
3.'%
Low

'0'0

INOUCTANCf MEASUREMENT
MEASUUMEN' CHARACTERISTICS
eHAltACTUISTIC5
INDUCTANCE
Ron!rl' 2.5
2.' to
'0 146
I~ mph*
..."h·
LLRange:
•
0<1"01
.O"~
dotp.nd.
"P""
m....".i"1I
f•.c;"."<Y
* A«u.o..,:
actual range depends upon measuring frequency
l Accuracy:
~ 11
11 to
to 15%
IS'll.
1
f
•
Occ<J.o<y
<lop.nel.
"pon
•••o"o'ing
<"po<llo~
..
* e"lib.ot;on:
accuracy depends upon resonating capacitance
Ina.....n'. of
of approx.
opp'ox, 5%
,""
LL Calibration:
Increments
RESONATING CAPACITOR
CAPAeITO. CHARACTERISTICS
CHAltAelnlSTlCS
RESONATING
Copo<i'", Range:
lIonll.' 4.4 to 25
H ppf
....f
Capacitor
Co","c"o. Accuracy:
Ac<uro.." 2
± (5% 4- 0.2
0.2 ppf)
" ..f)
Capacitor
Copoc"o. Calibration:
Collbrotl"", 0.05
0.0..5 pNf
1'p.1 increments,
In«
n.., 4-5
~_, fiuf
.....1
Capacitor
0.1 ppf
",,,,f increments,
In,,.m '., 5-15 wpff
0.1
0.2 ppf
Jl.l'f increments,
In".""""., 15-25
U·2~ppf
Jl.Jl.f
0.2

'0 (,'*' +

'·1' ••

MEASUREMENT VOLTAGE
VOltAGE LEVEL
lEVEL
MEASUREMENT
Rf Levels:
l.~.lo: 25,
2', 40, 80,
SO. 140.
1<10, 250
2$0 mv.
m~. nominal*
nomlnol·
RF
o"on measuring
.....,."'"11 terminals
' ••mIMI.
*• across

..0,

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CHAIIACTERISTle5
PHYSICAL
Mo"ntln" Cabinet
C"bin.l for
I", bench
b.n<h use;
"", by
by removal
,.m""ol of
of
Mounting:
.nel covers,
<O~"", suitable
."i'obl. for
f", 19"
III" rack
.,,<k mounting
moun'ing
end
fln;lll>, Gray
C><"y wrinkle,
w.;nkl., engraved
.nll.o~.d panel
pon.1 (other
(oth., finishes
li"i .....
Finish:
ovollobl. on
on special
.!>ft,ot order)
o,door)
available
Olm.n.I""" Height:
H.ight, 12-7/32"
12·7/32" Width:
Width: 19"
19" Depth:
D.P'''' 17"
17"
Dimensions:
W.illh': Net:
N.t, 72
nib
••
Weight:
Ibs.
pown REQUIREMENTS
REOUIRfMENTS
POWER
2Ifl..A, 105-125/210-250
10'·12'/210·2$0 volts
voll., 60
60 cps
""', 140
140 watts
wo'"
280-A:
28o-A', 10$-125/210-250
10~.12'/210-250volts;
vol", 50
50 cps:
cp', 140
140 watts
wott.
280-AP:

A VHF
VHF Telemetering
Telemetering Signal Generator System

r

d
WILLARD
Engineer
WILLARD J. CERNEY, Sales Engirteer
The
The Type
Type 202·G
202-G FM-AM
FM-AMSignal
Signal GenGenerator
erator and
and the
the Type
Type 207·G
207-G Univetter
Univerter
(Figure
1) were
were designed
designed specifically
specifically
(Figure I)
for
for measuring
measuring the
the performance
performance of
of telftelemelering
metering systems
systems and
and equipment.
equipment.'I With
With
aa frequency
frequency range
range of
of 19S
195 to
to 270
270 Me,
Mc,
the 202-G
202-G Signal
Signal Generator
Generator is
is ideally
ideally
the
suited for
for checking
checking telemetering
telemetering receireceisuited
vers since
since this
this frequency
frequency range
range comcomvers
pletely blankets
blankets the
the recently
recently extended
extended
pletely
21
S to
215
to 260
260 Mc
Mc telemetry
telemetry band.
band. The
The
207-G isis aa unity
unity gain
gain frequency
frequency concon207-G
verter which
which isis used
used in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
verter
the 202·G
202-G to
to provide
provide additional
additional frefrethe
quency coverage
coverage of
of 0.1
0.1 to
to SS
55 Me
Mc in
in the
the
quency
2
intermediate frequency
frequency range.
range.2
intermediate
Description of
of the
the Type
Type 202-G
202-0
Description
A
functional
block
diagram
of the
the
A functional block diagram of
Type 202-G
202-G FM-AM
FM-AM Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
Type
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2.2. The
The instrument
instrument
isis shown
of an
an oscillator,
oscillator, aa
consists essentially
essentially of
consists
.

H. J.J. 1.0....
Lane. "'A
"A T.I.....,.d...
Telemetering PM·AM
PM-AM Sl4nol
Si$nal
L1. H.
Generator,
BRC Nocebool<
Notebook N"mbe:<
Number 21.
2 1, SP'''''.
Spring.
~ne
.. <o,," BRC

d

The 207.(;
207-G nuy
may Ibo
also be:
be used
used '0
to n,end
extend <he
the fn·
fre2.2. The
uency ",nsn
ranges of
of <he
the Types
Types 202·0
202-D and
and 202·P
202-P
quency

--

1959.
19~9·

Zignal GeMfttOfS.
Generators.
Si.nlJ

Figure I.
1. lioc.
Rack MOl/ill."
Mounted Vl....
View of
of 202.0
202-6 Oil"
and
Fig",..
207-6
201.0

reactance modulator
modulator for FM, a pair of
reactance
frequency doublers,
doublers, an
an audio
audio oscillator,
oscillator,
frequency
regulated power supply,
supply, an output
aa regulated
network, and
and associated
associated monitorinS
monitoring
network,
meters.
meterS.
55

When
When a voltage
voltage is
is applied
applied to
to the
the grid
grid
of the reactance
reactance tube,
tube, aa proportional
proponional
of
shift in frequency
fr~uency is accomplished.
accomplished. This
This
modulating
is applied to
to the
the FM
PM
modulatinE voltage is
terminals and coupled through
through aa netnetwork to the grid of
of the
the reactance
reaCtance tube.
tube.
The band pass
pass of
of this network is
is 30
30 cps
cps
to
to 200 kc. Modulating
Modularing voltage
voltage may
may be
be
one of
selected internally from any
anyone
of
seven standard RDB
RDB subcarrier
subcarrier frequenfrequen.
cies, or from any suitable external osciloscillator capable of
of furnishing
furnishing frequencies
frequencies
in the range of
kc. AM
AM
of 30 cps to
to 200
200 kc.
may be obtained by
by means
means of
of aa front
front
panel internal modulation
modulation switch which
which
places the audio signal on the
the screen
grid of the second doubler tube.
tube. SimulPM may also be obtaneous AM and FM
tained by using an external
enemal oscillator.
The RF unit in this
this instrument is
is
mounted
mounled on a rugged aluminum casting
castins
and
is thoroughly
thoroughly shielded.
shielded. This
This results
results
and is
in excellent stability, low leakage, and
and
reliability.
reliability.
The instrument
The
instrument is
is designed
designed for
for bench
bench
use or
use
or for
for installation
installation in
in aa standard
standard 1919·
inch rack. All
All of
of the operating controls

BOONTON
B
OONTON

are
are arranged
arranged in
in convenient
convenient functional
functional
order.
order. on
on the
the front
front panel.
panel. All
All calibrated
calibrated
controls
controls are
are dirt-cr
direct reading,
reading.

Description
Description of
of the
the Type
Type 207-G
207-G
A
functional
block
diagram
A functional block diagram of
of the
the
Type
Type 207·G
207-G Univener
Univerter isis shown
shown in
in FigFigure
ure 3.3. The
The instrument
instrument consists
consists essentiessentially
of aa mixer,
mixer, aa local
local oscillator
oscillator with
with aa
ally of
nominal
nominal cemcr
center frequency
frequency of
of 195
195 Mc,
Mc,
twO
two broad-band
broad-band amplifiers,
amplifiers, an
an OUtpUt
output
stage,
stage, and
and aa power
power supply.
supply. Input
Input from
from
the
the 202·G
202-G Signal
Signal Generator
Generator isis fed
fed into
into
tbe
the mixer
mixer from
from which
which isis subtracted
subtracted the
the
OUtput
output frequency
frequency of
of the
the local
local oscillator.
oscillator.
The
The resulting
resulting difference
difference signal
signal isis then
then
separated
separated by
by filtering
filtering and
and amplified.
amplified.
The
The second
second stage
stage amplifier
amplifier drives
drives the
the
OUtput
cathode follower
follower
output stage
stage which
which isis aa cathode
used
used ro
to provide
provide aa suitable
suitable source
source imimp<.-Jance.
pedance. Like
Like the
the 202·G,
202-G, the
the 207-G
207-G
may
may be
be operated
operated on
on aa bench
bench or
or installed
in
standard 19·inch
19-inch rack,
rack. All
All operatoperatin aa standard
inR
ing controls
controls arc
are located
located on
on the
the front
front
panel.
panel.

Interconnection
Interconnection of
of Types
Types 202-G
202-G
ond
and 207·G
207-G
The
The frequency
frequency range
range of
of the
the 202-G
202-G
Signal
to
Signal Generator
Generator may
may be
be extended
extended to
provide
provide intermediate
intermediate frequencies
frequencie of 0.1
0.1
wto 55
55 Mc
Mc by
by imerconnecting
interconnecting the
the instru·
instrument
ment with
with the
the 207-G
207-G with
with the
the Output
output
and
and patching
patching cables
cables furnished
furnished with the
the
1. The
The
instruments, as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure I.
instruments,
Output Cable
Cable isis connected
Type 501-8
50 1 -B Output
Type
to the
the 207
207-G
unity gain
gain OUtpUt
output and
and the
the
to
-G unity
Type 502-B
502-B Patching
Patching Cable
Cable isis connected
connected
Type
between the
the 202-G
202-G OUtput
output and
and the
the 207207between
G input.
input. Th_t'Se
Thpse connenions
connections reproduce
reproduce
G
the FM
FM and
and AM
AM characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the
the
202-G at
at the
the 207-G
207-G output.
output.
202-G
A Type
Type 509-8
509-B Attenuator
Attenuator isis supplied
supplied
A
with the
the 207-G
207-G for
for use
use in
in cases
cases where
where
with
the signal
signal level
level required
required isis low
low comcomthe
pared ro
to the
the constant
constant noise
noise level
level of the
the
pared
207-G. Used
Used at
at the
the OUtpUt
output of
of the
the 207-G,
207-G,
207·G.
the 20-db
20-db pad
pad attl;~nuates
attenuates both
both the
the signal
signal
the
level and
and constam
constant noise
noise level.
level. This
This perperlevel
of aa higher
higher input
input signal
signal
mits the
the use
use of
mits
from the
the 202-G
202-G thus
thus improving
improving the
the
from
signal-to-noise ratio.
ratio.
signal-ro-noise
Applications
Applications
The Type
Type 202-G
202-G Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
The
and Type
Type 207-G
207-G Univerter,
Univerter, when
when used
used
and
signal generator
generator
together, provide
provide aa signal
together,
system l'Specially
especially suited
suited for
for measuring
measuring
system
VHF reiI.'·
teleperformance and
and aligning
aligning VHF
p<:rformance
of
the
major
metering
equipment.
Some
metering equipment. Some of the major
of this
this systt:m
system are
are listed
listed
applications of
applications
below.
below.
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Figure 2 . Block Diagram

- Type

202-6

1.
1. Necei/let
Receiver Alignmem
Alignment ~
- The system
may
may be UK.J
used lO
to ch(-ck
check and align IF and
RF
local oscillators. TrackRF amplifi(Orsand
amplifiersand local
ing
ing may
may also Ix·
be chl-ch-J
checked in cases where
USl.J. RF dll-cks
arc
VFO
VFO e<:juipmem
equipment is used.
checks are
p<:rformed
chl-cks
performed with the 202-G and IF checks
arc
are performed with the 207·G
207-G and 202G
G imerconnl-ctl.J.
interconnected.
2.
MeaIurementJ2. Receiver Bandwidth MeasurementsThe calibrated output system in the
insuument a convenconven·
202-G
202-G makl"S
makes the instrument
ient
p<:rforming normal bandband·
ient tool for performing
width measurements.
measure·
measurements. These measurements
first disabling the
ments are made by first
AGC in
in the receiver and then determining
re·
ining the half.power
half-power points on the reof a
sponse
sponse curve.
curve. Through
Through the use of
pfl-cision
train. apprecision backlash-free
backlash-free gear train,
proximately 2,200 vernier logging divisions are
are provided to aid in making
sions
frequency meaSlJremcnts.
measurements. Each logging
ffl'quency
division changes
changes the OutpUt
output frequency
divisi()n
34 kc. The
approximately 34
TIIC minimum
that can be measured withbandwidth rllat
out use
207-G is determined by
OUt
usc of the 207·G
the required
accuracy of the bandwidth
the
required accuracy
measurement. For example,
example, if the reml-a5Uremellt.
quired accuracy
accuracy of the measurement is
quifl.J
approximately 10%,
lo%, then the
approximalely
Ihe minimum
bandwidth directly readable from the
lhe
202-G would be 350 kc. If
202-G
If the bandband·
202-G

SIG GEN INPUT

r-'95.'-250MC

HIGH OUTPUT7

U N I T Y GAIN

1

1

n I

LOCAL

POWER
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fO 3MC

Figure 3.
3. Ilod:
Block Diagram
,iflU"
Diofl,..m - Type
'yp. 207-G
201..0
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width is
is narrower
narrower or
or requires
requires greater
greater
width
acc\Jt,lCy, itit will
will be
be necessary
nl-Cl'SS'1.ry to
lO measure
measure
accuracy,
iF amplifiers
amplifiers at
at
the bandwidth
bandwidth of
of the
the IF
the
frl"<Juenck'S, using
using the
the calicali·
imcllnl.Jiatc frequencies,
intermediate
on the
the 207-G.
207·G. This
This techtechbr:ned dial
dial on
brated
is usually
usually acceptable,
acceptable, since
since the
the IF
IF
nique is
nique
amplifiers generally
generally control
control the
the overall
overall
amplifiers
of the
lhe receiver.
receiver.
b:indwidth of
bandwidth
3. Receiver
Receil!er Sensitivity
SemitilJity MeasurementsMeaJllremcnls1.
To
fully analyze
analyre FM
FM receiver
receiver performperformT
o fully
ance, three
three measurements
measurements must
must be
be made.
made.
ance,
quieting
These are
arc maximum
maximum sensitivity,
sensitivity, quieting
These
sensitivity. and
and deviation
deviation sensitivity.
sensitivity.
sensitivity,
The 202-G
202·G provides
providl'S aa calibrated
calibrated output
output
The
of 0.1
0.1 pv
flv to
to 0.2
0.2 volt
volt which
which is
is ideally
ideally
of
suired for
for these
rhese measurements.
measurements. MaxiMaxisuited
is generally
generally defined
defined as
as
mum sensitivity is
mum
of aa specified
specified
the minimum amount of
carrier with
with aa standard
standard modulation
modulation that
that
carrier
output with
with all
all
will produce
produce aa standard
standard output
will
controls set for
for maximum
maximum gain.
gain. In
In mod·modem telemetering
te!emetering systems,
systems. itit is
is not
not ununern
to have receivers
receivers with
with sensitivisensitivicommon to
ties of
of 0.5 pv
flV or better.
bener. Quieting
Quieting sensen·
ties
is usually
usually specified
specified as
as the
the miniminisidviry is
sitivity
mum unmodulated
unmodulated carrier
carrier signal
signaJ reremum
output noise
noise by
by aa
to reduce
reduce the
the output
quired to
amoum below
below the
the output
OUtput with
with
specified amount
[Cst modulation.
modulation. A
A typical
typical rerestandard test
/JoV to
to attain
attain 20
20 db
db
required 33 pv
ceiver required
flV to
to attain
auain 30
30 db
db of
of quieting.
quiering.
and 5.5 pv
is the
the measmeasA deviation sensitivity test
tcst is
A
thar characterizes
characterizes the
the discrimidiscrimiurement that
measurement isis generally
generally acacnatOr. This measurement
nator.
by having
having aa specified
specified carcarcomplished by
level, with
with minimum
minimum deviation,
deviation, proprorier level,
output signal
signal at
at the
the
lest output
duce a standard test
discriminalOr with
with all
all controls
comrols set
set for
for
discriminator
gain,
maximum gain.
Receiver AAGC
CharaNeris!i"r 4. Receiver
G C Characteristics
Generally the telemetering
tekmetering receiver
receiver dedetects
Tl'CtS fluctuating
fluccuaring RF
RF signals from
from the
the
telemetering
lO the
[he relarelatelemetering transmitter
Itansmitter due
due to
tive motion between
and
between the
the receiver
receiver and
transmitter. Because
Because of
of the
the motion
motion probproblem, good AGC
and control
control are
are
AGC response
response and
necessary to
to insure
insure reliable
reliable reception.
reception.
The fact
faCt that
that the
the 202-G
202-G has
has aa continucontinuously calibrated RF signal output
outpUt which
which
can be continuously varied,
varied, makes
makes this
this
instrument
instrument particularly
particularly suited
suited for
for measmeasuring
response. The
The
uring the
the AGC
AGC level
level and response.
AGC level is
is determined by
by feeding
feeding aa
predetermined
imo the
the receiver
receiver
predetermined RF
RF level
level into
and
of dc
dc level
level
and measuring
measuring the
the amount
amount of
in
AGe circuit.
circuit. Normally,
Normally, AGC
AGe
in the
the AGC
time
time response
response is
is checked
checked using
using aa lowlow·
frequency
frequency square
square wave
wave to
to amplitude
amplirude
modulate
an RF
RF source
source of
of aa predeterpredetermodulate an
mined
mined level
level and
and observing
observing the
the rise
rise time
time
of
of the
the AGC
AGC voltage
voltage on
on an
an oscillograph
oscillograph
or
or oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.
5.
5. Recovered
Recollered Audio
Audio Distortion
Distortion - The
The

~

i

’

’

/

THE
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signal
signal generator
generator system
system may
may be
be used
used to
to
measure
on recovered
recovered audio
audio
measure distortion
distortion on
in
in TCM
TCM (tone
(tone code
code modulation),
modulation), PM
PM
(phase
(phase modulation),
modulation), and
and orher
other overall
overall
systems.
systems. This
This determinacion
determination would
would nornormally
mally be
be made
made with
with aa distortion
distortion anaanalyzer,
lyzer, such
such as
as the
the H-P
H-P 330B,
330B, connected
connected
to
to the
the oucpur
output of
of rhe
the receiver
receiver under
under test.
test.

6.6. Pulse
P d s e Rerpome
Reseome Check
Check -- OccasionOccasionally
ally in
in PAM
PAM (pulse
(pulse amplitude
amplitude modulamodulation),
tion), PCM
PCM (pulse
(pulse code
code modulation),
modulation),
and
and PDM
PDM (p'ulse
(pulse deviation
deviation modulation)
modulation)
types
types of
of modulation
modulation itit isis important
important £0
to
know
know the
the ovetall
overall pulse
pulse response
response of
of a
receiver.
If excessive
excessive delay,
delay, rise
rise time,
time,
receiver. If
fall
fall time,
time, and
and overshoot
overshoot occurs
occurs with
with the
the

recovered
the overall
dara handling
handling
recovered daca,
data, the
overall data
is
adversely
afcapability
of
a
system
capability of a system is adversely affected.
pulse response
response check
is acacfected. The
The pulse
check is
by using
using aa square-wave
gencomplished
square-wave gencomplished by
erator
to modulate
the 202-G
and oboberator to
modulate the
202-G and
pulse on
on aa good
good
serving
the OutpUt
serving the
output pulse
oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.
7.
Performance Check
Check - By
By
7. S'J#em
System Performance
modulating
the 202-G
with an
an external
external
modulating the
202-G with
suocarrier
the overall
persubcarrier generatot,
generator, the
overall performance
dara system
syStem may
may
formance of
of aa complete
complete data
be
A check
of the
rhe system
system can
can
be checked.
checked. A
check of
£0 determine.
relialso
made to
also be
be made
determine. system
system reliability
and modulation
modulation
ability versus
versus signal
signal and
level.
level. The modulating signal may also be
recorded
recorded and compared with the recovered
covered data.
data.

MEET
MEET OUR
O U R REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
Instrument
Instrument Associates, Inc.
The
The main
main sales
sales offices
offices of
of Instrument
Instrument
Associates,
Associates, Inc.
Inc. are
are situared
situated in
in ArlingArlington,
ton, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, in
in close
close proximity
proximity to
to
Massachusetts'
Massachusetts’ famous
famous "electronics
“electronics highhighway"
way” (ROUte
(Route 128).
128). Organized
Organized in
in 1955
1955
by
F. McCann
McCann the
the company
company has
by James
James F.
continued
continued to
to expand
expand irs
its operations
operations to
keep
the eleckeep pace
pace with
with rhe
the growth
growth of
of the
electronics
tronics industry
industry in
in the
the New
New England
England
area.
area. In
In 1956,
1956, to
to meet
meet the
the ever-increasever-increasing
ing demands
demands for
for competam
competant applications
applications
engineering
Asengineering assistance,
assistance, 1nstrumem
Instrument Associates,
sociates, Inc.
Inc. established
established aa second
sFcond sales
sales
office
office in
in Hartford,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Connecticut. ComCompletely
pletely modern,
modern, we!l-designed,
well-designed, and
and wellwellstaffed
staffed facilities
facilities in
in both locations
locations ininclude
clude general
general sales
sales offices,
offices, sales
sales order
dppartments,display
display and
and demonstration
demonstration
departments,
rooms, and
and fully-equipped
fully-equipped
Areas,seminar
seminar rooms,
areas,
engineering service
service laboratories.
laboratories. CusCusengineering
tomer applications
applicationsengineering
engineering service
service is
is
£orner
available from
from factory-trained
factory-trained field
field enenavailable

gineers
scates of Maine,
gineers who serve the states
Vermont,
Vermont, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, MassachusettS,
etts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
Connecticut.
Important past experiences
experiences in various
various
positions
evolving
positions have aided "Jim"
“Jim” in evolving
his company's
of “sales
"sales through
company’s concept of
service".
service”. After securing
securing his BSEE degree
from
from Tufts University,
University, he pursued grad-

..

Instrument
Associates, Inc.
B e . H.adqllaH...
Headquarters
In.""
....lIt A.ne'a'."
Arlington, Mau.
Mass.
Arlilllil'all,

in
In

As A
A Bias
Bias Supply
Supply
2275-A
7 5 4 As
for Making
Making Transistor
Transistor
for
Measurements on
on the
the RX
RX Meter
Meter
Measurements
The 275-A
275-A Transistor
Transistor Test
Test Set
Set not
not
The
provides aa highly
highly accurate source
source
only provides
a: o,
... Po,
1300 and
and hib,
h ll.. but
but
of measurement
measurement for
for a
of
be used
used to
to furnish
furnish IE
II!; and
and VC,
V(JD bias
bias
can be
RX Meter.
Merer. The
The
measurements on the
the RX
for measurements
in the
the 275-A
275-A are
are ideal
ideal
power supplies in
this purpose
purpose because
because they
they are
are conconfor this
tinunusly variable,
variable, well
well regulated,
regulated, and
and
tinuously
addition, both
both IE
hJ and
and
reversed. In addition,
easily reversed.
monitored with
with an
an accurate
accurate
VCD are monitored
VCB
meter and the
the voltages
voltages are
are readily
readily acacmeter
cessible ffrom
r o m tthe
h e ffront
r o n t ppanel
a n e l ttest
est
rerminals.
terminals.
When operating the
the 275-A
275-A in
in this
this
When
is advisable
advisable to
to remove
remove .the
.the
manner, it is
manner,
iOoo-cps signal superimposed
superimposed on
on the
the EE
1000-cps
B terminals,
terminals, as
as this
this signal
signal may
may cause
cause
and B
RX Meter.
Meter. The
The
an indefinite
indefinite null
null on the
the RX
is easily
easily removed
removed by
by connecting
connecting
signal is
flf with
with aa
a suitable capacitor;
capacitOr; e.g.,
e.g., 30
30 pf
15 vdc,
vdc,
working voltage
voltage of
of 15
minimum working
across the
the EE and B
B test
test terminals,
terminals, and
and
a: -hib-P
-h1b-fJ Selector
Selector to
to the
the .9
.9 seuing the
the a
setting
l.0 a
a: range.
range. The
The positive
positive terminal
terminal of
of
1.0
to the
the BB
capacitOr must
must be
be connected
connected to
the capacitor
275-1.. when
when the
the NPNNPNterminal on the
the 275-A
is in
in the
the N
NPN
position, and
and
PNP switch is
P N position,
to the
NPN-PNP
the E
E terminal
terminal when
when the
the NPN-PNP
is in
in the
the PNP
PNP position.
position.
switch is

A detailed discussion of
of aa method
method for
for
determining transistor
transistor parameters
parameters using
using
the Transistor
Transistor Test
Test Set Type
Type 275-A
275-A and
and
the
250-A is
is presented
presented
the RX Meter Type 250-A
in
in Notebook Number
Number 26.
26.

James F. McCann
Jam••
McCanll

-

We at
at BRC
BRC are
are proud
proud of
of our
our associaassociaWe
tion
with
Instrument
Associates,
Inc.
tion with Instrument Associates, Inc.
and salute
salute them
them for
for their
their continuing
continuing
and
record of
of faithful
faithful service
service to
to our
our many
many
record
customers in
in the
the New
New England
England area.
area.
customers

uate studies
studies in Business Administration
at Boston University. His engineering
started at the General Electric
career Started
Company where he spent seven years as
design and
and development
development engineer.
design
engineer. The
next two
rwo years involved government
governmem
sales with
with the
same company.
company. A
sales
the same
A comcommissioned officer in the United States
II
Navy, he served in both World War I1
and rhe
the Korean War.
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ARVA,
ARVA. INC. NEW
NEW BRC
BRC
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation isis pleased
pleased
to
to announce the
the appointment of
of ARVA,
ARVA,
Inc.
representatives for
for BRC
BRC in
in
Inc. as sales representatives
the
the states of
of Alaska,
Alaska, Washington,
Washington, OreOregon, Idaho, and
and Montana,
Monrana, and
and the
the WestWestern Canadian Provinces
Provinces of
of British
British
Columbia, Alberta,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
and
Manitoba.
Manitoba. Headquarters
Headquarters of
of ARVA,
ARVA, Inc.
Inc.
is
is located
located in
in Seattle,
Seattle, Washington.
WashingtOn. Other
Other
sales offices are located
located in
in Spokane,
Spokane,
Portland,
C. Canada.
Canada.
Portland, and
and Vancouver,
Vancouver, D.
D. C.

BOONTON
B O O N T O N RADIO
R A D I O CORPORATION
CORPORATION

THE
THE

EDITOR'S
EDITOR'S NOTE
NOTE

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard S.
S. A.
A.
Appointed
Appointed European
European Distributor
Distributor
for
BRC Produds
Products
for BRC
In
In order
order to
to furtM:r
further improve
improve our
our servservice
to our
our many
many European
European cuSlomers,
customers,
ice to
BRC,
1960,appoimed
appointed
BRC, effective
effective July
July 1,1, 1960,
Hewleu·Pad:ard
A. Rue
Rue Ou
Du Vieux
Vieux
Hewlett-Packard S.S. A.
Billard
Billard No.
No. I1 Geneva,
Geneva, Switurland,
Switzerland, exexclusive
clusive sales
sales coordinatOr
coordinator and
and diStributor
distributor
for
for our
our produCtS
products in
in the
the following
following cooncounIfies:
tries: Austria,
Austria, Belgium,
Belgium, Denmark,
Denmark, Fin·
Finland,
land, France,
France, Western
Western Germany,
Germany, Greece,
Greece,
Italy,
Italy, Netherlands,
Netherlands, Norway,
Norway, Portugal,
Portugal,
Spain,
Spain, Sweden,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, Yugoslavia,
Yugoslavia,
and
and Uniled
United Kingdom.
Kingdom. Under
Under their
their dirdirection,
ection, qualified
qualified Engineering
Engineering representrepresentatives
of
atives have
have been
been established
established in
in each
each of
rhese
these countries
countries to
to provide
provide local
local applica·
application
tion engineering,
engineering, order
order processing,
processing, and
and
repair services.
services.
repair
BRC
BRC produCts
products are
are now
now available
available for
for
immediate
immediate delivery
delivery from
from HPSA's
HPSA's "duty"dutyfree"
free" warehouse
warehouse in
in Basel,
Basel, Swinerland
Switzerland
with
with one
one minimum
minimum uniform
uniform surcharge
surcharge
added
U. S.S. catalog
catalog price
price to
to cover
cover
added 10
to the
the U.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.w
N e w MUK<>
Mexico
A.LIUQUUQUE,
GENE 'UNO!
FRENCH COMJ'ANY
COM'PANY
GENE
7900 Z....I
Zuni koocI
Road Sf
SE
7'POO
Telephone: ........-..
AMherst 1·201
8-2478
fa,"",-,
TWX: A.Q
A Q 70
70
twx,

ATLANTA 5.
5, G-..gio
Georgia
A.TLAN1...
CALDWELL,
INC.
BlVlNS •& C...
.IVlNS
1DWUl. INC.
3110
Maple
Drive, N.E.
N.E.
3110 Mopl. o,;v••
Telephone: CEde><
CEdor ]·7S22
3-7522
fa""""",..
Telephone: CEde><
CEdor 3-369.
3-3698
fa~,
TWX: AT
AT 917
987
TWX,

y,.,,,

BINGHAMTON, H.w
N e w York
tlHGH"'Ml0N,

A. OSSIo\
OSSMANN
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
fE......
NN && "'SSOC.,
149 "Front
14'
.... , 5Street
...
Vestal, N.w
New Yo,k
York
VlllOl,
Telephone: STillwell 5-0296
TWX: ENDICOTT NYSB~'6
84
~~1,h:~'OI~B~i~~

J.,..

BOONTON,
N e w Jersey
lOON
TON. N.w
y

BOONTON ~JrDIO
RADIO CORfOR"'''ON
CORPORATION
IOONTON
50 IIntervale
Road
SO
n'.,vol. Re>od
Telephone: DE.,II.ld
DEerfield 4_3200
4-3200
T.I."h.....,
TWX: IOONTON
BOONTON NJ
NJ 866
866
twX,

BOSTON, Mo
Massachusetts
10STON.
.... <hu •• tt.

INSTRUMENT ",SSOCIAtES
ASSOCIATES
INSnUMENT

30 fo,k
Park Av
Avenue
30
...

....Arlin ton ""' .
Mass.

Telepfon;:
Mlssion
8-2922
I~'::; , Ml
fa
..l_ 1-2922
TWX:,ARl
ARL "",-SS
MASS 2.S3
253
tw
C H l C A G O 4S.
45, /IIinoi,
lllinois
CHICAGO

CROSSLEY ...
ASSOC.,
INC.
CROSSllY
ssoc.. vIt<.
2501 w.
W. ,
Peterson
2301
_........Ave.
••
Telephone:
BRoadway
5-1600
T.,"",-, Uoodwoy .5-1600
TWX: CGJOI
CG508
twx,

,

;

Do"';"'•.

lill
.. n01l';ng Oi,.<lO,
...
B i l l Doolittle, M
Managing
Director HPS
HPSA

shipping
shipping and
and handling COSts.
costs. Bulk air
shipments
watehoose are
to the Basel
Basel warehouse
shipments to
made
made periodically
periodically from
from our plant in
Boonton,
Boonton, New Jersey (hereby
thereby eliminateliminating
ing expensive
expensive export packing .charges
-charges
and,
and, by
by consolidation,
consolidation, actually reducing
the
the shipping
shipping and
ana handling charges on
individual items.
items.
For more than
than a decade, BRC has intensively (rained
trained irs
its domeslic
domestic Sales
Sales Represent2tives
resentatives through frequent Sales
Sales SwlSem-

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

inars
factory in
in Boonton,
Boomon, New
New
inars al
at our
our factory
Jersey
but.
because
of
Ihe
long
dislances
Jersey but, because of the long distances
involved,
il has
not always
~n possible
possible
involved, it
has not
always been
for
a
majority
of
our
European
reprefor a majority of our European representatives
to regularly
regularly participate
panicipall~ in
in this
this
sentatives to
program.
Under
our
new
arrangement
program. Under our new arrangement
with HPSA,
training seminars
seminars
with
HPSA, special
special training
are
in Geneva,
Geneva, SwitzerSwiturare now
now scheduled
scheduled in
land, exclusively
for our
European staff.
Staff.
our European
land,
exclusively for
Represematives from
from our
our factory
factory will
will
Representatives
make available
10 all
all of
of our
our European
European
make
available to
customers
the very
very latest
latest application
application enen·
customers the
gineering data
dam on
on both
both new
new and
and estabestabgineering
lished products.
products. The
The first
first of
of these
these semisemilished
nars will
will be
be held
held in
in April,
April, at
at which
which time
time
nars
BRC will
will be
be represented
represemed by
by Harry
Harry J.
J.
BRC
Lang, Sales Manager.
Imporr control
control regulations
regulations in
in many
many
Import
it
dif·
European
countries
have
made
European countries have made it difpotemial
ficult or even impossible for potential
BRC customers
custOmers to
to receive
receive demonstrademonstraBRC
of BRC instruments.
instrumems. To
To overcome
tions of
this problem,
problem, HPSA
HPSA has
has qquipped
equipped aa
this
specially constructed
constrUCled Mobile
Mobile DemonstraDemonstra·
specially
tion Laboratory,
laboratOry, outfitted
outlined with
with many
many of
of
Ihe newest BRC
BRC instruments,
inslruments, to
to make
make
the
on-Ihe·spot
demonstrations in
in any
any part
pan
on-the-spot demonstrations
of Europe.
of
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UHF Q
The BRC
BRC UHF
Q Meter
A New and
and Versatile Tool
Tool for Industry
Industry
C
H A R L E S W.
W. Q
U I N N , Sales Engineer
CHARLES
QUINN.

LJ

Meters have been serving
serving the elecelecQ Meters
tronic industry
industry for more than
rhan 25 years.
tronic
Their original
application was in the
original application
design
circuits, in the early
design of resonant circuits,
radio-frequency communication
days of
of radio-frequency
communication
and broadcasting.
broadcasting. Since
Since that time, Q
Mctcr applications
applications have multiplied
Meter
theory of Q
many times1-5
eimes.I-[i The basic theory
Mctcr operation, however,
however, had not
Meter
changed in all
yeats, until
until the deall these years,
de280·A UHF
velopment of the new Type 280-A
Q Meter.6
Mctcr. 11 With this change in Q meter
theory, the
me applicacions
will be again
theory,
applications will
again
these applications
applications which
multiplied. It is these
multiplied.
Convenare
are the subject
subject of this article.
article. Convenwell as
uncontional measurements,
measuremencs, as
tional
as well
as unconventional measurements,
measurements, which include
include
ventional
resonators and
measurements of external
measurements
external resonators
components,
measurecomponents, and "in
“in circuic"
circuit” Q measurements, will be described.
ments,
PURPOSE
The prime purpose of the UHF Q
Meter is to provide industry with a
versatile impedance
impedance measuring device
versatile
will extend Q
measureQ Meter
Meter measurethat will
region. The UHF
mems into the UHF region.
ments
Q
Q Meter is a completely self-contained
self-contained
measuring, raptapinstrument capable
instrument
capable of measuring,
Q, caidly, conveniently,
conveniently, and directly;
directly; Q,
capacitance, and inductance.
inductance. Until the adpacitance,
adMerer, a signal
vent of the UHF Q
Q Meter,
signal
frequency measuring degenerator, a frequency
degenerator,
vice, a dc amplifier,
amplifier, and coupling dedevices were required to make these
measurements. Inductance
Inductance and
tedious measurements.
capacitance,
measured
capacitance, which are now measured
directly
directly on the calibrated
calibrated capacitor,
capacitor,
measured with the
could not even be measured
above-mentioned
above-mentioned equipment.
equipment.
OPERATING PRINCIPLE
PRINCIPLE
To aid the reader in understanding
280-A UHF Q
the theory of the Type 280-A
Q
YOU WILL FIND .•.

....

Applications of '/oe
Applications
the UHf
UHF 0Q Mele.
Meter ...

......................
.......................
......................

Ser"ice Note ....•....
A 10-500 M
Mcc Signal
Sign,,1 G.".,al"c
Generator Pow.,
Power
A",plifie, .....•...............
Amplifier
fdilor. 10101.
Editor’s
Note ...••••••..•.•••••••.

,
6
7
7
I
8

_.'_ "-.:0;

-

"

mi 1
. .l _iii1

1... ~ \~
_

___-.

.

II

-:.*l..

"....-"---

•

"h.-e:i~"it" 0
Meas",e",e'"
“In-circuit”
0 Measurement

Figure 1.
fig"..
I.

Coil Measurement

,It.

Typicol .4pp/icoiions
01 the UHF
UHf 0
M.'e,
Typical
Applications of
Q Meter

Meter it might be well, at this point,
to compare
compare its operation with the lower
Meters, Types 260-A
frequency Q Meters,
260-A and
frequency
190-A. This comparison is especially
190-A.
necessary if use of the instrument, be·
necessam
beunderstood.
yond the
thi obvious,
obvious, is to be understood.
Q Meters utilized
utilized the definiPreivous Q
definition that:
Xl-a
Rp
X
LS
RP
Q=-=-*
Q=--=--,'
Ra
XLI .PI ,.
Rs
X

'S and
",b.ui"", indicate
indinte ..,ie.
p..... llel
‘S
and P subscripts
series .nd
and parallel
configurations
ron fiau ..[i"". respectively.
""I y,

....JlK"

as well
well as the fact
fact that the voltage (V
(V,)c),,
measured across C (the Q capacitor),
measured
has the following
following relationship
relationship at rere,()fiance:
sonance:
VC*
Vo '
VI) =
-VC
= QI'St
QVS, or Q =
=-

V,
vs

'Within [h.
M...., Q limits
limi .. (10'"
‘Within
the Q Meter
(10 to 6621\.
25).

V(J is the voltage injected in series
Vc
series with

V~
the resonant circuit
circuit (Figure 2A).
2A). If
If Vs
is held constant,
constant, then Q is directly
directly
proportional
v... This basic principle,
proportional to VC.
employed in all
all BRC Q Meters
Meters to date,
date,
risc" system
system
is known as the "resonant
“resonant rise”
of making
makinJ.: Q measurements.
mea~urements.

ESTIMATE THE Q
WIN A Q METER
WIN
v.s, 1100'
i. nll<e.so.y
w,n
Yes,
that is 0'1
all 11001
that is
necessary to win
Ihe fo<lo,y
Q
the
factory 'll<ondi,ione<l
reconditioned Type
Type 16Q-A
160-A Q
Meter
whi<h will be
on disploy
in the Bile
Meter which
be on
display in
BRC
exhibil 01
Ihe IRE
IRE .how
10 be
held in
Ihe
exhibit
at the
show to
be held
in the
New York
Vo,~ Coli.e"m
Ma ..h 20th
20th
Coliseum f,om
from March
,h,o"gh
Mo ..h 23rd. The
Mele, will
will be
Q Meter
be
through March
The Q
awo.ded
10 the
'he person
pe..on whose
who.e estimate
e.limole is
is
awarded to
closest '0
to the
<lo.esl
Ihe actual
o<t"al measured
meo.",e<I Q
Q of the
Ihe
••sonoto. <i.."il
be displayed
di.played with
wi.h the
'he
resonotor
circuit 10
to be
Q +Meter.
Mete •• Complete
Complele information
infa.mat'on will be
Q
be
engineering personnel
furnished
f".ni.hed by enginee,ing
person"el on duty
duly
'n
BRe Booths
Boo,h. 3101
3101 and
in BRC
and 3102.

BOONTON
B
OONTON

THE
T H E BRe
BRC NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK is
is pub/iJhed
published
lou'
b y th,
the Boonlor!
Boonton RttJio
Radio
four lim.s
times "a ye",
year hy
Co,pO'Dlion.
I t isis mailed
mailed I,u
free of
of rh,"g.
charge
Corporation. it
to
t o sc;entisIS,
scientists, rogin,,,s
engineers ..nd
and OIh"
other inter·
interesred
ested persons
persons in
i n th,
the rommunirlltions
communications
Dnd
and elerl'onirs
electronics fields.
fields. Th.
T h e ronlrol1
contents mdy
may
h.
be ,ep,inred
reprinted only
only ,,·;tb
with written
written permispermiss;o"
Your romm.nlJ
comments
sion f,om
f r o m the
the edito,.
editor. Your
dnd
a n d sugxutiQns
s u g g e s t i o n s ,,'.
a r e w,lrom"
w e l c o m e , ,,,.J
and
should
be ttJd,used
addresseit 10:
to: &lito"
Editor, THE
THE
should he
BRC
BRC NOTEBOOK,
N O T E B O O K , Boonton
B o o n t o n RaditJ
Radio
Co,po,.-tion,
Boonton, N.
N . j..I.
Corporation, BtJtJnton,

~)

0
- COllve"tio"o'
Conventional 0

Simplifi&d
Simplified Cir<uit
Circuit (1",,(Type 260-A)

!~~"t'~~~~~~~~d
o

The
The UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter uses
uses the
the peak of
[he
the tesonant
resonant rise
rise to
to indicate
indicate resonance,
resonance,
but
but employs
employs the
the bandwidth
bandwidth relationrelationship
ship to
to determine
determine Q,
Q, where:
where:
f,
fr
Q=(1)
Q=(1)
Af
This
3.
This relationship
relationship isis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 3.
fif
Af isis the
the frequency
frequency berween
between rhe
the tWO
two
0.707
or half-power
half-power points,
points, and
and
0.707 volt:lge
voltage or
f,f, isis the
the frequency
frequency at
at rhe
the resonant
resonant
peak.
As isis indicared
indicated in
in Figures
Figures 28
2B and
and
peak. As
4,
4, there
there are
are other
other more
more subtle
subtle differdifferences
Q Meter
ences between
between the
the UHF
UHF ltQ
Meter and
and
the
Q Meters.
Veters. These
These
the lower
lower frequency
frequency Q
will
will be
be discussed
discussed later
later in
in this
qhis article.
article.
FIELDS
FIELDS OF
OF APPLICATION
APPLICATION
Because
Because of
of its
its frequency
frequency range,
range, the
the
UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter will
will serve
serve many
many fields
fields
of
of the
the ele-erronic
electronic industry.
industry. Some
Some exexamples
amples of
of these
these fields
fields ar
ar given
given below.
below.

'"

FIELD
FiElD
Missile o"d
and R"""et..,
Rocketry
MiuH.

Communications
CommUni."lio".
Navigatio’nal Aid.
Aids
No"ig"l;o·",,1

LX

MIGH-CAIN
HIGH-GAIN
CMOPPCR
DETECTOR AMPLlflCR
PROBC

c~p.

BiTh
PISTON
PISTON
ATTENUATOR

(B)
(8)

L"

RCSONANC£
INDICATOR

o GNo.

..,.. *
_L
L IS
TME RESIDUAL
IS THE
RESIDUAL
or THE
INOUCTANCE OF
INDUCTANCE
Q
CAPACITOR.
Q CAPACITOR.

-

Sim,,/ifie<l
Simplified Cireu"
Circuit 280-A
''''-A

Meter
Meter

T",,-

0 Meter
M_t., Type
UHF 0

Flgu"
Q Measuring
M.,....,i"g Circuit
Cin:uij
Figure 2.
2. Compo.i.oll
Comparison of 0
M.ter. ""d
rh. UHF 0
Q Meter
M,'••
ill
Q Meferr
and the
in Convutio",,1
Conventional Q

means of the appropriate controls.
comrols.
means
3.
adjusted until
Q capacitor is adjusted
3. TIle
The Q
outpUt
output is indicated
indicated on the resonance
indicating
indicating meter.
meter.
4.
Q (fre4. The Q
Q capacitOr
capacitor or Q
quency)
adjusted in conconquency) comrol
control is adjusted
un~
junction
junction with the Level
Level Sct
Set coiurol
control until
resonant peak is indicated
indicared at full
til the resonant
scale
meter.
scale on
on the meter.
SPECIFIC
SPECIFIC APPlICATIONS
APPLICATIONS
Telemetry ""d
and ••
remote
control systems.
T.I.met.y
mol• •"nl.ol
oy.l.mo.
Commercial, mobil.
mobile "i.born••
airborne, reI",
relay networks,
Comm...i"l.
"etwo.....
amateur ,odio.
radio, UHF
television, ""d
ond military
omol.u.
UHF 1.Ie"ioion,
mili'".y
mobile.
mobile.
Glide •10,,slope
Glid•

Radar onll
and ECM
ECM
Rollo,
Components
and M"te.ioI5
Materials M""..
Manufacturers
Compon,n
•• ond
f"c1ure ••
Other fi.ld.
Fields
Olio..

BASIC OR
OR CONVENTIONAL
CONVENTIONAL
BASIC
MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
Set-up Procedure
Procedure
Set-up

A condensed
condensed set-up
set-up procedure
procedure will
will
A
be given
given at
at this
this point
point to
to aid
aid in
in the
the
be
understanding of
of the
the instrument.
instrument. The
understanding
same procedure
procedure isis used
used for
for both
both conconsame
ventional and
and unconvemional
unconventional measuremeasurevemional
ments. Arbitrarily,
Arbitrarily, itit will
will be
be assumed
assumed
ments.
that the
the Q
Q and
and induCtance
inductance of
of aa small
small
that
inductor isis going
going to
to be
be measured.
measured.
induCtor
The component
component to
to be
be measured
measured
1.1. The
clamped to
to the
the Q
Q capacitOr
capacitor terminals
terminals
isis clamped
by means
means of
of Ihe
the clamps
clamps provided
provided (Fig(Figby
and S),
5 ) , or
or by
by other
other suitable
suitable
ures 11 and
ures
means.
means.
2. The
The oscillatOr
oscillator isis adjusted
adjusted to
to propro2.
the desired
desired operating
dperating frequency
frequency by
by
vide the
vide

diodes, inInductors, .0....
cores, .opo.ilo".
capacitors, UHF diod...
Indu<lo".
in_
sulators, Dnd
and ..oiotoro.
resistors.
.ulolo...
medical
research,
•••1••"'0,, ....
die,,1 ....."
••10, and
o"d basic
booi. re.e"Accelerator,
search of
of IMW
new materials.
oe"••"
mote.i"l•.

5. The appropriate
appropriate Q dial
S.
dIal is
IS locked
and its knob is turned
and
rumed clockwise to
to the
proper half-power
half-power point which is indicated by the Q mark on the meter.
6. The Q
Q dial
dial is unlocked and the
6.
is rOtated
rotated in a countcr<lockwise
counter-clockwise
knob is
direction, through the resonant peak,
to the
the opposite
opposite half-power
to
half-power point;
point; also
indicated by
on the
indicated
by the
the Q
Q mark
mark on
the meter.
meter.
7. Q is read directly
directly On
on the appro7.
priate Q dial, capacitance is read dipriate
rectly on the Q capacitOr
capacitor dial, and inrecdy
inductance is
is read directly on the integral
dUCtance
calculator dial.
dial.
calculatOr
Inductance Measurements
Inductance
Measurements
Inductance measurements
Inductance
measurements are
are aa priprimary
function of
of all
mary funCtion
all Q
Q Meters.
Meters. The
The
UHF
Q Meter
Meter capacitance
capacitance dial
UHF Q
dial is
is propro2
2

RADIO
R
ADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

vided with
with aa spiral
spiral calculator
calculatOr to
to comcomvided
pute inductance
illduccance from
from the
the capacitance
capacitance
pute
reading and
and the
the operating
operating frequency.
frequency.
reading
The direct-reading
direct-reading inductance
indunance range
range isis
The
25 to
to 146
146 millimicrohenries
millimicrohenries (Figure
(Figure
2.5
Circuit Q
Q is
is read
read directly
directly from
from the
the
66).
) . Circuit
CIRCUIT Q
Q dial.
dial.
CIRCUIT
CapacitanCB Measurements
Measurements
Capacitance
Capacitance measurements
measurements are
are secscrond nature
nature to
to aa Q
Q Meter,
Meter, but
but are
arc ininond
direct measurements
measurements in
in that
that aa reference
reference
induCtor or
Ot “work.
"work. coil”
coil" must
must be
be used.
used.
inductor
The clamps provided
provided with
with the
the instruinstrumcnt permit
permit individual
individual connection
connection of
of
ment
coil and
and the
the unknown
unknown cacarhe work
work coil
the
pacitor for
for parallel
parallel measurements.
measurements. StanStanpacitor
dard Q Meter
Meter procedure
procedure isis then
then ememployed to
to make
make the
the parallel
parallel capacitance
capacitance
ployed
measurementS and
and all general
general Q
Q Meter
Meter
measurements
2.7 apply.
apply. Q1
Ql and
and C1
C1 of
of the
the
equations 2,7
work coil are measured;
measured; then,
then, with
with the
the
work
connected, Qz
(C x ) connected,
~
unknown capacitor (C,)
and Cz
C 2 are also
also measured.
measured. The
The capacicapacitance of
of the
the specimen is
is determined
determined by
by
tance
the equation:

cCX=Cl-C~
x = c1 - c2
Md
and
Ql~
Qi
Q2

cCxx
X
X
- QI -Q~
C,
Qi-Qz
Ci
faCtor measurements
measurementS can
can be
be
Dissipation factor
by referring
referring to
to Figure
Figure 7.
7. For
For
estimated by
example, a 20-pf
20-pf capacitor
capacitOr with
with an
an R,
RI,
example,
of
of 0.3 meg.
meg. ohms can
can be
be detected
detected at
at 210
210
Mc,
Mc, using
using a work
work coil
coil with
with aa Q1
QI of
of 300.
300.
The dissipation factor
facror would
would then
then be
be
follows:
computed at follows:
11
%
40
Xc40
D
E-=
- - =D
=
-=--Q
Rp
0.3
Q
Rp
0.3 X
X 106
1O{I
=
= 130
130 X
X 10-6
10- 6
=
= 0.00013
0.00013
Consider
Consider the
the possibilities
possibilities ifif higher
higher Q
Q
inductors or resonators
resonatOrs are
are used.
used. One
One
precaution
precaution must
mUSt be
be observed
observed ifjf aa false
false
value
value for
for Cg
C~ is
is to
to be
be avoided.
avoided. The
The Q
Q
dials
dials (frequency
(frequency dials)
dials) should
should always
always
be
be returned
returned to
to their
their original
original positions,
positions.
indicated
by the
the resonant
resonam peak
peak of
of the
the
indicated by
work
work coil
coil before
before Cx
C x was
was connected.
connected.
Direct
Direct parallel
parallel capacitance
capacitanCI; measuremeasurements,
mentS, over
over aa range
range of
of 0.1
0.1 to
to 20
20 pf
pf are
are
possible on the
UHF Q
Q Meter.
Meter. It
It is
is also
also
the UHF
possible
possible that
that capacitance
capacitance measurements
measurements
can
can be
be extended
extended by
by aa “step-shunt”
"step-shum" techtechnique.
nique. This
This technique
technique requires
requires that
that an
an
external
CA
and
external capacitor
capacitor or
or capacitors
capacitors ((C
A and
CB),
C u ), within
within the
the capacitance
capacitance range
range of
of
the
the instrument,
instrumem, be
be calibrated
calibrated at
at the
the
frequency
frequency of
of measurement.
measurement. The
The external
external
capacitors
are
then
connected
capacitors are then mnnecte<! in
in parallel
parallel

Qx=
Qx

,-

~
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with
with anOther
another work
work coil
coil and
and Ihe
the Type
Type
280-A
280-A internal
internal capacitor
capacitor is
is adjusted
adjusted to
to
peak.
peak. The
The external
external capacitors
capacitors are
are reremoved
moved as
as required
required when
when the
the unknown
unknown
capacitor
x ) isis connected.
( CX)
connected. 111en:
Then:
capacitor (C
CX=CA+C
(2)
U f (C
2)
CX CA CU
( cll -C
- CZ)
(2)
Series
Series techniques
techniques m~y
may also
also be
be used.
used.
Some
Some suggestions
suggestions on
on this
this subject
subject are
are
taken
taken up
up in
in the
the resistance
resistance measurement
measurement
section
section which
which follows.
follows.
Resistance
Resistance Measurements
Measurements
Resistance
InResistance measuremems
measurements are
are also
also indirect
direct measurementS,
measurements, and
and the
the procedure
procedure
used
used isis identical
identical to
to that
that used
used for
for ca·
capacitance
pacitance measurements.
measurements. In
In this
this case,
case,
however,
however, we
we are
are intercsted
interested in
in the
the major
major
parameter
parameter of
of resistance.
resistance. Figure
Figure 88 shows
shows
approximate
approximate limits
limits of
of measurable
measurable reresistance
Q1 values
values of
of 300
300
sistance for
for indicated
indicated Q,
and
and 500,
500, Q2
Qz values
values of
of 20
20 and
and to,
10, and
and
aa 6.Q
AQ of
of to.
10. Approximate limits for
for
both
both patallel
parallel and
and series
series measurements
measurements
'are
'are given.
given. 111e
The upper
upper limits
limits of
of paralparallel
lel measurementS
measurements may
may be
be extended
extended by
utilizing
utilizing higher
higher Q
Q reference
reference inductors
inductors
and
and smaller
smaller 6.Q
A Q values.
values. The
The lower
lower limlimirs
its of
of .parallel
parallel measurements
measurements may
may be
be exextended,
tended, slightly,
slightly, by
by using
using additional
additional
external
external capacitance.
capacitance.
At
At ulna-high
ultra-high frequencies,
frequencies, series
series
measurements
measurements present
present aa more
more difficult
difficult
problem.
problem. First,
First, shunr
shunt capacilance
capacitance and
and
series
of the
the series
series jig
jig must
must
series inductance
inductance of
be
be small
small relative
relative to
to the
the tesistance
resistance to be
measured. Secondly,
Secondly, aa low
low inductance
inductance
measured.
and
and [ow
low resistance
resistance shan-circuiting
short-circuiting de·
device
vice must
must be
be employed.
employed.
In
In the
the Type
Type 2BO·A,
280-A, circuit
circuit component
component
contact resistance
resistance isis basically the lower
lower
COntan
limiting factor
factor in
in series
series measurements.
measurements.
limiting
This contact
contact resistance
resistance usually
usually becomes
becomes
This
function of
of the
the component
component shape
shape and
and
aa function
may require
require aa special
special machined
machined fixture
fixture
may
given component.
component.
for aa given
for
A shan
short CUt
cut to
to solving
solving the
the multiple
A
computations of
of the
the real
real component
component of
compulations
parallel impedance
impedance measurements
measurements is
is iI·
ilparallel
7. Curves
Curves for
for aa given
given
lustrated in
in Figure
Figure 7.
lustrated
work coil,
coil, with
with Q\
Q1 and
and fn.·quency
frequency held
held
work
function of
constant, are
are plOtted
plotted as
as aa function
constant.
Q a and
and RI"
Rp.If
If the
the work
work coil
coil is
is stable.
stable,
Q2
well designed,
designed, rigid,
rigid, well
well plated,
plated, etc.,
etc.,
well
these curvcs,
curves, or
or aa group
group of
of curves,
curves, can
can
these
be used
used for
for general
general measuremems
measurements over
over
be
long periods
periods of
of time.
time.
long

indicates aa change
change in
in effective
effective perperindicates
meabiliry and
and aa change
change in
in Q
Q indicates
indicales
meability
change of
of specimen
specimen resistivity.
resistiviry. A
A high
high
aa change
of precision
precision can
can be
be achieved
achieved in
in
degree of
degree
these measurements,
measurements, since
since both
both the
the work
work
these
be fabricated
fabricated on
on preprc·
coil and
and plug
plug can
can be
coil
machines.
cision machines.
tWO plastic
plastic plugs,
plugs,
A work
work coil
coil and
and two
A
patterned after
after those
those shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure
patterned
to the
the Q
Q
were made
made and
and attached
attached to
9, were
capacitOt terminals
terminals on
on the
lhe UHF
UHF Q
Q
capacitor
Meter, and
and aa few
few experiments
experiments were
were perperMeter,
which produced
produced some
some interestinterestformed which
ing results.
results. In
In the
the first
first experiment,
experiment, aa
ing
of small shell
shell cores were
were inserted
inserted
group of
in the
the plastic
plaslic plug
plug and
and tested
tested at
at 400
400
in
Q\ was
was determined
determined to
to be
be within
within
Mc. Q1
Mc.
5% of 630, and Q2
Q2 was
was within
within 5%
5% of
of
5%
Inductance increased
increased
284 for all cores. Inductance
indicatin,g permeability
permeability greater
greater
%, indicating
by 55%.
#4
than unity,
unity. even at
at 400
400 Mc.
Mc. Core
Core #4
than
5% decrease
decrease in
in inductance,
inducrance,
showed a 5%
to 135
135 in
in Q2.
Q2' This
This core
core
with a drop to
with
of low-frequency
low-frequency material
malerial
was obviously of
was
shon circuit.
circuir. This
This exexlike a poor
poor short
acting like
periment indicates
indicates aa technique
technique for
for evaleval·
periment
or adjustment
adjustment
uating inductive
inductive tuning
tuning or
uating
and their
their effects
effects upon
upon circuit
circuit
devices and
Q at ultra-high
uhra-high frequencies.
frequencies.
Q
1111' author
author has
has long
long been
been curious
curious
The
of liquids
liquids on
on circuit
circuil
the effects
eHecls of
about the
to the
the second
second excxThis curiosity
euriosiry led
led to
Q. This
periment, performed
performed to
to determine
determine the
the
periment,
effect of
of tap
tap water
water on
on circuit
circuit Q,
Q, with
with
effect
without a few
few salt
salt crystals
crystals added.
added.
and without
Q, measured
measured for
fot the
the clear
clear water
watcr was
was
QZ
610. Low losses,
losses, very
very little
little change
change in
in
inductance,
% inininductance, and
and approximately
approximately 1I%
crease in
in distributed capacitance were
were
noted. A
of salt
salt (NaC1)
(NaCl) was
was
A pinch
pinch of
then
Q:!
then added and
and the
the effects
effects noted.
noted. Q2
dropped to
to 255,
255, with
with no
no inductance
inductance
change apparent. It
It can
can be
be concluded
concluded

+ +

SPECIAL OR
OR NONCONVENTlONAl
NONCONVENTIONAL
SPECIAL
MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
The basic
basic parameters
parameters of
of L,
L, C,
C, and
and Q
Q
Ibe

are often
often affecte<l
affected when
when brought
brought near,
near,
are
or in
in contact
contact with,
with, aa component
component to
to be
be
or
us considcr
consider some
some specific
specific
tested. Let
Let us
tested.
instances and
and determine
determine what
what measuremeasureinstances
ments may
may be
be made.
made.
ments

ell"'.

fig,,,..
Figure 3.

0Q R..onon••
Resonance Curve

Measurements
Chonge
Measurements Involving Change
in
ond Resistance
Resistonce
in Inductonce
Inductance and
Iron
tOroids, and rods
Iron cores,
cores, shells,
shells, toroids,
tCSted simply,
ar higher
may now be tested
simply, at
frequencies,
frequencies, with the UHF Q Meter. It
has been fouod
has
found that some defects are
C2!2 indicaindica·
detectable
resistive or Q
detectable in the resistive
ro 610
lion
frequencies (210 to
tion at these frequencies
Mc)
nor show up at the lower
Mc) that do not
operating frequencies.
frequencies.
111C
of some
The ferro-resonant
ferro-resonant frequency of
ferro-magnetic
ferro-magnetic componentS
components may be detected
resonance indicating mettected on the resonance
tesonance falls
falls within the
el,
er, if this resonance
instrument frequency
instrumem
frequency range.
range.
Figure 9 suggestS
suggests a possible jig design for
for coupling these and Other
other comsign
com·
ponents, liquids,
rnaterials into the
liquids, and
and materials
field of a test coil.
coil. The plastic
inductive field
can be machined to precisely posiplug can
specimen so that the change
tion the spedmen
in C,
C, L, or Q
Q falls
falls within the
The range of
of
in
the instrument. A change of
of inductance

r
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4.
figllre

Block Diagram
810d
Oiogrom of
r>f UHF
UHf Q
0 Meter
MeIer Showing
S,"owing External
hternol Resonator
Reson"tor Connections
Conne<lions

3
3

BOONTON
B
OONTON

then,
then, that
that the
the Rf
RF resistivity
resistivity or
or losses
losses
only
only change
change in
in aa positive
positive direction
direction with
with
the
the addition
addition of
of salt.
salt.
11lese
These experiments
experiments point
point up
up the
the apapplication
plication of
of the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meeer
Meter in
in the
the
UHF
UHF inductive
inductive heating
heating field
field (cooking
(cooking
of
foOOs,
curing
of
adhesives
of foods, curing of adhesives and
and resins,
resins,
etc.)
important to
to knOW
know
etc.) where
where itit isis importam
the
the frequency
frequency of
of optimum
optimum energy
energy ababsorption.
sorption.
Jigs
Jigs similar
similar In
in theory
theory to
to the
the one
one dISdiscussed
cussed above,
above, but
but more
more SOphlStlCated,
sophisticated,
may
may be
be constructed
constructed to
to detect,
detect, test,
test, and
and
measure
measure more
more complex
complex componems
components
and
and materials
materials and
and to
to solve
solve more
more exacting
exacting
problems.
problems. For
For example,
example, aa capacitancecapacitanceloaded
loaded or
or "end-tuned"
“end-tuned’ coaxial
coaxial resonator
could
could be
be adapted
adapted ro
to check
check toroidal
toroidal bebehavior
havior under
under truly
truly inductive conditions
conditions
and
and with
with the
the flux
flux lines
lines in
in aa sp<:cific
specific
plane.
plane.
Measurements
Measurements Involving
Involving
Change
Change in
in Capacitance
Capacitance and
and
Resistance
Resistance
The
The measuremem
measurement of
of the
the dielectric
dielectric
loss
loss factor
factor of
of Tc(lon,
Teflon, Polyethlene,
Polyethlene, etc.,
etc.,
isis one
one of
of the
the mOSt
most difficult
difficult measuremeasuremems
ments to
to make
make with
with any
any degree
degree of
accuracy.
accuracy. For
For example,
example, high-grade Tef·
TefIon
lon isis known
known to
to have
have 11a loss
loss factor
factor of
approximately
approximately 0.00014.
0.00014.
'(be
The Type
Type 280-A
280-A UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter,
Meter, with
with
its
its frequency
frequency range
range of
of 210
210 to
to 610
610 Mc
Mc
and
25,000, makes
makes
and Q
Q range
range of
of 10
10 to
to 25,000,
this
this equivalent
equivalent high
high shunt
shunt resistance
resistance
morc
more readable.
readable. Further,
Further, since
since the
the Type
280-A
280-A employs
employs aa bandwidth measuring
measuring
Af isis measured
measured between
between
system; i.e.,
i.e., 6.f
system;
the half-power
half-power poims,
points, permitdng
permitting the
the
[he
use of
of frequency
frequency counting
counting technigues;
techniques;
use
calibration and
and rt-'l\dabiliry
readability of
of the
the Q
Q
calibradon
dials can
can be
be eliminated
eliminated as
as aa source
source of
of
dials
error and
and 6Q
A Q becomes
becomes more
more readable,
readable,
error
limited only
only by
by our
our ability
ability to
to measure
measure
limired
Af. Let
Let us
us consider
consider the
the order
order of
6f.
Af or
or frequency
frequency changes
changes that
that will
will be
be
6f
encountered for
for such
such aa measuremem.
measurement.
encoumered
Conditions:
Conditions:
The specimen
specimen capacitance
capacitance (C.)
(Cx)
l.1. TIle
should be
be about
about !Opf.
10pf.
should
If aa plate
plate area
area of
of 0.6
0.6 inches
inches is
is used,
used,
2.2. If
1/32
material thickness
thickness should
should be
be 1/32
material
inch for
for approxima[e1y
approximately 10
10 pf C•.
C,.
inch
3. Cl>
C1, under
under these
these conditions,
conditions, should
should be
be
3.
approximately 15pf.
15pf.
approximately
4. Ql
Q1 should
should be
be at
a t least
least 500.
500.
4.
Operating frt'quency
frequency isis 3OOMc.
300Mc.
5.5. Operating
Solving fOf'
for 6.Q:
AQ: We
W e can
can now
now solve
solve for
for
Solving
the expected
expected 6.Q
A Q for
for aa 0.0001
0.0001 dissipa.
dissipathe
tion faCtor.
factor. In
In this
this case:
case:
tion
I1
D=
=-,
-, Q.
Qx=
z 10,000.
10,000.
D
QX
Q,
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CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

value are
are 10
10 units.
units. This
·This means
means that
ehal
value
estimatcs from
from the
the dial
dial reading
reading can
can be
be
estimates
within approximately
approximately 20%
20% of
of this
this A
6Q
Q
within
value. With
With aa A
6Q
of 16
16:1t
frcguency
value.
Q of
at aa frequency
of 300
300 Mc,
Me, what
what is
is the
the frequency
fregucncy
((f,)
f r ) of
to this
{his
bandwidth change?
change? Let
I.et us
us refer
refer to
bandwidth
as Af,.
6£:1. The
The derivation
derivation of
of the
the
change as
is as
as follows:
follows:
used is
equation used

OlOUNO
PLANE

l!l

"

B

RADIO
R
ADIO

Q~
Q2

n

6f~
fz

AQ;

(5)

fr

-

Clearing:
Clearing:

+

.66
.66 (500)'
(500)

+ .66 x 500

-

( 2 5 x lIO~)
o4)
.66 (25

10,330
10,no

= 16
16
=

Calibrated dial divisions
divisions aatt this Q
Calibrarcd

FREQUENCY-MC

Figure 6.
6. I"""d.."
Inductance
Range
of the
Fig",.
........g
.. of
the UHF
UHF Q
Q
Meter (Direct
(Direct ReodingJ
Reading)
Merer
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fr

--_
Q~
QI
4
2 Qi
Qlf
Q
i f re--Q~fr
Qdr

6.fa =
=---Af,

-

(Q, -Q2)
-Q,)
ff,
r (Qi

-

ff,(LlQ)
r (AQ)

(( 110)
0)

compute the
the above
above example:
example:
To compute

(6)

Examplo (for above condir.ions):
conditions) :
r:xample-

-

((8)
8)

6.Q =
= Qi
QI -Qz,
-Q~I Qi
Ql > Q2
Q~
AQ
6.fa =
= Afz-Afl
6.f;1-6.f 1
Af3
((9)
9)

Q1Q~
Qi
Qz

Q.+KQl
Qx
KQ1

10,000
10,000

Q~
Qz

Q1Q2
Qi
4 2

KQ1:!
KQi

AQ =
LlQ

fr
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,nd
and
LlQ
AQ =
=

f,

ffre

since
Qi -

((7)
7)

Q1Q~
Qi

(4)

AQ
4 2

fr

Afi = Q,
Qi

= -6.f~ 2 =
, , Af2

Qi Qz

Qx=K-

f,

f,

Afl

Q
re,mi..,,1 Dimensions
I)i"'.....;..".
0 C..poei'",
Capacifor Terminal

Using
e<juation for
for Q:
Q:
Using the
the srandard
standard equation
QIi QQ~
C.
Q
2
Cx
Q
.= -xx-. - .
(l)
(3)
Q, =
6.Q
C1
AQ
Ci
Ler C./e
Let
C,/C1 l =
=K =
= 0.66 which is aa
practical
practical ratio adjustable by manipulafregucncy and spetion
tion of inducance or frequency
cimen thickness.
thickness. Then:

= -,

i
,

300
Mc x 16
300Mcx16

Llf, =
~ ----,--,Af,

500 xx 484
484
500

= ,0198
.0198 Mc’or
Mc'or 19.838
19.838 kc
kc
From
From the
the above
above example,
example, two
twO factors
factors
stand out
Out as important
imIXlrranr to
to the
the accuracy
accuracy
of
of measurement:
measurement: First,
First, the
the value
value of
of the
the
ratio
in equation
(.><juation 4,
4, especially
especially ifif the
the
ratio K
K in
Q dial readout
is to
to be
be used,
used, should
should apapreadout is
proach as close to
as possible
possible to
to
to unity
unity as
optimize readability.
readability. Secondly,
Sc<:ondly, equaequations
7, 8, 9, and
and 10
10 indicate
indicate that
that aa
tions 7,
frequency
frequency measurement
measurement technique
eechnigue can
can
be
to measure
measure Q1,
Ql, QZ,,and
Q~, ,and AQ.
6Q.
be used
used to
Use of an
an Auxiliary
Auxiliary Frequency
Frequency
Counter
Counter to
to Measure
Measure loss
lass Factor
Factor
Fortunately
Fortunaeely Yor
'for those
[hose with
wieh dielectric
dielectric
loss
loss measurement
measurement problems,
problems, the
the art
art of
of
frequency
frequency measurement
measurement is
is highly
highly rerefined
is really
really aa simple
simple solution
solution
fined and is
to the loss-factor
loss·factor measurement
measurement problem.
problem.
A
A popular
popular frequency
frequency measuring
measuring device
device
found
is the
the frefrefound in
in most
most laboratories
laboratories is
quency
quency counter.
coumer. This
This instrument,
instrument, with
with
aa suitable
SUlrable transfer
transfer oscillator,
oscillator, has
has more
more
than
than sufficient
sufficient accuracy
accuracy and
and resolution
resolution
for
The frequency
freguency
for this
this application.
application. The
counter
is connected
connected to
[0 jack
jack JJ1I at
at the
the
counter is
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fjgu...
R, ~e,.u.
versus 0,
Q 2 ond
and C.
Cx
Figure 7.
7 . II.

-

rear
rear of
of the
the Type
Type 280A
280A (Figure
(Figure 4)
4)
which
which isis provided
provided especially
especially for
for monimonitoring
toring the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter frequency,
frequency.
With
With this
this technique the
the accuracy
accuracy of
measurement
measurement isis determined
determined by
by the
the shonshortterm
term frequency
frequency stability
stability of
of the
the Type
Type
280·A
280-A and
and the
the stability
stability of
of the
the half·
halfpower
power indicator
indicator in
in its
its most
most insensitive
insensitive
position
position (position
(position of
of maximum srabil·
stability).
ity). In
In this
this mode
mode of
of operation,
operation, 05
0.5 kc
kc
per
100 megacycles
megacycles can
can be
be
per minute
minute per
per 100
resolved
resolved with
with good
good repeatability.
repeatability. For
For
this
this method
method of
of dielectric
dielectric measurements,
measurements,
itit isis convenient
convenient ro
to derive
derive the
the equations
equations
for
D, (dissipation
(dissipation facror)
factor) in
in
for Q.
Qx and
and D.
terms
terms of
of frequency.
frequency. Considering
Considering the
the re·
relationships
and 8,
8, equaequalationships of
of equations
equations 77 and
tion
tion 33 can
can be
be written:
written:

f,
Qx

Q.

f,

,--

=r6f, x 6f, q X-C.
c
c,
1
x-

f,

e.

f,

-x- x - -

Af2
6f,

Afl
6f,

L:,.f
Af,1 xx f~f 2

f<2
fr2

Ox=
O.

XX

Af,

c x
C.

cedure
in this
this frequency
frequency range.
range.
cedure in
Meo$urement
Semitonduttor
Measurement of
of Semiconductor
Components
and Materials
Materials
Components and
Since
of the
the key
key features
features of
of
Since one
one of
Q Meter
Meter is
is high
high detector
detector
the
the new
new UHF
UHF Q
levels arc
available across
across
gain,
gain, low
low RF
RF levels
are available
be tested.
tested. The
The level
level
the
to be
the component
component to
by the
the front
front panel
panel SENSEN·
can
can be
be selected
selected by
SITIVITY
from 25
25 to
to 250
250
SITIVITY control
control from
the many
many components
components
millivolts.
millivolts. Of
Of the
in this
this RF
RF voltage
'lOlrage range,
range,
measurable
measurable in
is one
one of
of
the
variable-C1pacitor diode
the variable-capacitor
diode is
the best
is most
best examples.
examples. Here, one is
of Q and
concerned with the behavior of
capacitance
function of bias and
capacitance as aa function
fre<Juency.
frequency. With 0.025
0.025 volts RF across
the diode, investigations to almost zero
RF imim·
bias
bias (O.lv
( 0 . 1 ~dc) can be made. RF
pedance of detecror
detector and mixer diodes
Q
can be determined using standard Q
Meter equations
1. A suggested design
equations7.
for a diode jig, with provisions for biasI. Other paraing,
ing, is
is shown
shown in Figure 1.
in·
metric
metric and nonlinear components, induding
h,•., and hob
n...., of some UHF
cluding hhie,
l ¥, h,,,
transistors,
transistors, may be measured in a similar
ilar manner,
manner. Semiconductor material reelectrosis(ivity
sistivity can
can be measured in the electroun·
static
static manner previously described under "MeasurementS
InVOlving Change
“Measurements Involving
Resistance", or relin Capacitance and Resistance”,
ative resistivity
resistivity can be ob(ained
obtained using
the induaive
inductive jig previously described
under "Measurements
Involving Change
“Measurements Involving
in
Resistance:'
in Inductance and Resistance.”
External Resonator
Externol
Resonator and
"In
Measurements
”in Circuit"
Circuit” Measurements
One of the most interesting
interesring phases
of the new UHF Q Meter application
is the measurement of external resonarors
Re·
ators and
and "in
“in circuit""
circuit” measurements. Reobserve that
2B aut!
and 4,
ferring to Figure 28
4, obser....e
is really no direct connection to
there is

x -x

c1

Af,

x
Af2 x fr-Af, x f,. C\
.6ftx.6f~.6f2Xf,-.6flXf,
-

ffrr2

CX
C.

- - - - xX --

( A f 2 -Af1) C.
c1
f,f r (.6L-.6fd

f,f r

cx
C.

-,..,.-:-,..-:-: xx--

(Af2-Af1)
(.6f~-L:,.fd

c1
C\

Af2-Af11
.6f':!-.6f

c1l
C

Dx =
D.=

((11)
11 )

x(12)
x(12)
C,
f,f r
C.
loss factor
factor measurementS
measurements in
in
Dielectric loss
Dielectric
this range,
range, were
were heretofore
heretofore obtained
obtained by
by
this
refined techniques
techniques and
and extreme
extreme skill.
skill.
refined
The Type
Type 280·A
280-A .6f
Af te<:hnique
technique can
can
The
O % accuracy
accuracy (or
(or one
one pan
part
achieve ±t l 10%
achieve
in the
the fifth
fifth place)
place) with
with considerable
considerable
in
simplification of
of the
the measuremenr
measurement pro·
pro~implification
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and detection
detectioll circuits.
circuits. The
The
the injection
injection and
the
RF signal
signal is
is actually
aCtually magnetically
magnetically
RF
coupled or
or induced
induced into
into the
the Q
Q capacitor
capacitor
coupled
by aa piston-type
piston-type inductive
inductive attenuator.
attenuator.
by
is aa tubular
tubular probe,
probe, with
with aa
This device
device is
This
of wire
wire at
at its
its end.
end. The
The dede·
single turn
rurn of
single
is similar
similar to
to aa conventional
conventional
tectOr circuit
circuit is
tector
diode probe
probe used
used on
on many
many RF
RF vacuum
vacuum
diode
and is
is coupled
coupled to
to the
the
rube voltmeters
voltmeters and
tube
Q capacitor
capacitor by
by merely
merely bringing
bringing one
one end
end
Q
of itit near
near the
the electrostatic
electrostatic field
field of
of the
the
of
statOr structure.
stator
The fact
fact that
that there
there is
is actually
aaually no
no
The
to the
the circuit
circuit ununconductive connection
connection to
conductive
test suggests
suggestS many
many possible
possible configconfig·
der test
urarions for
for making
making measurements.
measurements. As
As
urations
connections to
to the
the
in Figure
Figure 4, connections
shown in
Q capacitor
capacitor assembly have
have been
been made
made
Q
of jacks
jacks and
and jumpers
jumpers
through aa series of
at the
the rear
rear of
of the
the instrument.
instrument.
located at
located
and
means that
that the
the oscillator
oscillatOr and
This means
high-gain amplifiers
amplifiers may
may be
be discondisconhigh-gain
Q capacitor.
capacitOr,
nected from
from the
rhe Q
nected
External Resonators
Resonators
External
First, let
let us
us assure
assure that
that we
we have
have aa
First,
10 know
know its
its
coaxial resonator
resonatOr and
and need
need to
coaxial
Q and resonant
resollant frequency.
frequency, Due
Due to
to the
the
Q
of the
Ihe component,
component, itit can
can
physiClJ size of
physical
mounted on
on the
the Q
Q capacitor
capacitor terternot be mounted
not
be mounted,
mounted,
minals. Even
Even ifif itit could
could be
minals.
of 4pf
4pf would
would
the minimum
minimum capacitance of
the
prohibit uncorrected
uncorrected measurements.
measurements. The
The
prohibit
280·A, with
with appropriate
appropriate accessoraccessor·
Type 280-A,
on
ies, can make
make these
these measurements
measurements on
ies,
the bench
bench rather
rarher than
than on
on the
the instrument.
instrument,
the
the connections
connections for
for aa
Figure 44 shows the
Figure
The piston
piston
resonator circuit.
circuit. The
typical resonator
attenuator
attenuatOr and
and diode
diode probes
probes shown
shown in
in
Figures
wiJl be
be made
made available
available
Figures 1I and 4 will
accessories for
for the
the Type
Type
as optional accessories
280-A.
280·A.
The
The procedure
procedure for
for making
making this
this measmeasurement
the same
same as
as for
for
urement is basically the
making
making conventional
conventional measurements,
measurements, exexSet" controls
controls ((Q
that the
the “Level
"Level Set”
cept that
Q
capacitor
capacitOr piston
pistOn attenuator
at(enuator and
and Q
Q cacapacitor
pacitOr controls) are
are no
no longer
longer operaoperative. The
The motion
motion of
of the
the attenuator
attenuator probe
probe
and adjustment of
of the
the dc
dc potentiometer
potentiometer
serve as the
the “Level
"Level Set”
Set" control
comrol once
once
the detector
detectOr probe
probe has
has been
been positioned.
posidoned.
The
The frequency or CI’RCUIT
CI'RCUIT Q
Q dials
dials are
are
then
to obtain the
[he resonant
resonant peak.
peak,
then tuned
tuned to
The resonant
resonam frequency
frequency is
is read
read directly
directly
on
on the
the frequency
frequency dial,
dial, or
or by
by means
means of
of
external frequency
frequency measuring
measuring equipequipment
ment ifif desired.
desired. The
The Q
Q measuring
measuring propro·
cedure
is fhe
the same
same as
as described
described above
above
cedure is
for
for inductors.
inductors.
Care
be taken
raken to
to a;oid
avoid unexunexCare must
must be
pected
of the
the resonator.
resonatOr. PrePrepected loading
loading of
vention
of this
this loading
loading is
IS one
one function
function
vention of
of
of the
the coupling
coupling block
block and
and isis also
also the
the

BOONTON
B
OONTON

reuon that
that an
an adjustment
adjustment is
is provided
provided
reason
th~
2uenwwr
probe.
Two
Q readrn.don
on the attenuator probe. Two Q
detectOr probe
probe and
and
ings,
ings, al
at diffa~m
different detector
21t~nW(Qr
probe
settings,
will
establish
attenuator probe settings, will establish
loading. If
If there
there is
is any
any
the extent
the
extent of
of loading.
<b
will
be:
differem
than
QI.
loading,
loading, Q2 will be different than QI.
A plot
plOl of
twO or
three Q
Q readings
readings
A
of two
or three
will .show
lhat
as
as aa function
function of
of coupling
coupling will
show that
Q
10 the
th~
Q approaches
approaches aa limit,
limit, asymptOlic
asymptotic to
Q
inQ valu~,
value, at
at which
which the
the Type
Type 2BO-A
280-A injection
reflecled
jection and
and detection
detection circuit
circuit reflected
n~gligible. This
Q value
vaJu~ is
is
losses
losses ue
are negligible.
This Q
Ihe
unloaded Q
the resonator
resonator
the aaual
actual unloaded
Q of
of the
und~r
under test.
test.
is imimIn
this type,
type, Q
In rcsonators
resonators of
of this
Q is
method of
portant
of determining
determining
portant 1lS
as aa method
of
bandwidth
bandwidth in
in receivcrs.
receivers. The
The effects
effects of
circuit
be determined
and
circuit loading
loading caD
can be
determined and
optimized.
optimized.
As
As aa power handling device,
device, Q
Q is refollows:
lated
lated to
to efficiellCY
efficiency (E)
( E ) as follows:

Q..
QL
E=
%, (13)
E = 100
100 (I
(1 ~-)
--)
(13)

QUL
QUL
where
where QI.
QL =
=Q
Q loaded
loaded and
and QrL
QUL=
=Q
unloaded.
unloaded.
"In
“In Circuit"
Circuit” MeQsurementl
Measurements
A
rhe UHF Q
A distinct
distinct advantage
advantage of
of the
Meter
Meter isis irs
its ability
ability to measure
measure the Q
Q
of
rc:5Oll1ltl>rs) 1lS
of rC$OlUm
resonant circuits
circuits ((resonators)
as
they
they arc
are connected
connected and moumed
mounted in llCacIwl
tual usc;
use; i.e.,
i.e., Min-circuil"
“in-circuit” lIlC1lSuternenrs.
measurements.
This
This is
is cxucmdy
extremely impotl1lDt,
important, sinc~
since th~
the
behavior
behavior of
of most
most rc:5Oll1ltofS
resonators is
is 2a fullCfunction
tion of
of many
many things.
things. Resonators
Resonators may
rake
take many
many forms;
forms; i.e.,
i.e., coaxial,
coaxial, cavity,
cavity,
open
open lines,
lines, suip
strip lines,
lines, buuerfIy
butterfly ranks,
tanks,
etc.
etc. An
An example
example of
of aa typical
typical "in-circuit"
“in-circuit”
measurement
measurement problem
problem isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Figure I.1. Here,
Here, flat
flat strips
strips are
are used
used to
to form
form
ure
resonator for
for aa developmental
developmental RF
RF
aa re50nawr
amplifier. ItIt isis important
important to
to know
know the
the
amplifier.
QLand
and Qn.
QcL of
of the
the resonator
resonator to
to delerdeterQI,
mine the
the optimum
optimum efficiency
efficiency versus
versus
mine
bandwidth compromise.
compromise. Coupling
Coupling was
was
bandwidth
achieved as
as illustrated,
illustrated, and
and the
the followfollowachieved
ing example
example readings
readings were
were made
made at
at
ing
400 Me:
Mc: Qn,
= 400,
400, QL
QL =
= 40,
40, E
Q ~ =
L
400
100 (I
( 1 -- 40/400)
40/400) =
= 90%.
90%. ItIt was
was
== 100
QUL
found that
that due
due to
to radiation
radiation losses.
losses, Qn.
found
dropped to
to 300
300 with
with the
the shidd
shield removed,
removed,
dropped
100 (I.
( 1resulting in
in an
an efficiency
efficiency of
of 100
resulting
40/300) %
% == 84%.
84%. These
These efficien·
efficien40/3(0)
cies were
were adequate,
adequate, but
but aa differem
different rube
tube
cies
type and
and aluminum
aluminum shields
shields resulled
resulted in
in
type
QrL of
of 100.
100. Efficiency
Efficiency W1l.S
was 60%
60% ununaa Q"L
der these
these conditioos
conditions and,
and, thcreJore,
therefore, Ihis
this
der
may prov~
prove to
to be
be an
an unusuable
unusuable configconfigmay
uration.
uralion.
An exlmsion
extension of
of this
this type
type of
of meas·
measAn
urement can
can be
be applied
applied to
to mating
mating comcomurement
ponents, or
or may
may be
be used
used to
to dcrermine
determine
ponents,

I
I
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Figure
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Jig
lance

Q at the self-resonant
sel(·rcsonam frequency
frequency of
of an
an
are placed
placed
inductor. The components are
inductor.
plane in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity
on a small ground plane
of the probes,
probes, or in
in aa convenient shield,
shield,
of
losses and body
body capacapato limit radiation losses
By this
this means,
means, any tuntuneHcns. By
citance effects.
may be
be
ing or fixed capacitor desired may
employed.
imponant to
10 realize
realize that
that measmeasIt is important
It
in the
th~ manner
manner described
urements made in
Q~; i.e.,
i.e., the
the effective
in this section yield Qp;
Q of
tbe: component and a3sociated
:issociared cirQ
of the
by the
Ihe Q
Q
cuit inperceptably
inpc:rcepta.bly influenced by
if cue
to determine sufsufMeter, if
care is used to
is the
the
ficient probe decoupling.
decoupling. This is
aaual
Q and can
(all be
be: used
used
actual "ill-circuit"'
“in-circuit” Q
dir«dy
cornpurauoos. The
directly in circuit computations.
Type 280-A
Metcr is
is the
the only
ooIy
280-A UHF Q Meter
Q Meter in existance
o:istance that can measure,
measure,
of a circuit that
Ihat is resdirectly,
directly, the Q
Q of
onant at the frequency of
of measurement.
measurement.
ollllm
To measure circuit "stray"
capaci.
“stray” capacilance,
the
tance, a coil
coil may be calibrated on the
Q capacitor
capacitor and then
Q
thCII soldered into the
tbe
at the desired
desired points. The circircuit at
cuit capacitance can then be computed
cuir
from the relationship foi
fot resonance:
rcsonance:
from
1
I
f
- -f=
=

wj[C

O J E

or
0'

1I
C = -= - (14)
C
(14)
ff:lw
2 0 2L
The same
same technique
technique can be applied to
The
circuit inductances.
inductances.
circuit
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
W e have
have 2nempred
attempted 10
to describe
describe some
We
of the
the applications
applications of
of Ihe
the new
new UHF
of
UHF Q
Meter Type
Type 2BO.A,
280-A, but realize that
Meter
there will
will be
be many
many more
more jobs
jobs for
Ihere:
for this
this
versatile instromenl;
instrument; some:
some of
of which a.re
are
ycrsatile
not apparent
apparent at
at Ihis
this wriling.
writing. These
These will
00f
provide wonhwhile
worthwhile subjea
subject maner
matter for
for
provide
future anides
articles in
in The
The NOIebook.
Notebook.
furure
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SERVICE NOTE
NOTE
SERVICE
RX Meter
Meter Null
Null Indicator
Indicator
RX
Proper operation
operation of
of the
the Type
Type 250-A
250-A
Proper
RX Meter
Meter isis dependent
dependcnt upon
upon the
the correct
correct
RX
of the
the bridge
bridge circuit,
circuit, and
and the
Ihe
balancing of
balancing
bridge
bridge circuit
circuit cannot
cannot be
be correctly
correctly balbalanced
NUll INDICATOR
INDICATOR isis not
nOl
anced ifif the
the NULL
functioning
o check
functioning properly.
properly. TTo
check the
Ihe
operation
oper:uion of
of the
Ihe NULL
NULL INDICATOR,
lNDICATOR,
proceed
proceed as
as follows:
follows:
1.
I. Select
Select the
the: desired
desired measuring
measuring frefrequency
quency by
by means
means of
of the
the OSC
OSC
RANGE
RANGE and
2nd OSC
OSC FREQ
FREQ controls.
controls.
2.
ScI: the
lhe C,, dial
dial to
to “0’
"0" and
and the
rhe
2. Set
R
RI', dial to
10 co.
co.
3.
3. Unbalance
Unbalance the
the bridge
bridge by
by shorting
shorting
the
twO binding
binding posts
posts and
and adjust2djustthe two
ing
DETECfOR TUNING
TIJNLNG
ing the
the DETECTOR
knob
knob until
until maximum
maximum deflection
deflection isis
obtained
olxained on
on the
the NULL
NULL INDICAlNOlCA·
TOR. The
Th~ meter
meter pointer
pointer should
should
5 scale
indicate
indicate about 335
scale divisions.
divisions.
A
of substantially
substamially less
less than
th2n
A peak
peak of
this
usually an
an indication
indication
this amount isis usually
of
of an unusuable
unusuable harmonic
harmonic response
response
instead
of the
the desired fundamental.
fundamental.
instead of
At
AI higher
higher frequencies,
freo::juencics, two
(WO fundafundamental
freo::jucncy peaks
peaks will
will be
be obobmcnral frequency
served,
of which
which represents
reprcscms
served, either
either of
satisfactory
of the
the detector.
dcrector.
s:lIisfaclOry tuning
tuning of
Several
Several secondary
secondary or
or harmonic
harmonic
peaks,
peaks, which
which may
may be
be recognized
recognized by
by
their
thcir relative
relative sharpness
sharpness and
and low
low
amplitude,
be observed
observed bebeamplitude, will
will be
tween
tween the
the fundamental
fundameotoll peaks.
pe-alu. Care
Care
should
be taken
liken not
00( to
10 tune
tullC' to
to one
one
should be
of
of these
these harmonics,
harmonics, since
since this
this will
will
produce
or make
make
produce erroneous
erroneous readings
readings or
bridge
When
bridge balance
balance impossible.
impossible. When
maximum
maximum meter
meIer deflection
deflection has
has
been
obtained, remove
been obtained,
remove the
lhe short
shan
from
from across
across the
the binding
binding posts
posts and
and
tighten
tighten the
lhe binding
binding posts
postS nuts.
nurs.
4.
4. Balance
BalallCe the
the bridge
bridge by
by adjusting
adjusting
the
three
ZERO
BALANCE
con·
Ihe three ZERO BALANCE controls,
Itols, alternately,
alternately. until
until aa minimum
minimum
deflection is
defleclion
is obtained
obtained on
on the
the

c..

i

THE
THE

L

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

NULL
NULL INDICATOR.
INDICATOR. The
The indicaindication
tion should
should nor
not be
be more
more than
than 33
scale
scale divisions
divisions on
on the
the meter.
meter. At
At
frequencies
100 Me,
Mc, the
the
frequencies above
above roo
COARSE
COARSE R
R comrol
control should
should be
be adadjusred
justed 10
to its
its approximate
approximate midmidpoint
p o i n t position
p o s i t i o n before
b e f o r e null
n u l l is
is
sought.
sought. Since
Since aa slight
slight interaction
exists,
exists,at
at high
high frequencies,
frequencies, between
between
the
the FINE
FINE R
R ~lIld
and C
C conlIols,
controls, itit is
is
imponam
important ro
to use
use all
all three
three comroIs
controls
to
to obtain
obtain final
final balance.
balance. When
When an
an
apparent
apparent null
null has
has been
been obtained,
obtained,
the
the circuit
circuit should
should be
be tested
tested for
for true
true
balance
balance by
by slowly
slowly rocking
rocking [he
the R"
R,
dial
dial above
above and
and below
below the
the setting,
setting,
and
and observing
observing the
the NULL
NULL INDICAINDICATOR.
null is
is observed
observed
TOR. If
If aa deeper
deeper null

at
value other
other than
than co,
00,
at some
some R"
R, value
lhe R,,
RI , dial
be returned
returned to
co
the
dial should
should be
the
latter indication
indication and
and aa new
new
the latter
balance
with the
the ZERO
ZERO
balance obtained
obtained with
BALANCE controls.
BALANCE
controls.
NOTE:
measurement frefreNOTE: When
When the
the measurement
quency
is cchanged,
quency is
h a n g e d , ssteps
t e p s 22
tthrough
h r o u g h 4 above sshould
h o u l d be
repeated.
5.
5. After
After the
the bridge
bridge is balanced as described
scribed above,
above, set the frequency
COntrols
controls for 0.5
0.5 megacycles and
change
R p dial Setting
change the R,
setting from
00
lOOK. The NULL INDICAINDiCAw to 100K.
TOR pointer should deflect upscale
and indicate approximately 7 to 12
divisions.
divisions.

A 10-500
10-500 Me
M c Signal
Signal Generator
Power
Power Amplifier
ROB
R 0 B EE R
R TT POI
P 0 IR
R II ER,
E R, Dft/lelopmem
Development Engineer

L-'

-_
LJ

An
An increasing
increasing demand
demand has
has developed
developed
for
for higher
higher RF
RF power
power OUtput
output levels,
levels, in
in
to 10
10 dbw
dbw maximum
maximum Output
output range,
range,
the 00 to
[he
over
over the
the frequency
frequency range
range from
from iO
10 co
to 500
500
Me,
Mc, for
for the
the testing
testing of
of communiCations
communications
systems
systemsand
and for
for gcnerallaboracory
general laboratory measmeasurements.
urements. The
The need
need for
for highcr
higher power
output signal
signalsources
sources results
results mainly
mainly from
from
outpU!
strong
strong signal
signal and
and cross
cross modulation
modulation rcrequirements of
of certain
certain receiver
receiver tests
tests and
and
quirements
the large
large input
input signal
signal requirements of
of
the
bridge type
type devices.
devices. Because
Because of
of the
the
bridge
large number
number of
of existing
existing signal
signal genergenerlarge
ators in
in the
the 00 dbm
dbm maximum
maximum OUtpUt
output
arors
category, BRC
BRC has
has developed
developed aa (Unable
tunable
category,
signal generator
generator power
power amplifier
amplifier for
for
signal
use with
with these
these instruments.
instruments. The
The signal
signal
use
generator power
power amplifier
amplifier is
is to
to be an
an
generatOr
accessory for
for use
use with
with any
any signal
signal gengenaccessory
erator having
having aa maximum
maximum OutpU!
output in
in the
the
eraror
dbm to
to provide
provide aa maximaxivicinity of
of 00 dbm
vicinity
mum output
output level
level in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
mum
dbw.
44 dbw.
The new
new Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Power
The
Amplifier Type
Type 230-A
230-A conceived
conceived by
by the
the
Amplifier
Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation,
Corporation, consists
consists esesBoonton
sentiallyof
of three
three tracked
tracked tuned,
tuned, cascaded
cascaded
sentially
stages of
of grounded-grid
grounded-grid amplification.
amplification.
stages
The choice
choice of
of grounded-grid
grounded-grid triode
triode am·
amThe
plification was
was established
established primarily
primarily by
by
plification
desire to
to provide
provide aa maximum
maximum operoperaa desire
ating frequency
frequency of
of 500
500 Me.
Mc. Two
Two other
other
ating
advantages which
which ate
are accrued
accrued for
for
advantages
grounded-grid rriode
triode amplification
amplification as
as
grounded-grid
compared with
with grounded
grounded cathode
cathode tettetcompared
rodes are:
are: aa low
low untuned
untuned input
input imimrodes
pedance which
which can
can be
be made
made nominally
nominally
pedance
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of 50
SO ohms,
ohms, and
and aa gain
gain
in

RF OUT

POW~R

$UPPLY
SUPPLY

METER

Figure I.
1 . IlIod:
Block Diog.o
Diagram
of S;g",,1
Signal Generator
Fitl....
... 01
G."••af,,,
Power A
Amplifier
Type 230-A
Po"".,
... plifi•• Type
2.10_A

and maximum power OUtput
output which are
and
sensitive to variations in load imless sensitive
im·
pedance. A minimum of 34 db power
pedance.
gain is to be provided for a frequency
coverage of 10-500
coverage
10·500 Mc which will
will be
continuously tuned in six slightly overcominuously
ranges. The gain will be linear
lapping ranges.
output in a
within 9.0% up to 10
to volts Output
50-ohm termination. This provides that
50-ohm
a maximum of 91% AM of a 5-volt
of
carrier level,
level, with
wirh 10% distortion of
the modulation envelope, will be obtaked for a 100% modulated (with no
tained
envelope disrorrion)
distortion) input signal for
envelope
which the
the carrier
carrier level
approaches 0.1
which
level approaches
0.1
volt or
or -7
-7 dbm.
dbm. The
volt
The changes
changes in
in perpercentage of
of modulation
centage
modulation and
and envelope
envelope disdistortion which
which may
be developed
developed in
tortion
may be
in the
the
Signal Generator Power Amplifier
Signal
Amplifier at
the maximum output levels,
levels, become
become
negligible for
for modulation
modulation crests
negligible
crests of
of 0.5
05
watt (5.0
(5.0 volts
ohms) or
or less.
wan
volts rms
rms in
in 50
50 ohms)
less.
The linearity
linearity charaCteristic
characteristic of
The
of the
chI' Signal
Signal
Generator Power
Generator
Power Amplifier
Amplifier is
is such
such that,
that,
in general,
general, if
outgoing modulation
in
if the
the outgoing
modulation
crests exceed
exceed 0.5
0.5 watt,
crests
wan, the
the modulation
modulation

7
7

index will
will always
always be
be less
less than
than the
the ininindex
coming modulation
modulation by
by an
an amount
amount not
not
coming
exceeding 9.0%
9.0% of
of the
the incoming
incoming momoexceeding
dulation. Whether,
Whether, and
and in
in which
which direcdirecdulation.
tion, the
the envelope
envelope distortion
distortion may
may be
be
tion,
affected at
at the
[he maximum
maximum output
Output
affected
levels, depends
depends on
on the
the magnitude
magnitude and
and
levels,
phase of
of the
the incoming
incoming envelope
envelope distordisrorphase
tion components,
componems, ifif any.
any. The
The effect
effect
±IO%
for modulation
modulation
should be within +10% for
crests of
of 10 volts
voltS rms
rms in
in 50
50 ohms,
ohms, didiminishing to
to 2%
2% or
or less
less for
for modulation
modulation
minishing
crests of
of 5 volts
voltS rms
rins in
in 50
50 ohms
ohms or
or less.
less.
maximum power
power output
output
The absolute maximum
most of
of the
the frequency
frequency range
range isis 44
over most
WattS or 6 dbw (14.14
(14.14 volts
volts rms
rms in
in 50
50
watts
but the
the linearity
linearity (and
(and gain)
gain) is
is
ohms), but
not specified beyond
beyond 22 watts
wattS or
or 33 dbw.
dbw.
not
overaJl bandwidth
bandwidth of
of the
the threethreeThe overall
power amplifier
amplifier is
is not
nOt less
less than
than
stage power
and is
is considerably greater
greater over
over
700 kc and
much of
of the
the frequency
frequency range.
range.
much
1, shows
shows that
thac
A block
block diagram, Figure
Figure 1,
A
self-comained power
power supply
supply and
and an
an
a self-contained
output RF
RF voltmeter
voltmetcr are
are included
included with
with
output
Generator Power
Power AmpliAmplithe Signal Generator
RF output
output voltage
voltage isis metered
metered
fier. The RF
volts in
in four
four convenient
convenient
from 0-15 volts
detector and
and the
the metering
metering
ranges. The detector
will withstand
withstand the
thc high
high voltages
voltages
circuit will
be developed
developed at
at the
thc RF
RF outoutwhich can be
jack when
when itit is
is unterminated,
unterminated, or
or
put jack
terminated in
in a load
load having
having aa very
very high
high
terminated
of the
the RF
RF output
Output
VSWR. The accuracy of
voltage indication
indication is
is specified
specified at
at the
the
output
OUtpUt jack
jack to
ro be
be 2
+ 1.0
1.0 db
db of
of full
full scale
scale
over a frequency
frequency range
range of
of 10
10 to
ro 250
250 Mc
Mc
and 2±11.5
. 5 db from
from 250
250 Mc
Me to
to 500
500 Mc
Mc
for aa 50-ohm termination
termination having
having aa
VSWR
(0 db)
db) in
in each
each case.
case.
VSWR of 1.0
1.0 (0
An
An electronically-regulated
electronically-regulated power
power
supply is
is incorporated
incorporated in
in the
the Signid
Signal
Generator
Generator Power
Power Amplifier
Amplifier to
to mainmaintain
rain a constant
COnStam final
final amplifier
amplifier plate
plate
voltage against
against the
the large
large variations
variations in
in
final
final plate
plate current
currem which
which occur over
over the
the
range
range of
of 0.5 to
to 44 watts
WattS RF
RF output.
output. Other
Other
features include
include 50
50 ohms
ohms input
input and
and outOUtput
put impedance with
with aa VSWR
VSWR of
of 2.0:
2.0: 1,
I,
or less, over the
the frequency
frequency range
range of
of 10to500 Mc.
Me. RF
RF leakage
leakage is
is sufficiently
sufficiently low
low
to permit
permit measurements
measurementS at
at 0.1
O. I volt.
volt.
Since the
the demand for
for higher
higher power
power
signal generators comes
comes almost
almost excluexclusively
sively from
from sources
sources already
already supplied
supplied
with
with low-power
low-power signal
signal generators,
generators, itit isis
felt
felt that
that the
the Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Power
Power
Amplifier
Amplifier will
will conveniently
conveniemly and
and readily
readily
fulfill
fulfill this
this demand,
demand, offering
offering up
up to
to 22
watts
WattS output
output for
for AM
AM applications,
applications, or
or
or
W and
or up
up to
ro 44 watts
WattS output
OUtpUt for
for C
CW
and
FM,
unPM, where
where amplitude
amplitude linearity
linearity isis unimportant.
imponant.
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New
New Look
look for
for aRC
BRC at
at IRE
IRE

The..
T h e 15'
feJHT weeks
weeks preceding
preceding the
the IRE
IRE
show
show in
in March
March are
are pandemonium
pandemonium ;I[
at
BRe.
BRC. Engineering
Engineering and
and Sales
Sales are
are steeped
steeped
in
in the
the problems
problems of
of readying
readying new
new instruinstrumems
ments for
for showing
showing and
and assuring
assuring that
that
enough
enough advance
advance information
information is
is dissemidisseminated
to stimulate
stimulate customer
customer interest'.
interest.
nated 10
Many
Many last-minute
last-minute details
details are
are being
being at·
attended
tended to
to and
and lhe
the loose
loose ends
ends are
are being
being
gathered
gathered and
and knotted
knotted :The
.The last
last days
days bebefore
fore the
the show
show are
are tumultuous,
tumultuous, but
but those
those
in
in the
the midst
midst of
of the
the [UtffiOi!
turmoil are
are aware
aware of
of
the
the impact
impact of
of the
the job
job they
they are
are doing,
doing, and
and
in
in this
this there
there isis solace.
solace.
l1lis
year,
This year, BRC
BRC will
will show
show its
its instruinstrument
new display
display booth;
booth; dedement line
line in
in aa new
signed
signed nm
not only
only ro
to provide
provcde an
an attractive
attractive
setting
setting for
for instrument
instrument display,
display, bur
but to
to
make
make irit easier
easier for
for BRC
BRC engineers
engineers in
in atattendam:e
to handle
handle demonscrations
demonstrations and
and
tendance to
inquiries.
inquiries.

E A C H Y E A R , I N Tdk M O N T H OF MARCH, A
HIGULY C O O R D I N A T E D E F F O K T I S MADE..--..-

p

Of parti(ular
particular interest at the show will

be the UHF Q
(rhe
Q Meter Type 280-A (the
subject
subject of the lead article in this issue),
23S-A
the Navigation
Navigation Aid Test Set Type 235-A
(described
(described in Notebook
Notebook Number 24),
and
Power
and the
the new Signal
Signal Generator Power
Amplifier Type 230·A
Amplifier
230-A (described in
this
this issue).

NOTEBOOK
N
OTEBOOK

Q"’ contest
contest will
will be
be
Anothet “guess
··guess the
the Q
Another
of BRC
BRC who
who
fearureJ for
for those
those friends
friends of
featured
of aa perplexing
perplexing
welcome the
the challenge
challenge of
welcome
to
problem. Our
Our engineers
engineers have,
have, true
!'rue to
problem.
form, devised
devised aa resonant
resonant circuit
circuit which
which
form,
will be
be on
on display
display at
at the
the BRC
BRC booth.
booth.
will
to estimate
estimate the
the
Contescants will
will be
be asked
asked to
Contestants
Q of
of the
the circuit, enter
enter this
this estimate
estimate on
on
Q
intO
(ontest card,
card, and
and drop
drop the
the entry
cntry into
aa contest
spc<:ial, locked
locked receptacle.
rccepmcle. After
After the
the
aa special,
Q of
of the
the resonant
resonant circuit
circuit will
will
show, the
the Q
show,
UHF Q Meter
Mctcr Type
Type
bc measured
measured on
on the
lhe UHF
be
2BO·A, by means
means of
of the
the “in
""in circuit”
circuit"' techtech280-A,
nique. Several measurements
measurements will
will be
be
nique.
made and averaged.
averaged. The
The entry
entry which
wllich isis
made
this average
average measured
measured Q
Q will
will
closest to this
bl' awarded a factory-reconditioned
f:rclOry-reconditioned Q
Q
be
of aa tie,
lie, aa
Meter Type 160-A.
16o-A. In
In case of
Meter
10 determine
determine the
the
drawing will
will be
be held
held to
winner.
winner.
10 visit
visit the
the IRE
IRE show
show at
at the
the
Plan to
Plan
Coli~eum in
in New
New York
York City
City and
and stop
SlOp
Coliseum
at the
the BRC
BRC exhibit
exhibit (Booths
(Booths 3101
3101 and
and
personnel on
on
33102).
102 ) . Our engineering personnel
duty will
will be
be grateful for
for the
the opportunity
opportunity
you with
with your
your test
test equipment
cquipmenr
to help
help you
to
plOblems.
problems.
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CALlBRATlON OF A UHF Q
CHARLES
GOR55, D
Duelopmetf'
E"gineer
CHARLES G.
G . GORSS,
evelopment E
ngineer

Introduction
Introduction

This
This paper
paper dc:s(ribes
describes tbe
the devdopment
development
of
of coaxial
coaxial line
line impedance
impedance SGlIldards
standards for
for
the
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter Type
Type 2BO-A,
280-A, aa mod·
modthe UHF
ified
ified rwo-terminal
two-terminal Q
Q measuring
measuring inscruinstrumemo
ment. (These
(These standards
standards are
are currendy
currently
~ing
BRC
being readied
readied for
for production by BRC
and
and will
will be
be available
available co
to customers
customers in
in thc
the
ncar
near future.)
future.) Improved
Improved methods for
for
machining
machining pure
pure copper
copper are
are described.
described.
The
The methods
methods of
of deriving
deriving Ihe
the reactance
reactance
and
and series
series resistance
resistance of the
the coaxial
coaxial arc
are
also
also described.
described.
The
The id~
ideal way
way to
to esnlblish
establish calibradoo
calibration
of
of an
an impedllnoe
impedance rmasuring
measuring <kvicr
device and
and
maintain
maintain that
that calibnuion
calibration in
in [hi:
the f~ld
field is
10
to utilize
utilize aa sable,
stable, inuinsic:ally
intrinsically accunue,
accurate,
reliable,
reliable, and
and easily
easily used
used impedance
standard
standard. If
If more
more than
than one
one of
of rhese
these
mndards
standards t'Iisl
exist with
with vuious
various known
known
values
values of
of im~cr
impedance the
the calibration
calibration is
more
more exact.
exact. What
What isis more,
more, if these
these
standards
standards can
can be
be duplicated
duplicated by
by precise
methods,
methods, duplicates
duplicates can
can be placed
placed in
in Ihe
the
field where
where they
they arc
are needed.
needed. The
The 280-A
280-A
field
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter isis aa device:
device which
which needs
needs
UHF
such standards.
standards.
such
There isis no
no precise
precise insuumem
instrument which
which
Therc
will cross
cross check
check measurements
measurements made
made by
will
this inslrumem
instrument with
with lhe
the requirC'd
required acacIhis
curacy in
in Ibe
the frequency
frequency range
range of
of me
the
curacy
280-A (2L()..610
(210-610 Me).
Mc). The
The resooaling
resonating
280-A
and 25
25 pf
capacitance varies
varies betwem
between 44 and
capacittnCc
with ±5%
zk5% aceut2C)'.
accuracy.
wilh
The imerna.l
internal resonating
resonating ClpaOttnCe
capacitance
The
accuracy indiaues
indicates lhe
the nttd
need for
for accunue
accurate
aceuncy
inductance standards
standards 10
to ch«k
check me
the aetu21
actual
induaance
effective resonating
resonating capac.iance
capacitance Ihe
the inineffective
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Site
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i111 an
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,... ped...... Standard
St.... d ..,.,

ternal capacitor
capacitor presents
ternal
prcscms to
to the instruinstru·
ment terminals.
terminals. What is more, the inmem
strument measures circuit Q so that
srrumenr
rhat if
if
the intcrnal
internal losses
losses of
of the resonating
the
capacitor are to be evaluated,
evaluated, the
me Q of
CilpacitOf
standard inductor
the sl10dard
induaor must
mUSt be well
known. In this way the losses in the
tbe internal CilpaOtor
capacitor can be unwound. The
terna.!
standard must
must therefore be an inductor
inductOr
whose inductanee
inductance and
and Q are both
whose
bot:h accurately known and preferably calculcurately
calculable from
from reliable
reliable physical
physical relationships.
relationships..
able
Design
Design

logical calculable form
The most
most logical
form for
for
an
inductance
to
.assume
is
aa
an
inductance
standard
.assume
Calibration
of
A
UHF
Q
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..
.
.
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precisely known,
known, the
the metal
metal completely
complerely
homogeneous
of a precise
precise conductconducthomogeneous and of
ivi
ty, and
ivity.
and the
the surface
surface roughness
roughness should
should
be nil
oil compared
compared with
with the
the skin depth.
depth.
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developThe metal picked for this development was copper. Oxygen free,
free, high conducrivity
ductivity copper was chosen for its purity
and relative
relative freedom of conductivity
from
from the effects
effects of cold working as well
as
as its high conductivity;
conductivity; acrually
actually exceedexceedlACS (Ining rhe
the conductivity of the IACS
(International Annealed Copper Standard).
Standard ) .
The standards ace
are to be of essenrially
essentially
3 basic parts:
pans: the outer conductor, the
short circuit, and the inner conducror.
conductor.
shan
The outer conductor is a straight cylinder
cylinder
into
the short
inro which [he
short circuit fits.
fits. The
fits into a hole in the
inner conducror
conductor fits
short circuit.
circuit. Each
Each fit is made an ininterference fit.
fit. The parts are joined by
shrinking the inner line in liquid nini·
short
trogen and inserting it into the shorr
circuit. These two
shrunk and
twO are then shrunk
circuit.
line. The result
inserted into the oueer
outer line.
is extreme pressure and virtually
vinuaJJy a
solder
welded contact without heat or solder
to add resistance. To mount this struCstructure to
w the terminals
terminaJs of the Q Meter,
an outer flange
flange is provided. This flange
is soldered into place using high temtern·
perature solder.
solder. The flange is placedplaced
Y<l inch from
from the end of the coax
in
1/4
coax in
the. reo
order to allow for attachment of the,removable mounting plate. This mounting
mouming
10 thouscoax line by 10
plate clears the coax
thousandths of an inch and is 5 thousandths
andths
short of the end of the coax
coax line.
line. A 5
shorr
thousandths ridge is provided at the wp
top
for contact with the mounting surface.
surface.
This assures
assures comaa
contact of the coax line
itself with the ground plane and not the
brass plate. The contacts
contacts caver
cover approxapproxbtass
WOo of arc.
imately 100"
arc. The gap between
the copper line and the brass mounting
plate tends to keep the currems
currents in the
copper piece.
piece. This structure and its remouming surface
surface is shown
lation to the mounting
in Figure 22..
In order to contact the hot stator,
stator, a
intO [he
precise hole is bored into
precise
the center of
the center conduaor.
conductor. A solid
solid coin silver
silver
into this
set of spring fingers plugs into
revetse side
side
hole. A 2-56 stud on the reverse
connects this with the high post. This is
connects
placed on the high post with a torque

35 inch ounces.
of 3S
The calculability
calculability of this standard dedepends to a grear
great extent now on how well
the surface
surface and dimensions agree with
theoretical
dc
theoretical assumptions.
asswnptions. The bulk de
conductivity of
of this copper checks
checks out
at 101%
101% IACS.
lACS. Theoretically this should
be the conductivity used in calculating
calculating
resistance
resistance in the surface
surface where the current £Jaws.
flows. This will be true if the sursurtOto, or contaminated
nor rough, torn,
face is not
to a depth which is small compared
skin depth.
with skin
depth. This is assured by the
methods used to machine the surface.
surface.
~OUTER

~CONOUCTOR
CONDUCTOR
~!NNER

~CONOUCTOR
CONDUCTOR

OUTER
FLANGE

!iillli5I SHORT
i!2Q!i!l CIRCUIT

MOUNTING
PLATE
PLATE

RADIO
R
ADIO

cuts until the bore was within 0.0005
0.0005
cuts
inch of nominal. The diamond tool was
then inserted in the bar precisely withour
work. A single pass
out disturbing
disturbing the work.
with the diamond tool
tool brought the work
finish.
to final size and finish.
assembly with
After machining and assembly
precision jigs using liquid nitrogen for
shrink
fits, the entire piece was reduced
shrink fits,
230°C.
in a hydrogen atmosphere at 230°C.
should be given to the Bureau
Credit should
and in particular
of Standards at Boulder, and
E. Bussey
to Howard E.
Bussey for the valuable
the techniques
assistance he gave us in [he
of machining copper with diamond
usc of hydrogen
tools, and the further use
reduction
surface conconredunion to maintain the surface
ductivity.
ductivity.
surface finish
Of course, no other surface
finish is
used. Plating or lacquer on the cleaned
surface
increase the losses
surface could only increase
nonrcpearable and nonpredictnonpredicrin some nonrepeatable
able manner. There is no evidence that
able
electroplating can really approach the
conductivity of the pure metal closely
closely
enough to use it for the conducting
surface.
surface.

Fig"" 2. Cutaway
CUlaway Vi..
Impedan<.. Standard
S'andard
Figure
V i eww of Impedance

Fabrication

In general,
general, the proper machining of
copper of this purity must be approached
thought. Ordinary
with a great deal
deal of thought.
high-speed steel
steel tools
tOOls are quickly dulled
by the abrasive nature of the copper to
wotk is imsuch an extent that accurate work
possible. Silicon
Silicon carbide can be used
tOO is
for preliminary
pteliminary shaping but it too
limited.
wiJ tear the
limited. All
All metal tools
tools will
surface to a slight degree due to the
surface
tendency of the copper to stick
stick to the
tool and tear.
tear. The final
final cut of 1/2
!h
CUt with
thousandth of an inch must be cut
finish oba diamond cutting tool.
tool. The finish
tool with
tainable from
from this type of tool
proper cutting rates is better than 4
all done on
microinches. The work was all
a precision
ptecision Hardinge toolroom lathe.
The short circuit and the center concondunor
CUt in a conventional manmanductor were cut
ner using the carbide and diamond tool.
~ool.
The OUTer
outer conductOr
conductor cylinder
cylinder was CUt
cut
solid rod, first,
first, by gun drilling
out of a solid
within 10
10 thousandths. The tube was
then
cardlen mounted in a holder on the carriage which supported it over its full
full
length. The
TIle boring tool was rotated
rOtated bebe·
tween lathe centers and the carriage
carriage
passed by it. Chips were forced
out by
forced OUt
continuous flow of coolant.
coolant. The carbide
successive
tool was used in many fine
fine successive
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Evaluation
these standards
The highest frequency these
Me. The
arc
are presently used at
at is 610 Mc.
skin depth in copper here is very close
inch. Since the
to 200 millionths of an inch.
surface finish is in the order of 4 microsurface
regularly repeating
repeating nanainches and of a regularly
tute, because the surface
ture,
surface was developed
by turning, the sutface
surface conductivity can
be considered that of pure copper.
The calculation
calculation of the basic impeimpestructure is then underdance of this strunute
taken
raken from
from transmission
tmnsmission line equations
using reasonably exact relationships
relationships
which take
conrake the copper losses into consideration.
Basically, the impedance of a
sideration. Basically,
shofted
shorted transmission line can be given as:
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In(b/a)
ln (b/a 1
EE =
=8.855
8.855 xx 1O~12 farads/meeer
farads/meter
7
IJ'po
<> =
=44 7T7~ Xx 1010-7 henrys/merer
hentydmeter

7 mhos/meter
CT:::::;
cr =5.85
5.85Xx 10
lo7
mhodmeter
l1=
=length
length of
of line
line
aa =
=radius
radius of
of inner
inner conductor
conductor
bb =
= inner
inner radius
radius of
of outer
outer conductor
conductor

w

J

These
These relationships
relationships give
give ehe
the series
series rereactive
active and
and resistive
resistive componentS
components of the
the
basic
basic coaxial
coaxial inductors.
inductors.
This
This picture
picture would
would be
be complete
complete if the
the
device
device were
were attached
attached co
to aa coaxial
coaxial device.
device.
However,
Q Meeer
Meter is
is an
an unbalanced
unbalanced
However, the
the Q
device
device and
and aa cliscorninuity
discontinuity will
will exist
exist at
at
the
the junction
junction of
of the
the standard
standard line
line and
and the
the
Q
Qcapacitor
capacitor terminal.
terminal. Figure
Figure 33 illustrates
illustrates
the
the standard
standard line
line superimposed
superimposed upon
upon ehe
the
high
high terminals.
terminals. The
The unbalanced
unbalanced currents
currents
result
result in
in excess
excess inductance
inductanceand
and resistance
resistance
in
in the
the QQ standard.
standard. The
The presence
presence of the
the
high
high post
post in
in the
the field
field of
of the
the line
line places
places
aa discontinuity
discontinuity capacitance
capacitance across
acrossthe
the line
line
end.
end.The
The exact
exact calculation
calculation of
of rhese
these values
values
would be
be very
very laborious
laborious bealuse
because of
of ehe
the
would
strange discontinuity
discontinuity configuration.
configuration.
strange
As aa result
result of
of this
this limieation,
limitation, aa series
series
As
of measurements
measurements wete
were made
made which
which
of
would define
define the
the reactive
reactive components,
components,
would
and, from
from an
an experimental
experimental knowledge
knowledge
and,
of the
the reacdve
reactive components,
components, predict
predict the
the
of
effect of
of the
the current
current around
around the
the juncjuncdfecr
tion and
and then
then calculate
calculate the
the most
most probprobtion
able excess
excess resistance.
resistance. The
The internal
internal ininable
ductance of
of the
the resonating
resonatingcapacitor
capacitor was
was
ductance
first measured.
measured, at
at all
all settings
settings in
in use,
use, by
first
short circuiting
circuiting the
the terminals
terminals with
with aa
shon
1/2 inch
inch
strap which
which covered
covered ehe
the full
full y.!
strap
width of
of the
the terminals
terminals which
which are
are only
only
width
0.018 inch
inch apart.
apart. When
When shoned,
shorted, the
the rere0.018
sonant frequency
frequency of
of the
the sefUcrute
structure was
was
sonant
measured using
using lightly
lightly coupling
coupling probes
probes
measured
which are
are aa parr
part of the
the Q
Q Meter.
Meter. The
The
which
frequency was
was accurately
accurately measured
measured wieh
with
frequency
anelectronic
electroniccounter.
counter. The
The low
low frequency
frequency
an
capacitance was
was then
then determined
determined by
by
capacitance
comparing the
the same
same seuings
settings with
with aa GR
GR
comparing
722Dprecision
precision capacitor
capacitorand
and aa precision
precision
722D
bridge. From
From the
the capacitance
capacitance and
and resonresonbridge.
ating frequency
frequency series
series 1L was
was computed
computed
ating

Figu,.
Sland,,,,' Line
Line Superimposed
Superimpa.'" Upon
Upon the
t~e
Figure 3. Standard
,h. 2
280·A
of the
804

Hig~
Terminal.
High Q
Q Cap""ita,
Capacitor Terminals

11
L
L = =--2 fo"2C
44w
7T2 fo2
c
The
effective
Xe
present
at the
the terminals
terminals
The effective Xc present at
at a given test frequency would then be
Xc
Xc -- XL.
XL. This then gave a reliable RF
figltte
X of the internal capacitor.
capacitOr.
figure for X
A
A series
series of measurementS
measurements was then
made of
of
of the resonating
resonating capacitance of
various
lines at various frequenfrequenvarious length lines
210-610 Mc.
Me. Since
cies
cies within the range 210-610
the inductance
standard
inductance of the coaxial standard
could
could be computed
computed from dimensions,
X~ of the capacitor could be
and
and the
the X,
compute<!
resonant frequency
computed from
from series resonant
and
disand low
low frequency capacitance, the disX~ could be
crepancy
crepancy between XL and X,
attributed to the presence of
of the discontinuity land
L and C.
c. By graphical
graphical plotting
I...id
it was possible to determine values of L
and
and c.,
Cd which resulted in better than
22%
% agreement
computed
agreement beeween
between the computed
XL
X~ at all frefreXL and
and the computed X,
quencies in
in the 210·610
210-610 Mc range. The
quencies
discrepancy remaining could most
discrepancy
mose likely
be reduced by using a more complicated
model but rhis
this is quite satisfactory for
model
reactance calibration of a 5 %
% instrument. As
As a result of this experiment,
ment.
Ld was
was set
set at 0.60
0.60 nanohenry and c
d at
I...t
C.
0.2 picofarad.
picofarad.
0.2
The next
next step
step is
is to
The
to use this
(his knowledge
in a calculation
calculation of the mOSt
most probable
probable disin
continuity resistance.
resistance. It is assumed
assumed that
thar
continuity
the current at
at the end
end of
of the coax
coax line
the
is at
at irs
its maximum
maximum where
where the perimeter
is
of the
the Hne
line aCtually
actually comacts
contacts the ground
of
stator. However,
However, current does not stop
stator.
at the end
end of this area but
bue most
mose likely
at
tapers off gradually
gradually toward
rapers
tOward the nonnoncontacting side
side be<ausc
because current flows
contacting
on the end
end of the coax line.
line. TIll..
The ason
symmetrical current
current flow
symmetrical
flow results in
higher order
order TE
TE modes.
modes. If the amplitude
of these
these higher modes were known
of
known at
the boundary, the value at any other
the
is approximated
approximated by
point up the line is
n nepers
nepers attenuation
attenuation per average radius
since rhe
the line
line is well beyond cutoff for
since
these modes;
modes; where
where n is the order of the
(hese
modes being
being considered.
considered. An integration
modes
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of the
the excess
excess mean
mean squared
squared current
current vs.
vs.
of
axial travel
travel up
up the
the line
line permits
permits deterdeteraxial
tOtal excess
excess loss
loss due
due to
to the
the
mination of
of total
mination
presence of
of higher
higher order
order TE
TE mode
mode
presence
loss can
can be
be expressed
expressed
waves. This
This excess
excess loss
waves.
as an
an equivalent
equivalent resistance
resistance in
in series
series with
with
as
the TEM
TEM mode
mode model
model of
of the
the reactance
reactance
the
standard.
Assume that
that axial
axial current
current at
at the
the disdisAssume
known distribution
distribution
has aa known
continuity has
the periphery
periphery represented
represented by
by
around the
Fourier Series of
of
Fourier

1I

-

II +
+

+

+
+ 3J
line has 50

PI
Pz
4
PI cosi#l
cosl'
P2 cos
cos 221'
2n-b
'"b
P3 cos 34
31' + .....
P"cosnl'+
P3
. . . P,,
cos n+
....
.

Assume further
further the
[he coax
coax line has 50
characlerisric impedance,
impedance, and
and the
the
ohms characteristic
is very much
much less
less than
than the
the
frequency is
frequency
cutoff frequency
frequency of
of the
the higher
highee modes.
modes.
cutoff
Then::
Then
I KLP,
KLP"
1.l =
= 2.22
2.22 Xx 1w9
10-9 Z
Ld
= 0.01
0.0111
meters
where bb =
11meters
Rd=r.IKr(P"F
R
d = r s z K r (PI,)*
relaeionships aa number
number
Using the above relationships
of plausible distributions
distributions were
were tested
tested for
for
of
the Fourier
Fourier coefficient
coefficient are
are known.
known.
which the
From this
this a relationship
relationship was
was developed
developed
fits most
most distributions
distributions within
within aa
which fits
This is
is quite
quite satisfactory,
satisfacrory,
t±5%
5 % error. This
correaion isis only
only aa small
small
the total
total correction
since the
part
tOeal resistance.
resistance. The
The approxapprox·
pan: of
of the
the total
imate relationship
d and
and &
R" isis
relationship between
beeween L4t
as follows:

R.

-=0.126x 109 [L"J

'.

I ~

rs
r. =
= surface resistivity
resistivity ohms/sq.
ohms/sq.
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Figure
fill"'" 4.
4. Equivalent
Equivalent Circuit
Cir<"it with
with Impedance
Impedanc.
804 Q
Standard
o 2280·A
Standa"" Connected
Canneded t'a
Q Capacitor
Capocilar
Terminals
Terminal.

Until such time as the
rhe actual current
current
distribution can be
be established this
chis rerelationship will
As aa typical
typical
will do quite well.
well. As
situation, where the
the discontinuity resistresistance is
is 1/10
1/10 the
the resistance of
of the
rhe TEM
TEM
lioe,
lirOJe, the
the error
error in
in Q
Q will
will only
only be
be 1%
1%
ifif a 10% error in
in Rd
R" exists. This
This isis
certainly in line
line with
with the
the present
present state
state
of
of development of
of these
these standards.
standards.
Credit
be given
given here
here to
to Bernard
Bernard
Credit must
must be
D.
loughlin, Electronic
Electronic Research
Research ConConD. Loughlin,
sultant,
sultant, Huntington,
Hunringron, Long
long Island,
Island, for
for
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B O O N T O N RADIO
R A D I O CORPORATION
CORPORATION

devdoping
developing mis
this mnhod
method of
of ~valuating
evaluating
the
the discootinuity
discontinuity paraffifters
parametersand
and for
for his
his
many
many invaluabl.~
invaluable coouibucions
contributions to
to the
the
cooc~pt
concept of
of the
the saodards.
standards..
Measuring
MeasuringTechnique
Technique
The
The method
method in
in which
which m~
these devices
devices
atl:
are wed
used will
will also
also conuibutl:
contribute to
to their
their
precision
precision as
as standards.
standards. As
As previously
previously

mentiooed
mentioned the
the comaa
contact hunan
button screws
screws
intO
intothe
thecenter
center hole
hole of
of the
the high
high capacitor
capacitor
StlltOf.
stator. When
When mis
this isis insened
inserted itit must
must be
be
clean.
must be
be also
also be
be seated
seated with
with aa
clean. ItIt must
precise
precise torque
torque value
value of
of 35
35 inch
inch ounces.
ounces.
This
This torque
torque value
value will
will not
not break
break the
the
2-56
2-56 srud
stud and
and yet
yet makes
makes adequate
adequate con·
contact
tact so
so as
as to
to assure
assure no
no Q
Q deteriDriarion.
deterimiation.
The
The value
value was
was derived
derived experimentally
experimentally
as
as that
that value
value which
which isis 25%
25% above
above the
the
tOrque
no readable
readable change
change
torque value
value where
where no
occurs
occurs with
with additional
additional tOrque.
torque.
The
The four
four screws
screws which
which hold
hold down
down titt'
the
mounting
mounting flang.:
flange are
are also
also tightened
tightened to
to
this
this tOrque.
torque. Care
Care isis wen
taken to
to tighten
tighten each
each
of
of the
the four
four screws
screws aa linle
little at
at aa time
time and
and
in
in .succession.
succession. This
This isis to
to a.ssur~
assure thou
that the
the
standard
on the
the
standard line
line isis seated
seated properly
properly on
Q capacilor.
capacitor.
Q
The lemperarur.:
temperature of
of the
the copper
copper is
is also
also
The
monitored with
with aa dlermocouple
thermocouple during
during
monilored
the fn("aS{Iremefi[
measurement to
to allow
allow corrections
corrections
the
for conductivity
conductivity and
and dimension
dimension changes
changes
for
which occur
occur wim
with changes
changes in
in ternpe:rarure.
temperature.
which
The Q
Q is
is measured
measured by
by determining
determining
The
the frequency
frequency interval
interval berwttn
between the 3 db
db
the
points on
on the
the resooance
resonance CU!V':.
curve. The
points
Q Meter
Meter is
is equipped
equipped to measure
280-A Q
280-A
this internally
internally and.
and, as
as well,
well, provides
provides an
an
this
external monitor
monitor jack
jack to
to be used
used with a
external
precision counter.
counter. Q is
is equal
equal to the
precision
frequency at
at the
the peak
peak of the curve
curve
frequency
divided by
by the
the bandwidth.
bandwidth.
divided
Application
Application
The
significant
applications of
of these
The significant applications
these
Q
standards
standards
are
as
calculable
as calculable
standards
Sl2ndards
on Ihe
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
and as
as aa means
Meter and
means for
for
on
evaluating the
the internal
internal losses
losses in
in the
selfevaluating
the self·
contained r("$()tUting
resonating capacitor
capacitor of
of the
contai~
the
280-A. A
A knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the effective
effective inin·
280-A.
ductance of
of lhe
the coaxial
coaxial sandard,
standard, as
as preductanc~
pre·
viously docribcd,
described, will
will deliA("
define what
capwhat capviously
acitance should
should resonate
resonate with
the standwith the
Sta.ndacit2nct:
ard It
at aa given
given frequency
frequency and
ard
and thereby
thereby
give aa precis.:
precise standard
standard for
checking
giv.:
for checking
capacitor calibration.
calibration. However,
capacitor
However, computromputing the
the series
series resis~e
resistance of
of the
the internal
internal
ing
capacitor in
in the
280-A from
Clf'lcitor
me 28Q..A
hom aa knowknowledge of
of measured
measured circuit
circuit Q
Q is
I~
is aa more
more
involved procedure.
Q is
is fundamentally
hmdamentally
involved
procedure. Q
defined as:
as:
defined

Energy
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in ckL
ckt.
.... _Energy
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=
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R, cos
-cos2fJt
PI!
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Aven.ge
Average POW("f
power 1051:
lost
One
may
sum
(he
power
One may sum the power StOf"cd
stored in
in w
the
inductive
inductive reaaance
reactance of
of tM
the line
line and
and the
the
£WI)
I...e.
two lumped
lumped rcacra.nces
reactances t...
Ld
L,. If
If Q
Q
isis divided
divided intO
into the
the product
product of
of w..
ooand
and
(his
this tota.l
total Stored
stored energy,
energy, the
the avenge
average
power
power
If the
the power
power lost:
lost will
will be
be derived.
derived. If
loss
loss in
in the
the li~
line is
is summed
summed and
and added
added
(0
to the:
the pow.:r
power loss
loss in
in the
the discontiouity,
discontinuity,
the
the remaining
remaining power
power loss
loss would
would be
be atatuibutable
tributable to
to Ihe
the series
series resistance of lhe
the
capacitOr.
capacitor. The
The derivadon
derivation of this resistor
is
is as
as follows:
follows:
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resistance derived
derived by
by this
this method
method
The resistance
be considered
considered in
in series
series with
wim the
Ihe inin·
can be
Q capacitor. For
For precise
precis.: measuremeasure·
ternal Q
Q components,
componentS,
ments of
of external
external high
high Q
ments
and the
Ihe series
series inductance
inductance
resisrance and
this resistance
of
of the
the capacitor
capacitor must
must be
be considered
considered in
in
series
series with
with the
the externally
externally connected
connected circircuit.
With this
this knowledge,
knowledge, the
the Q
Q ofof aa
cuit. With
capacitor
capacilor can
can be
be measured
measured whose
whose losses
losses
may
may be
be even
even less
less than
than the
the internal
internal Q
Q
capacitor.
loss,
capacitor. Without
Without the
the internal
internal CCloss,
such
such aa capacitor
capacitor might
might even
even seem
seem to
to be
be
one
r("Sult
one with
with negative
negative losses;
losses; and
and the
the result
would
would be
be meaningless.
meaningless.
The
The present
present standards
sandards under
under developdevelopment
ment include
include 77 different
different lengths
[.:nglhs which
which
are
be used
used as
as aa check
check at
at
are designed
designed to
to be
high,
high, medium,
medium, and
and low
low frequencies
frequencies in
in
the
£he 210-610
210-610 Mc
Mc range;
rang.:; with
with 33 capacicapacitance
tanCe values
values at
at each
each of
of the
IlK three
thrtt frefrequencies.
Thes.: are
lire able
able to
to describe
describe aII
quencies.. These
relatively
relativdy accurate
accurar~picture
picture of
of the
the internal
internal
resonating
rcsonaring capacitor.
capacitor.
Future
Futu,.e Work
Work

As
As aa future
future check
check on
on the
me relationship
relationship
between
betwttn the
the conductivity
conductivity of
of the
the copper
cop~r

THE
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and
and iu
its performance
performance in
in the
the skin
skin of
of the
the
line,
line, aa long
long line,
line, shorted
shorted at
at both
both ends,
ends,
will
willbe
be construaed
constructed from
from the
the same
same copper
copper
and
and machined
machined by
by the
the same
same methods.
methods. By
By
means
meansof
of tiny
tiny probes
probes through
through the
the waU
wall of
of
the
tube,the
the resonant
resonant frCtjuency
frequencyas
as aa haH
half
the rube,
wave
wave resonatOr
resonator and
and the
the bandwidth
bandwidth can
can
be
be determined.
determined. This
This will
will give
give the
the Q
Q and
and
hence
hence the
the surface
surface resistivity
resistivity working
working
backward
backward from
from the
the relationship
relationship

12a
Q=f3
.
Q = p/2
(Y.
This
This experiment
experiment will
will give
give an
an indepenindependent
dent check
check on
on the
the conduCtivity
conductivity of
of the
the
copper
copper in
in the
the surface,
surface, free
free from
from the
the
effects
effects of
of any
any discontinuities.
discontinuities. This
This is
is of
of
intercst
interest as
as aa final
final check
check on
on the
the use
use of
of
these
these as
as standards.
standards. All
All previous
previous work
work
has
has assumed
assumed that
that conductivity
conductivity at
at RF isis
equal
equal to
to the
the dc
dc value.
value. This
This is
i s accurate,
accurate,
most
most likely,
likely,to
to within
within twO
two percent
percent (2%)
( 2 $% )
but
but itit will
will be
be of
of great
great value
value to
to verify
this
this experimentally
experimentally and
and will
will perhaps
perhaps
improve
improve the
the absolute
absolute accuracy
accuracy by some
some
measurable
measurable degree.
degree.

ti

CondU5ion
Conclusion
In
the devices
devices described
described
In summary,
summary, the
of
above
repeatable standards
standards of
above arc
are stable
stable repeatable
impedance
for use
use on
on the
the
impedance specifically
specifically for
Meter. "hey
They are
are useful
useful
280-A
UHF Q
Q Meter.
280-A UHF
of
for
laboratory and
field calibration
calibration of
for laboratory
and field
this
instrument within
within 2%
2% of
of reactance
reactance
this instrument
that in
in Q.
Further ininand
very close
and very
dose to
to that
Q. Further
these pieces
pieces should
should place
place
vestigation
vestigation of
of these
value within
However, the
the
the
the Q value
within 5%.
5%. However,
of such
small.resistance
in
knowledge
such aa small.
resistance in
knowledge of
series
high reactance
reaCtance will
will
series with
with such
such aa high
The techtech·
always
have uncertainties.
uncertainties. The
always have
used here are applicable to
to
niqucs
niques used
standards
impedance
standards for any similar impedance
measuring
measuring system, and in a sense are
more applicable to coaxial
coaxial systems because
piccause of the simpler discontinuity picrure.
standardizing program,
ture. Like any standardizing
Ollc. The needs for
this is a continuing one.
bener
better standards
standards arc
are constant. The admachinvanccs
techniques of copper machinvances in techniques
ing and
and fabrication
fabrication described here are
nOt
the
not an
an end
end in themselves, nor are the
should be
lx
methods
methods of analysis, which should
improved
future srudy.
improved by future
study.

Checking
Checking The
The New
New DME
DME And ATC
Airborne
Airborne Equipment
Equipment With
The
The Navigation
Navigation Aid Test Set
WILLARD J.
J. CERNEY, Sales
Sales Engineer
WILLARD

e

The
The BRC
BRC Navigation
Navigation Aid
Aid Test
Test Set
Set
Type
Type 235-A
235-A provides
provides all
all of the
the RF
RF circircuitry
cuitry required
required for
for bench
bench tcsting
testing the
transnew ATC
ATC (Air
(Air Traffic
Traffic Control)
Control) trans·
new
ponders and
and DME
DME (Disrnnce
(Distance Measuring
Measuring
ponders
Equipment) portions
portions of
of the
the VORTAC
Equipment)
VORTAC
navigation system.
system. The
The test
test set
set (Figure
(Figure
navigation
1 ) contains
contains three
three basic
basic inrercooncacd
interconnected
I)
units: aa crystal-controlJcd
crystal-controlled RF
RF signal
signal
uniu:
generator, aa peak
peak pulse
pulse power compara·
comparagenerator,
tor, and
and aa wavemeter.
wavemeter. The
The wavemeter
wavemeter is
is
ror,
used for
for measuring
measuring the
the frequency
frequency of
of the
used
ATC Transponder
Transponder transmitter,
transmitter, and
and the
ATe
signal generator
generator and
and power meter
meter are
are
signal
used for
for making
making both
both ATC
ATC and
and DME
used
measurements.
measurements.
An engineering
engineering description
description of
of the
the
An
235-A isis given
given in
in Notebook
Notebook Number
Number
235-A
24. This
This article
article will
will describe
describe some
some
24.
measurements that
that can
can be
be made
made with
with
measurements
the test
test set
set when
when itit is
is used
used with
with the
the
the
Collins Radio
Radio Company's
Company's 578X·I
578X-1 TransTransCollins
ponder Bench
Bench Test
Test Set
Set or
or [he
the 578D-I
578D-1
ponder
DME
Bench
Test
Set,
and aa suitable
suitable
DME Bench Test $ct, and
xilloscope. Before
Before these
these measurements
measurements
:>scilloscope.
are described,
described, aa brief
brief history
history of
of the
the nav·
navarc
systems will
will be
be given.
given.
igation aid
aid systems
igation

NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION AID SYSTEMS
The
first radio navigation
navigation aids for
The first
aircraft were the low-frequency radio
radio
direction finder and radio range equip-

ment. These
These systems
systems were
were used
used for
for navnavment.
during
cross-country
igating
aircraft
igating aircraft during cross-country
flightS, for
for orienting
orienting aircraft
aircrafr at
at or
or near
ncar
flights,
the airport,
airport, and
and for
for instrument
instrument landings.
landings.
the
Later aa system
system was
was developed
developed which
which proproLater
vided
a
new
and
improved
technique
vided a new and improved technique
for instrument
insrrument landings.
landings. This
This system
system
for
(Instrument
Landing
was
called
lLS
was called ILS (Instrument Landing
System). VOR,
VOR, aa system
systcrn for
for measuring
measuring
System).
bearing
to
a
radio
station,
was
introbearing to a radio station, was introThe new
new ILS
n.s
duced aa short
short time
time later.
later. The
duced
and VOR
VOR systems
systems operate
operate in
in the
the VHF
VHF
and
region. BRC's
BRC's types
types 211-A
211-A and
and 232-A
232-A
region.
signal generators
generators were
were designed
designed specifispecifisignal
ILS and
and
for use
use in
in checking
checking the
the ILS
cally for
VOR systems.
VOR
put into
into
Abou[ that
that same
same time,
time, FAA
FAA put
About
servIce Airport
Airport Surveillance
Surveillance Radar
Radar
service
equipment to
to navigate
navigate aircraft
aircraft
((ASR)
ASR) equipment
of loss
loss of
of radio
radio contact
comact with
with
in case of
in
and Precision
Precision Approach
Approach
ground stations, and
to aid
aid in
in the
the
Radar (PAR) equipment to
Radar
of aircraft
aircraft without
withom ILS
U.s or-with
or"with
landing of
ILS which
which was
was not
not working
working properly.
properly.
ILS
These navigation
navigation aid
aid systems
systems have
have
These
pan in
in commercial,
commercial,
played an important
important part
played
military, and private
private air
air travel,
travel, and
and
military,
be given aa good
good deal
deal of
of credit
credit
should be
as safe
safe as
as itit isis today.
today.
travel being
being as
for air travel
However, with
with more
more and
and faster
faster aircraft
aircraft
However,
being put
put into
into service
service everyday,
everyday, the
the
being
need for
for new
new and
and faster
faster techniques
te<:hniques for
for
need
benavigating and identifying
identifying aircraft
aircraft benavigating
came apparent. Recognizing
Re<:ogni~ing this
this need,
need,
with the
the military,
military,
FAA, in conjunction with
to give
give
installed aa new
new system
system designed
designed to
nOt onlv
only bearing
bearing but
but range
range to
to the
the radio
radio
not
station..This
TACAN, has
has
station. This system, callevd
called TACAN,
by the
the Government
Government at
at the
the
been installed
installed by
been
the VOR
VOR equipment.
equipment.
locations as the
same locations
rwo systems
systems may
may also
also be
be combined
combined
The two
to
to form
form aa hybrid
hybrid system
system known
known as
as
lE"O
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transmitrer
VORTAC; with the VOR transmitter
being used to
to determine bearing and
ACAN syStem
the T
TACAN
system being used to dedetermine the distance from the aircraft
to the ground Station.
station.
The ATC transponder
uansponder is an automatic
receiver-transmitter installed in the airair·
receiver-transmitter
craft. (This system
system is similar to the IFF
system
II.)
system used during World War 11.)
Traffic Controller on
When the Air Traffic
wishes to identify an airthe ground wishes
borne plane, he merely presses a button
burton
on his radar console.
console. This operateS
operates a
radio circuit which auromadcally
automatically transmirs a series of coded
mits
coded interrogation
pulses to the receiver in the aircrafr.
aircraft.
A series of coded
A
coded reply pulses is then
automarically
automatically sent to the ground sta·
stafrom the plane's transmitter, and
tion from
appears
appears on the Air Traffic
Traffic Controller's
radar scope.
scope. The syStem
system is positive and
fast enough
the requifements
requirements of
enough to fill
fill the
rhe fast-flying
today.
the
fast-flying aircraft in use today.
DME MEASUREMENTS
DME
MEASUREMENTS
A typical DME radio set consists
consists of
an interrogation generator or synchrosynchronizer, an enccxl.er,
mcxl.u1arot transencoder, a modulator
transmitter-receiver, a decoder,
mitter-receiver,
decoder, distance measmeasuring circuits, and the indicator and
controls in
measurein the cockpit. DME measurements which can
can be made with the Navigation Aid Test Set
Set Type 235-A
235-A may
be broken down
down in three groups;
groups; trans·
transmitter characteristics,
characteristics, receiver characteristics,
istics, and distance measuring circuit
measurements. The basic setup for performing
forming DME measurements is
is showl)
shown
in Figure 2.
Transmitter
Transmitter Power
Power
The
The 235-A
235-A measures,
measures, on a comparcomparison
ison basis,
basis, the peak power of the pulse
[rain
from [he
train transmitted from
the DME equipequipment.
transment. First, the peak of the
the DME transminer is
in aa pulse voltmeter
mitter
is measured
measured in
circuit and
meter.
and read
read OUt
out on
on a panel meter.
The
The pulse voltmeter and detector are
are
then switched
switched to
to read
read the calibrated
calibrated Out·
output of the
the signal
signal generator through an
adjustable precision attenuator which is
is
adjusted to provide the
the same
same level
level measmeasured for
for the
the DME rransmirrer.
transmitter. The
The
atpower level
level is
is read
read direcrly
directly on
on an attenuator dial.
dial.
Transmitter
Transmitter Pulse
Puke
Characteristics
Characteristics
Certain pulse shaflCS
shapes and positions are
are
required
required to insure proper operation of
following
the DME
DME transmitter. The
The following
typical
typical DME pulse requirements can
can be
checked
modchecked with Ihe
the 235·A,
235-A, the
the DME mod-
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A typical requirement for ATC rererransceiver sensitivity, is that the ATC transponder should give at least 90% replies
with a signal level of -74
-74 dbm, and
that the sensitivity should be reduced a
12 db for low-sensitivity oper·
nominal 12
operation. This requirement can be checked
checked
35 -A.
with the 2235-A.
Receiver Bandwidth
Receiver

SCOPE

Figure 2. Basic sefup for DME Measurements

ulator, and an oscilloscope
oscilloscope of suitable
dynamic range.

Pulse
Pul"
Characteristic

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

Typical
Requirement (Nominal)
(Nominal)

Rise Time
Fall
Fall Time
Duration
Pulse Top

2.5 J.L5eC
psec
2.5 J.L5eC
psec
psec
3.5 JLsec
5%
5 % of maximum amplitude

Repetition
Rate

150 pulse pairs (in search
150
search
position)
30 pulse pairs (in track
position)

Receiver
Receiver Sensitivity
A typical
DME receiver sensitivity
typical DhaE
requirement is that the receiver be capacapable of locking on
fixed. disrance
on a fixed
distance 99 out
of 10
10 times.
times. This requirement can be
checked
checked with the 235·A,
235-A, used in conconjunCtion
the DME modulator.
junction with the
Distance
Distance Measuring
Measuring and
Memory Circuits
Circuits
The
The functions
functions of the disrance
distance meas·
measuring circuits are
are to search
search for
for are·
a returned pulse, lock
lock on,
lock on
on, maintain lock
on
in case
case of momentary loss of signal,
signal, and
and
to
to read OUt
out distance.
distance. The
The 235-A,
235-A, in conconjunction with the
will
the DME modulaTOr,
modulator, will
check
check that the search
search time, memory and
and
ptcmemory time, and
prememory
and distance accuracy
accuracy
are
the tolerances
are within the
tolerances specified by
the DME equipment manufaCturer.
manufacturer.

To measure receiver bandwidth, an
oscilloscope
is connected.
oscilloscope is
connected to the monitor
tCSt set.
output connecTOt
connector on the 235-A test
With the signal generatOr
generator output set at
rhe
level where the
[he ATC transponder is
the level
JUSt
just triggered at center frequency,
frequency, the
attenuator reading is noted.
nOted. The signal
signal
generator Output
thcn
output frequency is
is then
changed the desired
desired amount, and the
signal generator Output
output is increased
increased until
the transponder just triggers again. The
difference in attenuator indication is the
attenuation for the frequency
frequency increused.
ment used.
Receiver Dead
Dead Time
To check receiver dead
secdead time, the second
ond interrogation delay
delay control
control on the
full
ATC modulator is adjusted.
adjusted so
so that a full
display
display of second
second interrogation pulses
is observed
observed on the oscilloscope
oscilloscope and the
receiver response time is measured.
measured. A
typical requirement is that the receiver
be capable
nOl less
capable of responding in not
1.45 }J-Sec
than 25
25 p.sec
p e c nor more than 145
psec
after the first pulse of the first
first reply group.
PlY
group.
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ATe
ATC MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS

Deeoder
Decoder Talerance
Tolerance

A typical
typical ATe
ATC transponder consists
consists
of a receiver,
modulareceiver, decoder,
decoder, encoder,
encoder, modulator, transmitter, and
and the
the necessary
necessary cockcockpit controls.
ATC measurements may be
controls. ATC
broken down
down in
in three groups:
groups: receiver
receiver
characteristics,
characteristics, decoder
decoder and encoder char·
characteristics,
acteristics, and
and transmitter characteris·
characteristics.
tics. TIle
The basic
basic setup for
for making ATC
measurementS is
3.
measurements
is shown
shown in
in Figure 3.

The function
function of the ATC decoder
decoder is
reject all
all improper signals,
signals, such
such as
as
random pulses,
pulses, sideIobe
sidelobe pulses,
pulses, reply
reply
pulses from
pulses
from ocher
other equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc., that
may
pulsc.
may resemble
resemble an intcrrogating
interrogating pulse.
The decoder
is checked
checked by
decoder pulsc
pulse spacing is
varying the interrogation pulse spacing
control
control on
on the ATC modulator in a plus
and
and minus direction and
and observing that

66

rc

to
to

~

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

the
the spacing,
spacing, as
as displayed
displayed on
on the
the osciloscilloscope,
loscope, isis within
within the
the tolerances
tolerances spe<ispecified.
fied. The
The ability
ability of
of the
the de<:oder
decoder to
to rerejeee
ject sidelobe
sidelobe interrogations
interrogations is
is che<:ked
checked
by
by varying
varying the
the amplirude
amplitude of
of the
the se<:ond
second
pulse.
pulse. The
The pulse
pulse width
width capability
capability is
is
checked
checked by
by varying
varying the
the width
width of
of either
either
pulse.
pulse.
Encoder
Encoder Measurements
Measurements
The
The primary
primary purpose
purpose of
of the
the ATC
ATC enencoder
coder isis to
to produce
produce selected
selected reply
reply codes.
codes.
Presemly,
Presently, there
there are
are 64
64 different
different reply
reply
codes
codes which
which are
are set
set up
up binarily.
binarily. Each
Each
reply
framing
reply code
code isis made
made up
up of
of 22 framing
pulses
pulses and
and 66 code
code pulses.
pulses. The
The spacing
spacing
betw(>(:n
between the
the framing
framing pulses
pulses and
and [he
the cooe
code
pulses
pulses must
must be
be within
within specified
specified tolertolerances.
ances. The
The 23'5-A,
235-A, in
in conjunnion
conjunction with
with
the
the ATC
ATC mooulator
modulator and
and an
an oscilloscope,
oscilloscope,
can
can be
be used
used to
to check
check these
these tOlerances.
tolerances.
Transmitter
Transmitter Frequency
Frequency
The
The fre<:juency
frequency of
of the
the ATC
ATC transtransponder
ponder isis measured
measured by
by adjusting the
the
wavemeter
wavemeter in
in the
the 2}'5-A
235-A for
for aa maximum
maximum

indication
the front
front panel
panel meter,
meter,
indication on
on the
with the
the function
sele<:tor set
set for
for frefrewith
function selector
quency
measure operation,
and reading
reading
quency measure
operation, and
the wavemeter
wavemeter dial.
dial.
the
frequency on
the frequency
on the
Transmitter
and
Transmitter Power
Power and
Pulse
Characteristics
Pulse Characteristics
The
ATC transponder
transponder power
power and
and
The ATC
pulse characteristic
measurements are
are
pulse
characteristic measurements
as the
the DME
DME
made
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
made in
transmitter power and pulse charactercharacteris-tic
istic measurements. Pulse charaCteristics
characteristics
re<:juirements
requirements are Obtainable
obtainable from the
ATC et:juipmem
equipment handbook.
SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
The measurements described in this
article
article are the basic measurements which
23'5-A. Other
can
can be made using the 235-A.
measurements such
tr3nssuch as overall
overall transAOC
ponder delay,
delay, AGC characteristics,
characteristics, AOC
measuremenrs,
measurements, etc.,
etc., may also be made.
Complete
Complete ATC and
and. DME measurement
2}'5-A inprocedures are
are given in the 235-A
stnlction
struction book and in the instruction
books
books for
for theATCandDMEequipmem.
the ATC and DME equipment.

NEW
NEW FM
FM STEREO
STEREO MODULATOR
MODULATOR TYPE
TYPE 219-A
With
With the
the recent
recent FCC
FCC approval
(Docket
(Docket 13'506)
13506) of
of aa system
system providing
entertainment stereo
stereo and
and subsidiary
subsidiarycomcomentenainmem
munications in
in the
the 88
88 to
to 108
108 Mc
Mc FM
munications
broadcast band,
band, aa definite
definite requirement
broadcast
has developed
developed for
for aa suitable
suitable mooulator
modulator
has
to generate
generate the
the specified
specified multiplex sigsigto
nals to,
to, in
in turn,
turn, mooulate
modulate an
an FM
FM signal
signal
nals
generator for
for the
the testing
testing of
of receiving
receiving
generatOr
systems.
systems.
The new
new Type
Type 2l9-A
219-A FM
FM Stereo
Stereo
The
Modulator isis designed
designed to
to provide
provide stereo
stereo
ModulatOr
nodulation OUtPUtS
outputs as
as spe<ified
specified in
in the
the
mooulation
FCC Docket,
Docket, suitable
suitable for
for modulating
modulating the
the
FCC
BRC Type
Type 202-£
202-E fM-AM
FM-AM Signal
Signal GenGenBRC
erator or
or other
other FM
FM signal
signal generatOrs
generators
erator
with adequate
adequate modulation
modulation characteristics.
characteristics.
with
Provision isis made
made for
for Lete
Left (L)
( L ) and
and
Pwvision
Right (R)
( R ) audio
audio stereo
stereo channel
channel inputs
inputs
Right
and/or subsidiary
subsidiary communications
communications FM
FM
and/or
kc range.
range.
subcarriers in
in the
the 20
20 to
to 75
75 kc
suhcarriers
Preliminary specifications
specifications for
for the
the Type
Type
Preliminary
2 19-A are
are given
given below.
below.
219-A
Input Ch",,,,,••
Characteristics
Inpu'
iotico

U

ENTERTAINMENT STEREO
STEREO
ENTERTAINMENT
( L ) and
and Risht
Right (Rl
(R)
Source: Lef!
Left (I.)
Source:
Fidelity: ~O
50 cps
cps 10
to l~
15 kc
kc
fidelity:
kc 1).\osModulating Oscillator:
Oscillator: an
an inrernal
internal 11 kc
Mooulatins
cillator isis provided
provided which,
which, in
in coniunction
conjunction
cillalOr
oswith the
the Type
Type 202-E
202-E internal
internal modulalins
modulating 0:0Wilh
cillator (50
(50 cps
cps III
to 10
10 kc)
kc) may
may be
be used
used III
to
cillalllr
furnish5tueo
stereo inpun.
inputs.
furnish

.,-,

""f: -,- h
.~

Type 219-A
Type
SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
SUBSIDIARY
Source: fM
FM su!H:arr;ers
sub-carriers
Source:
Frequency Ranse:
Range: 2010
20 to n
75 kc
frequency
Output Ch",,,....
Characteristics
Output
,i.'ico

ENTERTAINMENT STEREO
19 kc
Pilot Catri.~"
Carrier -- Frequency: 19
Pilot
Accuracy: ::1:0.01
tO.Ol%
Accuf11CY:
%
Level: 9%
9 % of system
system deviarion
deviation
~veL
(L-R)
Double Sideband
Sideband Suppressed Carrier (loR)
Double
Frequency: 38
38 kc
kc
Accuracy: ±0.01%
kO.Ol%
Accuracy:
Fidelity: ~O
50 cps
cps (0
to I~
15 kc
kc
Fidelily:
<1%
system
Carrier Suppression:
Suppression : <1
Carrier
% of syuem
deviation
of main
carrier moSideband ~vd:
Level: 45%
45% of
main carrier
moSideband
either Left
dulation with e,mer
R ) signal
(L) or Right ((R)
<1%% at a level
Distortion: <1
level corresponding
Distottion:
to 45% of
of SySlem
system deviation
deviation
1045%
Monaural Carrier
Carrier (I.
(L + R
Monauf11l
R))
Frequency: ~O
50 cps
cps to
to 15
15 kc
kc
Frequency:
Preemphasis: Slandard'
Standard' preemphasis
preemphasis for
for main
Preemphasis:
ffillin
( L + Rl
R ) and
and ~!ereo
stereo (L-R)
(L-R)
(L

+

7

channels may
may be
be switched
switched in
in or
or
channels
OUI of
of circuit
circuit
out
&.:rion 3.322
}.}22 h,
h, FCC
FCC
• per Section
'per
Docket 13506
13506
Docket
SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
SUBSIDIARY
Frequency: 20
20 to
III 75
n kckc
Frequency:
Melering - A
A meter
meier isis provided
provided to
to read
read the
lhe
Metering
multiplex output
OUtPUl in
in terms
lerms of
of percent
percenr of
of system
syslem
multiplex
deviation' of
of the
the main
main RF
RF carrier.
carrier. The
The unit
unir
deviation'
is factory
faclOty hdjusted
adiusted to
1lI operate
opef11te with
with the
lhe Type
Type
is
202-E Signal
Sisnal Generator.
Gtonef1110r. (Alternative
(Alternative adjustadiust202-E
may be
be made
made for
for use
use with
with other
other signal
signal
menl may
ment
generalllrs. ))
generators.
°100% =
= 75 kc
kc deviation
deviation
'100%
OUtpUt - AA suitable
suitable linear
linear adder
adder
Composite Output
Composite
is provided
provided to
10 permit
perm;t summing
summing the
lhe monaural
monaural
is
and
channel, pilot
pilot carrier,
carrier, stereo
sreteo channel,
channel, and
channel,
subsidiary communications
communications FM
FM sub-carriers.
suD-carriers.
subsidiary
P"we. Supply
Supply - 115
115 volts
VOllS k;:!::IO%,
60 cps.
cps.
Power
1 0 % , 60

n

JOINS
HANS SCHLOTT JOINS
BRC SALES STAFF
STAFF
appointment of
of Hans
Hans Schlott
SchlO(t as
as
The appointment
Regional Sales Manager
Manager for
for BRC
BRC was
was
of this
this year.
yeat. In
ln this
this
March of
announced in March
Hans will
will direct the
the BRC
BRC sales
sales
capacity Hans
operations along the
the east
east coast
coaSt from
from the
the
operations
Meuopolitan New
New York
York City
City area
area south
south
Metropolitan
Metropolitan Washington
Washington D
nc
to the Metropolitan
C.
area. Beginning
Beginning his
his association
association with
with the
the
area.
in March
March proved
proved timely
timely for
for
Company in
him the
the opportunity
opportunity
Hans, as it afforded him
the BRC
BRC booth
booth at
at the
the IRE
IRE
to serve in the
show.
show. Here
Here he
he met
met scores of
of BRC
BRC cuscustomers and was
was able to
to hear,
hear, first
first hand,
hand,
their
their problems
problems concerning
concerning measurement
measurement
instrumentation.
instrumentation.
Hans, a native
of Sweden, came
came to
to the
the
native of
United
He graduated
graduated
United States in 1949.
1949. He
from
of
from the
dle Charlottenburg
CharJottenburg Institute
Institute of
Technology in Berlin,
Berlin, Germany
Germany and
and isis
an Applied
Applied Physicist.
Physicist. He
He also
also completed
completed
studies in
in Industrial
Industrial Management
Management at
at the
the
Graduate Business
of St.
Sf. Gall,
Gall,
Business School of
Switzerland.
Swir"erland.
Prior to his association
association with
with BRC,
BRC,
Hans served with
with Curtiss Wright's
\'Qright's
Princeton Division
Sales EnEnDivision as Senior Sales
gineer, Eastern Territory.
Territory. Before
Before that
that
he was Eastern Sales Manager
Manager for
for the
the
New Products
ProductS Division
Division of
of the
the Corning
Glass Works in New York
York City.
City_
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SCHLOTT
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The
the resonant
resonant circuit
circuit disdisThe Q
Q of
of the
lhe IRE
IRE show
show is
is 524.2.
5242. Winner
WinllCf
played
at the
played at
of
Mner, with
widl an
an estimate
estimate of
of
of the
the Q
Q Meter,
~n.~,
is Mr.
Mr. E.
E. B.
8. Sussman.
an EngiEngi523.5, is
Sussman, an
from Livingtson,
Livinguon,
neerios
neering Consul~t
Consultant from

52~
525

527
527

N. ).
N.
J.

Mote
were subsubMore man
than 1000
1000 enrries
entries were
estimates
ranging
from
mined,
wilh Q
mitted, with
Q estimates ranging from
I1 (0
below shows
shoW$
to 20,000.
20,000. 'The
The bar
bar graph
graph below
the
disuibution
of
these
estimates.
There
the distribution of these estimates. There
were
nine estimates
in addition
10 the
the
were nine
estimates in
addition to
close
winning
estimate
which
were
very
winning estimate which were very close
to
measured Q
and are
cer·
to the
the acwal
actual measured
Q and
are cerof
honorable
mention.
tainly
descrving
tainly deserving of honorable mention.
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TWX, OR
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TWX:
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The appointment,
appointment, effective
effective April
Apri] lst,
ht,
The
of Neely
Neely Enterprises
Enterprises as
as Sales
Sales RepresentRepresentof
atives for
for Boonton
Boomon Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation
atives
was
recently announced.
announced. Neely
Neely mainmainw
as recently
rains eight
eight offices
offices in
in the
the states
states of
of CaliCali·
tains
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and Arizona.
Arizona. AA
fornia, New
fornia,
of these
these offices
offices isis given
given on
00 page
page 88
list of
list
under BRC
BRC Engineering
EngioeeringRepresentatives.
Reprcscorativcs.
under
If you
yoo live
live in
io one
one of
of these
lhc:sc- states,
stales, there
lhere
If
Nedy office
office conveniently
conveniently near
near you.
you.
is aa Neely
is
All offices
offices are
are fully
fully staffed
staffed. to
10 help
help fill
fiJI
All
your
your electronic
decuonic needs.
needs.
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'The resonant
resonam circuit
circuit inin question
question was
was
The
measured by
by means
mnns of
of the
the "in-circuit"
~in<ircuit~
measured
technique on
on the
lhe UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Mner Type
Type
technique
280-A at
at 500
500 megacycles.
megacycles. Six
Six separate
separate
280-A
IllC2$l1J"CtnCtfS were
were made
made on
00 the
lhe most
lDO$l
measurements
sensitive range
range on
on the
the instrument.
instrument. The
~
sensitive
average of
of these
thoemeasurements
measurementswas
was524.2.
5242.
average
Our congratulations
congrarubtions to
lO Mr.
Mr. Sussmann
Sussmann
Our
thanks to
10 our
oor many
many friends
friends
and many
many thanks
and
us at
ar the
lhe show.
show.
who visited
visited with
with us
who
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A MODULATOR FOR THE
NEW
NEW FM
FM STEREO SYSTEM
SYSTEM

J~N 29 1962

-

JOHN
JOHN P.
P. VAN DUYNE, ElIgil1eerhJg
Engineering Manager
For the past twenty-one
twenty-one years,
years, the
BoontOn
Boonton Radio Corporation has been
design and
and
recognized as a leader in the design
manufacture of frequency
frequency modulation
signal
h is
signal generators.
generators. It
is logical,
logical, therefore,
that when
when FCC approved an FM
FM Stereo
Broadcasting System,
System, as they did on
1961, that DRC
BRC should
should proApril 20, 1961,
vide the market with a stable,
stable, easy to
vide
use, anracrive,
attractive, economical source
source of the
use,
muldplcx
multiplex signal
signal for
for use with FM signal
signal
gcnc'n!mfS,
generators, or for
for direct usc
use with reo
reend,
adapters. To this end,
ceiving multiplex adapters.
the 219·/\
2 19-A has been designed.
THE FCC APPROVED
APPROVED SYSTEM
SYSTEM
THE

...

YOU Will
WILL FIND
FIND . . .
YOU

Modulator '0'
for the N.w
N e w fM
FM S'.,.o
Stereo
A Mad..lator
System .........................
5y,'.m
.

BRC i"
in 'Full
Swing ot
at N.w
N e w Plo'"
Plant
IIlC
..11 5wi"lI

......

1

77

- Typ.
Type "0."
280-A Q
Q M.,.,
Meter ..
. . 77
Note -- BIlC
BRC hpll"d.
€xpands s.c.i••
Sales
No'.

Service NOI.
Note _
Servi<.
Edifor’s
~di'o",

Engineering
Staff
E"lIi"••
""1I 5t""

................

,8

.
.

+ V~.Lf'
OLTS

-75KC

“A”
"AN
Modulution Cloo,o".,i.t"
Churacteristic
Moe/vlatio"

MON-

ftf77
19KC

The system,
system, approved by the FCC
"Repon
20,
“Report and
and Order"
Order” dated April 20,
1961,
1961, and
and specified
specified in
in FCC Docket
13506,
13506, provides for
for the simulroneous
simultaneous
broadcasting of a main channel
channel of
monaural information,
separate subsubinformation, a separnte
channel
channel for
for the transmission
transmission of sterco
stereo
information,
information, and provision for one or
more
more channels for Subsidiary
Subsidiary ComCommunication purposes. This latter assignment may be used for program
progrl1m relaying,
"mood
“mood music",
music”, broadcasting for industrial or commercia.!
commercial purposes,
purposes, etc.
etc.
The FCC approval
approval of the sterco
stereo sys·
systern
tem came
came aher
after an
an extensive
extensive srudy
study of
the
the maner
matter in genernl,
general, and specifically,
specifically,
the work of the National Stereophonic
Radio Committee which provided the
medium for field
field testing
testing and analy;ring
analyzing
many of the various
various Steroo
stereo broadcasting
systems which had been proposed. The
will not attempt
attempt to discuss
discuss the
author will
work of this committee, which has been

II,.

"

.u.t
+75KC

PILOT

LINEAR
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LINEAR
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q,,
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Baseband Multiplex
80lebo"d
Mv/tipl. . Spectrum
5po<t,.. m
Figure 1.
e w S,....
Stereo FM
'irl....
I. N
N.w
'M

5y.'.'"

Syrhm

adequately documented, but will content
himself with briefly describing the presently approved system.
ently
Reference to Figure 1B
IB will show the
frequency spe<trurn
spectrum of the baseband
multiplex signal which is generated by
the BRC
BRC 219A.
21911.. The upper portion of
( I A ) shows a typical
this Figure (11\)
lYpical modulation characteristic of an
an FM signal
generator. If the generator is reasonably
single constant can be used to
linear, a single
relate deviation of the radio frequency
applied to
to the modcarrier to a voltage
voluge applied
Af =K Ems.
(1)
ulating terminals; i.e.,
i.e., ,6f=K
E",O<!. (1)
With this in mind, the syStem
system may be
more readily understood by confining
one’s am·ntion
attention to the baseband multione's
plex spectrum
spectrum (Figure IB),
18), which is
fed
fed to the modulating jack of the FM
signal generator.
signal

One requirement
requirefl1l."nt confronting the designers of this system, that was of key
importance to
to the
lhe FCC, was the probprob·
lem of providing “compatible
"compatible reception”
reception"
with receivers already in the hands of
the FM
PM listening public. This has been
achieved by a matrixing technique
which is shown in the block diagram
in Figure
Figute 1B.
lB. The assumption is made
here that if there were two
twO parallelconnccted
to"
connected microphones "listening
“listening to”
output of a program source, such
the OUtput
orchestra, that the listener to
as an orchestra,
10 (Ia
monaural receiver
receiver tuned
(lined to this broadbroodcast would hear a rather arbitrary sumcaSt
mation of the audio OUtPUtS
outputs of these
two
twO microphones. It can be seen that in
the new stereo system, these outputs
OUtputS are
indeed summed (lnd
and applied to the monaural channel; thus providing compataural
ible reception.
In nonstereo broadcasting, the
lhe peak
deviation resulting
rcsulting from the sum of
of the
left and right
tight outputs is allowed to reach
100%
100% of system deviation, or 75 kc, for
the previously approved monaural
broadcasting
system. In the
of the
broadcasling systcm.
lhe case of
thc
stereo system, this maximum deviation
Stereo
is reduced to the level of 90%, for
reasons that will be discussed shortly.
of the left
OUtput of
Since the summed output
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and
R)
and right
right microphones
microphones (L
(L
R ) are
are
bro:adC2$t
broadcast in
in this
this compalible
compatible ffi2noet,
manner, it
it
simply
rnnsmit
simply reffi2ins
remains 10
to sepanudy
separately transmit
inform:uion
the
information which
which is
is rdated
related to
to the
instantalJCOUS
instantaneous difference
difference herwCCfl
between the
the
OlUpurs
outputs of
of the
the Left Ind
and Right microphones.
phones. In
In order
order to minimize:
minimize the handbandwidth
(50 cps
width required for full
full fidelity
fidelity (50
to
to 15,000
15,000 cps),
cps) ,lhislthis L - R information
isis rransmitled
transmitted by
by means
means of
of amplitude
amplitude
modulation
modulation of
of Ia subcanier
subcarrier located
located at
at
38
38 kc.
kc. The
The subcaerier
subcarrier is
is suppressed
suppressed to
reduce
reduce crosstalk
crosstalk due
due to
to nonlinearity io
in
the
the transmitter
transmitter or
or receiver.
receiver. DislOrUonDistortionless
less amplitude
amplitude modulation of this supsuppressed
pressed carrier
carrier will,
will, wilh
with signals
signals not
exceeding
exceeding 15,000
15,000 cps
cps in
in frequency,
frequency, ococcupy
cupy the
the spectrum
spectrum from
from 23
23 to 53
53 kc
(38
(38 ±15
15 kc).
kc). This
This leaves
leaves aa portion of
the
the speclrum
spectrum from
from 53
53 to
to 75
75 kc for
for a
small
small amplitude
amplitude Subsidiary
Subsidiary CommunicaCommunications
tions signal.
signal.
It
It isis obvious
obvious 10
to the reader
reader that
that the
system,
system, described
described 10
to this
this point, provides
lL
R
R in
in the
the normal
normal audio
audio frequency
frequency
(50 to 15,000
15,000
portion of
of the
the spectrum
spectrum (50
portion
cps)
cps) and
and the
the sidebands
sidebands of
of the
the amplitude
amplitude
modulated
modulated suppressed
suppressed carrier
carrier (L
(L -- R)
R)
information
information in
in the
the 23
23 to
to 53
53 kc
kc tcgion.
region.
38 kc
kc ca.rrier
carrier is
is
However, since
since the
the 38
However,
suppressed to
to less
less than
than ]1%
of system
system
suppressed
% of
deviation, itit would
would be
be extremely
extremely diffidiffideviation,
cult to
to demodulate
demodulate this
this information
information in
in
cult
distortionless, low-noise
low-noise manner.
manner.
aa distottionleu,
Therefore, aa pilot
pilot carrier
carrier at
at exactly
exactly oneoneTherefore,
half the
the suppressed
suppressed catrier
carrier ftequency
frequency is
half
transmitted at
at reduced
reduced deviation
deviation of
of the
transmitted
main carrier.
carrier.
main
19 kc
kc pilot
pilot carrier
carrier is
is specified
specified
The 19
The
to produce
produce aa deviation
deviation of
of the
the main
main car·
carto
rier between
between 88 and
and 10%
10% of
of the
the system
system
rier
75 kc.
kc. Since
Since this
this 19
19 kc
kc carcardeviation of
of 75
deviation
rier isis located
located with
with aa guard
guard hand
band of
of 4 kc
kc
rier
lB, it
it
on either
either side,
side, as
as shown
shown in
in figure
Figure IB,
on
evident that
that aa practical
practical filter
filter can
can be
be
isis evident
used to
to extraCt
extract [he
the frequency
frequency and
and phase
used
by this
this carrier.
carrier. If
information carried
carried by
information
the filtered
filtered pilot
pilot isis doubled
doubled in
in frequency,
frequency,
the
maintaining Ihe
the proper
proper phase
phase rdationrelationmaintaining
may be
be used
used to
to demodulale
demodulate the
the
ship, itit may
ship,
information on
on the
the subcarrier
subcarrier by
by
LL --RR infOtlJ'l3tion
of
simple
amplitude
modulation
means
means of ~implc amplimdC' modulalion

*

++

RADIO
R
ADIO
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C
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nous in
in frequency
frequency and
and identical
idemical in
in phase,
phase,
nous
maximum output
output would
would exist
exist in
in the
the
aa maximum
channel, and
and aa zero
lero output
ompm would
would
LL RR channel,
in the
the LL - R
R channel.
channel. Conversely,
Conversely,
exist in
exist
the two
twO microphone
microphone outputs
OUtputs were
werc
ifif the
but
equal in
in amplitude
amplitude and
and frequency,
frequency. but
equal
opposite in
in phase,
phase, then
then the
the maximum
maximum
opposite
OUtpUt would
would exist
exist in
in the
the LL - RR chanchanoutput
zero in
in the
rhe LL + RR channel.
channel. IfIf
nel and
and zero
nel
Ihe maximum
maximum permissible
permissible deviation
deviation rerethe
sulling from
from the
[he LL RR audio
audio or
or from
from
sulting
the sum
sum of
of the
the L-R
L - R sidebands
sideb:lOds isis
the

detectors
in which
which the
the locally
locally generated
gcnet:l!ed
detectors in
carrier
is mixed
mixed with
with the
the LL - R
R sidesidecarrier is
bands.
The
potential
is
also
provided
for
bands. The potential is also provided for
the use
use of
exalted carrier
carrier demodulation
demodulation
the
of exalted
in the
the interests
imercsrs of
of good
good signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise
in
ratio and
and low
low distortion.
distortion.
ratio
Thus, we
we see
see that
that the
the multiplex
muhiplex stereo
stereo
Thus,
signal
can be
be rather
rather simply
simply described
described by
by
signal can
a plot
plO{ of
of voltage generated
generaled versus
versus the
the
baseband frequency
frequency spectrum
spectrum to
to 75
75 kc.
kc.
baseband
The
multiplex
signal
may
also
be
deThe multiplex signal may also be deas follows:
follows:
scribed
mathematically as
scribed mathematically

+

+

++

+

limited to
to 45%
45% (33.75
(>3.75 kc)
kc) with
with either
eilher
limited
left only or
or right
right only
only by
by FCC,
fCC, then
then itit
left
an be
be seen
~n that
that no
no combination
combination of
of Left
Left
can
and Right
Right signals
signals can
can add
add to
to produce
produce
and
more than
Ihan 90%
90% system
system deviation.
deviation. Thus,
Thus,
more
the 6 db
db signal-to-noise
signal-ta-noise degradation
degradation
the

A major feature
fearnrt' of
of the L
R, L - R
R
R,
matri:x system is that time-sharing
time-sharing bebematrix
twecn the monaural and stereo
steteo channels
tween
is automatically provided. Thus, ifif at
It an
iOSfaIlt in time,
UIIK!, the outputs
OUtpurs of
of the
the left
left
instant
and right
right microphones were synchrosynchra~~

ASSUME:
onl,. being
'-'i"8 transmitted
fl1lruminN
I. Left (L) Jdsnal
1.
signal only
(L-R) channel
2. (L+R)
respons.e is such that
lhal its
irs output
OUlpul differs
dfffers from
from (L-R)
channel as
as
( L + R ) dumnel
channel response
8 j sin 8)
though
thou,gh it
il were
"'ere multiplied by
by a transmission
uarumiSilion fact
faa a / B = a =
= (cos
(cosO+jsinO)

"'&='"

+

}.
.... tion E
=R.
3. S..,rroplxmic
Stereophonic SoepII
separation
R,
magnitude
of
(IIaSniCUde of output
OU!pUl from
frorn Left
L.r(r channel
channel )
=20 log,,,
R, =
It,.
logU)
magnitude
magnicude of output
OUlptlf from Right
Righi dlannel

4. a. l.rt
=OUfpue from LL_ R channel (Left
(Lefe signal
signal only)
onl,.)
Let L =output
b. Let
:output
from L
R channel (Left
l.rt L
t.'' =Olupue
L+R
(Lefe signal
sillnal drive
drive only)
only)

+

VECTOR DIAGRAM:

L+L\
,-i;
"( p
L+L)
R.~20'o,
L-~

~
/L+L'

L-L!

L'

L-L

I

L

L+L' =L+
=L+aL
( c o 0+
s ~ +j ~;n
j s i0)
n ~==)LL ((Il ++"co~O>
a c o s O ) ++ j j.,L
a L s sin
i n e0
L+L'
.. L (COl
L-L' =L-oIL (001 0+ j ,in 0) =L (I -loos0) - jolLsin 0

+
e+
1- 2.,oos
2 ucos 8
+a2 cos2
+a2 sin2
0+.,2
COI2 8
0+012
s;n 2 8
0
..J 1-

+

+

a2
2acos e+ 1I
01 2 +201cOIO+

COS + a2
cos22 0+ a2
11+ 2
2.,oos
,,2 001
.,2 sin2
1in 2 8
0

R~=20 10810

= 2010810

V

+

a2
2acos 8 1
0I 2 -201cOlO+1

CHECK:
CHECK,
1. U.,=
If a= I,
1, and
and 0=0;
8= 0; .2-2.010010+
a* - 2 a c o s ~ + 11 =
2 -2 2=0•.
= 0, .'.
1.
=2'. R,=
R.= 00
00
2. Ii
If "'=
a = lI,, and
and O=any
/j=any value;
2.
value; R,=2010g,~
R,,=20Jog w

fEf(0+' )
I-cosO

,.

e

3. If
If 0=0,
= 0, and
and "'=an)'
a = any real
= 20
log,,
real number;
number; R,
R.=
2010810

(::0-1 )
--

NOTE: These
These same
same equations
equations ma,
may '-'
be used
NOTE:
used for
for the
chr case
ase where
where L-R
L-R channel
channel output
DU!pU1 is
is
sin 8 ) but
multiplied by"
by a (cosO+
(cos 8 jjsinO)
bur reference
refercna vector
V«fl)r is
is now
OQW output
ourpul of
of LL+ R
R channel.
channel.
muluplied

+

Figure 2.
2. Sf....
Stereo Syot.'"
System wit"
with ldentical
r.....
IfI.",;'o' lnputs
I",..".
L+R
and Ll --RI
L+1 olfd

2a

+

t.',

(Assumed as
(As...mN
o. Left Only)
O"Iy) Fed
r.<I into
i",o the
,,,.
Channels
CIIl."Hls
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which
which would
would result
result from
from transmitting
transmitting
twO channels
Left
Left and
and Right
Right in
in the
the two
channels is
is
reduced
to
I
db.
The
remaining
10%
reduced to 1 db. The remaining 10%
system
system deviation
deviation being
being reserved
reserved for
for the
the
19
kc
pilot
subearrier.
19 kc pilot subcarrier.
There
There are
are several
several system
system transmission
transmission
charaeteristics
characteristics which
which must
must receive
receive carecareful
ful attention
attention if
if the
the maximum
maximum capabilicapabilities
ties of
of the
the system
system are
are to
to be
be reached.
reached. In
In
any
any system
system that
that transmits
transmits stereo
stereo multimultiplex
desirable that
that the
the
plex information,
information, itit isis desirable
maximum
maximum separation
separation be
be retainoo
retained bebetween
tween aa signal
signal which
which initiates
initiates output
output
only
only in
in the
the left
Left channel
channel or
or the
the Riglu
Right
prochannel.
channel. The
The ability
ability of
of aa system
system to
to produce
duce th~
the largest
largest possible
possible ratio
ratio of
of the
the
signal
signal in
in the
the left-hand
left-hand loudspeaker
loudspeaker at
at
the
the receiving
receiving end,
end, to
to the
the signal
signal in
in the
right-hand
right-hand loudspeaker,
loudspeaker, when
when excited
excited by'
by.
aa pure
pure Left
Left signal,
signal, isis of
of interest (sim(similarly
ilarly for
for aa pure
pure Right
Right signal).
signal). This
This ratio
isis termed
termed "stereophonic
“stereophonic separation".
separation”.
It
It isis aa major
major endeavor
endeavor of
of the newly
approved system
.approved
system to
to maintain 30
30 db
db of
of
stereo
stereo separation
separation over
over the
the entire
entire audio
audio
frequency
frequency range of
of 50
50 cps
cps to
to 15,000
15,000 cps.
cps.
If
If the
the system
system standards
standards are
are adhered
adhered to,
to, a
broadcast
broadcast transmitter
transmitter can
can be assured
assured of
of
providing
providing aa signal
signal capable
capable of
of mainmin·
maintaining
ing this
this scparntion.
separation. Considerable
Considerable atrenattention
tion to
to detail
detail isis required
required to
to achieve
achieve this,
this,
however.
however. Chief
Chief amor.g
amor,g these
these are
are the
the
nl-ro
need for
for amplitude
amplitude flatness
flatness of
of bener
better
than
than 3V2%
3x96 over
over the
the 50
50 to
to 15,000
15,000 cps
cps
frequency
frequency range.
range. ln
In addition,
addition, the
the time
delay
R channel
channel must
must be SO
SO
delay in
in the
the LL -- R
n1'arly
R
riearly equal
equal to
to that
that in
in the
the LL
R chanchannel
nel that
that not
not more
more than
than 33 degrees
degrees of
of
differential
differential phase
phase shift
shift exists
exists between
between
an
by one
one
an audio
audio frequency
frequency transmitted
transmitted by
channel
channel relative
relative to
to the
the other
other channel.
channel.
This
This can
can be
be readily
readily demonstrated
demonstrated jf
if
one
one will
will picture
picture twO
two parallel
parallel trnnsmistransmission
sion sYStemS
systems driven
driven with
with the
the same
same input
input
and
and then
then take
take the
the OutputS
outputs in
in these
these twa
two
sYStemS
systemsand
and add
add them
them veaorily
vectorily and
and then
then
sibtract them
them venority
vectorily in
in twO
two isolated
isolated
subtrnct
circuits. Figure
Figure 22 illustrates
illustrates the
the situasituacircuits.
tion that
that exists
exists in
in the
the sterco
stereo system
system
tion
when identical
identical inputs
inputs (assumed
(assumed as
as Left
Left
when
only) ate
are fed
fed into
into the
the LL Rand
R and LL -- R·
R.
only)
channels. If
If we
we consider
consider that
that the
the transtranschannels.
mission of
of the
the one
one channel
channel differs
differs from
from
mission
that of
of the
the other
other by
by aa magnitude
magnitude "a",
“a”,
that
6,we
we can
can then
then solve
solve for
for
and by
by an
an angle
angle 9,
and
the residual
residual output
output which
which will
will exisc
exist in
in
the
If this
this residual
residual
the difference
difference circuit.
circuit. If
the
output isis defined
defined as
as R.,
R,, we
we find
find that:
that:
output

+

+

J

+

e+

2
2a cos
RR, -201
9a2 +2acos9+
I1= 20 loglo
.oglu a2
I1 .
a2 -2acos9+
2a COS 6

L/

+

Figure 33 shows
shows how
how stereo
stereo separaseparaFigure
tion depends
depends on
on values
values of
of "a"
“a” for
for any
any
tion
from 00 ro
to 30
30 de,grces.
degrees.
angle 80 from
angle
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Stereo Sop",olion
Separation (R.I
(Rs) Versus

0

TRANSMISSION O
OF
F THE
MULTIPLEX
STEREO SIGNAL
MULTIPLEX STEREO

Aher the signal has been generated
After
and exists
exists in the form shown in Figure
I,
1, or as described
described in equation 2, there
[he
are
are certain requirements placed on the
components which transmit or process
the multiplex signal
signal if the stereo separation is to be maintained. These requiremen.ts
quiremeqts are quite similar to those
necessary
necessary to faithfully reproduce transient
sient phenomena, in that the amplitude
response must be quite flat and the time
response
delay over the band must be of constant
delay
unformvalue. It is a well·known
well-known and unfortunate fact
fact that
that most simple networks do
not exhibit
exhibit these
these characteristics
characteristics over
not
their entire
entire passband.
thidr
A typical
typical network that is of interest
A
in cOnlleclion
connection with FM signal
signal generators
in
and receivers
receivers is shown in Figure 4.
4. This
and
figure illustrates
illustrates a simple "COnStant
“constant kk"’
figure
low-pass filter
filter section.
section. The LC low
[ow pass
low-pass
is typical
typical of
of the RF filters
filters that exist
is
the modulation terminals and
between the
reactive modulating element of most
the reactive
mOSt
FM signal
signal generatOrs
generators to
to prevent leakage
FM
of the
the carrier
carrier via the modulating leads.
of
This filter
filter is
is frequently
frequently one
one of the major
111is
limitations to
to the e1ecuic
electric fidelity of the
limitations
FM channel
channel of
of such
such generators.
generators. It can be
FM
easily seen
seen that
that only
only about 20% of the
easily
passband of
of the
the LC
LC circuit meets
meetS the
passband
constant time
time delay
delay criterion. ThereThereconstant
fore, ifif constant
constant time delay
delay were a rerefore,
quirement to
to be
be maintained
maintained up
to 50
50
up to
quirement
kc, the
the circuit
circuit should
should actually
actually have a
kc,
bandwidth of 250
250 kc
kc to
to provide neglinegligible distortion
distortion of
of the
the multiplex
multiplex signal.
signal.
gible

33

Ie actually
actually turns
turns out
out that
that ifif the
the filter
filter
It
were to
to contribute
contribute
shown in
in Figure
Figure 44 were
shown
[he maximum
maximum allowable
allowable delay
delay error
error ((3
the
3 ”c
at 15
15 kc,
kc, or
or 0.56
0.56 psec.)
p.Sec.) that
thac itit isis possipossiat
to operate
operate with
with the
the upper
upper sideband
sideband
ble to
ble
of the
the FM
FM multiplex
multiplex system
system at
at 0.29F0,
O.29F",
of
Fe is
is the
the nominal
nominal cutoff
cutoff frequency
frequency
where F,
where
of the
the filter.
filter.
of
This fact
faet is
is of
of considerable
considerable importimportThis
ance in
in selecting
selecting aa suitable
suitable frequency
frequency
ance
modulation signal
signal generator,
generator, since
since itit
modulation
shows that
that the
the actual
aerual modulation
modulation channel
channel
shows
to be
be 33 to
to 55 times
times
bandwidth will
will have
have to
bandwidth
53 kc
kc in
in order
order that
that phase-distortionless
phase-disrortionless
53
transmission can
can be
be relied
relied upon.
upon. This
This isis
transmission
true of
of the
the BRC
ERe 202E
202E Signal
Signal Generator,
Generator,
true
is only 1I db
db down
down at
at 200
200 kc
kc and
and
which is
which
constant time
time delay
delay
exhibits essentially constant
of the
the modulating
modulating frequency.
frequency.
up to
to 75 kc
kc of
up
arc many
many good
good FM
FM signal
signal gengenThere are
of older
old~r design
design (for
(for example,
example,
erators of
BRC 202B) which
which have
have electric
electric
the BRC
the
of the
the order
order of
of 15
15 to
to 20
20 kc.
kc.
fidelity of
fidelity
TIlese are
are generally unusable
unusable with
with the
the
These
stereo multiplex
multiplex system,
system, unless
unless extensive
extensive
to predistort
predistort the
the signal
signal for
for
work is done to
work
use with
with these
these narrower
narrower band
band generators.
generators.
be done, but
bur usually
usually entails
entails
This can be
and tests
tests on
on aa
individual measurements
measurements and
individual
given generator.
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DESIGN
DESIGN APPROACH
APPROACH TO
BRC 219A
219A

With
\'<lith this background,
background, we
we are
arc ready
ready
to turn
turn to the factors
faCtors gcliding
gl<iding the
the design
design
of the 219A. Reference to
to the
the block
block
diagram of
of Figure
Figure 55 will
will quickly show
that the “classical”
"classical"' approach to
to generating
signal has
ing the
the signal
has been
been used
used in
in this
this ininstrument.
This was
was done
done to
to provide
provide aa
strument. This
maximum
of stability,
stability, ease
ease of
of underundermaximum of
standing, and
standing,
and flexibility
flexibility in
in providing
providing
the
"OUt of
of
the specified
specified and
and certain
certain desired
desired “out
specification” signals
specification"
signals for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
receiver
receiver and
and multiplex
multiplex adapter
adapter testing.
testing.
The major
The
major objectives
objectives of
of the
the design
design were
were
to
achieve
simplicity
of
use,
to achieve simplicity of use, operational
operational

BOONTON
B
OONTON

stereo separation
separarion which
which isis measured
measured with
with
stereo
signal in
in only
only the
the Left
Left or
or the
the Right
Right
aa signal
The mode
mode switch
swirch permits
permits an
an
channel. The
channel.
of the
the makeup
makeup of
of the
Ihe
orderly checkout
chcdeour of
orderly
multiplex signal,
signal, using
using the
Ihe internal
internal peak
peak
multiplex
reading meter.
meter.
reading
For other
Other than
than the
the most
most advanced
advanced
For
measurements, the
lhe meter
meter integral
integral to
to the
the
measurements,
21911. isis all
all that
Ihat isis needed
na-ded to
to verify
verify
219A
proper setup
setup of
of the
the multiplex
multiplex signal.
signal.
proper
used in
in conjuncconjuncIn addition,
addition, itit can
can be
be used
In
tion with
wilh various
various positions
positions of
of the
Ihe mode
mode
tion
to set
set up
up
swilch and
and panel
panel adjustments,
adjustmentS, to
switch
non-standard signal
signal of
of the
the type
type which
which
aa non-standard
may be
be needed
na-ded to
10 simulate
simu1:ue propagation
propagation
may
sign:J.J. For
For exexeffecu on
on the
the multiplex
multiplex signal.
effects
ample, the
the pilot
pilOt carrier
carrier may
may be
be adjusted
adjUSted
ample,
over aa range
range of
of 00 to
10 30%
30% to
to simulate
simulale
over
or
the effects
effecu of
of multipath
multipath transmission,
transmission, or
the
non-flat transmission
transmission systems.
systems.
non-flat
use phasephase.
many receivers
receivers will
will use
Since many
locked
sub-<:a.rrier oscillators,
oscillarors, variation
variation
locked sub-carrier
pilOt carrier
carrier is
is necessary
necessary
in level
level of
of the
the pilot
in
to
to test their
their performance.
performance. Knobs
Knobs are
are propro10 adjust the
the pilot
pilot carrier
carrier level
level and
and
vided to
vided
the
OUtput level
level of
of the
the 219A.
21911..
the absolute output
A
A reference
reference phase
phase 19
19 kc
kc output
(MJtput isis proprovided
10 facilitate
fJ.cilit3te this.
this.
"ided to
The output
OUtput level
levd adjustment
2djusrmenr permits
permits
the
use of
of the
the 219A
21911. with
with most
most FM
FM
the use
signal generators. In
In use,
use, itit is
is only
only necnecessary to
to set
set' the
Ihe mode
mode switch
switch to
10 the
the
“SET”
"SET' position,
position, and to
10 set
set the
the internal
internal
1
I kc
kc level
level so the
the meter
meter in
in the
Ihe 219A
21911.
reads
reads 100%
100% with
wilh the
the output
OUtput connected
connected
to
FM signal generator. The
The controls
controls
to the FM
of
generalor are
are then
rhen set
SCt
of the
the FM signal generator

sell.
INPUT
S C A INPUT

@
I

i

DEV I AT I O N

OSSC

MODUL.
... TDR
MODULATOR

1911C
19KC

REFEREJlfCE
REFERENCE

0' ,II. T,,.. 219_"

Figure S.
5. 1/0<'
Block 0;0"'0_
Diagram of
'.""

smbili[J',
stability, and
and self
self cootllinment
containment when
when
used
used with
with th~
the BRC
BRC 202E
202E 2nd
and compara·
comparable
ble sign:J.1
signal gener:ilofS.
generators.
INPUTS
INPUTS PROVIDED
PROVIDED

Separate
Separate left
left and
and righl
right inputS
inputs of
of nearly
idendClI
identical phase
phase and
and frequency
frequency response
are
1.7 volts
volts rms
rms typically
typically is
is
are provided.
provided. 1.7
required
required in
in left
left only
only or
or right
right only
only for
for
45%
45% of
of system
system deviation.
deviation. The
The input
impedance
10 kk ohms.
ohms. In
In addition,
addition, an
an
impedance isis 10
input
input isis provided
provided for
for an
an FM
FM subcarrier
subcarrier
generator
generator to
to simulate
simulate the
the SCA
SCA signals
signals
with
with which
which receivers
receivers may
may have
have to
to deaL
deal.
This
10 k
This requires
requires 1.0
1.0 rms
rms volts
volts into
into 10
ohms,
ohms, for
for 10%
10% of
of system
system deviation.
deviation.
It should
should be
be noted
noted that
that the
the 21911.
219A is.
is
It
particularly easy
easy to
to usc
use with
with aa BRC
BRC
particularly
50
202E, since
since audio
audio frequencies
frequencies from
from 50
202E,
cps to
to 10
10 kc,
kc, in
in several
several steps,
steps, may
may be
be
cps
supplied from
from the
the internal
internal modulating
modulating
supplied
oscillator of
of the
the 202E.
202E. In
In addition,
addition, aa
oscillator
stable, balanced
balanced source
source of
of I1 kc
kc is
is avail·
availstable,
able inside
inside the
the 21911..
2 19A. A
A normal·reverse
normal-reverse
able
switch isis provided
provided on
on the
the 21911.
219A panel
panel to
to
switch
permit either
either of
of these
these twO
two oscillators
oscillators to
to
permit
be connected
connected to
to the
the Ldt
Left and
and Right
Right
be
channels. Thus,
Thus, different
different frequencies
frequencies
channels.
are supplied
supplied for
for testing
testing Ihe
the tWO
two chanchanate
nels, and
and the
the variable
variable frequency
frequency osciloscilnels,
lator in
in Ihe
the 202E
202E can
can be
be used
used for
for fidelfidellalOr
ity measurementS
measurements from
from 50
50 cps
cps 10
to 10
10 kc.
kc.
ity
Obviously, an
an CXII:mIlJ
external audio
audio oscill3.lor
oscillator
Obviously,
of any
any suirablc
suitable Iype
type may
may also
also be
be used.
used.
of
CONTROLS
CONTROLS

The chan
chart shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 66 listS
lists the
the
The
controls provided
provided and
and Ihe
the fuOctiOllS
functions
comrols

RADIO
CORPORATION
R
ADIO C
ORPORATION

the Type 219-A

which they perform. Particularly
Pankularly notenOteWOrthy arc
switchc$.
worthy
are the matrix and mode switches.
The matrix swilch
check·
switch permits simple checkl - R
R null and
ing of the 219A
2l9A for L
L
L
R null, which permits a check on
the internal alignment of
21911.. In
of the 219A.
dleSe positions,
posidons, outputs
OUtputS are
3.ddidon,
addition, in these
1 kc source,
provided using the internal 1
which permit crosstalk checking in a
re<:eiver
receiver or multiplex adapter between
Rand
- R kc channels. This
the L
R and L nOt to be confused with
crosstalk is not

+

+

L

-

FUNCTION
fUNCTION

PANEL CONTROLS
FRONT PANEL
NORMAL-REVERSE
NORMAL·R~VERSE

Interchanges
Inl... hon"•• input
Inpul channels,
chonn.I., including
In<ludinli internal
'1'1"1'01 11 kc
kc oscillator.
a.dllolo •.

PREEMPHASIS
PREEMPHASIS
1 KC
He

Inserts
In •• ,!. 75
7' psec.
,.. •• c. preemphasis
pr•• mpho.i. in LL and
ond RR channels.
<honn.lo.
Connects and
ond varies
.. oriel level
1....1 of
of internal
inl••nal 11 kc
kc oscillator
a.cillolo. to
'0 right
.illhl
Conn...,Il
channel.
chonn.!.
See block
Normal -- S..
No,mal
blo.k diagram,
d1oll.om, Figure
Figu.. 6.
6.
L -R R Null
l
Null -Connects
- Conn••l> inputs
InpUIl of
of adder
adder and
ond subtracter
.ub,.ader to
10 inin·
ternal
l.. nol fixed
flud 11 kc
kc source.
'OU'.'.
L R
Connects
L+
R Null
Null - Cann••
Il adder
odder and
ond subtracter
.ubl.a.te. inputs
inpull to
10 opposite
oppo.ite
polarity,
poloril" equal
.quol amplitude
omplilud. internal
inl..nol 11 kc.
h.
Set - Connoel>
Connects internal
Sol
inl.. nol 1 kc
h source
lOu,n to
10 output
OU'pUI meter
m.l .. to
10 set
..,
output
OUlpul for
fo' 75
7S kc
k< deviation.
d"io,ian.
L+ R
R -- Inpu'
Input signals
go through
l+
.ignol. 110
Ih'O"lIh adders
odd... to
10 output;
oulpul; all
all else
.1 •• off;
off;
100%.
meter
meler 100%.
19 KC
KC _
- PilOI
Pilot on
only; meter
on onl,;
m"., calibrated
colibroled 6-lo%,
6.10%, set
..I pilot
1',101 level.
1 1.
19
38 KC
KC -- S"beorri..
Subcarrier on
only, meter
subcarrier..
38
on ani,.
mel.. 0-10%
0-10% to balance
bolon.....beo"i
1- R - Pilot on;
on; l+R
L
R off.
off, meter
l-R-Pilol
m.... loo%,
100%. inputs
inpul. connected,
connoeled set,
L- R gain.
l-RIIOin.
on; no.mol
normal operation.
MULTIPLEX -- All
MULTIPLEX
All on;
ap••olion.
Adjusts
output.
Adi...
Il system _'pul.
Adjusts te..
level
carrier.
Adiu,"
el of pilot
pilol ..,,,ior.

MATRIX
MATRIX

+

-

MODE
MODE

'0

+

.,".m
0'

MULTIPLEX OUTPUT
OUTPUT
MUlTlPUX
PILOT lEVEl
LEVEL
PltOT

FUNCTION
FUNCTION

SCREWDRIVER ADJUSTMENTS
ADJUSTMENTS
SCREWDRIVER
MODULATOR IALANCE
BALANCE
MODULATOR
L-R GAIN
GAIN
l-R

Fine bolo"".
balance odi".I....nl
adjustment for
modulator.
Fino
for mod"IoIOf.
Adjusts goin
gain of
of L_
L- R
R channel.
Adj"".
chonn.l.
Sets el....
electrical
of O"'pul
output pool<
peak voltmeter.
So..
i..,l zero of
volt"",'e,.

"'0

ZERO
"'0

',pe

Figure
6. Type 2.,·"
219-A C."'r.'
Control Functions
Fig
.... 6.
f ......ie...
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T
HE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK
~~

-

ro provide 75
to
75 kc deviation.
deviation. After that,
level control
if the output level
control is not disdiswil! supply
dle proper
turbed, the 219A
2 19A will
supply the
levels of other signals which
relative levels
make up the multiplex spectrum.
spectrum.
Three screwdriver controls are provided: One permits adjusnnenr
adjustment of the
suppressed carrier modulator amplitude
balance, which although
nhhough very stable, may
experience changes from
frol11 time to
w time
cime
as the tubes age differentially.
differentially. Another,
an L
L -- R gain balance control, is prothirq
vided for the same reason. The third
petmits electrical zeroing of the
control permits
output meter.
Output

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
chI" detailed
Following are the
detailed performspecifications of the 219A. When
ance specifications
rhe combination
used with a BRC 202E,
202E, the
accurately simulates an FM broadcasting
station of superior performance to that
recified in FCC Docket 13506.
specified
13506.

~~

~~

modulator which transmits
trnnsmits the L-R
L- R
signal.
TIle circuit used is shown in block
signal. The
diagrnm
diagram form in Figure 7. It uses four
w maximize the
vacuum tubes biased to
S(."Cond
second order coefficient in the power
series representing the
chI" plate
pl:tte current as
a function of grid carhode
cathode voltage. In
this circuit a balance of the 38 kc carrier is achieved which is more than
60 db below the fundamental
fundamental componenrs of plate currenr.
In addition, exnents
current. 1n
cellent balance of the baseband audio
cdlent
is
from SO
signals from
50 cps to 15,000
15,000 cps*
cps' .is
. achieved. As the modulator generates
generateS
the desired sidebands by means of the
second order coefficient,
coefficient, it should
should be
expected rhat
that fairly
fairly large second harmonics of both the baseband and the
carrier would be generatcd.
generated. This is tcue
true
modularor involving the
for the basic modulator
rubes shown in the Idr
pair of tubes
left of the
diagram.
diagram. The subcarrier second harmonic
at 76 kc is far enough removed from the
desired ourpur
outmt spectrum
mectrum to be easily
easily

Input Cho,octe,i.tics
Characteristics
LEFT
LEFT (ANO
( A N D RIGHT) INPUT

L-R Null:
Nu\]: Left input equals right input for
L-R
internal I1kc oscillator only.
r.+R,
Output Modes: Switchable ttoo Set, L
+R, IV
1 9 kc, 38 kc,
L - R, and Multiplex
L-R,

Frequency Range: 50 cps ttoo 15
15 ke
kc
Level: 1.7
1.7 volts
45%..
volls rms Left (or Right) only gives 45'/
90% system
output; simultaneous inputs
inputs yield 90'70
deviation.
Impedance: 10 k ohms
Pl'eemphasis 75
psec. : May be switched in or out.
Preemphasis
75 I'-sec.:

PILOT CARRIER
CARRIER

Frequency: 19
19 kc
ke
Aecul'/!.cy: ±.Ol%
Accuracy:
-~.01%
Level:: 0-30%
Level
0-30% of System Deviation.

SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS (SCA) INPUT
W

(L+R)R)
MONAURAL (t+

Frequency Range: 20-75 kc.
10% system deviation, typically.
Level: 1.0 volts rms for
fOl' 10%
Impedance: 10 k ohms

Level
100
Level:: 0 ttoo 100'7,
•‘”Fidelity:
Fidelity: ±
1 db from 50 cps ttoo 15
15 kc
&l
-Distortion: <1
'/.
“Distortion:
<I%
~mcasured at 45'fr
+measured
45% System Deviation

Modulating O"ill"to.
Oscillator Cho,,,<te,is.'<'
Characteristics

Frequency: 11kc
Accuracy: ±IO'!o
?lo%

OOUBlE SIOEBAND
SUPP~ESSED CA~~IER
DOUBLE
SIDEBAND SUPPRESSED
CARRIER (L_~)
(1- R)

Suppression : <
1/2 % System Deviation
Carrier Suppression:
<'h'lo
Level
100%
Level:: 0 ttoo 100'70
+Distortion:
-Distortion: <1%
<1'7~
·measured
ILt 45%
“measured at
45y0 System Deviation

Distortion: <1%
<l%
Connections:
Connections : Switchable into Left or Right Inputs
Output Ch"",<te,ist;cs
Characteristics

Level: 0 ttoo 7.5 volts Ilcak
peak of Multiplex Signal.
Load Impedance: Not less than 1500
shunted with
1500 ohms lIhunted
not more than 200 I'-I'-I
ppf
Residual Hum and Noise: 60 db or
o r more below 100%
100%
output
Metering:
Range: 0-10%,0-100%
O - l O % , 0-1007O
2 2 % of full scale
Accuracy: ±2'1o
Matrix
Matrix::
Normal: Output as seleded
selected by Output Mode
Switch
L+R
L
+ R Null: Left input equals -- (Right) input for internal 11 kc oscillator

SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS (SCA)

Level:: 0 ttoo 20'/~
Level
20 % System Deviation
Fidelity: 20 to 75 kc ±0.5
k0.5 db
19 KC
SYNCHRONIZING SIGNAL
19
ICC SYNCHRONIZING

Level
Level:: 0.5 volts rms Typical
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTE~ISTICS

Mounting: Cabinet ffor
use; readily
\'eudily adaptable for
o r bench use;
for
19”
19" rack
l'aek mounting
Dimensions: Height
I'leight 5%2’’,
5%~", Width 16%",
10%"
16%”, Depth 10
3/s ‘’
POWER REQUIREMENTS
~EQUIREMENTS

105-125 volts, GO
105-125
60 cps, 130 watts

onlv.
only.

CIRCUIT DETAILS
DETAILS

ii

hatmonic is com·
baseband. TIlis
This second harmonic
commodulamr outpUt
bined with the basic modulator
output
by means of the difference amplifier
shown
shown in the diagram,
diagram, to produce a
bucking baseband second harmonic Outoutput. TIle
The combined OutpUt
output baseband
second harmonic is considerably more
desired sideband
than 40 db below the desircd
at 90% modulation.
As a result of this choice of modulator,
an extremely srable
stable circuit is provided
which needs little Output
filtering. "nle
output filtering.
The
baseband and carrier signals are supplied
at
impedance,
a t low level and very low impedance,
thus minimizing interaction and providprovid·
ing for extremely flat frequency and
phase response, since
since no transformers
need be involved in the broad
cirbrood band circuits. However, if the
Ihe subcarrier signal
signal
source were rich
tich in harmonics, unwanted
outputs would result which could be only
OutpUts
partially eliminated by a complex filter
in the
output of the modulator.
tbe OUtput
This problem has been greatly
TIlis
, mini-

There are several novel circuits which
permit the 219A
219A to be stable and precise in its performance. A major factor
factOr
in the
design of sudl
such an instrument is
rhe design
the double sideband
sideband suppressed carrier

filtered OUt.
out. However, the Second
second har11.5 kc
monic of the baseband above 115
falls
output spectrum
falls within the desired Output
of the modulator
mooulatOr and therefore
thetefore is nOt
not
filterable.
The S<.>cond
second pair of tubes
filterable. Tht'
rubes
corrects this problem
shown in Figure 7 corrects
by generating a second harmonic of the

5

mized by the use
usc of a high purity 38 kc
of the amplitude stabilized
oscillator of
variety. This oscillaror
oscillator has high phase
stability which is directly controlled by
the second harmonic of a highly stable
19
oscillator. A schematic
schematic of
19 kc crystal oscillator.
While
this circuit is shown in Figure 8.
8. \X1hile

BOONTON
B
OONTON

amplitude stabilized oscillatOrs
oscillators have been
well known in the an,
art, this is a simple,
simple,
effective drcuit
circuit of high stability which
mooulawr prefits in nicely with the modulator
viously described.
To avoid the use of expensive
expensive broadband phase linear transformers in the
adders and subtractors,
subtracwrs, sum and differdifference amplifier circuits were used. The
difference amplifier shown in Figure 9
maintains its discrimination against
common mode
mooe signals by 60 db or more
mbe
for a wide range of voltages and tube
characteristics. It is used in two
twO places
rhe 219A,
2 19A, as may be seen by reference
in the
to the block diagram (Figure 5).
5 ) . One
usc is for the
rhe initial
inirial subtraction of the
use
Left and Right
RighI signals in
;n the
rhe early portion of the block diagram. In addition,
it is used in place
plac" of a broadband phase
lIle sc<:ond
linear tr:lllsformer
transformer to subtract
subtract the
second
harmonic Contribution
rhe balance
contribution of the
modu!:l!or from
Ihe main modulated
moou1ared
modulator
from the
signal
signal source
source as dl"SCfibe<!
described above.
The use of the
rhe phase-locked oscillatOr
oscillator
provides a high degree of phase stability
rhe same time has great freedom
freedom
at the
and ar
(rom unwanted phase modulation effeCts,
from
effects,
rhus providing a high degree of phase
thus
stability between the pilot
pilOt carrier and
the suppressed carrier.
carrier.

.t,
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Eos
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'-WI
,+.... l i]
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output
dt~1«!

od<>;,,,.. ,,,,in

--.on 1.....
-sin
2 ~ , undesired
t
carrier oooond
second ka,""';'
harmonic

,2

"'-'

C,%2
-sin _ ... 1
2 ....'
mI,t ......."'"
undesired b<<<l»-oJ
baseband -.-l
second harmonic
_
2

"',,,,,,,,1<

,

C2Eb2
"'-'

,

.. ""'..;.....1,
_ sin
,;"22 ......
i,
contains only _
wbt
2
iOut=i, - i,, thus cancelling undesired baseband second harmoncc

ligur. 7. Block Di"g,,,m
- Double
D"ubl. Sid.b"na
Figure
Diagram Sideband
Supp,,,...d Cotti., ModulofO'

TESTS WHICH
WHICH CAN
CAN BE PERFORMED
PERFORMED
WITH
WITH Hie
THE BRC
BRC 219A

Reference to Figure 10
10 shows the
219A being used in conjunction
conjuncrion with
the BRC 202E FM Signal
Signal Genet:ltOr
Generator for
n.>ceiver testing.
tesring. It has bt"Cn
receiver
been pointed
Out
out that this combination represents an
extremely versatile
vers."lrile self-conrainl'"<1
self-contained package for receiver testing.
resting. Obviously, the
219A may be used
us"d by itself
itself for direct
testing of a multiplex adapter as it supplies up to 75
7.5 volts peak of composite
Output
output into load impedances
impedances as low as
1500 ohms. Jr
It is obvious that the combin.:ttion of these two
twO instruments
instrumems will
nation
en;lble
teSt and alignmenr
enable many receiver test
alignment
functions to
to be carried OUt
out expeditiously.
While the following description will
cover those tests which may be made
on a complered
completed FM swreo
stereo receiver, by
deletion of the reference to the RF porrion of
tesrs
tion
of the system, many of these tests
multi:
may be performed directly
directly on a multi-'
plex ad.:tpter.
adapter.

Stereo
Stereo SeparCJtion
Separation and
MCJtrix Adjustment
Matrix
This is,
is, of course, one of the major
characteristics of a stereo system
system and
will receive much attemion
attention from re(('iver
ceiver designers and servicemen. It is a

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

stereo separation and receiver OutputS
outputs
may be measured at 1
I kc.
If this information is desired at difdif:
ferem frequencies,
it1ternal 1
I kc ososferent
frequencies, the internal
cillator may be turned off and connecconnection may be made between the AM
terminals of the BRC 202E and the Left
input terminals of the 219A using a
attenuatOr.
special cable with a variable attenuator.
Under these conditions, with the normalreverse switch in the normal position,
signal output will appear in the left
signal
Left
channel. The proper level may be set to
channel.
correspond to 45% system deviation by
L+
posirion
again switching to the L
+ RR position
and adjusting the input signal level for
45%.
45%. Of course, this measurement may
be made at other levels simply by adjustadjustinpur level
level as required.
ing the audio input
Electrical Fidelity
Electrical
\Vith the setup as described ahove,
With
above,
and by varying the frequency
fre<:juency of the
DRC
BRC 202E audio oscillator, it is possible
fidelto quickly determine the electrical fidelity between 50 and 10,000
10,000 cps of the
receiver
receiver circuits. A simple output meter
of adequate
ade<:juate frequency response is the
th"
only additional
additional e<:juipment
equipment required. An
external AF oscillator is required for
10 kc to 15
15 kc.
kc.
measurement from 10

-

LL+R+R
LL-R
-R Cross'alk
Crosstalk

Typical 38 kc power ourpl.H
output 0.0'
0.05 mw
76 kc down>
down 4,
45 db
db
114kcdown>70db
114
kc down > 70 db
1'2
kcdown>75
152 kc
down 75 db

>
>

lig,,,.
Low
D;o'o"ion Amplitude
Amplifud. S'obj'i.....
Figure 8.
8. i
o, Distortion
Stabilized
OKilla'o,
Oscillator

simple matter to make these
thest· measuremeasuremems at 1
1 kc since no external audio
ments
signal
signal generatOtS
generators are required, nor are
any external connections needed,
needed, mher
ocher
th"
than th"
the connection of
of the 219A to the
FM generator or to the multiplex adapter.
FM
In order to make this test, the matrix
swirch
switch is placed in the normal position,
I kc oscillator is turned
wrned on, and the
the 1
l.+R. The amplitude
mode switch ser
set to L+R.
of the
the]1 kc output is adjusred
adjusted for 45%
on the meter, and the mode switch is
moved to the multiplex position. Under
thcse conditions, a right
righr only signal is
these
being fed
fd through the
rhe system.
If the
system. If
receiver has not been previously aligned,
aligned,
the matrix adjllstm"ms
adjustments may be made
for maximum 1
I kc in the Righr
Right channel
and minimum 1
I kc in the Lefc
Left channel.
\Vhen
normal-reverse switch
When the normal-reverse
switch on the
219A is set to the reverse position, the
th"
reverse situation will be true, and the

6

~

4

When the matrix
mlltrix switch is placed in
III
When
L - R null position, the Left and
the L-R
Righr inputs arc
tOgether to
Right
are connected together
1 kc signal source. 111is
the internal 1
This
should produce little
Iirtle or no signal to
to thc
the
inpur
supptessed
input of the double sideband suppressed
carrier modulator. Under these condiOUtput should come from
tions, little output
the ~ubcarrier
detl'ctor in the multiplex
subcarrier detector
device. Using this connection, and varysignal level by adjusting the
ing the RF signal
attenuator of the 202E, will show if
if
overload effects from the receiver or the
ar" occurring which
multiplex circuitry are
would cause crosstalk prior to demodulation of the monaural and stereo signals.
signals.
NON·STANDARD
NON-STANDARD
SIGNAL
MAKEUP
SIGNAL MAKEUP

Dr
By manipulation of the pilot carrier
levels of pilot
level knob, non-standard levels
carrier may be adjusted from 0 to about
30% of system
sy.stem deviation. The meter,
19 kc mode switch position, is
in the 19
calibrated
10% only in the
calibrated from
from 66 to 10%
inter~st of maximum r"adability
interest
readability for the
standard setting of the pilot catrier.
carrier.
Larger levels of pilot carrier may be
the. mode switch in
metered by placing the.mode

,
~

d'
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Flgu,..
219A and
a"d Type
T~p.. 202E
202E InierconI",..,<a,,_
Figure 10.
10. T~,..
Type 219A
la, Receiver
11.. <..;..., Testing
reOl;"9
for

",,<,..
d
nected

gmlrl'I-I'~

is returned
returned to
to the
the multiplex
multiplex position,
position,
is
be
rhe desired excess
exccss pilot
pilot carrier will be
the
present, and tests
tCStS may be run.
Screwdriver adjustmem
rhe L-R
L-R
adjustment for the
gain provides a range of
of 2±110
of
0 db of
L-R
co L
L+R
L-R relative to
+ R gain.

1'~'I.l

SUMMARY

Balance occurs when:

1
gm l =I'~ ( - - + Rk )

gm 1

'"

1

orR~=----I'~

but

gml

'1'1

r l •l
=f'1

I'l-f'~
h-P2

SO Rk
=--M
soR

From the preceding,
pre<:eding, it may be seen
2[9A is a source of
of FM
FM
thar
that the BRC 219A
stereo multiplex baseband signals of
of considerable flexibility and involving some
imerescs of good
novel circuits in the interests
performance and high srability.
stability. It should
be re-emphasized
re-emphasized that the combination
of the 219A and the BRC 202E give the
customer modulated RF stereo multiplex
mulciplex
signals
signals of a quality better than the FCC
spedfication
thac are
specification and in packages that
designed
designed for
for stability of calibration, ease
of
life. The writer is
of control, and long life.
indebted to W.
W. N.
N. Frick and R. W.
Houskamp
Houskamp who contributed greatly to
the design
design of this instrument.

gmt
gm1
N
--

p~r,'1
P2 5 1

f'~
P.2

>>

irPI»I'~
if P I
P2
Fi9U'..
.., .. ,,II~ ·8ala",eJ
..",..
Figure ,.
9. I"~
inherently
.Balanced Dm..,
Difference

Amplili..
,
Amplifier

the
the L-R
L-R position
position with
with no
no audio
audio input.
As
As the
the 38
38 kc
kc subcarrier
subcarrier isis well
well nulled,
nulled,
che
the pilot
pilot carrier
carrier only
only causes'
causes, the
the meter
to
to read.
read. 1111.'
The pilot
pilot may
may then
then be
be set
set for
for
the
the desired
desired percenroge
percentage of
of system
system deviadeviation
tion as
as read
read on
on the
the 0-100%
0-100% syscem
system devideviarion
ation meter
meter scale.
scale. \Vhen
When the
the mode
mode switch
switch

BRC IN
IN FULL
FULL SWING
SWING
BRC
PLANT
AT NEW
NEW PLANT
AT
I

-

Boonton Radio
Radio Corporation
Corporation isis happy
happy
Boonton
to
now situated
situated in
in
to announce
announce that
that itit isis now
its new
new plam
plant and
and offices,
offices, and
and thar
that operoperits
ation isis again
again in
in full
full swing.
swing. The
The new
new
ation
facilities are
are located
located on
on aa 70-acre
70-acre site,
site,
facilities
near the
the re<:endy
recently completed
completed Route
Route 80
80
ncar
in Rockaway,
Rockaway, New
New Jersey;
Jersey; approxiapproxiin
miles from
from the
the old
old plant
plant site.
site.
mately 77 miles
mately
An announcement
announcement of
of the
the new
new plant
plant
An
address, telephone
telephone number,
number, and
and mailing
mailing
address,
address isis given
given on
on the
the first
first page
page of
of
address
this issue.
issue. ItIt should
should be
be noted
noted that
that the
the
this
Company isis retaining
retaining the
the Boomon
Boonton
Company
mailing address.
address.
mailing
The administrative
administrative offices
offices and
and engiengiThe
neering laboratory
laboratory and
and the
the production
production
neering
sections of
of the
the building
building are
are interconinterconsections
nected atat the
the upper
upper level
level by
by aa seuian
secticin
nected
which houses
houses aa cafeteria
cafeteria area
area and
and the
the
which
model shop.
shop. This
This section
section acts
acts as
as aa bufbufmodel
fer becween
between rhe
the office
office and
and production
production
fer
areas.
areas.

/

I

The building
building is
is of
of ultra-modern dedeThe
sign with exterior
exterior walls
walls of
of pre-cast
precast
sign
concrete and
and glass.
glass. The exterior walls
concrete
of thc
the office
pffice area
area are
are constructed
constructed almost
almost
of
entirely of
of timed
tinted glass.
glass. These walls
walls are
emirely
recessed below
below the
the walls
walls of the
the upper
recessed
level, the
the overhanging
overhanging upper level
level formformlevel,
ing protection
protection for
for aa promenade which
ing
extends around
around the
the emire
entire lower
extends
level. The
The recessed
recessed walls
walls and
and the
level.
tinted glass
glass provide
provide prote<:tion
protection against
against
timed
direct sunlight.
sunlight.
dire<:t
77

Our new
new plant
plam isis completely
completely air
air conconOur
ditioned and
and isis equipped
equipped with
with the
the
ditioned
latest in
in production
production and
and laboratory
laboratory
latest
equipmem. Among
Among some
some of
of the
the new
new
equipment.
facilities are
are aa completely
completely equipped
equipped
facilities
platin,g room,
room, aa paint
paim shop,
shop, and
and aa cafecafeplating
teria area.
area. All
All of
of the
the other
other facilities
facilities
teria
have been
been enlarged
enlarged and
and modernized.
modernized.
have
The plant
plam isis designed
designed on
on aa modumoduThe
lator basis
basis to
to allow
allow for
for future
future expansion.
expansion.
lator
The unit
unit now
now completed
completed provides
provides
The
60,000 square
square feet,
feer, or
or more
more than
than twice
twice
the area
area available
available in
in the
the old
old plant.
plam.
the
Ultimate expansion
expansion calls
calls for
for four
four modumoduUltimate
lar units
units which
which will
will provide
provide 320,000
320,000
lar
square feet
feet of
of working
working and
and storage
Storage area.
area.
square
A series
series of
of articles
articles about
about our
our new
new
A
plam will
will be
be published
published in
in future
future issues
issues
plant
of the
the Notebook.
NoteOOok.
of

NOTE
SERVICE NOTE
Adjustment oof
Q Dial
Dial lock
lock
Adjustment
f Q
Tension on
on the
the Type
Type 280-A
280·A
It is
is possible
possible that,
thar, after
after prolonged
prolonged
use, the
the HIGH
HIGH CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT Q
Q and
and CIRCIR·
use,
CUlT Q
Q dial
dial locking
locking mechanisms
me<:hanisms on
on the
the
CUIT
UHF Q
Q Meter
Mcter will
will require
require
Type 280-A UHF
adjustment. To adjust
adjust the
the dial
dial lock
lock
proceed as follows.
follows.
mechanisms proceed
I. Using
Using a No.
No.8
AlIcn wrench,
wrench, remove
remove
1.
8 Allen
the two
twO setscrews that
that fasten
fasten the
the Q
Q dial
dial
the
control
contra! knob
knob to
to the
the control
control shaft.
shaft.
NOTE:
NOTE; The
The procedure
procedure is
is the
the same
same
for
for both
both the
tbe HIGH
HIGH CIRCIRCUIT
CUIT Q
Q and
and CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT Q
Q
dial lock
lock mechanisms.
mechanisms.
2. Lock
Lock the Q dial with
with the
the Q
Q lock
lock
control.
COntrol.
3. Using
4 Allen
Using a No.
No.4
Allen wrench,
wrench, loosen
loosen
the setscrew on the
the Q dial locking
locking
collar.
4. Turn the locking collar clockwise
clockwise
to remove
rcmove all tension
tension on the
the collar.
collar.
5. Turn the collar clockwise until
until itit
is just finger tight, then continue
cominue rotarora·
tion for an additional 135'
135° or about
about
3/8 of
of a complete revolution.
6. Tighten the setscrew
6.
setSCrew on the
the locklocking collar.
7. Replace the Q
Q dial control
COntrOl knob
knob
and tighten the two
tWO setscrews.
setscrews.
8.
R. Check the operation of
of the Q
Q dial
wtih the dial locked and unlocked.
unlocked.
Operation should be smooth and posiposi·
tive. There should be no slippage with
with
rapid movements of
of the Q
Q dial in
in
either direction.

LAHANA
& CO. APPOINTED BRC
LAHANA &
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
Boonton Radio
Boonton
Radio Corporation
Corporarion is
is pleased
pleased
to announce the appoimmem
appointment of
of Lahana
& Comp:my
Company as
as cxclusive
exclusive sales
&
sales reprerepresentatives for
sematives
for BRC
BRC in
in Colorado,
Colorado, eastern
eaStern
Montana, Utah,
Montana,
Utah, and
and Wyoming.
Wyoming.

BOONTON
BOONTON

RADIO
R
ADIO

TTHE
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CORPORATION
C
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EDITOR'S NOTE
NOTE
EDITOR'S
BRC Expands
Expands
BRC

Sales
Staff
Sales Engineering
Engineering Staff
Wee are
are pleased
pleased to
to report
report that
that BRC
BRC
W
has
recently
expanded
its
sales
engihas recently expanded its sales engineering
This is
is in
with BRCs
BRCs
neering stalC,
staff. This
in step
step with
overall
expansion
program,
which
in
overall expansion program, which in
(he completion
of
recent weeks
weeks has
has seen
recent
seen the
completion of
aa new
plant providing
providing vastly
vascly improved
improved
new plant
production facilities.
facilides.
engineering
engineering and
and production
jn
the
sal~
engineering
This
increase
This increase i n the sales engineering
sntff
to improve
improve service,
not
staff was
was made
made to
service, not
only
but to
to all
all
only to
to direct
direct sales
sales cusromers,
customers, but
of
through our
out sales
sales
of our
our custOmers,
customers, through
engineering
rcpresentatives around
around the
the
engineering representatives
world,
world.
readers already
already know
know
Most
Most of
of our
our readers
thc
W
the BRC
BRC sales
sales engineers:
engineers: Charles
Charles W
"Chuck"
introduced in
in NoteNote·
"Chuclc" Quinn
Quinn was
was introduced
book
J. "Will'"
"Will" Cerney's
Cerney's
book 22;
22; Willard
Willard J.
biography
25;
biography appeared
appeared in
in NOtebook
Notebook 25;
and
and aa Story
story on
on Hans H,
H. SchlOtt
Schlott was
published in Notcbook
Notebook 29,
29. In addidon
addition
to
to handling
handling sales
sales in
in our
our local
local area,
area,
Chuck,
Chuck, Will,
Will, and
and Hans are r~ponsible
responsible
for
for aiding
aiding in
in the development of
of new

a.pplications; handling
handling the
the introduction
introduction
applications;
initial evaluation
evaluation of
of new
new products;
produCtS;
and initial
and
panicipacing in
in sales
sales exhibitions,
exhibitions, semisemiparticipating
meetings; and
and contributing
cOlluihuting to
to
nars, and meetings;
the BRC
BRC Notebook,
Notebook, BRC
BRC Bulletin,
Bulletin, and
and
the
publications.
other publications.
To better
better organize
organize our
our sales
sales service,
service,
To
wc have
ha...e split our
our local
local area
area into
into three
three
we
handles New
New Jersey
Jersey
territories: Chuck handles
Hans covers
co...ers
and Eastern
Eastern Pennsylvania;
Pennsyl...ania; Hans
Mctropolitan New
New York
York area;
area; and
and
the Metropolitan
Will has been assigned to
to the
the MetroMeuoPhiladelphia, Baltimore,
Baltimore, and
and
politan Philadelphia,
Washington, D.C.
D.C areas. While
While our
our sales'
sales'
their headquarters
headquarters
engineers still make their
at the plant, they
they regularly
regularly tour
tour their
their

respective territories
territOries and,
and, inin case
Cl1SC of
of an
an
respective
emergcncy, can
Cln generally
generally be
be atat aa cuscus·
emergency,
tomer's door
door within
within hours.
houn. Old
Old friends
friends
tomer's
or new
new are
are encouraged
encouraged toto drop
drop them
them aa
or
line or
or give
give them
rnem aa call
ca1I for
for applicatiod
application
line
engineering assistance.
assWnce.
engineering
Since most
most of
oC our
our readers
readers will
wiU be
be inin
Since
touch with
with the
the BRC
BRC sales
sales staff,
staff, atu one
one
touch
we would
would like
like toto take
take
time or
or another,
another, we
time
this opportunity
opporrunity to
to introduce
introduce the
the entire
entire
this
group. In
In the
the photograph,
photOgraph, from
from left
left to
to
group.
right, are:
are: front
Crom row;
row; Marion
Marion A.
A. DerDerright,
rico, Domestic
Domestic Order
Order Processing;
Processing; Evelyn
E...elyn
rico,
D. LaHart,
LaHan, Export
Export Order
Ordcr Processing;
Processing;
D.
second row,
row, Eleanor
Eleanor D.
D. Matschke,
Matschke, LiterLitersecond
L Stone,
StOne,Secretary
Secretary
ature Requests;
Requests; Grace
Grace L.
ature
to Sales
&LIes Manager;
Manager; Willard
Willard J.J. Cerney,
Cerney,
to
Sales Engineer;
Engineer; back
back row,
row, Frank
Frank P.
P.MonMonSales
lesion, Technical
Technical Editor;
Editor; Charles
Charles W.
W.
tesion,
Quinn, Sales
Sales Engineer;
Engineer; Harry
Harry J.J. Lang,
lang,
Quinn,
Sales Manager;
Manager; Hans
Hans H.
H. Schlott,
Schlott, ReRe·
Sales
A. Schmidt,
Schmidt,
gional Sales
Sales Manager;
Manager; Harry
Harry A.
gional
Technical Writer;
Writer; and
and Bruce
Bruce A.
A. Barnes,
Barnes,
Technical
Sales Coordinator.
Coordinator.
Sales
All of
of these
these people
people are
are anxious
anxious to
to
All
ser...e you.
you. They
They may
may be
be reached
reached by
by teleteleserve
phone at
at OAkwood
OAkwood 7-6400,
7-6400, or
or by
by TWX
TWX
phone
at Rockaway
Rockaway N
NJ
866.
at
J 866.
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Mexico
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ENTERPRISES
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6501 l
Lomas
Blvd., l'l.L
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T.~255·~
Telephone: 255-5586
TWX,
Q-ln
TWX: ...
AQ-172

AfUNTA,
ATLANTA, Georgi"
Georgia
IIVINS
CALDWELL, INC.
INC.
BlVlNS && CALDWELl..
3110
••, l'l.L
31 10 Mapl.
Maple 0<1
Drive,
N.E.
r.r.
"'llon'",
I I~1
Tel. Atlanta, Ge<><sti"
Georgia 733·
233-1
141
TWX,
TWX: AT
AT 987
arNGH"'MfON,
N.w
Yo,1
BINGHAMTON, N e w York
A. OSSMANN
OSSMANN "& ASSOC"
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
fE......
1~9
.
149 Fronl
Front S.,
Street
V..."I,
k
Vestal, ~w
New YYork
'.I."h"",.,
Telephone: STillw.11
STillwell 5·0296
5-0296
TWX,
TWX: El'lDICOn
ENDICOTT NY
NY B4
84

m

BOONTON, New
N e w J....
Jersey
800NfON,
y
BOONTON RAI)IO
RADIO COl~ORATlOl'l
CORPORATION
8ool'lTOl'l
50 Inl••v"l.
Intervole Ro"d
Road
50
Telephone: I)E.d'.ld
DEerfield ~·3200
4-3200
T.I."hon.,
TWX: BOONTOl'l
BOONTON NJ
NJ 866
866
TWX,
BOSTON, M"
Massachusetts
80510N,
.."d'WH'"
INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
Il'lSnUMENT
30
Pork
Avenue
30 ~",k A........
Arlington, Moss.
Ar."n\l'on,
T........_
, Ml
..lon 8-2922
Telephone:
Mlssion
8-2922
TWX: AIL
ARL MASS
MASS 2SJ
253
TWX,

M."•.

CHICAGO 4S,
45,Winoi,
Illinois
CHIC"'GO
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY ASSOC.,
CItOSSLH
2501
2501 W.
W. ~_..",
Peterson Av•.
Ave.
Telephone: BRoadway .5-1600
5-1600
T............,
TWX: CG50I
CG508
TWX,
24, Ol>io
Ohio
CLEVELAND U,
CUVrLAND
STERLINGCOMI'Al'lY
COMPANY
S,S. STUlING
5827_-,field
Moyfield lood
Road
$IV
Telephone: HILL.....
HlLLcrest2·1l*)
2-8080
T............,
CV J72
372
TWX: CV
TWX,

lIt_o,

DENVER 10, Colorado
LAHANA & COMPANY
1886 South Broadway
Telephone: PEorl 3-3791
TWX: DN 676

California
lOS "'NCEUS, Co/if......;o
NfUY ENTERPRISES
lNTEURISES
NEELY
:Jn9 Lankershirn
l""........... Blvd.
8lvd.
3939
North
North Hollywood,
HolI,wood. California
eal"......I"
Telephone:
7-1282
T . ~ TRianale
11.....
7·1212
TWX:
TWlh N-HOL
N·HOL 7133
7133
OltlANDO,
florielo
ORLANDO, Florida
BIXINa,_&,C,2:DWELL,
8IVINS"
CALI)Wm, INC.
INC.
P.-.
:oy·,:ofo..~tl
O<i....
601
N. Fern Creek Drive
le...........' CHerry 1.1091
1_1091
Telephone:
TWX, OR 7026
TWX:

0'"

DETROIT
DETROIT 35,
35,Micloi90n
Michigan
S. STIIllNG
STERLING COMPANY
/ll\<N;.....I••d_
15310
15310 W. McNichols
Rd.
t.re""on.,
Telephone: Uoodwo,
BRoadway 3·2900
3-2900
twit,
TWX: Of
DE 1141
1141

I V n

EL PASO, h~".
Texas
~l

OTTAWA
OnAWA 4.
4, Ontario.
OnlOfio, Canada
Conod"
BAYLY ENGINEER~NG,
8AllY
fNGINEEIING, LTD.
tTl).
BO
80 Argyle
.0.",1. Ave.
A••.
Telephone: CEntral
",~"h"",.,
CEn" ..t 2-9821
2·9821
PHOENIX,
A,i.ono
/>HOfNIX, Arizona
NEELY
NUL
Y ENTERPRISES
641
East
"'I f"" Missouri
MI ....u'l Avenue
A....nu.
Telephone: CRestwood 4-5431
:~~~"f,h;X.~8Cr"W'''''d4-5~31
TWX:
PX 483
PITTSBURGH 27,
PI"S8U~GH
27, Pennsylvania
P.nn"I.on;o
5. STERLING
STERLING COMPANY
S.
COMPANY
4232
Brownsville
~232 8fowno.lrr. Road
~""d
Telephone:
r.1""h_, Tuxedo
TU~_ 4-5515
4·5515
PORTLAND
PORflAND 9
9., Oregon
OregOn
ARVA.
........0., INC.
INC.
1238 N.W.
12311
l'l.W. Glisen
GI..... Street
5....'
Telephone: CApitol
CApital 2-7337
T.reoh-,
2·7337
30, Virginio
Virginia
RICHMOND 30,
RICHMOND
BlVlNS
&
CALDWELL,
INC.
'IVINS" CALDWElL. INC.
1219 High Point Avenue
12"
'oint
Av......
Telephone:
ELgin
5-7931
T.~, H,;" 5-7931
TWX: IH
RH SI6
586
TWX,
ROCHESTER 25,
N e w York
.acHESfU
25, N.w
Y.... ~
E.
A.
OSSMANN
& ASSOC.,
f. A. OSSMAl'lN ..
Assoc., INC.
INC.
830 Linden .0._....
Avenue
J3(1l
Telephone:, LUdlow
LUdlow ~.tO
6-4940
T
TWX: ItO
RO I"
189
TWX,
SACRAMENTO, C"/if......i,,
California
SACIlAMENfO,
NEELY
ENTERPRISES
l'lUL
Y fHTUnlSES
1317
Fifteenth
1317 fit_til Street
Telephone: Grrbe<t
Gllbert 2-1fOi
2-8901
T.Ies:oh-,
TWX: SC
SC 124
124
TWX,
SALT
LAKE
CITY
75,
Utah
SALT LAItE ClfT IS, UI"I>
LAHANA ..
& COM'
COMPANY
ANY
LAH"'NA
1482
Moior
Street
1. .2
S" . 6-8166
Telephone:
Hunter
T.I""n-,
HUn
6·'166
TWX: SU
SU SI6
586
TWX,

EARL ll~SCOM'
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
fARl

720 l'l"'lh
North Slon."",
Stanton 5',,,,
Street
no

Telephone: KE,•
KEystone
T.I.phon.,
....,. 2-7281
2·nll

HARTFORD, Conn.dicul
Connecticut
HARTfORD,
INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
INS1IUMtNT
734 A.,lum
Asylum Av.nu.
Avenue
734
Telephone: CH"".I
CHapel 4·$684
6-5686
T.I.phon.,
TWX: Hf
HF 266
266
TWX,
H I G H POINT, N o r t h Carolina
BlVlNS & CALDWELL, INC.
1923 North Main Street
Telephone: High Point 882-6873
TWX: HIGH POINT NC 454
HOUSTON 5,
5, fuo'
Texas
HOUSfON
EARL LI~SCOMB
LIPSCOMB ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
fARl
3125
3825 R.dtmond
Richmond Av..._
Avenue
Telephone:
M
o
h
a
w k 7·2407
7-2407
, ............' MOllowk
TWX: ttO
HO 967
967
TWX,

H""

HUNTSVILLE, A/obo..."
Alabama
HUNTSVillE,
BlVlNS & CAlDWHl,
CALDWELL, INC.
INC.
8IVIl'lS"
Telephone: 534-5733
"''''''''''''''',
(Direct lineS34-S733
t o Atlanta]

COl'''' I.....

'0 .... _ !

DALLAS 9,
9,f.~o.
Texas
DAlLAS
EARLLIPSCOMB
LIPSCOMB...SSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
E.UL
3605 Inwood
lnwood Rood
Road
~5
Telephone:
FLeetwood
7-1881
T............, fl_.wood 7_1"1
TWX: Dl
DL ~1l
411
TWX,

INDIANAPOLIS
20, Indtono
Indiana
INDI...N
...POlIS 20,
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY ASSOC..
CItOSSUY
5420
North
College
s.m
North CLifford Avenue
Telephone: CLiff",d
1-9255
"''''''''''''''',
1_9U'
TWX: I'
IP '-45
545
TWX,

DAYTON If.Ol>io
79,Ohio
DAYfON
ASSOC., INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY Assoc.,
CIOSSLn
2801
Far
Hills Avenue
nol f", Hill
....
Telephone: AXm;
Axminster
9-3594
_ 9-35U
Tel..........,
TWX: I)Y
DY 306
306
twit,

LAS CItUC~S,
CRUCES, N.w
N e w Muico
Mexico
LAS
NEELY EH1fR~RISES
ENTERPRISES
NHlT
114
South
Water
Street
114 ScKnIt W"'.. 5 _
Teleohone: 526·2486
526-2486
Tel.,......".,
TWX: lAS
LAS CRUCES
CRUCES NM
N M j1151
5851
TWX,

....

-I-.

C'"''- A........

51,_

_i'"

SAN DI~GO. C"Iifo"';"
NEHY fNTUnlSl:S
10S5 Sftoh_ St._
T.lephonet ACodoem, 3-1103
TWlh SO 6315

S
A N FRANCISCO,
SAN
fItANCISCO. California
Colif......;o
NEELY ENTERPRISES
~flE~:
...~~~~SES
501
Laurel
Street
San
Son Carlos,
C",1oo,. California
eatif"'n;o
Telephone:
T.lepn-, LYtell
LYterr 1-2626
1-2624
TWX:
TWX, SS CAR-BEL
CAI·'El 94
9~
SEATTLE
SEATTlE 9,
9, Washington
Wo.I>;nglon
ARVA,
AlVA, INC.
INC.
1320
~,o.""ct Street
Sir...
1320 Prospect
Telephone:
T.I.ph"",., MAin
MAin 2-0177
2·0177
SPOKANE
SPOKANE 70,
10, Washington
W .. ,I>ing'on
INC.
ARVA,
AIVA,Il'lC.
East
E.... 127
127 Augusta
AUjlu,'" Avenue
A....n....
Telephone:
rol."hon., FAirfax
fA,rfo~ 5-2557
5-2557
ST.
Sf. PAUL
PAUl 14,
14, Minnesota
Minn••olo
CROSSLEY
CIOSSLEY ASSOC.,
ASSoc., INC.
INC.
842
U2 Roymond
lo,mond Avenue
Av.......
Telephone:
l d w a y 6-7881
T.lep/l_, M
Mldw",
6·7881
TWX:
TWX, ST
ST P~ 1181
n81
SYRACUSE,
e w York
SYItACUS~, N
N.w
Yo,~
E.
f. A.
A. OSSMAN
OSSMAN &
& ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES, INC.
IN<.
P.
Box 128
~. 0.
0 ......
128
101
Pickard
Drive
101 ~i<k",d 0<1_
Telephone:
, ............' Glenview
Glen... l.- 4-2462
~·2442
TWX:
IWX, SS
SS 355
U,
TORONTO,
fOIONfO, Ontario,
Onlo";", Canada
Conoelo
BAYLY
....nY ENGINEERING,
fNGINHIING, LTD.
lTD.
Hunt
Street,
Ajax,
Ontario,
Canada
H.....
50_,
"'10.,
an_;..,
e-cIo
Telephone:
I . ~ Aiax,
Aja., WHitehall
WH....... rr 2-1020
2·1lX!O
(Toronto)
925-2126
(l",,,,,,.,1925-2124
TUSCON,
fUSCON, Arizona
Afi.""o
NEELY
NEHY ENTERPRISES
fNYUPIUSES
232
South
Tuscon
Blvd.
232
s-th
T",con
B"'d.
Telephone:
MAin
T."""""""
M...1n 3-2564
J.2$64
TWX:
TS
5981
TWX, TSml
VANCOUVER 9,
VANCOUVflt
9, B.
I. C.
C. Canada
C"no""
ARVA, INC.
AIVA.li'IC.
1624
West 3rd Avenue
162~ W••l 3<-d A........
Telephone: REgent 6-6377
T.I""n-, IflJ'On. 44377
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DESIGN
DESIGN OF
OF AN
AN IMPROVED
IMPROVED FM-AM
FM-AM
SIGNAL
SIGNAL GENERATOR
ARTHUR
Engbleer
ARTHUR N.
N. OATIS,
OATIS, Development Engineer

The age of missiles and sa[(~lliles has
suddenly created a need for communi-

- --

Cillions and clara transmission syStems
which impose tight requirementS on FM

receivers. For enmple. FM tc:lemerering

systems have squeaed more and more
carrier frequencies intO their band, lind
each carrier is rcquired to contain more
information per unit time (han has been
nceded in the pasr. Thr!SC: considerations
alone imply
imply that
that FM
FM r«eivers
receivers for
for tcle·
telealone
metering purposes
purposes be
be capable
capable of handhandl"Oett:ring
ling higher
higher modulation
modulation frequencies
frequencies than
ling
they have
have in
in the
the past
past and,
and, at
at the same
same
they

time, provide
provide for
for isolation
isolation of
of the more
time,
closely spaced
spaced subauriers.
subcarriers. It
imporclosely
h is impor.
tant thar
that the
the modulated
modulated carriers in such
such
lant
systems be
be free
free of
of extraneous
extraneous sideoonds
sidebands
systems
in order
order 10
to minimize
minimize crosstalk
crosstalk be{w~n
between
in
adjacent .subearrieIS.
subcarriers. Hence, the transadjacent
transmitters used
used in
in these
these systems
systems are apr
apt to
miners
have na highly
highly linear FM
FM charnCtcristic
characteristic
have
(frequency vs.
vs. voltage
voltage charaCteristic).
characteristic).
(frequency
In the
the world of FM
signals for home
FM signals
In
entertai
too, the importance
tOO,
importance of
entertainment
FM linearity
linearity is stronger
stronger than ever, now
FM
that we llre
are faced
faced with the closely
closely spaced
SP;lCed
that
(L+R) llnd
and (L-R)
(L-R) .sterro
stereo channels.
channels.’I
(L+R)
The 202H
202H and
and 202)
202 FM signal generThe
ators are intended to assist engineers and
technicians associared
associated with
with the
the function
rechnici.ans
funaion
and/or development
development of such
such communicommuniand/or
cation systems.
systems.
cation
In view
view of
of the
the above
above considerations,
considerations,
In
Will FIND
11 YOU
YOU WILL
FIND _. ....
Design o
Improved FM-AM
0.';,.
off an
_ I..,....,,"
'M-AM Signal
05;'''01
Generator
~".,o'o'

......................

External 0'
or HI.
“In Cin"i,"
Circuit“ Measurements
E.'.,,,ol
M
'
",.

,

U
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- Me,., ..............
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............ 7
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_on ,h
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M.'.,
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figure
2021 Signal
'Ill"'. F.I. Type
Typ.202J
Sill"ol Generator
0.".'0'0'
BRC decided to concentrate its
design
circuits
its
circuits (described
(described under
under design
design ConConeffort on obtaining a linear
siderations
linear modulation
modulation
siderations for
for the
the Oscillator
Oscillator and
and ModuModucharacteristic. Readers
lator),
Readers familiar with
with the
the
lator), aa linearity
linearity of
of 1l~% (equivalent
202E
to
thC$f new
new ininto %%
~% total
total harm
harmonic distonion) at
202£ and 202G, which
which these
struments replace, are aware that
150
thC$f
I~O kc
kc deviation
deviation for
for the
the 202J
202) was
was
strumenQi
that these
instruments
achieved.
instrumenQi have
Mve an exceptionally stable
srahle
achieved. At
At 300
300 kc
kc deviation,
deviation, the
the FM
FM
FM characteristic.
chamaeristic. Since the
the 202
202 line
line has
has
linearity is ~%.. The
The 202H
202H FM
FM charch.arbeen
acteristic
heen much admired
admi~ for
for this
this charactercharacter·
acreristic yields
yields aa demodulated
donodulated output
output
istic
with
ink by
by communications en
engineers for
with less
less than
than 1%
1% THD
THD at
.at 75
75 kc
kc dedenearly fifteen
viation.
was decided
decided to
to
viation. At
At 100
100 Mc
Mc carrier
aerier and
.and 75
7~ kc
kc
fifteen years,
years, itit was
build
deviation,
build on the same
s.arM basic
basic design
design rather
rather
devi.ation, the
the 202H
202H introduces
iouoduces 1/2%
M%
than to
THD.
to embark
emb.ark on
on a new
new idea.
idea. Hence,
Hence,
THO.
the RF portion
All
portion of
of the
the instrument,
instrument, in
in
All of
of the
the above
above numbers
numbers are
.are specispeci·
block
fied
blodr: form, remains
r~ains unchanged.
unchanged. Figures
Figures
fied limits,
limits, and
and typical
typical performance
performance isis
22 and 33 show
consistently
show the
the 202H
202H and
and 202J,
202), rereconsistently better.
benet.
spectively,
spectively, in
in block
block form.
form.

F
M Linearity
FM
Linearity

Electronic
Electronic Vernier
Vernier Tuning
Tuning

By
By giving
giving routine,
routine, but
but careful,
careful, attenauention
tion to
to the
the oscillator
oscillator and
and reactance
reactance tube
tube

AA new
new system
system ofof electronic
electronic vernier
vernier
tuning
tuning has
has been
been incocporated
incorporated into
into both
both

BOONTON
B
OONTON

THE
T H E BRC
BRC NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK iJis publiJhed
published
lour
four l;meJ
times aa 1ear
year by
by Ihe
the Boonlon
Boonton Radio
Radio
Corpora/ion.
I t isis mailed
mailed free
free of
o f Iharge
charge
Corporajion. 11
10
u;entiJIJ.
eng;"..e'J
a"d
oth...
to scientists, engineers and other im...intereJled
ested p"'JQ,jJ
persons in
in th..
the lommun;IatiorIJ
communications
a"d
and ..lutnm;IJ
electronics fieldJ.
fields. Th..
T h e contenlJ
contents ma,
may
b..
be ,ep,inted
reprinted on/1
only ,~#h
with wNfle1l
written permiJpermisJion
Your wmmenlJ
comments
sion 1M'"
f r o m the
the editor.
editor. ~'ON'
lind
a n d JugglSt;OnJ
s u g g e s t i o n s a r e wehome,
w e l c o m e , lind
and
should
should be
be addreJJed
addressed to:
to: EdilOr,
Editor, THE
THE
BRC
B R C NOTEBOOK,
N O T E B O O K , BOOnlOn
B o o n t o n Radio
Radio
Corporalion,
Corporation, Boomon,
Boonton, N.].
N . J.
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Microphoni(5
Microphonics ond
and Vibrotion
Vibration

Potentially,
Potentially, vibration
vibration and
and sound
sound are
are
tWO
two of
of the
the main
main sources
sources of
of disturbance
disturbance
in
in low
low deviation
deviation measutements.
measurements. Design
of
of the
the 202H
202H and
and J is
is aime<1
aimed at
at alleviatalleviating
shows the
ing this
this problem.
problem. Figure
Figure 44 shows
mounting
mounting of
of an
an RF
RF unit
unit in
in the
the 202J
and
and H.
H. The
The unit
unit isis supported
supported by
by four
vibration absorbing
absorbing mounts.
mounts. Bellows·
Bellowsvibration
type, flexible
flexible couplings
couplings isolate
isolate the
the shafts
shafts
type,
of
of the
the main
main tuning
tuning capacitor
capacitor and
and of
of the
the
attenuacor's
attenuator’s piston
piston from
from the
the front
front panel.
panel.
that the
the FM
FM sensitivity
sensitivity
The net
net result
result isis that
The
or memeof the
the 202H
202H and
and JJ to
to acoustic
acoustic or
of
chanical impulses,
impulses, applied
applied to
to the
the front
front
chanical
panel or
or co
to the
the mounting
mounting hardware,
hardware, is
is
panel
five times
times less
less than
than that
that of
of the
the 202E
202E
five
and G.
G, Thus,
Thus, the
the short-term
short-term frequency
and
stability isis much
much improved
improved in
in all
all but
stability
the most
most quiet
quiet environments.
environments.
the

-----IllJIMODULATION
MODulATI ON
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(AVERAGEl
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OOFF
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EXT. MOD.

L
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I
"

l EVEL
LEVEL
METER
METER

REF.()
LEVEL

lig",.
810dr Diagram
Diagrom of
01 Type
Type 202H
202H
Figure 22.. Block

mem)
As
ment) for
for all
all rubes in the RF unit. As
aa result of these regulated supplies the
FM at line frequency in the
residual FM
202)
202J is
is less
less than half as much as it is
in
in the 202G.
instrument
In order that the entire instrument
be contained in a single package withwith·
out excessive
excessive heating of the RF unit
by
by the power supplies,
supplies, all active components of the power supplies are
semiconductors.
semiconductors.
There are three basic improvements
improvements
in
in the 2021-1
202H over the 202E supply.
1.
1. The power supply and signal generator
ator are contained in a single cabinet.
2.
2. Both supplies arc
are more stable (by a
faClOr
factor of 5),
5 ) , with respect to line
voltage fluctuations, than are
arc their
202 E.
counterparts in the 202E.

3. The
The 202H
202H power
power supply
supply contains
contains
neither aa ballast
ballast tube
tube nor
nor aa VR
VR tube,
tube,
neither
both of
of which
which components
components are
are
both
vulnerable.
vulnerable.

FM
Bondwidth of
of 2025
202J
F
M Bandwidth
A need for
for wide
wide bandwidth
bandwidth arises
arises
A
peM telemetering
telemetering syssysparticularly in
in PCM
particularly
maximum IRIG
lRIG TelemeterTelemetertems. The maximum
330kc in
in the
the
bit rate
rate isis 330kc
ing standard bit
VHF band, and
and the
the receiver
receiver IF
IF bandband·
VHF
width
width requirement
requirement for
for this
this bit
bit rate
rate isis
about 500 kc.
kc. Hence,
Hence, the
the bandwidth
bandwidth of
of
an FM
FM Signal Generator
GeneratOr for
for checking
checking aa
receiver's ability
ability to
to handle
handle such signals
signals
receiver’s
should be
kc. The
The 202J
202J
be more
more than
than 500
500 kc.
has a 1J mc
me FM
FM bandwidth.
bandwidth.

,.
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OOFF

FM

-

MODULATION
MODULATION
METER
METER
(PEAK
(PEAK TO
TO
PEAK)
PEAK\

-

A

L
r

EXT. MOD.
AM

4

DOUBLER
97.5--c
135MC

Automatic level
Level Set
Set
Automolic

The modern
modern tubes
tubes used
used in
in the
the amamThe
plifier and
and doublers
doublers of
of the
the RF
RF unit
unit proproplifier
vide enough
enough reserve
reserve RF
RF power OUtpUt
output to
to
vide
operatk aa level
level control
control circuit.
circuit. The
The outoutoperare
put meter
meter remains
remains within
within ±2%
*2% of
of the
the
pur
“red line"
line” selling
setting (for
(for 0.2
0.2 volts
volts maxi·
maxi"red
mum OutpUt)
output) across
across the
the frequency
frequency band.
band.
mum

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

,.

II"

the
the new
new 202H
202H and
and 202J
2025 CO
to permit
permit relarelatively
tively small
small calibrated
calibrated changes
changes in
in OUtpUt
output
frequency.
frequency. TIlis
This system
system operates
operates by ap·
applying
plying de
dc voltage
voltage co
to the
the grid
grid of
of the
the
reacrance
reactance rube
tube through
through aa precision popotendometer.
tentiometer. The
The tOtal
total range
range of
of the
the can·
control
trol isis ±40kc.
+40kc. The
The calibrated
calibrated dial
dial covers
covers
the
the range
range of
of ±2 330kc
0 k c in
in 1kc
lkc increments
increments
and
and may
may be
be slipped
slipped against
against the
the poten·
potentiometer
tiometer shaft
shaft by
by operating
operating aa dial
dial lock
lock
mechanism.
jack isis also
also provided
provided for
for
mechanism. A jack
inserting
inserting external
external dc
dc voltage
voltage for
for use
use in
in
connection
X-Y plotter
connection with
with an
an external
external X-V
or
or frequency
frequency control
control system.
system.
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R
ADIO

DOUBLER
195270 MC
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I

PISTON

0

0FM
RF
OUTPUT

195-270 MC

DETECTOR

LA0

Power Supply
Supply
Power
The new
new generators
generators contain
contain regulated
regulated
The
dc power
power supplies
supplies (both
(both plate
plate and
and filafilade

6

REF.
LEVEL

Figure 3. Block Diagram of Type 202J
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Tube type
type 6688
6688 was
was chosen
chosen for
for the
the
Tube
reactanCe tube
tube and
and doubler
doubler stages,
stages, priprireactance
its high
high stability
srability and
and
marily because
because ofof its
marily
hasthe
the added
added
high trans-conductance.
trans-conduclance. ItIthas
high
of low
low input
input conductance
conductance inin the
the
merit of
merit
VHF band.
band.
VHF

SHOCK

MOUNTS

New Packaging
Packaging
New

ISOLATING
w.COUPLING

fitl
....
Figure

4. Type 2021
202J -- Top V
VJ....
iew

Peak
Peak Reading
Reading Modulation
Modulation Meter
Meter
Cir(uit
Circuit for
for 202J
2025

W

l1\e
The moduluion
modulation meter
meter circuit
circuit is
is enentirdy
tirely new
new for
for the
the 202J.
202J. It
It reads
reads the
the
pealr:-to-peak
peak-to-peak deviatioo
deviation for all
all modulation
tion waveforms
waveforms which
which do
do not
not have
have imimportant
portant frequency
frequency components
components outside
outside
the
the p:lss
pass band
band of
of 10
10 cps
cps to
to I1 mc.
mc. The
circuit
two-stage, feedback
feedback
circuit consists
consists of
of :I.a tWo-stage,
amplifier,
amplifier, followed
followed by
by aa peak.to-peak
peak-to-peak
voltmeter
voltmeter circuit.
circuit.
l1\e
The 202H
202H has
has the
the same
same kind of
of averaveraging
reaging lTlCter
meter circuil
circuit as
as the
the 202E
202E itit replaces,
places, with
with rwo
two exceptions:
exceptions: the
the diodes
diodes
in
in the
the 202H
202H meter
meter circuit
circuit arc
are IDOre
more
stable.
stable, and
and the
the dependencl'
dependence of
of the
the meter
meter
reading
reading stability
stability on
on diode
diode stability
stability has
has
been
been reduced
reduced by
by amplifying
amplifying the
the signals
signals
to
to be
be measured
measured before
before metering
metering them.
them.
In
In order
order to
to ensure
ensure aa net
net gain
gain in
in overoverall
all meter
meter accuracy,
accuracy, the
the amplifier
amplifier has
has
been
been heavily
heavily stabilized
stabilized by
by negative
negative f~
feedback.
back.
Design
Design Considerations
Considerations for
for the
the
Osc:iIlator
Oscillator and
and Modulator
Modulator

-

Both of
of these
Ihese new
new signal
signal generators
generators
Both
are packaged
packaged in
in aa restyled
reslyled cabinet
cabinet which
which
are
be readily
readily rack-mounted.
rack-mounted. The
The front
front
Oln be
can
be readily
readily
panel RF
RF output
outpUt jack
jack can
can also
also be
panel
in~(alled in
in aa mounting
mouming hole,
hole, provided
provided
installed
in the
the rear
rear cabinet
cabinet panel,
panel, for
for rackrackin
mounted applications.
appliOltions. Convenient
Conveniem carrycarry·
mounted
00 the
the sides
sides of
of
ing handles
handles are
are provided
provided on
ing
the cabinet
Olbincr in
in addition
addition to
to the
the standard
standard
the
rack handles
handles integral
integral with
with the
the side
side
rack
castings.
frame castings.
frame

The
The basic
basic BRC
BRC 202
202 frequency
frequency modumodulatOr
lator isis now,
now, as
as itit always
always has
has been,
been, aa
reactance
reactance tube
tube with
with aa bridge<!.T
bridged-T phase
phase
shift
shift network.
network. One
One of
of the
the merits
merits of
of Ihis
this
type
type of
of network
network isis Ihat
that itit allows
allows relarelatively
tively little
little variation
variation of
of deviation
deviation sensisensitivity
tivity with
with Olrrier
carrier frequency.
frequency. l1\e
The small
small
variation inin FM
FMsensitivity
sensitivity isisdiminished
diminished
variarioo
by ganging
ganging Clm"
one of
of the
the passive
passive elements
elements
by
the phase
phaseshifl
shift nerwork
network to
to the
the tuning
tuning
ininthe
capacitor inin Ihe
the OSCillator.
oscillator. An
An analysis
analysis
cap:lcitOf
the action
action of
of the
the bridged-T
bridged-T and
and
ofof thl'
other phase
phase shift
shift networks
networks used
used with
with
other

Specifications
Specifications

modulatOrs has
has
reactance tube frequency modulators
lind D. Hill.'
Hill.'
been given by M. Crosby and
framework. the improved
improved
Within this framework,
FM linearity in the 202H and JJ has
has
of constancy
consrancy
been achieved with no loss of
of FM sensiti\·ity
artiet frequency
sensitivity or carrier
srability.
stability.
fM
In the process of developing an FM
oscillator, one must be sure that, at every
frequency in the tuning band, the oscil·
oscilfr,:quency
lator opentes
operates at a frequency fairly close
of the LC circuit. If, at
llt
to resonance of
some frequency in the band, the oscillasome
oscilJa·
tor departs
departs from
from this frequency.
frequency, then the
ror
of the LC circuit contains an
.n
impedance of
equivalent parallel reacrance
reactance at that
equivalent
frequency. Of course,
course, Ihis
this kind of llction
action
frequency.
does not prevent us from frequency
does
oscillator, but it does
does remodulating the oscillator,
sult in
in rather violent changes in FM
sult
sensitivity at
at some
some points
points in
in the band.
sensitivity
Occasionally one
one finds
finds a carrier freOccasionally
quency close
close enough to a point of disquency
continuity 10
to be uaver.sed
traversed in the modu·
moducootinuity
lation cycle.
cycle. We
We still
still modulate the ininlation
ductance of
of the
the LC
LC circuil
circuit as
as planned,
ductance
but the
the deparrure
departure of
of operating
operating frequency
but
from resonance
resonance isis now
now varying during
during
from
the cycle.
cycle. This
This isis nOt
not the
the kind of bebethe
havior one
one would
would care
care to
to make allowallowhavior
ances for.
for. Therefore,
Therefore, great
great pains were
were
ances
taken ro
to design
design the
the oscillatOr-reacrance
oscillator-reactance
taken
tube combintaion
combintaion such
such lbat
that these
these effects
effects
tube
were minimized.
minimized. Thl'
The oscillaror
oscillator was
was
were
by the
loaded as
as lightly
lightly as
as practiable
practicable by
loaded
phase shift
shift net\Vock.
network, for
for enmple.
example.
phasl:
In the
the interest
interest of
of FM
FM linearity.
linearity, the
the
In
oscillator level
level isis rather
rather low
low so
so thllt
that its
its
oscillator
phase shifted
shifted OUtput
output cannot
cannot drive
drive the
the
phase
reactance tube
tubeoutside
outside of
of its
its linear
linear region.
region.
rcactance
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The
apply
The following
follo.....ng specifications
.pe<;fl""
opply to
'0 both
bo.h the
....
Trp" 202J
202J and
ond 202H,
mH ......
1
0 .......... ' .. indicated.
;.,.1;"".0<1.
Types
unless
otherwise
RADIO
.AOIO FREQUENCY
fUOUlHCY CHARACTERISTICS
CHA ..... CluISTleS
aF Range:
I • ..,.: 195-270
I?S·'21O M
/Oo\C
(202J) 54-216
Sol-216 MC
/Oo\C (202H)
(202HI
RF
C (202J)
No.
No. Bands:
Ioftck, 11 (202J)
[202J) 22 (202H)
1202HI
Band
Iond Ranges:
a-, 195-270
195·'210 MC
/Oo\C (202J)
(202J) 54-108
"'·101 MC,
Me. 108101_
216
216 MC
/l\C (202H)
(202H1
RF
If Accuracy:
A«......."
Main
0.5%*
/1\0'" Dial:
Olol, 1~.J'llo'
Electronic
( l o % +1
E "
I. Vernier:
V.. nl.. , &~(10'1l>
+1 KC)*
ItC)'
*after
one
hour
·of
_
hou, warm-up
wo""."",
RF
If Calibration:
Collb,otl_,
Main
C (202J
Mol" Dial:
0101> Increments
I.".mon .. of
01 0.5
0.$ M
MC
(202J and
ond 54s~_
108
C on
108 M
MC
0" 202H)
202H)
Increments
C on
In.......n.. of
01 1.0
1.0 MC
MC (108-216
(108.216 M
MC
0"
9fl7HI

"'"

Mechaniral
~I«II Vernier:
V.... I.e<, 2200
2200 divisions
dl¥,.I_. through
'h,....vh range
,onge
(202J)
(202J)
2300
2JOO divisions
... W;....... through
th,oo>gI> range
.onge
(202H)
(202H)
[ _ _I. Vernier:
v......., Increments
1fI..-"
of 11 ,KC
J(C over
...... 2~:so
of
30
Electronic
KC
range*
ItC,_'
'.oto! range
, _ -t40
~.a KC;
ltC, provision
".....i';_ for
f
11pp;.... dial
dlol
*total
slipping
to
to olace
p'-- "0"
"0" at
0' a0 specific
~f1< frequency
fftq
..,
RF
If Stability:
Stebllity:
0.02% per
O.~
pet hour*
"""'. (202J)
(1O'1J)
0.01%
0.01% per
pet hour*
hou,' (202H)
(202Hj
*after
w o hour
·01.... tIwo
hou' warm-up
.... 0'...·"'"
RF
Output:
If O",p ... ,
Range: 0.1
longe:
0.1 pv
I'W to
'0 0.2
0.2 volts*
¥olt.·
*across
'0<>0.. external
o~"",ol 50
so ohm
ohm load
10<><1 at
o' panel
I>On.1 iack
lo.k
Accuracy:
"'«UfO<Y, -t1O0/o
±1I1%, 0.1
0.1 pv
~W to
'0 50
50 Kk pv
I'W
f200,:
50
K
pv
to
0.2
~20%. SO k 1" .. 0.2 volts
'01"
Auto Level
......0
level Set:
Set, holds
....Ido RF
If monitor
.......1.'" meter
....... to
'0 "red
",.d
line" over band
Ii............
b<md
Impedance:
50 ohms
1~,SOot-.
VSWR:
1.2
YSWI,
1.2
Spurious
Output: All
RF output
Spur
0vtpIIt,
All spurious
_ i......,
oIItpIIt voltages
voh_
are 01
at least 25
db. below
.....
2$ .
below desired
dniAd fundamental
''''''''''''''''01
on 2mJ
. o_n 202H)
2O:IH)
an
202J 1:SO
(30 .
db
Leakage: Sufficiently
low to
.RF
, leek.,.:
Suffi...... ly 10'0 permit
_ i t measure.....,.....
ments at 0.1 pv
_'0'0.1
~¥
AMPLITUDE MODULATION
AMf>UTUOf
MODUJ.AT10H CHARACTERISTICS
CHAI"'CllR1STlCS
A M Ion,.,
Range:
AM
l l l l r l l l U l i 0-50%
,D
Internal:
In...nol,
0·.50%
External: 0·1I10'*'
0-100%
E~'.f~all
A M A«u,o<y:
Accuracy: f±1Q%
1 0 % at
30% and
M
AM
0.)0%
ond 50%
50% A
AM
A
M
Calibration:
30, 50,
100%
AM e.lib""i",,: )0.
50. 100%
A M Oilt........
Distortion::
5% at 30%
30%
AM
S%
8% at 50%
m o L at
-+ in no^
''lloo'~
20%
20%
01 100%
llXl'll>
&
1
db,
30 <po
cps ...
to 200
KC
A
M
Fidelity:
AM ,idel ..,: ±I ... :so
200 ItC
"-_I"

o'

FREQUENCY MODULATION
MODULATION otAllAClUISTlC:S
CHARACTERISTICS
R[OUlNCT

FM Range:
.IIIR_,
Internal: O-XIO
0-300 ItC
KC 1ft
in •4 ,
ranges
(202J)
1,,_1,
_ 1202J1

(202"1

0-250 KC in 4 ranges (202H)
0-250
0-300 ItC
KC In
in 4 ranges 1202J
(202J)
hExternal:
...noh O-JOO
ItC
1ft
0-250 ItC
KC In
in •4 ,ranges ('202H)
(202H)
0·2.50
FM A....",..,:
Accuracy: ±S'llo
25% of
of '"11·",,,1.'
full-scale*
'M
(202J)
*indication
proportional
to
peak-to-peok
·Indl""••"" ",_.i_ol '0 _k.'o·_k wave(202J)
and .in.-....o¥.
sine-wave (202H)
(202H) of
of modula.lng
modulating ....o¥.·
ond
farm
lo,m

BOONTON
B
OONTON

FM Calibration:
2025
O·IS
kC ilo>
of 0.5
0..5 ItC
0-15 kC
KC
n IMt_"
O·lO
lo>
iincrements
M t _.. of
of , kCK C
0-30 KC i n increments of 1 KC
O-ISO
kC
lo>
i
M
t
_..
of
'kC
0-150 KC in increments of 5
KC
O·JOeI
_•• of
of 10
'0 KC
kC
0-300 kC
K C lo>
in 1
increments
202H
0·7.'
ItC
lo>
i
_..
of
0.'
kC
0-7.5 kC
KC in increments
of I0.5
O-U
_
.. of
ICKC
0-25 kC
KC lo>
in increments
of ,1 kC
KC
0-7'
_ . of
0-75 KC in increments of 5 KC
0·1j(l
kC
lo>
~ . . .f 10 ItC
0-250 KC in increments of 10 KC
f/lll
'.5"l'. at
... 150
UO KC,
kC.
".
FM N_l__
Non-Linearity*:
1.5%
5%
Of JOel IC (2021)
at 300 KC (202J)
·"Ieo••
" ~
.... from
""'" straight
..,ofght line
Ii...
*“leost _
squares“
departure
passing through origin
fM
/lIC """
.Ql
0.5% at 7'
75 IC
K C (lOll
(100 MC
and 400
FM Distortion:
cpo
Ioti........
ho)
cps .......
modulation
only)
(702H)
l'llo 0'
IC (j.t·2'6
/lie)
1%
a t 7'
75 KC
(54-216 MC)
(202H)
10%
240 KC
IC (j.t·2'6
/lIC)
10% at 240
(54-216 MC)
f/lll
lon
h,
~
.
.,
3
cpo
MC
(202J)
FM Bandwidth: f 3 db, 3 cps to 1 MC (202J)
f/lll
I.. ,: :!:I
jOQ KC
IC (202J)
FM fi
Fidelity:
-C1 ...
db, S5 cpo
cps to 500
(202J)
:!:,
'0200
i l db'
db 5 cpo
cps to
200 ItC
KC {202H)
(202H)
'''''''o~.
I...... fM
I,,,,,, 60
60 cps
cpo
Spurious FM: To'ol
Total ~MS
RMS _
spurious
FM from
po".'
......',.
i.
,,'
I."
••
60
.
. below
bol"w 150
,j() KC
power source i s a t leost
db
(:I'02J)
(202J)
60
Signal-to-noise Ratio:
60 db
db bol....
below III
10 ItC
K C (2112HI
(202H)
M".....
honl."', h".....
ly 10'"
.ho<~_m"u,"od RF
~,
Microphonism:
Extremely
low; shock-mounted
~unit
..I'
h'.,
..ol fM
,1 volt
volt RMS
1"'0 l,OOK
Externol
FM ~.q~i,.",.n'"
Requirements:
RMS into
OOK
ohm.
....
ohms lor
for UO
150 ItC
KC do.io'i
deviation

""

=.

,it,',

~::~.::--'O.;z':'

o'

'0

'0 ,

'/III,

51"n"._'......I.. h.i.,

~uln
PULSE

MOOULAHON
CTERl5TlCS
MODULATION CNU...
CHARACTERISTICS

~M
PM S_••:
Source:

hle.nol
External
'M
0.2'
PM liM
Rise Tl_,
Time:
0.25 _hsec
'M
f
..
11
n....,
0.1._
0.8 p e c
PM Fall Time:

MODULATING OSCILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS
OSC Frequency:
2025
202H
j()cpo
7..5kC
50cps
10.5 KC
50cps
7.5
KC
.Ql
cpo
'0 KC
kC
400cps
10
30
KC
400cps
'OOOcp'
U
1OOOcps
15 KkC
C
70KC
1730cps
JOOOcpo
2S KKC
3000
cps
25
C
3 9 0 0 ~ ~ s100 KC

=.

OSC Accuracy: f5%
OSC Distortion:
0.5%
OSC External Output:
30 volts approx. at external FM posts
30 volts approx. at external AM posts

...CCUSOIIU
ACCESSORIES
fvo-.l"-!: Type
Typo 502-8
51)2·1 Patching
, ...",.., Cable
Coble
Furnished:
"'vo'lal>l.,
'ypo
207·0
U..lv.. ' .. (202J)
(202JI
Avoiloble: Type
207-G
Univerter
Typo 207-E
:1'07·( Univerter
U..
I..._ (202H)
(202H)
Type
Typo
SO'·I
Outpul
Coble
Type 501-8 Output Cable
Typo 504-A
SCW· ... Adapter
Type
Typo 505-8
SOS·I Attenuator
........ u...or
Type
Typo 506-8
j()6.' Patching Cable
Cobl.
Type
Typo 507-8
S07.' Adapter
Type
Typo 508-B
jOI.1 Adapter
Type
Typo 509-8
SOII·I Attenuator
"'"...uotor
Type
Typo 510-8
"0·1 Attenuator
"'''.nuotor
Type
T.po 514.8
$'._1 Output
ou,"~, Cable
Cobl.
Type
T.... 517-8
$17·1 Output
OU'p~t Cable
Cobl.
Type

RADiO
R
A D I O CCORPORATION
ORPORATION

'Hys.CAl CHARACTERISTICS
CH....... CTERI5TIC5
PHYSICAL
. .: Cabinet
Cob
for bench
bondo use;
u.., readily
_ " adaptable
o ........ bloo
_
Mounting:
for
for 19“
If" rock mounting
for
f
....,
Goor
_
I
;
..........
Iolo>ot
(_
Finish: Gray engraved panel; green cabinet (other
flni
11obIo on special.
opociol order)
or"-I
finishes
available
~ " Height:
Hool"" lO3/8”
'CAlI" Width:
WI_: 163h”
1~" Depth:
Dopllo
Dimensions:
I~"
18%”
W.....' _
, .45
. " Ibs.
....
Weight:
Net:

""""""lI

POWER REQUIREMENTS
UQUIIEMENTS
POWER
Ill$.12$n'0-2SO volts,
vol... 50-60
$0-60 cps,
CPO. 100
lOll watts
woll•
105-125/210-250

"'dop'..

'o'''''''lI
"'dop'"

"'do,,_

....

,

Tubes
~.
3-6688
'--6Af.
1-6AF4
,-6"'WI
1-6AW8
3-64U6
3-6AU6
I_all.'
1-6BK7
I_
1-6AQ5a$
1-'2
1-12AU7U7
1--<0018
1-6DJ8

TUU COMPLEMENT
COM~LEMENJ
TUBE
',on.I"...
0,,,,,,,.
z .... , Diodes
Dlo<I••
Transistors
Diodes
Zener
1_21'1'001
2_IN66ll
6-<>3' ... ·1H
1-2N1008
2-lN660
6-G31A-7H
'_21'1"368
2_11'11763
'-G3'H-$<ll
1-2N1136B
2-lN1763
l-G31H-56L
'_21'1"36
00-11'111,", 1-G31G-7H
'-G310·1"
1-2N1136
4-lN1764
2-21'11319
2-11'1'.$81
2-G3'1A... ·'2H
2-2N
1379
2-1
N 1581 2-G3
12H
I~I029
'-G3,0_.n
1-S1029
1-G31
G-47L
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EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL OR "IN
”IN CIRCUIT"
CIRCUIT” MEASUREMENTS
ON THE UHF
ON
UHF Q METER
CHARLES W. QUINN,
QUINN, Sales Engineer
CHARLES
c7lgineer
resonators
resonaton or
or circuits,
circuitS, BRC
BRC has
has designed
designed
a probe
probe kit
kit (Type
(TyJX" 580-A)
S80-A) which
which isis
suitable for
for many
many external
external measuremeasurements.
ments. The kit
kit consists essentially
essentially of
of an
an
injection
injection probe
probe and
and aa detection
detectiOn probe,
probe,
designed
designed for
for coupling
coupling the
the external
external circircuits
cuits to
to the
the output
OUtpUt of
of the
the oscillator
oscillatOr and
and
the
to the
the chopper
chopper amplifier
amplifier in
in
the input
input to
the
the 280-A.
2S0·A. For
FOt external
external measurements,
measurementS,
the
{he Q
Q capacitor
capacitor and
and associated
associated coupling
coupling
circuits
circuitS in
in the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter are
arc disdis·
connected
connected at
at the
the rear
rear of
of the
the instrument
instrument
and
and tkie
die injection
injection and
and detection
detection probes,
probes,
furnished
furnished with
with the
tbe probe
probe kit,
kit, are
ale concon·
nected
neCted in
in their
their place.
place. A
A basic
basic block
block diadia·
gram
gram of
of the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter,
Meter, connected
connected
for
is shown
5hown in
in
for external
external measurements,
measurements. is
Figure
Figure 2.
2.

Detliiled
Detailed information
information about
about the.design
the,design
and
and theory
theory of
of operarion
operation of
of rhe
the UHF Q
Q
Meter
Meter Type
Type 280-A
280-A isis given
given in
in NOtebook
Notebook
Number
Number 27.
27. Conventional
Conventional applications
are COVCrt-d
covered in
in detail
detail in
in Notebook
Notebook Num·
Numarc
ber 28,
28. An
An anicle
article concerning
concerning calibration
calibration
ber
of the
the instrument
instrument appears
appears in
in Notebook
Notebook
of
Number 29.
29. This
This anicle
article will
will deal
deal specifspecifNumber
ically with
with the
the "unconventional"
“unconventional” external
external
ically
or "in
“in circuit"
circuit” applications.
applications.
or
Basic Theory
Theory of
of Measurement
Measurement
BCJsic
Briefly, the
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter ulilizes
utilizes the
the
Briefly,
fo
f.
Q=
=(for
bandwidth relationship
relationship Q
bandwidth
- (for

Af
l!.f

to delt':rmine
determine Q.
Q, as
as shown
shown in
in
to
Figure l.1. A
A resonallC~
resonance indicating
indicating meter
meter
Figure
used to
to determine
determine the
the pe-a1c.
peak of
of the
the
isis used
resonance curve
curve and
and to
to resolve
resolve the
the halfhalftesonana
power (.707V)
(.707V) points.
points. This
This means
means that
that
power
the UHF
UHF Q
Q Meter
Meter reads
reads Q
Q in
in terms
terms of
of
the
frequency; the
the frequency
frequency being
being deter·
deterfrequency;
mined by
by the
the ability
ability of
of the
the instrument
instrument
mined
to measure
measure aa r~laJjve
relutive amplitude
amplitude change
change
to
of 3db.
3db. The
The absolute
absolute value
value of
of VV in
in
of
of no
no consequence
consequence and
and may
may
Figure I1isis of
Figure
Q Z IO)
lO)
Q~

Figure Y . Q Resonance Curve

vary over
over aa few
few decades
decades (depending
(depending on
on
vary
the coupling
coupling of
of the
the probes
probes and
and gain)
gain)
the
without affecting
affecting the
the ability
ability of
of the
the ininwithOUt
circuit Q.
Q.
strument to
to read
read &iteMit
Strument
Type 580·A
580-A Probe
Probe Kit
Kit
Type
In order
order to
to provide
provide aa convenient
convenient
In
means of
of coupling
coupling intO
into the
the external
external
means
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Methods
f Coupling
M~lhods o
of
Coupling
to
to Test
Tesl Circuits
Circuits

Before
Before discussing
discussing some
some of
of the
the tech-.
tech-.
niques for
for “in
nique5
~in circuit”
circuit measurements,
measurementS. itit
would be
would
be well
well to
to point
poiOl out
OUt two
tWO basic
basic
requirements which
requirementS
which should
should be
be met
met by
by
the external
external circuit
circuit to
the
to be
be measured.
measured. First,
First,
the
circuit must
the circuit
must be
be resonant
resonaOl in
in the
{he frefreH

d

THE
THE

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

Q

~

•
w
•>

HIGH(

OSCILLAT~

Q CAP.CAP.

N

RESONANCE
INDICATOR

CAPACITOR ASS’Y

DETECTOA

~'
L

I-...II..f,AP

GNO.

"

'UMPER

t~~~-~~----------~~~
t
;..-

"~za
4

II:

W
~
IX
X

I

L..;

~

-

INDUCTIVE
EXTERNAL
OIOOE
PROBE
RESONATOR OETECTOR
P h v o r OA
ATTENUATOR
OR CIRCUIT PROBE
ATTEN-,..
IN

-------

_J5_ _J4_ _ _ _ _ - - -

-.,,

L
_
~----------------------------

w
W

Figure 2. Block Diagram of UHF Q Meter Showing Connecfions For External Measurements

quency range of the 280-A
280-A (210
(210 to 610
Mc).
Mc) . Secondly,
Secondly, the Q
Q of the circuit must
10 co
range from
to 25,000.
25,000.
from 10
Figure 3A
3A shows a typical amplifier
configurrnion
configurtaion with a tuned coaxial
coaxial resresonacor
onator used
used as
as a plate load.
load. This
This circuit
may be measured using both
bOth the injecinjection
in the Type
tion and
and detection
detection probes in
580-A
580-A Probe Kit, since it has access
holes large enough for
for insertion of both
probes. A preselector resonator could be
similarly measured.
similarly
Figure 38
3B demonstr:ucs
demonstrates another technique where an existing or "built
in"
“built in”
loop
loop is
is use
use for
for injection imo
into the circuit
to be measured
measured and
and the 580·A
580-A de[(~Clion
detection
probe is inserted into an
hole. In
an access
access hole.
case, care must be raken
taken that the
this case,
280-A
280-A oscillator load
load does not excd
exceed a
1.2 VS\XIR,
VSWR, referred co
to 50
50 ohms.
ohms.
1.2
In Figure 3C
In
3C the 580-A
580-A Probe Kit is
“built in”
used. Existing or "built
not used.
in" injection
detection circuits are connected didiand detection
rectly to the 280-A
280-A oscillalOr
oscillator and chop'
choprecdy
amplifier circuits. When using this
per amplifier
technique, the law of the deteclOr
detector used
must be evaluated and taken inlO
into acacaccomplishedby
count. This may be accomplished
connecting a signal
signal generator to the de·
deconnecting
tector and
and using the variable attenuator
attenuator
the 3db
in the signal
signal generator to sel
set up rhe
in
point on
on the
the 280-A
280-A resonance indicating
poim
meter. A precision 3db artenU:ltOr,
attenuator, con·
conmeter.
nected in
in series
series wirh
with lhe
the signal
signal generanecred
for a more precise
tor, may be used for
cor,
check of rhe
the detector.
check
3D illustrateS
illustrates still
still another
Figure 3D
for measuring an external circirtechnique for
cuit. The
The 280-A oscillator
oscillator is connected
cuit.
to a tube
tube input circuir,
circuit, which may be
[Q
“cold”, and
and the
“hot” or "cold",
"hot"
rhe detection probe
is connected at
at the ourpur
output connector.
connector.
is
is especially
especially de·
deThis type connection is
This

'.,·~-:~~~~~~~~;:;;;:;;3>280-A

osc.
"'...::i

','

0('

"'011I:

lao-.

resonators should
remembered that the resonators
be coupled to
to the
rhe 280-A
280·A at
at points which
which
provide optimum coupling, wtih miniprovide
by the 280-A.
280-1\. Basically,
mum loading by
the
couplil18 is optimum at the
magnetic couplirlg
poim, or point of
of maximaxiVoltage Node point,
Z point. DeDe·
currenr; Le.,
i.e., the low 2
mum current;
tection is optimum at the Current Node
point of
of maximum
maximum voltage;
voltage;
poinr or the point
point
i.e., the high 2
Z point
point (Figure 44).
Le.,
).
Loading
Test Circuit Loading
is accomplished
Minimum loading is
"loosely"
the detector
detecror coupled as “loosely”
with the
practical. The ,injection
injection circuit, on
as practical.
rhe other
Olher hand,
hand, may be
be:-: coupled much
much
the
··tighter" without loading. The .extent
extent of
of
“tighter”
by making a
loading can be evaluated by
Q measurements
measurements at
at different
different
series of
of Q
sensitivity
probe spacings.
sensitivity levels and probe
readings are indicative
indicarive of
of
Higher Q readings
negligible loading. The
TIle measurement
measurement
negligible
the miniminishould, therefore, be made at the
sensitiviry level at
at which
svhich negligible
negligible
mum sensitivity
loading occurs.

~-

280-A

osc

0( . . . . . -

','

110'.

-~

.......

280-A

osc.

.'

c“

“D”

280-A

CHOPPER AMPL.

280-A OSC
'i,~,.
Figure

J.
h<l.,,;q ....
3. COWplin9
Coupling Techniques

sirable where it
evaluate
siTllble
ir is necessary to evaluare
the effects of
of dynamic loading. For this
type measurement the
rhe input
inpur circuit
should be relatively broad.
From
the foregoing, it can be seen
from fhe
that there are many techniques which
may be used 10 couple into
may
ioro the external
circuits for
“in circuit”
tCSt circuitS
for performing
performing "in
circuit"
measuremems on the 280-A; serving an
extremely broad range of
of applications.
Resonator
Resontllor Measurements
Measurements
of resonators in
The configurations of
the frequency range of the 280·A
280-A are
me
varied. A few of
of these
lhese configurations
are shown in Figure 4. When performing resonator
resonaror measurements it should be

5

Extension of 1
L Range
Range
Extension
Ir is interesting
interesting to
to note
nOtc that
thaI external
It
measurementS permit the
the inductance
inductance
measurements
be extended beof the 280-A
280·A to be
range of
146 mph range
range
yond the specified 2.5 to 146
Reof the internal resonating
resonating capacitor. Reof
ro Figure 4G, ifif C were
were known,
known,
ferring to
be adjusted
adjusred to
[Q a value
value less
less
and could be
rhan 4
.:I pf
pf (the minimum capacitance of
of
than
the 280-A Q capacitor),
capacitOr), the
rhe inductance
be exexof the instrument
insrroment could be
range of
tended to as much as 2 ph.
~h. This may
may be
bequality, small
accomplished using a high quality,
variable capacitor
capacitOr with a range
mnge of
of approximately 0.2 to 3 pf
pf and a Q of
of 200
probes are conCOllor more.’The
more. 'The 580-A probes
nected
n«red as shown in
in Figure 22 for
for external
measurements. Either
Either of
of the
rhe following
following
techniques
he
be used.
used. T
The
rechniclIles may then be
incapacitance required to resonate the inductOr could be estimated
estimated and the
rhe varivariductor
able capacitor
Soel for this
rhis value,
value, using
using
capaciror set
the calibrated
(\ and Q
Ql1
calibrared Q capacitor.
capacitOr. C1
would then
Ihen be measured. Then, with
wirh the
coil and capacitor
capacitOr placed
placed approximately
approximarely
as shown in Figure 4G, the
rhe resonant
resonant
frequency.and
Q c ) would
Q ((Q~)
would be
be
frequency'and circuit Q
determined. The inductance of
of the
the coil
would then be computed for
for the measmcasurement
uremcnr frequency using the following
equations:
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BOONTON
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ligll,e
Figure 4.
4. Typi<DI
Typicul lIesonDlo,
Resonator Configu,o'ion.
Configurations
"G"

~~,

____V- WOflO
,
ligu,e
Shield for
fo,
Figure 5.
5. "Wo,k
"Work 800"
Box" lI.ed
used o'
as Shield
lIuono'o,
MOll.u,omb",'
ResQnutor Measurements

wave
semi·
wave varaccors,
varactors, diodes,
diodes, and other semiare
conductors, where capacitance values are
low
Q values are high.
low and Q
The
The reentrnnt
reentrant cavity Ot
or c03xial
coaxial resonator is
is prob3bly
probably one of the most versatile
resonators, since its performance
performance can be
readily calculated.
calculated. It can serve as a fixture for
for evaluating dielectrics (Figure
6A)
6 A ) or
or magnedcs
magnetics (Figure 68)
6B) in the
280-A (210 to
frequency
frequency range of the 280-A
610 Mc).
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can be remedied by fabticating eXlencan
be remedied by fabricating extensions for
for the
the probes,
probes, similar
similar to
to the
the samsamsions
ples
shown
in
Figure
7A.
This
would
ples shown in Figure 7A. This would
permir measurements
measurements where
where the
rhe diameter
diameter
permit
be
limited
of
the
access
holes
would
of the access holes would be limited
of the
the coaxial
coaxial
only by
by the
the diameter
diametet of
only
cable
used.
cable used.
Note that
that the
the length
length of
of these
these probe
probe
Note
be such
such that
that their
their resresextensions must
must be
extensions
is well
well above
above the
the resresonant frequency is
of the
the resonator
resonator being
being
onant frequency
frequency of
onant
of the
the probes
probes may
may
Resonance of
measured. Resonance
be checked
checked by
by bringing
bringing them
them close
close to
to
be
the external
external resonator
resonator
each other, with the
removed, and sweeping
sweeping the
the frequency
frequency
removed,
through the
the point
point of
of measurement.
measurement, IfIf
through
the probe
probe extensions
extensions are
are functioning
functioning
in output
output inin·
properly, no sharp slope
slope in
properly,
dications should be
be observed.
SI~VER PL.
Pl..
SILVER

Another
Another technique
technique for
for extending
extending the
the in·
inductance
ductance range
range of
of the
the 2S0-A
280-A involves
involves
adjusting
adjusting the
the variable
variable capacitor
capacitor uncil
until the
desired
desired resonam
resonant frequency
frequency isis indicated
indicated
by
by the
the 2S0-A.
280-A. Circuit
Circuit Q
Q (Q~)
( Q c ) is
is then
then
measured.
measured. The
The variable
variable capacitance
capacitance (C)
(C)
and
Q are
are then
then measured
measured all
on the
the 2S0-A
280-A
and Q
and
and the
th6 above
above equations
equations ate
are used
used to
determine
determine Land
L and Q,
Q.
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Test
Test Circuit
Circuit Shielding
Shielding
When small
small or
or unshielded resonacors
resonators
When
are to
to be
be measured,
measured, itit is
is often
often desirable
arc
to make
make use
use of
of shielding
shielding co
to minimize
co
'hand capacitance"
capacitance" and
and radiation effects.
effects.
'hand
This shielding
shielding may
may be
be in
in the
the form
form of
of aa
This
"work box"
box" with
with built
built in
in supportS
supports for
"work
the 5S0-A
580-A prolx.-s,
probes, as
as shown
shown in Figure
rhe
A setup
setup of
of Ihis
this type
type would
would be useful
5.5. A
for evaluaring
evaluating the
the inductor
inductor mentioned in
in
for
the previous
previous paragraph,
paragraph.
rhe
External Resonators
Resonators as
as
External
Jigs and
and Fixtures
Fixtures
Jigs
Resonators, in
in various
various forms,
forms, have apapResonacors,
plications in
in many
many fields.
fields. The
The "d··
"D" resresplications
onator (Figure
(Figure 40),
4 D ) , because
because of its
its pepeonacor
culiar magnetic field,
field, is
is used
used in
in the
culiar
investigation of
of molecular resonances
resonances in
investigation
the field
field of
of basic
basic research
research ro
to improve
the
"C' type
our understanding
understanding of
of materials. "C"
our
resonators could
could be used
used for
for the
the measureresonacors
ment of
of dielectrics
dielectrics where
where the
the specimen
specimen
ment
inserted into
into the
the gap
gap that
that fotms
forms the
the
isis inserted
resonating capacitance.
capacitance. Helical
Helical tesonresonresonating
ators are
are used
used to
to investigate
investigate the
the effects
effects
atOrs
of ionization
ionization of
of gases
gases in
in the
the ion
ion proof
propulsion field.
field. The
The helical
helical resonatOr
resonator will
will
pulsion
also be
be useful
useful in
in the
the evaluation
evaluation of
of micromicroalso

PMQllE EXTENSION
E)(TENSION
CCAP
A P PROBE

"'"

"8"
REL. PERME,ABlLlTY

B

ligu,. 71.. Examples
E"omple. of
of Probe
Probe Extensions
hl.n.ion.
Figure

ligu,.
6.
Figure 6.

Measurements Under Simulated
Environmental Conditions
The coaxial and other type resonators
resonators
Probe Kit
may be used with the '580-A Probe
to provide thermal isolation between the
to
specimen and the instrument. This would
would
be of special interest to research and
development people involved with
with temtem·
perature measurements.
Extension
Probes for Small or
or
Extension Probes
limited Access Resonators
Resonators
The 5S0-A
5SO-A Probe Kit utilizes a tele-

scoping sleeve principle. The outside
Outside diis 0.430
ameter of the inner sleeve is
inch. The outside diameter of
of the outer
outer
0.500 inch. These diameters
sleeve is 0,500
sleeve
may be H:lo
too large for some special
spe<:inl apapplications, either because
of the
the physical
physical
beciusc of
size or
size
or the
the effect
effect this
this size
size would
would have
have
on the
circuit under
on
the circuit
under test.
test. For
For high
high Q
Q
circuits (100
(100 or
or more),
more), this
[his situation
situation
circuits

•
6

Conclusion
Conclusion
An
An attempt
attempt has
has been
been made
made here
here to
ro
point
up some
some of
of the
the techniques
techniques which
which
point up
could be
be used
used for
for performing
~rforming external
external
measurements
of circuits
circuilS and
and resonators
resonators
measurements of
with
UHF Q
Q Meter.
Meter.
wirh the
the Type
Type 280-A
280-A UHF
Doubtless
Doubtless there
there are
are many
many applications
applications
which
nOt been
been touched
touched upon
upon or
or
which have
have not
that
thaI should
should be
be expanded
expanded upon.
upon. ItIe isis our
our
intension
to delve
delve more
more into
imo dielectric
die1ecuic
intension to
measurements,
low and
and high
high tempertemper·
measurements, low
ature
anne techniques,
techniques, semi-conductor
semi-conductor measmeasurements,
urementS, and
and magnetics,
magnetics, in
in future
furure NoteNotebook
book artic1es:In
articles:!n the
the meantime,
meantime, we
we here
here at
at
BRC
BRC would
would appreciate
appteciate hearing
hearing from
from any
any
of
of our
our customers
(ustomers who
who have
have measurement
measurement
problems
in this
this area
area or
or who
who have
have
problems in
evolved new
new measurement
measurement techniques
techniques
which
be applied
applied to
to this
rhis versatile
versatile
which could
could be
instrument.
insrrument.
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DEDICATES NEW PLANT
BRC DEDICATES
SERVlCE NOTE
SERVICE
Modification of Type 250-A
2S0-A for
Modificution
Reduced Signul
Signal level
Level und
and
Reduced
Increased Sensitivity
Increased
Reducing Signal level
Reducing
mWlOO has
h.as been
~ devised
de-Yi~
An improved method
signallevd
at the termitermIfor reducing the signal
level at
of the Type 250-A RX Meter for
nals of
applicalions where
"'here a low
ktw signal
s!gnal
special applications
put, the signal
sIgnal
level is required. In the past,
w.as lowered by
by inserting
insening a 100K
lOOK
level was
pot:entiometer in the signal oscilohm potentiometer
latOr plate supply, as
.as described on pages
lator
18 of
insuuetion
16 through 18
of the 250-A instruction
m~ns for varymanual. This provided a means
plale voltage, thus reing the oscillator plate
OUtput level.
l~'d.
ducing the signal oscillator
oscillawr output
This system works satisfactorily for the
pla.te voltmost part, but occasionally a plate
Ige will be selected which will "shur-off"
age
"shut-off"
the oscillator.

.... -.'
•
• _._011
_It.~
"0"

= \
......'{,---J
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~
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UNIT
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UNIT

modification. together
together with
with a list
The modification,
of tthe
of
h e pparts
a r t s rrequired,
e q u i r e d , is sshown
h o w n iin
n
1.
Figure 1.

Increasing Sensitivity
Increasing
le\'e! to the
Ihe bridge
bridge
When the signal level
.as
is reduced for special applications, as
dl':SCl"ibed above, increased detector sensidescribed
tivity is often desit:1ble.
desirable. The sensitivity
of the 250-A may be significantly inof
creased by modifying the instrument as
Figure 2.1
2. 1 The signal from IF
shown in Figure
(6AG~)) is connected to
amplifier V202 (GAG5
a jack at the
th~ rear of
of the 250-A cabinet.
vnrM, connected to this jack, ampliampliA VTVM,
fies the signal and serves as a null indicatOr which has improved sensitivity over
tor
the null indicator on the front panel of
of
[he resolution
the 250-A. This improves the
~,, and R,,
R~ dials and also results
of
of the C
Xl'
R•• or X,,
in improved resolution of the R,
rhe
parameter which is occasionally the
measuremenL
minor impedance in a measurement.
(Minor impedance is defined as that imimpedance which COntribures
contributes least to the
amplitude and phase or
of the current in
an RF circuit.)

r::.','---.
Figure I . Modification for Reduced Signal Level

The new method
mCthoo provides for
fot the COnconncnion of a fixed or variablc
nection
variable external atattenUatOr
tenuator (or attenuators) in series with
the RF signal
to the bridge. In
signal source to
order to provide a convenicnt
convenient means for
for
connecting the lIucnuators
attenuators in the signal
circuits, the
thc bridge and 06Cillaror
oscillator connecdons
nections arc
are made accessible
accessible at the rear
of the
thc instrument cabinet. These conconfor normal operanections are jumpered for
tion. For special
special applications.
applications, the jumpers
are removed and replaced with
wilh fixed Or
or
va.riable
variable :utenuatOrs.
attenuators. In mOSt
most cases,
cases, the
anenullor
attenuator is connected in place of
jumper "A" (Figure I).
1 ) . In some ininstances,
stances, because of mixing in the test
component, itit would be desirable (0
atto attenmlte btxh
tenuate
both signals.
signals.

SHIELOEO
SHlEl
CABL
CABLE

MOUNT CLOSE
CLOSE TO
MOUNT
I F TRANSFORMER
IF TRA~ORr.:':'r_ _

STD. JAClt
JACK
MOUNT
MOUNT ON
REAR
REAR OF
OF 2~0-A
250-A
CABINET

zk

'F!oo9t::l!1o

-=

10lt

, 0'

'!tw

R211

::®
VTVM

VTVM
(H-P4000
(H-P 400D
OR
O R EOUIV)
EQUIV)

fm,

V202
6AG5

~
.".

Friday, October
October 20, 1961
1961 was
was a perperFriday,
fect day for
for the
the dedication of
of the new
new
fect
BRC plant.
plant. Nestled
Nestled in
in the
the Rockaway
Rockaway
BRC
Valley, against a backdrop
backdrop of
of high
high hills
Valley,
with autumn-painted trees, the
ablaze with
plant was the center
cemer of
of scenic
new plant
splendor.
On hand for the dedication ceremony
BRC employees; friends
friends and busiwere BRC
ness associates of
of BRC;
BRC; members of
of the
ness
local,
loc:al, county, and state
scue government;
government; and
executives from the Hewlett-Packard
(BRCs parent company) family.
The dedication ceremony was presided
over by Dr. George Downsbrough. Presi8RC Guest speaker was Mr.
dent of
of BRC.
David
Pachrd, President of
of HewlettDavid Packard,
A_ R. Post,
POSt, Chief, Bureau
Bur~u
Packard. Mr. A.
of
of N
New
of Commerce for the State of
ew
ddiven-d a message of
of congratulacoograrulaJersey, delivered
of New Jersey.
tions from the Governor of
"ribbon<Utting" ceremony was held
A "ribbon-cutting"
at the main eoUllOCC
entrance to the new plant,
with cuning
cutting honors going to Mr. John
Vandermark,
Mayor
of R
Rockaway
V
andermark, M
a y o r of
ockaway
Township.

Vonde,,,,,,,k,
Vandermark, Mayor 0/
of Rockaway
N. J., cuts
<~to ,ibbon
'0 o/fidolly
N.
ribbon to
officially open
the
as
'~e new BRC plant 00
Dr.
George A. Downob,o~g~
Downsbrough 0""
and
0,. Geo,S'e
M,.
Do.id
Pocko,d
look
0".
Mr. David Packard
on.

M,.
Jo~n
M
r . John
Town.~jp,
Township,

CORRECTION
CORRECTION
MOOIFICATlON SHOWN
IN HEAVY LINES

Fig,,'e 2.
eoo" Sensitivity
Se"oit;v;ly
Figure
2 . MooIif",olio~
Modification 10'
for /"..
Increased

For best results, and to ohmin
obtain optioptinecessary to select
mum sensitivity, itit is necessary
select
mixer tube ViOl
VlOl (6AB4)
(6AB4) for minimum
noise deflection (prefernbly
(preferably less
less than
one
VTVM)..
one division on the VTVM)

I

'1"bi,
- . l br
'This """';00,00<1
modification wu
was suggested
by H.
H. 11>.....
Thanos 01
of
LC-A.• .so-nillc.
R.C.A.,
Somerville, N.
N. ,.
J.

The vector diagram and accompanying
equation in Figure 2 of the atticle
article enen"A Mooularor
Modulator for
for the New FM
titled, "A
Stereo System,"
System," published in NOlebook
Notebook
30, are not corTect.
correct. The correct
Number 30,
diagram and equation arc
bdow.
are given below.

~L--t:~
L+L!'

9

-L!

R,=2010g
R.=20Jos

(2)

( L+V)
L-L'
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solid·stH~
pow~r supply, and a comsolid-state power

circuit thar
Ihat should
should be
be aa delight
deligh[ and
and aa
circuit
challenge
10 booth visitors.
challenge to booth visitors.
Visit booths
booths numbers
numbers 3101
3101 and
and 3102.
3102.
Visit
See and
and hear
hear more
more about
about our
our new
new instruinstruSee
ments, and
and have
have the
the BRC
BRC engineers
~n~ineers on
on
ments,
duty help
help you
you with
with your
your test
test instrument
instrumem
duty
application problems.
problems.
application

plerdy
pletely redesigllC'd
redesigned cabinet.
cabinet.
Th~
Power
The 230·A
230-A Signal Generator Power
Amplifier
iocreas·
Amplifier proYid~
provides a means of
of increasing the RF pow~r
conventional
power ourput
output of con....entional
signal
ro 4 watts
wartS or +6
+6
signal getH:'rlItOtS
generators up to
dbw
dbw (14
( 14 voltS
volts rffiS'inro
rms-into 50 ohms), in the
frequffiC)'
rang~ of
frequency range
of 10 to 500 Mc.
The 219-A FM Stereo Modulator
M<XIulawr provides the
th~ stereo modulation outputs,
OUtputS, as
specified in FCC Docket 13506, suitable
for modulating FM signal generators,
generators.
such as the
th~ BRC Type 202-E
202·E or 202-H.
A "Guess
th~ Q"
Q” contest, which seems
“Guess the
to
to tuv~
have become traditional with BRC,
th~ BRC booth again
I~in
will bebe a feature at the
this year. Our ~ngineers
engineers have been hard
at work devising a “guess-defying”
"guess-defying" Q
Q

, ......, ..,.,. faken
,...... at
of a
.. previous
,......;..us IRE
lItE sshow
Photograph
how
d'.",o"",,,'u that the
tfl. BRC
IRC “mystery coils”
1.... put
put
demonstrates
../I of
of the
.IM Q
0 contest
, ..",• ., entrants in a pensive mood.
",ood.
all

EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE
NOTE
BRC
BRC to
to Show
Show Four
Four New
New
Instruments
instruments at
at IRE
IRE
(VISIT
(VISIT BOOTHS
BOOTHS 3101-3102)
31 01 -3102)

This
This yeu,
year, at
at the
the IRE
IRE show,
show, BRC
BRC will
will
show
show foor
four new
new insrrum~ms:
instruments: dl~
the atw
new
Types
Types 202-H
202-H and
and 202-J
202-J FM-AM
FM-AM Sigl12!
Signal
GenerawfS,
Generators, the
the new
new Type
Type 230-A
2 3 0 - SigOlll
~Signal
Gener.ltOJ"
Generator Power
Power Amplifier,
Amplifier,and
and the new
Type
Type 219-A
2 19-A FM
FM Stereo
Stereo Modulator.
Modulator.
The
The Type
Type 202·H
202-H sigl12l
signal generator
covers
216
covers the
the frequency
frequency r:an8~
range of
of 54
54 to
to 216
Mc
Mc and
and replac~
replaces the
the Type
Type 202-E.
202-E. The
202-J
195 to
to 270
270 Mc
Mc rdetele202-J bbnltets
blankets the
the 195
metering
metering range
range and
and replac~
replaces the
the 202-G.
202-G.
Improvements
Improvements in
in these
these instrumentS
instruments in·
indud<;,~
clude: improYed
improved FM
FM linearity,
linearity, autOtn:ltic
automatic
RF
RF 1~'e1
level set,
set, electronic
electronic v~mier
vernier tuning,
tuning,
increased
increased FM
FM moduladon
modulation b:Uldwiddl,
bandwidth,
improved
improved FM
FM deviation
deviation metering, rereduced
duced FM.
FM microphooism,
microphonism, aa completdy
completely
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APPLICATIONS OF THE
THE
SIGNAL GENERATOR POWER AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER

1

CHARLES W. QUINN, Sales Engineer
Engineer
CHARLES
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
At
At first
first glanc~
glance th~
the application
application of
of an
an
RF
Amplifier appears
limited or
or
RF Power
Power Amplifier
appears limited
obvious.
uses,
obvious. While
While there
there arc
are obvious
obvious uses,
there
there are
are many applications which are
not apparent.
apparent. It
It is
is the purpose of this
article
both
article to
to enumerate
enumerate and
and discuss
discuss both
application
application categories.
categories. The
The specific
specific reo
requirements
quirements for
for the tests
tests to
to be described
described
are
are as
as many
many and
and as
as varied
varied as
as the systems
systems
involved.
involved. For
For this reason,
reason, this ankle
article
will
will be
be limited
limited to Ia general
general description
and/or
and/or example
example of
of each
each rest.
test. Dewlcd
Detailed
informacion
information on
on radio
radio receiver
receiver testS
tests may
be
the
and 2,
2, at
at .the
be found
found in
in References
References 11 and
end
end of
of the
the article..
article. Proccdures
Procedures for
for radio
frequency
frequency intaference
interference (RFI)
(RFI) testing ate:
are
given
4. Before
Before
given in
in References
References 33 and
and 4.
dealing
dealing directly
directly with
with applications.
applications, let us
us
look
look It
at me
the specifications
specifications of
of the
the Type
Type
230A
230A Signal
SignalGenerator
Generator Powa
Power Amplifier
(Figure
1) and
and darify
clarify them
them where
where
(Figure 1)
necessary.
necessary.

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
!lADIO
RADIO fREQUENCY
FREQUENCY CHARACTERIST'CS
CHARACTERISTICS
URFIANOE
RANGE
Total h"..,
Range: 10
10'0
to $QQ
500m<
mc
T...I
No.
No. Ioowl.,
Bands: 66
10,,01
, '0.'1.'
6$.12'
65-125 ....
mc
Band 1••_
Ranges:
10-18.5 mc
18.5-35 mc
125.250 ....
mc
11.'-35
125-250
250-500 ....
mc
U35-65
..65 mc
25O·$QQ
If
iooo, Increments of
RF C.......
Calibration:
of _.Il"""oft
approximately 1~,
lo%,
accurate
to
k
1
0
%
--'o~'~
If
RFOUTPUT
OUTPUT
1Range:
_ Up
1.. •• ·A.........,_150
Up1015
to 15 volts*.
*Across external 50......
ohm Iood
load
I Range:
, Up
th·
Up,.
to 15
15 volts*
*Across..._
external
50 ""'"
ohm IoocI
lood
..........
1 50
0.2 10to33...
volts
f.s;
Calibration: 0.2
C.lil>roIiM:
11. f..,
5%
incrementsof
of opp<Oll
approx 5'li>
iooa_..
1.0 to 10.......
volts I f.s;
1.0'.10
.•,
_10 of
. I l 5'li>
1_
increments
of _
approx
5%
2.0 ,.
to30
30".th
volts f f.s;
2.0
..,
incrementsofof 0ppo.1l
approx ,""
5%
I"............
Accuracy:
fl.0db ofof f"'1'0.2JOm<)
f.s. (10-250mc)
A<..."
••t' :':1.Odb
fl.5db .1off.,.
f.s. 250.5OOm<)
(250-500mc)
:':Udb

m.

r_-..

leakage: 5uffIdotl'"
Sufficiently low '0
to """"it
permit _
measurements
Lo.k_
, . . . -..
01
oItr..
a t 0.'
0.1 ..volts.
RF .......
Bandwidth:*
700kc \Io.,'llm<)
(10-150mc)
If
Wth,·
7OClll<
1.4mc (150-500mc)
I."""
15G-'llOI7O<)
*Frequency i........
intervalr botw_
between POI.."
points
3cIo
_10.
3db OoW'll
down from moll.
mox. "
response.
RF IN'UT
INPUT
If
f 0.316
0.316 "01,,"
volts* 130db
(30db lIOi"l
gain) (10.12"'".1
(10-125mc)
llevel:
...I, ...::
L O.oI-U>
0.446 "01,,'
volts* (27db
gain) (125.2Sl1tft.c
(125-250mc)
21db lIOi"
""
f
0.630
volts*
(24db
gain)
(250-500mc)
",;: O.~ ...il.· (2~db lJlIl" (25O·5OOm.
*for '0
10 ".11.
volts ""p~'
output 1",0
into 50
50 ohm,
ohms
"lor
Impedance: 50
50 oh....
ohms
Im,.do"."

>
>
>
' f , _1,_

AMPLITUDE MODULATION
MODULATION CHA
CHARACTERISTICS
AMPLITUDE
.... CTEIISTleS
A M ....
RANGE:
Reproduces ",od~I
modulation
of drl"l",
driving
AM
NGE, ~'Plod~...
..lo" 01
signal lI4'"..
generator
0-loo%*
.;,,,••
Olor 0.100%'
<lo% o<!dod
added ••
to dl"ortl
distortion
of
A M OISTOITION,
DISTORTION: <I~
AM
... 01
driving SI,....
Signal1 o..-o'or,·
Generators*
dri..i..,
5
volt
max.
carrier
output
for
up
to
*Up
to
"Up ,,, 5
com.. oulpvt " " up .0
100% ~
AM
FREQUENCY MODUlATION
MODULATION eHA....CTER1Sl.eS
CHARACTERISTICS
fREQUENCY
FM RAHOE,
RANGE: Reproduces modulation
driving
fM
10<0 of *hoI..,
Signal Generator u..".
except ••
as U,..ltod
limited ...,
by "'"
the •RF
~~_
bandwidth.
<lo%* odd.d
added to modulation
of
INCIDENTAL AM,
AM: <I~"
INe'OfNTAl
Iotlon of
driving Signal o..-vtor
Generator
dri"i"ll
*
A
t
150kc
deviation.
"A,
FM OISlOUION,
DISTORTION: NotIIl,lblo
Negligible di"orti...
distortion odd.d
added 10
to
fM
distortion
of drl...r"ll
driving S,_.
Signal ~
Generator lor
for ....,._
deviaoI"
. .'ortion of
tions ...01
and """",••
modulation
frequencies
<150kc.
tI... ~ <1501<",

...

,

""It .........

I......... . . . . 1..

Si_'""1oIlon.
,5Olr..

'0 ........

.i....

PHYSICAL CHAlAeTE
CHARACTERISTICS
'HYSICAL
•• 5TleS
MOUNTING: C.bl....
Cabinet lor
for boftch
bench <10.;
use; b,
by removal
of
"0. of
MOUNTING,
extruded strips .~!l"blo
suitable Ifor
19-inch ...k
rack mounting.
ultudod
•• 'P..I".h
ou".I",.
FINISH: G,or
Gray ""';,,kl•.
wrinkle, engraved po".1
panel (o,h..
(other II".
finfiNISH,
ishes
on .,.".1
special o.do.).
order).
I,h.
. .available
. .llobl • •"
DIMENSIONS: H.I,hl
Hei ht _ 1-3/'6"
7-3/16"
DIMENSIONS,
Wi&h _1 1 9 . 1 / 2 "
Wldlh
Deoth _ 11.1
17-11/16"
Ooplh
/'6"
WEIGHT:
Net:
37'Ibs.
WEIGHT, Not, 31
Ib,.
Gross hpon,
Export: "75 lbo.
Ibs.
0.001
Grass
Domestic: ..,
45 lbo.
Ibs.
G••
n 000n0,,1.,
Export: 43
43 'bo.
Ibs.
llegal
_ ' hpon,
POWER UOUIIEMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
Pawn
230-A: 105-125/210-250 volts, 50-60 cps, 1;50
150 watts.
UO-A,I05-IU/2,o.250"oIt"50---60",,..

"'i,.

'''Ii',."o<l

- 19.'('"

YOU WILL FIND, , .

51"".,
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1
'.w., Ampll1io, ••••••••.•••••••
. . .. . 5

Applications•of f r~.
the Signal G.".,.,o,
Generator
Appli<.,io"•

Pow er A mpl i fi er
Using'ho
thefM
FMSfOroo
StereoMod"I..,.,
M o d u la t o r ..... 5
Uoi"l1
Editor's Holo
N o t e- 0QftlolO,
Meter Wi.....,
Winner •••.•8
Editor'.

-

Figure 1. Type 230A Signal Generator Power Am p l i fi e r
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SIGNAL SOURCES
SOURCES

Virtually any signal source,
soutC~, within
within the
th~
frequency
frcqu~ncy range
nnge of
of the
the 230A,
230A, may
may be
be
used. The obvious soprces
SO\.Irces are
arc signal
signal
generators such as the
the BRC
BRC 225A
225A gengeneral purpose signal generator, the
the 202
202
series FM-AM
PM-AM signal generators,
generatots, and
and
the
the 211A
211A and
and 232A
232A Navigation
Navigation Aid
Aid
signal
signal generators.
generators. Not
Not so
so obvious,
obvious, but
but
nevertheless
neverthelcss convenient
convenient signal
signal sources,
sources,
are
260A and
arc the
the 26011.
and 280A
280A Q
Q Meters,
Mereu, the
the
250A RX
250A
RX Meter,
Merer, crystal
crystal oscillators,
oscillators, etc
erc.
AMPLIFIER,
AMPLIFIER, RECEIVER,
RECEIVER, AND
AND
SYSTEM TESTING
SYSTEM
TESTING

Amplifier,
Amplifier, receiver,
receiver, or
or system
system testing
tcsting
may take
take many
may
many forms.
forms. A
A few
few of
of these
these
tests arc:
are:
resrs
1. Overload
Overload tests.
1.
tesrs.
2. AGe
AGC characteristics.
characteristics.
2.
3. Sk.irt
Skirt .selectivity.
selectivity.
3.
4.Adjacent
Adjacent channel
channel desensitization.
desensitization.
4.
5.
Cross
modulation
5_ Cross modulation and
and intermodulaintermodula..
tion.
rion.
6. Image
Image and
and IF
IF rejection.
rejection.
6.
for tests
1, 2,
Connections for
Connections
tests 1,
2, 3,
3, and
and
6
are
shown
in
Figure
2.
6 are shown in Figure 2.
Overload T&$b
Tests
Overload
Overload
tests
are
made
to
Overload tests are made (0
at
which
the
the
input
level
the input level at which the

determine
determine
output of
of
outpur

lOON
TON
BOONT
ON

SIGNAL

-

230A
POWER
AMPLIFIER

-

RADiO
RADIO

CORPORATION
CORPORATION

RECEIVER

'i9~,e 2.
:I. Selup
R.ce;ye, Testing
r ••'ing
Figure
Setup 10'
for Receiver

tCSt departs from
from a specispecithe unit under test
i.e., linear, log-linear,
log-linear,
fied
fied characteristic; i.e.,
etc., by a specified tolerance. Overload
tests are usually made on circuits
circuits with
restriCted to
active elements and are not restricted
the conventional
conventional superheterodyne receiver.
ceiver. Single frequency and broadband
amplifiers are also tested for overload.
The OUtput
output of the unit under test may
be the input signal amplified, or the
demodulated
demodulated output (AM, FM pulse,
erc.),
etc.), or a voltage or current proportional to input, (analog digital, dc,
dc, ere.).
etc.) .
AGe Characteristics
AGC
AGe
(automatic
gain control) charAGC
acteristics are measured or determined
by measuring the relationship between
RF input voltage and the dc voltage bias
developed by the AGC detector. It is
often desirable to derermine
determine the RF level
which will override the AGC and cause
level is
blocking and/or
and/or distortion. This level
often much higher than 500,000
500,000 microvolts in welI-designed
well-designed systems. See
See Reference 1I for measurement details.
details.

Skirt Selectivity
Selectivity
Skirt selectiviry
selectivity testing of a communications system requires that the performance of the frequency selective circuits be determined at a frequency con·
considerably removed from the desired
frequency, or on the "skirts"
frequency,
“skirts” of the
resonance curve, where attenuation is at
a very high value. Typical values lire
gre 2
attenuarion figures of 80
80
to 5 volts for attenuation
w 120
to
120 db. In this test, one must be ever
cautious of the possibility
possibility of overload
occurring before the desired point on the
skin
inskirt is reached. In AM systems,
systems, an increase in distortion indicates that over·
overmken place and limits the
loading has taken
extent of the “skirt”
"skirt" measurement.’
measurement. 2
Adjacent
Channel
Adjacent Channel
Desensith:ation Test
Tell
Desensitization
Most communication centers transmit
Usu·
on many channels simultaneously. Usually, a given receiver will be in COntaCt
contact
with signals of less than 100
100 microvolts
in strength,
strength, while one or more transmitters in the same room are operating
frequency only a few channels from
at a frequency
rhe receiver frequency. The receiver
the
must not, therefore, be affected by strong
signals in adjacent channels. It is for

".

SIGNAl..
GENERATOR
No.1

DIVIDER

RECEIVER

230A

SIGNAL

POWER
AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER

GENERATOR
No.2

:'\""

Fi9~'. 3. Conne<tion,
Figure
Connections 10'
for Duen,Hi,otion
Desensitization 7."
Test

this reason that desensitization
desensitization charactercharacteristics are specified
specified by communication
system designers, and that desensitization
desensitization
tests are made.
Desensitization tests are made by connecting the e<juipmcnt
equipment as shown in Figure 3. Signal
Signal generator #1
#I is set to give
a convenient metered detector level
(sometimes
(sometimes specified
specified for a given syssystem). This is the "desired
“desired signal"
signal” on
channel. Using signal generator #2
#2 in
conjunction with the 230A Pow!:'r
AmPower Amplifier, the adjacent channel level
level is
level is reduced
raised until the detector levef
by a specific amOUnt
amount (usually 3 db).
The reading on the 230A voltmeter is
twice the voltage required for "desensi“desensitization:'
tization.”
Cross Modulation
Modulation and
Intermodulation
Intermodulation
Cross modulation and intermodulation
tests are made on systems
systems which are inherendy very linear. Intermodulation
Intcrmodulation
herently
testS are performed by supplying twO
tests
two
or more signals to a system and measuring the resultant spurious products. For
example, twO
15-Mc signals, spaced I kc
two 15-Mc
apart, will produce a spectrum (Figure
4)
4) which can be analyzed to determine
the amount of intermodulation.
arc two
twO approaches to this
rhis test
There are
depending upon the amount
amounr of interinterinmodulation expected. If the expected intermodulation is greater than 2%,
296, a
single 230A amplifier may be used; connected as shown in Figure 5.
Typical intermodulation performance
data, taken with the 230A connected as
data,
in Figure 5,
5 , is given in the table in
Figure 6.
6. The test unit was replaced by
a 50-ohm termination and measurements
were made at 15
15 Mc.
Me.
The data in Figure 6 is indicative of
the intermodulation present in the 230A
Power Amplifier and expresses its lim-
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levels. Column
its for given OutpUt
output levels.
"VJlV ~ shows the
rhe value of the rms
“V1/V2
signal. Column "v
amplitude of each signal.
T T T"
’’
shows the meter indication when both
signals are applied. The "db"
“db’ wlumn
column
level of thelhighest
indicates the level
theihighest spurious
signal
Ir is the "db"
signal produced. It
“db’ column
which is most significant. For instance, a
figme
figure of 46 db is typical of a 0.5%
imermodproduct; consequently, system intermodulation products of less than this figure
dation
will have little or no significance. Actually, any change in the spurious OUtput
output
detected, when using a passive linear
termination, indicates
indicates a departure from
evalu- 4
linearity or phase shift. However, evalu·
ation of absolute value is impractical.
impractical.
There is another approach to the
measurement of small
small amounts of intermodulation, which, while not
nor tested to
date, theoretically should extend this
measurement to another order of magnirnde. TIle
nitude.
The connections
connections for this techarc shown in Figure 7. (The
nique are
meter switch is set to
“off” position
to the "off"
for this application.)

,
jb2l
40
60

SPURlOl15

I

c,*c--r

I

5P”RldUS

I
I
I
I

15nYc
FREOUENOY

'i9~,e .f.
S~d,~m for
I.., Analyzing
Anoly,;ng Amount
Amounl of
Figure
4. Spectrum
Int.,mo"~Iol;"n
Intermodulation

This system virtually eliminates the
inrermodulation products present or gengen·
intermodulation
crated
10 the driver stages of the 230A
erated in
Power Amplifier. It also reduces the
nonlinear effects of the dynamic plate
resistance of the output stage
stage by loading it with considerable linear, passive resistance. It is estimated that a 10
10 db d
sistance.
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Power is then connected to the standard
anci then to the wattmeter to
ro
wattmeter, and
be calibrated.
wattS is
calibrated. Power up to 9 watts
available for shorr
short periods for this applicarion.
[han specified
cation. Higher than
specified input
levels are necessary, however.
levels

SIGN"L
SIGNAL
G[NER"TOIl
GENERATOR
~o.2
No.
2

Figure 5. Connections for Checking More than 2 % Intermodularion

coupling attenuator will be a good factor
V dV2 values of 11 to 3 volts. Interfor VI/Vp
modulation of 50 to 60
60 db shoulci
should be obtainable using this te<hnique.
technique.
tesrs, two
twO signals
For cross modulation tests,
are re<juired;
required; conne<ted
connected as shown in
#1 is set to a
Figure 3. Signal generator #1
level (E
prescribed RF level
prescribed
(E1I and percent
modulation) depending upon the system
being tested. The demodulated output is
#2 and the 230A
noted. Signal generator #2
Power Amplifier arc
are then connected and
set on an adjacent
adjacent channel in accordance
with the specific tesr
test to be made. Signal
modulared in the same
generator #2
#2 is modulated
manner as signal generator #1, which
is now set for CW or unmodulated operation. The outpur
output (E
( E2)
the 230A
2 ) from rhe
is increased until the demodulated
out·
demodulated outpUt e<juals
put
equals that notoo
noted previously.
The cross modulation performance
follows:
may then be calculated as follows:
E2 /E I •
C
C,m =
12010g E2/E1.
It should be observed that the defalls off when E
modulated output falls
E1I
only is removed.

VIJvo
I

V

2v
3v
5v
7v

VT

db

1.7 V

-48
-46
-33
-24
-22

3.5v
5.6v
8.7v
11.6v

RF
RF Voltmeter Colibrotion
Calibration
proceciure for RF voltmeter CalicaliThe procedure
ciifferent than for
bration is somewhat different
warrmerer calibration,
wattmeter
calibration, since the voltmeter is usually II.a relatively high impedance device. The National Bureau of
A·T (AttenStandards has developed an A-T
(Attenuaror-Thermocouple) type standard RF
uator-Thermocouple)
voltmeter which may be used for this
applicarion.
insrrumem is a stand·
application. This instrument
stand[Q 300 volts
ard for RF voltages from 11 to
10 to 1000
Me. The OutpUt
at 10
1000 Mc.
output voltage
funaion of
of the 230A amplifier is a function
lo.1ding and can be increased many fold
loading
SO-ohm value. Experiments to
over the 50-ohm
date, using line stretchers, stub tuners,
tunel'S,
indiate that
and resonant transformers, indicate
100 volts may be
voltages from 60 to 100
developed for voltmeter calibration and
Other
other applications requiring large signal
levels.

Figure 6.
6. Typl<ol
Pre.ent
Typical Inlermo<lulotion
Intermodulation Presenf
in Type 2:l30A
30A

usually much higher than image rejection; so that even less sophisticated receivets
ceivers may fe<juite
require use of the 230A
Power Amplifier.
In AM systems,
systems, an increase in distorrion
tortion indiates
indicates that overloading has
raken
taken place.
RF Wattmeter
Wottmeter Calibration
RF
accom·
RF wattmeter calibration is accomplished by using a standard signal generaror
erator in conjunction with the 230A
Power Amplifier as
as a power source.

COMPONENT
COMPONENT TESTING
TESTING
Component testing
resting usually takes
rakes the
rhe
form
form of a breakdown or parameter
change which can be checked after sub·
sub-

@
",
T

Imoge
Rejection Tests
Image ond
and IF Rejection
Using the 230A Power Amplifier, IF
rejection tests arc
are made on receivers
where this rejection is extremely high
(in the order of 100
mate). The
100 db at
or more).
frequency (Fd
image frequency
(Fi) is that frequency
frequency
frewhich is twice the intermediate frequency (IF) away from the desired
signal
direcsignal frequency
frequency (F
(F,)
o),, in the same direc·
tion as the local
local oscillator (FlO)'
(FI,). See
See
8.
Figure 8.
IF rejection is made at the intermediate frequency by driving into the refrOnt end.
level is
ceiver front
end. This attenuation level
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Figure 7. Connections for Checking Small Amounts of Intermodulation
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AnENUATlON
ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
Using
Using the
the 230A
230A Power
Power Amplifier
Amplifier and
and
an
an RF
RF millivolt
millivolt meter,
meter, anenuation
attenuation measmeasurements
urements can
can be
be made
made in
in the
the order
order of
of
80
80 db.
db. The
The 230A
230A provides
provides an
an additional
additional
28
40 db
db of
of gain
gain or
or signal
signal level
level (as(as28 to
to 40
suming
suming the
the circuir
circuit being
being measured
measured will
will
permit
permit the
the high
high volage)
voltage) to
to add
add to
to the
the
existing
measuring
system
in
the
field
existing measuring system in the field of
of
anenuacion
attenuation measur~m~nts.
measurements. Filters,
Filters, long
long
ual15mission
transmission lines,
lines, etc..
etc., can
can be
be tested
tested in
in
this
this manner.
manner.

Figure 8. Image Frequency

jecring
jecting the
the component
component to
to higher
higher volrage
voltage
or
or power
power srresses
stresses than
than are
are normally
normally enencount~red
countered in
in standard
standard tests.
tests. Chokes.
Chokes, r~·
resistors, and
and Olpacitors
capacitors are
are examples
examples of
of
sistors,
such passiv~
passive componems.
components. For
For exampl~.
example,
such
in an
an actual
actual test.
test, aa small
small 7.5~
7.5ph chok~
choke
in
subjected
subjected to
to 100
100 volts
volts RF
RF at
at 20
20 Mc,
Mc,
exhibited DO
no chang~
change in
in Q
Q or
or LL alter
after testtestexhibited
ing. ItIt would
would be
be safe
safe to
to condud~,
conclude, th~re
thereing.
fore, that
that these
these chokes
chokes could
could be
be used
used up
fore.
to this
this lev~L
level. This
This appliOltion
application could
could abo
also
to
be extended
extended to
to activ~
active com~nts.
components.
be
Diode rtctificltion
rectification dficiency
efficiency can
can be
Diod~
determined with
with the
the setup
setup shown
shown in
in
d~t~rmined
9. Th~
The gain
gain of
of pow~r
power tr'al15istor
transistor
Figure 9.
Figur~
circuits can
can be
be d~termined
determined in
in aa similar
similar
circuits
fashion, sinc~
since the
the voh:ages
voltages are
are measure·
measurefashion,
able with
with ~ltisting
existing RF
RF voltm~t~rs.
voltmeters. Cir·
Cirabl~
cuits requiring
requiring high
high voltages;
voltages; such
such as
as
cuits
discriminators, limiters,
limiters, pow~r
power arnpli.
amplidiKriminators,
fiers, etc.,
etc., may
may be
be supplied
supplied by the
the 230A.
230A.
fi~rs,
This isis som~times
sometimes Ollled
called "down-sttlg~"
“down-stage”
This
testing.
testing.
HIGH LEVEL
LEVPL DRIVER
DRIVER
HIGH
As
a
high
level
driver,
the 230A
230A can
can
As a high level dtiv~r, th~
be used
used to
to power
power bridges
bridges and slOtted
slotted
be
lines to
to improve
improve th~
the resolution
resolution and
and ac·
aclines
curacy of
of these
these measurements.
measurements. Com·
Comcuracy
puters that
that requir~
require high
high level
level signals
signals
puters
sources for
for synchronizing
synchronizing purposes at
sources
moderately high
high frequencies
frequencies may
may abo
also
mod~rarely
be driven
driven by
by th~
the 230A
230A Power
Power Amplifier.
Amplifier.
be
ANTENNA TESTING
TESTING
ANTENNA
The 230A
230A isis capable
capable of
of supplying
supplying
The
moderate power
power for
for antenna
antenna measuremeasuremoderate
ments,
while,
at
the
same
time,
providing
menu, wh.ile. at the same tim~, providing
relatively small
small leakage
leakage from
from th~
the Power
Power
relatively
Amplifier itself.
itself. This
This feature
feature permits
permits
Amplifier
two antennas
antennas to
to be
be closer
closer together,
together,
twO
thereby
shortening
the
range
required.
thereby shortening the range required.

lOW
LOW LEVEl
LEVEL AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER
As a low level
level amplifier,
amplifier, the 230A
can
can be used to
to amplify small
small signals, such
as
freas aa crystal
crystal spectrum ar
at a given frequency,
quency, for
for frequency
frequency drift measure·
measurements.
ments.
"I
PE ••
Ah

,FILTER
'"

[Z:lC1J~
~

POWER
AMPLIFIER

Figure ,.
9. COIIIIUli•••
C o n n e c t i o n s '0'
f o r CI,.d'j"lJ
Checking D
iode
'i""••
0;0<1.
Rectification f"k....
Efficiency
1:""";"01;e.,

FREQUENCY
MULTIPLYING
FREQUENCY MULTIPLYING
A number of approaches to this apFint, it is possible
plication are possible..
possible. First,
to amplify the harmonics present in the
input signal
signal. Th~
The OUtput
output under these
conditions is in the order of
of 0.2 to
[0 0.5
conditions
volts, with 0.2 voltS
volts of
of fundamental
voles.
Another approach is to use a
input. A.nother
semiconductor harmonic generator
semiconducror
generator to
[Q
augment the harmonics present in the
signal. This technique yields sevinput signal
sev·
volts outpUt,
output, depending upon the
eral voles
If sufficient
sufficient input
input levels available. If
is available,
available, the 230A input stage may
is
attendant disbe overdriven and the atrendant
produc~ higher
high~l harmonic
tortion will produce
levels. Approximately 1 to 2 volts may
levels.
expected for inputs of
of the order of
be expe<t~d
of
Crystal frequency synthesizer
11 volt. Crystal
output may be multiplied as many as
ten times, extending the
th~ usefulness of
of
to the UHF range.
unitS [0
these units
RADIO INTERFERENCE TESTING
RADIO
Other appliOltio05
applications of
of the 230A Power
are found in the
the Radio FreAmplifier are
quency Interference
Interfercoc~ (RFI) field of
of
measurements.
measurements.
Screen
Screen Room
Room Testing
Testing

Screen rooms
Screen
rooms are
are used
used to
to reduce
reduce RPI
RFI

in cases
cases where
in
where equipment
equipment being
being tested,
tested.

or operated.
operated, is
or
is capable
capable of
of causing
causing RFI,
RFI,
or is
sensitive to
or
is sensitive
to RFI.
RFt. The
The screen
screen room,
room,
in either
either case,
in
c:a.se, must
must provide
provide aII. prescribed
prescribed

4
4

CO.PORATION
C
ORPORATION

amount
anenuation; usually
usually in
in the
the
amount of
of attenuation;
order
100 db
or more.
more.
order of
of 100
db or
meU10d for
for testing
testing screen
screen rooms
rooms; isis \c,
A method
A
described
in
Military
Specification,
MILdescribed in Military Specification, MILE4957·A (ASG).
This method
method has
has bebeE-4957-A
(ASG). This
come
genenJ practice.
practice. The
The specification
SpecifiOltion
come general
includes
test at
at 400
400 Mc;
Mc; aa frequency
frequency
includes aa test
thar has
has proved
proved to
to be
be rather
rather critical,
critical, rerethat
gardless
room size.
size
gardless of
of room
In general,
general, the
the procedure
procedure for
for making
making
In
this 400
400 Mc
Me test
test is
is as
as follows
follows (Figure
(Figure
this
10). First,
First, aa clear
dear channel
channel at
at approxiapproxi10).
mately 400
400 Mc
Mc should
should be
be selected
selected by
by
mately
intensity measmeaslistening with the field intensity
or receiving
receiving equipment
equipment antenna,
antenna,
uring or
uring
room. The antenna
antenna isis
outside the shield room.
placed a few inches from
from the
the outside
outside of
of
placed
tested, several feet
feet
the screen room to be tested,
the
from the transmittins
uansmirring antenna.
amenna. If1£ the
has a calibrated
calibrated
teceiving equipment
equipmem has
receiving
att~nuatOr system, the
the signal generator
generator
attenuator
.al
be operated
operated at
at
and Power Amplifier
Amplifier may
may be
OUtpUt, and the
the attenuator
anenuatot set
set to
to
i ’
full output,
conveni~m meter
m~ter reading
reading on the
tbe
give a convenient
Alternatively, the
tbe
receiving equipment. Alternatively,
recc..iving equipment
equipment can be
be set
set to
to high
high
receiving
sel15iriviry and the
the signal generator
generator level
levd
sensitivity
to produce
produce aa convenient
convenient meter
meter
adjusted to
is then
then
receiving antenna
antenna is
reading. The receiving
room and
&nd placed
placed
mO\'ed inside the
the screen room
moved
of the
tbe wall
wall being
being
inches of
within a few inches
full output
OUtpUt from
from the
the 230A,
23011..
tested. With full
receiving antenna
antenna is
is used
used as
as aa probe,
probe.
the receiving
and the
the point
point of
of
along the seams, etc., and
is determined.
determined. The
The
maximum leakage
leakage is
maximum
read as
as
appropriate attenuator
attenuator setting
setting isis read
appropriate
,
th~ shielding attenuation
anenuarion figure.
figure. The
The
the
is repeated
r~peated for
for the
the other
other walls
walls
procedure is
procedure
I
of
of the
the screen
Kreen room.
room.

,_O";"-i-""c':,-,
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Figure
'Ig.... 10. Setup for
lOt Screen
$c,.... Room
Roo," Testing
, ..,i..,

A
IRE
A paper5
paper!) was
was given
given at
at the
the 1961
1961 IRE
Convention
Convention in
in New
New York
York which
which dedescribed another
anOther approach
approach for
for measuring
measuring
shielding
shielding performance
performance at
at critical
aiticaJ frefrequencies.
quencies.. One of
of these
these frequencies
frequencies isis
the
the frequency
frequency (f,,)
(Eo) at
at which
which the
the screen
screen
room
room isis resonant;
resonant; usually
usually between
between 50
~O
and
and 200 MC.
MC The
The frequency
frequency (f,)
(Eo) can
can be
be
readily
readily detected using
using aa grid-dip
grid-dip meter
meter
technique.
technique. The
'f1le' procedure,
proced~. described
described in
in
the
IRE paper,
paper, for
for making
maklOg the
the· attenuaattenuathe IRE
tion
tion measurement
measurement isis basically
basically the
the same
same
as
as previously
previously described
described except
except that
that the.
the'
measurement
made at
at the
the center
center of
of
measurement isis made
the
rh~ screen
screen room.
room.

1
~
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Other
Other RFI
RFI Applications
Applications

L/

Othet
Other RFI
RFI applications
applications include
include powpoweting
the
ering of
of probes,
probes, loops,
loops, etc.,
etc., for
for
the testtests
ing
ing of
of filters,
filters, shielded
shielded eables
cables3,, and
and small
small
compartments.
compartments. It
It isis also
also possible
possible to
to conconto
duct
"Standard
Susceptibility
duct “Standard Susceptibility to RadiaRadia~ The
tion
tion Tests."
Tests.”*
The Output
output of
of the
the 230A
230A
is
sufficient
Power
Amplifier
Power Amplifier is sufficient to
to set
set up
up
standard
standard field
field imensities
intensities of
of greater
greater than
than
11volt
volt per
per met~c
metzt throughout
throughout most
most of
of the
the
freql,leney
frequency range.
range.

Additional
Additional Performance
Performance Data
Data

The
The following
following performance
performance data
data has
has
been
been taken
taken on
on the
the 230A,
230A, and,
and, while
while not
not
incorporated
incorporated into
into the
the specifications,
specifications, isis
considered
considered typical
typical of
of production
production unitS.
units.
Noise
Approximately 88 db,
db, or
or
Noise Figure
Figure --Approximately

about
microvolts per
per Kc
Kc of
of bandwidth.
bandwidth.
about 44 microvolts
Power
It has
has been
been found
found that
that
Power Output
Output -- It
is available,
available, the
the 230A
230A
if
if enough
enough drh'e
drive is
may
much as
as 16
16 watts
watts for
for
may produce
produce as
as much
short
of time
time without
without damage
damage
short pericxls
periods of
at
at some
some fre<:juencies.
frequencies.
Conc:lusion
Conclusion

We
here many
many of
of the
the
W e have
have presented
presented here
applications
the 230A
230A Power
Power AmpliAmpliapplications of
of the
fier.
at this
this writing,
writing, additional
ap·
fier. Even
Even at
additional applications
in the
the making.
making. These
will
plications are
are in
These will
be
of the
be taken up in subsequent issues of
the details
become known.
known.
Notebook,
Notebook, as
as the
details become
to thank
thank Mr.
Mr. Fritz
Fritz
The
wishes to
The author
author wishes
Popper
Popper of
of Shielding,
Shielding, Inc., Messrs. Sidney
White
USASRDL,
White and
and Guy
Guy Johnson
Johnson of
of USASRDL,
and
BRC Engineering
for their
their
and the
the BRC
Engineering Staff
Staff for
comments
comments and assistance
assistance .'liven
given during
the
the preparation of this article.
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Using
Using the FM
FM Stereo Modulator
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Ettgineer
SaZes Elzgilzeer
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

With
With the
the approval
approval of
of an
an FM
FM Stereo
Stereo
broadcasr
broadcast sysrem
system by
by the
the FCC
FCC on
on April
April
20,
20, 1961,
1961, as
as specified
specified in
in FCC
FCC Docket
Docket
13506,
13506, BRe
BRC designed
designed and
and made
made availavailable
able the
the Type
Type 219A
219A FM
FM Stereo
Stereo McxluModulatOr,
lator, aa stable,
stable, easy
easy to
to use,
use, compact,
compact,
economical
economical source
source of
of the
the multiplex
multiplex sigsig
nal
nal for
for use
use with
with FM
FM Signal
Signal Generators,
Generators,
or
or for
for direct
direct use
use with
with receiving
receiving multimultiplex
plex adapters.
adapters. Complete
Complete derails
details of
of the
the
basic
basic design
design and
and circuitry
circuitry of
of the
the McxluModu!ator
No.
lator may
may be
be found
found in
in Norebook
Notebook No.
30. The
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this article
article isis to
to
30.
describe
describe the
the various
various tests
tests which
which may
may be
be
performed with
with this
this new
new instrument.
instrument,
performed
AREAS OF
OF APPLICATION
APPLICATION
AREAS

The Type
Type 219A
2 19A FM
FM Stereo
Stereo Modulator
Modulator
The
finds application
application in
in the
the design,
design, produc.
producfinds
tion testing,
testing, and
and servicing
servicing of
of FM
FM multi·
multition
plex receivers
receivers and
and adapters.
adapters. The
The exexplex
treme versatility
versatility of
of the
the insrrument
instrument in
in
treme
providing both
both standard
standard and
and non-standnon-standproviding
ard signal
signal OutPUtS
outputs make
make itit ideal
ideal for
for
\ ard
laboratory use.
use. The
The reliable,
reliable, compaCt
compact
laboratOry
design, and
and the
the relatively
relatively high
high available
available
design,
output, permitting
permitting the
the operation
operation of
of sevsevourput,
eral test
test stations
stations from
from aa single
single modulamodulaeral
well suited
suited for
for produCtion
production
tor, make
make itit well
tor,
line applications.
applications. The
The functional
functional con·
conline
ii troIs
trols and
and convenient
convenient ourpur
output meter
meter fulfill
fulfill
the requirements
requirements of
of service
service applications.
applications,
rhe
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Figure 1 . Type 219A FM Stereo Modulator

METHODS OF
OF OPERATION
OPERATION
METHODS

The Type 219A
2 19A FM Srereo
Stereo Modulator
The
generates the
the complete
complete multiplex signal,
generates
(L
R ) , (L
( L -- R
) , and
consisting of (L
R),
R),
consisting
19 KC
KC pilot:
pilot and may be exrernally
externally fed
19
with an
an SCA
SCA sub-carrier. Employing
with
either the internal
internal 11 KC oscillator or
either
tone or program source, the
an external tOOl"
output may be used directly for the
Output
other
testing of multiplex adapters or Other
resting
base-band circuitry
circuitry in the 50 cps base·band
70 KC range.
range.
70
Alternatively, the output of the modAlternatively,
mod·
ulator may be used to modulate a suitulatOr
able FM
FM Signal
Signal Generator,
Generator, such as the
able
to provide a com·
comBRC 202E or 202H, to
BRC
signal at RF, simulating
plete multiplex signal
transmissions in rhe
the 88·108
88-108 MC
Me broadbroad·
transmissions
cast band.
band. The
The Type 519A Adapter
cast
provides a convenient means of interinterprovides
connecting these
these instruments and perof the modulating oscillator in
mits use of
mits

+
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the 202E/H
202E/H as an audio tone
tOne source
to accomplish fidelity
fidelity and
and distortion
distOrtion
measurements from 50 cps to
KC
to 15 KC
without
The
wirhout an external audio oscillator. The
“set”
19A output
"set" position on the
the 2219A
OUtpUt mode
mode
switch permits
of
permits convenient setting
setting of
FM deviation on the
rhe signal
signal generator
generator to
to
equate
e<:jullte 100% multiplex
multiplex output
OUtpUt to
to 75
75
KC deviation.
DEFINITION
DEFINITION OF TESTS
TESTS

Essentially, there are four basic
basic tests
teStS
which may be performed
performed with
with the
the Type
Type
219A FM
PM Stereo Modulator
Modulator alone
alone or
or
in combination with
with a suitable
suitable FM
FM Signal Generator.
1.
1. Stereophonic
Stereophonic or
or Channel
Channel
Separation
Separation
Stereophonic or
or channel separation,
separation,
usually expressed in
is the
the ratio
ratio of
of
in db, is
the signal output
OUtput from
from an
an excited
excited

BOONTON
BOQNTON

channel (lor
R)) to
to the residual or
( L or R
undesired outpur
output present on the nonexcited channel ((R
R or 1).
L).
R) -- (1
(l -- R)
R) Crosstalk
2. (l
(1 + R)
Crosstalk
(L
R)) Crosstalk
Crosstalk is
(L R)
R ) -- (L -- R
R)
the residual or undesired (L
(L
R ) or
(L
R)) ourput
( L -- R
output when either L =
=R
= -R,
-R, respectively,
respeCtively, in the multior L =
plex signal.

+
+

+

Distortion
3. Electrical
Electrical Fidelity and Distortion
Electrical fidelity and distortion are
measured convenrionally
conventionally on both (l)
(L)
freand (R)
( R ) channels over the audio frequency range from 50 cps to 15 KC.
Non-Standard Signal
Signal Makeup
4. Nan-Standard
Non·standard
Nonstandard signal
signal makeup involves
R),
the serring
setting of (L
(L
R ) , (L -- R),
R),
and/or
19 KC pilot
pilm levels over a range
and/or 19
simulating
simulating the effects of propagation;
eg.,
transmission.
eg., rnultipath
multipath transmission.
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TEST SETUPS
SETUPS AND
INTERCONNECTIONS
INTERCONNECTIONS

Typical equipment setup and interconnections for the tests,
tesrs, listed above,
above,
are shown in block diagram
diagram form
form in
4. Figure 2 shows
shows
Figures 2 through 4.
rhe
the connections
connections for measurement of a
base-band cirmultiplex adapter or base-band
circuitry of a receiver.
receiver. Figure 3 shows the
connections
measuremenr of an FM
connections for measurement
receiver
mulciplex adapter (or mulreceiver and multiplex
~iple~
tiplex receive~).
receiver). Figure 4 is essentially
essentially
Identical to Figure
FIgure 3 except thar
that a disdisidentical
meter, or other
tortion analyzer,
analyzer, Output
output meter,
>suirable
insrrument is connecred
in
suitable instrument
connected In
replace of the oscilloscope for testing recovered audio.
audio.
AUXILIARY
AUXILIARY TEST EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS

The
T h e approved
approved stereo broadcasting
system
system employs
employs base·band
base-band frequencies
frequencies

RADIO
RADIO

CORPORATION
C
ORPORATION

frequency within ±
2 1}-20
/2' from 50 cps
to 70 KC. Figure 5Ashows a typical
oscilloscope pattern for a properly balanced multiplex signal (without 19 KC
pilot). The flat base line indicates amR)) and
plitude identity between (L
(L
R
R);
((L
L -- R
) ; a small
small and tolerable amount
of phase shifr
shift is indicated by the noncoincidence
rhe zero crossings
crossings on the
coincidence of the
Figure5B
indicares amplitude
base line. Figure
5B indicates
R)) with ap(excess L -- R
unbalance (excess
proximately the same phase shift presFigure5A.It is important to note
ent in Figure.5A.It
that this amplitude and phase shift,
viewed on the oscilloscope, may be due
to either improper adjustment of the
219A (readily
(readily checked on the output
meter)) or inadequate response
response charcharmeter
aCteristics
acteristics of the oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. The peak
voltmeter in the 219A may be relied on
R and
Rand
to indicate equality of L
ro better
bener
L -- R signal
signal peak amplitudes to
than ±I%.
kl%.

+

+

Fi9"'.
Figure 4. Conne.tjon.
Connecfions lor
for Fideli,y
Fidelity "nd
and Di.'or/jon
Distortion

over the range from
from 50 cps to 75 KC
and it is essential that all auxiliary
auxiliary
equipment have adeqllate
adequate bandpass cawavepabilities to handle the complex
complex waveforms with negligible time delay
forms
delay and
amplitude variation over this range. A
typical FM Signal
Signal Generator must have
adequate FM modulation
mooulation bandwidth in
terms of sufficiently constant amplirude
amplitude
response
response and time delay in order to
maintain stereo separation and should,
should,
of course, introduce minimum ampliamplitude distOrtion.
distortion.
comWhile the levels of the various components of the multiplex signal can be
readily and precisely
precisely adjusted using the
peak reading output meier
meter on
on the
219A,
219A, an
an external oscilloscope is dedesirable to measure
measure and interpret the
performance of the receiver or adapter
under tesc.
test. The oscilloscope used must
possess minimum variation in ampliamplivs.
tude response
response and linearity of phase vs.

OSCillOSCOPE
OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZATION
SYNCHRONIZATION

synchronized
The oscilloscope may be synchronized
tOne input signal
with either the audio tone
or the 19
19 KC pilot carrier, generated in
the 2l9A.
219A. The audio sync signal
signal should
be obtained from the external tone
source
( R ) input terminals
source or the right (R)
of the 219A if the internal 11 KC rone
tone
sync
oscillatOr
oscillator is used. The 19
19 KC sync
signal is available
available directly from a jack
signal
on the rear of the
rhe 219A.
\When audio
219A. When
tOne synchronization is employed,
tone
employed, the
oscilloscope pattern for the complete
multiplex signal, including 19 KC pilot
carrier, is shown in Figure 5 C.
CHANNEL
CHANNEL IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATION

It is often necessary
necessary ro
to identify left
(L)
( L ) and
and right R)
R ) channels.
channels. While such
such
identification
identification can
can be made by observing
the multiplex signal
signal presentation with
audio sync on an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope and apap-
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NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

plying
plying the
the basi<:
basic definitions
definitions in
in FCC
FCC
Docket
Docket 13506,
13506, aa fat
far simplet
simpler and
and easiet
easier
method
method isis available.
available. In
In this
this method,
method, the
the
mulriplex
multiplex signal
signal isis observed
observed using
using the
the
19
19 KC
KC sync
sync Output
output of
of the
the 219A,
219A, phasephaseshifted
45”,on
on tht
the external
external input
input of
of the
the
shifted 45°,
os<:iJloscope
6. The
The
oscilloscope as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 6.
phase-shift
phase-shift network,
network, including
including typical
typical
<:omponent
component values,
values, isis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure
7.
7. The
The oscilloscope
oscilloscope patterns
patterns rhat
that will
will
result
result from
from audio
audio rone
tone signals
signals on
on either
either
the
the right
right (R)
( R ) or
or left
left (L)
( L ) channel
channel are
are
shown
shown in
in Figures
Figures 5Dand
5Dand 5E.
5E.

TEST
TEST PROCEDURES
PROCEDURES
Stereophonic
or
Seporotion
Stereophonic or Channel
Channel Separation
L
for standard
mul1. Adjust
Adjust the
the 219A
219A for
standard mul-

riplex
with an
rone signal
tiplex output
output with
an audio
audio tone
signal
of
to
of the
the desired
desired frequency
frequency applied
applied to
either
left (1)
right (R)
channel.
either the
the left
( L ) or
or right
( R ) channel.
2.
frequency, modulation,
modulation, and
and
2. Adjust
Adjust frequency,
Output
freoutput of
of signal
signal generator;
generator; also
also frequency
teceivet. (This
quency and Output
output of receiver.
stcp
if measurements
measurements are
are to
to
step is
is omitted
omitted if
be
at base-band,
base-band, elirnielimibe made
made directly
directly at
nating the signal
signal generator).
3.
Adjust
receiver stereophonic con3.
trols for maximum audio output
Output from
channel
to-'e signal
channel on which audio tole
has been applied and minimum output
Output
from
If receiver or
from undesired channel.
channel. If
adapter has not been previously aligned,
also adjust matrix to optimize these
conditions.
conditions.
4.
of
4. Measure the audio OutpUt
output levels or‘
the desired and undesired channels.
channels.
Alternatively, the 2219A
19A audio tone
mooulating
teversed to
1O
modulating signal may be reversed
the opposite
rhetehy permitpermir.
opposite channel, thereby
ting reading of audio OUtput
output to be made
on
on either channel individually.

lator is
is employed,
employed. switching
switching may
may be
be
lator
conveniently performed
performed by
by operating
operating
conveniently
the matrix
matrix switch).
switch).
the
3. Measure
Measure the
the undesired
undesired ((L
L
RR))
3.
or ((L
- R
R)) output,
ourput, respectively,
respectively, in
in the
the
or
Lreceiver or
or adapter
adapter under
under test.
rest.
receiver
NOTE: If[f an
an FM
FM Signal
Signal Generator
Generator
NOTE:
is employed
employed for
for measurements
measurements
is
through the
the RF
RF section
section of
of aare·
through
receiver, crosstalk,
crosstalk, prior
prior to
to demodudemodu·
ceiver,
lation due
due to
to overload
overload in
in the
the rerelation
be detected
detected by
by varying
varying
may be
ceiver, may
OutpUt level
level of
of the
the signal
signal
the RF
RF output
the
generator.
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6. Co"ne"';o,,s
Connections fOf
for CI,o"ne//oen'ifi,,,';""
Channel Identification

MODULATOR
MODULATOR BALANCE
BALANCE

-’

The
The 38
38 KC
KC carrier,
carrier, genenued
generated by the
the
balanced
balanced mooularor,
modulator, must,
must, of
of course,
course, be
properly
properly suppressed
suppressed and
and the
the 219A
219A isis
specified
specified ro
to produce
produce less
less than
than 0.5%
0.5% of
38
38 KC,
KC, when
when properly
properly adjusted,
adjusted, comcompared
pared to
to the
the level
level of
of th~
the composite
composite
output.
output. Proper
Proper balance
balance will
will ptoduce
produce [he
the
waveform
waveform shown
shown in
in Figure5A;the
Figure 5A;the wavewaveform
form resulting
resulting from
from aa grossly
grossly unbalunbalanced
anced sub-carrier
sub-carrier Output
output isis shown
shown in
Figure
5F.
Figure 5F.
PHASING
PHASING OF
OF 19
19 KC
KC AND
AND 38
38 KC
KC
CARRIERS
CARRIERS

Proper
Proper phasing
phasing of
of the
the 19
19 KC
KC pilot
carrier and
and the
the 38
38 KC
KC cartier,
carrier, mooumoducarrier
by (L
( L -- R),
R ) , isis essential
essential for
for
lated by
lated
proper demooulation
demodulation in
in the
the receiver.
receiver.
proper
This phasing
phasing in
in the
the 219A
219A may be
This
readily verified
verified by
by observing
observing 05cillo·
oscilloreadily
( L -- R)
R ) and
and 19
19 KC
scope patterns
patterns of
of (L
scope
pilot, employing
employing the
the setup
setup shown
shown in
in
pilot,
6 , excepr
except that
that the
the sync
sync input of
Figure 6,
Figute
the scope
scope isis fed
fed from
from the
the audio
audio tone
the
signal. A
A typical
typical waveform
waveform with
with nearly
signal.
correct phasing
phasing isis shown
shown in
in Figure5G;
Figure5G;
COrren
the "diamond·'
“diamond” pattern,
pattern, in
in the center
center
the
of the
the display,
display, should
should be
be perfectly
perfectly symsymof
etrical. Incorrect
Incorrect phasing
phasing isis shown
shown in
in
etrica1.
Figure 5H
5H
Figure
I

019KCIN
19KC
IN

4

I

•

%
30<

Figure

22K
22oPf::

OUTPUT
OUTPUT
TO SCOPE
SCOPE
TO

Y

7. Phase Shift Nefwork

NOTES:
(a)
receiver or
( a ) The receiver
adapter matrix and stereophonic
balance
balance controls are usually adjusted
justed for optimum separation at
11 KC; measurements
measuremenrs at other
orher
audio tone
tOne frequencies are then
made without disturbing
disrurbing these
settings.
(b)
rhe
( b ) Since
Since the audio ourput
output of
of the
receiver
receiver or adapter under test
resr may
include 19
19 KC and/or
and/or 38 KC
include
components, either low-pass
components,
low-pass filters
(15 KC cut-off) should be in(IS
serted between the audio outputs
serted
OutputS
and the indicating voltmeters or
should be made on an
readout should
oscilloscope, ignoring the 19 and
oscilloscope,
38 KC components in the measure38
measure·
ment.

+

(1+ R)
R) -- (L(1 - R)
(L
R) Crosstalk

1. Repeat steps 1
I.
I thru
theu 3 under
separation.
separation.
2. Seleer
Select LL
R or
or LL -- R
R
R by
by means
means
2.
of the
the funerion
function switch
switch and
of
and measure
measure the
the
R
or L
undesired LL
undesired
R or
L - R
R output
OutpUt in
in
the device
device under
test. If
If aa 19
the
under tcsc.
19 KC
KC pilot
pilot
is required,
required, cross·connect
cross-connect (parallel)
(parallel) the
is
the
219A left
left (L)
( L ) and
R ) inputs
219A
and right
tight ((R)
inputs to
to
obtain (L
( L -- R
R)) null or, conversely,
( L ) and
and right
R ) inputs
provide left
right ((R)
inputs
provide
[eft (L)
so that
that L
= -R.
-R. providing
(L
R
so
L =
providing (L
R))
null.
(If
the
219A
internal
1
KC
oscilnull. (If tht' 2 L9A internal I KC oscil-

+
+

+

7
7

Electrical Fidelity
Fidelity and
ond Distortion
Distortion

1. Repeat
Repear steps 1I thru
thru 33 under
under
1.
separation.
2. Measure
Measure the
rhe audio output
Output level
level
2.
from the receiver
receiver or
Ot adapter
adapter at
at selected
selected
from
15 KC
KC
in the
rhe 50
50 cps
cps to
to 15
frequencies in
range.
range.
Measure the
the distortion
distortion on
on the
the rereo
3. Measure
adapter audio
audio output
Output at:
at seseceiver or adapter
in the
the 50
50 cps
cps to
to 15
Ij
lected frequencies in
range.
KC range.
The audio tone
tone input
input to
ro the
the
NOTE: The
NOTE:
must be
be readjusted
readjusted for
for standstand219A must
level at
ar each test
tesr frequency.
frequency.
ard level
Non-Standard Signal
Signal Makeup
Makeup
Non-Standard

Repeat steps 1
1 thru
theu 33 under
under separaseparaRepeat
tion, modifying
modifying the
the levels
levels of
of 19
19 KC
KC
tion,
pilot carrier,
carrier, (L
(L
R),
and (L
(L - R
R))
pilot
R
) , and
to simulate the
the desired test
test condition.
condition.
to
and/or adapters,
adapters,
NOTE: Receivers
Receivers and/or
NOTE:
especially those
those employing
employing phasephaselocked sub-carrier
sub·carrier oscillators,
oscillators, should
should
be tested
te5ted at various
variO\15 levels
lcveb of
of 19
19
KC
KC pilot
pilot carrier.
carrier.

+

CONCLUSION

The Type 219A FM
FM Stereo
Stereo ModulaModulator
ror is
is an excellent source of
of FM
FM stereo
stereo
multiplex
multiplex baseband
baseband signals for
for use
use with
with
FM
FM signal generators or
or for
for the
the direct
direct use
use
with
with receiving
receiving multiplex
multiplex adapters.
adapters. When
When
used
used with the
rhe BRC
BRC Types
Types 202E
202E or
or
202H signal generators,
generator5, the
the instruinstrument
ment provides
provides modulated
modulated RF
RF stereo
stereo
multiplex
multiplex signals
signals which
which are
are of
of aa ouality
ouality
better
better than
than that
that specified
specified by
by FCC.
FCC. The
The
versatility
versatility and
and reliability
reliability of
of the
the instruinstrument,
ment, together
together with
with its
irs compactness
Compacrness of
of
design,
design, relatively
relatively high
high available
available output,
Output,
functional
funCtional controls,
conrrols, and
and convenient
convenient outourput
pUT meter,
merer, make
make itir aa valuable
valuable tool
tool for
for
use
use in
in the
rhe design,
design, production
ptoduction testing,
testing,
and
and servicing
servicing of
of FM
FM multiplex
multiplex receivers
receivers
and
adapters.
and adapters.
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QQ Meter
Meter Winner
Winner
The
circuit displayed
displayed at
at the
the IRE
IRE show
show
Thecircuit
has
hasbeen
beencarefully
carefully measured
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on rhe
the Type
Type
280A
280A UHF
UHF QQ Meter
Meter Ind
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the QQ isis 1421.
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
hu been
been characteristic
charaCteristic of
of the
the
ItIt has
development of
of electronic systems and
and
development
that effort has
has been
been
terminal equipment that
cominuaUy devoted to
to methods
methods of
of
continually
making the
the output
OUtput of
of the equipment
making
or system
SYStem more
morc faithfully
faithfully reproduce
reproduce
imporram characteristics
char.tctcrisrics of
of the
lhe inthe important
pUt. A
II major consideration
consider-nioo of
of this naput.
rure has been improvement in
in the
ture
linearity of
of the
me transfer
transfer characteristics
characteriStics
of devices, equipment, or systems.
syStems.
of
While there
theu are equipment and devices
In which
.... hich some
50me function, other than a
in
Slt1light line, is wanted between the
thestraight
Slraiglll line or
input and OUtput,
output, the straight
linear relationship is by far
fu the
rhe most
.~ common. There are several detailed
motivations for this activity which have
slightly different CQlU\O£ariol15
vari·
connotations in various fields
fi~1ds of
Howev~r, it is
of endeavor.
endeavor. However,
lhe:
possible to generalize on som~
some of
of the
faclOl"5 that
mat push developmeOi
ch~
factors
development in the
direccion
linearic)' of transdirection of
of improved linearity
fer charnct~risdc.
fields of com·
characteristic. In the fields
communication equipment devclopmenc,
development, excrcmc linearity did not become of major
treme
importanCe until these systems were
importance
directed toward
roward more eHidenc
efficient use of
the frequency spectrum.
spectrum. This frequently
resuhs in
cransmisresults
in multiple channel transmission
sion in which nonlinearity of Ihe
the u-anstransfer characteristic causes unwanted crosscrossfalk between the various channels.
talk
In recelll
communirecent limes,
times, rhe
the use of communialions
cations type systems for
for (he
the transmission
transmission
of scientific,
scientific, commercial,
commercial, and Other
other
forms
forms of dara
data has becoIIlC'
become common.
common.
Since (he
the information being lransmitted
transmitted
has Olher
other Ihan
than a subjectivl."
subjective ~nd
end resole,
result,
the accuracy
accuracy of dala
data lransmission
transmission is
is
relaled
of (he
the rransfer
transfer
related to the linearity of
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Figure I , Transfer Characteristic w i t h Typical Nonlinearity

chamcteristic.
field of
of
characteristic. Even in the field
entertainment
electronics, pressure for
ell[erra.i~n[ electronics,
inore
more faithful
faithful reproduction has been
development in
continuous. A recent developmcnt
cominliOliS.
this field,
of Jla system of FM
field, that uf
StCreo
MuLtiplex transmission, 1I.. 2 has
Stereo Multiplex
forced the manufacturers of FM transmitters
enterminers and receivers for the cmertainment
field to improve the linearity
rainment field
crossof their equipment to minimize cross·
tnlk becw(-en
between lhe
the Monaural
Stereo
t:tlk
Monaural and Sten...,
channels of
of the SYStem.
system. One fact
fact that
dlannels
noted i~
i\ fh:\{.
that, b...'C\U'iC
becn~ise"f
of th('"
thc
should be IlOtOO
different obiecliv..:s
objectives and
and the differl::m
different
differem
technologies which have developed
t~hnologies
uound
around these objeccives,
objectives, the effect.s
effects of
of
the transfer charactercharacternonlinearity in {he
described in
in many differem
different
istic are dt'SCribed
terms.
terms..
GENERAL
GENERAL COMMENTS
COMMENTS ON
ON
NONLINEAR
NONLINEAR DISTORTION
DISTORTION
Before
discussing the del2iled
detailed techtechBefore di5CUSSing
niques of
of fl1C1SUremem,
measurement, i{it might be
well to
to consider
consider wh:lI
what we rC2J1y
really mean
by "nonIinearif)''',
"nonlinearity", and
and the
the distonion
distortion
by
.....hich
which results
results therefrom.
therefrom Non/lnearity.
Nonlinearity,
as used
used in
in (his
this discussion,
discussion, refers
refers to
to that
as
characteristic of
of aa circuit
circuit which
which causes
causes
characterhric
the OUtpUt
output to
to be
be related
related ro
to the
the input
input
the

straight line function.
by other than a .straight
funCtion.
As a result,
resuh, the circuit may not
nOt be
equ?' t l o n s
specified by linear differential <-'quanons
with time
as the independent
dme liS
indcpendem variable."
variable. It
Many
t o describe
r..-lany tcrms
tcrmS are used co
distortion due to this conCept
concept of nondisrortion
non·
linearity.
clearly
linearity. In
[n order that we may dead)·
definiunderstand the problems,
problems. a few definitions will be resorted ro.
to. NO/j!j"ear
Nonlinear
has been defined by the IRE
Distortioiz h.:ls
DiJ/or/jon
J RE
"Distortion
Standards on Circuits as "Disrorrion
caused by a deviation from
from a desired
caused
linear relationship between specified
of
output and input of
measures of the OUtpur
system."
aa system."
NOTE: Th~
The related measures need 001
not
NOTE:
output :and
and input values of the
be OUtput
same qu:amity;
quantity; e.g.,
e.g., in aa linear dedesame
tector, the desired TC':lation
relation is
is between
tector,
the OUtput
output signal
signal miDge
voltage and
and the
the
{he
input modulation
modulation envelope."
input
Other names
names used to
to describe
describe the e{·
efOther
Amplifects of
of nonlinear distOrtion
distortion are
are Amp/i.
feces
t u d e DiJ/fJrlion,
Distortion, W1I1o'eform-Amplilude
Waveform-Amplitude
lude
and Harmoni,
H a r m o n i c DiJlfJrlion.
Distortion.
Distortion, and
DiJlouion,
In addition
addition to
to these
these names,
names, there arc
are
In
specific means
means of
of measuring nonnonspecific
T o t a l Pe,,·
Perlinearity :among
among which
which are
are 'rOla/
linearity
cent HanllO,jj,
H a r m o n i c DiJIO"lion
Distortion and
and Imer'Inter,en!
'
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modulation
rnoduldtion DiJtortion.
Distortion. It
It should
should be
snessed,
stressed, that
that while
while there
there may
may be
be dif·
different
ferent names
names for
for the
the effecrs
effects of
of nonnonlinearity
linearity and
and many
many differem
different srandard
standard
ways
of expressing
expressing the
the effects
effects nllmernumerways of
icalJr,
ically, all
all of
of t:hese
these rebted
related types
types of
of disdisronion
tortion stem'
stem’from
from the
the same
same nonlinearity
of
of the
the transfer
transfer characteristic
characteristic as
as discussed
discussed
above.
above.
The
The Clsual
casual reader
reader of
of papers on
on disdistortion
tortion in
in the
the field
field of
of sound
sound reprodllCreproduction,
left with
with the
the fecling
feeling that,
that,
tion, may
may be
be left
somehow,
somehow, there
there isis aa brge
large differenu'
difference
between
between imcrmodllbtion
intermodulation distortion
distortion
(1M)
( I M ) and
and rotal
total percent
percent harmonic
harmonic dis·
disrortion
tortion (HD).
( H D ) . While
While there
there may
may be
advantages
advantages in
in one
one system
system of
of measurement
or the
the other,
other, when
when itit isis desired
desired
ment or
to
to relate
relate the
the numerical
numerical resulr
result of the
the
measurement
measurement to
to the
the subjective
subjective response
responsc
of
of the
the Iisrener,
listener, itit should
should be
be rememremembered
bered that
that finite
finite resllhs
results in
in either
either an
an
IM or
or HD
H D measuremem
measurement occur
occur due
due to
to
11f
nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
of the
the l!1msf
transfer
charactere r characteristic,
istic, and
and measurement
measurement by
by either
either method
may be
be analytically
analytically related
related for
for any
any
may
specific shape
shape of
of curve.
curve. Further dis·
disspecific
cussion
cussion of
of this
this may
may be
be found
found in
in RefRef4.
erence 4.
erencc
A related
related case
case occurs
occiirs in
in the
the meas·
measA
urement of
of deviation
deviation from
from aa frequency
frequency
urement
modulated source
source by
by :tero
zero beating
beating ananmodulated
other RF
RF source
source with
with the
the peak
peak excur·
excurother
sions of
of the
the FM
FM carrier.
carrier. Then,
Then, rhe
the
sions
frequency of
of this
this SOutce,
source, for
for zero
zero beat
beat
frequency
with the
the upper
upper and
and lower
lower FM
FM excurexcurwith
sions, isis measured
measured and
and compared
compared with
sions,
the unmodulated
unmodulated FM
FM cartier.
carrier. Equality
the
of these
these differences
differences has
has sometimes
sometimes been
been
of
taken as
as evidence
evidence of
of b'OOd
good linearity.
linearity.
taken
so, can
can be
be seen
seen in
in
That this
this isis not
not so,
That
Figure 1.1.Since
Since voltages
voltages V
VII and
and V:
V:,l have
have
Figure
been chosen
chosen equal
equal and
and opposite,
opposite, and
and
been
and f:l'
f:<,
the resulting
resulting frequencies,
frequencies, ff 1l and
the
are equidist:ant:
equidistant from
from the
the origin,
origin, t:he
the
are
condition of
of the
the beat
beat frequency
frequency measmeascondition
urement isis described.
described. However,
However, the
the
urement
transfer characteristic
characteristic shown
shown isis anyanytransfer
thing bm
but linear.
linear. It
It isis twe,
true, though,
though, that
that
thing
che symmetry
symmetry abour
about the
the unmdoulated
unmdoulated
the
so measured,
measured, indic:ucs
indicates aa predompredomcarrier, so
carrier,

inance
harmonic distortion.
distOrtion.
inance of
of odd-order
odd-order harmonic
Asymmerry
about the
the unmodulated
unmodulated
Asymmetry about
evencarrier
carrier is
is aa strong
strong indication
indication of
of evenorder
order distortion.
distortion.
Many observers
have commented
Many
observers have
commented on
on
this
shift" or
or difdifthis so
so ClUed
called "FM
“FM carrier
carrier shift”
ference
in frequency
betwccn the
the average
averagl'
ference in
frequency between
modulated))
carrier
carrier frequency
frequency (when
(when modulated
This is
is
and
the unmodulated
unmodulalccl carrier.
and the
carrier. This
due
the "DC'
term which
which
“DC’or
or consrant
constant term
due 10
to the
appears
Fourier expansion
expansion of
of
appears in
in aa Fourier
the polynomial representation
representation of
of aa
transfer function
function with even-order curvatUre
ture (second harmonic or "squared"
“squared”
terms),
reliable indication
indication of
of
terms), and
and is
is aa reliable
the
presence of
harmonic
the presence
of even-order
even-order harmonic
discortion;
distortion; usually
usually second harmonic.

~igu,.
rrgure 2A.
LA.
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FM SIGNAL
SIGNAL GENERATOR
FM
MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT
In the development ot
of the Type
In
202J and 202H FLU
202)
FM Signal Generators,
Boonton Radio Company faced a specific aspecr
aspect of the nonlinearity problem
problem.
Since we were designing a linear freSince
fre·
quency modulator, it
it was necessary that
thaI
we be able to
to measure the transfer
transfer
we
characteristic nonlinearity
of this modcharacteristic
nonlinc-arity of
precision.
ulator to a high degree of precision
An obvious way to accomplish this
to measure the results of
of frewould be ro
quency modulation through a perfectly
perfe<:tly
linear demodulatOr.
demodulator. However, it is
i_~
linear
somewhat difficult
difficult to
somewhat
to produce
produce the
t:he perper·
fect demodulator
demodulator without
fect
without having
having aa perper·
fect modulator
modulator with
ro measmeas·
fect
with which
which to
ure it.
it. Therefore,
Therefore, another
another method
wa~·
ure
method wac.
needed. Let
Let us
us examine
examine some
needed.
some common
common
techniques.
techniques.
In the
the simple
simple case
case of
of amplitude
amplilUde modmodIn
is possible,
possible, by
ulation, it
it is
by means
means of
of aa
Illation,
suitable wave
wave analyzer,
analyzer, to
suitable
to measure
measure the
the
frequency spt'nrum
spectrum resulting
resulting from
from the
the
frequency

2
2

RADIO
COMPANY
R
ADIO C
OMPANY

modulation process.
process. If
If the
the modulating
modulating
modulation
is free
free of
of distortion
disrortion and
and the
the modmoosignal is
signal
is perfectly
perfectly linear,
linear, the
the
ulation process
process is
ulation
of the
t:he
resulting spectrum
spectWm in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
resulting
Clrrier will
will contain
contain only
only the
the carrier
carrier and
and
carrier
tWO sidebands,
sidebands, separated
separated from
from the
rhe
the two
the
Clrrier by
by the
the modulation
modulation frequency
frequency as
as
carrier
seen in
in Figure
Figure 2A.
2A. IfIf nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
of
the transfer
t:ransfer characteristic
characteristic exists,
exists, the
the rereo
the
sults may
may be
be as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2B.
2B.
sults
Here, the
[he appearance
appearance of
of sidebands,
sidebands, sepsepHere,
by integral
integral mulmularated from
from the
the carrier
carrier by
of the
the modulating
mooulating frequency,
frequency, is
is
tiples of
nor only
only qualitative
<Jualitative evidence
evidence of
of nonnonnot
but affords
affords aa measure
measure
linear distortion,
disrorrion, but
linear
of this
this distortion
disfOnion ifif the
the amplitudes
amplitudes of
of
of
relative to
to the
the carcarall the sidebands relative
rier are determined.
determine<:!.
rier
In the
the FM
FM case,
case, for
fOf deviations
deviat:ions and
and
In
modulation frequencies
frequencies for
for which
which the
the
modulation
indices, defined
defined as
as
modulations indices,
peak deviation
deviation
peak
m =~ -'--:--,-----,-----,
m
modulating frequency
frequency
modulating
(the
appre<:iably greater
greater than
than unity
unity (the
are appreciably
the resulting
resulting frequency
frequency
usual case), the
becomes exceedingly
exceedingly comcomspectrum becomes
plex, even for an
an undistorted
undisroned modulamodula·
plex,
of nonnon·
process. r, In
In the
rhe presence
presence of
tion process.5
of the
the frequency
frequency modulator,
modularor,
linearity of
spenrum becomes
becomes even
even more
more comcomthe spectrum
wling out
out spectrum
spectrum analyanalyplex; thus ruling
plex;
simple means
means of
of measuring
measuring
sis as a simple
nonlinearity.
method for
for measuring
measuring aa
A second method
frequency modulator
modulator transfer
transfer characcharac·
is possible,
possible, ifif the
the modulator
modulator isis
teristic is
capable of
of operation
operation at
at dc.
de. This
This method
merhod
consists
of introducing
introducing aa known
known increincre·
consistS of
ment of
of modulating
modulating voltage
voltage and
and measmeasuring the
the resulting
resulting frequency
frequency increincrement.
is limited
limited by
by the
t:he
ment. Its
Irs precision
precision is
stability
srability of
of the
the carrier
carrier frequency
frequency in
in
the
of modulation
modulation and
and the
me
the absence of
ability
abilit:y to
to read
read small increments
increments in
in voltvoltage and frequency
frequency precisely.
precisely. Modern
Modern
measuring equipment
equipment has
has solved
solved the
the
latter
twO problems,
problems, but
bur not
not the
the former.
former.
latt:er two
In
of precipreci.
In addition
addition to
to the
the matter
matter of
sion, itit was
was desired by
by BRC
BRC to
to be
be able
able
to
to make
make adjustments
adjustments on
on the
rhe frequency
freq\lency
modulator
as
modularor for
for minimum
minimum nonlinearity
nonlinearity as
aa result of
of an instantaneom
instantaneous display
display of
of
nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
of the
the frequency
frequency modumodulator.
felt by
by dedelator. This
This same
same need
need isis felt
signers
of FM
FM transtranssigners and
and manufacturers
manufacturers of
mitters and receivers.
receivers.
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DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF
OF THE
THE METHOD
METHOD
In
In order
order to
to best
beSt understand
undersrand the
rhe method
method
to
to be
be described,
described, let
let us
us avoid
avoid specific
specific
numbers
or circuits,
circuits, and
and resort
rt:SOrt to
to aa gengennumbers or
eral
of aa circuit
circuit which
which relates
relateS
eral discussion
discussion of
a:1 change
change in
in voltage
voltage to
to aa change
change in
in frehe-

-
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quency
quency or
or vice
vice versa.
versa. This
This covers
covers the
the
of
frequency
modularors
general
case
general case of frequency modulators
and
and demodulators.
demodulators. Reference
Reference to
to Figure
Figure I1
will
show
the
transfer
chanlCterisric
will show the transfer characteristic of
of
such
such aa circuit.
circuit. The
The horiwntal
horizontal axis
axis rep'
represents
resents changes
changes in
in voltage
voltage and
and the
the ververrical
tical axis
axis changes
changes in
in frequency
frequency.. ..Either
Either
may
may be
be the
the independent
independent variable
variable for
for
purposes
our discussion.
discussion. Shown
Shown
purposes of
of our
dotted
dotted isis aa reference
reference straight
straight line
line which
which
passes
passes through
through the
the origin,
origin, as
as does
does rhe
the
arbitrary
Our problerp
problem
arbitrary nonlinear
nonlinear curve.
curve. Our
isis to
to measure
measure the
the departure
departure of
of (he
the ac·
acmal
tual curve
curve from
from the
the ideal
ideal straight
straight line.
line.
A
A corollary
corollary to
to this
this problem
problem isis to
to defin<:
define
the
the initial
initial relalionship
relationship of
of rhe
the straight
straight
line
line to
to the
the aCtual
actual curve.
curve. This
This may
may be
done
done in
in several
several ways.
ways. 11
It has.
has. been
been comcommon
mon for
for people
people in
in the
the lelemetry
telemetry and
and
data
to be interested
data transmission
transmission field
field to
in
in lhe
the instantaneous
instantaneous deparwre
departure of
of their
aaual
actual transfer.
transfer. characleristic
characteristic from
from the
ideal
ideal straight
straight line.
line. This
This SIems
stems. from
from
their
their historical
historical use
use of
of such
such characterischaracteristics
to transmil
transmit simple
simple analog
analog informa·
informatics to
rion.
tion. Several
Several ways
ways have
have been
been u~
used to
express
express this,
this, but
but aa commo·n
common one
one isis iUusillusuated
trated in
in the
the performance specificarion
specification
of
of the
the BRC
BRC 202J
2025 Telemeny
Telemetry Signal
Signal
Generator.
Generator. Here,
Here, the
the reference
reference straight
straight
line
line chosen
chosen i~is thaI
thqt line
line for
for which
which the
rms
of the
the differences
differences between the
rms sum
sum of
actual
actual curve
curve otdinates
ordinates and
and the
the suaight
straight
line
line ordinates
ordinates isis aa minimum.
minimum. Another
method
to have the
the average
average
method would
would be
be to
departure
departure aa minimum,
minimum, or
or the
the peak dedeminimum. For
For small,
small, low
low
parture aa minimum.
panure
order, nonlineariries,
nonlinearities, there isis little dif·
diforder,
ference berween
between rhese
these cases.
cases.
ference
shows that
that one
one way
way to
to de·
deFigure 11 shows
Figure
of (he
the curve
curve from
from
scribe the
the departure
departure of
sctibe
the straight
straight line
line isis to
to measure aa large
large
the
number of
of individual
individual ordinates
ordinates of
of the
the
number
actual curve,
curve, subtract
subtract them
them from
from the
actual
ordinates of
of the
the straight
straight line,
line, and
and rereordinates
curve
port the
the differences
differences in
in tabular or curve
port
form. This
This type
type of
of data
data would result
form.
of
from aa fXlim-bY-fXlim
point-by-point measurement
measurement of
from
the characteristic,
characteristic, using
using an
an electronic
electronic
the
counter to
to measure
measure the
the frequency
frequency and
and
coumer
precision incremental
incremental voltmeter for
for
aa precision
the voltage
voltage axis.
axis. This
This technique
technique is
is not
the
instantaneous, even
even when
when automated,
automated,
instantaneous,
and yields
yields more
more data
data than
than can
can be
be con·
conand
veniently digested
digested q\!ickly.
quickly.
'leniently
1, that
that if
It isis also
also evident
evident in
in Figure 1,
It
the slope
slope of
of the
the actual
actual Cl.1rve·
curve- could
could be
the
compared, at
at any
any fXlim,
point, with
with that
that of
of
compared,
the snaight
straight line,
line, aa relationship cover·
coverthe
ing the
the nonlinearity
nonlinearity could
could be readily
readily
ing
of reason·
reasondeveloped. Pursuing
Pursuing this line
line of
developed.
ing, irit should
should be
be fXlssible
possible to
to make
make an
an
ing,
of the
the slope
slope of
of the
the
incremental measure
measure of
incremental
curve by
by introducing
introducing aa small
small amplitude
amplitude
curve
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f / d V 01
of Figure

sine
E,•. (if voltage
sine wave of voltage, Ef,,
were the desired independent variable)
superimposed on a direct voltage.
volrage. The
direct voltage may then
(hen be varied. If
If
the resulting frequency variation, due to
rhe
voltthe small
small conStant
constant amplitude search voltEf~, were measured at each value of
of
age E,.
V, and plotted as a function
Y,
function of
of V
Y over
the entire range
tange of interest of the voltage axis,
axis, a plot of the varying slope of
of
age
the acrual
actual transfer chMacteristic
characteristic would
Ihe
to which this deresult. The extent 10
result.
parts from
from the slope of
pans
of the straight
line, is a measure of the nonlinearity
nonlineMity
line,
characteristic. This
of the transfer charaCleristic.
method sounds relatively .laborious,
until it is
is realized that
thar this can be done
unti!
.dynamically
to vary over
dynamically by allowing V to
range at a sinusthe desired dynamic ['.Inge
sinus·
oidal rare,
rate, f"
f,. The
The slope
slope of
of the
the transfer
nansfer
oidal
characteristic can be plotted
ploued on an osciloscil·
loscope by driving [he
the vertical axis with
loscope
an amplitude
amplitude proportional
l:J. f and
and
an
proponional to
to nf
the horiZOntal
horizontal axis
axis with
rhe
with aa voltage
voltage proproportional to
to V,
and varying
ponional
V, and
varying at
aI rate
rate f,.
f,.
Let
now consider
of aa
Let us
us now
consider the
(he case
case of
linear frequency
linear
frequency modulator
modulalor and
and frefre·
quency demodulatOr,
demodulator, to
to which
which we
we will
will
quency
test voltages,
apply the
the two
voltages, Efo
E,. and
and V,,
V,.,
apply
two I~St
with [he
the undersranding
understanding that
V" is
is of
of
with
that VrS
33

such magnitude
magnitude as
as to
to sweep
swc'-'p through
Illtuugh
such
of interest
interest
the entire
entire dynamic
dynamic range
mnge of
the
and that
that Ef,is
E,.is very
very much
much smaller
smaller than
than
and
as great.
great. This
This
V r" typically
typically one-tenth
one-tenth as
Vf,,
is shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 3.
).
siwation is
situation
be expected,
expeaed, the
the output
OUtpUt
As might
might be
As
spectrum of
of the
the linear
linear demodulator
demodulator
spectrum
by the
the linear
linear modulator
modulator is
is simply
simply
driven by
driven
E,. and
and VrS,
V,., with
with the
the amplitude
amplitude relarelaEr,
by the
the input.
inpllt. IfIf
tionship established
established by
tionship
we now
now further
funher assume
assume that
that the
the frefre·
is linear,
linear, but
but that
[hat
modulator is
quency modulator
nonlinear
the frequency
frequency demodulator
demodulator isis nonlinear
of the
the nature
nature shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure
(curve of
we realize
reali7.e that
Ihat ifif Ef,were
E,. were to
to be
be
lI),
) , we
plotted as aa function
function of
of Vfs,
V r" we
we would
would
plotted
of the
the
approximately plot
plot the
the slope
slope of
approximately
transfer characteristic
characteristic being
being studied,
studied,
transfer
of the
the assumed
assumed nonlinear
nonlinear
namely, that
lhat of
namely,
Therefore, we
we may
may write
write
demodulator. Therefore,
df
df
that Af
6.f =
:=;: - - (EP,,),
(E, ), where
where df/dV
df/dV
that
dV
•
dV
is recognized
recogni~ as the
the slope
slope of
of the
the transtransis
in Figure
Figure 1.
I.
charaCteristic in
fer characteristic
Another view
view of
of the
the same
same phenomphenom.
Another
is· shown in
in Figure
Figure 3B.
)8. This
This shows
shows
ena is'
OUtput spectrum
spe<:trum of
of the
the nonlinear
nonlinear
the output
the
demodulatOr driven by
by the
the linear
linear modmod·
demodulator
UlalOf, and with
with the
the input
input as
as assumed
assumed
ulator,
Output spectrum
spectrUm is
is now
now
previously. The output
previously.
far more
more complicated
complicated than
than in
in the
the linear
linear
3A), consisting
consisting not
not only
only
case (Figure 3A),
of Vr,
V,. and E$,,
E,,, but
but also
also of
of integral
integral mulmulof
of
tiples with
with decreasing
decreasing amplitude
amplitude of
tiples
both f.f. and f,,
f.. and
and sum
sum and
and difference
difference
both
frequency terms
terms resulting
resulting from
from the
the nonnonfrequency
of the
the transfer
tmnsfer characteristic.
characteristic.
linearity of
df/dV curve
curve as
as
Figure 3C
3C shows
shows the
the df/dV
Figure
determined by
by plotting
plotting the
the amplitude
amplimde
of
of Af
l:J.f from
from the
the demodulated
demodulated output
Output as
as
a function
function of
of Vfs.
V,.. This
This woqld
wo",ld be
be an
an
accurate plot
of the
the transfer
transfer eharactercharacterplot of
istic slope ifif the
the magnitude
magnitude of
of Er,
E.. in
in
the
the input
input were
were made
made vanishingly
vaniShingly small
small
compared
to Vf,.
V". For
For the
the cases
cases studied
studied
cornpared to
by
by the writer,
writer, this
this approximation
approximation isis enentirely
V,.IE,. - 10.
10. ItIt
rirely satisfactory
sarisfacrory ifif V,/Ef,,
should be
3C
be emphasized
emphasized that
that Figure
Figure 3C
and the
the spectrum
spectntm plot
plot of
of Figure
Figure 3B
38
contain
comain the
the same
same information
informacion concernconcerning the transfer
transfer characteristic
charaCteristic nonlinearnonlinearity, but displayed in
in aa different
different manmanner. The question
question now
now is,
is, how
how may
may we
we
simply
simply achieve
achieve such
such aa display?
display?
The
The block
block diagram
diagram of
of Figure
Figure 44 shows
shows
the introduction
of aa bandpass
bandpa.~s filter
filrer
introduction of
which
which accepts f,f. and
and the
the significant
significant
sidebands
f., and
and the
the
sideba.nds about
about itil due
due to
to f,,
display
of the
the resulting
resulting carrier
carrier envelope
envelope
display of
on
of an
an oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.
on the
the vertical
vertical axis
axis of
The
is driven
dri\'en by
by the
the
The horizontal
horiwnrnl axis
axis is
initiating
V,_ from
from the
the input
input of
of the
the
initiating Vf,
frequency
fre<:juency modulator.
modubror. Figure
Figure 55 shows
shows aa

-
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B
OONTON
in
Figure 5),
is aa dirt'"Ct
measure of
rhe
in Figure
5 ) , is
direct measure
of the
the transfer
Iransfer characch:tracchange
change in
in slope
slope of
of the
terisric.
the slope
slope of
this
reristic. Therefore,
Therefore, the
of this
the s<."Cond
decurve
curve is
is approximately
approximately the
second deof
the
(f:lllskr
chatacterislic.
rivative
rivative of the transfer characteristic.
If
Figure 55 shows
sym·
If the
the envelope
envelope of
of Figure
shows symof
metry
center line
line of
metry about
about the
the vertical
vertical center
the
it can
can be
be shown
the {face
trace (Figure
(Figure 5A).
S A ) , it
shown
is aa result
result of
(3rd.
thar
of odd-order
odd-order (3rd,
that this
this is
5th,
If the
5th, etc.) harmonic distonion.
distortion. If
is asymmeuical
about the
[he verver·
envelope
envelope is
asymmetrical about
tical
mirror image.
image'
tical centcr
center line
line and
and has
has mirror
symmetry
horizontal center
Center
symmetry about
about the
the horizontal
is
line
the distortion
distortion is
SB), the
line (Figrlre
(Figure 5(3),
largely
4th, etc.
etc.))
largely even-order
even-order (2nd.
( 2nd, 4th,
be sc."Cn,
that much
much inforinfotThus,
Thus, it
it can
can be
seen, that
of
mation is contained in the displays of
Figure 5,
br the circuit of
of
5 , produced by
Figure 4.
4.
Upp to this point in
tn the discussion,
U
moc!ltwe have been assuming a linear modulator.
lator. The reader may well comment,
"This
“This is all
all fine, bllt
but where do I1 get
the perfe<:dy
modulator?"' The
perfectly linear modulator?”
tt'Chnique
dia·
technique illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 66 shows a method of
"symhesizing"
modu·
“synthesizing” an FM sign:tl,
signal, modulated simultaneously by two
tWO frequenfrequenof f,f.
cies
(f, and f,),
f J , in which sidebands of
cies (E.
around f&
[hough
f, arc
are not produced, even though
the individual signal
gencralors have
have
signal generators
some nonlinear <:\istonion.
distortion. The technique used.
used is borrowed directly from
lhe
the receiver practice of
of mixing an incoming signal
oscillator
signal wieh
with a local oscillaror
and
imermediate
and amplifying at a fixed intermediate
freCJuency
frcCJuency demodulafrequency before frequency
pcrform(X1. Let us then consider
lion
tion is performed.
Ihe
prothe linearly demodulated spet:trum
spectrum produced by modulating either signal generator by a single frequency, remembering that Qne
one generatOr
generator is modulated
f, and the other by f.f~.
by f.

IHP 13OCl

-ligu'•
Figure .c.
4. 8/0<'
Block DioSl,,,m
Diagram of
of Ci,cui,
Circuit Used
Used 10
to
P,ovid.
Provide Ind"nf"neou.
Instantaneous Di.pl"y
Display 0/
of Tr"n./e,
Transfer
C~",,,<'eri.,i<
Characteristic C!longe
Change 0/
of 510'"
Slope

typical
typical resuh.
result. Since
Since we
we have
have passed
passed our
our
demodulated
demodulated signal
signal through
through aa bandpass
bandpass
filter,
filter, the
the lIppcr
upper and
and lower
lower section
section of
of
Ihe
the envdope
envelope presented
presented 10
to the
the oscillooscilloscopc
scope must
must be
be symmetriul;
symmetrical; therefore,
therefore,
we
we may
may sclecc
select either
either for
for consideration.
consideration
(The
(The final
final eCJuipmem
equipment shown
shown in
in Figures
Figures
10
10 and
and II
11 chose
chose (he
the negative
negative half
half of
of
the
the envelope
envelope for
for display.)
display.) \'<'here
Where the
the
amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the f,f, sidebands
sidebands about
about f..f,,
isis very
very low,
low, as
as would
would be [file
true of
of aa
highly
highly linear
linear circuit.
circuit, the
the resulting
resulting dedeparture
parture of
of the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope trace
trace from
from
aa reccanglc
rectangle isis small.
small. Since
Since we
we may
may igignore
nore half
half the
the envelope,
envelope, it
it isis possible to
to
offset
offset the
the centering
centering of
of the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope
and
and greatly
greatly expand
expand either"
either half of the
the
display.
display. If
If an
an oscilloscope,
oscilloscope, such
such as
as the
Hcwlen-Packard
130C, is
is use<:l,
used, linearity
linearity
Hewlett-Packard 13OC,
of
of the
the display
display will
will be
be maimainoo
maintained for
an
an expansion
expansion of
of half
half the
the envelope
envelope by
10
10 times.
times. This
This permits
permits measuring
%
changes
changes ,in
.in slope
slope down
down to
to about
about 0.1
0 1%
of
of one-half
one-half the
the envelope.
envelope.
The
The departure
departure of
of the
the envelope
envelope in
in
this
reference value
value
this display
display from
from aa reference
(chosen
(chosen as
as [he
the slope
slope at
at the
the origin
origin of
Figure
and appearing
appearing on
on the
the vertical
vertical
Figure 1,1, and
center
center line
line of
of the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope display
display
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EVEN-O’ DER DISTORTION PREDOMINANT
ID,

Figure S.
5 . fypic,,1
Typical Di.pl"y
Display from
from Ci«uif
Circuit in
in
ligu'.
Figure 4.
4.
ligur.

I

The OutpUt
output spectrum from
TIle
from a perfect
demodulator driven by a nonlinear modulator with single frequency input
would consist of the original modulating frequency and integral multiples of
of
frequency, generally in decreasing
this fre'luency,
tWO frequencies
magnitude. Since the two
and f,f. do not simultaneously exist in
f.f, and
freCJuency modulator, it is not
either frequency
possible to produce sum and difference
in the linearly demodulated
frequencies in
7.) When the carcaroutput. (See
(See Figure 7.)
ourput.
( fc,
fc) generated
rier frequencies (f
c 1 and fC.,)
the two
soutces (one modulated
by the
twO FM sources
modulated
and the
the other
other by
by f,)
by f.f, and
by
f.) are
are mixed
mixed at
at
KF (Figure
(Figure 6),
6 ) , and
and the
the difference
difference carcarRF
rier frequency
frequency is
is amplified
amplified by
by aa suitsuitrier
able selective
selective amplifier,
amplifier, the
able
the instantaneinstantaneous frequency
frequency in
in the
selective amplious
Ihe selective
amplifier
is
the
simple
arithmetic
difference
fier is the simple arithmetic difference

4
4

RADIO
R
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COMPANY
C
OMPANY

XSCOPE
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t

M

I
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REFERENCE

';gu,. 66.. Block
810<' Diagram
Dio!/r"m of
0/
Figure
5Y"'~.';I;ng Perfectly
Pe".crly Linear
Li".or
Synthesizing

Circui, for
lor
Circuit
Modul",io,"
Modulation

of the
the instantaneous
insramaneOlls frequency
frequency modumodu·
of
Thus. no
nu sum
sum and
and differdifferlated sources. Thus,
of the
the modulating
modulating sig-.
sig-'
ence frequencies of
appear in
in the
the FM
FM signal
signal
nals f,f. and f,f, appear
f".
al averag$e
average frequency,
frequency, f,,.
at
the technique
techni'lll!: disdis·
Now, following the
liS introduce
introduce aa
previously, let
let LIS
cussed previously,
on f,L in
in the
the
bandpass filter
filter centered
cemeted on
bandpass
OUtput of
of the
the demodulator.
demodlllator. The
The bandb:ll1doutput
width of
of this
this filter
filter must
must be
be wide
wide enough
enough
width
co accept the
the significant
significam sidebands
sidebands of
of
to
f... For
For the
the cases
cases studied
studied by
by the
the
f,f, about f,.
of sidebands
sidebands up
up to
co
writer, acceptance
acceptance of
writer,
This bandpass
bandpass isis
the 3rd is sufficient. This
by dotted lines
lines in
in Figure
Figure 7.
7. ItII
shown by
[hat this
this filter
filter eliminates
e1imimues
will be seen that
of the
the distortion
dislOrtion products
proouCls
f,f. and all of
lO the nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
of the
the frequency
frequency
dlle to
due

,
-____.
'.i;f,
Figure
ligw. 77.. Demodulator
D.modul",o, Output
Oulpu' Spectrum
Spectrum of
01 n f ,
a n d nfo
i t h Superimposed
Ilf. w
wi'~
$upe,impoJcd Bandpass
8<1ndp<>n
Filter
Filter - linear
Li"ear Case
C" ••

00'

modulators
modulatOrs in the
the individual
individual signal
signal gengenerators
eratOrS which
which produce
produce the
the difference
difference
frequency,
freCJuency, f,f.
f l,.
Now,
Now, let
let us
us consider
consider the
the effect
effect of
uf
nonlinearity
nonlineatity in
in the
the frequency
frequency demodademQd,,·
lator
kn~ when
when driven by
by aa signal
signal generated
generated
by the circuit
circuit of
of Figure
Figure 6.
6. ItIt is
is evident
evident
from
(rom the
the previous
previous discussion,
discussion, that
that the
the
spectrum
nQt only
only of
of the
the
spc<:uum will
will consist
consist nqt
components
7, but
but of
01
components shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 7,
sidebands
sidebllllds about
about f,Eo and
and its
its harmonics
harmonics
spaced
by nf,.
nf,. (See
(See Figure
Figute 8.)
8.) IfIf the
the
spaced. by
output
of the
the bandpass
bandpass filter
filter isis conconOUtput of
nected
as discussed
discllssed.
nected to
to an
an oscilloscope,
oscilloscope, as
previously,
an envelope,
envelope, similar
similar to
to that
that
previously, an
of
of Figure
Figure 55,, will
will be
be seen.
seen. Thus,
Thus, we
we
have
twO signal
signal
have aa technique
technique for
for using
using two
generators
of finite
finite modulator
modulator nonlinnonlin·
generators of
earity
earity to
to synthesize
symhesize an
an apparently
apparently disdistortionless
be
tortionless signal
signal which
which may
may then
then be
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Figure a.
8 . I)e",odul"t",
Demodulator O"'p"t
Output Sped''''''
Spectrum of
of nf.
nf.
"nd
and nf.
nf, Incl"ding
Including nf.
nf, Sidebond.
Sidebands Abo,,'
About
'.
f, _ Non"ne",
Nonlinear Cooe
Case

-
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used
used to
to measure
measure the
the nonlineariry
nonlinearity in
in aa
frequency
frequency demodulator.
demodulator.
To
To avoid
avoid rhe
the necessity
necessity of
of offsetting
offsetting
the
of the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope display
display and
and
the axis
axis of
exp:mding
expanding the
the scale
scale [0
to look
look at
at small
small
deviations
deviations of
of .the
.the envelope
envelope from
from recrecmlinearity,
talinearity, itit isis possible
possible to
to eJiminatcc
eliminate
the
the carrier
carrier with
with aa linear
linear amplitude
amplitude dedemodulator.
modulator. The
The composite
composite block
block diadiagram
shows rhe
the application
application
gram of
of Figure
Figure 99 shows
of
AM detccwr
detector followed
followed
of aa simple
simple linear
linear AM
by
by aa low-pass
low-pass filter
filter to
to eliminatc
eliminate thc
the
carrier,
carrier, f.,
f,, from
from the
the display.
display. The
The Ourplll
output
from
difrom the
the linear
linear detector
detector will
will be aa dirCCt
rect current
current component
component proportional
proportional to
to
the
of f.,
fo, together
together with
the peak
peak amplimde
amplitude of
the
the envelope
envelope produced by
by the
the nf.
nf, sidesidebands
bands beating
beating with
with the
the carrier.
carrier. The
The
percentage
percentage change
change in
in slope,
slope, compared
compared
to
to aa straight
straight line,
line, may
may be
be read by
by exexpressing
pressing the
the peak
peak valuc
value of
of the
the demodudemodulated
lated envelope
envelope as
as aa percentage of
of the
dc
dc componem
component (which
(which is
is proportional
proportional
to
to the
the peak
peak value
value of
of f.).
fo).
If
If the
the Output
output of
of the
the AM
AM detector
detector
and nf,
nf, low·pass
low-pass filter
filter is
is tead
read on
on an
an
and
averaging
averaging meter,
meter, an
an average
average value
value of
thc
be
the percem
percent change
change in
in slope
slope will
will lx,
read. For
For the
the cases
cases srudied
studied by tlk
the
read.
writer, the
the amplimde
amplitude of
of the
the significam
significant
writer,
has
harmonics (2nd
(2nd and
and 3rd)
3rd) of f.f, has
harmonia
been relatively
relatively low,
low, so
so that
that rhe
the vallie·
value
been
read by
by an
an rms
rms calibrated,
calibrated, average
average readreadread
ing meter
meter (such
(such as
as the
the Hewlett-PackanJ
Hewlett-Packard
ing
400D) closely
closely approximates
approximates the
the rms
rms
4000)
value of
of the
the departure
departure of
of the
the slope
slope of
value
the transfer
transfer characteristic
characteristic from
from the
the
the
of the
the ideal
ideal straight line.
line.
constant slope
slope of
constant
Since the
the deparrure
departure of
of the
the transfer charcharSince
from aa straight
straight
acteristic of
of Figure
Figure I1 from
aCteristic
line ne<:essit:ltes
necessitates aa change
change in
in rhe
the slo{X'
slope
line
of the
the uansfer
transfer characteristic,
characteristic, itit is
is seen
seen
of
that these
these are
are related
related effects.
effects. CalcubCalculathat
tions have
have shown
shown that
that the
the numerical
numerical
tions
as
values for
for percent
percent change
change in
in slope,
slope, as
values
described abouc,
above, are
are always
always less
less than
than
described
the vallies
values for
for percent
percent depanure
departure of
of the
the
the
straight
transfer charaCteristic
characteristic from
from 1Ia straight
transfer
line. The
The specific
specific relationship
relationship depends
depends
line.
on the
the acnlal
actual shape
shape of
of Ihe
the curve.Howcurve.Howon
ever, for
for transfer
transfer characteristics
characteristics expeexpeever,
FM modulators
modulators and
and demodudemodurienced in
in FM
rienced
lators, the
the Talio
ratio of
of percent
percent departllrc
departure
lators,

rectly in
in kc
kc deviation
devi:ltion may
may be
Ix: connected
connected
rectly
to the
the output
OUtpUt of
of the
rhe discriminator
discriminator
to
of calibration
calibration are
are covered
covered in
in
Methods of
Methods
Reference 5.
5.
Reference
2. A
A dc
dc meter
meter may
may be
be used
used to
to indiindi2.
cate the
the level
level of
of the
the demodulated
demodl1lat~1
cate
magnitude of
of f<,.
C
magnitude
3. If
If the
rhe dc
de meter
meter indication
indication isis kept
kept
3.
OUtpUt of
of
constant, an
an ac
ac meter
meter on
on the
the output
constant,
the nf,
nf. bandpass
bandpass filter
filter may
may be
be calibrated
calibrated
the
dif{"(;dy in
in percent
percent change
changc in
in slope.
slope.
directly
be added
added to
to fab·
4. Switching
Switching may
may be
4.
cditate the
the alternate
alternate connection
connection of
of f.f.
cilitate
to separate or
or to
to aa comnon
common
and f,(0 to
in Figure
Figure 99):
signal generator
generator (SI
(SI in
).
A photograph
photograph of
of such
such equipment,
equipment,
A
the production
production test
test of
of BRC
BRC
used in the
202) Signal
Signal Generators,
GeneratOrs, isis
202H and 2025
shown in
in Figure
Figure 10.
10. ItIt should,
should, of
Df course,
course,
be noted
nOted that
rhat the
the FM
FM demodulator
demodulator used
use·d
be
must be
be preceded
preceded by
by an
an excellent
excellent amammust
or spurious
spurious effects
e[ft"(;ts will
will
plitude limiter,
limiter, or
plitude
occur which
which are
arc not
not measures
measures of
of the
tht'
tme nonlinearity
nonline:uiry of
of the
the frequency
frequency
true
or demodulator.
demodulatOr. In
In the
the equipequipmodulator or
mem shown, normal
norm:ll circuits
circuitS have
have
ment
The particular
particular disdisproven satisfactory.
satisfactory. The
proven
was centered
cent'ered at
at 2211 mc
mc
used was
criminator used
approximately 5S mc
me wide,
wide, so
so
and is approximately
that the
the resulting
resulting change
change in
in slope
slope for
for
that
of k:!e150
kc is
is less
kss than
than 0.2%
0.2%
deviations of
1 5 0 kc
peak. This high
high degree of
of linearity
linearity perperpeak.
of signal
signal
mits direct
direct measurement
measuremem of
mits
generator nonlinearity
nonlinearity without
without the
[he need
need
generator
In addition,
addition, itit permits
permits
for calculation. In
of total
tOtal percent
{X'rcem
dircct measurement
measurement of
direct
harmonic distortion
of aa signal
signal gener-generdistortion of
by the
the connection of
of aa good
good disdisator by
wnion analyzer (such
(such as
as the
the HewlettHewletttortion
3308) to
to the
the output
OUtput of
of the
the
Packard 330B)
Packard
discriminaror.
discriminator.
Figure
II shows
shows several
several cases
cases of
of
Figure 11
nonlinearity
nonlinearity displayed
displayed by
by the
the BRC
BRC
production
production test
test equipment
equipment shown
shown in
in
Figure 10.
10. The scale
sealc calibration
calibrarion is
is such
such

from
line to
to percent
percent change
Chllllg\.""
from aa straight
straight line
in
from that
that of
lint'
straight line
in slope
slope from
of aa straight
varies
from
1/2
to
1/3.
Thus,
a
measvaries from 1/2 to 1/3. Thus, a meas1% changc
in slope
insmes
urement
urement of
of 1%
change in
slope insures
the transfer
transfer characterisaa departure
departure of
of the
characterisof less
Jess than
than 1%.
I IN.
tic
line of
tic from
from aa straight
straight line
Figure
block
Figure 99 shows
shows aa composite
composite block
the entire
entire setup
setup with
with aa few
few
diagram
diagram of
of the
additional
feamres. Instead
Instead of
sepa·
additional features.
of separately
the Signal
Genermor
rately modulating
modulating the
Signal Generator
under
the reference
reference Signal
Signal GenGen·
under [cst
test and
and the
erator
with f,
respl.."ctively, if
if the
thc
f, and
and f.
f, respectively,
erator with
Signal
Signal GeneratOr
Generator under test is simulf. and f,,
f. (by
taneously modulated by f,
switching
the change
in slope
slope of
of
S I ) the
change in
switching 51)
the
modulator of
of the
the Signal
the frequency
frequency modulator
Signal
be superimGenerator under tCSt
test will be
demodu·
posed upon that of the FM demodulator.
lator. Thus, if the individual ordinates
of the display produced by the block
diagram in Figure 9 are noted for the
modulatiOn, and then
case
case of separate modulation,
determined for the case of
of simultaneous
Genetator
modulation of the Signal Generator
under tesl,
of
test, the algebraic difference of
these ordinates will produce
prlxluce a curve
of. the
thc
which is due to the nonlinearity of,
Signal
Signal Generator under test only, and
of the frefre·
does not depend upon that of
quency demodulator. Note that when
when
f. from
from one generator
generator to the
switching f,
other, the horizontal
hori:lOnral polarity of
of the display is reversed.
Thus,
circllit
Thus, we have developed a circuit
and
will
and measuring technique which will
of a
measure the change in slope of
frequency modulator largely independindependently of the demodularor,
demodulator, as well as
emly
the change in slope of the demodulator
demodul:uot
moouindependently of the frequency modulator. Many additional refinements
lawr.
refinements are
arc
Figurc 9
possible to the basic circuit of Figure
to speed ttl'
LIP the measurement.
to
meaSlltemCnt. Some
Somt·
of these features are:
are:
1. An ac
ac voltmeter, calibrated diI.
di-
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9. 8/0,k
Block DiOIl"''''
Diagram of
of Circuit
f;Il"'e
C;""i, Used
U.e<l to
10 Obtain
Obtoi" Change
Ch"nlle of
01 Slope
Slop& Display
Di.pl"y
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10. 8RC
BRC P.od,,<tio~
Production Test S.euion
Station

that
that aa peak-to-peak
peak-to-peak amplitude
amplitude of
of 1.0
1.0 em
cm
represents
% toral
total change
change in
in slope.
slope.
represents 11%
In
f, =
= SO
50
In this
this particular
particular equipment,
equipment, L
cps
Vtsisis sel
set for
for 150
150 kc
kc deviatinn.
deviation.
cps and
and V"
A
A frequency
frequency of
of 100
100 kc
kc was
was chosen
chosen
for
and E••
Efc2isis set
set for
for about
about .15
15 kc
kc
for f.f, and
de\'iation.
deviation. Almost
Almost any
any Other
other choiCe
choice of
of
frequencies
frequencies may
may be
be made,
made, subjt'Ci
subject' to
to
the
the availability
availability of
of suitable
suitable filters;
filters; how·
however,
ever, f.f, sho\lld
should nor
not exceed
exceed 100
100 kc.
kc.
Figure
I A shows
Figure I11A
shows the
the change
change in
in
slope
BRC production test disdisslope of
of the
the BRC
criminator
criminator alone.
alone. This
This discrimin:ltor,
discriminator,
plus
plus aa properl}'
properly adjusted
adjusted 202)
202J -Signal
-Signal
B.
GeneralOr,
Generator, isis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 11
11B.
Figllfe
typical case
case of
Figure IIC
11C shows
shows aa typical
incorrecl
incorrect selling
setting of
of the
the operating
operating point
uf
of the
the reactance
reactance tube
tube in
in aa 202)
202J Signal
Signal
Gt:neratOf.
Generator. \'<Iirh
With this
this display,
display, itit is
is a
simple
simple matter
matter 10
to readjust
readjust the
the bias
bias for
for
minimum
minimum nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
of the
the frequency
frequency
modulator.
modulator. Resulting
Resulting changes
changes in
in carrier
freqtlency
frequency milS,
must be
be correned.
corrected. A properly
set
set up
up 202)
202J Signal
Signal Generator
Generator will
will show
show
percent change
change in
in slope
slope of
of less
less
aa percent
than ±1v,,1f.
*ll/2%.
rhan
EQUIVALENT FIELD
FlELD TECHNIQUE
TECHNlQUE
EQUIVALENT
It
It isis possible
possible to
to utilizt:
utilize the
the method
Jescribed
described above
above without
without the
the complex,
complex,
speeializt'<1
specialized eqllipmenr
equipment shown
shown in
in FigFigure 10.
10. This
This eq\lipmcm
equipment was
was designed
designed
ure
for aa panicubr
particular pnxiliction
production lesl
test operaoperafor
tion and
and has
has many
many features
features unneceSs.1!)'
unnecessary
tion
to the
the person
person whu
who must
must occasionally
occasionally
to
frequency modlllltmr
modulator or
or dedeadjust aa frequency
.ldjust
modulator for
for maximum
maximum linead!)'.
linearity. The
The
modulator
circuit of
of Figure
Figure 12
12 permits
permits the
the ap·
:pdfl~uit
plication of
of our
our method
method with
with readily
readily
plication
available commercial
commercial instruments.
instruments. The
The
,1V1lilabk'
only sp<.-cial
special pil.-cc
piece of
of apparatus
apparatus rC<:Juired
required
,lOll'
bandpass filter
filter and
and the
the
the f.f, ±knf,
isis [he
nf. bandpass
nf, lo.....-pass
low-pass filter
filter which
which ma),
may be
be readily
readily
nL
constructed from
from the
the v;llues
values shown
shown in
in
constructed
Sh@d aa suitable
suitable oscillooscilloFigure I12.
2. Sh~uld
Figllfe
scope (such
(such as
as the
the Hew[en·p;lCkard
Hewlett-Packard
scope
130B or
or 130C) be
be available,
available, the
the re·
re13013
finement of
of the
the amplitUde
amplitude demodulatUr
demodulator
finement
and [he
the nf.
nf, low-pass
low-pass filter
filter m:,y
may nOI
not
and
be needed.
needed.
be
For FM
FM demodul:ttors
demodulators of
of high
high OutoutFor
good ek-crronic
electronic volt·
voltput impedance,
impedance, aa good
put
meter (HP
( H P 400D,
400D, etc.)
etc. ) may
may be
be used
used
meter
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fill"'_
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D"p'ay~ Obtained
Ob.ained from
/.om Setup
Set"p in
,n Figure
f'll~'_ IO.
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Figure 1It.
1 . Typkol
Typical Chon9_
Change of
provide high input and low output
omptlt
the nonliiiearity
nonlillearity of
of the
the frequency
frC<:Juency dedemodulator, After
After adjustment
adjustment for
for minimini·
impedance and some attenuation
attenuation (in
modulator.
10
Man)' telemetry receiver5
rt'Ceivers
mum nonlinearity,
nonlinearity, aa "grease pencil"
pencil"
10 db
db sreps).
steps). Many
Other low
trace may be made
made on
on the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope
have cathode follower or other
trace
reticule of
of the
the nonlinearity
nonlinearity (expressed
(expreSsed
impedance OUtPUtS
reticule
outputs which will drive
perCent change in
in slope)
slope) of
of the
[he
the 4K ohm bandpass filter impedance
as percent
nonlint-arity caused
demodulator. Switching
SwitChing to
to simultaneous
simultaneous
adequately. To avoid nonlinearity
by the voltmeter diodes, the diodes
modulation of
of the
the signal
signal generator
generaror being
being
modulation
adjusted will alter
alter the
the pattern,
pattern, due
due to
w
should be shorted OUt.
adjusted
out.
The nf.
[he nonlinearity
nonlineuity of
of this
this generator.
generaror. AlAI·
the
nf, low-pass filter includes a
lowance must
must be
be made
made for
for the
the pattern
pattern
resonant impedance transformer
transformer ((Q<5)
Q s5 )
lowance
reversal on the
the horizontal
horizontal axis,
axis, or
or the
the
to give a high enough level to the
reversal
AM demodulator to insure good linearlinear·
polarity of
of f,f. applied
applied to
to the
the generator
generaror
polarity
[tS
under test
test may
may be
be reversed.
reversed. It
It is
is then
then
ity of the change of
under
of slope display. Its
OUtpUt
oscil·
ne<:essary to
ro readjust
readjust the
the reactance
reaCtance tube
tube
necessary
output should be checked by the oscilloscope
insute
of the
the signal
signal generator
generator to
to most
most
bias of
loscope envelope method to insure
of slope
slope curve
curve
accuracy.
the change of
nearly equal the
accuracy.
of
\X/hile
freof the demodulator
demodularor traced
traced on
on the
the osciloscil·
While it is desirable that the freloscope reticule.
suffidentlr
reticule. It
It is
is obvious
obvious that
that the
the
uen"'" demodulator used be sufficiently
qquency
.the
.
method becomes
becomes inaccurate
inaccurate when
.....hen the
the
method
ro permit measuring
measuflng
SIgna I
linear-, to
signal
nonlinearity of
mar
of the
the demodulator
demodulator is
is large
large
generator nonlinearity dire<:tly,
directly, this may
compared to
be difficult to
ro realize in the field.
field.
to that
that of
of the
the signal
signal generator.
generaror.
twO
TIlerefore,
Therefore, it is essemial
essential that the two
RECEIVER ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT
RECEIVER
signal generator method (separatel)
( separately
modulated)
modulated) of Figures 66 and 9 be emThe equipment setup of
of Figure
Figllre 12,
[2,
minimize
ployed in order to measure or minimize
with one significant
significant addition,
addition, can
can be
W
to
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Figure 12.
12. Block
Block Diagram
Setup for
aximum
f'9~.e
Dia9,om of Set"p
fo, Adjusting
Ad;"oI;n!! FM
fM Modulator
Mod"Ioto. or
a, Demodulator
O~mod~Ioto. for
1o, M
Mo.im~m
Linearity Using Commercially Available Equipment
tjn~a.jly U.in9 Comme.. ially A~oilobl_ Eq"ipmont

•
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used
used to
to adjUSt
adjust an
an FM
FM demodulator
demodulator for
for
maximum
maximum linearity,
linearity, even
even in
in the
the ababb sence
sence of
of the
the complete
complete FM
FM receiver.
receiver.
Substitution
Substitution of
of aa suimble
suitable commercial
commercial
RF
RF mixer
mixer for
for the
the receiver
receiver front
front end,
end,
followed
followed by
by one
one or
or twO
two of
of the
the BRC
BRC
230A
230A Signal
Signal Generator
Generator Power
Power AmAmplifiers
plifiers (which
(which provide
provide 24
24 to
to 30
30 db
db
gain)
gain) will
will frequently
frequently permit
permit proper
proper
drive
limiter and
and demoddemoddrive levels
levels to
to aa limiter
ulatOr
ulator circuit
circuit under
under development.
development. This
This
use
use of
of the
the 230A
230A facilirates
facilitates the
the detailed
detailed
experimental
experimental evalution
evalution of
of an
an FM
FM limiter
limiter
and
and demodulator
demodulator prior
prior to
to the
the availavailability
of the
the receiver.
receiver. Ha\'Havability of
of the
the reSt
rest of
ing
ing substituted
substituted the
the 230A
230A and
and aa comcommercial
mercial mixer
mixer for
for the
the receiver from
front
end,
only necessary
necessary to
to proceed as
as
end, ilit isis only
previously
previously outlined.
outlined. In
In order
order to minminimize
imize the
the effects
effects of
of residual
residual amamplitude
plitude modulacion
modulation in
in the
the FM
FM signal
signal
generator,
t Q operate
operate
generator, itit isis desirable
desirable tQ
the
the level
level of
of the
the beating
beating signal
signal generator
66 to
to iO
10 db
db lower
lower than
than that
that of
of the
fn:quency-modulated
frequency-modulated generator.
generator. This
This
allows
allows the
the diode
diode mixer
mixer to
to minimize
the
the unwanted
unwanted amplimde
amplitude envelope
envelope due
due
to
to the
the tuned
tuned carrier
carrier bandpass
bandpass circuits
circuits
in
in the
the signal
signal generator.
generator.
When
When displayin,g
displaying the
the nonlinearity of
the
is desil'1lble
desirable to
to vary
vary
the demodulator,
demodulator, itit is
the
the carrier
carrier level
level of
of the
the generator
generator under
test
test with
with its
its attenuator
attenuator to
to show
show that
that
proper
proper amplirude
amplitude limiting
limiting isis ptovided
provided
ahead of
of the
the ftequency
frequency demodulator.
demodulator.
ahead
In settin!:
setting up
up the
the equipment
equipment of
In
Figure 12,
12, the
the use
use of
of 202H
202H and
and JJ
Figure
Signal
Signal Generators
Generators reduces
reduces the
the needed
needed
external instruments
instruments over
over that
that required
external
with Other
other signal
signal generatOrs.
generators. Since
Since the
the
with
(and also
also 202E,
202E, G,
G, etc.)
etc.)
202H and
and JJ (and
202H
include an
an AF
AF oscillatOr,
oscillator, itit is
is possible
include
to use
use this
this oscillacor
oscillator for
for the search
search
to
(Ero) and
and the
the sweep
sweep vokage
voltage
voltage (E,.)
voltage
Vfs. The
The connections
connections of
of rhe
the AM
AM and
and
V",
FM terminals
terminals to
to accomplish
accomplish this
this arc
are
FM
shown in
in Figure
Figure 12,
12. IIIt isis extremcl}'
extremely
shown
to keep
keep the
the AJo.I
AM
important, though,
though, to
important,
controls full
full counterclockwise
counterclockwise to
to avoi{l
avoid
controls
unwanted AM
AM of
of either
either carrier.
carrier.
unwanted
The filter
filter bandwidth
bandwidth is
is ade<Juate
adequate 10
to
The
be used
used with
with both
both the
the 10
10 kc
kc AF
AF of
of the
the
be
10.5 kc
kc of
of rhe
the 202J.
2025.
202H and
and the
the 10.5
202H
When aligning
aligning aa 202H,
202H, after
after foJ·
folWhen
lowing the
the procedure
procedure [Q
to achieve
achieve mini·
minilowing
mum nonlinearity,
nonlinearity, if the
the demodularor
demodulator
mum
appreciably more
more linear
linear than
than the
the
isis appreciably
202H, aa tOtal
total percent
percent harmonic
harmonic disdis202H,
tortion reading
reading may
may be
be meaningfully
meaningfully
tortion
made.
made.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
In
conclusion,
let us
us summarize
summarize the
t b
In conclusion, let
b following
following points:
points:

L The
of distordistor·
1.
The general
general definition
definition of
tion
resulting from
from transfer
transfer charactercharacter·
tion resulting
ISlIC
has been
been given,
given, totoistic nonlinearity
nonlinearity has
gether
wirh qualitative
relationships
gether with
qualitative relationships
nonlinear disdisbetween
rypes of
between various
various types
of nonlinear
them.
tortion
methods of
of expressing
expressing them.
tortion and
and methods
2.
fOf producing
producing an
an
A technique
technique for
2. A
e~ntially
frequency·modulation
essentially linear
linear frequency-modulation
signal
signal from
from rwo
two relatively imperfect
signal
signal generators has been described.
This techniquc
technique permits the accurate
measutement
measurement of demodulalOr
demodulator nonlinearprnctical levels
ity
ity in the presence of practical
of
of modulatOr
modulator nonlinearity in terms of
of
the departure of the slope of the transfer
teference
characteristic
characteristic from that of
of aa reference
achieve<.! this
straight
straight line.
line. Having achieved
measurement, it is then possible to
measurc
measure the nonlinearity of frequency
elim·
modulators by calculating out, or elimde·
inating,
inating, the nonlinearity of the demodulator in the composite display.
This
tesults in an instantaneous
instanranl"Ous
This method results
dynamic display which facilitates adad·
modulator or
justment of either the modulator
demodulator.
3.
3. An equipment selup
setup has been
shown
shown which permits the applirntion
application
of the technique in the field with comcom·
mercially available test equipmenr,
equipment, premercially
preSliming
suming a suitable frequency modulation
availabk
receiver or demodulator is available
Similarity of the techniques
techniqlles discussed
hnerrnooulation Distortion
here 10
to the Intermodulation

method of
of C.
C. J.
J. LeBel7
LeBcJ1 will
will be
be seen.
seen.
method
of LeLe·
However, the
the numerical
numerical results
results of
However,
Bel's method
method depend
depend critically
critically on
on the
the
Bel’s
of the
the two
tWO signals,
signals.
ampliwde ratio
ratio of
amplitude
of slope
slope method,
method.
while, in
in the
the change
change of
while,
is only
only necessary
necessary that
that Et,
E," be
be suffisuffiit is
it
to truly
trilly measure
measure slope
slope
ciently small
small to
ciently
V r • is
is chosen
chosen for
for the
the desired
desired deviation
deviation
V,,
studi<.-d.
being studied.
being
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BRC A
P P O I N T S FFOUR
OUR
APPOINTS
N
E W EENGINEERING
N G I N E E R I N G REPRESENTATIVES
NEW
Boonton Radio
BoonlOn
Radio Company recently anan·
nounced the appointment of
of four new
east-coast engineering representatives:
east-(oaSt
Horman Associates,
Associates, Inc., RMC Sales
Division and Robinson Sales Division
Division
Hewlett-Packard Company, and
of Hewlett-Packard
Associates, Inc.
Yewell Associates,
Associates, Inc.
Horman Associates,
Inc, has its headhead·
quarters in
in Rockville, Maryland, a subsub·
quarters
of Washington, D.C., and a branch
urb of
office in
in Baltimore. RMC has two ofof·
fices: the
the main office
office in New York
fices:
City, and a branch office in Englewood,
Ciry,
New Jersey.
Jersey. Robinson
Sales Division
New
Robinson Sales
Division
has three
three offices,
offices, with
10'
has
with headquarters
headquarters located near
near Philadelphia in West Concated
shocken, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and branch
shocken,
branch ofof·
fices in
in Camp
Camp Hill,
fices
Hill, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylva.nia, and
and
Asbury Park,
Park, New
New Jersey.
Jersey. Yewell
Yewdl AsAsAsbury
sociates, Inc.
sociates,
Inc. has
has its
its main
main office
office in
in BurBur·
lington,
Massachusetts, with
linglOn, MassachusettS,
with branches
branches in
in
Middletown, Connecricm,
Connecticut, and
and PoughMiddletown,
Pough.
keepsie, New
New York.
York.
keepsie,
77

With
With the
the appointment
appointment of
of RMC,
RMC, RobRob·
inson,
YeWI'll, BRC
BRC exex·
inson, Horman,
Horman, and
and Yewell,
pects
pects to
to further
fuerher improve
improve customer
cust~mer servservo
ices to its
its many
many customers.
cuslOmers. “Chuck’
"Chuck"
Quinn, who
who previously
previously had
had been
been handhand·
ling aa portion
of this
this territory
territory from
from
portion of
the factory,
faclOry, will
will still
still be
be on
on hand
hand to
to asas'
sist customers with
with their
their special
special appliappli.
cation problems.
problems.
The
Story on
on our
our new
new reprepThe complete
complete story
resentatives,
resentatives, including
including an
an introduction
introdw:tion
to
to their
their key
key personnel,
personnel, will
will be
be presented
presented
in
Ollt Representatives”
Representatives"
in the
the “Meet
"Meer Our
series which will
will be
be resumed
resumed in
in the
the
next
of the
the Notebook.
Notebook. Meantime,
Meantime,
next issue
issue of
we
in the
the areas
areas
we urge
urge our
our customers
cuswm"TS in
served
by these
these new
new representatives
representatives to
10
served by
call
call or
or write
write them
them for
for information
information about
abour
BRC
BRC equipment.
equipment.
A
of addresses
addre~s and
and teleteleA complete
complete list
list of
phone
phone numbers
numbers for
for all
all BRC
BRC EngineerEngineering
ing Representatives
Representatives appears
appears on
on page
page 8B
of
of this
Ihis issue.
issue.
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BOONTON
B O O N T O N RADIO
R A D I O COMPANY
COMPANY

joined
1944 as
as aa dl:vclopmell1
developmenr
joined HP
H P in
in 1944
engineer
number
engineer and
and has
has sinc!::
since held
held aa number
of
man·
of executiv!::
executive positions.
positions, including
including manager
ager of
of quality-eonuol
quality-control engineering.
engineering.
A
Mr
A flatil'e
native of
of San
San Jose.
Jose, California,
California, Mr.
Myers
Myers is
is an
an e1ecrrical
electrical engineering
engineering grad·
graduate
Universil)' and
uate of
of SClI.nford
Stanford University
and aa senior
senior
member
Radio
member of
of the
the Institute
Institute of
of Radio
Engineers.
hgineers

EDITOR'S
EDITOR’S NOTE
NOTE
BRC
BRC Assumes
Assumes Divisional
Divisional StCltus
Status
Boonton
Radio
Corporation,
Boonton Radio Corporation, aa subsub-

sidiary
sidiary of
of the
the Hewlen-Packard
Hewlett-Packard Com·
Company
1959, assumed
assumed divisional
divisional
pany since
since 1959.
Sl11nlS
status NO\'ember
November I,1, 1962.
1962. At
At dut
that time,
time,
BRCs
BRCs name
name was
was changed
changed co
to Boonton
Radio
Radio Company.
Conipany.
The
division
The conversion
conversion of
of BRC
BRC to
to aa division
of
of the
the Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Co. isis aa part
part of
of
an
an over-all
over-all program
program 10
to achieve
achieve grearer
greater
flexibility
flexibility of
of the
the entire
entire HP
H? organiu.organization
tion and
and to
to improve
improve operating
operating effiefficiency.
ciency. 1llis
This change
change ""il!
will in
in Ill)
no way
way afaff«1
but
fect BRC
BRC policies
policies or
or product line,
line, bul
will
will permit
permit us
us 10
to offer
offer Improved
improved and
npanded
expanded ~rviccs
services to
to Ollr
our customers.
customers.
Mr.
D. Myers.
Myers, formerly
formerly
Mr. William
William D.
manufacturing
of HP's
HPs MicroMicromanufacturing mana~r
manager of
wave
wave Di\'ision
Division in
in Palo
Palo Alro,
Alto, ha.s
has been
named
named general
general rnauager
manager of
of the
the new
new
Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio Division.
Division. Mr
Mr. Myers
Myers
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ASSOCIATES
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d Ave.
Tel:
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BRC Wins
Wins
BRC
"New
Good
Neighbor"
Award
”New Good Neighbor” Award
Boomon Radio
Radio Company
Company was
was one
one of
of
Boonton
len winners
winners in
in the
rhe third
rhird annual
annual “New
"New
ten
Good Neighbor”
Neighbor" contest,
comest, aa state-wide
sDte-wide
Good
COntest sponsored
sponsored by
by New
New Jersey
Jerscr BusiBusi·
contest
service of
of the
the New
New
ness Magazine,
Magazine, aa service
ness
Jersey Manufacturers
Manuf:acl\lrers Association.
Association. NomNomJersey
contCSI are
are made
made by
by the
the
inations for
for the
the contest
inations
of the
the communities
communities in
in which
which
ma)'ors of
mayors
new buildings
buildings are located.
located. Winners
Winners are
are
selt"CTed by a panel
panel of
of noted
noted business
business
selected
and civic leaders
leadc-rs and
and architects.
architects. Points
Points
considerC'd
the judging
judging are: the
Ihe gengenconsidered in the
erul attractiveness
amliCliveness of
of the
me building
building and
and
eral
iTS economic
economic value
value to
ro the
the community,
communi!)',
its
and the
lhe company’s
company's overall
overall community
communit)'
aocl effectiveness.
effectiveness..
relations approach
approach and
relations
BRC is
is indeed
indeed happy
ha.pp)· to
10 have
have been
httn
BRC
selectC'd a winner
winner in
in the
the contest
comesl and
and isis
selected
proud of
of its
ilS “good
"good neighbor”
neighbor" role
role in
in
proud
tlv- community.
("Immunity.
the

-MONUEAl,
'.0.. Canada
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A New Unity
A
Unity Gain
Gain Frequency
Frequency Converter
RICHARD H.
H. BLACKWELL,
BLACKWELL, DeueZo$ment
RICHARD
Development Engineer
With the development of the 202H
and 202J VHF Signal Generators, the
design of an improved version of the
Des207 Univerter was undertaken. Designated the 207H, this instrument rereo€ earlier models
tains
conce t of
rains the basic concept
ollowing additional
while offering the following
features:
L An
An improved wideband
widcband mixer to
1.
permit operation
operation with inpUT
input frequencies
frequencies
above and below the local
local oscillator
frequency.
frequency
2.
local oscillacor
2. A redesigned local
oscillator afford·
affording better stability and low residual FM.
3.
3. A built-in 40 db attenuatar
attenuator to aid
in making low-level
low·level measurements.
4.
-hp- modular ccabinet t?
to com·
com4. An .hp.
plement the 202H,
202H, and 202).
The 207H
297W Univcrrer
Univerter is 'basically
basically a
unity gain frequency converter coveroutput frequency
frequepcy ran
ing an
an OUtput
rangee of 100
100
5 5 me.
lock diakc to 55
mc. Figure 2 is a block
gram of the principal functions.
functions. A
local oscillator frequency of
sf 200 mc
was chosen because iitt falls within ehe
the
202W and 202J
range of
of both the 202H
202)
G e n ~ ~ a t o r lind
and
s , because it is aII
Signal Generators,
convenient figure to use in determindeterminfrequency for
the Univerter
Univener OUtpUt
ing rhe
output frequency
in ue ftequency.
frequency. The OUtpUt
out ut
a known input
o the 207H, F••
F,, is relate
frequency
frequency of
relatedc f 60
to
the signal generator
generatar input frequency,
F,,
F,. as follows:
follows:

P

-

.

f

P

f. '"

120C1-F'I+ IF'b;".~crR~i:'IT\<O'( x fa--'

FIgur.
201H Univerfer
Un/vert.r
Flgure 1.
1 . Typ.
Type 207H

+.
± I db of she
the signal generator input
level in the operating ranges previously
output provides a
X,OI OUtpUt
defined. The X,QZ
tnat obtained
signal level 40 db below that
(he X1
X 1 Output
at the
output and the High OutpUt
Output
provides a minimum level of one volt
0.1 volt input.
outinput. The input, XI
Xl OUt·
for 0.1
output have a nominal
put,
pUt, and X.01
X.OI outpUt
the High
impedance of 50 ohms and ehe
Output
OutpUt has ail nominal impedance of
300 ohms.

MlXER
MIXER
Freviaus
a€ the 207
2Q7 UniPrevious models of
verter were designed to operate only
with inpUt
input signals of IIa higher frequency
than the local
oscillator frequency.
local osciJlator

,------..,
UIII11' • (j,OIN
INI'VT

UNO".."

2'M~'"

.MI'I,.I~lt~

I.S-I",'''"
(202N!

b

OUTPUTS

I_~------"'OUT~TS
sonz
"
XI
5 001

1000k< - ""'"

•••z

x .01
500 Z
50"

14'.s F, S 199.9 (202Hj
200.1 :s: F, :s 2" (20211

F, ;;::
= 207H
207H outpUt
autpue frequency in me.
B1 =
generaror input frequency
F
=::: Signal genctluor
in me.
mc.
If the Frequency Increment Dial iiss set
output frequency of the
at zero, the outpUt
207H is simply the difference betWeen
between
the signal generator input frequency
mc local
frelocal oscillator freand the 200 me
quency.
50 ohms, the
When loaded with SO
gain or X
X11 OutpUt
output level is within
unity gain

correct for mixer non-flatness
non-flames! for either
input frequency range, but not for both
ranges simultaneously.
Two possible solutions for this prob( 1) a switching circuit to
to
lem are: (1)
provide the proper compensation for
each range, or (2)
( 2 ) a mixer circuit
which is sufficiently flat over the input
frequency range. The latter approach
was chosen.
Figure 33(a)
( a ) is a schematic diagram
of the mixer circuit employed in all
of the 207 Univerter.
previous models of
The signal generator
generawr input signal is
fed to the cathode of a triode mixer
and the
dle oscillator signal if
is applied to
the grid by means of a coil coupled

0 HIGH
"'~

,

-

Figure
Block Diagram
Flllqre 2. Functional
FUllctl"nol "ad
DIagram _

Small variations in mixer response over
the input frequency range could be
compensated for by adjusting the reo
response of the wideband amplifier. In
the
207H Univerter, however, IIny
any derhe 207H
parture from
flac mixer response apfrom flat
pears as an asymmetry in the upper
and lower halves of the overall response
curve. The amplifier can be used ro

LEVEL
ltV(\.
3
0 0 0 12
JOOll

207H
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to
to the
the oscillator
oscillator rank
tank circuic.
circuit.

Figure
Figure 3(b)
3 ( b ) isis aa simplified
simplified Norron
Norton
equivalent
equivalent drmit
circuit willl
with the
the grid
grid leak
leak
bias
bias componentS
components and
and all
all bur
but one
one of
of the
the
inrerelectrode
interelectrode capacirances
capacitances omined.
omitted. The
The
OUtput
output of
of the
the mixer
mixer isis detetmined
determined by
by
the
the conversion
conversion transconductance
transconductance g.,
g,, the
the
signal
ZLand
and
signal frequency
frequency load
load impedance
impedance ZL
Ihe
Vgk. V."
V,r,
the grid
grid to
to cathode
cathode voltage
voltage V••.
however,
however, isis not
not always
always equal
equal to
to thl!
the
signal
V,,, and
and
signal generatOr
generator input
input voltage
voltage V,.,
the
the relationship
relationship between
between (hem
them isis frefrequency
quency dependent.
dependent. At
At some
some frequency
frequency
F"
F,, series
series resonance
resonance occurs
occurs between
between Cgr
and
and L."
L,. For
For input
input frC<Juencies
frequencies near
near F,.,
F,,
V.",
V,, will
will be
be larger
larger than
than Vi.
V,, by
by aa factOr
factor
which
Q of
of
which depends.
depends, in
in part.
part, on
on the
the Q
Ihe
the resonant
resonant citcuit.
circuit. Because
Because the
the series
series
resonant
resonant circuit
circuit forms
forms aa feedback
feedback circircuit
cuit between
between the
the grid
grid and
and cathooe
cathode of
of
the
the mixer,
mixer, the
the actual
actual resonanr
resonant frequency
frequency
isis slighrly
slightly higher
higher than
than the
the natural
natural reresonant
sonant frequency.
frequency. For
For the
the citcuit
circuit of
of
Figure
Figure 3(a),
3 ( a ) , F,
F, isis 230
230 me.
mc. This
This unundesirable
desirable resonance
resonance effect
effect can
can theoretitheoretically
cally be
be e1imin:ued
eliminated by
by either
either shifting
shifting
F, to
to aa higher
higher frequency
frequency (by
(by reducing
F,
Cgrand
and L),
Lc),or
or by
by redllCing
reducing the
the effeceffecof the
the circuit
circuit to
to unity.
unity. These
These
tive QQ of
tive
possibilities suffer
suffer from
from practical
practical circirpossibilities
cuit limitations
limitations which
which are
are difficult
difficult to
to
cuit
overcome.
overcome.
A much
much better
better solution
solution to
to this
this probprobA
lem would
would be
be non-resonaor
non-resonant coupling
coupling
lem
from the
the mixer
mixer to
to the
the oscillator.
oscillator. Rather
from
than add
add aa buffer
buffer or
or cathode
cathode follower
follower
than
stage, an
an artempt
attempt was
was made
made to
to take
take the
the
stage,
oscillator signal
signal directly
directly from
from the
the cath·
cathoscillator
ode of
of the
the oscillaror
oscillator tube.
tube. A
A small
small value
value
ode
of resistance
resistance in
in the
the cathode
cathode circuit
circuit
of
would provide
provide the
the RF
RF voltage
voltage necessary
necessary
would
to satllnlte
saturate rhe
the mixet
mixer and
and also
also discourdiscourto
age mixer
mixer grid
grid circuit
circuit resonance
resonance effects
effects
age
Q itit preseors.
presents. In
In
because of
of the
the low
low Q
because
addition, the
the mixer
mixer would
would be
be ope-rating
operating
addition,
essentially in
in the
the grounded-grid
grounded-grid conconessentially
figuration with
with respeCt
respect to
to input
input signals.
signals,
figuration
resulting in
in aa lower
lower input
input VSWR.
VSWR.
resulting
The result
result of
of this
this development
development isis
The
4. AA 6ER5
6ER5 VHF
VHF triode
triode
shown in
in Figure
Figure 4.
shown

c..

c:..

is used
mixer because
because its
its transcontransconis
used as
as aa mixer
made to
ro swing
swing over
over aa
duCtance
ductance can
can be
be made
large
with aa small
change in
in
large range
range with
small change
grid
volrage, thus
thus providing
providing aa large
large
grid voltage,
conversion
with small
small
conversion transconductance
transconductance with
drive voltages.
voltages. Approximately 33 volts
200 mc
me signal
signal is
is developed
developed
rms
rms of
of 200
across
resisror in
in the
the oscillator
oscillator
15-ohm resistor
across aa 15·ohm
the resistor
resistOr varies
vaties
cathode.
cathode. The
The Q
Q of
of the
me to
to unity at 250 mc.
me.
from
from 0.6 at 150 mc
The 100-ohm
lOO·ohm resistor in the cathode
of the mixer provides a 50-ohm nominal input impedance.

z,,,=

R k

-

1fg-B.k

'00
100

=
c-ccc-cc:=c'" 50W ohms
ohm.
1+(.011(100)
I+(Ol)(l00)

This
inrercJecuode
This formula neglects interelectrode
capacirnnce
capacitance and assumes grounded-grid
operation. In prototype models, the
maximum input VSWR is 1.7
1.7 at 255
mc and the flatness
flatness over an input frequency
quency range of 145
145 mc to 255 mc is
approximately Jh db total variation.
200
200 Me
M c OSCiLLATOR
OSCILLATOR
The ColpittS
oscillator
circuit of prepreColpitts
vious
Univerrers has been,
been improved
vious Univerters
modifica·
for
for use in the 207H.
207H. The modifications are:
are:
I.
Type- 6AF4A tube
rube
1. Substitution
Substitution of a Type
for the Trpe
Type 6C4.
6C4.
for
2. Use of a metalized glass tank
2.
mnk coil.
3. Tempetarure
Temperature compensation for im3.
proved stability.
stability.
The 6AF4A, designed to operate as a
oscillator, is more stable and has
UHF oscillator,
a higher transconductance than the 6C4.
The metalized glass
glass coil
coil is far superiot
superior
The
to conventional wire·wound
wire-wound coils
coils in
to

this application.
application. ItIt isis unaffacted
unaffacted by
by
this
vibrarion and
and humidity
humidity and
and has
has aa maxmaxvibration
imum temperature
tempe-ramre coefficent
cocfficenr of
of only
only
imum
pans per
per million
million per
per degree
degree CentiCenti20 parts
20
grade. Since
Since the
the warmup
warmup drift
drift isis related
related
grade.
temperamre rise
rise inside
inside the
[he oscillator
oscillator
to temperature
compartment, temperature
temperature compensacompensaThe frequency
frequency
be employed. The
tion can be
decreases with
with increasing
increasing temperature,
temperature,
decreases
thus, requiring
requiring aa negative
negative temperature
temperature
thus,
BeSt results
results are
are
coefficient capacitor.
capacitor. Best
coefficient
obtained using
using aa grid
grid blocking
blocking capacicapaciobtained
tOr whose
whose coefficient
coefficient is
is -330
~330 parts
parts
tor
per million
million per
per degree
degree Centigrade.
Centigrade. All
All
per
othet fixed
fixed capacitors
capacitors in
in the
the oscillator
oscillator
other
NPO type.
type. Figure
Figure 55 isis aa table
table
are of
of the
the NPO
of 207H
207H
of the drift characteristics of
of
alprototype models.
mooels. The
The specification
specification alprototype
maximum drift
drift of
of 10
10 kc
kc
lows a maximum
(.005%)
in any
anyone-hour
period or
or 22
(.005
% ) in
one-hour period
(.001%)) in
in any five-minute
five-minute period
period
kc (.001%
one-hour warmup.
warmup.
after a one-hour
twO
circuit has
has two
The 207H oscillator circuit
frequency adjustments.
adjusrments. An
An uncalibrated
uncalibrated
frequency
Frequency Adjust
Adjust trimmer
trimmer gives aa tuntunFrequency
of approximately
approximately four
four megmegrange of
ing range
acycles to
to permit
permit zero
zero beating
beating the
the
with an
an external
external standard.
standard.
oscillator with
This control
is aa recessed
recessed screwdriver
screwdriver
conuol is
The Frequency
Frequency
the front
front panel.
paneL The
type on the
Increment
is controlled by
by
Incremem capacitor is
large knob
knob on the
the front
from panel
panel and
and
the large
permits
permits a change in
in frequency of
of 300
300
kc either side of
of the
the center
cemer frequency.
frequency.
The dial is
is calibrated
calibrated in
in 55 kc
kc increincrements and the
the accuracy is
is -C
± ((3%
of
ments
3% of
11 kc).
the dial reading
kc).
reading
The residual
residual FM of
of the
the oscillator
oscillator
due to the 60-cycle
6O-eycle power
power line
line frequency
frequency
and 120-cycle power
is
power supply ripple
ripple is
65 db below 10 kc
kc or 6 cps
cps deviation
deviation
typically.
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If
If the Univerter
Univerrer is
is to
to have
have unity
unity
gain at 50 ohms output
OutpUt impedance,
impedance, an
an
amplifier must be
be used
used to
to restore
restore the
the
power insertion loss of
of the
the mixer.
mixer. A
A
two-stage, low-pass
low-pass filter
filter coupled amamplifier with an output cathode follower
follower
is used. An additional low-pass
low·pass filter
filter
section couples the
the mixer
mixer to
to the
the first
first
amplifier.
amplifier.
Each
Each filter consists of
of a constant
constant K
K
pi section followed
by an
an m-derived
m-derived
followed by
half
m =
half section
section ((m
= 0.6)
0.6) terminated
terminated in
in
aa resistance
is approximately
approximately
resist;lOce which
which is
equal
equal to
to the
the characteristic
characterisric impedance
impedance
of
inpur and
and output
omput
of the filter. The input
capacitance
capacirance of
of the
the amplifier
amplifier tubes
tubes bebecome the
come
rhe capacitance
capacitance elements
elements of
of the
the
filter
6. Small
Small trimtrim·
filrer as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 6.
mer
mer capacitors
capacitors of
of the
the glass
glass piston
piston type
type

u

u
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parallel
parallel the
the rube
tube capacitances
capacitances and
and comcompensatc
for
tube
variations
and
pensate for tube variations and comcomponent
ponent tOlerances.
tolerances. The
The gain
gain that
that can
can
be
be obtained
obtained for
for aa given
given bandwidth
bandwidth is
is
limited
limited by
by the
the inpur
input and
and OutpUt
output capaccapacitancc
itance of
of the
the tubes
tubes and
and [he
the wbe
tube rranstransconductance.
conductance. In
In order
order to
to be
be useful
useful in
in
this
this circuit,
circuit, aa tube
tube must
must have
have aa large
large
transconductance
transconductance combined
combined with
with small
small
input
input and
and OUtpUt
output capacitance.
capacitance. Ikllh
Both (he
the
6AK5
6AK5 and
and 6688
6688 used
used in
in this
this circuit
circuit
are
are suited
suited for
for wideband
wideband amplifier
amplifier use.
use.
Variable
Variable resistOrs
resistors for
for gain
gain comrol
control are
are
placed
placed in
in the
the carhode
cathode circuits
circuits of both
amplifiers.
amplifiers. One
One of
of these
these comrols
controls is
is a
recessed
recessed screwdriver
screwdriver type
type on
on the
the from
front
panel;
panel; the
the Other
other isis aa locking
locking potentio·
potentiometer
at the
the rear
rear of
of the
the castcastmeter locared
located at
ing.
ing. The
The 6AK5
6AK5 amplifier
amplifier stage
stage proproduces
1.5, and
and the
the
duces aa maximum
maximum gain
gain of
of 15,
6688
6688 has
has aa maximum
maximum gain
gain of
of 8.4.
8.4. AlAlthough
though the
the 6AK5
6AK5 gain
gain seems
seems quite
quite
small,
small, itit serves
serves to
to isolate
isolate the
the relatively
relatively
high
high input
input capacitance,
capacitance, of
of the
the 6688
6688
from
from the
the mixer
mixer OUtput,
output, and
and thus
thus per,
permits
mits an
an additional
additional 66 db
d b of
of gain
gain in
in that
stage.
stage. The
The final
final 6AK5
6AK5 provides
provides tWO
two
outputs.
outputs. ItIt acts
acts as
as aa cathode
cathode follower
follower
to
to supply
supply the
the SO-ohm
50-ohm unity
unity gain
gain OUtoutpUt
put and
and as
as an
an additional
additional stage
stage of
of amamplification
plification to
to supply
supply the
the high
high level,
level,
300-ohm
300-ohm OUtput
output from
from the
the plate circuit.
circuit.
The
The High
High OUtplit
Output must
must be
be loaded
loaded exexternally
pf capacitance
capacitance if
ternally with
with aa 10
10 pf
maximum OUtpUt
output flarness
flatness isis desired.
desired.
maximum
(The
(The resistance
resistance loading
loading isis nOt
not critical).
critical).
Although
Although the
the low-frequency
low-frequency limit
limit of
the 207H
207H isis specified
specified as
as 100
100 kc,
kc, the
the
the
response extends
extends down
down imo
into the
the audio
audio
response
range to
to facilitate
facilitate zero
zero heating
beating the
range
oscillator with
with aa signal
signal generator
generator oscilosciloscillator
lator, using
using headphones
headphones or
or aa VTVM
VTVM as
as
laror,
null indicatOr.
indicator. The
The premium
premium quality
quality
aa null
6688 frame
frame grid
grid pemode
pentode not
not only
only propro6688
duces aa large
large gain,
gain, bur
but offers
offers reliable
reliable
duces
operation and
and long
long life.
life. The
The mixer
mixer and
and
operation
amplifier tOgether
together provide
provide flat
flat response
response
amplifier
0.7 db
db over
over the
the entire
entire operat·
operatwithin ±t 0.7
within
ing frequcncy
frequency range.
range.
ing

ATTENUATOR
ATTENUATOR
A
mixer,
followed by
by aa widehand
wideband
A mixer, followed
amplifier, has
has an
an inherently
inherently high
high OUtoutamplifier,
put noise
noise level.
level. The
The noise
noise powet
power OutoutpUt
put isis proportional
proportional ro
to bandwidth
bandwidth within
within
put
the passband
passband of
of the
the amplifier.
amplifier. For
For the
the
lhe
207H Univerrer,
Univerter, the
the noise
noise level
level at
at the
the
207H
unity ,gain
gain Output
output isis aa maximum
maximum of
of
unity
eight microvolts
microvolts over
over aa one-megacycle
one-megacycle
eight
bandwidth. This
This corresponds
corresponds to
to aa noise
noise
bandwidth.
figure of
of approximately
approximately 25
25 db.
db. This
This
figurc
noise level
level can
can be
be troublesome
troublesome when
when
noise
making measurements
measurements with
with sensl{ive,
sensitive,
making

.
error
in attenuation,
aHenuation, due
due to
to both
both efdin
error

I

fa:ts, is
is approximately
approximately 11 db.
db. Typical
Typical
fects,
attenuatOrs
have errors
errors of
of less
less than
than
~ a t o r s have
atteni
lh
db.
111e
attenuator
exhibits
a
rise
b.
The
attenuator
exhibits
a
rise
y~ d
in at
attenuation
above 55
55 mc.
me. This
This isis
tenuation above
in
desirable
because the
the transmission
transmission of
of
ible because
desin
spurious
above 55
55 mc
mc isis rereXIS signals above
spuric
duced.
For instance,
instance, at
at 200
200 mc
mc the
the atati.For
ducec
60 db. The
The X1
Xl output
OutpUt has
has
tenuation
tion isis 60
tenua
VSWR of
of 1.22
1.22 and
and the
the
maximum
tximum VSWR
aa ma
OUtpUt has
has aa maximum
maximum VSWR
VS\X!R
xX.OI
. 0 1 output
of I1.17.
of
. 17.
The
OutpUt should
should be
be used
used
le attenuated output
Tf
for rmaking
measurements at
at levels
levels bebenaking measurements
for
The attenuated
attenuated
low 1000
1000 microvolts.
microvolts. The
low
OUtpUt
noise power
power isis less
less than
than the
the
It noise
outpl
by aa 50-ohm
SO-ohm resistor
resistor
produced by
noise produced
at r(
room
temperature. Therefore,
Therefore, the
the
)om temperature.
X.O 1 output
Output noise power
power is
is essentially
essentially
x.0
that associated
associated with
with the
the %-ohm
50·ohm
only that
internal
interi
ial resistance.

Figure 4. 207M Ulliverter Mixer Clrclllt
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Figure 5. local
Local Oscillator Stability TypIcal
lypical 'erformallce
Performance
INamillol
ZOOmc/
l Nominal Ou:llfator
Oscillator Frequellcy
Frequency iiss 2OOmcl

SUPPLY
POWER SUPPLY
power supplies
supplies are
are available
available
Two power
{he 207H Univerter,
Univerrer, aa 95-130
95·130 volt,
volt,
with the
with
or
6O-cyde model
model and
and aa 95-130
95-130 volt
volt or
60-cycle
190-260 volt,
volt, 50-cycle
SO-cycle model.
model. The
The dual
dual
190-260
voltage
voltage supply has
has aa voltage
volmge changeover
change<lver
the power
power supply
supply
mounted on the
switch mounted
Both supplies employ
employ resonant
resonant
chassis. Both
± 1%
1% voltage
volrage stabilizastabilizaStabilizers for
for 2
stabilizers
of input
input
tion over the
the indicated
indicated range
range of
line voltages.
voltages. The
The Bf
B+ is
is developed
developed by
by
a conventional voltage
voltllge doubler
doubler circuit,
circuit,
using selenium rectifiers
twOrectifiers and
and aa twosection, choke-capacitor
choke.capacitor filter.
filter. As
As aa reresult of
of voltage
voltage stabilization,
stabilization, the
the local
local
oscillator frequency
frequency change,
change, due
due to
to aa
1-volt
less
I-volt change in
in line
line voltage,
voltage, isis less
than
than 400 cycles.

wideband devices.
devices. A simple solution
to
to [his
this problem
problem is the use of an attenuatOr
uator between the wideband amplifier
and
[('Sted at low
and the device being tested
signal
signal levels.
levels. A 40-db attenuator for
this purpose
purpose has been incorporated in
the
rhe 207H.
the design of the
Figure 7 shows the multisection
multisecrion freFigure
quency compensated attenuator which
serves
serves a dual
dual purpose. It provides 3.5
db
X I output
d b attenuation
attenuation between the X1
and
and the cathode follower outpUt
output of
of the
amplifier in
in order to obmin
obtain a low
amplifier
X.01 output
Output
VSWR. It also
also provides a X.01
which gives a level
level 40 db below the
Output levels are
level. OUtput
arc speX 1I output level.
across a SO-ohm
50-ohm load conna:ted
connected
cified across
the OutpUt
output in use. Both outputs
to the
OUtpUtS
should never be loaded at the same
should
or aa serious
serious error in attenuation
time or
time
will result.
will
The resistors used are half wan,
watt, one
The
percent, carbon film
film types (MIL RN
20X). The
The maximum possible error in
20X).
attenuation due
due to
to the resistance tolerattenuation
tOlerance is
is ± 0.4
0.4 db.
db. Change in attenuaance
tion with frequency,
frequency, due to
to the rising
tion
impedance of the 10·ohm
10-ohm resistors at
frequencies, is compensated with
high frequencies,
shunt a1pacicors.
capacitors. The total
shunt
cotal maximum

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The oscillator, mixer
mixer and
and amplifier
amplifier
are constructed
silver plated
plated brass
brass
construCted on aa silver
plate mounted
aluminum casting
casting
mounred on an aluminum
with
with a silver plated
plated brass
brass cover plate.
plare.
The shielded attenuator subassembly
subassembly is
is
mounted to
to the
the side of
of the
rhe casting,
casting,
while
is aa
while the
the regulated
regulated power
power supply
supply is
separate chassis.
The entire
emire unit
unit is
is
separate
chassis. The
housed in
in the new Hewlett-Packard
Hewlen-Packard
Modular
cabinet matches
matches
Modular Cabinet.
Cabiner. This cabinet
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-Figure 6.
6. Wideballd
Wideband Amplifier
Figure
Amplilier Interstage
Interstaqe Filters
Filters
lIBypau
Bypass and
and Coupllllg
Coupling Capacitors
Omitted
Capacitors Omitted for
for Simplicityl
Simplicity!
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the
the appearance
appearance of
of the
the 202H
202H and
and 202J
202J
cabinets
and
permits
stacking
the
cabinets and permits stacking the 207H
207H
with
with either
either generator..
generator.. The
The simple
simple addi·
addition
tion of
of flanges
flanges permits
permits rack-mouming.
rack-mounting.
The
The from
front panel
panel layout
layout of
of the
the 207H
207H is
is
designed
designed to
to complement
complement the
the appearance
appearance
of
of the
the 202H
202H and
and 202J
202J frone
front panels
panels
when
A shorr
short acacwhen the
the units
units are
are stacked.
stacked. A
cessory
cessory cable,
cable, Type
Type 524A,
524A, isis used to
connect
connect the
the signal
signal generator
generator output
output to
to
the
the Univerter
Univerter input.
input.
It
It isis desirable
desirable to
to have
have the
the Frequency
Frequency
Increment
Increment Dial
Dial indicate
indicate the
the sense
sense of
outpUt
output frequency
frequency change
change as
as well
well as
as
magnitude.
magnitude. The
The sense
sense isis opposite
opposite for
for
input
input frequencies
frequencies above
above and
and below 200
me.
To avoid
avoid possible
possible confusion,
confusion, the
the
mc. To
input
input ftequency
frequency ranges
ranges are
are color
color coded
coded
to
to correspond
cQrrespond to
to the
the appropriate
appropriate FreFrequency
quency Increment
Increment Dial
Dial calibrations.
calibrations.
OPERATION
OPERATION WITH
WITH 202H
202H AND
AND 202J
2025
The
The major
major advamage
advantage of
of the
the UniUniverter
verter principle
principle isis the
the extension
extension of
of the
the
superior
superior modulation
modulation characteristiCs
characteristics and
and
precision
precision piston
piston attenuatot
attenuator of
of the
the VHF
signal
signal generator
generator to
to the
the lower
lower frequency
frequency
range.
range.
The
The 207H
207H will
will reproduce
reproduce the
the modumodulation
lation of
of the
the 202H
202H or
or 202J,
202J, with
with neglinegligible
gible distortion,
distortion, provided
provided the
the foUowing
following
precautions
precautions are
are observed.
observed. Care
Care should
should
be
be taken
taken when
when using
using low
low carrier
carrier frefrequencies
quencies that
that significant
significant modulation
modulation
sidebands
100 kc,
kc,
sidebands do
do not
not fall
fall below
below 100
otherwise
otherwise severe
severe distortion
distortion may
may result.
result.
The following
following simple
simple rules
rules will
will avoid
avoid
The
this condition:
condition:
this
Modalation-Lowest Permissible
Permissible
Modulation-Lowest
Output Carrier
Carrier Frequency
Frequency
OUtpUt
AM--100 kc
kc plus
plus Modulation
Modulation
AM-1OO
Frequency
Frequency
FM-100 kc
kc Modulation
Modulation Frequency
Frequency
PM-lOO
plus Deviation
Deviation Frequency
Frequency
plus
In addition,
addition, input
input amplitude
amplitude modmodIn
ulated signal
signal levels
levels should
should be
be kept
kept
ulated
.05 volts
volts for
for minimum
minimum envelope
envelope
below .05
below
distortion.
distortion.

X1 OUtpUt
output level
level of
of the
the 207H
207H
The Xl
The
Univerter can
can be
be read
read direcdy
directly from
from
Univener
or 202J
2025 attenuator
attenuator dial
dial wirh
with
the 202H
202H or
the
an accuracy
accuracy of
of ± L1 db
db plus
plus the
the accuaccuan
racy of
of the
the signal
signal generatot
generator anenuator
attenuator
racy
itself. In
In this
this way
way the
the 207H
207H effectively
effectively
itself.
or 202J
202J
extends the
the range
range of
of the
the 202H
202H or
extends
precision piston
piston attenuator
attenuator to
to cover
cover
ptecision
100 kc
kc to
to 55
5 5 mc.
mc.
frequencies of
of 100
frequencies
The stability
stability of
of the
the Ourput
output signal
signal of
of
The
the 207H
207H depends
depends upon
upon the
the stability
stability
the
of the
the 207H
207H local
local oscillator
oscillator and
and the
the
of
stability of
of the
the signal
signal generator
generator with
with
stability
which itit isis used.
used. Much
Much effof!
effort has
has been
been
which

*
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Figure 1. 40 db Attenuator

pUt imo
put
into stabilizing the 207H local
oscillator in order that rhe
the output freftequency stability of the Univerter
Univertet will
be controlled almost entirely
entitely by the
stability of the signal generator. Very
little could
could be gained in output frequency
quency stability with a crystal controlled local
local oscillator.
oscillator. In addition a
pre:crystal
crystal controlled oscillator would preclude
clude the
the use of the Frequency Increment capacitor for calibrated frequency
deviations of j: 300 kc. The drift
specifications for the 207H refer only
to the local
local oscillator and not to the
OUtpUt
output frC<juency.
frequency.

hum modulation.
modulation. Experimentation
Experimentation may
may
hum
be
necessary
to
determine
the
best
be necessary to determine the best
value for
fot aa given
given application.
application.
value
OUtpUt frequencies
frequencies from
from the
the
Spurious output
Spurious
Univetter result
result mainly
mainly from
from
207H Univerter
sign.a.l generator
generator spurious
spurious outputs
OUtputS which
which
signal
are converted
converted ro
to lower
lower frequencies
frequencies
are
along with
with the
the desired
desired signal
signal and
and apapalong
pear in the
the output.
Output.
pear
The total
tOtal harmonic
harmonic distortion
distortion of
of the
the
The
207H
less than
than 2.5%
2.5% at
at aa level
level of
of
2
07H isis less

0.1 volts.
volts. The
The second
second and
and third
third harhar0.1
llre at
at least
least 30
30 db
db below
below the
the
monies are
monics

*

{%chll\~inF.)
( 5% change in F,)

(%
( % increase in f,)
Fl)

'"
=

F, -(
f.) FL
f,
Fl
-( % incr"-",
increase in FL)
FF..

F,
Fi =
= sig.
sig. gen. input freq. in mc.
F..
freq. in mc.
me.
FL=
= local oscillator freq.
F, =
=output
F.
OUtput freq. in mc.
me.
output freThe percent change in OUtput
fte·
quency
quency is a function of the magnitude
of
of input and local oscillator drift, the
OUtpUt
direction of the drift and the output
frequency itself.
itself. It is possible. for the
frequency
output frC<juency
frequency drift to be zero while
output
both the input and local oscillator frequencies are
are changing.
quencies
some applications, especially
especially at
For some
frequencies, the OUtpUt
output frequency
low frequencies,
drift may be larger than desirable. It
drift
possible to lock the OUtput
output frequency
isis possible
of the 207H to an external discriminator using a simple AFC arrangement. The
The dc OUtpUt
output of the discrimiment.
beSt renator must be amplified for best
sults and
and aplied to the DC FM INPUT
sults
of the
the 202H or 202J. Care must be
use (he
the proper polarity of
taken to usc
feedback signal.
signal. Figure 88 shows the
feedback
setup. The de
dc amplifier
recommended setup.
should have a high inpnt
input impedance, aa
should
low OUtput
output impedance, a polarity relow
versing switch
switch and a gain of at least
15. Both
Both the
the discriminator
discriminator and
and ampliampli15.
fier should
should be
be as
as stable
stable as
as possible.
possible. The
The
fier
time constant
constant of
of the
the de
dc amplifier
amplifier must
time
must
be short
short enough to prevent “hunting”
be
'·huming"
and long
long enough
enough to
to prevent
prevent carrier
carrier dedeand
of FM
modulation and
and the
the introduction
introduction of
modulation
FM
44
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Stobl. DISCRIMINATOR
IUN
lo~
drsirad

frequency
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.FREQUENCY CONTROLLED
SIGNAL

FIgure 8.
I. AFC
AFC Circuit
CIrcuIt Using
UI/llg
Figure
External Discriminator
DJlcrlmlnotor
External

fundamental for levels
levels up
up to
to 0.1
0.1 volt.
volt.
of 200
2oo
Approximately 200
200 microvolts
microvolts of
Approximately
signal appears
appears at
at
mc local oscillator signal
the unity
OutpUt. Output
Output frefreunity gain
gain output.
quency signal leakage
is at
at least
least 60
60 db
db
leakage is
below the
the unity
unity gain output
output level
level
in the vicinity
of the
the output
outpUt panel
panel
vicinity of
connectors.
conne<:tOts.
The results of
of aa series
series of
of environenvironmental tests
tests indicate
indicate that
that the
the 207H
207H isis
capable of
of withstanding
withstanding any
any shock,
shock, temtemperature and humidity
humidity conditions
conditions likely
likely
to be encountered
encountered in
in normal
normal laboralaboratory use.
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Figure
figure 9.
9. Typical
Typical 207H
201M and
and 202H
202M Setup
Setup
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SUMMARY
207H is a valuable accessory
The 207H
accessory to
202 J Signal
Signal Generators,
Generators.
the 202H and 202J
The three
rhree instruments together offer
calibrated outpUt
output levels with both AM
and FM
FM modulation over a frequency
range of 100 kc to 270 mc.
mc,

CORRECTION
CORRECTION
The block diagram shown in Figure
9, Page 5 of Notebook Number 33 is
not correCt
correct as shown. The blocks designated "FM
“FM SiG.
SIG. GEN.
GEN. UNDER TEST'
TEST”

and "REFERENCE
“REFERENCE FM SIG,
SIG. GEN.",
GEN.”,
together with the OUtput
output designations
"f.
imerchanged.
“f, " and f,f,,:',
,;’, should be interchanged.
Th~ Notebook
NoteboOk is indebted to Mr,
The
Mr. K. E.
Farr of Jerrold Electronics
Elecrronics Corp. for
pointing OUt
out this errot.
error.
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New Techniques
in F
FM
Fidelity Measurements
Techniques in
M Fidelity
Measurements
RICHARD
N. SCHULTE,
Production Engineer
RICHARD N.
SCHULTE, Prodaction
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Common methods of measuring a
signal source FM fidelity involve the
use of a receiver or detecmr
detector with known
fidelity characteristics. This article describes a method of determining fidelity
by measuring the deviation of an FM
source as a function
constant am·
function of aa*constant
amplitude modulating signal;
signal, without de'pendence
receiver's fidelity
‘pendence on the receiver’s
characteristic. Any relatively good narrow band AM receiver will suffice for
measuremerll since the fidelity rethe measurement
quirement is not critical.
In the absence of AM, the frequency
speCtrum
spectrum of an FM signal shows the
amplitude
amplitude relationship between the car·
carrier and the various sidebands. The
modulation index, m, is defined as
6f/f_;
Af/f,,,; where 6f
Af is the peak frequency
deviation of the carrier from
Center
from its center
frequency,
f..... is the modulation
frequency, and fmol,
frequency.
frequency.
The various carrier and sideband
amplitudes that result from
from values of
mare
m
are relared
related to the Bessel Functions
of the first-kind,
fim·kind, J.
J. (m),
( m ) , with order
equal
nfmo, equals the
equal to n where nf......
separation between the carrier frequency
and the sideband or specrrum
spectrum componcomponem
ent of order n.
E. =
E.]~
= E,J,
The carrier amplitude
amplitude is E,
( m ) , the first-order
=
(m),
firSt-Qrder sideband is El
E\ ==
E.J I (m),
E,J1
( m ) , and the nth
nth order sideband
Eo =
E.,]. (m);
E. is the
= E,Jn
( m ) ; where E,
is E,
amplitude
amplitude of the unmodulated carrier.
BESSEl
ZERO METHOD
METHOD
BESSEL ZERO
For years,
years, frequency deviation has
mCllsured by using the fact
been measured
fact that
the carrier amplitude,
amplitude, related to the
( m ) , goes to zero
Bessel Function J. (m),
at certain values of modulation index
(m==
( m = 2.405, 5.520, 8.653,
8.653, 11.79, etc.).
rype of measurement
measuremenr all
all that
For this type
is needed is an accurately known modulation frequency source, and a receiver
selective enough to precisely indicate

.;~~~~~;~~~~~~~l
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the carrier null in the presence of a
first.order
first-order sideband. The procedure is
simply to tune
tUne ro
nO
to the carrier with no
modulation present, and then increase
the amplitude of the modulating
modulating signal
until the desired nth
n,. order null is reached
as indicated by the disappearance of
of
n,. time
the carrier, for the nth
time’.l , For exexample, the deviation of an FM signal
source can be set to
to 150 kc using the
second-order Bessel Zero modulation
index (m)
the
( m ) of 5.520. In this case rhe
modulation frequency used is
M
nf

150 kc

m

'5.520
5.520

ff,,,..... ==
-=
=-

= 27,173 cps.
cps.
=

Tuning to the carrier, without modrhen increasing the ampli·
ulation, and then
amplirude of a 27,173 cps modulating signal
tude
until the second null is reached, will set
the deviation of the signal source to
to
150 kc. Table I1 conrains
frequemly
150
contains frequently
used Bessel Zero frequencies and resulting deviations,
deviations.
The minimum receiver bandwidth
that can be used with a VHF FM signal
source of
mod·
of good srability
stability limits the modulation frequency to a minimum of
of approxapproxabout 5 kc. This puts
putS a limit of
12 kc on the minimum deviaimately 12
tion that
lhat can be measured by Bessel
carrier zeroes. On the other hand, nulls
5
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1. Amplitude Ratio -
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fbI f,IE, in Decibels
m VI,
vs. E
,/€,
f,IE,

above the 4th order become difficult to
identify and precisely locate. This limlimitation is not serious, however, because
most FM telemetry and entertainment
receivers are quite flat,
fht, before de-emde-emphasis, from 50 cps to
ro 15
IS kc. Most FM
Signal Generators are also quite flat
in this frequency range.
DEVIATION
DEVIATION
(h)
(kc)

"'"

50
75
150
250
300
300

''''
,'"

,

NULL
NULL ORDER
ORDER

1

20,792
20,791.
31,188
31,188
61,375
62,375
103.959
103,959
11~,750
124,750

,
2

9,058
9,058
13,587
13,587
27,173
17,173
~5,189
45,289
54,347
54.347

3
5,n8
5,778
8,667
8.667
r7,33~
77,334

28,889
18.889
34,667
34,667

Tab/e I. Berrel Zero Mod"latlll9 Freq.

The first·order Bessel Zero appears
at a modulalion index of 2.405, which
is the minimum value useable with the
Bessel Zero method. Obviously, the
Bessel Zero method fails, and hence a
problem arises at modulation indices
less rhan 2.405. For instance, a 50 kc
deviation ar a modulating frequency of
500 kc gives a modulation index of 0.1
and is nor rneaslltable by the Bessel
'Zero method.

SIDEBAND AMPLITUDE METHOD
Analyzing the Spectrum
A ratio measuremem of the first·

BOONTON
RADIO
COMPANY
B
OONTON R
ADIO C
OMPANY
order
order sideband
sideband co
to carrier
carrier amplitudes
amplitudes
fills
fills this
this gap.
gap. The
The ratio
ratio under
under considera·
considerabe·
rion,
J1 ( m ) , ' J o ( m ) , betion, EI/E"
E1/E,, equals
equals ll(m)/).(m},
causeE
1 =
cause E1
= E.Jl(m)
EoJl( m ) and
and E,.
E, == E.J.(m)
E,J,(m)
and
and therefore,
therefore, EdE,
EI/E, isis aa function
function of
of the
the
6i
Af
modularion
= --).
-)
. There·
Theremodulation index
index (m
(m =

_WL---fCfmod
fc-fmod
U"dislo,ted
Ondistorted

i••
f,,,",,

fore,
fore, the
the actual
actual deviation
deviation can
can be
be deter·
determinded
since
f.....
is
known
and
m can
can
minded since f,,, is known and m
be
1 /E" which
be calculated
calculated from
from E
EI/E,,
which equals
equals
Jdm)/Jo(m).
l(m)/J,(m) is
Jl(m)/J.(m). If
If JJl(m)/Jdm)
is known,
known,
m
m can
can be
be found
found in
in any
any rable
table of
of Bessel
Bessel
funetions
m is
is
functions of
of the
the firsl
first kind.
kind. When
When m
less
less than
than 0.5,
0.5, aa good
good approximation
approximation is
is
)dm)
m
m For convenience,
JI ( m ) _ . For convenience,
j.Cmj
22
J.(m)
m
m vs.
vs. Jdm)/).{m)
J, ( m ) /Jo ( m ) isis planed
plotted in
in Fig.
Figure
J l ( m ) / J o ( m ) or
or
ure I.1. The
The values
values of
of JdmJ/l.Cm)
EdE,.
El/E,, for
for some
some of
of [he
the more
more common
common
modulation
modulation indices,
indices, arc
are listed
listed in
in Table
Table 2.
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.Effects
.Effects of
of AM
AM Distortion
Distortion
For
For the
the sideband
sideband meth'od
method to
to give
give acaccurate
curate results,
results, the
the PM
FM spectrum
spectrum can
can
nOI
not be
be distorted
distorted by
by AM.
AM. Residual
Residual AM
AM
on
on an
an FM
FM spectnlm
spectrum usually
usually increases
increases
the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of one
one sideband
sideband and
and dedecreases
creases the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the other,
other, as
as
shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2.2. IfIf the
the FM
FM signal
signal
isis distoneJ
distorted by
by incidemal
incidental AM,
AM, the
the IF
IF
signal obtained
obtained by
by beating
beating itit with
with aa
signal
local
local oscillator
oscillator will
will also
also have
have AM
AM dis·
distortion. This
This distOrtion
distortion can
can be
be miniminitortion.
mized by
by adjusting
adjusting the
the relative
relative RF
RF
mized
levels of
of {he
the AM
AM distorted
distorted PM
FM signal
signal
levels
and local
local oscillator_
oscillator. If
If the
the distorted
distorted
and
signal isis made
made large
large enough
enough to
to operate
operate
signal
the diode
diode in
in its
its saturated
saturated region,
region, dipclipthe
ping by
by the
the diode
diode will
will reduce
reduce the
the AM
AM
ping
distortion. Reducing
Reducing the
the AM
AM content,
content,
distortion.
constant IF
IF ampliampliwhile maintaining
maintaining aa consrant
while
tude, can
can be
be obtained
obtained by
by increasing
increasing the
the
rude,
level of
of the
the distoncd
distorted signal
signal and
and dedelevel
creasing the
the level
level of
of the
the local
local oscillatOr.
oscillator.
creasing

f e fc+fmod
fe+fmod
fc
FM
FM Spe<t,um
Spectrum

AM Oi.to,'i"9
Spe<l,um
AM
Distorting Spectrum

FM
with Effect
Ef/e.t of
01 AM
FM Spe<l,um
Spectrum with

Figure 2.

the presence of first-order sidebands
for
to
for modulation frequencies down to
99 kc.
kc. Beating the RF signals to an IF
re<eiver with
carrier allows the use of a receiver
average selectivity. A receiver with adjusmble selectivity, such as the Hamjustable
marJund
w
marlund SP-600,
SP-600, makes it possible to
adjust
adjust the bandwidth as the modulation frequency varies. For example, with
wirh
aa 20
20 me
mc carrier and a 10 kc modulation
frequency,
frequency, the receiver must be able to
distinguish
( 2 0 mc) from
distinguish the carrier (20
(19.99 mc
the first-order
first-order sidebands (19.99
the
and 20.01
20.01 mc).
mc). At
Ar higher modulation
modulation
and
frequencies, the spectrum components
frequencies,
have wider spacing and the receiver
have
re<eiver
can be increased for easier
bandwidth can
tuning 10
to the
the carrier and sidebands.
tuning

The RF
RF amplitude
amplitude of the sideband
1be
carrier is indicared
indicated on a VTVM concarner
to the second
second detector OutpUt
output
nected to
of the
the receiver, which should vary in
of
somewhat linear manlier with the
aa somewhat
signal. The
The meter docs
does nOt
not measure the
signal.
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The receiver
receiver to
to be
be used
used musr
must be
be
The
selective enough
enough to
to locate
locate the:
the carrier
carrier in
in
sclenivc

Reference
Deviation
Setting R
e f e r e n c e Deviation
modulation signal amplitude
amplitude isis
The modulation
frequency to
to be
be
set for each carrier frequency
by making
making aa Bessel
Bessel Zero
Zero calicalitested by
bration for the
the reference
reference deviation
deviation bebe·
bration
Using aa frequency
frequency counter,
counter,
ing used. Using
set the
of the
the modulation
modulation
the frequency
frequency of
Test Oscillator).
Oscillator).
source ((-hp-hp- 650A Test
receiver to
to the
the carrier
carrier with
with
Tune the receiver
then increase
increase the
the
modulation, and then
no modulation,
amplitude of
of the
the modulation
modulation signal
signal until
unril
the
The null
nuJl
rhe desired order
order null
null occurs. The
can be detected
detected on the
rhe meter
merer or
or with
with
earphones using
This
using the receiver
receiver BFO.
BFO. This
amplitude of
of modulation
modulation signal
signal will
will be
be
used for the rest
resr of
of the
the measurements
measurements
and the results
be based
based on
on aa
results will
wilJ be
known reference deviation. The
The referreference deviation can be set to
to 50
50 kc
kc by
by
setting the modulation
modulation signal amplitude
amplitude
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Figure 3.
3. Fidelity
Fidelity Meosureme"t
Measurement FIgure
Step AttenuCltClf
Attenuator MethCld
Method
Step

66

.-,

Ratio
SSidebgnd-to-Carrier
i d e b a n d - t o - C a r r i e r Ratio
There
are
many
ways
to
measure
the
There are many ways to measure the
sideoond-tO-carrier ratio,
ratio, two
tWa of
of which
which
sideband-to-carrier
be discussed.
discusSl-d. The
The first,
first, and
and probprobwill be
will
3, uses
uses
ably the
the faster,
faster, shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 3,
ably
step attenuators
auenuawrs to
to determine
determine the
the amount
amount
step
of attenuation
attenuation needed
needed to
[0 reduce
{educe the
the
of
w the
the sideband
sideband
carrier amplitude
amplitude down
down to
carrier
This gives
gives the
the ratio
ratio E1/E,
EJ/E.
amplimde. This
amplitude.
directly in
in decibels.
directly
method (Figure
(Fih'Ure 44)) uses
uscs
The second method
reference generator
generator operating
operating at
at the
the
aa reference
Intermedi:l.te Frequency,
Frequency, matching
matching its
its
Intermediate
OutpUt level (as indicated
indicated on
on the
the
output
to the levels
levels of
of the
the carrier
carrier
VTVM), to
and sidebands.
Using either
either method,
method, the
the modulation
modulation
Using
FM generator
generator
to the
the FM
signal applied to
must be
be held
held at a constant
constam amplitude
amplirude
of modulation
modulation frequenfrequenthe range
range of
over the
cies used.
used.
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SIGNAL
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. . . . .TOO

'

absolute amplitudes
amplitudes of
of the
the carrier
carrier and
and
absolute
but itit is
is used
used to
to set
set and
and
sidebands, but
sidebands,
match equal
equal levels
levels at
at the
the receiver
receiver ininmatch
put; therefore,
therefore, its
its nonlinearity
nonlinearity isis not
nOt
put;
tOO important
important to
to the
the measurement.
measurement.
too
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Figure
Figure 4.
4. Fidelity
Fidelity Measurement
Measureme"t _
Reference
Reference Generator
Generator Method
Method

L

THE
THE

L

A

L

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

for
for the
the second-order
second-order Bessel
Bessel Zero
Zero at
at aa
modulation
frequency
of
9.0S8
kc.
modulation frequency of 9.058 kc.
M
kc
- SO
50 kc = 9.0S8 kc
Af- ~
f.....
f m o d ::::;
=-___
= 9.058 kc
m
S.S20
m
5.520
After
After aa Bessel
Bessel Zero
Zero calibration
calibration is
is
made
50 kc
kc deviation,
deviation, itit is
is now
now
made for
for SO
known
known thar
that aT
at aa modulation
modulation frequency
frequency
of
of approximately
approximately to
10 kc,
kc, "X"
“ X ’ volts
volts of
of
modulation
modulation signal
signal gives
gives SO
50 kc
kc deviadeviation.
tion. Now
Now that
that the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the
modulation
modulation signal
signal has
has been
been set,
set, the
the
fidelity
We
fidelity measurements
measurements can
can be
be made.
made. We
want
want to
to know
know how
how the
the deviarion
deviation will
will
differ
50 kc
kc for
for "X"
“X’ voltS
volts of
differ from
from SO
modularion
modulation signal
signal at
at ocher
other modulation
frequencies.
frequencies.
U5ing
Using Step
Step Attenuators
Attenuators
Referring
to
Referring to Figure
Figure 3,
3, the
the ratio
EdE.
EI/E, isis determined
determined by
by Ihe
the amount
amount of
attenuation
attenuation needed
needed to
to reduce
reduce the
the carcarrier
rier amplitude
amplitude to
to the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of rhe
the
fim-order
first-order sideband.
sideband. The
The step-by-step
step-by-step
procedure
procedure for
for making
making this
this determination
determination
isis as
as follows:
follows:
I.1. Calculate
Calculate the
the theoreTical
theoretical value
value of the
the
modulation
modulation index
index (m)
( m ) for
for Ihe
the deviadeviation
tion and
and modulation
modulation frequency being
being
used.
used.
2.2. Using
B, wnven
Using Figure
Figure IlB,
convert m 10
to EtJE.
El/E,
and
and set
set the
the step
step anenuators
attenuators to
to aa value
value
db greater
greater than this
this value.
value.
at !eaSt}
least 3 db
:u
l3. Tune
Tune the
the receiver
receiver to
to the
the unmodulalated carrier.
carrier.
lated
4.
4. Apply
Apply the
the modulation
modulation signal
signal and
adjust
adjust its
its level
level to
to the
the same
same value
value obobtained
tained for
for the
the reference
reference deviation
deviation BesBessel Zero.
Zero.
sel
Adjust the
the receiver
receiver RF
RF gain
gain to give
S.5. Adjust
convenient upscale
upscale reading
reading on
on the
the
aa convenient
VTVM.
VTVM.
Tune the
the receiver
receiver m
to aa first.-order
first-order
6.6. Tunc
( F,fi- f....
f,,,, ).) .
sideband (F,,±
sideband
Reduce The
the step
step attenuaror
attenuator settings
settings
7.7. Reduce
to give
give the
the saTlle
same VTVM
VTVM indication as
as
to
for th!.'
the modulared
modulated carrier.
carrier. (The
( T h e .hp-hpfur
355C step
step artenuatot
attenuator has
has I1 db
db steps.
steps,
3SSC
however, [he
the VTVM
VTVM reading can
can be
howev!.'r,
interpolated to
to at
at least
least one-quaner
one-quarter db).
db).
interpolated
The amount
amount of
of auenuatinn
attenuation rcmo\'ed
removed
R8. The
to adjust
adjust the
the VTVM
VTVM sideband
sideband indica·
indicato
tion to
to the
the same
same indication
indication as
as the
the carcartion
rier, isis the
the acmal
actual ratio.
ratio, EtJE.,
EI/E,, in
in decibels.
decibels.
rier,
This value,
value, minus
minus the
the theoretical
theoretical
9.9. This
value, isis the
the departure
departure of
of the
the signal
signal
value,
source from
from aa perfectly
perfectly flat
flat fidelity
fidelity
source
characteristic.
characteristic.
10. Both
Both upper
upper :lnd
and lower
lower sidebands
sidebands
10.
should
be
checked
to
make
sure
the IF
IF
should be checked to make sllre the
signal isis properly
properly limited
limited and
and not
not disdissignal
torted by
by AM.
AM. If
If the
the amplirudes
amplitudes of
of the
the
tOnd
upper and
and lower
lower sidebands
sidebands an:
are within
within
"pper
db, the
the average
average can
can be
be used
used to
to deterdeterI1 db,

mine
ratio E1/Ec.
EdE..
mine the
the ratio
Checking
the
fideliTy at
f.... =
= 500
500
Checking the fidelity
at f,,,,
kc,
kc, might
might produce
produce the
the
kc, and
and .6f
Af =
= SO
50 kc,
resulls
shown
in
the
following
example.
results shown in the following example.
Under
the theoretical
theoretical
Under these
these conditions
conditions the
modulation
index
is
modulation index is
.6f
SO kc
m = -- =
= 0.10
E....
SOD kc
From
Figure I1 or
2, for
for m
m=
= 0.10,
0.10,
or Table
Table 2,
From Figure
EI/E.
O.OS, or
El/E, theoretically equals 0.05,
~26
-26 db.
db.
The
202) FM
FM fidelity
fidelity
The BRC
BRC Type
Type 202J
to
specification is ± 11 db from 5S cps to
sao
f.... =
= 500
SOO kc and
500 kc,
kc, therefore at fmod
.6f
EI/E. ratio of
-2S db
= SO
50 kc, a EI/E,
of -25
Af =
to
-27 db would be within limits.
to -27
Suppose the ratio E1/E,
EIIE,. was -26.5
-26.';
db. Since Figure 1
I shows a nearly linear
linear
EdE. at
relationship between m and EI/E,
low values,
E';E. is one-half
one·half db
values, if El/E,
(6%)
low, m would also be 66%
( 6 % ) low,
% low.
Then,
modulation index
Then, the actual modulation
would be 0.094 compared to the theoretical value of 0.1.
that
0.1. This means that
"x"'
“X” volts of modulation, which gave
SO
50 kc
kc deviation at approximately 10
kc,
nOt give SO
aT
kc, would not
50 kc deviation at
f....
kc. but would actually
acrually give
fmod=
= 500 kc,
6%
6% less
less deviation or
C:lf
SOO kc =
= 47 kc.
nf =
= f_
f,, =
= .094 x 500
Using aa Reference
Using
Reference Signal
The reference generator method uses
the same
same IF and procedure for determining modulation signal amplitude.
In This
4. the calibrated
this set-up, Figure 4,
OUTput
output of the reference generator is
to the carrier and sideband
matched ro
amplitudes.
amplitudes. The step-by-step procedure
follows.
follows.
1. Calculate the theoretical value of
1.
of m
m
for Ihe
the deviation and modulation frefrefor
quency being used.
2. Conven
Convert m ro
to El/E,.
2.
EIIE,..
the receiver to the unmodul3. Tune The
lated IF
IF carrier of the beating RF
Iated
RF
signals.
signals.
4. Apply the modulation frequency
4.
signal and adjust its amplitude to
to the
level obtained for
level
for the reference deviation by
by the
Bessel Zero calibration.
calibration.
tion
the Bessel
5. Adjust
Adjust the
the receiver
S.
receiver RF
RF gain
gain to
to give
give
convenient upscale
upscale reading
aa convenient
reading on
on the
the
VTVM.
6. Switch the receiver to
6.
to the Reference
Generator (runed
(tuned TO
to the
carrier freGenerator
the carrier
frequency) and adjust the attenuator
quency)
attenUatar for
for
the same
same vtvm
the
vtvm reading
reading as
as in
in step
step 5.
S.
Note
the attenuatar
attenuator setting.
NOte the
setting.
7. Switch
Switch back
back to
7.
to the
the Beating
Beating GenerGenerators and
and tune
to the
the first
first
arors
rune the
the receiver
receivet to
upper (or
(or lower)
lower) sideband.
sideband.
upper
8. Adjust
Adjust the
the receiver
gain and
and/or
8.
receiver RF
RF gain
lor

*

7
7

the VTVM
VTYM range
range to
to get
gel an
an upscale
upscale
the
indication.
indication.
9. Switch
Switch to
ro the
the Reference
Reference Generator
Generaror
9.
and tune
rune itit to
to the
the Sideband
Sideband Frequency
Frequency
and
). Adjust
Adjust the
the Reference
Reference GenGen((F,,±f....
F,f* fmod).
erator attenuator
anenuarar for
for the
the same
same VTVM
VTVM
erator
reading as
as for
for the
the sideband.
sideband. (Note
(Nare AtAt·
reading
tenuator
Srtting.)
tenuator Setting. )
10. The
The ratio
ratio of
of the
the Reference
Reference GenGen·
10.
erator attenuator
attenuator settings
settings (sideband
(sideband
erator
by carrier
carrier amplitude)
amplitude)
divided by
amplitude divided
equals El/E,.
EI/L. The
The difference
difference in
in attenarrenuator settings
settings (on
(on the
the decibel
decibel scale)
scale)
uator
EI/E.. in
in decibels.
decibels.
also equals
equals EI/E,
II. Both
Both upper
upper and
and lower
lower sidebands
sidebands
11.
to make
make sure
Sllre the
the IF
IF
should be checked to
is properly
properly limited
limited and
and not
nOt disdissignal is
by AM.
AM. IfI f the
the amplitudes
amplitudes of
of the
the
torted by
lowet sidebands
sidebands are
are within
within
upper and lower
I db, the average
average can
can be
be used
used to
to deterdeter1
E,/E.-.
mine the
the ratio
ratio El/E,.
mine
As an example, for
for fmod
f_ =
= 200
200 kc
kc
As
and Af
C:lf = 50
SO kc;
kc; m
m = 0.25.
0.2S. Referring
Referring
rhe graphs
graphs in
in Figure
Figure 1I or
or to
to Table
Table
to the
m = 0.25
O.2S results
results in
in aa sideband-tosideband-to22,, m
carrier ratio
rario (El/E,)
(E11E.) of
of 0.125
0.12S or
or -18
-18
carrier
Therefore, ifif the
the modulated
modulated carrier
carrier
db. Therefore,
equals 22 K
K!'-v
(Step 66),
the
amplitude equals
p v (Step
) , the
firsr-order sideband
sideband should
should equal
equa12K
2K
first-order
!'-v X 0.125
0.125 =
= 250
2S0 pv
!'-v (Step
(Step 99).
pv
).
A fidelity specification
specification of
of ± 1I db
db
A
f..... = 200
200 kc
kc means
means the
the sideband
sideband
at fmod
will be
be within
within -f± 12%
12% of
of its
irs ideal
ideal
will
!,-v, with
with m
m=
= .25
.2S
values, or 220
220 to
to 280
280 pv,
values,
carrier. Again,
Again, using
using the
the
and 22 IK!'-v
( pv carrier.
linear
linear approximation of
of Figure
Figure 1,
I, supsup'
pose the
the ratio
ratio of
of EI/E,
EIIE. measured
measured 0.120;
0.120;
the desired
desired value
value of
of 0.125
0.125
44%
% below the
at f,,,
f.... =
= 200
200 kc.
kc. In
In this
this case,
case, m
m would
would
also be
X ’ volts
be 4%
4% low,
low, but
but for
for “"X"
voJrs of
of
modulation
,
=
modulation signal at
at f,f....
= 20C
20G kc,
kc,
the deviation
deviation would
would be
be 48
48 kc,
kc, or
or 4%
4%
less than
than the
the 50
SO kc
kc deviation
deviation observed
observed
for “X’
"X" volts
volts of
of modulation
modulation signal
signal at
ar
f,f.....
, = 10
10 kc
kc

*

CONCLUSION

The
The numerical
numerical examples
examples used
used in
in this
this
article are
are based on
on measurements
measurements
made
made on
on the
the BRC
BRC 202J
202) Telemetering
Tclemetering
Signal Generator.
Generator. However,
However, the
the concept
concept
of
of the
the sideband amplitude method
method of
of
measuring
measuring FM
FM fidelity
fidelity isis applicable
applicable
to any frequency-modulated
frequency.modulated signal
signal or
Ot
source.
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Q Contest Winner
Q Contest Winner
The Q of the' 'coil displayC'd in the'
The Q of the -coil displayed in the
BRC booth at the 1963 IEEE show was
BRC
booth at the 1963 IEEE show was
313, as measured on the BRC Type
313, as measured on the BRC Type
260·A Q
Q Meter. Two estimates of 313
260-A
Meter. Two estimates of 313
were
aaually
submitted: one
one by
by Mr.
Mr.
were actually submitted:
of RCA
RCA Surfcom
Surfcom
Seymour Krevsky
Ktevsky of
Seymour
by Mr.
Mr. E A.
LabonHory, and
and the
the other
other by
E. A.
Laboratory,
Zizzo of
of the
the' Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute
Inscirute' of
of
Zizzo
Brooklyn.
In
accordance
with
our
ron·
Brooklyn. In accordance with our con!CSt rules,
rules, aa drawing
drawing was
wu made
made and
and we
we
test
afe'
plcoased
[0 announce' that thc winncr
are pleased to announce that the winner
is Seymour
Krcvsky. It
It is
is also
also interestinterestis
Seymour Krevsky.
to note that Mr. Krevsky was a near
ing
ing to note that Mr. Krevsky was a near
in 1957
1957 and
and again
again in
in 1959,
1959, when
when
winner in
winner
his
were just
just aa shade
shade off
off the
the
his estimates
estimates were
aCtual
value.
actual value.
Nearly
1000 estimates
estimates were
werc subsubNearly 1000
ro
infinity.
mitced,
ranging
from
zcro
mitted, ranging from zero to infinity.
to the
thc 313
therc
In addition
In
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estimates, there
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Precision Peak
Peak Power Measurements
Measurements With The
Precision
Peak Power Calibrator
G. RAYMOND POLEN, Development Engineer

.

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
need for accurate measurements
measurement!
The need
of peak RF
R.f power of
of
of pulsed sources,
of
while having existed for over a score of
years, has prompted surprisingly little in
the way of simple reliable commercial
cask. TOToequipment for performing the task.
equipment
day with the increasing number of
e1ecuonic
electronic systems
systems such as radar, air
rLlv(ga"tion,
telemerry, communications,
navigqion, telemetry,
communications,
command and control,
contto~ television,
television. radiosol'l<k.
sonde, and many OI:hcrs
others depending on
rhe need is greater
signals, the
pulsed RF signals,
chan
than ever.
ever. Yet, in many instances,
instances, the
systems
systems engineer must devise his own
mechod of peak power measurement.
method
measurement.
While some of
of. th~
these systems
systems are fairly
fairly
accurate,
accurate, they
they are generally
generally time con·
conSliming
suming and
and expensive
expensive and
and often comcompletely
pletely unsuirabJe
unsuitable for
for high volume or
or
production line measurements.
measurements. The
The
rime
time factor
factor isis an
an impornnt
important one,
one, nor
not
only
only from
from th!":
the viewpoint of rime
time dfiefficiency,
ciency, hut
but from
from the
the viewpoint of
of ac·
accuracy,
is axiomatic
axiomatic in
in this type
type
curacy, for
for itit is
of
of ffil'aSUtement
measurement tint
that time
time and
and e[tQt
err01 2fe
are
quite
quite dircctly
directly related.
related. Other
Other criticisms
criticisms
of
of curr!":nl
current mt:thods
methods hav!":
have bt:t:n
been that
that thq'
they
exhibit
exhibit aa high
high degree
degree of
of tffilperature
temperature
sensitivity
sensitivity and
and aa rather unwieldy
unwieldy proprocedure
cedure for
for rcc:alibration.
recalibration.
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figure I . Type 8900A Peak Power Calibrator

Th!":
The tKhnique$
techniques of
of CW
C W power meas·
measurement
urement have been
been quitl"
quite steadily
steadily
advanced over
over the
the years
years and
and to
to take
take
advanced
advantage of
of this.
this, peak power
power measu~
measureadvantage
menlS
ments are
are ohen
often aa correlation
correlation proce!5S
process
of aa d~ice
device
in which
which tbe
the performance of
in
under the
the application
application of
of pulsed
pulsed RF
RF
under
power isis calibrated
calibrated to
to aa chancterislic
characteristic
powu
exhibits upon
upon application
application of
of aa known
known
itit exhibits
C W power
power level.
level.
CW
DEFINITION OF
OF PEAK
PEAK POWER
POWER
DEfiNITION
Occasionally there
there isis some
some confusion
confusion
Occasionally
of what
what
in formulation
formulation of
of aa concept
concept of
in
peak power
power actually
actually is.
is. A
A relationship
relationship
peak
accepted by
by groups
groups working
working in
in the
the
accepted
field is:
is:
field
p...
== P..,..
Pave
PpeakX
X Duty
Duty Cycle.
Cycle.

cycle is
is the
the fracriolUl
fractional time a
Duty cycle
pulsed
source is
is turned on.
on. If the
the source
source
pulsed source
were rorne<{
turned on
on 100%
100% of
of the time.
time, the
wete
duty cycle
cycle would
would be
be I1 and
and peak power
duty
and average
average power would
would be equal
equal.
and
Peak power,
power, then,
then, could
could be explaioa!
explained
Peak
as the average
average power
power that
that would
would exist
exist
as
if the
the pulsed
pulsed source
source were
were Idt
left on
on all
all the
the
if
time. It
It isis nOl
not the
the instantaneous
instantaneous peak
peak
rime.
power or
or envelope
envelope peak
peak power
power that
that
power
exists ;It
at the
the peak
peak of
of the
the RF
RF voltage
voltage
exists
waveform. Assuming
Assuming aa sinusoidal
sinusoidal CW
CW
waveform.
source with
with an
an average
average power
power of
of I1
source
watt, the
the peak
peak power
power rating
rating of
of the
the
watt,
source isis 11 wart
watt also.
also. If
If the
the source
source isis
source
turned off
off ~O%
50% of
of the
the time,
time, the
the average
average
Nrned
"2 wan,
watt, whereas
whereas the
the peak
peak
power will
will be
be Y2
power
power rating
rating remains
remains 11watt.
watt.
power
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METHODS
METHODS FOR
FOR MEASURING
MEASURING
PEAK
PEAK POWER
POWER

Rearranging
Rearranging faerors
factors in
in the
the original
original
equation:
equation:
p••
Pa,,

Ppeak =
Dury
Duty C)'Cie
Cycle

From this
this equation,
equation, itit isis apparent
apparent that
that
From
one melhod
method of
of pursuing
pursuing the
the problem of
of
one
peak power
power measurement
measurement is
is to
to measure
measure
peak
average power
power nnd
and duty
duty cycle
cycle and
and corre·
correavera/::e
late the
the two.
two. While
While average
average power can
late
be measured
measured with
with aa fair
fair degree
degree of conconbe
fidence, duty
duty cycle
cycle can
can become an
an
fidence,
elusive parameter.
parameter. t>feasurement
Measurement of
of duty
duty
dusi\'e
cycle requires
requires that
that aa decision
decision be made
made
cycle
as to
to when
when aa source
source isis "on"
“on” and
and when itit
as
“off”. In
I n some
some systems
systems employing
employing
isis "off'.
complex waveshapes,
waveshapes, this can
can be an
complex
arbitrary decision
decision if left
left up to
to electronic
electronic
arbitrary
our air
air navigation dist2nce
distance
circuitry. In
In our
circuitry.
measuring systems
systems (DME),
( D ME ) , for
for ex·
exmeasuring
ample, employing
employing aa gaussian shaped
shaped
ample,
pulse, when
when should
should itit be decided
decided that
pulse,
the pulse
pulse if "off'?
“off”? In aa lelevision
television 5)'5systhe
tem, where
where intelligence
intelligence is
is being
being trans·
transtern,
by both time
time llnd
and amplirude
amplitude
mitted by
mitted
modulation of
of the pulsed source, there
modulation
or even
even more
more demanding
demanding
is aa similar
similar or
is
problem. A
A versatile
versatile peak
peak power
power measmeasproblem,
uring sysrem
system musr
must not
not leave
deteruring
leave the
the de-ter·
mination of
of duty
duty cycle
cycle up
up to
the unmination
to the
unimaginative mind
mind of
of electronic
electronic circuitry,
circuitry,
imaginativebecause thethe possible
possible ~rrors
errors du~
due to
becau~
to varivarior shape
shape areare
ations in
in pulse
pulse widlh,
width, rate,
rate, or
ations
too great.
great.
100
Consider, th~n,
then, anorher
another means
of
means of
Consider,
determining the
the peak
peak power
of aa pulsed
d~termining
power of
pulsed
RF source.
source. For
For aa sinusoidal
sinusoidal CW
C W sourc~
source
RF
it is
is g~neral1y
generally agreed
agreed thar;
that:
it
E..,2

p...

= -- =

(,707E-,,)~

I<.

21<.

=

As
As mentioned
mentioned before,
before, the
the a\'erage
average pow~r
power
and
and peak
peak power
power of
of aa source
source are
are equal
equal
ifif the
1. ~
Thg voltage
voltage
the duty
duty cycle
cycle is
is I.
waveforms,
waveforms, then,
then, must
must be
be identical
identical for
for
the
the duration
duration of
of tim~
time the
the source
source is
is turned
turned
on,
on, assuming
assuming aa system
system of
of constant
constant
characteristic
characteristic impedance
impedance or
or It..
R,. Th~
The peak
peak
I/oltage
voltage of
of the
the CW
C W mode
mode will
will be
be th~
the
same
same as
as the
the pe-ak
peak voltage
voltage when
when the
the
source
is
source isis pulsed,
pulsed, even
even though
though this
this is
not
thepatamet~t
to
be
mC':lSured.
It
is,
is,
not the parameter
be measured.
however,
however, aa means of
of correlation between
thethe cwo.
two. Employing aa device known as
the
the peak
peak delector,
detector, we have an element
which
identically for a
which 9o'ill
will respond
respond identically
duration
duration of
of time to both a CW
C W and a
pulsed source
source of
of the same power rating.
While
While elements
elements such
such as
as a boJomete-r
bolometer
may
may respond
respond quite differently to the
two.
two, depending
depending on
on the heating effect,
the
the peak detector does DOt.
not. This is
the
the principle of the BoontOn
Boonton Radio
Powe-r
Company
Company Type 8900A
8900A Peak Power
Calibrator.
Calibrator.
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••""

POW£A
POWER DI\IlD£R
DIVIDER

0

\1

and
to bring
il away
from the
[he squaresquareand to
bring it
away from
produce aa somewhat
somewhat more
mor~
law
region 10
law region
to produce
linear
in output
ompul voltage
volt2ge for
for aa
linear change
change in
the: appied
appied RF
RF level.
level. As
As the
the
change
in the
change in
diagram
variable dc
dc supply
supply
diagram indicates,
indicates, aa variable
is
included also.
also. The
The output
OUtput of
of the
Ihe
is included
waa dc
dc meter,
meteor, which
which
supply
supply is
is connected
connected to
of
monitors its
its voltage,
voltage, and
and to
to one
one leg
leg of
monitors
aa mechanical
111l'Chanical chopper.
If the
the chopper
chopper is
is
chopper. If
set
in operarion
and its
its selecting
selecting arm
arm is
is
set in
operation and
connected
to
an
oscilloscope,
onecan
connected to an oscilloscope, one can
look,
firSt at
at the
th~ dc
dc level
level produced
producC'd by
by
look, first
the peak
peak detector
detector in
in response
response to
w an
an RF
RF
the
yolt2gc. and
and then
then at
at the
the dc
dc level
level from
from
voltage,
thethe variable
variable supply.
supply, In
In operation,
opet2rion, the
adjusled until
until the two
twO voltages
Yolt2ges
supply is adjusted
are exactly
exacdy equal. The dc meter
meteor monitormonitorOUtput of
01 the
the variable
variable supply
ing the output
calibrared in
in terms
te-rms of
of RF
RF level
level
has been calibrated
rcoquired to produce
produce a given dc from
from
required
the peak
peak: detector and
Ind hence
hence peak
peak RF
RF
thc
be read
read from
from itit directly,
directly.
power can be
power
CW
powe-r, of
of course,
course, is
is correctly
correctly indiindiC
W power,
in
also. since the
the calibration isis in
cated also,
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Figure 2. Block Diagram

TYPE 8900A PEAK POWER
CALIBRATOR
Figure
Figure 2 is a block
block diagram
diagram illustraiUustrating the basic operation of
89OOA.
of the
Ihe 8900A.
It can be seen
sec.n that
that aII signal applied
applied to
to
the front
from panel
panel input
inpul connector
connector isis sent
sem
through two paths by
by virtue
yirrue of
of the
lhe
power
po90'er divider.
divider, In
In one path,
padl, the
the signal
passes
IQ db
db attenuator
arrenuator and
and
passes through
through aI 10
is absorbed
absorbed in
in a 50-ohm termination.
termination.
In
the- other
other path,
path, the
the signal
signal arrives
arrives at
at
In the
a diode peak
peak detector
detector which
which develops
develops
aa dc
dc level
level equal
equal to
to the
the peak
peak voltage
volrage of
of
the
rht' RF
RF waveform
wal/dorm applied
applied to
to it.
it. The
The
diode
diode is
is forward
fotward biased
biased to
to bring
bring itit to
to
an
an operating
operating point
poine of
of maximum
maximum stability
stability

22
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terms
lerms of
of the
the peak
peak voltage
voltage waveform.
waveform.
The
The peak
peak detector
detC'Ctor has
has aa very
very imim·
portant
job, and
and ifif itit does
does not
not do
do this
this
pona.nt job,
job
job well,
well, errors
errors will
will be
be introduced.
introduced. The
The:
output
ourput capacitor
capacitor must
must be
be charged
charged to
to
the
the true
true peak
peak of
of the
the waveform
waveform within
within
the
the- duration
duration of
of the
the pulse,
pulse, though
rhough not
nor
necessarily
necessarily on
on the
th~ first
first cycle
cyck of
of the
the RF
RF
carrier.
carrier. ItIt may
may charge
charge up
up in
in staircase
st2ircase
fashion
fashion over
over aa period
period of
of several
several cycles,
cycles,
but
bur must
must reach
reach the
the peak
peak before
before aa
measurement
made. The
The 8900A
8900A
measurement isis made.
specification
specification states
states that
that 0.25
0.25 ps
1-'5 should
should
be
allowC'd for
for this,
this, although
although 0.10
0.10 ps
1-'5 isis
be allowed
typical
typical with
with normal
normal cable
cable: lengths
lengths and
and

L
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rhe video
oscilloscopes connected to the
OUtput.
output. Since no isolating amplifier is
employed, extremely high external
capacitance could increase the
rhe time rerequired for the video OUlput
to
output to
to rise to
rhe true peak of the voltage waveform.
waveform.
the
The impedance of rhe
the output circuit is
approximately 150
150 ohms. The peak
detector also has a responsibility
responsibiliry to
remain faithful at low RF carrier frefrequencies. It
lr must
musr not stan
start to discharge
while it is waiting for the crest of the
next cycle
rhe RF voltage waveform
cycle of the
to appear.
If it faUs
appear. If
falls by even a few per
cent,
wirhin the
cent, the de
dc outpur
output level,
level, within
durarion
plllse, would be lower
duration of the pulse,
rhan
trUt: RF voltage peak and
than the true
and an
error would be introduced. The 8900A
8900A
was designed to meer
meet its accuracy
accuracy
specification
specification at carrier frequencies down
to 50 mc and has been found
fOlmd capable
of doing this.
rhis. The preliminary catalog
lower limit
limir of specification
specification was placed
at 150
150 me
mc as a gesmre
gesture of conservarism.
conservatism.
In a like manner, the preliminary specification of upper frequency limit is
rested have
1500 mc, alrhough
although all
all unirs
units tested
rhe accuracj'
been found to be within the
accuracy
limit up to 2.0 Gc.
Gc.

c

I is a photograph
phOtograph of the fronr
front
Figure 1
5V2 inch meter
panel of the 8900A. The 5%
actually occupies almosr
almost two-thirds of
the front
frOnt panel and was included to
enable the user to take full advantage
of the
rhe accuracy and stability
stability of the
instrument with readout
readom easily
instrument
easily to 0.1
0.1 db.
Meter tracking aceuracj'
accuracy and repeatibility arc
are of necessity a tightly
controlled
rightly comrolled
characteristic of the unit. A front
from panel
"NULL" control is included to permit
“NULL’
the user to
to "erase"
“erase” the smdc
static dc bias on
the diode from
from the
rhe video presentation.
presenration.
\Vhi1e this concrol
nOt be reset for
While
control need not
a repetitive series
measurementS, it
series of measurements,
gives the operator a range of adjustadjustment to compen.~ate
compensate for any possible
long term aging effects on
on the diode.
diode.
This adjustment is made with the
rhe "CAL"
function switch
switch in the
T A L ’ position.
In this position, also,
also, a voltage divider
from the
rhe reference power suppy applies
from
a preset
preser voltage to the de
ro
dc meter to
deflect the
rhe needle to a calibration mark.
This was included
induded to give the operator
confidence
confidence that the de
dc meter and
and power
supply are opernting
operating properly should
he question it at any time during a
measurement. It should be noted,
nOted, howhowmeasurement.
ever,
ever, that unlike some measuring syssystemS,
terns, the reference supply is nOt
not really
a critical parameter in the measurement

because it is being used only for comparison rather than as an absolute refreference for the measurement. The meter
calibration is the absolute reference.
reference.
Now consider rhe
the signal path which
attenuates the incident power and disdissipates the remainder in a 50-ohm
50-ohm load.
load.
This is provided as a convenient means
of calibratine.
incalibratins or standardizing the instrument. If the
%-ohm load is repfaced
replaced
scrument.
[he 50-ohm
by an
an accurate CW
C W power measuring
device such as a bolometer or calorimeter, and a CW
meter,
C W source is connecred
connected
to the input
connector, the effect of
in pur connector,
of the
rhe
applied power level can be monitored
on the average reading CW
C W standard
and the peak reading
readiog diode detector
simultaneously. Therefore, one need only
rhe auenuation
to know accurately the
attenuation between the front
[W(.'Cn
fran! panel input connector
and the CW
C W standard to determine what
effect a known power level at the input
has upon the peak RF detecror.
detector. The
10 db pad was introduced merely to
reduce the CW
ro one within the
C W level to
range of several commercially avaiable
standards. The -hp-hp- 43
431I Power Meter,
standards.
478A Bolometer
-hpwith the 478A
Bolometer or the -hp434 Calorimeter,
Calorimeter, are quite satisfactory
satisfactory
for this application. The CW
C W source
requirements also arc
are met by readily
available units.
unirs.
A basic objective of the 8900A is to
inprovide a peak power measurement inStrUmenr
strument of sufficient aCC1.I(',lCy
accuracy to serve
as a working
wOtking standard, without
withoUT the usual
rigorous limitations of standards labora-

fortory equipment. The high Cjuality
quality forward-biased diode is an order of magniward-biased
tude more stable environmentally than
the uncompensated
uncompensared bolometer or caloricaloriskill level,
level, also,
also, has
meter. Operator skill
bttn
been reduced to absolute minimum. The
objective then is to "capture"
estab“capture” the established accuracy of known standards and
ro faithfully repeat this
rhis knowledge
to
under a much more demanding ser
set of
conditions.
conditions.
rhe
While the specified accuracy of the
nRC 8900A Peak Power Calibrator is
BRC
::l:O.6
kO.6 db,
db, when frequency correction is
applied, it should be explained that
thar
utilization to a higher degree of
accuracy, by virtue of its inherent
stability,
is both practical and recomstability, 1s
mended. The ± 0.6 db figure is based
on absolute
absolute worst case error without
benefit of some
some error theories which
propose a probable error as the RMS
worSt case.
value of the worst
case. The worst case
error is also
also based on a minimum of
standards equipment to perform a calicalibration. With high quality
qualiry standards
laboratory type equipmem
equipment for calibracalibration, operation to about a t±0.3
0 . 3 db
worst case error is considered practical.
Major potential sources of error are in
dlC measurement of the attenuation
the
from the input
inpur connector to the
path from
C W standard OutpUt
output conneCtor
connector and
C\V
error of the CW standard itself. Other
worst case errors included
included in the 8900A
8900A
analysis are:
I.
1. Input VSWR reflection error.
2. Meter tracking and repeatibility
error.
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3. Operator
readOUt error.
error.
3.
Operator readout
4.
Possible
errors
due
m aging
aging of
of the
the
4. Possible errors due to
dereaor
diode.
detector diode.
The
is included
included as
as aa safety
safety
The aging
aging error
error is
ch«ks of
of two
cwo protoprowfacwr.
Calibration checks
factor. Calibration
type units,
units, which
which had
had been
be<-n in
in constant
consrant
type
months, exhibited
exhibited less
less than
than .05
.05
use for
6 months,
use
for 6
db
discrepancy
when
rechecked
at
the
db discrepancy when rechecked at the
end
that period.
period. This
'Ibis amount
amount of
of
end of
of that
discrepancy
be amibured
to any
any
discrepancy could
could be
attributed to
of
the other
first mentioned,
mentioned, but
but
of the
other errors
errors first
in
possible
in aa conservative
conservative evaluation,
evaluation, possible
mUSt be
be considered.
effeelS
effects of
of aging
aging must
considered.
pcnnit the
the
Provisions
Provisions for
for rcalibrarion
recalibration permit
user
to
connect
rhe
sa.ndardi:ting
user to connect the standardizing
equipment
m external
equipment quite
quite C2Sily
easily to
external
conneaors
connectors on
on rhe
the insrrumenr.
instrument. Should
Should
field
field feplacement
replacement of
of rhe
the detecmr
detector diode
diode
become
become necessary,
necessary, internal
internal adjustmentS
adjustments
permit adhave
have be<-n
been incorporated
incorporated to
to permit
adjustment
justment of
of the
the front
front panel
panel meter
meter 10
to
accommodate
accommodate itS
its particular
particular idiosyncraidiosyncrasi~s
sies without
without necessity
necessity for
for an
an additional
additional
A
frequency
correction
curve.
correction curve. A frequency cOfn.'CtiOn
correction
curve
curve is
is necessary
necessary when
when working
working to
to the
the
highC5t
highest degree
degree of
of accuracy
accuracy to
to remove
remove
errors
errors due
due to
to Ihe
the frequency
frequency sensitivity
sensitivity
of
of the
the power
power divider
divider Jiode
diode delector,
detector,
10
N ronoeaors.
connectors.
10db
db aneouator,
attenuator, and
and type
type N
Withoul
Without frequency
frequency correction,
correction, overall
overall
accuracy
accuracy isis conservatively
conservatively r.ued
rated al
at ±2 l.~
1.5
db
db over
over the
the specified
specified frequency
frequency range.
range.
Figure
Figure 33 illustrates
illustrates aa typical
typical individual
individual
frequency
frequency correction
correction curve
curve which
which an
can
be
be supplied
supplied wilh
with the
the 89OOA.
8900A.
ItIt isis possible,
possible, then,
then, to
to st1ll1darruze
standardize the
the
8900A
8900A with
with aa CW
C W source,
source, aa CW
C W power
power
standard,
standard, and
and an
an oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. The
The pro·
procedure
cedure permits
permits calibration
calibration at
at any
any frc·
frequency
quency desired,
desired, and
and the
the user
user need
need nOt,
not,
as
as in
in somc
some instruments,
instruments, standardize
standardize
dc and
and wooder
wonder whar
what the
the instrument
instrument
atat de
proposed measuremeasureactually doing
doing atat aa proposed
isis actually
melll
ment frequency.
frequency.

basic facror
factor in
in the
the philosophy
philosophy of
of
AA basic
the
the 8900A
8900A isis Ihat
that of
of acNai
actual observation
observation
of the
the pulse
pulse wa\'eform
waveform during
during Ihe
the
of
measurement. While
While this
this requires
requires lhe
the
measurement.
suitable auxiliary
auxiliary oscilloscope,
oscilloscope,
use of
of aa suirable
use
was considered
considered importanr
important in
in the
the re·
reitit was
duction of
of subtle
subtle errors;
errors; some
some of
of which
which
duclion
are variations
variations inin pulse
pulse width,
width, rale,
rate, or
or
are
shape, asas previously
previously mcontioned.
mentioned. [tIt has
has
shape,
an inherent
inherent advantage,
advantage, however,
however, in
in
an
permitting measurement
measurementof
of intermediate
intermediate
permilting
complexwaveshape.
waveshape.
levelsofof power
power ininaacomplex
Jc\'cls
Theoperator
operator may
may ignore
ignore characteristics,
characteristics,
The
such asas ove~hoot,
overshoot, ifif they
they comriburc
contribute
such

nothing to
to the
the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of his
his sys5ysnothing
{com
or
he
may
mC':lSUre
them
as
he
tem or he may measure them as he
chooses. In
In some
50ITIe applications,
applicarions, the
the user
user
chooses.
be monitoring
monitoring the
lhe effectiveness
effectiveness of
of
may be
may
system at
at the
the time
rime the
the measurement
measurement
aa system
made in
in an
an effort
effon to
to correlate
correlate system
system
isis made
to peak
peak RF
RF power.
power. ItIt then
then
performance to
performance
he verify
verify the
the
becomes important
important that
that he
becomes
Output power
lXIwer has
has not
not changed
changed by
by even
even
output
of aa db
db at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the
few tenths
tenths of
aa few
reading. Some frequently
frequently useful
useful methods
methods
reading.
of peak
peak power
power measurement
measuremem have
have the
the
of
disadvantage that
Ihat the
the operator
operator stops
SlOpS
the waveform
waveform at
at the
the precise
precise
looking at the
momem of
of measurement,
mC':lSUremem. which
which isis the
the
moment
of all.
all. A
A typical
typial
imporrant time of
most important
oscilloscope display from
from the
the 8900A
8900/1.
measurement is
is shown in
in
during a measurement
Figure 44..
Figure

can come
come only
only from
from aa thorough
rborough underunder·
can
sraooing of
of the
the theory
theory and
and practical
prncrical
standing
of the
the measuring
measuring system.
system.
limitations of
limitations

-

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
[n
conclusion.
the 8900A
8900A isis BRCs
BRCs
In conclusion, the
approach to
10 the
the general
general problem
problem of
of
approach
accurate peak
peak power
power measurement.
measuremenr. Its
ItS
accurate
basic features
features are
are high
high stability,
stability, ease
ease ofof
basic
standardization, and
and elimination
elimination ofof
standardization,
some of
of the
the subtle
subtle errors
erfOrs of
of many
many
some
present-day systems.
systems. Its
Irs characteristics
chllf2Cteriscics
present-day
rated and
and ititisis
have been
been conservatively
conservatively rated
have
recommended that
mar the
the user
user fully
fully underunderrecommended
of operation
operation and
and
Stand the
the theory
theory of
stand
knowledgeably apply
apply itit to
to measurement
mC':lSUrement
knowledgeably
applications, especially
especially where
where his
his rereo
applications,
quirements
quirements demand
demand greater
grC'l!ter than
Ihan specispecified
The complete
complete specificaspecificafied accuracy.
accuracy. The
tions
the 8900A
890011. are
are given
given below.
below.
tions for
for the

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
Radio
Itoclio Frequency
F,gq......,y Measurement
Mgoo..,gme...
Characteristics
Cho.....,•• 'i••i".

RF
Rf RANGE:
RANGE, 150
150 to
to
RF
Itf POWER
POWER RANGE:
RANGE,

T,,....'
T,,.••

-

'i"g,....
Oio,.lo,
Figure 4. Typical Ouilloo.,o,..
Oscilloscope D
isplay •
toO...
Type 8900A

RF
RF

While
While the 890011.
8900A has a basic range
of 200
200 mw
mw full
full scale,
scale, it was designed
of
with the intention that higher power
with
measurements would ~
be desired. Use of
measurements
high quality
quality atcenuator
attenuator or directional
aa high
coupler at
at the input will pro\'ide
provide higher
coupler
scale ranges.
ranges. The
The directional
directional coupler
scale
can provide an
an "in
“in line"
line” measurement
can
with the
the source
source dcli\'ering
delivering useful power
with
to an
an external
external load,
load, thus
thus providing a
to
continuous monitoring
monitoring capability.
capability. The
The
continuous
accuracy of
of the
the external
external anenuating
attenuating
accuracy
device isis necessatily
necessarily aa facror
factor in
in the
the
dC'Vice
overall accurncy
accuracy of
of the
the mC':lSUrcmcm.
measurement.
ovcorall
If, for
for r!Xample,
example, lhe
the 8900A
8900A were
were ali·
caliIf,
brated to
to an
an accuracy
accuracy of
of ±0.4
kO.4 db,
db, and
and
brnted
range extending
extending 40
40 db
db anenuator
attenuator
aa range
known to
to an
an accuracy
accuracy of
of :!Ot 00.2
. 2 db
db were
were
known
added to
to its
its inpul,
input, accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the overoveradded
0.6 db.
db. The
The
all measurement
measurement would
would be
be ±O.6
all
accuracy of
of the
the measurement,
measurement, reduced
reduced
aCCl,lfacy
to its
its basic
basic meaning,
meaning, isis really
really the
the degree
degree
10
of confidence
confidence that
that rhe
the operator
operator has
has in
in
of
the measuremcont
measurement and
and this
this confidencco
confidence
rhco

*
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RF
IF
RF
RF
RF
iF
RF
RF
RF
RF

1500
C
1500 M
Me

200 mw*
mw· peak
peak full
full scale
scale
*may
-may be
be readily
readily increased
Increased through
through
use
use of
of external attenuators
attenuators oorr
directional couplers
couplers
POWER
POWER ACCURACY:
ACCURACY, k
± 1.5 db”
db"
*k
• ± 0.6 db with
with custom
calibration
calibration curve
Curve
POWER
POWER PRECISION:
PRECISION, f
± 0.1
0.1 db
PULSE
PULSE WIDTH:
WlnTH, > 0.25
0.25 &ec
usee
REPETITION
C maximum
REPETITION RATE:
UTE, 1.5
1.5 M
Me
maximum
IMPEDANCE:
IMPWANCE, 50 ohms
ohms
VSWR:
VSWR, < 1.25
1.25

Physical
Characteristics
Phyoi<,,1 Cho,o<I.,iol;n
MOUNTING:
MOUNTING,
Cabinet for
Cabinet
for bench
bench use;
use; readily
readily
adaptable for
adaplable
for 19”
19" rack
rack mounting
mounting
FINISH:
FINISH,
Gray engraved
engraved panel;
Gray
panel; green
green cabinet
cabinet
(Other finishes
(Other
finishes available
available on
on
special
order)
special order)
DIMENSIONS:
DI.....ENSIONS,
Height 6·J18~
6-1/8” Width
Heil'::hl
Width 7-3/41!
7·314"
Depth II"
11’’
Depth
WEIGHT: Net:
lbs.
WEIGHT,
Net: 10
101bs.
Power
Requirements
Pow
•• Roq
.. i<om.".,

8900A: 105-125/210-250
89OOA;
105·125/210·250 volts,
volts.
CPS
50-60 cps
50·60
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low level
Using the
the
level Measurements
Measurements Using
Signal
Signal Generator Power Amplifier
CHARLES
QUINN,
CHARLES W. QUINN,

The
The normal
normal applica60ns
applications of
of the
the 230A
230A
Power
Power Amplifier
Amplifier (Fig.
(Fig. 1)
1) have
have been
discussed
discussed in
in Notebook
Notebook Number
Number 32.
32.
Because
Because of
of the
the choice
choice of
of amplifier
amplifier
tubes,
tubes, the
the noise
noise figure
figure of
of this
this new
new
versatile
versatile amplifier
amplifier isis in
in the
the order
order of
66 ro
to 88 db.
db. Further,
Further, for
for most
most of
of the
the
range,
range, the
the noise
noise figure
figure isis closer
closer ro
to 66 db.
db.
This
This feature
feature opens
opens another
another field
field of
application-Low
application-Low Level
Level Measurements.
Measurements.
ItIt isis the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
this article
article ro
to diSC\lsS
discuss
the
the many
many ways
ways this
this power
power amplifier
amplifier
can
can be
be milized
utilized in
in low
low level
level work.
work.

TUNED
TUNED MICROVOlTMETER
MICROVOLTMETER
One
One of
of the
the most
most useful
useful applications
applications
isis Ihe
the wedding
wedding of
of the
the 230A
2 3 0 A with
with an
an
HP
411-A RF
RF Millivoillneter.
Millivoltmeter. The
The
H P 411-A
4 1 1 - A isis connected
connected as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2,
2,
411·A
without
without aa termination,
termination, but
but driving
driving into
into
rhe
the high
high impedance
impedance probe.
probe. Stub
Stub tuning
tuning
the OUtpUt
output may
may improve
improve the
the gain
gain and
and
atat the
VSWR
VSWR at
at some
some frequencies.
frequencies. Under these
these
conditions,
conditions, the
the 230A
2 3 0 A will
will provide
provide apapproximately 40
40 db
db of
of gain.
gain. The
The result
proximately
that full
full scale
scale maximum
maximum sensitivity
sensitivity
isis that
(which
10 mv)
mv) isis now
now
(which isis normally
normally 10
approximately 100
100 /'-v,
pv, and
and 10
10 p'v
pv can
can
approximately
be observed
observed with
with easc.
ease. This
This configura·
configurabe
tion can
can be
be used
used to
to detect
detect leakage
leakage and
and
tion
for harmonic
harmonic analysis,
analysis, using
using substitution
substitution
for
to determine
determine the
the gain
gain at
at rhe
the frequency
frequency
10
of operation.
operation. In
In this
this application
application itit is
is
of
possible to
to measure
measure approximatey
approximatey 80
80 db
db
possible
of iosenion
insertion loss
loss with
with 11 voh
volt as
as aa source
source
of
voltage.
voltage.

--

S"les Engineer
Engineer
Sales
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Figure I . Type 2 3 0 A Signal Generator Power Amplifier

cases where
whete direct
direct connections
connections are
are not
not
made,
made, an antenna
amenna may
may be
be substituted
substituted
and remote
remote measurements
measurements made
made up
up to
to
several miles,
miles, depending
depending upon
upon the
the
power. ((See
Fig. 33.)
radiated power.
See Fig.
.)

"OFF THE AIR"
AIR" MEASUREMENTS
application is especially useful
This application
when it is desirable to make transmitwhen
transmit·
measurements without interrupting
ter measuremems
imerrupting
transmission, when direct connenion
connection to
transmission,
transmission line is not
transmission
nOt desirable, or
output of the transmitter is
when the OutpUt
too [ow
low for normal measurements. In
tOO

There are
are some precautions
pre<:autions which
which
should be taken
raken in this
this application.
application.

2

SIGNAL
SIGNA.L
GENERATOR
GENERATOIl

f--

TEST
TEST
CIRCUIT
CI~CUlT

r--

PAll 'fETWOR~
PAD or
STUB TUNER
T~
STUB

•

-

BRC
llR(; 230A
l30A
SIGNALGEN.
SlGNAl GE'f•
POWER AMP.
AHP.

I---

hp
hp 411A
411.1,

Figure 2.
2 . Tun.d
Tuned N1i...........
Microkoltmeter
fig,,,.
hm.'.r Setup
S.'up with
with Stub
Slub Tuning
Tunin!j"

II))))))

PREAMPLIFIER FOR
FOR
PREAMPLIFIER
FREQUENCY COUNTERS
COUNTERS
FREQUENCY
When used
used in
in combination
combination with
with the
the
When
H P 524
524 and
and the
the 524315243L and
and 5245L
5245L
HP
series counters
counters with
with appropriate
appropriate con·
conseries
verters, the
the BOA
2 3 0 A Power
Power Amplifiet
Amplifier can
can
verters,
make dirtXl
direct COUlltcr
counter mcasurements
measurements posposmake
sible with
with signal
signal levels
levels approximate-Iy
approximately
sible
30 to
to 40
40 db
db below
below normal
normal coumer
counter
30
requirements.
requiremems.

,
BRC 230.1,

'--

SIGNAL
SIGNAL GEN.
GEN.
POWER
POWER AMI?
AMP.

f---

Figure 3 . Setup for Remote Frequency Monitoring

•
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RF

"'

MILLIVOLTMETER
MILLIVOl..TMETUl

.

ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC
COUNTER
COUNTER

BOONTON
B
OONTON

'7
-

BRC
BRC 2.30A
230A
SIGNAL
GEN,
SIGNALGEN.
POWER
POWER AMP
AMP

--

I\V

COMMUNICATION
-COMMlINlCA.TION
RECEIYEIl
RECEIVER
-

MIXER
MIXER

0

OUTPUT
OUTPUT
.woTER
METER

I

OSCillATOR
OSCILLATOR

Figu
•• 4.
Figure
4. S.,Up
Setup for
for [.0.011.
Leakage a.leclion
Detection

I.1. The
The effects
effects of
of noise
noise and
and modulation
should
should be
be considered.
considered.
2.2. For
For AM
AM signals,
signals, the
the negative
negative modula·
modulation
tion peak
peak must
must not
not go
go below
below the
the
triggering
triggering level.
level.
3.3. For
For FM,
FM, the
the period
period must
must be
be suffi·
sufficiently
ciently long
long for
for good
good averaging.
averaging.
4.
4.Even-otder
Even-order distortion,
distortion, or
or carrier
carrier shift
shift
under
under modulation
modulation will
will be
be obsetved.
observed.
5.5. The
The absolute
absolute value
value of
of the
the peak
peak noise
voltage
voltage must
must be
be less
less than
than the
the triggertriggering
ing uncertainty,
uncertainty, or
or hysteresis
hysteresis value.
value.
6.6. The
The measurement
measurement must
must be
be made in
in
the
the absence
absence of
of interfering signals
signals to
the
the extent
extent of
of the
the above
above noise
noise limitalimitation.
tion.

7.
7. It is most desirable to check frequency
moduladon.
quency
at zero modulation.
. at
RF
DETECTION
RF LEAKAGE
LEAKAGE DETECTION

[n the design of RF equipment, it is
IS
In
ohen
small sigsigoften necessary
necessary to detect very small
/-'V, usually picked
nals,
rhan 1
I pv,
nals, much less than
up on a standard loop. When the frefre·
quencies
me, it
quencies involved
involved get above 30 mc,
is quite common to use a good communication receiver
~eceiver as an IF amplifier
and
and ptecede
precede it with a broadband mixer.
Normally, the insertion loss of
of the
mixer will degrade the 10
10 db signal-tonoise ratio to approximately 10 to
to 20
pv. Adding the 230A Power Amplifier,
j.<V.
Amplifier.

RADIO
COMPANY
R
ADIO C
OMPANY

as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 4,
4, will
will improve
improve this
this
as
figure to
to .2
.2 to
to .5,5 pv
j.<V for
for the
the same
same bandbandfigure
width of
of approximately
approximately 10
10 kc.
kc.
width
RECEIVER DESIGN
DESIGN
RECEIVER

In the
the early
early stages
stages of
of receiver
receiver design,
design,
In
the 230A Power
Power Amplifier
Amplifier has
has numernumerthe
our applications:
1. In
In the
the development
development of
of the
the IF
IF ampliampli1.
as aa
fier stages, the
the 230A
230A can
can serve
serve as
temporary front
front end
end or
or RF
RF prepretemporary
selector.
selector.
2. It
It can
can be
be used
used to
to provide
provide high
high levels
levels
2.
for limiters
limiters and detectors
detectors at
at IF
IF frefre·
for
<:juencies abme
above 10
10 mc.
mc.
quencies
3. It
It can be
be used
used to
to increase
increase the
the output
OUtpUt
of a signal generator
generator to
to determine
determine
of
proper mixing
mixing levels,
levels, thereby
thereby optimoptim.
proper
izing mixer
mixet gain
gain and noise
noise figure.
figure.
izing
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

230A Power
Power Amplifier
Amplifier isis an
an exexThe 230A
tremely versatile
versatile instrument,
inStnlmem, capable
capable of
of
very small
small signals,
signals, as
as well
well as
as
amplifying very
signals, greater
greater than
than 10
10
providing large signals,
volts, for high
high level
level measurements
measurements with
with
volts,
moderate input
input levels.
levels. With
With these
these feafeamoderate
tures itit becomes
becomes a1I. valuable
valuable laboratory
laboratOry
tures
has many
many applications
applicadons in
in
tool and also has
the production
prodUCtion line.
line.
the

BRC
BRC CUSTOMER
C U S T O M E R SERVICE DEPARTMENT
In order
order co
to offer
offer improved
improved service
service on
on
In
repairs, accessories,
accessories, and
and replacement
replacement
repairs,
parts, BRC
BRC has
has established
established aa Customer
Customer
pans,
Service Departmem
Department which
which will
will operace
operate
Service
as part
part of
of our
our Sales
Sales organization.
organization. The
The
as
new depanmem
department isis staffed
staffed with personpersonnew
nel highy
highy skilled
skilled in
in the
the repair and
and sery·
servnel
icing of
of the
the complete
complete line
line of BRC
BRC
icing
equipment.
equipmem.
Under the
the direction
direction of
of Ray
Ray Tatman,
Tatman,
Under
the department
department isis responsible
responsible nOt
not only
only
the
for the
the scheduling
scheduling and
and processing
processing at
at the
for
factory of
of repair
repair instrumems,
instruments, but
but for
for
factOry
handling all
all communications
communications with
with our
our
handling
engineering representatives
representatives and
and rustOmcustomengineering
ers regarding
regarding field
field repair
repair and
and servicing
servicing
ers
of this
this comcomof BRC
BRC instruments.
instruments. Much
Much of
of
munication will
will be
be handled
handled by
by means
means of
of
munication
special "Service
“Service Notes"
Notes” which
which will
will be
be
special
issued periodically
periodically by
by Ray
Ray to
to keep
keep BRC
BRC
issued
Engineering Representatives
Representatives and
and cuscusEngineering

tomers posted with the latest
tamers
huest servicing
information.

R a y J,,'mon
Tatman
lI"y

•
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Ray
Ray Tatman,
Tatman, head
head of
of the
the new
new operaoperation,
tion, comes to
TO BRC
BRC from
from the
the HewlettHewlettPackard
Packard Company in
in Palo
Palo Alto,
AlTO, CaliCalifornia,
fornia, where
where he
he spent
spem two
tWO and
and one-half
one-half
years in that
that Company’s
Company's Customer
Customer ServService
ice Department.
Departmem. Ray,
Ray, who
who hails
hails from
from
Oroville, California, attended
attended Chico
Chico State
State
College from
from 1949
1949 to
to 1951
1951 where
where he
he
studied accounting
accouming and
and business
business adminadministration.
istration. From
From 1951
1951 to
to 1955
1955 he
he served
served
as an electronic technician
technician in
in the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Navy.
Navy. In
In 1959
1959 he
he received
received his
his degree
degree in
in
Electronics Engineering
Engineering from
from California
California
State Polytechnic
Polytechnic College
College in
in San
San Luis
Luis
Obispo, California.
The
The basic
basic objective
objective of
of the
the Customer
Customer
Service
Service Department
Depanmcnt is
is to
to provide
provide the
the
best
best possible
possible service
service to
to our
our customers.
custOmers. IfIf
you
you have
have any
any questions
<:juestions regarding
regarding servservice,
ice, calibration,
calibration, or
or repair,
repair, please
please do
do not
not
hesitate
hesitate to
to call
aU or
or write
write us.
us.
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DON'T
DON’T
YOUR
YOUR RX
RX

MODIFY
MODIFY
METER
METER YET
YET

In
In aa Service
Service Note
Note on
on Page
Page 77 of
of NOteNote-

*

MEET O
OUR
U R REPRESENTATIVES
RMC Sales
Sales Division
RMC

book
book Number
Number 31,
31, aa new
new melhod
method was
was

described
described for
for modifying
modifying [he
the Type
Type 250-/\
250-A
RX
RX Meter
Meter which
which would
would provide
provide for
for
both
both aa reduced
reduced signal
signal levd
level and
and inincreased
creased sensilivity.
sensitivity. Ie
It has
has since
since come
come
to
to our
our anemion
attention thaI
that aa number
number of
of ininstrumcnts,
struments, modified
modified in
in accordance
accordance with
with
lhe
the iDSl:roclions
instructions given,
given, would
would no
no IonECt
longer
mttt
meet factory
factory specifications.
specifications. The
The calicalibrated
brated oscilLuor
oscillator frequency
frequency in these ininsuumcoa
struments changed
changed beyond
beyond the specified
specified
:l:: 1
% limia
1%
limits and,
and, in
in some
some cases,
cases, addiaddicional
tional RF
RF lealc:aEt:
leakage occured
occured which prevented
vented bridgc
bridge balance
balance above
above 150
150 kc..
kc.
In
In view
view of
of l~
these problems, we are
are
rcrommending
recommending the
the discontinuance
discontinuance of
this
this modification
modification umil
until such
such rime
time as
as the
problem
problem isis r('S()lved_
resolved. Work is
is being conconlinued
tinued loward
toward aa solution
solution to lhe
the problem
and
and additional
additional informalion
information will be published
it becomes
becomes availablc.
available.
lished as
as soon
soon as
as it

elECTRONICS,
ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONICS,
ELECTRONICS,
EVERYWHERE
EVERYWHERE
v

One
the newest
newest members
members of
of the
the
One of
of the
family is
is the
thC' RMC
RMC Sales
Sales
BRC sales
BRC
sales family
Division
of the
the Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard ComComDivision of
pany (formerly
RMC Associates).
Associates). RMC
RMC
pany
(formerly RMC
has
twO offices
and handles
bandles BRC
ORC equipequiphas two
offices and
in the
lbe Metropolitan
MetrOpolir.a1l New
New
ment sales
ment
sales in
York
and Northern New
New Jersey
Jersey
York Gcy
City and
areas.
Division's main
main office is
is
areas. The Division’s
located af
East 75th Street.
$uC'e[.. A
/\
at 236 East
branch office is located at 391 Grand
Gn.nd
Avenue in Englewood, New Jersey.

ro provide
provide local
local service
service to
to customers.
cusromers.
to
\V1c
are proud
proud to
fO welcome
welcomc RMC
RMC into
ioro
W
e are
and invite
invite all
all of
of our
our
the BRC
BRC family
family and
the
in the
the New
New York/Northern
York/Nonhero
customers in
customers
New Jersey
Jersey area
area to
to contact
contacr them
them for
for
New
on BRC
BRC products.
products.
complete information
information on
complete

Robert
IU.fC was founded in 1953 by Robert
RMC
lid'ltenstein, and Charles
Olarles
Asen, Milton Lichtenstein,
Sargeant,
werc previously
Sargeant, all of
of whom were
Field
with Burlingame Associates as Field
Ourles Sargeant has
has since
Engineers. Charles
of the
the
relired_ Robert Asen is Manager of
retired.
Mib Lichtenstein is
new Division and Milt
Sales
Sales Manager. Rod Foley is Manager
of the Englewood Branch.

r

Ovcr
Over thc
the years,
years, BRC
BRC has
has received ininquiries
quiries at
at the
the IRE
IRE show
show from
from aa number
of
of unusual
unusual organizations;
organizations; sources
sources which
the
one
one might
might not rea.dily
readily associate
associate with'
with’the
dectronic
electronic instromentation
instrumentation fidd.
field. This
yea.r,
year, we
we did
did itit again.
again. A request for ininformation about
about BRC equipment
equipment was
formation
received
received from
from the
the Dept. of Pediauics,
Pediatrics,
University of
of WashingtOn,
Washington, Seattle,
Seattle,
University
Washington.
WashingtOn.

202H
202H and
and 202J
2025 Instruction
Instruction
Manuals Now
Now Available
Manuals
The final
final instruction manuals for
for the
The
Types 202H
202H and
and 202)
2025 Signal
Signal GenenGeneraTypes
tors are
are now
now available.
available. Included
Included in
in [he
the
tOrs
manuals are
are complete
complete calibration and
manuals
maintenance dala,
data, and
and partS
parts lisa.
lists. Copies
Copies
of thc
the manuals
manuals are
are being distributed
distributed
of
through the
the BRC
BRC Engineering Reprethrough
202H
seirtatives’ offices.
offices. If you
you own
own aa 202H
st'lltatives'
or 202)
202J and
and have
have I10l
not received your
or
copy of
of the
the new
new instruction
instruction manual,
copy
contact our
our represenrative
representative nearest
nearest you
conran
for your copy.
copy. Addresses
Addresses and telephone
for
numbers of
of our
our Represenraoves
Representatives are
numbers
given on
on Pagc
Page 88 of
of lhis
this issue.
issue. RequestS
Requests
given
should include
include name
name of
of depamnenl
department and
and
should
person to
to whom
whom manual shou.kt
should be
person
mailed.
mailed.

N e w York City Headquarters

-

RMC

Robert
Rob.., Asen,
A ...., RMC
llA4C Manager
MlI""lIe,

The organization has an efficient
dlicient and
technical staff consisting
skilled technicaJ
consisring of
of eight
eighl
Field Engineers, who are
to
arc equipped
equipped to
proyide
engineering service
pro'l:ide complete engineering
on our products;
productS; three Staff
Staff Engineers
are responsible
who arc
responsiblc for inside sales
functions and provide "on-the-spor"
“on-the-spot”
funclions
to customers; and aI
technical assistance to
Service Department which
Customer ServicC'
provides complete repair
rcpair and recalibration services on all Hewlett-Packard
Hewleu-Paclcard inincion
struments. An extensive .srock
.stock of
of spare
scruments.
pans is also available
and replacement parts

7
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BOOTHS 2105-2106
2105 -2106
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B
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R
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TTHE
H E NNOTEBOOK
OTEBOOK
enter~ the
me
In 1944
1944 Mr.
Mr. Krevsky
Krevsky entered
In
as
a
mem~r
of
the
technical
as a member of the technical

EDITOR'S NNOTE
EDITOR’S
OTE
Q
Meter
Award
Q Meter Award

~rvice
service

Seymour Krevsky,
Krevsky, winner
winner of
of the
the inin·
Seymour
creasingly
popular
Q
estimating
con·
creasingly popular Q estimating conrest, held
held each
each year
year at
ar the
the IEEE
IEEE show,
show,
test,
was
pr~nted with a Type 16(}·A Q
was presented with a Type 160-A Q
Meter by
by Bill
Bill Myers,
Myers, General
General Manager
Manager
Meter
of
BRC
With
near
winning
estimates
of BRC. With near winning estimates
111 born 1957 and 1959, Mr. Kr~sky
in
both 1957 and 1959, Mr. Krevsky
is proving
proving to
(0 be a perennial threat in
is
be a perennial threat in
(he
the competition.
competition.
K.rcvsky received
received his
his B.S.E.E.
B.S.E.E
Mr.
Mr. Krevsky
from
Newark
College
of
Engineering
from Newark College of Engineering
in
1942 and
and his
his M.S.E.E.
M.S.E.E from
from the
the same
same
in 1942
1950.
He
is
currently
studying
college
in
college in 1950. He is currently studying
for
his docrornte
at Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute
Institme
for his
doctorate at
of
Brooklyn.
of Brooklyn.

Seymour Krevsky
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JAMES E.
E. WACHTER, Senior Production
Production Engineer
Engineer
JAMES
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
the number
number of
of jet
jet aircraft
aircr1rlt
With the
[lights continually increasing, since
flights
inauguration in 1960,
1960. it
it has betheir inauguration
come necessary to augment the existing VOR (Visual Omni-Range)
Omni.Range) and
ing
ILS (Instrument Landing
Landing System)
ILS
navigational aids with two new sonavigational
SOsystem~; DME (Distance
phisticated systems;
Measuring Equipment)
Equipnlcnt) and ATC
ATe
(Air Traffic Control). Boonton Radio, with an established line of
of speinstrumentation for the decialized instrumentation
sign,
sign, test, and calibration
calibration of
of air·
airequipment, and
borne VOR and ILS equipment,
recognizing the need for the same
type of instrumentation
instrumentation in conjunctype
tion with the DME and ATe
ATC airborne equipment,
equipment, has designed
designed the
892SA
8925A DME/ATC Test Set
Set (Figure
I) for
1)
for this purpose.
purpose. A block diagram
diagram
of the Test Set
Set is shown
shown in
in Figure 2.
2.
PURPOSE
PURPOSE OF
OF DME
DME AND
AND ATC
ATC
In
In brief,
brief, DME provides the pilot
pilot
of an
an aircraft
aircraft with
with aa read-out of his
his
distance
distance in
in miles
miles from
from aa given
given ground
station.
DME equipstation. In
In addition,
addition, DME
equipment, used
used in
in pairs
pairs or in
in conjuncconjunction
tion with
with VOR
VOR equipment,
equipment, can
can give
give
the
the pilot his
his exact
exact location
location on
on aa concontinuous
tinuous basis,
basis, avoiding
avoiding separate
separate
measurements for
for triangulatioll
triangulation and/
and/
or
or calculation.
calculation. ATC
ATC provides ground
ground
control
control personnel
personnel with
with positive
positive indiindividual
vidual identification
identification and
and location
location of
of
aircraft
aircraft within
within their
their area.
area.
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1. Type
Type .,25.6
8925A OMf/ATC
DME/ATC Tell
Test Se'
Sef
I.

and ATC systems
systems
Both the DME and
function
function through the
the exchange of
pulse coded information between the
airborne and
and ground stations.
stations. The
The
airborne
pulse
pulse coding.
coding, plus
plus the
the time delays
delays asassociated
sociated with
with transmission and
and reception, constitutes the
the information.
information.
ception,
In
In the
the case
case of
of DME.
DME, the airborne
airborne
equipment interrogates
interrogates the
the ground
equipmellt
station
station which.
which, in
in tum,
turn, replies.
replies. In
In the
the
ATC system,
system, the
the ground
ground station
station ininATC
terrogates the
the airborne
airborne equipment.
equipment.
terrogates

TYPE 892SA
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TYPE
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TEST SET
SET
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YOU WILL
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Center
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The basic
basic concepl
concept of
of the
the 8925A
8925A
The
in
Test Set
Set was
was lhat
that itit should
should be.
be, in
Test
essence, aa calibrated
calibrated precisely
precisely conconessence,
trollable, low
low power,
power, ground
ground station.
station.
trollable,
The minimum
minimum characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the
The
station were
were to
to be
be those
those as
as specified
specified
station
by the
the cognizant
cognizant authorities
authorities for
for aa
by
DME and
and ATC
ATC ground
ground station
station and
and
DME

for
for checking out airborne DME/
DME/
ATC
ATC equipment.l
equipment. I
Analysis
Analysis of
of the requirements
requirements led
led to
to
the conclusion that existing “tried
"tried and
proven”
proven" test instruments
instruments were
were available which,
which. when
when assembled in
in buildbuilding
ing block
block fashion,
fashion. could provide
provide the
basis of
F
of the calibrated pulsed R
RF
source and a means of
of measuring the
airborne transmitter peak power.
With modification of some of these
units, the exact requirement could be
met. Having established this course,
there remained to
devise means of
(0 devise
measuring the ATC airborne transtrans·
mitter
milter frequency,
fTequency. interconnecting the
Test Set components.
components, connecting to
equipment under test,
the equipmem
tesl, and monimoni·
signals involved.
involved.
toring the various signals
This was accomplished by the develdevelThis
opment of two new specialized
specialized test
opment
instruments: the BRC 8905A Waveinstruments:
Wave·
measure lhe
the transmiuer
transmitter frefremeter to measure
quency and
and the BRC 13505A
13505A ISO150lator-Monitor
provide the required
required
lator·Monitor to provide
interconnection, isolation,
isolation, and
and moniinterconnection.
toring facilities.
facilities.
toring

Signal Generator
The basie
basic CW
CW RF signal
signal is
is gengenThe
erated by a Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard HOI·
H01erated
8614A Signal
Signal Generator.
Generator. This
This instru·
instru8614A
is aa slightly
slightly modified
modified version
version of
of
ment is
the standard
standard production
production unit.
unit. The
The
the
frequency range
range isis restricted
restricted to
to 950
950
to 1250
1250 me
mc in
in order
order to
to optimize
optimize the
the
to
characteristics over
over this
this range,
range, and
and
characteristics
the attenuator
attenuator calibration
calibration isis offset
offset to
to
the
compensate for
for system
system losses.
losses. The
The
compensate
modifications are
are minor
minor and
and the
the ininmodifications
strument can
can be
be readily
readily returned
returned to
to
strument
its original
original state.
state. The
The generator
generator ininits
corporates automatic
automatic leveling
leveling of
of the
the
corporates
RF signal
signal which
which permits
permits tuning
tuning over
over
RF
the entire
entire frequency
frequency range
range with
with no
no
the
adjustment of
of level
level required.
required. The
The atatadjustment
tenuator dial
dial isis calibrated
calibrated to
to read
read diditenuator
See httrmcn
References IIat eod
end of
of ort>Ck.
article.
I1 . - See

’

BOONTON
BOONTON

ulation
ulation is
is essenlially
essentially independent
independent of
of
in
actual
frequency
and.
frequency and, in actual use,
use, when
when
set
set at
at one
one frequency.
frequency, will
will. hold
hold across
across
the
the entire
entire frequency
frequency range
range of
of 950
950 to
to
1250
1250 me.
mc.
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TIle
The video
video signals
signals required
required to
to acactuate
tuate the
the H03-8714A
H03-8714A Modulator
Modulator are
are
derived
to
derived from
from equipment
equipment external
external to
the
the 8925A
8925A Test
Test Set.
Set, such as the Collins
lins 5780-1
578D-1 Test
Test Set
Set (OME)
(DME) or
or
578X-l
units
578X-1 Test
Test Set
Set (ATC).
(ATC). These
These units
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sary
to bias
bias the
the modulator
modulator within
within the
the
sary to
generator
to
some
level
below
the
generator to some level below the
is
full on
on condition.
condition. The
The bias
bias which
which is
full
derived
from the
the H03-8714A
H03·8714A ModuModu~
derived from
lator, can
be made
made to
to vary
vary the
the R
~F
lator,
can be
F
output
range of
of several
several db
db by
by
output over
over aa range
means of
of aa control
available at
at the
the
means
control available
In practice,
practice, the
the level
level
front panel.
panel. =In
front
is set
set corresponds
to the
the Test
Test
which
which is
corresponds to
Sct
calibrated CW
CW output.
output.
Set calibrated

' m
I'

I

c--

I".DI.

PEAK POWER
CALIBRATOR

WAVEYETER
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RADIO
RADIO
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fig
..,. 2.
......... _ r,pe
s.f
Figure
2 . II'"
Block 0Diogrom
Type "UA
89254 OMlIArC
DME/ATC ,..,
Test Set

rcctly
rectly the
the system
system output
output into
into 50
50 ohms
ohms
over the
the range
range of
of ~
-10
to -120
-120 dbm.
dbm.
10 to
over
The generator
generator contains
contains an
an internal
internal
The
modulator which
which employs
employs PI
PIN diodes
diodes
modulator
as essentially
essentially resistive
resistive modulator
modulator eleeleas
ments. The
The frequency
frequency controls
controls perments.
mit adjustment
adjustment to
to within
within SO
50 kc
kc as
as the
the
mit
frequency isis simultaneously
simultaneously monifrequency
tored and
and displayed
displayed by
by an
an ·hp
-hp 5245L
5245L
tored
Frequency Counter
Counter in
in combination
combination
Frequency
with aa 5254A
5254A (3.0
(3.0 Gc)
Gc) Frequency
Frequency
with
Converter.
Converter.

Modulator
Modulator
The RF
R F output
output of
of the
the Signal
Signal GenGenThe
erator isis fed
fed to
to an
an -hp-hp-H03;8714A
H03"8714A
erator
solid state
state Modulator.
Modulator. Like
Like the
the modsolid
ulator in
in the
the Signal
Signal Generator.
Generator, this
this
ulmor
instrument employs
employs e1ectrical1y
electrically coninstrument
trolled PIN
PIN diodes
diodes mounted in
in a strip
strip
trolled
transmission line.
line. Modulation
Modulation is ac·
accomplished by
by varying the
the attenuaattenuacomplished
tion of
of the
the strip
strip line.
line. The
The H03-8714A
tion
an extensively
extensively modified
modified version
version of
isis an
the -hp--hp- 8714A.
8714A. Special
Special front
front panel
the
controls and
and connectors
connectors are
are provided
controls
and special
special pulse
pulse shaping circuitry
circuitry is
and
includedi The
The pulse
pulse shaping
shaping circuitry
circuitry
included.
is
necessary
to
compensate
for the
the
is necessary to compensate for
inherently fast
fast prN
PIN diode
diode switching
switching
inherently
time (of
(of lIle
the order
order of
of 10
10 ns),
ns), perpertime
mitting the
the RF
R F envelope
envelope 10
to closely
closely
mitting
reproduce the
the video
video modulating
modulating sigsigreproduce
nals.
The
linearity
of
the
modulator
nals. The linearity of the modulator
approximately ±.t5%
over the
isis approximately
5% over
the
upper 30
30 db
db of
of the
the dynamic
dynamic range.
upper
range.
This method
method of
of post
post generation
generation modmodThis

provide pulse coded video signais
signals
OME/ATC ground
which simulate DME/ATC
emission
emission information as regards to
pulse spacing.
rate. numspacing, repetition rate,
ber of pulses, and, to some extent,
pulse shape.
shape.
In
In tbe
the case of ATC, it is required
that the second pulse of
of
of a train of
two or three pulses be varied in amfrom +
+- 1I to -10
- 10 db relative
plitude from
amplitude of the first pulse.
to the amplitude
special circuitry within the H
03The special
H038714A Modulator provides this capa8714A
(Fig~
bility by generating a video gate (Figwhich is related in time to
ure 3B), which
the second pulse of the video pulse
pulse
train and adjustable
adjustable in amplitude by
means of a front
front panel control. This
gate pulse is returned to the
video gate
HOI·8614A Signal
Signal
modulator in the H01-8614A
effectively modumoduGenerator where it effectively
lates the R
F signal
signal upward or downRF
down~
ward the desired amount (Figure
3C). The generator output, then, is
14A which
modulated by the H03-87
H03-8714A
whicb
turns completely on for each pulse
(Figure 3D). The resulting pulse amplitudes are determined by the previously modulated
modulated generator output.
The linearity of
H03-8714A ininof the H03-8714A
ternal circuitry is such that the front
panel control is calibrated in
in 0.5 db
increments over the range of
of +1
+ 1 to
to
-10 db and is accurate to
O S db.
~IO
to *±O.5
It
It is
is apparent
apparent that
that in
in order
order to
to permit
permit
the
upward
modulation,
it
is necesnecesthe upward modulation. it is
22
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While
While the
the DME
DME system
system does
does not
not
require
require any
any differences
differences of
of relative
relative
pulse
pulse amplitudes,
amplitudes, aa closely
closely allied
allied syssystem,
tem, TACAN
TACAN (Tactical
(Tactical Air
Air NavigaNavigation)
tion) does.
does. The
The 8925A
8925A Test
Test Set
Set has
has
provided
provided means
means to
to simulate
simulate both.
both. Sec
See
Figs.
Figs. 44 and
and 5.
5. TACAN
TACAN utilizes
utilizes the
basic
basic DME
DME pulse
pulse coded
coded signa!
signal but, in
in
addition,
addition, requires
requires up
up to
to 55%
55% ampliamplitude
tude modulation
modulation of the
the pulse
pulse train
train
with
with aa composite
composite signal
signal comprised
comprised of
15
15 cps
cps and
and 135
135 cps
cps sine
sine waves.
waves. This
AM
AM provides
provides bearing information.
information.
While
While the
the 8925A
8925A Test
Test Set
Set is
is capable
pable of
of providing
providing full
full TACAN
TACAN RF
RF
signals,
signals, there
there isis no
no currently
currently available
available
single
single source
source of
of synchronized
synchronized pulse
pulse
and
and sine
sine wave
wave signals.
signals. However,
However, the
the
video
video TACAN
TACAN signal
signal may
may be
be simsimulated
ulated by
by using
using an
an audio
audio oscillator
oscillator
(such
(such as
as the
the -hp-hp- 200CD)
200CD) in
in conconjunction
junction with
with the
the Collins
Collins 5780-1.
5781)-1.
The
The upward
upward modulation
modulation requires
requires that
that
the
the H03-8714A
H03-8714A Modulator
Modulator be
be biased
biased
to
to aa level,
level, in
in the
the absence
absence of
of AM,
some
some 44 db
db below
below the
the full
full on
on condition.
tion. The
The bias
bias isis derived
derived internal
internal to
to
the
the Modulator
Modulator and.
and, as
as in
in the
the ATC
ATC
case.
case, aa control
control available
available at
at the
the front
front
panel
panel permits
permits variation
variation of
of the RF
RF
'LJ
- omput
output over
over aa range
range of
of several
several db.
db.
In
In practice,
practice, this
this isis set
set to
to aa level
level corcorresponding to
to the
the Test
Test Set
Set calibrated
calibrated
responding
cw output.
output.
CW
Another control,
control, available
available at
at the
Another
front
front panel
panel of
of the
the H03-8714A ModModulator, permits
permits variation
variation of
of the
the Test
Test
ulator,
Set CW
CW output
output signal
signal over
over a range
range
Set
of several
several db.
db. This
This allows
allows ease
ease of
of
recalibration after
after extended
extended periods
periods
recalibration
of usc.
use.
of
........,

'-

Isolator-Monitor
Isolator-Monitor
The simulated
simulated ground
ground station
station RF
RF
The
signal isis fully
fully generated
generated at
at this
this point.
point.
signal
The BRC
BRC 13S0SA
13505A Isolator-Monitor
Isolator-Monitor
The
connects the
the RF
R F signal
signal to
to the
the airairconnects
borne instrument
instrument under
under test
test and
and mono
monborne
itors the
the signal
signal for
for measurement
measurement purpuritors
poses. In
In the
the normal
normal mode
mode of
of operaoperaposes.
tion, the
the incoming
incoming RF
R F signal
signal isis passed
passed
tion,
through aa low
low attenuation
attenuation path
path (ap(apthrough
proximately I1 db)
db) of
of aa properly
properly terterproximately
minated four-port
four-port circulator,
circulator, through
through
minated
coaxial switch
switch.electrically
.electrically actuated
actuated
aa coaxial
from the
the front
front panel,
panel, to
to the
the output
output
from
connector. ItIt .is
.is the
the signal
signal level
level at
at
connector.
this connector
connector for
for which
which the
the HOI·
H01this
8614A Signal
Signal Generator
Generator attenuator
attenuator
8614A
calibrated. A
A cable
cable from
from Ihis
this point
point
isis calibrated.
to the
the antenna
antenna jack
jack of
of the
the receiver
receiver/I
to
transmitter under
under test
test completes
completes the
the
transmilter
path. The
The transmitter
transmitter signal,
signal, genergenerpath.
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Ie)
USING
(c) rESr
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RF ourpur IVIEWfO
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1350511
13505A DIODE MONITOR)

G.".,..
Si,,"..

of DME
Ground Station
Figure 4. Generation
fig",.
,lo" 0'
DAtE G'O,,,.d
S,.. ,io"
Signal1 (Tim.
(Time A"I.
Axis 2 ""I.,...
Microseconds
o<o"d.
per C.",lm.'.,J
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p.'

ally
ally of high
high peak power (up to 2000
watts), returns by way of
of the same
walts),
route, but is isolated
isolated from
[rom the equip13505A by the
ment preceding the 1350SA
insertion loss of
of the
30 db minimum
minimum insertion
'this direction.
direction. Some of
of
circulator in "this
signal is available at
the transmitter signal
remaining two
the remaining
two ports of the circulator, and,
and, after
after suitable
suitable attenuaattenua~
culator,
tion, is
is brought
6rought out at the 1350SA
13505A
tion,
front panel for frequency
frequency and power
front
measurements.
measurements.
When the 13S0SA
13505A is used as a
When
monitor, the
the test signal
signal is diverted
monitor,
from the output connector
connector by means
from
of the coaxial
coaxial switch
switch and routed to
of
the monitoring
monitoring circuits.
circuits. Because the
the
load is
is removed
removed from
from the antenna
load
the transmitter under this
jack of the
condition of operation,
operation, a pair of incondition
terlock terminals are provided on the
terlock
13505A rear panel
panel which may be
1350SA
used to automatically
automatically de-energize
de-energize the
used
transmitter, ifif so
so desircd.
desired. Two
Two monimonitransmitter.
toring modes
modes are
are available
available by
operaby operatoring
tion of
of the
the front
front pancl
panel switch:
switch: aa
tion
linear heterodyne
heterodyne mixer and a diode
linear
detector.
detector.
When the
the 13S0SA
13505A is
operated as
as
When
is operated
heterodyne monitor,
the signal
signal from
aa heterodyne
monitor, the
from
an internal
internal oscillator
oscillator operating
operating at
an
at
1025 mc
mc is
is mixed
mixed with
with the
the test
test signal
signal
1025
33

(IIi VIEWED USING
USING 13505A
1350511 HETERODYNE
HETEIIODYNE
(Aj
MONITOII
MONITOR
(') VIEWED USING
USING 13505A
r3SOSII DIODE
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J. Simulated
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Figure
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frequency (IF),
(IF),
and the difference frequency
either plus
plus or minus,
minus, isis delivered
delivered to
to
an amplifier. The combined circuitry
circuitry
has a bandwidth, at
at the
the 33 db
db points,
points.
of
10 mc.
me. The
The 1025
1025
of approximately 10
'mc frequency was
was chosen because
because itit
lies between the frequencies
frequencies of
of the
the
middle DME
DME ground
ground station channels
channels
(channels 61, 62,
62. and
and 63)
63) and
and the
the
ATC
ATe beacon
beacon frequency of
of 1030
1030 mc.
me.
Thus, the difference frequency
in
frequency in
either case will
will fall
fall within
within the
the pass
pass
band of
of the amplifier. Best
Best results
results
are obtained, naturally,
IF
naturally, when the
the IF
frequency
frequency is centered in
in the
the amplifier
amplifier
pass band.
band. Actually,
Actually, a region
region of
of
about 4 mc
me in range
range gives equally
equally
good results
results due to the
the presence
presence in
in
the mixer output of
of vestigal
vestigal sidebands
sidebands
which extend far beyond the
the amplifier frequency
frequency limits. This being
being the
the
case,
case. ifif the IF frequency
frequency isis not
not centered within the
the amplifier pass
pass band,
band.
the sidebands which are not
not passed
passed
on
IF frequency
frequency are,
are.
on one
one side
side of
of the
the IF
in part,
part. made up for
for by
by the
the addiadditional sidebands passed on the
the other
other
side of
of the IF frequency.
frequency. This,
This. in
in efeffect, increases the apparent bandbandwidth
width of
of the
the mixer-amplifier
mixer-amplifier combicombination.
nation. The
The output
output of
of the
the heterodyne
heterodyne
monitor
is .available
. available at
at the
the 13505A
13505A
monitor is
front
panel
for
viewing
on
suitable
front panel for viewinl!: on aa suitable
oscilloscope
oscilloscope (such
(such as
as the
the -hp-hp- 175A).
175A).
A
v peak
is
A minimum
minimum of
of lIv
peak to
to peak
peak is
obtained
obtained when
when the
the Test
Test Set
Set signal
si.e;nal is
is

BOONTON
RADIO
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B
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--10
10 dbm.
dbm, and
and the
the presentation
presentation is
is
linear
within
±0.5
db
linear within t 0 . 5 db over
over the
the range
range
of
+4 to
to -10
-10
of test
test signal
signal levels
levels of
of +4
dbm.
dbm. This
This provides
provides an
an accurate
accurate
means
means of
of relative
relative amplitude
amplitude measuremeasurements
ments such
such as
as are
are reQuired
required for
for setsetside
lob<:
suppression
ting
the
ATC
ting the ATC side lobe suppression
pulse
pulse and
and the
the percent
percent amplitude
amplitude modmodulation
ulation of
of the
the TACAN
TACAN signal.
signal.
The
The bandwidth
bandwidth of
of the
the heterodyne
heterodyne
monitor
monitor isis more
more than
than adequate
adequate for
for
making
making pulse
pulse shape
shape measurements
measurements of
of
the
the DME
DME (or
(or TACAN)
TACAN) pulses,
pulses,
which
which have
have rise
rise and
and faU
fall times
times of 2.5
/is
nominally.
However,
p s nominally. However, in
in the
the case
case
of
of ATC
ATC pulses,
pulses, which
which may
may have
have rise
rise
and
and fall
fall times
times of
of 50
50 ns,
ns, an
an error of
up
up to
to +4070
+40% could
could result.
result. For accuaccurate
rate measurement
measurement of
of the
the ATC pulse
shape,
shape, itit isis recommended
recommended that
that aa
sampling
sampling type
type oscilloscope
oscilloscope (such
(such as
as
the
the -hp-hp- 185B)
185B) be
be used
used to
to directly
directly
observe
observe the
the 9925A
H 2 5 A DME/ATC
DME/ATC Test
Test
Set
Set output
output signal.
signal.
ItIt should
should be
be mentioned,
mentioned, that,
that, due
due
to
to the
the frequency
frequency independence
independence of the
the
PIN
PIN modulator
modulator units,
units, pulse
pulse settings
settings
made
made using
using the
the heterodyne
heterodyne monitor
(that
(that isis with
with the
the HOI-8614A
H01-8614A Signal
Signal
Generator
Generator tuned
tuned to
to the
the restricted
restricted
band
band of
of frequencies
frequencies which
which provide
provide aa
heterodyne
heterodyne signal),
signal), will
will remain
remain conconstant
stant atat any
any other
other frequency
frequency to
to which
which
the
the generator
generator isis set.
set. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,
should
should itit be
be desired
desired to
to employ
employ the
the
heterodyne
heterodyne principle
principle at
at any
any other
other frefrequency, provision
provision isis made
made on
on the
the
quency,
back
back panel
panel of
of the
the 13505A
13505A IsolatorIsolatorMonitor for
for the
the substitution
substitution of an
an
Monitor
external oscillator
oscillator (capable
(capable of
of 60
60 mw
external
output power)
power) for
for the
the internal
internal oscilosciloutput
lator. Also.
Also, the
the internal
internal oscillator
oscillator isis
lator.
capable of
of being
being tuned
tuned over
over aa small
small
capable
range of
of approximately
approximately ±55mc
by aa
5me by
range
control available
available at
at the
the 13505A
13505A back
control
panel.
paneL
When operating
operating the
the 13505A
13505A as
as aa
When
diode monitor.
monitor, the
the internal
internal oscillator
oscillator
diode
turned off
off and
and the
the mixer
mixer then
then bebeisis turned
comes aa diode
diode detector
detector with
with an
an outoutcomes
put amplified
amplified by
by the
the same
same %amplifier
amplifier
put
discussed previously.
previously. A
A minimum
minimum of
of
discussed
+'O.lv peak
peak isis obtained
obtained at
at the
the
+O.lv
13505A front
front panel
panel for
for aa Test
Test Set
Set
13505A
signal of
of -10
-10 dbm
dbm at
at any
any frequency
frequency
signal
within the
the range
range of
of the
the Test
Test Set.
Set. As
As
within
with most
most diode
diode detectors.
detectors, the
the output
output
with
not aa linear
linear presentation
presentation and
and care
care
isis not
must be
be exercised
exercised when
when using
using itit for
for
must
making measurements.
measurements. (See
(See Fig.
Fig. 6)'.
6 )'.
makine
The relationship
relationship between
between the
the diode
diode
The
monitor output
output and
and the
the Test
Test Set
Set RF
RF
monitor
signal may
may be
be readily
readily examined
examined by
by
signal

,;gu,.
mp...ioo" of
..I Diode
Di..d. Monitor
M ..,,;,... and
fI"d
Figure <I.
6. C..
Comparison
ody". Monitor
M.."i,.., Di.pJ..
y • of
.. f the Same
m. RF
rq
Heterodyne
Displays
Sig"..,
A"i. 1 Microsecond
Mi<,....<.."d
Signal (Tim.
(Time Axis

H.,••

'11. S..

p.'

C."lim.'.,)
per Centimeter)

varying the Signal
Signal Generator attenvarying
fixed amounts and poting
noting
uator in
in fixed
the corresponding
corresponding changes in the
diode
amplitude.
diode monitor output amplitude.
While it is not as aceurate
accurate as the
heterodyne
heterodyne monitor,
monitor, the diode monitor does
provide a rapid means of
does provide
making relative
measurements at any
relative measurements
frequency
frequency within the range of the
Test Set.
Set. This signal
signal is also used
when
when calibrating
calibrating the overall DME
system
system (including
(including the 578D-l
578D-1 video
modulator) delay.
delay.
With lhe
the 13505A operating in the
normal
normal mode.
mode, portions of the transmitter power are available
available at the
front
panel Wavemeter and Pwr
front panel
connectors. The amounts of
Meter connectors.
of
power available are controlled
controlled by the
inclusion of fixed
inclusion
fixed precision attenwithin the 13505A.
uators within
Peak Power
Power Calibrator
Peak
A BRC 8900B
8900B Peak Power Caliis connected
connected to the Pwr Meter
brator is
output of the 13505A.
output
l3505A. This is a production unit
unit specially
specially calibrated to
duction
account for
for variations
variations in attenuation
account
in the
the system
system (inciudin~
(including cables) prein
ceding it.
it. The unit will read peak
ceding
100 to 2000 watts over the
power of 100
frequency range of 960 to 1215
frequency
1215 mc
to an
an accuracy
accuracy of ±
-+ 1.2
1.2 db.
db. The accuto
racy of
of measurement may be imracy
proved to
to ±0.6
t 0 . 6 db wjth
with special
special caliproved
bration. Should
Should measurement of
of other
bration.
desired, it may be
power ranges
ranges be desired.
accomplished by changing
changing the fixed
accomplished
attenuation within the 13505A. This
attenuation
would be handled
handled on a sPecial
special order
would
basis. For peak powers in excess of
basis.
watts, the user may, with some
2000 watts,
degradation of accuracy.
accuracy, insert addegradation
ditional attenuation
attenuation between the
ditional
13505A and 8900B.
8900B, external
external to the
13505A
system.
system.

In making a power
In
the
8900B basically
basimcally
the 8900B
44

measurement,
compares
compares the

demodul.:l.ted pulse
pulse envelope
envelope of
of the
the
demodulated
be measured
measured and
and the
the output
output
signal to
to be
signal
from an
an internal
internal dc
dc reference
reference supply.
supply.
from
A
mechanical
chopper
permits
both
A mechanical chopper permits both
be viewed
viewed simultaneously
simultaneously
signals to
to be
signals
using aa suitable
suitable oscilloscope
oscilloscope (-hp(-hpusing
adjusted,
175A). The
The dc
dc reference
reference isis adjusted,
175A).
by means
means of
of aa front
front panel
panel control,
control, to
to
by
be
equal
in
amplitude
to
the
demod~
be equal in amplitude to the demodpulse. The resulting
resulting dc
dc referreferulated pulse.
indicated on
on the
the front
front panel
panel
ence is indicated
is calibrated
calibrated to
to read
read
meter, which
which is
meter,
RF
power. Provision
Provision isis made
made
peak R
peak
F power.
recalibrating the
the instruinstrufor readily recalibrating
an external
external bolometer
bolometer
ment against an
ment
or calorimeter.
The 8900B also
also provides
provides aa means
means
the transmitter
transmitter outoutfor monitoring the
is
put pulses. The demodulated pulse
pulse is
put
to a back
back panel
panel connector
connector
brought to
two-stage emitter
emitter follower.
follower.
through a two-stage
By means of
of intercabling,
intercabling, this
this signal
signal
the Xmtr.
Xmtr. Monitor
Monitor
is available at the
front panel
panel of
of the
the
connector on the front
for monitoring
monitoring purposes,
purposes,
13505A for
the dedecase of
of DME,
DME, as the
and, in the case
modulated transmitter interrogation
interrogation
modulated
by the
the 578D-1
5780-1 for
for
signal required by
measurement.
distance measurement.
Wavemeter
The BRC
BRC 8905A Wavemeter
Wavemeter isis
to the
the Wavemeter
Wavemeter conconconnected to
front panel
panel of
of the
the
nector on the front
is used
used to
to measure
measure the
the
I3505A and is
13505A
of the
the pulsed
pulsed output
output signal
signal
frequency of
of the
the ATC
ATC transmitter.
transmitter. The
The instruinstruof
of aa transmission
transmission
ment is composed of
wavemeter and
and assoassotype tuneable wavemeter
metering circuitry.
circuitry. The
The front
front
ciated metering
panel meter indicates
indicates aa peak
peak reading
reading
tuned to
to the
the inin~
when the cavity is tuned
coming frequency.
frequency. This frequency
frequency
can be read to
to within 20.5
±0.5 mc
mc didirectly from a dial calibrated in
in 0.5
mc increments from 1070
1070 to
to 1110
1110
mc. The sensitivity of
of the
the unit
unit isis adadjusted for individual Test Set
Set losses,
losses,
so that meter indications
indications are obtained
obtained
for any ATC
transmitter signal
ATC transmitter
within the specified frequency
frequency range
range
and within the peak
peak power
power limits
limits of
of
250 to 1000 watts. A
A video
video output
output
is provided whereby the detected cavcavity output may
be monitored
monitored with
with aa
may be
suitable oscilloscope for
for frequency
frequency
measurements of
of signals having
having peak
peak
power as low as 10
10 watts.
watts.
Interconnecting
Interconnecting Cables
Cables
Because the
the calibration of
of the
the
892SA
8925A DME/ATC
DME/ATC Test Set
Set takes
takes
into
into account
account all
all the
the known
known system
system
losses and the many interfaces which
which

-

-

-
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exist.
exist, the
the over-all
oyer-all system
system accuracy
accuracy isis
dependent
dependent upon
upon all
all c~it!cal
critical i.nterco~
interconDecting
necting cables
cables remam10g
remaining 10
in their
their
To
insure
proper
locations.
proper locations. To insure this,
this, all
all
cables
cables and
and their
their associated
associated connecconnectors
tors are
are color
color coded.
coded.

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
The
The 8925A
8925A isis the
the most
most complete
complete

and
and universal
universal Test
Test Set
Set available
available for
for
the
DME and
and ATC
ATC airairthe checking
checking of
of DME
borne
borne equipment
equipment and,
and, because
because of
of its
its
building
building block
block construction,
construction, is
is readreadily
ily adaptable
adaptable to
to many
many special
special applicaapplications.
tions. Its
Its high
high degree
degree of
of stability
stability and
and
continuous
continuous frequency
frequency tuning
tuning are
are
highly
highly desirable
desirable features
features when
when regarded
garded in
in the
the light
light of
of pOSsible
possible future
future
eJIpansion
expansion of
of the
the DME
DME system;
system; i.e.•
i.e.,
channel
channel splitting.
splitting.
The
The Test
Test Set
Set is
is the
the result
result of a
Hewlell-Packard
Hewlett-Packard corporate
corporate effort
effort and
and
the
the responsible
responsible groups
groups are
are deserving
deserving
of
of recognition.
recognition. Individual
Individual instruments
instruments
which
which form
form part of
of the
the Test
Test Set
Set and
the divisions
divisions responsible
responsible for
for their
the
development
development are
are listed
listed below.
below.
-hp- Dh'isio"
Division
-h".

Instrument
I"I/rll"'~.'

5245L
~20L
5254A
HHA

Electronic
EleClronic
Counter
Counter
Frequency
Frequency
Converter
Converter

H01-8614ASignal
Signal
HQI·8614A
Generator
Gtneruor

Frequency and
Fl'C'qutne}'
Time
Time D1vi$ion
Division
Frequency
F
rcqumcy and
Time
Divi$;on
Time Division
Microwave
Microwal'e
Division
Divi,ion

H03-8714A Modulator
H03·8714A
135054
13~O~A

8900B
8900B
8905A

-

Microwave
Mitrowa\"e
Division
Isolator-Monitor Boonton Radio
l$olatOf.Monilor
Radin
Division
Peak Power
Peak

Calibrator
CMlib~lor

Wavemeter
Wavtmttef

Boonton
Division
Boonton
Division

Radi,o
Radio
Radio

REFERENCES
UFUENCES
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1961.
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I, 1963.
ARINC
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Minimum
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x-v
X-Y

Plotting
the
Plotting with
with the
FM-AM Signal
Signal
CHARLES
W. QUINN,
CHARLES W.
QUINN,
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

A
A rear panel jack on the Types
202H
202H and 202J
202J FM-AM Signal
Signal Generators provides a means for introducing
vollage to conducing an external
external de
dc voltage
trol the output frequency
frequency over a limited range.
range. The jack permits direct
coupling,
coupling, at low rates, to the reactance lUbe
tube modulator in the generator. This feature, together with the
improved
a~tomatic levellcv71improved linearity,
linearity, automatic
ing,
nOise characterising, and low FM noise
tics
tics of these generators, opens the
door to applications
FM
applications new to the FM
signal
signal generator art.
Two major areas of
of application
usc of the direct-couple
which make use
feature of the 202H and J signal generators will be discussed in this article.
tests and
ticle. One area deals with tests
measurements
Ihat can be made with
measurements that
the signal generator connected with
an
x-v Plotter. The other area of
of
an X-Y
application
application involves tests and measmade with the
the
urements that can be made
signal generator connected in an ausignal
frequency control setup or
tomatic frequency
system.
system.

X-Y
x·y PLOTTER
PLOnER APPLICATION
The aforemen.tioncd
aforementioned features of
of the
the
202H and J signal generators, totogether with the advantages of
of the
the
X-Y
X-V Plotter; i.e., large
large display, extremely good linearity, permancy,
permancy,
and reproducibility,
reproducibility, make these
these ininstruments an excellent combination.
In this application, sweep widths
widths
from a few kc to 1 md
mC are possible.
possible.
This pair of
of instruments, plus
plus a 207H
207J:i
Univerter and a 230A Power
Power AmpliArnphfier used as a doubler, yields
yields a pop0tential
tential frequency
frequency range
range of
of 100
100 kc
kc to
to
500 mc
500
mc for
for the
the applications
applications to
to be
be
discussed in
discussed
in this
this article.
article.
The auxiliary equipment required
required
depends
depends on
on the
the specific
specific test
test to
to be
be
made.
made. This
This equipment
equipment will
will be
be listed
listed
as
as each
each application
application is
is discussed.
discussed.
The
The major
major areas
areas of
or X-Y
X·Y Plotter
Plotter
application
application are
are receiver
receiver testing
testing and
and
narrow-band
narrow-band filter
filter testing.
testing.
55

Types 202H and
and JJ
Types
Generators
Generators

Applications Engineer
Engineer
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Outpuf

Receiver Testing
Testing
Receiver
Receiver tests
tests that
thai can
can be
be made
made to
to
Receiver
advantage with
with the
the 202H/J
202H/J and
and X-Y
X-V
advantage
Plotter are as follows:
follows:
Plotter
I. Selectivity
Selectivity or
or bandwidth
bandwidth versus
versus
1.
and input.
input.
frequency and
Discriminator output
output versus
versus frefre2. Discriminator
quency.
3. AGC
AGC or
or detector
detector voltage
voltage versus
versus
3.
inpul level
level or
or overload
overload charactercharacterinput
istics.
istics.
4. Audio,lvideo
Audio/video output
output versus
versus inin+
4.
put level.
level.
put
5.
5. Audio/video
Audio/video fidelity
fidelity or
or reresponse versus
versus level.
level.
The
The first
first tests
lests to
to be
be discussed
discussed will
will
be
be those
those tests
tests which
which use
use aa minimum
minimum
of
Le.. selectivity
selectivity or
or
of equipment;
equipment; i.e.,
bandwidth
F
bandwidth versus
versus frequency
frequency and
and RRF
input
input level,
level. and
and discriminator
discriminator output
output
versus
versus frequency.
frequency. IfIf itit isis assumed
assumed
that
be tested
tested isis in
in the
the
that the
the receiver
receiver to
to be
range
range of
of the
the 202H
202H and
and J,J, the
the conconnections
nections and
and equipment
equipment are
are shown
shown in
in
Fig.
Fig. 1.
I. The
The Plotter
Plotter may
may be
be aa Moseley
Moseley
Type
20, 135,
135. etc.
etc. The.Y
The. Y axis
axis input
input
Type 2D,
to
to the
the Plotter
Plouer isis connected
connected to
to the
the AM
AM
detector,
or discrimidiscrimidetector, limiter
limiter grid,
grid, or
nator
nator output.
output. The
The X
X axis
axis input
input isis concon+
nected
neeted to
10 the
the variable
variable dc
de source.
source. The
The
simplest
simplest form
form of
of variable
variable dc
dc isis aa
multi-turn
of
multi-turn variable
variable potentiometer
potentiometer of
approximately
10,000
approximately 10,000 ohms
ohms and
and two
two
6-volt
~volt batteries
batteries connected
connected as
as shown
shown
in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. This
This supply
supply will
will produce
produce
approximately
approximately 600
600 kc
kc sweep
sweep on
on the
the

BOONTON
B
OONTON
~IElOo."

202H
202H low
low band,
band, and
and about
about 1200
1200 kc
kc
on
the
202H
high
band
and
the
on the 202H high band and the 202J.
2025.
Reference
Reference to
to the
the de
dc FM
FM input
input curve
curve
(Fig.
(Fig. 3)
3) will
will indicate
indicate how
how 10
to optioptimize
mize this
this sweep
sweep ifif necessary.
necessary. (A
(A funcfunction
tion generator,
generator, such
such as
as the
the -hp-hp- 202A,
202A,
could
could be
be used
used in
in place
place of
of the
the de
dc
source
source described
described above.)
above.) With
With the
the
equipment
equipment connected
connected as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig.
I,1, typical
typical curves,
curves, such
such as
as those
those shown
shown
in
in Figs
Figs 44 and
and 55 can
can be
be plotted.
plotted.

Calibration
Calibration of
of Scales
Scales
Before
the
data
in
Before the data in the
the plotted
curves
curves can
can be
be of
of value,
value, the
the X and
and Y
Y
axes
axes must
must be
be calibrated.
calibrated. The
The vertical
vertical
scale
scale can
can usually
usually be
be read
read directly,
directly,
using
using the
the indicated
indicated sensitivity
sensitivity on
on the
the
Y
Y amplifier
amplifier controls.
controls. If
If more
more precise
cise calibration
calibration isis necessary,
necessary, an
an -hp412A
412A DC
DC Voltmeter
Voltmeter may
may be
be used
used in
in
shunt
shunt with
with the
the Y
Y terminals.
terminals.
The
axis may
may be
be calcalThe horizontal
horizontal XX axis
ibrated
ibrated in
in aa number
number of
of ways,
ways, dependdepending
ing upon
upon the
the acc'uracy
accuracy required
required and
and
the
the equipment
equipment available.
available. The
The curve
curve
in
in Fig.
Fig. 33 could
could be
be plotted
plotted as
as aa funcfunction
tion o(
of the
the X
X input
input sensitivity,
sensitivity, as
as inindicated
dicated by
by the
the calibration
calibration on
on the
the X
X
amplifier
amplifier controls.
controls. A
A much
much more
more precise
cise method,
method, however,
however, utilizes
utilizes aa cryscrystal
tal calibrator
calibrator or
or an
an -hp-hp- 5243L or
5245L
5245L counter
counter with
with an
an -hp-hp- 5253B
5253B
Converter plug-in.
plug-in. Fig.
Fig. I1 shows
shows the
the
Converter
setup
setup using
using the
the counter.
counter. Note
Note that
that adadditional
ditional altenuators
attenuators are
are necessary
necessary if
continuous frequency
frequency monitoring
monitoring is
is
continuous
desirable. This
This enables
enables the
the counter
counter to
to
desirable.
operate at
at aa reasonable
reasonable level
level with
with the
the
operate
202H
and J.J. The
The Type
Type 2021A
202JA has
has
202
Hand
50 mv
mv available
available (or
for continuous
continuous
50
monitoring.
monitoring.
good practice
practice to
to calibrate
calibrate the
the
ItIt isis good
frequency or
or XX axis
axis beginning
beginning at
at the
the
frequency
most important
important point,
point, usually
usually the
the
most
center, peak.
peak, or
or zero
zero crossing,
crossing, dedecenter,
pending upon
upon the
the curve
curve being
being plotted.
plotted.
pending
There are
are aa number
number of
of choices
choices in
in the
the
There
method of
of marking.
marking. Two
Two possibilities
possibilities
method
are given
given below.
below.
are
1.
Retrace
the curve
curve with
with "pen
“pen up"
up”
I. Retrace the
and mark
mark aa vertical
vertical line
line at
at the
the desired
desired
and
frequency increments,
increments, using
using the
the Y
Y
frequency
axis "Zero"
“Zero” control
control and
and the
the "pen
“pen
axis
up/down” control.
control. This
This procedure
procedure
up/down"
produces aa trace
trace marked
marked as
as shown
shown in
in
produces
Fig. 4.
4.
Fig.
After checking
checking that
that the
the referrefer2.2. After
ence point
point isis at
at the
the desired
desired location.
location,
ence
reduce the
the Y
Y signal
signal to
to zero.
zero. Sweep
Sweep
reduce
the signal
signal generator
generator through
through the
the same
same
the
limits and
and mark
mark the
the desired
desired increincrelimits
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ments with a vertical line, using the
Y axis
proceY
axis "Zero"
“Zero” control. This procea
trace
calibration
as
dure
produces
dure
in Fig.
Fig. 4.
shown
shown in
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easily be
be an
an error
error signal
signal which
which isis aa
easily
function of
of some
some reference
reference .frequency.
function
frequency.
in block
block didiThis arrangement,
arrangement. shown
shown in
This
in Fig.
Fig. 6,
6, isis helpful
helpful in
in
agram form
form in
agram
reducing the
the frequency
frequency drift
drift per
per hour
hour
reducing
of the
the 202H
202H and
and J1 signal
signal generators
generators
of
by a significant factor.
factor. Frequency
Frequency stastaby
per hour
hour isis easily
easily
bility of
of 0.001%
0.001 % per
bility
with this
this setup.
setup. This
This imim·
obtainable with
is valuable
valuable in
in the
the
proved stability is
proved
(about 10
10 kc)
kc)
testing of
of narrow
narrow band
band (about
testing
problem.
where drift
drift isis aa problem.
systems where
frequency can
can also
also be
be measmeasSystem frequency
ured more
more precisely
precisely on
on aa continuous
continuous
ured
basis with
with this
this method,
method, utilizing
utilizing
basis
frequency counter
counter connected
connected as
as
a frequency
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 6.
6. At
At this
this point,
point, itit isis
to point
point out that
that the
the AFC
AFC corcorwell to
.In fact,
fact.
rection.is
not instantaneous.
instantaneous. In
rection
.is not
is a time
time constant
constant of
of approxiapproxithere is
mately one-half second,
second, so
so that
that shortshortmately
frequency changes,
changes. such as
as FM
FM
term frequency
rates, are
are not
not cancelled
cancelled
modulation rates,
loop. This permits
permits all
all
out by the AFC loop.
of the standard tests
tests to
to be
be performed
performed
of
is corrected.
corrected.
the long-term
long-term drift is
while the
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to aa suitable
suitable refreference,
erence, of
of the
the 202H
202H and
and JJ signal
signal gengenerators.
erators. This
This could
could considerably
considerably reduce
duce phase
phase noise
noise in
in critical
critical applicaapplications,
tions, but
but the
the FM
FM function
function would
would be
be
canceUed
cancelled out
out by
by the
the phase
phase lock
lock loop.
loop.
Frequency
Frequency stability
stability in
in this
this case
case would
be that
that of
of the
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Audio/Video Fidelity
or Response
Response
If an
an audio/video oscillator with a
de
dc analog output
output is available, such as
the
the DYMEC Model DY-207A, response curves may be ploued
plotted directly.

-=.0<
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2D
may be
be used;
used; otherwise,
2D Plotter
Plotter may
otherwise,
an
ac
to
de
converter
or detcetor
an ac
dc
detector
must be used to obtain a dc signal
signal
proportional [0
me .udio/video
to the
audio/video ourpur.
output.

Output Versus
Versus RF
RF Level
level
Output
Using the
the equipment
equipment mentioned
mentioned
Using
previously, there
there are
are other tests that
previously,
can be
be made
made with
with the
the 202H
202H and
and JJ
can
signal generators
generators and
and the X-Y
X-Y Ploner.
Plotter.
signal
It isis aa simple
simple matter
matter to
to connect
connect aa
It
double-ended precision
precision potentiometer
double-ended
potentiometer
directly to
to the
the attenuator
attenuator shaft
shaft by
directly
by
removing the
the knob.
knob. Using
Using the
the circuit
circuit
removing
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 7.
7, aa voltage
voltage analogous
analogous
showl}
to RF
R F input
input or
or attenuation
attenuation can
can be
to
be
obtained. The
The equipment
equipment is
is connected
copnected
obtained.
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. Typical
Typical curves
curves are
are
as
in Fig.
Fig. 9.
9. When
When the
Y axis
axis is
shown in
shown
the Y
is
function of
of audio/video
audio/video voltage,
voltage, the
aa function
the
“AC Voltage"
Voltage” position
position in
in the
Type
"AC
the Type

EASTERN SERVICE
CENTER TO BE
ESTABLISHED A
AT
T BRC
In order to provide improved parts
services for customers
and repair services
customers in
the Eastern U.S.,
U.S.,..the Hewlett-PackHewlett·Packard Company is establishing a new
Eastern Regional Service
Service Center at
Boonton Radio Company in RockaRockafacility will proproway, N. J. The new facility
vide complete parts suppon
support and an
extensive factory-level instrument reextensive
repair service.
service. Parts and factory repair
r~pair
service will be available for all Hewservice
lett-Packard Company equipment and
for equipment manufactured by -hpDivisions; including BRC,
BRC, Dymec,
Dymec,
Moseley, and Sanborn.
The new operation will be set up
in the present BRC plant and will
occupy about 25,(X)()
25,000 square feet of
of
space: 10,000
space:
IO,(X)() square
square feet
feet for
for parts
pans
warehousing
warehousing and
and repair
repair areas
areas and
and
1,500
1,500 square feet for administrative
functions.
functions. Approximately
Approximately 90
90 ememployees will be hired to
to handle
handle the
the
various administrative and technical
technical
tasks.
tasks.
Manager of
of the new service center,
under
under the
the direction
direction of
of Bill
Bill Myers,
Myers.
BRC General Manager,
Manager, will be
be A1
Al
Thoburn, formerly
Thoburn,
formerly manager
manager of
of the
the
materials
in the
the WestWest·
materials handling
handling group
group in
ern
em Service
Service Center.
Center. Service
Service Manager
Manager
will
will be
be Bob
Bob Wolfe,
Wolfe, who
who served
served as
as
Service
Manager
for
RMC
Service Manager for RMC Sales
Sales DiDivision
in New
New York
York City.
City. Dick
Dick Love,
Love,
vision in
7
7

Di<. Love
Lov.
Dick

formerly parts
parts manager
manager at
at the
the WestWestbe Parts
Parts
Center. will
wilt be
ern Service Center,
Manager.
Manager.
It is
is expected
expected that
that the
the new
new service
service
It
scheduled to
to begin
begin operations
operations
center, scheduled
on August
August 17,
17, will
will provide
provide even
even betbet·
our customers
customers in
in the
the
ter service to all our
Eastern region
region of
of the
the country.
country.
Eastern

E
RWIN C
O N R A D TO
ERWIN
CONRAD
TO BE
BE
SERVICE
SERVICE ENGINEER
ENGINEER
Erwin
Erwin Conrad
Conrad joined
joined BRC
BRC in
in JanJ anuary
uary of
of this
this year
year as
as Customer
Customer Service
Service
Supervisor, replacing
replacing Ray
Ray Tatman
Tatman
who
who has
bas been
been on
on special assignment
assignment
pending
pending his
his return
return to
to Corporation
Corporation
headquarters
headquarters in
in Palo
Palo Alto.
Alto. Erwin
Erwin
came to
to BRC
BRC from
from the
the RMC
RMC Sales
Sales
Division
Division in
in New
New York.
York. City,
City. where
where
he
he was Assistant
Assistant Service
Service Manager
Manager
and had
had gained
gained seven
seven years
years of
of valvaluable
uable experience
experience in
in the
the service
service of
of
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard products.
products. In
In his
his
present
present assignment
assignment as
as Customer
Customer ServService
ice Supervisor, he
he has
has been
been responsiresponsible
ble for
for all
all BRC
BRC factory
factory repairs,
repairs. rereplacement
placement parts,
parts. and
and general
general service
service
support.
support.
With
With the
the establishment,
establishment, in
in August,
August.
of
of the
the new
new Eastern
Eastern Regional
Regional Service
Service
Center,
Center, announced
announced in
in this
this issue,
issue, ErErwin’s
win's present
present operation
operalion will
will be
be inintegrated
tegrated into
into the
the service
service center
center and
and
he
he will
will assume
assume new
new duties
duties as
as Service
Service
Engineer
Engineer for
for all
all Boonton
Boonton Radio
Radio prodproducts.
ucts. In
In this
this capacity,
capacity, he
he will
will be
be rere·

BOONTON
B O O N T O N RADIO
R A D I O COMPANY
COMPANY

sponsiblc
sponsible for
for aiding
aiding in
in the
the preparapreparation
tion of
of field
field maintenance
maintenance procedures
procedures
and
andproviding
providing the
the necessary
necessary customer
customer
support
support and
and training
training for
for these
these instruinstruments.
ments. His
H i s duties
duties will
will also
also include
include
the
the preparation
preparation of
of Service
Service Notes
Notes and
and
other
other service
service publications,
publications, to
to better
better
enable
enable -hp-hp- field
field repair
repair stations
stations and
and
customers
customers 10
to properly
properly maintain
maintain BRC
BRC
products.
products.

THE
THE

other
other in
in the
the annual
annual ORC
BRC "Guess
“Guess the
the
Q"
Q ’ contest.
contest. This
This year's
year’s display
display coil
coil

was
was formed
formed with
with heavy
heavy copper
copper wire
into
into aa configuration
configuration not
not too
too unlike
unlike
the
BRC
logograph.
It
proved
the BRC logograph. I t proved challenging
lenging to
to the
the parade
parade of
of booth
booth

QQ CONTEST
CONTEST WINNER
WINNER

The
The IEEE
IEEE Show
Show at
at the
the Coliseum
Coliseum
inin New
New York
York in
in March
March found
found BRC's
BRC‘s
booth
booth bustling
bustling with
with contest
contest hopefuls
hopefuls
all
all determined
determinedto
to "out-estimate"
“out-estimate” each
each

·AL8UQUIIIQUI.
*ALBUQUERQUE, N••
New Mu,ca
Mexico 11101
87108
NEELY ENTERPRISES
ENTERPRISES
NEELY
6501 Lo....
Lomas
Blvd., N.E.
N.E.
&5Ot
s Blvd..
Tel:
(50S) 2SS-5586
Tel:,(505)
2555586
TWX,
TWX: 5QS.2U_&3IC
505-243-8314
AS8UIIY
ASBURY PAliK,
PARK, N_
New Jef'$ey
Jersey
ROBINSON SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
ROBINSON
Hewlett-Packard
Company
H_letl-PlClulrd Com~ny
Tel: (20111C1.I06D
(201) 747-1060
Tel,
*ATLANTA
Georgia _
30305
5
"ATLANTA So5, G.ora'''
SOUTHERN SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
SOUTHERN
H_leU-Paclulfd
Hewlett-Packard Company
Company
3110 MIIIII
Maple Drive.
Drive, N.E.
N.E.
l110
Tel: (~)
(404) 23J.llCI
233-1141
Tel,
TWX: 110-151·3283
810-751-3283
TWX,
BALTIMORE, Ma"lInd
Maryland 21Z01
21207
8ALTIMOIIE.
HORMAN ASSOCIATES.
ASSOCIATES, INC.
INC.
HORMAN
6660 security
Security Blvd.
Blvd.
&560
Tel: UOI)
(301) 9U-5COlI
944-5400
Tel,
*BOSTON, M.....
Massachusetts
"eOSTON.
chunlts
YEWELL ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES, INC.
INC.
YEWELL
Middlesex Turnll'ke
Turnpike
Mlddleslll
Burlington,
Mass.
01804
BU'linllon. Mass. 01_
Tef: (6
(617) 2n·9000
272-9000
Tel,
TWX: 110-332-0312
710-332-0382
TWX,
*CHICAGO, Illinois
Illinois 10«5
60645
'CHICAGO,
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES.
ASSOCIATES, INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY
2501 W.
W. Pete,son
Peterson A~e_
Ave.
2501
Tel:
(312)
275-1600
Tel' (312) 275-1600
TWX: 312·222-0311
312-222-0311
TWX,
*CLEVELAND,
Ohio 44129
44129
·CLEVUAND. Oh'o
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES, INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY
5579 Pel"
Pearl Road
Road
5579
Tel:
(216)
884-9209
T.I, (216) 8M.'209
TWX: 216-888-0715
TWX,216·888-0715
*DALLAS, Tn..
Texas 75l0ll
75209
"DALLAS.
SOUTHWEST SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
SOUTHWEST
Hewlett-Packa
r
d
Company
H_lelt'Plckard Company
3605 I
lnwood
Road
360S
n _ Road
Tel: (2ICI
(214) 351_1111
357-1881
Tel:
TWX: '10-86I-C011
910-861-4081
TWX,
*DAYTON, Ohio
Ohio csaos
45409
"DAYTON,
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES, INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY
1250 West
West Oofothy
Dorothy line
Lane
125Cl
Tel:
(513)
299-3594
T.I, 1513j 299-l59a
TWX: 5IJ-!loU«l9O
513-944-0090
TWX,
*DENVER,
Colorado IOU2
80222
·OIN'IIII.
Colorlclo
LAHANA & COMPANY

n

LAHANA & COMPANY
P.O. Be.
Box 22065
22065
P.O.
Belleview VIIII)'
Valley Hiah_y
Highway Interchll1.e
Intercharlge
Bellevl_
Tel:
(303)
771-3455
Tel: (:103) nl·3455
.
TWX:
303-771-3056
TWX, 303-111-3056
*DETROIT, Miclli,an
Michigan "1235
48235
·OETROIT.
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY
14425
West
Eight
M
i
l
e Rd.
Rh.
101425
West
Eit.ht
Mile
Tel: (313j
(313) 342·5100
342-5700
Tel,
TWX: 313-342-0102
313-342-0702
TWX,
ENGLEWOOD,
New Jaf'$1!'J'
Jersey 07121
07631
H_
ENGLIWOOD.
RMC SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
RMC
Hewlett-Packard
Company
He",letl·PKklrd
ComPlny
391 Grind
Grand A~
Ave.
391
•.
Tel:
(201)
567-3933
Tel, (201) 5li7-1933

liII
P,."n'. Q
B i l l My....
Myers, IIlC
BRC (;.en.,ol
General Mana".,.
Manager, Presenfs
Q
Meter to ConI••'
Contest Winn.,
Winner George En".rl
Engert

M.'., 'A

G.a,,,.

HAIIIIISBUIlG,
HARRISBURG, P.nns11V1nia
Pennsylvania
ROBINSON
ROBINSON SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
H_lett·F'lcklfd
Hewlett-Packard ComPiny
Company
Cemp
H'II.
Penni.
1101l
Camp Hill, Penna. 17011
Tel: Inn
(717) 737..791
737-6791
Tel:
"HARTfORIl.
*HARTFORD, COllnecticut
Connecticut
YEWELL ASSOCIATES.
ASSOCIATES, INC.
YEWELL
!ilI9
589 $lyI>f'O<>k
Saybrook Road
Road

Middletown, Conn.
Conn. O6CSI
06458
M'ddletown.
Tel,
Tel: (2Ol)
(203) 346-6611
346-6611
TWX,
TWX: 2OJ-3C6-1Cll
203-346-7433

"HIGH
*HIGH POINT,
POINT, North
North ClroH...
Carolina 2m2
27262
SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
H_I.II·Paclulfd
Hewlett-Packard Com~ny
Company
1923 North
North MI,n
M a i n Street
1923
Tel: ('191112-6813
(919) 882-6873
Tel,
TWX: 51Cl-!l26-1516
510-926-1516
TWX,
*HOUSTON, T.......
Texas, 11U7
77027
"HOUSTON.
SOUTHWEST SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
SOUTKWEST
H_I.lI·Pli;klfd
Hewlett-Packard Company
4242 Richmond
Richmond Avenue
4242
A~enue
Tel: (113)
(713) 667-2401
667-2407
T.I,
TWX: 113-571-1)5J
713-571-1353
TWX,
HUNTSVILLE, Alabama
HUNTSVILLE.
Alablma 35801
2SHI
DIVISION
SOUTHERN SALES OIVISION
Hewlett-Packard Company
He"'lett·F'lclulrd
Suite 18,
Center
Sulle
II. Holiday Office
Ollice Cenle,
Tel: (205) 181-C591
881-4591
Tel,
TWX:
510-579-2264
TWX, SlO-S19-22OC
*INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana
"INDIANAPOLIS,
Ind,ana 46205
482llS
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES,
CROSSLEY
ASSOCIATES. INC.
INC.
3919
Meadows
Drive
391' Meado"'s DrI~e
Tel: (311)
(317) S.'""I891
546-4891
Tel:
TWX: 317-635-4300
TWX,
lI7-6lS-C300
KANSAS CITY,
CITY, Missouri
M,ssou,i 64131
U121
lIANSAS
HARRIS-HANSON
HARRIS-HANSON CO.
CO.
7916
Paseo Street
1916 P.....
SI,eel
Tel: (816)
(816) C«-!M!M
444-9494
Tel,
TWX:
816-556-2423
TWX, 115-S56-2C23
LAS CRUCES,
CRUCES, New
LAS
New Mexico
Mexico 88001
Hili'
NEELY ENTERPRISES
ENTERPRISES
NEELY
114
Water St.
114 South
South Wale.
SL
Tel: 15051
(505) 526-2486
Tel,
5:$-2486
TWX: 5QS.5201--2671
505-524-2671
TWX,
*LOS ANGELES,
"LOS
ANGELES, California
Cllifomil
NEELY ENTERPRISES
NEELY
ENTERPRISES
3939
Lankershim
J9J9 lInkerst>im Blvd.
Blvd.
North Hollywood,
North
Hollylooood. Cal.
Cel. 91604
'11iOC
Tel:
Tel: (213)
(21l1 877-1282
871_12ll2
TWX:
TWX, 910-499-2170
'lll-<1!&211'O
LOUISVILLE,
LOUISVILLE. Kentucky
1I.ntucky 40216
Cltl'
SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN SALES
SAlES DIVISION
DIVISION
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlell·PKlulfd Company
Company
3411
3411 Bardstown
BardSlown Road
Road
Tel:
459-4140
Tel: (502)
(502l4S9-Cl.o
TWX:
TWX, 810-535-3128
810.535-3128
*MONTREAL,
"MONTIIEAL, P.Q.:
P.Q,., Canada
Canldl
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HEWLETT-PACKARD (CANADA)
(CANADA) LTD.
LTD.
8270
Mayrand
821'0 MlYf1lnd St.
SL
Tel:
Tel, (514)
(SIC) 735-2273
735-2273

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

visitors.
visitors.
the coil,
it turns
turns out,
is
The
The Q
Q of
of the
coil, it
out, is
242.6.
This
is
the
"indicated
Q"
and
242.6. This i s the “indicated Q” and
represents
the average
ten measmeasrepresents the
average of
of ten
I0
me
on
the
Type
urements
made
at
urements made at 10 mc on the Type
260A
Meter in
in the
the BRC
BRC Standards
Standards
260A Q
Q Meter
Laboratory.
Laboratory.
Winner of
the contest,
with an
an esesWinner
of the
contest, with
timate of
242.5, iiss George
W. EnEntimate
of 242.5,
George W.
gert.
Project Engineer
Engineer with
with MEPCO,
MEPCO.
gert. Project
Livingston, N.
N. J.
J. Runners-up
Runners-up
Inc. in
Inc.
in Livingston,
U. S.
S. A.
A. ElecElecare
Alan Budner
Budner of
are Alan
of U.
R&D
Lab. (240);
John MulMultronic R
tronic
& D Lab.
(240); John
MEPCO, Inc.
loc. (246.5)
(246.5);; and
and
queen of
queen
of MEPCO,
A. Metz
Mett of
of Polyphase
Polyphase Inst.
lost. Comp.
Comp.
T. A.
(248).
Mr. Engert
Engert was
was awarded
awarded aa factory
factory
Mr.
Meter
reconditioned Type 170A Q Meter
reconditioned
17.
at BRC on
on June
June 17.
at

'NEW YORK,
YORK. N
Hew
Yorill0lltl
*NEW
e w York
10021
RMC
RMC SALES DIVISION
H_I.II·PIIclulfd
Hewlett-Packard Company
Company
236 ElSI
SL
East 15th
75th St.
Tel,
81'J.202.l
Tel: (212) 879-2023
TWX,
TWX: 71o-5It""ll~
710-581-4376
'OIlLANOO, Florida
flo,idl 32803
UIlQ
*ORLANDO,
STILES SALES DIVISION
H_len-Plcltlfd
Company
Hewlett-Packard Company
621
Ave.
621 Common",_lIh
Gommonwealth Ave.
Tel, (lOS)
C25-~1
Tel:
(305) 425-5541
TWX, 305-275-l234
TWX:
305-275-1234
OnAWA,
Onllrlo. Canada
Cetlld.
OTTAWA, Ontario,
HEWLETT-PACKARO
(CANADAj LLTO.
HEWLETT-PACKARD (CANADA)
l’D.
Ave.
1762 Cerlina
Carling Ave.
Tel, (613) 122-1162
Tel:
722-8162
",.HILAOELPHIA....nn.ylwanil
*PHILADELPHIA,
Pennsylvania
ROBINSON SALES DIVISION
H_lell_Plclulfd Company
Company
Hewlett-Packard
144 Elizabeth
Ellubeth St.
SL
144
W.
Consho/W>cken,
Penna. 19428
1!M21
W. Conshohocken, Penna.
Tel, (215) 248-1600
2U-16Otl
Tel:
TWX,
2l~·12e-3lW1
TWX: 215-828-3847
"PHOIENIX. Arizona
A,izotll
*PHOENIX,
NEELY ENTERPRISES
NEELY.
)009 N. Scottsdale
ScOltsdlle Rd.
Rd.
3009
Scottsdale.
ScoIlSCIII •. Ariz.
Ariz. 85251
85251
Tel:
Tel, (602)
(602) 945-7601
945-1601
TWX:
TWX: 602-949-0111
602.!l49-011l
*PITTSBURGH,
P.nnsyl~an'a
"PITTSBURGH. Pennsylvania
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES, INC.
INC.
2=45
2"45 Moss
Moss Side
Side Blvd.
BI~d.
Monroeville,
Mon'oev'lIe, Pa.
PI. 15146
ISIC6
Tel:
T.l: (412)
(C12l 271-5227
271-m7
TWX:
TWX, 710-797-3650
710-197_l6~
PORTLAND,
POATLANO, Oregon
O,••on 97201
11201
ARVA.
ARVA. INC.
INC.
2035.
S.W.
58th
Ave.
2031 S.W. Slih Ave.
Tel:
Tel, (503)
(5Ol) 222-7337
m·7117
*POUGHKEEPSIE,
12601
·POUGHKUPSIE. New
New York
Yorill:NGl
SYRACUSE
SYRACUSE SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
Hewlett-Packard
H_lel1·F'lcklfd Company
Company
82
12 Washington
WashIngton Street
Sueel
Tel:
Tel, (914)
(,tC) 454-7330
CSC-J3lO
TWX:
TWX, 914-452-7425
914-C52-1425
RICHMOND,
RICHMOND, Virginia,
Vi",inia, 23230
212:1111
SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlell·PKklrd Company
Company
2112
2112 Spencer
Spence. Road
Road
Tel:
Tel, (703)
(1'Ol) 282-5451
282-5451
TWX:
TWX, 703-282-9986
1'03-212·_
ROCHESTER,
1I0CHUTIE:A, New
H_ York
hril 14825
14t2S
SYRACUSE
SYRACUSE SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
Hewlett-Packard
HewleU_PIIclulfd Company
Comllln1
800
IClO Linden
Linden Ave.
Ave.
Tel:
Tel: (716)
(716) 381-4120
lIl""I12O
TWX:
TWX, 716-221-1514
716-22I·15IC
*SACRAMENTO,
Cllilorn'l 95614
'5114
·SACIIA"'ENTO. California
NEELY
NEELY ENTERPRISES
ENTERPRISES
2591
2S91 Carlsbad
Clrl_d Ave.
Ave.
Tel:
Tel, (916)
(916) 482-1463
412-1463
TWX:
TWX, 916-444-8683
'16-4«.8613

'SAN DIEGO,
DIEGO, California
Cllifa'lIillItlOi
*SAN
92106
NEELY ENTERPRISES
ENTERPRISES
NEELY
1055
Shlfte,
SI.
1055 Shafter St.
Tel, (714)
(nc) 223-8103
22].,110]
Tel:
TWX, 714-276-4263
714-216-U6l
TWX:
flAN FRANCISCO,
fIlANCISCO. California
Cllifo,nil
TSAN
NEELY ENTERPRISES

NEELY
ENTERPRISES
501 Laurel
lIurel
SL
501
St.
Sin Carlos,
Ce,IoI. Cal.
ClI. 94071
94071
San
Tel:
(CIS)
591_1fi61
Tel: (415) 591-7661
TWX, 910-376-4390
'1ll-376-439C1
TWX:

_L

-

·SEATTLE. Washinnton
Wllninaton 96109
11101
*SEATTLE.
...RV.... INC.
INC.
ARVA.
1320 Prospect
Prospecl St.
SL
1320
Tel, (206)
(206) 622-0177
622-0171
Tel:
TWX, 206-998-0733
206-99Ul]l
TWX:
·ST. PAUL,
PAUl, Minnesota
MinnUOIi 55114
"nc
*ST.
CROSSLEY ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES. INC.
INC.
CROSSLEY
142 Raymond
R.ymond Ave.
Ave.
842
T.l, (612)
(6U) 646-7881
6Cli-11B1
Tel:
TWX, 612-551-0055
612·5SI-l105S
TWX:
ST.
n: PETERSBURG,
pnEllSBUAC, Florida
~to,ida 33706
31701
STILES
STILES SALES
'SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
Hewlett-Packard
H_lett'Plckard Company
Company
Madeira
Mldel,a Beach
Beach 410
CIO 150th
150lh Ave.
A~I.
Tel:
Tlh (813)
(elll 391-0211
391-0211
TWX:
TWX, 813-391-0666
11)·3'1-0666
*ST.
83144
"ST. LOUIS,
LOUIS, Missouri
Mlssourl.U44
HARRIS-HANSON
HARRIS·HANSON CO.
CO.
2814
~e14 S.
S. Brentwood
B,...,'wood Blvd.
Blvd.
Tel:
Tel, (314)
(3IC) 647-4350
647-Cl50
TWX:
TWX, 314-962-3933
1I4-962·3933
SYRACUSE,
SYAACUSI. New
N_ York
Yotllr 13211
lun
SYRACUSE
SYIIACUSE SALES
SALES DIVISION
DIVISION
Hewlett-Packard
H_leU-Plcklrd Company
Comlllny
Pickard
Piclulfd Bldg.,
Blda.. E.
E. Malloy
M.lIO)' Rd.
Rd.
Tel:
454-2486
Tel, (315)
(1I51454-2C86
TWX:
TWX, 315-477-1375
1I5-Cn·137S

L

ORONTO, Ontario,
TORONTO,
Ollllrio, Canada
Clnldl
EWLETT-PACKARD (CANADA)
HEWLETT·PACKARD
(CANADAJ LTD.
LTD.
1415
ICl5 Lawrence
lIwrence Ave.
A~e. W.
W.
Tel:
(416)
249-9196
T.I, (416) 2Cg..'l915
TUCSON,
TUCSON, Arizona
AriZOni 85716
1511'
NEELY
NEELY.ENTERPRISES
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A
A Compact, Versatile 10
10 to
to 500
500 MC
M C Oscillator
Oscillator
CHANNING
CHANNING S.
S. WILLIAMS,
WILLIAMS, Electrical
Electrical Engineer
Engineer
The
The 320QA
3200A VHF
VHF Oscillator
Oscillator (Figure
(Figure
1)
1 ) isis ~a compaCt,
compact, versatile
versatile general
general pur·
purpose
repose instrument
instrument intended
intended for
for use
use in
in receiver
ceiver and
and amplifier
amplifier tcsting,
testing, driving
driving
bridges,
bridges, slOtted
slotted lines,
lines, antennas
antennas and
and filter
filter
nerworks,
networks, and
and as
as aa local
local oscillatOr
oscillator for
for
heterodyne:
heterodyne detector
detector systems
systems in
in the
the frc:frequency
10 10
to 500
500 me.
mc. ComComquency unge
range from
from 10
plc:cdy
pletely self-<onl2inal.,
self-contained, the
the insmlfnc:m
instrument isis
packa~
packaged in
in the
the new
new Hewlett-Packard
HewIett-Packard
modular
modular cabinet.
cabinet, permiuing
permitting convc:nic:m
convenient
bench
bench use
use as
as \\'cU
well as
as rad::
rack mounting
mounting lor
for
syStem
system applications.
applications. Thr
The oscillator
oscillator isis
housed
housed in
in aa rugged
rugged aluminum
aluminum a5ling
casting
for
for maximum
maximum st;lbiliry
stability and
and extremely
extremely
low
low leakagr.
leakage. Six
Six frequency
frequency ranges
ranges arc:
are
provided
provided for
for adequate
adequate band
band spread
spread on
on
aa slide
slide rule
rule dial.
dial.

CiRCUIT
CIRCUIT DESIGN
DESIGN
The
oscillaror
circuit,
The oscillator circuit, shown
shown in
in FigFigure
2 , employs
employs push-pull
push-pull 6DZA
6DZ4 rubes
tubes
ure 2,
with
with capacitive
capacitive tuning
tuning and
and aa tlJrrct
turret sys·
systern
tem which
which permits
permits switching
switching of
of the
the tank
tank
circuit
circuit inductance
inductance on
on the
the various
various frcfre<juency
quency rnnges.
ranges. Feedback
Feedback isis accomplished
accomplished
with
with aa capacitive
capacitive divider
divider from
from one
one plare
plate
to
to the
the opposite
opposite grid,
grid, using
using the
the grid-rogrid-tocathode
cathode capacitance
capacitance of
of the
the tube,
tube, totogether
fixed mounted
mounted capacitor
capacitor
gether with
with aa fixed
from
from the
the Other
other plate.
plate. This
This tWo-rube
two-tube ososcillalor
cillator isis paniC1.llarly
particularly well
well suit~
suited to
to this
this
design
design beCause
because ilit provides more
more power
than
than aa single
single 6DU
6DZ4 rube
tube and
and feedback
feedback
is
is obtained
obtained by
by fixed
fixed capacitance
capacitance on
on the
the
rop
top (oor
four bands.
bands. 00
On the
the 1'110'0
two lower
lower bands,
bands,
drive
drive isis r~uced
reduced b)'
by switching
switching in
in addiaddilional
tional capacicaoce
capacitance from
from the
the grids
grids to
to
ground.
ground. The
The twO-tube
two-tube oscillator
oscillator also
also
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Figure I.
1. 3200
3200 VHF
VHF Oscillolo.
Oscillator

works
works well
well with
with aa splif-Staror
split-stator capaciror
capacitor
which
which requires
requires no
no wiping
wiping contaCts,
contacts,
eliminating
eliminating aa potcntial
potential source
source of
of noise
noise
and
and instability.
instability.
In
In this
this oscillator,
oscillator, the
the cemer
center of
of the
the
tank
tank is
is at
at ground
ground potential
potential and
and theretherefore
fore the
the roror
rotor of
of the
the cap1Citor
capacitor isis abo
also
at
RF frequencies.
frequencies.
at ground
ground potential
potential for
for RF
Sioce
Since the
the cemer
center of
of the
the oscillator
oscillator coil
coil isis
abo
also roughly
roughly al
at the
the neutntl
neutral or
or ground
ground
plane,
plane, plate
plate po9.'er
power an
can be
be injectC"d
injected from
from
this
this poinl
point from
from aa common
common Sl.Jpply
supply ring
ring
on
on the
the rurret.
turret. This
This ring
ring isis aa slip
slip ring
ring
lather
rather than
than aa switchable
switchable contact.
contact. AcACmall)',
so concontually, lhe
the oscillator
oscillator turrel
turret isis so
Structed
scructed thar
that t~
the cemer
center of
of ~ch
each coil
coil isis
permanently tiC"d
tied back
back ro
to Ihis
this common
common
slip
slip ring
ring ro
to individual resistors.
resistors. These
These
tesistors
resistors serve
serve to
to break
break up
up undesirable
undesirable
RF
RF paths,
paths, without
without introducing
introducing appreappreciablc
ciable platC
plate voltage
voltage Ot
or RF
RF Joss.
loss.

fREQUENCY
FREQUENCY STABIlITY
STABILITY
The
The osciUnlOr
oscillator isis specified
specified for
for aa
~O,OO2Of
i.0.002% stability
stability after
after aa 5-mimlle
5-minute
warmup.
typical data
data shown
shown
warmup. However,
However, l)pical
in
in Figure
Figure 33 indicales
indicates thal,
that, under
under concontrolled
of
trolled conditions,
conditions, 5-mioUle
5-minute stabilities
stabilities of
0.000
I tN:, or
O.OOOI@,
or I1 part
part per
per million,
million, ha\'e
have
been
been measurC"d
measured at
at some
some frequcncies.
frequencies.
Frequency
srabiliry
has
Frequency stability has been
been achieved
achieved
thlO\lgh
through careful
careful design
design of
of the
the circuit
circuit
components
substantial
components and.
and the
the use
use of
of aa substantial
aluminum
aluminum casting
casting which provides
provides aa
large
large thermal
thermal mass.
mass. PaniC1.llar
Particular arc
care has
has
a/SQ
also been
been gi"en
given to
to the
the mechaniod
mechanical dedesign
sign of
of the
the l1Jrret
turret assembly.
assembly. The
The dctent
detent
mechanism
mechanism is
is positi"c.
positive, assuring
assuring aCCUratC
accurate
:md
and stable
stable positioning
positioning of
of the
the active
active os·
oscillator
cillator inductor.
inductor. The
The tutret
turret itself isis pre·
precision
cision mold~
molded from
from orion
orlon filled
filled diallyl
diallyl
phthalatc.
phthalate. Turret
Turret ContaCts
contacts are
are con·
constructed
structed of
of coin
coin silver
silver and
and tuning
tuning enca-
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pacicof
pacitor COntaCts
contacts art'
are of
of coin
coin silver
silver and
and
beryllium
beryllium copper
copper laminarI'.
laminate. Borh
Both the
the de·
detem
tent spring
spring and
and lUning
tuning rnpaciror
capacitor con·
contactS
tacts have
have been
been subjeCTed
subjected to
to long
long life
life
tests
tests without
without failure.
failure. The
The circuit
circuit is
is
mounre<!
silverplated brass
brass chassis
chassis
mounted on
on aa silverplate<!
in
in such
such aa way
way that
that lead
lead lengths
lengths have
have
been
been minimize<!
minimized and
and fundamenral
fundamental circirCllit
cuit symmetry
symmetry has
has been
been maintained.
maintained.
The
The position
position of
of the
the tuning
tuning capacitor
capacitor
isis indicate<!
indicated on
on aa large
large slide
slide full'
rule dial
dial
which
which isis simultaneously
simultaneously fotated
rotated by
by the
oscillator
oscillator range
range swirch
switch mechanism
mechanism to
to
display
display only
only the
the active
active frequency
frequency rnnge.
range.
The
The frequency
frequency drive
drive mechanism
mechanism is
is backbacklash·free
cable drive.
drive. The
lash-free and
and emplo}'s
employs aa cable
cable
cable consists
consists of
of aa glass
glass core.
core. for
for di·
dimensional
mensional srabiliry.
stability. enclosed
enclosed in
in braide<!
braided
Nylon
Nylon for
for long
long wear
wear and
and rracrion.
traction. Non·
Nonconductive
so thar
that entrance
entrance
conductive cable
cable isis used
used so
inca
into rhe
the RF
RF enclosure
enclosure can
can be
be made
through waveguide-below<lltoH
waveguide-below-cutoff rubes.
tubes,
throul:;h
ocrmircing
Dermitting low
low RF
RF leah,'!e
leakage withour
without wipwioin,R;
ing grounds.
grounds. The
The turret
turret drive
drive shafr
shaft also
also
utilizes nonconducrive
nonconductive Fiberglass
Fiberglass EpOXY
Epoxy
milizes
which passes
passes through
through aa waveJ::uide.
waveguidewhich
RF enclosure.
enclosure.
below-cutoff rube
tube inco
into the
the RF
below<UtoH
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figure 2. Oscillator
O.. illolo< Circuit
Cire..il
Figure

not exceed
exceed 135
[35 volts.
volrs. On
On the
the
should not
mc to
to 500 mc,
mc, itir will
will
range from
from 260
260 mc
range
be possible
possible to
to modulate
modulare linearly
linearly
nor be
not
the oscillator
oscillator will
will not
nor start
starr
100% since the
before the plate
plare voltage
volrage reaches
reaches some
some
before
value.
appreciable value.

cess
reguire<!, they may
cess of 40% are required,
alternatcly
alternately be obraine<!
obtained by swirching
switching to
pulse
rranspulse operation and applying a transformer-couplL-xl
former-coupled audio signal in series
with an adjusrable
adjustable dc (Figure 5);
5 ) ; the
resulrant
resultant RF level, however, may be
less
less than the specified CW signal. For
100%
volta!:e
100% modulation, a dc offset voltage
equal
vohage of
of the audio
equal to
to rhe
the peak voltage
signal
modularion terrersignal is applied at the modulation
minals. The maximum voltage (dc
(de offoff·
volrage)
set voltage plus RMS audio voltage)

Because
Because of
of the
the direct
direct plate
plate modulamodula·
rion, some small amount
amount of
of frequency
frequency
tion,
will occur. Typical
Typical FM
FM dede·
modulation will
input level
level isis
viarion for aa fixed
fixed audio
audio input
viation
shown graphically
graphically in
in Figure
Figure 6.
6.
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MODULATION
MODULATION
The simplified
simplified modulation
modulation circuit
circuit IS
is
The
shown 'in
tin Figure
Figure 4.
4. AM
AM plate
plate modula·
modulashown
tion isis injecred
injected rhrough
through from
front panel
panel tertertion
minals from
from an
an exrernal
external source
source of
of audio
audio
minals
power. The
The modulation
modulation signal
signal isis imimpower.
pressed across
across aa resistOr
resistor in
in series
series with
with
prcsse<!
the plate
plate supply
supply to
to rhe
the oscillator.
oscillator. The
rhe
oscillator isis specified
specified at
at less
less rhan
than 11%
oscillator
%
AM, distortion
distortion at
at aa level
level of
of 30%
30% AM.
AM.
AM,
However, modulation
modulation up
up to
to 50%
50% AM
AM
However,
resulting increase
increase
can be
be obcained
obtained with
with aa resulting
can
in distortion.
distortion. Approximately
Approximately 30
30 volts
volts
in
600 ohms
ohms isis required
required from
from an
an
RMS into
into 600
RMS
external
source
to
achieve
30%
AM.
exrernal soutce to achieve 30% AM.
60-cycle modulation
modulation can
can be
be conveniently
conveniently
GO-cycle
obtained at
at almost
almost any
any amplitude
amplitude de·
deobtained
If modulation
modulation percentages
percentages in
in exexsired. If
sired.
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the
W
CW
the modulation
modulation terminals
termi02ls in
in the
the C
position.
position. Since
Since the
the modulation
rnOOularion input
input
circuit
circuit is
is ungrounded,
ungrounda!.. either
either positive
positive or
or
negative
negative pulses
pulses may
may be
be used,
used, provided
provided
the
the more
morc positive
positive terminal
terminal from
from the
the
generator
gT::ocrator isis connected
connected to
to the
the left-hand
ldt-hand
modulation
modulation terminals
terminals on the
the 3200A
3200A
front
front panel.
panel.
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Provision is also made for external
exte:rnal
squarewlIve
squarewave lind
and pulse modulation
through the front
from panel terminals (Fig.
(Fig7 ) . With the front panel modulaure 7).
tion swiTch
switch in the "pulse" position, the
OSinternal plate voltage supply to the oscillator is
is dis.,bled
rhe oscillator
disabled and the
arc fed
fed from
from an enemal
plates are
external 5OUrCC.
source.
Any varying source
source of
of signal, within
the ratings of the 6024
rubes,
6DZ4 oscillator tubes,
nOt limited by the
rhe
whose frequency is not
input
input RF filters, may be lIpplicd.
applied. The
signal
signal source may be squarewave or
pulse or remotely programmed de.
dc.
Again, some FM will be expt'rienced
experienced
plaTe modulation.
due to direct plate
modulation.
A power capability of 140 volts into
2000 ohms will drive the oscillator to
maximum specified
specified OUtput
output on
on all
all
rangn.
ranges. Typically,
Typically, however,
however, approxi.
approximately 10
10 volts peak (except
(except 50
50 volts
on the 260-500 me
mc range) will
will produce
milliwatt peak power OUtput.
output. For
I milli"·a"
maximum
maximum tube life the pe;t.k
peak mirage
voltage in
in
pulse
pulse posirion
position should
should be limited to:
to:
150 -1.8 X V_
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RF
RF OUTPUT
OUTPUT
The
The RF
RF output
OUtpUt of
of the
rhe oscillator
oscillatOr isis
available
available through
rhrough aa unique,
unique. simplified
simplifia!.
waveguide-below-cutoff
piStOn attenuaa((enuawaveguide-bdow-eutoff piston
tor,
ror, shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 13.
B. This
This attenuator
attenuaror
provides
120 db
db attenuaattenUaprovides a minimum
minimum of
of 120
tion
tion from
from maximum
maximum output
outpur knd
and isis adadjusted
JUSta!. by
by positioning
posirioning the
the piston
pisron which
which
can be
be readily
readily locked
locked in
in place
place by
by a11 rorotary
rary clamp. The
The attenuator
auenuaror piston
pisron is
is
marked
marked at
at intervals
intervals of
of 10
10 db
db attenuaattenuation.
tion. These
These graduations permit
pc;rmir setting
setting
the attenuator
artenuaror to
to precise
precise ratios.
rarios. The
The atat·
tenuator
tcnuatOr has
has a bore
bore diameter
diamCter of
of 0.757
0.757
inches,
inches, providing
providing an
an attenuation
ar[enuation of
of 42
42
db
db per
per inch
inch for
for all
all frequencies
frequencies in
in the
the
range
of the
the instrument.
instrument. The
The graduagradulIrangc of
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coO(rol isis provided.
providai. This
This control
contrOl varies
varies
control
the plate
plate voltage
voilage on
on the
the oscillator
oscillaror and
and
the
provides precise
precise settability
scnabiliry over
over aa typitypiprovides
cal range
range as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 9.
9.
cal
With the
tM 3200A
3200A operating
operating into
into aa 5050With
ohm load,
load, frequency
frequency shift
shift from
from no
no load
load
ohm
to specified
specifiai output
OUtpUI typically
typically isis less
less than
Ihan
to
tM 3200A
3200A isis operated
operated at
at maximJ.Xi2%_ IfIf the
2%.
mum specified
specified output
OUtput into
into 50
50 ohms
ohms and
and
mum
then mismatched
mismatched so
so as
as to
to increase
increase
then
VSWR up
up to
to 40
40 db,
db, frequency
frequency shift
shiEr will
will
VSWR
be less
leS! than
than 22%
for typical
typical data.
data. See
See
% for
be
Figure IO.
10.
Figure
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POWER SUPPLY
SUPPLY
POWER
All necessary
necessary operating
operating voltages
voltages are
are
All
by an
an internal
internal solid
solid --state
State
provided by
provided
power supply,
supply, shown
shown in
in the
the simplified
simplified
power
11. This
This supply
supply proproschematic, Figure
Figure 11.
schematic,
vides regulated
regulate<! dc
dc for
for the
the oscillator
oscillator filafila·
vides
minimum hum
hum
mentS and
and plates
plates for
for minimum
ments
modulation and
and maximum
maximum tube
tube life.
life. In
In
modulation
tM circuit,
cirruit, the
the B8 supply
supply reference
reference isis rerethe
turned to
to regulated
regulated B8- instead
instead of
of ununturned
8-. This
This reduces
reduces the
the current
current
regulated B--.
regulated
change
change through
through the
the reference
reference tube
rube

on IOUo CIII
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fig
..... 9. Typical SenD!>il;ly
U"ng Electrical
ElectricDI Vernier
Ve.ni..
Figure
Settability Using

lions
tions also
also permit rescuing
resetting to
to a panicuparticuJar
lar po""er
power levrol
level. T'hr'
The firsl
first graduation
will
will pro"idro
provide roughly 11 "olr
volt inro
into 50
ohms
ohms and
and the
the last
last graduation
graduation will
will provide
vide tOUghly
roughly I1 micro'-oll
microvolt into 50
50 ohms.
ohms.
The
The aHronUator
attenuator piston is
is completely
completely
removeable,
removeable, and
and the pickup loop.
loop, ememploying
ploying aa frorrite
ferrite core
core for
for maximum low
low
frequency
frequency coupling.
coupling, is completely enencapsul:ued
capsulated in
in aa low
low dielectric
dielectric coostant
constant
resin for
for maximum slabililY
stability and
and proresin
teclion.
tection. A simplified
simplified schemalie
schematic of Ihe
the
O\Jtpm
output system
system isis shown
shown in Figure 2. In
order to
to provide maximum available
available
order
power outpUt,
output, no
no internal dissipative
dissipative
power
elements arc
are cmployed.
employed. The
The OUlpllt
output circire1emcncs
cuit isis designed
designed to
to feed
feed an
an external
external 5050cuit
ohm load.
load. If
If cridcal
critical match or
or low
ohm
suitable pad may
VSWR isis required,
required, aa suitable
VSWR
be readily
readily connected
connected in
in series with the
be
attenuator OUtput.
output.
::urenuator

Maximum RF
RF ourput
output power is specispecil-faximum
fied at
at greater
greater Ihan
than 200
200 milliwatt$,
milliwatts, 1010fied
130 me;
mc; grealer
greater Ihan
than 150
150 milliwatt!,
milliwatts,
130
130-260 me.
mc, and
and greater
greater Ihan
than 25
25 millimilli130-260
watts, on
on the
the highest
highest range,
range, 260-500
260-500
watts,
mc. Curves
Curves of
of typic,,]
typical maximum
maximum outpur
output
me.
function of
of frequency.
frequency, are
are
power, as
as aa fuoclion
powel,
8. RF
RF shielding.
shielding, conconshown in
in Figure
Figure 8.
shown
of aluminum
aluminum castings
castings and
and com·
comsisting of
sisring
pressed br2id.
braid, will
will permit
permit measuremems
measurements
pressed
a t levels
levels down
down to
to I1 micro1iolr.
microvolt.
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In addition
addition 10
to the
the comrol
control of
of RF
RF OUIoutIn
put le"eI
level by
by positioning
positioning lhe
the attenuator
attenuator
PUI
piston, aa from
front panel
panel electrical
electrical vernier
piston,

"(o'U
-~,
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Figure 11. Power Supply
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Figure 12. R..idual
Residual FM
Due 'a
to Hum and Na".
Noise
Figu,.
FM Du.

v/
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_<II'",
re ... _
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'

caused
caused by changes in unregul:He<1
unregulated BBar
or line voltage. The heater reference is
tapped down
down from
from the regulated 150
150
volt supply, climinaring
eliminating the necd
need for a
second reference.
reference. A filter
filrer in the B+
B+
supply reduces hum, providing almost
constant power
powet operation
operation of
of the oscilla·
oscillalOr tubes. Further
Funher reduction in the B
tor
suppl)'
supply hum is obtained by minimizing
the common
common resistance in the BB- and
HTR+ return leads,
leads. and establishing
HTR+
the common tie
tic point at the RF filter
on the instrument baseplate
basepbce casting.
casting.
Residual FM, due 10
to hum and noise,
noise.
for a typical instrument is shown in
12.
Figure 12.

Frequency stability of the oscillalOr.
oscillator,
Freqllency
as a function
function of input line voltage
changes, is specified at 0.001
r;;;- for IIa
0.001%
5-volt change.
change. The 3200A oscillator is
5·voh
designed for
for operarion
operation with an input
voles and
125 volts
line voltage of 105
105 (0
to 125
SO or 60 cps. The
210 to 225 volts, 50
The'
unir has been operalf'd
and
unit
operated from a 400 :lnd
1000
source, however, and
tOoo cps power source.
typicall)' met its sp<:cific3tions
has typically
specifications al
at
these higher line frequencies.
frequencies. Power
consumption is 30 watts.
wans.
consumption
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
As shown
shown in Figure 13.
13, considerable
given to ease of
attention has been given
All of the power supply
maintenance. All
circuits are
mounted on a stable
STable circuit
are mounted

,

-

to
..
.,.K
.

13. 3200A -- Di
.....embl.d
Disassembled

hoard
board and the power supply may be
readily disconneCted
disconnected from the oscillator
assembly rhrough
mulri·- conducror
through a multi
conductor

plug. The enrire
entire RF casring
casting can be
JUSt four
readily removed by loosening just
screws.
screws.

New Transistor Test Jig
Provides
KC to 250 M
MC
Provides Y Parameters-SOO
Parameters-500 KC
C
CHARLES
QUINN, Applications
AppticQtioll5 Engineer
CHARLES W. QUINN,
pro\'ement over the original design.
provement
This
to provide con111is new jig is designed 10
con·
sistanr,
teadings
sistant, convenient, and precise readings
over the entire the 500 kc to
lO 250 mc
me
frequency range of the RX Meter.

\,

Te.,

Flgur.1.
Tran.iila, Test Jig
Figure 1. 13S10A
13510A Transistor

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Transistor measurement
Transistor
measuremenr techniques
utilizing the 250A RX Meter
~'leler and special jigs built in the
cial
lhe Boonton laboratory
laborurory
were described in arTicles
articles published in
20, and 26 and
Notebook Numbers 19,
19,20.
drawings showing
showing the constnlCtion
construction dedeehese jigs were made available
tails of these
thc
to customers upon request. O\'cr
Over the
past several years, howevet,
however, Boonton has
(rom C\lSto·
received numerous requests from
customers
men to build and market
ml.rker these jigs and,
as a result, has designed the 13510A
Transistor Test Jig (Figure 1
I),
im.
), an im-

s
5

DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
The
nle 13510A
13510A Transistor Test Jig consisrs
components: a mountmount·
sists of four basic components:
ing adapter and three separlllt."
separate plug-in
test
measuring yie,
lesr circuits for measming
y.., yib,
Yl., and
yo..
y.... Included
Jndude<1 as part
ran of the jig are bias
feed and bypassing for an external
power supply.
supply. TIle
The jig may be readily
mounted on the RX Meter using the
existing rear set of accessory
accessory holes on
plare surrounding the terthe ground plate
minals. The parameters obtainable from
lhe RX Meter
j\kICr readings arc
lisred and
the
are listed
defined below:
y,.

~7 e

=
z Input admittance.
admittance, common emit-

ter output circuit
circuit shorr
short circuited
1
1
- --=
jj,.,C.=
( L , = Ylh
y11.
=
h,.
R.
hie
R,,
y._ =
base,
ylb
= Input admirtance,
admittance, common base,
Output
shorr circuited
output cir<:ll1t
circuit short

--++

THE
THE

T~""\IIHl41

TRANSISTOR
TER.,t/ALI
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\~..l

TERMINALS

~

~B

'-'~'~

1
(

.,
I :

~

0-

~e"

,

I :
I

,

)

CC

L3

.,

I1

"

RX .n.~
METER

B
c *
\\'---~.-,--:-:--'
~/
Y

Ttl.LTERc.,am
TO F I L T E R CIRCUIT

'.

YW

-,1

,

~>--------<o

'
l
i

..J

\ •

"~
'<'--1---1

"

V~'--C'~/

TO
TO 'L
F I LT.~
T E RClIII;,,"T
CIRCUIT

,,'

lib

-1

\~'-----V.---'---~/
Y
TO "'L
F I L'.~
T E RC'tOJtl
CIRCUIT
TO
roc

I

= 3 nh
L, = 4 nh
L3 = 8.5 nh

~: ~ :.;~J le~d ~nd
1~ = n;f
1,

1,
L,,
l,_"

E 34
34

lead and te,mino!
terminal inductonce.
inductances

nh

L6 ::::
= 33 nh
nh (RX
(RX Mele.
Meter le.m;,,~1
terminal inductoncu)
inductances)

~

C,
C"

distributed cDp~cil"nc.
capacitance of
o f HIGH
HIGH
==diot.ibuted

terminals
te.min~l.

C, ::::
= 29
29 I'f
w f GE
GE Tontolum,
Tantalum, 30
30 v,
v, bypo",
bypass, HF
HF
C,
Cg, CC, =0.11'1
0.1 pf Scionic.
Scionics Pele!,.50
Pelet, 50 v,
v,
C~,
J
bypass,
VHF
bypo
.., VHF

=

S,
5,

DESIGN
DESIGN CONSIDERATiONS
CONSIDERATIONS
A
fixrure) designed
to work
work
A jig
jig (or
(or fixture)
designed to
over
rhe
250
kc
to
500
mc
frequency
over the 250 kc to 500 mc frequency
RX Meter
Meter must,
must, of
course,
ranse
range of
of rhe
the RX
of course,
be
a
broadband
or
unumed
device.
This
be a broadband or untuned device. This
means
residual inductance
inductance
means that
that the
the residual
mUSt
minimum and
and made
made
must be
be held
held to
to aa minimum
as
possible from
from one
one test
test
as consistant
consistant as
as possible
These requirements
requiremems
circuit
circuit to
to another.
another. These
have
throush the
the careful
careful dedehave been
been met
met through
sisn
circuits
of the
the teST
test circuirs,
circuits. The
The circuits
sign of
have been designed in printed
primed circuit
form
form for
for stability
stability and
and are precision
manufactured to insure
insme maximum repeatability. Design
Desisn of
of the 13510A
135 lOA jig
is
is such
such lhat
that the RX Meter may be balanced
anced for
for one teST
test circuit and then
used
used with other test circuits without
rebalancing_
rebalancing.
The bypassing system (Figure 22)) is
swirchable
thac capacitor C
switchable so that
CI1 may be
removed from
ponion
from [he
the circuit over a portion
of the
the frequency
frequency range, thereby simplifying
fying the
the corrections which would have
to be made
made in the "crossover
region"
“crossover region”
(I
mc) _ This switch
swiTCh is normally
( 1 to 10
10 mc).
dosed
closed for
for measurements above 10 mc.
TRANSiSTOR
TRANSISTOR BIAS
Bias for
for the transistor under test is
provided from
from an external
external supply,
IJ510A
through
through the filter circuit on the 13510A
jig, when the plug-in
plus-in test circuit board
hoard
is
T" TY,
T~. and TR
T"
is connected
connected to terminals TI,
(Figure
termi·
(Figure 2)
2 ) and the RX Meter terminals.
nals. Any de
dc supply which has less than
I1 millivolt ripple (such as the -hp·
-hp721A) may be used to
to provide transistor bias. Batteries may also be used
if desired. The ideal supply for this
dTis apap.plication is one which provides a comconstant-current, emitter-base
bination constant-current.
eminer-base
supply, and
and a constant-voltage (with adsupply,
justable current limit) for collectorcollector·
base biasing. Many configurations
configurations are
base
arc
usable. Some examples are shown in
usable.
Figure 4.
4.It should be noted
nOted that the

switch
== RFRF .witch

T,

Figure
2. Equivolent
Equivalent h.t
Test CI,cuit.
Circuits
Figu
•• 2.

NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK

T2

r __1

1

Tl

1

11

11

+

- ---

jwc, = Yl\b
Yllb
= - - = - - + jwC.=
bib
h.~

R,
R.
yo, == Output
Output admittance,
admittance, common
common emitemitYoo
ter, input
input circuit
circuit shon
short circuited
circuited
ter,
11
= - - jwC. = yzz.

,

I
I

I
I

R,

+

,

,

I

,

,

i...c:-1 (
I -
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figu •• 3_

- I

o
fquiv~lent

66

2)__ -I
Fill•• Ci.cuit

BB

Cc

E
E

BB

Cc

L

Figu,. 4.
4. Recommended
R.commended Bias
Bio. Supply
Supply
Figure
Cenfigu .... tiono
Configurations

for current
current passing
passing through
through the
the
limit for
RX
terminals is
is 50
50 milliamperes.
milliamperes.
R
X Meter terminals
ColJecror-to-base voltages
voltages should
should not
not exex·
Collector-to-base
volts, Levels
Levels at
at the
the bridge
bridge terterceed 30 volts.
be kept
kept below
below
minals should usually
usually be
millivolts.
20 millivolts.

CORRECTiONS
CORRECTIONS
most measurements,
measurements, direct
direct readread·
For most
of the
the C,
C. and R,
R. dials
dials on
on the
the RRX
ings of
X
Meter may
may be
be used.
used. In
In cases
cases of
of exexMeter
rremely low.
low. impedance
impedance (below
(below 200
200
tremely
high frequencies
freqllencies (above
(above apapohms) and high
mc), however,
however, some
some
proximately 50 mc),
proximately
correction of
of these
these dial
dial readings
readings may
may be
be
correction
When measuring
measuring hib,
h,., for
for exexdesirable. When
ample, correction
correction of
of the
the C,
C. and
and R,
R. dial
dial
readings would
would be
be indicated.
indicated.
Corrections for
for series inductance
inductance can
can
be made
made by
by adding the
the series
series inductinductance of
X Meter.
of the jig
jiS to
[Q that
[har of
of the
the R
RX
Meter,
The equation to
to be
be used
used for
for these
these corcorrections
rcctions is
is (Figure 55)) ::

L

Yy(( 1J y.
Yq

((1l)) y
y (( )
1=
=

-y(
y.y. -y(

)

'.

,

I
I

EE

•

"

I

•

I

Figure
Flgu •• 5.
S. Correction
Cerr.clion Equation
Equollon for
fo,
Series
Se,i.. Inductance
Inductance

For
For frequencies
frequencies above
above 10
10 mc,
mc, the
the value
value
of
of y.
)'. is
is nominally
nominally 10
10 nh.
nh. Below
Below 10
10 mc,
me.
y.
y. is
is nominally
nominally 41
41 nh;
nh; most
most of
of which
which
is
is contributed
contribuu..'d by
by the
the jig
jig bypass
bypass electroelectro·
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Figure
'ig .... 7.
7. y,
Y vs. Frequency
'-.q... ncl' Correction
C".recti"n_

y•• y.

Yib y s

ys
y. - Yib
y,.
12.5
/ - 90"
12.~ /
/- 18.7" 62.8
62.8/-- jj 62.8 - 118

-

Below
leI"w 50 mc
"'<

Defermination
ie
Del.rmincrticrtl of
of yyio

v

Iylic capacitor,
capacitor, C3.
C". These
Th~ corrections
corr«tions
lytic
olxained more quickly
quiddl' through
may be obtained
Figur15
graphical solution as shown in Figures
6 and
Ind 7. For frequencies
frequenci15 below 50
~O mc
me
and impedances
impedanc15 below 200 ohms,
th~
ohms, the
corr«rion
correction curv15
curves in Figure 6 may be
nccessa.ry for
fOt R,
R.
used. No correction is necessary
below ~O
me. Above ~O
me, equation 1
I
50 mc.
50 mc,
should be used with the value
vllue of y,
obtained from Figure 7.
7.
)'1., ylb,
)',~
With the corrected
corrected values for yle,
and Y...
yo,, known, yr.
yf, can be calculated to
a good approximation by the equation:
equation:
-y..
y,.
Yib -y..
-yie
-yoe
(2)
( 2 ) yyr.=
fe =
y.
This equation IS
is aa more exact expresexpression
sion than the equation:
equation:
h..
-hLb
h,e -h,.
(3)
( 3 ) h..
hr. =
= --h.
hlb
used in Notebooks
Not~books Numbers 19
19 and 26.

-

Cp
CP

+ 3.2 pf

74 ohms
74 ohms

-- j 200 ohms
yie
=G
G
jP
y.. =
jfl
yi, =
z 13.5
13.5
j 5.0 mmhos
yio
= 14.4
20.6" mmhos
=
14.4 /
/

+
+

+

Sene]
IndNu<#Ice R
RX
Met" and Jig:
Series Inductance
X Meter
Jig:
L, =
= 10
10 nh, X, =
= 15.7
L.
1~.7 ohms,
y. =
= -- j 62.8 mmhos
y.
= 62.8 /
90"
y. =
/ -- 90"

Y1@

v

EXAMPLE
EXAMPLE
The following
following is
is an exllmple
example of the
procedure and calculations
calculations used [0
to d~
de(ermine
termine the
the yoo,
yie, y..,
Yib, and
and y_
yo. par:tmeters
parameters
of an
706 uansistot
an RCA
RCA 22N706
transistor utilizing
the
RX Meter and
and the
the 13510A
13510A Tn.nTranthe RX
sis[Or
sistor T15t
Test Jig.
Jig. Measurements
Measurements were
made at
at 250
250 me
mc with a bias
bias supply
supply of
of
6 volts,
volts, 2 milliamperes.
milliamperes.

Correued
Corrected y..:
yi,:
Yie

ys

yi: =

y. -- Yie
y..
ys

,

y..
yie

+

1

14.4 / 20.6" X
>< 62.8 / -90"
- 90"
14.4/
==
-j62- j 62 - H.5-jS.O
13.5 - j 5.0
-

0
900 (
/- 69.4
69.4"

13.5 -- j67.8
j 67.8
-- 13.S
-

69.4"
900 I/ - 69.4"
68.8
I.}"
68.8 // - 10
101.3"

+
+

13.1 1
13.1
/± 31.9"
11.05 j 6.9
6.9 mmbos
mmhos
== 11.0S

yie'=
y':=

7

+
...1- jj 4.0

785
78~ /
/ - 108.7"

- 11.8
11.8 - j 58.8
S8.8
785 // _ 108.7"
IOB.7"
59.8
~9.8 /
I - 101.4"
lOlA"

R
X Meter
RX
Met" Readings:
Readi"gJ:

Rp
RP

y;b:

= ---=

I
Yib

Ab"
m<
Above
50 mc

'it.....
Y.....
f .........<y Correction
C"'..<fi".. _
Figure 6. y,
vs. Frequency

- 2.55
255 pf
pf

+

Corrected

0 < ,

...... 1<_, ••,...,....

,

85
8~ ohms
ohms
85
8S ohms

Series
X Meter
SeNeJ Inductance
Indlluance of RRX
Met" and
and Jig:
y.y. =
= - 62.8 mmhos
= 62.8 // - 90" mmhos

\
300

,

Cp
CP

Yib

\

1\

Rp
RP

G
jP
y... =
=G+ifl
=
= 11.8
11.8 - jj 4.0 mmhos
mmhos
=
/ - 18.7" mmhos
= 12.5
125/mmhos

500

20

i

MeIer Readings:
ReadingJ:
RRX
X Meter

I

700

=
= 13.1
13.1 /I - 7.3" mmhos
yi,' =
y,:
= 13.0
Il0 - j 1.67 mmhos
mmbos
Determination 01
of yo6
O.t.rminotion
y_

R
X Meter
RX
Aleler Readings:
ReadingJ:

Rp
RP

Cp
CP

140 ohms
140 ohms

-- j 120 ohms

+ j PiP
+

G

yo.

+ ',3
5.3 pf
+
pf

=-

+ j 8.35
= 10.9 / +-49.6"

mmhos

7.1

Series I"dNCfa"ce
Inductance of
of R
X Meier
Meter tId
and Jig:
Jig:
SerieJ
RX
y. =
= -- ij 62.8
y.
= 62.8/
62.8 / - 90"
=
Corrected yoe:

,

yoo
y.
Yo. Ys

yo6=
y..
=

ys
yo,
y. -- y-

+

10.9 / 49.6" X 62.8 / - 90"
yo: =1._0:::,9!:.1=+:::49=,6=-O.:.X::..:::62:::,8:,:/,::-=90"o·

y':= -

62.8 ~
- 7.1
7.1 -j
- j 8.3
8.3
-- ij 62.8
684
/
~
40.4"
684 / - 40.4"
- j 62.8 - j 71.1
-j62.8-j71.1

THE
T
HE

-

684
684 I/

-

0
40.4
40.4"

71.1
/ - 95,7°
71.1 /
95.7"
0
== 9.63
/
55.3
9.63 /
55.3" mmhos
mmhos
y':
jj 7.92
yo:== 5.47
5.47
7.92 mmhos
mmhos

+
+
++

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
The
13510A
The 13510A Transistor
Transistor Test
Test Jig
Jig proprovides
vides aa simple
simple and
and convenient
convenient method
method
for
for measuring
measuring the
the Y
Y parameters
parameters of
of
transistors
transistors over
over the
the range
range from
from 500
500 kc
kc
to
to 250
250 mI'.
mc. Through
Through careful
careful design,
design,
residuals
have
been
minimized
residuals have been minimized and,
and, by
by
employing
employing printed
printed circuit
circuit techniques,
techniques,
excellent
excellent unit-TO-unit
unit-to-unit uniformity
uniformity has
has
been
been achieved.
achieved. By
By applying
applying the
the correccorrections
tions described
described in
in this
this article, absolute
absolute
measurements
measurements to
to accessories
accessories in
in the
the order
order
of
of 10%
10% can
can be
be obtained.
obtained. Measurements,
Measurements,
based
based ditectly
directly upon
upon RX
R X Meter
Meter dial
dial readreadings,
ings, provide
provide aa good
good basis
basis for
for judging
relative
relative characleristics.
characteristics.

NEW
NEW DIRECT
DIRECT READING
READING
VECTOR
VECTOR IMPEDANCE
IMPEDANCE
METER
METER TO
TO BE
BE SHOWN
SHOWN
AT
IEEE SHOW
SHOW
AT IEEE
The
The IEEE
IEEE Show,
Show, March
March 22-25
22-25
in
in New
New York
York City
City will
will mark
mark the
the
introduction
introduction of
of our
our new
new and
and
unique
unique Vector
Vector Impedance
Impedance Meter,
Meter,
Model
Model 4800A,
4800A, which
which provides auautomatic
tomatic direct
direct reading
reading impedance
impedance
measurements
measurements continuously
continuously from
from
55 cps
cps ~o
to SOO
500 kc.
kc. Impedaflce
Impedance magmagnitude
ohm to
to 10
10 megmegnitude from
from I1 ohm
ohms
ohms and
and phase
phase angle
angle from
from 00 to
to
360
360 degrees
degrees isis instantaneously
instantaneously dis·
displayed
played on
on tWO
two front
front panel
panel memeters. Analog
Analog OutpUts,
outputs, directly
directly proproters.
portional to
to impedance
impedance magnimagniportional
tude, phase
phase angle,
angle, and
and frequency
frequency
rude,
are also
also available
available so
so that,
that, by
by simsimare
ple connecrion
connection to
to an
an X-V
X-Y rereple
corder, dill'n
direct reading
reading plots
plots of
of imimcorder,
pedance as
as aa function
function of
of frequency
frequency
pedance
may be
be conveniently
conveniently obtained,
obtained.
may
The Venor
Vector Impedance
Impedance Meter
Meter
Thll'
direct readreadwill also
also function
function as
as aa direct
will
ing i·C
L-C meter
meter covering
covering tanges
ranges of
of
ing
microhenry to
to tOO,ooo
100,000 henries
henries
11 microhenry
10,000 mimiand o.t
0.1 picofarad
picofarad to
to 10,000
and
crofarads. By
By employing
employing the
the "Q
"Q
crofarads.
by delta
delta f'f" approach,
approach, Q
Q measuremeasureby
also be
be made.
made.
ments can
can also
ments
See the
the new
new Vcctor
Vector Impedance
Impedance
See
Meter, the
the new
new Frequency
Frequency DouDouMeter,
bler Probe,
Probe, as
as well
well as
as [he
the VHF
VHF
bler
Oscillator and
and Transistor
Transistor Test
Test Jig
Jig
Oscillator
3501-3503.
Booths Nos,
Nos. 3501-3503.
inin Booths

NOTEBOOK
N
OTEBOOK

NEW ACCESSORY
ACCESSORY
NEW
500-1000
MC
FREQUENCY
500-1000 M
C FREQUENCY
DOUBLER PROBE
PROBE
DOUBLER
A new
Frequency Doubler
Doubler
A
new Frequency
Probe, Model
Model 13515A,
1351 SA, providing
providing
Probe,
additional
frequency coverage
coverage from
from
additional frequency
me from
from the
the 3200A
3200A
500-1000
500-1000 mc
VHF Oscillator,
will be
be introintroVHF
Oscillator, will
duced
IEEE Show,
Show, March
March
duced at
at the
the IEEE
In operation,
dle Frequency
Fre'luency
22-25.
22-25. In
operation, the
Doubler Probe is merely substituted for
the standard
smodard 3200A
3200A atattuted
for the
tenUator
the
tenuator probe and doubles the
Output
of the oscillator
oscillator
output frequency of
me range.
f1\nge. The
in the 250-500 mc
doubler circuit,
circuit, housed in the

~-SALES
SALES

probe tip,
tip, isis all
all solid-state
solid-state and
and rereprobe
no tuning.
runing. Tentative
Tentative specspec'1uires no
quires
ifications are
are given
given below:
below:
ifications
1000 mc"
mc"
RF RANGE:
RANGE: 500
500 to
to 1000
RF
"With 3200A
3200A operating
operating 260260"With
500 mc
mc (Range
(Range No.
No.6),
250500
6 ) , 250No.5)
260 mc
me (Range
(Range No.
260
5)
RF OUTPUT:
OUTPUT:
RF
mw
Maximum Power:
Power: > 44 mw
Maximum
SO-ohm load
load
(Across external
external 50-ohm
(Across
with VSWR
VSWR < 1.1)
1.1)
with
HARMONIC SUPPRESSION:
HARMONIC
16 db"
db"
Fundamental: > 16
Fundamental:
Higher Order:
Order:
Higher
> 16'db"
16'db" (500-800 mc)
me)
db" (800-1000 mc)
me)
> 14 db"
desired signal
"" below desired
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